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RAP IQADE D^ RA DIO SCRIPTS
N. Y. Hoteliers

Curbing

New

j|||Metro Director Advocates Tele

BIdg.,

Recalling Pre-War's Near-Bkptcy
Despite critical hotel

shortage in

tion

New

N.Y. Times Pic

men are discouraging any building
of new inns in Gotham, fearing that
•a return to

New York Times

last

week

Paris:'--''

inclfjitry.

pointed out that most
pre-war, ran far' below capacity, and many operated at a loss
for long periods at a time.

wasn't- true.

•

hotels,

UNESCO

factor
leading up to
hotelmen's decision is said to be
high costs of building and unavailability of materials. Any hotel built
Under these conditions, would have
prohibitive carrying charges, and
once business drops oflE, inns built

Hits

Snag

QnPix,Radio Plans
Washington, Oct. 1.
UNESCO, the cultural and educational affiliate- of the United Na-

(Continued on page 52)

B'klyn

2HG

St.

Loo Cards

League pennant between the Dodgers .and the St. Louis Cards. Al-

NBC

execs refused to release
reported the
web is paying $0,500 for the game
(Continued on page 41)

..terms of .the deal, -it's,

SQ.

TRAILER FOR

WEV

Ti'ailer thrown on a screen by rear
•ju-ojection will be the focal pohii of
,

theatres,

I

May Hit B way Biz

Ghostly Gags

where the

pic will
Sign will beat

Filming 'Freedom' East
Paul Robeson heads a production
up during the. past week to

unit set

make a
Howard

Road." Robeson will be starred
in the film and will be prez of the

company, Freedom Road Films, Inc.,
with Fast and Leo Hurwitz, who
will direct, as v.p.s.
Production is slated to get imdcrway in April from a screenplay by

Fast and Hurwitz. Robeson and Hurwitz worked together on "Native
Land, a documentary which HurSelznick has also contraetcrl for ah witz directed. Fast's novel, "The
angular sign on the corner of loth, Last Frontier," was bought by Costreet, which now carries an ad for lumbia about a yc-.p- a"o and his
"Annie Get Your Gun," and for ad- "The American'.' i.s a Literary Guild
ditional space atop the Astor tlica- selection and high up on the current
'

I

'1'

'•t^'-Ver

li."-!..

Gift of

malion"

Bernard

.

But now' comes the ultimate.
G<i^ writers writing yoeks for
the flaclvs to give, the columnists
as having .been saiu, by their
coniic-clicnts.
New service has
been started by Marty Rotlv and
Al Sproul, feeding gags to flacks
for a flat weekly fee. Two writer.^ charge $25 a week for 10
"column gas.s, guaranteeing that
won't conflict with other
.iokcs supplied roLniiiir porformthey
in.i;

cUorits.

And

no

dUpliea-

liOllg.,''
,

Now.

v\

l\o>;

{,o.i'ii!i

.wi

iic'

Ijays-

for tiic gag wi'iters tor the gag
wril-.'i'-,

etc.

all

reissue rights to "Py;;-

ha.s

been made by George
to Gabriel Pascal,

Shaw

of the film and
sole cellulo'id interpreter of Shaw's
plays, The nonagenarian gifted the
rights to Pascal last month shortly
before the latter took off for the
U. S. a.s laurels to Pa.scal's faithful
filmizations of the Shavian works

producer-director

comics'" mouths.

film version in the cast ofFast's best - seller, "Frco^

dom

the trailer goes up underneath

Reissue Coin to Pascal

Whi.ro does: it stop'.'
First
Then
there were ju.st comics.
there were gag writers for the
comics. Then there were flaclc
written
to give columnists gags
by the writers and put in the

Robeson-Fast-Hurwitz

Artkraft-Strauss, will cost around
¥"5,000. It will be part of a complete
saturation of the block with "Duel"
signs that will run Selznick approximately ,$150,000 for erection and
.Jnaintcnance.
Currently going tip
.atop the Victoria theatre building is
another spectacular which features a
huge spinning sun. It's costing about
$15,000 and will continue to operate
even after the other larger display

tre building.

Fear ParJdng Ban

,

"Pygmalion," "Major Barbara" and
"Caesar and Cleopatra."
"Pygm:'lion,''

a top picture

and

sqlid grosser,

system involving the Integra-

tion of television techniques into
film production that could conceiv--

save

ably

studios

plenty

of

money now being spent on retakes
.

is

currently being mulled by Metro

director Sylvan Simon. Latter is in
New York on a holiday. With most
film companies casting wary glances
at video, because of the latter's
threat of possible competition, Simon
thinks his idea, which he'll take
back to the Coast for consideration
by Metro production chief Louis B.
Mayer, would cause the film industry to welcome video with open
:

arms.
Idea, which came to Simon while
he was watching the tele presentation of "Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobblies" in the New York NBfc studios
on Sept. 22, would be a switch on the
usual procedure of tele producers
borrowing film techniques. System
involves the lensing of a rough cut
of the picture by filming it originally almost exactly the way the sfory;
would be staged for television, with
the same sets, camera shots, etc.
Print would then be used to get
audience reaction at a sneak preview, with any resultant changes required in the story, comedy situations, etc., then being incorporated
(Continued on page 24)

Void in Bermuda
By PEGGY LeBOUTItLIEK
Bermuda, Sept. 25.
On these 19 square miles of coral
reef suspended in mid-Atlantic there
little public entertainmcrt except
what the natural (and human) phenomena of suni moon, sand, sea and
H;-imilton,

is

(Continued on page 51)

ASTAIRE MAPS INTl

DANCING STUDIOS
'

Chicago, Oct.

.

'

1.

Having danced before the camera
for the last time

in

"Blue Skies,"

Fred Astaire revealed plans for his
new international dance studios and
told of his impending venture as an
indie producer while here last week;
.

On Way

York
moves,
the

with

.and,

vacation,

a

his

now

Screen,

that

wife

to

said

lie

include

.'

New

Florida

subscciuent

Astaire

hi.<i

future

has retired from
establishin,!;

a

chain of commercial dance studios
which will tje under his personal

generally considered to have supervision.
$500,000 in U. S. reissue potentialiPhysical plans 'Cor tlie fir.ft studio^
ties.
Hollywood, are
Pa.sca1 is currently dickering for to be erected in
production of the next three Shaw complete and await only a building
•

films in the U. S. after deciding
definitely in favor of Yank production tioup..
Producer has already
la k.d to number of U, S. producers
inclu(!iMg Samuel Goldwyn, Walter

Wi'Mtcr and Milton Sperling.

^

Entertainment Big

is

-

,

Public Commercial

.

play simultaneously.
by a few foot the former recordholding iVrigley ipectacular with its
swimming goldnsh.
Selznick super-spec, being built by

)^ith

Harold Goodman and Hendrik
Voellarts drawing up the rear.

with this show. The ad
agency editor for this show keeps
one. single copy of the instructions

.

the largest sign ever seen on Bio;idw;ay. Erected to plug David
O. ScV/.nicks "Duel in the Sun," it will
eover the entire block from 45th to
46th Street, over the Astor and Victoria

Hope,' 1 Hope" boys is Norman
Sullivan, with Fred Williams,
Larry Kline, Paul Levan, Ray
Allen, Fred Cox, Roger Price,
Ghet Castellaw, Glenn Wheatoh,

th

single events on a sustaining basis,
has sisned with the Brooklyn Dodgers lor exclusive video rights to
the playoff series for the National

OUTDOOR TIMES

Leading off the Hollywood and
Suiiset contingent of "I Hope, I

fields.

NBC television, paying wliat's
probably the highest tab to date for

though

—

opposition

To Televise Playoffs
With

—

will run into heavy industry
Midtowp New York parking ban
If it strays too far into
lots ol other sermonization, all with
which went into effect yesterday
commercial film and radio "positive" and "ideals" stressed.
(Tuesday) is figured to cause a
This was made clear last
In accordance with these instrucweek at sessions of the National tion.s, writers complain, scripts are serious nick iir Times Square film
Commission preparing recommen- butchered; "positive Americanism" is grosses. Ban, announced last week
dations for advocacy by the U. S. dragged into situations that are thus by Mayor O'Dwyer, forbids leaving
delegation to the UNESCO meeting made phoney, and their work is cars in the area from 23d to ^9th
in Paris next month.
made to scorn ridiculous by the time street and from Third to Njnth avenues, from 8 a. ra. to 6 p. m.
At
Eric
Johnston,
MPA president it gets on the air.
and member'^ of the National ComOne of the foremost scripters in other times, and other areas, onemission, flatly balked at supporting the country is known to have refused hour parking is permitted.
This is the most drastic measure
flnanoial aid by UNESCO to help to wcrk on one show, although
other countries get their film indus- offered a fancy fee. Another writer to bo taken in recent years, although
tries on their feet. He' saw in this withdrew
from the sweepstakes this statute has been on the books
harm to our own industry.
after lie had done two versions of a since 1938, but according to the
.fustin Millerj NAB proxy, and anshow in whicli the agency wanted Mayor, there wasn't sufficient personnel to enforce the act,
otlier delegate, got his back up over
(Continued on page 52)
Indication of possible effect on
for a United Nations
a proposal
midtown boxoffices is seen by- the
owmed-androperated shortwave netfact that Current parking ban on
work. Miller, chairman of the Mass
Pop
Pops Jr. Joins
crosstown streets has affected busiMedia roundtable which endorsed
the network, notified Assistant SecPaul Whitcmun. Jr.. 20-year-old ness to some extent, although acretary of State William Benton that son. of the "King of Jazz." Is work- curate percentages couldn't be given.
Managers figure that prospective
he was against it until diirBcted ing with his dad's orchestra for the
first
time, at the Capitol tlieatre, customers will consider long before
otherwise by the NAB:board.
(Continued on page 57.)
Johnston declared at his sessions N,'Y.
that: "I am opposed to playing wet
"Pop.s" is a
He- plays drums,
n ,rsc to these countries. We should fiddler.
encourage these countries to help
Gifts 'Pygmalion'
GBS
(Continued on page 63)
tions,

NBG Pays

1.

count
show scripters. with
'em pitching away on the gag
routines this season for his Pepsodent program.

of the most expensive dramat
packages on the air has gone as far
as drawing up a set of explicit instructions to writers, There is a routine that would be funny if it wasn't
for its serious implications in con-

.

Hope'

'

.

.

I

11

One

locked in his desk. A writer considered for the show is handed the
document in the editor's private
fanctumi, with no witnesses around.
The writer is asked to read the sponsor's ukase which talks sternly about
"implementing ideals of positive democracy," "putting over positively
the ideals of private enterprise," and

Hope,

Hollywood, Oct.

nection

Another

,

I

Bob Hope has racked up a
new record for a string of air

•

•

was

New

i Hop«,

the script.

Times claimed the whole town
wasn't talking and thtis the copy
was •unacceptable because it;

to Film Production
'

Scripters around vax-ious parts of
the country, and in New York particularly, are plenty burned about a
deliberate
policy
of
"get
tough
through positive Americanism" that's
been inaugurated by some of the top
shows on the air. In short, selling
the sponsor's privale ideals through

re-

As Pre-Test

IDEOLOGY

By SAUL CARSON

Nix

fused an ad from United Artists
on "Scandal in Paris," claiming
it breached the paper's "Truthin-Advertising" policy. Copy was
headed by the line: "The whole
town's talking about 'Scandal in

pre-war normalcy would

an overabundance of rooms.
Nj Y. hotelmen, it was learned,
thrashed out this situation some
time ago, and .decided they would
Mdt go into new construction, as any
additions,
would
be
eventually,
harmful to the present setup of ilic
create

It

Ad

m

BIG

accommodaYork, hotel-

:

permit

for

construc'.ion

to

start.

Studios in New York, London, and
Paris will follow.
Astaire also said hi.? pic plans as
yet do not include a tieup ' with «
distributor.

MISCELLANY

W««lii«id«j, October 2,

Liases Mount Steadily for Amus.

Navy 6-5 Over

As Pitt Power Strike Enters 2d Wk.

'

Pittsburgh, Oct. 1.
Losses wcre niounting steadily fop
mniisoiiieiU business here as paraly?^
InK powcv strike went into its second
week today (Tues.) with the outr

look

iaai-k

still

"Whca
Oder

Light Co.'s

biiciucsiio

3.500

to

any settlement,

for

members

latest

indie

o£

union was turned down by strikers,
\itillty tirm withdrew the proffered
B'r increase and so far no further
moves ha\e been made by either
side.-

'

:

of
flock
closing
of
Expected
theatres which
neighborhood
weren't equipped with their own
generators didn't nwterialize,, and
,

.

were continuing to .qperate
o\ cr weekend on a dimout plan, but
rapidly dwindling supply of power
was expected to shut these houses
down any moment, While biz has

they

been brutal downtown except in an
isolated case or two, on account of

Hotel Walkout

Dr. Leo Michel, wk. to show
named president, unanir
mously, of the Gross! nger Golf
Club for the eighth consecutive
ex-fight champ Barney
year
Ross, incidentally, refused that
offer,
,$1,500 "We the People"
after the publicity attendant to
.

1.

up as a narcotics adGovernment cure; but

the

,

and

lightweight

.

title-

iiolder just didn't want any more
publicitiy on the matter right,

now..

.
:

The publicity attendant to Los
Rams' halfback, Bob
Waterfield, being the husband of

Angeles

-

Jane (''Outlaw") Russell has apparently dimmed, somewhat at.
least, the fact that Waterfield is
somewhat of a personality on his
he's only the best allown
around back in the National
League, with those towering
punts, rifle-like passes and scat
running.
Around $2,000,000 was refunded by the Boston Red Sox to
baseball fans shut out of world's
.

JokonsSROPuH

.

Monday)

halting acr
tivitics of at least 800 musicians
and many performers. In addition, many of cast of "I Hemembei' Mama'', were stranded
on upper floor of William Penn
botel without elevator service.
Union, after voting to strike,

yesterday

i

Park in Boston is
limited capacity and 32,000 seats
will not come near to accommoseries tickets.

dating the horsehide addicts who
want to see the American League
champs in action. Even reporters covering the series have been

previously agreed to postpone
walkout for seven days because
of the power .strike after the
Pitt Hotel Assn. asked for a 90day truce. However, union set

up picket

unable to purchase tickets and
as of last week the aisking price

lines immediately.

for a pair

Hub;

confined to their

own immediate

dis-

tricts by bus and trolley shutdowns
have been patronizing their neighT
borhood houses instead of going into
the Golden Triangle, and grosses at
smaller sites as a result have been
•

-

As

.,

power

Of tt)day, a little bit of

coming in, with plants beContinued on page 8)

ti-as Still
(

.

:

40 Concerts
Oddity

in

the

at {1,000

longhair

concert

cital

in

March which won

pers.

.

all bo.oked,

Artur

appearance Oct.

.

10.

Case

is

con-

Bidered most unu-sual lor. the music
world, a matter of jumping a career
ahead 15 years in one stroke.

Wed

branches

reps of almost every industry in
N. Y., packed the Hotel Astor's
hear Jolson
to
grand ballroom
lauded for his outstanding work
during the war entertaining troops
both in this country and overseas,
Fifty-oi)e top show biz names were
on the dais, with Jimmy Walker,
former N. Y. mayor, acting as toastList of honorary sponsors
master.
of the dinner included Mayor William O'Dwyer and reps of all the
film companies, music pubs, legit,
sports, etc.

COLLEGE
GAMES
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

7-5

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

B.

Cochran, top British

and Anna Neagle were
due to be heard from London, last
night; George Jessel emceeing from
the Coast, with the Hollywood list
of talent including

Bob Hope, Eddie

Following

A&M-Texas

Okla.

.

.

broadcast, Jolson,
on the dais throughout the proceedings, was to entertain the guests for
a solid hour by himself. In order to
get as close to his audience as he's
always done, Jolson was to have
been carried bodily from the dais by
four MPs down to the ballroom floor
for the show.

.

.

.

,

.

...

.

.

Billy

Rose

.

.

.

7^5
....

... .

.

Duke-Tennessee

.......

.

8-5.

4-1

...............

Tennessee

La. State-Miss. State (Sat. nite ) ....
Mississippi- Vanderbilt

North Carolina^Miami

.

:

....

,

.

(Sat. nite) ...... ...

Tulane-Florida .....

.

UCLA-Washington
(Games are pZaj/ed

......

.

7-5

La. State
Mississippi ..............

6-.5

Miami

V-5
7-5

....Tulane

.

'^-5

.............

UCLA

9-5

Saturdajy o/(crnoo->i, luiless othertutse sfoted.)

:

PROFESSIONAL
NATIONAL league:
WINNERS

GAMES

the

.

.

A&M

Oklahoma
Texas
Alabama-South Carolina ................... Alabama

Oklahoma-Texas

also to be aired.

Boston Yanks-Philly Eagles
Eagle?
Chi Bears-Chi Cards ......... ........ .. ..Bears
Detroit Lions-Wash. Redskins ............. Redskins
.

;

.

;

01>DS
... ...... ......

.

L. A. Rams-Green Bay .
...... .... ... ..Rams ....
N. y. Giants-Pitt Steelers .......... ........Giants
,

.

.

..

.

.....

.

.i

.

ALL-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
WINNERS

GAMES

Dons-Chi Rockets (Fri. nite)
..... Dons
N. y. Yankees-Buffalo Bisons tFri. tiite)
Yanks
Brooklyn Dodgers-Cleveland Browns
Browns
San Fran.-Miami Seahawks (Moni nite). .Frisco
.

.

.

.

*>-5

,

.

.

.

.

7-5

OBDS

L. A.

.

»-5
2-1
4-1
8-5

.

.

. .
.

..

.

.

.

...... ,>
........

(Games ore played Sunday afternoon unless otherwise
Boxscore: Won, 26; lost, 6; ties, 5; Pct.-.813.

.

.

.

.

.

8-5
3-1

..

stnl«d.)

(Ties don't count)

i
i

Ladies and gentlemen, I'm .scared. And I don't scare easy. When stocks
stone cold dead in the market, I didn't even take an aspirin. When
Wallace put the heat on Byrnes, and Truman put the whammy on Wallace,
I shrugged and turned to L'il Abner.
Depression talk, boom talk-r-even
the European boom-boom talk-^bounched off my ears like a radio commercial.
But yesterday something happened that turned me pale beneath my
pale.

My wife refused to let me buy her a dress she was crazy about. She
was too high. This hit me harder than all the editorials
and CPA statistics. "
Yesterday was our annual "Shoot the Works" Day. For 364 days, my
hand moves slowly when I, reach for my wallet. But each year, as her
anniversary present, I tell her, "Nothing's too good for baby. If the shoe
fits— buy it." So off she goes shopping, and like Alphonse, the little French

said the price

I

S-.l

Penn State

.

fell

husband,

............

.

Pitching Horseshoes
By

8-1

State

Princeton ...............

,

.

<—

.Army

....

.............. .Mich.

.

—— —

OI>m

WINNERS

Army-Cornell
...
Boston CoUege-Mich. State
Brown-Princeton
Bucknell-Penn State

4-1
Coljgate-Yale
Yale
...
..... ....... 6t5;
three-way international Columbia-Navy
....
....... ..
;,
.... .Navy .
7r.'5
..
.. ..
..... ... ........ Dartmouth .
..
pickup between New York, Holly- Dartmouth-Syracuse
... ...... 10-1
...
.......... ... .. .,. .Notre Dame
wood aiid London featured an hour's Notre Dame-Pitt
9-5
............
nationwide broadcast of the pro- Georgia-Temple (Sat. nite) ..,.......>.. ...Georgia
2-1
Illinois
ceedings over the Mutual web and Illinois-Purdue
3-1
WNEW, N. Y. indie. With Walker Indiana-Minnesota ........................ Minnesota
7-5
Michigan
acting as emcee for the N. Y.-origi- Michigan-Iowa
7-5
Nebraska
nated part of the show, Jolson, Kansas State-Nebraska
6-5
Hildegarde, Perry Como were, sched- Marquette-Villanova (Fri. nite) ........... Villanova
Wisconsin; ........ ... .. S-5
......
uled to be brought in from the N. Yv Northwestern-Wisconsitt.: .
7-5
Ohio State-So. Cal
<
So. Cal
Mutual studios.

toddle after.

'

,

licked last week by Cleveland, will bounce back
Paul Brown's unbeaten Browns from Cleveland should
overshadow Glenn Dobbs and the Dodgers from Brooklyn. Cleveland iS;
the class-of the league, and well coached. San Francisco moves from west
to southeast, meeting Miami, Seahawks, who just don't have it

Special

Howard's Son to
We stopped in at the establishment run by one of our nationally known
dre.ss designers.
It's one of those places where a woman feels like a
London, Sept. 24.
Ronald (Ronnie) Howard, son of Duchess and her husband feels conspicuous. The clothes don't hang on
late Leslie Howard, soon will marry racksr-rthey are modeled by pretties who next year will be working for
Jean Millar, whose only connection Paramount. A string quartet throbs softly behind potted palms. The only
with the theatre is being cousin ef reason the head saleslady isn't the favorite of the King of France is that
jRdnald Millar, author, whose first there is no King of France.
While Eleanor apprai.sed wh^t the mannequins were wearing, 1 slumped
audcess is "Frieda."
Keiroii O'Hanrahan, who is marry- in a chair and appraised what they weren't. She .smiled approval "When
ing actress Barbara White, came over something all white .satin and ermine tails swept by.
"Pretty, Isn't it?" she whispered',
from Ireland to play in Sean
I nodded and said to myself, "You smoke too. much anyway.
It won't
O'Casey's "Red Roses for Me." He
hap been given longterm film con- hurt to spend a Ittle less for tobacco."
On and on went the Parade of Dreamistuff. I was selling mental apples
tract Ijy Alexander Korda.
Leslie

ALL-AMERICAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE

Dan Topping's Yankees,

against Buffalo.

.

critical

Rodzinski made
room tor her, the pianist opening
her fall season with her orchestral

conductor

Dame and

sure of getting into a contest between two top teams is pretty
well going to have to sit down
and figure out beforehand what
clubs are going to be the top-

raves.

harmonic-Symphony was

Notre

A guy who wants, to be

:

Although sh§,, missed the bulk of
the big .subscription courses, which
were all booked, Columbia Concerts
has booked the pianist for 40 dates,
at $1,000 fee. per appearance, this
Although the N. Y. Philseason.

all

dance is being decided by lottery.
So many fans lacking either

Army,

:

.

Cantor, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra,
Burns & Allen and Mitchell Ayers
and his orch. In addition to tributes
to Jolson and straight entertainment,
the ceremonies during the presentation to Jolson of a citation for his
work entertainipg the troops was

confidence or foresight sent their
orders in at the last minute that
those to be filled are being
picked at random from a basket.
And such Will probably be the
ca.se with football games, outside of the perennial sellouts

j

Dinner

Charles
producer,

Navy.

biz is the case of Maryla Jonas,
Polish pianist and pupil of Paderew»ki
Artist gumshoed into the Now
York concert world, utterly un
known, last Spring, when over 80^
of the next season's (1946-47) bookings had been set, and gave a re'

:

fans in Boston who were willing
that the Red Sox
to gamble
wouldn't fold before the pennant was cinched. Those fortunate: few sent ticket dough in
early, but majority of the atten-

like

Paderewski Disciple's

in the

'

better than usual
Night clubs and bars, of course,
have bfen taking it on the chin.
Couple of places. Terrace Room of
William Penn Hotel and Nixon Cafe,
closed down altogether last week,
and those which stayed open were
practically empty. For first time in
almost a year,, there were rooms
available in all the major hotels as
a result of numerous checkouts and
Inn.s were operating
cancellations.
in most eases with single elevator
and with only one eating place open.
Maiority of restaurants were dark
because of help problem, most of the
employees b^ing unable to get to

work.

was 50 bucks

•

Early Monday (30) ticket brokers converged upon Ebbets
Field for tickets for Thursday's
(3) game between the Dodgers
and Cards, second of the playoffs between the teams, tied as
leaders of the National League.
They also received allotments
for the third game Friday, if
necessary to decide the pennant
winner.
With sports everywhere enjoying a skyrocketing boom it
looks like people who want to
see the choice events arc going
to have to indulge in some priclairvoyance.
vate
pre-season
Current case in point are the

all
problem,
•trfcetcar employees having staged a
sympathy Walkout, there have been
no complaints in the nabes. People

transportation

the

AVC

At

.

Employees of Pittsburgh's eight
major hotels walked out early

.

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

.

welter

too much trouble with Cornell this Saturday. The other headline ea-stein
fray brings together Columbia and Navy. Navy Will be the favorite. Both
,teams had rough sailing last Saturday even in victory.
In the midd'lewest the two top games are Michigan and Iowa, and N(jnhwestern and Wisconsin. Iowa has a better team than most people suspect,
but will still run into superior material with Michigan. The Badgers fre.<!h
"BLACKOUTS OF 1946"
from two victories and a trip to the Coast will be somewhat travel-weary,
El Gapitan Thentre, Hqllywood, Cat. but if they play anywhere near form they .should win over the Wikleats.
"You'll find few comedy reyues
Below the Mason-Dixon line this week the situation is again critical.
anytime that .can rival Ken Murray's
There are many jjames where a toss of the coin could decide the i.ssue.
'Ulackouts.'"
However, in the Duke-Tennessee game, even in the face of the Blue Devils'
LINDA DARNELL.
The LSU-Miss. State
certainty to return to form, the choice is Tenn,
game is one to think over a long long time, but LSI! gets the nod.
In the southwest, grid dynamite is sure to explode. when Oklahoma A&M,
unbeaten in 20 straight games,, meets powerful Texas. This is where we
pick the Aggies to get licked, even with All-American Bob Fenimore.
Texas apparently has everything. And alter broadcasting the OklahomaArmy game last Saturday, we like the Sooncrs over Texas A&M,
On the Pacific coast Southern California tangles with Ohio State in an
intersectional engagement. We ,fike the Trojans. While UCLA meets Washington, the Uclans again must be our choice.
per
first
Al Jolson, making his
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
in
York
in
New
sOnal appearance
The top games here find the Giants taking on Jock Sutherland's wellmany years at a testimonial dinner
team. Jock is doing, a great job at Pittsburgh, but Steve Owen
tendered him last night (Tuesday) by coached
his iZlaramen ha've the edge. The Bears-Cardinal game will be a .selland
the
of
Chapter
the Motion Picture
American Veterans Committee, once out and a battle, but those Bears are too rough. The Los Angele,s Rams
The Rams, altravel .-icross the nation to Milwaukee and the Packers.
again played to SRO. Leaders of
champions, should win. this one.
of show biz, as well as though they won't repeat as

224Ui

way open

for a. gueststar with the airer after he gets
out of the Government hbspifal
the former
in Lexington, ..Ky.
loft

USC

Sports Comnientotor)

Jffeti«or)c

College football is oflt'to a roaring start with huge crowds fighting iheir
way into stadia from Main^ to California, This will be the greatest year
in the history ol the fall sport and a year that will produce more up.>:eis
than any previous season. Many of the teams are evenly matched and
new stars are a cinch to emerge each Saturday.
Last week's eastern games ran fairly true to form, although Army had
a tough time getting by Oklahoma. The military academy shouldn't have

.

his giving
dict for a

.

Pittsburgh, Oef.

(jIBG

people,,

.

Lions,

Pick Mich., Tenn.,
By Harry Wismer

Sports Shorts

1946

While Eleanor spoke to the bo-sswoman about
price, I took a deep breath and unscrewed the cap from my fountain pen.
She came back a few minutes later, and I expected her to say, "And now,
strong man, you may carry the bundles."
Instead she said, "Let's get out of here. You can buy me an ice cream
by the time

it

was

over.

t

soda."

Outside she told me the prices were plain silly—no diress was worth
that kind of money.
This was the first time in our seven years together that she refused to
let me buy her a present becau.sc it was too expensive.
And when women
start turning down gifts lor that reason, our price structure must be crazy.
To me it means ft lot of merchants are going to wind up with shelveseven warehouses—full of stuff nobody can afford to buy. A lot of guys may
go broke, and that means trouble lor the fellows who are working for
^

them.'

Now I'm not a Deep Thinker. My knowledge of economics is no niore
profound than that of Calvin Coolidge who once pontificated, "When
people are out of work, unemploymeilt results." I only know something
•is snafu— and I don't see anybody doing anything to really fix it.
Don't jump on me for not spotting this sooner. I'm dead stuck on this
part of the world', and It's always the guy in love who's the last: one to
find out.

.

For the long pull, I'm still betting on sunshine and roses. I don't .see
nation with so much on the ball can get knocked out of the box.
I'm always willing to invest a buck with a smart fellow, and I think tin?
country is full of smart fellows. And yet,; every once in a whilci 1 nnci
myself walking into a lamp post.
,

how a

I

wish Eleanor had bought that darned dress.
C'oiT.vriK.tlt,

1010, Billy

nose

'
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MAJORS HAVE 129 BACKLOG PIX
Sears Stalls

UA

Rejoining

MPA

MPA

said.

Companies which own theatres pay the same assessment as those
Which do not, UA topper explained, despite the fact that a distributing
its affliliated circuit each, profit equally from memberTherefore, he believes, the two entities should contribute a
ship.
larget aitioimt to MPA coffers than is expected of a distributing company alone.
Another reason that UA-is nlikely to rejoin the MPA, Sears said, is
that most of its indies belong to the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers and are unwilling to bear the burden of dues to
Regardless of UA's affiliation with the MPA,
both organizations.
however, Seara declared, the company will go right on distributing
'The Outlaw," as per its contract with producer Howard Hughes.
MPA has withdrawn its Production Code Administration seal from
the film. Sears said that With practically only a handful of engagements played, "Outlaw" already, has turned in $1(300,000 In rentals.

company and

'

:

lATSE's Ultimatum Demands Indie

INSURANCE VS.

The Motion Picture Association's assessment system against nontheatre-owning companies is discriminatory and. it Is very likely that
until a change is made, Grad!
United Artists will not reloin the
UA has been out
Settrs, V.p. in Charg« of dlstributionj stated Monday.
of the association for more than a year and has been solicited several
times during the period by MPA prexy Eric Johnston to rejoin, Seai's

.

studios

their

because' of

the

John Davis Due Over

cur-

additions recently tot
United Artists' list of indie producers will be accompanied by some
Wilde
to 'Amber'
option-dropping of the weaker filmHollywood, Oct. 1.
makers distributing under the
Cornel Wilde changed his mind
banner, Grad Sears, v.p. in charge
of distribution, declared Monday about walking out on "Forever
(30).
With the company in' the Amber" at 20th-Fox and ia resuming
strongest position in its history in
Carlton, opposite
regard to quantity of product, Sears his role of Bruce
Linda Darnell.
said there will be no more signing
Actor had bowed out of the picof producers out of desperation or
on some of the backbfeaking terms ture on the plea of illness but Darryl
Zanuck, studio chief, and William
of the past.
With some wonder in the trade at Perlberg, producer, convinced him
UA's taking on more films than ever that he was hale and hearty.
befo re wh ile other companies are
cutting down, Sears asserted his
principal object was to get a consistent flow of product. One of the
Still
company's troubles in the past, he
pointed out, was periods of product
drought.

Numerous

Back

,

UA

Goldwyn

Talks Own Setup

Although he's not aiming to keep

at exactly that level necessarily,
Sears said, the release- schedule now
Hollywood, Oct. 1.
for one picture every two.
Howard Hawks has received a
This Will be varied by the
type of product, he stated, with per- pitch frona Samuel Goldwyn, along
haps the release of only one film a with several top-budget indie proit

;

calls

weelcs.

month when there are such pictures
(Continued on page 24)

ducers, to participate in a projected
distribution setup.
a

European Plane Traffic
So Heavy

Execs
Show

biz

in

It

Grounds Pix

Eng. and France

performers and execs,

used to fast transatlahtic slrat•osphere shuttling as part of their
routine, have come a cropper because of a sudden surge of popularity in air transportation; All airlines plying between the continent,
England and the U. S. have been
recently
bookings,

swamped with pas.senger
Pressure for east-to-west
trips has beeTi particularly heavy
with the summer windup and the
backlog of requests have piled up
to the point where the airlines are
promising nothing under two and
three months.
Result has been that scores of
Americans including show biz officials are stranded
in both England
aiKl
France.
Amusement toppers
Who've found the 18-hour hop as
easy to contemplate as a trip to
Brooklyn are thinking twice before
riskmg an indefinite holdup on the
return round.
Moreover, with the
overflow diverted to surface traveling, ship
accomnjodations are also
proving hard to get

^

,

Ginsberg's Slip

one-picture

Hawks

releasing

just

made

deal

with

United Artists for "Red River,"
Goldwyn, who's on a one-year releasing basis with RKO, has been
planning his own distrib organization for more than a year and continues sounding out top indies to join

him

Tentative plans
in' the venture.
are understood to call,.for Goldwyn
to open 28 sales oflfices in the U. S.
With London and Paris offices tied
in with the Sir Alexander Koida
outfil.

H'WOOD

CRISIS STALLS

pleted or in the editing stage to heralded, is said to hold more inkeep theatre screens flickering. Total dividual powei', next to Rank himcompiled from a survey of all com- self, than any other individual in
panies also discloses that while some the $300,000,000 .World-wide Rank
majors are well heeled for the pos- empire.
sible labor blow, others are skating
on thin ice. Should the labor keg
go up in smoke, several of- the companies will be forced to step down
their releasing schedulesj according

had been given Selznick, Republic,
Hal Roach and Sam Goldwyn.
David O. Selznick announced shuttering of his two current highbudgeters, "Little Women" and "Tl-;e
Paradine Case," both of which were
due to start lensing within next two
weeks at a cost of .$6,2,30,000. CSU

lered a strained leg ligament.
Paramount production chief de
ciared the injury is not serious and
expects to be at his desk within a
couple of days.

parade

the

United

is

Of Fixers to Legit

dio unions.
!

Humor

humor

FEMME EXHIB

af-

is

DAVID EOSE COMMUTINGt

replied to the ultimatum by stating
the lATSE move to claim and dominate all construction work in studios
would, result only in a showdowti to
see which group would control stu-

Byron Price, chairman of the
legit is more apparent
board of the Association of Motion
year than In recent seasons, Picture
Producers, yesterday dewith some speculation as to the rea- clared
that "without exception the
sons.
Strike situation is too recent studios:
involved in this jurLsdicto be a cause, feeling being that in tional
strike reported
flimihg in
the main the exodus is due to the progress today on
every picture
tax situation and to personal vanity. scheduled for production.
The seven
Tax situation being what it is, studios had 37 pictures before the
stars turn in all their earnings to cameras, one more than a week ago,
the Government above a certain before the strike began. The unions
peak, and so are doing just so much supporting the strike represent about
film work to keep their names be(Continued on page 26)
fore the fans, and looking elsewhere
for a change of pace or fun. A legit
appearance further satisfies their
vanity, playing before a live audi- NO. 1
ence, and proving they can act.
MEX. PIX
Anyway, the march on Broadway
Elizabeth Jenkins, owner and opthis sea.son begins to look a wholeThere Is Ingrid Berg- erator of more than ?0 theatres in
sale move.
and probably
man, due for Maxwell Anderson's Mexico
the
top
"Joan of Lorraine." Claire Trevor •femme exhib in the world, is curand Philip Dorn will be- co-starred rently, in New York on what is
in "The Big Two," which Elliott understood to be plans for going into
Nugent and Robert Montgomery film production in Mexico. AssoPaul ciated with her in the scheme are
place into rehearsal Nov. 1.
Muni came east to appear for a Leo Morrison, Coast agent, and
month in "A Flag Is Born," al- Francis Alstock, formerly head of
though this was a special case, Muni the film division of the Office of
presenting his .services gratis to help Inter-American Afilairs.
Miss Jenkins, an American who
the cause ol getting Jews into Paleswas born and brought up in Mexico^,
tine.
Mischa Auer has been playing in is the wife of General Lawrence
the tryout, "The Temporary Mrs. Higgins, who was on the staff of
Smith," which was taken off Satur- General Eisenhower during the war.
day (28) in Baltimore for rewriting. Her sister, Mary, has just been
Billy Gilbert was the director (he signed to a 20th -Fox player contract
directed "The Red Mill" last season). under the professional name of
Susan Christie.
(Continued on page 24)

Up Differences

of

earlier

this

Evidence of the often talkedabout difference between British and

American senses

notice

similar

Broadway

Ruggles' 'London Town'

In Anglo-U.S.

Nelson,

Ti'end of film actors trekking to

poorhouse. Operating on a slim margin are 20th-Fox with only four pix
and Metro with five. Universal, be^
cause of its British tieup, can count
on 12 completed J. Arthur Rank pix
and the additional advantage of a
(Continued on page 8)

Points

ald

PLANS

forded

by the recent decision of
Universal-International execs to returnWesley
Ruggles'
"London
Town" to England for cutting and
reshooting on sequences featuring
English comedian Sid Fields.
When film was first in the works,
Fields was hailed as one of the
greatest comics ever to come out of

England but when first two previews
were presented in this country pic-

PROD.

.

ture bosses decided that the Fields'
routines needed changing for the
American market Musical, director
for the picture. Tootle Camarata,
will return to London next week to
work- on the new sequences.

Camarata will remain in. England
months after his "London Town" chores are finished to

for several

supervise new cuttings for Decea'splants there, in his capacity as musical director for the platter firm.
Camarata has had leave ot absence
to work on the Ruggles film.

Disney's Hunt

Todd's Yank Bow
Hollywood, Oct. 1.
Walt Disney sails for Ireland Nov.
Hollywood, Oct. 1.
First American role for Ann Todd, 14 in connection with his forthcomrecently imported British, actressi ing production, "The Little People,"^
win be as one of the daughters in with an Irish bajckground.
Disne.v will be accompanied by
"The Birds and th? Bees" at Metro.
'Two other daughters will be played PercG Pierce. a.ssoeiate producer, and
by Jane Powell .and- Sharon Mc- John Battle, writer, who will gather
the
Manus, with Jeanette MacDonald Irish follvjore and bther data for

Ann

Tiad* U^rfe fteslstered
:

n-OUNDEn BT SIME SILVERMAN
Week)} b; VARIETE, liio.

I'uliliHiieil

SiO Silverman. Proalderit
164 West < 0th St., New rorta 19, N. I.

SUHSCniPTION
Annnal.
$10
Single Conies.

,

Porklsn.

.til
,,26 Cents
.

.

.

JOHNSTON'S DEPARTURE
Departure of Eric Johnston for
Europe, slated tpv today (Wednesday), has been pushed oft until Saturday (S). "Pressure of local business'' was given as the reason for
the delay, but; threatening labor

as the mother.

picture."

^'^

.

Perks

Biz

'Sleep,'

Hollywood is understood to
have been ah additional factor influencing.- the Motion Picture AssOr

crisis in

t||^».si>

Vol. 164

National Boxoffice Survey

'

Up With
'Mexico/

Fall

'Ivers'

Weather—Notorious,'

Head Big Ten

List

"Angel on^^My
Biz is: displaviirg.-a^better tone in I.Brooklyn" (RKO),
Shoulder'; (UA.) and ^-Young JATid.most spots this, stanza, with im"'
elation prez.
about the order
(UA),
proved weather, Jewish holidays and o\v'
'..-^
Richard, Walsh, lATSB prexy, was
named,
.stronger' product given credit dein Washington Friday (27) and conOf new entries. ''Two Years Before
pending on the locality. "NotOriotis'-'
promising.
ferred 'with Johnston, asking him to
(RKO) continues to lead the pack, Mast" (Par) looks most
speak with top APL officials there
record
at
for.
new
heading
a'
is
It
being far out ahfiad this -w-eek, with
out the
iri an effort to straighten
in opening-week at the N. Y.
"Big Sleep" (WB) the next best. $86,000
jurisdictional bugs. While there was
Kenny" (RKO),
"Sister
Rivoli.
."Iloliday in .Mexico" (M-G) rnoved
no comment, something la probably
during
in
also
prcemed
N.-Y.
which
up- into" third position, edging out
being done about the; matter ,t
"Beaucaire" (Par), which slipped to w.eek, looks big at $40,000. "Angel
week.
on Shbuldei*," currently strong in
f rfth slot; "Martha :iver$" '(Par) nos-^
Philadelphia^ will do only medium
Johnston, doing all his traveling ing it out'for;:foiirth |Sbsition.;,
"Cloak and
$12,000 in Loyii>v.ille.
by air, will head first for England,
for
top
race
Dagger," opening at the N. Y. Strand
More closely contested
tlien go to France, Sweden, Germany, Holland, Austria, Bulgaria, coin saw "The Killers" (tf) move up this week, is merely over par in
"Gallant
with
Cincinnati but fine $29,000 on secYugoslavia, Poland, Rumania and into the big money 10,
Czechoslovakia, If an invitation is Journey" (Col) also climbing into ond Philly stanza.
"Home ^weet Homicide" (20th),
forthcoming, MPA topper will also the select circle. Others in the first
"3
which fared badly in N. Y., is dull
10 are "If I'm Lucky"- (20lh.),.
visit Russia.
Accompanying him will be Gera'ld Little Girls in Blue" (20th) and "2 $35,000 in three L_os, Angeles houses.
Mayer, his assistant on foreign af- Guvs Milwaukee" (WB). Al.«:o-rans Showing by "Girls in Blue" was
"3
(M-G), made po.s.sible largely, be.oau.se of
Wise Fools"
fairs; Joyce O'Hara, his special as- include
sistant;
and Gerald Movius, who "Stranger" (RKO), "Canyon Pas- terrific $108,000 registered at the
handles special writing chores for sage." (U), "Always Loved You" X. y. Roxy.
Johnston.
They'll see film execs, (Rep t, "Time of, Lives" (U), "Cloak
(Goinpleie Boxoffice Reports on
,

-
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David Rose, who formed a new
company with British Star,
.James Mason, flew to England this
we6k and planes back again next
week for further huddles hi the U.S.
on Mason's American
commitments. labor leaders and national
nlra

Anew

reports.

Leading

Artists with a comfortable margin
of 24 films, either in the cans or the
cutting rooms, between it and the

,

Hollywood, Oct. 1
^
Henry Ginsberg slipped iii his
swamming pool yesterday and suf

the International Ass'n of Theatrical

Stage Employees to fire all Conference of Studio Unions employeea
and hire lA replacements. Delivered at a meeting between lA'a
officials and Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers chief Don-

to

Dropping of Weak-Sister Producers

Hollywood, Oct. 1;
Independent producers yesterday
(30)
received an ultimatum from

John Davis, chief assistant to Britrently hot jurisdictional squabble
between the Conference of Studio ish producer J. Arthur Bank, is
Unions and the International Al- slated to fly to the U. S. next week
liance of. Theatrical Stage Emr for a 'brief stay here and in Canada.
Davis,
second-in-command to
ployees. the eight majors have a
though Uttle known and
total of 129 unreleased films com- Rank,

Large Trend

UA s Strong Releasing Schedule Cues

CSU Men

Producers Replace All

STRIKE STYMIE
Perched on a powder keg in the
form of a threatened! shutdown of,
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'$21,000,000'

NATKE

O'Brien of

(British

An

lATSE)

Film

Tail-end of September was a time
for heavy entries on both sides of
the ledger for Buchanan & Co., top
ad-agency in the film business. In
the same stanza that found that
company the loser on the Interna-

and Winter Garden

Replacements

were

Big N.Y. Daily

Pre^UNewPix

Hence Gallup Clash
Difference over policy which resulted in Al Sindlinger's resignation

week

as operating head of Audience Research Institute centered
around Sindlinger's aim to further
break down the service the Gallup
subsid is providing its clients. Instead of merely giving national figures on "Audience Penetration,"
•Want to See," etc., Sindlinger
wanted to provide the same info
city by city for each of the 31 keys.
Process would have upped ARI
costs about 50% and brought the
organization close to the edge of its

out predictions of top
flacks that decree methods dictate
earlier

and distribution on the basis of the
Federal court decree. Major stockholders and some of Sindlinger's

bally

on

pix,

analysis

of

$39,357,980 JULY AMUS.

aides disagreed with him, desiring
to continue operations on the profitable curren); basis.
Washington, Oct. 1.
Dr. George Gallup, head of research for the Young & Rubicam ad
July biz at the nation's boxoffices
agency and operator of the Gallup remained terrific, according to figpoll, owns the biggest single piece ures released yesterday (30) by the
of ARI. Second largest shareholder Bureau of Internal Revenue. The

TAXES KEY TERRIFB.O.

Raymond Rubicam, former head 20% July

bite was a sock $39,537,980,
indicating the best July in history,
at the, turnstiles of every type of
amusement; This figure compared
with the smash $40,248,042 in levies
collected for June biz, and the $33,289,380 for July; 1945.

Y&R, who also owns Tide. Sigred
Larmon, present prexy of Y&R,
holds a small hunk, as do most of
the top ARI execs: Outfit was originally owned by
Y&R. but the
agency's holdings were bought by
Rubicam when he left Y&R about
tW6 years ago. He retained a major
chunk, for himself and distributed
the remaining among the employees.
Including Sindlinger.
of

I

break the impasse reached last week in the union
contract talks covering whitecollarr
ites. in the film exchanges of Columbia, 20th-Fox, UA, and Metro will
be made this Friday (4) at a meeting
between company reps and the
union's negotiating committee. Flat

Despite the beefs of trade falling
along Broadway's White Way,
thtit
mainstem enjoyed a hefty
month in July on the basis of taxes
it paid.
Figures for the 3rd New
York Internal Revenue District, all
of Manhattan above 23rd street,
shows an overall take of $6,559,140,
This was almost $900,000. better than
Uncle Sam's grab for June and $1,*
off

j

to

700,000

above July,

1945.

The tax nibble

for theatres alone
reached $5,782,M7 in July, while the
niteries paid a fat $737,755., Another
$39,357 came from ticket brokers on
their overrides;

Final inking of the SOPEG contract covering employees in the ma^
offices is set

Thursday

(3)^

in a signed editorial in the October

issue

Natio^

*tertfiirf

is

now paying

30

to

The

.of

American

Photo-

Engraver, a union publication. He
asked Eric A. Johnston, prez of tlie
Motion Picture Association, to root
out "fifth columnists and fellow-

Amy

Claims AU-Time

travelers."

"There is a distinct possibility,"
Well wrote, "that unless the industry takes action, that: a League for
Political Decency will be formed
and picket lines, composed of loyal'
and irate citizens, will do patriotic
duty before the movie houses showing films in which treasonable stars
and writers are featured."

40'"!

Trade observers

also saw in the
rentals on top pix with the best
labor exec's dragging out of the red
grosSers bringing between $90,000
herring a reflection of the juri.sdicand $100,000 to distributor. Lesser
Failure of VAriiKTr, to include tional
disputes which have been
pix garner flat rentals with the Army "Birth of a Nation" in its list of
determining on its own which films "Ail-Time Top Cirossers" last week, wracking the AFL on ^the Coast and
causing work stoppages, at the maare entitled to percentage rentals because of the wide variation in
The Screen Actors
and which are not. Service theatres available estimates of its earnings, jor studios.
range from 600 to 1,000. seaters and has brought forth a flock of par- Guild— at which Woll seems to unstandard: admission of 15c is chiU'iied tisans for the p. W.. GriffllHs oldie. reasonably take particular affrontservicemen.. Standard policy at most They claim it the champion grosser has been outspoken in demanding
posts are two shows per n light and of all-time with rentals of better that the AFL institute positive ma(fhinery to enforce decisions iii jurisno ipatinees.
than $50,000,000 amassed.
"Gone
Ai-my calls the tune on playing With the Wind'' beeotnes a slouch aiotional controversies. It has refused to forbid its. members to
dates and runs with standard pact by
comparisori,
having garnered
providing that prints are available to only $20,000,000 domestically to date. cross picket, lines in the current
(.Continued on page 8)
service, theatre? .simultaneously with
Harry Aiken, who personally
national release date on the partic- financed "Birth" anc' who. headed
ular film. Under system in effect Epoch Producing Corp., which origduring tho war and carried over to inally distributed it, said Monday Senate Sets Committee
the present, films run one or two (30)
that an accurate total gross isn't
days at each post theatre with the available, since
it was distributed ihStudy Pix 'Monopolies' ^
Army acting as sole allocator of dependently in two territories, but
prints to its own houses.
that he can account for $25,000,000.
With Music Biz

To

mHTMARE'

K.O;S PROPHET WELLES
Maintaining its high rate of book
purchases, 20th-Pox last week paid
$50,000 for screen rights to "Nightmare Alley," novel by William Lindsay Gresham published a few weeks
ago. Company upset the dope in buying the book because it was generally considered by story editors a bit
too much of a shocker to be screened,
although it got top notices from the
critics.

Yarn is about a "carney geek"—
character of the lowest order
the
circus-carnival hierarchy. Guy comes
down to that after being millionaire
head of a phony spiritual-religious
movement and working in cahoots
with a crooked femme psychiatrist.
Orson Welles, in a review of the
book for Variety, Sept. 11, declared:
."As a picture, 'Nightmare Alley,'
however diluted, would be too rough
and raw for the family trade. If the
publishers can find paper for that
strong a story, it's a shame the picture producers can't find celluloid
for it. But they won't. For Hollywood's sake, I wish I could say they
might."

m

L. A. to N. Y.
Nate Blumberg
Bart Crum

.

Bob Cummings
William Dozier
Al Durante

Harry EUerbe

Gus Eyssel
Don Fedderson'
Mack Gordon
Mrs. Billy Grady
Mark Hellinger'
Heleri Hunt

Sam

star,

returns to pictures in a fea-

"My Wild Irish Rose"
Warners.
Role is O'Brien's first civilian
chore after five years as a Com*
missioned officer in the Navy^
tured role in
at

.

Israel

Jerry Lawrence

Robert E. Lee
Bruce Lester

Colin Miller

Brewster Morgan

Leo Morrison
Donald O'Connor
Daniel O'Shea
Edward K. O'Shea
James W. Poling
Gregor Rabinovich

Andrew Stone
David l/annenbaupi
Dorothy Tewlow

Also Eyed

tvifO

by Harry Sherman,

now

a producer

of westerns under the Enterprise
banner. Aiken thinks those two areas
might well have produced an additional $25,000,000 between them.
High grosses were made possible
by the type of engagements, extended playing time and rental terms
which would have given present day
exhibs apoplexy. Aiken said he. had
25 to 50 roadshow companies out at
They got a $2 top, with
a time.

Washington,

Oct.

1.

A study into the broad, allegedly
monopolistic practices of the motion
picture business is being made by a
special sub-committee of the House
Small Business CommitteCi it WaS""
announced yesterday (30)

Committee, headed by Rep, Estest
Kefauver CD., Tenn.), will not only
check into such matters as block
booking and blind selling, etc., but
will go into the activities of the
Federal Trade Commission and Justice department anti-trust division
in connection with the film angles.
Committee,
Kefauver di.sclosed,
less desirable seats in some situawill also check into MCA to detions going down to 50c.
Engage- termine whether it has a monopoly
ments of si« months were a regular in
the music talent field and whether
thing in large cities, the picture
that should be investigated. There
playing nine months at the Liberty,
is also a possibility that the comN. Y.
mittee may peek into the strictly
Terms, though, were the amazing
music operations of AFM and James
part. Tliey averaged 80% and, in
C. Petrillo, although this is not yet
some cases ran as high as 95%. In
certain.
:

other words, the exhib got 5% for
use of his house.
Roadshows with the $2 top continued for three years, when distribution was discontinued for a time
before "Birth" was turned over to
United Artists for regular release.
It still gets an occasional date, Aiken
said, having played Wa.shington just
a few months: ago. Its glorification
of the Ku Klux Klan in the Reconstruction Days following the Civil
War brings such universal condemnation from liberal groups, however, that dates now are infrequent.
Aiken said that it cost him $60,000
and took almost a year to produce.
He was aided in its distribution by
Wayne Pierson, now on the field
Staff of the U. S. Internal Revenue
department in New York,

However, the investigators will not
touch the subject of radio. That is
already under study by the Senate
Small Business Committee.

The Kefauver committee

Earl Blackwell
Hal Horne

trust

where the rights of small

may be

,

upon to testify after that.
The probe into show business is
only one part of an overall investigation into monopolistic practices.

cuRTiz's
'.\

Kaye

Tom

O'Brien
Monte Eroser
M. L. Simons
Richard F. Walsh

Europe to N. Y.
Irving Berlin

David Blum
Morris Novik

N. Y. to Europe
Russell Birdwell

Suzanne Warner-

business

violated.

Hearings are expected to get under way sometime after Oct. 15. Government officials will be the first
called; Industry people may be called

i

Jes.se

expects

recommend changes in the antilaws if monopoly situations
cannot be properly governed under
existing legislation, It will go intensively- into
what government
agencies are doing about situations

to

N. Y. to L. A.

,

Barret McCormick
Burgess Meredith

George O'Brien, former western

territories which provided
the added rentals were New England; which was franchised to Louis
B. Mayer, and the northwest, in
which distribution rights were held

The

S.

George O'Brien Returns
irejectioh of a company proffered 5%
To Pix After Navy Hitch
wage increase by the membership of
the Screen Office & Professional
Hollywood, Oct. 1.
of
a

ice theatres still operating throughout lhe IT. S. Shuttering of
theatres, obbligato of the closedown
on Army posts, has sliced the total
down from the high of 1,200.

Bearing

to broaden
stantially greater than pre-war days,
out the research service provided to
(Continued on: page 24 )
take in more aspects of film making

to take place this

Realize

Still

FOX'S 50G

7,000 lines.

Times amusement section execs have
turned up the fact that the majors
are trumpeting louder and longer
on days preceding openings. Stress
on pre-selling of key -city engageaccording to the Times
ments,
analysis, accounts partly for added
profit
margin if additional fees
rise in ad volume with accumulated
weren't charged. There was no inbacklog of ads stymied by the strike
tention of upping the fees at the
making up the balance. Pre-selling
moment.
of pix, Times spokesman said, is subSindlinger planned also

EXCHANGE COLLARITES
MEET MAJORS AGAIN FRl.

he doesn't
was looked on in the indu.stry
as just someone else trying to get
into the censorship act. Most observers, no matter what their politiij^e,

.

Wanted

New York home

AFL

;

Newspaper film advertising, at an
unprecedently high level since lift^
ing of space restrictions last spring,
has been stepped up even further in
the pa.<}t few weeks with the majors
initiating
rehearsal of decree
a
drumbeating techniques.
Released
from a sudden cramp on space by
lhe fadeout of the truck drivers'
.strike against the metropolitan dailies, ad departments are now reporting uniformly a sudden surge of theatre spreads which in the case of the
N. Y. Sunday Times boosted space
to the alltime high of 8,000 lines as
against a recent average of 6,000 to

To Extend ARI's Scope,

Jor's

,

libel

amount when the Army was at its
peak is derived from some 6i>0 serv-

Army

Ads Helping To

'

Employees Guild led to a stalling
the negotiations machinery and
renewal of strike talk.

4
n,
.
*i,
/ J
threatened
least! two
film
stars
suits against Matthew Woll,
veepee, who signed an editorial
the American Photo-Et)graver,
publication of his union, calling
Myrna Loy,' Edward O. Robinson,
Orson Welles, Burgess Meredith,

A*
At

Threat of Matthew Woll, a v.p. of
American Federation of Lahnr-

'he

I

that pickets woum be thrown around
showing pictures with piay.
Threaten to Sue Woll r'^"*"'!*
'^""S whose political views

its

Bracken film.
E-L account would be new to
agency. Stone formerly was a customer of Ruthrauff & Ryan Buchanan also has Paramount; United Artists and Liberty Films on its roster.

wasps..
Conservatively
speaking,
of the new would-be producers
(Continued on page 24)

,.

•

Federal Films with "Carnegie
first pie to be plugged;
and Andrew Stone Enterprises which
is
currently producing an Eddie
on's

Hall" as the

60%

Another attempt

I

peacetime level of .some 1,600,000
tent,"
Robinson telegraphed Woll
men. Army tlieatres are currently
action, immepaying to the film industry a net take threatening drastic
were
which Will add to approximately diately, saying the /; charges
and con"mean,
low,
libelous
$10,(100,000 by the end of the year,
temptible."
survey of .sales departments indicate.
Sub.sti'ntial figure which is a leveling
off from on annual income of from
any two find one-half to three times that

.

laih of new film producers recently
broken out in England, O'Brien
said, ''The British cinema industry
has now become an attractive jam
pot which is attracting a great many

is

x»

»-»

cal
leanings,
readily
condemned
WoU's threat as extra-legal abridgement of the players' Constitutional
James Cagney, Lionel Stander and rights of freedom of
speech and
J. Edward Bromberfc' part of a Comfreedom of political thought.
munist "fifth column."
Woli's charge that Hollywood was
Miss Loy said, "1 am demanding
1(10,000,000 to Pix Biz
pursue the third largest Communist center
With tho U. S. Army now down to a retraction and intend to
my legal rights to their. fuUest ex- in the United States was Contained

Rentals

in

customers.
the form of the Eagle-Lion accoimt
which promises to deliver 10 Yank
and five British films within the
year; Boris Morros^ William Le Bar-

*

Peacetime Army's Film

theatre accounts to Monroe AdverGreenthal),
tising
(Monroe
Co.
Buchanan picked up three new film

on this development, O'Brien said.
Making a sharp attack against the

i

——mi

Myrna Loy, E. G. Robinson

in

.

tional Pictures

.

:

New

Clients, Offset to Int'l

:

last

Cracks at H wood as Extra-Curricular

only $6,000 since the present
rate of exchange is 3,500 to one.
Even though the film company
con.sidered it a fairly high exconsidering condipenditure,
tions in China, the exec who
okayed bill did not bat an eyelash over the $21,000,000 figure.
is

Buchanan's 3

1946

Fixers Regard Woll s 'Communistic

advertising

was approved by a ma,ior company last week for a single
branch in China. The gimmick
is that in American money this

in Britain,

2.

Budget

appropriation
of $21,000,000 (Chinese currency)

Discourses on English 1%^ Labw, Etc.
Organized film workers

unlike their counterparts in France
nnd other continental countries,
have absolutely no fear about American fllm imports into their country
undoing their jobs, according to Tom
O'Brien, head of the Jiational Assn.
of Theatrical & Kine Employees o£
arived in this
Stigland, recently
O'Brien, who is also a
country.
Member of Parliament and here to
address the AFL national convention in Chicaao, Oct. 7, declared
that the French trades unions wouldn't have to take a nisgative attitude
towards Hollywood if they helped
get their own house in order.
Labor government of England is
meeting the competitive challenge
of American films by giving manyr
sided aid and encouragement to
British producers, O'Brien declared.
Recently they ordered the complete
^requisitioning of all flliti studios
held by the government for military
purposes.
American and British
film-makers are competing; he said,
but far from being mutually annihilating.'
He admitted that the
British people preferred American
product because of its technical superiority but this trend is being
gradually rever.sed by the "great
achievements" that have come out
of British studios in the past four
or five years; America has spurred

Sindlinger

Ad

.

otenade;
own slate

1ST on

Hollywood, Oct.

1.

After mulling postponement oi
"Serenade," Warners has turned the
picture over to Michael Curtiz, who
his
will make it as the initial film on
Curtiz Productions slate.
Jerry Wald will produce, but Vinshot
cent Sherman, who already had

backgrounds in Mexico for the D*^}'w
nis Morgan-Ann Sheridan .starrer,
tne
director. Curtiz made
deal to handle the film after reading
the script.

now out as

WediK^sday, October 2, 1946

PIIK-PltODUCTlOX BfEWS

UP TO 30-40^ FOR REISSUES
Rackett's Exodus

From

Technicolor

T'S IRE, B.0|2- and 3-Pic Corps, in Lieu of 1-Pic

Said to Hinge on British Guarantee
Culminating a series of sharp un-fdercbver differences in policy between Herbert T. Kalmus, Technicolor piexy,

pee and

and Gerald Rackett. veegeneral manager, the

ass't

week stepped out

latter last

A

Busy B

Hollywood, Oct.
producer at Warners is'
14 story properon his program, including ''De-

Busiest

Henry Blanke, with
the

o£

ties

comjjBiny. While Dr.' Kalmus refused
to elaborate on the clash other than

ception" :and "Cry Wolf,!' currently
cutting.

he and Rackett had
to say that
"agreed to disagree," behind-thescene story is that the flareup followed a Kalmus nix on guaranteeing
printing dates to British Technicolor,
which has many longtime commit-

Two others before the cameras are
"Deep Valley" and, "The Woman in
White." Lined up for future filming
are "Moby Dick," "The African
Queen," "Ethan Frome," "Autumn
Crocus," 'The Fountainhead," "The
monts in I-iondon.
Iron Gate," "The Man Without
With the Rackett resignation in, Friends," "Lady Windermere's Fan,"
assistant,
is
under"Treasure of the Sierra Madre" and
his
Clark,
Jsck
"Return of the Soldier."
already
taken
have
over
to
stood
the No. 2 pOSt.-Meanwhilt, L. D.
producTechnicolor
head
of
Oliver,
Harrison,
England,
and
Kay
tion in
Who

is

Kalmus' British counterpart,
on the Coast, are doing

currently

Paramount, for instance, which has
reissued both "The Plainsman" and
"Jungle Princess" nationally and
many other oldies in local situations
wherever prints are available to the
exchanges has been asking for 30 to
40% rentals for these two pix. Evidence that both films are doing solid
business is the fact that playing as
a dualer at the Ambassador (N.Y.),
the films broke the house record for
their first week. As part of the company's fete of its 34th and greatest

Fear of 16ni Pix

ish

exec

is

a brother to actor

Rex

Harrison.

lowing an initial announcement
which merely said that Rackett was
leaving under an arrangement satisfactory to both parties. Rackett,
.

himself, when quizzed refused
make any statement regarding

to:

his

sudden break.

'Around World' Too Costly.

So Welles Will

Make

Pic

For Alex Korda Instead
Difficulty of lining

up a London

theatre that could properly handle

huge and complicated sets for
"Around the World" has led Sir
Alexander Korda to drop, temporarily at least, his plan for imthe

Broadway musical to England.
Korda had a large
interest in the New York version
of the Orson Welles show and
planned to recoup some Of the losses
porting the recent

by shipping the produetion. to England, with Welles repeating his roles
as producer, director and star.

With hope
•

now gone

of getting

"World" on in London in Novem^
ber, as originally planned, Korda
has revised his film production
schedule to utilize Welles' commitment to him for a picture chore.
Following Completion of "Lady from
Shanghai", which W«lles is now
making for Columbia,' he'll go
abroad in December find start work
January
on
Oscar
Wilde's
"Salome" for Korda. He'll produce,
direct and play the Herod role in

m

the pic, which will be
nicolor
at
Korda's

made in TechSound City

studios.

Playing the name part in "Salome"
Will be Eileen Herlie, who has been
inked to » term pact by Korda following jenthusiastic London reviews
a couple weeks ago of her appearance in Jean Gocteau's "The Eagle
Has Two Heads." "Salome" was
last produced as
a film by Charles
Bryant, who starred his wife, Alia

Wazimova.

As^position'

Lou

Edelman, who'd been considermg doing a film on the life of
songwriter Gus Kahn as an indie
venture, has signed with 20th-Fox
lor the picture. Edelman
will handle
tne story, with Mack
Gordon, hima
songwriter,
assigned
by

;

.

iJarryl F. Zanuck
to produce.
lure, to be titled

iPic-

"Wabash Avenue"

fna filmed in Technicolor, will be
woven around Chicago's Tin Pan

^ee

You

in

My

Dreams,"

"Mem-

aSm,

according

the

to

Briefs

attorneys.

The only solution; therefore, is not
make the 16m available to anyone,

From

films,

,

because

Restoration period dress
to cover "cleavage," British
complied with Breen's ukase by
making a number of retakes and recuts.
Blasts from Margaret Lockwood, film's co-.star with James Mason, and British journalists which
taxed American standards as "hypocritical" followed the Breen nix.
Censorship dispute is due for furfailed

they say.

If it is offered for exhibition and refused to a particular
Hollywood, Oct. 1.
hou.s6 because it happens to be in
signed Jack Haley and Boris
competition with a standard-gauger, Karloff to oostar in a remake of the
the first impulse of the 16m oper- old George M. Cohan play, "Seven
ator would be to sue, figure the Keys to Baldpate," rolling Oct. 21

RKO

Schlom producing
with Herman
Meantime, the companies are tak- under supervision of Sid Rogell as
ing back from private distribs the executive
producer. .PRC signed
I6m rights on their old product and Jaiie Darwell and Willie Best for
arranging
the
pictures feature roles in "The Red Stallion,"
to
rent
through their own exchanges. They directed by Lesley Selander, with
are offered only, however, to non- most, of the shooting on location on
theatrical accounts not in competi- a ranch near Mount Shasta. .Jack
tion with regular theatres. Distribs Parker will produce and Jane Jones
are also going ahead with release of direct a series of shorts,"Hollywood
new product in 16m outside the U. S. Inside Out," for Crest Filnis, Ltd. .i
Warners inked, Qsa Massen and
Broderick Crawford for featured
roles in "Night Unto -Night."
Al Rogell Nixes Rep.
Sanford Cummings will produce
.

.

"The Son of Rusty," fourth of the
Rusty series, featuring Ted Donaldson
Hugh Herbert comedy,
"Hi Neighbor," rolled at Columbia
at Republic and with Hugh McCulJom producing and
Col-,
own indie pro- Edward Bernds directing ,

Pact to Set Indie Unit
Hollywood, Oct.
Albert

Rogell turned

S;

organize

Walter Donaldson,
Damon Runyon has also been con"oenng writing a screenplay around
s^aga of Donaldson
for 20th-Fox.
, If
Whether this picture will also be

erties slated for filming.

hasn't been announced.

the Lots

to

director ticket

made

company putting out three

The

will

Jones and

A

,

.

new

'

%, Says Skouras

.

"My Buddy," :etc. Several of
these were written
by Kahn in collaboration with Isham
ories,

Top

for

.

Alley.

It will include many of the
jop hits penned
by the late Kahn,
including "It Had To
Be You," "I'll

Top Pix

Two- and three-pix corporation
is now on upswing for
the
added reason that it answers the
problems of producers as readily as
the solo-pic outfit on the capital
gains hurdle while affording the picture-makers with the opportunity of
deducting losses of one film from
profits of another for tax purposes.
habit

Curbs That Field

.

_

Exhibs Deserve

.

should one prove a dud, can cut its
Picture costs, labor, the decree's
year campaign, exchanges, in some outlook and a few other things were taxes on the profitable two-^an advantage which the single^pic. corp;instances, have put out as many as informally
aired by Spyros Skouras never
had.
30 of the oldies in their territories.
the other day.
So far as directors and stars are
Metro which recently announced a
On costs, the 20th-Fox prexy cited concerned, the Government's ban
Those ro.sy pictures drawn a year program of three to four reprints an- that "Coney Island" cost
$1,500,000 to continues to pinch as hard, the tax
ago of 16m theatres mushrooming nually is asking the same rental for make; "The Dolly Sisters," a year experts
say, since only in rare cases
through the country have complete- their reissue's as for a top A picture later, got into the can for
$2,550,000; will a multiple-pix company be feasly failed of realization—on the ad- —35 to 40%. Metro says it will give
"and r don't think," he observed, ible.
Meanwhile, T-men on the
vice of major distributing company these pix ..the same treatment as its
"that that $1,000,000 difference is Coast have quietly fanned out from
lawyers since the Federal court anti- new toppers and points out, addi- seen from one picture to another. their original
concentration on Sam
trust decision was handed down tionally that all prints will be new.
What's more, since the time 'Dolly Goldwyn companies and are currentLegalites have pa.ssed out the word Top percentage rental applies to
Sisters' was made last winter that ly auditing the books of a number
to the distribs that offering new "Rage in Heaven" which hits the
picture would cost us $550,000 more of other picture corporations. Goldproduct domestically in narrow- screens some time this month and to make, representing
the 28% in wyn's lawyers, who, incidentally,
gauge could mean a lot more trouble "Boomtown," "Captains Courageous" increased labor eosls," he concluded. have refused to disclose the exact
than appears at first glance. Result and "The Great Waltz," all of which
Skouras utilizes these upped costs wording of rulings against that prohas been that no company is making are set for release this year. :"Rage,"
ducer's single picture companies, are
available for theatrical exhibition Metro reports, grossed 125% of av- as a base for the overall outlook getting set to challenge the Treas-'
erage business in test runs in Loew's as regards the picture industry.- He ury Dept.'s action in the
within the- U. S. any 16m product.
courts.
argues that these costs must be
Gimmick smelled out by the law- houses.'
Entire question of the validity of
passed on to the exhibitor; but that
yers is that, if the narrow-gauge is
Other companies report seeking
the solo-pic company will be moot
in order to legitimately demand top
offered for rental at all, there may and' getting similar rentals for the
for a minimum of two years and
percentages
the
product
must
be
be no legal way to avoid leasing it burgeoning reissue trade. Universal,
probably four, lawyers say.
Pro"super-A," or else. He foptnotes,
to any exhib who wants it and is with "Shadow of a Doubt" and "If I
ducers, directors and stars who've
"that means that where we are just
willing to pay for it. In which event Had My Way" playing in hinterland
used that device will stew in doubt
there would be no controls to pre- theatres is getting up to 40% in about getting even on a 'Cluny for that long, it is said, because final
Brown,'
that picture would be a bust
vent anyone from setting up a 16m some spots. Similarly, 20th-Fox, dissay-so on the puzzler will probably
showcase next door to an established tributing a number of reissues in- for our company under the new be handed down by the Supreme
selling method;
theatre and, by virtue of lower, oper- cluding
*iSunValleySerenade,"
Court and the legal path to the high
"From that, what does it mean? court is long and winding.
ating costs, outbidding the standard "Jesse James" and "'The Return of
It
means
that
legitiwe can only
Frank James'' is snaring "a high perhouse for top product.
The whole underlying basis of the centage" for this group, according mately expect high percentages for
legitimately
high grade pictures.
court's decree was to encourage and to a company spokesman.
The oldies are figured to be a big What's more, we must be reasonable Breen's Second Peek
permit open competition for film.
And, as the legalites view it, they're proposition for business this fall in "our demands. If we get silly ideas
At Controversial British
not sure at all that the Federal and winter because of a number of about 50 or 60 or 70% deals, we run
judges will see any difference be- factors, chief of which is a -threat- the. risk, of the exhibitors secretly
tween 16m and 35m prints of the ened product shortage because of getting together and not buying our
Film
Wicked Lady'
same picture. To them that will be both the uncertain studio labor sit- pictures at all.
"The
Wicked Lady," controversial
"But on the other hand, if mounting
mere technical point.
a
On the uation and slow releasing of new
British film which touched off an
other hand, to the distribs it would films under unfamiliar decree selling. labor costs create shortage!!— as it Anglo-American
censorship
feud
mean an upset of the whole estabr Naturally, the tighter the market on docs with everything else today, be- over conflicting neckline standards,
new films, the better the terms that cause you and I know we can't go
lished system of exhibition.
is currently en route via air for inAs the decree is expected to be the oldies can bring in the bargain^ in and buy a car, a steak, a suit of spection by Joseph I. Breen, Produc(Continued on page 8)
finally worked out, if a picture is ing with exhibs.
tion Code Administrator, of the reavailable at all, it must be available
cut version.
Despite widely aired
to anyone who chooses to bid on it.
beefs by the British, after Breen
That would 'apply to 16mi as well asturned thumbs-down on the original

Blackstones.

Gus Kahn Biopic

Trend

With the single-pic corporation
out of the sure-thing class and into
the courts because ot_the recent
Treasury Dept; ukase, producers ara
now turning to the two and three,
pix outfits to keep their profits in
the capital gains column of the
ledger.
Drift towards the multiple
pix corporation has its impetus from
cerebrations of tax legalites who see
that type of setup as armored against
the guns of the marauding T-men.
Indies affected by the removal While the acid test so far as taxes
notice are Andrew Stone, Jules are concerned on the formation of
Levey and Federal Films.
any corporation is' the intent behind the move, the legalites believe
that such outfits are better angled to
stand up under court test.

issues.
Moreover, sales forces are
reporting that the repeats are doing,
in many instances, better than average business throughout the country.

some big masterminding with Dr.
Kalmus in a string of huddles. Brit-

Iron curtain on the fracas was
lowered- by Technicolor officials fol-

New

Capital-Gain Setups a

SLIGHTLy TERIilF

Fostered by the ctu'rent product
pinch, flock of reissues now being
Indies Leave Roach Lot
distributed by the majors are playHollywood, Oct. 1.
-ing to solid—attendance— while garIndie producers using the Hal
nering rentals in many cases well
Roach
lot will move out as soon
above that of new pix. With the
their
current
as
commitments are
patrons apparently sold an paying
reguJv" admission coin to catch re- completed. After the exodus, Roach
peat tours of the oldies, companies will share the studio facilities with
Walter
Wanger,
under
a contract
are charging and getting between
30 and ^OJS, rentals for their re- which goes into effect Jan. 1;

ducing

outfit,

his

1.

down

.

.

.

a

.

with four story prop-

.

production at
Ranch on Columbia's
Hand Texas," co-starring:

Clark
Providenoia

bert

started

Rogell
directing "Lone
Currently
is
"Heaven Only Knows,", on' loanout Charles Starrett and Smiley Bur-^
to Seymour Neben;',ali
One more nette, with Ray Nazarro directing.
,

picture

at

Republic

his contract.

will

complete

Helen Mowcry drnw.s the fomme
lead opposite Eddie Dean in "Wild
.

.

.

Country," the first picture ot a new
western series at PRC, with Ray
Taylor directing
Monte Schaff is
readying an expedition to India to film
"Man Eaters of Kumoan" for Universal-International, with an eightmonth shooting schedule, quartered ther spotlighting since Life magazine
in Bombay
PRC started shooting through its tofTdoh office - bar
a whodunit, "Philo 'Vance's Gam- obtained clips of the film "before and
ble," on the Eagle-Lion lot.
after" and have earmarked them for
Dolores Moran draws the femme a big layout on the pic; Film, which
lead opposite James Stewart and cost
some $800,000, has alreadyHenry Fonda in the fourth section grossed dose to $2|000,000 in Britain/
of the Bogeaus-Meredith production,
"A Miracle Can Happen:"
LoewLewin will deliver "The Private AfSeven Filnis at
fairs of Bel Ami" to United Artists
in December, for release in January
At
Tops Since Spring
or February
Charles Chaplin is
doing his own cutting on "Monsieur
Hollywood, Oct. 1.
Verdoux" in leisurely fashion and is
Warners turned the green light on
not likely to have it ready for three productions, making a' total
United Artists release until next of seven in work, the greatest numyear
Charles R. Rogers will ber since early last Spring.
Newpreem his "Angbl on My Shoulder" comers were "My Wild Irish Rose,"
simultaneously in 10 cities^ Akron, "The Woman in White" and "Deep
Atlanta, Atlantic City, Philadelphia, Valley."
Syracuse,
Canton,
Kansas
City,
Dennis Morgan and Andrea King
Houstoni Providepice and Louisville. top the cast in "Rose;" Alexis Smith,:.
Ann Richards checked in at Eleanor Parjcer, Sydney Greenstreet
Eagle-Lion as femme lead in "His and Gig Young in "Woman,^' and
Bridal Night."
John Warburton Dane Clark, Ida Lupino and Wayna
(Continued on page 24)
Morris in "Valley."
.
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.
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.
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Work
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.
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"EASY RESTS THE HEAD
THAT WEARS THIS CROWN!"
On

the next page you'll see

why Mr. M-G-M

dreams. Variety's Survey, which

checked"

is

states has

it

further incontestible evidence of

Exhibitor enjoys sweet

been "checked and double-

M-G-M

Leadership. There

are constant and understandably sincere claims of leadership in the industry,

but to

showmen

year— year
their

own

all

after year!

records,

page some of the

and

that matters

rest easy!,

M-G-M*s

now

verified

M-G-M Top

is

the final accounting at the end of each

Friendly Customers

know

the score from

We list on

the next

Hits of the Future. Stick with

M-G-M

by

Variety's report.

(FROM VARIETY, ISSUE OF

SEPT. 25, 1946)

OUT OF HOLLYWOOD'S
33 TOP HITS-"

M-G-M HAS
NEXT COMPANY

13

...

5

II
.
II

II

II

II

II

II

.

4
4

.

-''.•^
.

Total

Yes! Only

One Company Can Be

First.

And by such a

margin. Almost 3 times as

Almost 40 per cent of the entire industry's Top

top hits as the runner up.

AND LOOK AHEAD TO M-G-M TOP
THE YEARLINQ (Technicolor)
GREGORY PECK, JANE WYMAN, Claude Jarman, Jr.

A WOMAN OF MY OWN
THE SEA OF GRASS
SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN,
MELVYN DOUGLAS, ROBERT WAUKER

UNDERCURRENT
KATHARINE HEPBURN, ROBERT TAYLOR,
ROBERT MiTCHUM

SUMMER HOLIDAY

VAK JOHNSON, JUNE ALLYSON, Thomas Mitchell, Marilyn Maxwell
THE UNFINISHED DANCE (T.chnrcoi«r)
MARGARET O'BRIEN, Cyd Charisse, Karen Booth, Danny Thomas
IT

HAPPENED

IN

BROOKLYN

FRANK SINATRA, KATHRYN GRAYSON.
Jimmy Durante,

Peter Lftwford

MY BROTHER TALKS TO HORSES
"BUTCH" JENKINS, Peter Lawford, Beverly Tyler

(Technicolor)

MICKEY ROONEY, WALTER

HUSTONI, GLORIA De Haven,
Marilyn Maxwell,
Agnes Moorehead, Selena Royle

"Butch" Jenkins, Frank Morgan,

THE SECRET HEART
CLAUDETTE COLBERT, WALTER PIDGEON, JUNE ALLYSON
THE BEGINNING

OR THE END

BRIAN DONLEVY, ROBERT WALKER,

Tom Drake, Beverly Tyler, Audrey

Totter

TENTH AVENUE ANGEL
MARGARET O'BRIEN, Angela Lansbury,

ANDY HARDY COMES BACK
Stone.^ara-Hadgir,- L;iia Ruinsf

(Technicolor)

FRANK SINATRA, ROBERT WALKER

John Carroll, Mary Astor, Cyd Gharisse

HIGH BARBAREE

I

TO COME:

THE CLOUDS ROLL BY

TILL

FIESTA (Technicolor)
ESTHER WILLIAMS, Akim Tamiroff, Ricardo Montalban,

MICKEY ROONEY, Lewis

HITS

many

Hit Total

(Cast alphabetically) JUNE ALLYSON, LUCILLE BREMER, JUDY,
GARLAND, KATHRYN GRAYSON, VAN HEFLIN, LENA HORNE,
VAN JOHNSON, TONY MARTIN, DINAH SHORE,

GREER GARSON, ROBERT MiTCHUM, Richard Hart

' "

33

:

,,

.

George MurpByrvhylUs Tlraxter

*

-v

"

..

-.'v

THE MIGHTY McGURK
WALLACE BEERY, Dean Stockwell, Edward
LIFE'S

GENE KELLY,

Arnold, Aline

MacMahon

FOR THE LOVING

Marie MacDQnald, Charles Winningec

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS (Technicolor)
ESTHER WILUAMS, Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante,
Johnnie Johnston, Xavier Cugat

LADY IN THE LAKE
ROBERT MONTGOMERY. Audrey Totter, Lloyd Nolao

...

Wednesday, October

PICTUliES

8

Withdraws (Temporarily?)

hm ATA During Decree
Withdrawal of RKO theatres last
V/eek from membership in the Amer-

RKO

Fight

Hollywood, Oct.

closed a deal to operate the

Arrangement was made

1947.

ATA

RKO

struciV as a'

On

'.lit'y

move towards monopoly

deterred: enlistment in ATA;
Warner Bros, theatre group never
did indicate any solid interest in
nor did it ever seriously consider joining. Company was tne only
one of the Big Five that had no representative or observer at the St.
Louis convention. Par and National
intend to continue membership in
the wganization regardless of RKO's

ATA

before the

three-judge statutory court, it was
decided Monday (30) at a conference

lawyers for the majors
and the Dept. of Justice with Federal Judges Henry W. Goddard and
John Bright. Oral argument is expected to continue for several days
before the three judges huddle in
private on the question. Preceding
decree argument, on Oct. 21, the
court will hear applications of Amery
ican Theatres Assn. and the Confederacy of Southern Assns. for instaged by

tervention, in addition to a plea by
Sidney Lust, an exhib, for an upset
of an award against him by the
motion picture arbitration appeals
tribunal.

coiiiinuing: to grow steadily de.<!pit6
loss of most affiliate support. Mem-

letter
court.

bership expansion, it is said, is being drawn from indies who ere solidly behind its intervention petition.
Theatre organization may well make
political capital out of affiliate losses
with the indies since coolness of
maviy small fry exhibs towards ATA
stems from the fear that the. outfit is
a front for the affiliates.

Expression

of

opposition

to

the

ATA. and CSA move has already
been made by the Government in a
dispatched to the statutory
X). of J. letter told the court
that exhibs are part of the public
and as such were already represented by the Government under legal
theories
covering
prosecution
of
anti-trust suits. No objection would
be raised to exhibs seeking to be
heard as amicus curiae, the Govern-

ment

•Nlr.s.

Emmett Lavery, prez.of the Screen
Writers Guild, which has no AFL or
CIO affiliation, declared; "It looks
to me as if Mr. .Woll is making a

volve

it

in a discussion of the politi-

versive people are being employed,
the issue is in what pictures and
what studios?"

WoU asserted of Hollywood play"Ashamed of the, meaningless
in which: they are cast,, opr
pressed by a sense of guilt because
of the swollen incomes, smarting
under the taunts of superior but
non-Hollywood intellectuals, these
world-savers in greasepaint find refuge in the Communist party or its
peripheral organizations. Somehow,
playing at revolution seems to justify the possession of a swimming
pool and improves the taste of Ast
trakhan caviar and the feel of Rusers:

roles

all

majors

would supplement

their current stock of pix with reissues should the going prove long
»nd rough, ^he oldies have shown
surprising b.o. pull in the past few
months and the temptation to husband their new films by fattening
the list with reissues would probably
win over converts to Balaban's way
of thinking.
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from

their

in

lies

ro-

the

here are mostly located on top

floors

buildings.

'Of the' three'"":dally newspapers,
only two, Post-Gazette and SunTelegraph, were carrying any lineage for theatres. Press eliminated
ads altogether on week-days, but
gave amusement spots a break in

Sunday

marries Miss Hepburn,
•

invention which was basis for his
fortune, the break comes.
Climax builds up considerable

and

chills

Hepburn

Mi.ss

as

thrills

He

seeks to escape Taylor.

tries to

m

the mi.s.sing brother, has only
three scenes but makes them count
for importance. 'Edmund
Gwenh,
Marjorie Main, both in small spots,
Jayne Meadows. Clinton Sundberg,
Dan Tobin, Kathryn Card. Leign
Whipper and others give the stars
very solid support.

Pandro S. Berman did a tasteful
job of assuring lush production
dress for the picture. Art direction
and set decorations are particularly

.

.

.

MIX8.

8.5

Collln.s

\

.

.

.

.

Scott Elliott

.

.Olivia

,> ..;,:...

fle
.

Havilland
Ayres

vifjew'

...Thomas Mitchell

Rusty.,
lILstriot

Richard
Alt.orney. .'......... .Charles
.

.

.

,

.

.

. .

I'hpto-DoublCv^.

T^onpr

Kvans

.Garry 0\ven

;

Oenrgi- ;Mpri!.(,n
Mrs. Didvjksen

MlsB Beadc.

.Lester Allen.

,

.Lelft
....

.

.

.

;

.

,

.

..

.

.

.Ulia.'i

.Mnrta MItrovlch
...

.

Ainelita

tery;

potent

But, despite the individually
ingredients,
somehow the'

composite doesn't quite

come

off,

Name

strength of the cast and solid
production values, however, should
counteract the screenplay's vagaries.
Opening with a promising gait, the

pic gets lost in a maze of p.sychological .gadgets and speculation that
slow.s it down. Olivia de Havilland,
playing a twin role^ carries the central load of the picture. She's east
simultaneously as a sweet, sympa-'
thetie girl, and her vixenish, latently

.

,

A

murder

committed and while one girl has been
positively identified as coming out of
the man's apartment on the night of
in.sane tTvin sister.

4* -follow

Harmon

.Jolin

.

Sam

Austin. ............... Rruce Edwards
Jeffrey Hlttiii.. ....-<)'.... . .Of orKe .MceKef
Cooper
Nichols.
... .Clancy
,

.

.Voy Forrester
^
.Alan TJrldKes
.GeorKe KldredRe
... .William
Ilnhl

Blonde.
Turner;
Vail.,

Welsh

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

Fast-action melbdrama that will
play off ol^ay in supporting positions. Production values are good
for budget and playing and direction maintain interest in slight but
satisfactory story. "Below the Deadline" tag has little connection with
plot.

Warren

comparatively

Douglas,

bigshot.

off

by a rival mob, Douglas takes

over the business. He's a ruthless
operator, determined to parlay a
fortune to make up for his war
years.
Cash flows in, vet looks a
cinch to reach his goal. He resists
efforts of friends to get him out of
dSesn't
the
rackets,
reformation
come, a new mayor is elected, and
the rival mob nearly succeeds in

bumping him

off.

Ramsay Ames does well by femme
lead as Douglas' romance, Jan Wiley,. Paul Maxey, Philip Van Zandt,
Bruce Edwards, George Meeker and
others lend okay support, particularly good chore is turned in by
.Tohn

'

Harmon

as

hench-

Douglas'

man.
William Beaudine's direction gives
the melodrama good pacing and
'

:

shows

money

well

spent.

Lensing and other technical factors
Brog.
measure up.

New

Foreign Films

(Unlikely for Anglo-U S. Market)
.

is

"L'InHaisnablo Fre«1*rle" C'^The ,\'5;
catchable Fredorlc") (FRENCH), Path*
Consortium release of Tellus iModui:ti«n;

directed by Richard Pettier; sJ.ns Tlenre
Ornrtt
.St. Cyr, Paul Meurisse; screen rilav.
GartHsr. Car'lo .Blm: reviewed in I'aris. Run-

ning tlm«,10«:MlNS.

Local audiences laugh over old
about a reporter fooling a
detective writer as to his own

Ward gags

"The Dark Mirror" rmS the full
gamut .of themes currently in vogue
at the boxofflce—from psychiatry to
romance back 'again to, the double
identity gimmick and murder mys-

.

Pinky

::

Collins?

Franklin.

the action,
fluently.
Pic is limited to the
art houses, but will get big re?

'audiences

-

.

,

vision

release ot Niinpi'iidiletion.
Stars OUvi.-i tie
Lew Ayres, Thomas Mitchell;

Johnson

P'^tective. Rl£ven.wn....

.

.

Directed by "VVininin JBeandin'e.
Screenplay, Harvey Gute.s. irorrest Judd;
oriKinal, Ivan Tors; camera. Harry Keumann; editolr, Aco Herman. :Previewed
Sept. 24. -je. Running tinie. 65 MIXS.
.Toe
Hilton. ........... ....Warren OouRlafl
Lynn Turner....,
..;,,UnmsaY .Mne»
Vivian,
.Jan Wiley
^Taxey
I'lnil
.\rthur Brennan.,
Oney Kessel ............. .Pbiiip Van /.andt

Havilland,
features Jticliard l.ons. Gnrty Owen. Lester
Allen. Direi ted bv Robert SIBdmafc. Sere*n-

r>r,

ordinary level."
English subtitles by Herman
G. Weinberg permit Anieriean
.

Parsons

I.ind.sicy

of

Edwards.

Lindsley Parsons' production super-

The Bark Mirror
Universal-International
hiiily

mith

has exploitation possibilities
abroad, but will naturally have
to be: cut for foreign market, although that's going to be hard
since every moment is crowded
with action and humor
Subject is old but Pagnol gives it.
the touch .which lifts it above
.

Bfog.'

Running lime.

,Pic

.

editing.

Terry

"

volition

.

noteworthy and handled by Cedric
Gibbons and Randall Duell, and Edwin B. Willis and Jack D. Moore,
respectively. Karl Freund's lensing
is expert and musical score by Herbert Stothart.coi^nts towards setting mood for drama. Picture is
overlong and could stand further

Dtny. Nunnally .Tohnson. based On orlRlria!
by ,\ladimir Pozner; ramei-a.' M-ilton Krasiner; editor. ICriiest Nims: musie. Dimltrl
Tiomkin. Tradeshown N, T,. Sept. JIO. '46.

Reviewing the film May 28, 1941,
from Paris, Variety (Ravo) said:
"Cast is a positive marquee
draw. Getting comedians Fernandel, Raimu, Charpini and
Tramel together in one picture
is getting the qream of I'rench
male humor under one roof

edition.

Slon.oBr.arh; release

:

as

.47th

'

of cases, where enough
power was available to keep niteries
and lounges partially lighted, man-

on identical

specialist

Slightly older looking and
twins.
sporting a mustache, Ayres iJtill retains much of his appealing boyish
sincerity.
But in the romantic
clinches, Ayres is stiff and slifthtly
embarrassed looking. Copping thespic honors, despite a relatively light
part, Thoma* Mitchell plays th*
baffled dick with a wry wit and as.
sured bearing that carries belief.
Miss De Havilland, however, Can't
make her roles come to life. Saddled
with lines that go from sticky sentimentality in one part to fivc-anddime melodrama in the other, she
winds up with two-ply wooden characterizations. It's an incredible role
that can't be surmounted by Miss
Havilland's proven talents. One of
the difficulties she faced Is the fact
that, the plot starts the twin roles off
in closely similar emotional keys

new film face, does an interesting
performance as an embittered vetMiss Hepburn sells her role with
eran out to get all he can. When his
usual finc.'i.se and talent. Mitchum,
brother,
gambler, is bumped

bel story.

Playhouse, Ave-

'

lot

agements were closings of their own
because nobody was coming in. With stores all shut, Golden
Triangle has been looking like a deserted village.
Practically nobody
on the streets at all. There have
EEMINI WITH YOUNG
Aldo M. Ermini, former major in been no regular 'hours. Places that
might be open one hour were closed
the V. S. Signal Corps, has been
taken on by Harold Young Produc- the next, and confusion was growing everywhere.
tions, commercial pix company, as
Around 75,000 were jobless locally
Teepee and associate producer,
Ermini will supervise production as result of strike and less so far
«f films both in English and foreign over weekend to industry in genbeen
conservatively
had
languages, with particular attention eral

new Avenue

nue of the Americas and

street, N. Y.
Completed in 1941,
the film originally ran 150 minutes but is 25 minutes shorter in
its present form. One sequence
omitted was a newsreel shot
.showing Marshall Petain telling
his coimtrymen that an armistice wi-th-the-^repmans-had-been
asked.

'

.

war-made

will worlc out. Baylor,

it

indu.strialist,

possible that $5 a ticket may be
the result as the value of our buying
dollar decreases and the costs rise to
such degre,e as to reduce the production output."

own

'•

'

•

Below

femmes

for

-

Top

^

power at studio itself and possible
shutdown of elevators since studios

In

...

.

Appeal

It's

of

the past

.

.i.,.Hol)ert .Taylor
.

daughter of a scientist, after a
whirlwind courtship. After marriage,
the bride begins to discover odd incidents in her husband's past, including
his
brother's
mysterious
disanoearance and the fear that dogs
and other animals have for the man.
She develops almost an obsession
Pix
over digging up facts about the
brother and when "she learns her
Continued from page S
husband has falsely charged him
clothes, and the Jike-^why can't the with theft and, also had murdered
same thing happen -with pictures? an obscure scientist and stolen the

but all of them contemplate
ing a move to transmitters for
broadcasting in case the strike continued.
Two reasons for this, lack

downtown

.

Knthni'inQ

.

. .

.

sian sables."

studios,

of

.

.

,:,

ride her over a cliff and then, as
he's set to smash her skull with a
Skouras cited the pre-war $23 la- boulder,
his own horse stomps him
bor rate against today's $50 average; to death. Edward Chodorov scripted
pre-war
unemployment
and toGeneral the
fine fashion from aThelma Stra-

said.

power

.

..'i

and the tension is lost.
Making a comeback after several
years' absence from the sci-eenv Lew
in his familiar role as

fetars 'Warren Dou^jiiis. Ramsay
mance between Miss Hepburn and production,
Ames: features Jan Wiley, Faul .Maxley,
Taylor and uncertainty as to how Philip
'Van Zandt, John Harmon; .Bruce

Losses Mount

fear that
betracted and knockdown
tween the two labor giants with the
majors in the middle. Itidustry has
Balwarned
by'
Barney
already been
nban. Par's prexy, that it may yet
be pushed into the position of drawing upon reissues to meet product
requifements. Balaban said this de-spitethe fact -that his company's .19.
pix past the shooting stage ordir
narily would insure Par of product
lor a full six months or more.
Likelihood is strong that most if

.

to differentiate the twins
the
script tips its mitt to the audience

IH Ayres is cast
a medico— a
liopburn:

time,

'

run around end. He seems to
be going on the idea that, the: quickest way to break a union is to in-

;

into
battle

.

attempt

"Undercurrent" is heavy drama
with femme appeal and hefty marquee voltage. Typical lush Metro
production gives it plenty of eyeappealing dre.ss as background for
drama and stars carry off their assignments in top fashion. Boxofflce
potential is solid by virtue of such
names as Katharine Hepburn. Robr
ert Taylor and Robert Mitchum.
Film is first for Taylor since his
war service and he puts over a dif- then suddenly, without warning or
ficult characterization as the heavy, motivation, splits them into night
somewhat of an inovation from his and day.
usual hero roles.
Camera work is excellent, us is the
Picture deals with psychology an- score, which at several points in the
gle in which a weak, uncertain man production contributes neat humoruses lies, theft and even murder to ous touches.
Direction by Robert
obtain power and acclaim. Unfold- Siodmak is handled positively dtspite
ment has a curious static quality as the dramatic looseness.:
Henn.
directed by Vincente Minnelli which
keep.s it from ever being really bethe Deadline
lievable but ca.st talent and performances hold the interest.
Hollywood, Sept. 28.

Backlog

may

.

i*t'U

Fd.ster

.liislif^

Special Ass't Attorney
Robert L. Wright advised the two day's unwillingness to 'work, despite
judges at the confab that the D. of J. the need for production. He* had at
would have all papers filed, includ- his fingertips statistics on lethargic
Pix
ing any late additions to their de- ship-loadings, motor production, and
Continued from page 3
Big Five the like, as evidence of his study of
c -ee proposals, by Oct; 7.
attorneys werei not certain whether labor problems in all industry.
continuing source of films from the
they will -have completed their final
In pictures he cited the 40- and 45United Kingdomproposals by that date.
day shooting schedules, in normal
Other majors fall in between the
Hollywood production, as against the
TJA high and the 20th low. RKO has
60, 70 and 80 days it takes now to
23 films; Paramount, 19; Warner
shoot a picture.
Bros., 18; and Columbia, 15. All
So long as business is good it can
majors except for 20th and Metro
Continued from page 2 s
;
absorb
this
mounting overhead.
are figured to have enough of a
Skouras, like all business leaders,
backlog to carry them, under cur ing manned
by supervisors and a
many
for
worries what happens when the
pace,
releasing
rent
few who hadn't walked off the job,
months before they would be forced but Duquesne Light Co. warned overhead becomes disproportionate
to the income.
to feel the pinch. Well fortified posi- users that it couldn't
promise much
tion of these majors might, however,
current a lot longer.
That would
prove tinavailing should the fracas
mean a shut-down of every theatre
develop to the point where transin Allegheny and Beaver county ex- •Well Digger's Daughter'
portation' and theatres are drawn
cept the downtown houses and a few
"The Well Digger's Daughter,"
into a general walkout.
suburban and nabe keys which have
Marcel Pagnol's French producReissues
generators standing by ready for
tion starring the late Raimu, had
Recurrent rash of studio troubles use on a moment's notice.
who
gravely
h.o.
execs
viewed
by
Is
its American preem Sept. 28 at
Radio stations still had enough
a prodevelop
it

, .

,

, .

.

.

JItiiiiiUon

Air. WaniLsiey . ; . .
I'rof. Joseph UanKK,

tJeorge

:

fast

withdrawal, ATA officials say. Several Par partners have supported
financially the recent intervention
action of a group of southern exhibs
and exhib organizations which acted
joimiy with ATA under the title of
Crntederate States Assn.
.\TA claims that its membership is

.

.

.

Plea Day Before

22

v:Di)ilV':'

.Sylvia

Continued from page 4
battle and, in fact, has called a meettonight
(Wednesday) at
for
ing
which future policy along that line
will be discussed.

ma- cal faiths of .its members. We take
and the Government on the the position that a man's politics and
religion are not the concern of
form of the anti-trust decree will be guild or union. If it's true that subOct.

'

I'rol'.

ItunnlnK

'-Ml.

.iSarroway

.MIchat-l

Conflicting ideas of thr eight

starting

liT,

.\nn' i.1aniilli)n

jors

aired

Sept,

.'V.

A\An ijarroway

Decree-Dissenters;

ATA

.'Strabel;

"

I..

which sister is which
While the police carry on With an
establish

'

Thelma

I'HrnPra, Karl Kreilnd; Hi'dj-t*. Herbert Siot;
hiirl
eOitor. F.(.nTi« Webster. Xra4es*ipwn

Pixers-Woll

Hearings Begin Oct. 22

pro-

Kdwiirtl Chotlo-

by

Htary

oil

bti.>Pil

Affiin.

.^,'rGenplay.

.viniiieiu,,

rnv:

to

John Sutherland, owner of the lot,
will not only function as landlord,
but will produce two features for
the anti-trust suit, its lawyers prob- PRC, his first attempt at full-length
ably feeling that as a member of pictures. ::
it would be In an inconsistent

only Paramount and National Theatre affiliates from the Big Five as
members. Loew's circuit neyer did
join, ATA execs now: disclose, be^
cause its lawyers discouraged such
action during the time when the antitrust suit is in a critical stage. While
Loew's legalites have never given an
out-and-out reason for its aloof stand,
fear that joining up could be con-

T«yIo,r,

28.

llcnntin

Hepburn. Robert
fetituros Ktlmund
PIrecteU by Vin-

.Shifd KuttiAi-lni}
KobVr'r. .^ilU'huln:

iJwenn. -Marjorfw
ct'iUe

Sutherland Studio for eight months
in

rpleane. o£ Vantjro S.

:

to interject itself in

position since the theatre organization's intervention is purely in the
role of spokesman for indie exhibs.
out of the ATA picture,
With
at least until the antitrust suit is
decided^ the theatre organization has

Hollywood, Sept.
Metro
(lilotlun.

positions.

provide studio space for indie producers releasing through PRC.

fool-proof alibi. Police are stymied
in making an arrest since they can't

1Jntl<>i*4^urrcnt

Strong cast headed by OUvia de
Havilland and Lew Ayres in a
weakly scripted whodunit.
"B*Iow the Deadline" (Mono).
Good melodrama for supporting

1.

The company had opposed any

move by ATA

values for hefty boxofflce.
"The Dark MIrroV" (U-I)

star

PRC-Sutherland Studio
Deal Set for 1947
PRC

Film Reviews

"Undercurrent" (M-G). Heavy
drama with femme appeal and

t-

ican Theatre Assn., repercussion of
ATA's intervention in the anti-trust
suit, is believed to be temporary by
ATA officials. Letter from Malcolm
Kingsberg, RKO theatre; Chief, which,
notified ATA of his company's deciSi«ri made that point by stating that
"for the time being" felt ic was
advantageous both to RKO and ATA
for the company to drop its member-

jjot

1946

2,

Miniature Reviews

RKO

Ship.

;

femme

identity.

She

falls for

him when

tie

(Continued on page 16)

•The Raiders'
"The Raiders," British Lion
release of Crown Film produccurrently at the Hiano,
N. Y., was previously revieweti;
by VAttiiifrT in London, issue oi
Jan. 3, 1945, under the title ot
"Western Approaches." A docution,

mentary film

made with
sionals

and

in

color,

was

it

a cast of non-profesis

chant seamen.

dedicated

to
,

mer,

.

Stating the film "should di'riw
favorable comment on both sicies
of the Atlantic," the reviewer
also noted the .picture reprc.'^c.pted "painstaking effort, ami
oi
gurs well for future product

'

,
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PICTI7RES

Away

Checkers Figure Exhibs Get

Much

With as
prO'liict

suit

Fortnight Blackout
At General Service

shortage expected to re- *

li'om the majors'

emphasis on

productions to
only
requirements of
jiieet the new sales
expected to
the aiiti-lrust decision is
elTect
for the inbcneflcial
have one

several years.

top-budgets

dustry-^at least from the distribs'
point ot viow-^and that's a great decteasc in the amount o£ cheating being clone by recalcitrant exhibitors.

Film inciustry's own black market,
as f.ome officials have labeled it, is
getting worse instead of better, with
the more ambitious exhibs apparently trying to outshine each other
in attempts to beat the majors out
of their legal returns. Record falsifying is costing the Industry from
120,000,000 to $25,000,000 yearly and,

according to h:0. officials, it's time
down on the falsifiers once
I'or all. Amount of money being
lo.st, us one sales topper pointed out,
coMld pay for 25 miUlon-dollar productions and, with production costs
skyrocketing, the' industry can't afford to gloss over this much of a

to crack

and

'Lamb' Shifts
Hollywood, Oct.
Wjljiam

Cagney

will

shift

1.

the

filming of "The Stray Lamb" from
the
Goldwyn studio to General
Service,
where he. recently acquired a financial interest:
Cagney's space commitment with
Goldwyn lapses in two months,

Studio will return to activity
about Oct. 10 with the start of Hunt
Stromberg's "Personal Column."

Hummel, DeRochemont
See Europe's Future

Brandt Huddle on

coin allegedly due Paramount, RKO,
Warner Bros, and Metro by houses
owned or operated by Brandt will
begin shortly, according to Louis
Nizer, counsel for the companies in
the action.
Claims grow out of
charges by the distribs that the
houses erred -in calculating sums' due

Americans have a worse case of
jitters about the Russian menace to
Europe than the Europeans. According to Joseph. S. Hummel, Warner Bros, veepee in charge of con:

tinental Europe, fears of

Communist revolutions

imminent
Europe

in

on- percentage engagements.

•

^

ought to be dispelled in face of the

To /Local' Beefs

steady shift of Continental political
opinion to the right:

"smoke screen" raised in their
perpetual
battle
against percentage pix, according to a spokesman
for Confidential Reports.
Scouting
the claim voiced at length recently
at the Boston national convention ot
Allied States Exhibitors that the
whole town knows the exhib's business, CR officials say that '.'anyone
willing to .spend- two»bits to hire a
hiiilitsl bid for sufficient reasons. If boy to make a few checks
on the
caught cheating, it's be- theatre could find that out."
an oxhib
lieved, the majors will certainly have
Company which checks for all
the light to refuse to sell him prodmajors except Metro has been disuct.
criminating to extremes in choosing
Reps of the majors pointed out that
its
local
checkers, CR maintains.
they're onl#; filing suit today where
Therefore, exhibs' assertions that,
an cxhib refuses to show his books
in some instances, even their own
or refuses to settle if the cheating
landlords
were
hired for the job
charge has been proved. Books in
question are those which the exhib with a consequent boost in theatre
keeps for the Internal Revenue De- rent when the landlord saw how
partment, which must list correct re- good business was, is an absurdity,
turns from the standpoint of Federal CR execs declare. "All applicants
admission taxes. Number of suits for checking chores are investigated
as to their background, employment
filed are increasing in number and
some exhibs, when confronted with and character," the CR topper said.
records of the checkers, have been "We'd have to have our heads exforced to tiu-n in once or twice as amined if we hired the owner of a
muc'n as he originally paid on his theatre to check on the house," he
just a

ime,'Outlaw'

i;;

.

own

'

Most of the majors, consequently,
are lining up their forces for an allout blow at the record falsifieFS. Just
treats black marketeers,
the cheating exhibs will be warned
once- or twice. If they persist after
that, then they'll be cut off the lists.
Under the single-selling policy already in effect, it will be a comparatively simple matter for the majors to cancel out after each contract.
Exhibs, under the threat of being cut
off from enough product to keep their
houses in cpeiation, are expected to
come around in quick order on correct records.

M-G

OPA

to

American

falsifying

Hummel declared that all the
film companies were carefully sifting their backlogs for suitable features for 'the overseas market. Hummel. asserts that he saw no evidence
of resentment in Europe against the
so'called "frivolity"
of American
screen entertainment.

life,"

,

(De Rochemont also just returned
from a month^s trip to England and
France, declared that American films
abroad were giving a distorted and
dangerous picture of U. S. life. Accusing Hollywood of depicting life
in terms of "luxury, opulence and
frivolity,"
de Rochemont warned
that it was "leaving a bad impression on the European public which
deduces from them that Americans
have no serious outlook on life, no
real concern with the major problems which are tearing Europe
apart, and no basic long-range pro.

gram

to oppose

lated

Communist program).

the highly articu-

Prospects in the European market
are good, said Hummel, and will get
better as the countries recover their
The theatre owner who screams pre-war level. Only serious negaover local checkers is at that very tive developments
in the postwar
time employing local cashiers, local situation
is the existence of Russia's
doormen and local ushers, the CR iron curtain across eastern
Europe
"Anyone of and the linking
official
pointed out.
of films to politics
them can and probably do talk about with each country trying
to develop
what business the exhibitor takes native film production as
a propain with just as much accuracy," he
ganda medium. "But," said Hummel,
argued. "So the whole town, in all "only high
quality films will pay
likelihood, knows anyhow."
off
patriotism alone will not meet
Any checker -gabbing too much any bills."
would be promptly fired by the
Discussing the situation in France,
company,, it was further said. All
an exhib has to do is to pre.sent an Hummel said that the Blum-Byrnes
honest complaint and it would be pact, operative .since last July, has
attended to without delay, the CR not unsaddled French product from
spokesman declared. "But we notice their dominant position in French
Hummel predicted that
though there have been plenty of theatres.
gripes that we abuse the system, no French- product would have close to
,,-sauiBu gutpniaut 'saoue^sut ajjiaads 70% of the playing time during the
one has come forward with any next six months. But Americans
have a.double squawk in this territory said Hummel, pointing out that
profits were being cut down by the
N.Y.
serious rawstock shortage and the
abnormally high taxes at the b.o.

added indignantly.

figures.

-as the

ducer, that Hollywood pictures were

"dangerously

Continue With

Its

Own Willmark Checkers
Rising to the defense ot Metro's
checking system following the on-

—

Bally

Paying

Metro

h.o.

execs declared that the

company would continue to operate
own checking department independently of any .other company and
would expand the service where

its

necessary.

Majority of the Allied

gripes, which were directed mostly
at Confidential Reports, Inc., but
,

Severely critical

Admission prices, however,
of the film indus- soon be hiked by about 40% to

try when he first came into office at
the beginning of this year, Benjamin
Fielding, N. Y. City's License Commissioner, has apparently been softened by the Motion Picture Assocviation's public relations move in
setting. up.a Children's Fiini tibrary.

the air Saturday
which also singled out Metro for (28> on WEAF in a talk called "A
lambasting, were regarded by indus- Fair Deal to. the Public" to put his
try officials as a subterfuge slam- at department on record as endorsing
percentage deals, rather than against "the splendid steps" in making
checkers as such.
available "pictures rich in literature,
Regardless of what anybody says adventure and fun."
to the contrary, the Willmark agency,
Fielding also promised to line up
which Metro uses to fill in on com- the Board of Education behind the
plicated
be Saturday morning showings of the
situations
can't
that
covered by company checkers, is not pix in the Children's Film Library.
a
detective agency, according to Plan is to arrange schoor groups to
Metro topper.s. It's a legitimate or- attend the screenings en masse under
ganization used by some of the na- guidance of a teacher.
tion's
With only one print of each of the
largest
industrial
concerns.
Loew's Theatres may use detective 28 titles in the CFL' available in each
agencies to check on its own per- key city, shortage has already been
sonnel but this is company business felt in New York, although the proand apart from the distributioli of gram is only a few wee^s old. ConMetro product.
siderably greater scarcity of prints
Metro has an exclusive contract is expected i£ the- Board of Educa^
With "Willmark, it was said, prohibit- tion plan goes- through. In that case,,
ing the company from working for either additional prints will be made
^ny other company In the film in- or they'll be. shipped in on loan to
dustry. This, plus the fact that Me. the New York exchanges from other
'fp uses only
company personnel for keys throughout the country.
Fielding

took

to

-

,

;

checkers, rules out the possibility of

may
alle-

groups
have, pretty
well
stymied large-scale distribution of
the
film
throughout the United
States, producer Howard Hughes is
going ahead with plans for international exhibition of the film. He's
even drummed up competition be-

civic

tween Mexico and Britain for preem
of tjie Jaiie Russell-starrer outside
the U. S.

In the meantime, after long delays and refusing all sorts of deals
for a Broadway showing, Hughes
sewed up three houses for day-anddate exhibition in
York, starting
Oct.
26.
Theatres are the
Gotham and. Republic, both operated

Eagle-Lion Pub-Ad Execs,

East-West, in N.Y. Powwow
Sam Israel, Coast pub-ad chief for
arrived in New York

of 2,741.

Harry Gold, distribution head, and
Alec
Moss,
publicity
for
chief
Hughes, head for London in a few
weeks to set up the opening of "Outlaw" there. Suzanne Warner, of the
publicity department, planed out of
New York, Friday (27) for England
with a bulky portfolio of Russell
stills of the type which won a nix
from the Motion Picture Association's Advertising Code Administration here.
London opening is expected around Nov. 1.
Alejandro Buelna, Jr., head of
Mexican T u r i s
government
o
agency to encourage tourist travel
to Mexico,
arrived in Hollywood
over the weekend in an effort to
line up "The Outlaw" for a Mexico
City date. His aim was to set an
opening before the London preem.

m

of huddles
on campaigns, budgets and organization of the eastern publicity and
advertising
department.
Max E.
Youngstein was named director of
advertising and publicity- for the

company

week, with headquarYork.
Arthur Jeffrey, who moved over

ters in

last

New

E-L from

International, will top
publicity
under
department
Youngstein. Otherwise, intention is

to

the

:

,

the business. Overall, prospect, too,
is for
upped distribution expenditures as result of new decree selling
policies, regardless- of wage trends.
Costs have -gone up in distribution
in a wide variety of ways, some
directly connected with general inflation thrbughout the
world and
some peculiar to the film .business
itself.. Rise has not kept pace withthat 'in; Hollywood, however, since
craft unions there have exhibited
considerably more .strength than
labor organizations in the: distribu*
tion field and star and story prices
have skyrocketed.
Tilts in production costs are more
quickly noticeable, too, because of
difference in accounting methods on
the two costs. At the studios, overhead charges are carefully computed against each picture, while in
distribution ho effort, is rnade to
keep a fllm-by-film accounting of

to

keep the

with

the

staff

PRC

.

to

pub-ad

a

minimum,
department

slated to provide physical facilities
and handle, detail. PRC's physical
facilities are being used for distribution of E-L product.
:

Youngstein was assistant director
of advertising, publicity and exploitation for 20th-Fox and during the
war served as top flack for the Motion Picture and Special Events section of the War Finance Division of

'

'

.

•

,

costs.

..

•

,

'

.

One

,

.

of the major items carried by
(Continued on page 24)

Russia's

47,000 Film

Boston Bans 'Outlaw'
Boston, Oct.

1.

"The Outlaw," passed for presensome time ago by
film censors, was
the city by city censor
last: week

on grounds

that it "glorifies crime and immorial
actions" and '!would be against public morality or decency;"

Banning

IGm'ers

awaiting them in Russia! if, and when
the iron curtain and trade barriers
can be levelled. Trade plum is only
a potential at present but the 16m
outfits have begun to count their
chickens on the basis of the recently
promulgated Russian five-year plan
which ptojects doubling the number
of theatres currently operating. Today, Russia numbers 28,000 filmeries
but by 1950 the figure will be kited
to the vicinity of almost 47,000, according to the reconstruction and
expansion blueprints.

With most
building

to

of

be

towns and rural
film trust

the new theatresituated in small
areas, the Soviet

known

to be favoring
increasing use of narrow-gauge film.
16m outfits in this country are sanguine that ultimately they will be
cashing in on the Soviet program.
Reasoning is based on the fact that
Russia is not geared industrially to
equip itself and Germany, which in
pre-war years was a source of film
is

machinery

for

Russia,

is

now

flat-

tened. Only source now on tap for
film equipment is the U. S. and the
Soviets, like it or not, will be sending their purchasing agents here.

DUANE, PICKMAN JOIN

Censorship Repercussion
Ocean City, N. J., Oct.: 1.
Showing of "Outlaw" at Steel Pier

A

Intrigues U.S.

Distributors of 16m film and projection equipment sniffed out the
existence of a vast new market

was upheld by Mayor

Curley.

summer

last

Theatre Mart Potential

havyn'g repercussions.
sent to Governor
Bishop Fred P. Corson, head

petition

is

-jyas

AT SP

DOS, LEWIS UP

Tom Duane has joined David O.
Selznick as sales rep in the New
England

and

Canadian

territories.

Prior to joining Selznick he was
the- Philadelphia
area of the' Boston branch manager for RepubMethodist Church, asking that the lic and before that was with ParaState institute censorship of films.. mount for 15 years in various key
city sales posts.
Duane will head- ^
In the petition. Bishop Corson requarter in Boston and: shortly begin
ferred to "recent pictures shown in
New Jersey of an objectionable and asettour of cities in his territory to
engagements of "Duel in the
immoral nature." It was signed by
members of the Methodist clergy Sun,"
Jerry Pickman, who headed pubwho met here for the annual session
licity
department
6i
Armand
of the New Jersey Conference of the
Deutsch's and: Hal Home's Story
MethodLst Church.
Productions, resigned as of the end
The question of fretting up a board of last week to
become aide to Sid
of censors may be brought up in the
Alexander, eastern pub-ad head for
spsci al .session of the Jersey LegisDavid 0. Selznick. Pickman's initiallature
which ,6pened yesterday assignment,
on which he'll start next
^(Mon).
Monday (7), will be to handle New
England openings of "Duel in the
Nip 'outlaw In M'w'Kei!
Sun."
Milwaukee, Oct. 1.
Bernard Lewis, who hai3 been as- i
No sooner was "Scarlet Street" sistant to Pickman at SP, was named
placed on the approved list by the by Horne last week to succeed him
city censorship 'ooard than the group as chief flack. Both Lewis and Pickplaced its ban upon "The Outlaw." man came to SP from 20th-Pox.

Edge by
of

:

.

.

^

'

.-

.

CFL is a public relations scheme
any exchange of information with to make available to exhibs for Sat- the Treasury Department.
checkers working for other ot the urday a.m. showings at minimum
Initial E-L campaign will be on
majors through CRI, as alleged at rentals pictures which are especially "It's a Joke, Son," starring Kenny
the Allied meet.
Delmar ("Senator Claghorn").
suitable for children.
.

,

tation in Boston
the State police

week

(30) for a

-

New

the Brandt circuit, and the
Rialto, .operated by Arthur Mayer,
They have 922, 1,225 and 594 seats,
respectively, giving a total capacity

Fagle-Lion,

Monday

.

by

banned from
Samuel Nessen

viate the situation.

—

.

and

LICENSE COMM'R

LAUDS FILMS' KID PIX

Off

While withdrawal of the ProducCode seal from "The Outlaw"
squawks from religious and

tion

.

slaught- of gripes voiced at tfie recent Allied convention in Boston,

While industry execs have exhibited
considerable
disturbance
over the rising costs of picture production during the past year, they're
accepting with little: squawk the- aimost equally significant uptrend in
distribution expenses. Tilt in the lat-^
ter category in the last 12 months is
estimated at between 20 and 35%,
but company execs feel it has been
justified by upped grosses and as
long as it isn't reiflected in net profits
which continue to climb—
they're not particularly worried.
Distrib execs are quick to state,
however, that should b.o.s fall off
that will be something else again,
because they recognize that wages'
will be slow in following any deHafidnafy trend,, with the incireasing.
unionization of the releasing end of

•

.

Denying charges "made by Richard
Exhib wails of distress on the
touchy subject of local checkers are de Rochemont, March of Time pro-

.

.•,

.

Similar charge by 20th-Fox, which
was arbitrated last spring by Fox
prexy Spyros Skouras, resulted in
payment of $237,000 by Brandt to the
company. Claims
the other companies were pushed ofE while Nizer
was on vacation and discussion of
them is now about to be resumed.

,

bundle anymore.
Product -shortage, if it comes about,
will result In the establishment of an
even greater seller's market than
now Exists. Majors, consequently,
will be enabled to choose from among
exhibs seening to buy their product.
If the competitive bidding system
becomes law with the final decree,
expected that the majors will
it's
havo the right to turn down even the

%

Conferences with Harry Brandt on

'

.

Gives Brush

Cos.,

.

2 Different Ways

In

'

.

In Year; Wages, Legal Checkers, Etc.

'

,

after which he will have to move
of f the lot.
His "Ijamb'' was slated
to start two weeks ago bilt was
postponed because of the unsettled
labor situation.

CR

Overhead Up 20-35%

Distribution

Hollywood, Oct. 1,
General Service studio went dark
for two weeks with the windup of
the William Boyd production, "Hoppy's Holiday." Shutdown is the longest period of idleness on that lot in

as

..

,

.

,:

,

;
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•End of Time' Fat 20G

L A. Slow With 'Homicide' DuU 3SG,

In Buff.; 'Lassie'

3 Spots, 'Journey' 35G in

2; 'Sleep'

55a3,'Passage'40G,5,y¥elyH.O;s
Los Angeles, Oct. 1.
Lightweight new product is pot
creating much stir in local ftrst^runs
cuirently. Return of hot weather
also is cutting into trade but not
spots with stronger bills.
•Gallant Journey," in two theatres,

hurting
looks

light

$35,000.

Sweet

"Home

is heading for dull .$35,000 in three houses.
Holdovers are led by "Big Sleep"
which will do stout $55,000 in three
spots, second session, "Canyon Passage" still is strong at $40,000 in second stanza for five locations. Third

Homicide"

frame of
hit

"Make Mine Music

'

-

(FWC)

(1,532;

':.

50-$l)—

"Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (5th wk-4
clays). Just $2,500.: Last week; okay

Same Week
.

.

.$672,000

Power

Strike Sloughs Pitt; Biz

Prov.;

spots will slow the pace.
Estimates for Thl« Week
40-70)—
(3,!)00;
(Shea)
Buffalo
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G ). Rosy
$18,000. Last week, "2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and "Swamp Fire" (Par),
(3,000:

40-70)—

Beaucaire" (Par) ,.(2d wk). Neat
$14,000. Last week, stout $21,000.
40-70)— "2
(2,100;
Hipp (Shea)

Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and "Swamp
Fire" (Par) (m.o ). Bright $10,000 or
over. Last week, "Claudia and David" (20th) (m.o.), fair $7,200.

Teck

(Shea)
of

(M

Bat

Lands 22G,

'Sleep'

Lafayette

Fast

ISG/Guys' Happy 16G
Providence, Oct. 1.
"Holiday in Mexico" is giving the
leadership to Loew's this week with
a hefty session in the offing.
Albee's "The Stranger" and Majes-r

(1,400;

Key

City Grosses
'

Estimated Tatttl Gross
$8,278,00«
This Week
(Based on: SB cittes> 107 theatres, cWefty iirst runs, inclMdini;
N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week „
Last Year ......... $2,829,400
(Based on 21 cities, 177 t)ieotre.v)

40-70)—

(Basil)

(3,300;

40-70)—

'Gallant Journey" (Col) and"Gentleman Misbehaves" (Col) (2d wk).
Okay $6,000 in 4 days. Last week,

trim $15,000.
,
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
40,70)— "Till End of Time" (RKO).
Great $20,000. Last week; "Notorious"
(RKO) (4th wk), nice $10,000.

RKO

tic's

"Two Guys From Milwaukee"

also look strong.
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills Music Hall (BluAlbce
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Remenfeld-Cr&S) (824; 65^1)
"Stranger" (RKO) and "Bamboo
Okay
$4,500.
becca" (UA) (reissue).
Fairly strong at
Blonde'! (RKO);
Last week, "Caesar and Cleopatra" $18,000. Last week, ''Canyon Pas(UA) (4th wk), nice $3,600.
(U) and"Cuban Pete" (U) (2d
Carthay
Circle
(FWC) (1,518; sage"
wk), big $14,000.
BO-SD—"Im I'm Lucky" (20th) and
Carlton (FayLoew) (1,400; 44-65)
"Strange Triangle" (20th)
(m.o.). —"Human
Bondage"
(WB) and
Fair $6,000. Last week, "Claudia "Caravan Trail" (WB) (2nd run)
aflh David" (20th) (m.o.), okay $5,- Good $5,000.
Last week, "Claudia
800.
and David" (20th) and "Strange
Chinese
(Grauman-WC)
(2,048; Holiday" (Indie) (2d run), $6,000.
"Home Sweet Homicide"
BO-lfl)
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Under
(20th) and "Little Miss Big" (U). Nevada Skies'' (Re^) and vaude "on
Dull $11,000/ Last week. "Lucky" stage. Rogers fans jamming this one
(20tii) and "Triangle" (20th), light for
Last week.
a
stout $8,000.
$12,000.
Caught in Draft" (Par) (reissue)
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— and vaude headed by Grace Drys
"Big Sleep" (WB) (2d wk). Fast dale, neat $7,000.
$23,000. Last week, big $28,800.
Majestic
(Fay) (2,200; 44-65)Downtown Musie Hall (Bluraen- "Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
feld) (872; 55-$l)—"Rebecca" (UA) "Glass Alibi" (Rep). Happy $16,000.
(reissue). Light $12,000. Last week, Last week, "Human Bondage" (WB)
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (4th and "Caravan Trail" (WB), snappy
wk), down to $8,800^
$17,000.
Effyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-.$I )—
44-65)—
State
(Loew)
(3,200:
"Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (5th wk-4 "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). Solid
days). Almost $4,500. Last week, sender with $27,000.
Last week,

Terrif

Pittsburgh. Oct. 1
Crippling power strike is denting
grosses plenty this week, with practically everything running at lea.st
50% behind normal. The only ray
of sunshine, and it's a blazing one
will be "The Big Sleep" at Stanley
Management is still pinching it,<;elf
to see if that opening day la.st
Thursday is. actually true. .With no
transportation whatever and downtown generally dead, all "Sleep" clid
was play to around 7;00Q persons
and almost double the average yet-

Woman" (WB) and "Gay

Blades" (Rep). Sluggish $4,000. Last
week, "Searching Wind" (Par) (m.o.),

Smash 27G,
'Stranger'

50%

1.

of

look

Heat Trims K.C

$4,700.

Socko $22,000,

'2 Guys'

Same

Big 24G, 'Holiday'

Washington, Oct.

1.

Biz along the main stem is looking up this week, with five new
features boosting the boxoft'ice. All

with exception of "Young
Widow" at Capitol, appear sock.
Lines form lor nearly all performances of "Holiday Mexico" and "Two
Guys from Milwaukee," at Palace
and Earle respectively, despite terStandrific mauling by crix here.
out, however, is ''The Killers" at the
first-runs,

'.

—

away

take.

Otherwise biz is sad. Pix with
good potentialities are beins led to
slaughter but there's nothing anyTheatres

D.C. in Groove; 'Killers'

$3,500.

'Holiday'

1940

many

Shadow

(Based on IS theatres)

"Martha

$25,000 in three spots.

Belmont

Estimated Total Grnss
$833,000
This Week
(Based on 18 theatres'^
Total Gross
Last Year

will

Ivers" appears steady $38,000 in two
houses for .second weelc; "Rebecca,"
oil reissue, is only okay at $24,000 in
four spots.
r",
Estimates tor This Week

La.-jsie"

husky $20,000.
Gfeat Lakes (Shea)

Broadway Grosses

18G

Buffalo. Oct.

Time" and "Courage
like leading newcomers here this week. Holdovers in

End

"Till

of

2,

body can do about it.
knew
they were going to lose dough when
they elected to stay open during
the walkout, but claimed they felt
it was a "public service." Most of
them, of course, are operating
der their own; power, having

uiiin-

stalled individual generators.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)
"Time of Lives" (U) (2d wk). Down
to $3,500. "Always Loved You" (Rep)

—

open tomorrow (Wed )
but houses will hold over "Time"
just to keep the franchise if strike
isn't settled by then, preferrinK that

Is slated

to

to tossing "Alway.s" to the wolves.
Last week. "Time" hurt by strike
smaller Keith.
only one day, with Okay $9,500 for
Estimaiws for This Week
"2. week.
Earle (WB) (2.154; 44-85)
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 40-70)
Guys Milwaukee" (WB). Solid $24,Kansas City, Oct. 1.
"Gallant Journey" (Col). Suffering
Moderate biz at most spots looms 000. Last week, ^'Renegades'' (Col),
the fate of the others, and if it goes
All houses have new mild $16,500.
this week.
fhroueh
a lull strike week won't
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70)
bills, but none looks good for more
"Human Bondage" (WB) (2d run). get $5,000. Last week, second of
Probable leader is
than a week.
"Killers" (U), slid- to .$11,000. sock
"Time of Their Lives," new Abbott- Fair $7,000. Last week, "Crack-Up" picture
which
did sen.sational $23,000
fine
(RKO),
$9,500.
Fox-Midthe
three
Costello film, at
Capitol
(Loew) (3,434; 44-80)— week before feeling the full impact
west spots, but it's not so big either.
power plant walkout.
Town is burdened with some un- "Young Widow" (UA) with vaude. ofPenn
(Loew's-UA) (3 300; 40-70)—
usual hot weather as temperatures Lively $26,000, but not sock for this "3
Wise Fools" (M-G). House looked
house.
Last week, "Somewhere in
went over 90 degrees.
for big kiddie trade but with no
Night" (20th) with vaude, $27,000.
Estimates for This Week
44-70)— street cars and few busses running,
Palace (Loew)
(2,370;
Esquirefl Uptown, Fairway (Fox
Holiday Mexico" (M-G).
Hefty this was sloughed badly, only $11,000.
Midwest) (820, 2,043. 700; 45-65)—
being in view or about half what
week,
"Claudia
$24,000.
Last
and
Moderate
"Time of Lives" (U).
it
might have done.
Last week,
David" (20th), $20,000.
Last week, "Claudia and
$15,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)— "Cleopatra" (UA), modest $18,000,
David" (20th), only $15,000 in 8
"Beaucaire" (Par) (2d run). Okay and not nearly up to hopes.
days, under expectations.
RIti!
(WB) (800; 40-70)—"Cleodowntown week.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— $9,000 for fourth
patra" (U) (m.o.). If English import
"Young Widow" (UA) and -'BreakT Last week, "Smoky" (20th) (2d run), does $1,500 here it'll be lucky. Lasst
So-so $7,500.
fast in Hollywood"
(UA).
"Searching
Wind"
(Par)
44-80)— week,
Keith's .(RKO)
(1,8.18;
Last week. "Three Wise
$14,000.
"Killers"
(RKO).
Smash $22,000. (m.o.), $2,000.
Fools" (M-G) and "The Unknown"
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70V
Last week, "Kid from Brooklyn"
"Boys' Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful (Col), $15,000.
$7,900.
"Killers" (U) (m.o.).
Here after
(RKO),
in last 9 days.
$18,000
El Rey (FWC) (861; 50-$n—"Make in My Fashion" (M-G), good $18,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Hippodrome (Last) (365; 40-65)— two weeks at Harris. Too bad things
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) 65)— "Hearts Were Growing Up"
Mine Music" (RKO) (3d wk). Neat
"Specter of Rose" (Rep). Nice $3,200 prevent this sock melo from living
—"Searching Wind" (Par) (2d wk) (Par).
$6i000. Last week, good $7,100.
Mild $11,000.
Last week,
up to its possibilities. Maybe ,$2,500.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)— Dying at so-so $6,000 this sessioil "Beaucaire" (Par) (2d wk), nice for this small arty spot. Last week, Last week, "Jungle Princess (Par)
subsequent-run.
"Know Where I'm Going" (U). Slow after fairly: nice $11,000 opener.
$14,000.
(reissue) and "Swamp Fire" (Par),
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
$4,000. Last week, 'They Were Sis
about same.
ters" (U) (4th wk), heat $3,600.
"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Can
"Step by Step" (RKO). DiSney film INDPLS.' STILL
"Big Sleep" (WB). This will go
Cincy
garnering some trade, but only mod.
ton Passage" (U) (2d wk). Fair Grid
down as perhaps the year's phe5.000;
est $12,000 looms.
Last week, "NO;
Last week, handsome $8,100
'2
nomenon. With everything in the
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956
torious" (RKO) (3d wk), fine $12,000.
world against it, picture opened to
But 'Bess' Terrif
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)
50-$l)— "Rebecca": (UA) (reissue).
Indianapolis, Oct. 1.
just under $4,000 and then duplicatThin $4,000. Last week, "Cleopatra"
Cincinnati, Oct. 1'.
—"Queen of Burlesque" (PRC) and
With no sock entries listed, film ed it the following day. Credited
Football is far tougher than base- "Insfde Job" (U). Holding its own biz here continued to lack vim and largely
(UA) (4th wk), $3,400.
to steady plugging on the
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; S0-$1)-* ball as opposition for Cincy theatres at .$8,500. Last week, "Man From vigor, most films hitting near aver- radio
while ads were being cut in
•^'Big Sleep" (WB) (2d wk).
Excel- this round. For the second consec- Rainbow Valley" (Rep) and"Night age or under. "Partners in Time" the- dailies.
At present gait should
lent $16,000. Last week, stout $25,- utive week, downtown houses and Train From Memphis" (Rep ), same
will split the biggest gross with get $22,000, sensational under cit*
also
nabes
are
feeling
the
sting
800 but below hopes.
of
Henry Busse band at the Circle, but cumstance.s. Last week. "The StranHollywood Music Hall (Blumen- night and Sunday afternoon games
this combo is not big.
ger" (RKO), Strong $18,500.
by high school and university grid
feld) (475; 50-85)— "Rebecca" (UA)
Estimates for This Week
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)
in
Denver
(reissue).
Near $3,500. Last week, teams. Of the four bills at major 'Time'
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 46-72) "Stranger"
(RKO) (m.o.). Can't
"Cleopatra" (UA) (4th wk), $2,800. stands currently, "Cloak and Dag—"Partners in Time" (RKO) with pos.sibly do much above $4,000, thin
ger" is fronting, yet under par for a
Ills (FWC) (828; 50-85 )— "Cany on
Henry Busse orch. Cliff Nazarro, but not -SO bad under conditions.
Spots; 'Kid'
Passage" (U) (2d wk). Good $5,500. Gary Cooper film. "If I'm Lucky"
Fred Lowery, others on stage. Good Last week, "Wife Monte Cristo"
Denver, Oct. 1.
Last week, first frame as first-run, and ''Gallant Bess" are close for
but not big at $21,000, Last week, (PRC), quite rousing $9,000.
second money, Holdovers are fairly
''Kid From Brooklyn" is the big- "Searching
nifty $7,500.
Wind"
(Par)
and
gest grosser .this se-ssion, playing one "Slightly
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; .50- good.
Scandalou.s"
(U),
mild
- $'l-^''Sweet-Homicideii-(50th ) - a nd^
spot. "Time of Lives" and "If I'm $11,000 at 40-60C scale.
^Estimates for This Week
Lucky"
good combos day-dating
"Miss Big" (U). Weak $18,000. Last
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60) 'Loved You' Stout 21G,
Albee
(RKO) (3,100; 50-70)— in two are'
houses.
week, "Luclty" (20th) and "Triangle"
also is —"Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB). Slightly strong and holds as "O.S.S."
does "Kid."
<20th), $23,100.
"Danger Woman" (U). Oke $16,000.
over par at $15,000, yet a bit disap^
Estimates for This Week
Xos Angeles (D'townrWC) (2,097; pointing.
St. Louis; 'Lucky' 20G,
Last week, "Kid From Brooklyn"
Last week, "Claudia and
Aladdin (Fox)
35-74)— (RKO), $1'7,500.
80-$l )-^"Holiday
Mexico"
(M-G
(1,400;
David" (20th), $14,500.
and Cleopatra" (UA), after
(5th wk-4 days),
Closing at $8,000;
Loew's (Loew's) (2.450; 40-60)—
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 50-70)— "Caesar
'Holiday' Fat 18|G; 2d
week
at Denver, Esquire, Webber. "Boys' Ranch"
Last week, oke $15,000.
(M-G) and "Sus"Holiday in Mexico" (lyi-G) (3d wk). Big
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55$6,000,
Last weelt, "Canyon pense"
(Mono).
St. Louis, Oct. 1.
Modest $12,000.
85)— "Jesse James", (20th) and "Re^ Strong $8,000 aft.er hotsy $11,000 Passage" (U) and "Slightly Scandal- Last week.
Big biz activity has returned _to
"Gallant .Tourney" (Col)
second round.
turn Frank James" (20th) (reissues)
(U) (m.o.), big $5,500.
and "Man Who Dared" (Col), $13,000. the downtown sector where ''I've
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 50-70)— "Big ous"
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
with western acts on stage. Good Sleep"
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)— Always Loved You," running solo,
(WB)
(2d wk). Sound $11,$22,000. Last week. "Dead of Night"
"O.S.S."
(Par).
Big. $15,500 and "Kid From Broo.klyn" (RKO) (m.o.).- will grab off a hefty $21,000 .session
000 after socko $17,000 opener. Holds
holds over. Last week, "Plainsman" Nice $6,500.
(U) (2d run) with Boyd Raeburn again.
Last week, "Anna" at the Ambassador. "If I'm Lucky
crch, Senor Wences on stage, $19,000.
(Par) (reissue) (2d wk), fine $11,500. (20th) (m.o.), .$5,000.
is the next best at the vast Fox. Biz
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,540; .50-70)—
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
hypoed by out-of-town baseball fans
Bess" (M-G). Great $13,$1>— "Make Mine Music" (RKO) and "Gallant
"Time
of Their Lives" (U) and"Wild
surging into city to witness windup
500.
Holds on.
week, "Noto- Beauty"
"Wanderer Wasteland" (RKO) (3d rious"' (RKO), forLast
(U), day-date with Webber.
of National League pennant scramfourth downtown
Fine $17,000. Last week, "Cleopatra" Basie Boosts 'Swamp'
wk). Nearly $13,000 in nine days. session, solid $6,500 in
ble.
6 days.
Lr^'t week, neat $16,300.
Estimates for This Week
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; !)0-70)— "She (UA), also Esquire, Webber, lair
^
$14,000.
Pantaees (Pan) (2.812; 50-$l)— Wrote Book" (U) and
twew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Solid $18,000,
"Dead of
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "If
"Gallant Journey"
(Col).
Light Night" (U).
"Mexican Holiday" (MG) (2d wk).
So-so $5,000.
Last I'm Lucky" (20th)
Last
week, "Notorious" week, "Mr. Ace"
$16,000.
and "Flight Noqmaha, Oct. 1.
Neat $18,500 after swell $27,000
(UA)
(m.o.), $4,500,
(5th
where"
"Swamp
(BKO)
Wk), good .$12,100.
(Indie), day -date with ParaFire," .sparked by the iHitial stanza.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-70)— "If
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$!)— I'm Lucky''
mount.
Good $3,000. Last week, Count Basie band, looks in for a
Orphcuih (Loew)' (2,000; 44-65)-'
(20th).
Nice $14,000. "Cleopatra"
"Martha Ivers" (Par) and "G. I. War Last week, "Time
(UA),
also
Denver, healthy week at the Orpheum. AH "Faithful in Fashion" (M-G) and
Their Lives" (U),
Esquire, fine $3,500.
Br'des" (Rep) (2d wk). Neat $23,- moderate
spots are being hurt by rainstorm.s "Strange Voyage" (Col). Okay .'86,000.
$12,000.
.00"
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— this stanza. "Anna" started out fine Last week, "Renegades" (Col) ana
Last week, hefty $30,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-70)—
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- "Claudia and
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) and but dipped: with the rain.
"Great to Be Young" (Col) <m,o.),
David" (20th) (m.o.). "Falcon's Alibi"
451: 50-$l)— "Ivers" (Par) (2d wk),
(RKO).
Smash
Estimates for This Week
$5,500.
Fairish $5,000.
Last week, "BeauLa.st
Steady $15,000.
week, stout caire" (Par)
Last week;
Orpheum (Tristsles) (3,000; 20-80)
$21i000 and holding.
'Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; .'50-75)
(m.o.), swell $7,000.
$lfi000.
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) and "Strange --"Swamp Fire" (Par) and Count —"Always Loved You" (Rep). Stout
IKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890: 50Conquest" (U) (2d wk), good $12,000. Basie orch on stttee, good $18,000, $21,000.
Last week, "Claudia and
80)— "Gallant Journey" (Col). E'air
Paramount (FOx") (2,200; 35-74)— but not up to hopes. Last week, Davis" (20th) and "Shadow of a
(20th)
Last
week, "Notorious" "Lucky"
$19,000.
and
"Triangle" "Lucky" (20th) and "Flight No- "Night in Paradise' (U) and "In Old Woman" (WB), $17,000(20th), fair $8,000.
where" (Indie), also Esquire. Good Sacramento" (Rep), nice $11,300 at
(RKO) (5th wk). neat $13,900.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; .^0-751— "If 1 1"
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)-,-"Make $11,000. Last week, "Death Valley" 16-65C. scale.
nn-r. (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "CanLucky" (20th) and "Step bS .Slep
yon Passage" (U) (2d wk). Stout Mine Music" (RKO)- (3d wk). Good (Indie) and "Adventurous Night"
Paramount (TrLt^lateR) (3,000; 16- (WB), Solid $20,000. Last week,
$6,000.
Last week, trim $7,500.
65)— 'fAnna" (20th), trim $11,000. "Big Sleep" (WB) and "French Key
(U), fair $9,500.
19 500. Last Week, boff $12,800.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l )—
Bialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Can- Last week. "Courage of La.ssie" (M- (Rep) (10 days), $29,000.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$n—
"Holiday
Mexico" (M-G) (5th Wk-4 yon Passage" (U) and "Slightly G), $13,000.
"Canyon Pa,i?!3age" (U) (2d wk).
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; ,50- (5)-Last week, initial days). Fair $4,500. Last week, nice Scandalous" (W), after week at DenBrandcis (RKOV (1,500; 16-05)- "Heartbeat" (RKO) (2d run) ii™
Nearly $6,000.
ver, Esquire, Webber, Aladdin: Big "Notoriou.";" (RKO) (3d wk).
frame as first-run solid $9,700, in- $8,200.
Sur- "Claudia and David" (20th) (m.<>.).
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 5()-$l )— "Big $6,000.
Last week, f'Claudia and prisingly big at .$8,500 and could hold Fine $12,000.
cluding advanced-price preem.
Last week, '-Mai-Ilia
Excellent David" (20th) and "The Unknown" a fourth week; but likely won't. Ivers" (Par) and "2 Guys Mil"
United Art'sfe (UA-WC) (2,100; Sleep" (WB) (2d wk).
Last week, smash $9,300,
B0-.$1)— "Canyon Passage" (U) .(2d $16,000. La.st week, large $24,100 but (Col) (ln.0.), fair $3,000.
waukee" (WB) (2d rUn), $13,000
Webber (Fox) (750; .35-74)— "Time
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
wk). Big $14,000. Last week, wow below hopes.
(4,000; .50-60)-;;
'St. Louis (F&M)
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1.80-$2.40) of Lives" (U) and "Wild Beauty" "Courage of Lassie" (M-G) (m,o.). "Wells Fargo" (Par) and "Lady Eve
$21,700.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)— —"Henry V"' (16th wk). Bettering (U), also .Denver. Big $4,000. Last Good $9,000. Last Week, 'fMartha (Par) (reissues). Oke $9,000, La.st.
"Sweet Homicide" (20th) and "Miss $5,000 after last week's sizable week, "Cleopatra" (UA), also Den- Ivers" (Par) (m.o.) and "Freddie week,"O.S.S." (Par) and "Smoky
Esquire,
$5,700.
ver,
fair
$2,500,
Steps Out!' (Mono) (1st run), $9,000. (20th) (2d run), $10,500.
£i£" (U). Sl^w $16,000. Last week,
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Wednesday, October

'Ivers'-Vaude

1946

2,

'HoKday,'

'Killers'

Courtney 66G, 'Notorious' Huge 35G
1.

+

tha Palace.

"Martha
New
Ivers." with Larry Adler and Nicholas Bros, on stage, bows, in with a
big $65,000. "Holiday in Mexico" and
pel Courtney band looks great $66,Chicago,

at

bill'

at Oriental.

iioo

Small Grand has "Notorious," and
doinf' $35,000, colossal fpr this spot.

Estimates for Thta

Civic (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2,40)
—"Henry V" (UA) (9th wk). Still

draws with matinees dipping slightly.
Strong $14,500. Last week, handsome
$14,800.

(B&K) (900; 65-95)—
Qairick
Moved
"Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o,).
over from Chicago, fancy $14,000.
Last weelc, brisk $11,000 for 12th
week ot "Each His Own" (Par).

Estimates for This

;

gross

Film:

estimates,

as

re-

ported herewith from tha various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
sliare on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The
parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as Indicated, include the U. S. amusement tax.
,

Hub Perks; Rey

Eooscvelt
"Cciileniiial
;

$21,000.

week,

$20,000.

"Two

GsMmates for This Week

"South Pago Pago" (UA)

United Artists (B&K)

.

Swell

to

(1,700; 65-95)

Wed" (M-G)

.$30,000.

Wk).

(3d

Last week, lush $32,000.

05-95)—
"Stranger" (RKO) (3d wk). Sharp
$25,0r0. Last week, great $35,000.

Woods (Essaness)

(1,200;

^ttle Loaded With
H.O;s; Hope Giant 18iG,
'Journey'

Good

at

IIG

Seattle, Oct.

1.

Big news this week is "Monsieur
Beaucaire," wiiieh is terrific at the
Paramount. "Gallant Journey" also
looks good.
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Casablanca" (UA) and "Deadline
Murder" (20th) (2d wk). Okay
$5,.'>00.
Last week, six days of second week for "Searching Wind"
(Par)
and "Dangerous Business"
for

(Col), $4,100.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Martha Ivers" (Par) (2d wk).
Good .$9,000 after swell $14,700 last
session.

Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)
"Gallant Journey" (Col ) and "Mysterious Intruder" (Col).
Good $11,000.
Last week, "Plainsmen" (Par)
(reissue) and "Big Brown Eyes"
(Par) (2d wk), okay $8,800.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"Centennial Summer" (20th 1 (4th
wk).
Okay $5,000 on eight days.
Last week, .nice $5,900.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"The Stranger" (RKO) and "Sunset
Pass" (RKO) (2d Wk). Good $7,000
after big $11,400 initial stanza.

Orpheum

•

(H-E)

\

45-80)—

(2,600;

Canyon Passage" (U) and "Cuban
Pete" (U) (3d wk). Swell $9,000 in
five days, after great $14,500 last
Week.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
Night Train to Memphis" (Rep)
and . .'Shadows Over Chinatown"

'
.

(Mono) plus stage, marking return
vaude after summer layoff. Good

Of

$9,000.

;

Last week, three days of
Gal Sal"
(20th)
and "Weiitern
union" (20th) (reissues), mild $3,800,
and 'Suspense" (Mono) and "High
oehool Hero" (Rep), Week prior,
good $6,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)Beaucaire" (Par). Immense $18,500
tor Bob Hope comedy.
Last week,
Casablanca" (UA) and "Deadline
..

^

for

Murder" (20th), big $13,100.
.Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
.Devil Bat's Daughter" (PRC) and
Good
tJ^ilpy °^ Zombies" (Rep).
$6,000.

.

Last

vraukee"
RrtT*'*?.*^r.
.

wr

week.

(WB)

"2

Guys Mil-

(4th wk),

okay

$4,-

ti'W'aea (Sterling) (800; 25-

(Col)
(Col)

7l?/l,^y'=^'^'

and "Night EdiGood $5,500.

(3d run).
"2 Sisters

From Boston"

(M-G) and "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G)

(Sd run), $4,800.

55-85)—

(2,646;

St.

.

Francis

(FWC)

"Martha Ivers" (Par)
Boston, Oct. 1.
General perking up in the first
runners this week even though there
aren't many; new bills. "Notorious,"
now in second weelc, is still the hot"Gallant Jourtest thing in town.
ney" looks okay, at State and Orpheum.
Guys Prom Mil'
waukee" shapes as all right on twoday holdover at the Met.

(reissues).

big $22,000.

—-"Easy

500.

(1,400; 55-85)—
(m.o.). Modest

Last
week,
45G, Ivers' 33G, Both 2 $9,000.
Summer" (20th) (m.o

(B&K) (1,600; 65-&5)— 80)—
"Only Live Once" (UA) and
Summer" (20th) (3d

Very strong

Goldert Gate (2,844; 60-95)— "Notorious''
(RKO) plus vaude (5th
wk).
Still great at $21,000.
Last
week, husky $25,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-85)— "Big
Sleep" (WB).
Nice $37,000.
Last
week, "Martha Ivers" (Par) (2d
Wk), $12,500 in 5 days.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
"Bach His Own" (Par) (2d wk).
Okay $16,500. Last week; trim $27,-

'Lucky' 30G; 'Journey'

Last
Moderate $7,000. Last week, "Scandal in Paris" (UA) and "Love on
Slate-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— Dole" (Indie) (2d wk), good $5,000.
"Night and Day" (WB) (5th wk).'
MenoioriBl (RKO ) (2,900; 40-80)—
Last week, slick "Notorious" (RKO).. Still best In
Sounrt $25,000.
$28,000.
town, big at $32,000 after wham $40,)

Week

"Boys' Ranch" (M-G). Poor $14,000.
Last week, "If I'm Lucky" (20th)
and "Yank in London!' (20th), nice

Lifts

ond.
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40-

weelt, record $42,000.

iG,

Stage Terrif 108G, 'Kenny Big

.

Grosses Are Net

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l.l0)—
"If I'm Lucky" (20th) plus Alvino
Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-95)—"No- Rey orch, others on stage." Bright
Last week, "Black Angel"
torious" (RKO). colossal $35,000, this $30,000.
being possible only through 24-hour (U) plus "Star and Garter" revue,
grind here. Last week, "Cleopatra'.' modest $26,000.
(UA), tidy $14,000 for sixth week.
Esquire
(M-P) (1,600: $2.40)—
05-95)—
Student trade
V"
(UA).
"Henry
Oriental (Essaness) (3,240;
"Holidav in Mexico" (M-G) with Del upping it to $6,300 on 27th week,, fine.
Coultney orch on stage. Looks great Last week, $6,000.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
$66,000 or near. Last week. "Bas(M-G) and Eddie Howard "Martha Ivers" (Par) and Sunset
corrvb"
Pass" (RKO). Very nice $12,000 in
orch \1d wk), husky $45,000.
Last week, "Searching
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— "Kill- 9 days.
(Par) and "Fast Company"
ers" iU) (2d wk). Extra late shows Wind"
bringing in Sensational $40:,000, Last (Mono), only $5,000 in 5 days of sec-

wk

.

Paramount (FWC)

,.000;

13

N.Y.Up;'Mast'Recor(l86G,'3Girls,'

San Francisco, Oct. 1.
Killers", looks like th? outstanding entry this week with a
stout session at Orpheum.
"Big
Sleep" also looks nice at Fox.

"The

Week

Auollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)— "Always Loved You" (Rep) <5th wk).
Good $14,000. Last week, fine $16,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 65-95)—
"Martha Ivers" (Par) plus Larry
Adlcr, Nicholas Bros., others, on
stage. Big $65,000. Last week, "Beaucaire" (Par) and Andrews Sisters
heading stage bill (4th wk), fat $55,-

.

26G, 'Sleep'

37G, Big Frisco Leaders

Chicago, Oct.

.

PICTURE GROSSES

Kg 65G, Chi;

Three new shows, here this weeS:
with "Killers," in second frama,
bieakiiig records foir a Universal pic
tremendous $40,000 at
In Chi v/ith

—

—

)

days.
State

(FWC)

"Centennial
),

$7,500 in 5

(2,133;

55-85)— "If

I'm Lucky"

London"
Last

(20th) and "Yank in
(20th) (m.o.).^ Only $6,500.

week,

"2

Giiys

Milwaukee"

picture

(RKO) and stageshow (7th wk).
Continues remarkably strong with

are

deluxers

new. product this
week But the changeable weather
has proved an unfav<5rabr6 factor.
Counterbalancing this was the; additi6nal' biz stemming from the Jew-'
ish holidays, most theatres, reporting
with

$130,000 in sight, this session after
sock $132,000 on sixth. Holds again/
Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 75-$1.20)

—"Fantasia" iRKO). (reissue). Has
played several times before on
Broadway, hence $15,000 for opening
week is rated very nice. Last week;
"Spectre of Rose"' (Rep) (4th wk),

!

a strong upbeat startinig with last
Friday.
Rain on Monday (30) followed by a big drop in temperature
nipped biz that night. Strong undertone was reflected by the bigger

passable $7,200.
Kialto m-dycn (594; 35-85)— "The
Raider'' (Indie).
Great $14,000, .and
continues indefinitely. This English
Films thriller won't Crack the hcjuserecord but is doing remarkably for
a semi-documentary.
Set to stay
until "xhe Outlaw"
(UA) opens.
Last week, "Destry Rides Again"

attractions;

Top coin for the newcomers will
go to the Roxy, which opened "Three
Little Girls in Blue" with Beatrice
Kay, Maurice Rocco, Mary Raye and
Naldi on stage, last Wednesday (25).
Despite a wobbly start, this combo
looks to hit terrific $108,000. Capitol,
with "Three Wise Fools" plus Paul
Whiteman band, -Martha Tilton and

Roddy McDowall on

stage,

do a stutdy $86,000 or

(U) (reissue),

"Caesar and Cleopatra''
wk), fine $7,600:

'Kid'

(UA)

(re-

week,

Last

(UA)

(6th

bit disappointing.

In Del;

Hope 38G

Detroit, Oct. 1.
Three new major pictures are
helping, to brighten the local boxoffice setup this stanza, with most of

holdovers doing nicely. "Monsieur
Beaucaire," latest Bob Hope comedy,
will get top coin with a rousing s6sbut best showing is being made

sion,

by

"Kid From

Brooklyn"

smaller Palms-State, where
a

little

behind

at

it is

''Beaucaire"

the

only

(4,367; 40-80)

total.

.

"

^

:

.

Koxy (20th) (5,886; 90-$1.20)— "3
Gins in Blue" ('iOth) and Bea-

Little
trice

Kay,

Maurice

Marv

Rocco,

&

iNaldi ('2d wk).
First week
last
(Tues.) night went to
terrific $108,000, which measures up

liaye

ended

to biz done by ace musiciils here,
fciiiowing is remarkable because of
slow early pace. La.st week, "Home
Sweet Homicide (20th), Hildegarde,
Patsy Kelly, others, on stage (2d
wk;, thin $62,000, even below ex'

pectancy.
State (Loew's (3,450; 43-$1.10)
"Easy to Wed': (M-G) (2d run) and
Tommy Riggs, with Betty Lou;
Danny O'Neil, others on stage. Okay
$25,000 in prospect.
Last weeK,
"O.S.S." (Par) (ad run) and vaude

—

,

at $15,000,
lie

"Gallant Journey" also is solid at the
big Fox. "Canyon Passage," in its
Metropolitan (M-P)
fourth week at the Adams, looks
—"Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and standout among the holdover.
"Decoy" (Mono). Nine days, excelEstimates for This Week
lent $30,000. Last week, "Centennial
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034;
Summer" (20th) and "Swamp Fire"
(Par), sad $16,000 for second week 60-85)— "Beaucaire" (Par) and "Decoy" (Mono).
Rousing $38.b00 on
of 5 days.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900: 40-80)— draw of Bob Hope. Last wo.p'c.'
and "Martha Ivers" (Par) and "God's
Journey"
"Gallant
(IS-G)
"Thrill of Brazil" (Col). Improved- Country" (PRC) (2d wk). socko ception" set to follow.
Estimates for This Week
$27,000. Last week, second of "Holi- $28,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2.day Mexico" (M-G), only $16,000.
Astor (dity Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)
raramouuif (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)— 976: 60-85)—"Kid From Brooklyn" -"Cleopatra" (UA) (4th wk). Feel"Maltha Ivers" (Par) and "Sunset (RKO) and "Missing LSdy" (Mono). in;; competition from new entries
Pass" (RKO). Fine $21,000 on nine Lu.sty $35,000. Last week, "Outlaw" but still nice profit at $33,000 after
(UA) and "Freddie Steps Out" sizable
days. Last week, "Searching Wind"
$42,000 last week.
(Par) and "Fast Company" (Mono), (Mono) (7th Wk), strong $15,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10)
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4,049; 60-85)
thin $12,000 in 5 days of second.
plus
Loud —"Three Wise Fools" (M-G)Tilton,
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Gal- —"Gallant Journey" (Col),
Last week. "Claudia and Paul Whiteman orch, Martha
lant Journey" (M-G) and "Thrill $32,000.
Roddy McDowall. On first week
Brazil" (Col). Steady $18,000. Last David" (20th), powerful $36,000.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit) looks stout $86,000 or bit under, but
week, "Holiday Mexico". (M-G),
lineup.
not
up
to
hopes
far
this
(3.400; 60-85)—'^Courage of Lassie"
$11,000, second week.
Stays. Last week, "Holiday in MexTranslux (Translux) (900; 40-74)— (M-G ) and "Larceny in Heart" ico"
(M-G), Gene Krupa orch.
"Dead of Night" (U) and "Wild (PRC) (2d wk); Pair $13,000. Last Mitzi Green', others, on stage (6th
Beauty" (U). Held third week with week, okay $25,000.
United Artists (United Detroit) wk), down to $67,000.
neat $5,000 after $5,600, second.
60Criterioti
(Loew's)
(1,700;
Tremont (Brand-Mage) (1.500; 40- (1.941; 60-85)— "Each His Own" $1.25 )— "Black Angel" (U ). In the
80)— "Man Morocco" (Indie) and (Par) and ."Hearts Growing Up" mild class at $28,000 on first week
Okay (Par) (2d wk). Nice $21,000; Last ended last (Tues.) night, and stays
"Secrets Sorority" (Indie).
Last week. "Scandal Paris" week, fast $29,000.
$9,000.
more.
"Always
only
one
In
ahesid,
Adams (Balaban) (2,863: 60-85)—
(UA) and "Dove on Dole'- (Indie)
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "Myste- Loved You" (Rep), $14,000.
(2d wk), $6,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
rious Mr Valentine" (Rep) (4th wk).
Robust $16,000. Last week, $16,000. "Mr. Ace" (UA). Looks to get good
Downtown
(Balaban) (2,683; 60-85) $30,000 on first week started last
'Holiday' Rousing 22G,
—"White Tie and Tails'' (U) and Saturday (28). Holds. Last week,
"They Were Sisters^' (U) (2d wk). "Scandal in Paris" (UA) (2d Wk),
Balto; 'Girls' Fine
Tepid $10,000.
Last week, good thin $14,000.
Baltimore. Oct. 1.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
$12,000.
Good steady action- all over the
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866; "Rendeevous With Annie" (Rep)
Thin $6,500 on initial
(2d wk).
downtown sector is reported this 40^55)— "One More Tomorrow" (WB
week with nice product lineup a and "A Letter for Evie" (M-G). Al- holdover stanza after fair $11,200
"Bachelor's
Daughters"
strong assist. "Holiday in Mexico," right $2,300 in 3 days.
Last week, opener,
at Loew's Century; "Time of Their '"Tomorrow Is Forever" (RKO) and (UA) opens next Saturday.
Golden (769; $1.20-$2.40)—"Henry
"Lives," at Keith's, and "Three Girls "Seventh Veil" (U), oke $2,400 in
V" (UA) (5th wk). Fourth round
in Blue," at the New, looks tops.
3 days".
ended last (Mon.) night was $14,500.
Estimates for This Week
nearly the same as third week, and
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2060)— "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G).
not far from original gait here.
HvllywoOd (WB) (1,489; 70-$1.10)
'Stranger' 15G, Mont'l
Strong $22,000. Last week, "Courage
—"Night
and Day" (WB) (10th wk).
of Lassie" (M-G). uneventful $12,700.
Montreal, Oct. 1,
Continues well, with $20,000 in sight
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
Plenty of holdovers here current- currently after $22,200 on ninth
"Notorious" (RKO) plus
20-70)
vaude (2d wk). Holding mightily ly, with' "The Stranger" the top new frame. Stays two more weeks with
with big $23,000 after great $26,600 entry.
"Deception" (WB) replacing.
Estimates for This Week
opener.
Paltice (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)
Palace (CT) (2,700; 3,5-62)— "Make
Keith's (Schanbergci) (2,460; 20"Sister Kenny"
Looks like
60)— "Time of Lives" (U) (2d wk). Mine Music" (RKO) (2d wk). Weak new entry of hit(RKO).
proportions. First
Starts second round today (Tues.) $9,500 after sock $14,500 opener.
week ending next Friday seems sure
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62 j— "The
after a fine starter at $18,000. Last
of big $40,000 or over. Matinees not
Stranger" (RKO).
Strong $15,000.
week, "Black Angel" (U), $12,!)00.
measuring
up
to
night
shows.
Swank
Little (Rappaport) (206; 35-66)— Last week, "End of Time" (RKO) (2d invitation
preview launched film
"Open City" (Indie) (2d wk). Main- wk), $10,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Kid last Friday (27) with regular shows
taining steady pace at good $3,000
starting Saturday. In ahead, "Crackwk).
from
Brooklyn"
(RKO)
(3d
week.
first
after strong $3,300
Up" (RKO), wound up third week
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; .25-55)— Sturdy $10,000, Last week, rousing of nine days at okay
$19,000.
(2d wk). .?14,i500.
"Black Beauty" (20th)
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.20)
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-63)— "Her
Good $3,500 after above average first
•
Kind o£ Man" (WB) and; "Night —"Beaucaire" (Par) plus Charlie
Week at $4,400.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— Train to Memphis" (WB). Good Spivak orch, Peggy Lee, Bob Evans,
Last week, ''Madonna 7 the Arnauts (5th wk). Still in big
"Three Little Girls in Blue" (20th). $9,000.
Fine $15,000. Last week, second of Moons" (U) and'"Dark Horse" (U), coin, with fourth stanza finished
last (Tues.) night being sturdy $80,"Claudia and David" (20th), stout so-so $7,500.
Imperial (CT) (1,850; 25-45)—'"The 000; third was strong $87,000. Stays
$8,200.
(reissue) -and until "Blue Skies" (Par) 'comes in
(WB) (3,280; 25-74)— Hurricane" (UA)
Stanley
"Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB J. Very "Northwest Trail" (Ui. Okay $5,500. on Oct. 16.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefelsteady $17,000. Last week, second o£ Last week, "Crack -Up" (RKO) and
ler)
70-$1.25)— "Notoriou.s"
"Sunset Pass" (RKO), '$5,000.
(5,945;
"Big Sleep" (WB ). okay $14,600.
000. first.

.

.

was

;

"Monsieur Beaucaire," with CharSpivak band. Bob Evans and the
Arnauts on the stage, goes six weeks
at the Paramount, with "Blue Skies"
coming in on Oct. 16. It finished the
fourth week last (Tues.) night with
stout $80,000. ''Cloak and Dagger,"
plus Alvino Rey band, opens at the
Strand next Friday (4) after six
highly profitable weeks with "Big
Sleep" and Bob Crosby band. Sixth
session looks to hit close to $50,000.
"Bachelor's Daughters" opens at
(5).
the Gotham next Saturday
"Night and Day" goes: two more
weeks at the Hollywood, with "De-

00-$1.25)

snow under U. S, Merchatit Marines on teeoff day.
Final
(9th) weeii 01 "End of Time (RKO>
$16,200.

lor. special;

record for house, beating the old
high held by "Lost Weekend." This
total
for
'IMast" represents only
about GV2 days because of special
show under U. S. Merchant Marine
sponsorship on opening day. Other

"The Raider," English Films semidocumentary that Nat Sanders is
handling, is doing great $14,000 at
the small Rialto^ Although not a new
high; it is not far away, and stays
on -indefinitely. "Mr. Ace," at the
Globe, appears a good $30,000. "Black
Angel" is in the milder bracket with
$28,000 or near at the Criterion, and
plays only two weekSi "Fantasia," on
reissue at the Republic, is doing well

(2,092;

Years Before Mast" (Par)..
ending last Monday (30).'
hit colossal $86^01)0, new house -record.
This rfipresents virtually 6%day week; smce house closed .down

On week

big picture of week is "Sister Kenny," which looks to hit socle $40,000
opening Stanza at the Palace,

Smash 35G

?7,50U.

(UA-Par)

Kivoli

—"Two

shapes to

und.er,' albeit a

(WB) (m.o.), $7,500,
Smash entry among, straight-fllmOrpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 5585)— "Killelrs" (U). Stout $26,000. ers is "Two Years Before Mast,"
which hit a colossal $86,000 in first
Last week, "Gallant Journey" (Col) week
concluded last Monday (30)
(2d wk)j thin $12,500.
night at the Rivoli. This is: a new
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,55-85)— "Rebecca"
207;
issue).
So-so $9,000.

1^

'Fools'-Whiteman 86G, 'Rai(kr'
Broadway
surfeited

show, fine $30,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.20) —
"Big Sleep" (WB) and Bob Crosby
orch,

Town

Criers, others (6th-finai

Fancy $50,000 or near after

wk).
strong

$53,000

and Dagger
orch,

"

last

(WB)

Airliners,'

week.
"CloiJk
plus Alvino Rey

others,

:

oil

stage;

opens next Friday (4).
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"If I'm Lucky" (20th) (2d wk).
Sagged badly, from opening weelc
but Still fast at $21,000. First week
hit terrific $34,000. Holding again.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)—"The Killers" (U) (6th wk).
Spurted a bit in fifth stanza concluded last Ci'ues.) night to bright
$46,000; fourth

was big

$44,000.

•

'

15G

—

;

'Angel' Lofty

32G

In Better Philly
Philadelphia, Oct.

1.

Jewish Holidays are helping biz
this week after the sag last semester.
Best showing of the newcomers is
being made by "Angel on My
Shoulder." "Claudia and David" is
getting only mild play.

Estimates for This

Week

Aldine (WB) (1,303: 50-94)— "Always Loved You" (Rep) (2d wk).
$13,500.
Opening was husky

Okay

$17,500.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d run) (2d
wk). Nice $6,500. Las-t week, $7,009.

Bwyd (WB)

(2,350;

50-94)— "Angel

on Shoulder" (UA). Nice $28,000
plus $4,000 lor Sunday showing at
Earle.
Last
week,
'fCleopatra"
(UA) pale $14,000 second week.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99 )--"RenWith

dezvous

Annie"

(Rep)

with

•

Tony Pastor orch and Johnny Mor-'
gan on stage.
Fair $23,000.
Last
week, "Swamp Fire" (RKO) and
Erskine Hawkins orch, good $28,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94 )— "Claudia and David" (20th). Mild $22,000^
Last week,. "Little Girls in Blue"
(2qth) (2d wk), fairish $18,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,350; 5094)— "Martha Ivers" (Par) (2d wk).
Looks husky

$27,000.

Opener was

great $33,000.

—Karlton
"O.5.S."
$8,500.

(Goldman)

(1.000;

50-94)

(Par) (5th wk).
Last week, nice $10,500.

Keith's

(Goldman)

Oke

\
(1,500; 50-94)

"Beaucaire"

(Par) (2d run);
Fair
$8,000 despite long run at Goldman.'
Last week. "Anna" (20th ), $6,000 for
second run.

Maslbaum (WB) (4.350: 50-94)—
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (2d wk).
Fine $29,000. Opener, big $.35,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "Notorious"
Still
(RKO) (5th wk).
packing punch at $20,000, Last weeki
trim $23,500.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— "In

Old Sacramento" (Rep). Mild $12,000.
Last week, "Mr. Ace" (UA),
so so $9,000 third trip.

'
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New Rank

See Six

British

Films

As

Real Threat to H'wood Pix Prestige
London, Oct.

'

lywood from

1.

studios is the

Bi'itish

Sir: Henry French, new director
general of the British Film Producers Assn., said that the timber
shortage was crippling British pro-

duction. British

Hol-

Bigtjcsl broKci.-iidc yet flred at

Oaim U.

British Film Briefs

hnpact Felt at Venice Festival
Rome, Sept. 24.
The first postwar Internatioiial
Film Festival, Just ended at Venice,

Board of Trade had

producers not to start any
picture Involving the use of a large
amount of timber. .Sir Henry also
stated that BFPA had told Johnston
office that it was unnecessary to ap-

asked

Film Companies Bid

Missed Boat in Making

S.

Munro May Back New

V-ay expei'ts here view the next 3ix

For Tirst Gentlemaf/

'

pictures

Rank

come from the

to

J.

Arthur

,

:

,as prestige picturcs'or as all-around
grpssers.
;
The films arc:
"A Matter of Life and Death,"
Archers Production, chosen as the
Boyar Command film to be: shown
at the Empire, Nov. 1. It stars
'

David
Roger

Raymond

Niven,
Llvesey

Hunter.:
•'Odd

Man

on

based

and

Two

Out,"

'

players from

Kim

Cities Film,
thriller,

Dublin's

Abbey

Two

Hill,"

di-

is

Cities

film

version of Daphne du Maurier's bestusing
in Ireland,
seller. Also set
Bevcral Irish players. Stars Margaret
Lockwood, most popular British

.

woman

Support includes Cecil
Arthur Sinclair, Dennis
Parker.
Price. .lean Simmons, and Dermot
Walsh, last being young. Irishman
from Gate theatre.
"Great Expectations," Cineguild,
star.

,

respon.sible
;

for

remade

has

other

British

Dickens

this,

hits,

classic

scientists

five

Pix Curbs

I U.

.Latter

is

Cannes Festival
Planning Faulty

largest

any exhibitor in a six<rmDnth
period and that films had to be
screened within six months of the
contract date. Motion Picture Assn.
objected .strenuously and the State
Department wired our Embassy in
Paris to look into the situation.

Absorb

British

X Prod.

Department

However,

who promptly

Mat-

.

State
got a rfipl> that the French

beefs from French distributors
and exhibitors. Under the treaty
the French cannot pin anything on
American interests more stringent
than they impose on their own disof

of the Associated Brit-

a small production oulflt.

son, director

verge

and exec producer

of

the latter firm, is to become head of
Pathe undter terms of- the deal.
Pathe Pictures, which is also
through fa^t that Max
to
Swedish Singers in U.S. linked
Milder,
general manager in EngHere for a seven-month co'ncert land, is on its board of directors, is
Bjoerling,
Swedish understood to be delaying culminatour,
Jussi
singer who has appeared with the tion of. deal until Jack "Warner's
Met, arrived in N. Y. yesterday arrival in November.
(Tues.) aboard the S. S. Gripsholm.
He'll tour the U. S., Canada and

WB
WB

2

N. Z. Legit

New Foreign

impersonates one of her book's characters,
the
uncatchable Frederie.
Camera and sound are not up to par.
Thin chance for U. S. market.
'••Son

Domler Kole"

(FKKNCH).,

<

U.1''.1':F.
rtii'Ofi't.iJd

"Her Last
rrtense

by

/fpttn

of

:

Monte Carlo.
Cantiflas also

The Mexican
is

at

star

Prod.

Revue

Until Paris

'Goes' Version Is Set
Paris,

Oct

1,

Sets

P.art"i
S.F.P.

PARIS

(loiirguct;

.stai'M C-raby
Moriay, Jean DebucQurt: feaLondon, Oct. 1.
iJnlio .and ..Tpan Tissier; ba.sed on
Old Vic's newest production, "An tin-es
play by I.oui,= do ^Uajiy; screenplay, Jf. P.
Inspector Calls," opened at the New :i.echanbifi: reviewed in l*arla. Runnirte
theatre today (Tuesday) to a' boff time, !)0 MINS.^
reception
from the first-nighters.
Despite a few outdoor shots, this is
Ralph Richard.son and, Marian Spen- a stagey fllmization of the legit play
cer walked ofl' with acting honors.
without any inspired direction. Sound
Richardson
and author J. B. is bad and camera below par. Jean
Priestlc.v came back for speeches to Debucourt portrays the medico who Pascal Sells Kerr Pact
the audience after numerous cur- falls for actress, Gaby Morlay, and
Metro for $200,000
tain calls.
Although ''Inspector" is courts her during the rest cure she
described as a\ new play, it's undW- takes before she returns to her
London, Sept. 24.
author-lover, Dalio. Action is slow
\stoDd to be a
free adaption of and only comedy relief comes from
Gabriel Pascal has sold his conPriestley's book, "Bright Day." Pro- antics of Jean Tissier, as provincial
tract with Deborah Kerr to Metro
duction .should have a long run: in hotel keeper. No dice in America.
stipulating
for
that .she mu,st
London but its Broadway prospects
$200,000,
'•(Jrliijfnlpt)"
(HlKNf'lI).. Palho Oon- star
• look
him in "The Doctor's
for
doubtful.
i-'Drtiuni I'olwBe of I'aUie Cinema in'oducOld Vic company's "King Lear," tiori:: -ilivec-ted 'by Andre.: BerthgnUGu: .stars Dilemma." Pascal is in the U. S., try<'liaif1'>;?
And
V.iiie.l.
Arat-sijcrtte
"ppvul:
fear
ing to make a deal with Wariiers or
which opened at the New theatre..
l.nrr.«j
Hu^iy Carrier, .fiminy {Unillurd ."ind
Sept. 24. .was enthiisia.sticaily re- I'aui :VHn(tcrbnrghe; :i>ased on, stage Play Metro for producer and co-director
ceived/ vyiiile critics were not unan- by Vaniigrbpi'KJi*' reviewed in i"'ari.s. Uun- of picture.
imous in .lauding play, the house nins lime, JO.'i MINS.
It is likely that Pascal will be unis doing capacity with an advance
Stagey fllmization of the play able to make a picture in a British
tale of over $30,000.
with Charles Vanel as an industrial- Studio, since Assn. of Cine-rTechiiiShcphard SHow,'V:. which ist who introduces his illegitimate cians is determined, after his vitupc
"The
opened at the Prinzes Sept. 26, son, Gringalet, olayed by Vander- rations on studio labor here, not to
should i;n,ioy a lengthy run despite bcr"he. to his unreceptive family allow any of their members to work
mixed reception. It came in after which finally accepts him. Produc- with him. This is said to be real
a pro\'incial tryout. Popularity of tion is geared for local nabes but reason for the rift in the Kordalacks sufficient mountings to make
stars Arthur Riscoe, Richard Hearno,
Agreement between
it an
American entry. Marguerite Pascal .setup.
Marie Burke and Deval.
Eddie
Gray,
as the j;randmother, uses only two carried a clause providing there
Douglas Byng, i.s counted on to her stage mannerisms,
was to be no difl'iculty with A. C. T.
»tretigthen the engagetnent,
There is. Hence no picture.
.Jtet
,,:

.

To

,

.

::

''

SCALES

GO UP ABOUT W/o

,

creases to vSirious seats instead of
placing the full hike in eflfe'ot immediately.
Under the new scale, the better
Champs: Ely.sees first-rieii theatres
will have n dollar top in,stead of the
previous 50c. Majority of houses, in
modifying the advance, will raise
about two-thirds at first.
priC'::s
Grosses are expected: to make a
sharp decline with the new sffale.
:

'

:

Aussie Billy Rose
Brisbane, Sept.

.

:

next Folies Bergere revue.

MPEA's Dutch Showcase
Formation of a Netherlands-American syndicate to buy and operate »
film house formerly owned by
Germans was revealed in New

Dutch
the

York Monday (30) at a luncheon by
the Motion Picture Export Association for H. L. Woltersom, head of the

Leon Black, who
here with the U.

originally

Bank.

Woltersom's

the house on:
and he reprethe 50% Dutch owneriihip.
Other half is held by the U. S. mem-.;
bers of the MPEA.
Theatre, the Asta, is an 1,100seater in The Hague, giving MPEA
an important outlet for U. S. prodoutfit filed the bid for
behalf of the syndicate

:

.

:

star in his

Rotterdamsche

.

:

In

the show.

Anthony Downing, representing
the J. Arthur Rank organization,
tossed a cocktail party attended by
British
Ambassador Alfred DufI

,

Films

ual.-

production.;

OK As

when projectionists inixed the recLs, Lion, film, and "Heni'y V," a Two
not showing them in the proper se- Cities' production,
quence.
The organizers had sold V Soviets sent over six features and
some tickets to the public, resulting five shorts, all of them with a propa^
in'>overcro\vding in certain instances. ganda theme but rated as having
"Deputy
To date the only picture to win good technical points.
From the Baltic" was generally
universal acclaim is Par's "Lost
America is oft'icially rated as the best feature of the lot.
Week-End."
France had only two entries, both
represented by Iris Barry, of the
being rated as mild. Italy had its
N. Y. Museum' of Modern Arts. Harfull share of repreisentations.
old L. Smithj Motion Picture Assn.
Paris rep, also is at the Cannes show.
"Paisan," produced by Rod E.
U. S. film companies are strictly
Gciger, in collaboration with »n
filth minded, and, apart from a float
Italian group, was voted the best
in opening day's parade, they are
picture in Italy and one of greate.st
leaving it up to the organizers to
ever produced, according to word
use the- film festival as a foundation
recoi\'ed in N.- Y. Mayer & Burstyn
for thie Riviera publicity building.
will distribute in the U. S., as they
Few international stars are attend- did "Open City."
ing. Jean Pierre Aumont and Maria
Montez arrived for the opening, but
Michele Morgan arrived too late to
be present when "Week-End" was Cynda Glenn to Italy
shown. Errol Flynn dropped in from

Present lack of a suitable house
Cooper. Russian Ambassador Bogo- here in which to produce "Anything
molov came to visit with Soviet Goes" has resulted in Gynda Glenn
vice-minister of Fill s Mikhail Kala- leaving for Italy. She ihad numer^
Season; Vaude's Upbeat tozof. The French Minister of In- ous offers including the A. B. C. and
formation, Robert Bichet, went to also several niteries, but feels that
Auckland, N. Z Sept. 17.
Cannes and took a large party to if she is to star here later in a show,
Outlook for the coming legit .seaNice to see director Max de Vaucor- it is better for her not to appear in
son looks bright. In addition to shows beil shoot scenes of ''Marriage of Paris at the present time.
She will open on Oct. 12 in a big
already scheduled, Whitehall Pro- Ramundcho."
Nineteen nations have representa- revue which the San Hemo Casino
ductions, operator of the Minerva
tives at what looks like a big fair,' is building around her, and for
theatre in Sydney; plans to produce
with hotel robbers and ear snatcherS which it is Importing tt line of 20
several plays here of the one-set doing a :peak business.
Blue Bell girls. After playing San?
type. "Soldier's Wife" is also a likely
Remo for a couple of weeks the show
entry as Terry Walker expects to
is to be taken to Torino, Milan, Venbring it to Nev/ Zealand after show's
ice and other Italian cities. It may
present Sydney run.
PIX
possibly go to Switzerland in DeVaude, too, is looking up: since
cember.
Dave Martin, head of Aussie's Tivoli
However, the actress, who wa«
loop, set a deal with the Kerridge
pacted through the Marouani agency,
Paris, Sept. 24.
circuit to spot his vaude units in
Admis.sion scales at French film would not definitely commit herself
Kerridge houses throughout New houses are being increased
nearly further than the end of November,
Zealand.
double the present scale. To lighten when she again will be free to rethe blow on the public's pocket, most turn here if she chooses. Also she
exhibitors will apply gradual in- has a standing offer from Derval to

Whitehall

'

OK

the:

Lou Jack-

tributors.

.

'Shephard Show' Also

on

of absorbing British National Films,

J.

Clicks

Co.

Lgndon, Oct. 1.
Pathe. Pictures, part-owner with

:

Arthur Rank apparently Cuba.
Also among the arrivals was the
is learning.
To follow these Rank has another Swedish diva, Ingalill Soederman,
batch for the near future. They are who plans to study the U. S. theatre
"Nicholas Nickleby" and "The Over- for" five or six weeks. While here.
landers"
from Michael Balcon," Miss Soederman does not plan any
"Daybreak and ''The Brothers" and appearances,
"The Man Within" from Sydney
—Box; "Black Narcissus" from Archers, "Fame is the Spur" from Two
Cities; and "Captain Boycott" and
"Green For Danger," from IndividContinued from paee 8

:

:

(WB) May

films to

"The Magic Bow,"' Gainsborough
Picture about life of Paganini, has
favorites
Stewart
Granger
and
Phyllis Calvert plus the violin playing of Yehudi Menuhin. Though
Etory is like past trite Gainsborough,
fbx-mula, looms important,
Important factor about the six
pictui-Es is that they cost in all little
more than spent on "Caesar and
Gleopatra''
and "Men of Two

:

Mary's"

,

Pathe

Peter

stand-in.

OM Vic's Two

St.

"Bambi," latter winning the
comment. "Blood and Satid,"
which 20th-Fox sent to Venice, did
not win praise. Both "Love .Letters,"
the Paramount entry, and
United Artists' "The Southerner"
were well received, latter being
mentioned as po.s.sible first-prize
best

'

with George Brown.

Worlds."

the

entered "Bells of

and

'

Warner Bros,

former

:

,

ish Circuit, is repor^fe

Pamela

23-year-old

RKO

-'..':
'

;

tmkown
a

I-;:'.

.

Ustinov,
young actor - playwright,
did story, directed and co-produced

.

.

pictures.

'

'-':'
,

.

N.A.T.K.E..

'

•

sequence is still in the picture,
but a very funny sequence of Sid
Field's has been scissored. .Rank is
meeting technicians of the two
smaller unions this week following
the inter-union warfare between the
and
Assn.
of Cine
Technicians
port,

davolopod radar. Ralph Richardson, already had shelved the regulations
better known now because of his old voluntarily.
Best information here
Vie work, stars; and femme lead is is that the action was taken because
thews,,

He's just acquired the film rights to
"Robbery Under Arms," a local outlaw yarn.
Possible backer of Barr, it is
learned here, may be Charles Munro
who headed the Hoyts at one time,

winner. Universal entered "Scarlet
union of the industry and seeks to
Paris, Oct. I.
Street"; UA, "Hangmen Also Die,"
obtain control of the whole. A.C.T.
The International Film Festival at and RKO, "Wonder Man."
ill
objecting ha.s support of the
Electrical Trade Union, another out- Cannes, intended to enhance French
A special .section was reserved for
fit
which is small by film stand- prestige, is backfiring. Press com- documentaries, with
the U, S. makards. ."The Magic Bow,'' with Stewinji a fine showing.
United States
art Granger playing Paganini, is ment is that arrangements, in all
S.
Information
Service showed 10 govtipped as having some of the finest phases were made in a slipshod
ernment-produced
or
distributed
post-.sync
ever
heard
in
work
a
Washington, Oct. 1.
British picture.
Yehudi Menuhin manner. Some foreign pictures were shorts, all being well received and
Claims that it was State Depart ^doubled for Granger on the sound held up by the customs^ Then it praised.
J
ment intervention which caused the track. .James Mason has turned was found that acoustics were poor.
Pointed out by Venice Festival:
columnist for three weeks, standing
French government to suspend "tem- in for Norah Alexander of the Lout Projection of the Soviet documen- authorities that in contrast to the
tary "Berlin" on the first day was absence of U. S. representatives at
porarily" its two new administrative don Daily Mail.
interrupted several times and done the: Show, Russia sent a delegation
regulations to the film treaty are
so badly that the Russians thought of 12. Also that Filippo Del Giudice
totally without "basis. State Depart
it was sabotage
and threatened to of Two Cities planed from London
ment sources said here this week.
Gre.nt Britain
entered
leave. Screening of some other films to attend.
The regulations provided that no
such as /'Notorious" were snafued "Men of Two Worlds," an Eagle-.
distributor could seU more than six

,

round

(

France Suspends

(Universal, 1934). John Mills, fa-'
vorite here, plays the lead with
Valerie Hobson co-starring.
''School For Secrets." First called
"Top Secret," but changed to avoid
confusion
with Ralph IngersoU's
book. Two Cities film, it is story

written

Sydney Sept. 17.
Dudley Barr, formerly with Hoyts
Melbourne circuit, is seeking coin
out as an indie producer.

to start

some disappointment has been

.

and Gate theatres. Carol Reed

An unlmown redhead, Kathleen Ryan, discovered on the Dublin
stage, plays Opposite Mason.
rector.

"Hungry

bury's legit hit, "The First Gentleman," recently sold for $60,000, is
again up for sale. Buyer was Leslie
Landau, son of a Hollywood business
man, who deposited $4,000 as option.
His idea was to get a quick profit of
,620,000.
But there was a hitch.
Result is that Landau has lost his
option on the play, by failing to
come up with the: balance of the
money at the specified:; time.
Now major film companies are
bidding for film rights, including Joe
Seidelman, Alexander Korda, Parainotmf and Columbia.

Aussie Film Producer

.

Green's

L.

F.

Masscy,

features

stars —ames Mason, Britain's No. 1
boxoITiec Ktar. This is reputed by
many to tec the best acted-fllm made
here. With Mason are Robert Newton and Billy Hartnell, and .several
Irish

point London rep ... The J. Arthur
vLondon, Sept. 24i
Henry Sherek and Norman Gins- Rank Organization must have short
memories or a slight lack of coordination. After complaints from
Joe Brecn of cleavage in "The
Wicked Lady" and consequent retakes, someone should have noticed
Kay Kendall's gowns in "London
Town." They strike a new high (or
low) in exposure... Another "London Town" mystery. Critics almost
universally
panned the Daffodil
Ballet designed by Agnes de Mille
and suggested cutting. At latest re^

setup. British film executives

are confident that no Hollywood
.company has anything comparable

rated a success here although
expressed over the seeming lack of
cooperation by many U. S, distributors.
This
criticism
apparently
stems from the fact that American
companies did not send large delegations to the Venice show and that
those in charge felt more or better
product could have been entered at
the Festival.
Actually, the U. S.
distribs did send the best available
i«

.

sents

24.

came

S, forces, plans to

open a setup similar to that run by
Billy Rose and his Diamond HorseBlack says the time uct.

shoe in N. Y.

It was held by the Netherlandi
is ripe for this type of fare here.
Alien Property Custodian. WolterSince his discharge, Black has som is in this country for a threebeen training local talent for stage months' visit and will include Holly-

shows.

wood

in his itinerary.

^

.

:

M

.

.

'VABIJSOCy'S' LONDON OI'SIC]!
Martin's rince, Xrufaljtiir Bijunr*

St.

Some UA Producers

Mexico's 1st Color Unit

Prefer Foreign

.

.1":

.

.

Mexico
Mexico's

May

Market Solo,

From

Exit

MPEA

City,

Sept.

24.

color film company,
has been giveh a
franchise by the IVIinistry of Finance
as a new industry. This special pprrriit exeinpts; :the enterprise
from
federal taxation for five years from
the time it starts operations and al-,
lows duty franking- during that' period on machinery equipment and
material it must import,
Cdloi'es .plans opening a, studio
Golores,.

Gold Strike in

Africa Presages

S.

flr^t

A.,

S.,

Boom Pix Theatre Biz, Sez Par's Hake

'

Whether United Artists Will Je-'+
main as one- of the eight member
companies of the Motion Picture Ex- End
port Association or withdraw hasn't
determined yet, Grad Sears,
v;p. ill charge ol: worldwide distribuIn any case.
tion,' said Monday (30).
Sears stated, he is about to notify the
MPEA that UA cannot negotiate
lor all of its product, out
that of producers who have
signified their willingness to havfc
the E.-jport Aa.sociation handle their
pictures.
Soars freely admitted that there is
a great deal of difl!ei;ence of opinion
amOUK indies distributing through
the company as to whether joining
in
a favorable move.
the
Policy of "wait-and7,see" will determine t ho final action of- the company ijjio.lf iu' staying in Or. getting'
it.

MPEA

Electric

Strike Helps

been

with
only

Mex

of

Show

Biz

Mexico City, Sept. 24.
All show biz, especially film theatres, legits and carnivals, using considerable
electricity
were elated
over settlement of the national electrician's union threatened nationwide strike. Union had sought 60%
pay boost but this demand was side-

Scars

.stilted.

.

.

.

ing tlie Association. However, when
a short time later he sent out a
form letler to get a binding agrcomont. many of the producers didn't
an.swoi'

at

it-

had reversed

or

all

their stand, Scars said.
Feeling of many of the

UA

indies

is that they can get more coin
fiom abroad by making individual

now

deals with native distribs for release
of their product. Many of these di.stribs liavo had reps in America nttcmpting to gel the indie films and
hiivc olTorod dollars in tho^ United
States in payment.

Canadian Exhibs Fear

Upbeat of

UA

land,

pix arc distributed in Poinstance,

for

income

the-

pooled and the producers share
in proportion to what the same
tures did in release in the U. S.
in a way parallels the payoff

tem

MPEA

of the

itself,

is

in it

pic-

This
sys-

under which

the mcniber-companles, regardless of
how many or how few of their films
are cho.scn for Export A.ssociation
distribution, share in the total income in proportion that their U. S.
iijconie.in 1945 bore to the total income of the eight- companies.

BIG BUILDING

BOOM

OF THEATRES IN SOVIET
An

.

inherent

love

the

of

theatre

found in all Ku.ssians is said to be
underlying cause for an unprecedented boom In new theatre
building throughout the Soviet, according to a recent article by Nikolai Shestopal in the Soviet News,
the

published in London by the Soviet

Embassy. The Government Committee on Arts is forming new compames and erecting new playhou.sos
chiefly
trial
,

and indus-

the .suburbs

in

districts.

Among

Moscow

.the

newer hoases-

is

the

Theatre, which
spring, and is said to
mainly erected by the
efforts of "hundreds of people who
spent their leisure working on the

opened
have

Dramatic

last

been

district of Moscow has
l.lOO^soatcr
under construction
while the Molotov district boasts a
newly built Theatre of Comedy and
"Drama..
site".*Staliii

Protest Unfair Taxes
Montreal, Oct,

regularly
established
theatres
iLsing 35m have started complainiiig
louder than "ever against IGm showings, claiming it is cutting into their
of

In

many

.small

.

communi-

even merchants l\ave organized
I6m exhibitians to keep the home
folks, from traveling to larger popu
ties,

lation centers
.shows.

to

see

regular

3.'>m

.

profitable.
Because of the nontaxation rule, IGm exhibs can charge
ice and lure
a smaller admission
many patrons away from the regularly established 35m theatres. The
i!5i.
operatoi's also are asking the
Ko\ oi-nment to make the same building regulations apply to 16m picture
shows since man.y .small-gauge operators advei-tisc iheir product as if
it was shown in regular houses.
S^imo idea oE the upbeat in 16m
revenue is gleaned from the fact
that profits rose to $345,3.34 last year
against .$286,008 in 1944.
Actual
rentals were listed at $1,198,016 as
eompai'ed with .$976,179 in the previous year, figure being so large because leveniie profit is not included
in totals I'roni army camps or from
Kim operations of a non-profit
nature."
.

.

.

.Bccau,se

the

.

Canadian

big distributors to break
department
distribution
They feel
slack.
that if many U, S, major companies
handle 16m product in Canada that
will give them a real lease on life.
It has
been learned that lATSE
considers the 16m field in this country important enough to plan the
organization of projectionists for
narrow-gauge outlets.
into

to

this

and take up any

Current London Shows

.

London. Oct.
"Belter l^ate," Garrick.

Dave Blum Back

After European Tour
over

ad-publlcity,

arrived

hack at , the h.o. from Paris yesterday (Tuesday) after being delayed
two weeks because of transpoi'tation
difficulties.
Recent crash of the Saheiia

airlines

(Belgian)

.'

plane

in

Newloimdland created an acute congestion in air travel, since all passengers booked on the line for .several
weeks after the crash were shiCtcd
to other transatlantic lines.
Blum,
without an advance reservatidn, was
forced to wait until the congestion
had been cleared.
Ad-publicity chief will report to
Metro International prexy Arthur
M. .Tjocw on the results of his twomonth tour of Metro exchanges

throughout Europe

and the Near
East. Loew is slated to fly to Europe
next week and is expected in Paris
about Oct.

Seymour

8.

Mayer,

the

Wyndham.

"Crime * Puiilslunent," Globe.
"Dear Murderer," Aldwych.

in N.Y.

Dave Blum. Metro International
yeepec

1,

:

"Ballet Theatre," Covent Garden.
"Cliitterbuck,"

eompany'.s

16in sales chief, meanwhile, has arrived in Belgium on the first stop of
his o.p. tour of the European market.

;

.

;

;

Of Personnel

.

'

Tightening up; its overseas setup
preparatory to expanded distribution
size,

and

Warner Bros. International
,

has embarked on a personnel reshufin its foreign branches resulting
new appointments and ijromo-

fle

Initial
rca.ssignments were
predominantly in: the South
American market, where conditions
are held to be more promising for

tions..

expansion, than in Europe;
In the Latin American and Far
East territory under Wolfe Gohen,
Warner International vcepee, the
following shifts were made: Herbert
Fletcher, tormor Trinidad manager,
promoted to assistant manager of
the Cali branch Jack Scribner, for-

,

:

.

;

merly
upped

assistant manager in Panama,
to Trinidad manager; John

Jones, promoted to assistant to Lester Colien, Pan.ima manager; James
Pepper, upped to general manager of
Peru; and J. E. Dagal, former aide
to A. L. Caplan, manager for China,
promoted to acting manager in
China. Caplan is now in the U. S.

on indefinite leave.
In territory handled by Joseph S.
Hummel], vcepee in charge of continental Eui-ope and adjacent coun-.
tries. Jack Baranes has been appointed manager for North Africa,
including Algiers, Tunis and Gasablanca.
He succeeds Serge Goutma nn, resigned. Meanwhile, Stan!

.

ley Hig.ginson, managing director for
in Australia, where the company recently opened its sixth
branch olTice, arrives in. New York,
Oct, 7, for conferences with homeofliee executives.

WB

Austrian Film Nears
Completion; Others Set

"Fifty -Fifty," Strand.

Gentleman," Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's,
''Firs.t

Vienna, Sept.

24,

Shooting on "Queen of the Highway," Geza van Cziffira production
at

Sievering

U,S. -operated

winds up

this week.:

,

dircctot-from Theatre Komodie, who
plans a musical version of Aristophanes' "Lysistrata," Stoeger is now
doing well in conventional stage version of the old Greek comedy.
Cziifra and technical end of his
unit move to Berlin's Joachimsthal
Studio (Soviet), -where the Hungarian producer-director will do one
feature under Russian sponsor.ship.
He'll be paid off in raw stoclc, which
Americans can'i as yet provide here.
price

understood to be

is

200,000 feet, which Rvussians obtain
from the seized Agfa plant in Ger-

many.

committed to; bring
to Vienna and resume shootthe U. S. Sievering studio

Czifl'ra is

the film
ing in
early in 1947.

,;

Shipping strike in the U.S. has
"Fools Bush In,*' Fortune.
hold up arrival of first raw stock
"Ora«e of tidd," St. James.
"Grand National Niffht," Apollo. shipment.s due here under recent
between ISB Films
deal
(U.S:
"Guinea Pig:,'' Criterion.
"Here Come the Boys,'' Saville. Army) and Joe Seheiman. N. Y.
German language exhibitor, who:
"Hifih Time," Palladium,
bought U.S, rights to 12 Au.strian
"Honeymoon," Vork',s.
'

"Kins' teal'," New,
"iMessage for Murguret," Westmin.
"iitother of Men," Comedy,

releases, mostly operattas seized from
Nazi stocks in return for payment in
film.

"No Boom at Inn," Winter Garden,
"rerchance to Urcam," Hipp.
"I'ickup Girl," Wales.
"Poltergreist," Vaudeville.
"Shephard Sliow," Princes,
"Shop Sl.v Corner," St. Martins,
"Skin of Teeth." Piccadilly.

,

Gives U. S. Pix Break
Oct.

I.

Fate of a motion picture theatre,
the big A.sta'hei*e,

was decided by
government,

of the Holland

action

the cabinet voting that the house be

The
bank was acting for the National
Cinema Enterprises, Ltd., recently

sold to the Rotterdamsche Bank.

formed combination in which the
U. S. Motion Picture Export As.sn.
holds 48';, interest. The other 48'/,'
belongs to a Dutch group, remaining 4% being divided between the
tJie American Embas.sy here.
The Asta theatre, a former prop-

Dutch government and

erty of the German UFA, since the
liberation of Holland has been enemy property belonging to the
Deal is exDutch government.
pected to pave way for showing of
many U. S. films »t this house.

UFA

Luxor, the other old
in Rotterdam, was sold to that
municipality for use as legit house
as well as for pictures, concerts and
tlieatre.

meetings. Awards will be made at
the National Theatre Palace of Fine
ArtSk with $20 per, highest ever for
such show, to be charged for the
occasion, likely to be held this fall.
Reorganization of the Academy delayedjthc event from the winter.

Ealing's 'Overlanders/

tion for Sieverjng's single, sound
stage is for Mundus Film, new outfit, formed by Alfred Stoeger. actor-

Gziftra's

Bob Hope and his comedy are well
liked in South Africa, Hake noted,
peofile there understanding his, sense
of humor and. going for it by flocking to see. his pictureis:
Cecil B.

Fate of Ex-UFA House;

The Hague,

Rank Grahs Par News Exec
London, Sept.

Aussie-Filmed, Clicks
Sydney, Oct.

1.

"The Overlanders," Ealing Au.ssicproduccd feature, is proving top
click here after its preem showing.
Harry Watt directed the film. With
the possibility that thc'picturo will
do almost as well in' Great Britain
and the U, S.. Ealing already is outlining plans to continue local proto
sot

special .film tinU;
produce here.

London
final

from

in

ain, Paramount-British News, and
Wife," Duchess.
Paramount's Olympic Laboratory,
"Sony of Norway,'.' Palace.
and solicitor to Paramount compa"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace,
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambays. nies in Great Britain, who recently
resigned, has been appointed joint"Under the Counter,'' Phoenix,
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket, managing director with F. J. Gilbert
of Production Facilities, a J. Arthur
"Winslow Boy," Lyric,
Rank' subsidiary....
"Worni's View," WhiteliaTI,

for

severstl

16m

big

companies.
Hake planed

independent

in ofrom

Johannes-

London

burg, the hop from there to

being non-stop excepting to get fuel,
trip taking 38. hours.

BALLY FOR
IN

STARS

U.S.

FRANCE ON UPBEAT

Paris, Sept, 24.
Film flackeries are stepping up
their bally in the drive to restora
Ameriqan film stars to pre-war
popularity with the public.
U. S.
films were banned here, while the
Nazis were in France.
Beating the drums for the forthcoming Cannes film festival, Para-

mount's publicity chief, 1. Lapinere,
has whipped up a booklet which is
prior to
distributed to newsmen
Sure
their departure for Cannes.
sign the p.a.'s are once again in the
groove is Universal's recent lavish
cocktail party at the Georges
which greeted Jea'n Pierre Aumont
and Maria Montez upon their arrival
here.

V

,

Names Healv
To Middle East Post

about

plans for a
Ealing, to

M. .A,,J, (Tim) Healy
middle eastei-n manager
tion Picture Assn.

wa,*;,

named
Mo-

of the

Monday

(30)

by

MPA prexy. Healy,
Swedish Actress Says
who has been assistant manager of
She's Through Acting the London office for the past year,
Eric. Johnston,

Gothenburg, Sept. 24.
In
a display of temperament,
Karin Kavli, Swedish actress currently appearing here in "Soldiers'
Reminder," asserts she is abandoning her thespian career becau.se of
intolerable roles forced upon her by
producers.
However, other circles are inelincd to a,scribe Miss Kavli's ouibur.sts as being motivated in the interests of publicity and recall a
similar incident In Stockholm a lew
j'ears ago.
,

will

headquarter

in

Healy

Cairo,

leaves N. Y. for his new post Oct. 17,
stopping in Paris for huddle with
Harold Smith, MPA European chiefi
before going in to Cairo.
Healy was chief postal censor
under Byron Price during the war.

.

24-.

Edwin A. Davis, director of Paramount Film Service of Great Brit-

de Mille productions, such as "Story
of Dr. Wassel" and; "Reap the Wild
Wind." also score in South Africa,
he explained.
Theatre construction i.s at a standstill in South Africa at the present
time because of severe buildin.g re.strictions and difficulty in getting
construction material. .^11 material
required, for building must be im.*
ported and this adds to the difficulties of theatre construction since it
is. slow in coming in. especially from
the U. S;
Schlessinger
interests
dominate
the IGm field of South Africa even
to a greater degree than regular .lorn
product because they handle IGm
equipment as well as product; Besides the 16m for several U. S.
majors, Schlessinger also distribute.T

Johnston

duction.

Watt pianos
two Weeks to

/

':''.

city.

Holland Govt. Decides

studios,

Next reserva-

;

'.

-

govern-

ment has withdrawn appropriations
for military subjects,? 16m field now
looks

some American film imColumbia was refused deof

hiado
1.

With receipts from the 16m field
onj.the upbeat last year, operators

business.

Washington

the

.

the holding up. in French,

is

•

in six

a

.

ports,

Foreign Shuffle

16m

IGm Shows;

Bi.c!
theatre operators now are
As to a method of comijonsalion
for UA producers whose pictures are taking their beefs to the goverri
choi?cn Cor distribution abroad b.y mont since IGm showings are not
the MPEA. Scars said he had worked subject to tlie heavy amusement tax,
out a simple formula.
Under it, if sovernment classing them as non-

ilve

Warners Intl In

of

there, is booming biz in South Africa
and promises to keep theatre attendance at wartime levels, according to Clay V, Hake, ParfVmount'3
manager for South. Aft'iea, in .\. Y.
for huddles with George .Weuner,

Par-International prexy.
Ho told Variety that film business
had not fallen off there since th"&
end of the. war and hinted that the
discovery of a now gold voiii is.
;,':.,y^'
livery.
..>
V'
likely to enable the picture ilieatre
Rea.son given 'Sfter an inquiry rebusiness to pontiique its present boOm'
vealed
that
Cohtrolo
the
dcs
pace for some timO.
Chaiiges had refused its okay beHake lauded the: work of. Schlescause of some technicality resulting
from recent decree. Lacy Kastiier, sihger interests; in South Africa: for"
Paramount, latter company having;
of Col,. Harold L. Smith, of Motion
Picture Assn., .just back from the a distribution deal with Schleis.singer's South- African Consolidated.'!
U. S. and the American Emba.sKy
immcMjiateljv ;gpt:.; tdgethec/V^ on the' He said that Par' is obtaining groat
'' :..:.'.;'.,
d'Ktribution throughout the territory,
matter.
playing all of the circuit's ace housCS;.
Even: those Am'er;icar!s \yho were
At present Pal" product is playin,? far
most optimistic at the time the
agreement was sighed now seem behind U. S. national release date.
An example of this that Hake cited
agreed that all the cooperation the.y;
was "For Whom the Bel! Tolls," ncnv
will get to: impleHtent: it
be in
current at' Johannesburg. -Picture. is
reverse English.;
doing big at the Coliseum in that key!

customs

of its product in both standard

present signiftod their desire of join-

snafu

Latest
fllm pact

'
.

.

At a mooting in Hollywood several
months afjo, at which he explained
the MPEA"ti workings, UA dislrib
'head said. 19 out of the 20 producers

France

in

Paris Sept,24.

here shortly.

.

'

Old.

Held Up

-

ti'acked temporarily.

Strike call was a verted, union an nounced, because it had won a 25%
wage increase in several key cities
following walkouts that closed many
theatres in six or more communities
three to 10 days. Tanipico was hardest hit, strike lasting 10 days there.

New gold strike in South: Africa,
equally as big as any previoas one

Columbia Fix Delivery

KOGAN- COL'S MEXICO TOPPER
Mexico

"Soldier*!!

City. Oct.

1,

Columbia's new skipper here is
Serge Kogiin. who was at Lima.
Peru, for the company. ''Gilda."
;

company's new fllm there,

is one of
the topflight boxoffice hit.s.:
Playing at the Cine Chapultepcc,
an .its third week at 80c top.

it is

Schless Taking
Robert Schless.

It

who

Easy

recently re-

Paramount's European
sales manager, has made, no plans
signed

as

for returning to the
but is resting at his
for the time being.

John B.' Nathan,
European chief on

fiim

business

home

in Paris

wli;)

ua.s

named

Schless'- resignasome time this
after picking up his family in
Buenos Aires. He already has visited
Paris
and contei-red with
Schless, taking over official charge
on his return from Argentina. ,
tion, returns to Paris

month

WetlnestlBy, October 2, 19416

1ft

BOX

WEATHER
REPORT:

REPORT:

ALL- DAY

ALL-TIME

RAIN

RECORD!

N. Y. Rivoli

for

OFFICE

s

Midweek premiere

Ameri-

top-

can premiere, with worst

ped Saturday openings

weather in months, yet

all

with

theatre had constant box
office line

from 8 A.

of

Riyoli's biggest hits,

half-day almost

first

" Lost

M.

Weekend"

and "Kitty" business!
till

4

ticket sale

P.

for

M.

stopped at

And

to clear house

special

Second day topped

any weekday

invitation

history,

premiere performance.

and "Kittys"

first
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in theatre s
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REPORT:
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BULLETIN!
First

six

days exceeded

any previous FULL
in

N. Y.

Rivoii

WEEK

history!

SENSATION!
"Absorbing

.

.

.

heartily

recommended."— News.

"Blood - and -thunder
thrills."—
. .

.

T/V/^^j-.

exciting

. . •

Don't Miss That
Trade Showing
October 8!

"Robust

dramatic."

—Herald Tribune. "More
thrills

and excitement

than any two mystery
chillers "—/<?//r/?^/r

mm
^t'S

BIGGEST YET!

it

Directed

Br"

JOHN FARROW
Produced

by

Seton I Mlllef
Screen Play by

Seton

I.

Miller

& George Bruce

lEII

'

Daql

INM

.

.

'
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rapitol, N. Y.

Gene Autry Paces Cowhands, Cowgirls
In Yearly Rodeo at Madison Sq. Garden

Capitol,

"World's Championship Rodeo" is
largest outdoor show presented
they'll argue otherwise

with

indoors^but

sroiind Madison- Square Garden .i£
one refers to any of the competitive
eYoiits there as shows, Anyway, the
I'ddeo fully' occupies the arena for a
33-day stretch that started Wednesd;iy
with broncs; cowhands,
125),
stoors, veal on the hoof. Some cowgirls, some, Ibnghorns and. a couple
of hospital internes. Gag around the
Goi'den was to "come and see Jiving
Btc!aks'^ and if the meat shortage
continues the audience is liable to
raid the joint for such
There i.sn't much change in the
snuiial gathering of westerners and
first

performance

principally

work with the

,=ieemed

—

.

under

because of sloppy
In the calf.

jtnme going for the buUdogging. Rodeo addicts are used to more expert
stuff and the talent .should hie presei t among the 2.00 guys with highconed heels and a. strong hankering
fo- orize money;
Some of the events were not \yell
filled for some reason but there was
a mob of hands in the: arena. Only
flvib
contestants competing; in cow
milking.' admittedly., harder, than it
looks, despite the comedy angles.
Rules thi.s' season are much tougher,
which may be a reasjbn why some
of the lads. Passed it up. Steer rid,jna again, has the closing spot on
the bill and it's, perhaps the most
specfacular event, clowns, flguring in
th*" laughs.
'^ene'. Autry and his handsome
.

.

.

Champion, has replaced Roy
and Trigger, both Repubhorse opera specialists having
about the same routines. Autry's
warbling is pointed towards boosting

lU' ,

Boc'"ers
llo

Sunday CBS radio shows, with
the string musical bunch accompanying, also his disk program number.s. In the rodeo the interlude is a
ch'>Ti're of pace to the competitions.
Berwick and Buff Brady, trick
l'0":'ng specialists, have, sex iri the
turn, two gals billed as Susie and

his

is

gal follow
terping atop

a.-

j

lariats.

Ruby. Another feature

dllfleiilt

.

1-oning contest the ropers repeatedly
missed or ^went to. the .spare loop,

.

One boy and

blocks spelling out the
"Miller," skipping from letter
letter. ...Trio then shed coats to

name

,

Ray Ram-

say riding two lively white equines
Roman fashion. Standing on a pair
of unhitched horses and making a
hurdle .iump is.no routine trick
either.
To the show's credit is the
pt'-'e with which the events are run
ofl'.
affording a comparatively early

.

NalionaK

:

,

,

.

wild, especially

when

their girths
ai^e pinched with ropes, as in the
bUckin'a events, have become something of a novelty to city dwellers
except when the circus is in town.
,

Cob Calloujay Orch (17); Moke &
Do/iC, Pcter.'i Sisters
(3).
Miller
Broa. t hois; "Danger Woman" (U)
Cab Calloway's revue, fresh from
Broadway's Club Zanzibar; furnishes
.

acceptable fodder for this week's
se.* at Harlem's vaudefllm. flagship.
Some 16 years have slipped by since
the Cab left the old Cotton Club
and his royal highness of hi-de-ho
is still in their swingin'. Band, comprising eight brass, five reed and
four rhythm, opens with a noisy
tune. ."Zan.zibeaut." then Hilton Jefferson comes off the stand- to toot
a nifty sax solo of "Danny Boy."
ners- a- niee-mitt.
_
,
„
,

-

6—

... ,

and Doke, standard comedy
tc 'Ti, are' off: with a comedy number,
"Wo Got Fish For Supper", then
sl 'i into some, comic palter and tapp)(i!'y.
Doke does a slick deadpan
.

^'''oke

delivery of "Hep Jitterbug," while
Mn're returns dressed in a femme's
roH .frock. Both go into a t/indy

:

r(
.
.

'ine
""and

and close to' heavy salvos.
scores with a semi-concert

'ngcment of "Night and Day."
CBlloway vocals, the chorus in a

a-

lusty voice. Practically every instrumont is spotted for a solo. Unusually
sweet for Calloway, orch swings into
'

a punchy finale to the Porter num-ber which draws plehty of palinwhacks. Outfit also goes to town
with "Fiesta in Brass," which features a torrid sax solo, and Galloway
Eprrkles with his furious stick,

'swishing and familiar capers,
Peters Sisters are three hefty gals
who've put an excess of avoirdupois
.and a tuneful .«;et of pipes on
paying ba.sis.
Trio, dressed In pink
gowns with sequins, opeh with s
cias.sy "I Got the Sun in the Morning," while one gal follows with a
'well' "done solo of "They Didn't Be?.
lieve Me."' Next is a comic routine

with Calloway participating,, in some
stepping with the stoutest gal and
winds up pursuing her across the
Registered solid with house.
Miller Bros, and Lois is a polished
dancing turn that's been in existence
almost seven years. Two males and
Kal, neatly .garbed in tan hats, tan
miHi nnri fails onen fast with sharp
stage.

good

to

finish.

House three-quarters
caught at

first

when

filled

show.

Incidentally, this bit

Guy

excellent

is

^

1946.

The BalabanJRauch

liouse
Harry Greenway & Edith CnrroK,
coast along for brief periods on
& Novella. Don & Phil King; can
its own momentum. Current stager
represents one of those periods,' but

Eiirica

"Easy to Wed" (M-G),

a talented batch of performers plus The State theatre with this show the careful Roxy production keeps
an improved method of this shindig up: to house par,
Some sound thinking and booking
vaude exhibition which makes the
pit-band and stageshow a cohesive is behind the current show.
Tlie
unit which tends to speed up the combo of Maurice Rocco as kickoft
proceedings and makes for better and Beatrice Kay as windup enables house to get by with a sinule
all-around showmanship.
Key figure in the improved setup set of costumes for the line. The
is
Louis Basil, the new pit con- Roxyettes costumery is of the Dixieland period which serves as a fitting
ductor. Who took over from Ruby
Zwerling early this month, and who background for the Negro boogieshows himself to be an amiable woogie eighty-eighter, and the Gay
emcee working from his dugout po- 90 chantetising of Miss Kay.
Miss Kay has by now been seen
dium with a portable mike. His act
introes are done in assured, profes- many times at this deluxer, but she
invariably comes up with sufficient
•sional manner and he aids the acts
new material aroimd her. gaslit
in better entrances and exits. Basil
chanties to maintain interest for reis also doing, an opening number in
which the bandsmen take solo stand- peat patronage. She does a satire of
ups which serves as c house warmup. the songs she's identified with, which
unfortunately repeats titles of later
Another 'change has been affected numbers, but artful mugging and
in the physical setup of the stage. clowning plus fresh twists on her
The square platform protruding songs make it easy for her to nab
into the pit has been redesigned and two earned encores. Last one is dehas red carpeting.
voted to the customary community
While this isn't the last show sing,
booked by Jesse Kaye, retiring
Rocco, as usutfl, warms up the
house booker, who goes to the Coast house with his standup pianistics..
.shortly to become Coast head of Trick ivorying, showmanly flair and
M-G-M records, it's the last one in solid performance rates encores.
which he's had an active hand in
Other solid item on bill is Mary
staging and it -makes for an im- Raye and Naldi, whose interpretapressive exit.
tions of the beguine and paso-doble
The show itself plays well despite are by now classic. It's a .skillfully
a pair of sags, with a strong opener contrived act with routines to a minby Don and Phil King (New Acts) imufn musical background serving
to point up terping skill.
skilled land-to-handers, and Danny
The Marshall Bros. (2) are under
O'Neil, the radio singer, headlining.
O'Neil is making his flr.st Broadway New Acts, while the Belle- Aires (4),
appearance but has been on nitery a femme singing quartet, enhance
circuits previously. He's an ingra- the house production numbers with
Jose,
vocal lifts.
tiating and youthful chanter with a
.strong voice and good stage presence. He mixed his numbers nicely
Circle, Indpls.
for variety and exited after two
Indta'napolis, Sept. 28.
encores.
Henry Busse Orch, with Bettv
Neal Stanley, in the deuce, is a Taylor & Glen West; Fred Lowery *
good mimic, but rhost of his material Dorothy Rae, Cliff Nazarro, Walter
has been outworn through constant Nilsson, Don jRegon; "Partners in
His impressions are mostly in Time" (RKO).
use.

unveils

.

the standard category, but good for
nice

returns.

:

Wash.

'

'

—

,

Miami

'

•

.

..

.

.

.

Belle- Aires (4), Roxiyettc.9, Esqnires'
Paul Ash Orch; "Three Little Girli
in Blue" reviewed in Variety, Seut
'

combine at
Stale, N. Y.
the Roxy have correctly figured that
once the buying public becomes acBa,i\ny O'Neil, Tommy Riggs, Colecustomed to the steady parade of'
man Clark with Hamilton Canning, high-pressure
marquee lures,

points up the
Novelty sections of the show are
production of the show. by Tommy Riggs and his vocal douWhat does it is a simple trick of bling of Betty Lou, which constitutes
using three spotlights, one on each
a cute item and gets an okay mitt.
man, iastead of grouping the three Table tennis turn by Coleman Clark
around piano.
with Hamilton Canning as his opProf. Backwards (Jimmy Edmund- ponent, Harry Greenway as anson) clicks solidly. -Working after nouncer, and Edith Carroll, scorethe two opening numbers, he hits keeper, provides, speed in the midthe customers where they like it, and section of the layout with their ninethey do right well by him. Starting point exhibition game.
off with a series of good and n.s.g.
Bill is completed by fenrica and
gags stemming from the insulting
turn.
manner of wartime public-contact Novello, ballroom terpers, who deLu Elliott, featured vocalist, starts employees, he has the crowd with pend on lifts and spins for. applause.
mildly with "Come Rain, Come him from the outset.
Even the Their terpery is somewhat le.ss than
Jose.
Shine," followed by "Frim FranP frayed gags he tells get over, due to outstanding.
Sauce," which was what they were his delivery.
_He underplays. Then
waiting for.
Gal has swell pipes comes the "backwards" routine, usand gets neat backing from band. ing a large blackboard. His topper
V.npitol,
Sncores with "The Gypsy" for addi- is writing down backwards the letWashington; Sept. 27.
tional salvos.
ters of two multi-syllabled cities—
Ben Carter and Mantan Moreland, but they're intepmlngled; The mob
Jimmv Jimae, Cobkie Bowers,
comedy team, set themselves solid collectively falls on the floor.
Acromaniacs (3); Sam Jack Kaufwith the customers with their interman Hou^e Orch with Johnny LanWood.
ruption routine which has now bening & "Miss Washington", Line (6);
come standard. Their pop-eyed ex"Young Widow" (UA).
Oriental, Chi
pressions also count heavily in the
Chicogo, Sept. 26.
audience response, and house couldn't
Del Courtney Orch (14) tcith Gil
get enough of them.
Carter takes
Bill at the Capitol this week is
over at a miniature piano for a bit Vester; Chris Cross, The Barretts
solid throughout the kind that is
of vociling "Baby Then I Don't (2), Jayne Walton;^'Holiday in Mexpaving the road back for, vaude.
Want Love," plenty okay. More- ico" (M-G).
Lively
and well-balanced, from
land, .sepia comic who is a familiar
overture
to finale, it gets heartShow with "Holiday in Mexico" is
face in many films, wows 'em with
warming applause.
his takeoffs on well-ktiown Negro strictly intermission stuff, and not
Definitely
part of the show is Sam
Bill
that..
good
intermission
at
types for solid returns.
The pair
are a swell closer for a well-paced, looks good on paper, but fades out Jack Kaufman's "Annie Get Your
Gun" overture. House orch paces
on the stage,
well balanced show.
Hold.
Del Courtney's orch is a favorite bill with a well arranged medley.
Johnny Lanning, late of
KefeT'h'owever,-set-up, consisting of Tenor
Olyinpia,
Barnee's orch at the Shoreham. is
.4 sax-2 trombone-4 rhythm, is still
Miami, Sept. 27.
"loose, following maestro's recent re- above average and clicks with his
Pat Henniiip, Wiiyne Marlin Trio,
"Miss Washington" does a
lease from the hospital. They need songs.
Phyllis Colt, Bob Coffey, Al & Vol
novel interpretation of "Dpin' What
plenty rehearsing.
Reno, Les Rhode House Orch; "Two
Orch opens with "Five Minutes Comes Natur'lly.v
Guys from Milwaukee" (WB).
More" with a bang, and then, in an
Top honors go to the "Acroabrupt switch,'; soloift Gil Vester
Neat package here this week with gives out 'with "Surrender." Lad maniacs," that hep trio of acros, who
works
parlay nicely blended for good re- has nice voice, but no stage presence, score with their stunts. Team
so fast, that house is in a perpetual
sults.
and the number Is much too slow uproar of applause during the act.
Topliner Pat Henning. always a that close
Encores
to the opener;
fave here, does okay with-his- easy with oldie, "If You 'Were the Only Cleverly balancing humor with skill,
and ingratiating brand of foolery, a Girl in the World;" also too slow, boys provide plenty of thrills and
novelty.
welcome relief from the hard-punch- but gets nice returns.
Jimmy Jimae registers with his
mg comics who play this hous« too
The Barretts, tap dancers, give slick
magic. Works with gal assist^
frequently. Mixes gags, screwy im- out with some neat routines,
but ant, who merely catches the hordes
preshes, falls and mugging to garner nothing special.
heavy returns.
Johnny Strong, trombonist in the Of cards, cigarettes and pipes Jimmy
Spqk irapresh Was left by the band, gives his impression of Du- pulls out Of thin air. Magico works
•Wayne Marlint trio (two boys and a rante, which may be all right for smooth ..and swiftly to garner solid
'
returns;..
gal) who do a balancing act that's
one-night stands but is n.g. as far as
noteworthy for the planning given this house is/ concerned. Orchestra
Cookie Bowers offers a pleasant
It,
Costumes are in tropical motif, then gives out with its impression of imitation act, running the gamut
with phosphorus design added for "Blue Skies" as various
types of barnyard to bedroom. Steers clear
dimlight woik. Musical backgrounds bands would play the number.
of the usual routine of imitating
blend into stint to make the balancJayne Walton, formerly with Law- Hollywood celebSr depending a great
ing look easy, yet effective.
Trio rence Welk's band, gets next-to-clos- deal on pantomime as well as sounds
had to beg off.
Wins nice appreciaing spot which she tees off with and chatter.
Phyllis Colt clicks in middle slot. "South America,
Take It Away." tion;
Neatly routined group of pops get Then takes
Lindsay line, held over from preup ballad, "Little Bit. of
nice reception.
Heaven," which is more her type of vious week, do much •better this
Bob Coffey gets over nicely with tune. Finales with "While Thei*e's semester in a trio of numbers sandhis harmonicantics, working to solid Music," with
handclapping session wiched between the acts. Gals look
finish
with "Rhapsody in Blue" and Spanish lyrics. Novelty of the nifty in some classy costuming, with
Rhythm tapsters Al and Val Reno number hits the audience, and she numbers effectively staged.
Pretee ofi: proceedings in good fashion. gets off to solid
cision work is good, with some neat
applause.
Les Rhode cuts show briskly and
Chris Cross, ventriloquist, closes solo stints to add interest. Troupe
emcees effeolively. Biz fair vAien the show with his singing dolls, goes on tour for USO-Camp Shows
caught.
Larv.
Starter is etmboy dummy who holds after this date.
Lowe.

marathon exhibition

Of bass playing,
plenty flexible on the hea'vystringed
instrument,
and
really
plucks it, even though some of the
more
boisterous
patrons
wanted him
"deo is one of the Garden's most
Garners nice response.
prci'ilable shows, as indicated by the to "slap it."
Carl
and
Harriet
are
energetic
len' th of time allotted it annually
and the corporation's setup includes with eccentric dancing, and top oft
a rodeo department which is main' with a fast jitterbug routine which
tained throughout the ytar. The earns a flock of bows. Tampa Boys
draw of the show may be partially make with the chatter, and general
accounted for by the fact that pas- tomfoolery, building to a swell sendoff with their strenuous terps. Solid
toral animals, trained or inclined to

be

the

which features Paul White-

elevated

;

par.

some

Chant"

Kay, Maurice Rocco
Rave & N(tldi, Marshall Bros (2)'

lot

man's orchestra in one of its annual
runs at the house. That admotiitioti
would bring, however, only a couple
of -fast retorts about "square" riiusle
and what could you learn from thnt.
to
execute
some exceptionally fast Depending on what angle the modhis
stepping, atbri a small miniature ern maestro was approaching
might
platform atop the letters. Calls for problem his retort might :o,r
But, no matter
with
not be justified.
Rewarded
delicate precision.
what his viewpoint may be, if he
strong applause.
Calloway, doing a switch 6n zoot had any gray matter at all he'd be
able to learn one lesson from "Pops"
suits, fronts the band in What he
the value of real preparation for a
calls a "rebop" suit. Oversized dark
coat arid trousers are draped about date so important as a stand at a
cap major, theatre.- .
tj^e maestro While he sports
Whiteman's army, and that's just
on his noggin and a long, flowing
Large
what his 34-piece outfit seems to be
watch chain from his midriff.
white buttons on coat make outfit from out front, does a right smart
even more ludicrous. Stick-swisher job of convincing the ;CUstomers that
vocals"! Got a Gal Named Nettie," they're getting their money's worth
'Hey Now" and closes with a mod- —aided nicely by Martha Tilton
ern arrangement of the old standard, (New Acts), Prof. Backwards and
He
"St. James Infirmary Blues," Chants Roddy McDowall (New Acts).
chorus bathed in green spot which puts on a show that basically .doesn't
makes for a macabre touch. Brings deviate too mueli from the Whiteman
back all acts for a final bow. Biz performances of the "King of Jazz"
comparative
(being
a
days
billing
strong as usual.
brat we couldn't be dead certain, but
that's our guess, atid we're stuck with
l/villo
it), but it stands on sturdy legs as
LouisDille, Sept. 27;
fine entertainment, no matter whethBenny Carter Orch (15) with Lu you peer at it through the roseCorl & Harriett, Tampa
Elliott,
colored glasses of a Whiteman fan
Boys; Ben Getter & Mantan Mor.eOf long standing or as a 1946 follower
lond; "Phantom Thief (Col)
of the re -bop boys.
Opening with "Just the Other
Benny Carter's orch and acts are
Day,'' a current poo. with, incidengood, and work hard to please. Retally, son Paul Whiteman, Jr., on
sult, customers gave 'em a rousing^
drums
for the first time, and, oldreception.
Mike Pingatore back on 'banjo,
Band is heavy on brass from the timer
Opener. "Re Bop Boogie is Whiteman and his son hit a good
teeoff.
over
plenty loud,' and jivOy,: as are most pace all the way.. They, work
Staccata" as a second item,
of the other numbers "Just, You,. "Hors
Just Me" and "Back Bay r.Boogie,'^ and reserve the high spot midway
Brass sections don't stint on the wind for the inevitable "Rhapsody." Capjamming. They did tone down a per, insofar as> the band is concerned, is the finale, "South Amerilittle for those, customers who like
melody and sweet music, playing ca Take It Away," done with Martha
Duke Ellington's "Prelude to a Kiss," Tilton.
Whiteman points up the value of
with the proper dyhamics and shadpreparation for such a show as this
ing.
Carter fronts band and makes by ringing in a bil; of the modern.
his introes in a distinct manner, and He has added to the band for this
Switches from trum- run pianist Buddy Weel and a guiin good taste.
pet to sax on various numtoers, but tarist who has worked with virtually
does not feature himself; rather giv- all of the top-name bands, who coming his sidemen plenty of opportuni- bine with his bass to tu^n out a .sharp
tie.5 to do their stuff.
Sax player. version of "I Found a New Baby."
Sunny White, has his moments, and Their work highlights Whiteman's
Tommy Moultrie, bassist, gives a and vice versa. It's a .smart touch.
tap routine.

•thp

1946

2,

BeotTtce

4,

Modern maestros could loarn a
from the current .stage show at

By JACK PULASKI

the

Paul Whiteman Orch (34), Chorus
(8), Pro/. BacJctflafd*, JWartha Tilton,
Wise
Roddy McDoioall, "Three
Fools'" (M-G), rcuteioed in Variety,
/
Jniie 12, '46.

"Home On

the Range," Second,
•If I Didn't Care," a la the Ink Spots,
is done by a stroblite puppet. Band
closes show with "Hawaiian War

on to

After a run of brash new bands,
the Circle turns to a mellow oldtimer, Henry Busse, to head a bill
with more than u.sual variety, appeal
for the current stanza. Fred l^wery; Cliff Nazarro and Walter Nilsson lend the program strong support,
The steady Busse following- reacts
warmly to his arrangements of new
and old tunes and likes his current

,

battery of vocalists.

Band opens swinging Grieg's "In
the Hall of the Mountain King."
Follows through with bright, snappy
Dance,"
versions of "The Shawl
"Hey Ba Ba Re Bob," "June Is Bustin' Out All Over," "To Each Hi?

Know Why" and "If
Loved You," nicely sandwiched between acts and vocals. Betty Taylor
Own,'' "I Don't
I

gets nice reception for clever w,.r-

bling of "South America, Take It
Away," "Doln' What Comes Natur'Uy" and "I'm a Big Girl Now."
West also does neatly on
"Somebody Else Is Taking My Place,"
"Cecilia" and "My Sugar Is So Refined."
There also is a nice recep'
tion for Don Regan's more conventional warbling of "The Way You
Look Tonight" and ^Tor Me, For

Glen

You, Forever."

Nazarro's glib double talk sets well
with the customers and sells the act,
over-shadowing his efforts as singer
His piano comedy also

and gagsier.

gives the turn a

humor needs

lift.

But

his straight

Lowery

freshening.

clicks as usual in his repertoire of
whistling tunes, including "Listen to

the Mocking Bird," "By the Waters
of Minnetonka" and "Rhapsody in
Blue." Dorothy Rae gives him a nice
assist, joining- in the encore duet,
"Whistling Joe." Nilsson's eccentric
stunts on a variety of cycles round
out bill nicely.
Corh.

RKO,
:

B«ist4in
Boston, Sept.

27.

AIvUm Rey Orch with RocUy ColJimmy Joyce, Jo Ann Ryoni
Danny Drayson, the Jansleys; "If
Incio,

I'm Lucky" (RKO).
{"irst band
show in coupie of
weeks and., very sock, though Alvino Rey's music, the best around
the strictly commercial field,
trends into the connoisseur's field in
plenty of ways to draw the local exr
perts as well as the usual congregation of cats to whom* any band
that makes enough noise is okay."
Nice illustration of artistic jazz
comes in "Stardust," spotting the
sharp harp of Louise King. Piece
seems sweet and routine enough, but
kills the insiders, who listen for
very fancy improvisational stuff
from Rey on guitar and the harp

in

in

fine

sounding duet.

wows with

Rey

solo pluckings

later

on "My

Buddy" and "Souvenirs," also with
Loui.se King plus the Airliners, very
hep vocalists with the band.
Soloists are Jimmy
clicks with "Night and

Joyce,

who

Day" among

(Continued on page 57)
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1946
make

Buck As Good As

Hick's

Slicker's,

show

the City

Milwaukee, Oct.

One

tiling

this

is any boa.sting
the fact I'm not starting
out on a shoestring. My people are
behind me, and behind them is the
wholesale tobacco business which
Wisconsin people know is solid. So
maybe it won't be as easy as some
people think to br^ak me. Maybe, be^

1.

cross^continental

is

,

|

pounding into your mugg's
consciousness as he motors through
seemingly endless miles of corn and
wheat fields is the immensity of the fore I get through, I'll be able to
wide open spaces and the relative give Milwaukee what it badly needs
geographical insignificance of big —real opposition. Then, maybe, we
towns. It recalls to mind more forc- won't be so, many weeks behind Chiibly than when it was uttered a cago with new pictures as we have

tcefc

is.

statement made to this scrilje before been for a long time.
leaving New York by Neil Agnew.
Kayo to the Hoodlums
hand for David O.
top
genial
'

Selznick-

As Means Not

guarantees top product regulariy,
but you can say I hope to open with
"The Outlaw' and have reason. to be
lieve I will also get 'Caesar and

The

Cleopatra.'

.

Hughes

lilce.

"Incidentally, the Fox lea^e on the
old Miller, expired at midnight April
30. Before this I had tried to buy
from them such of the equipment as

is

the lease
tracting the least desirable clieTitele
in the city.
In fact its reputation
smaller
in
the
that
cities
to
big
was so bad the owners of the Miller
the
towns. In lush times, like now, the hotel next door made a change of
portion
heavy
provide
the
name
a condition of the lease; And
big cities
Of this coin. When things aren't so this was swiftly followed by what
good the little towns provide as was meant to be a first slap in the
much as esyfTiSfthe total take.
face for me.

No sooner had

I closed,

—

,

the walls, not so much as one light
bulb left. The idea was obviously
to make the going as tough for me
as possible. But it was really a favor
they were doing me. Instead of the
junk they took away I got brand
new equipment> replacing the screen
and frame and installing a booth'and
projection machines of the latest
type. Also I got much larger RCA
sound equipment. The one thing
they couldn't do was interfere with
the actual structure, so I have the
largest stage of any house in Milwaukee an asset not to be over-r
looked wjhen there is always the possibility of a return to stage shows.
.

—

'

,

.

,

the thetearing down the
Nobody not even the most dis- atre and started
marquee and front entrance than
gruntled small, town exhib-^would
the house across the street changed
suggest it's a case of -biting the hand
policy and began running B and
which feeds you; it is something its
C product of the worst kind, lowers
even harder to bear. The little fellow feels he is continuously and ing its prices to attract the former
Certainly patrons of the Miller. If they had
contemptuously ignored.
Hollywood is not thinking of him only known it, they couldn't have
"The Towne will be the first and
when a "Cluny Brown" goes into done me a bigger favor. By the
production. When a farm hand wants time the reconstruction work is only house in Milwaukee with push^
to sit down to a plate of meat and finished and I'm ready to open- back seats. It will be the only one
the undesirable with brand new carpets. 1 know
plenty potatoes it's not particularly early in October
sensible to offer him pate de fols gang which, used to make for the what I'm up against. Fox owns the
gras; So with his film fare. His ap- Miller will have become used to go- town at the moment, but five years
petite' for pix is as keen as his zest ing' to the house opposite. So they ago the champ was 'Warners. Young
for a square meal, but both have got won't bother the patrons I mean to as I am I know champs come and

Wronr Type Plx

Minneapolis, Oct. 1.
North Central Allied here wants
all
wrong. He probably
is
distributors
to discontinue sales
wouldn't admit It, but it's, a cinch
drives with bonuses and prizes for
he prefers opposition by the majors
district and branch managers and,
to having another indie up. against
salesmen. The body, announces this
him. But it's me, not him, you want
stand because the drives are in part
to know about,
responsible .''for vicious high-pres"Well, in me you see an indi^ sure, selling and false verbal promwithout a gripe in the world. I've, ises and misrepresentations which
made a lot of rnpney out of the continually get independent exhibibusiness. I'm making plenty. I ex- tors in hot water and are partly to
pect to go on making money. I've blame for their making bad deals,done it, and I'm continuing to do and for their' present ills."
it
as a lone wolf. I belong to no
It's pointed out that fllni salesmen
association, and I don't intend to
now, during drives, "stop short at
join one. What I have done and
what i'ni doing anybody with any practically nothing" in efforts to
close deals so that they and their
business sense can do. It-s a lot of
branches will make good showings
hooey to bellyache about impossible
and share in the monetary rewards
conditions. Guys start out with a
offered by the companies.
Many
couple, of -hundred dollars and pretty
soon they're running a chain of a small-town exhibitors, particularly,
dozen or more houses. Where'd they are gullible and "easy marks," falling for the salesmen's "smooth Una
get the' rnoney for that~eixcept out
of talk arid lies," while others "are
of the original situation? And yet
persuaded into being good fellows
they yell their heads off. On the
at a considerable cost to themselves
level, it's enough to make you sick."
or lei their sympathies get the best
Elson's reference to Friedman's of them,"
North Central Allied
siding wMR the majors in the matter charges.

—

I've changed the name 1 thought I could use, but they'd
from the Miller to the neither let me buy nor lease it. So
because before I took over when I went in on the morning of
it was a grind house atMay 1 I found the place stripped to

of the house

Towne

to Overload Exhibs

;

big business, and I believe the Rank
picture will do nearly;;as well. In
any case, I believe in an extended
run policy, the one, requisite for
which is really good pictures. As for
this I think I know what Milwaukee

"The reason

According to Agnew you can estimntr with a fair; degree of accuracy the state of the Union, doUar;;aiid-ceiits-wise, by the percentage
ratio of liie taKe of any given pic in

Etc.,

ment

picture

ought to do six or seven weeks of

people

21

Distribs

To Curb Sales Drives, Bonuses,

,

tween the rows upstairs and down.
At the moment I am not in a position to disclose .my tieup which

I'm not saying this

spirit,

Want

No. Central bidies

city.

"When completed the theatre will
be a 1,600-seater. In the old days
when it was a vaudeville house it
seated 1,800, but, I'm cutting out the
boxes, and making more rdom be-

Angle More Fix for Fans in Stix?
By Hayden Talbot

it cost
as much to sea the
at the Towne as it does in any

other theatre in the

So Why Doesn't Hollywood

'

.

'

.,;

-

.

of

divorcement led your fact-seeker

retrace his steps to the latter's
Beyond a sidestepping of
questions pointed to: the reason ot
his favoring the majors in this regardj Friedman was ready to continue his wails where he'd left off.
Said he:
to

office.

Those Front Office Salaries

"The whole business has been
wrong from its inception. There are

Also, the salesmen and branch
managers fear "heat" and censure
from their home-offices, and even

-

they fail to come
through well in the drives, and this
results in their going to almost any
lengths to get independent exhibitors' signatures on the dotted lines,
according to North Central Allied.
loss

of jobs,

if

connection with percentage
North Central Allied charges
even some district managers
Jjave assured exhibitors, in the territory that there wob'X be any checking. The body agrees that whatever
independent exhibitor chiseling ocHollywood draw down. curs has been virtually encouraged

plenty of small exhibitors with as
much brains as the big shots ih
Hollywood. Who will say any man
rates $800,000 a year salary? But it's
the kind of money front office ex-

In

deals,

that

Funny part, cater to. Probably my scale of go. And when a title changes hands
to be to his liking.
when you come to think of it, Broad- prices would have kept them out it's the challenger who gets it. ecutives in
way doesn't shy away from strong anyway, because I intend to charge AnyhoWj I'm all set to go in there So production costs soar. In the old in many instances by district and
meat in its pix. Still and notwith- 90c from the word go. If- any other fighting—and I believe Milwaukee silent days when each major com- branch managers and .salesmen.
atanding, Hollywood continues to first run house in town charges more moviegoers will benefit from com- pany was producing 52 program pic- There have been instances in the
tures a year, in addition to four or territory, it's claimed, where salesturn out what the little fellow in- than this, I'll go up too. I intend to petition hitting the town.
six specials, they tacked on to each men would advise exhibitors "when
sists is an unduly big proportion of
society dramas.
'This, from his
point of view, is the more serious
because of the growing tendency on
the part of the major producing
companies to make fewer and fewer
pix.

Entire Pix Biz Run Wrong
From Starts Sez Oldtimer

From the sublime self-confidence
Your reporter makes haste to divorce this bustling metropolis from of inexperienced youth to the icyany connection with the foregoing. cold disillusionment of the oldtimer,
listen
to Jack Frackman, exchange
Census proves Milwaukee is a big
city.
But exhlbs here aren't above manager for Republic, with headagreeing the place houses a consid- quarters in Milwaukee.
young Spheerias has got to
"Sure,
erable number of hicks.
And all
of them will tell you a hick's half be taken into consideration. Plenty
Fine war
dollar has as welcome a ring as of dough behind him.
anybody's else.
record. Well liked. Also Milwaukee
is like every other American town

Ex

Lt.-Col. Spheerias'

Gauntlet to 'The Chain'
So let's let Andrew Spheerias,
owner of the Towne, Milwaukee,
speak his piece:
"I'm

young

pretty

and

pretty

green in sluow business to try to add
anything worthwhile to this Vakiett
symposium, but maybe what I've
learned in the short time I've been
in the game may interest any other
guys who are thinking of breaking
into the picture business,
Milwau
kee may orrmay not be typical—
•wouldn't know about this— but I'd

roots hard for any David up
against Goliath. From this point of
view Spheerias has got everything
in his favor. But you don't have to
be told this is a screwy business. I
mean the oldest of us oldtimers, with
years ot practical experience behind
us, find ourselves up against situait

.

--aay.. it probal>ly stacks

up like most
Anyhow, typical or
my case could probably be duplicated in plenty spots all over the
country where you've got a situation amounting to a monopoly which
a new guy has ambitions to bust.
cities of its size.

not,

"One thing I'm not going to do,
and that's trade on my being an exGI.; Whatever 1 may think myself
for having gone into the army as a
private and coming out -a Lt.-Col.
'4s my own business^
and has nothing to do with my ability to run a

AH

know is When the
newspapers came out with the story
of my taking over the old Miller
theatre.

.

,

.

I

theatre with the intention Of remodelling it and reopening it as a
flrst-run house it wasn't long before
I was told 'the chain' would
put me
out of business in jigtime. .Even
people without any apparent axe to

grind told me Milwaukee was already overseated. But I figured they
were counting the population ih
census, terms, whereas the surround-

mg

territory

)

from which you can

expect to draw, if you're got a really
good picture, gives Milwaukee a
population of a million instead of
less than half
that figure.

"Another thing friends and fo«s
have overlooked thus far, and

alike

tions
arise.

which logically ought never to
So what chance has a kid with

my

son-in-law from going into the
business. He's movie-crazy, and cer>
tain there's a fortune to be made
as an independent exhibitor. But so
health and
long as I have
strength I'll see to it he keeps out.
In the face of the facts I am amazed
so few exhibitors realize how close
to disaster they are.

my

Fears Auction-Bidding Costs
"There was a time when the
knowledgeable operator could buy
a good
his year's product with
chance of finding a sleeper or two
to let him clean .up a decent profit
on the year's operation. But today,
with percentages soaring to unheard
of figures the exhibitor hasn't a
chance. In addition he has got to
battle over each picture, if he is
going to get it on anything like reaThink what this
sonable terms.
means to the man with a threechange-weekly house. He's got 156
separate fights on his hahds in order
to keep going the 52 weeks. All. by
itself it's a 15-hour-a-day job straight
through the year,
''Exhibitor associations promise a
lot But you can't pay rent -vvith
'

no experience at all?
"He talks about top class product
and extended runs. Obviously he is
thinking in terms of single features.
He ought to take a trip around the
outlying districts where a big part
of the million population lives. Let
him stand beside the boxoffice on -a
Saturday night and listen to the
Poles and Finns and Germans when promises. Last year's phenomenal
they discover the house is showing business prevented plenty of exa single feature.
hibitors from calling it a day. So
"'What!' he'll hear 'em say. 'No far this year the falling off has not
double featsch? No two pictsch? Go been sizable enough to put the averfly a kite. Goo' night.'
age house in the red, but times like
Only 'Geod' PiK Are Good Grossers these can't last forever. So I'm just
"Like all newcomers to the game as well pleased I'm as old as I am,
young Spheerias honestly believes and very nearly ready, to let the
he can call the turn on a good pic- other fellow struggle against imposture. A good picture in his mind is a sible, odds."
(Friedman, in passing, is reputedly
picture he likes. He'll discover the
only good pictures are the ones One of the richest and most surcesswhich roll up big grosses. MoroJ ful indies in the middle-west)
Bitl Elson Just a Happy Kid
ones
high
the
they're
often than not
Again the transition frorn pessiclass people think terrible.
"With business booming as it is in mistic white hairs to the serenity and
as
optimism
of young middle age
its
of
this area, and with no. signs
tapering oflE I agree Milwaukee is not we move away from Friedman to
overseated; But with all the ramifi- make the' acquaintance of another
Variety
time
a
indie,
once
upon
a
cations of the proposed auctionbidding' for each picture singly I mugg, one of Minneapolis' outstand.
can't help wondering whether any ing showmen, William Elson:
"You may have mot a more crying
independent is going to find it posindie than Friedman, but I rate him
sible to get the product he wants."
Minneapolis next. Ben Friedman, as the cryingest exhibitor in the
one of the big indie operators of Whole country. Naturally it means
he's the richest and cutest. When he
•Minnesota, kicks off:
"If I weren't convinced the lot of sells out and calls it a day you can
the independent is hopele$S under see the Mississippi flowing north.
existing conditions I'd not prevent Funny thing is he insists divorce,

'

:

:

—

'

of the 52 pictures $40,000 to cover
the front office salaries. Now, with
the majors producing less than half
this number of pictures a year, the
charge against each one to cover the
big shots' salaries must be enough
to make a picture with. And the appalling part of it all is there is no
end to these mounting costs. The
answer is as plain as' it can be—
:

to

.

send a few dollars overage to

make

the count look^onest" and the
general distributor tendency
has
been to "wink" at false reports on
percentage pictures. This is one ol
the "bad things" about percentage^
and a reason why it should be. eliminated entirely, North Central Allied argues.

disaster."

And now over
from

to St. Paul to heai:
the one and only indie thus

offerings,

our restaurant trade and

bar takings bring in important i:evfar encountered who has been in all enue, wedding breakfasts being a
three ends of the business, having specialty of the house,
started as a distrib, gone on as an
"Yes, it is true I started as a dis-^
exhib, and is now combining the
tributor. But it did not appeal to me;
operation of his houses and indeI preferred the idea of being in
pendent production of pix which get
clo.ser contact with the man wha
playing time in them. The versatile
keeps us all going, the cash customer
gentleman, handsome enough to fill
at the boxoffice. So I switched over
in for any easy-on-the-eye male star,
to the exhibiting side. Today I opis W. R. Frank whose headquarters
erate a chain of enough houses to
in his capacity as an exhib is the
have the trade laber me as owner
altogether amazing new theatre in
of a circuit. Be that as it may, sevthe St Paul suburbs named the Aderal years ago I decided to try
miral. Says Frank:
hand at making a picture myself.
"If you must be factual I suppose Since then I've produced several
you are within your rights in calling other pictures, and am now about
the Admiral a neighborhood house. to go into production with one I
But, except it is two miles from the truly believe will be the kind I, as
center of St. Paul, it draws regular a distributor and as an exhibitor,
patrons from as far away as any hope for and seldom get.
downtown theatre. Be$t proof of this
Frank's 'Dan Patch'
is the fact I've bough't'^'three-quarters
"The title will tell all to oldtimers
of the frontage of the street facing
the theatre and made a parking —and even youngsters seem to have
space there to take 700 cars. But the heard of the champion of champions
because, of course, in the annals
Admiral has more to offer than any
downtown theatre^ It, was built to of harness racing there was one and

my

—

my own

design, and it represents all
the dreams I've dreamed of having
the ideal house.

only one Dan Patch. And 'Can
Patch' is to be the title of the picture. As soon as a leading lady is
signed I shall be off to Hollywood
to give the making of this' picture

House Has Eatery,
my whole attention.
Bar for Added Revenue "All I can offer by

Ideal

"Under the one roof is a restaurant as goqd as you will find in the
Twin Cities, a bar and cocktail
lounge as luxurious as I have seen
anywhere in the country, an entrance lobby and an inner foyer as
spacious and impressively decorated
as any 1 know of. Inside the auditorium proper the significance of
the theatre's name becomes apparent. You are in the mammoth saloon
of a transatlantic liner, complete
with portholes and lifeboats hanging from davits beside the proscenium. In the near future I intend
to add a soda, fountain and light refreshrhent room for the benefit of
those who don't require a full meal.

Altogether_^gart_Jrori|^h^^gjgjji

way of justification is the belief I have 'Dan
Patch' will prove to be the horse
picture to end all horse pictures, I
have profound faith the story of that
amazingly tine animal will bring
oldsters and youngsters up to the
boxoffice' in numbers never before'
known in the history of the trade.
If I'm right, my friends and colleagues in the exhibiting end will
have no fault to find with me, no
desire to accuse me of being untrue
to my own kind. High-handed methods,
exorbitant percentage terms nothing matters, if you give the
exhibitor the picture his patrons will
flock to in record-breaking ;num»

—

bers."

Qlext week, more irim the

mM^

Wedngeday^ Oclober

"THREE LIHLE GIRLS IN BLUE" Starring JUNE HAVER

FRANK UTIMORE
Valentine Davies
Lyrics

.

.

in

(in

.

Atlantic City)

.

.

.

Directed by

Adapted by Brown Holmes, Lynn

by Mack Gordon

Walk"

TECHNICOLOR

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
BRUCE HUMBERSTONE

Starling

Music by Josef Myrow: "You

"Always The Lady"

.

"I Like

Mike"

Music by Harry V\^arren: "This

W$ A

and Robert

Make Me
Is

.

Feel

Ellis

.

and Helen Logan

Life

Is

.

A

.

"Somewhere
Very Merry

.

From a Play by Stephen Powys
In

The Night"

Life"

.

"Three

.

"On The Board

Little

Girls In Blue"

Dances Staged by Seymour Felix

FACT: The Big^^st B^xoffke Figms Are Always Mffrfe By

7lr«

Biggest

194*

COKTE HQIM • VERA-ELLEM
MACK GORDON - Screen Play by

VIVIAN BLAINE

.

Produced by

So Young"

"A Farmer s

Always"

.

2,

Figm

In The Indvstry

Vednesday, October 2, 1946.
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\

CROWDS

CRITICS

ACCLAIM

HIGH ENTER-

TAINMENT

WEEK

MATCHES SKY-HIGH GROSSES
CENTENNIAL SUMMER"
STATE
Centoiy-Foxf

Wednesday, Oclolier

picTvafis.
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Other Video Usages

Pix Stars Invade Legit

As Break-In

Continued from pace 3

Frank Salon.June Duprez has signed for reper- Richard KoUmar and
stein.
tory with the American Repertory
Barbara Bel Geddes, currently
Theatre and Burgess Meredith with working in a film at RKO, is mullTheatre, Inc. (for "PUiyboy ot the ing an oiler from Osca'- Berlin to
Jean
Louis
World").,
Western
star in his forthcoming Broadway
Heydt has the lead opposite Helen play, "Washington Square."
Hayes in "Happy Birthday," and
Actress will accept role if she

Overhead Up

for Pix

Continneil from paje S

%

1946

Ralaban Tees Off Par's
Bally

Hypo Meet

in N.Y.

,

Only by winning over the 10,000.
000 to 15,000,000 people who now attend film theatres sporadically can
the industry find salvation for increased production and selling costs
Barney Balaban, Paramount prcxy,'
told h.o. and studio dept. heads
and special field reps at the opening
have made quite a nick in net profits Monday (30) of a series of company
meets at the Hotel Warwick, N. Y,
had they just not happened to coinProblem could be licked, Balaban
cide with the current period of lop said, with greater
production of
quality pix and with greater, eftort
grosses.
Manpower..'
in selling and exploitation. Pars
Skyward swing of expenses is also meet aimed at reorientation of pubattributable to increasing licity, advertising and exploitation
largely
number of salesmen and added di- machinery was labeled the "most
visions to provide closer supervision important in 10 years" by Balaban
of their work. There has been a tilt because of decree problems and

companies during the past few
Include Screen Tests
and which some consider
Idea of using television techniques years—^
to got a pre-cut print of a picture, chargeable to distribution and some
as- originated by Metro director S. don't— are the legal expenses of the
Sylvan Simon, opens up the possi- anli-lniat suits. They've run into
bility of several other uses to which
might profitably tremendous figures which would
all

the "film industry
utilize video studios,
Francis has gone into "State of can get a leave of absence from the
One possibility, advanced by NBC
the Union" replacing Ruth Hussey. studio.
tele producer Ed Sobol, would be
Minor Watson is another pix refor screen talHalliwell Hobbes was in the short- the use ol television
liable in "State;"
Film industry has been
ent
tests.
lived "Hidden Horizon" as he was in
Raymond Walburn, another film the previous Sllubert whodunit "10 seeking a less expensive method Of
years,' with'
"Park Avenue." Little Indians."
for
tests
screen
in
making
is
standby,
Clifton Webb is
Predric March will be in Ruth Gor- back from films for "Present Laugh- .some studios, for example, having
don's "Years Ago" (formerly titled ter." Jean Parker is in Jed Harris' tried the use of 16m stock for the
is
Rathbone
that
film is
Basil
any
way
In
purpose.,
and
''JlfeS 'jones^)',
••Loco."
Jean Dalrymple has been
Kurt Katch has trying to snag Franchot. Tone and used, however, it requires the comin "Obsession.''
gone on tour in "I Remember Irene Dunne for her new play "Love parative length of tinne required for ot about 10% in number of sales^
Mama," in Oscar Homolka's place. and Obey," although both are tied all film work, with retakes, camera men employed by all companies
during the past year. And all disreloading, etc..
Alan Baxter is in the Broadway up on the Coast.
and Columbia have
If the techniques were used, the tribs but
company of "Voice of the Turtle";
embryonic talent could be put further broken down their divisional
James Dunn has signed for ;'Moon
Edmund
straight
setups to cover smaller areas and
aad
in
one
paces
Misbegotten,"
through
its
of the
in
overseeing by
touring
more
careful
make
ar«
talent
Brian
toppers,
the
studio
Mary
run,
with
Lov^e and
chiefs, etc., watching the perform- division managers possible.
the successful "Mary Had a Little."
Continued from -page * ;
ance on a receiving set screen, It's
competitive bidding, still
Of other screen vets, Lois Wilson
'With
and
Affair"
stuFamily
the
that
"A
concededj
true, Sobol
will be in
more salesmen and supervision will
last comparable period ot unrestrictdios also require a print of the test be required; all distribution' execs
ZaSu Pitts has been tourmg in "Cor- ed advertising.
delia." J. M. Kerrigan was- the lead
Single-selling,
which was
Swelling stream of pix ad-coin for filing purposes. This, too, could figure.
in the tryout .'-Barnaby and Mr. into dailies is further evidenced by be furnished via video by filming instituted by the majors July 25, has
for
taken
off
with
O'Malley," recently
already upped costs, since it° has
unusual number of full page spreads the test off the viewing screen,
the number of
repairs. Rhys Williams is due back in metropolitan tabloids. Rehearsal the wasted time still being over- greatly increased
Mr.
from films in "Mr. Peebles and
contracts that have to ,be handled
of decree selling method is an added come.
If Simon's idea of getting a rough and clerical work in general.
Hooker."
Infillip to tettim of pix coin to the
Arleen Whcian, who nixed a re- dailies Which lifting of wartime re- cut of a film via video is ever work- stead of perhaps 15,000 contracts a
vival of George Kelly's "Craig's strictions originally gimned. News- ed out, it's possible that the film year handled^ by any one company,
Wife" 0»ay do the Ephrons' new papers, widely regarded in the in- studios might use much the same there are now 100,000 or more to
for making other be taken care of.
lilay, "Innocent Bystander" around dustry as the backbone of pic plug- method some day
Because of
ging, are garnering not only cash feature film for tele.
the JhctUdays.
Salesmen's expenses have naturbut the threat of possible competition, ally increased, too, with costs of
Important film names mentioned drained ofi from other media
greenbacks allocated to further it's very unlikely that the industry cars, food, hotels and everything
as Broadway possibilities this year also
will ever allow its top features to
for penetration of metropolitan areas.
Laughton
else up. On the other hand, such
Charles
include
Hammering home of opening key^ be shown over video screens. With items as long distance telephone
Berthold BrecM's "Galileo." Adolphe
turning out a fairly bills have greatly risen from causes
Menjou is rumored signing for a city engagements with both pre- the possibility of
good picture in about two days, not at all attributable to general inBroad^way drama. Patricia Morison preem and day-and-date ads is douhowever, the studios could add such flation. Among additional factors on
is almost certain for "Mirror for the ble-barreled flack strategy to snare
for tele- the inflationary sidei however, is
Gteer Garson is mentioned, extended playing-tijne essential for pix to their schedules just
Sky:"
viewers/ These pix could then be recent upping of rawstock prices^
as a po6Bi»aIi^ for W. P. Lipscomb's Suction sdling methods and smash
booked to different tele stations making prints cost more.
"The Lady Maria." Wallace Ford is grosses to spur Evely bidding by the
around the country, giving television
Another item which is appearing
indicated for the musical "Finian's subsequent run exhibs. Idea voiced
much-needed programming boost. big on expense lists these days and
Hainbow," and Michael Redgrave by many top flacks and now paying a
Music." off to the dailies is that concentra"Street
has little to do with world condifor
mentioned
tions is. the upped cost of checking.
Barry Fitigerald is being sought for tion on first-runs brings its own reDistribs, in an effort to overcome
the maior role in "Mulligan's Snug," ward with record attendance whetcheating on percentage dates, which
which Eddie Dowling wiU direct for ting appetites down the line.
Cvatincd ttrnm page I
they figure has eoist them mQlions in
the past, are laying out much addirinto the second and final shooting.
tional moolah currently in an eflOrt:
Producer; would thus have practical- to get their full share of b4>. income;
ly a pre-cut vesion of the' film for

Kay

'..

.

RKO

Big N.Y. Ads

-

:

.

;

Metro Director

New

York Theatres

pmiposesi thereby eliminating
the necessity for most of the retest

6ARY COOPER in
"CLOAK AND DAGGER"
with

ROBBKV AUIA

takes

pointed out as an example the
film he directed for Metro,
"Cockeyed Miracle." Film had only
three sets and about 40 in the cast
but still took 40r days to get it fin-

.

TECHNICOLOR/.^

M0N1V WOOUEY
JANE WfMMI

MM

-[<( AROEN

•

nuns

....

ished.
IBy using video fechniq;ues,
in which a finished versioii of a show
is prepared, rehearsed and put on
the air in about two weeks, Simon
said the producer should be able to
save on most of his overhead. Actual
footing time of the test print could
be reduced to one day, with the
amoiEnt of stodc that could be loaded
into the cameras being the only

St.

CARLOS RAMIREZ

MARY MARTIN

»aiMi.n«

.

STRAHDl rw«y at 47fh

GINNY SIMMS

MIClMIl CURTIZ • PiotfucM Iv
ARTMM XMWMn •tancu ciutwl <iKl itiaNltr

OiiKMi IW

WARNERS

HOLLYWCOC
(PENS lfl3*AIIII>aiRINU0US>lATrftLM

11:30 P M,

raramouiit'fl

"TWO YEARS
iEfORE THE MASr*
I^I> • BBU3I DONUTt

/UL&M

WXUJUM BBNlnX

RIVOLI. IroarfWioy of

49tli

limiting factor.

Srract

Stars

a loss."

Must Co-op

mounting costs.
Most vexing nut to crack for distribs is that of trying to set tentative
selling plans that may have to be
scrapped when the decree is handed

down in final form^. Par's prez declared. While the decree in its present form is burdensome because it
necessitates complete reorganization
of the method of buying and selling
pix, distribs must not falter in keeping product rolling to the theatres,
he added.
Sounding the same note, Charles
M. Reagan, company sales chief, said
that Paramount proposed to release

many pictures as the company
could successfully handle and the

as

market was capable of absorbing.
Reagan listed tentatively 22 pix
which Par expects to release between Nov. 22, 1946, and Sept. I,
1947.

would be more

profitably

employed

for tbtir country if they went to
coal mines."

work in the

(Since Jan. 1 of this year, 78 new
private producing companies have
been . registered with the British
government with a total capital investment of approximately $2,000,000. Only eight of these are set up
to produce top cost pictures while
about 30 to 40 of them are planning
to turn out shorts and educational
features. Influx of new producers
has created a serious studio shortage
in England with attendant higher
costs aU around).

Discussing general labor "condiO'Brien declared that while
there was some labor unrest in England, the occasional strikes over
there are only a "billiard game"
compared to the successive shocks
Of industrial violence and strikes in
this country. Currently, O'Brien declared, his union, the NATKE, is engaged in a jurisdictional squabble
with the Electrical Trades Union and
the Assn. Of Cine Technicians.
But unlike the continual flareups
of inter -union fighting around the
Hollywood studios, the dispute in
England is being peacefully settled
in the top trade union councils. A
temporarily truce was decided on
last Friday (27), O'Brien disclosed
during his interview, and a meeting
for final settlement of the dispute
has heen set for the end of October.
tions,

;

Cassidy" westerns and Comet's 60minute streamliners are included.
Queried regarding the reported
addition of Loew-Einfeld's Enterprise unit to the UA roster, Sears
said: "'We've had talks with them,
but up till now I think they've just
been window -shopping. If they do
come in, it will be on terms similar
to those of other producers.
The
company was almost wrecked before
by giving overly-favorable deals
and it won't happen again. Orice
you do that, the next producer
wants the same deal and the first
thing you know, you're operating at

latest

OBCHBSXRA

JtM CMUlOU • Seiidni MMHT

\H

Continued from page 3

as "Duel in the Sun" and three or
four a month when the "Hopalong

mon

IN PKBSON

AtVINO REY
A2)D HIS.

UA Releases

costly original print.

currently required for most pix, Si-

Vndnced by rnH«l States Pletures
for WancT Bros.
Dlrectca by IHITK I>ANG

N'GHT
and

on the

Noting the long shooting schedule

latiwluclny

Quality Dictates Terms
O'Brien trained to the Coast MonSears said he doesn't believe every
an audience to have producer should pay precisely the day (30) accompanied by Richard
would be necessary same percentage for distribution, F. Walsh, lATSE prez, in order to

Since the rough cut would have
aOfc-'

"THRK LnrU

Plu* on Stag«-BEATRICE KAY
Mtry Bwt «. Naldi - Extral Maurice Romo

-ROXY'**"*6«tbSt.
COZY

COLE

TeehQlCfllor

'HOLIDAY

In

MEXICO"

BOB

GRAHAM

PALACE

B WAY &
47th St.

ROSAUND RUSSELL
ALEXANDER KNOX

m 'SISTER

KENNY'

RANK

Presents

Caesar ami Cleopatra
Cool

ASTOR

to

any value,
I

it

of cofurse^ to talk the stars into since quality of product varies, but give a look-see
at the Hollywood
allowing a nmgh version of their all must pay an amount that will labor situation.
Before his deparwork to be made public and for a allow the company a profit. He said ture; O'Brien expressed regret that
cameraman to "prostitute his art" UA has been successful to date in on his "first visit
to America- he

sufficiently for the purpose.

AUhougb he'd seen tele shows on
the Coast in the past, '^liobbTies" was
the Ifarst full-length play Simon bad
seen on a viewing screen and, he said,
"I was fascinated by the use of picture
techniques to tell the story." As in
pictures, he pointed out, the camera
shots were lined up at just the right
angles to hypo the action and the
musiGSl underscoring was used on
"I was also surprised at the
wonderfully-sustained performance
the cast gave," he said. "For a oneshot show, it looked as though they'd
rehearsed for ages." He evidenced
interest in "Lbbblies" as a possible
film ,and is taking a copy of iHs
script back to the Coast with him.
Metro director decried speculation
of a fight to the finish being in the

cuesi.

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL

"NOTORIOUS"
"Stdrrfng:

Cory Grant and Ingrid Bergman
S|iecfacnlar Stage Production!
'

^ AHHUR

shown

:

GIRLS

IH RLUr*
IN TECHNICOIOR

Tltora.. Oct, 3

to be

CwllWf Kwt 9t»nta%

TJA Gets 'Valentino'
Hollywood, Oct; 1.
Ed'ward Small and United Artists
agreed on a dtstribution deal for the
ioiihcomitst Eddie Small' prcduetton, "The Life of Valentino."
UnderstQcd details of the deal will
be worked out and signed tbls vreek.

works between television and films.
media, he said, should eventually be in the same kind of competition -that eur!rent-i-y-^exi*ts_between

Two

the legit stage and screen, with
neither hurting the other,
When
tele first gains national prominence,
he said, its novelty might keep
people at home" but, just as with
radio's early daysy the public will
return to theatres once the novelty
.wears'otf.

eliminating old contracts at
distiribution

was

which should have

known

is

as a "most favored nation'*
clause in their contracts, allowing
them terms equal to the best given
anyone else. This was 25% up to'
$800,000 gross and 10% after that.
David O. Selznick and a few other
producers still operate under such
terms, but contracts, as they come
up for renewal, are being drawn at
around 25% or 21^% in most cases).
'With the favorable position the
company is in as regards quantity of
product, Sears stated that
will
act just as Warner Bros, or Metro or
any other company does when it has
a weak sister among its producersit drops his option.
Likewise, the
company will no longer give extensions without good reason to producers who fail to turn in pictures un*der the time limits specified in their
.''^
contracts, UA topper declared.
Heavy supply of pictures how on
hand and in prospect, he stated, is
not causing any serious delay in
playoff. While there are jamups in
isome towns, he admitted, openings
generally are hitting within a few
days of scheduled release dates.

UA

I

1

to meet the Hollywood
Will Lawther, head of
the National Union of Mine Workers
of Great Britain, made the trip with
O'Brien to this country.

virtually at a loss labor snarl.

and has stabilized its terms,
(Many UA' producers had what

'

From the Lots
Continued from page

5

sss

his. release from Metro and
freelance, with Sol Lesser's
"Tarzan and the Huntress" as his
next picture.

obtained

wUl

Pine-Thomas signed Iris By nam
for one of the two femme roles in
"Adventure

Island."

Other

distaff

part is played by Rhonda Flemihg
. . . PRC's lineup for "The Red Stallion" sounds like a menagerie, with
a cast including 11 horses, two dogs,
•
a jackal, a falcon and an egret
Fiances Rafferty, recently under
contract to Metro, draws the femnie
heavy" role in "His Bridal Night" at
Eagle-Lion ... Hal Roach studio
.

'.

•

construction on a
projection room, the third

finished
lot.

.

PRC

.

.1525,000

on

Peggy Wynne checked

femme

the
into

lead in "'Wild
Country," which rolls this week wilh
Ray Taylor directing
for the

'

1

B90«ED

IN

TOP THEATRES
E
CHICAGO

APOLLO
CRITERION

NEW YORK

MALCO
SAENGER

CITY

MEMPHIS

NEW ORLEANS

""•)WAY PORTLAND, ORE.
QNCINNATI

REPUBLIC PICTURES

FRANK BORZAGE'S

k Always Loved You
CITY

ATLANTA

WARNER

MILWAUKEE

UNTIED ARTBTS

201HCHf!URY

DETROl|

BUFFALO

DENVER
STATE
Philip

DORN- Catherine McLEOD
William

MINNEAPOLIS

•1

CARTER

Mme. MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
FELIX

BRESSART • FRITZ FELD • ELIZABETH PATTERSON
VANESSA BROWN • LEWIS HOWARD

Directed by
Setter PlJ» b» BOROtH CHASf

Piano

Recordings by

•

FRANK BORZAGE

Adiptid

(roiti

hit Aitiericin

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN,

Mijiiine Story

CONCERTO'

World s Greatest Pianist

Slick mon-anil-woiiioiieuversl.Cellienne Aicleoclcames ffirough in

a blax^ofstardusH'
WALTER WiNCHEa

.

W|;dneBclay, October 2,

PICTURES

26

Also some radio actors may be InIf all these plans work out,
Chi would have one of the biggest
tents in the country. Present membership is 450, with 500 new memto join.
committed
bers
Facilities at the Continental will
include swimming pool baths, etc.
New officers will be elected next

cluded.

U, Rep Move Memphis Mgrs. to Dallas
In Big Shakeup; Other Exchange Items

1946

Inside Stuff-^Pictures
indie production in Hollywood, as a result of tax regulations and
financial outfitSi has promoted "enterprise and ingenuity," according
to .Ernest Borneman, writing in October Harper's ott "Rebellion in Hollywood." Mutiny to which he refers is breaking away.by stars, writers, pr&i.
Ri.se of

new

Incumbents include Jack ducers and directors from the big' companies and entering "the hazarddtis
ing a 600-seater in the same neigh- week.
Memphis, Oct, :!.
Rose, chief barker; John Balaban, world of private enterprise and hopeful profit-sharing;' clutching
Film Ro\« is undergoing the biggest borhood.
the
Andy Sutherland, Bluebird mana- treasurer, and Bill Hunt, Variety, banner of artistic freedom in one hand and an income tax blank in the
upheaval in it's history. Four lohead ger, to Fox at Aurora, Colo. Ralph chairman of publicity and promotion other."
transferred to
are
calites
committee.
ibranches elsewhere, and two others Lee, assistant, at Aladdin, goes to
Borneman, director of foreign distribution for the National Film Board
were upped: to till their vacancies. Bluebird as manager.
of Canada, explains the single picture tax setup and a lot of other
Fox Intermountain Theatre city
Rank Names Zucker
Jimmy Prichard and Tom Kirlt,
"Hollywood inside," such as distribution percentage charges, actors' salarieSi
ibranch
managers respectively at manager changes include Les NewLester Zucker named special fleld
financing deals, etc.
Universal and Republic^ talce over kirk from Rock Springs.; Wyo., to rep for J, Arthur Rank organization,
branches for their companies in Sheridan, Wyo.; A. C. Stalcup, with temporary h.q. in Universal's
The Motion Picture Association and the Hollywood Writers Mobilization
Zucker, who
Dallas. Mike Carmichael, Universal Sheridan to North Platte, Neb., and Cleveland exchange.
Boston, were among 267 organizations which have received queries by the Housein
salesman, becomes U branch mana- Rtissell Berry, North Platte to Rock will supervise
sales
ger m Cincinnati. Dave Hunt, Re- Springs.
Cleveland, Buffalo, Albany and New Campaign Expenditures Committee on their political activities. They were
George Ryder, new manager Gem, Haven of Rank product distributed sent long: questionnaires asking whether and to what extent
public salesman, becomes Rep manr
they iire
Succeeds Barney through Universal - International,
Pete Golden, Colo.
ager in Oklahoma City.
participating in this year's Congressional elections, hoW much money they
Dawson, U salesman, steps up to Dixon, to Europe with Continental steps into his post Oct, 14. New
are spending, and in behalf of which candidates.
Prichai'd's spot here.
Nat Wyse, Air Lines.
Rank ejcec is currently Cleveland
Percy
Priest,
Democrat,
Tennessee,
Isis,
of
chairman
bought
the
of
Tripplett
committee,
•with 20th-Fox for 16: years, takes
Alfred:
said
Columbia.
exchange manager for
that the receipt of a questionnaire did not imply that a particular grovip's
Mecteetsie, Wyo., Irom J. W. GarKirk's old job at Republic.
Paramount son.
Kounsaville,
Babe
political activities were irregular.
He declared, however, they would
VA Ups John Ilughes'
salesman, transfers to the new PRC
Hughes, playdate manager provide a basife for- further inquiry and investigation by the committee
John
Marriott Vice Parker for U
exchange here under Leonard Shea.
Chinese students will get an eyeful of Hollywood's picture-making
for United Artists, has been upped
Los Angeles.
Nearly all the companies are
to the home office sales dept., and is
methods through a book written by Chetj Tieh Seng for publicntioti in
eearehing for salesmen who know
L. W. Marriott, currently with Re- being succeeded: by his former asserial form in the University of Nanking Magazine.
Representing the
publiG, shifts to Universal as manager sistant, Howard Hengstler.
the Memphis territory.
Latter Chinese Mass
Education Movement, Seng is in Hollywood studying film
off
ice
Oct,
branch
Los
Angeles
of the
IS recently out of the Army, Hughes
replacing William Parker, who has been with U A nine years, and technique under tutelage of James Wong Howe. Book, written in Chine.se,
Iia>Tson 20th-Fnx Denver Mgr.
7,
Denver.
takes over the San Francisco branch, was in the: playdate job two years.
give a complete account of :the making of a. motion picture,
Carl Larson, head booker at 20thr Parker recently was switched from
Fox, promoted to office manager. Milwaukee to' Lbs Angeles.
According to reports emanating from the Soviet Embassy in Lcmdon,
$200,000 Ohio Theatre
Howard Metzger moves to head
more than 300,000 rubles will be appropriated for the restoration and conGallon, O.
Chi Variety Club Expansion
booker job, and Ellsworth Haves,
Chicago.
Henry Fickenshare, manager of struction of new lilin .studios and picture theatres throughout the Soviet.
assistant
shipper,
becomes, new
Variety Club is moving from the State and Ohio, plans a new theatre
boolcer.
Tomas. Martinez hopes to open Congress hotel, near Film Row, to here, with 1,4Q0- seats and costing
new 400-seat El Cortez, Ranches de the Continental hotel, on Radio Row, $200,000. Galion Theatre Co. purMarvin in Nortn Michigan ave.
Taos, New Mexico, soon.
Present plan calls for inclusion of chased the site and will raze present
Butler opens new 650-seat Ernie
Pyle memorial thea.re at Santa Fe, the Press Club of Chi as .well as buildings there within six months
Continued from page 3
Oct. 15. Interstate Theatres is build- some ad: agency and network men. to make way for the new structure.
15% of the struck .studios employees. eight-month strike, pickets numbered approximately 500 each, with
It seems evident that the great majority want to stay on their jobs number of incidents reported.
Efand are opposing this outlaw strike." forts particularly were made to halt
Meanwhile, meetings have been all workers checking in at first
called by Screen Actors Guild and shift, which brought on six CSU arScreen Writers Guild to see just rests on Thursday and 16 Friday.
Herbert K. Sorrell, head of CSU,
what stand these two organizations
on spot at Warners early
will take on situation. Unfair labor was
practice charges have been filed with Thursday, directing activities of his
the NLRB by seven CSU unions forces through a portablD public adagainst 10 major studios, leaders of dress system he carried, later movlATSE and several individuals, in- ing to encourage pickets at Metro.
cluding Eric Johnston, Pat Casey, On Saturday, Sorrell shifted to the
Eddie Mannix and Fred Pelton. Ac- air, chartering an airplane to circle
tion alleges producers "have failed over picketed studios and talk t6
to bargain in good faith since Oct. men on line from 1,000-foot altitude.
Production at all picketed studios
24, 1945," and charges eonspira^y in
defendants
assertedly
that
have was reported continuing normally,
tried to deny plaintiffs of legal although there was definite work
slowdown at Warners, same holding
rights under NLRB regulations.
true to lesser degree at Metro.
Violence at Metro
Warners obtained temporary SuViolence broke out at Metro this
perior Court restraining order on
(Tues.) morning, where strongest
Thursday afternoon limiting picketpiclceting action has been in force
ing at studio, and Metro followed
for past two days, shifting emphasis
away from Warners. Culver City suit on Saturday. Picket lines at
o er five studios were less than 100
police read the riot act to the
•
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lATSE Demands CSU Firings
i

:

Vor^eiv

H(>idii$ in

SOUm QIALITY...

.

as-

:

at all times.

sembled group at Metro this mornPiclysts were given orders not to
ing and started to move in to disattempt to stop any actors from enperse crowd. Rioting resulted with
tering
studios,
with majority of
about 15 persons, both picltets and
Screen Actors Guild members pas.spolice, being taken to hospitals, sufing through lines.
Joan Crawford
fering from heavy clubbings, Viowas exception, when she tuined
lence finally subsided but crowd is

back

at Warners on first day of
still in a surly mood. New picketing
were tried out on Metro picketing.
Screen Publicists Guild, meeting
yesterday (Mon.) morning to block
entrances to the 'studio. Limited to Thursday night, voted for all members to exercise their own judgment
eight pickets in a line at any one
in crossing lines.
Vote was about
time. Conference of Studio Union
members kept up what was termed four to one. Actors met tonight (1)
"shuttle" system of picketing where, to settle question of whether they
by eight men were on the line, eight shall respect picket lines. Previoustactics

ly, SAG members were instructed to
cross lines and report for work.
All lATSE members,
opposing
main labor entrance, blocking gate CSU, were ordered by their heads
reporl? for
work, stipulating
for minutes at a time. No one en- to

leaving it and another eight going
in every minute. Pickets not on the
line also stalled their automobiles at

tered studio on foot at the labor
entrance, but later in the day three
Tanner busses cracked the line with
aid of several hundred law officers,
•Exit of the motorcade was blocked
by- a -sitdawH.,of ..a.,grcMap,.,.Qf ..pickets,.,
delaying leave-taking until officers
had arrested 12 pickets. Busses were
bombarded with bricks and other

penalties if
picket lines.

they

failed

to

cross

Producers, claiming "this is another jurisdictional strike, and the
issue is so recognized by the American Federation
Labor," anof
nounced they planned "to remaixu.:
open as long as possible to give employment to those not participating
in jurisdictional squabble.

damage.
Efforts were made on fir.st day of
Long-expected picketing of studios
labor trouble for peace, Producers
by carpenters, in effort to -regain
Association calling on William L,
their '-jobs and force acceptance of
for
missiles, causing

an

AFL

jurisdictional award on set
erection, hit seven major lots last
Thursday (2d) at 5 a.m., when carpenters were joined in lines by four
other member groups of Conference
of Studio Unions.

Studios

affected

included

Metro,

Warners, Paramount, Universal,
20th-Fox, with
mass concentration at Metro itnd
Warners. Hal Roach, Samuel Goldwyn and Republic, balance of 10
majors involved in jurisdictional
dispute, escaped picketing for time

RKO, Columbia and

'

being.
'

Ordered out to picket with car-

penters were painters, set decorators, story analysts and Local 40,
IBEW, who voted compulsory picketing for its members, with penalties imposed
if
they ducked line
duty, Total of approximately 6,500
pickets were made avaiiable for sixhour shifts in five locals.

At Warners and Metro, scenes of
bitterest

conAicts

in

last

year's

„

Hutcheson,

carpenters

prexy,

and CSU requesting AFL prexy
William Green to designate « rep
to. enforce the AFL directive which

aid,

caused the trouble.

French Pic Nixed
"Amok,"'

French-made

feature,

cannot be shown in New York State
in its present form. The Board of
Regents so ruled (25) in denying the
appeal of Distinguished Films, Inc.,
for a seal to exhibit it. Board held it
was "indecent, immoral, would tend
to corrupt morals and incite to

crime."

Now Speeialtting}
in,

tt«fr«$hment

'CoHCtittonB for

ORiVE-IN THEATRES

,

Look at
LIFE, LOjQIC^ Jind the

more than 12
-^ verified In

Millioii

POST eowh reaches
Readers per issue

newest studies of magazine readership

LOOK SCORES

The three leading magazines in size of
total audience

per issue are:
,

You will

LIFE

22,550,000 peopl«

SAT. EVE. POST

12,700,000 people

LOOK

12,690,000 people

find the full facts in a

new

survey sponsored by-

Look and completed in June 1946-^nd in the latest Life
Continuing Study of Magazine Audiences, completed in
March 1946, and just released.
Both studies were made by Crossley, Inc. Both were made
by identical techniques. The findings of both are vali'
dared by the Magazine Audience Group. Composing this
group are the outstanding national research experts in*

and psychology.

against that one group of readers.

TOTAL AUDIENCI

look at the findings in combination

and draw some interesting conclusions. Here's the box

(readert per $)

*LOOK

1,998 peopi*

1,508 aduitt

AMERICAN

1/709 pvopla

AMERICAN

COIUER'S

1,557 people

COSMOPOUTAN

*IIFE

1,555

pMpI*

COSMOPOUTAN

1,554 pfoplt

SAT. EVE. POST

1,270 people

1,228 oduH*

SAT. EVE. POST

SAT. EVE. POST

1,040 oduitt

MEN ONLY
(reoi/eri

935

900

women
women

per ^)

782 men

"^LOOK

.

726 women

COLLIER'S

1,326 odwltt
1,2S« odwltl

life

(readers per $)

*LOOK

1,455 odulti

COLLIER'S

WOMEN ONLY

*Uftr

score:

ADULT AUOIINCI

{rtadtrt per $)

*LOOK

COSMOPOLITAN
AMERICAN

now

FIRSf

4 times out of 5!

Each of the 5 tables below shows the number of peoplo
reached per dollar paid for a black and white full page
advertisement. In each table the full page rate is figured

eluding the directors of the three national political polls,
and representatives of professional practice of statistics

Advertisers can

3

all

COLLIER'S

586 men

AMERICAN

700 women
424 women

SAT. EVE. POST

S55 men
S45 men

women

COSMOPOLITAN

391

495

TEEN-AOERS ONLY

men

(10 years to 19 year*)

(readert per $)

HOOK
•g
in

OS

w <"to
3 ''^ u

C^>^Q

Per cent
of population
reached

MAGAZINI

LOOK

,

AMERICAN

11.3

8.4

Total Audience

Reached Per Issue
(Teen* Age and Over)

12,650,000

9,400,000

COSMOPOLITAN 6.4

7,150,000

21.0

22,550,000

LIFE
CO

to
CO

a.

...

O'
,
:

UJ.>

;8
mm
*-o

SAT. EVE. POST

11.8

12,700,000

COLLIER'S

10.1

10,900,000

populaHon 70 yri. and oldw of V2,000,000 indudts a
mnsntvathft tslimatt of fhe lervicemen re'entenng fhe
pofivMton during ffie flrif six month*of l946.

That's

why we

327 teen-agers

COLLIERY

271 teen-agers

AMERICAN

254 teen-agers

SAT.EVE.MST

230 teen-agers

COSMOPOLITAN

228 teen-agers

say,

"Look

BUT WHAT'HAPPENS when you translate these figures into
the number of people you reach in these magazines for
each dollar paid for a page advertisement?
a guide to advertisers seeking to appraise these magaEines for their 1947 lists, we ha.ve worked out 5 tables

As

using latest civilian readership figures and latest rates for
each publication.

.

at all 3"

when

'One

„

:

/

time rate. Onf/
i^^,^

fretiuene/ diteoiuai.

you're lining

up

1947 lists. Write to Look, 511 Fifth Avenue, New York,
for complete report and you'll agree -- dollar for dollar
it's hard to beat what you get in Look, America's Family
~
™""
"
"
Magazine.

S((T/)e

dvilian

490 teen>agers

*UFE

LOOK

Read
by 12,650,000 people
eoch issue

4

:
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Spot Biz Booms to $tOOO.Oi,

Ra£o Serlm, in British Zone But Red

Year-Round Scheduling the Rule

Shows

Ruled, Used Only for Russ

all
in
Berlin, largest station
in the heart
of the British zone, is held and operated by the Russians. Seems that
St was a case of first-come, firstgrab, with the Russians reaching
the station before their allies during
the occupation, and staying there
despite subsequent zoning of the city
into three parts. Squatter rights not
c»oIy upsets the British, but radio
activity of the Russians is cause lor
comment among English and Americans.
Station offices are in a building
five stories high and covering a
whole block near the Bismarclc
^.etrassa, riight near British military
Radio
headquarters.
government
tower is next to the station, British
have protested Russ occupancy, to
no avail; the Russians won't give
the station up* or even allow their
allies to get into it on a visitj guards
being posted at all doors. Russ personnel comes and goes from the station to their zone, with the British
hesitant to stop them for fear of
starting any "incidents."

Triangle Publications; Al
Paul Lefton.
.lack Carson Show, situation
comedy, with Arthur Treacher;

Wednesdays;
Campbell Soup;
Wheelock.
8- 8:30 p.m.,

.

-

KUZ SCRIPT SCRIBE

Ward,;

Fot 0' Gold, aud-participation
with Peter Donald; 9:30-10 p.m.,

Wednesday; Lewis

.

WABC-

CBS;

Howe

Co.;

Roche, William.s, Cleary.
Information Please, with ClifFadiman, John Kieran,
ton
Franklin P. Adams, others; 10:30Wednesdays;, WABC11
p.m.,
CBS; Parker Pen; J. Walter

Thompson.

PALMO HAMILTON

:

WMCA's Big Three

Day Show, situation
7:30-8
WEAFp.m.,
Colgate, Ted Bates,
Altbott and Costello, variety,

NBC;

with Marilyn Maxwell, Skinnay
Orch; 10-10:30 p.m.,
EnnLs
Thursdays; WEAF-NBC; R. J.
Reynolds; William Esty.
Oct. 4

Sparkle Time, with Meredith
Willson Orch; 7:30-8 p,m., Fridays; WABC-CBS; Canada Dry;
Mathes,
v
-

.

.

Sales

Oct. 9

clearly in London.

p,m„ Saturdays;

9- 9:30

Russia's

that Radio Berlin has such

Future Biz Status

NBC,

accustomed to tune in on it, rather
than on other stations, so that the

WMCA, N, Y„ question in Manhattan radio circles is what effect
the walk will'have on the station's
future business. Move comes in the
wake of the overhaul of the local
sales operation at WNEW, the Bui
ova-owned N. Y. indie, accepting the
complicated picture in Gotham radio

WEAF-

(Sustaining).

Hollywood," with
"This Is
Ray Milland, Ann Todd, Hedda

Russians now hold German listening
and apparently are making the most
of it.

Hopper;
urdays;

10:15rl0:45

WABC-CBS;

p.m., Sat-

Procter

&

Gamble; Compton,
Oct. 6

Fred Allen Show, with Kenny
Delmar, Peter Donald, others;
Sundays; WEAF8:30-9
p,m,,
NBC; Standard Brands; J. Wal-

Hoop Swivel-Hip

-

Thompson.
Campbell Room,

ter

Season Is Rolling

with

Hil-

S u n d a ys;
fl-9'.30,
Campbell Soups;
Ward-Wheelock.
House of Mystery; 4-4:30 p.m.,

degarde;

WABC-CBS;
Season

Hoopers

the

of

Bouncing

I

already beginning to take
bold, with some of those fancy rating gyrations which nobody can explain away evidenced in the new
tallies.
For example, Iiux Radio
Theatre, which was in seventh place
in the previous "Top 15" listing, has
moved, into the No. 1 position, while
*Mr. District Attorney," which was
at the top of the heap all Summer,
suddenly dived into sixth place. Nobody knows
or will venture
is

Sundays; WOR-Mutual; General
Foods; Benton & Bowles.
N. ¥. Philharmonic Orchestra,
with Arthur Rodzinski, others;
Sundays; United
3-4:30
p.m.,
States Rubber Co.; CampbellEwald,

WABC-CBS;
-

,

9:30-10:30

ABC;

,

•

Walter Winchell ............
*Mr. D. A."

"Hollywood Players"
"Suspense" .
"Maisie" .. ...
,.

Kay Kyser

,

,

,"
.

.

.

,

.

,

.

,

,

.

,

Judy Canova

13.5
13.4
12.8

...........
2.3
12.2
, . .......
1

,

.

-

CBS;

.

.

Know; 11:30-12 m,;
Sustaining.
Oct, 8

p,m.,

Tuesday;

of
Sherlock
Adventures
Holmes,
with. Tom . Conway,
Nigel Bruce; 9:30-10 p.m., Saturdays; WJZ-ABC: R. B. Semler;
Erwin. Wasey.
"Judy 'n Jill 'n Johnny;" 1212:30
Saturdays; WORp,m.,
Mutual; Horwitz & Duberman;

Sierling.

.:

i

12,0

Hope's Disk Guest Shot
Scares

NBC-It

Might

Give the Comic Ideas

CBS Edges Up on NBC
In
It

Newest

Fall Ratings

probably hasn't happened

in a
Top 15

but the new
Hooperatings' gives CBS shows an

long

time,

Bob

Hope,

No, 1
comic salesman, on NBC, is going to
do a transcription show for ABC
but strictly on a guest .shot basis.
Bing Crosby, who preems his
Philco platter program on ABC
Oct, 16, gue.sted on Hope's show
Pep.sodent's

almost even edge with NBC. And to
last night
(Tues.). Hope, in turn,
top it off, two CBS shows— Lux
owes Crosby one shot and he's
Hadio theatre and Screen Guild
agreed to wax his contrib.
Players-^are in the No, 1 and No, 2
All
of
which
follows the accepted
position.
CBS has come through with seven "you-Bing-me-'I'll-Hope-you" recipof the "Top 15" show.s. Answer, of rocal pattern, except that it's cued
some
speculation
as to how NBC
course, lies in the fact that the Bob
Hopes, Fibber McGees, Fred Aliens will feel about it. For in the event
and -Jack Bennys have been missing of a click waxing, it's felt it might

from the

On FM in Chicago

and satisfactory for advertisers.
Loaded schedules have all but put
an end to flash spot campaigns, a

Washington, Oct. 1,
ye&
Castles Pitched to
The CIG'S United Automobile
terday (1);
Workers took an aggressive stand
Solow left to join the ad agency here last Thursday (26) to head off
he set up (with permission) about grant of an FM station to WCFL,
four years ago, while Stark left the Chicago Federation of Labor
about a month ago to set up his own station.
package business and clo personal
The TJAW, which is competing
management- with Trevor Adams. with WCFL for an FM channel in

practice popular five or six years
ago among advertisers- faced with a
sudden need to hypo sales in a given
territory. Although odd-time program holes are still to be found,
cream-time spots have been lapped
dry, and ad men are being forced
into
continuous, long-range timebuying in order to get a share of
the stronger-pulling periods.

WNEW

,

The three men reportedly were re- the Windy City, protested WOFL's
sonsible for 75% of ^ the station's request to FCC to incorporate ad-

about ditional evidence on its AM prowith the gram policies in record of last June's
FM hearing in Chicago,
with
WCFL manager Morris Lynch tesCharles Stark (no relation to Wil- tified in June his station would not
bur), v,p. in -charge of sales; Mort make time available to persons
Fleishl and Steve Jackson, recently whose views did not jibe with those
back from service, and Robert Stein of the management.
The WCFL
Trio that walked is believed to have board of directors, however, told the
done so as result of long friction FCC early this month it now recogwith station owner Nathan Straus, nized that this policy was at odds
in disputes over programs, talent, with FCC's own -decisions in the
sales commissions, etc. Trio was un- WHKC-CIO and Mayflower oases.
usual in that they reportedly de
The
opposition pointed out
veloped their own clients and built that the AFL station had had three
shows for them, leaving question months to recant its program* poliwhether the. others would be able cies, but was doing so now only
to continue same.
because it feared it would be left
Station will ride along for the out when PM grants were disnext three months on the program tributed.
argued that an FCC

business the

past year,

$700,000. Each had been
station over 10 years,
staff is
sales

WMCA

or

left

UAW

up for the fall. Beyond that, the
program situation is complicated,
with no one knowing the answer.
The $175,000 Giants baseball contract
has run out, with reports this will

set

leave station on the losing side
weekly.

now

UAW

cost
of the request would
everybody money and unnecessarily
delay a long overdue decision on
Chicago FM,

grant

As

tip-off that

AFL

station

WCFL,

Chicago, will probably come off with
permit, FCC here
a coveted
yesterday (30) bowed to the union's
request and teopened record in: Chihearing of last June.
cago
Commish, overlooking protest filed
last week by the rival United Autoraqbile Workers (CIO), ssiid record
would be' 'operied to receive add!
tional testimony on future policy of
WCFL in making time available for
discussion of controversial issues

FM

FM

Studio Audience

Here to Stay?
Hollywood, Oct, 1,.
As: far as the Hollywood-originating comedy shows are concerned,
you can take daylight saving and
give it back to the Indians, The
three-hour differential is bad enough,
but that four-hour time element is
murder when it comes to corralling
.

12.2
i .

VTalce It-Leave It" .......... 11.9
Tommy Dorsey.,, 11,6
Hit parade
...11.5
"Man Called X"
11,3

were

not warranted by the market reCompetition has worked out
time rates which are now equitable,

turn.

WJZ-

Sustaining.
..Oct, 12

disparities for different regions

CIO Battles AFL

Symphony Orchestra;

Boston

—

.

2:30-3

WABC

'

national,
Mu,«! c You

guess.

0£ the new shoivs hitting the air
for the first time this season, only
one
Oresta vBlanca^s ''Hollywood
Players"
made the First 15, landing in No, 7 position.
Here's the Top 15 on the new list:
_Lux Radio Theatre
....... .16,2
'
Scraeri Guild' Players .'.T'." . 15,9
Red Skelton ................ 15.3
Charlie McCarthy ......
14.5

—

Sundays;

Prince Matchabelli; Morse Inter-

why—

a

Orchestra;

Stradivari
p.m.,

Differentials

.

Agency,
Frank Merriwell, drama; 1010:30 p,m,, Saturdays; WEAF-

among the Germans, built
up over the prewar years and since.
Germans (not only in Berlin) are

No

show, but checks off at the end of
Wide regional variations in gross
Continuing with
the year.
billings and rate schedules" have also
would have meant breaking up the
tended to become equalized under
tour and its lucrative $10,000 weekly
the pressure of an open market in
take, since the Kraft show would reThursday night which national advertisers vie with
quire a weekly
regional advertisers for time on loshuttling in to New York.
cal stations. This development is
eliminating one of the major gripes
of time buyers who felt the x-ate

With George Castles and Harry
Solow joining Wilbur Stark in bowing out as account sales execs from

NBC; Miles Laboratories; Wade

prestige

Walk Snarls

KMH

BOy Rogers Show, variety,
with Gabby Hayes, Dale Evans;

by Americans) and even being heard

time buying. With advertisers facbeginning Oct. 19. Show is budgeted ing a tightly sold market, they are
at $2,000 a week, with new format showing increasing reluctance to ro
off the air for months at a time out
of the capsule musical stanza proof fear they won't be able to get
viding for guestars.
back. The cold-remedy outfits, for
Trio embarks soon on an- extensive example, who used to lay off spot
theatre tour, and deal is being business in the spring and. summer
worked out covering added line and perk up in the wintry day.s, are
currently exploiting spot plugs on
The combo has been
charges.
a year-round basis.
spotted on the Kraft Music Hall

,;

Dennis
comedy;

programs are piped three
times.«a day to Russ zone schools.
Russians import prime talent
trom home for their programs, to
heighten their appeal. The powerful station blankets all of Germany,
drowning out such stations as Ratlio Stuttgart or Radio Munich (held

;

.

spots is the continual leveling off of
seasonal and regional variations in

The small combo

takes over the 5:45-6 p.m. segment

KLZ, DENVER.

&

etc.

straightened out.

Besides writing her share of more
than 7.5 eavworthy, sales- winning
talent shows weekly on KLZ,
she doubles in air drama parts,
live

Duffy's Tavern, situation comedy, with Ed Gardner; 9-9:30
p.m. Wednesday, WEAI"-NBC;
RubiBriFtoI-Myers;. Young
cam.'
Oct, 3

The

The

Whatever differences existed between NBC and Wildroot over the
spotting of the King Cole Trio in a
IS-minute Saturday afternoon show
(NBC nixed the original format as the past.
Signifleant trend cued by the comnot being strong enough for a 144have since been petitive scramble for choice time
station hookup)

WOR-Mu-

Wednesday;

tual;

..

allies, is

Ironed Out by Wildroot

.

forum; 8;30-9

to Youth,"

p.m„

What irlcs their allies more, is the
wso the Russians are putting the station to. Station IS used exclusively
for Russ programs, in German, with

of

12)

Oct. 2

"Up

.

What concerns some

2-Oct,

(Oct,

Germaiiy, and located

music,
"Youth

King Cole-NBC Kinks

Premieres

ijio

talks,

-

tisers

radio situation in Berlin, where Ha*

political

Increasing number of new adver^
coming into the spot bu.siness
field
has pushed national billings
near the saturation point, with a
$90,000,000 annual level expected for
1946i Topping 1945's gross by approximately 8%, spot business by
national advertisers this year has
begun to spill over the 60 to 100 top
metropolitan markets into secondary
and tertiary areas barely touched in

*•

Returning travelers from Germany^
Continue to comment on the unusual

lectures,

-

,

a full studio audience in mid-after-

noon.
Take, for example, a couple weeks
back, when such top-budgeted airers

^

:.

'

Effectiveness of spot campaigns is
of the firmest of the set of
fixed ideas determining the outlook
of ad agencies. In the opinion of ad
execs, relaxation^, of the FCC Blue
Book rules govering spot announcements and transcription identification would result in a general overboard dive in this direction which

now one

would

kill off the goose that's been
laying the golden egg.

RWG to Scan

Chi

Ra£o Race Mats
Chicago, Oct 1.
Plans for monitoring all radio programsi with idea of determining
treatment of minority groups, were
completed at a Radio Writers Guild
meeting last week.

The
vised

RWG

committee- which de-

the plan reported that "the

well-known .stereotypes of

racial

and

characters constitute a
humiliation and a subtle devaluation
of millions of Americans."
The committee said that Americans' who are placed in these categories by virtue of race, creed, or
nationality quite rightly resent it.
The underlying reason for the monitoring is to eliminate these abuses
at the source^ the script.
"Shallow and degrading characnationality

—

Hayes Hobbled on Air
Stint

as Court Threat

Stymies 'Callahan' Use
Peter
crashed

Hollywood, Got.
Lind Hayes, who

1.

finally

radio's
bigtime via the
Ginhy
Simms-Borden show,
Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore, Wednesday night Dinah Shore-Ford
Alan Young, etc., played to only show on CBS, isn't finding the going
easy.
Efforts
of Hayes to use
half-ftl'ied studios, with balcony seats
going 'a-begging. Ask any of the on radio his boff nitery characteristars out here how they feel about zation of "Punchy Callahan," conceded
to be the satirist's top bit of
empty seats and you'll realize how
important it is to the show's over- buffoonery and his most sympathetic character, have been stymied
all comedy effect to get that packedhouse symphony of laughs rebound- by Tommy D' Andrea.
Latter, currently working on -the
ing back into the mike.
Warners lot, claims that the "Callahan" routine actually belongs to
Patricia Murphy Back at Ziv
him' and threatens action if Hayes
Cincinnati, Oct. 1.
uses it on the air. Thus far Hayes
Patricia Murphy has resumed as has built his air contribs around
promotions manager of Frederic W. his Texan routine, but it was the
as

-

terizations cannot always be laid at
the door of the writer, the actor is
often the guilty one," the committee
report stated,
»
"This,"
the report continued,
"raises the question of breaking
down the color line in the acting
profession, in the interests ol adequate representation of racial characters,''

Tying in with Mayor Edward J.
Comniission on Race Relathe
committee is pieparing series of soft announcements
Qver„ local stations playing up itlta
for better race relations in the city.
Kelly'S:

tions,

RWG

Monroe-Clickman Teamup

Mm-

.New team of director Paul
roe and writer Will Glickman a.ssigncd to Mutual's "Gold' and Silver
Minstrels," as of Sat. (5).

Show, produced by Walter Lurit,
preemed three weeks ago as haltfall lineup. But for invite some ideas on the part of Ziv's transcribed shows, including "Callahan" nitery biz that chiefly hour nostalgic musical with Jimmy
And di.sk shows and NBC the '.'^ston Blackie." Wayne King, sold the agency boys on him as a Carroll and others and Ray Blot-k's
under an Oct. 1 Hooper Hope.
don't mix.
an "unusual" tajj.
Kenny Bakery Easy Aces^ etc.
tadio coihic potential.
orchestra, in Saturday 9 p.m. -spot.

NBC

CBS

to bask

«)n

ratfis

Wednesday, October

2,
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CO-OPS GIRD FOR
Joan Davis lucky Bucks' Gets Kayo

From CBS; No Skfll, No Dice, No Sor^ts
Hollywood, Oct.

"Now why

didn't

1;

of that?"

If they had it would have saved
Joan Davis, her radio producer, Dick
Mack, Tom Lewis of Young & Rubicam and George Gruskin of the
William Morris agency weeks of
worry and work and avoided the
days of bitter clash with CBS all
the way up to William S, Paley.

was a simple question, merely,
would the network 'accept a giveaway gimmick with only the ele-,
ment of chance and no slcill required.
Columbia's answer was a flat no.
Then all youknowhat broke loose.
Protests were unavailing even to the
claim of the Davis camp that it
would mean a loss of many thousands
of dollars and the complete liability of
It

ABC's Licensing Formula
Probably the.first instance of a
notwoik's recognition of the licensing
principle
for
radio
scripts
chief aim of the Radio
Writers Guild commercial contract negotiations, as well as' of
the James M. Cain for an American Authors' Authority
has
come to light in connection with
the ABC web's scheduled "World
Security Workshop."

—

—

:

seven scripts based on the windlall.-

•

What GBS turned down was this:
Joan Davis came back from her vacation suffering from amnesia but
by a queer quirk of memory retained
in her mind only the serial numbers
on five one-dollar bills. They were
distributed in her travels around the
country and those lucky enough to
come into possession of the frogskins
would be rewarded with $1,000 for
each bill. Cy WillSj husband of Miss
Davis, was dispatched to scatter the
lucky buclra and was last heard from
in Boston.

The giveaway device was so closeguarded that not even CBS was
let in on it, which was the biggest

Show, down for opening late
in October in cooperation with
Americans United for World
Government, has sent out a list
of instructions to protective
In the instructionSi
the statement is made: "The authors of acceptable scripts will
be paid a fee of $250 per script
for a 'one-time broadcast' license." Instance is believed to be
the first where a network hap
committed itself in writing to
the licensing formula.
scripters.

mistake of all. When the first of the
seven scripts was submitted to continuity acceptance the boom was
lowered and the chief censor upheld
Try as they
right up to the top.
Wouldi the Davis crowd couldn't inject a note of skill into the stunt so
out the window with the
It- went
seven scripts.
CBS made it plain that it would
accept contests oi merit with some
skill attached but the mere giveaway
of money through the lucky device
of finding a serial number on a
greenback is not their idea of en
tertainment. The network had pre
Viously turned down "Pot o' Gold"
of
and thumbeil under dozens

'Bands Fate In
SpotGght; Trade

Eyes Coke Moves
The New York-to-Atlanta
been doing double duty

shuttle's

with
the fate of the $4,000,000 Coca Cola
account apparently somewhat In
doubt at the moment. Whether or
not

the

Radio advertising

is

facing

its first

real threat, via the PM route,
through an extremely quiet move
aimed to enter the cooperative

movement

in the radio broa,dcasting

Already, the movement has its
foot in the door through a license
and construction permit issued by
the FCC after the Washington, D. G.
hearings to the Potomac Radio
Cooperation. But that's only the
beginning: At least two other groups
are preparing to apply for
permits. One of these is the Connecticut 'Valley Federation of Cooperative
Societies. The other is the New York
Metropolitan Federation of Coopera

FM

lately,

"Spotlight

coke-s'ponsored

Bands" three-times-a-Week show remains on Mutual or moves back to
the ABC network appears to be a
moot point.
Coca Cola execs haven't com'
mitted themselves as yet beyond
mid-November, when the current
cycle expires. ABC has been mak
ing an all-out bid to recapture the
business, which Ed Kobak succeeded
others.
in taking with him after he went to
Over the past weekend the writers Mutual as prexy.
toiled and sweated over a new script
Bands" switches
"Spotlight
If
for the opener Monday (30) nightDowney's five»time»-aJoan Davis remained an amnesiac over, Morton
show will also go, sinct it'«
but there will be no scramble for week
all handled as a package deal Inthe dollar bills with the trick serial
drink
numbers, Such giveaways are old volving- discounts for the soft
There's also speculation
shoe, having been done years ago by sponsor.
as to whether Coca Cola will connewspapers in Chicago and else
Harry
three-way
the
tinue
with
where to stimulate sales.
James-Guy Lombardo-Xavier Cugat
programming.
There's talk that if tha bankL. 6. Wilson Kicks Paid
roller can land a cream half -hour

tlve Societies.

When and

the various groups
get into radio and they think they
will be in, in the next couple of
years they're a; natural for their
own network, since their own societies already blanket the country;
In New York City, in fact, three
distinct co-op groups are at the moment aiming their sights at FM
broadcasting. In addition to the Metropolitan group, radio committees
have been formed also by the Consumers Cooperative Services of New
York (which runs four cafeterias,
four food (grocery) stores, and two
bakeries); and the Eastern Cooperative Wholesale, Idc,, which is the
big wholesale distributor of foods
and household articles to scores of
co-op stores east, of Chicago and
along the eastern seaboard from

time segment, it may
along with Lombardo alone.
known that of the three combos
selling cokes, the outfit's Mr^ Big
has a personal preference for Lomride
It's

Cincy Pastors Protest

:

.

.

Due

program

to reshuffling of

schedules this season, 'Young
Rubicam agency has a five-Way
Friday night network representation that probably gives
a "first time" tag to kick around.
For five successive Friday night
half-hours. Y&R is now riding
the NBC-CBS kilocycles as fol-

As the Chicago convention of the
National Assn. of Broadcasters- nears,
there's a pent up feeling within the
industry that all hell will pop loose
when the boys get around to the

Y&R

lows;

"Thin Man," Fannie Brice and

Simms on CBS; Alan
Young and MoUe "Mystery Theatre" on NBC.
Ginny

most popular of
miseries today

with

Lobby Only

powwow.i
The chief

New Tm Casting'
Radio Service
Cuts Talent Knot

—

Bid Strikes Snag

'

WCKY

MBS

i

Nick Kenny's Disk Yen

Nick Kenny, the N. Y. Mirror
columnist and song writer, is mulling the idea of joining the ranks of
Manhattan's disk jockeys, adding
impetus to the competitive plattei:aplnning
sweepstakes
currently
shaping up.
It's still in the nebulous stage, but
has been making- feelers
about agents,' etc.

Kenny

There were 35 stations in all involved in the Mutual attempt to
pact all affiliates on a standard
with 32 of them coming
basis,
through and only St. Louis, Dallas
and Ft. Worth unfriendly to the
idea, preferring the status quo. But
Mutual's sticking to its get-tough
It fexpects
policy and Won't Jfield.
some action this week.
•

is

anybody's guess.
Dialogue for Episode

No;

2,860

wound up thusly:
"And no one should ever want
to learn the
That'.s all a
If

a

answers ahead of lime.
mystery of life!"
;

,

new bankroUer decides

pick up the tab
2.8)j

action

will'

to

Hoopera ting:
be renewed two

(last

'

years hence.

'

'

station

.

guilty-than-I-am"— with
possibility
of some unprecedented: verbal slugtesfs; In this respect the Chi meet
shapes up as a lulu.
There's another issue that's vexing local station men, particularly
those catering to the farm communities.
That's the daylight saving situation, which has developed into
something more than a mere casunuisance in states that don't
it.
They've hurdled the first
postwar d.s.t. season, which ended
last Sunday morning, but they don't

alty

have

want

to

it

happen again, and

»
'

it's

expected that the standard time
will put pressure on the network at the Chi convention to bypass in the future any switchover
to daylight schedules.
A lot of grass roots affiliates caterng ^to the rural-farmer segments
have been grousing that the networks' daylight saving schedules
have snafued their operation; that,
coming during a time of the year
when hiatus shows occupy the air,
it's becotne a case of finding substitute' time for substitute shows, and
has become too complex a problem
to cope with.
It's conceded that their argument
has an element of common sense to
it,
but just how far it'll get with

men

moguls

.

is

-,;

something

Danzig Pacted

/

To

Spark WINS' Long-Haul

Program Revamp Job

Denver's Tempest
In a Transmitter

-

Mutual Contract

tlie

(Continued on page 40)

cently.

:

indie

paid

offenders,

A

was Chica-

go-originated and is another in the:
long line that have folded, here re-

Blue Book
overcom-

vs.

operators who make a living by
taking the spot gravy business and
give it precedence over everything
el: 1, will be on the hot seat, and
obviously will be resentful of anybody giving them the ftngerpointing
treatment. It'll be more a case of
intra-industry. recrimination, broadcaster -vs. broadcaster and "whypick- on- me -when -you're - more-:

for slide films; specialists in snores,
lisps, jingles, etc., etc. last should
be of service to a director too busy
to pore through his ovm files, or rely
on his memory, who can't remember
all qualities in an actor, or who
might have to match an actor as a
last-minute sub, etc.
Service, collated over a six -month
the network
period, was evolved as result of freelse again.
quent queries to Radio Registry on
talent, who would go to its flies for
answers to these needs.
N. Y. director might want carnival men; a Jerry
Baltimore station consulted them for
a disk Jockey. There has been no
:

oldest in ther business. It

—the: FCC

Government

its

mercialization issue, is of course.
No. 1 on the agenda and the general
impression is that there will be
plenty 9f ftngerpointing at the Chi

.

Smoking In Outer

issues at stake.
The
all broadcasters'

controversial

Radio Registry inaugurated an
unusual service yesterday (1) which
may prove a boon to the average
busy New York radio director.
Service is an elaborate system of
inforation on talent, to help the di'
his
casting
problems.
rector
in
Called "I'm Casting," service, conMaine to 'Virginia.
sists of detailed cross-files on about
'Would
Forces
Merge
VUl
700 people, catalogued according to
There is little doubt that the three the usual categories of names,
New York groups will merge their languages, dialects, age, groups,
forces before final action is taken types, character parts, etc., but also
for an FCC application for FM in covering almost
every unusual
the big .town. Henry Richards, edu- characteristic as well.
cational field representative for the
Cross-files cover such needs as
Eastern Cooperative League (which voice-matching; odd voices; animal
noises; cartoon voices; after-dinner
(Continued on page 40)
ribbers; baby cries; double -takers;
stand-insr auctioneer voices; voices

All the leads were in on the final
Cincinnati, Oct. 1.
bardo.
even Marjorie Hannon,
chapter
50.000 watter, has
The whole thing will resolve it- who, as "Ruth Ann," wife of "Dr.
religious programs,
of the
which filled much' of- the- station's self .at. the upcoming^ meeting
Bob". .(Hugh atudebaker), died last^
''"
ThaTs February. Scripter Bess Flynn reSunday ^hedules In recent months, coke board of difectbrs.
and,' on a gratis basis, is devoting when the budget, comea up.
vived Miss Hannon as a picture on
a two-hour morning period on Sunthe wall, from which she told her
days to its block program setup.
sister "Janet" (Patricia Dunlap) how
Advance notice of L. B. Wilson,
happy she was In the Great Beyond
president, of the station's new policy,
after all her years of travail in
brought a storm -of protest from
"Children."
leaders of some of the 18 churches
Miss Flynn was in quite a dither
effected.
The Rev. John E. Huss,
tying alJ the story's loose ends topastor of the Latonia (Ky.) Baptist
gether, becau.se Continental, hadn't
Church, paid for space in Cincy
given her too much time to get her
dailies to publicize an open letter
house in order, but everything came
Mutual network's effort* to bring out okay, in the end. ^'Dr. Bob," it
of protest.
The station's Hooper chart,, says all affiliates into lin^ by signing up was revealed, can marry again withWilson, shows gains Monday through standard contracts has hit a three- out being too rough on the memory
Worth,
Saturday since
went to way snag, with stations in Ft.
of "Ruth Ann," and "Janet" and her
block programming last April, and Dallas and St. Louis as holdouts.
hubby have finally compromised on
a low and unchanged rating for SunAs far as Mutual's concerned, the whether or not she should go back to
days, when block programming was three stations will have to come being an interior decoratoi(the
not followed.
in on an equal footing with the wife-vs.-career-woman spat has been
will have no going on for some time now
others, otherwise
by
misgivings if they part company opening up an antique shop on their
with the network.
farm; Why this wasn't done earlier

WCKY,

cancelled

Gamut From Blue Book to D.S.T. Gripes

—

—

To Agenda

Free-For-Alls Likely Due

if

Chicago, Oct.. 1.
Thousands of housewives all over
the country were reported prostrated Friday (27) as the final curtain
camfe .down on "Bachelor's Children,"
soap opera that's allegedly been selling Wonder Bread and Hostess Cakes
for Continental Baking Co. like hot
bread-and-cakes for the past few
years. It had been on the ether a
the
be content to total of 11 years, and 'Was one of

Religious Airers Off;

NAB Meet Shapes Up as Luk With

Y&R's 5-Way Parlay

sweepstakes.

'

ly

:

SEEN VS. AOS

t

someone think

Chi

THREAT

MflJOIl

29

Denver,— Oct. 1.
Something of a tempest has been
stirred up here by the strong campaign the Denver Post is frontpaging on its tiein with KLZ for
latter's
new: kid program, "The
Funny Paper Hour."
Turmoil
comes from rival station KOA,
which is blowing its top because its
.

private "deal" with the Post has
been' encroached upon.
For, years the: Denver newspapers
virtually ignored radio stations^ with
the exception of a mild association

between
largely

KOA

and

the

Post

due

the

fact

that

the

Post

to

With Jerome Danzig appointed
program director of WINS, New
York, as of Monday (31), station has
ended its search for a director since
Bob Herginson pulled out last January, and trade is looking for some
interesting develoi>ments.
Interest is cued^ to fact that station-,- under new ^management, with-.

WLW

(Crosley) Cincinnati money,and increased wattage, probably intends stepping out int J the lush New
York field as stiff competition to

WOH, WNEW,

etc.

Trade

feels

it

has

quite a revamping problem to be
done, on a longterm program, but
that if station is programmed smartly
it can turn the trick. Danzig will
be in complete charge of programs,
but likely will consult with general
manager W-illard Schroeder.
Danzig was in the Navy, as It.,
from 1942-46, getting out in
j.g.,
February. Prior to service he was
publicity director at
1940-42,
,

WOR
had two daily newscasts on KOA,
manager
at 7 a. m- and 11 p. m. These were and commercial program
a sustaining co-op venture.

With recent coming of E. Palmer
Hoyt as editor-publisher, the Post
has taken a friendlier view towards

KOA

at

WOR,

ld38-40.

Another Cincy Origination
Cincinnati, Oct.
affiliate,

strumental

on "The Funny iPaper Hour" oij
Sunday.s, going overboard in pro^
moting .show, .with front paTge ya?ng,
two and three-Column, boxes etc.
Move is unusual, in showinff
alertness oh KLZ's part in bucking
a lOng-cntrcnched anti-radfo feel
ing afnong newspapers here. But it
also has KOA burned.
.

1.

WKRC, an
its top male inThree Steps to
Rhythm, to the CBS network for a
series of Saturday morning 15-min-

radio.
It kept the
tiein^ but
also lined up cooperatively with

KLZ

Beginning this week,
will feed
trio,

ute sustaining programs.

*
.

Combo has been on WKRC eight
months and includes Step Weigand,'
piano and accordion; Del Staton,
ijuitar,
and Barney Yelton, bass
fiddle.

-

Wednesday, October

RAMO

to

HearstUnwinds Right ArmforWBAL

Chicago, Oct.

Tony Wons, who.w homey

Renewal Vs. Pearson-ADen Pitch
Washington, Oct.

William
of
Pattern
Hearst's defense in the

FCC

1.

+'

Randolph
upcoming
renewal of

Heller Denial

Hearst had not reneged on any program promises and that the format
of WEAL, was far above that of

for

WBAL,

Strategy of the defense was contained in a carefully-contrived opposition to letting Merry-Go-Round-

for

new

outlets

iti

which

Washington

Pearson, and his
and Philadelphia, and wants
Robert S. Allen,
Baltimore as a necessary link in
compete at the license renewal heara regional network operation.
ing for right to take WBAL's channel away from Hearst.
Commission, however, on its own
Pitt. Producer Comes
hook postponed until Dec. 1 the
WBAL hearing slated to open yesPackage
With
terday (Monday), but kept mum on
•whether or not it would hear cases
'Basic-Plus' Pricing
of both Hcark and the PearsonAllen team at the same hearing.
Pittsbiu-gh, Oct. 1.
Pearson and Allen had asked for
Bob Post; local indie radio prothe postponement and also for a ducer and former district manager
consolidated hearing.
here fot ABC, has come up with a
Commission will probably eon* new price gimmick for packaged
BOlidate the two applications if it shows. He's offering sponsors profollows its procedure in recent grams on a cost-on-basic plus policy;
renewal hearing, The way Post explains it, he'll take
license
•where tlie Paulist Fathers, were something that looks able to hold a
competing for Arde Bulova's New five point rate on a nighttime slot,

columnist Drew
former partner

New

Up

.

:

WNEW
York

Though the

India.

Paulist

establish a 5.5 basic,

and

offer the

Fathers have since dropped the ease, thing to a prospective sponsor at a
they were heard at the scheduled nominal figure.
hearing on WNEW's license renewal.
For each tenth point advance over
The Reasons
thfe basic, sponsor would then pay

he practically

daring
ignored the.

office,

city-owned station, WNYC, Mayor
William O'Dwyer of New York has
decided radio is really worth recogr
nition and' has decided upon a director for the station.

events for

WLIB. Latter

is

the

outlet of the Ted and
Dorothy Thackrey family, publishers

New York

of the N. Y.

Post.

Plans of the mayor are not only
readmit WNYC to official recogit closer to the
city cabinet by giving Evans the
official title of radio secretary to the
mayor. Incidentally, the job would be
upped in the city's salary bracket as
soon as the Board of Estimate and
Budget Bureau get around to the
technicalities, putting the radio secretary down for a salary of $12,000
per year. Morris Novik, the previousdirector, under Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, received $8,000 a year.
Seymour N. Siegel, officially program director for the station since
1933 (with four years out for Navy
service), has been by-passed by
to

nition but to bring

Hearst's documen t insisted that an .additional fixed sum/
By the
tearing on the WBAL license re- same figuring, any subsequent slips
newal and bid of Pearson and Allen would drop the price for the spon- O'Dwyer. Siegel, has been heading
for a Baltimore station were unrer sor,
Basic, however, would stick the operations since Novik left, last
lated for the following reasons:
regardless of whether rating drop January.
The Oct. 1 hearing was called ped ^low it.
The by-passing of Siegel and ap
merely to see whether Hearst should
Currently, Post has two shows on pointment of Evans, however, were
be allowed to operate WBAL locally, "Sho-Biz-Quiz" for Dim- decided upon by Mayor O'Dwyer
Pearson ling's Candy Shops on WJAS for purely on a personal basis. Evans
through April 30, 1948.
and Allen could not hope to be in a half hour Tuesday nights, and and O'Dwyer have been friends for
operation in Baltimore before that featuring the three local drama years, preceding the days when the
time, even if everything was in critics and Dan Murray quarter-hour present N. Y. mayor was district at.
their favor. Therefore, the two bids of chat to the femmes for Gimbel's torney in Brooklyn, and have worked
were not "mutually exclusive" and over
.live mornings weekly. closely together on an intimate basis.
a hearing on WBAL's renewal now
The whole matter of WNYC and
w
would not foreclose chances of
iti relationship to the city has hung
Pearson and Allen.
Quiz
on the Danube fire since O'Dwyer succeeded La.
Guardia.
There had been pressure
ECO had never released issues on
Vienna, Sept. 25,
upon the new mayor to dispose of
which it would hear the WBAL
"Try Your Luck," quiz show based the outlet to private interests, and
case, the only tip-off having come
has
been
intro'
programs,
on
U.
S.
known
that a number of men
it is
in Commission's Blue Book last
Spring. Hearst said as soon as the duced here by the Red White Red In his official family are decidedly
Last
issues were out, he would petition net. Questions «re put to contest of the "hate radio" school.
offered
ants;
ichllling
(40c)
for
two
however,
the tipofl of O'Dwyweek,
for a grant without hearing, since
analysis of WBAL's format showed answering the first question cor er's decision to keep WNYC was
32
schillings,
rectly,
and
co
to
on
up
the
that
he
had
in
the
fact
seen
a "quality" performance. He added
Board of Estimate pass a bill giving
that FCC's Blue Book charge that with rules similar to the U. S.
WBAL had not lived up to promises Questions are easy, although the the station's FM operations an addiset
money
to
tional
enough
$19,000,
made before it won a clear channel emcee stumps participants with such
predated his ownership of the sta- queries as: "Whieh iA the most used those facilities on a par with any
tion.
language In the world?" Answer, of the commercial broadcasters in
New York,
The Hearst complaint that the of eourss, is Chinese.

WW5W

'

Show

,

FCC
r
!

;

had not released "issues" in the
hearing was looked on as 100%
warranted, since the station has no
recourse for appeal until it knew
the basis of the charge.
FCC set

down

the

WBAL

Kll

Uespeare,

Scripter

license for hear'

last

months

:

,

,

-»»

«
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HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

"Chick" MacGregor couldn't get together with Skippy peanut butter outfit
on a hypoed budget for his "Hollywood Theatre," so after Dec. 23 the disked
dramatics go to another sponsor now being negotiated. Show has had one
of the longest runs in the platter league, topping off 267 consecutive weeks
at year's end. Les Mitchel will produce a new drama series for Skippy. ...
Art Marquette (Sherman &) in town with the missus to look in on the
Hubbell Robinson went after a low
Mel Blanc and Judy Canova shows
serve on the tennis court, slipped and in breaking the fall, tore several
ligaments in his arm. He's now wearing a cast and Harry Ackerman is,
playing valet to him.
.Bobby Lee and Jerry Lawrence, those two wonder
Icids of radio, are shunning the kilocycles lor a time to get their show
started on Broadway.
The title, "Look, Ma,: I'm Dancing", ., .Newest
wrinkle on the Ginny Simms show is special lyrics for the visiting comics
from the fertile minds of Eddie Chcrkose and Lester Lee. .. .Lever's
Charles Lucliman didn't send orchids a la John Reber, but he did dispatch
a complimentary wire to Bob Hope and all hands for a fine first show for
Pepsodent.
.Brewster Morgan shoved off for home after seeing the Compton shows safely on their way,
.Nate Tufts has decided to stay in Hollywood and rejected an account exec post with Ruthrauff & Ryan in N. Y.
He's studying two or three offers. .; ,Herbert Marshall will invest"Hollywood Star Time" with the high polish of host and narrator on a deal that
also allows him to turn dramatic star every fourth week.
Jack Benny and Edgar Bergen have arranged an exchange o£ courtesy
calls which is one way of beating the high cost of guests. . .Charlie Hamp,
who started in radio back in '21, and sponsored most of the way, has a new
bankroller for his pianolog on KECA.
.Cy Howard checked in from New
Yorlc to join Ernie Martin's CBS staff as writer, producer and creator of
comedy and variety shows. .. ."Those Websters" finally decided to keep
what they've got and will make only one minor cast change on the move
to Hollywood. ,. .Jack Kirkwood may stay on as a regular with the Fanny
Brice troupe if his character works out. .. .Shirley. Mitchell, one of tlie
most active AFRANS in Coast radio for years, is chucking it all to hitch
up with a N. Y. medico-. .Don Stauffier on his first Hollywood visit since
. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

February, and has had eight
to get out the issues.
At
This piece, by the prexu o/ tfie
least one FCC member, it is re- Radio VinXert GwXA, oppeared in
ported, has nudged the commission the September issue of the Authors'
on this count and. unsuccessfully League Bulletin under the title "If
tried to win his colleagues around the Earl of Southampton Had the
to renewing the Hearst Ueensejwith
Mind of a Radio' Producer—'and who
"
"
out hearing.
knows, «ioj/bc he had." It is reHearst also claimed it was unfair printed Tiere by permission of the
jfor FGCi to delay decision on WBAL Authors' League Bulletin.
until it reached the Pearson-Allen

Ing
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New head slated for WNYC is Clifford L^ Evans, now director of special

f tf**

the ProdoctioD Centres

.

After nine months in

< »»

Bob Hope show to be aired in New York Oct. 15 and 22. .. .Elmer L^ Irtsy,
coordinator of all U. S. Treasury law enforcement departments, has signed
with Phillips H. Lord to do a show based on his experiences
Gene
Eubanks makes way for Norman Sweetser, returned vet, in direction of
.Johnny Olson and his ABC "Ladles. Be Seated" troupe
Just Plain Bill".
to K. Ci this weelc for personal appearances and broadcasts from Food
Fair. .. .Doris MoWhirt signed for Drene commercials
Jack Hill, NBC
staffer, started his Columbia U. extension course on "Advanced Produc*
tion" Monday (30). .. .Barry Kroeger, stage and radio actor, has just .writtcn a two-character thrilleri "August Reckoning," aimed for a Broad*
way stage this fall. .General Artists Corp. has taken option on Bret
Morrison, who does the "Shadow," for fall play or musical.
.Fred Carney,
formerly wth DuMont's video station WABD, has joined Ralph Edwards'
Ti'uth or Consequences" show as stage manager. He leaves for Coast
next Monday 17).
Morris Novik lectured before the convention of the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters, meeting at East Lansing, Mich., yesterday
(Tues). and Monday. He's a vecpee of tlie organization, Novik leaves
tomorrow (Thursday) for the Coast to push his plan for FM set distribution.
.Mae Questel, of the new "Land of the Lost" cast,: signed by Parai
mount 'to do a new cartoon character, "Little Audrey". . .Jrving Kaufman
signed for a feature role in the Broadway revival of "Street Scene" ...
Hal James now the father of a daughter; his wife is Florence Sperl, former
casting director for Compton agency .... John Sheehan succeeding Wilfred
S. Roberts as associate chief of the State Dept.'s International Broadcasting
Division. .. .Bob Brillmayer, owner of "Try 'n' Find Me" and "Pot O*
Gold," to marry Bernice Gaines of Kenyon & Eckhardt copy dept....
K&E's rado flack chief, Hal Davis, to lecture at N'YU. . .'When Gene Hamilton does his'Boston Symphony' commentary next -Tuesday (8), he'll be
celebrating his 15th annl as a longhair music gabber... .National sales on
"1280 Club," disk-jockey Fred Robbins' show over
to be handled
through the N.Y. office of the John E. Pearson agency henceforth. ..
John B. Murphy named mobile operations director of WABD, Dumont's
N.Y. tele outlet.
Joy Morgan and Ben Coombes, of Macquarrie network, Sydney, Au.stralia,
in N. Y. for two-week looksee,
seeking photos of broadcasting
taken at the station between 1922 and 1930 for use in connection with its
25th anni Feb. 22, '47. Also any old news and mag clippings. .. .Tex McCrary and Millard Lampbell to debate on "Young America Looks Ahead,"
about the vet problem, Dec. 7, on Town Hall's morning lecture series....
Eric Sevareid to discuss his new book, "Not So Wild a Dream," at Washington, D. C, book and author luncheon Oct, 8,... Elgin Watch, through
J. Walter Thompson, repeating its two-hour Thanksgiving Day and Christmas broadcasts over CBS this year.
Paul Munroe left the Blow agency Monday (30) but will continue to
assist Max Marcin on "FBI In Peace and War" and "Crime Doctor"....
C. William Anderson, Jr.,. formerly with CBS, is latest addition- to Foote,
Thomas A. McCorrey, and Robert S.
Cone & Belding's radio dept
Reynolds, formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan and McCann Ericlcson respectively, are now tied up., with the American Newspaper Advertising
Network. .. .Harriet Rhoday, Harry Ommerle's assistant in radio at A & S
Lyons, now with Sam Friedlander productions, making fashion films ...
Warde Donovan, NBC baritone, signed for legiter "Toplitzky of Notre
Dame". .. .Jerry Bayar, of "Crime Photographer," into Broadway musical,
Hem-y Gerstenkorn, assistant general sales man"Sweet Bye and Bye"
ager for Don Lee network, on biz trip in N.'if.
.

AsWNYCDirector

WBAL

tion.

IN

Evans Slated

liff

»»

From

philos-

ophies via air lanes gained him
national acclaim, may come out of
etirement to do series of e.t.s,
If deal should go through, Wons,
who is strongly considering a return to radio, may pattern e.t.s after his "House By the Side of the

Baltimorej

Heller said he has definite
plans to apply for a new station
in Baltimore, but had. not even
considered entering the
race. His company, the Foundation Corp., recently put in bids

several other stations whose licenses
have been renewed without ques-

1.

Road" and "Tony Won's Scrapbook"
packages of a few years back.

Washington, Oct. 1,
Lawrence J. Heller, former
owner of WINX, Washington,
denied here today a rumor that
he had any intention of bidding

hearing on- license
his Baltimore 50-kilowatter, WBAL,
•was clearly revealed here last week
when his lawyers told the FCC that

<«»«

Tony Wjons Comeback

You know
known me,

me.
Bill?

How

long

you

You came up

to

London

in "96, didn't you?
Sure.
the days.
More fun
then, but a lot less money, eh Bill?
don't give me that, you're do-

Them was

—Ah,

ing all right. It's funny you never
did any work for me. but I'm not
kidding when I say you're one of the
few writers in this business I really
think has got the stuff.

By SAM JXOORE
which is far down the
FCC's new "first-come,
Now about this idea. la the first
Sit down. Bill.
Cigarette?
You
served" method of processing
place, it's hot. I know a certain star
look like you had a bad night . . ,
applications.
This, claim, however,
work too hard, Bill. You be that will be crazy for it. And if he
ignores FCC's proviso that conflict You
goes for the script, we're in.
careful, or yorfU get ulcers, like me,'
Ing bids are lifted out of line and
Here it is in a nutshell.
I say it isn't worth it. This business
given special treatment.
What's the greatest love story in
-^why does everybody worry so?
history? Think a minute before you
Especjally writers. I don't know answer I know, you'll come up
why
any writer should worry. with it.
Tot' Switches
Bit
They've got the good end of this
No, not Venus and Adonis, I mean
business,
I
figure.
I'll
tell you real people.
Hitch Onto Bing frankly, Bill— and when I say this
No, no. Pyramus and Thisbe were
to
the other producers they get dead ones alongside of this pair
"Pot o' Gold", which preems tosore.
I
tell
you.,
frankly—where
I'm thinking about.
night (Wed.) for Turns on ABC,
Well, I'll' tell you.
isn't taking any chances On losing would we be without writers?. UnAntony and
til
we
get
script,
a
we haven't even Cleopatra.
its identity with the Bing Crosby
disappointed in you. Bill,
disk show, which will follow "Pot" got a place to start. And I'll tell
Tliese big told the other boys, I said, "All
on Wednesdays when it tows Oct. 16. you something else.
Original "Pot" format provHed for tragedians that the people rave I have to do is mention this to Bill
a five-niinute news stanza at c.ne end about— they're no better than their and he'll see the possibilities." Just
think about it a minute, why don't
lof the- show, though integrated as material.
,
part of the program's pattern. HowTell you why I sent' for you, Bill. ybii?
Work Caesar into it? What did
ever, Tums feels it would make a lot I know you're busy as hell, but
more sense to start off with the news this is something we've talked Caesar have to do with it? Oh,
Well, sure, if
sequence so th'at the show proper can .about here in the office, and every- Octauius Caesar.
run smack into the Crosby-Phiico body right away said there's only there's an angle on Caesar, put
program. ABC welcomes the switch, one guy in town that should write him in. Only don't make him too
I big, or I'll have trouble selling the
too, since the tail end news insert It, and that's Bill Shakespeare.
wouldn't just say that, either, feill.
might invite tuning out.
(Continued on page 38)
application,
line under
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CHICAGO
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.

Fred Waring & Co, returned to Chi after eight-year absence to give
performances here and in surrounding area. .. .Myron Wallace took over
ABC's "Fact or Fiction" show, which had been originally assigned to tlie
late. Johnnie Neblett.
Jim Carmody made assistant to Vic DreLslte, Ford.
Motors account exec for J. Walter Thompson.. Dottle Dotson, who dldl
hangup job as replacement for Nancy Martin's "Breakfast Club" spot, will
be replaced by Alice Lon, who is also auding for package. . iJean Simpson,
former scripter on the "Aunt Jemima" program, leaves here to write script
for Gen. Mills' radio dramas over KNOX, Reeves, Minn,
.Phil Regan
.

.

. .

teed off local Community Fund drive telecast this week. .. .Hugh Studebaker, "Dr. Htob" on "Bachelor's Children," left here alter program's
final airing to take role in paclcage having West Coast origination....
Mary Afllick, producer of the Tom Mix show, will again direct the Chi
Tribune Fashion program, .. .Betsy Weer, national secy of Frank Sinatra
fan club, has asked CBS for a Christmas present—a reserved seat at "The
Voice's" Hollywood show
Dave Moore,
publicity dept., is a
proud papa of baby girl. Named tike Pamela. ; .Robert B. Jones is new
head of f;'^tion relations for ABC's central division, replacing James
Connolly, who will return to ABC's New York offices.
Robert E. Zeh, former group head of J. Walter Thompson, took veepce
position with Henri, Hurst
McDonald. .Alan Fishburn will assemble
and produce entertainment lor NAB convention dinner here..,. Guy
Wallace's "Curfew Time," returned to
on midnight spot. Package i»
chatter about records and recording personalities. v. . Geraldine Kay, radio
actress, led Skokie Valley Kennel club's international costume parade at
National Dog Week celebration. ...John Harrington, WBBM's sportscasler,
aroused from sound sleep to tell football fan who won Wisconsin-Marquetta
football tussel. Harrington announced game.
John Wehrheim, assistant
auditor in NBC's Central Division, assumed additional dtities as ftssistant
general office manager.

WBBM
.

&

WGN

,

. .

;
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FILM EXHIBS FLOCK TO RADIO
irschmann Hasts AMers
Crocodile Tears.' Says
has already toroken-fin the here
won't be long before
radio will be as obsolete as the

"FM

radio

through,

its

and now.

AM

;

when

became

sound

into its own."
That was the answer given recently before he left for the Coast,
by Ira A. Hirschmann, ov/ner of
WABF, New York, consistently one
ol the most outspoken of FM proponents in the country,
Hirschmann's statement was made
in answer to a series of ofl-therecord "analyses" of the FM situa»

came

:

tion

made by

ites

in the last

a

group of AM radiofew weeks. To the

latter, FM radio has again become a
subject of intense worry. Some net-

ad agency ditto, and
here and there a big package producer have expressed deep, concern
over PM's fresh comeuppance.
There is general agreement that,
while a few months ago: it looked as
if FM couldn't possibly get Into the
swing for. at least a couple of years,

woik

'

execs,

the situation has somehow, quietly,
changed.

.

To the standard radioites—all of
whom profess interest in FM but

many

with

operation

is

^^ve many

—

the immibecoming a fullblown
not too- welcome. They
things against it.- Some

reservations

FM

nence of

of their fears are:

AM
FM

Fears Listed

going to be in the hands of
a lot of people who don't know a
thing about programming or the rais

dio business as such.
will bring to the air the*"half-

FM

baked" ideas of labor unions,
eyed idealists, and others who
that you can hold audiences
chit-chat and gab disguised as

'

cational"

FM

wildthink
with
"edu-

programming.

great for symphonic music
you can't feed only symphonic
is

—but

music to an audience and expect to
hold

it.

.

The new batch of radio operators
coming in through FM will "give
entire industry a black eye."
Furthermore, most of them will lose
:

the

their

money

fast,

become

sour,

and

blame it all on the industry rather
than on their own inexperience.
Besides there are no FM sets on
the market anyway, no one wants
to buy any until there are FM stations operating and who wants to
operate FM when there are no lis(Continued on page 38)

—

.

—

WBZ,

WBZA

NABET

Struck By

in Dispute

Scale,

Closed

On
Shop

Boston, Oct.

WBZi

Boston, and

WBZA,

.sre

1.

FM

Liberal
Robert

John and John Van-

St.

dercook,
NBC commentators
are losing their jobs, have
been invited by Ira A. Hirschmann, head of
station
WABF, N. Y., to "make your-

who

FM

home

self at

Critics

of

here."

NBC

have accused

the network of letting the

two
gabbers go because they were
"too liberal."
"They're not too liberal for
WABF," said Hirschmann. "Within good taste, which both men
have, they can say what they
like.
radio can stand their

FM

talk, if

AM

can't."

Toronto Star s42G
Off-the^Ciiffrmie
Cancelled by

CBC

Montreal, Oct.

One

of thg hottest coals the

1.

Can-

.,

and name
up as stockholders in
and FM radio propsince they have frequently

erties,

new

producers

making the announcement of the
cancellation referred to the oft-therecord deal between the sheet and
the CBC and said that "any undertaking in this connection going back
to the days of the former Canadian
Radio Broadcasting Corp. (now the
CBC) had been discharged,"
CBC Board meeting which preceded the Dunton statement also decided that political parties without

N.Y. Daily News

FMHearingCues

More

Just as Paramount has led the
producers in radio investment, Parformer exhibitor subsidiaries appear most active in applying for
outlets Par; of icoittse,
through a local exhibit company has
a one-fourth interest in WSMB, New
Orleans and through a similar tiein

afflliated or

AM

(Continued on page 40)

Blow,

JWT SEE BIG
IN THOMAS SHOW

B,0.
and Technicians, Crews walked
week (23), and both stations
On the heels of his sock guestar
silent that day for 34 minutes routine which-preemed the; Ginny
e.^ecs could be recruited to Simms-Borden
show on CBS a
take oyer the engineers' work in couple
weeks back, the Danny
last

were

its

FM

week-to-week

'

radio

claimed: that

and

1,000TH STATION -LICENSED

.(Continued on page 38)

AM

Another

1,000
Outlets in Offlrig;
3,052 Transmitters on Air

Washington, Oct. 1.
1,000th
Standard
was licensed by
week, when
IRA,
Fort Pierce, Fla., Uwung over into

Lush Jobs For

The

country's
broadcast station

FCC

basis in

Air Pedagogs

,

W

la.st

luU-fledged operation. At same time.
FCC okayed franchises for five other
total on the

AM

analysis

of

scores

of

these

comedy program graphs has shown
Walker that there are certain defcomedy requirements for different types of comedy programs. Hin
records :Show that programs which
were successful, from ratings received and continued spon.sorship,
rflct these requirements. Those that

inite

didn't, flopped.

Breakdown

of these

comedy pro-

grams showed certain well-defined
pattcri;is. The most succe.ssfur programs conformed to the.se paltVrns;"
(Continued on page 40)

Cragston Finds One

Way

To Smash Bottleneck By
Feeding Coin t9,Papers

are in

however, Commish recompanies are
standard broadcast
and approximately 830 applications are awaiting action
at
FCC.

dio listings in newspapers in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York,
which previously had given the medium a brushoff. Cragston is selling
the dailies on a four-page Saturday
supplement which details the four

the

AM

1,000

offing,

vealed, for 330 other

now

building

.stations

.

An

Barney Cragston, formerly with,
network, has turned up With anovel project, which is spotting ra-'

Another

,

;

here

outlets, bringing
air to 1,005 stations.

;

1.'5,

Sussman

fute in detail obviously "false" assertions. He said, however, he would
not ask lor a postponement of the
hearing to give his client more
time.

.

:

Miss

of Montana,

squawks). And J.
son iS' making overtures for a
Kraft
for
tieup
Thomas>-emcee
delphia,
Several men connected with the
Music Hall,
"eduoalional" side of; radio have
Strikers left their posts at the
Young & Rubicam was anxious to stepped into important jobs in the
transmitters as well as at the staa permanent slot
Thomas
for
grab
tions, and involved FM as well its
Parker Wheatley, after
last year.
encountered
but
show,
the
Simms
standard bands and the shortwave on
winding up his Army career, became
contractual-option snags laid down
transmitter, WBOS, with programs
the first executive head of the new
beamed to South America and Eu- by the William Morris agency, so radio council in New England; Tom
cold,
rope. Programs for' latter come from deal went
Riswprth has just left: NBC to head
U. S. State Dept. in New York, via
up Radio House/ so-called, at thS
Wire to Hull, M6ss., site of the
University of Texas' Harrison Sum'Monica's Music Box' Set
transmitter.
mers, late of the, ABC web, becomes
Basic issue in the dispute is a
full
profes,sor
at
Ohio Slate;
a
^
For Mutual Preem Oct. 18 Charles A, Seipmann is a professor
dernand by the union for increases
existing in the present $42.20-$81.70
"Monica's Music Box," a now 15- in the NYU. School of Education, and
scale to a scale of $127.50 for a 40- minule
music program featuring Robert B. Hudson; formferly of the
hour week. Stations' offer of a boost Monica~T^wis atraTtay^BIo'cl^'s"" or- Rocky MTjuntttiB-G-oufioilr- i«-«4recnta.
to $45-90 was
rejected. Other is.sues chestra, has boon .<iet by Mutual for ly CBS Director of Education in aucinrUide
closed
shop,
compul.sory its Friday 8:15-8:30 p. m; ,spot. ce.ssion to Lyman Bryson.
arbitration, seniority, and- retroactive starting Oct, 18.
Meantime Harold Kent, radio oCfiPay. Negotiations have been under
Show follows the Biirl Ives show cial of the Chicago Board of Educa^'ay since June 10.
.sponsored by Philco. tion, now heads a fancily endowed
There is no on at 8-8:
picketing here.
school in- Honolulu,
which also starts Oct. 18.

comedy

'

Pekelis had disqualified themselves
as experts on basis of the New York
record. Caldwell claimed it was unfair to expect the newspaper to re-

view of NBC
Walter Thomp-

:

'

.

its

Thomas

radio sweepstakes are reported as hot, Milton Bidw want to
audition a "Danny, Thomas Show"
purportedly for Philip Morris ithe
Rudy Vallee ciggie show is on a

;

;

.

'

content.
comparative basis were the New
A specially designed electronio
York Times, Herald Tribune, Daily
Mirror and PM. The analysis en- device records the comedy on two
levels— on one, the sound of talent,
tered in yesterday's hearing had
music, commercials, etc., and on the
coded 1,200 Daily News, stories lor
other level the sound of laughter
bias to minority groups.: An earlier
and applause. On this multiple level
study, presented at the Ne\v York
recording, the length and volume of
session and admittedly containing
some mechanical errors, had briefed laughs stands out, with laughs recorded in pyramid-like peaks, and
only 840 News pieces.
music,, commercials, etc. Showing up
Ruling of FCC examiner Alfred in flat surfaces. Laugh
peaks are inGuest to accept the new study in dicated by
character's name, by
evidence was bitterly opposed by gags,
by volume, by tinie— depending
Louis CaldweH attorney for the on
the client's requirements.
News. Caldwell pointed to errors
.Patterns Revealed
throughout the New York study and

:

the control rooms. Show missed, was
"Hollywood Theatre."
:Since the walkout, operations have
continued, but the .strike look.s like
one that's likely to drag out, with no
negotiations being under way here.
Talks between the union and WestInghouse, owner of the stations, are
supposed to be going on in Phila-

all,

.

other radio neophytes are Ken
J. Hester who got
a regional radio station this spring
in Mobile, Ala. They operate three
downtown theatres in Mobile. In
nearby Virginia, minority stock'holder in WPIK, Alexandria, is Eliot
Hoffman, operator of a string of Virginia and Maryland film houses, including the BernhKimcr chain.
'

Above

:

Two

,

Dinah Shore show)*

has enabled builders of new shows
see that the comedy content of
their shows was adequate, according
to the standards of other proven
programs of the same type, and seeing that performances of writers and
talent met
the program requirements..
The service has also been able to

Brickbats

'

Giddens and T.

.^^tate

the

FM

service.

Ih'th'e"Tadio-pDor

quality of various talent, from
records of previous shows (as. when
Peter Lind Hayes was considered for
filling

FM

in Rome, N. Y,, is the Copper City
Broadcasting Co., whose principals
are Joseph and Myron Kallet, who
run the Kallet theatres in Rome and
Oneida and have about 40 other
houses in the state. The two won
out over heavy competition and will

Rome

.

.

graph the resumption of bigtime
comedy this fall, to see how they
stacked up against last spring's airings, to advise nets and sponsors on
their status. Already, it's been able
Washington, Oct. 1.
to- see that most comedy shows are
It
was brickbats all over again returning with uniformily more
between the N. Y. Daily News and comedy than when they bowed off,
the American Jewi^ Congress when and with a tendency to hold that
FCC opened further hearing' on New lead. The Judy Canova show, for inYork City
bids here yesterday stance, is stronger; the Bob Hope
(30). AJC is protesting the Daily show, on the other hand,-, looks a
News' right to an
license. Hear- little off. A graph of last Tuesday's
ing, which seems due to take up
(24)
Hope program, for instance,
most of this week, featured" a brand showed it to be below standard, with
new study by AJC analysts Leila a 19,4 index as against last season's
Sussman and Dr. Alexander H. 22 index average.
Pekelis of 1,200 Daily News stories.
Service is supplied by Ernest M.
This analysis, like an earlier one Walker, former radio sales exec,'
who developed a method' of pro-:
presented at the New York
sessions, came up with the conclusion gram analysis designed to aid in
that the I^ews exhibited more con- maintaining the comedy level of prosistent anti-Semitic, anti-Negro bias grams. Since last March, Walker and
in its reporting than did any or all his associates have graphed every
of four other metropolitan dailies comedy program heard on the air,
week in, week out, measuring the
studied by the Jewish Congress.
amount, quality and presentation Of
Other four papers analyzed on

the

ary advertising media.

give

Graph

A new audience^response analysia
devoted exclusively to comedy programs, and inaugurated last March,
has stirred up considerable comment
as it launches into its first full season of radio coverage.
The service has been the means of
making a study of new comedy pro-:
grams to diagnose scientifically the
comedy weak spots and suggest
remedies that jumped laugh-content.
It
has enabled producers of new
programs to estimate the comedy-

to

men have as less substantial motivation the idea of uSing their radio
outlets and theatres as supplement-

local

i

it

pix

first

came to a staleuntil Jamec Carmine, one
of the high execs of Philco, interceded a solution. Said he:

and< the hassel

"Cut the commercial, we've got
Hope."

cent trend.
Some of the exhibs who have radio
station bids on file at FCC pomt out
that they have had long training in
showmanship and naturally gravitate
to radio as an allied entertainment

Other-.dopesters believe

for Philco,

mate

AM

put their extra- cash; into radio in
the past. But entry, of large numbers of local exhibitor chains into
standard broadcasting is a more re-

field.

Hollywood, Oct, 1.
millenium or awful

it.

with Bob Hope as first guestar,
ran a couple of minutes over on
the cutting. Where to cut had
producer Bill. Morrow in a tizzie

talent turning,

several

the

Bing Crosby disk

.

,

until

It's

close to

adian Broadcasting Corp. had left in
its lap— the question of cuifo time
given the Toronto Star for newscasts was finally dropped Friday
(27) with the announcement that efr also owns a piece of WCOS, ColumRecently, the Bamfordfective Oct. 12, the airers would be bia, S. C.
Publix theatres of Asheville, N. C,
cancelled by CBC.
local watter
Question of Toronto Star free-time won a grant for a new
in the town. President of the radio
broadcasts came before the ParBamford,
liamentary Committee on Broadcasts affiliate is pic-man Carl
Par ofGoldenson,
while
Leonard
ing during its recent sitting whereficial, is a director.
in it was disclosed that CBC had,
Y.
io
N.
G».
years ago on the q.t. extended the
Enterprises,
Inc.,
Atlanta
Radio
cuffio privilege to the Star in return
for the Star's vacating its CFC A' sta- Atlanta,' an exhibitor chain with
tion when CBC needed the spot in William Jenkins as prexy, went after
Atlanta
in
big
radio
station
in
a
a
Toronto.
way this spring but lost out when
It was claimed that the Star was
Canada walked off with its wavein effect getting a $42,000 yearly sublength. Par officers had a small piece
sidy on the basis of free time it was
of the company's stock. Jenkins had
receiving from CBC. Charges were
a fourth interest ^in seven Georgia
also heard that the Star was being
exhibitor companies, and with his
favored with free time because of
principals in Atlanta Radio Enterits continued support of the Liberal
prises, Inc., owned four downtown
Government in power.
Atlanta theatres outright,
A. D. Dunton, CBC chairman, in
Recent winner of a radio station

ers
oflf

possibility that tele*
cut into the film market
date, are most frequently quoted as behind increasing
tendency of film people-—producers,
talent, and more particularly the exhibitors—to invade the radio ownership field.
It's
no particular news to find

may

some future

Hollywood

Auditince Test

Utop la!

war years and

vision

at

Builders Get Valuable

New

from

Info
Washington, Oct. li
Radio's lush returns during the

Spiel

Sprinfi-

both regional outlets for NBC,
being struck by members of, the
National Assn. of Broadcast Enginefield,

:

Comedy Show

FM Here Now

futuie: is

Xt

films

silent

'Hopeful

ABC
outlets

.

Ten years ago, FCC said, there networks' full listings.
Sold as a package. Cragston also
were only; 632 stations programming,
sends a crew of salesmen into the:
all of them standard operations, but
town to wrap up local ads for the
World War II
-

slowed, down station
-supplement. First paper to go for
considerably.
the project, the Pottsville
(Pa,),
Including
FM, tp'le . iiUfiina- Joi-ir nal, got an aiiaagj; .instant pay.
and other types ot broadca.<t off ah thB' aidv, insert,; Six papers
station.s; there are a total ot 2,052 are currently using the supplement.
transmitters now on the air, FCC
Cr ir^^ton's only provision is thak
said. An 1,176 applications for all the front page of the supplement
types of station h&ve been filed at spot a picture layout, with all four

activity
.

AM

tional

FCC

offices.

,

'

:

.
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Time, talent anil 50,000 mratta

Devoted to Fffograms • .
of the People

and the causes that
concern them.

by the People

aUowmg them

to talk

to fellow-citizens

for the People and

their progress

For Belter

Tanning
WWL spearheads

the

movement
ize

to modernand diversify farm-

ing in the Deep South.
this
depart*
meiy>^at
is Gor-

Heading

WWL

don Loudon, well known for his work in Federal
and State agricultural departments and in. extension

giveii

work.

look to

On

the air at least 17 times a week, Gordon Loudon
however, to be on location whenever there's
an important event in the farm field. At)ove-—he is
presenting a purebred Angus bull to a 4-H Club win-

niaiiages,

ner in the

ment

WWL

Annual Louisiana Herd Improve-

WWh

WWL

Beef and dairy cattle are by no means the only
subjects of interest in WWL't Farm Service activities.
At right, Mr. Loudon presents a Duroc
boar at the recent Louisiana State Junior Livestock Show. In addition to the Louisiana Herd Improvement Contest^
fosters crop improvement and the betterment of farming generally.

WWL

Contest.

—

the purchase of registered Jersey heifers to be
4«H Club members. That's how farm folks
for cooperation and how enthusiastically they receive
Farm Service.

WWL

Below another award in the
Louisiana Herd
Improvement Contestr~this one a purebred Jersey:.,
bull. Upon hearing that a 4-H boy from their own
community had won this prize bull, public-spirited

How WWIi

businessmen of Crowley, Louisiana, agreed to finance

advertises

its

WWL is the ONLY
New

Orleans

Stotion Using

All These
1o

Means

Merchandise

Its

Programs

and

Build

Listeiiership

ri

Continuously

• • •

f«M*t

Cm Dash

SifliML

lr«!«ln«!«d«y»

October 2, 194tf

UvM

To Saip«

^(fWL climaxed

its

accidents were rep6rted

a dramatic warning to drivers ort

Worih* while Drive

offers its full facilities to carry appeals to the public

through speakers
right

—

(Fourth of July accidents dropped drastically.)

In Ev«ry

WWL

by » unique Fourth of July
from Charity Hospital. All day,

safety drive

broadcast of reports direct

the road.

33

NeW

Morrison,

and station^produced dramatic shows.

York's ex-Mayor La Guardia,

and JBob Hope broadcast

other station in

New

Orleans offers

foir

New

Orleans*

Famine

facilities

At

Mayor

Relief.

No

comparable with

For Edttcaiional Enierialiiment
On

"University Time,"

and the

arts,

WWL

listeners

cd by Loyola University of the South,

Dr* Alfred J.

hear about literature

natural phenomena, and other subjects-^prescnt-

under the direction of

Bonomo.

Through
'

its radio scries,

"New

WWL

Orleans Reports,"

Shown

gives an inside view of industrial activities.

here

Henry Dupre, program director, interviewing Lewis L
Bourgeois, Director of Commerce of the New Orleans
is

Dock Board—giving
the busy Port of

New

listeners

an on-the-scene picture of

Orleans.

Special Needs

Inirodttcing Noicililes

Tomorrow's leaders

WWL

WWL presents varied Youth Programs,

In
is

on

the scene of every important

requests

to

response

from small fishing and
i 1 ^c t sy W^IL

shriijip

activity of public interest to bring listeners

all

news, or » personal message,

Boy Scouts

leaders.

Naturally,

it

from world

has become » habit

for folks in this territory to turn
to

WWL

for the best in broadcasts.

FIRST

directed towards better citizenship.

listeners

drive.

in

WWL studios

should

WWL

tell

Chief

the

Forecaster's Office of the

contribute to

facilities arc

from

direct

news

weather

broadcasts

why
their

tJ^

$;

New

W^

at

These reports on the winds and

pledged to

the cause of juvenile welfare.

Orleans.

tides

are

welcomed by

fishermen and other folks
front Florida to ;Texa:sv

Th« WWL PRIMARY DAYTIME listening ar«a includes

odvertisers

94 counties with 454^500 radio

homes and

retail

sales

in,

1944

.

of $927,478,000.

The WWL PRIMARY NIGHTTIME listening area Includes
116 counties with 576,110
radio homes and retail sales
in 1944 of $1,189,260,000.

The Greatest SELLING Powei
in the South's Greatest City

50.000 Watts
PoInt of Sal* Displays

•
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BOB BURNS SHOW

"PEOPLE ARE FUNNY"

With Christopher Lynch, Howard With Art Linkletter, emcee; Ted With Shirley Ross, otheri; anBarlow Orch; Hugh James, announcer, Doug Goui'lay; music,
Mvers, announcer.
nouncer
Ray Sinatra
Writers: John and Walter Guedel.
P;oancer: Edwin L. Dunluini
Writers: Charles Isaacs, Artie StnndProducer: John Guedel.
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SO Mins,; Mondays, 8:3« li.m.

er, Duke Attebury
Producer: Joe Thompson

30 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m.

FiaESTONE TIBE & RUBBER CO. RALEIGH
WEAF-NBC, N. X.
WEAF-NBC,
iSiueeney & James)
/tepi'oving pn; a good thing, this
half-hour session of light classical
music has added Christopher Lynch,
highly touted young Irish tenor and
protege of the late John McCorrnack,
Addition of
tQ its talent roster.
Lynch marks a switch in program
policy which henceforth will have
the tenor alternEting weekly with.
Eleanor Steber, Metropolitan Opera
Howard Barsoprano, us vocalist.
low continuos as the musical director.
Format otherwise remains unchanged with the iJrtusic offered
¥trsi,t(ht, unernbellished with gab.
At his American debut in Carnegie Hall last Monday (30), Lynch
nueasured up fully to the advance
notices.
His full, warm voice is
JSrmly in the tradition of the em'

erald isle's greatest singers, floating
in the upper registers with unrestrained facility.
Lynch, however,
didn't belabor the shilellagh angle,
wisely rendering only one Irish ballad then displaying his versatility
witii an aria from Puccini's "La
Bohemc.': Victor Herbert's "Neapoli".
tan Love Soni;" and "I Hear You
Calling Me." For an effective: windup. the NBC mike was opened to the
Carne.§ie Hall audience after the last
number and picked gp the thunderous applause.
Orchestral portion of the program
'

opened .with

a medley of Irish airs
(\\'elcomin5{
Lynch) and included
Mascagni's ."Intermesizo'' and a sym-

phonic-svvinu;

The
ft

interpretation of Irv-

"Say

in,g Berlin's

With Music."
were
Herm.

It

brief plugs for Firestone

model of dignity.

|

with

air

"People Are Funny'
Friday ni.ght (27) after

his

stanza last
the show's

,

,

$.500

diamond;

.

a

iti-is-'Voflncers,

yV'

Y. Hccht. Jr.
60 Min«: Wed.,
Sustainins:
\T, Ncwa*k

CaTs;'

Martel,
S.-S*

V

the

S.

Mexico, had a

field

but

day

and

Holland
at this

event

the len-sthy lineup of Princeton's
Bicentennial. It was the first public
in

Se-ssion of the. conference on '1'he
Scientists' Rnle in International Relations." and a summation by particioants of the two-dav closed sessio'nS;.and broadcast from' the MeCarter theatre. Princeton. N. J.

&tn'prisijv«; thinEt

about this broad-

was how intere.sting it was
considerim the subject and how
learned the spokesmen. since this
of ofilaver often can be drearily
dull.
Tliis one wasii't. WAAT has
gone to creat lengths to sive sweeping povei-ane to Princeton's Bicentennial Celebration, fir.st in group
which ends Oct. 19, It bad teed off
with hanclTin,« of official opening
ceremonv last Sept. 22, and has
given riMilv summaries of hapocncast

we

Ings

.

,

Herb

Dick Ellers,
Jack Lewis

snecial broadca.sls such a.s
this one.
Station sent its vet announcer, Fred Sayles, and special
even tf director, Ira Y, Hecht, Jr,.
and staff down to live on the canipxjs
]ihi'i

Maasters,
Writer: Richard Breen.
Director: Blue Wright.
.^0 Mins.; Sundays, 4 p.m.
N. Y.

Stemming from panel discussions
heard on the ABC net during the
summer on the "We, The Guilty"
program, this new series of dramats
reportedly based on authentic
case histories of juvenile delinquent
courts with the aim of illuminating
is

the root causes of a sloffed-off social
disease.
Although in the public
service category, the program skirts
the frequent deadening monotony of

"do-gooders" by a punchy dramatic
formula that delivei's the message
more effectively in one half-hour
a ton of sociological data.
Scripting on the first show was taut
and realistic with a pungent use of
language unusual for radio.
Cast

than

measured up

fully

under positive

direction,

the

last

Sunday

(29)

re-

career of a 23-year old

one Nora Bailey, who was eased
into the primose path by
a rotten
family life. Opening sequence delineated the home situation through
an ear-slapping exchange of recrimdun nf the oonf.abs,
inations between the foster parents
Tn relatina the role played
by and the girl. Picking up from there,
scientists in international relations
the story sounded that familiar and
spcikers
girl,

.

.

,

stressed that, they have a
social responsibility aside from their
technical work. Also "that scientists
can t hole them,selves up in an ivory
tower. Several pleaded for a change
from the old practice by those scientjflc geniuses of inventing somethinr'
and then ducking, Thev cited in
particular the example of the atom
boinos role in making for good or

p:

:

inevitable note of the girl falling in
with a nasty mob, and so on down
the road to degradation and crime.
Session ended with a brief analysis of the case by a probation expert
which faded into a reprise of the
opening scene.
Program rates as
good listening for adults.
Herm.

evil:

.

,

pr. Harold W, Dodd.s, head of
Princeton, introduced the Chairman
Of this, particular session, .Tohn T
Tate.' .of, .TJniversity of Minnesota,
.Be5fdeR. Rus;sGll, Manuel S, Vallarata
'HexWs rieadiffg sei^ffiTtist,'~afi'd's*^^^^^
Kramors. of University of Leyden
Holland, were the principal speakers.' ,Vallp.htta: has been general 'llrectpr of the National Polytechniral
Institute ,of .Mexico since- 1944,

W ear.

I

Transcription Reviews
f 4 .ft 4^f ,4.4.4.4

Profluoer: Don Weiss
Director: Bill GHffIn
li")
M'ns,; Fr iday. 9:1.5 p. m.
SusLiininsr
N. Y.

WMHV.

This must be

dull, even for veta near certainty that
an\'pne not a vet would find 15 min-.

.ei-an..^,

.

and

.

it'-s-

of liionotonQus questions and
answers on vet problems excruciatInu listening.
Granted that GI problems need
ainng, and, even more important,
sohina. but there must be better
ways than "State Your Case." Program niarches under the banner of
public service, but it's Just the wolf
of bad showmanship in sheep's eloth-

,vi'.%:

,

:

inK.

—Emcee.
audience,
aio

picking

up

the_stuquestions

to bo answered by guest expei-ts on
veteran
difficulties.
Housing,
of
cflurse. was given a fi'Ont scat in the

Problems were largely
individual in nature, aiid mu.^t have
.many et vet listener aching to
in; that is, if he slaved
discussions,

left

gel his pitch

around
finish.

long

enough

to

hear

.the

Tomm,

trast to previous headline bouts, the

program- savage action of one of the best
championship fights in recent years
had tele spectators orry-eyed with
excitement. Granted the fact that
the battle provided all the show,
nevertheles.1,

it

was

the

medium

which brought high fulfillment practically to televiewers' laps.

N. T.
Walter ThompsoTi)

gamel Like NBC and DuMont, both
of which teed off the new season several weeks ago, the CBS show demonstrated that the broadcasters have
worked out most of the kinks in grid
telecasts' Sugar-baby fans, afraid pf
fall weather, can now stay home in
the comfort of their own living rooms
almost every Saturday and Sunday
afternoon of the season and be assured of complete coverage of the
best collegiate and pro games.
'

Last Saturday's
television debut of

game marked the
Mel Allen, sports

commentator on WINS, N. Y., indie,
and the first time CBS used its two
new Image Orthicon cameras, which
impatiently awaiting for
to deliver since lasU spring.
orths. technically near perfect,
a mucK more auspicious bow

been

it's

RCA
Image

made

than did Allen..

Apparently too accustomed 10 the
audio announcing required
by radio, Allen overtalked through
of the game. Forsaking almost
strictly

much

all color and anecdotal descriptions—
about all that's needed for play-by-

play announcing on television, along
with identification of the players-?
Allen went into a rapid-fire, detailed
description of each play. Fact th.it
the camera eye was quicker than his
resulted several times in his calling
a play after the viewer had already
digested it. With his good voice and
knowledge of sports, he should be
okay for video once he lets iIp on the

<;

his own expert because he could brought the action into sharp focus
Writer: Ira Knaster
see as well as anyone at the Stadium
30 Mins.; Sun.. 5 p.m.
on running plays via a closeup lens,
and better than most.
Sustaining
switching over to a medium shot for
Video's instantaneous reproduction passes and punts. Long shot, which
WNEW, N. Y..
During the war years interest in of the fight was perfectly detailed, he tiied to use several times during
psychological activity has increased even to Graziano's wince every time the game, was almost worthless exconsiderably, probably because of Zale's glove thumped into the left cept for pictures of the crowd.
the great use of the term psychologi- kidney and Zale's phlegmatic reaction to the terrific righthanding he
Ford commercials were the same
cal warfare and the large output
of
mental terrors by Hollywood. Con- took in return. There was just as used in the DuMont telecasts of the
sequently, there's a sound belief that much a question on the video screen All-Ameiican pro games, featuring
there s a large 'audience for a pro- as at the stadium whether Grazia- still-life animal pictures to which the
no's
flailing
was likened. This time, howright
and
reckless
Ford
arm
gram, that will explore hidden rea
ce.sses in the cranium, and permit daring could beat down the courage ever, viewers could at least see
amateur practitioners to test the and craftsmanship of the champ. picture of the car, which is somelhing
Stfll.
validity of their findings against And Zale's short, sharp punches that new in these Commercials.
set the challenger on his pants were
those of an expert.
just as much too fast
video as
"So you Think You Know People," for the ringside crowd, for
SOUTHWEST PACIFIC TENNIS
an audience participation show, will
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Little more could be asked of a
have a ready-made audience among mediumWith Keith Heatherlniftou, Michael
Tomni.
the tyro psychologists. With Dr
Roy, announcer and interviewer
Ernest Dichter, former CBS p-syProducer: Klaus Landsberg
chological
COLLECT"
consultant,
1 to S p.m., Sunday {ZZ)
fadimaning "DETECT
tne layout and a panel selected from With Lew Lehr, emcee
W6XYZ, Hollywood, C»l.
the audience, show has an interest- Producer-Director: Harvey Marlowe
Paramount's video subsidiary.
mamtaming format, A situation is 30 Mins:;:Thnrs. (26), ( p.m.
Television Productions, Inc., set a
discussed or enacted and the panel Sustainine:
heroic schedule of 40 hours covergives its interpretations, Dr, Dichter WABD.ABC, N. T.
nine-day
colorful
age of three
then provides expert findings.
One of the most favored audience marches, doing a technically good
Audience panel on the opening participation shows on radio for the job of the assignment in the initial
show had a good grasp of the substages. The 400-odd sets hereabout
last several years, "Detect and Coljects and a live discuission was mainreceived their first taste of tennis
lect,"
a Mildred Fenton agency on television, and the result should
tained, Dichter chose topics of
universal interest such as advertising, package, made its television bow as do much to stimulate interest in the
mothers-m-law, and parades. Fortu- an ABC presentation over
medium, particularly in view of the
nately, the audience panel were
tieins
and attendant promotion that
articulate and had a fundamental gsasp (DuMont, N. Y.) last Thursday (26) reached
both those financially
of the subject.
night.
De.spite
the plenitude
of equipped to buy sets, as well as
Dichter, who has made a consid- similar gimmick shows on video, plain old Joe Public.
erable study of audience-participa- many of which will undoubtedly
Using two DuMont cameras, protion shows for networks, has de- fall by the wayside, this one stacks
signed a show that calls for a high up as a potential comer, with plenty ducers were able to cover virtually
IQ among listeners. It's an intel- of viewing appeal. Unle-ss a" .spon- the entire court diagonally from
ligently designed and expertly pro- sor picks up the tab, show will hm one corner, and got close-ups of the
play in the half of the court nearest
duced show, but unfortunately built only one more week.
for a limited population segment.
Chief attributes of this show, set- to the position of the cameras. The
Jack..Le.scoulie handles the. coordi-. ting it above other audience partici- latter, lower placed scanner, also
intpnatmg and announcing chores ef- patron' •programs.'are -the entertain- handled ,the.iiiat?Ki?wsJsvorked
..„..,
'
"
"
fectively and gives tiie winner a ing emcee work of Lew Lehr and intermissions.
choice of inexpensive prized appeal- the tact that the show doesn't go in
While coverage of the court and
for the. sadistic treatment of the par- game was near perfect, camera poing to the intellect.
Jose.
ticipants that have killed off other sition requiring only slight panning
entries in the division. In addition, for extremes, there was a noticeproducer-director Harvey iWarlotve,' able lack of C!amera-consciousne.s,s
.Working with Miss Fenton,. has taken during intermissions,. Poorly-chosen
full advantage, of the vistial aspects waltzy. music took up inimedialely
4-44-4444444-44-4-^4-.4-4-< ; ;-4-44 of television, lining up a group of when the play ceased to help iiU
stunts that have to be seen for best the lull, but too often the mugbox
'..-";;'";
C^S* second and final irist;ailment results.
was forgotten and a sport still picof
Stars in the Afternoon" Sunday
The rotund liehr proved a slow ture, except for strollers or audience
(29) rolled off the proHUcnoiriiHe starter,, with his worik in the early
movementT resulted—In action covwithout a noticeable hitch, hitting part of the show getting poor recep- erage newsreels were
closely paralsome fine high spots in entertainment tion. He picked up rapidly, how- leled, however the excellence didn't
along the way. Obviously no attempt ever, and had the studio audience hold when televisors were on their
was made to relegate to this second belly-laughing at the finish.
He own.
program any "second-string" net handles the participants in nice fashEvent was relayed from Los Antalent.
ion and, with a little more video
Various segments of the 90-minute experience, could become a good geles Tennis Club to Mt. Wilson, aft-'
miles distant, to transmitting towers.
piece -^eve tied together by. Ozzie per.sonality on the new medium.
Format follows the same llnM as On air pick-up the glaring CaliforNelson and Harriet Billiard, playing
themselves as listeners, with Ozzie the radio version.
Lehr asks the nia sun, coupled with preponderence
the bumbling husband, eventually participants three questions, each of white HgurM on the court and' in
fouling up his radio in ineffectual more simple than it« predecessor, the stands, caused a slight jclare that
the
repair attempts. First stanza was a with the cash prize decreasing for in turn caused eye strain. But in
the
blackout scene from "Big Town," each one accordingly. Participant is piped version, from court to
leaving audience in the air on what then blindfolded and asked to taka latest DuMont receiver in the club
his choice of two articles hidden be- via coaxial, the result was near perexactly happened next.
feet u nder Presen t
standards.
hind"
a-cuTtatn.Thesenaturally-inJoan Davis was the high spot of
in
afternoon's listening. But "Vox Pop" elude puns, such as a "hand-painted Another, older set was on view
had the most timely gimmick, airing dish" being revealed as a glamorous the lobby of the Paramount Hollyfrom Sportsman's Park, St, Louis, gal, and the curtain-pulling evokes wood theatre where airplane iiilerwhere the Cards and Cubs were play- the sought-for laughs from the audi- ferences and other flutters occasionally fluffed. Contrast, generally, wo.i
ing. The one interview was with an ence.
A little more imagination in the good, however, as the name and play
ex-Marine, slowly going blind, who
was seeing his last ballgame and even sets could add plenty to the show's ^^as fairly easily followed.
Event was highlighted with celebproduction values.
For a starter,
(Continued on page 42)
however, this one came off okajr.
(Continued on page 42)
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WABD

.

.
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With Prescott, Brad Reynolds
Producer-Director:
Music: Rosa Rio
15 Mins.

Dex Hines

.

34 Stations

(JVBC RccordiiJf/)
about this one. Housewives wanting respite from the daily
soap-opera grind wiU find Allen
Pre-scott's neatly tiedup melange of
music, household hints and comedy
okay listening during daytime dusting
and-cooking chores, Comic, -who kids
on the level while reeling off tips on
how to make housework easier on
the back, has had experience in
charming the hausfrau^ With Six
years of live net airing for NBC in
his original "Wifesaver"- character
plus assorted other shows.
Stock opening, "Mrs. Housewife
do you (sniff, sniff) smell something
burning?" means good indentification for following sponsor tag. Prescott swings into laughable patter,
but while entertaining manages to
get over a hint that colored cups
make fine ,iam preserve covers, be*
cause containers can be identified by
their- covcrsr-and-a-couple of -others
such as how an alarm clock can be
.set for oven cooking so the missus
crn.work while her roast browns.
Comic gab is interspersed with
-songs
by
tenor
Brad Reynolds,
choice going strictly to those which
have general femme appeal. Two on
plattej'
heard were "My Darling
(Continued on page 42)
•
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.circulates ..among

:

|

4 + *^>

ALLEN PRESCOTT—THE WIFE-

No doubt

"ST.ATE YOUE CASE"
With Gordon Gray, others

the outstanding medium for sporting event coverage.

is

(J.

CBS television rounded out the list
of N. Y. tele broadcasters returning
to the football scene this year with
its coverage of the Columbia-Rutgers

•

Prcem case
lated

(Ma.toTi)

More so than in the highly-touted
Louis-Conn bubble, more than in the
brief Mauriello loUow-up, far more
than in the Brooklyn games of a
flame-hot National League race, Friday night's telecast of the middleweight championship light offered
final conclusive evidence that video

..

.

..

Sustaining'.

WJZ-ABC,

,

.

Jr.

Commentary, smartly relegated to
secondary position by Bob Stanton,
"SO YOU THINK TOlj KNOW was befogged in the main by excitement attendant upon the picture. spiel.
PEOPLE"
..
Corum's 30-second analyses
Dr. Ernest DIchter, Jack Leseoulle, Bill
Producer Herbert Bayard Swope,
kwere faintly, if ever, discernible in Jr., had his two I.O.'s set up overothers
the hurried chatter which mush- looking the 50-yard line and did a
Producer: Ted Cott
roomed between rounds, each man good job following the play. He
Director: Milton B. Kay

Ellis,

Monte

p.in.

Colles-e scientiBc experts, not only

from

"ABE THESE OUR CHILDREN?"

With Jack Webb, John J. Galbraith,
Fred Sayles, Ira
Ruth Petersoii, Helen Clebb, Bill

WA

NBC's automatic

knife fortunately, cut on a comma.
The new agency for the accountSullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles
—IS certainly trying to give the
client his money's worth, without
reference to old-fashioned notions
involving the law of diminishing returns.
Cars.

With Mel Allen, announcer

FORD MOTORS
WCBW-CBS.

.

hitch-hike for Hill's cold tablets

which

:

subtlety of a bulldozer.

Role In International

delations")

N. Y.

COLVMBIA-BCTGERS FOOTBALL
Producer: Herbert Bayard Swone,
130 Mins.; Sal. (SS), Z p.m.

Even television's most outspoken
proponents were brought up short
by the realization that sitting before
a screen in a viewing room, far
removed from Yankee Stcdium,
there had been wrung from them
the last drop of excitement and enthusiasm.
An ordinarily reserved
star,..
and genteel group, gathered in DuRay Sinatra's orch wa.sn't given Mont'
s teletheatre, wildly applauded
much to do, and was brushed off the end
of each round, shouting enrather than shown off advantagecouragement to electronic images of
ously through a slight cotitrib of
two fighters, then sheepishly chuck"Margie" with two pianos.
led when they became conscious of
The commercials were full, in the fact that, in body, they were
size at least.
There was a plug for not at the ringside.
Kolynos. another for Bisodol, a
NBC's Image Orthicon camera
Burns - in - person plea—almost with seldom strayed from the brilliantlytears in eyes—for Kolynos again, and lighted canvas square where, in con-

PRINCETON BICENTENNIAL
("ScieTi»!>t«i'

WNBT-NlRC,

Shirley Ross was none tOo exciting,
either in her soloing of "I Don't
I Love You Like I Do,"
or in her doubling in the skit which
gave her an assist role. Best that
could be said for her is that she was
adequate. Remainder of cast, however, building up W'th Burns some
business
about his ne'er-do-well
brother-in-law, was at par with the

man-

by

intereiit

'.

listening to.

skedding the
with-the-£ish for a return report the
following week, as well as putting
the romance-seeking dame down for
a progress report come Christmas
time.
All of which is in the now
honored tradition of this type of
show, with possible Hooper payoffs
in the citing.
When it came to the commercial
The
dept., the show limped badly.
Raleigh cig ads were strictly from
the medical and irritant side, and
the closing punch for Raleigh pipe
tobacco was driven home with the
ence

COrUni

Bill

GILLETTE''

N. Y.

The nqn-pro not only Know Why

carried out his screwy assignment,
but showed that the emcee, through
proper choice and handling, could
make the man from the audience
contribute to the laughs.
Linkletter also tied the show in
with its pre-hiatus stunt of sending
a gal out to look for romance— for a
And he further
prize, of course.
laid, the foundation for future audi-

GBAZIANO FIGHT

30 Mills.; Friday, 1« p.m.

WEAF-NBC,

Bob Burns, having switched NBC
time from the old 7:30 Thursday
night spot to an hour earlier on
Sundays, having also switched sponsors from Lever Bros, to Whitehall
Pharmacal; is still as comfortably
homey as he's always been, judged
by the teeoff this week (29), Opening with a monolog, inTwhich he's
best. Burns gave out with the felicitous corn that's made him worth

.

VS.

With Bob Stanton,

WHITEHALL PIIABMACAL
(SSC & B)

Ave

in
hiatus
first
It was the same audienceyears.
clowning piece it's always been, and
there's no doubt that a good many
listencr.s: must have found it entertaining,
,
,
w
Sure as to his pacmg, Linkletter
knows hou' to put his amateurs
through their brief appearance at the
there's
that
mike in such a way
little chance for them to snafu the
works. His first fall-guy was a visitor who had to distribute freshcaught fish, one of them containing a

ZALE

Director: Harlan Dunninr
30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m.

N. Y.
(Russel JVf. Seeds)
Art Linkletter came back to the
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RADIO REVIEWS

1946

2,

FITCH

ROB HOPE SHOW.
With DesI Ani«» orch; Vera

'

:

BANDWAGON

3jl

THE EDDIE CANTOR SHOW

JACK BENNY SHOW

SHOW

EDDIE BRACKEN

With Phil Harris^ Alice Faye: Jean- With Ann Rutherford, WiU'am Dem- With Mary LlvlnKstone, Phil Harris, With Margaret Whlfng, Harry Vo«
Burns and Allen. fuest8$
Zell,
arest,
Janet Waldo, Clem McIne Boos, Anne Whitfield, others;
Rochester, Dennis Dav. Mel Blanc,
Cookie Falrchild 0rch.
announcer, William Forman; muCarthy, g:uest; Jim Wellinrton, anArtie Auerbaoh; Don Wilson, anProducer: Manning Ostroff
nouncer
sic, Walter Soharf
nouncer
nouncer.
_
i
Hope,
Eddie Writrers: Sam Perrin, George BaUer, Writers; Irving Elinson, John Rapp,
Writers: Bobert Mosher, Joseph Con> Writers:
George
Producer: Al Capstalf
Norman Paull, David ScliwartB
Bracken
nelly
John Tackaberry, Mllt Josefsbere
writers: Norman Sullivan, Fred WU30 Mins., Thui s., 10:30 p.m.
Producer: Wayne Grifltln.
Levan, Producer: Paul Phillips
Producer: Robert Ball'n
llams, fcarry Kline, Paul
PABST •
Price, 30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
30 Mins.; Sun« 9:30 p.m,
30 Mins.; Sun., 1 p.m.
B3V Allen, Fred Cox, Borer
N, Y.
\VE.\F-NBC,
TEXACO
FITCH
CO.
Whcaton,
W.
Glenn
LUCKY STRIKES
Che» Castlelaw,
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
(Warlotcic & Leyler)
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
Harold ^Qoodman* Hendrlx Voel- WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
(Buchanan)
(L. W. Ramsey)
(Foote,. Cone & flcldins)
larts.
Eddie Cantor, who got a divorce
Phil Harris, teaming with his wife,
Show
which
The
Eddie
Bracken
p*m,
1«
Tues,
beginning
his
Jack
Benny,
loth
Mins..
80
Alice Faye, on their own show for created a bit of a stir in the initial year on the air Sunday (29). !,'ot from his Bristol-Myers contract to
FEPSODENT
Fitch shampoo, is still only a f ugir stages of its radio career when Rob- under way^ a little slowly.. Show .sell Pabst beer, is no longer reaping
WEAF-NBC, N, Y.
tive from the Jack Benny opus. As ert Riley Crutcher was giving it the had qtiite a few good gags, and one the Hooper benefits of, that 9 to, 10,
(Foote, Co?ie & BelcUne)
on the preem Sunday night Preston Sturges script treatment, is or two uproarious moments, but it
Bob Hope last Tuesday <,24) im- heard
Wednesday nipht B-M parlay \yith;
(29), their combination paid off only now being sponsored by Texaco in bogged down at times to pull it down
wrapped his now air show, oyer in
the singing dept., with Miss Faye's the CBS time formerly occupied by from a consistently top level. Open- ''Mr, District Attorney," Which .paid
v^hieh there had been considerable warbling of "They Say It's WonderJames Melton. Bracken's bracketed ing bit, with Benny having a night- off for a number of years.
to
a
v .
eSDectancy and speculation as
and "Goodnight My Xove," at 9:30 Sunday night with Hilde mare before going 'on his program,
ful,"
hypos,
other
and
switch
In.stead^ he's standing on his way
format
while Harris did well by "Doin' garde fore and Phil Baker aft, and was original and funny.
iprobably because on the majority of What Comes Naturally."
back in the 10:30 to 11 Thursday
However, that's no mean parlay for anybody's
tallies Hope
Hooper
too
familiaiseason's
But
show
had
much
last
night Segment on NBC. which has
those three numbers weren't enough' kilocycles.
the ever-present gags about
was reduced to No. 2 status as run- to make a half-hour Of radio stand
The Bracken show Is essentially stuff—
Jack's stinginess; the hackneyed "and been anathema, to Rudy Vallee and
nerup to Fibber McGee & Molly, on its own.
the same as when it went off the
with whom he's bracketed in the
The script couldn't quite make up air for Standard Brands a couple of what did you do this summer?" ex- a flock of other stalwarts. The
Tuesday night NBC parade, or per- its mind as between a family situa- seasons bhck, when it held down the changes^to give it a spotty quality. .show's been stripped, too, of the
haps because the Hope show had tioner and straight comedy and, in Sunday night NBC niche now con- The program had a general lack- usually lively Bert Gordon insert, for
in
noticed
particularly
failed to segue completely from its any event, wasn 't more than very verted into "Allen's Alley." Bracken lustre,
wartime format into a strictly ci- mildly amusing. Best that could be is surrounded by the same talent, Benny's voice, as if it. were a little the "Mad Russian" characterization
Bad timing even cut alf has long complehientod the Cantor
vilian-slanted pattern, there were said for it was that it was inoffens- with William Demarest, Ann Ruther* jaded;
omiiious overtones that Hope was ive, but that isn't enough to hold a ford and Janet Waldo in top sup- Benny's final gag, after the closiivii coniodic pattern. Obviously, it'll reslipping. Or, again, it just may have Sunday night audience at that liour. porting roles; the format's basically commercia!, before he had finished.
.policy and
Opening commercial was punchy, quire ,a strong guestar
been that the Hope show wasn't
Tying in with the Jack Benny the same, and the overall production
tightly-yritten show to, offset the
particularly funny.
show in the opening scene, Harris, under Wayne Griffin is strictly a pro although a little overdone in its fast
confusion of names and assertions. double, rub.
The secrecy that a b o u n d o d olus stooge, socked some mild yaks job.
throughout the summer as to Hope's lome in the next sequence, the only
Bracken's long absence from the But the mid-commercial was realljr
It's to the credit of Cantor and his
plans for his new show (marking really successful one in the show. air must inevitably invite a reap- sock, employing; an amushig, deft ailraround showmanship flair that
his ninth semester under the Pep- Stooge was good in the character o£ praisal
of his particular comedy integration .of show, gag and plug this new Pabst.-show teed off with
some an old man picking up a hitch-hike technique, as to originality, etc. Two involving a quartet who did nothing just the right
suggested
banner)
sodcnt
soark that should, pay.
veiled hints of dirastic changes. If on the way to see a girl friend, anci: years ago; it- had a refreshing quality hut hum one note.
off with a flock ,of new adherents;'
that's what Hope had in mind, how- with Harris built a couple of pleasabout it, especially when (irutcher
Dennis Day was around for ah It was a lively show, well-paced and
ever; it wasn't discernible on the ant minutes. Then the show began to was writing it. And if there was a appealing rendition of "To Each His expertly cued, that maintained a?
Only sag.
program.
initial
season's
suggestion of newness, it was be- Own," and veterans Mary Living- hiixh laugh quota throughout the 30
changes: Vera Vague is back and
Mr. and Mrs.- Harris at home, with cause the pattern hadn't become so stone, Phil Harris, Don Wilson and minutes. Burns and Allen showed
Prances Langford is off; and Desi their two daughters, with Harris try- solidly entrenched on the air. Other Rochester got in their licks, Roches- up for the kickofl and their comedy
Arnaz and his Latino crew have re ing to be the father employing un- situation comedy shows hewing ter's being most effective. But show contrib was no small factor in setpretty much to the same formula was -still too much of a hodge-podge ting the show's new pace. i3bviousiy,
placed Skinnay Ennis.
subtle psychology on one of the mop
femme
his
spotting
(Alan. Young, for example) have: to be a hit,
And Hope is
Bron.
there won't be a B & A around
pets, weren't either credible or fun
singers on a rotating basis (tied in ny, and the kid's lisping lacked captuted the- flair and reprised it
every week, but it shouldn't be too
with state auditions) until he finds either lustre or charm. Harris' efforts week after week. So that the edge
tough approximating the formula
PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR
the right one, with Garol Richards, to re-create a- story-telling session has now been taken off.
that got tlie Cantor show off a smart
Minneapolis hopeful, doing an okay with the kids was clumsily written
The one requisite that could offset With Eugene Baird, Johnny Thomp- start last Thursday (26).
son, Joe Mooney Quartet, Al Duffy's
job as the initial guest.
Margaret Whiting is Cantor's new
and delivered in the same manner, the current handicap was lacking on
"Swinging Strings," Chorus
Where a Hope show Is concerned Whereas Miss Faye's part, thin to the initial program last Sunday Writer:
femme vocalist and. fortunately she
Ward
Byron
these changes are more or less .su- start with, came through with hesi- (29) that was to endow Bracken
was slotted in just" for the singing
Producer; Dick Charles
perficial; certainly they're not des^
insert and not reduced to the status
tance.
One }iad the feeling that with some ingratiating qualities to 60
Mins.;
Sun.,
8
p.m.
contribu
tined to make any major
of stooge for any of the CantorHarris as performer is still out of his counteract the unrelieved dumbness
.Sustaining
Harry VonZell bvplay. Which is as
tion to the program, and were pret
depths in his own show, and that at of the character. Such a square would
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
it
should be.
Her now standard
ty much relegated to their proper any rate his scripters had let him have to become involved in a conThere's only one thing wrong with "Come Rain or Come Shine" was a
stant stream of hilarious situations
liiche on last Tuesday's opener. The down.
Obviously the character this new Paul Whiteman show, which sock midway pleasantry.
fact is, the basic pattern of the Hope
Bill Forman did the commercials to get by.
the script tries to project should be is a extension of his "Forever Tops"
Gorj.
The Pabst commercials are not too
show remains essentially the same. well.
more rounded, to arouse sympathy sustainer for the same net last year. obtrusive considerably toned down
And if last week's teeoff stanza
and warmth. Here he's only a dope, It's too long. One hour is a lot of from last year's Danny Kaye show
failed to reveal any marked im- "GRAND SLAM"
provement over last season's show, With Irene Beasley, Bob Downey, and the character doesn't ring true, broadcast time to fill and for which for the beer sponsor ^with some of
Bracken, who collaborates with to devise ideas and a lot of earbend- the plugging coming straight from
blame it less on any lack of format
D wight Welst, announcer; audience George
Hope on the writing a-ssign- ing for the dialer. It means plenty the Cantor's mouth.
itself.
Rose.
the
material
change than on
participants
ment, will have to do better by him- skull-work for "Pops" and his proThere hasn't been a comedy .show Producer: Miss Beasley
self. The development on the teeoff gram builders to avoid winding up
back on the air this season, for ex- Director: Victor Sack
was so slow it was awkward in spots; behind a rubber of bridge or the "AMERICAN
THEATRE WINO
ample, that hasn't kicked around Writer; Lillian Sohoen
each denouement was so obvious the rough competition of Bergen-McWORKSHOP"
gags inspired by the "Doin" What 15 Mliis.; 11:30 a.m., Mon.-thru'Fri.
audience was there long before the Carthy and Fred Allen on NBC.
("An Ape Named Alexander")
Comes Natur'Uy" and "To Each His CONTINENTAL BAKING
actors.
Own" pop tunes. Tlie 1946-47 sea- WABC-CBS, N. Y.
Be that as it may, Whiteman did a With Gene Francis, Merrill Joles,
The ca.st, incidentally, was uni-^ neat
Conrad Honsman, Bud Gammon,
son's only getting under way, but
job on the flrstshow. He reached
(Botes)
formly
good,
with
Clem
McCarthy
Leonard Tobin, Henry Lascoe,
already the
comedy boys have
down into the. "King of Jazz" library
Here's one more evidence of the
George Berkowltz; Nelson Case,
drained it dry. It was almost old- continued hold that a quiz-giveaway spotted in for a guest shot to tie in for some of those old banjo arrangewith the race rack situation on the
announcer.
hat before Hope hit the air, but his formula has on daytime radio, with
ments, ran up some tasty modern
initialer.
Producer:
George Wallacb.
stable of gag writers played it for
things,
flavored
it
and
all
with
a
one particularly significant, since
The topical Texaco- commercials
\
Writer: Robert Cone.
all it was worth.
Nowhere along this
group
of
standard
melodies
which
he
an
imit represents the switchover of
slanted toward the "fall checkup and
Director: Whl* Vernon,
the line, neither in the Hope-Jerry
helped
launch
into
stardom.
he
And
soap
the
from
bankroUer
portant
changeover service" were brief and
15 Mins., Wed., 9:15 p.m.
Colonna byplav or the Vera Vague- opera format to the audience parti to
had
some
listenable
help
in Eugenie
the point.
Rose.
Sustaining.
Hope reprise of the insult teclmique cipation show. "Grand Slam," musi
Baird, whose vocal work is at a
nor in the renewed flareup of a
good peak at the moment, his chorus, WNEW, N. Y.
"BUCK ROGERS''
cal quiz emceed by Irene Bea.sley, re
American Theatre vWing workshop
Hope-Crosby feud (Crosby guests on places one of the oldest suds sagas on With John Larkln, Virginia Vass, Al Duffy's "Swinging Strings," y.'hicli
the show this week), could one ac
turned in a swell performance on a was off to a brilliant start Wed. (25)
Edgar Stehll
the air, "Bachelor's Children," which
cuse the boys of being original.
tune the title of which went by too in its first attempt at staging a show,
Baking folded in prefer Writer: Tom Dougall
On several occasions last week Continental
fast. Johnny Thompson, male vocalDirector: Joyt Allen
for the q & a brand of enter
written, acted and directed by ex-GX
Hope was forced to "come back" ence
is
fair.
ist,
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 4:45 p.m.
tainment.
for his laughs. Which is perhaps as
Whiteman has a good idea also in professional radio talent now taking
As quiz shows go, this one s no GENERAL FOODS
much a tipoflC as anything that not great
shakes. Switch in gimmick is WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
that guest spot wherein he purports refresher courses at the Wing's
all's as it should be.
flose
(Benton & Bowles)
to show off likely talent and follow school.
\hat each question's a "trick"; win
Production overall had the
all Ave for a "Grand Slam" and $100
open season on the air for it up to see thjit things begin to hap- hallmark of the professional, in perIt's
HOUR OF CHARM
bond bonus, with prize reverting to those incredible adventure stoiies pen" On this session it was Joe MooWith Phil Spitalny and All^GUi Or« sender ol "tricks" it participant that
ney, whose excellent accordion, bass, formance, scripting and direction.
parade under the name of en
chestra; Evelyn, Joanne Jennings,
muffs. You've heard it belore, in tertainment for the kiddies. Mutual's clarinet-tenor, guitar group hit the What was most marked, however,
Paul multiple variations.
Eleanor;
Gloria Dumont,
got a solid lineup of six in a row bulls-eye. Whether the sub.sequent was the originality of the script, and
Grentson, announcer
But it's to Miss Beasley's credit that across the board devoted to appeas- telephoned offers for his work wei-c il.s wit. Program, of only 15 minutes,
Producer: J. B. Stauffer
she wraps the whole thing together ing the alleged appetites of younger pre-arranged or not makes no dif30 Mins.; Sun., 4:30 p.m.
w.-js very smart, and highly amu.sing,
to give it pace and a sort of breath- listeners for the violent, the lurid ferenee, from a listener angle it's a
EtEC, LIGHT & POWER CO.
to show up quite a few of its better..
less quality which these giveaway and the nonsensical. Even in this good touch for Whiteman.
WABC-CBS, N. Y,
publicized. sister-programs on the big
shows constantly strive for. The mu- mad world of atomic fission where
As for the writing of the .'^hnw, it networks.
(N. W. Ayer)
to the boundary between fact and ficsical quiz permits Miss Bea.sley
su.stainer.
good
for
a
was
uniformly
After 10 yesrs broadcasting over
Script concerned an ape at a circus
and that's to the good, for her tion has become an uncertain ABC must have turned out i-omc
NBC for General Electric in the sing,
who wasn't good at the usual busipleasant, lilting quality.
line, these programs in genof its bolter men for the job in so ncs.s of hanging. by his tail and amusSunday 10 pm slot. Phil Spitalny voice has aBread gets in plenty of m shadowy
eral and "Buck Rogers" in particuWonder
important a spot in- its plans; Wood. j'n'; the, customers, but who could
and his All-Girl band have switched
too many on.the^open lar, manage to reach phantasmagoric
over to CBS for 168 electric light nines; in fact,
pla.y the piano marvelously.
The
Rose.
the
yet
by
heights undreamed of
and power companies, still playing ing show.
circus wanted a stunt of that sort,
GLAMOUR MANOR"
politicians of the world. It's a rotiof
on Sunday in the 4:30 p.m. segment.
but when it learned the ape played
—one .finally gets the feeling, that Wilh Kenny Baker, Sam nc.\i-ii. El- only
The program is so aptly set for a "HOLLYWOOD JAGKPOX"
longhair music, it let him go.
via Allman, Barbara Eilcr, llari-y
Is the solid ground of makehere
Norman
Ralph
Delmar,
An impresario picked him up and
Sabbath- • entertainment
the With Kenny
that
Liibin orch, Don Wilson
believe -that. Won'tJand -in., the lioad orchestra; BUI Culle«; announcer.
choice to stay on Sunday was wise.
Loured him successfully in concerts.
Wi-i'te'rs:' Selma Diamond,- Bill l)cmlines of tomorrow's newspape'rs.
The gifted band of 50 femme in- Producer: Louis G. Cowan. "after all, he looked only a trifle
line
That's one adult point of yievt'
more strange than the average con^
strumentalists and vocalists offers a Director-writer: Gordon Auchincloss.
but these programs are aihiod at the Producer: Ken Burton
cert pianist."
musical half-hour
high-grade 30 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 4:30 p.m,
of
The ape, however,
Mon.-Frl'.,
13
noon
What
Mius.:
0
six to i2Tyear-D]d bracket.
quality
lo.st heart in the whole business beand strong individuality. Whitehall Pharmacal Co.
GAMBLE
&
•ROCTER
Without
h'oprobable
effects?
are
the
The musical arrangements are lush WABC-CBS. N. T.
cau.se no one' could understand that
sy.'fioping, W.JZ-ABC N. Y.
.limb
out
::Wi,th
ing
on
a
(Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample)
and novel, presenting varied musical
all he wanted out of life was just
important
(Compton)
fteneralities,
least
.twOr
at
geared
ICenny Delmar's new show,'
Americana in unusual orchestral
bananas. And he
criticisms which havte been made
With Kfiiny- Baker at the helm of. all flesh, finally went the way of
scorings.
to the public's taste and interest ni
If there is any criticism
being reduced to
in the pa.st can be reitc-ated. These •'Glamour Manor" the longrunning
Of a very good program (as Sunday's films, would read on paper as a natpounding the ivories in some honkyprogram Mon- pi-031-aina, in helping to mold plastic ABG noontime half-hour strip, it's
But
Bowery.
on
Vanue,
lerrv Colonnii, Mtrlum ineera;
Carol Richards, Wendell Nlles, an-
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(29) premiere) it centers
the
feeling that there are too many solo
numbers spotted throughout the halfhour, that the orchestra itself, with

sock ensemble work, is a little
much in the background. But
that's a matter of individual taste.
Sunday's program presented two
Its

too

gifted

newcomers, Joanne Jennings,
an excellent coloratura, in "Indian
Love Call,* ana Gloria Dumont, a

fine contralto, in "The Lord's Prayer." In addition, Evelyn did a violin

premiere
day (30), possibly because it .is after
all" just anbt her audience participation show, atdn't~comc off.
Delmar had members from the
studio audience answering question.s
about films. The orchestra played
songs which should remind one of a
film title.' There -were nicknames of
stars hidden in other song titles.
The orchestra played well-known
musical trademarks. : They played
ural.

'

songs that identified certain films.
Perhaps Delmar had to struggle
solo on "Night and Day," and Eleanor
a piano solo on "Star Dust." Miss too hard with too many ill-informed
Durnont also lent her throbbing vo- contestants. Perhaps he referred too
calizing to the choir's rendition of frequently to the fact that he had
Blue Skies." The orchestra aided fust completed a Hollywood, film.
with
its
fascinating
background "It's A Joke, Son." Perhaps the idea
inu.sic, and got in its licks in "La
of a contestant riding a wooden
<-umparsita,"- although the tango was horse, arid 'siriling~ar song- whUe
played in a tempo too fast to suit bouncing up and down— while amusone languid reactionalry.
ing to those present— didn't appear
:

Commercials were

in

good

taste,

friendly.
And sponsor
afraid to mention General
Electric, as its predecessor with the
Brm.
Of Charm."
Di'ief

wasn't

How

__and

to tne

home

listener, Ihi.s

funny
one anyway. The studio audience
was having a good time with the
proceedings— and they can have it.
Bron.
so

.

tonk on the
one of the most expensive
The Wing
'treated
the
shows in radio, and one satire lightly, staffers
deftly and in
which frequently approaches evening gQfld.fitvlje, to make all the moresuch
ca~st~wlTlchr
excellent
An
standards.
comprehensible the: opinions
of
includes Sam Hcarn and Elvia All- George Berkowitz, trade
reporter,
man with Don Wilson doubling on who filled in the last minute
and a
the commercials along with Harry half as critic of the show.
Latter
Lubin's orch puts the bankroUers in was entitled to his opinion of the

personalities, are perpctuatin.i?, the probably
mediocre level of .radio entertain-, daytime

bv deadening taste, at its birth
Second, and more impprtani, those
programs not only reflect the .aggressive drive.s now ;lO0se in the
world— they foster and nourish Ihcm,
And beyond that the programs help
spread the most dangerous social
i-hent

,

disease of our times— the belief in
the strong man, the fuehrer complex, etc.
As the announcer puts it, "Buck
Rogers in the 25th Century" i.s be-

yond rocket power, beyond atomic
beyond the future. The
power,
paced and
swiftly
are
draniats
hroadly drawn for easy absorption
by the kiddies. On the preem broad*
^easUlonday f30). Buck Rogers get
the future pattern by taking off in
an airship- to Neptune on a spying,
mission preparatory to an mterplanetary war. Buck Rogers may be
beyond atomic power, but not the
plugs for Post-Toasties. They're out
Herm
ol this world.

"

a position where they're attempting
the laudable aim of elevating day
.

time programming.
Story is along old lines of runnini.
a mythical .hotel, but good scripting
plus the fine work of the cast puts
show out of the reach of any strip in
the matinee hours.
Kenny Baker's song renditions arc
well integrated so to provide suffivariety without interfering
cient
with the .show's pace, and Hearn- doing his Schlepperman act, along with
Miss Allman, of the Brenda and Cobina team, provide familiar voices
and comedy types, so that show has
an easy familiar quality without beJose.
ing stale,

.show being "naive" or "amateurish"
but certainly, not to the patronizing
attitude he assumed, or to such

(and

.siaide

completely

false)

re-

nrarks
1 i k e
"the
performers
couldn't be judged as topnoteh profes.sionals because they were just a
bunch of soldiers, just back from the
.

war." As it happens, every one is a
pro, and has a job on a topnoteh net
pi'ogram,
JUiffs

Critic referred to actors'
-the only fluff.s- thi.<

—When

heard

listener

Above

business to tear
to

wrap

crack,

banana

were

Berkowitz's.

seemed a cheap bit of
down a show just
it up at .the end in a wiseas 'fthe sho'W Slipped on a
Bron
peel."

all, it

•
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CBS

Oby

Bid to FCC to

in

Com'l

Chicago, Oct.

WBKB
record

Operations of UHF Color Tele Stations
CBS, taking the most important t
to date in its attempt
commercial television irtoved

titep

Fishbowl Video

to the
petitioned

frequencies,

Ulti-arhifTh

gel

to

Chicago,

©titers cotild testify

CBS

1945,

that a

the street.

till

Legion's Frisco Meet

Via Films Flown East
The American Legion convention
week in San Francisco' will be

10:55 p.m.

brought to televiewers in the east
via films taken by ABG television.
Coverage, termed by ABC tele chief
Paul Mowrey the "largest single
undertaking ever tackled by a tele-

Will include Phil Regan,
Gtacie Fields, Arthur Lee Simp-

and

kins. Peggy Campbell, and Jackie
Harry Elders handles
Miles.

broadcaster,"

NBC, Philco Video

vision

web more than

the

costing

is

and marks

$10,000

the beginning, according to Mowrey,
of complete national video coverage
of all nationally-important events.

;

form

Plrt^amExchar^e

ABC sent two camera crews from
N. Y. to San Francisco to film the
First official agreement between five-day convention under the directwo television stations for an ex- tion of staffer Bud Pearse, Film

documentary, rather
than spot news form, with a sound
by NBC for WNBT, its N. Y. tele track to be added during the editing
announcer chores, and Beulah
outlet, and Philco for its Philadel- process. Bob Hope, J. Edgar Hoover
Zacharyi WBKB, directs.
phia tele station WPTZ. Deal is and Secretary of War Roliert Pattersimilar to the kind signed between son are slated to be on hand for
the convention and will be included
VIDEO
a radio net and an affiliate station,
in the film.
but both stations will participate
Pictures will be transmitted over
equally in the program sharing. ABC's five tele outlets in the near
Hollywood, O.ct. 1.
Whether there was any financial future.
Patrick Michael Cunning, Kdgar arrangement involved was not dis-

change of programs has been signed

will be

done

in

,

:

PARD
BERGEN
EAST WITH SAMPLES

,

Bergen's production partner in television, left over the weekend to tour

closed.

Philco station, which has been receiving many of the top shows teleduring the last year,
cast by
will continue on the same basis.
WNBT, before it can pick up any
Cunning also is taking along of the Philco shows, however, must
samples of tele film which he and wait until the Bell System's coaxial
Bei'gen shot, and whicli will be cable between N. Y. and Philly is
First in a .series of four scheduled
shown to agencies in the East. He operating on a permanent two-way tele programs to be written, produced
Will also attend the Television Broad- basis. Deal was signed by John F. and performed
by ex-GIs of the
casters Assn, convention in New Royal, NBC exec veepee over tele- American Theatre Wing's television
Yorlv, Oct. 10-11
vision, and E: B. lioveman, Philco workshop will be aired over two
veepee in charge of tele broadcast- DuMont stations—WABD,
Y., and

television

the country,
study of video

stations

emphasis

with

outlets

in

Ex-Gls to Preem

of

on

Now

WNBT

and

York

Schenectady.

Tele Series Fri. (4)

:

N.

WTTG, Washington—at

ing.

Friday
i

VjDU

CAN ALWAYS

Bulletin Gets

Hiila.

Ki^l'PN^pUR FINGER
ON WttA'T^jlAPPENS
IN CHl6Aa«>tvrHROU(xH

Tele Permit; 72 Total

Of Stations

Now

Set

Washington, Oct. 1.
six video

The country now has

stations in operation, plus another
72, in various stages of progress, in

the low-frequency

black-and-white

FCC announced yester^
Here is the breakdown:
Six licensed stations are giving
broadcast service; there are .32 outstanding construction permits authorizing new stations; 14 applications are designated for hearing and
await decisions; 11 applications are
pending for disposition of hearing-s
in related cases; 10 applications are
pending for receipt of additional information; five applications are being processed.
bands, the

day

MONDAYS THR OUGH SATURDAYS

'^mr&L

A

RADIO PROGRAM

Powerful, Demand-Creating

—

MERCHANDISING SERVICE
Grocery->store'SoI<l

produce manufaeturcrs find

"Feature Foods" combines

all

WLS

phases of advertising-nier-

first,

effectiveness of air^veterans

Martha Crane and Helen

Joyce; second, because merchandising crews

WLS

TOTHPREXYSEES
TELETINT ASCENDANT

"Head-

Chicago, Oct,

"Feature Foods"

special store

promotions

carried through.

women

For more detailed informa-

cionj see

facts.

your John Blair

man

new

series

advertisers keep their fingers

of Gase-history--packed

first

black-and-white

,

tele^

WLS

'

on

wliac

of a

happens

indicative of the public's desire for
color-cast paiAages. H-e pointed out
that color adds definition to pix, and
will prove a definite boon to most
sponsors,
especially those selling
wearing apparel.

in

Feature Foods."

WPEN's Tele Course
*

Philadelphia, Oct.

1.

A

50,000

week course in television for
the benefit of potential dealers of

WAns

tele sets will

t»0 KILOCYCUS
AMERICAN AFFILIATE

marit with

be started

this

month

by WPEN.

CHICAGO 7
R*present«ti|,by John Blair

and Company.

KOY, Phdenix, and

th«

Affillatad in

.

OLtNN SNYDIN

Manog*-

ARIZONA NETWORK.

ATW

program are

selected from among members of
the Television Seminar conducted
during the summer by Worthington

Miner, CBS tele manager.
Grad
students include actors, actresses,
writers, producers, engineers and
announcers.
In addition to the practical producing program, for which DuMont
provides the times and facilities, the
seminar is being continued
during the fall. Paul Mowrey, ABC
television chief, takes over as direc-

ATW

assisted

tor,

ABG

by Harvey Harlowe,

Miner is slated
adviser and consultant durterm, which includes
field trips to studios and labs in
Philadelphia (Philco) and. Schenectady (General telectrie).
exec producer.

new

the

AFRA

Seeks FCC Probe

Of LA. Tunes Video Tie
The FCC will be asked by the
American Federation of Radio Artists to

.

Chicago through

All vets in the

former
professionals.
Producing
group of 22 working with Loewi was

investigate and,^

if

necessary,

McDonald said that two-thirds of restrict the association formed beall 8m and 16m film bought by the tween the Times-Mirror Co., pubpublic is tinted, and that, to him, is lishers of the Los Angele.s Times,

explaining-

folders,

all

casts."

in club groups, test

or write for the

how

replace

Martha and

Helen meet frequently with

p.m.,

1.

Recent developments "in tecKnicolor television led E. F. McPonald,
Zenith Radio and Television prez,
to predict last week that in the near
future colored video will "absolutely

emblem and stock most of the products advertised.
Regular reports come ro; the advertiser and agency on
the way their products are moving. Displays are sec up,

selhng appeals, report

30

ATW

ing

on

call

1,250 leading Chicago-area grocers, including 425

8:

•

(4).

Teeoff program will be a variety
show featuring Erik Rhodes, Joe
Graham, Harry Babbitt, Fay Marlowe,
Hildegarde
Halliday
and
Harold Gray.
Vera Allen, acting
board chairman of the ATW, is
slated to appear as guest star. Productions will be supervised by Bob
Locwi, director of the eight weeks'
tele course for "graduate" students
in the Wing's professional program.
Other shows, salted for airing on
alternate Fridays, include staging of
legit hits to be chosen from among
those now touring the
hospital circuit. Among the possibilities
are "Dear Ruth," "Personal Appearance," "Angel Street" and "The
Vinegar Tree."

to act as

because of the selhng

iChandising-seJling. It zi'or^v

quarters- stores" that display the

(30).

Newest of the construction permits was issued yesterday (30) to
the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin,
William
Penn
operator
of
the
Broadcasting Co. This leaves one
more unallocated channel for Philly,
and one applicant in the field for it
^the
tabloid , Daily News there,
Philco is already operating a station, and the Philadelphia Inquirer,
owner of WFIL, has had a construction permit for some time.

plus Distribution -getting, sales-reporting

.

Course has been worked out in
conjunction
with the
Appliance
Dealers Assn. and Retail Record
Dealers Assn., both of whom' have
reciprocal 'promotion tieups with

WPEN.

The two

groups

2,

1940

Scripps ZSOG Deal

With DuMont For

this

;

in

Television Covers

last

week when video shows ran for
eight hours and 13 minutes. Starting
at 1 p.m. with a telecast of the CubsPirates baseball game, which ended
at 5:19 p.m., .shows resumed at 7:15,
running

of an
appeal to contributors for the
local Community Fund drive,

competitive" video system "must
find its lodging higlier up in the
spectrum where more space exists
where color pictures and
and
superior monochrome pictures can
be developed through the use of
wider channels."
Petition followed close on the heels
of CBS' demonstration of live color
transmission, which, according to
CBS execs, had completed the development of a color system. Web
had previously demonstrated color
film
transmission and the practicability of transmitting color film
oyer the coaxial cable, from N. Y.
to Washington and back, which, it
•was claimed, proved that UHF color

(Continued on page 40)

";

Package will be

and

"truly nationwide

Chi

in

.1.

from a department store window, and will be viewed from

its

1.

new time running

WBKB

video show

request
that lis recommendation would not
standards fpr present
the
affect
black-and-white tele operation in
the lower bands, but claimed that
authorization by the FCC of UHF
commercial operation now would
"end tlie industry's current uncerPetition referred to a statetainty'
•ment issued by the' FCC in May,
in

a

television

first

television

on the proposals.

out

pointed

Oct.:

time in Chi's
a
history,
originates this w'^elt

For the

the FCC last Friday (27) to adopt
standards for and authorize commercial operatian of UHF color telePetition asked the FCC
slations.
to set a hearing at which CBS and

set

for

ABC

Tele-time Record

WBKB's

number

about 300 dealers.
Classes will start October \f> and
will be held four nights weekly.

and the Pasadena Playiiouse.
Tlie~union is"tHlring exception- to
the sheet's video acting tieup with
the tyro theatre group, following the
revelation at recent hearings that
a tieup had been effected whereby
the Times station—if and when—
would use plAys and players of the
Playhouse.
"

There is no indication to date as
what extent the Times planned to
use amateur talent. However, the
union is taking no chances on it
developing
into
professional
a
freeze-out.' It will not ask that the
deal be nixed, but it will suggest
th^t some control be exercised to
preclude abuses. The deal is thought
to be favorably _ regarded by the
commish because 'of its public servto

ice flavor,
However, it's also unlikely that the FCC will permit the
exclusion of professionals or enter
tain serious limitations.

Cleve. Tele Station
DuMont television
stoclc
was
slated for an upsweep this week as
the company signed with ScrippsHoward Radio for the complete installation of equipment for Cloveland's first tele station, .which has
been granted by the FCC to the
newspaper chain. In addition, DuMont reps were working to finalize «
deal calling for the

up

a

company

to set

complete television system for

the Argentine government.
Negotiations for tlie Argentine
contract are being handled by Dr.
Jose Arce/ head of the Argentine
delegation to the United Nations, and'

Commander Mortimer W. Loewi, asprexy Allen B. Dumont of
DuMont Labs.

sistant to

the

Scripps-Howard

will

pay

more

than $2.50,000 for the Cleveland stawith equipment on. order including a S,000-watt video transmitter, a 2,500-watt aural transmitter, a three-camera studio chain, a
dual film pick-up chain, a threetion,

camera Image Orthicon field pickup chain, master control board, antenna and complete audio, lighting
and testing equipment. Under the
terms of the contract, the installation is to be completed by midApril, 1947, with the station to hagin operation shortly afterwards.
Col. James C. Hanrahan, veepee
of S-H Radio, will take over as
manager of the station, with J. B.
Epperson named chief engineer.

:

'
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Omaha

What's Wrong With Philly

Stations Combine in Novel

Venture to Hypo Listener Interest

new

series

FM

venturef:

Omaha's network stations,
have joined hands in ah advertising
campaign aimed at getting more sets:
all foiii- of

Maple 4 Wants E.T. Syrup

do about

Chicago, Oct. 1.
Maple City Four joined the parade

Chamber

-

week,

to electrical transcriptions last

in use. during the fall-winter season.
Oullel.s checking that competitive

pact

disking

exclusive

an

sigring

been

has

Sh()w

WOW

;

l

—

,

.

Radio Comes Thru

;

;

NBC

regional is playing ;its altruism pretty close to tlie
howevcr, printing .'in, its niag
;.ye-st,
Only the nailje of the rival ii,etworl5s'

The

stations.

.

;

,

pi-oigrani

'

but!;' ,:ihcluding^^ ;,,pr,pgranv,

an,* sponsor lot .its own.Second phase is an eight-page
newsprint tabloid which is beinK

stai',

In Pitt.

Emergency
Pittsburgh, Oct.

distributed to 62,000 Omaha homes
along with a shopping guide. Tabloid
includes the complete schedules for
all Omaha stations, along with editorial matter urging listeners to put
their sets in good shape immediateFour outlets are airing lots of
ly
courtesy plugs urging dialers to
•watch fdr the tabloid.

1.

continued from page 31
the Yellowstone Amusement Co. is a
recent winner of a station permit in
Livingston. Its officers operate six
Montana film houses.

A

small-town operation is
Radio's been doing a bang-up job that of Francis M. Kadow, one of the
locally on power strike coverage, pioneer film-radio ops, who has been
licen-see of WOMT, Manitowoc, Wi.sc,
but' this time' it's glory for all five
since 1926, and also runs the town's
stations.. During last walk-out^more
.strictly

than six months ago, involving same local pic house.
Another long list of exhibitors are
union, it was KQV that scooped the
gang with news that lights were awaiting FCC action on their radio
Out' Denver-way, the
going back on after 36 hours, which station bids.
won a lot of praise for that outfit;- Denver Broadcasting Co., whose
but likewise a great deal of coh-' president is Frank Rieketson, heacl
demnation. principally from rivals. of Fox Intermouritain Theatres, Inc.,
But during, present, emergency, is after a regional transmitter. Ted
important breaks from both sides Gamble, former chief of the Treasare offered simultaneously to all ury Dept.. War Finance Division and
stations.
five,
With, newspapers part-holder in the Columbia, George
scarce, and in many cases unavail- and .Myrtle Amusement Companies
Portland, Ore., is vice-president.
able, because of transportation prob- of
the
lems, radio's been the only way ma- Henry Van Schaak. a directot in

.

-

large display ad in the Omaha
also paid for by the
stations, will call, attention to the
tabloid distribution.
Omaha's only
daily, however, rejected a plan under which complete schedules of all
stations would be carried for a full
week in a series of full-page paid
ads.
KOWH, owned by the World
Heralij, also refused to participate
in the ad campaign^

A

World Heraldi

jority of the public has been able to
keep in touch. The broadcasters
have been plenty cognizant of their
responsibilities,
at the beginning,
maintaining 24-rhOur watches and

Final phase of the pooled ad
drive includes a series of seven sixcolumn full ads in the Lincoln newspapers. KPOR, representing ABC in
Lincoln, will print its schedule in
place of KOIL, Omaha.

•

schedules.

standard

its

the time, the biggest commercials
or the smailesti radio locally has
been cutting in cbniinuously as new
developments arise. Stations here
have al.so been doing a terrific public
service job on announcements from
schools, organizations, etc., devoting
considerable free time to even the

let

to

Those
of monopoly.
of course, don't want
else in. Hence the

frontier

last

who are

in,

most
that

seemingly unimportant item
would perhaps involve only a

few people.
There's no chance

any individBoth company

of

ual scoops this time.

and

union agreed, following the
previous KQV gang-up, that all
bi'eaks would be relayed simultaneously

tij

however,

press and radio.

have

been

number

Stations,
a
in addition to

producing

of analysts,
thejr straightline newscasters, and
have been polling public opinion as
to responsibility,
effective results.

blame,

etc.,

with

"Mind you, we were

not giving them anything, only putting people to the trouble to write
to us. Figuring that each letter represented four families, and that only
one in ten listeners would go to the
trouble of writing— we decided that
we had 40,000 listeners. I'll match
these statistics against similar statis-!
gotten up by radio p'eople in
The.se figures are real. If we

AIVI.

can have 40,000 listeners

now— with
still undistributed
justified in assuring
those who weep for us that FM is
not something that's going to break
through any year now. FM has
broken through already."
reeeivirig-sets
masse— I feel

someone

radio will

FM

fail.

Shakespeare

"Of course, there will be a good

iss Continued from page 30
many among the FM operators who
know neither about programming Antony part to this certain

nor about radio
pose the early

busines-s.

AM

I

-sup-

knew
knew was how to
people

radio! AH they
develop certain formats and: formulae, and the money came pouring in.

of their trials and errors came
successes and failures— and I mean
successes radiowise too, not only as
far as money is concerned.
Some
very good things have come (from
radio there is some excellent pro-

Out

—

here and there. But
is some very rotten programming, too— and often no programming at all, save the kind used on
squeezing into ai-i hour as many

gramming,
there

and announcements and jingles
and corny comedians and hitch-hikes
and cowcatchers as the traffic and
spots

the

FCC

will bear.
the'. 'half-baked',

ideas, the

union viewpoint on the air,
and amateurish educational programming. Well, if the listeners
don't think the ideas are half-baked,
they'll listen. If the listeners think
the ideas don't suit them, or the
they'll turn somewhere
programs
else. But there will be some place
to turn, because there will be so
many more stations. There will be
no monopoly.
"I don't think, of myself as a reformer, as a guy with a mission, as
a peddler of ei;udition, or as a man
with a cause to elevate the people.
I'm a busine.ss man. So are many
others in FM. All I say is that in
the batch of new people coming into
radio through the FM doorthere are people with at least as
many sound ideas, and some with
better ideas, compared with
labor

—

bid for a radio out-

rector of the radio project, hold blocs
in the Rio and Mack Theatres Corps,
of Ind. and the Cinema Amu.senient
Co. of Denver.

An

,

AM

radio.

FM

Sets

—

.

:

I

have

^
star I

mind.

in

don't see why Antony has to
marry this Octavia. Let's keep the
story line clear and simple, and
then we can always no, no, I'm
not telling you how to write it
That's why I sent for ]/ou. Bill. It
I could write, I wouldn't be sitting
on this side of the desk, believe me.
Only after all, I've had a certain
amount of experience, and I also
I

—

happen

to
star reacts
uation.

know how
to certain

this

•

certain

types of

sit-

One more

thing.
This has got to
be a rush job. I don't like to huny
a writer, but---^well, this is just one
of those things.
Say two weeks"?

weeks! You're kidding. Bill.
possibly give you over

•Six

"Those people say they are worried about

Joe Finneran,
Columbus.
prexy and Trueman Rembusch, di^

I
can't
three.

Okay, just sign this, and you can
get to work.
That? It's just the usual form we
have here in the office.
You sea
it's printed.
You sign down here
at the botton.
That's right. "Contract for story
where idea is originated by producer." It's just our regular form.
Bill, where we own half the rights,
and you own the other half. Fiftyfifty, even steven
what could be
fairer?
Bill, I don't understand your altitude.
I've been handling writers

—

town twenty years and never

in this

had a

beef, so

I

But it's my idea!
You walk in
here cold and I give you the whole
thing, and then' you
wait a minute!
Bill! Don't be like that! Don't be a—
(The door slams behtrtd W. Shake*

—

jjpeare)

Due

"As for sets the swing is already
on in the other direction. The biggest corporations have been holding
back on FM sets; I'm willing to take
at face value their official explanations about reconversion difficulti«s,
labor troubles^ etc, being tl)e reason. The fact is, they ha ve not made
FM sets and they have made AM
sets. But now there is going to be a
flood of sets, soon, from the biggest

Well I'll be darned. I heard the
guy was temperamental, but
Why the soandso. ,1 wouldn't be
surprised If he'd turn around and
.

steal

.

.

it!

who now has his corporations.
And the reason is
houses in the state.
simple. Too many of the secondary
Also in Florida^ Carl Connie Floyd,
or even smalltime set makers have
who owns the Floyd theatres and come
out with FM sets. Somehow,
is a lessee of Variety Corp. and the
they didn't' have so much trouble
Lake and Floste theatre chain, is
with reconversion and labor. Cusapplying for a new local radio opertomers are finding out that they're
ation in Winter Haven.
suckers if they buy an
set that
Hy man Bros. In.
isn't also equipped for FM recepFirst turned down at FCC but now tion. The result is that the big fellicensee on ariother uncontested ra-^ lows with as good "a "nose for
dio channel is the Greater Hunting- dollar as anyone are beginning to
ton Broadcasting Co. of Huntington, untangle their difficulties and beW. Va. Principals here are S. J. and ginning to turn out; combination

mayor

own

Announcing

31

cards," he said,

tics

hopes that the new people in

in

ambitious r«idio-film chain is
in the offing in Texas, FCC Willing.
A drive for multiple radio station
operation there is sparked by the
J. C. Long theatres, bidding under
name of Metropolitan
corporate
Houston Broadcasting Co. for a
Houston station. Long and partner
Glenn H. McClain figure in .several
other applications, among them bids
for Del Rio, Bay City and other
Texas towns.
Ahbther bidder; is the Lincoln
Operating Co., which wants a fivekiloWatt station in Miami. President
is Mitchell Wolfson of the. WolfsonMeyer theatre chain tied in with
some 20 other exhibitor outfits.
Wolfson's partner is Sidney Meyer,
formerly with Fox Films and ex-

of

FM

1

'

j

FM
than

radio
ose its IshjlLtjI^ J>e;,_ declar ed,
-w Ui.
"they hope so. That's why they weep
these crocodile tears. -Radio is the
youngesty latest, and most thoroughly entrenched monopoly. It is the

"They're .not afraid -that

Ind. •& Tex.
Syndicate Theatres^ Inc., of Columbus, Ind., has met up with stiff
let

rather

broadcasters;

thtir fearSi"

radio company, is i former owner of
Mountain States Amusement Co-.

opposition in

Disregarding what's on the air at

insists that

most of these "analyses" of the
situation
"express the hopes

,

Exhlbs To Radio

Sock

With Plenty

:

.

,

,,,

'

,

Hirschmann, however,

by

endorsed

of Commerce and Board
of Trade, transit companies, railroads, stores; thcatre-s and industries.
Called. "It's Up Jo "Vou," it Will

with Busbey Radio Productions to present city's ills and cures- .via
(NBC), KPAB make a series of open-end c. '-'^-... dramal^e- ca.st and -OJu:baiLt.a.^-Shaw_
are
urs^e
yet barbership quartet have been ha.s been produced by Jack Charest
(CBS). KOIL (ABC)„ and KBON
the
of WCAU's pi-ogram department.
(MBS) and their common selling in radio 24 years, and are one' of
i£
not the oltJest..^ in the
idea to dialers is: we don't care oldest
L-.Kst year WCAU won a scries of
business. .
rwhom you listen to, but listen.
awards on a criusade for better water
Ad campaign has been divided
wliiclv was ei-cditec! vi» it h. starting a
with
out
starting
phases,
movement by city fathei'S fO:r .hiJw
inio three
WOW'S monthly News Tower Mag,
water, iiipply.'-,
October issue, carryiiig eVehlng and
Omaha,
for
all
lour
Sunday, listings

.

Continacd from page

of

AM

••

1.

WCAU

1.

toners to tune it in'.' In other words,
begins
it's a case of which-comes-first-thecivic, belterment shows this Sunday
radio"What's chicken-or-thcfegg, and
am-ied at huling at
(6)
radio is ct ught on
Wrong .VVith Phill.v'' and what to ites insist that
both horns of that dilemma.
it.
a

.

cooperative

novel

a

III

Oct.

Hirschmann Blasts AMers

To Be Aired on WCAU Show
PhiU'delphia.'Oct.

Omaha.

'
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RADIO
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—

a

;

of Miami,

theatre

AM

•

JIHE .AP.P.Q,LN.T.MENT OF.

The William

G.

Rambeau

„

Co.

as

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES
for

Radio Stations

—

A;

B,

Hyman,

brothers,

.

affiliated

with the Statej Orpheum and .KeithAlbee theatre chains.
FCC first
rul.
in favor of the Hymans' competition because it appeared the
Hymans would have to divide their
time between the theatres and the
radio station. The commission objected to fact that the radio company was a subsidiary of all three
film chains on ground this might
work to the "detrimept of the radio

AM-FM

—

'

sets.

"It's not a black eye, but a red
ledger that the
operators are
worrying about as they face FM.
FM operators who fall by the wayside— and there is little doubt that,
under our competitive system, some
will fail won't give the industry
any black eyes; they'll simply fold
and go back to running a garage or
selling
neckties;
there's
nothing
shameful about that, to them or to
operation."
the radio industry. But those who
In Kentucky, William Macklin of stay in
will take business away,
the Northern Kentucky Radio Corp. and plenty of it, from old-line radio
is after a'* radio station in Coving- because they'll, take listeners away.
ton, and went through hearing early That's the reason for the tears and
this month, He is operator of three fears."
theatres in the state.
Hir.schmann pointed to his newly
Local
film
house operator in Issued rate card as proof of the fact
Hagerstown, Md., Dan Weinberg, in- that FM has already broken through.
corporated as the Atitietani Broads He said that in one week after the
casting Co. early this month and issuance of the rate card, he had
filed for new station in the town.
four sponsored shows on his station.
Yesterday (Monday) McLendon, He pointed out that, in an effort to
part owner of KNET, Palestine, lex., find out.how many listeners his stasought FCC okay for a second sta- tion had,
appealed to listention in Oak Cliff, Tex. He runs the ers to write and tell the station
Tri-States chain of theatres in Dal- whether they catch the programs.
las and other Texas towns.
"We got 1,000 letters and post.

AM

—

FM

WHBC

I

WPAY

MUTUAL

CBS

CANTON, OHIO

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

•

1,

1946

looks complex but
it*s

simple.

iCompany men know

know

if

you know

Weed and

th'e.

ropes and

the people.

WEED

.

iffeetiue October

It

the ropiBS

WABF

[
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A

Great

New

Series of Picture Dramatizations with

Hedda Hopper
at the

helm

CB.S.
[oast-to-Coast

Network
ir
Ik

10:15...

Saturday

ir

Night
Presented by the Procter

& Gamble Company for

CAMAYWomen

the Soap of Beautiful

Wcdaesday, October

RADIO

40

ABC

FM

Co-ops Gird for

Continued from page 29

Slugfest

was feasible with the network relay
a deal with International News system presently in use. FCG memService providing for use of INS bers had seen both the live and flim
news on a blanket basis. Deal is demonstration and have been sitting
similar to that worked out with the in on propagation tests conducted
by CBS engineers during the last
Associated Press.

the regional co^op wholeis only one.
It's Known that National has been
studying Morris Novik's plan of
marketing
receivers through the
International Ladies Garment Workers Union, and may duplicate that

salers, of

which Eastern

:

FM

But

setup.

whereas

the

IIjGWU plan would market

Up

Npvik-

till

now INS

on a

terial

fed the

web ma-

basis, extracting

split

seven

montlisstandards.

a

-

to* establish.

Stanton Reviews

most commission from commercial news

1946

2,

AMECHE FOR MBS
lOVE STORY THEATRE'

JIM

CBS-UHF Bid
Continue* tt»m tV >* S

For INS News Service
ABC network has just negotiated

;

owned by

educational arm o£ the entire.
Tnovomciit in the east) is repotted
to have the situation in hand for a
•united co-op front. While no names
of i*adioites have as yet been made
public, it is known that some extremely hep radio people in New
York have been advising Richards
ill
the lormulation of his preliminary plans. Announceniient' of the
plans will probably come within
the nfext month or six weeks.
is the

Sets Blanket Deal

UHF

Work

Mutual is planning an elaborate
half-hour
dramatic
show titled
Story Theatre," to start

"Love

Oct. 25, for a Friday night 8:30 sustainer. ShiJw will have Jim Amecha
as star, with a iemitte.guestar playing vis-a-vis culled from films or
top radio brackets.
plans us.,
ing relay of radio writers like Margaret LeWorth, Peter Barry, Sheldon Stalk and others on story lines

MBS

accompanying the petiNow it's strictly tion, CBS prexy Frank Stanton re- suggested by prominent
25,000 sets, the National co-op out- airers using INS.
playwrights
a fixied Jee deal. United Press con- viewed the web's work in the color and authors.
fit would have the possibility of selling several
h u n d r e d thousand tract With the web is still on a com- video field, declaring the tests "indiCarlo D'Angelo will be the direcmercial percentage split.
cate that Uie basic technical stages tor. Producer will be Walter Lurie;
The New York outfit is expected through its own outlets..
Altogether,
the
cothe
picture
of
been
UHP
color
television
have
of
least
$150,000.
to be capitalized at at
network's exec producer,
completed, and that further sigRicliards makes no secret of the op movement getting- into radio is
nificant advances in UHF Color telefact that, while the station would be more frightening. to radio advertisers
vision can be made only under coninterested in both commercial and —clients, agencies and nets alike—
Paul Block Paper Bows
11
labor
than
the
into
field
Of
from
page
entry
Continued
the
ditions
commercial
broadcasting
of
sustaining prdgrarns, the cGlnmcrwith regularly scheduled program
cials would get ho more than 40^r; unions. Tlie latter would be dbvi-'
did just the: reOut of Toledo
ously tabbed. from the beginning, the less successful
Race
service."
Reiterating previous CB.S
ipf 'the station's time, and advertiser-s
verse.
their
very
becau.se
of
ownership,
as
arguments for a move to the higher
Washington, Oct. 1,
would be accepted on a "selected"
On gag shows (a) the "laugh frequencies immediately, Stanton
basis, in general, the station would outfits With axes of their own to
The Toledo Blade Co., radio off'The
griiid.
co-ops,
other
hand,
on
the
go after the "intelligent consumer
time" (of total time of laughs) gave as his reasons for this the the- spring of the Paul Block newscould well develop into a front for averages from 15 to 25% of tlve "play-, ory that:
adult'' trade.
paper, backed out of FM in Toledo
all
anti-.adrconscious
c o ns u m e r
"So long as- color television con- last Frida.y (27), leaving only two
ing time" (time devoted to comedy
New -York has nine FIVI- spots open groups
in the country, regardless of
on the program)r(b) "Laugh pealcs" tinues in an experimental status, the contestants for that city's two availat tliis time, bat Ave are 'to be
labor or political aflilia'.ion. Their
(number of laughs) average from entire industry will be subject to able FM slots. The Blade only the.
awarded by.: the FCG as soon as it
influence would be felt directly in
three to five per minute; (c) volume uncertainty, and the investment ot week before had withdrawn a teledigests the- results of the New York
its impact upon radio advettising as
of these laugh peaks average from the public and broadcaster in low vision bid in Toledo:
•;
hearings of last summer. Four slots
at

In a letter

.

,

:

'

'

Comedy Shows
;

FM

-

;

J

.

i

'

'

.

'

.

i

-

|

;

are being kept operi, in acqprdance
with the "reservoir"' rule. The co-op
movement would be a powerful
contender if tt went after one of
those four place.> on the FM band,
and it expects to have its presentation thoroughly thought out by the
time New York City's second round
,

comes up,

in July, 1947.'

'

'West:'

throughout

.

the

70

middle

,:

80%

of

the

maximum;

(d)

On

Sarnof f , Kudosed

40th Anni, Predicts
Miracles

Electronic

World-wide television networks
and portable communications instru-

RCA

representing roughly 20,000 in- by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff.
dividual consumers. But a survey proxy, 'at a dinner at the Hotel
recently by one o£ the co-op Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.. on Monday
stores (in Brooklyn) showed that (30) night, commemorating his 40th
90% of its customers are non*mem- anniversary in radio.
^bers. On that basis, the 5,000 famiJust returned from a tour of
lies represent co-op influence of be- Europe, Sarnoff described these and
tween 200,000 and 250,000 individuals other similarly fantastic inventions
-^-making a strong enough block of as the alternative to rocket-propapotential radio listeners which the gated germs and atomic bombs in a
FCC would have difficulty ignoring third world war. Declaring that
in handing out one of next year's radio had become a great public serplaces in N. Y.
vant in the U. Si because o£ the
The. oo-op movement may also go "freedom of science to advance," he
Into the sale of
receiving sets, called for an international ban on
through another of its organizations, aU restrictions on scientists' rights
the National Cooperatives, Latter is to- "question, to experiment and to
think."
Reviewing the rapid advances
made by radio in the last 40 years,
prexy said that scientists
the
were still only pioneering in the
dawn of the radio age. "Already
the electron tube responds to our
sense of touch, sound and sight," he
lie.<;.

made

,

FM

.

FM

.

RCA

said.

"We

shall learn

how

illustrations of Walker's service, he was called on to make a
survey of Mutual's "Juvenile Jury''
kid quiz show. His graph Of one program showed the number of laughs
and their volume, as well as the flat
stretches; it had the laughs indi-

As

The actual eorop membership in ments enabling a person to comthe New York metropolitan district municate directly with anyone anyi.< Said to be only about 5,000 famiwhere in the world were predicted

0^.

to

'.less.

idea of the power of the co-op
groups is the fact that it has 230
stores along the eastern seaboard,
and its contacts extend through variOU.S societies and federations from:
coast to coast, with a great deal of

strength

today.

Yet admen and net people aren't comedy index of successful shows
ready to shoot off their mouths on has been 10 or better; (e) gag
the situation. Their reaction is that, shows require an average 10 to 12
with the FCG being eonsumerr seconds to build up and sell a gag
minded,' anything they say might be line.
used against them. However, they're
On situation comedy shows, averwatching; the situationT— very closely.
age percentages of course have been

;'

An

.

iSxists

it

to

make

HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC. COASt-tO-COAST

immeasurably

shall

increase

the

number

of usable frequencies until
we are able to assign a separate frequency, to -an -individual as .a. sep-

arate telephone
to

number

is

assigned
'

each instrument."

CAB CALLOWAY
THELMA CARPENTER
CHUBBY JACKSON
and: AGGREGATION
iPilEJQHNSON

may
is

black-and-white
be in jeopardy.

tele-

The

entitled to enjoy, at the
earliest possible date, the inherently
greater beauty and interest of color
television picturesi"Stanton pointed out that; the web
had brought the "art" of color
video to its "present advanced state
at major expense and almost single;

Toronto Star

representation in the House of Commons would not qualify for free national network time for broadcasts

between
Board

elections.
also decided

to

study fur-

ther procedures recommended by the
radio committee regarding "conditions of the issuance or renewal of
station licenses."
Committee had recommended that
stations applying for license or regun Sunday (29)^
Weekly column is being written newal "should be required to submit an undertaking that it would
Herder,
by June
assistant drama
faithfully perform its duties as a
critic, who has. been handling logs
for the past year.
A "shirt-tail" trustee of a radio frequency and
would inflicate the amount of time
of., local .rad|«^ ^n-fj-y^s; fa j^e^jaglgj,'!?*and proportion- -"Of -its revenue it
to Crosby's daiiy column is also conwould. be prepared to devote to di£templated;;.^;
^ .,: -'x feient obligations to its community."
Above clause in radio committee
briet to the Commons is what griped
SPIVAK
a lot of the indies, since they claim
it's impossible, for one thing, to tell
JESS
.

;

-

•

CHARLIE
STACEY

MARTHA TILTON
LEE WILEY

EARLJVILSQN__

PHIL SILVERS

Concurrently, the

what their revenue is going to be
and therefore they couldn't make
any pledges;;., and for; another it
loaves up to CBC the Sole responsibility of deciding who is .goin g to be
worthy or unworthy of -running a
;

.

.

PCC

;

:

postponed

indefinitely a hearing sclieduled for
Sept. 30 in Toledo on bids of the

Community Broadcasting Co. and
Ohio-Michigan Broadcasting Corp.,
both of which show every indication
of pursuing their
applications.

FM

I'm Casting'

Development evolved by

handed."

.

respond also to our sense of taste
and smell. The tireless workers of
Philly Record's Column
radio science will produce a radioPhiladelphia, Oct.. 1.
mail system that will be inexpensive, secret and faster than any mailPhiladelphia Record, which recarrying plane can travel. Portable cently broke the "drought" for radio
communications instruments will be news in this town by buying John
developed that will enable an in- Crosby's syndicated Herald Tribune
dividual, to communicate directly column, has added to its radio covand promptly with anyone, any- erage with a local news column be-

where in the world. As we learn
more about the secrets, of space, we

.

vision

CBS which he referred to, involving as it does the use of synchronized
rotating
filter
disks
and
operating at a high cycle frequency,
has been attacked by other video
factions as impractical for commerWalker
cated by performer's names.
Latter, led by the
cial operation.
was able to point out which per- RCA-NBC interests,
have
been
formers needed replacing; how the plugging for an all-electronic sysemcee could fill in the gaps by call- tem which they claim should take
ing on the reliables, and in that way another five years to develop.
increase the comedy content—-as his
Opposing interests, too, have parsubsequent graphs indicatedv
ticipated in a radio industry comIn graphs of the Beatrice Kay mittee set up to study color teleshow on Mutual,. Walker had in- vision, to which Stanton referred.
dividual measurements of all the Pointing out that CBS has "done
performers.
His graphs also indi- more" to develop color video "than
cated the show needed more laughs, could be expected of any one orand how to get them. For instance. ganization not it.self a manufacturer
Gee Gee James' peaks on the Kaye of equipment," he declared:
show were lower than her average
"Color television is now within
on other shows Walker had graphed. reach of the public. 'We do not feel
He was able to indicate a change in that Columbia can bring it substanher style of delivery, to a more tially closer to the public without
punchy approach, that lifted the appropriate FCC action.
As the
laugh peak on subsequent programs next step in making color television
and graphs. On the same show, available to the families of America,
Walker's graphs of Peter Lind Hayes it is essential that the Commission
indicated to him that the essentially authorize commercial operation of
sight comedian had a better average UHF color television stations."
than was supposed. These .graphs
were valuable when the Dinah Shore
show was mulling use of Hayes, and
got confirmation from Walker's rec
ords of his laugh-pull.
SS Continued from page 31
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HIRES TO YA" "
FOR SECOND YEAR

frequency
public

Coiitiniied

from

ikikg 29

central source for information on
talent in N. Y. Radio Registry, in
existence eight years as a service
for talent, taking their calls, handling their secretarial problems, etc.^
decided to utilize their exhaustive
questionnaires on their talent for
the new "I'm Casting" service.

Unlike Hollywood's Central Casting office, this service does no casting—^it merely supplies info to the
director or agency, its flies always

No

being available for that purpose.

recommendations are made; all that
is done is to submit names and data
in response to requests. There is no
alphabetical- or other preference,' so

name that fits the inquiry
is submitted.
Radio Registry's clients who don't care to be in the
service, need not be, although the
new service appears to be a break
to
talent, getting opportunity for
work without cost. "i:m Casting"
records even include a list of talent
who won't, do television; for in
that every

instance;

"I'm Casting" wiir be supplied to
agencies and nets on a fee basis.
Service will include a master picture chart to help a director identify a face and name, and refresh
his memory, with a new chart issued
quarterly.
will come

Balance of detailed
from "I'm Casting."

info

Do You Need
'a

.

Rehearsal Hall?
FOR YOUR BAND
RADIO PROGRAM
LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION
We have available a large ballroom
—Monday

to Friday mornings and

afternoon!.-

-

-

STAGE 36x12
WITH FULL EQUIPMENT
REASONABLE RAtES
CONVENIENT LOCATION

''

P/fone SU. 7-3000, Banquei

DepaHmeni

RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL
253 WEST 73RD STREET
fHEA-R—BROABW-AY, NEW YORK;

station.

Board

appeared "IN PERSON" last month on

WnV'C^H99fl

Pliih"''

pests

of

M.G.

FRED ftOBBINS

also decided to spi Ice for the

-time being "but continue study
I ,
of
the. possibilities
of
a second

Do
same

voice heard on the networks selling

FRESH, IPANA, MOLLE, PABST, VITALI5
IS

now

available io do an effective selling /o fa for your

Tocfucfs. Inquire
''giph

CBC

about

N. Weil, Gen. Mgr.

availabilities

John

E.

today!

Pearson Co., Nal't Rep;

—

IN

F,nglish-

Get Your

you know that...
St.

the

•BUSINESS

to provide alternative .programs to the French-speaking audiences in Canada, as are pro-

vided by the two
speaking networks."

and

••THERE'S PLENTY OP

.

French network

Louis—The

Shell

Git Co.,
"News and Sports"
nights weekly over
KSD, will sponsor 10 football games
in the midwest over the same station, while the St. Louis University
will field a gridiron eleven, KSD
with Harold Grams at the mike will
do the play-by-play ot Big Ten,
Missoui:! Valley and other outstanding games In the midwest.

bankroller

program,

of
six

-
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WEED & CO.
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Quiz Auds

Jam

TEXACO BUYS CLEVE.
GRID 'GAME OF WEEK'

Library

Mast Come

Facilities,

Cleveland, Oct.

In Person for Answers

New York

Coppers Swoop
Boston, Oct.

li

WGAR

,

'

'

of librarians.
Those seeking prizes on the shows
now have to go down to the
This is being
library in person.
done, according to Dr. M. J. Fergu:

.

•will

son, chief librarian in Brooltlyn, in
an effort to point up all the facilities in that institution, and acquaint

public with the reading material
activities of the

'the

aiid community
library.

One program which taxed the
library's time is
vTcst"

the

WOR

"Tello-

NBC Pays

^

'

I

L—

:C«Btlnil«<i

Worn iwge

1

Field tomorrow

at 'Kbbets

First

played in

.

game

St.

Harvard -Yale
classic heads the list of games for
broadcasting along with
Holy Cross-Dartmouth, Yale-Colgate,

The

traditional

regional

Princeton

-

Harvard,

Cornell

-

Yale,

Indie for Staging Bingo Via Ether
'

Numbers marked on ping pong
Montreal, Oct. 1.
Montreal's drive on gambling and balls are whirled around in a wheel
vice took to the airWays Wednes- and are. read over the air. Listeners
day (25) with what was probably who have received cards before the
the first raid in radio history on a airer mark their cards accordingly.
radio station in connection with To find the winner, a white plastic
barrel containing all the serial numgambling.
Indie station CKAC (of the French bers is whirled around, a number is
sheet La Presse) was apparently the chosen .and broadcast^ over the air.
target of the raid but it was actually Winner, is then asked a current quesGHLP (of another French sheet. La tion and is given a full prize if
Patrie) whose facilities in the Sun answer is correct. Question angle is
Life Building CKAC was using, thcit obviously to get away, from program
being essentially, of a gambling nafelt the brunt of the gendarmes.
;

Harvard-Holy
Cross,
Yale - Dartmouth, Yale-Brown, Yale-Princeton
and Boston College-Holy Cross.
Raid came at the end of a "Zingo" ture..
In addition, WNAC, Boston, will
About 100 in the studio audience
carry the Boston College meetings program, radio version of Bingo, were present when raiders seized
California Oct. 5, and is the only
with Tennessee and Alabama; WEAN, smalltime gambling game used by the program equipment.
one which Patrick will not call.
service
clubs and church groups for
Agency Lang, Fisher and Stashower Providence, will carry the Brown fund raising. Bingo has been banned
games against Princeton, Dartmouth,
has arranged for coverage from
LEGION CITES ISNA FHIIUPS
by the police authorities.
there.
Army and Michigan have, Rhode Island, Holy Cross, Harvard
Strictly speaking, this was not a
San Francisco, Oct. I.
been set tOt Oct. 12, wit&: balance and Colgate, and the Yale-Columbia raid in the. fuUi sense of the term
Irna Phillips, soap opera writer,
game; while WAAB, Worcester, will
of the schedule depending upon imaccording
Pacifique
Plante,
to
police
was presentee' the American Legion
carry Holy Cross contests
portance of games.
attorney who led the cops into the Auxiliary's
award
for
highest
In conjunction with .he games,
station. Plante explained that the achievements in the art of social
Texaco has also bought a flve..a- through Friday sportser with Bob authorities have certain doubts as living and the science of child welweek: live minute spot at 6:25 with Neal, another flve-minute quickie to the legality of the game and in fare at Legion's national convention
Patrick telling a football feature at 11 pjn. flve-a-week, and weekly order to determine its legal status, here last week.
story. Station iQso (>arries Red Bar- at 15 minutes Saturday, to make for evidence will be presented in court
Award was for "Woman in White,"
ber's network co-op show together pretty full coverage following the in what will actually be a test case. "Today's Children,"
"Masquerade":
with Firestone's lO-minufe, Monday summer dearth.
This is the way the game works:
and "Guiding Light."
:

-

-

(Thurs-

and another $15,000 for Friday's game, if a third one is necesday)

sary^

former footballer from
Texas Christian assumes the duties
normally filled by WGAR sports editor Bob NeaJ, since Neal will be
tied to the pro-Cleveland Browns
for Sears Roebuck during the season. First game under the schedule
will be aired from the Coast, between Ohio State and Southern
Patrick,

Down on Canadian

Yankee Net Football

1.

After a complete blank on baseThe Atlantic Refining Co. will
tublic libraries have ball broadcasts during the summer, sponsor the major New England
Clevelanders are being assured a
football games this fall on the Yansufficiency of sports for the football
season. Latest schedule to join the kee Network, with additional local
coverage by Yankee outlets in Bossport parade is that sold by
to Texaco. Pact calls for 10 "Games ton, Providence and Worcester of
of the Week" to be play-by -played hometown rivalries which otitweigh
by Van Patrick on a freelance basis. in local interest the sectional games.

Rebelled at the hordes of inquiries
prizes on the varitoy those seeking
ous quiz shows on the air, and have
announced a policy of posting the
nrswerS to quizzes on bulletin
boards in an effort to straighten out
caused
has
which
situation
a
jammed switchboards and tying up

in the series

was

'

Louis yesterday (Tues^

day).

Speed with which NBC wrapped
tip the deal and the prices paid
caused considerable discussion
Y. tele broadcasters,
«niong other
who'd been aiming for the video
plum themselves. Deal was signed
Monday (30) morning, less than 24
liouTS after the results of Sunday's
ball games made the playoff series
necessary. Other broadcasters, it's
reported, had expected the deal to
be set up on a bidding basis and
claimed that NBC, through paying
so much, was setting too high a potential price on future top sports and
special events.
:

Under: terms of the deal signed by
Branch Bickey, Dodgers prexy, and
Koran E. Kersta, NBG television
^

World

Series Tele

Snag

Coverage of the playoff series
between .the Dodgers and Cards
for the National League flag
may be the closest television
gets

to

the World

—even

year

if

come through

Series

Brooklyn
to take the

this

does
pen-

vnfetener

appeal.

nant.,

NBCi CBS and DuMont,

not

it's

reported, have all been trying to
set up some kind of a deal with
the Dodgers to handle the series,
in the event Brooklyn wins the
pennant, but all negotiations to
date have been stalemated. C^ief
factor, it's believed, is that the
ball players want a share of
whatever money is paid for
video rights and the big league
iwexies are unwilling to make a
deal until this can be straight-

ened

out.

Sporting News, chief organ of
baseball, ran a lead story in line
with this last week, disclosing
that the players' yen for a share
of the television coin had held

up

negotiations at the big league
conference at the Hotel Com-

N«w Yjor]^ on Sept; 16.
Players, it's Teported, missed out
on radio, getting no share ot the
$100,000 paid by Gillette Safety
Razor to sponsor radiocasts of
the series over the Mutual web
and now"Mvant to get in on the
tele coin before any deals, are

c,baracter
ght, of a
York

>WMCA

ai«

."""^'i^/othe.

no. r^er^e
one
music

fv,

at

extreme.

„ence,

It is

mu-

that appea

modore^

:

the
this is
t
believe that
^.^^

station

weight championship fights. It's
also been reported that the big
league prexies themselves are
not yet sold on letting out video
rights on anything more than an
experimental basis, through fear
that tele might; tut into their

and pe^n^^"

oew"" "
bu«.an be.ng.
every

character,

t

WPTZ

that this

vimca

570

B ^
will

be fed to

(t>hUco,
Philadelphia) via
relay,
NBC's Kf. Y.
tele outlet, will go on the air at 1:15

radio

e

we heheve.

Rt
games

.

mus.c that

gale receipts.

mansfger, the

»

WENT,

p.m. both days. Bob Stanton, who's
handled most of the ball games cov'
cred by NBC during the past season,
is slated to do the play-by-play
description. Web will use its RCA
Ifnage Orthlcon (iamera.<s and the
micro-wave relay link between Ebbets Field and Radio City.

the Nev/

^

Reports that Gillette is averse
to having the games covered by
television because of its exclusive radio rights are decried by
tele execs, who point to the fact
that the same sponsor paid for
both the radio and television
rights to the last two ""heavy.1
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Clipper-Crafl^s

Television Reviews
Continued Irom page

34

$1,750

Inside Stuff-Radio

Wkly. Lawes Show Budget
Time, fof-mat, and cost for the

;

now

E. Lawes show have been
where they can pick up contrast as Lewis
definitely set by the Weintraub ad
regular photographic cameras do.'
Clipper-Craft
for
acting
Occasionally pix were blurred, and agency
camera scan of models was not up Clothes. Quarter-hour weekly show,
of
ington milted tb° game in a more to par. Models, at times, were en- which will feature dramatizations
competent »aKP»!»«r that was in keep- meshed in the black border of the juvenile delinquency cases with
comments by Lawes; will preem on
ing witb.H» sportsoa.ster l>acliground. pix.
Audience reaction to show was a lOO^station Mutual tieup Oct. 20 at
Film stars arid other celebs were
Worked into the nine-day orograra above average. If it goes over as 1 p. m. Tab 'or the progranv includfrom both ends. Some were set for well in the next 25 weeks as it did ing time and talent, has been fixed
premiere, it will be a socko
exhibition games Brior to tele deal, in its
setup for television, the sponsor and at $1,750.
'while .l^aiv assisted with grandstand
Lee.
bankrolled the
outfit
Clothing
appearances of contractees. All were McNeill.
brought to stationary position of
Tommy Harmon show last year, and
closebelow
directly
mike
chatter
before that sponsored commentaries
up camera which, ineidently, wasn't
by Dorothy Thompson. Formerly
Tele Foiiowup
handled as well as game box. LatteJ
working out of the Emil Mogul
was always perfectly focused and
recently
company
agency,

well

interviews, , as

"rity

as

.

chats

with the star contestants. Michael
Roy handled the chit-chat without
much color: while Keith Heather•

:

.

:

'

1946

Unusual stunt for' the non-radio-minded New York Sun was its sponsorship (for the first time) last weekend of the Cubs-Gards games in the
crucial National League baseball race. Sheet, which never did it before
sponsored broadcasts Friday and' Saturday nights over
as a service
to sports fans in general, with Marty Glickman and Bert Lee as the playby-play reporters.

WHN

WHN

^tunt gave
a pretty baseballish tinge for the weeltend, since
in addition, carried the regular Old Gold presentation of the
Brooklyn-Boston game Saturday afternoon.
Mutual got the exclusive network rights to broadcast of the three
Brooklyn-St. Louis playoff games, with yesterday's (Tue.) game from St.
Louis as sustainer because two St.- Louis breweries, Griesedieck and Falstaff, which have home rights, refused to release to the net. Tomorrow's
(Thurs.) game, however, and the third,' if there ^is one, will be sponsored
by Old Gold, with Red Barber and Connie Desmond announcing. Brooklyn game (or games) will be fed. to the network via WHN,, with Mutual's
station,

N. Y. flagship,

WOR,

•

not carrying.

'

problem.
its
coped .with
Switchovers from lens to lens were

fully

-

.ZiODO.

CBS
sky for

.

(29)

"DON MCNEILL'S DINNER CLUB"
Sotos

Announcer: Bob Murphy

"Crime and Punnotable more for
the story or the

Jim McNaughton, who's been getting some fine three-dimensional effects in the sets he designs for these
shows, tried something new this
time.
Set consisted of t- j separate

,

CO.

emcee

adaptation of the

for-

ABC's

•Breakfast Club," kept the video rooms, supposedly in the garret
audience in laughing mood as he apartment in which tlaskolnikov
brought his warm personality and lived, which were separated by a
crack adlibbing to "Dinner ,Club," corridor. Entire front of the set was
his new tele show. Spur-of-the-mo- open so that the cameras could pan
ment cracks made while describing from one room to another as the
dresses modeled by lookers from terpers carried the action, thus givField's dept. store
part rib-ticklers,

wefe for the most
although a few

ing the show virtually two sets in
one. It was a good idea that can do
were strictly from the. corn belt,
much for tele, producers who are
Show opened well with film shot forced right now to confine an en(Showing car pulling up in front of tire show to the limits of one studio.
a club run by McNeill, who said he
Choreography of the show was set
couldn't conceive of anyone's using to Chopin music,
played by
as
television as an advertising medium. Rachmaninoff. Music for the most
discourse,
Sam part was too slow in tempo for
Throughout
his
Cowling, the "silliuter" on "Break- dancing, which left the show dragfast- Club," walked behind McNeill ging. Interesting camera effects dewith a placard bearing the name of. vised by director Paul Belanger
show's sponsor.. This stint received were good, but he's still cutting the
hangup applause.
dancers off above the ankles.
^

'

.

laugh rouser was Mc'Neill's reading of the list of notables
at the club, including Chi's Mayor.
Kelly,' Illinois' Gov. Green, etc, "Of
course, they aren't here," McNeill
quipped, "but it's a good list, anyway." •
Package progressed nicely, as
models made appearances wearing
sponsor's wares. McNeill pulled fair
gags about each girl's accoutrements
(sample: "This is the barbed wire
fence model— it protects the property but doesn't obstruct the view").

26

AM,

FM Outkts
Boston, Oct.

1.

With the completion of a new
alignment of stations by mid-October, the Yankee Network will expand its New England coverage to
24 fulltime

two

FM

AM

affiliates

along with

stations.

Five newcomers to the regional
web include Yankee-owned and
•

Larry Wolters of the Tribune and Adele Hoskins of the Times have been
WMTWj Portland, sched;
to go on the air tomorirow telling radio a few of the things^ that are wrong with -radio from time to
(Wednesday); WFAU, Augusta, due time in the past, though never to this year's extent. Withal, its something
start today (1); WJOR, Bangor, new for the Sun, whose new radio ed is 'Ulmer Turner, and for the Times'
expected to be in operation around "Don Foster" (Bill Irvin) to lay it on the line programming-wise, and the
Oct. 15; WKBR, Manchester, N.H., boys are really going after the new season's net shows hammer and tongs.
Reviews are anything but complimentary, centering mostly on the fact that
to be launched Oct. l; and WWCO.
Waterbury, also due to start today the ether is offering nothing new in this year of grace.
(1).

The complete lineup gives Yankee
eight stations in Massachusetts, in-

Comment

Follow-Up

Continued from page 34

WNAC,
WAAB,

Boston, the key
Worcester; WSAR,
Fitchburg;
River;
WEIN,
Fall
WHAI, Greenfield; WHYN, Holyoke;
and
Lowell- Lawrence;
WLLH,

WINX, Washington Post indie, is plenty set up over front page publicity
which Ed Hart's Sunday show, "Is Congress Doing Its Job?", has come oft
with for two weeks running. On Sept. 15, with former Assistant Attorney
General Thurman Arnold and Senator James Murray, Chairman of the
Senate Small Business Committee as guests, the Hart show took a crack
at monopolies that was picked up by AP, UP, CBS and NBC News
Services.

On the Sept. 22 show at pitch of the Wallace mix-up, Rep. John SparkYsmkee man (D., Ala.) majority whip, described Wallace and Senator Claude
WICC, Pepper of Florida as "good democrats" and said lie hoped they would
Bridgeport; WONS, Hartford; WNLC, campaign for the Democratic ticket this fall. AP picked up the story,
As a showcase for CBS winter New London, and WWGO, Water- which was carried by almost every metropolitan paper in the country, and
^hows "Stars in the Afternoon" more bury; one in Rhode Island, WEAN, Drew Pearson led off his Sunday broadcast with quotes from the: show.

then missed Slaughter's double and
Kurowsfci's single
Loo's second run.

which drove

than adequately served

its

in St.

WBRK,

purpose,

since it had the added factor, in spots,
of sock entertainment.

Pittsfield.

It also provides for four
in
Connecticut;
outlets

.

four in New HampWKXL, Concord; WLNH, LaWKBR, Manchester; and

Providence;
shire,

i

conia;

FM

.

,

|

Reviews

for
Keeps"
"It Hiii>i>ene<1 in ItruolEl.vn"

On

uled

WMTW,

EST

It may be that radio editors on Chicago dailies are after a bigger readership;
the other hand, it may be just plain cusscdness on the part of
the dailies themselves toward radio as an advertising rival. At any ^jte,
the guys and gals who dish out the radio news- in Chi ar«-really going in
for the critic business in a big way this season.

to

air show, with McNeill referring to
Finnegan's telephone is now being WHEB, Portsmouth-Dover; three in
one dress as "one that'll slip, but a answered by Frank McHugh, who Vermont, WSYB, Rutland; WWSR,
little, jerk can pull it up."
As Mc- replaced Stuart Erwin on Household St. Albans, and WDEV, Waterbury;
Neill spoke, camera jjanned to Cowl- Finance's CBS "Phone Again, Finne- and four in Maine, WCOU, Lewistoning in the act of tugging at the gown. gan" show as of Thursday (28). Pro- Auburn; WJOR, Bangor;
Telecast was an okay deal, except gram's format has not changed but Portland; and WFAU, Augusta.
in spots where too much flare in pix the approach to Finnegan's characIn addition, Yankee operates
was prevalent. This factor was at- ter has, with McHugh's crackerstations WGTR, Paxton; and WMNE,
tributed to lack
contrast in barrel optimism following the luguof
Mt. Washington,
models' getups, and because tele- brious Erwin character.
All are fulltime Yankee and Muvision cameras" have not as yet been
Arms,
Zany doings at Welcome
technically developed to the point radio's cockeyed Grand Hotel, still tual affiliates.
provide solid amusement but program, nevertheless, is still dependIn
ent upon situation scripting.
show caught McHugh became fouled
Transcription
up with a phoney efficiency expert,
em-bezzler,
Qiieruldus
really an
Continued from page 34
hotel manager was almost nabbed as
thief when he admitted spending $10 Nellie. Gray" and "I Walk Alone."
over-pay and was confused with the Entire program is well-backed by
real culprit.
Top sequence of the Rosa Rio's organ music, which carshow came when McHugh and writer ries behind open spots for comHarry Stewart, doubling as the mercials, both of 1:15 duration. Cue
Swedish janitor, sang a specialty sheets are supplied with platters so
the local announcer, introduced as
duet that wowed the audience.
Crooked efficiency expert was an "Junior" by Prescott, can come in at
obvious Ned Sparlts takeoff but' well right time with sponsor plugs.
Mgt.
LOU CLAYTON
Available for three*a-week presr
done nevertheless. \Batoneering of
l]MITIi:U RK.VALt DICUG CO.
Tomm.
Paul Barron made "Finnegan's" entation are 156 disks.
I>.m.,

i'

managed

cluding

'

—

Barnouw was especially worried
about the act one finale, when the stage manager tells, the audience the
Radio version read: "Well, friend,
is over and to go out for a smoke.
that's all for act one. Going to pause for a minute now. Gbing to have--ah—-a commercial. Know what I mean?"
Far from objecting. Wilder liked the idea, even suggesting further revisions in the play. For the act two ending, Wilder inserted: "Well, friends,
that's all for act two.
Going to pause again. Maybe you'd like to have
your station identified."
translated into equivalent radio devices,,

act

station;

Cowling was still the same fall
guy for McNeill that he is on the

FrMiiy— CBS— 9:S«
"Tills
.U-fi-M
Time

Adapter Erik Barnouw expected a little trouble with playwright Thornton Wilder when Theatre Guild On the Air did his Pulitzer prize play,
"Our Town" Sunday (29), with Wilder appearing in it as narrator. It was
just tliose narrator portions that Barnouw wanted to revise the most, for
radio purposes, feeling that the whole "stage manager" device should be

,

Another

.

Yankee Web Up To

'.

l»rodilcer-D"rccto: : Helen Carson
30 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.

WTSKB, Chicago
Don McNeill,

WGBW

with a very free
Russian novelist's
ishment" that was
the set than for
dancing.
»

With Don McNeill, Sam Cowling,
Marshall Field Models (8), Georsc

MARSHALL FIELD

television turned to Dostoevits ballet sho\y last Sunday
staffers dame up

night,

the
switched to Weintraub.!

I

As

stands, program
is good, but real sock potential hasn't
been -achieved,.

music a cinch.

it

.

.

BARTON

BETTY

&

ARNOLD

-

Writer: Arnold
Director: Charles Bascb
15 Mins.
-

THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKET

BUDDY

-

3 Stations

(Bosch Productions)

Producer Dan Ehrenreich, of Mutual's "Juvenile Jury" program, pulled
a new stunt in New York Saturday (28).
For the 15-minute pre-airing
warmup period, he used six-year-old Dickie Orlan, one of the jury members, to greet, the studio audience, tell them purpose of the program, how
.

to applaud,
ducer.-

and introducing fellow-jurors, emcee Jack Barry and the pro-

.

,

Barry has,^usually been handling these chores. Feeling was the stunt
accomplished two purposes, to give the show more of a real juve tinge;
and warm the audience up sooner.

much-kudosed "New World A'Coming" show for
the season, WMCA (N.Y.) has scheduled an unusually large newspaper ad
campaign for the program. Before show bows in again, next Tuesday (8),
Preparing to reopen

its

the station will carry 3,600 lines of advertising in five N:Y. papers, including a. full-page in the Herald Tribune. Show, as in past, will be devoted
to problems of minority groups in the U. S. A., but will this year go
beyond the. bounds of America, taking in at times themes of a United
Nations character. Opener, called '-The Gentleman From IVJississippi,'' is
built around the career of Sen. Theodore G. Bilbo, with ifcript by Ira

Marion.

Stan

Broza'sWCAU Exit;

New" Orleans —Guy

WSMB
staff

Manages

Elliot

Lawrence

Philadelphia,

Oct.

1.

announcer,

WWLH,

of

Harris, former
has joined the
newest FM

city's

manager and announcer. Also added to staff is Bill
Dean as announcer.
station,

as traffic

Stan Lee Broza, One of the best-

known figures in Philly radio, last
week tendered his resignation as
vice-president and program director
Of WCAU. -He will enter the field
of personal management of artists,
beginning with the job of handling
the intere.sts of his son, bandleader

Afema Oh!!

•

Bouncy twosome formerly aired Elliot Lawrence.
from a local New York indie operate
Broza's resignation will officially
like an old-titne vaude song and
dance team, without the dance, of take effect Jan. 1, but lie leaves his
course. Platter has little ear-bang- post as program director on Dec. 1,
ing gab, concentratirtg for the„most when a month's accumulated vacapart on a series of diversified tunes tion starts. He will not sever his
neatly arranged by Buddy Arnold.
relations entirely with the station,
Intro number is always- on —the. howeverr-Broza -will
continue to han"Fello, hello, we hope you like the
dle
his
"Children's Hour" show,
shL v" Order, followed by an open-,
ing for local commercials. Arnold's which has the record for continuous
15 years under the
arrangements are original and un- sponsorship
usual, making for interesting 'treat- aegis of Horn and Hardart Restaument in "The Fireman's Bride," with rants.

BETTY RUTH
SMITH

.

JANE

.

"JUDITH

in

AND JANE"

,

—

Prws RepfMMtativ*

DUTTON'LIProLD

—

a little of Offenbach's "Gaite Parisienne" tossed in for spice.
Piano
forms only accompaniment, situation
which probably could be improved
by addition ,of a small instrumental
combo. Other' numbers, "Personality" and "Bubbling Brook," with a
South Sea Island olio closer, are
listenable.

Disk makes no pretense at being
a big production, but rather trades
to best advantage upon its simplicity

J JOHN BUfR &

CO.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE!

and evident low production costs.
There's little time lost between
songs, with two youngsters pacing
at a fast clip. Arrangements at times
are overlong, but seldonj dull.
Platter series not completely finished, yet but beginnings are avaJI3-. II. .5 4 <» •oTwrnni.*
ablet

Broza's post- as program director'
will be taken by Joseph T. Connolly, now news editor and director
of special features. Robert N. Pryor,
promotion director, will take over
Connolly's old spot in addition to
his present chores.

Premiert!

John Tillman
AlUiouncine
K'or Prince Matcbabelll

Ferfume
"Tli» Stnt(1lvnrr>
Oroliestra"

,

Siin<1uy, Oct. 0

S:M

i>.lii.

r-,Tr, <»vcr

fHH

EDDIE CONDON
HM
UmII
null
bf CflNlffl-6ni SM-SATllllDliyCI, 12
presenting a TYi^lCAL AMERICONDON
TAVAffM
iUWIl
...GROUP OF PAMOUi JAZZ AITISIS ^
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Wcdneeday, October

Starr

2,

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
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Dreyfus Sets Up Pub
For Morton, James Gould

Asks Harms, Remick, Witmark

on Other Increases

Boosts, Based

is probably the .final bomb-f
lonK series of explosions by
publisher-members of the American

What

In the

Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers over availability ratings
was tossed last week by Herman
Bros,
Starr, head of the Warner
music group. At a publisher's classithe
fication meeting, the last half of
one adjourned two weeks ago, Starr
up several availabilrty
followed
beefs from other publishers by ask-

Remick and
ing that his Harms, Inc.,
Witmark catalogs be booisted.

Since Harms now is rated at 11,000
points, the highest in the Society and
double the nearest competitors, his
request put a quick halt to proceedStarr bassed his demands on
ings.
the theory that availability ratings
had been such a source of argument
lately among ASCAP pubs, and so
many had been given raises, that the
per point value of his firms had
steadily been lessened during the
past year or two (which is probably
true, since every point added to the
overall worth of catalogs drawing
income from the Society spreads the
latter'is distributable revenue more
thinly).

As a result of Starr's demand, the
Publishers Classification Committee
has decided to proceed with its reevaluation of all catalogs. This tack

was supposed to have been completed early this year. It proceeded
to a certain point, then stopped because of the inability of the evaluators to get together on the worth of
individual copyrights.
Until this is completed, all availability squawks have been deferred.
Among them is a bid for a boost by
Saul Bornstein, who asked for more
points because his ex-partner, Irving
Berlin, drew a 750-ppint boost a few
weeks back. One objector, however,
apparently is not going to await the

He

Hates Maestros
Chicago, Oct.

1.

An

orchestra leader that can't

fire a

drummer has been devised

Dreyfus music publishing group
has set up a publishing firm for
Morten and James Goulds Company
will hold the copyrights on all material turned out by the former, conductor and composer.
Papers werr filed in- Albany^ N. Y.,
la-st week.

AFM

by Al Garter, Chicago drummer.
When Carter was flr£d by a
small-combo

maestro

:

DisimientoCiii

For Scale Talks

Stickwavers are unnecessary
says, because all they
accomplish when they stand up

band

in front of a

is

Leeds BMI

AFM

sold.

their

first

;

over

availability
ratings.
out that it bought

ANOTHER SPITALNY
UP A

'

.Stey,cns,

;..

Lawrence, Kenton Dates

£xtend 400 Club Sked
400 Club, New York, has its
schedule set well into
operators
Club's
spring.

Whitney Horse Buy
Sammy Kaye

name
next
have

band

To Swing and Sway

bought Elliot Lawrence's new band
and Stan Kenton's orchestra to eJ?tend the current lineup .into May,
1947.

Lawrence will occupy .the four,
starter among the race horse-own- week spot between, Tex Beneke's
orchestra, which opens De c. 12 for
~~i"ng" maestros.
HFs^currently dickweeks, and Tommy uorsey,
six
ering with Mrs. Payne Whitney's
in around Feb. 20 for
is

a probable added

"

who's due

.

.

•

stable to purchase a yearling out of
Kenton will follow
Mrs. Whitney's Swing and Sway, eight weeks.
four. Latter incident
.Vhich has been running under that Dor-sey for
name for some time. Cul^rently there ally, was to have played the Fenn'
hotel, N. Y., opening Sept. 2
.Sylvania
«re a couple of the letter's get
running at New York tracks, > one past, but extricated himself from
the booking on the grounds that he
called Swing Along.
,

'

^

to

Kaye closes the deal, he intends
name the horse he buys Swing

If

and Sway

Or he may apply the
Sammy Kaye, with the dam bill-

couldn't afford to lose
the 400 he won't.

At

money.

"Out

of

Swing

and

may

new

Romberg Auditions
Dallas, Oct.

•

•

1.

First it was Bob Hope and now
Prima and Harry James are
^
me
main bandleader horseowners at it's Sigmund Romberg, who is seek,
jne moment.
James' nags stay in ing a vocalist.
i-al>fornia.
Auditions will be held here in the
Prima's, on which the
W"sic and band businesses have .studios of WFAA for a girl vocalist,
Cleaned up;.Qccasionally, run at the Winner would go' on aHfl'Coaeert
liOuis

ijB'iU.Iti*

't

<

"

>«l

4

>^

s

contracts to be negotiated without
a hitch, since production people at
several of the companies have admitted that they're pressing as fast
as they can to build up a backlog of
stock in the event of a musician's
strike. A few expect to rely upon
reissues of old numbers, with one
company in particular readying 18
old cuttings for re-release.

.

court by Judge Charles A. Dewey,
which cited bandleaders as independent contractors, was reversed
week by the federal circuit court

last

,

of appeals.

This puts the Crystal ballroom's

which it was joined by two
Larry Geer danceries at Fort Dodge
and Storm Lake, back where it startled. It had sued the Government for
the return of $20.98 in federal un-

employment

taxes, paid in behalf of

who played the
AFM's Form B, which

musicians

spot under
cites
the

bandleader as the employee of the
buyer of his band, therefore not
liable

for

unemployment or

.

social

security taxes.

AFM

No form introduced by the
has ever caused so much controversy
as Form B. Most maestro accountants would like to see it junked,
and the
itself, has been reported at various times on the verge

AFM

dropping

til e

;

particularly during
terms conflicted
violently with Government restric•
tions on earnings.
of

it,

when

the war,

its

'

=

Buddy Morris
Prepares Court
Action on Boost
Lee Eastman, attorney for the Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris publishing
group,
against

preparing a court action
the American Society of

is

Composers, Authors and Publishers
as a result of
last

an action against him

week by the

Society's Publishers

Committee.

Classification

Two weeks

ago, Morris, after appearing before the Society's appeals
board for an availability raise for all
three Morris, Mayfair and Melrose
Victor's way.
Most publishers, however, remain catplogs, drew a 250-po«nt boost lor
adamant, from their conversation, *.he Morris firm, which raised "it to
Morris didn't think
1,000 points.
against going along with Victor.
that was enough and appealed the
action to the director board.
When
he' did. the Publishers Classification
Committee appealed the appeals
board boo.st and had the 250-point increase nullified and Morris set back
Georgie Auld, who disbanded his to 750.

AULD DOESN'T PLAN
RESUMING BATONING

orchestra a few weeks ago and inThis was the second time that
tended re-forming next week to play Morris and the Society had (.'one
the Terrace Ballroom, Newark, has through an identical cause and rebowed out of that date. He does not sult. Last year Morris was raised
figure on resuming operation as a 250 points and, when it was apbandleader immediately. His plans pealed, the boost was killed by the
are at the moment uncertain.
classification
committee.
Eastman
Auld's spot at the Terrace, begin- -rto^-^Vfkimi' he^ 'going to court to
ning four weeks Oct. 15, will be force his point; He is preparing his
taken by Sam Donahue's orchestra. case on .six causes of action, one in
behalf of writer Jack Lawrence,
Buddy Morrow follows^
whose bid for a/boost in writer
Los Angeles, Oct. 1.
classification
was recently, turned
Remnants of AHA go on the auc- Messner, Ex-Army,
down; and the others in behalf of
Morris.
tion block this week, with receivers
and buyers bidding for the remains
N.Y. McAIpin Hotel
of what was once a likely looking
Johnny Messner, recently out of
Contract
plattexat JaiKu)jes& . Max„]^^^
ney for the creditor group, and Mor the Army; will re-sume maestroing
Oct. 4 at his old stand, the McAlpin
ton Garbus, representing the stock
With William Morris
holders, are working out plans for hotel. New York. Messner is building a 12-piece combination composed
the liquidation of the company;
Is Denied
of three trumpets, one trombone,
Garbus declared that some of
I>ast week it was reported from
sax and four rhythm which
them are willing to buy up the as four
goes into rehearsal this week. His .several sources that the William;
the
idea
of
starting
the
sets with
run at the MoAlpin will be indef- Morris agency had signed the -.Tex
the
under
probably
anew,
company
inite and he'U be spotted in" the Ma« Beneke-Glenn Miller orchestra to a
same label. Understood Ralph Peer
booking contract, taking it away
rine Room.
head of Southern Music, is a memMessner was one of the first lead- from General Artists Corp., but
her of a group seeking to buy the
erg
to go; -into-service^^-Afte-r-^don^ those rumors were based on the
firm's assets.
ning uniform,: his civilian record as fact that "Morris' one-nignter saiesa maestro pu.shed him into special man, Phil Brown, hac" set Beneke
service, and the band he led at Gamp on a trio of college dates in Texas.
Vogue's Souvenir Disks
Shanks, JI. Y., embarkation camp, The bookings, however, do not sigrated one of the best in the nify that Morris will book Beneke
New York recorti retailers with was
Army. Curiously enough, it was a henceforth. As a matter of fact,
stores on or near the main stem are
swing
outfit as compared with his Benelte doesn't havb a cOjittract w^^^^
finding a curious reaction to the new
any .igency.:
Vogue records. These are the plat- civiliaa novWty combos,
Gerieral Artists has been doing;
with pictures and
pressed
ters
most of the band's booking, and will
scenery under the playing surface
continue to do so, according tomanHawaii
and are of long-lasting quality. It
ager Don Haynes. Harry Romtti, now
Hollywood, dct. 1.
seems visitors to N. Yf have been
sS up in his own office, will handle
Hope MacKenzie, femme promoter the band for theatres and Morris
buying them as souvenirs of their
trip. Some dealers have had some from Honolulu, is in town trying to has the outfit for radio. In.the event
of the earlier disks in stock, with round Up bands for tours of the Morris comes up with a eoniinercial
outmoded tunes inscribed on them. Hawaiian Islands.
.for the band ttiere is a possibility
They go over the counter just the
Idea is to fly the musicrews to" that -agency will get the' band tor
same.
Honolulu with three-day weekend everything. At the moment, howDealer.s report that Vogue's, few stands on a flat guarantee, with all ever, GAC continues to handle most
kidiljiendVikE are good sellers, to<% clt. e##i^fii#-i«a#*''*»*»*tf««^^

ARA Auction Due
As

Disker Folds

Back

Tex Beneke

.

Agency
:

.

.

CaBs—Mnsikers

2d.

lag
ing adding
••..-Sway."

this

business,

To

„

Sammy Kaye Seeks

What

Most major pubs are burned at
won't be disclosed until the meet.
Currently, the rate is pegged at $30 Starr for his action, which, inciper man per three-hour session, with, dentally, he has denied during the
past we^. He asserts he gave Vic$10 for each half-hour overtime.
Most prominent on the speculative tor an okay on the l%c only on
condition the company take better
list of items to be demanded is the.
care of his material. Pubs are a bit
feeling that AFM will set. a limit
on the length of time a master can unhappy, too, over the retention of
be used before a new one is made. Lee Eastman, attorney for various
publishers, by Victor. His job
Diskeries point out that the long- major
time success of such records as Artie is to induce them to agree to the
Shaw's "Begin the Beguinp" and l%c fee. So far, Eastman claims to
have
go-ahead
signals on the lower
Tommy Dorsey's "Blue Skies" for
rate from eight ''fairly important"
Victor, and Benny Goodman's Columbia platters would make them publishers, :but will not disclose
which;
It's known that he has cona neat source of revenue for musiditional agreements frorri some that
cians as well as for the union, if an
they, will go along with the lower
additional live musician fee for new
rate it he manages to get a number
cuttings could be charged periodiof other majors to see things his and

West Music, the Gene Autry-BMI
firm.
Since both publishers were
connected with BMI. originally, the cally.
tunes had to remain in BMI, and so
In any case, it's apparent in some
Duchess Music was the answer.
quarters that few diskeries expect

.

•Fre<ldy Nagel's outfit is at the Palat the

Disk Royalty Cut

Mu

Leeds points
"Sentimental" from Record Music
Corp. and "Lately" irora Golden

mer House, Clyde McCoy

On

Tie

originally

Des Moines, Oct. 1.
which has pa-

The band

tiently awaited results of an appeal
in a court flght here over the validity of the American Federation of
Musicians Form B contract, was disappointed last week in a test case
that has received wide attention.
Decision in favor of the Crystal ballroom, Dubuque, la.; delivered in
January, 1945, in federal district

casci in

ASCAPStrainVia

Kirkeby chain, have placed ceilings
STICK
PICKS
on the amount of coin they will
henceforth spend weekly for name
Pittsburgh, Oct*,
bands. This attitude has been con
Another generation of Spitalny's
veyed to local branches of major will go into the maestro biz this
booking agencies without explana- week (4) when Jimmy Spitalny,
;tion.:.
young son of Maurice Spitalny and
Palmer House, for example, does nephew, of Phil and H. Leopold Spinot play top names any more. At talny, debuts his new band here at
one time, it was open to bands of Vogue Terrace. Orchestra has been
the calibre of Tommy Dorsdy and in rehearsal for several months.
Eddy Duchin. Irately it has been
Jimmy Spitalny actually made his
Using bands that are local favorites,
bow as a leader while still in high
such as Griff Williams. Hence the school with a student band which
establishment of a $2,500 per week played class affairs.
He was just
ceiling on musie costs is diflEicult to about to
get started as a pro couple
understand. Ceiling at the Stevens is of years ago when Army grabbed
undisclosed, but it's said to be sim- him. He got out several mouths ago.
ilar.:

from California. He arrived next
weekend.

Tug-o'-War

AFM

ASCAP

Ceilings

(7) in New York.
Subject of the discussion is undisclosed
and everyone concerned is maintaining a tight lip
about it. At any rate, it's important enough to draw Milt
Krasny, General Artists Corp.
executive and go-between for
that agency in all union matters,

to distract

BMI through
with
Duchess is in any way connected
with Leeds' series of arguments with

Chicago, Oct. 1.
Botti the Palmer House and Steven.s
hotels here, members of the

American Federation of Musicians will meet with representatives of all band agencies next

of relations with industries employ^
ing its members. In firing the open
ing gun in the expected campaign
for higher recording scales late last
the m\isiciatis.
week, via letter, the
advised
disk company heads that "you are
invited" to appear before the AFM's
RCA-Victor's hassle with major
executive board at the Palmer
House, Chicago,: Oct. 14, and .to music publishers over the increased
"kindly acknowledge" receipt of the payment of royalty fees due to the
invitation. Diskmen say it is the recent boost in retail price of its
nicest request that will probably pop records from 50c to 60c, is
cost them money they have ever had. blossoming into quite a tug-o'-war.
AFM's executive board will prob- Victor is still seeking to get the
majority of major pubs to agree to
Broadcast Music, Inc., last week ably lay before the recorders a new a l%c fee as against the mandatory
This will become effecscale only.
completed setting up Duchess
2c for all disks retailing above 50c,
tive, as the union points out in its
sic, a new affiliate going into busi- letter, on Oct. 21, and will be in and the publishers are still resisting
despite the agreement last week by
ness with two copyrights ''<I Love force until Dec. 31, 1947, with exHerman Starr, head of the Warner
You) For Sentimental Reasons" and piration of the three-year agreement Bros, groupi one of the most powercalling for the manufacturers to pay
"Have I Told You Lately That I
ful publishing combines in the busithe
a royalty on each record
Love You." While the two songs
scale
be ness, to accept the lower rate.

anyway, he

connection

Band

AFM's Agency Meet

American Federation of Musicians
seems to have taken a different tack
on its heretofore abrupt handling

:

In Chicago
Chicago Set

Decision in Unemployment Tax Suit

:

Lake City recently, he began, to
hate band leaders with a passion.
He thereupon went to
work and made a "mechanical
band leader," a contraption operated by an electric motor that
waves rhythmically atop a fivefoot pole (sort of a metronome).

were BMI material via
publishers, Leeds Music
which now owns them and is involved with BMI in Duchess Music,
points up possible future ramificafindings.
committee's
classification
tions in the whole deaL Leeds has
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris combine been a longtime affiliate of the
is going to court (see separate story).
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
It's flatly denied by Leeds that its

Palmer, Stevens

Iowa Court of Appeals Reverses

Monday

'Invites'

Salt

in

4S

.

]

OXFORD 'S FIRST SONG A SMASH HIT!
NUMBER ONE TUNE

[THE NATION'S NEXT

RUMORS
ARE FLYING
By Bennie Benjamin and George Weiss

A

Novelty Twist to the Old Love

Theme

-

YOU'LL SEE
WHAT A KISS CAN DO
By Bennie Benjamin and George Weiss
This

is just

Guy Lombardo

the start of a long

list

of records

— more to

Louis Armstrong

Henderson
Two Tones (Bennie and George)

Dick Jurgens

Les

Eddy Howard

Hal Brooks

follow:

Norman

Skitch

Men

Brown

of

Cloutier

Manhattan

Lee Hulbert

George Towne
i»iimMliihHiii(iuiii<ini(MimimHiuMmiitMiiiiimii^^^^^^^
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Preparation

In

A

Ballad by Alstone

.

Only 86 Days-to Christmas But

Who Gave You SYMPHONY

iliiiiMiiHiHuiiiriitniiiiiiiiiiiitunHiHiiHi|H|iiiniiiitliiit(iitir)HiitHii)iiiiiMi)iiiiiN

We

Shopped Early

antf JCamol l/p JVif/i

a Natural

THAT CHRISTMAS FEELING
By Bennia Benjamin and George Weitt

0xfoxh
1619

jWttSiit

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

19,

New York- EDDIE
Chicago—Ted Trav«rs

Corporation

N. Y.

JOY, ARTIE

GEORGE JOY,

President

VALANDO
Hollywood'«-Billy

Coty
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All

areafmrP/iOPORnm.

TfiflMCB/PT/ONs

BENEKE
BLUE

BARRON
WAL BROOKS

WON/CA

BUTTERF/ELD

W'U BRADLEY

BROWN
NORMAN CtOUT/ER

PW/L

HANNA

"•OUfS

JORDAN

JUMP/N' JACKS

MACS

GERTRUDE NIESSEN
LE/GHTON NOBLE

'

CLA/RE

^OODY HERMAN

LAWRENCE

'^ERRY

JOHNNY MERCER
BI'LLY MAYE

8
8

80B CHESTER

EUA F/TZGERAID

LEWIS

ELLIOT

'^ODERNAIRES

"AY BLOCH
SW/NG
LES

D'A-NA2E ORCH.
PATTY DUGGAN

TO DATE

SAMMY KAYE
FRANCES LANGFORD

PHJL BRiro

DOROTHY

09

GEORGE OLSON
^ONY PASTOR
PIED PIPERS
j

r
D'NAH
SHORE

SANTLY-JOY,
TOAAMY VALANDO, Gen.
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c
CHARLIE SPIVAK
r
CLAUDE

THORNHILL
o
ORRIN
TUCKER
Gl
GEORGE
TOWNE

New
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York

Mgr.
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(Weerc-Endinfii Sept. 19)

London, Sept.
Bless

You

Down

Count Baeie

orchestra

last

when the latter went back
WUliam Morris agency, has

thet-

week

New

York, by a

v

20.
.

.Gay

Commodore

at the

crosses' handed him by so-called
friends. Main item of the latter is a
tipoff given Basle that Alexander

Ellington
taurant.

Moon

Strauss

.., . . ;

.

*

.

.

.

. .

Money Root

and

pleted,

hotel and

Duke

Aquarium

Res-

Metro

,

;

.

.

All EviL

i

*

.

Chappell

Alexander

Warren Pact

a deal with Morris, but Alexander stalled each time, meanwhile
talking up the deal involving the
money he would get from such an
arrangement. This after Basie Had
paid MCA $10,000 for a release to
follow Alexander to Morris, Milt
Ebbins, who has been handling Basie

for the past nine years, is now officially and completely Basic's pcr»
spnal manageir.
"

Morris agency, incidentally, denies
lishing
affiliation
with Bregman.
it paid Basie a $15,000 bonus to
Les Concerts Symphoniques, lo.cal
him to a one-year With-two concert group, throughout the season Vocco & Conn, which marketed his
material in recent years. Metro deal
one-year options contract.
uses an average of 80 musicians per
presumably calls for the placing of
concert. Each concert has three reall tunes Warren turns out for Me.

that
sign

Indianapolis, Oct.

Beefs against the local's action
have been raised in some longhair
circles, since^ it's claimed that LCS
is non-pr«fit making. That local musicians are killing the goose that's
providing them with extra coin.
Most of the players work on other
musical activities like radio and
other presentations, and it's claimed
tliat the symp should be the last one
to be hit.
Loc?,l 406ers, how«ver, claim that
the fee If as remained static for the
past 10 years and they're' entitled
to a raise since living costs have
soared since the rate was first set.

of humor had been offering his stock
free via the telephone.

Unknown

would

culprit

a

call

party and play recorded music over
tlie line for three minutes, then an-

.

.

nounce the

and state that the
listener could pick up the recording
free by calling at the Lyric for it.
title

may be fun for the kids doing
but not for us," Selig declared.
"It

tro films into the
will be operated as

$7,000 per year

symp about

cost the
extra.

1.

Lyric Record Shop here got a lot.
of publicity it didn't like this week.
Jack Selig, manager of the record
department, complained to cops that
some prankster with an odd sense

it,

3,

Philadelphia, Oct.

1.

A

three-hour "emergency session"
held between the Philadelphia orchestra and Local 77, AFM, Sunday
(29) averted a walkout which would
have washed out the opening of the
orchestra's season this week.
With the first rehearsal scheduled
for yesterday (Monday), the union
and the symph management was
still deadlocked on details
of the
'

contract.

Union demands a minimum of $120
week a $20 raise over last year
plus $10-a-day allowance for meals
and hotel rooms when the band is
out of town.
Union* officials and
To Each His Own (10) (Paramount)....
{ap''or:';;::.V.''.tcca orchestra management held a meeting late Saturday (28) night but
broke up without coming to any
Five Minutes More (7) (Moi.osc)
j ^^x" Ben °kt^^:: 'i'^^^^^^^
agreement. Sunday afternoon they
South America Take It Away (7) (Wit k) \ Crosby-Andrews Sis. Decca met again and after a stormy sesCugat-Clarke
.Columbia sion, agreed on the following con(
.

4.

Surrender (11) (Santlv-Jovi
"

'

^

.

^ Herman
Woody Sr^"

From

Skies"

Chance,''-

jtike

Best Bets of the Week
Rhythm—"T h e Best Man"
(Les Brown).
Ballad
"All

•

By

Myself"

(Buddy Clark).
Novelty—"Why Shouldn't It
Happen to Us?" (Hildegarde and
Ch\rk).
Hillbilly

—

"Atomic

Power'!

(Red Foley).

If

6.

Rumors Are Flying

Girl (4) (Mutual).

(

.

(Oxtord

(1)

—

.

Z'"^'?'' ditions for the new contract: A min... Columbia imum of $110 a week; $10 a day

Perry Como.

.

.

.

.i ,.

,

JJayinM;*i.^jui^

i-tt'Eifc

•

s

talents, Dodds' drumming is well
worth catching. Jocks might insert
a change of pace into their shows by
inserting "Winin' Blues" between

La' "rence).

two. fast numbers.

—

Boy

Hot
"Winin*
(Baby t)odds).

Blues"

Victor
I^ecc^

travel allowance.

to forego
sion.s.-

i

;

The

Eddy How-^'

23661) are so inferior tliat you are
to mistrust your own judgment
when you hear them for the first
time.
You are apt to suspect that

apt

something is wrong with your
phonograph. But you find out it
Bing
isn't your phonograph at all.
is accompanied by Les Paul and his
trio (an efCective background) and
the faces should have been good.
Five years ago, tliey might have
been magnificent. Both tunes ("Gotta
Get Me" is from "Duel In the Sun")
are the lazy sort of thing which
Bing used to do better than anyone
else.
But he sings them so indiffierehtly that you cannot ignore the
glorfhiy conclusion that Bing has
slipped.
Sinatra, Haymes, Como,
Buddy Clark and a few others are
cutting him.
If It sounds unduly
harsh on him to say this, it would
be harsher on the others to keep it

the jukeroos. Howard sings it with
a male trio and in a highly professional treatment. With the band in.
the background and plenty soft,
Howard's boudoir voice is properly
cozy. The trio is used with fine taste.
This, by the way, is danceable stuff.
Elliot Lawrepce's "You Broke the

Only Heart Thpt Ever Loved You"
and "Five O'clock Shadow" (Columbia .'!7084) demonstrate that this outfit has a good chance to get on top.
"Sliadow" is a pleasant instrumental,
but "Heart'' is the click side. Lawrence opens it with his piano, which
is remarkably unexhibitionistie, and
the disc moves into a vocal by Jack

Suggested Program
For Disk Jocks
"Oklahoma!" (Overture disc
from Decca Album )— Jay Blackton orchestra.
"I Can't Give You Anything
But Love"—Louis Armstrong
(Okeh version).
"I Can't Give You Anything
But Love"— Ethel Waters and

.

quiet.

Duke

Crosby's other disk this week is in
the nature of a stunt, Jack Kapp,
Decca's wily boss, long ago conceived the novelty value of coupling The Groaner with other Decca
contractoes e.g. the merry Andrews,
Louis Jordan, Eddie ("I Hate Pub-

Ellington (Brunswick).
to My Head"— Sina-

"You Go
tra

(Brunswickt.

"Tschaikowsky"— Danny Kaye
:

(Columbia).
"It's Only a Paper Moon'^—
Paul Whiteman (Victor), (Tins'

a

as a period piece presenting

iew superb bars
Bttnnjy Berigan)

..

by

late

t/ic

.

"The WhUIenpoof Song-"-The
Yale Glee Club (Columbia),

.

.

surprising click of

ard's "To Each His Own" has had
the effect of focusing attention on
Howard. His newest are. "If I'm
But be Lucky" and "You'll See What a Kiss
is not what he used
too
that as it may, the evidence is
Can Do" (Majestic 1072). "Kiss" is
The Groaner, although his the baby to watch. It's a natch with
stark.
to bo.

I

.

.,

.

.

—

.

>

,

.

.

, .

Town

Song

Hunter and then one by Rosalind.
Patton, The whole thing is quiet an^
melodic and an all-rotind bet.
;
:

.

Coming

;

:

i

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

i

,

i

:

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

;

.

i

(

.

,

.
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Hay mcs-Forrest

Do You Love Me iBVCi.
)

Who

Route 66 (BVC).-.

..

.

liinger In

My Arms

\
,

I

......

Temptation (Robbins)

;

.

,

Decca
.Columbia

. . .

.

.

^^^^

Told You Tliat Lie <Stevcn.)
.

Harry Jnraes.

.

'.

I

:
'

Old Buttermilk Sky (Burke-VHi
]M[y Heart Belongs To Daddy (.Chappell)

—

.

°

IVTonroe...,, .Victor

rp'?,^°l'=

...:.»>>.,

(Bourne).

Vaughn

..

'^T^^
Decca

.,

ASCAP Meets

Oct.

10

Semj-annual general membership
meeting in New York of all members
of the
posers,

place

American Society of ComAuthors and Publishers takes
Oct.

10,

at

the Ritz-Carlton

Como
.Victor hotel. Meet convenes at 2:30 p.m.
This affair is not the same as the
Peggy Lee ......... .Capitol
annual spring membership meeting,
j'Louis Armstrong .... Victor
which consists of an afternoon meetKay Ky.scr
Columbia ing; dinner and entertainment. That
Shaw-Kallen
Musicraft occurs in March or April.
Perry

j

is

The best folk
Red Foley's

release

this

"Atomic

-

week

Power"

(Decca 46014.) Reverse— "Have I
Told You Lately That I Love You?"
IS so-K).~"A1romic Power," thoufili,
is just corny enough to spread its
appeal beyond folk locations.; Tliis
baby might catch on, Foley, who
sounds lilte a doorman at the Roxy
named Fred, is a real prophet of
gloom and, if his cosmic cerebration
is rather funny, it's rather listenable too. Jocks and jukes are making a big mistake if they don't give
jukes,
jocks,
and by-the-flreside this one a fry. With a little plug-,
spinners,
"Why Shouldn't It Hap- ging; it might catch on.
pen to Us?,'-' however, should do
Tony Martin's "Rumors Are Flymore than this. It should be terrif. ing" and "And Then It's Heaven"
The Alberta Nichols-Mann Holincr ^Mercury 3032) are, unfortunately,
tune is a little gem. The lyric, which not as good as they might have been.
is shaped along "catalog" lines, is "Heaven,"
however, should get a
clever and the melody is catchy. good play on the- jukes. Given the
The Pride of the Persian Room has advantage of astute backing c.g'
never sounded better on the lacquer Eddy Howard's "Vou'll See What a
and teams superlatively with Clark. Kiss Can Do;" Martin can groW
Sosnik and his band provide a fine, jukeristically significant. Even as
unobtrusive accomp.
(Continued on page 50)
'

.J

;.

,

:

Orleatistyle, they have unimpeachable" integrity and some splendid

)

.

(Par) medley, sounds like a
smasheroo, but its coupling

The most exciting hot release of
the week is "Winin' Boy Blues" and
"Careless Love" by Baby Dodds'
Jazz Four (Blue Note 518), The
quartet has Dodds on percussion,
Art Hodes on piano, Wellman Brayd
on bass, and Albert Nicholas on
clarinet. These faces are obviously
not for general consumption, but a
"must" with hot fans. Grooved New

'

.

;

What a
(Eddy Howard)
and "You Broke the Only Heart
That Ever Loved Yoi " (Elliot

Oanbc— "You'll See

Kiss Can Do"

The local agreed licity") Condon, etc. Now Kapp has
bonuses for recording ses- Jascha Heifetz
fiddling obligates to
....
Bing'-s—renditions— -of i-'-'W-here. My
Representing the orchestra at the
l^'"?^'^?''^^^("
Caravan Has Rested" and "Lullaby"
Betty Rhodes.Victor
meeting was Orville H. BuUit, presi^
(from "Jocelyn") on Decca 40012. It
JJecca dent of the orchestra association,
Init Spots
1
j
7. Gypsy (23) (Leeds)
and is not disclosing any military secret
Dinah Shpre^.V^ .Coluriibia Harl McDonald, general manager.
I
to say that Heifetz
even if, on this,
.Capitol
Peggy: .L,ee.j
8. 1 Don't Know. Enough .(16) (C-PV.
he's no Heifetz—takes, the honors,
Mills Bros,
....... .Decca Zittel
J
Resumes
Hall, Crosby sounds tired, disinterested,
9. I Don't Know Why (lj (Feistj
Tommy Dorsey'.
Victor
and, incidentally, badly advised not
N.
Y.,
Folk
Recitals to rest his caravan, AH this, how10. 1 Guass I'll Get Piipcrs (1) (C-Pi.
..
Mills Bros
Decca
Second annual: series of niidiiiight ever, probably will not keep the
L'p
folk. song recitals at Town Hall, New ,iukes and jocks from
spinning these
York, tees oft this, Saturday (5) four faces.
As a matter of fact,
^^'"fi
evening with a concert^by John Ja- "Pretending" may prove to
..
Bltie;skies (BerUnO
be
,
Benny Goodman '--^^P^^
Columbia cob Niles. Recitals
will be presented enormously popular.
.'.
Night and Day (Harms).
..
... ... ,Biiig Crosby.
Decca on alternate Saturday nights .with
Everything considered, the pleas1 Know (Morris)
Tex Beneke, ........ Victor other artists including Richard Dyer- antest release of the week is probBennet, the Golden Gate Quartet, ably "I've Told Ev'ry Little Star"
My Sugar Is So Refined (Crit^.i'ion).,.
Johnny Mercer.
.Capitol
JoseC, Marais and Miranda, and Elie' and "Why Shouldn't It
Happen to
gomething Oid, Something New :(Bartbn
Frank, Sinatra .. .Columbia
Siegmeister's American Ballad Sing- Us?" by Hildegarde and
Buddy
Why Does It Get So Late cHarms i:.
HayraebrForrest
... Diecoa, oi;s.
Clark (Decca 23662.) "Star" is a
Ted Zittel is the promoter.
Shanty in Old Shanty Town (Witmar!:)
Johntiy Long, ....... Decca
pereiinial, bien entendu, and
will
command plenty of attention from
More Than YoU: Know Miller t. '. ...... Perry Como. ..
.Victor

You Were. the Only

5

Myself"

biscuit,

which

firm,

SYMPH SCALE BAHLE

a

10 Bast Sellers on Coin-Machines

1.

new

PHILA/S LOCAL 77 WINS

new

2,

"AH By

.

what it takes. Ho is an extraordinarily careful singer, with a good
voice and a proper respect for the
Bing Crosby has become that kind meaning of a lyric. The tunes, by
He has been the non- the way, arc excellent. "All By Myof champ.
pareil, the unprocessed cheese kid. self,'! which is one of the "Blue

manner still has that incomparable
kind of relaxation, no longer imparts
the verve, the dash of his early diskings, and if you think otherwise,
an adjunct to the listen to his newest releases.
Crosby's "Pretending" and "Gotta
Robbins combine, which Metro now
Get Me Somebody to Love" (Decca
controls.

hearsals lasting aVa hours, which
which ineans that the rate boost will

Biz Isn't Tough Enough
Pranksters Make It Worse

Clark's

are further testimony that Clark has

With Morris

after being comoutfitted with some new

Ask

make

Frazier
Buddy

and "This Morning I Knew I'd Fall
In Love Tonight" (Columbia 37085)

antly

;

was based mostly on the fact that
he had asked Alexander twice to

,

the days of "Just One More
down through the abundtalented years, he has been
wonderful, with a special kind of
purity in his appeal. Of late, though,
his seeding disinterest has become
more and more apparent, until now
it can no longer be ignored.

Settling

type soundrabsorbing material and
other expensive treatment, was alMorris for the purchase of Morris"
most completely ruined by water
coming from a tap inadvertently left contractual hold on Harry Warren's
music, after which Metro intends esopen by a workman. New dance
tablishing a new publishing company
floor, for example, was ruined.
in the songwriter's name. liast year
Warren made a deal with Morris
to publish all his works through the
Montreal Musicians Hit
Warren Music Co., to be operated
by brother CJharlie Warren.
Sour Note Off Concert
Since this agreement is still in
force, Metro cannot proceed with
Boost
Scale
Org,
the launching of a firm for Warren
under the title Harry Warren Music
Montreal, Oct. 1.
First note of the Montreal long- Corp. Morris is said to be asking
hair season was a sour one, struck somewhere in the neighborhood of
by Local 406, American Federation $30,000 for its hold on Warren. And
of Musicians, which announced that the deal may be completed before
rehearsal fees for symp players will the end of this week.
Metro's publishing deal with Harry
be boosted a flat 50%, from $2 to $3
an hour. Boosted rates will apply Warren, whom it signed to a writing
only to the longhair outfits, profit contract recently, came as a surprise.
and' non-profit making, and is efEec- It had generally been felt that Warren would resume his former publive immediately.

tract .with Basie.

By George
It is a sad, thankless, and sometimes presumptuous task to. have, to
report that a champion has slipped
If the champ happens to be
up.
a great one— personally as well as
professionally—rthe task becomes inordinately difficult.

won't be scorned. Mitchell Ayicj
and his band background, and O.K.
Les Brown's "The BeSt Man" (Columbia 3708G) shapes as a sure bet
in the novelty class. Butch Stone
vocalizes and, as might be expected
of anyone called Butch, doesn't get
In
the entertainment business,
too fancy. The side has a good
though, you think twice before you
bounce. The reverse 'is "My Serecriticize an idol, for if it is kind of
nade." It has nothing wrong with it,
amusing to say that so-and-so has a
Metro's film company is currently
but nothing distinctive either. "The
clothespin on his nose, it is almost
settling with Edwin H.
(Buddy) lese majeste to suggest that a Crosby Best Man," though, should make the

room,

Lincoln

had attempted to make a deal with
Morris for himself.. This called for
Morris to pay Alexander, in return
for Alexander getting Basie to sign
a five-year booking contract, either
$15,000 per year guarantee against
35% of the commissions Morris
would earn from the band, or a flat
$17,500 a year for five years. Alexander, incidentally, never had a eon-

the

at

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

.Wright

......
.Wood
Onezy, Twozy
Land Beginning Again. .Feldman

flood that ruined a

shape again by going into the
Knickerbocker Yacht Club, Port
Washington, L. I. It opens tomorrow
night (Thursday); the same night
there are two other major >band
openings in N. Y., .Vaughn Monroe

the latter's signing of a new tlirceyear contract with Morris is the direct 'result: of a series of double-

against

.......

good portion of the redecorating job
done on the hostelry's Blue Room,
marks time until the place is put in

,

peeve

.

.

Alexander claims that Basic's severance of relations with him and

Bapie's

Marks Time

Lee Castle orchestra, prevented
from going into the Lincoln hotel,

has ocburred involving the
Morris agency's comparatively young
band department since Alexander's
move there from Music Corp. of
America seven years ago has so
that

,

.

.

Laughing on Outside. ..Connelly
Bygones Be By.gones...Feldman
Can't Begin Te\l You. .ChappoU
.Leeds
Johnny Fedora
.Chappell
Do You Love Me?

For Hotel Lincoln Fixing

created

quite a blast as a results Nothing

stirred matters.

.

.

Castle

to the

.

the Valley. .... .Leeds

in

Harve-st
lost

,

Primrose Hill

In Losing Basie to Morris Agcy.
who

1946

2,

British Best Sheet Sellers

Alexander Charges DouUeo-oss

Willard, Alexander,

.

Wednesday, October

OBCHESTUAS-MVSIC

4«

;

;

,

—

,

•

•

Musk by VIC MIZZY

Cute ... C/ei^er.

\

.

Hovelty!

Put That Kiss Back
Where You Found h
lyric

by CAftl %ViMAH

EHingtM's Latest
HIT

And

Mvsic by PErER OE ROSE

Greatest

Just Squeeze

Me

(BUT DON'T TEASE ME)
lyr/c

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

by lEE G>t/NES

•

Music by DUKE ElLfNGrON

799 Seventh Avenue, N.

Y.

19

•

bern/e SCHERER

_ Pro/.

Mgr.

Wednesday, Oclohck-

OKUIIKSTItAS-i^llJNII

4S

10 Best Sheet Sellers

ORCII

the perfoiiiiiaiice of the tunes

(16)

With Gene Will ams, Johnny Bond
Andv Kirk Orch (1!))

ways

Willi Beverly White, Joe Williams
Aquiiriiini Kestaurant, N. Y.
Ben Harriman, operator oi this
,

sidewalk swing sjiot jtist off Times
Seiiiai-e,
alons Seventh A^'enud,
wasn't aiyen mucli bhanc.e to, succectl

,

when

first,

lic

,

the,'

the,. salaries

in

.

Harriman

.bcr.s.

is

-

,

the spot.. Harfiman ^voulcl
Ctuy Lombardo, Sammy Kaye.
well as Tommv Dor.sey. So. it
socm.s. the A.qiiarium i.s here to stay.
like

as
'

Refurbiiihed

Aquarium

is

,

!

Don't linow Enough

,

.

,

.

I

I

.

.IIMSIY TUCKEK ORCH (7)
President Hotel, Kansas City
anniversary

For

its

fifth

,

KLGABT OECH.

Hnfcl

New

(16)

Yorker, N. Y.

Les Elgart's orchestra, which excited much, contimeiit last winter
playing from the Rustic Cabin. Enplewood Cliffs, N. J., got its biggest

week when it Was ru.shed
New Yorker's Terrace Room
'lowing settlement of the hotelsstrike in N. Y. Having
pr^'tten such a break, Elgart's chances
of -capitalizing on it are very good,
for he has a good band.
There's only one thini wrong with
T's band-^the leader liimself.
Hi.s
f:„i-inting needs polish onlv experience Can bring. He play.s' trumpet,
p''?alc la.st

r-'o the

fi

n-nsicians

•

rot enough of it to make anyone
situp and talce- notice but enough to
class him as a playinc maestro. Each
of tliese items, while they're important, are not serious enough at
tlie moment to block seriously the
band's progress. Outfit itself, "composed of four trumpets, three trom-

sax and three rli.ytlim,
together
and it is
equipped with a fine library.
Bill Finnegan, one of tlie outstanding arrangers in the field, sup^
plied the major portion of Elgart's
material. All crack stufi, it covers the
field. There are excellent standards,
potts and some good originals, the
tailorJn"? of which gives the outfit
fadncs,

five

plays

well

flis'"-'-''

')

T"--'.

h"'^ -f--

.

.

The top 3;} sonys of the week, baaed on the copyright,e<l Audience Coverhtdex Survey oS Popular Music BroadcaU
Radio Networks. Piib-

m

age-

lisiied

Divvy, July-Aug.

Office oi Rc.s-cnrc)i, Inc.
Siirvcu Week oj Scpteiiibcr 20-27, 1946

(lie

1)1/

.

And Then

Hc'aven .........
.,.
. .......
Blue Skies-^t"Biue Skies" .........
Come Rain Or Come Shine— "-'St; Louis Woman'', . ... . .
Cuban Pete ,. ............................... ...v...........
Doin' What Comes Natur'll.y—*" Annie Get Your Gun", .....
... ..
................... .
Five Minutes More
It's

.

-.

.

.

.

.

.

.

',

.

of Composers,
Author.s and- Publishers' third quarter distributable revenue, for J;lie
period ended Monday
will
(30),
closely approximivle the take of the
second quarter's $1,948,000.
July
revenue totalled $77.5,000 and August, usually the slowest montli of
the year, accounted for $000,000.

ipproximately $7,200,000.

.

.

i

Gypsy
1

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

,

.Romicl!,

Berlin

.Crawford

.Sam Fox
.Berlin

.Melrose

.................. .Leeds

.....

i.

.

,

.

.

Know Enough' About You.
Know Why— fFaithful In My

Don't
Don't

I

.C-P
Feist

Fashion".

I'd

Got Sun In the Morning— ""Annie Get Your Gun"
Be Lost Without You

If

I'm

Berhn
Advanced

I've

Lucky—

I'm Lucky"

"If

You Were the Only Girl
It's a Pity, To Say Goodnight,

Triangle
.Mutual »
....Leeds ;' '

,

If

.

;.

.....

. .,•

.

. .

.

--.

.

.

.

,

,,.

i

Linger In My Arms a Little Loiigor Baby...,
Sugar Is So Kenned...
Ole Buttermilk Sky
On the Boardwalk— "Three Little Girls In Blue"
Rumors Are Flying

.

.Capitol

.Burkc-VH

BVC

•;

Oxforcl

.'

.

Somewhere

,

,

September Song

Bad Weather, Poor B.O.

.

— ."Throe

. .

.

....Crawford

....

i

In the Night

,

Bourne

My

Girls In Blue"
It Away— ''"Call Me Mister",
.

Tri;jngle

t,ittle

South America Take
.Witmark
Still Dogs Harry James
Surrender
.....Santly-Jpy .:-,,;
That Little Dream Got Nowlierc— t"Gros.« My Heart". .... .;Famous„
-..-..Berlin
On Start of S.W. Dates They Say It's Wonderful— "'"Annie Get Your Gun"
This Is Always— /"Three Little Girls in Blue".
....BVC
Phoenix, Sept. 24.
Paramount
An all-day rain watered consider- To Each His Own— "To Each His Own"
Under the Willow Tree ........ .... . .. .............. ... .Peter Maurice
ably the bumper gross expected to
Republic
Wherever There's Mo Then-'.-- You
be reaped by Harry James on a one
..-..,......:.:.-.,.....-:..,,.. .. .Stevens ,.:
Who Told You Th;it Lie'.'
night stand here last Tuesday (17)
Why Does It Got So Late So Early...,
..
....... ....Harms
at the Shrine Auditorium.
.Southern
Band attracted limp attendance Without You (Tros Palabras)— t"Mako Mine Music". ..... Berlin
You Keep Coming Back Lilso.a Song— f'Blue Skies",..
of 1,200, considerably under capaci
.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

,

:

week

music, the President drew up one of
its heaviest former favorites, Jimmy
combo, which played a
dozen' weeks here about a year ago.
.

;

,

-

-

accoimting for gross of .$3,000 at
$2.50 per head. With James walking
oft with guarantee of $2,{)00, pro
motors Buster and Bob Fite were
lucky to break even on the date.

ty,

Fitcs have booked Charley Barnet
for one-nighter October 31st at

Folio u: ins/ .sdiiiy.v are thoae Ihnt did not hai'e cnoufih perjormauve Credits
Theu lUostly are taiies
the icccf.- 10 he iiichided in the top grouP'
rising in popularitji.:
•^:.,; ::
,,:...', .Mclro«c
Garden In the Rain,.
.: .....
::
.;,
oil

;

A

.'

^

'

:

,

Time

All the

.

.

.

....Robbins
.

-

Riverside Ballroom, to be followed
by Hinl Mclntyre.
•

ina sLVision. all arc danceable pieces.
Before the war oho of Thornhill's
faults ,w,-is that his band was rather
,unwie]dy at up-tcmpo numbers. This
has been corrected witlt the exception of tlic aforementioned items.
One of the latter is an arrangemonl
Of "South. America. Take It Awav,"
which is musical monstrosity.
Otherwise. 'this is a crack band
that plays ballads niftilv and kicks
out rhythms, -with equal precision.
Couple that to Thornhill's. lazy style
of puneliing melody from a piano
and you have a combination likely:
to go places fast.
In the vocal department is where
Thornhill is missing at the moment.
He has Buddy Hughes and Jean
Shirley, but neither is ,up to the
standard of the band.
Wood.

,

.

:.

,:

,

;,.'.
Along With Mc— '-"Call Me Mister, .:.. .,..
For You For Me Forever More, ,,, .^i
..^ ....
Girl That I Marrv. The
~
t Guess I'll Get the Papers and Go Home.
In Love In Vain-^v' CeJUcnnial Summer''
I've Never Forgotten-^ -i^'Sketch Book", ... ......
Just the Other Day
...
More Than You l-CnoWi ..:.,,;..
,;;>,;' .'...,. ,,;.
..•,:.
Night and Day ,,,,,,
..
.....
Old Lamp-Lighlci,, The
.....
.

.

.

.

.

.Witmark

,

.

. ,

.

.

:i,

.

.

.Chappell

,

,E. 11.

Burkc-VH
C-P
Harms

,T. B,

,

'PARK AYE/ SONGSMITHS

.

OWN PUB

SET UP IN

Gershwin

Ira

and

Schwartz, songsmiths of

(WB)

.

.

.

.

,

.

;

i

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

ready been niade by Judy Garland.
They're "There's No Holding Me
and "For the Life of Mo."

Route

()()

,

,

;„

Whole World

calls

new programming
for

a

12

to

1

schedule

a.m.

platter

parade six nights a week., starting
this week.
Prior to program change, station

ranked fast among aU stations in
the Chi area, for after-midnight

.

.

,

*
,

Lcca

jor
In

a

HQ

My

Song,

ttimsncai.

,

i

.

general realign|lient follow-

'

left iVItf.sieraft-'rs-New

offiGes -and

chief has; been
Elliott

.

a

,

,Shapii
I

la

nns

Lced.;

new recording

added in Los AngeleSi
and Charley Robert.';,

manager, have been dropped in the
shakeup. Luis Valentin lias been
ijjiade west coast recording chief.
the N. Y. office will
not be filled, since production, recording, and di.^tribution tieups have
left the comiiany overstaffed. Hilton said that because ot the overload on eastern plants, much of Musicraft's activity
would be moved
,Vacancic,'5 in

-

.

.

;

... ,C. it.

,

fJM/ Licensed.

Be on Coast

to

,

Harms.

Harris

-

BMI

Singing

Is

t Filtmisica<.

.

Morris

.... Shapiro
,Miller „:,;

,

Do

Chicago, Oct. 1.
WON, for .years considered by sales promotion 'bosses, Gordon MerChicago publisher's contact men the cer, east coa.st recording head, and
Oberndorfer,
assistant
ad
town's No. 1 spot foi' plugs because Frank

its

,

.

Musicraft's N. Y. Shakeup,

Mike

as

.

:

Ya Gonna

Whatta

York

of its powerful late evening western
coverage, may
be dethroned by
other local 50,000- watU-rs, inasmuch

.

Feist
T, H

four cxecs'have

Drops Band

,

:

That's My Home
Silhouettes

ing proxy Pelcr Hilton's Coast trip,

Remotes After Midnight

.

.

aftiliate.

Chi,

.

Two

First pressings for Dceca of two
'"Park Avenue" number.'; have al

WGN,

.

,

Passe....,

Max Gor

don's new musical. "Park Avenue,'
have formed Putnam Music, in association with Max Dreyfus, to publish the score.
Former is al.so con
nocted with New World Music, an
other Dreyfus firm, and besides is a
partner
in
Gershwin Publishing
Corp., a Music Publishers Holding

Corp.

,

.

CO.
Arthur

•

V'HU Marffo Long, Terry Parker

.

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

,

I""*

.

:

.

.

$U75,0i ASCAP

by the room's general atmosphere as
to the amount of drive it can produce.
To?im.

Tucker's

.

.

American Society

,,

1916

2,

May inked to arrange music for the Phil Harris radio a.ssignments
..Lud Gluskin and Lucieii Moraweclc completed score for "The Return
.Musicraft will release Eddie Cantor's "Tweedle De
ot Monte Cristo",
Dec and Twecdla De Dum" album in November, .Emit Colemah signed
Bronislau Kaper turned musical
as musical director ot Embro Pictures
score for "The Secret Heart'' at Metro.
.Georgie StoU inked to score
The Birds and the Bees" at Metro.
George Bassman to compose "The Arnelo Affair" score at Metro,.
Leo Erdody's first chore as musical director for Romay Pictures will be
an original score for "The Return of Rin Tin Tii)"
.Cass Daley signed
new contract with Dccca.
Title of J. Arthur Rank's "London Town" film to be changed to "My
Heart Goes Crazy," to conform with tag of tune in score by Johnny BurkCr
Jimmy Van Heusen .,. .PauU-Pioneer soon to go to work on late Jack
Rosenberg's tune, "Let's Put Our Dreams Together" .... Jack Robbins finding it impossible to get office space for new music company in N. Y. EastWest Music, now flrii} owned by Nat Frever, former he'ad of Maestro Music
in N, Y., had first tune, a calypso item tagged "He Like It, She Like Jt,''
banned by networks.
.

...BVC
This is Always..
Feist
Don't Know Why
Old Buttermilk Slty. Burkc-VH
.Bourne
Linger in My Arms
My Sugar So Refined. .Criterion
You Keep Coming' Back. .Berlin
Pretending ............ .Capitol
Somewhere in Night. Triangle
.'.
.Chappell
September Song
.Leeds
Pity to Say Goodnight.
.

,

•

.C-P
Leeds
',
.C-P

,.

I

Leader Tucker strums electric g.uitar,
warbles and handles arranging—
along witli bassman and pianist.
With instrumentation of violin, accordion,' sax
and drums besides,
they get a brand of sweet, smooth
Gene 'Williams weighs in nicely rhythms out .for the
patrons. Book
while Johnny Bond handles novelties is composed
of conventional pop
such as "I'm a Big Boy Now" lor tunes
and old faves, running the
bandstand oglers.
gamut of tempos for the terpers. In
While its dansapation is okay. Pax- other- words,, is strictly for dancing;
ton could improve on the band's but good.
showmanship. Right now Bond proIt's a back-home deal for Tucker
vides most of the latter and even he wlio makes this his home and headInclines a little to deadpan. As al- quartersj .and crew is likely to equal
ways, however, the bulk of Aoua- its former nin here.
Quin.
rium's sight entertainment comes
from the dance floor.
CLAUDE THORNHILL OBCH.
Andy Kirk baud (19'i spells Pax- With Jean Shirley, Bnddy Hughes(19)
ton on the bandstand and is some- Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y.
thing of a rarity among' the sepia
Claude Thornhill's new orchestra
groups, who have a definite leaning IS really .something. Playing its
first
toward le .iazz hot. Kirk's outfit is date in New York since beinrt reorstraight commercial and as suo'h. ganized followine Thornhill's
disfs'r enough.
charge from the Navy, the band is
That loose, relaxed style that t'oos built on arraneements used bv
the
so well with needling around a leader before the war,
and if.s still
Thvthm background only sounds far ahead of contemporaries.
It's a
sloiipy when superimpesed on ar- fine .Coiiibination
of four trumpets,
rangements.
Result has tootlers two French horns, three trombones,
.Starting and ending with a.s much six .sax and four
rhythm, one that
.imision as a lot of first-dav draftees, has a fine
chance of zooming into
a fiuilt, liowever, that can be found tlie fop bracket.s
and Providing the
Jr vu-tually every Negro band. With
new rtamo that the liand ,bu'=ines.'i has
some this circumstance doesn't no- n,?>edc<l,,
for .some time.
c-- yily interfere with tlie band's
While the combo is based on the
.a' 'i'ty to generate excitement
and same linos that: typified
Thornhill's
rc" -don.
prewar ideas, there is one improveTiink's outfit features Joe Williams
ment
thait
is most important. Except
an 4 Beverly 'White on the vocals,
for one or two arrangements heard
both olcay but not killor.s.
in, the:- course of a three-hour listeii-

;

—

Get Papers.'.

Coming Up

culling a smaller'
group for specialty numbers. Light
Brigade, as jtfs called, consists of
usual rhythm section plus a trumpet, tronibohe and tenor, sasti Favorite seems to bo Ellington's "G Jam
Blues;" Group is okay, taut limited

'

.

'

Advanced

September is not finally computed.
Thego figures are running neclc
and neol< with the 1945 quarterly
take, which gave ASCAP an, overall
combo out oi the domestic distributable revenue of

more

nearly suited to George Paxton's
kind of rliythms. Band, which is a
departure from usual run of brassbang outfits Featured here, capital-.
izcs well on tire break. There have,
been much bigger names at this poor
man's Stork and Paxtpn might nPt
draw as well as some, but it's dpuhtful vvhethec the flooi' was ever more
crowded. Ho has a .smart combo for
dancing and' listening.
Room has been given as near an
Jnf ime atmosphere as its layout will
allow, with the bandstand moved
further to' the rear and to the other
side of the room.
Paxton, on his
ifirst
booking imder Joe Glaser's
ABC. sticks pretty much to sweet
commercial stuff,, but pleases hepsters with an occasional jumper.
After about three weeks layoff,
vocalist.s should have been well rehoiirsed in their numbers, but almost
without exception, had to read lyrics,
which cut into tune selling plenty.

Santly-Joy-

.

'

Billy

,

Schmaltzy dance renditions keep
floor paclced during the short term
.session. Because the band plays a
two-hour liincheOn set with a couple
of wire pickups, their evening chores
are limited, to three hours, ending at
9:30 p.m. Two voCalizers, Evelyn
Kent and Danny Sullivan, split honc -s about evenly, with Sullivan sticking to ballads aiid Miss Kent talking
the Jump tunes.,
Both do good
straight .lobs but are short on selling.
Light follows a name-band cue in

work

to

.

I'll

.,.

You

Gypsy
i

standards, piishinu brass miUes and
soft reeds with a fairly solid rhythm
boat. Gccasionally he ventures into
the realm of new and untried nuni?

navinc and would like to pay for
besf bands in tiic business, and
the result is a constantly growing
li.=;t
of bands booked or mentioned

tli.c

I

brass, five reed, three fhytlim,
with some light fiddling.
For tlie
most part ho sticks pretty close to

a.

,

bilitie.'i

Guess

man*

ood.

si.\'

tlic

iiew form
location at
,Jea.s-t. They spout about getting clOfo
to a strata of their pxiblic that
h.isn't had niuch opbortunity-.befpre
to see and hear them wofit. Tlicy,
want to go back. Too. other agencie."?,
and maestros have soon the possi-

.

V

I'.

'

soot's biz.

who have played

Ills

ments of the Taft. Grill. Group seldom delves into the jump catalogue,
those
rare
excursions,
and,, on
doesn't resort to open horns to make
a point. In short, it seems ideal for
the spot.
Mnestro occasionally fills ifi the

weekdays, $1.50 weekends), witfiout disturbing the type or
Mac.'itros

in

too. Sipiitvil-t.sh

but its muted brass rliythms arc
patterned glove-tight to the require-

(.¥1

AqiRiritim look at it as
of band business, oh

Sui rohclcr,, V.
Lost Without

KN'OCll LIGHT OKCII (111
With Kvelyn Knit. Danny Sullivan
Hotel Ta«, N, Y.
Enoch Light;.': orchestra will never
be the answer to a jitterbug's prayer,

'

.volume of

al-

.

since he's
norisms.

a

estai)lishe,d

is

good dance tempo.

in

Elgart has two .'•inssv.'i. The girl,
iVIargo Long, is fair on rhythm and
novelties. Boy, Torry Parker, has a
nice: voice but-: titO' kiJ s.houid develpp more:.,Df a .'st.vle, all his O'^vn.

hiah-priced band .policy liere last
winter. Most maestros and asency
men felt that he couldn't make a go
ot the operation at tlie prices lie
was paying (up to $0,000 weekly).
Neither' did the.v care for tlie type
of palronase tire spot catered to,
.consisting jnofstly ol drop-in service-:
men,' iittdrbufiS, etc., who, when
liamman first installed bands, could
sit and dance with no minimuim or
cover. Recently, a cover s.yi!ten) was
in-stalled

ru Each His Own. .Paramount
.Melrose,
Five iVlinute.'! More,

Oxford
Rumors Are jTlying.
It You Were Only Girl. .Mutual
So, Am., Talvo ItAway. .Witmark

•

Notes

ic

(W'ccJi Eiidiiif/, Sept. 28)

Band Reviews
GEOKGE PAXTON

a

.

.

,

.

,

Piobbins,,.

;

ASCAP ADMITS NEW
PUBS, WRITER MEMBERS
At

last

week's

niei'tinu

of

the

of clirectorK of flic Americaii
Spciety of Compo.'-'ors. Aulhoi'S and
Publishers, a nnmber of lU'-w publisher and writer mcmbcr.-i were admitted.
In the )K>p .writer f'lclcl the
ncv/ entrants are Jack Brooks, Bill
Carey,
Murrav Cutter. Kenneth
Lorin, Aifoaso D'Aitega. Richard
DuPage, Carl Fischer, Johnny Fortis,
Ray Gilbert, Ted Klage.s. Lee Kulm,
Bisscl Palmer, Reidy Reid, Joseph

botii-d

,

A. Ricciardello, Frank Skinner ancV
writei's;
Standard
Justin Stone.
Peter -Mennin, Albert Klkus.
new
thePublishers
include

George Simon, Inc., Pari-on- IVlusic.
Fowler Music, Spina-Green iVIiisic,
and Caribbean Music. Alt' iiubhsh
,

'

,

brciadcasl.s.

'
:

.

Stolz Shoving Off
Robert ^ Stolz. Viennese composer
and writer of "Tv/o Hearts in Wall.'.
Time," leaves' tlie U. S. this week on
a two-month concert tour of some CO

European
cities.

eitie*.

,

Junltet,
originally .set for this
calls for Stolz to appear as
guest conductor of various continen^fs wife
tal symphony orchestras,

summer,

west during coming months.

Paul Douglas' Barroom

Reported from other sources that
Corp. has expressed interest
Ballads for Majestic
and Ls preparing to.
Paul Douglas, ''Born Yc-lei ciay
Policy to Four-Day
.sink money into it, although no deal star, ha.s cut two .sides fgi- Ala.ii'.'^lic
Minneapolis. Oct. 1.
has betn finalized as yet. Maj-urity Records as an opener to, a ncvv,
Prom, only Twin City ballroom of Mu.sicrait stock is owned by Jef- "Tavern Tale.s" series.
^.
using name bands, will .expand the ferson Travis.
Platter backs recitation of "I'ace
policy.
M
Bands will be booked in
In another staiT move, eomjiany on the Barroom Floor" wiili
for four nights a week, instead of has shifted Herbert Sachs from its Was Down in the Lehi'.!h Valley..
only one or two, as, hitherto.
Norwalk, Conn., pressery to general It's planned to do "Cremalion of
Policy has its inaugural this week supervision Of all easl coa.st plants, Sam McGee" and otiier w.k harwith appearance of Bob Berkey and direct heading of out,Eit's now roofn ballads in the future, willi
orchestra
tomorrow (Wednesday) Ossining, *N. Y., operation. Prior to Douglas making, masters in the we.H
through Saturday.
Franlcie Carle coming with Mus-icraft Sachs was Coa.st plant while on location 1°''
'wn- '-i ^Timdny ^!l^.
veeprp at Guild Records.
picture vcr!4ion of the play.

Prom B. Extends l-Nitcr

Runs

Atlas

in the d'ifk firm

-

,

,

Wednesday, October

Jl,

1946

49

THE

HARD-WON

CLICK

OF

'100

MANY IRONS

THANKS

WE

IN

FIRE"

CHIEFLY TO THE SENSATIONAL RECORD

BY THE MILLS BROTHERS -DECCA #23638
Like

its

forerunner "Paper Doll" by the

JOHNNY BLACK/'Too Many

same

writer,

been a tough

Irons" has

baby, to start but, thanks to the Mills Brothers and
the other artists
it,

this

who

recorded and broadcast

great commercial song has finally
~

landedin the top

WATCH

IT

strata.

FROM NOW ON!

THE UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SCORE
OF

''CARNIVAL IN COSTA
20th CENTURY-FOX

TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION

With a Carload of HITS by
First

RICA

ERNESTO LECUONH

tunes to be published -all gorgeous American-style
fox trots, with lyrics by Harry

Ruby

ANOTHER NIGHT

lIKE THIS

•

COSTARICA

•

m KNOW

are:

Ml VIDA
IT'S

LOVE

RELEASE DATE FOR RECORDINGS

AND BROADCASTS

NOVEMBER

VeOWARO

8.

MARKS

1,

1946

MUSIC

C()RPORAlioN

Sfr

,
;

N ;©I|CIIKSTriM^IS^^

MPPA
To
There

'^y

.

Member Meet

General

SPA Accord

Discuss

-

J ::/^g^lEyF

'

'
'
'

-

Oct. 8

sideline

>

Vv-

2,-,:^94<>.

biside Orchestras-Music

ber of the Barton Music staff last
week in preparation for joining the
new Frank Sinatra Songs firm being
set up by the singer. Sacks left Bartoft as of Friday (25) and will mark
revenMe. time until Sinatra's new setup gets

Forthcoming tours by the bands of Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, on their
way east from the Coast, for theatre and location dates, will beain to plug
the film the pair made in Hollywood this summer. Ads and e.-tploitaliort
for the various dates they'll play will stress the "Fabulous Dorseys" title
of the pic. It will be released later this year,
Jimmy Dorsey opened Friday (27) at the Plantation Club,. Dallas, the
start ot 4 series of one'iiighters and locations leading him into Franic
Dailey's Meadowbrook, Nov. 19. T.'p. opeiks S&turday (5) for two weeks
for at the State Fair, Dallas, at a reported $20,000 weekly. He's got a onenighter 'at the
of North Carolina later this motith, tor which he's
claimed to be drawing $10,000 flat.

Others disagree on the same point, underway, ..which isn't likely for
of all members
several weeks yet,
outlining logically -sounding reaspns
li.<ihers Protective Assn. at the Astor
Singer and his attorneys, Henry
always
hotel, N. Y., Oct. 8, to di.scuss the why a flat 50% split is not
and Sol Jafte, are still in a huddle
Other pubs put a ten- over the terms of his withdrawal
proposals, of the Songwriters Pro- justifiable.
of from
Meanwhile,. Manie
scale
Barton,
sliding
the
on
deokay
contract
tative
the
new
ih
Assh,
tective
Sacks, Columbia Record executive,
vised by it to succeed the current royalty payments on sheet music
states that Sinatra has not demanded
agicemertt with publishers; which sales' and are violently opposed in that. Columbia hold up the release
expires Dec. 31. By that time,. MPPA their contentions by other pubs.
of any Barton tunes recorded for
attorneys will have completed reSPA has appointed a committee that company by the singer, contrary to reports that Sinatra had
ducin.q the legal terms of the SPA ot Fred Ahlert and Milton Drake,
of the Music

.

October

.;;.W»diu>»day,

-^'-^

V'^^

Lester Sacks to Sinatra
Lester Sacks resigned as a mem-

Proposals

mags and Other

meeting
Pub-

will be a general

::/r'::y^

.

.

'

.

pruposals into layman form.
Meimtime. terms ot the SPA propo.-ied contract have occupied almost
the full time of major and minor
publishers alike during the past
•week. They're a constant source of
discussion, pubs tearing them down
pc 't by point. Some 'agree, tor example. With the songwriter's request
50','i

of.

all

and

demand.

that

Columbia will

own judgment on

its

think

also set

the disks.

^ SHEET

As pointed out in .Variety several weeks ago, the profusion of major
band contracts coming up for renewal within periods np to the next 12
months, has started a lot of angling by agencies for Icaclor.t; tied to rival
agencies. One major booker recently came very close to snagging; one oC
the top names of another outfit, and it may still happen.

Qen Isle Lea$e

:

Dickers Denied

One

Duke

of

Ellington's purposes in playing the

to_

(On Records)

ti>wit-Col. 370(i
•

Coll Tri«~Co|i. 104

Opi» C»»«-f»o< ttmt'

•

On The Upbeat
,

New York
Paramount

theatre. N.

.

BLUE CHAMPAGNE
D«uy-D».
Jimmy

fr«nlii«

3775 • prtddy H«rliii^Vi<. 10-li7*
M«M.M-Oic«li 4I7» • Chfit Cf»M-Coi»ilrt 1«

-

COFFEE SONG, THE
looit

Prim«-Mai. 71«
3708*

Franli Slnolr«-Col.

•
•

.

.

.

.

.

Named

King Si>U«»-Vi«. J0-IM3
Doirthy Clmr»-W»rW.WiJ.*

Company

EVRYBODY LOVES MY BABY,

:

.

•

Thrai Suni-Maj. 7II»

I

Oana Krupa^rM. 37071

GUESS TLl GET THE

PARKS

AND GO HOME
'

(c<>mi>b«ii-f»9i>)

Mi1h lroti.«n-D«, 3343* • Ijol D«>win-Co|i. 311
• Hiiki« fiaMi-VK. ](I-1M3
lraw|i.^al.
•

lay H«tk»<li-Fw> »«r 1)31

•

1«mmy «y»«^f»m««» 70M

MY LAZY DAY
SmiUy

llurnatta-AltA 4002

MISSION OF THE ROSE, THE (Wmw>
MM«ry*
Medcrnairst-^Col.* • Vin«iiil
DonohtM— F*u« Stat* • Enadi U|ih*— C*iitin«ntal*

MOON OVER BROOKLYN
FIRE

• Mill* irafhsn-Ofccfi 23439
*. .Qlngir Snapf-Vic.
Mod«'rnair«*— C«l.*

Curt Mbst«y-rCad«l 20S

(Mark*}

T«ny Pattor— Cotm* 49t

VEM VEM

~

"Scat"

band

.

.

apolis

.

Davis' orchestra, left that
.RCA-'Victor signed Minne-

Symphony Orchestra

for

.

its

string.
.Modern aires' disk
contract with Columbia Records renewed. .. .Randy Brooks option at
40O Club, N. Y., picked up for enweeks'
tire eight
run .. .Columbia
Records releasing new version of
Tommy Tucker's "Man Who Comes
Around".
.Raymond Scott heldover
at Palace hotel, San:*Francisco for
eight weeks all told.... Bill Wolfe,
ex-Louis Prima mana.ger, now managing Chris Cross orchestra at Log
Armonk,
Cabin,
N.
Y.. ..Don
Haynes, Tex Beneke personal man.

.

involves $80,000,

'

'

t

:

Red Seal

man.
Another Limited Liability company formed is Feldman's Theatre
Limited; Blackpool, once privately
owned by Bert Feldman.
Nominal, capital of this company

Guy lambards— Dm. ItlOt

TOO MANY IRONS IN THE

.

Frankie Schenk, road manager,
and Garth Anjjrews, vocalist with

'

.

Ujm—

Al

band.

Slovin. managing director; B. J. Davis, director, nominee of Westminster Bank; David Comer, sales manager; Winifred I. Keen, secretary to
late
Bert Feldman, director and
secretary; Phyllis K. Keen, secretary
ot Slevin, director; and John Firman, professional sales manager, director.
Company has private capital of
$200,000, a/id is formed so as to kpep
the music company separate from
other interests left by the late Feld-

U(

370t4
l«l<hily»-C«>m« 1*7
Sh«p RiMt— V«fM« 7M

tM

IT'S

.

.

.

bought lot in San Moreno, Cal.,
where he intends to build a home
ager,

"
Joia MoriHld— Apollo 1007 * Don Jo>«>~Gothatn 101
NofO MoralM— Maj.' • Poncho— D«e.* • Intit Modriguora^Vof u«'

Jocks

Continued I'rom

1VHATTA YA GONNA DO

...

"Heaveri^'
attention.

Htlah Ferr»*~D*c. 18908 * Ibuii Primo— Ma}. 7>fl
Armttrong-Vk. 20<I891 • Billy Buttarlitld-Cnp, »S
f hil Brittt—Muiicroft 15080 • Bobby Byrnt— Goime 4BI
Nicd Lucoi-^DittKnond 2019 • Goa/go Barry— Caronol 17
OpIo Cotti— Four Star 1124 " Johnny. Aladdin-rMFS 1503
Shop Fi»ldi—Vog«« 764 " ionny Skyler—Mmu^y*

'fs,

UwU

pag<-'
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Hollywood
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller Orches-

hO'WBVBTT-he-cbm mends

(Republic)-

tally HuMori-Vic. 20.1915

I

by 'Uiriversal-International
a musical featurette to. be produoed and directed by Will Cowan
Russ Morgan musicrew moved
tra inked'

for

Wiix Facls

THERE'S YOU

.vear.

5555^

In answer to a recent sugge.stion
that someone ought to do ah album
of Harry Warren's stuff, Russ Mor-

'

WHEREVER THERFS ME

next

& Jukes

I

.

.

.

into Columbia to play
Girl."
Smart Set
Sue Allen as vocalist,
the Alan Yoimg show
.

gan advises that he -made: one for
Decca a year ago that is. still awaiting release ... Walter Gross, Musi-

.

.

in ''Cigarette

Quintet, with
chocked into

on

NBC

LIE?

Cbnnio Boiw«ll~D«c, 1BB8I - Vouglm Monroo-Vic. 20.1892
Phit Srile-Muiicirafl 15073 • Horry Cool-Sig. 15031

,

,

. ,

.

.

WITHOUT YOU

,

,

Roy Starkey and the Silver Sage
musical director, made a suCowboys etching tour tunes, "Hollyperb impression when he guested on
wood Hills;" "I'm Gonna Get Mad,"
Barry Gray's "Varieties'* the other
"I've Heard That Story Before" and
A.M
,Nick Nicholson, jock on San
"Wolf Is .Knockin' at. My Door" for
.Francisco's KSAN, is another who
Memo .
Walter Gi*oss orchestra
spins oldies. He devotes a portion
will back Phil Brito for four sides
.'of
His evening show to a feature
for Mu.sicraft.
^
called
"No.stalgia
Corner". ., Jocks
everywhere, are- noting extraordinary interest in Russ CoUimbo platPittsburgh
craft's

WHO^OLD YOU THAT

.

•

•

,

Andy Ku»«ll-Cap. 334

•

Daii ArnoX-Vic. 20-0151

Joyrio VVallon— Morcury 3002 * Noro MoraUt— Maj. 5000'
Kondy Drookt-^Dac. 18874 • Jock Corroll-Mutic Art 750
Tony Morlin—Morcujy 301V f Chucho Martin*tr>-AltA 500i
Kayo Orathffis—StoirJi 1014 , t\ia Mirondd— Alpha 1220^
Noil do S«lv<l'-Pan-Am*rKan 135 f rankit Carit— Col. 370*^

-

'^So«n to to rWooioJ

ters..
('Victor.!s Columbo
album is
Dave (jifford's Singing .Stritigs into
available;)
Harry Snavcley's Seahor'.se Bar...
The more '.one studies record pro- Mary Lou Williams back to homo
gramming, the more one realizes the town next Wednesday (9) for a twoinfinite possibilities,
A- gimmick, for week run at Mercur Music Bar, ,Lou
example, might be to play disks Martin organizing Local 60 quartet
which have a certain resemblance. for a stay at Hollywood Show Bar.
.

*.

.

:

still,

.

,

Ethel Waters,: as
case in pointy
made an "I Can't Give You- Anything But Love'' with Duke Ellington in which she vocalizeg the
chorus.
Louis
Armstrong plays

trumpet
thing: It

in
his
version. Another
might be interesting to hear
of tunes* which sound

recordii'igs
alike.''

He'll replace Stan Bailey trio,

.

.Reid

Jaynes and Molly Papile doing piano
solo work at Horseshoe Bar, where
Bob Ruppert 3 Is looking after principal music chores. ,Fr e d e ri cfc"
Brothers dangling a contract in front
of Toirimy Carlyn band, but Carlyn
will -probably defer until next summer since he's practically booked
.

-

around

.solid

moved

Y.,

Stan Kenton's opening up to Oct. 16
and forced cancellation ot seven
lucrative ono-nighters on the way
Sound), is said to run for another east... '.Art Mooney. signed his orthree years. Apparently, there have chestra to three-year deal with Gen-,
been some talks with prospective eral Artists: . .Mary Ann McCall
successors.
back at.vocat post with Woody Herman after sixyear lap.ie. .Andrews
Sisters recoi'd with Guy Lombardo
again for Dacca in N. Y. Monday
Employees of Late
.Enogh Light into Taft hotel,
(30)
N. Y.,. grill again tomorrow (ThursB. Feldman Are
day )..,. .Dick Gabbe said to be taking over' managerial reins of' Jerry
Directors of
Wald orchestra. .. .Charlie .Spivak
took in new mixed quintet to be
London, Sept. 24.
For first time since its inception, called Star Dreamers'. ...Joe Mooney
52 years ago, B: Feldman's music quartet signed five-year deal With
Morris agency.... Milt BurnWilliam
publishing company is to be turned
hardt took, over first trombone chair'
into Limited Liability concern.
As -of Oct. 1, company will be with Stan Kenton. .Herb Abram•son,
of
National
Records, to Coast
kown as B. Feldman & Co., Ltd.,
with six directors. They are Felix this week to record Billy Eckstine

(Vonguufd)

Kim

•

Sunny SVyloi-M»reury

.

buy out his lease

him, but, according to trade talk, the
way is open if enough coin is displayed.
Dezutter's current lease on Glen
Island, one of the best appointed and
best situated suburban cafes in the
N. Y. area (right on Long Island

Hil Tunes ior Ociober
Ul

Re.staurant,

.

several offers

(•rm Vii>c«m-D«.'

Aquarium

N, Y,, starting Oct. 3, is that it puts him close at hand for tlie start of
Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle, rehearsals of
"Street Music," show for which he will contribute some 25
Y., suburban name band spot,
original tunes.
may be in different hands next sea"Music" is adapted from Gay's standard "Begfiar's Operii," with a new
son. M, Xi. Dezutter, who has op-:
version of book and lyrics by John Latouche. Show Roes thiouRh its fust
erated the spot for years on lease
practice run Oct. 7. It will be directed by John Houseman and produced
from the Westchester; County Park .by Perry Watkins and Dale Wasserman,
Commission, has been the target of
N.

on the spot. At the moment, there
are no deals pending for the building, it's emphasized by those close to

BEST MAN, THE

albiuii

making quite a rumble

is

may turn

it

and Kitty Kallen, Musicraft

up a negotiating com-

mittee to conduct the. ironing out of«
the new Contract with representatives of the publisher faction. This
group consists of Ahlert, Charles
Tobias, George Meyer, Edgar Leslie,
Stanley Adams and Drake.

income from lyric

BMI

made

com- use

Daddy," included in Artie Shaw's Musicraft

to

in the east, there arc some
out to.be another "Begin the ISegui ne'' for him
soloist, who works with him on the di.sk.
It
RCA-Viqtor
riecently forced Musicraft
happens,
it
wiU
be
ironical
since
that
to delete a new version of '^Beguine" by Shaw from the .album /on the
basis of terms' of Shaw's old*Victor pact, which prevents him from making
"Beguine"
was
Shaw's
hit
first big
and it made
the tune for anyone else.
hin\, a big name in the band biz.

who

mittee, to speak to the trade press

'

for

the contract

who chairmanned

"My Heart Belongs
of Cole Porter tunes,

liere
up. io tln'ru..
Reynolds' orchestra vnlo Belthcalre-reslaurani, with
Biier show.

Tommy
vedere,

new

Maxie Rosenbloom-Max
.

Chicago

Elliott Lawrence's, orchestra,

heads

into the midwest- Oct. 20 to play

a

block of college dances. Has five set

two weeks with more to come...
Fred Rose, partner of Roy Acuflfi lit
town to set recording dates for Co.:
lumbia records. Gone Autry has already recorded "The Last Mile," and
AcuiT is planing in this week to set
sevon more numbers. .Mildred Bai-

in

,

.

ley takes her rockin' cliair to the Tic

Toe Club, Milwaukee, Oct. 21 tor
two weeki, ,, Stuffy Smith moved out
of the Sky Club and was followed by
Bill Turner's International
Kid.^
'

•

Dead End

Wednesday, October
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Band B.O.

New

Oif Again in N. Y.

Ballroom Planned

Port Wayne, Oct; 1.
Mr. and Mrs. John Apat, Salina,
have purchased_ a tract ot
land five miles northwest of here

Bands

And on Road: Also
Band

b:o,

in

Nfewi

1-Niters

lc>)

locations.

And suburban

Washington, Oct. 1;:
Juice box distribs filed an application with the Pederjll Trade Com-

such

Frank

lowing the ending of the musicians strike, business lias been exceptionally dull in the majority of
as

operations,

Dailey's

Meadow-

brook, Cedar Grove, N, Y., concur in
the dive.

proximately 7,000 square feot of
dance floor with accommodations for
2,500 dancers and 1,500 persons in
the adjoining lounge. Property is. at the junction of
Highways 30 and 38 With the California Road, and at present contains
a dance hall building, 105x110 feet,
and a 14-room house. No liquor will
be served.
•

week to set up the
American Phonograph Cooperative,

mission; last

Ltd.,

an export trade association un-

Terrace Room, Newark, which in- der the Webb-Pomerene Act. If the
bandsmen when it opened application for the export of cointwo weeks ago that it would do very operated phonographs and related
well at the b.o., is also slumping, equipment
is approved, the juke inalthough operator Simon LaFarge is dustry will be on
level with the

dicated to

to book talent for the
He'll buy bands in the $2,000
and $2,500 class exclusively in the
future, feeling that he cannot carry
a $4,000 tap such at! he's now paying
Glen Gray's orchestra;
Agency men also report a decline

continuing
spot.

Slated to open in mid-December,
rhumba band will also occupy
the stand. Otherwise a straight eatei.
sans show.
.

.

Bobby

Doyle cutting

Signature

Records,

"White Christmas,"

i

"Wonder Who's

Kissing Her Now," "Silent Night,"
and "This is the Night"

orchestra

Spivak's

Charlie

initely Will play the
hotel, N.- Y., opening

for

Spivak originally was to have
gone into the Penn Oct. 14, and it
looked for a while like this might
have to be passed up due to the
William
Par
Accordingly,
run.
Morris agency had begun booking

other theatres for him following the
Par. However, the hotel-musicians
1
strike in N. Y:, plus the shorterthan-expected run at the Par, made
period
be
during
boom
would
the band available for the Penn.
bankruptcy.
forced into
Proof of the effectiveness of the He'll follow the current Claude
hotelmen's adherenejj to the no-new- Thornhill..
construction edict, is seen by the
this

no midtown hotel
building in process now, although
there was a period before the present priority system when it was possible to start a hotel. Several department stores are being built in
fact that there's

New

switchboard operators notify callers
asking for reservation desk that
nothing's to, be had for some time,
some say nothing will be available

November.
Resumption of

AllTIST

SOlO on NOVEl
MUSICAL EFFECTS

PAUL LIPMAN
.

9K-1%0 Querii!) lioiilcvunl
forent IllllH, J.. 1., JS. V.
HAi'onii-frr 3-il0.'>9

New

Strike;

Southem Dismissed

in

N.Y

American Society of Composers,
Authors and: Publishers and Southern Music woti dismissal of a

damage action instituted
for alleged conversion of 39 tunes. Supreme court
Justice Edward Koch in New York,
Monday (30) dismissed the complaint when the plaintifl's attorney
was not ready to proceed with the
trial that day.
Bradford, surviving director of
Perry Bradford, Inc., and assignee
and successor of Acme Music Co.,
Perry' Bradford MusTc Co. and Blues'

was 'in-strtrmciita

by Perry Bradford,

.

shipping out of
York, with settlement oi the

.>-cam~eV!*S~

ASCAP,

$6,000,000 Suit vs.

$6,000,000

at its

Many

until

THEREMm

1

ridding

trimmed take

hera-

Chicago
McCoy (Boulevard Room,

t'Jyde

(Elntpire

Stevens hotel; 700; $3-$3.50 min

Room, Palmer House;

).

Ter-

650; $8-$3.50 min.). Off to

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

in

(Chicago)
Claridce (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.).

Gay

week kept strong lead with

hotels of persons stranded
Music Co., had filed suit in 1940
here while waiting for the boats to
charging Southern Mu.sic had conget going, but steady influx of visiverted and appropriated 39 tunes for
tors, conventions and many buyers
its
own benefit, which he had
looking over winter stocks, is jampledged as collateral for a Idan of
inihg the 'hostelrles.
$100.
"Bradford :Said he oftered to
repay the loan but the money was

Gracie Fields In

last

6,000.

Saxie DoweH (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Steady 4,600.
Dick Jargens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15). Jurgens, an old-time favorite hero,
piling up 19,000 admi.ssions.
Art Kassel (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15). Steady 17,000.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). New show
Henry Yoimgman replacing Jackie Coogan boosted figure to 3,500.

in

with

>
(Los Angeles')
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 4th wk). With
strikes end swelled back to get 25,000 ducats. Last week lured 18,000, notthe 10,000 reported.
Billy Bntterfleld (Avodonv B, Los Angeles, 7th wk). Dropped to almost

3,000.

Hampton

Lionel

frame with
:

(Trianon, B, South Gate, 3d wk>.

Retiwns neat

this

5,300.

Carmen Cavallaro

(Giro's, N,

Around same

Hollywood, 2d wk).

2,700:

tabs.:'.'

Benny Goodman (Meadowbrook,

B, Culver City, 3d Wk).

Sailing along

niftily at 8,000 pasteboards.

Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens. B, Ocean
Jimmy ankled Friday, but boffo 12,500 on whole

wks).

Park, 6th and 3d
frame.

Jan Garber (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 3d wk>. Hot weather keeps
beach favorite, almost to the 8,000 admish score.

KEYIOARD

loaded' Scripts

We

def-

28

Oct.

lage 1
Continued from page

N

Strik*

$l-$1.50; indef).

rific 5,800.

=s

Pennsylvania

five

N.Y. Hoteliers
iers

;9

Buss Morcan (Biltmore; 900;

SPIVAL FINALLY GETS
SET FOR N. Y. PENN

weeks. Band's run at the Paramount theatre, N. Y., with the: film
"Monsieur Beaucaire," will end at
weeks Oct. 22 and he'll have a
seven
four sides
week to prepare for the Penn job.
all oldies,

York, but no inns.
Meanwhile, hotel shortage is
most acute point in history.

covers.
2,200.

off;

OF THE

the story's outline of MCA's power
in the field, and others are the inevitable communiques from those
who want to seU things.

for

SEVE.NTH AVE.. NEW. YORi!

at 3,709

1

Lclshion Noblo (Ambassador; 900; $1 -$1,50; 3d wk).

Would Sue Santly-Joy

prexy; Fletcher A. Blalock, vccpce:
M. H. Rosenberg, secretary; W. S.
Redd, treasurer; and Mary Vivien
Peper and Ellen M. Corkhill, as-

yarn.',

BOURN^;, Inc

Did okay

).

To Disney's Next Score,

Majority of the letters are, of
course, addressed to president Jules
Stein, but others are constantly arriving for lesser executives who received only brief mentions in the

733

4,000
2,62$
2,425
2,550

1

Louit Prima (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.5C min.K Little
but StlU'gOod 6,500.

Peer Claims Priority

Suit against Walt Disney and
Santly-Joy is scheduled to be filed
in N. Y. federal court today (Wed.)
This
in the one-nighter business.
sistant secretaries,
Southern Music (Ralph Peer) to
by
and
is
drop is being felt generally
'There are 23 distributors in the prevent S-J from publishing Ray
not being attributed to the type and
power ol bands now on the circuit. association, which would be pro- Gilbert's three tunes from the next
of
antitected
from
provisions
the
Disney
(RKO) release, "Song of the
bookBliimp in this department of
South." Alleged copyright infringeings is really the first one felt all trust laws in its export trade.
ment is basis for suit.
summer. Despite the b.o. flops taken
several weeks ago, asDisney,
during recent months by various
signed the entire score to Santlyoutstanding combos in individual SEP'S
SERIES
Joy but Southern claims exclusive
ballrooms, the summer's biz had
to
all
of Gilbert's works:
rights
been fairly healthy, overall. Only
P.O. Southern published most of the
B.O.
dates now holding up are school
Since the Saturday Evening Post's songs from past Disney films, inbookings, which cannot be measured
cluding
"Make
Mine Music."
story on Music Corp. of America,
In the same sphere of promotions.
AUie
Gilbert
.vrote' the lyrics,
most of the executives of the agency
who were cited in the yam have; re- Wrubel the score. Attorney Arthur
HOLST'S PALM BEACH SPOT
conferred
Southern,
for
Fishbein,
ceived many missives.
And they
Erme Hoist orchestra inked by continue to show up weeks after the with Disney attorney Gunther LesLeon Enken and Eddie Davis to last installment.
Some notes are sing and S-J counsel Bernard Miller
furnish the dansapation at their new from amateur talent seeking a break, to 'remind
them pf a contract
Palm Beach nitery, which: will bear otliers from professionals wanting to made in 1943 with Southern.
same name as their N. Y. spot.
change agencies, apparently lured by

a

Unit

2,700
2,525
1,425
2,550

5,000.

MCA

,

1

Los Angeles

Freddy Naeel

a
Motion Picture Export Assn.
Officer.*! and directors of American
Phonograph are: Donald W. Clark,

HELPS

Covoi'»

Woek On

I'll
I'layeil

a large,

i.s

23 Coin Machine Distribs
Ask FTC Export Setup

Votai

VMt

Hotel

nniid

modern ballroom, to Griff Willlami. ... Waldorf (580; $2)
Hbnry King
Roosevelt <400; $1-$1.50)
represent an investment of more
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
planned.. Apat -says Les Elgart
than $60,000,
Claude Thornhill. Pennsylvania (500; $141.90)
a policy of name bands will prevail
at the ballroom, which will have ap-

where

York and on^

the road is again off. Since the
resiimption of music in N. Y., hotels,

at Hotel B.O.'s
Coven

Kan.s.,

him

Continued from

torical

figure

a

la

=s
known his-

p.aee 1

to "interpret" a well

"private

gave yon "Diny Fingari" and
"Kitten en th« Keys"

NOW!
Our Greatest Piano Novelty

enter-

prise" principles.

we were

"It

simple

'

bring

m

enough

MUSICAL

to

the idea of labor unions, or

a plug for Roosevelt's

New

Deal

TYPIST

in

such raw manner," said one scripter,
"we'd deserve to have our head.s

chopped

off.

Yet these people, who

supposedly understand radio, are doing tha* very thing, -in reverse
Americana. It makes for 'bad radio,

and

this

ARTISTS!

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1619 Breadwiiy. N*\« York If

leam that fact when the
come tumbling down."

they'll

ratings

The "get tough" policy IS operating
not only with dramat shows, but Is
extending now also to commercials
on some top shows, and in at least
one instance to the continuity for a
top musical show.

Top Tunes for Your Books

An

Ail-Time Favorite

I'M IN

It operates in another way too. In
one recent .show, a writer of a who-

THE MOOD

FOR LOVE

dunit had both the murdered man
and the hero of the piece members
of the National Maritime Union. In
that way, he thought, he was being

Music by .

Tho sponsor wanted him to
make only the murderer a member

JIMMY McHUOH

fair.

the union.
When the scripter
pointed the possibility of libel in
such a scene, he was told to change
the v^hole show, leaving out all mention of the union.
of

Some writers arc talking about
tho matter to the FCC, pointing out that
effect big bankroUers
are using their shows for propaganda
purposes and should be forced to
labor, their stuft frankly as controtakiiu;

m

versial.

.

.

Published by RobbiuB

COMPOSER WANTED
-

-Te .CollahArciMjM'itli
TalmtMl byridtt

Bm
154 W.

27. Variety

4«tli St..

New

York 19, N.Y.

.-

refused.

Bradford sought $1,000,000 against
Southern,

and

$2,000,000

against

from

THE SULTRY SIDE OF THE BEAT

ASCAP

both

for
another
conspiracy to
convert and appropriate the plain-

$3,000,000, for alleged
tiff's

WHEN THE ORGAN

PUYED AT TWILIGHT
WALLACE-CAMPBELL-CONNELLY

MISS BILLIE HOLIDAY

tunes.

Herbert P. Jacoby. of the law- firm
Schwartz and Frohlich, repre-

NOW

of

ASCAP.

sented

IN

Fishbein
representetj Southern Music.

A.

L.

"NEW ORLEANS"

Songsmithing Wives
From

the

housewife

to

NOW

cleffing

hop for Detroit matrons Marian Kay and Plelene Roth,
recently pacted by George Simon
Miusic, which plans to publish six
tunes

is

IN HOLLYWOOD AS A FEATURE
THE JULES LEVEY PRODUCTION

EXCLUSIVE

Tyros already have several waxof

tlieir

"Crying All the

numbers

including

Records. „

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Way Home" on a

Rego label cut by Peter Uryga, and
Ray Herbeck did "Things Change"
and "A Guy Names Moe" for Four
Star

m

DECCA RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

of the gals' first songs.

ings

FILMING

just a

JOE GLASER,
745

Fifth

Ave.,

New

York 22

Pres.
PL.

5-5572

OctoW

Wednesday,

AFL

1946

2,

VAUDEVILLE
Singer Gets Union Nod On
Claim Vs. H'wood Nitery

Chi Convention likely to Spell

Fireworks for AFM, AGVA on Picketing
The forthcoming- American FedLabor convention startlnu

eration of

Monday

(.7)

expected

in Chicago, is

roaffr s°nie decisions that will
have an important bearing on luture
8c;fivity of the American Federation
the American
of Jilusicians and
Guild of Variety Artists.

Martin Stays With Perry

to

expected to
some action to avoid the increasing
amount of jurisdictional squabbles
that have been cropping up among
AFL unions. It's also expected to
formulate a line which would prevent one AFL union from- passing

AFL

conclave

picket line

the

is

of another.

Latter action is expected to have
an important bearing on the talent
and musician unions. It's an open
secret that the AFIW has it in for
and the culinary unions
which passed the AFIW picket lines
during the recent strike against
is reported to be espehotels,
which
cially bitter against
permitted its members to be booked
into hotels on strike; It's pointed out
permitted acts which can
that
get along without music to work.
This was the case of Dunninger, who
can work sans music, who was set
for the Palmer house, Chicago, when
ordered the musicians to walk

AGVA

AFM

AGVA

AGVA

.

•

Pending Guild Ruling

Pending arbitration as to whether
American Guild of Variety Artists
will permit Dean Martin^ baritone,
take

ankle his exclusive pact with
Lou Perry, agent, union has ruled
that Martin is obligated to pay
Perry commissions on his Current
Havana-Madrid, N, Y., date and on
any other engagements until matter
is threshed out.
to

One Local 802 spokesman declared
it would be its turn when AGVA
might ask their aid in getting a
day week for its members, and
it's conceivable that AFM musicians
would pass the AGVA picket line at

sively in his best -interests.

new

edition of "Ice

Revels" melted in Providence last
and week without so much as scratching
American
pro- the surface of a rink.
seen by the fact that Guild of Variety Artists pulled the
.1(11 Dulzell, president of the Assocast and characterized it a stranding
ciiited Actors and Artistes of Amerwhen Schulte, reportedly snarled on
ica, already left for the convention.
his opening date in Haverhill, Mass.,
It's said that he's trying to warm up
various delegates to the idea of set- the previous week failed to pay off.
ting up a strict code of ethics on Mixup between Schulte, his backers
passing picket Jines, and getting the and bookers did not speU "extenuatAFL to formulate a rule declaring ing circumstances" to the talent unindication that a specific pol-

icy on passing of picket lines
risdictional squabbles will be
is

that all jurisdictional squabbles go
before an AFL body, or to arbitra
tion. Equity magazine recently car
rled an editorial to that effect.
:

Latter

ion.

Revue' Headed by Slates

officially

closed

the

show and should Schulte want to revive it at some future date he'll
hav^ to get fresh bond coin up

at

AGVA.
Upon

Paul Small's 'Stork Club

distress

from

signals

stranded troupe, which had obligated
themselves for hotel bills and other
sundry expenses and were without
funds to. return to New York, AGVA

forwarded enough money to settle
Paul Smalt is building a vaude
bills and provide transportation to
around the Slate Bros, which
New York, where troupe will be
calls for a lavish production-and may
paid off from the $2,500 cash bond
include Betty Jane Smith and Luproducer has up at AGVA.
cienne .& Ashour, besides a line. Due
to open at the Adams, Newark,
Schulte had previously been on
Dec. 26.
the carpet at AGVA on salary matunit

.

•

Understood Small is dickering to
tag the unit the "Stork Club Revue"
and negotiations for the title are
now in progress with Sherman Bilthe latter, owner of the
Stork, permits use of the name it
will be one of the few times he has

lingsley.

done

ters of his previous show last season.. This, however, was straightened

out by the producer before taking
out current troupe.

If

so.

LEONARD ROMM HEADS
THEATRE DEPT. OF GAC

Jan Murray signed for the Chan-

Leonard

ticleer,

Baltimore, starting Oct. 10
and follows with the Latin Casino,
Philadelphia, Oct. 28.

COMEDY
PATTER
13 or $1.05 each or
13 Seriplf for $13.00
Not. 14 thru 20
READY!
1

fhrii

NOW

$2.00 *ach— Double Seriptt
SEND FOB THKM NOW!
CATCH
OS HACK ISSI-KS!

3 Volumes at $25.00 per Vol.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodici^$VQ.00
fc.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
54tli St..

New

after

tune.

being acting head

for

Action, was no surprise

many

with

especially since

GAC

deal

Romm fell through and
Romm continued to hetid

York 19. N.Y.

,

salary basis, and became acting theatre department head.

When Harry Romm; came

was upped

back to

to the .spot.

"Sew Nitery for Phoenix, Ariz.

Hill

crowds were
one as far as spending went.
Thus,.-, aroMsement
which
spots

Havana's Pitch

angled for small coin did""6kay.
Others with higher tariffs, such as
niteries,

etc.,

didn't

had been expected.

do

as

well as

Some dropped

For Tourist Trade

plenty dough.

Gambling; Nix Hurt
Chicago, Oct.

Many night spots opened under
impression they were in for a bonanza season, ^ith wide open operations of casinos. This was quickly
stymied by local authorities, who
put the nix on gambling.

union.

to Jack. Kearns, boxing promoter,
who's going to Cuba soon to look
the situation over.

Number one draw on the island
is figured to be the new stadiumcasino. Stadium will seat 40,000 and
have facilities ;for all sporting events,
which will enable. Cuba to make a
bid for the return of the big leagues,
which formerly trained there, but
which, due to lack of space, drifted
to stateside locations. Addition to
the stadium will be a deluxe hotel,
which will harbor a gaming casino,
and it's planned to bring name acts
from the U. .S. to bolster attendance
at the latter. As many of the name
acts as play £*lorida spots and care
to make the hop will play the casino.
Ground has already been broken,
and as no priority problems

Married

Team

Split

2-M4!l

CC

Josh White, who's built up a rep
folk-singer through his nitery
(particulai-ly at Cafe Society
Uptown, N.y.), has been bool?ed for
his fir.st coneert tour, by :Colttmbia
Concerts, in the unusual amount of
40 dales in nine weelcs. White will
open toui' at We.st Point Military
as

work

Marty Barrett and Bunny Easton,
who recently returned from over-,
tour for USO-Camp Shows, will
temporarily dissolve their vaude act.
Barrett has been signed for a principal role in Herman Timberg's up.seas

coming legit, ''Knickerbocker's Children," shortly due in rehearsal.
Miss Easton, who in private life is
Mrs. Barrett, will sit this one out to
keep the home-fires burning.

Academy, N. Y., Oct. 13.
Tour will take him to Coast.
White is accompanied by Jo.sephine
Eusabio Pe-

and

mcntel, drummer, vyith his brother,

driving the trio, by autor fpr the
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 1.
"'
.^
Sundown Club, newest of the local tour.
niteries, operated by Joe Gaddis and
Belvedere hotel; Baltimore, is the
Morris Havfens, set to open Oct. 4.
Spot will have capacity of 228, latest in that town to go in for
impres.sively big for these parts. Red nameSi Spot has booked Joy Hodges
Burns and band head opening bill. to open Oct. 10,
-

:

:

.

LOEW
BOOKING

AGE NC

'GCNCRAi txecurivB Of Fices

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
;

160

W.

So

Hubby Can Take Legiter

week run

Josh White Set for 40
Concerts in 9 Wks. by

exist,

the syndicate running it expect that
the stadium and casino will be ready
to start activity late this winter.
Among those interested in the- group
are Kearns and Herman Taylor,
Philadelphia sportsman.

gal

weeks.

1.

Havana businessmen worried over
the less of tourist biz to Florida and
lately to Mexico City have formed a
syndicate to bring Americans to
Cuba in large numbers, according

Controversy stems back several
weeks when Sherman had pacted a

'

MUrmy

as far as
concerned and a poor

.

'.

W. Y. C.

was a good season

Season got underway first week in
July.
John Harris' "Ice-Capades"
important -item-fhan in the-Broad
returned for first postwar , year. __It
spots, where dinner prices start played 10-week season to good take
at $2, and consequently customer in the big Auditorium.
doesn't expect to get too much at
Sam Grisman offered operetta rethat tariff. But in the swanicier sec
vivals in ballroom^ of Auditorium
tor, the, cafe must justify higher with "Student Prince" first week in
priced bill of fare with many hard- July.
Venture folded in fourth
to-obtain meat dishes. With the un
week with $40,000 loss estimated.
availability of meats, considerable
"Maid of the Ozarks" tried the
trade is missing.
Chelsea hotel playhouse, which seats
Business drop because of the meat
800, but shuttered after three weeks.
item is causing bonifaces to wonder
Globe burlesque stuck it out all
what's going to happen, when apartseason, but didn't do as well as in
ments and household help again be- pre-war years.
come available^ It's admitted that
Steel pier did good business, with
niteries as well as straight restauMillion Dollar pier not so
rants get considerable trade from Hamid's
the hotel and apartment families good. Talk now indi9ated that some
who do not have tbe place nor help new setup is in store for Hamid's
even if deal for World's Fair there
to do their own cooking. However,
some feel that that situation won't doesn't go through.
Film house business was tops,
be straightened out for several
with most houses playing extra la,te
years, and refuse to start worrying
shows nightly to take care of the
about it now.
Weekend business, however, con- crowds.
Nitery Biz Offish
tinues at ropes-up levels and conseNightclub bu.sinoss varied. Northquently weekly gross is still above
side (sepia) spots did very well.
the pre-war average.
Smaller places which offered small
shows or just a band, did fairish biz.
Larger spots with costly enterSherman Awarded
Inditainers took it on .the chin.
cations are that owners will try
$1,950 Vs. Nitery
new .setup next year, \ They know
now that without gambling casinos
On Contract Breach they can't plunge on expensive
Orsatti,
American Guild of Variety Artists, talent. Exception was Fred
who had Gateway Casino in nearby
via
arbitration last week upheld
Somers Point.
Orsatti said he'll
claim of $1,950 of Noel Sherman,
His
operate spot again next year.
nitery producer, against Dinty's Terpolicy was no admission or cover
race, Cohoes, N, Y. Nitery ops were
for week nights with a $1 or S1.50
directed to pay off claim pronto or
admission on Saturday nights. He
else be declared unfair by the talent
brought name bands in, had no res-

Premice, .dancer,

St..

The

opened in mid- July

far more business the first
its split 42-day meet than its
sponsors had expected. It is now in
the second half of meet, and will
close Oct. 5.
Business is not up to
that of the summer, according to
betting and payee checks.
Night
spots which expected to greet more
customers apparently have miscalr
culated. There just doesn't seem to
be any, or too many, of these racetrack folk around.

way

.

two years ago to join the William Morris agency, earlier this
year quit the Morris post to rejoin
GAC shortly before Harry Romm
resigned to go into film production.
Rockwell, however, refused to confirm that deal, and consequently
Romm was out in the cold. He was
later hired by GAC on a Strai-ght

York, his status .again became
doubtful, but when deal couldn't
be made with GAC, Leonard Romm

Send Ui Your Home Addrcts

Wrm

half of

AGVA

New

.Ex-Servicein«n Subtctibers:

E.

and did

H.-frry

Leonard

:

M

sort's racetrack

Situation is especially marked in
east side cafes, where food is a more

line into the nitery for a four
at $6.')0 per week, amount
including salaries ot gals and producer's overage. After first week
Thomas spot is reported to having decided
operation.
theatre
the
-Rockwell, G AC- lu!ad,..,made the ap- .tQ__retrench on _ talent budget and
pointment last week before leaving cancelled line.
for the Coast. Post carries a veepee
Upon subsequent arbitration
title:
ruled that since Sherman held the
Action is a culmination, of one of standard play or pay contract for
the most mixed up affairs in recent four weeks spot would have to reRomm, who left imburse him for the three unplayed
agency history.
to

is good news to two types of
business: the all year
niteries and film houses. Before the war stymied convention biz
both depended on such -visitors to
keep going.

round

:

:

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"

200 W.

General

the

week
some

was. named head
Artists Corp. this

GAC

W

NO

of

Romm

After years ^f discussion, the re*

in.

This

amusement

_

operators claim,
has brought about a considerable
dent in nitery business. With viands
virtually non-existant, dinner busi
ness has fallen off considerably, and
many who would ordinarily visit a
nightclub are dining at restaurants
or filling up on. flsh' and poultry at

and

sandwiches.
Despite OPA and its price scale,
and conditions in general, re.staurants here were packed throughout
the Season, with lines during the
supper hours.

.

For All ironehet of Theatrical*
Noi.

N. Y. Niteries

Cafes which have been able to ob
tain meat say they can't always get
a desirable grade, and frequently
cuts are too fresh to be tender.

Strands in R. L
Schulte's

bows

' It

home.

Ray

indications conventions will continue
until next May, when new season

,

shortage,

Season

taurant, offering payees drinks

1.

.

'

Revels

Atlantic City, Oct.

While the regular season is over
and the crowds have departed hotels are filled to capacity due to influx of conventions here. From all

people.

Meat

M

Biz in Atlantic City Niteries, Theatres

only trouble is they come in crowds,
and there is either a feast or a
famine.

Nipping Biz In

AGVA

'Ice

Convention Crowds Hypo

As a, matter of fact the average
nightclub owner here would rather
deal with convention

V

will set up arbitration of
the matter when both sides agreeupon arbitration board. Meanwhile
union has directed Martin to pay
the
customary commissions
due
Perry to the union instead of direct
as before, with latter turning coin
over to the agent.

that time.

>Uated/

.

Meat Famine

ing his business to the Abner J.
Greshler agency on the usual stance
that Perry had not worked exclu-

six

Some

:

weeks ago the singer
Perry thai;, he intended tak-

that

.

week. Singer filed charges against
spot at AGVA, and after an arbitration latter ruled nitery would
have to pay off since Beatty held a
play or pay contract. Operators complied pronto,

Several
notified

AFM

out.','..

American Guild of Variety Artists
Hollywood branch last week colan $800 salary claim from
Starlit Run, Hollywood nitery, for
George Beatty, singing emcfee.
Amount involved coin due on a
contract cancellation.
Beatty had
been booked into spot some weeks
ago on a four-week contract and
was cancelled out after the second
lected

53

4«lh

St.,

N. Y.C.

•

BRyonl 9.7«00

"
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Panther Room,

Clii,

Resumes Shows Nov. 8

N. 0. Niteries Hit by Worst Slump;

Chicago,

Sherman

Oct,

Big Void

Continued Irom paee

legitimate

aft all-time

low

Anx-

summer.

this-

has dipped sharply, and happy- bands remaining the main future.
go-luck soldiers and sailors were al- November date is still open for an
wavs fast boys with a buck.
orch, however..
But their absence alone, say Oper-

city

ious proprietors say business was the
worst in history, and are hoping for

.

sagging sails ators, would not cause the present
this autumn and blow it out of the drop.
»
They malce a lot of other guess.es.
doldrums.
One heard frequently is that enAlthough the operators expect the
forcement of the city's anti-gambling
fall to bring a boost in trade, they,
is driving the after-dark trade
laws
see no prospects ot a return Of the
neighboring Jefferson and St, Barto
golden, tree-spending days any time
nard parishes, where the gambling
in the foreseeable future,
palaces are operating wide open and
Hardest hit have been the small are heavily, .patronized.
sp >i;s on "off"; rstrtets. JBig, wellThe spots in thi', historic Vieux
publicized clubs oa Bourbon street Carre are offering, just about wha,t
and the French Quarter's other prin- they always did. There is a lot of
cipal thoroughfares have been hold- variety.
rim: all the way front
in'? up fairly well, though the packed
bars-in-tlio-wall, whore the drinker

"

new wind

a

to

fill

.

its

..

Though Bermuda,

do not exist; though live
hotels and three ''clubs" overlooking
the phosphorescent ocean offer starlit dancing, on terraces bordered by
liibiscus and cooled by trade, winds,
Local talent is nil or unawakened.
Infrequent Negro singers are avails
able for the frequent private patio
or beach parties. The best are Jhe
in painted
five Talbot Bros, who,
strawhats, strum and sing Broadway
hits
and local classics like "Mr,
Trimingham^ and Mr. Trott," a satire
on merchant landowners.

:

Winter Rematch

For Zale- Rocky

The one radio

By JACK PULASKI

BBC
it

station,

ZBM,

Beris

starchy, and resent the "strangei^s"
who supply their liteblood. As one
of them insists,"If the angel Gabriel

dropped from Heaven and walked

down Front

street, we'd wonder wliy
they hadn't sent us God."
This
chronic contradiction between an
ivory-tower wishful think and tlie
deadline of reality is, of course, Ber-

offers

commercials,
recordings
news: only; and, incidentcharges for auditions.

and
ally,

to

strategically,

one of the most important islands in
the Atlantic, spiritually it is one of
the most isolated in the World.
President Truman's visit made- little
impression on Bermudians, who, far
from being lotus-eaters, are colohial,

relentless

T6iiy y.ale, the ,middleweight,'title-

1

an insoluble act of God, due
muda's inorganic geography;

shows

,

Orleans, Oct. 1.
The night spots, long the hard core
o£ the city's lush tourist trade, hit

for free. There is no
Nitery
Hoor
theatre.

romance give

Need Plenty Tourist Trade to Survive
New

Bermuda

In

1.

Panther Room, on

hotel's

a straight band policy for past
months, resume its show policy Nov.
with Alphonse Berge ("Great
8
The number of Drapo") and College Inn Model?.
the war is over.
servicemen in or passing through the
Policy may be temporary, name

muda's charm,

:

and Rocky Graziano, whom
Churches outnumber pubs three to
he kayoed suddenly last week at one. Even the swank "21" on Ham- Globe, Boston, Tosses
They
New York's Yankee Stadiu'ni, have ilton's Front street battens down
Buriey
Sapolioed
hculsfis ajid long; .waiting lines;. of, the
who fancie.s quiet or a collection of been rematched for Madison Square daily at 10 p.m. and all day Sunday.
Bermuda is not th'e West Indies; the
""b -iHiiza vra'F-years-teav6-4a4e^..:
'odd characters can get both, -to, the Garden next March.
Sloppy Joes and -Dirty Dicks are.
Shows Fail to Pay Off
nailer spots on dimly -lit streets hi,!*hi: pi,ul5s_^,that present full-scale
The fistic action in the New York strictly Havanh and Na.ssavi. "t.here
Clang gal shows.:
jjic riSnt $ lonesome spectacle.
Boston,
Oct, 1.
ball park last week indicates tlvat
of an off-key, tinny piano, and the
Globe theatre, Boston, long .strongBig night is still Saturday night, top attention will be centered upon, is no waterfront cafe.
shopworn bari- when business is generally good, but
TJoOing warble of
Of the 14 picture theatres scattered hold bf burlesque, has switched to';
Zale may be 'anthe 160 pounders.
tone or soprano, often .bounce back not enough to satisfy, even the most other Stanley Ketchel, for he suire is through Bermuda's nine violently straight film policy.
From then on a sweet mauler,' a boy with so miich prideful Parishes, the first to be airfr m empty tables and stools.
optimistic operator
Al Somerby, operator of tlie Old.
Clubs among the favored few look it's mostly, offish .biz. in the owners' courage and stamina that even, fans conditioned the Playhouse in Ham- Howard, which used to switch bills
But tlieir take, say books.
bi. y enough.
who bet againi;t him had to admire ilton-^opened a week ago. AH films with the Globe as part of the circome from the States. Musicals pull cuitj sez: "Patronage for. clean bur"owners, MS just fraction o£ what it
Fall is going to sweeten the tour- the guy from Gary, Ind,
biggest.
w s two years back.
ist trade and pull the industry out of
lesque in on the wane."
Zale is expected to be ready for
"If it
While other cities are reported as the dumps, owner."- hope.
Main trouble is the Hub censors,The amusemefits; derived from
somberly, Graziano indoors this winter and, shopping are limited, due to the fact .smarting from frequent attacks on
having a boom in nitery business, doesn't,"
one insisj^cd
the
if
so,
tough East Sider is that everything must be imported their policy of clipping the legit
tlia slump here is puzzling to veteran "we'll be out of business.''
holder,

When

'

,

',

.

,

'

.

I

1

;i

.

'

I

—

.

*

likely

operators.
"jveral reasons are offered.
ha biggest cause is, of course, that

Maude Davis

'

AND AMUSING

Act

in

Davis, who until recently
with the late Nan Rae, is

'Maude

teamed
resuming vaude work with a new
She's beirig teamed with
partner.
Jay Brennan (ex Savoy &) and will

.

I

continue as a

!

Act

i

is set to

comedy act.
break-m in about two

weeks.

I

Jane Frazee With Hal Mclntyre
I

!

laurette and Glymas

Jane Frazee, film player, is being
packaged with Hal Mclntyre's band
on a vaude tour.
'

,

:

I

2» to Oct. S
LouiHvUle, Ky.

.Sept.

i

Miss Frazee, prior to
pictures, was part of the
[ters, singing team.

D.'VXCISO IICMOKISTS

ItKOWN MOTKL,

be.

eclipsed earlier, for

Tony

into

wild. Latter's sapolioing edicts on
the bump and grinders lately has
made such operations unprOHiabte.

going into
Frazee Sis-

sunk

lashed. Out a left hook that sent the
There he
kid down on his pants.

hearing himself being counted

sat,

out, grabbing the ropes trying to. get
vertical while his arms were power-

'

duty-free English doeskins, woolens,
Chico Marx has been signed for
Kent brushes, cashmeres, shoes. the Mayfair, Boston, starting Oct. 9.
There is a dearth of French per^
fumes, and when they do; arrive
prices will be double pre-war. Tourlists can also pack the products of
two native arts and crafts: cedar
carvings and perfumes. The cedar
is aged in sunlight, and tooled into
furniture, plates, bowls, boxesv handbag handles, et al, and sold in various shops, the best of which is Trimingham Bros.
Perfumes are concocted from passion flowers and
oleanders in the Lili, factory, a pink
and white stucco house set in a
tropical garden.
Scotch whiskey,
except the, Scotch-type blend, is.

the fateful sixth round.
The suddenness with which Zale
delivered the lethal socks roused
the crowd^ to a frenzy. He showed
his stuff in the first round, when a
left hook first sent down the conFans didn't expect that at
tender.
all,
dope being that Rocky would
kayo the champ within the first
three round.s. That part of the chatter was nearly right, for more than
once it looked like Zale was washed
up, especially at the end of the scarce. again, due to tran.sportation
second round, when the champ was diffteulties. But Canadian Club is $2
down as the bell clanged at the a bottle, Martell's cognac around
count of three. Then again in the $3.80.
tU. S; Customs allows five
fifth when he looked so weary that
fifths duty-free.)
it looked like curtains.
Legit Idea
It was 2-1 against Zale when they
entered the ring, one of the few inOne show business plan is in ferstances where a champ was the ment.
Margaret Hughes CWharf
underdog in the betting. The wise theatre,- Provincetown), now Mrs,
money figured that as Zale was in Ambrose Gosling (a Bermuda first
uniform for around four years, he'd family), is organizing a stock combe easy pickings for. the younger pany on the Provincetown Players
mauler. But the guts and explosive formula.
Cleon Throckmorton defists of Zale were discounted.
Up to signed the theatre to spaciously seat
the time of the sensational finish, 500. If building conditions improve,
the battle royal was about even up. the Bermuda Wharf theatre vj'ill be^
though there may have been an edge active in middle 1947.
for Rocky. The kid at "10" wanted
H. W. Pedrolini
who runs the
to start fighting again, his; head havEagle's Nest hotel, is scouting in
ing cleared, but he didn't protest as
N. Y. C. for a miniature all-girl orhe heard 'Referee Ruby Goldstein chestra Of four.
When
he finds
"10"
yell
in his ear.
them, they will be Bermuda's first
There were nearly 40;000 in the spice Of life since the USO headStadium, topping the attendance to liners made a Bermuda stop.
Latter
the Louis-Mauriello fight.
The advent of the 8-and-lO-horse^
event was exciting despite its brevpower motor car (British) made it
ity, biit the Zale-Graziano thing had
possible for' one vacationer to drive
fans exhausted and, involuntarily
11,000 miles in 14 days; equivalent
punching. with .the punchers,. Again
to three times the length of Bermuda
the top was $30, as in the Louisevery day. He says he took it easy,
-Mauriello-scrap AEhUcthfi-iiip. shelf
merely— -stmnifl-g;~speai'-fishing a-ndw9s only $3, it \Yas.n'ot :soid but.
swizzling in different parts ot the
islands.
Cars cost $1,600; there are
Foster in
Talent Deals around 350, of which 100 are licensed
Harry Foster, head of the Foster taxis. Speed lirnit is.ZO mph, Driveyourselves
are not available but
agency, London, William Morris
agency representatives in England, bicycles nOw have putt-putts on their

less, in

but letting burlesque run

theaters,

non-industrial,' rion^agrar-

this

Jvith

-Teaming^

With Jay Brennan
THE EXCIUSIVE

to.

from the second round on
ian series of islands, eveii onions,
iu-damaged right, rni^tt. ^Yet, he avocados and horse-feed. But wiUi
it up to the wrist into Rocky 's
persistence and luck, a traveler can
midriff (remember Bob pitzsimmons
find more than his $100 worth of
and his solar plexus punch?) and
fought

.

'

THE SAMOVAI

.

"TRIUMPHS!" "SUPERB!"
New

York

"ACCLAIM"
Chicago

Boston

"NICHOLAS BROTHERS..
sensational dancing team, triumphs with versatility,
"
grace and rhythm . . . held audience breathless .
.

.

N. Y. Post

MO NTREAL. CANA DA
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

lOSO AVBNUC
N. Y. I*. N.V.

af th*

AMERICAS

PK.

.

•S2SS

JOE
VILANE
DANCE

STYLIST

,

CI

NICHOLAS BROTHERS

superb, unquestionably one of the greatest teams of
any stage."
Boston Transcript

entertainers to perform on

Rendezvous

Glenn

NEWPORT,

KY.

M«t.: UKO.

IJBBY

Carnagi* Hall,

New

nil-.:

York

.lOE .W.\N'N

-

.

SPECIAL

SONGS

!

.

"NICHOLAS BROTHERS..
their dancing, unusual entertainment, earn them top
Chicago Sun
acclaim."

record-breaking Dick Haymes for his
splendid cooperation during our engagement at the
Boston theatre.
to

arrived in N. Y. this week to conclude some talent deals,
He'U spend 10 days here, arid will
plane out to the Coast iiext week.

NICHOLAS BROTHERS
Currently'

'V-

:

CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO
:

Managemont:

Wm.

Morris

Former Club 18 Adding; Acts
Former Club 18,. N. Y., which has
been operating as Dixon's: steak
house, a straiglit eatery since talent
foldo of last spring, is set to resume
talent Oct. 7 with booking of the
Joe Moeney quartet. Freddie Lamb
continues as operator.
Club 18 tag will not be resumed.
Luis del Campo
Philadelphia, Oct..

sterns,
in the
in St.

,

.

,

The

oldest Masonic

Western Hemisphere,

.

.

Bermuda's pop.

is 35,000,

bill

Agency
Lou Holtx has been set for the
Maylair, Boston, starting Oct. 23.

°^

A-

of

whCni

international

inflation

Vacationers

is

who

,

Raar
Olliers
.800
•

54111 St.

York, 1»

Always Working

Now

on lOth

Week

At tho Blackhowk, Chicago
Dir.;

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

FOR SALE

.

in-

rent
houses seasonally, and transients
avid for fun, gripe they are forced
to spend twice their budget.
This is

W.

New

Whitey Roberts

.

The

Max
And
Appointment
Circle T-I130

All new real-estate developments
are planned on the cottage-colony

tensifled here.

Jo* E. Lawit
Harvey Slon*
Franeat Pay*
Cross ft Dunn
Jean Carroll
Maxi* RosMbloom and

Fhoiie for

two-thirds are Negroes.
The most
interesting live on St. David's Island;
were once pure Pequot.
Without
folklore,
they
nevertheless
have
identity, legend and tradition, and
sing a special song, the endless repetition of two words, of which are
"Black stockings, black stockings, .,"

.

resumes floorshows Oct. 8 with
topped by Buddy Lester.

°^

1620, is

Mocambo, idea; separate pastel houses, with
20,
booked by lime-washed roofs (to catch rairiAmerican Artists Bureau.
water), telephones and iceboxes, and
.a central eatery.
Bermudians admit
Romatiy Boom, Washington, D. C, the era of the big hptel is kaput
into

"k

*

Lodge

George's Parish. The annual
rent of one peppercorn is ceremoniously placed in the Governor's hand
.

writing for:

*

On

,

* Thonks

Now

,

Porformor's Exl*tiilv« Comody
Motoriai ColUetioit^'4i200

ox
154 W.'46th

2531. Variety
Now York 19, H.Y'

St..

:

Wednesday, October

VAUDEVILLE

2,

Elswit Shifting to Coast
Office of Morris Agcy.

CapL Matt Duffin Wilh Paris Agcy.

Fred Elswit, who rejoined the William Morris agency after four years
in the Army, is slated to go to the
Coast office of that agency Jan. 1.
He'll work with Benny Holzman on
personal appearances of film players.
Capt. Matt Duffin, formerly of the +
Elswit, now working in the Morris
Dufflns dance team, .sailed for Paris
bookings
vaude department, was with Gen.
last Friday (27) to set up
Flippen^s Coast Nitery
MacArthur's intelligence staff in
for American acts in Europe and to
Jay G. Flippen, stage and radio Tokyo.
bring European acts here. Duffin is
comic, has joined the ranks of west
working as an associate of the Albert
coast bistro operators with opening
Travel Agency in Paris and as Conof his Chez Cobar, Beverly Hills.
tinental rep for Moss Empire and
Flippen signed pact and posted bond
General Theatres, British vaude cir- with AGVA last weelc.
.cuits.
Other spots pacting with talent
Problems of taxation, food, and union and laying cash bonds on the
the
transportation are stymieing
line are Andrea's, Syracuse, Ni Y.;
booking of American acts overseas Quonset Club, Wickford, R. 1.; 4*7th
much
for
aclook
doesn't
and Duffin
Street Follies (Somerset hotel, N.Y.);
Deal for Ole Olsen and Chick
tion oh this side of the talent inter- Club- Fiesta, Jackson, Mich., and
Johnson to open at the Carnival,
change for at least six months. Eng- Pelham Inn,. N. Y.
N. Y., early January is set for sigland,- Belgium and the Scandinavian
nature
this. week. Details have been
bets
for
Amerbest
the
countries are
worked out and pact now awaits,
ican acts currently, since it's posWill Arbitrate
signature by the comics. It's their
get exchange currency out

Working Out Interchange of Talent

55

Florida Bistros Shake Off the Blues

To Plunge Heavier Than Ever on Talent
Florida

4-

operators

nitery

have

'

O&J Carnival N.Y.

Deal Set at lOG

.

,

AGVA

sible to

France, with a

of those territories.

tremendous demand
acts,

impossible

is

American

for
at present

be-

French .govgrnment won't
payment in American dollars.
Duffin spent several weeks in
Paris after being separated from the

-eause-the
pei'mit

Army and
•

"

arid

during that time

Astri,;

European

.set

Waro

juggler.s,

for

Ken Murray's "Blackouts" beginning
Agent also brought
in December.
iVTarion Bedry, French musical comedy star, to the U. S. Latter is now
taking screen tests on the Coast and
.

.

,

both Warners and tJniversal-International are reportedly interested.

During the war, Duffin booked and
produced sho.ws for the U. S. Army,
He
employing _European civilians.
hired more, than SSIB'OO "European a'cts
for the European version of the

XJSO'Camp Shows

circuit.

NVA TO FETE JOE VERDI
FOR TOP WELFARE WORK
National Variety Artists will salute Joe Verdi, dialect comedian, at a
special

ning, Oct. 20. It's in appreciation of
his work as Chairman of Welfare
lor organization.

a vet vauder who had
been teamed for years in the Clark
& Verdi Italian dialect vaude act.
Verdi

is

Vs.

Beefs

of

Lake

,

'

'"Clown Night'' shindy in its
been
clubrooms Sunday eve-

New York

.

nitery date.
Negotiations between the comedians and. Nicky Blair, Carnival op*
erator, have been in the works for
Nitery Ops, Line Prod. some time, but deal struck
some
Trio of controversies between per- snags because, of the money angle.
formers and employers will be Blair, it's reported is shelling, out
ironed out via arbitration at Ameri-. .$10,000 weekly for the duOi
can Guild of Variety Artists today
(Wed.). AH involve premature cancellations of pacts, according to Dave
Saranac
Fox, head of Nt Y. local of' the talent
By Happy Benway
union.
First on the agenda is claim of
Saranac Lake. N. Y., Oct. 1.
Jerry LaRose Gardner, profesMuriel Jayne, songstress, against
Babette, operator of Babette's nitery, sionally known as Princess Natoma,
Atlantic City. Singer claims she had dancer, is a new arrival at the Will
Rogers.
been booked for week of Sept. 10
Emerson Buckley, musical diand cancelled after first show. An- rector, here for observation and
other is claim Of Roy Carter vs. Walr checkup,
with
before
resuming
----ters' Cafe, Bridgeport, with similar, WOR; N. Y.
cancellation beef by performer and
Sol Title mastered routine and
likewise Sally Brown, dancer, who operations and left for the Big
claims to have been nudged pre- Town.
Szm Lefko, former RKO staffer,
maturely, despite contract; by Hal
handed 10-day furlough which he'll
Sands, line producer.
spend at home in Philadelphia.
Accordng to reports employers inRobert Goldstein, who recently
volved claim they were unsatisfac- underwent "Rib" operation, recuping
tory as reason for cancellation, but at the Rogers.
Send birthday greetings to George
this may not stand up in Carter's
case, according to union, since it was Fee, Elda Benedict, Robert GoldAll have stein and Dr. P. Montana, all at the
a repeat date for him.
on hand for the Rogers.
first

Trio

notified to

be

Henry Hudson, former

hearing.

minstrel,

who's had plenty setbacks, now permitted mild exercise and weekly

downtown gander.

10%ERS GO

Frank Hoffman shot

100^, IN

ftitiNG

Jtbsii

to visit

from N. Y.
wife Betty, who is making
in

nice progress via rest routine.
Victor Gamba penciled in for the

KAYE

also in the legiter, "A Bell
Vaudeville can't be dead. Not as
Adano."
long as 150 agents plus a representAt recent meeting of NVA Lester ation of bookers can afford to shell
ilose, of club's Entertainment Com* out $12.50 for a dinner.
All told,
mittee, was upped to first-veepee to about 175, including a dais of Loew
serve out unexpired- term of Tom executives, turned out Monday ^30)
Smith, recently resigned.
ballNorth
hotel's
AstOr
Y.
at the N.
room to pay tribute to Jesse Kaye,
the Loew talent booker who leaves
'McGivney for 'Blackouts' for the Coast- Saturday (5) to head
Owen McGivney, American per- the Hollywood office of M-G-M
former who's been working English Records.
vauders for many years, is returning
Gathering was one of the largest
to the U. S. to appear in Ken Mur- farewell
shindigs held in recent,
ray's "Blackouts" starting Dec. 1.
years, and general comment was
McGivney is slated to sail on the that it wasn't the promise of roast
Queen Elizabeth Nov. 6.
beef, a con.sideratale item these meatless days, that caused the percenters
to shell out the commissions on a
,?125 date for a ducat to the affair.
As Joe Vogel, M-G-M veepee, put
bunch were
it, a more inarticulate
never on a dais before, and consequently speeches ran less than an
hour. Vogel pointed out that many
of them had never made a dais before, biit. that was patently an error
as C. C. Moskowitz, Oscar. Dooh,
Gene Pickert, Sid Piermont (Kaye's

Munaldi operation
Woodruff handling.

He was
for

with

Dr.

W.

Inez Dolores Liverpool, dancep,
beat rap here, vaeashing in

who

New Hampshire.
Among the old

-

.

super-salaries as well.

while Allan Manstin,. of the "Call Me
Indicative of the trend is sfeen by
Mister" .company; Hal Gerson, press
Woodhouse,. the fact that; .Murray 'W^eihger is set
agent,
and
William:
actor, were named vice-chairmen. to sign a deal with Milton Bprle to.
open at the Copacabana, Miami
George Hall, remains treasurer, \
Beach, at an arrangement that would
call for a $12,500 guarantee
highest
nitery salary ever to be paid a

HOWARD

Settlement of Savo's

.perfornier.

The Beachcomber which previously booked Jaclcie Miles for $4,000 is

2G

rtaking the opening bill- a do'tible
header. Spot inked Gypsy rRosa Lee
also at $4,000 for Deci 19.
Billing
difficulty in a case of that kind was
is putting on double pressure to colsettled with a clause giving Gypola
Miles has
lect $2,200 salary claim due Jimmy equal hilling with Miles,
also befen set for the Latin Quarter,
Savo, panto comedian from E. M.
Palm Island, following this date.
Loew, theatre operator who operThe Copacabana, in addition to
ated the Latin Quarter, Miami,, last going the limit with headliners, is
Winter.
Savq. recently underwent haying a production show, with

Claim Vs. E. M.

American Guild

Loew

of Variety Artists

I

;

amputation of an infected leg and
has been recuperating nicely smce.
Amount due Savo, according to
AGVA, is for unplayed time due to
Loew's sudden closing of the Latin
Quarter last spring. Savo had reportedly been booked inta spot for

.

:

offered

court.

Savo

$1,200

Just

He bad been
what

in

AGVA

ill

settlement,

since.

can do*

if

any-

Savo to collect remains a moot question.

thing, in aiding

to

STEVE EVANS
Oflerinic

Currentl.v
»fl5

CI.CB, SAJJ VBANCISCO
niK.: MATVX R08KN

before.

Kaye was gifted with several gift
envelopes calling for luggage, a slop
watch, and other items. He was the
organization's vaude booker for five
coming from Fanchon &
years,
Marco, wher.6 he booked the Roxy
theatre.

Probstein's
Personal Representative

Wanted
with Cuud ColinvrtlonK
I'or

Call Pally

SU. 7-8581

Norman

assistant

tion of the Copacabana, are reported

have dropped heavy dough, and
were determined at the close of last
season to "quit working for the
talent," but keen race for names has
caused them to drop previous xeso*

to

lutions.

AND
IMAGINARY

HIS
LITTLE GIRL

BEHY LOU
JUST CONCLUDED 20 WEEKS

ON

"BORDEN SHOW" VIA CBS
CURRENTLY APPEARING

LOEW'S STATE.

New

York

OPENING OCTOBCR 3

METROPOLITAN, Providence
OPINING OCTOBCR

RKO BOSTON,

Added Chore

Probstein,

_

be

few grades away from quiet dignity;
Phillips' yarn was needed to provide a change of pace, and the two
who,
employees
Astor
femme
sneaked in to watch the ses.sions
probably were never so embarrassed

HAPPY TIMES A JOLLY MOMENTS

.

.

RIGGS
|

brief, and general tone despite Joe
Phillips' oft-told story was only a

'

_

|

Felton, toastmastering the

admonished speakers

names._

.

the comic
refused
and
threatened to take the matter into

years.

Happy

tojp

.

(Jesse's father), and Sammy
Rauch, are of the dais type and
ha ve been occupying No. 1 tables for

shindig,

has booked the Ritz Bros, and Wein^
ger, who has been in New York for
sometime is still dickering for other

Five O'clock club has pacted
dosed after
week. Loew had bond up Diosa Costello and Pupi Campo,
with Joey Adams, Mark Plant and
for other acts and line but had not
Canzoneri set to follow.
Tony
posted for Savo, through comedian
Sole question mark on the Florida
dealing direct with Loew and failscene is the Colonial Inn, which so
ing to submit contract to union 'for
far has not announced talent plans.
okay.
r
Spot is definitely set to open, but
When AGVA stepped in some time under whose management is not
ago to collect claim 't was found that^ known. Sam Salvin, former Monte
Savo had signed contract as Jimmy Carlo, N. Y., operator, has hired a
Savo, Inc., rather than an individual, headwaiter for the spot, but it's
with Loew's attorneys claiming the denied that he has any connection
talent union bad no cause for action with the club.
since Jimmy Savo, individually and
That spot, located in nearby
not as a corporation, was a member Broward county,
is reported to have
of the union and that the row was
come out last season $2,000,000 ahead,
a private one between the comedian mainly because of casino activities.
and themselves and should be settled Myrt Wertheimer, managed, but he's
between them without union inter- reported out this year.
ference. Loew is reported to have
Most other clubs, with the excep-

Kaye

M.\TTY KOSKN

l>lr.:

tunes.
Opening show
will consist of Harvey Stone, Fran*
ces Faye and Paul Sydell. Spot also

his second

Mike
Barron,
Carter
Rosen, Rabbi Joseph Burstyn, Sam

WKKK

Benny Davis

thrca weeks but nitery

successor)

HOTEL CAIRO

HETvIJ OVEK 8Sn
WnHhliiKton, U.

—

.

Contract Snarl Delays

.

CHrrently

last

they'd cut down on talent expendiJonas T. Silverstone, counsel for. tures so that they could wind up the
American Guild of Variety Artists, season On the black side of the,
was reelected chairrnan of Theatre
Competition for talent is
Chapter of the American Veterans ledger.
likely to reach its peak this year,
Committee.
Vernon Rice, drama critic of the with bonifaces getting two headIniers for every bill, and paying
N. Y. Post was named secretary,

.

HELENE and

after

By Thea. Chapter of AVC

which

timers who have
seen over 25 years in show biz and
doing nicely at the Rogers are Dick
Moore, Moe Gould, Sig Mealy, Walter Hoban and your reporter.
(Write to those who are ill.)

all the resolutions made:
season when they swore

abandoned

Silverstone, Rice Elected

)0

Boston

to

Sammy Rauch, Roxy theatre booker,
has been named eastern talent representative for the Chase and Park
Plaza hotels, St. Louis.'
Chase hotel is a heavy name band
user, while Park Plaza uses name

FRANK VINCENT AGENCY

CENTURY ARTISTS

LTD.

,

In .411 Stntcii,

Foreign ArtlKtH

Fram 3:3a to S:00 P.M.
Apt.

3N8

.shows,

when

available.

242 N. Canon Drive
Beverly

Hills, Calif.

38

East 57th Street

New

York, N. Y.

THE

'
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KITE CLUB REVIEWS

S6

Joyner and Hamid,
who give out with staU comedy patThe DeMorcos, LilUon Cornell, ter not up to ata*dard of the rest of
Joel Herron omd Mark Monte OTchs; the show, Dusty Fletcher's drunk

Y.

Persian ftoom,

$1.50 co«»ert.

effectively tilted for laughs
although his danca routine makes
for a weak windUD. Princess Nyoka,
billed as an Bast Indian muscle con.trol artist, gives out with some interesting torso and hand contortiojis

act

riub nelvedcre,

and

tapsters;

is

There's something the seasoned
vets have which the upstarts in show
business just ain't got^yet. Eventually they become warhorses and they
look back at the Jiew crop with the but without any exotic fireworks.
same askance. Take the DeMaicos—
Eddie Vinson and his orch backand very easy to take, too— frixam- ground the show with a nice beat.
ple.
Or Astaire, Or Ted Lewis. Or
Berle. Not to mention Joe E. Lewis,
€iil
Each is posl*»nlli<>r
Allen, Benny, et al.
se.ssed of a poise and positiveness
(SHERMAN HOTEL)
that nothing but seasoned showman^
Chicago, Sept. 20.
vshio can achieve. In whatever thoy
command.
with
Jiidv
take
Orch
"they
Prima
(17)
do
I,oui.'!
And it's never sc well demonstrat- Lynn, Jack Powers, Tune Timers;
ed as with the suave DeMarcos, easy Garl Mmu'; $1.50-$2,50 Tuiri.
on the eye, ear and terps.; You take
the dancing for granted, £ind likewise
The gravel-voiced lad of swing
Sally DeMarco's good looks and stunopened in the Panther Room for a
wardrobe (couturier Nettie four-week stay. .For the boys and
ning
Rosenstein got ad lib billing at the
girls:
that expected Prima to blast
prfeem> as you do Tony DeMarco's
there was a little surprise
impeccable tails and terps. But the the roof New Orleans maestro plays
the
ear is something new. 'This routine
Of
a nice brand of dance mtisic.
is a conversational, music^less concbur.^e, he doesn't neglect his novelty
as they dance quarter-notes.
celt,
jnumbers such as, "Angelina" but, in
halE-notes and eighth-notes,, each
Prima has a good commercial
takins I'he opportunity to "shine," main.
although he smartly throws it aiU 'to .band.
Band carries 17 pieces^!) reed, 8
his femme vis-a-vis, conversationally, naturally and with consummate brass, 4- rhythm, plus two soloists
ease tell .her how well she looks; and a new song quartet, the Tune
that "the folks apparently like them Timers. Band is youthful and makes
tonight"; "we. may as well permit a nice appearance in cardinal colJoel (Herron) to take it easy while ored jackets^
we do a tew steps without music,"
Prima opens "show with "If You
and the like.
Were the Only Girl" and is joined
The DeMaroo.<i uncorlt a routine In the chorus by shapely Judy Lynn.
from their opening "Holiday for Pair swing into a nice bit Of byStcings" through the bolero ("Got play, a la Arthur Murray. Band then
You Under My Skin"), foxtrot junips into its latest disking, "A Flea
("Nostal- and a Fly Were Caught in a Flue."
tango
("S'Woridferful"),
("Tico Tico"), and The Tune Timers, three chicks and
gias"), samba
the ensuing polka vs. rhumba, "chal- a boy, reallv sell the number. Group
lenge" (sans music) and "Merry then chants for an encore, "South
Widow" waltz that's- a treat for the America Take It Away," which is
auditor. In between, they use their just so-so.
tfademarked chairs at the floor table
Charlie Leeds, tenor saxist with
for respites and conversational in- band, makes a production number
Neither is strained, damp

Room,

Pitfcsburflih,

.

Boer, Slopsie-Moxie Rosenbloom^ Roy SedleVi Floria Vestoff, 3

Helen Lynn, Fati! Marko, Gordon Edwards, Tommy Rey-

Little Sisters,
riolds

sign to

—

tegrity

on

ceilings

abhorrence

of

best recordings, "Angelina."
that didn't imItalian liked the swingy

derstand
lyrics.

Jack Powers baritones "Prisoner
He would do well to stop
acting with a Sinatra stoop as he iS
over six feet tall and huskily built.

of Love."

depeiid .on

attraction,

of

co.st

some weeks

drop

it'll

to

and.

$1.

here.

Ximnierman^s, N. Y.
Olga Orloua, Helen Wenzel, Paul
Arnold, Sinclair & Alda, Esiga Bela,
Gene Kardos Orch (7), Jansci Moktila Gvpsu Orch (5); no minimum

,

-

tion.

Gene Kaldos orch does okay on
showcutting and customer dancing
with Yansct Makula's Gypsy combo
alternating on the bandstand for the
terping.
Edba.

In addition

giving

to

show

the

fine support, the band makes a discontribution of its
tinct musical

and keeps' the dance floor
crowded. Band has talent of own,
with Sonny Stockton and sultry>wn,

Colwell

Frances

voiced

the

doing

Both, have nice pipes and
i.s
a blond looker with a
Frank Castle, saxonifty-chassis.
vocals.

the gal

phonist with band, does an imitation
of Phil Harris and "The Darktown
Poker Club" for laughs and kudos.

Hudson emcees show competently.

'

':

'

:

,

the hellzapoppin stuff.
Tommy Reynolds' orch okay for
both dansapation and the show, and
Reynolds himSelf proves a whiz on
the clarinet in a couple of numbers
interwoven into the non-dancing
Cohen.
entertainment,

ItluR Room, N. O.
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

New

25.

Rae Hoyt, Mary Maclnnes. Itforis
Shetwood Palmer, Patsy O'Day. Kay
Guier,
Dorothy
Chandler;
Dean
Hudson Orch (18); $2.50 min. Sat.
$1.50 other nights.

was worth waiting for reopennew Blue Room. No exlias been spared to give cafe

It

ing of the

pense

a nocturnal i-endezvous it
can be proud of. The opening night
capacity
crowd h a d admiration
written all over their faces for the
spot's lavishness and taste, dreamed
society

'

up by Jac Lessman and executed by
John J. Bryner, chief engineer of
the Roosevelt hotel.

The new room

cheerful, gay,

is

smart, intimate, and oozes with ultra-sophistication and luxury, from
its deep blue walls and ceiling to
its rose-red upholstered chairs; from
huge white simulated sea shell behind the band to its studded white
leather alcoves; from the huge chandeliers, tall, white tapers on walls,
to the chubby cupids dangling from

Lopez and combo of

the room,

is

policy of
also very,

much

its

other ap-

in

all. on
ice,
keeping with

six brass, five

sax and four rhythm seated in huge
walnut which opens and closes on
cue, play for dancing and show and
are spelled in lulls by The Tune
Toppers, singing instrumental quartet of accordion, trumpet, guitar and
bass.

Bruce Hayes and

Patti

Dugan,

with Lopez, pitching in
during dance sessions.
Holtz takes hold of emceeing and
a fulsome spot of his own gagging
in sure and familiar pattern and
throwing in a brace of flip parodies

vocalists

lowed by Ray & Pedro in comedy
knockabout well-larded with legitimate tricks highlighted by head.

stands that earn a begoff. After some
typical ivory tickling by Lopez, Nils
and Nadynne punch out strong adagio
and Holtz then winds up matters

with bulk of his stint.
Opening night bugs via amplifying system; handling of tape and
general service setup Will no doubt
be overcome and spot will settle
down into smoother running gear
and a practical policy. Maintaining
present stratosphere nut to potential
patronage after opening spurt against
heavy in-town competition is going
to be a test of showmanship subject
to name availability and an everynight-in-the-week public response.
May be a year or two late but it's a
valiant effort and a fine display of
heart that deserves a break.

Burm.

Ciro's,

H'wood

Kolll/tuood, Sept, 19;
(16) uiith

Carmen Camllaro Orch
Gloria

Foster; tot>er
night; $2 regularly.

the ceiling:

The new entertainment

,

including his trademarked "O Sol
Mio."
Starts matters swiftly with
good hooCery by Jo Andrews fol-

Orleans, Sept.

"The Skyway Express," ice show
produced by Don Arden, with Arnold Shoda, Terry Brent, Phil Romayne, Hertho Garon, Alice Farrar,

and Sun.;

oi'ch.

.

With return
to

Ciro's,

of

this

opening

$5

Carmen CayaHaro

is .assured' of
nightly.
Maestro's'
appeal to all types, of nitery trade
drags: out everytbing from sports

packed

bi.S'tro

houses

pointments. Billed, as "The Skyway,
Express," the show is pre-sented on
a hydraulic,, vanishing rink which coats.!, ta,...blac!fc: ties, which wore in.
comes frOm under the bandstand. It prepohderSnbe for "premiere night.
proves a fine display of vibrant Bow-in date had "Poet of the. Piano"
showmanship and the. htige crowd at the keyboard from iO p.m. on,
which packed the. nitery. w.as ioud .:in while band had pla.yed earlier -sesits bravos
and palm-pounding for sions for dancing minus a front.
At show time; Cavallaro opens
the acts, j
quietly with "Flamingo" and, .then
'It was "hard to pick the best act.
But the brilliant ballet .'skating of runs wild on the ivories, displaying
Arnold Shoda to Gershwin's "An ace virtuosity in every department
American In Paris" is outstanding and type of cleffing .from clas.sical
and gets prolonged applause. And to boo.gie woogie with Latunes
nifty is the word for the grace of thrown in foi* heavy eniphasis. EnTerry Brent and Phil Romayne in core yelos and requests from the
their dancing in "Land of the Pyra- audience kept the 88'er on for over
a half hour, while he tried to do all
mids," another ballet. turn.
Tiny, delicate-featured Alice Far- the songs asked, of him. Following
rar (she's a local kid whose real show and regular dance session,
name is Barberito) is a featured staylaters stiU demanded more, with
member and her skating solo of Cavallaro winding nocturnally on
"Warsaw Concerto" was a fine dis- the stand; minus his band. Gloria
play of grace and finesse on the Foster handles thrush chores as
blades.
Featured, too, is blonde, usual
neatly attractive. Huts,
.
.

'

'

:

'

•

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,1.

Jackie Gleason, Edwards k Diane
Hal Winters, June Taylor Dancers
(8), Bobby Ramos Orch, Ralph Font
Rh«7nl>a-Bo?id; $3.50 mtnimurn lucefcdays, $4.50 weekends.
Jackie Cleason is doing a oneweek fill-in currently at Bill Miller's
Hudson River lighthouse, and it is
certainly making for one of the happier seven-day periods of the season
at the spot.
Gleason seems to have
hit the groove between sophistication and pure corn that the Riviera
requires,
and the customers aire
showing their appreciation with yaks
and plenty of handpatter for the•

cherubic comic.
Unfortunately,

Gieason's stay is
the one week, due to a
commitment to 20th-Fox. It
be his first film, incidentally.

limited
picture
will

to

He's apparently been boning up for
it the past few weeks by doing a lot
of cuffo stooging at the Copa, N. Y,,
for Phil Silvers, currently a refugee

from Darryl Zanupk
Rest of the Riviera layout' is
fill-in material.
Dance team
of Edwards
Diane shows -some
tricky lifts and spins, but otherwise
is on the awkward side, while Hal
Winters gets by, and that's about all,
with his hoar.se vocalizing of pops.

strictl.v

&

June Taylor Dancer,'
nicely

Baltimore, Sept. 26.
Lou Holtz, Ray & Pedro, Jo Andrews, Nils k Nadynne, Tune Toppers (4), Vincent Lopez Orch (14)
U'ilh Bruce Hayes & Patti Dv.gan;
$2.50 min.

Fort Lee, N.

Riviera.,

(8) score rather
Bettcr-tlvan-averagc line
nifty costuming,
al-

via

"

and

routine

Walnut. <>rov<N llalto

'

.

.

pleasant at all times, not overarranged and with good respect for
melody.

.

.

Y.

Bates, who also
emcees the program, delivers those
Incredible one-legged acrobatic terp
stcDS that amaze the ispectators.
Rest of the bill is comprised of the
Hot Shots, a pair, of fast-stepping

who is making first appearance
Crew impresses as a hard

tro,

Getaway show is a mistake. Pittsburgh's never been a fast, hep town
from a cafe standpoint, and Max
Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom are
Most elaborate nitery setup in
strictly for that type of audience.
town opened by Frances McLane
Opening night they were probably and budgeted for top entertainment
wondering time and again what hit got under way here Thursday i26)
them, when some of their stuff, gen- night with a seating capacity of 1,000
erally siire-flre elsewhere, fell flatand said to cost well over two hunLocated
ter than a steam-rollered pancake.
dred grand to complete.
By the second show they had caught considerable distance from center of
on a little, dipped into the corn-and- city and essaying, two frolics nightly
blue barrel; and did a little better. at 9:30 and 12:30, spot is dependent
But still not well enough. A place upon drive-in trade with facilities to
this size is hardly their forte any- park 500 cars, an underlined feature.
way. Too much of their stuff went Same minimum charge ($2.50) preover the closely packed-together vails nightly including weekends
heads. The Maxies are for the gam- and present nut will have to be met
bling-racetrack-show-wise mob, and by early spill making late show seatthat lets Pittsburgh out.
Top-heavy advertising available.
Roy Sedley works hard, both on ing budget in line with dough laid
his own and with the two Maxies,
on the line for decor and entertainand fares better than the" stars them- ment has them coming since openselves.
Floria Vestoff has slowed ing with Lou Holtz and Vincent
down quite a bit since her last time Lopez set for two weeks to be folaround here, but manages to make lowed by new layout headed by
a fair impression with her taps and Willie Howard and. Johnny LOtig

and send "Brooklyn Boogie." spins.
Three Little Sisters open
Maestro takes a few licks to shovv with good, fast acrobatic turn, and
the swingsters that he can still ride singing single is on mostly for
with the rest of the men.
heckling purposes by the Maxies.
10th
his
enters
who
Marx,
Carl
Boys have Gordon Edwards at the
year in the Panther Room, carries piano for accompaniment and Fats
on with his genial clowning.
Marko, a funny fellow, to help with
finale

.

Peg Leg

The

'

which
homcopathically,
tainment
Ink Spots (4) Thelma Carpenter, has long since paid off neat diviPeg Leg Bates, Dusfij Fletcher, Hot dends and still does for that matter.
Shots (2), Princess Nyoka, Joyner
Zimmerman's stars the chef and
& Hamid, Line (12), Eddie Vinson
Orch, Claude Hopkins Orch; $2 min. his culinary achievements rather
than entertainment. Its full course
in
with
snappy,
Luring them
a
dinners from $1,25 up, and surprisfull-bodied, top-budgeted sepia re- ingly palatable, have built the spot
vue, the Zanzibar continues to offer into a profitable operation. News of
one of the most attractive bargains the bargain has mounted through the
Besides years and consequently this subterT
In the Broadway sector.
getting a big vaude show and a ranean bistro continues to pack them
palatable meal for their tabs, cus- in nightly.
tomers are furnished with a largeThere's also two bands for showsquare on which to dance to the cutting and customer dansapation
continuous music of Eddie Vinson's and a modestly budgeted floorshow
and Claude Hopkins' orchestra. At of four acts that suffices as enter-,
thp preem .show, the payees were tainment. Also a homey' atmosphere
he' 'g stacked up in layers.
that immediately puts the customer
New layout is topped by the popu- at ease and the friendly spirit is conlar Ink Spots quartet with solid sup- tagious.
jjo'-t: lent by the warbling of Thelma
Paul Arnold, tall, dark and bariCrrnenter' and extraordinary hooftoney .emcees floorshow and spots
in" by Peg Leg Bates. Show is dshis own song sesh further down. He
ficient somewhat in the comedy debrings on Helen Wenzel, youthful
partrncnt and matters weren't rriueh
nifty-looking gal in abbreviated
improved by the last-minute addi- and
costume for a brace 6£ tap-twirls
tion of Joyner & Hamid to supplement Diisty Fletcher's antics. Addi- neatly done and appetizing.
Olga Orlova, songstress, is a nat
tion, of a half-dozen show girls to
"""al
for the -spot with her Russe
thp 'regular line hypos the general
€.yp -appeal and their costuming and Spanish and English'Chanties. Garbed
in attractive Russian costume which
production ntimbers register okay.
Ink Spots run through their regu- sets, off her fine points, she tees off
la" routine of emotive ballads in- with ''Sjeighbells'* in Russian,; then
for
Gypsies"
in
English
cluding "Prisoner of Love," "To "Play
Ef '-hiHis Own," etc., and have trou- change of pace to set her pretty
Gomes back for
ble bowing off. Those tricky falsetto with the payees.
tremolos by Billy Kehiiy, quartet's "Lady of Spain" and "Russian Gypsy
Song"
for
.additional
palm^whackpivot man are sure-fire selling. points
despite their frequent use, aiid even ing. Gal is a nifty looker and has
over-use.
Smart showmanship by acceptable pipes. Arnold takes over
the group gives the crowd exactly and does neatly with "Song of the
Open Road" and, "Beguine." Sinwhat they want.
Introductory appearance of Miss clair and Alda, ballroomologists,
Cprpenter into cafe life via the take it away for clever dansapation,
Zanzibar was a dangei-ous route, with waltz and samba particularly
Between numbers Esiga
considering the boite's size and hec- effective.
But the gal comes Bela gives out nicely on the cymtic crowdedness.
through solidly, completely domi- balom on' ''Mexicali Rose" and Hunnating the scene with her looks and garian folksongs to merit apprecia-j
voice.

was the Belvedere.
to have his

and Belvedere's a sleeper jump from
downtown Pittsburgh. 'This needs
transient, trade,, and Where's it to
come from'? Although prices for food
and drink are reasonable, spot has
stiffest cover charge town's ever had.
For the getaway show it's 2 bucks
per person.. Lewis says, however, it'll

blacketeering and the like. In many
ujeekdavs; $2 min. Saturdays.
respects this has hurt the hotels hard
where straight food is a factor; but
in the entertainment rooms apjiarZimmerman's Hungaria, N, Y.,
ently, -the attractions are a sufficient continues to maintain its traditional
Abel.
antidote.
lure of family trade and others who
take their food seriously "and enter-

Kanxiliar,

it

location, for one
thing. McKeesport. only a short hop
away, won't be able to support it,

.

m

show

probleine.

Even the customers

.

dancing, too, is 18-man band, of
Dean Hud.son, a burly, blond maes-

Entrepreneur's going

of "Stormy Weather." The guy has
good style with a gutter kick in some
passages. Prima then rides into one

Acts) precedes the dancers.
Noticeable
this era of shortages
that one thing not lacking is the
Plaza courtesy and catering. Maitre
Fred,
d'
at the door, somehow maintains a class crew— and this should
be a cue for many spots which apparently don't know there's a peace
going on whose hospltalitj; dpes
much to offset the menu deficiencies.
And they are deficient! Especially
with hotels, which now, as in the war
years must maintain meticulous in-

All in all, the show Is lavish,
gay, fast-paced aild thoroughly professional.
Backing up show and playing for

circular

Starts to sell when he lays off hugging the mike and socks over the
"Warsaw Con- ending.
Lillian Cornell
Band boys get together on the

(New

number.

Whatever the figure, spot looks it. working group which plays music
Room's big. ample, niftily decorated, with compe^nce and confidence.
and all in good taste with a big The band can play it sweet or heat.

..

entr'acte specialty,
certo," registering.

$2 cover,

It is

.

his

;

bar at one end and the
bandstand at the: other.
Floor extends out from the stand,
with the tables on three sides. Seat.s
around 800. Lewis, who once owned
a small drinkcry in' nearby McKecsport. has been working on the
Belvedere for around two years now,
and some of outside, marquee, etc..
hasn't been completisd yet, Opening
night, in fact, there' wasn't even a

•

of

(13)

not the least of the revue's
features are the kids of the chorus.
Outstanding is their Haitian voodoo

colorful,

,

That phase
pleasure in privacy.
This is their
alone is refreshing.
nth return to the Persian Roomv and
they can continue coming back indef.
For the rest Joel Herron, who last
season accomped Jan Froman, and
who was bandleader at the Versailes, heads a dansapation compelling team of three strings, three reeds
and four rhythm, with the maestro's

Orch

And

There are probably few clubs in
the country that'll back the Belvedere into a corner. Estimates vary
what it cost Henry Lewis to put
this place up about 18 miles from
heart of Golden Triangle; they slide
between $200,000 to nearly 300 grand.

•

terludes,
or panting. Whatever it is, they look
as composed and not overheated as
if they were dancing for their own

Sept. 28.

Max

.

.

Viennese Hertha Garon, whose skating waltz to "B''lamingD" is in the
best tradition of her native land.

Pitt.

though the femraes are below the

average of top New York niteries in
the looks department.
The two bands are holdovers and
provide standard" backgrounds for
terping and the show.
They areBobby Ramos for the straight music
and Raloh Foi\l for the rhumbas.
Herb:
•

.

tM

Y.

i'onfia. IS,

Mignetito Valdes, Estele & Dimas,
Lynne Fader, Machito Orch (14).,
Pnpi Camptllo Orch (12) $2.50 min.
;

Miguelito Valdes, first headliner
Ihi.s Latin terpory when it was
unveiled earlier this year; can, according to the business he's bringing
in, make several visits annually to
this bistro and be certain of snagging his salary in customer checks.
The uninhibited Valdes hasn't
at

brought

in

any new numbers on

this

since there's heavy demand on
his old items, such as "Babalu" and

trip,

his Latin medley;
Departure from
his regular routine could conceivably

bring protests from 110th streoit eliements he attracts, who give him explosive response or. all number.s;
He's here for four weeks before gor
ing into the across-the-street Strand,
theatre, but it's evident he could remain here indefinitely.
There's also a secondary show

draw in Estele and Dimas. Cuban
terps who. have been here for. some
time and whose options are being
picked up continually.
Femme in
this team is with her third partner,
having started out with the late
Rene, continued with Papo and is
currently displaying Dimas. But no
matter who she works with, net effect is the same.
Customer interest
conver,';es on her tricky hip-weaving, which takes such novel twists as
gyrating with a belt of maraccas,
and some alternately slow and fren^
zied torso- throwing
She makes for
excitement.
Layout is completed by Lynne
Fader (New Acts), while Machito's
crew does showbackin^ with Pupl
Campillo's orch supplying

relief.

Jose.

Hat. N. Y.
(HOTEL BEbMONT FLAZA)
tilasa

Dancing
Russell
Swann,
(3),
i9uai!os
(2), Buddy Moreno, Mivii
Walters. Eddie Stone Orch (12) with
Lois Long; Noro's' Rumba Band AS);
$3.50 miri.

Glass
format
;

'.

Hat
with

has changed show
the
of
departure
.

:,

Kathryn Duffy dancers, dispensing
with gal line and projecting amore
intime la.yout of four acts, which is
perfect for this room.
Topping current layout is Russell
whose
Swann,
comedy
magico,

;

hocus-pocus is interlarded with a
rippling stream of comedy chatter
and quips, which with Iris baffling
trickstering makes things all the
Assisted by a nifty looking
femme and Chinese boy, Swann
clowns his merry way through a

merrier.

neat routine comprising r.ope-cut.-,:
ting trick, disappearing rabbit and
the gijillotine stunt wherein payees
are invited up to stick their nocks
under the blade. It's all in fun and
pays ofl' plenty in laughs. Swann's
as .sock as ever here and cops plenty
salvos.

Other

•

items

Include

cute

,

:

,

Minii

who contribs heat tapstering; Dancing Duanos, Ted and
Rita, who are a sock" as always in
their
ballroomology routines and
Walters,

Buddy Moreno, who holds the crooner
spot.
Lad displays good baritoning
on "I've Got the Sun in the Morna Spani-sh
chanty and "Memory Lane" medley
ing," "Prisoner of Love,"

that gets solid response.
Eddie Stone Orch holds over and
does nice showcutting and equally
well for customer dansapation, Lois
Long does okay by the vocals with
Noro's rumba band alternating for
Edbtt.:
Litin tunes.

'

Wednesday, October

1946

2,

57
do a hillbilly musical stint
with the pumps and saws and all
machinery.
It's
one of those
corny acts that always gets a nice

Oalcies
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How
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CimfleUl Hmith
Cozy Cole
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NKW

& Howard

llel^ne

(Clifford
AVInilsor (I) fi-«

Ttay

Terri La. Franooiii

Jamaica a>
Th* I*o« Aces

.

Canines

iSllzabeth'!}

Mimic Men
.

.

PftlooA

:

S-6

(1)

Brown

Xnrle (W) 4

Waiter NUsson
SCrrI Pier <I) Q-6

Tijecuona Cuba Boys
Cai;lns RameriK

WHITSON BROS.
YEARY BROS.

Ray

New Yorker Bananas' Orc^
Elg:art Ore
Fran>c Victor.

Pluza

Marcos
— Gornoll

4

,

'.

LaMarr
O Henry
Kobiin -Itleu
Wallv Blacker
Jane Dulo
Oedric Wallace
Paul Villard
.

Day-

"

Dawn

(RKO) (2nd

Uok.)

.

House

torious"),

orch

has

been

for fronting by
cuts the .show in
contributing his own
the deuce slot.
Fast and

Benny Meroff who
addition
3

stint

flashy

DjlsH-

Versallle*'

wards

in

to

opening

is

provided by
youths

Bros., - trio-- of

Ed'^

who

strong hand to hand and
tumbling. Balancing bit on multiple
chairs is a. highlight.
Meroff tosses in a potpourri of
okay gagging, juggling and general
fooling-around.
Employs a femme
looker to foil for some crossfire and
gets best results with balls and Indian clubs. Knows his way around
e.=say

Itarn

Village

"Notorious"

brought on stage

Dwlght Flske
Billy

;.

Short but punchy layout is obviously aimed at accommodating multiple showing of film portion ("No-

:

IVniiay I vn iiln

Bennie Klassmer House Orch

(3)v

iW

•

Kelly

narlands
Alicia Wallace
Bert Stone

.

-

•

.

.

,

-

room
spite,

like

the Pierre's nitery. DeS. sea.'!0ning the aura

her U.

MAR'THA TILTON
.Songs

of iOO% Parisian is frustrated by her
jive predilections, a good command

10 Mins.
Capitol, N. ¥.
uncertainty
This is Martha Tilton's most imJimmy Nola
Kclly'B Stnblea
whether to stay Yank; or French. portant theatre date since becoming
Homy Hod Allen O Tpx Fletcher
a single, and the ex-Benny Goodman
2 song, a current French
The
No.
VilliiKO Vuiigunrd
Oloria Dale
vocalist proves herself a capable
ballad, is in better idiom for her
Chic Chocs
S Churchill
Phil Leeds
Dottie Reld
and kept customers satisfiect when style. Her parade of Gallic faves performer. She's working here with
Eleanor Bowers
Peta Terry
caught. Crosby, Sisters follow with (Trenet, Boyer, Chevalier) is like- the Paul Whiteman orchestra, with
Don Fry
J O HiKSenbottono
two-way singing interrupted by wise fair,. In between is the calypso which she was coupled all last seaStanley Sacey >
La Conra
son on the Philco radio show.
socko impressions and good clown- and other -Latin stuff.
WIvel
Misruellto Valdes
Lee
A cute trick, becomingly gowned
Bob
Bstelle & Dlmaa
ing by the comedy member of the
Ex-table tennister Ruth Hughes
Gertrude Hlid
Lynne Jader
duo.
Whacking a guitar in self- Aarons- is supposedly helping her on in white, diminutive Miss Tilton
Jean Ainslte
Mnchlto Ore
accompaniment to the vocalizing she material. She should also assist .shows a vocal ability that has taken
Francisco
Fupl Campo Ore
tosses in very funny mimicry of Miss Hilda in softening that coiffure. long strides': since her B.G. days.
La Martinique
Bruce Norman
Harvey Stone
Vivian NtcUolRon.
Donald Duck, Joan Davis, Jerry It's so startlingly rich a hirsute Add to that a blonde s.a. that isn't
O'Rlvero * Belm'te
The Vagabonds
Colonna and the Ink Spots. Has a adornment, so elaborate and ver- lost upon the trousered population,
Zanzibar
Tex Kendrick
plus good mike poise.
good flair for comedy and lifts this dant, that it reminds of a Louis
Val Olmnn Ore
Tnk Spots
Miss Tilton opens with "Five MinBob Mitchell
T Carpenter
turn into a promising possibility for wig rather than modern hair-dress.
Liillii
Oiiiirre^
Peg T.cK Bates
more ambitious doings.
Otherwise she is nicely accoutred. utes More," slows down a bit with
Hot Kliots
Ted. Lewis Ore
The Tunesmen (New Acts) close. It's chiefly a matter of pacing, edit- "And the Angels Sing," which is
Nyoka
Gerald ine Du Bole
neither strong enough nor punched
Eddie Vinson Ore
Trio of local lads who have built a ing and re-routining.
Mack Triplets
Pee Wee Marquette following in the nitery field here
EIroy Peace
UD
sufficiently
by
Whiteman's
the
in
artist
solo
Miss Hilda is
Clande Hopkins OrGail Bennett
had no trouble bridging the gap to Cotillion's new policy, but Los Pan- rhythmen. hits a .solid stride again
Zimmerman'*
SIrkI De Vysenof
stage stint with punchy instrumen- chos rhurabas have been added as re- with "I'll Walk Alone" and cleans
Gone Kardos
Paul White
Jancii Makula
Jean Francia
tation (piano, drums and clarinet) lief band to Stanley Melba's standard up with Jerome Kern's "Can't Help
Zsiga Bela
Jerry Grev
and scat vocalizing .made to order tiptop dansapation. Melba, after five Lovin' That Man."
Paul Arnold
Leon Jb Rtlille**
This audience went for her solidly.
for a solid clincher.
Sinclair A Alda
Louise Stewart
years as maestro and talent head of
Wood.
Helen Wenxei
Biz very strong.
The Payseea
BltrWi.
the Plerte's entertainment, is headOign Orlova
Xj & 1* Bernard
ing to California for his health and a
Charles "OODY McDOWALL
CHICAGO
with
commercial,
radio
Theatre, Chi
Talk
three
in
Stylists
(•»).
succeeding
Song
Reader's band
Ulucbhawk
Chicago, Sept. 27.
Pauletto
Paul
15
A
Mins.
Aoel.
/
weeks.
Saxio Dowell Oro
Larry Adler, Nicholas Bros. (2),
Rbllet A Dorothea
CRPitQl, N. r.
Rossi Sis (2)
Arnaut (3)
Tim Herbert, Lou Breese Orch (17);
Al Roberts
D Hlld Dancers
Hollywood rarely ships a film star
"Strange Love of Martha Ivers" LILLIAN CORNELL
Ohes Pare*
Latin Qoartcr
east for personals prepared With an
Songs
(Par).
Grade Fields
A
Slmpklns
acceptable act. And 18-year-old RodIt Mins.
Grace A Nlcco
Latin Lovelies
Jack Williams.
dy McDowall is no different. But
Toungman
Hotel Plaia, N. Y.
Henny
Slight
mixup
in
billing
due
to
Bill Blair
Paul Carleton
Heralded as from Hollywood, Lil- he ?ets away with it nicely.
Adorables <12>
Buddy Shaw Ore Nicholas brothers being late for
Youth, impeccable speech and a
Gay Clarldga Oro
first show; however, show went off
lian Cornell is a nice vocal interlude
Palmer House.
Lucln Garcia Oro
well, with the Nicholas bojrs ap- for a bbite like the Persian Room rather ingratiating manner of hanEvelyn Knight
dling himself, all of which pushed
Goloslmo'a
Freddie Nagel Ore pearing in the middle of the show where the DeMarcos are the headhim to the fore in films, hold him
Roily Rolls
Jackie Heller
instead of opening.
Not sufficiently strong to up
liners.
Blackburn <2)
Slate Bros (3)
here. He hasn't much of an act
class
a
she's
Lou Breese's orchestra opens bill hold the spot alone
Abbott D'ncers (18)
Fay Carroil
with a 'fine arrangement of "To Each interlude, possessed of a personable beyond a bit built around Irving
Athena
Rio Cabana
Coloalmo Models
His Own," getting nice effect with front and fortified by a nice voice. Berlin's "They Say It's Wonderful,"
Jackie Miles
which he does as an English counSo] Feola
Own,
Clark Bros.
His
"Each
oboe
well
with
does
background.
She
Hstel Binmrck
of Frank Sinatra might do it.
Rita Oehman
Tim Herbert, originally set for "Man That I Marry" (good para- terpart
Sherman Hayes Ore Nancy Doran
It's only occasionally, if you look
Nelson Puppets
the second spot, holds down the phrase on the "Annie Get Your
Don Bradlleld
that he's in danger of losing
Shirley Dickinson
The Lovelies (!«)
first break in fine fashion. Starts
Gun" excerpt) although that Brook- closely,
Betty Hill
his poise. One of the times is during
Cee Davidson Ore
with a couple of prop jokes and lyn chorus (Dem Bums, etc.) means
The Martinis
Hotel Stevens
the
delivery
of his finale, a prayer
Eddie Fens Ore
then swings into a special material so little it may as well be forgotten,
Clyde McCoy Ore
song. "Russian Delegate to the UNO." Letdown is "Last Rose of Summer," for servicemen, dene with approCalgary Bros
Hotel ConKresa
He deNelson Sis
Milt Herth Trio
Bit panics the payees. Follows with appropriately introduced and well priate background music.
The Ahem
Klkl Ochart Ore
livers it like a high school valedictune.
quiet
exit
but
a
it
was,
Mexican
patter
done
as
and
closes
with
an
Camryn A Reilly
Letty Barbour
torian. Too, the piece seems too
interpretation of Lil Abner dancing. The Jenny Lind ballad is obviously
Dennis Kelly
Hotel Blackstone
heavy coming from one so young.
Phil Regan
Nicholas brothers open with one a slow song although an accidental
Tine Gnnlens
But the crowd reaction is good. And
Mel Cooper Ore
Jessie RoBcUa
of their original numbers, and Ha- plus factor is that it doesn't detract
who can argue with that?
Hotel Continental
Ijirry Ross
rold Nicholas sings two songs from from the ensuing DeMarcos.
James Sykes
Regan Callaia
wood.
"St. Louis Woman"—"Come Rain,
Joe Vera Ore
Anita Jakobl
On her own Miss Cornell has a
Karen Pord
Phil DeRey
Come Shine" and "Augie Is a Natu- voice, class and cafe floor presence
H Kflgewater Be'cb Mel Cole Ore
ral Man." Second song is a scorcher, which augur well for her profes- DON una PHIL KING
Honry Brandon Ore Jo« Klsh Oro
but is sung straight and fast with sional horizons whether in niteries, Acrobats
1« Mins.
innuendo going over the seat-hold- radio or rostrum;
Ahel.
State, N. Y.
ers' heads. Brothers go back into a
Don and Phil King are a wellknee-bending-and-splits whiz finale. MARSHALL BROS.
<2)
built and youthful hand-balancing
Larry Adler, harmonica headliner, Impressions
team with a catalog of tricks that
starts his act without a buildup with
Continued from page 20 s
9 Mins.
calls for frequent between-the-act
a Hungarian folk tune with a stac- Roxy, N. y.
mitting.
Routine builc^s all the way
cato beat, but it's too involved and
ItKO,
The Roxy theatre, which nearly so that team maintains interest and
more for the concert stage. Adler
others; Chuck Peterson in character then plays "Meadowland" (Russian six years ago introduced the Wesson excites a hearty exit.
They have some outstanding tricks
stuff oil "My Sugar Is So Refined" army marching song) which is well- Bros, to Broadway, looks like it's
and Jo Ann Ryan, nifty warbler known and has all the trills the au- repeating with the Marshall Bros., such as understander's lifts from a
^wowing with "To Each His Own," dience wants. Crowd sits on the edge another pair of mimics, who on their horizontal position and an exhibit
pair of one hand horizontal stands while
etc. Band also does "Bumble Boo- of their seats for the next piece, first New York run look like a
gie," "Be Happy" and other tunes Ravel's "Bolero," one of Adler's best. of strong potentials, They're person- rebuilding a set of perch blocks.
able and talented and show a good Team has also taken care Of musical
to make this layout strictly musical Ends with "St. Louis Blues."
deal of vocal fidelity to their sub- cues so that orchestral background
since there are only two other spejects.
helps to point up their varied tricks.
cialties; the familiar Jansleys rouHowever, they're in need of maBecause of the fact that they don't
tine and a comedy dance and patter
terial to set them off from the usual need too much floor spacei act can
session by Danny Drayson, both- well
Palsy Lane

of
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and

an
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llippodroine, Balto
Baltimore, Sept. 28.
Benny Meroffi Crosby Sisters (2),
The Tunesmen (3), Ediuards Bros.

Hill

Hotel Xnft
Iilnoch IJpht Ore
Waldorf- Astoria
Paul Draper
Emil Coleman OrC

nnyllsfi .Sa <i) 3-5
Ht>rb Howard
..Idhnny I^atkler Co
Dlok T-ane

Jack DfLeon
A St B RicharOs

Seller'

Hotel

Slam Ste^'art
Jnclt Durant
Burns 2 ik Evwlyn

Jean. CArfoU

Xiammond

TiOU

laiJiiftrn

ButMy HIch Ore

rtavrett

Soiulra

Kay.

Tifi

MCAVAHK

AilaniH i\\

Strnnd (W) 4
Alvino Hey Ore

Hotel Dixie
Larry Funk Ore

Winters
June Taylor
lildwards & Dlan«
Ralph .Fu.nt Ore
Bobby Uamos Ore
Rogers Corner

(.Maude Thornhill
Hotel Pierre
Irene Ilflda

Milton UoiiKlos
AVhitKon Bros

/rhe:Calston»

good.

Nlch'l'!

.»

urlova
Adrienne Parker
Joe La Piirte Ore

l-es
1 1 otel

Bros

Yeary

Bob Gruliam

Manclln
Olj^a

Hotel
ft

O

V

Old Boinanlan

Sorgio

Kileon 0*Oare

MIAMI
Olympia <P) %
B BarnM it D J-ove

NaUH

&.

Dlt:H

Jerry tiewia

Dean

Valley Ar<*iia (l>
Tony Pastor Ore
Niok LonR- Jr
Prince Mara

a

BeuHice Kay

Raye
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Ciirlo
na,«!pnrre

Carmen

Johnny I^>ni? Ore
Ben Berl
Oon CunimiiiKS

HOVAOKK

Bro^

Ai-naiit

CrtRtelio.

HAUTFOUn

State

Ballot
farainoiint {V\ I

i'or)>M <Je

ClittH

Edna Kenyon's xylophoning also
warm palm-whacking as does
George in a solid stint
ol impressions. Line shows improvement.
Lili St. Cyr clicks as usual
in her. striptease. Len Howard's orch
okay on the show cutting. Biz very

gets

toeWi

Bernie

Sll>"ii

it
Uolando
Orta
Ciitulino Ore
<';icloa VareJa Ore
Hotel Comin«df»rr
Vauf^hn Monroe Or

Charlea I<asUey
Entflle .Sloan
J<iyce Renee

<li)

Roln'riM

lliiviiiiii-r'adrid

Dean Martin

.loi'row

!ic»

I

Jordan Ore

I.oula

iMonchito

n HaiTv-

Ht'Iii

(3)

Instrnmental and Songs
14 Mins.
Hippodrome, Baltimore
Irene Hilda is a French chanteuse
Trio of nice-appearing lads have
who, if she stayed in the Gallic built a big following on the local
idiom completely, perhaps might do nitery scene and fit quite easily into
better than when she e.ssays Ameri- current .stage stint. Employing threecanisms, as occurred at the Hotel way instrumentation of piano, clariPierre's Cotillion Room. Result is a net and drums as well as smartly
curious hybrid which is neither devised parodies and scat-sinc;in«,
Montmartre nor 52d street. The idea lads have an easy presence and con^
with a siderable style.
keynoting her .stuff
of
Franco-American "Viva la France,
Open with a swingy sesh featuring
Swing'' a torrid interlude on the skins by
Vive I'Amour, Vive la
doesn't pan out, although a cute the drummer, after wbich they give
conception.
out wit' a funny worfting out of the
personality Does singing commercial as delivered
Fundamentally,
her
and the idea of essaying swingeroo by Waring, Lombardo, Duchin and
against a Gallic background make Jolson. Clarinet solo of Gershwin's
for a strange medley. -When she "Summertime," by. Herb Zampini,
calls on Los Panohos, Latin' trio, for next, is virtuoso stuff right off the
the sputh-of-the-border business, in- top shelf and a resounding handgetcluding a not too effective version ter. Close with swingy "Running
Wild" to big returns and a strong
of "South America Take It Away,"
the intended sparkling finale like- getaway.
With added material and general
wise doesn't come off.
Miss Hilda has been in America sharpening, this trio should find
pre- and postwar, working in Mon- ample employment anywhere.
Bwrm.
treal and kindred spots, but .she's^
out^f her element in a wholly class"
Song.s
15 Mins.
Motel Pierre, N. Y.

'

to get by.
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XP> Paramount; (R) KKOt <W) Warner
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Cmiltol

New Acts

reception.
Jenita's warbling of pop tunes is
helped plenty by super-selling of
s.a,. but gal still has pleasant pipes

%

iii(iiGnt«

Hpllt

.

the

:

'
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rcr. Mvt.: EDDIE SMITH
-ISOt BrMdMttsr, New ¥«rlc
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PROVIDKNCK
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'e-B

A

Marlmba-nireB

Alaurine

Boston (R) 8
Donnld O'Connor

KKOOK

Brook

<T)

S'«

SAN FRANCISCO

tiioMen Uate <R> t
Mel Torme Meltones
Senor Wences

Morrell

3

Zelaine

Lrftmbertl

Stormy RoKers

Rick

*

Coart 8q

Jon
(I)

Tprt

&

Ausley

Robert Sis
„.
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Lester

Van Kirk

«

s

(I)

Del Courtney Ore

* Barrets
CrlKM Cross
„,

Capitol

I'alnw (R) s
& Garter

Star

Herman Hyde

S

(I.)

Alalloy

Blair

Ik

Joiinson

a Wells & A Fays
Howard <I) i
Cab Calloiray Ore
Moke A Poke

WOONSOCKKT

Jimmy

Pnfk

(I)

«

t<eeds

Favne & Foster
.Tohnnv Ladder Co
Toy

Cabaret

Sis-

Figure B'way Ban

liked, too.

Bills

Biz had perked up considerably
JEliet
and good at opener.

Continued from page 1

;

:

Gayely, Mon<'l

ciry

Ben Yost Singers
Miriam Gwinn
MlHatn LnVelle
Copacauana

<:t;nL

run of impressionists. Most of their
work is done singly and they fail
to

venturing to town in the family car
because of the dim prospects of finding a spot for the auto, and then
shelling out $1, usual price in the

Dick Bernie, Eddie Lane & Co. (3)
Evelyn Paul, The Oakies (2), The
Marcos (2), Jenita, Edm Kenwn, parking lots and garages.
Consequently, they expect to lose
Lili St. Cyr, Line (12), L6n Howard
Joe &. Lexvis
Orch (9).
considerable revenue to neighborRichard D. Bennett Ann Rooney
Irwin Corey
hood theatres.
Kddie Fisher
Stuart Uosu
Strong layout and holdover of
Ronny & Ray
Even during the times when parkKiliB Larkin 3
Olga Snnrex
Lili St. Cyr should guarantee an-Delta Rhythm Boys Michael Durso Ore
ing is allowed, the one-hour limit
other sock take for the Gayety.
Cnro Boeiely
Frank 'Marti Ore
are Dick Bernie, will discourage theatre atfendance.
<l>o\viitO';vn)
Dlninoim norseshoe Pacing the parlay
Tlmmlo Rogers
Eddie Lane & Co., whose comedian- Until ban went into effect, it was
Ross & La Pierre
Susan Reed
I^ne possible to leave the car on many
Watson Sis
tics show plenty of promise.
CUB Jackson
Fritz! Schelt
and Bernie work with a gal, whos Streets for long periods of time. But
.Pete Johnson
Ann Pennington
J C Heard Oro
the foil for the gags, and Lane does^ since tickets are being distributed
(Villie Seiar
Cafo Society
Jacqueline Hurley
most of .the straighting. Trio/ get for overtime lingering at $15 per,
(Uptown)
stutr.
new
of
Michael' Edward
lots
with
hefty yocks
Jack Gilfora
the carriage trade is set to diminish
Bill Acorn
Delivery is smooth, and knockabout
Patricia Bright
Bmma Francia
Evelyn considerably.
Dorothy Jarnao
stuff is kept to a minimum.
Pttttl Sheen
Hope Poyo
Cafe managements, however, deny
tapstering needs a little perkPaul's
MarBo
Wade
Edmund Ha.ll
P ShoparO D'cera
ing up in routining by way of add- that any serious effects will be felt
Dave Jlartin J
Ziggy Lane
David Brooks
ing something that's not too fre- inasmuch as the nitery patron ..is
Art Waner Oro
Cnrnlral
quently seen before, but gal has lots prepared to spend a considerable
KmbaHNy
Milton Bcrlo
Cross A Dunn
of personality that sells her.
evening out, and anKlly Ardolty
D'lvons.
and aero amount on an
The Marcos, balancing
Stan Fisher
Noro Morales Ore
ThP nfhPr hunk won't matter.
'"^t rcBi.torg
<Aqunrlum
George Paxton Oro
Andy Kirk Oro
Bine Angel
Monica Lewis

.
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2
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tl)

T.enny Gale
Pord & Harris
Tripoli 3

Bailey

Bobby Brandt
Fisher ft White
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ROCKFORD

1 Jades
:

<H>

Guy Lombardo Ore
The Pitchmen
Danny Drayson
The Marvelettes

Xjynn

Tvonne Moray
Jackl* Jay
Collins

& Van

ROCHESTKK

8-8

(I)

4-«

<I>

Bob Crosby Ore
RISKS & Betty Lou
I/ewta

Tunesmen
State

Reilly

B Reyes

Metropolitan
<

(I)

Crosby Sis
Benny Meroff
a Sd wards Bros

Troy

ft

make maximum

Work

any vaudery or

in

nitery,
Jose.

:

use of the fact

that, as a team, they can attempt
stuff not being done by the hordes
of .single operators of this craft.

best numbers, Sinatra and
Cro.sby, are given to the customers
at the start and after this strong
start, act tapers off, but make a
recovery at the end to warrant an
Jose,
encore.

Their

PAT MORGAN
Soncfs

11 Mtns.
Esquire, Montreal
Lad should do well once he gets
more stage presence and selling,
technique.
It's; Morgan's first cafe
job, and he does okay with what
'

.

.-

he's got.

Assets are a jnice appearance, good

LYNNE FADER
Songs
8"MinS.
La Conga, N. Y.
This titian-topped looker, making
her Broadway bow, still needs considerable experience before she can
stack up under bigtime .scrutiny.
Voice and stage presence still show
rotigh edges, but she has a good
savvy in delivery and shows a .flair
for Latin numbers.
Withal, she has the elements of a
good performer, and further development in off-Broadway spots
would aid her cause considerably.

set of baritone pipes, and promises
Goes
of a clicko floor personality.
in quite a bit for schmaltiiy but commercial items like "Sunny Side of
the Street," "Stout Hearted Men."
"Little Bit of Heaven" which sell
nicely but repertory will have to be
hits the better
He also requires coaching on
the technical things like mike hanLaza.
dling, makeup, etc.

broadened once he
spots.

Connie Haines and Leonard Sues
have bcGn .signed for the Mickey
'

Rooney unit
at the

RKO,

starting a theatre tour
Boston, Oct. 24. Other

talen^jn^^^g^^^^^^^^^

Wednesday, October
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Blackstone's Magic

Broadway Kps,

New HH;

StiD Awaits First

May

Parinng Ban

Two

In

Weelis, Toronto

Toronto, Oct. 1.
On the second week Blackstone,
the thagician, did an, even repeat of
$12,200 of his opening stanza with

Hurt;

Royal Alexandra

Bom' SRO

'Flag

Broadway attendance dipped
:

Year, and on Thursday Broadww
was duller than the average Sunday.

The

truckmen was a

strike of

fac-

New

restrictions,
parking
than ever attempted, may or
tnay not affect theatres but there's
nothing the managers can do about

Broadway

new

first

is

waiting for the
Better, reports from

"Maid
Music.

• STRIKE-BOUND

in the Ozarks," Academy
Playing four-day date in 2,spanning summer at
Anne Corio now starred in

of

hillbilly freak.

did just about 10 grand more than
even the most optimistic looked for.
As a matter Of fact, just about the

engagcineiit. Siatting this^week.
Estimates for Las* Week

American Rep Gets

C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD IComedy-Drama) R (Revue)
Key?:

,

O

(Mtisical),

"A Flag

.

Disappoints, Philly

underestimated and management intakings

sists

,

week

last

Philadelphia, Oct.

bettered

"Ann'e Gel Your Gun," Imperial
Or(20th week) (M-1,427; v|6.60).
the

in

months

in

agencies

advance for
comedy;

approaches

$45,500.

"Bees and the

Flo-wers,''
(C:D-1.064; $4.20).

week)
critics
:

.

,

Cort (1st
Neither

nor first-nighters liked this

entrant, rated a mild edition of
"Junior Miss": around $5,500 in six
times; "Lad-' V/indermere's Fan" due
br-^ Oct. 13
"Bo-n Yesierdav," Lyceum (35th
we"':) (C-S93: $4.80). Another smash
tbat requires tickets be obtained
lonR in advance; $21,000, capacity.
"Call Mc Mister," National (24th
week) (R-1.142; $6). One of the. big
four leading in ticket demand, with
.

takings' approximating

,

power

some performances. When
checkup was made there

sale for

the
I

final

was a resounding gross o£ between
$24,000 and 325,000 with every indication the "Prince" would beat
that fi'Jure this week and next. And
there isn't a really big name for the
,

marquee!

$33,000

The American Repertory Theatre

weekly.

turned in $19,000 for the first
"Carousel," Majestic (76th week) weelc of two -at the Shubert which
New musicals are looked very fine considering two(M-1.667: $6).
tardy in arrival but it's doubtful that thirds of the week was devoted to a
this one will be much affected when Shakespearean revival and rest to
they do come; but eased off to $41,500 one by J. M. Barrie. Reported, howlast week.
ever, management was a little disalthough a bit off last week; $44,000. appointed as combo of t^Wro shows
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (43d could have done nearer $30,000 at
week) (D-968; $3.60). "Another Part $3,90 top, and at least $23,000 had
of the Forest" due here next month; been expected.
Critics' notices all
"Roots" may stay until then; off to glowing and sale building steadily:
$8,500 last week.
also "What Every Woman Knows"
"Dream Girl," Coronet (32d week) opening Friday, got even better
Only played one notices than "Henry VIII" and
(D-1.037; $4.20).
performance (Sat., 28) following the should really go to town first half
layoff, when June Havoc replaced of this week, with Bard's piece, also
Betty Field, who was forced out with well liked here, being aided by norillness.
mal end-of-the-week increase. At
"Gypsy Lady," Century (2d week) any rate, an up of five grand or
outfit

,

(D-1.670; $4.80).

Long

list

of parties

more

definitely indicated.
"Voice of the Turtle" had a very
nice $16,500 in its fourth week at
the Locust, off a couple of grand

should keep gross up in the money
but 1,'usines? dived to $23,500.
"Hidden Horizon," Plymouth.
after week and a half,
"Harvey,", 48th Street (100th week)
(C-925; $4,20). Nfiaring the two-year
mark and attendance remains capacity. takings bettering $19,000.
"Icetime," Center (15tli week) (R
Boxoffice for skating
2,994; $2.40).
revue one of the busiest in town, as
Radio City crowds come close to cur
tain time; $44,000.
"Life With Father," Bijou (356th
week) (C-613; $3.60). Eased off With
field, but takings not much under
$9,500 for run leader.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (27th
week) (CD-1,082: $4.80). Still one
of the hardest tickets to capture, and
there are standees all times; over

Withdrawn

f

the

over

*

day;

Once more the hot September
weather gave the duke to the outdoor attractions and hampered the
inside legits. "Up in Central Park"
and

frame

final

(46th

'•,•

.'

Shows

in

Rehearsal

"And Make Your Bed" ("It's a
World")—John Golden,

Man's,

'Mary' Smash $18,000
In Milwaukee Week
"Mary Had

"Joan of

Lorraine"—Playwrights

Co,

a

.

—

—

—

IVAG,

—

'

thi^ mvtslpal
,

17G, Hub;

1.

Didn't get too enthusiaistic
notices through respectable ones, and
appeal is limited to audiences with
leanings toward this type of thing,
but estimated $17,000 is good. "Hap-

py Birthday" comes

wow

'

10,000.

Shuberts.

(2nd

Continues at capacity

(1,400; $4.20).
$32,000.

matinee.

with

(1,-

with
.

Studebaker

Song,"

"State of the Union," Blackstone
(22nd week) (1,360; $4.20). Steady
showing with $20,000.

Boston, Oct.

in.

Thursday

advance.

—

Current Road Shows
(Period

Couenng

Sept.

30-Oct.

12)

Amcr. Bcp. Co.— Shubert, Philly
(7-12).

(30-5); Colonial, Bost.

"Anna Lucasla"

— Lyric,

Bridge-

port (30-1); Aud., Worcester (2);
Aud., Hartford (3-5).
"Apple of His Eye"
Erlanger,

—

Buff. (10-12).

"Bal Negre"— Hartman, Col. (30English, Ind'pls. (3-5); Shubert
Lafayette, Det. (7-12).
"Bluckouts of 1946"— El Capitan,
2);

Hollywood

(30-12).

—

Blackstone His Majesty's, Mont'l,
Grand, London, Ont. (7-8);

(30-5);

Aud., Roch. (9-11).
"Bloomer GlrP'
(30-12).

"Blossom Time"

^ Shubert, Chi.
— Aud., Hartford

(10-12).

"Born Teslerday"— Wilbur, Bost.
(30-12),

—

"Carmen Jones" Shea's, Erie (2);
Stanley, Utica (3); Aud., Roch. (45); Hanna, Cleve. (6-12).
"Gome On Up"—Ford's, Balto. (305); Walnut, Philly (7-12),

"Cyrano

de

Toronto
"Dear Kuth"

Alex,,

"Dream

Bergerac" — Royal
(30-5).
— Plymouth, (30-12).

Girl"

12).

— Selwyn, Chi
— Cass,

(30-

"Follow (he Girls"

Det.

(30-12).

"Happy Birthday"— Shubert,

Bost.

(30-12).

"Harvey"—Harris,

Chi, (30-12).

"Hasty Heart"—Met., Seattle (305); Strand, 'Vancouver (7-9); Temple,

Tacoma

(10); Aud., Oakland (12).
"Hear That Trumpet"
Erlanger,

—

Buffalo (30-5).
"I Remember
(30-12).

"Lady

Mama"—Nixon,

Pitt.

Fan"—Bilt-

Virindermere's

moi'e, L. A." (30-7).
"Life With Father"

— Palace,

So.

(1); La Porte, La Porte (2);
Orpheum,
Davidson,
Mil.
(3-5);
Galesburg (7); Aud., Des Moines
(8); Aud., St. Joseph (9); Music Hall,

Bend

K; C. (10-12).
VLoco"
Playhouse,

—

Wilmington

(4-5); Ford's, Balto. (6-12).

DUNHAM REVUE FAIR
$4,800 IN NEW HAVEN

"Lute

Song"

—

Studebaker,

Chi.

(20-12).

"Mary Had a Little"—Town Hall,
Toledo (30-5); Cox, Cine. (6-12).
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker"—

New Haven, Oct. 1.
Katherine Dunham's "Bal Negre" Walnut St., Philly (30-5).
and the Boston company of "Born
"Oklahoma!"— Erlanger, Chi (30Yesterday" split last week profitably 12).
at the Shubert, although former was
"Park Avenue"
Colonial, Bost,
nicked somewhat by a storm and the
Jewish holiday combo. At $3.60 (tax (30-5); Shubert, Philly (7-12).
"Present Laughter"
Nat'l, Wash.
incl.) top, "Negre" pulled an esti-

—

mated
25).

"Toplitsky of Notre Dame"— WilMilwaukee, Oct. 1;
liam Cahn.
Little—," although
"Playboy of the Western WWld"
generally rated as one of the most (revival) Theatre, Ine,
registered very profitable week at
vulgar plays ever to show here
$13,000.
"The Iceman Cometh"
Theatre
about, did a near-capacity week of
"Tlirec to Make Ready," Broadhust
Guild.
$18,000
at the Davidson.
(30th week) (R-1,160; $4.80). Hard
"If the Shoe Fits"— Leonard Sillto figure how they can move a revue
man.
close to capacity; last week around
Father'
Ihdpls.
"The Fatal Weakness"
Theatre
$28,500.
Guild.
,
Indianapolis, Oct. 1.
"Yotirs Is My Heart," Shubert.
"Life With Father" drew a fairish
"Sweet Bye and Bye"
Nat Kar
Taken off Saturday after playing
three and one-half weeks; fairly gooc! $11,500 at the English theatre for son.
start, but with star, Richard Tauber, nine performances 123-29) at $3 top,
"liysistraia" (colored, revival) —
out, business dived; $11,500; tenor its sixth time here.
Max J. Jelin and James Light.
Fred Waring's one-nighter at Butnow back, but "Park Avenue" due
^'Naaehtjr Katijeht' 00"
Paul Kil
ler University's field house (28) took
hers Oct. 23.
lian.
$19,500
with
seats
scaled
to a $3.60
REVIVALS
"Blossom Time'* (revival, .road)—
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (38th week) top. Attendance estimated around

When

"Lute

'Norway

at

.

nearly $25,000.
I'The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco (130th week) (C-939; $3.60). Went
off last week, like other stayers, but

<M-1,623; $6).

m

did a repeat for $90,000 on

(two weeks), with "Blossom Time"
listed for the Shubert, with a possitjility of a cancellation later in sea..•
.'.',
son.
',

week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). One of the
most consistent capacity attractions
aimed through second season;
is

.

1.

24G,

»>,••

Hudson

Los Angeles, Oct.

:'

$30,000.

"State of the Union,"

With Nifty 284G Gross

.

drawing many repeaters

•

while

$32,000,

"we'ek) n,246; $4.80).- Doing- pretty
good biz now at $19,000.
"Oklahoma!", Erlanger (2d week)

'

second-stringers. It got $5,000 in the Widow" bowed into the Philharof two weeks and there was monic and got only a sad $12,000 for
some talk of yanking it last Satur- seven performances. Musart's sepia
day.
Unusual theme woni some -version.. of "The Bat" folded with
prai.se but lack of marquee names $1,500 and $4,d(j0 foFthe^two we'eks.
hurt b.o.
There's nothing new on tap this
week but all October dates are 'Jones' Boff
Mont'l
pretty well filled.
Next Monday,
Montreal, Oct. 1;
Max Gordon's musical,"Park Ave"Carmen Jones" rang up a sock
nue," comes to the Shubert and Mae
West's "Come On Up" to the Wal- $34,000 for week ending Saturday
at His Majesty's (1,850-seater).
nut, both for two weeks.
On the (28)
Shbw played two msitinees to
14th the musical tryout, "Sweet Bye
and Bye," is skedded for the Forrest strong biz.

LeohtOvich in virtual revival;
"Oklahoma!" St. James (188th
Week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Box office
line :absent only ocGasionally during

with

Girl"

Strong $19,000.
"Harvey," Harris (7th week)

"Duchess of Malfi" and "Park"
Avenue" 'bowed into the Hub last
great deal of the slack but it doesn't week, neither achieving much critiaccount for everything. "Girls" as a cal acclaim and neither doing much
result wound up fortnight engage- business, though enough to indicate
ment here to total gross of $56,000, they've got some hold on the public.
Nixon currently has "I Remember Both got hurt a little by the Jewish
Mama" for two weeks, then in suc- holidays, as did the other shows in
"Song of Norway" remained
cession' gets, for week each, "Anna town.
Yankee," top grosser, dropping a little on its
Lucasta,"
"Magnificent
under subscription auspices, "Apple third, week, and "Dear Ruth" gained
on announcing its Jast three weeks
of His Eye," ditto, and week of musical repertory of "Countess Mar- in town.
"Happy Birthday" opens at the
itza," "Merry Widow," "Firefly" and
Shubert on. Thurs. (3) with more
"Gypsy Lady;"
than $.30,000 advance in the coffers
for what looks like an SRO before
the curtain. "Born Yesterday," back
for an indefinite .visit, opened at tire
'MenagerieV Smash
Wilbur last night (30).
Advance boolcihgs continue to hold
$24,500 in St. Louis up, with activity scheduled ahead
into November. " Audiences, howSt, Loui.s, Oct. 1.
Near-capacity inobs tUrned out for ever, seem more choosey this season
last, and it's plain
than
that the
eight performances at the American
of
"The Glass Menagerie," easy gravy train for any legit show
which left town Saturday (28) with that comes to town has passed by.
They're beitig a lot more cautious in
a neat profit. The 1.700-seat house
was scaled to $3.66 and grossed ah' their choice so far than they have
approximate $24,500. Crix boqueted in many recent seasons.
EsC'imates for Last Week
Pauline Lord and the piece.
"Dear Ruth," Plymouth (1,300; $3)
"Voice of the Turtle," with Boyd
Announced final three weeks and
Crawford, Phyllis Ryder and Marcia picked up to an estimated $12,000 on
Walter in the lead roles, opened a the latecomers with Us sixth week
four-week stand at the American despite holidays and continued unSunday (29). Originally skedded for seasonable warm weather.' Seventh
two weeks, this was doubled after a week current.
sock advance.
"Duchess of Malfi," Shubert (1,500;
$3.60)— Opened here without Canada
Loc, whicii seemed to hold business
back until he went in Wednesday
'Park' Finales in H'wood

.first

Plymouth (D-1.063
Two-person drama original$3.60).
ly presented as "Jealousy" by A. H.
Woods: revived on Coast; canie in
replacing
"Hidden
Tuesday
(1),
Horizon"; "Present Laughter" booked
here late this month; Homer Gurran
offers Basil Rathbone and Eugenie

"Dream

4,20).
Remains same,
000;
tickets going fast for $24,200.

Ave.' 26G,

"Park Avenue," Colonial (1,500;
its third
Hollywood Bowl. $4.20) Got divided notices ranging
Total take for the 22-night run was from raves to sharp pans.
In any
In the Greek theatre, case it got an estimated $26,000, only
$284,000.
"Rosalie" finaled With close to $33,- $5,000 or so below SRO. Final week
000, which gave'the two-week stand current.
"Song of Norway," Opera House
$64,000.
"Blackouts of 1946" did a standard (3,200; $3.60)—Third week off a
$17,000 for the 223rd frame at El little on account of holidays but still
Weak sister last week was "Mr. Gapltan. "Lady Windermere's Fan" very big estimated $38,000 With anPeebles and Mr. Hooker," dramatic opened to cool press at the Biltmore other month to go. Figured profitfantasy tryout at the Walnut; which and was accorded so-so $22,000 for able until it drops below $35,000.
got tepid to adverse notices, half by its
initial
stanza.
"The Merry

"Obsession,"

house

full

(1,000; $4.20).

Tark

shortage,

-

is

from previous gait, but still very
hot considering competish and length
of stay.
Comedy definitely leaves
after four more weeks (ending Oct.
26) but is reported as coming back
for a return later in season. Bookings jam, especially of tryouts. this
month and next given as reason.
However, that will give "Turtle"
eight weeks and plenty of gravy.

$24,000.

1.

came up with solid
Washington, Oct. 1.
"Lute Song" showed heavy
$19,000.
Mae West in "Come On Up" hit improvement with $19,000,
New shows on way include "I
the jack pot at the National last
Remember
La
Mama,"
which follows
week, with $27,000 capacity.
West broke down the usually staid "Lute" into the Studebaker Oct. 14;
The
Girls,"
replacing
first-nighters here to the tune of 20 "Follow

:

back for its umpteenth local visit
here and not protected by any too
big an advance. The Romberg operetta showed, however, very shortly
after opening its three weeks" stand
at the Forrest, that local playgoers
Attendance kept gainstill want it.
ing all week, with the advance,
gathering' strength daily although
thex'e was a particularly big window

last season's

musical

top

dated

are

WASH. AT $27,000

conventioneers
rushed to see the Gertrude Niesen
show. "That naturally pulled 'up a

1.

Three of Philly's lour legiters did
well last week; the others trailed the
Easily the
field by a long margin.
outstander was "The Student Prince."

$12,000.

ders

Big Masonic convention, which
bought out big blocks of tickets for
performancey
every
practically
helped. Masons had several big concerts booked for them in the evenings at Syria Mosque, and when they
were called off on account of the

Has been

$3.60).

stanza, over
(26) when (1)

came Thursday
street car service was completely
shut off and (2) the, Jewish New
Year was in progress.

Raves But

peal again sold out; over $32,000
quoted.
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (110th
(D-1, 041;

..the

$4,500,

,

(4th.

week) (D-1,434: $4.80). Moved here
from Alvin for two or more weeks;
drama 'Supporting the Palestine; ap'

week)

biggest—ivight of

(Operelta).

Born," Adelphi

Is

PIH

Chicago, Oct.

,

With bankers convention in town,
was on the upswing last week.
"Bloomer Girl" did near capacity
$38,000, "Oklahoma," also going for a
biz

Pittsburgh, Oct. 1.
"Bloomer Girl" at Shubert Oct. 21;
curtain calls.
NixOn theatre still doesn't know
Clifton Webb in Noel Coward's "Hamlet" and "Sweethearts," due in
where they came from last week, or "Present Laughter" opened last night, November.
how they got there. All manage- after a brisk advance sale. Show
Estimates (or Last Week
ment knows is that in doing sizzling stays a fortnight, to be followed by
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert
(5th
"Student
$26,500 on second and final week of that
hardy
perennial,
week) (2,163; $4.80). Capacity $38,000.
"Follow the Girls," while a crip- Prince."'
"Dream Girl," Selwyn (4th week)
pling power strike was in progress, it

$28,500.

was "Hidden Horizon," permitting
"Obsession" to come in for a limited

M

GETS 26iG IN

'GIRLS'

200-si.iater after

Belasco;

SRO $32,000/Girr $19,000

MAE WEST UP FOR

fortnight's engagement Blaclcstone drew a tidy $24,400 here.

NEIGHBORHOaD

still

hit.

approximating

well, count

Chi/Okla,'

On

long; $37,000.
''The Front Page," Royale (4th
week) (C-1,084; $4.20). So far business has been excellent for oldie but
takings last week eased under $14,000,
"The Bed Mill," .46th Street (48th
week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Holding up

out of town indicate that as many as
four new shows will turn the trick
during October. Last week's casualty

and

•

tliat

'Bloomer $38,000 Paces Blooming

rescaUng

theatre

1,525 seats at a light $2 top

doing capacity business second week.

opened, a year's stay was predicted;
attendance indicates run will extend

last

•week, especially last Wednesday (25)
evening,, start of the Jewish New

tor.
stricter

32G, 'Annie'

its

1946

2,

24G

fair $4,800 on, four shows (23^
"Yesterday" built to SRO to

clinch an approximate $6,800 on four
$3 (tax incl.) top performances (2628).
Both shows drew enthusiastic
comment. Eleanor Lynn's brief illness gave understudy Yolande DonIan a whack at "Yesterday" lead for
Saturday, niatihee.

Current

week

:has

"Duchess

Of

Malfi" for four days (2-5),, and next
week gets preem of "Sweet Bye and
Bye'''

lows,

(10-12).

with

Weakness"

Another breakin

(30-12).

"Sottg of Norway^Opera House,
Bost: (30-12).
Curran,
"State of the Union"
Frisco (30-12).
"State of the union"-Blaclcstone,
Chi. (30-12).
"Student Prince"—Forrest, Philly

—

(30-12).

"Sweet Bye and Bye"

New Haven

(10-12).

— Shubert,
— Aud.,

"The ttuehess of MalflV
Guild's "Fatal Hartford
(30-2);
Shubert,
(Ina Claire) set for Oct.
Haven (3-5).
fol-

Theatre

17-19. Mae West's "Conle
hits town for three days

.

On Up"
(24-26).

"The

Glass

New

Menagerie" >- Music

Lakfe
"Student Prince" takes post-graduate Hall, K. C. (30-2); Capitol, Salt
City (4); Geary, Frisco (7-12).
course here Oct. 31-Nov. 2.

"Tobacco
ette,

'KAMA' lOG, -BUFFALO
Buffalo, Oct.

Road"

— Shubert-Lafay-

Det. (23-5); Royal Alex., Toron-

to (7-12).
1.

"Unborn Child"

— Davidson,

Mil.

Though "I Remember Mama," at (7-12).
the Erlanger last week, was clipped
"Up in Central Park"—Aud., Oak*
by record September heat wave and
union requirements of 29-man crew land (30-5); Aud., Frisco (7-12).
"Voice of the
performances at
over bright $10,600. Philly (30-12).

backstage,
four
attracted
$3.60

Turtle" -^ Locust,

,

.

Wednesday, October

LEGITIMATE

1946

2,

One hour after Equity'i iirst
membership meeting of the season
I

$30,000 INCREASES

The Assn. ol Theatrical Agents and Managers has r eleased exclusively to VAWE'iY its currently active list
of members now employed. The list, compiled by Milt on Weintraub, ATAM «ec.-treaSur€r, lncludM personnel
in all Broadway and out-of-town theatres, plus their attractions (if any).
included in the lists also are the boxoffice staffs of Broadway theatres, as released by the treasurers and
ticket sellers' union, Jimmy Murphy and Morrie Seamon.

BROADWAY'

Attraction
• •

.., .

Ballot Theatre

"Three

Broadhurst
Booth
Barry more

1

.

.

Bel'cisco

...

.

.

B('fl<

•

••

•

•

.

,

.

Broadway

.

•

•

..

.

. . .

.

.

•

.

........

•

•

.•

•

>

.

4

........

.

.

,

j,

Klawans
Frank Smith

....

.^B.

$30,000 increase.

Clanry

B.

Met season opens

Wemstock

.
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.Walter Alforo
Sol Jacobson

... . . .... ...... ...... .. ..... ..
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Allpn Atwater
.W. Munsell, Jr

Make Beady" ..

to
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Co. Mgr.
Press Agt.
House Mgr.
Ed. A. Relkin. ........ .Henry Senbcr. ...... ...Geo. Oshrin
... ............
.....
..
.Lou Cline
j
.

;

Born" i...

...... ... .."A Flag -Is

.

.

..

i

,
i

settlement warding
season being called

............ i. .H. Sorenson
.... . .............. Rex Connor
.L. Lotito
........
.

Met

.

.

.

.

.

......
.

.. ..

V,;

.

.

&

.

.

.

.Sam Brin
.".
"Icetime"
.".J. P. Bergerv
.... rr.Joe Roberts: .-: .-. .—"rSid.-Goldman
."O Mistress Mine!'. .. . L. Farrell. , .
.. .Joe Heldt. ..... ..i.i
.Lester Meyer
."The Red Mill".
... ..John Tuerk. .......... .Dick Weaveri ..
.E. McAuley
."Deep Are IhelHools"
M. AUentuck
Jim Procton
.A. Lighten
.....
Fiillon ......... ...
.CI. Taylor
."Harvey"
T. Kilpatrick. ......... .Saul Lancourt
48th St.. .....
V"
(film).
.Paul
.•.
."Henry
..
...
Vroom.
,A1 Tamarin..
,,
.Dave Rosen ^
Golden
Union".
.H.
.."State
of
the
...
Bewistein.
.Leo
..
..
.i.
.
Freedman.
.Carl
Fisher
HudSdil i. ....
Gun"..
Your
M.
Winters';
."Annie
Get
JUike
.,
..
Mok.
.........
..j
N. Light
..........
.
Imperial
"Borrt Ye.sterday "
.... B. Boyar.
Nat Dorfrnan. .... .... A. Schnebbe
Lvceum
"Carousel"..:..
... ..Peter Davi.s.
;
^ . .
..Joe Heidt.
.F. O'Connor
.
Ma.iestic
... ....... . ... . .-.
...
,M. Jacol).s
MiiSic Box, ......
."Voice of the Turtle"
..S. Schwartz.. , .. ..... .J. Dalrymple..
..... .Geo. Kent
...
Moro.scb
.Harry Lee. .....
...
.Ivan Black. ... ...
.J. Anhalt
.. .... ... ."Anna Lucasta".
Mansfield
.H. Pleischman
Miller
."Ballet RusEe">. .. .. ..
.Leon Spachner.
.Barrv Hyams.
H. Brown
Metropolitan
.^Dorothy Ross. ... ..... L.S.Lawrence,
."Call Me Mister". ........ .Phil Adler. ....
National
..
.Chas.
Williams.
Bert
Stern.
."Obsession".
...
.
.,
.....
R. Ronchetti
........
Plymouth
S. Tauber
Playhouse
"Front Pane"
.R. Kravelte. .......... .Bernard Simon. .. ;
L. Hardy
.
Boyale ... .... ...
46th St.
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Shubert
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."Your.'S Is

My

Ch. Stewart.

Heart".

K. Bernstein.

;

.

.

.

.

.

Jr.

.

,

;
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.

.

:

.
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.
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Garriiy

Max Meyer. . . ... .
Joe Heidt, .......... S. Hor worth
.... ...
."Oklahoma!".
.Mike Mok„. ......... .. A. Enklewitz
R. Milford.
........ ."ShOAvboat".. .... ....
A.ssociate press agents: Ben Kornzweig, Martha Dreiblatt, Phil Stevenson, David Tebet, Marian Byram, Phil
Bloom, Peggy Phillips, Marian Graham.

St.

James

Ziegfeld

.
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.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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PRE-BROADWAY

'

.

Press Agent
Wolfe Kaufman
.David Lipsky
Ly.ster Al Smith. ...... Jean Dalrymple
"Duches.'! of Malfi"
... Michael Mok
"Happy Birthday".. ...... ...Hany Essex...
"11 thf Shoe Fit's".*.
....Dorothy Ross
.Harry Benson
Dick Weaver
.Ben Stein
"Loco"
Nat Dorfman
...Michael Goldreyer.
"Park Avenue".
..
Willard Keefe
..Edwin Knill.....
"Present Laughter"
"Hear That Trumpet". ..... '*Tom Powers. ........ Richard Maney
" To be replaced.

Show

Co. Mgr.
.John Yorke

American Repertory...
"Cvrano de Bergerac"

SYRACUSE

'MAID' IN

.Charle."; MLilli.Uiin.. ...

.

.

.

:

.

Syracuse, Oct.

1.

run here Saturday
It's

the

Syracuse

at the Civic.

(5)

legit show to play
more than a. year..

first

'

in

,

OL'T-OF-TOWN

Mgr.

Theatre
Forrest

Citv

Bergman

.
,

.L. ,S. Lawrence,
..Mark Wilson
George Sharpe
Leon Leopold
Walnut
Philadelphia
................
Ed. Wappler
.............Nixon
Pitt.sburfih
.......Ed, Plohn
National
Washington, D. C......
.Leo Murray
Lyceum
Minneapolis

Philadilphia
Philadelphia....

Locust

Sr.

for "Joan

of Lorraine." for Broadway.
Actress winds chores today
(Tuesday) in "Arch of Triumph" at

•

.John Little
.....Ford
Biltmore ............. .Peter Ermatinger
William Zwissig
Curran

Enterprise.

M. OHern

Geary

"Finian's

Paul Beismsn
American
Louis
Boston .............. ......Colonial ............ .Saul Kaplan
H. Coote
Boston ............. ..... .Plymouth
.M. Kavanagh
Shubert ........
Boston
........
...
Alice McCarty
.Wilbur
Boston
.John McManuS
Elackstone
Chicago ..
John Manley
Civic
Ch;cago
Herb Carlin
Chicago i... ...
....... .Civic Opera House
Fred Crow
Erlanger
Chicago
Chicago ....
....... Great Northern;...... ..Not as-sigued
.L, Sang ^ _
Chicago ................... ..Harris
Little
...Andrew
..Selwyn
Chicago ......
Sam Gerson
.;...Shubert-Ma.iestic
Chicago
Herbert Reiss
Studebaker
Chicngo
Erne.st Rawley
Toronto
....Royal Alexandra
.Harry McKee
Detroit .......
.Cass
James Nederlander
Detroit
Lafayette
.

.

.

.

.

'fPygmalion"

"The Playboy
World"

.

.
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Show

•

.'PLAYS^IN PREPARATION,
Co.Mgr.

,.

Press Agent

Marjorie Barkenlin
Eleanor Fitzgerald
The Iceman Cometh". .......lohh TtFrk.'.. ........ Joseph Heidt

,jLg^sist.rata"

.

^

.....

.

.

,

...

...

.

....

.

Man"
Sigmund
Tour

:

,

.

the:

-

,

,

been

has

dated- for Oct. 11.

Iceman Cometh'

Robinson

Franci-.

—

.

.

.

........ .......

....

:

.,.;:.

.

.

.

David

N.

Lip.sfcy

..

j

......

.

Harry Davis

:

BROADWAY BOXOFFICE STAFFS
Adelphi. Al Hildrelh, Frank Youngs;
Alvin, Irving Keyser, Gordon Cramer.
Barrymore, Lillian Peabody, Mildred Anker.
Beck, Dora Chamberlain, Ethel Archer.

'

•

Belasco, Herman Leins. Mane Dickson.
HIjou, Marvin Roth Williams (Miss), "Walter Campbell.
Biltmore, Lewis Harris, Arthur Wright.

.

:

.

Broadway, Murray Helwitz,, Harry Snowden.
Radio City Center, Paul Dauer, Louis !3erge Gtriud Connell
Kirby. Thomas Haynes.
Century, Irving Engel, Harry Steinberg.
Coronet, Arthur Low, John Olt.
Cort, Genevieve Stewart, Georgia Fursman.
Empire, Lee Arnold. Arthur Clarke, Cora Gibbs. 46th St., Charles Bowman. Paul Meyers, George Handy.
:48th St., Julius Specter, Harry G?ldhardt, Camille Jacovine;
Fulton, Thomas Clarke, George Cohan.
Golden, Norman Stein; James Vincent, Leo Miller.

William

,

.

in

Y

;

;

approaches. Theatregoers are

vis, peneral manager of the Guild,
hudolcd with Loui.se Lotito, who
operates the house for Louise Beck,
in
rder to increase the .stop limit,
which is SH.OOO, after it was fitiured
that "Iceman" could not profitnbly
play at that level. Lotitrv a.s.surcd
Davis that he would, not Iceep the
drarna in the Beck any longer than
the Guild v/anted.
Attraction's share of $16,000 would

about be an even br-^ak for
"Iceman" on a six-times-psr-vveek
ba.sis. Thero will be additional oper-

:

Hudson, William Harris, Walter O'Connor, Rod McMahon.
Imperial, William Goldhardt, Helen Monroe, Arthur Peine.

.
:

,

Lyceum, Irving Morrison, Hugh McGauley, Patrick Liddy.
Majestic, Jack Pearl. Maurice DeVrics, Sillen Beamish,
:

Thomas

.

just

.

Mansfleld. Thomas Burke, William McKanna.
Metropolitan, Tljurber Wilkins, Arthur Weidhaas,

interest

i

:

Boothi Margaret O'Rourke. Betty Barker, Jack Melnick,
Broadhurst, Max Sager, Helen Glenmore.

:

Year's Eve

pyi-ainiding

drama.
Play has a mpderate-.sized eE.st but
it will be expensive to operate, Dudley Digges and James Tarton getting
top salaries, with the former mider-stood to be on-per-een-ta^e. Pete Da-

Dorothy Ross
Concert.

EdRowland......:.....

is

buying tickets for the New Year's
eve performance though the Eugen*
O'Neill work is known to be grim

..Lorella Val-Mera
.Willard Keefe

.

,

New

For
There

Theatre Guild's "The Iceman
Cometh" as the date of the premiere,
next Wednesday (9) at the Ecck,
the

.

,

.

Sells

.

.

..........
,

Romberu
,

order

to

.Howard Newman

Western

"On Our Way".

:

.

-.

"The Innocent Bystander"...
"Three in Love".
"Yes Is for a Very Young

.

.

:.

,

'Shuffle Along"

Forrest Crosman
"Apple ot Hi? Eye"
... Al Spink
"Born Yesterday".,.....
Hal Olver
Rube Bern.stein
"Bal Negre"
..Henry I^yy
"Bachelor-Women".. ........George Hunt.
Carlton Mil.es
_
...--James- Trotip.-Ti-,
""'Bloomer Girl"
George Atkinson
"Ballet for America"
Harry Rankin
Geo. Alabama Honda
Black.stone
Lon Ramsdell
.Dick Hunt
.Matthew Allen.
"Blackouts of 1946". ..
.......Edgar VVaiiach
"Blossom Time"............ .Ira DouKlKs
"Come On Up"... ...... .....Ed Lewis, ........... .,Tohn J. Hill
Ned Alvord
"Carmen Jones". .. ... ...... .Harold Goldberg.
.lohn Latham Toohey
"D:eam Girl"
Jos. Roth
Nat Schenker
Cohen
"Dear Ruth". .............. .Al
.Jos. Flynn
"Follow the Girls".... ..
Tom Bodkin
.... Tom Barrows
"Hamlet". .... ...... ....... Bob Rapport
.Matt Meeker
"Her Unborn Child".. ..
Ray Payton....
Jos. Shea
"Hurvcv" ..
Chas. Strako-sch
Dorothy Johnson
"Hasty "Heart"
.Louis LIssner
Fred Schader
"I Remember Mama'^ . ...
.Mahninij Gurian..
"Lift With Father" No. 2... .Louis Kaliski.. ....... .Allan. Dalzell
Victor Kiraly
"Life With Father" No. 3.... George Zorn
Gilbert...
Wm. Burlock
"Lute Song".,....
J6hn C.
Helen Hoerle
"Lady Windermere's Fan". .Emmctt Callahan
Ted Goldsmith
"Magnificent Yankee"
Tom Powers
Byron Bentley .
"Mary Had a Little"
:..Jos. Grossman
Bradford Mills
"Merry Widow"
;LeS. Thomas
"Mr. Peebles & Mr. Hooker", Al Goklin ............. Max Gendel
Sam Weller
"Oklahoma!" ....... ... .... Herb Farrar.
"State of Union" No. 3.
.H. Shapiro ............ G. Bromberg
"Song of Norway" ....
.
.-Ch. Washburn
Vio Lelghton
"State of Union" No. 2
.Tohn Montague
Warren O'Hara
'Student Prince". ......... .Harry Mirsky ....... .Bert Lang
"The Glass Menagerie'^
...Mary March
.Ed O'Kee'e...
'Tobacco Road".
Garrett Cupp
..
.. .Irving Becker.
"Turquoise Matrix".. ...
Wm. Tcstevin
;
John Garrity. Jf
'Voice of Turtle" No. 2
Reuben Rabinovitch
Abe Cohen
'"Voice of Turtle" No. 3!
.Richard Lambert
Joe Moss.
Up in Central Park".
Wm. Norton .......... Wm. Doll
.

.

.

ON

TOUR::
Co.Mgr.
James S. Miller
John Henry Means.

.

,

William Fields

of the

;

Andrew Gibson

Erlanger

,

.....

.

Leo McDonald
Millon Krantz

Cox
Hanna

Cleveland

,

.

.

Cincinnati

,

"Toplitzky of Notre Dame"
Ivan Black
"Anna Lucasta" (road co.). .Clarence Jacob.son.. .Maurice Turet
"Call Me Mi.ster" (road CO.)..
"A Question of Time"
,..Fied Spooner
"Boys in Front Room"
...... .Charles Washbmn
"Beatiful Bum.s".
..
........
.Ivan Black
..
"Blueprint for Happiness"....
..Sam Freedman
"Be CJood Sweet Maid".
.Max Karper"In Gay New Orleans". ....................... . . . Leo Freedman
"Liza Lambeth"
Willard Keefe
"My Lord and Master".
.Phyllis Perlmani

.

Buffalo

,

,

The turnaway turnout wa,s mostly
comprised of junior members, and

members.
The cancelled meeting

Sam Friedman
.Tom Weatherly
Bye". .Hughie Sciiaaf. ...... .Ivan Black

&

"Street Scene"

.

'.

.

Rainbow"..

'4th Little Show".
'In the Sweet Bye

.

.

.

1.

slated to train

is

east Saturday (5) to begin rehearsals

.

S<.

Bergman

Ingrid

.

Baltimore
Los Angeles.
San Fianci.sco...,
Snn Francisco

Easts

Hollywood, Oct.

....

....

Pliiladclphia .......... ......Shubert ..........

-

al-

:

"Maid of the Ozarks," Broadway
comedy, opens a three-day

hillbilly

.

protests,

—

.

•

.

.

.

,

they are not elegible to vote
Charles Lauehton has been stand-i;f"«
,„ifiv,„ lor
frtr a
b they are qualified to attend meetraiung
ing by for two months wa
mgs. r>,,„iv,„
During iu„
the summer _a petition
manager to produce "Galileo", but
',was filed with Equity objecting to
it's unlikely that: the costume drama
Frank Fay being on a committee aswill reach the boards this season.
signed to consider the moderation of
Play is'highly regarded, and several
rules, concerning, juniors: Latter aim
managements have considered talcto attain senior rating more quickly
irik it over, but hesitated because of
than' the: rules stipulste: bat why.
problems attendant to the if-andthere is objection to Fay as a comv.'ill
cost
It
when presentation.
mitteeman was not clarified.
about ,$125,000 to produce, an excepAnother issue that apperrs to be
tionally high figure for a straight
play, and as Laughton is not willing agitating the membership is "the alto appear in the show after June 1, leged formation of an Eov'ty antiwhen he is due back in Hollywood, communist group. That idea sprouted
iViichigan
legislrtor'
dethere would be sparse chance of after a
scribed
stoo,':e
for
Father
as
a
recapturing the investment.
Coughlin, filed charfos in the ConMike Todd had '^Galileo'; scheduled gressional Record to the
e.7ect that
The
tor this fall but dropped it;
a group of radicals
at'em':'t:n3 to
Theatre Guild wants to do the play
dominate Equity. The seme sort of
but its schedule would not permit supposed
political
activity
dates
production until after the first of
back to a couple of years ago, when
the year, which would mean much similar
charges were made in the
too little playing time in light of
Record.
Bert Lytell,
ther
the
Laughton's June deadline. Actor
Equity proxy, insisted th::t former
adapted the play and wants to apCongressman Dies' commitlee on
pear in it, so there is doubt it he
anti-Americanism make an investiwould agree to another star replac- gation. Lytell conferred with Dies
ing him. If a producer is found it in
New York but thereafter the sitwill be a .sort of package deal for
uation supposedly cleared. It's hinted
William Liebling and his: wife. that Fay
is among those activating
Audrey Wood, who control the script the new anti-Red group although
and are representing Laughton.
others are named as proselyting for

,

.

voice

to

,

ad.iOijrnraent.

Season

In N. Y. This

i

.

i

hand came

though the topics in question are in
hands of the council.
th
Executive secretary Paul puUzell
had ho. sooner finished reading, his
reports, \yhen Jack' Arnold, currently in "The Front Page," objected to

had no recourse but

Precludes 'Galileo'

.

.

.

t«

,

.

Hotel AstOr had been "engaged, as
Equity offlcials did not anticipate
an exeeption^l number of members
would attend.' Most of those on

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Met won decision
have management

.

failed to gain admission to the se.«sion.
The north ballroom of the

a continuance: of the weetijig pti the
instead of union decide on nufnber grounds that many members could
Met cut- not get into th^;; hall. At ttyslt tisne
of choristers: to employ.
ting group down this year from 94 200 players were in the hotel iob'iy.
to 78.
unaljle to get into elevators, while;'
.qhpther; Idfl ini>ill«^d, 'aroi.m,d -put''V'e^
the
ballroom
entrance.
Clarence,
Derwont,, conductin,!^ his fir.sL meetLaughton's Filming
Irtg since being elected
pra-^idcnf,

.

.

AGMA

over

.

.

.

.

International—
Center
Einpire .. ......

off
oft,

time to get underway

.shortest

they've ever had.

.."Life With Father". ..... Harry Kline. ......... Harry Forwood. ...... Ray Breeder
'-"Bee.s
the Floweis"
A. Singer.
........
G.Greneker. ...... ,.. Gerson Werner
Cort
..... ."Gypsy Lady", ... .. .. ..Geo. Leffier. ,;. . .
.
..C.Greneker.... ....... J.M.Johnstone
Century
"Dream Girl"
Victor Samrock
Wm. Fields
Mac Hilliard
Coronet
.Ed. Haas
...
iG. Goode. ..........
B.Ketcham
City Center, ...i..... .Opera

Biiou

weeks,
danger of
but giving

six

in

New
in
(27)
last Friday
it wa.s abruptly, adjourned for
two weeks, after nearly 300 players

started

York

Metropolitan Opera Assn. settled
its long-standing wage dispute with'
American Guild of Musical Artists
Monday (30), chorus, dancers and
singers getting blanket pay rise of
This represents total of
7 to 8%.

,

.

I

MET OPERA SOLUTION

IN

,

<

59.

Of Equity Membership Meet to Oct. 11

'4M7 Season

Personnel List of

.

:

Overflow Attendance Forces Switch

4TAM, Treasurers Union Releases

Theatre
Adelphi.
Alvin
Biltmore

-

!

Hillary

ating cost.s. too, as indicated by backstage overtime because of the 5:30
.p,m. daily start. Heads oit departs
mertts have a mihimum of .fll3 weekly, and during the O'Neill play's engagement they will be paid almost
double that. House, with a .?5.40 top
Al ($4.50 plus 20% admission tax), can
^ro.ss

Allefrett.,.'

Miller, Frank Frayer, John Bowman.
Morosco, Abe Baranoff, Jerry Sheehan,
MUsIc Box, Charles Thomas, Murray Lang, Edwin McPartJand.
National, Lep Solomon, Anna Hirsh, Robert McCall.
Playhouse, Michael Onorato, Thomas Brotherton.
Plymouth, Con.stance Coble. Philip Kenny.
Royale, .^aron Helwitz. Essie Friedman.
St. James, Robert Howard, Mary Acklcy. Anna Yurdin.
Shubert, Elsie Nichols, Jo.sephine O'Brien.
SSiefifeld, Dan Melnick. Jack Wolff, Clifford Whiteman.

around

.$25,000

weekly.

First performance will ring' up at:
4:30 p.m. as an accommodation to

:'

.

:

reviewers, giving them an additional

hour in which to w'l-ite their notices.
"Iceman" will play Sundays i.mme-

:

diately after the Guild sub.scription
is over in mid-November, it
was announced in Sunday's extra*

period

.Space' ads.

'

'
,

•

.:

Wednesday, Oelober

LGGITIMATK
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Reynolds Stays in 'Flag*

Inside Stuff-Legil
Katherine Dunham takes exception to the recent -'Inside Legit" slalojnont that Dale Wasserman "relighted and redirected the <'*Bal Negre")
dance revue." She feels that the item is a reflection on her own stagifig
abilities and she claims that the facts arc: Shortly before opening, stage
manager Myles Putnam suffered a heart attack and she sent an SOS, to
Wasserman to replace Putnam. This he did, remaining with the show
about a week, during which time he brought in now lights previously
unavailable but he had nothing to do with redirecting the show.
Rc the statement that "NegrCi" came near foldng before opening. Miss
Dunham states that is erroneous, inasmuch as she had already signed her
troupe up for a two-yeal- stretch -to include a world tour of the revue.
She thinks the misinformation may have come from an bvcrenthiisiastic
publicity Source trying to give. Wasserman a buildup for his, own forthcoming show. Hal Olver, the show's agent, ll.'jtcd as one .ol'thB^ mye^^
in "Negre," sends word that he is jusl a hired hand with no financial
interest other than salary.-:

OBITUARIES

Originally scheduled to quit the
show wlien it moves to the Adelphi,
N. Y., Oct. 5, from the Alvin, Quentin
Reynolds, narrator of ''Flag is Born"
will remain with the cast for duration of the run. Palestine propaganda
play is scheduled to close Oct, 20.
Under original plans, Reynolds'
place as narrator was to be taken

CHARLES BRUCE WINSTON

Charles Bruce Winston, 67, English
stage and screen actor, died Sept. 27
at sea while enroute to New York,
the
comwhen
Baragrey
according
to wireless report reby Paul
mentator left the show, together ceived by U. S. Line in New York,
which said he succumbed to a heart
with Paul Muni;
'

He had appeared in many
stage and film productions in London
and Hollywood.
attack.

.

Costumers Pay

Starting

•

.

.

Dispute

On Again

The Hollywood Bowl has had capacity-plus audiences for pro engageA wage dispute is again on in
ments oii. 17 instances during the past id ycar.s,,: according;, to t^^^^
management. Wheri"Up In Central Pavk" opened at the BowV -r&etJtli^ the costume industry, but it may be
settled Friday (4) when the probit was claimed tlie.ciipacity was 22,000, which is 2,Q00 more, than the total
number of seats. Lily Pons proved the record draw at the Bowl, in 1936, lem, goes to arbitration.
Last March employees received a
when it's stated that 26,410 paid adniission tickets were counted .at': the
gate
Star warbler drew standees at the Bowl on three .sucpeeding 10<;;- tilt but .the union I'eseryed
,

,

silent

films

in

1919,

.

Miracles."

in

Australia

and

Survived by

a:

son and'

a brotlver.

ERNEST I'ECHIN
Ernest Pechin, 54, coriietist, died
Orlando, Florida,
last
week.
Pechin, for five years first cornel ist
with
in Chicago, was for ci
time director of the orchestra.
Beginning with John Philip Sousa.
Pechin played in the Chicago theatre
pit, under Phil Spitalny and later
directed the Anglo-Canadian conin

WGN

band in Huntsville, Ont.
Survived by widow, ^ son

cert

jA native, of Liverpool, Winston
made his first stage appearances in

and

'

daughter.

,

retired

after her marriage.

'

'

',

^

in

he went to Holly wpod in 192i) to
appear in "Children of Dreams."
English films in which he appeared
included "Private Life of Henry
VIII" and "The Man Who Worked

company

.

<;UOKOE rLEISGHMAN

music halls in 1912. Following that,
George Fleischmaii, 84, retirsd
he appeared in stage productions, theatre
operator, died Sept, 22 iii
including "Cyrano de Bergerac" and
dra-\^H^-4e^r~.th&^C!£r5JaSKihlcon;l. ill? Xi£!lLl°_8g.P,''*'
eni'ag"eTS'erus.'''"StatTae^^^^
a further in^ "Saint Joan." In 1924, he produced Toledo, O,
£pf
He was, vice-president of the
cei't an.1 the Jerome Kern nights this year, also Paul Robeson sovcral
crease should' the cost of .livinf^-gB' hii owh"play7"A(ig'el Grayce," and in
ycai-;; r o, while the operas "Carmen," "Butterfly" and ."Barber of Seville"
up between the Settlement date and 1920 made a brief venture into man- Fleischman-Kroelz' theat re Oiiterdrev;- Si. ndoos a't five ;.ROrXormanccs.. The ITr^over-capacity evenings .drew, Aug. 1.
Owners of costume plants agement with I'The Unseemly Ad- prises, and was instrumental in
building the Atlas theatre there in
a to.rl ol 369,929 patrons, an average of 21.760—or 1,760 more than the say that living costs went up 7.8%, venture."
'^^
" "r
1908, and also held interests in the
plac sc.;!s.
according to offical data, while the
He came to New York in 1926 and Slate and World theatres until his
union is seeking a .boost of $10 per appeared
in "Katja" at the 44th St. retirement.
Betty Field's ailments, which forced the suspension .of ."Dream Girl" last week per person, figured to be a 25%
Two sons and a daughter survive
week until Saturday (28) night, when June Havoc took over, are explain- boost. The average employee earns
him.
IN MEMORIAM
able by the fact that she is subject to several allergies which keep her at. $40 weekly. When the subject was
,

.

,

.

'

•

;

.

,

.

.

'

-,

,

.

,

home. Comeback, in business of "Girl" when it resumed after a summer
layoff was surprising, takings of around $19,500 more than doubling the
pace of tlie show at the time it laid off. "Girl," wholly backed by Paramount, cost $73,000 to produce and turned a goodly profit. However^ the
Playwrights Co. -presented attraction has a Chicago company which called
for a further investment of $40,000. .
Players in the show did not get salary last week, except forgone performance, undejr Equity's illness-of-a-star rule, but those getting $100 or
less received $5 per day; for expenses dui'ing the shutdown.
•

The jinx

that beset the

getaway of "Barnaby and

new

legit season in Baltimore with the miserable
O'Mallcy" at Ford's two weeks ago, followed

by a week of darkness in advance of last week's advent of "The Temporary
Mrs. Smith," took an even deeper bite with meager action at the b.o. for
this Vinton Freedley opus, which was announced in the N. Y. Times as closing- after the Baltimore run even before the curtain went up on its showii" there Monday (23). night,
\
'

:

;

'.ocal crix jumped on this obvious pushing around of tile local ticketors, plus the inadequacies of the Francine Larrimore starrer, with the
returns after the week's try less than $4,000. Some improvement, looked
lor In current dating of Mae West in "Gome On Up," but there's a sour
bi.L..

taste,

opened the demand was for $20 per

Costume plant owners figure that
the annual increase would be $300.000 annually, most of which would
be saddled upon the producers of
musical shows.
It's
claimed that
showmen are already reducing the

number

ensemble people because
of bloated production costs.
There
are 12 costume shops involved, with
600 employees on the payrolls.
Jules Preund, former executive
secretary of the N. V. State Mediar
tion Board, will be the arbitrator.
of

Indpls. Civic Resumes Oct. 11
Indianapolis, Oct. 1.
The Indianapolis Civic theatre
will open its 33rd season With "Three

Men On

a

Horse" the week of Oct.

11.

.

.

Oriana Atkinson, wife of Brooks Atkinson, critic of the N. Y. Times,
wrote the feature story in the current Woman's Home Companion, detailPlay on Broadway
ing her impressions of Russia under the title "My Life Behind The Iron
Curtain." She resided in Moscow during the 10 months her husband represented the daily there last season. The magazine splurged with full page
TIk^ llocs
Fl»wc>i'»
ads on the story, giving a condensed version of the article. She didrl't
Slarc 11, .Siiisef. .Tr. production of ctniedy
like it over there any more than the critic, whose terse comments received in twQ. acts (.six ficfnea) by I'Vederit-k Kohner f.ntl AlUiM't Mannheimer. Htaated b.v
wide attention some weeks ago, including White House interest.
Alannheimer. yet and llffhtiiiff, by Kdwarcl
tlilbert; .t'Osttime,s, i3htd ,.tiUbert. At Cort,
the
One of Mrs. Atkinson's observations: "One of the chief mottoes of
-V. Yiv Sept. ai, '40; $4.20 top.
government is 'overtake and surpass,' meaning overtake and surpass Liouisc Movsan. ..
,.
Barbara Hobbins
Nancy .... ,,
..lean Krey
America, since no other country has so high a living standard."

and

,

.'.

,\lix

. .

Illta

Gordon's musical, "Park Avenue," drew a fair break in the Boston
notices last week, reviews being 50-50, pro and con. It is in two parts,
and the manager told friends that he had "an act and a half of a show."
Authors swiftly rewrote the latter portion of the book and the new version is being tested. "Avenue" is dated to arrive on Broadway Oct. 28 at
the Shubert, which currently has "Yours Is My Heart." As "Happy Holiday" is slated for the Broadhurst, "Three to Make Ready" is likely to move
back to the Adelphi. Other "Avenue" changes include the reassignment
of several numbers originally handled by Leonora Corbett, And Ralph
Riggs has replaced Jed Prouty.
,

Arthur

Spitz,

who presented "Yours

Is

My

Heart" on Broadway, sought

additional coin from the horde of backers, when business dived following
Richard Tauber being forced, out with windpipe irritation. They told the
new manager that if he could guarantee Tauber's appearance they'd put it
on the line, which he couldn't do, so Equity paid off the company from
money on deposit there for that purpose last Saturday (28).

Tauber went on for several performances last week, then withdrew again,
improved and. he was slated to definitely, reappear TuesIn the meantime Spitz had acquired: a new- angel with plenty of
(1).

"but his condition

day

-4Eesh.-.cQiBU....'..__..^

,

.

Morffciiv.

AVinstcm

,
. , . .

Al( bison

Tack Coopor
Dippy Marshall,
Drayinan

Tom,

, ,

.

.

, . ,

Atprffan,.

Te.ss MorKOi'-,

Max

EDGAR ALLEN

person.

,.

;

.

..Sybil Ktoclfinf?
......... Rosemary Kice
-

.jo.vce

Van Patten

.'Rfcicbael
.

Dreyfusa

.Hu.ssell Hardie
.... .Sylvia I,ane

.Maurice Brenner
., .Leonard
Bell

I>lc>l

OlflolK-r 7.

litis

OUR HEARTS AllVAyS"

"IN

HU

Loving Wife. Valerie

and Children,
Following year he appeared in "Pickwick" at the Empire
theatre, N. Y. Jle toured Egypt and
Palestine in 1932 with Sybil Thorndike and Lewis Casson's repertory
company, and later accompanied
Theatre.

them

to Australia.

His last stage appearance was. in
1945 in "The Three Waltzes," at the
Prince's theatre, London.

DR.

LOUIS BEN KLl^NETT
Louis Ben Klenett, 65, comedian in:
the Yiddish theatre of a previous
decade, died Sept. 25 after a heart
attaclc at St. Albans, N. Y.
Born in Russia, he came to this
country in 1905 and appeared in
many productions at the Second
avenue and Grand St. theatres and,
National Winter Garden.
Survived by two daughters.

TOTOH TRINIDAD
Totoh Trinidad, expert on Orienmusic and leader of orchestra
which accompanied the Bali'-Java

tal

(Continued oh page 62)

WILLIAM STRUNK

MARRIAGES

Dr. William Strunk, 77. proteSsor
emeritus of English at Cornell UniEdnamarie Patella to Stirling Siltiversity, who had been technical ad phnnt, in Baltimore, Sept. 28. Groom
vlser on film version of "Romeo and
is exec assistant to Charles SchlaiJuliet," died Sept. 26 at Ithaca, N. Y.
fer. 20th-Fox ad-publicity director.
In addition to teaching, he had also
Jean Moorhead to Robert C. Donaauthored or edited many books vin, New York, Sept. 20.
Bride's
with such works, including "The been featured in several Olsen
and
(1918),
and Johnson shows.
Elements of Style"
"English Metres" (192.3). He edited
Margaret Prioletti to Anthony
Macaulay's and Carlyle's Essays on Castle, Pittsburgh, Sept. 15. Bride
Boswell's Johnson in 1931). Dryden's was with Par exchange in Pitt.
Essays on the Drama in 1898, ^eniDorothy Kempe to Lloyd Shaffer,
more Cooper's "Last of the Mohicans" New York, Sept. 20.
Bride is
iri
1900, and Juliana" of the old radio program manager; groom is
English vernacular poet Cynewulf, in NBC bandleader.
1904.
Otliers of his more notable
Polly Rose to Alex Gottlieb. Hollyworks of editing were "All for Love" wood, Sept. 29. Bride is sister of
and "The Spanish Friar" of Dryden Billy Rose, Broadway producer;
(1911) and several of Shakespeare's groom is Warner Bros, producer.

Virginia Crowe to Dick Brown,
Pesffy Romano plays.
After serving as a mathematics in- Jr., Pittsburgh, Sept. 26.
Groom's
"Bees and the Flowers" proves to structor at Rose Polytechnical, Terre the son of Pitt theatre owner.
be as elementary an exposition of Haute, Indi, he came to Cornell the
Jan Kalionzes to Alan Manson,
marriage and family life as the title following year; He was an officer
New York, Sept. 30. Bride is radio
would indicate. Some of the lines
of the Academic Francaise.
actress; groom is legit player now
are amusing, but more of them are
His attempt to adapt "Antony and appearing in "Call Me Mister."
flat and plain tiresome. The comedy
Cleopatra" as a two-act play for the
is too flimsy to last.
Ruby Rubenstein to Bob Axelrod,
Show -is the work of two Coast Broadway stage was less successful, Sept. 22, Brooklyn, N. Y. Gro,om
scripters, Frederick Kohner and Al- due" to the extensive :trlmming re- formerly treasurer
of the N.Y. Parabert Mannheimer, who, with pro- quired.
mount, now manager of the Palms
ducer Mort H. Singer, Jr., are makSurvived by widow, daughter and theatre. Phoenix, Ariz.
ing their Broadway bow with it.
two sons.
Frances Chaney Lardner to Ring
Mannheimer, directed, Metro already
Lardner, Jr., Las Vegas, Sept. 28.
owns the screen rights (for $50,000),
THOMAS J. BRAGG
bought before Singer acquired the
Bride was widow of groom's brother,
script. Show can make a passable
Thomas J. Bragg, widely known David, killed in service; groom is
film.
figure in exhibition and theatre field screen writer.
Metro bought the play, under its in Canada -for many years, died Sept.
Patricia Gillespie to Hai'r.v Corrin,
..original title of "The Birds^ and the
29 la Toronto.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 1; Bride is daughBees," for tile value primarily, 'and
Bragg was prexy of General The- ter of Jimmie Gillespie,~20th-Fox ex.r,
contemplates using it with. Jeanette
MacDonald vis-a-vis Jose Iturbi. atre Investments of Canada, Ltd., plbitation rep in Atlanta.
Company will likely change the title veepee and director of Odeon Theaanyway, as the legit producers did.
tres of Canada, sec-treas. of General
Situation is very simple, A divor- Theatres and treasurer of Empirecee with three daughters has remar- Universal Films,
all of Toronto, and
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hyndman, son,
ried on a holiday and brought her
new husband home, but wants to a director of Theatre Properties, New York, Aug. 23. Father is president, Society of Motion Picture Enbreak the news gradually to her Ltd., of Hamilton, Ont.
He was associated with the late gineers.
kids, who still adore their father
and want him back. Hiding the mar- N. L. Nathanson in 1921 in the deMr. and Mrs. Sam Donohue. son.
riage causes complications, the kids velopment of Famous Players Cana« New York, last week. Father is the
trying to get rid of the "visitor," dian Corp., with which he served as
bandleader.
who's apparently horning in on the sec-treas. until he resigned five
Mr. and Mrs. J. Protech, son,
family. New father's attempt to win
years ago to form a new theatre Youngstown, O., Sept. 10. Mother's
the kids under these conditions
the former Hannah Braflf, who was
makes for what comedy there is, as chain, across Canada,
with Metro exchange in Pittsburgh.;
well as for an occasionally amusing
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Oglietti, son,
quip. But for the most part, the
JEFFRIES
writing is glib and contrived in a
Mrs. James B. N. Osborne, 76, Pittsburgh, Sept. 11. Father ownS
pat Hollywood way.
former legit actress known profes- the Leechburg, Pa., theatre.
Performances are of little help, sionally
Mr. and Mrs. Toots Shor, daughter,
Jeffries,
died in
as Maud
Barbara Bobbins and Russell Hardie
New York, Sept. 25. Father is N. Y.
just seem to go through the motions Sydney, Australia, Sept. 27. She had
restaurateur.
as the marital team. Rosemary Rice, gone to Australia several years after
Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Grayson,
a
long
career
on the European stage.
Joyce Van Patten and Sybill Stock23.
Sept.
She had begun her stage career in daughter, Hollywood.
ine. as the sisters three, prance
through their lines with varied de- New York, in the company of Augus- Father is purchasing agent for Gengrees of precocity, only Miss Stock- tin Daly af the turn of the century, eral Service.
ing, as the. youngest, winning any making her debut with John Drew
Mr. and Mrs. John Adams, daugh^
ribbons for her portrayal. Sylvia and.Ada Rehan. A few years later ter. Washington, D. Gi, Sept. 14.
Lane, as her pre-teen-age buddy,
in London she appeared in "The Father is CBS White House correhas a good bit. Michael Dreyfuss. as
spondent.
Sign of the Cross.
the adolescent boyfriend, handles
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kernan, daughAfter a continental tour .she rehimself and lines well, Direction is
Father
a little stilted. Edward Gilbert's set turned to London to appear oppos- ter, San Antonio, Sept. 27.
ite
Sir
Herbert
is merchandising director ior station
Beerbohn
Tree
in
of a New York apartment terrace
"Herod;"'
later
headed
her
WOAI
there.
is attractive.
She
own
Bron.
Jerry,

.
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Homer

Curran's revival of "Lady Windermere's Fan," due into the Cort,
is an exceptionally costly production for a straight play. Total
iox settings built in his own Los Angeles shop amounted to $72,000, but
there are no regular royalties, play having been in the public domain
for more than 50 years. Russell Lewis and Howard Young, who are associate presenters, were aceountants in Curran's office, they also being in
on "Obsession,"- which replaced "Hidden Horizon" at the Plymouth, N. Y.,
Curran, though known as a San Francisco showman, aclast night (1).
tually lives In Beverly Hills and Palm Springs.

N.

Y.,

soon,

:

BIRTHS

'

When

the non-commercial, "A Flag Is Born," moves from the Alvin to
the Adelphi over the weekend, pay for the cast will be increased somewhat,
but not to the extent of the players' regular salaries. For the first four
weeks aU hands got the Equity minimum of. $60 but the matter of reiriuneration did not figure importantly, Paul Muni withdrawing 'and Luther Adler
taking over the lead. Adelphi date is for two weeks, with a possibility
of extending the capacity-draw propaganda play's Broadway date. Whether
*'Flag" will tour for a limited period has not been definitely agreed upOn.

There was some (luestion on the gross of the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo at the City Center, N. Y., recently, the quoted figure having been

•

.

reduced when the 20% federal tax was included. Stated takings over
an 11-day engagement totaled $57,594 and, on a weekly basis,, the gross
approximated $37,000, indicating capacity all times at $2.40 tojp, "Carmen
Jones," when playing the city-owned theatre, also drew capacity, gross of
both attractions being virtually the same.
Bussell Janney, showman who turned novelist at the age of 64, is making
a eountry-wide tour of churches in the interest of goodwill among races

and faiths, under the auspices of the National Conference of Christians
and Jews. His novel. "The Miracle of The Bolls," has attracted strong attention in New York and Hollywood.
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Wilmington, Sept.

26.

John C. AVjlKon proUuction oL'.t'ihn^tiy, in
CowufU. Stars I'llrton
'•y
UivM
AVebb. Stilted by producer; setting by Dontbe Playhouae, Wllmlnsultl OensUger. At

W

'4«;

Sept. »!-28.
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iJidy Snlthiirn
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Iliirrls

Noel Coward

another

up

Built strictly for laughs, it follows the tried and true Coward formula of sophisticated people eleirahtly tossing around sparklinfi dialog and witty epigrams. It's light.
Huffy, &nd artificial—but good en
tertainnient. "file plot is ju-st one of
those things, but it's what the characters say, rather than what they do.
that keeps the .stubholders amused,
Clifton Webb has as choice an acting plum as ever dropped Into a
hit.

Foran fits as Brock's stooge; Hans
Robert makes an okay senator.
Others in support are Welba Lestina, Aaron Frankel, William Mon.
sees, Russell Morrison, Paul Giles,
Grant Timmons, Genevieve Frizzell,
James Coyle, Yolande Donlan. (Miss
Don] an stepped into the lead for one
show when Miss Lynn was ill and
gave a creditable performance.)

Town

Plays Out of
Present Laughter

-

lap.

For B.O. Staffs Okayed by Mgrs.

.

Helen Hayes-William Brady revival

had. This, too,

is

all for

David Ffolkes' costumes

the better.
the pe-

fit

Shuberts on 'Park Ave.

Naturally, however, main interest
first night centered around young
June Duprez, es.saying a difficult
role formerly played by two stellar
lights of the theatre. Her brief appearance as Anne Boleyn in "Henry"
earlier in the week didn't give much

.

idol

emphasis is not laid on any one or
on-stage almost throughout.
The curtain rises on Garry Essen- two players. Miss Duprez does not,
as a matter of fact, get some of the
dine, the stage idol, putting his aflaughs Mi.ss Hayes was accorded,
fairs in order preparatory to an African tour. However, the three wom* but she does put over some of the
en in his life manage to complicate play's more famous speeches (notathings no end. Daphne is a stage- bly the one about charm being a
struck gal dazzled by the star's sort of bloom on,_a woman) jis well
fame: Liz is his wife and, although as Miss Hayes. All in all, it's a very
they are living apart, she has his praiseworthy characterization.
So is that of young Richard WarInterests at heart. Also; there's Joanna as the female menace, deter- ing, who swifches from the sonorous
mined to add Garry to her collection Duke of Buckingham in "Henry"
(and. a fine job that was, too) to huof males.
plodding,
matter^ofrfact
The due) of wits provides the morless^
background for much smart talk John Shand; one of the most interand for several scenes as funny as esting characters Barrie ever creatanything Coward has written. The ed. All in all. Waring seems better
stage idol finally tells everybody olT in .the' part than was Kenneth Mcwith a "sex lecture" in act three Kennat Miss. Hayes' vis-a-vis, aland the curtain comes down with though his accent is not always as
he and his wife reunited.
good (nor is Miss Duprez's), and he
Acting honors are about evenly permits himself to smile and relax
divided. Webb sets a fact pace but more often than he should.
there are no laggards in the cast.
Where this revival really goes to
Evelyn Varden, as the star's under- town, however, is in the supporting
standing secretary,
makes every cast. That has it all over the Brady
scene count and is a good foil for production. Miss Le Gallienne is the
Webb. Jan Sterling makes a fine Gomtesse, and although this is far
impression as Daphne; Doris Dalton from her usual metier, she does a
wins sympathy as well as laughs as rou.sing job and, in some scenes,
the wife, while Marta Linden, as steals honors from Miss Duprez. One
the menace, makes the mo.st oif it, or two first-ni^ters objected to the
her scenes with Webb being among strong French accent, but it seemed
the play's highlights. The daffy from, this vantage point to fit okay,
would-be playwright who pursues the and she collected plenty of laughs
Btar is given excellent treatment by and put across certain points and
Oris Alexander. Grace Mills' comedy certain scenes with showmanlike
is

Broadway managers

N. Y. IN

Row

REHABILITATION MOVE
Veterans Memorial stage will hold
a general meeting at Labor Stage
Theatre, Ni Y., Friday (4) afternoon,
session being open to veterans who
were of the theatre. Purpose of the

is to adopt ways and means
whereby vet players may be aided
in rejoining the profession. At its
initial meeting in June more than
between the Philly Record 400 players formerly in uniform

I

1.

and the Shuberts over the matter of
"freezout": of the public from good
seats has broken out anew.

registered with VMS, according to
Leon Askin, chairman of the board.
Clarence Derwent, Equity's prez, is
Today,' in a front page story, the due to address the gathering.
Record asserted that Shuberts were
VMS has scheduled a revival of
again playing favorites by handing "Valley Forge" for Broadway this
choice ducats to "Park Avenue" to .season. The Maxwell Anderson histicket
agencies
and , speculators. torical drama was originally proWith boxofflces opening yesterday duced by theTheatre Guild.
(Monday) for the first at the Shubert theatre, customers were told Your Gun;" Lee Shubert promised
that first 19 rows had alceady been that the public would come first.

Today

neither

Other irate patrons told the Record that they were told that good
seats for all performances for the
two-week engagement were gone. A
check of ticket agencies the Record
said, showed an abundance of good

rence

Shubert

Last April; when a similar situation

cropped up for. ducats to fAnnie Get

Previously
(also

and company
managers were ac-

agents

hou.se)

corded a healthy increase, and now
an accord with only the porters and
cleaners union is to be reached.
Agreement with the musicians
union calls for two more men in
the pit, or ail orchestra minimum of
22 in theatres with capacities of
In houses of less
1,100 or more.
than 1,000 there must be 16 men in
the pit, while the number in houses
between 1,000 and
of capacities
1,100 is to be settled by the managers and union, if and when.
»i"s

figured

that

ine

orchestral

cost will be $588 weekly over the
Shubert nor Law- old scale for musicals. There are
could be reached [;other increased scales for straightfor
comment.
Shubert publicity show theatres, especially ''penalty''
man, Mark. Wilson, said "rcarcity" houses (those not seasonally having
was due to heavy advance money orchestras), but some classifications
order sale by mail. He said about have not been disturbed. Union

soldi.

seats.

about

!

Ducats Going to Specs
Philadelphia, Oct.

have

contracts
negotiating
completed
calling for increased pay with the
'stage unions, having agreed to a
20'() boost
for pit musicians and
about the same percentage of upped
pay to .boxof fice staffs. Both treasurers and assistants are now getting
$20 over the old scale, rate now being $110 and $90, i-espectively. The
increase is retroactive to Sept. 1.
I

VETS MEET IN

huddle

riod, circa 1900, and Paul Morrison's
tour sets are tops, two of them drawing applause opening night.

Playing an ..egotisti-

.stage

61

Boosts to Musicians, Same

.

.VIH" to the quiet charm of the late
James M. Barrie, does the hurdle
with facility and distinction. Mar«
garet Webster has done another
crackerjack job of staging although
Production: is a replica of the lush
one might not have originally sup'
posed this sort of thing was exactly Broadway scenic display. Author
Garson Kanin has staged effectively,
up her alley. She proves it is.
making every line and movement
There have been quite a few cuts count.
Bone.
in the Barrie text—-all for the better—and the play is now presented
in two acts instead of the four that
the Maude Adams original and the Philly Record Blasts

of an indication, The answer, however, is that Miss Duprez does a
skillful, workmanlike job, making the
famous Barrie heroine, Maggie Wylie,
love
whose
cal London
warmly sympathetic, sometimes a
life keeps him in hot water, the
little pathetic, often shyly humorous
star again proves he has no peer at
portraying the .slightly bored so- and always human. She doesn't
Miss
phisticate with the rapier wit and-, dominate the action the way
afhothouse charm. The role is prac- Hayes (or Adams) did but this,
ter all, is a repertory company, and
tically a one-man marathon as Webb
the-spian's

.

J

'

in money orders were received before the boxofiice opened
"Park Avenue" opens next Monday
(T) for a two-week run.

$20,000

demanded exceptionally
high percentages of increases but
m-idera ted its proposals after, hudr
dies with the managers.

originally

j
'

.

.

<

.

'

Swedish housekeeper, and Aidan
Turner's valet role both have their
share of laugh lines.
The play starts off rather slowly
but picks up momentum in act two,
«nd by the time the final curtain
falls things are moving at breakneck
speed. The producer has done a
good staging job, giving movement
to a play which primarily is a conversation piece.
Donald Qenslager's setting is an
excellent reproduction of a London
studio. And of more than pa.ssing interest in a play of this type are" the
clothes. Costillo designed stunning
costumes for Misses Dalton and Linden, and the remainder of the female wardrobe
is
eye-catching.
Webb, of course, appears in what
the welldressed man should wear,
his changes running principally to
gowns.
Klep.

What Every Womani

And .she gave the. impre.s.sion
was having the time of her life.
Walter Hampden is a perfect choice
for Mr. Venahles: he doesn't miss a

gusto.

she

understanding

direction

it's

Allik Wylle
Jaine.'! WJlie, «on...
»ttvW Wylle «on
...

maUj" which is to be opened in Boston, and Shaw's "Androcles and the
Lion," now in rehearsal, prove even
better yet. "What Every Woman
Knows" is not likely to be inundated with charges of being too much
whimsy, as would be the case with
most Barrie revivals nowadays.

Born Yesterday

of

Ernest Truex
...Aitliur Keeitnn

Bonrneuf
Masgle Wylle, hla dauuhter. .June Dnprez
John Rhand.......
..vRlohnrd Waring
.

.

.

Cpmteflse Dfi La Erlere
J-«<ly Sybil Tenterden

A Afald.
Charles Venahles.
A Butler

,

.

,

.

.

.

...

..t'jillip

.
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(FOLLOWOP)
New Haven,

northy than a review.
IZ cJatomary
tner
didn't tbln^

"

^ featured plecea.
expect

»»?^:«
Jj.^
,«bllclze.
Si. -Scb left to
i^genlotta
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month, by a
within the fir at

^
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Ivor reoel«4 In •

With a few breakin performances
under its belt, road company, of
"Born Yesterday" left here for Boston where, on the basis of its local

to imat I

rr^'ilM't^rt

exhibit; it should enjoy, a healthy
stay, prior to other road stands.

Original show preemed here last
season with Jean Arthur in the lead.
left something to be desired, partially due to Miss. Arthur's

That setup

5

of

twnu

K:ss-="lH£ns£rr£i5S'

.

Play, Brokers and

Authors' Representalives
5J West 45Hi Strmt,. NiW VrteU
811 TVe«t 7ia Stfeet,

X<M

Aiiccle*

Saer«tary-StCH09rd|>hcr
Exp«ri*nc*4 with

Uaittimito

Director

Producer Offh*; UnBuitt

Writ* lox 2888
1S4 WmT 44Hi Street
H«w Y«fk If. N. Y.

Vorlaiy.

,

Sept: 28.

impaired physical condition at that
^
American Repertory Theatre out- time.
The subsequent Broadway
nti switching from all the pomp and click makes it obvious tliat original
panoply of Shakespeare's "Henry casting problenns were eventually
solved and same goes for the troupe
that has taken on the road a.ssignmenf. Company got a fine rrctp-

SAMUEL FRENCH

"

little

wonder that "What Every Woman
Knows" hides its age (nearly half a
century), and it might be wise for
the company to tee off with this one
on Broadway instead of "Henry"
unless, of course, their next offerings, Ibsen's "John Gabriel Eork-

convedy by ,7anifs .M. liiiriie. -Star* .Tunc
"uprcz, Rcclmrd Waring. Brncst. Tiuex.
I* GiiDlenne and Wnlter Ilpmpden.
"Jaged- by Maritnrct
Webster. - KoUinRB.

*^U1 AtiMTlson; coslumeii, David KlDlkce.
vjg'.j^t Sliubert; Phlladelpbia. Sept.. iii, '46;

. .

AVBMUt. M»W

Waters.

Theatre proilinHlon

Repprtiii-y

SIX1M

1Ro4e

With this generally skillful playing and Miss Webster's sensitive and

Philadelphia, Sept, 27.
American

,347

trick. Krnest Truex is fine as Maggie's father, and Philip Bourneuf
scores as one! of her brothers.

Knoiivs

:

/4 iett&i puMt SUi^

er el
Slncereljhj
Sine

tion here.

In the femme lead, Eleanor Lynn
has given the Billie Dawn role a
vivid" interpretation it did not possess
as of its original opening. She make.^
of the character a definite entity
rather than a supporting peg as previously done. She has endowed the
part with an ingratiating naturalnes^
that puts her across substantially.
Richard Rober makes a good choice
as Harry Brock, the blatant junkdealer. His all-around performance
Carroll Asnburn steps
is grade-A.
from a minor role in the Broadway
cast to important support as the
crooked lawyer. The transition is a

wise move. Laurence Hugo
as

the

youpg

newsman;

regi.'rters

William

BILLY ROSE
BR:S

SAMUEL
42

WEST ttth

sr..

J.

fBIEDMAN

MEW TOMC, It.
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•
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WetlniBsday, October 2,

UTEBATI
Cover," published by Dutton. Robpending
suit
another
has
nett
against Carlson and also one against

Literati

Lotion, and Walter
Winchell based on alleged libelous
statements. Suit against ABC is set
for Jan. 13 in Chicago.

ABC,

the Commies, the PAC, the phony
rrinting, Publlshlnff Bl« Up 60%
Demosthenesses."
Gross dollar volume o£ biz in the pinks and soap box
He then tWd ol the time when he
trade
and publishing
printing
in
jumped about 60% between 1939 aided tlie late Hey wood Brounidea
the Guild, with the
organizing
reports,
Census
of
Bureau
1945,
and
members should
although paper consumption in IBlij that all the charter
the minimun)
above
making
way
be
levels
o£
high
the
under
•was 10%
dough that should be set for edi'
1941-42.
was cerCensus Bureau found that paper torial workers; "Heywood
brackets. The
consumption among newspaper pub- tainly in those upper
rest of us slid in by the skin of your
1945
to
1942
from
lishers fell 11%
gin
lukewarm
over
Then,
teeth.
47%
jumped
but that gross receipts
the drink
from 1939. In the magazine field; that Heywood served as
house, we went to work.
there was a 13% drop in use of Of the
direct, and only one,
one
There
was
in
increase
paper and a sock 99%
we are
organization
gross receipts. Book publishers used target— the
sole objective the
5% less paper in 1945 than in 1942 creating had as its get
more money
but receipts were up 28% from 1943 determination to
conditions for
working
and
better
to 1945.
the men and women' who write
news ... not one p£ us would have
Earl Wilsojj's Newest
hesitated to destroy this organiza"Pikes Peek or Bust" (Doubleday) tion
we were creating if
Is a breezy collection of N. Y. Post thought
creation would
that its
columnist 1 Earl Wilson's writings, mean
or
pressuring
high
the
embellished, by quite a bit additional distortion of news directly or instuff, withal making for a fetching directly.
But that. Miss Strayer, is
$2 worth of easy reading. Not as just what the Fascist-Communist
Gazing Into My philosophy of the PAC is leading
ribald as "I
8-Bair it is as appealing, although its you to."
toning-down is more the result of a
judicious editing job, because it's still
Sprini^fleld, Mass., Strike
plenty frank from the perspective of

we

>

M t«

NBC

Lavalle's

"Highways

in IVJelody"

Cooper, making his songwriting debut, has been news servexee for several years, after, a
long career in the newspaper busi-

show.

.

ice

ness.

Lyrics are all taken directly from
the" text of the book published by
& Straus, which is biographiand covers the life of
the fir.st woman reporter. Titles are
'Freedom's Cause," "You'll Know
It's
Love," "There Was a King,"
Magic of a Violin" and "To You,
Fair Ladies, Now on Land." Music
was written by Cooper after the

Farrar

cal in nature

book and

is not being published except in conjunction with the text.

<

1946

« » >

«t

«

t|^

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

Jergen's

Kelit Cooper's Book WiUi Sonffs
AP general manager Kent Cooper
has Ave songs, all taken from his
new book, "Anna Zenger: Mother of
Freedom," preemiiig Oct. 18 on Paul

M»ttttt»ttft»ttttttttftftt >ttin»M

«

By Frank

Scully

*

***"«*

I
»

« *

Noah's Ark, Sept. 27.
In all the sound and fury signifying Warners, the celebration of the 50th
mnlversary of newsreels seems to have been lost in applause-machines.
Considering how firmly newsreels have managed to stand still, perhaps
They still think that conferences, wars, parades and
this is just as well.
cheesecake make all the news that's fit to print.
Viewing even such an awesome thing as the Bikini bombings, I couldn't
see where in its essentials; it differed from, say* Smith and Blackton'a
montage of the Spanish-American war, shot by their Dunderberger ari
mored with kodak film at $2.50 a reel.
In those days the late Commodore J. Stuart Blackton was known as
Jim," a graduate of cartooning on the old World and vaude^ and Albert
Smith, a sleight-ofrhand magician, still around, by the way, as "Ah" Iii
vaudeville they pooled together to buy one of the first Kdison projectors,
Blackton having an inside on the possibilities of the invention because ho
interviewed and sketched the Wizard for the World.
But when the pair moved' into the synthetic and actual manufacture,
sale and distribution of newsreel, I believe they really started the thing.
Recently in the Paris Figarp; I read of a gent claiming priority for M.
Duces, who was no pioneer, save in his own country where he took out
the patents for the Sellers kinematoscope for France four years after
Sellers had patented his process in this country.
In all fairness "The Spanish Flag Torn Down" or "Remember the Maine"
deserves the newsreel priority and strictly as an "inside job."

[

-

.

;

"Get Ufirst, Get It Right!"
In 1896 American Vitagraph Co. consisted solely of Smith an* Blackton.
FbiUy Record's Brownie Edition
Newsprint situation at the Philly They had an 8x10 office in the Morse building in downtown Manhattan,
Record has reached the critical stage and when newsboys shouting "Extra! War With Spain" reached their ears
with Sunday's (29) edition being they wondered (1) how they could get from New York to Cuba with their
printed on brown '"Kraft" paper such Dunderberger and (2) how they could fake the adventure, thereby avoidas stores and butcher shops use for ing the risk of being blown up. A synthetic remake would save hundreds
of dollars, and weeks in getting to theatre screens.
wrapping packages.
The "no contract, no work" ultiboy meets girdle. In toto, the Post's
So they nailed a broom handle to a kitchen table, took one of SmitlVs
The Record has been running all
Saloon editor has whipped up a good matum of the three craft unions, and the past week sans all advertising sleight-of-hand' Spanish silk flags, nailed it to the broom handle and shot
variety of gags, quips, interviews the unwillingness of the Springfield except death notices and amusement
picture of a big hand coming into the .scene and tearing down the
and shrewd observations on contem- (Mass.) newspapers to sign with ads. Just when the paper famine Spanish flag. This was an awakened America removing the Spanish
porary screwballiana which merits the International Typographical Un- will break isn't known, although of- menace. Then on a string a small American flag was moved up from the
Abel.;
wide reading.
ion, left that city without a daily ficials of the paper are hopeful that bottom of the scene to replace the Spanish flag. At the top of the broom
for the first time since the 1880'b. they'll be able .to run normal edition handle it fluttered in the breeze and a puff of cigar smoke went between
Flagg's Memoirs
the flag and the camera for a fadeout. They had the world's first war film..The papers, the Republican, Daily before the end of the coming week.
Fired with their lab success, the pair went out to get some stuff firstShow biz should have more than News, Morning and Evening Unions,
CHATTER
hand. They learned the World was sending the Dauntless to Key West
a merely academic interest in the and Sunday Union-Republican, susJoan Kahn new editor for Harper and Cuba as a press tug. They crashed aboard. Their first stop was
(26)
just issued "Roses & Bucltshot" (Put- pended publication Thursday
Tampa where they photographed a long line of flag-draped coffins of
nam, $3.75). authored by the artist, and a conference with the State Bros, of a mystery line of novels.
Frederick Lansdale will shortly sailors who lost their lives aboard the Maine. Okay, but is that so far
James Montgomery Flagg, for names Conciliation Board Monday brought
for chore behind photographing flag-draped coffins of fliers killed over Jugoslavia?
of stagij and Hollywood crowd the no immediate prospect of settlement. hop from London to Coast
From there the boy wonders of newsreels repaired to' the lab again to
More than 500 editorial and me- for RKO.
volume, with literary lights and auTrue tnag looking for $25-a-crack cook up Dewey's sinking of the Spanish fleet in Manila Bay. I have re- \
gust statesmai, as targets for the chanical department employees were
bouquets and iron-tipped barbs the put out of work. Theatres rushed to original anecdota for This Funny cently seen a complete reenactment of this newsreel, with Commodore
Blackton showing exactly how it was done.
buy extra radio time, and both Life dept.
author lets loose.
Salute is turning from being an
He had a tank about the size of a day bed, with a painted backdrop
In these memoirs of 50 lush years WSPR and WMAS scheduled extra
ex-serviceman mag into a general representing the hills above Manila Bay. The tank held perhaps enough
as artist (he peddled his first pen- news periods.
water to cover your hand. The battleships were actual photographs of
Sherman Bowles, generally con- mag for men.
and-ink to St. Nicholas Magazine in
Ralph Pearl passing up his This the warships, cut and fastened on blocks of wood. Punks and pinches of
publisher,
in
his
own
brush,
sidered
but
Flagg
frankly
"tosses
a
1890>,
Hollywood and gunpowder, were used to stimulate the smoke and belch of battle. An
testimony before the NLRB "just a Month mag chore ia
pajette and caution to the winds."
moving to Las "Vegas for the N. Y. eggbeater stirred up the water. Cigar and clgaret smoke blown from
fellow who walks around," said
opposite ends of the tank gave the effects of .strong attacks and! feeble
London's Extra Space Race
management declined to sign with Journal- American.
Arnold Cohan, prexy of ad agency counter-attack. Their office boy got sicker smoking bad cigars than tlie
union
could
the
ITU
because
the
First day (Sept. 23) of: larger
bearing his name, to lecture on pub
Spaniards did from the actual blast of the American fieet.
newspapers and free-for-all circula- not provide enough competent help lie relations at the N. Y. University
The newsreel was released as "The Battle of Manila Bay." Derived
and
objected
to
his
plan
to
a
set up
tion fight brought little kudos to
School of Commerce this fall.
from photographs of the actual warsliips, people were really taken in. They
London's popular press.
Having GI training program.
George
Shaffer sold his interests accepted the faked naval victory as if it had been an authentic photograph
Solid front of the AFL unions
clamored for more paper, to give
in the Santa Ana Independent, after of Harry Triunan swimming off Bermuda.
The whole production cost
readers more news, most of the was surprising, since Bowles licked
six months as an editor, and re
Messrs. Smith and, Blackton $3.50. The photographs cost SOc apiece, the
papers devoted extra space to stunts, the ITU in 1935 and has operated
turned to Hollywood flackery.
gunpowder 60g, the bundle of punks 10c, the cigars 30c. Raw stock maybe
strips and unoriginal features. Daily his composing room as an open shop
Milwaukee has banned current 10 bucks.
since. Though the ITU has been
Express began a mystery picture
(October) issue of True magazine
"Today's News Today"
busy signing up veterans and former
serial by Dennis Wheatley depicting
from the stands because of George
Tlie next morning they boarded a tug steaming down the bay to where
strike breakers, other two unions
the; adventures of Paula, a film "Con'
Frazier's profile on Errol Flynn
the USS Olympia, Dewey's flagship, was anchored oft Staten Island. Tlie
tinuity girl.
First installment cer
have operated under verbal agreeAuthorities claim article contains bay was full of launches, yachts, excursion boats, all streaming pennants,
tainly mystified the readers.
ments in the past.
some purple passages.
their bands playing, whistles blowing. Dunder got all that without sound,
Daily Mail claims fastest moving
Ironically, the Newspaper Guild,
.;..
Robert J. Misch, v.p. of Al Paul effects.'
detective strip ever- created. "Rip climaxing a two-year fight to find
Then they came upon a barge unloading vegetables into the hold of the
Kirby" by Alex Raymond, while out with wliom to bargain, found Lefton ad agency, has authored a
children's book, "At Daddy's Office
Olympia. With the instinct of born gate-crashers, they told the skipper of
tabloid Daily Mirror, in addition to out from the NLRB the afternoon
(illustrated
by Roger Duvoisin) the tug to head for the barge. Aboard' the barge, each took a sack of
a page of strips, presents Patsy, the before the papers folded.
which Knopf has just brought out potatoes and joined the longshoremen's line into the hold of the warship.
girl who can't cook.
Labor's Daily
A "literary cocoa," being tendered They dropped their potatoes and then climbed endless ladders and dark
Herald follows general trend with a
Books, Mags Tied Up
at which Miss Mary Misch, child
companionways with tripod and camera, finally arriving topside where
little more space for entertainments
gobs were busy swabbng down decks.
New York's truck strike, now in heroine of the book, will pour.
Hannen Swaffer kicking off with
They headed toward the quarter deck, came on a polished mahogany
story on potential British comics. All progress for more than a month,
door, put down their tripod and set up their cameras. They had cork on
the papers are devoting more atten- has taken a serious swipe at book
the tripod's spikes and wisely left them on.
tion to feminine topics trying to woo sales throughout the east and turned
Obituaries
No crew member paid them the slightest attention. The door opened.
women readers,
best seller lists into mere speculaOut stepped Dewey from his cabin.
Only paper to retaitt complete tion. With parcel post and air shipContinued from page 60
"Welcome home. Admiral!" said Blackton, and Smith began grinding,
dignity is The Tiines; which has de- ments overburdened by other manuIn spotless white, gold braid gleaming, tanned' by the sun, snowy white
voted; its extra pages to news.
facturers, shipments of books have dancers on a world tour, died in
mustache, the blue sea below and a red dawn beyond, he certainly cried
Circulation of London morning been slowed to less than a trickle as Chicago Sept. 26.
Trinidad, wlio is known also as for Technicolor.
papers, before restrictions were re- far west as Ohio, with N. Y. retail
Mindoro, is survived by widow and
Again they shouted, "Welcome home. Admiral Dewey!"
moved were: Daily Express, 3,463,- stores cut off almost completely.
"Hello," he said, "what have we here?'.'
630; Daily Mirror, 2,400,000; Daily
N. Y. publishers, forced to use son.
Ihe Corks Did It
Heraldi 2,150,000; Daily Mail, 1,927, whatever method of transportation
MAT WHEELER
They explained it was a moving picture camera,, and put in a pitch for
073. News Chronicle, 1,595,488; Daily they Can devise to get their books
Mrs. Mary Wheeler Brooke, re
the fact that it would be seen by millions of people who couldn't be priviGraphic, 882,000; Daily Telegraph, out to tlie stores, have called on the
The Times, 229,694; and ofl:ice help to carry 15 or 20 copies tired actress; died at her home in leged to welcome him personally. He, too, fell for the "millions" tag.
832,878;
Mamaroneck, N. Y., Sept. 30. She They all did. They still do. They asked him to smile and salute. He did.
Daily Worker, 106,646.
at a time from shipping room stocks
Increased circulation is expected to the stores. Unable to use even entered theatrical work as a young They asked for a second take. They got it.
girl and was known as May Wheeler
for Daily Express, Daily Mirroi', private cars through
Then he saw the tripod and said, "Thank you for the corks, Some phofear of trouble
She was the widow of H. Percy tographers are not so considerate of our decks. By the -Way, how did you
Daily Telegraph and The Times.
from, the stirikers, publishers have
many Broadway get aboard?"
taken to cabs, subways' and, any Brooke, an actor in
productions.
O'Oonnell'S' Blast at ANO
They told him the truth. "Well, you're here, so you might as well get
other way possible. Emergency air
John O'Donnell Washington speMayor Van Wyck and aU the rest," he told them,
shipments havij been helpful in getcialist for the N. Y. Daily News deJAMES fc. CROUCHLEY
Brady had the house plastered with banners, snipes, throwaways, "The
ting several copies of a book out of
voted his column last Thursday (26)
Edward' Crouchley, 49, op
James
Return
of Dewey. Hero of Manila Bay. Tonight"
the citj- for special events,; such as
to pasting the American Newspaper
eratiohs exectitive at Paramount,
Blackton and' Smith made it, though drying film; in those days was the
an author's autograph party.
Guild. Letter froni Martha, Strayer,
Sept, 24 in Hollywood.
part of shooting and releasing a picture the same day. They foldied
hardest
Strike has also hit magazine pubof
the
Guild-Political
chairman
He
been with the studio 25 lowed in Lois Fuller's serpentine dance and, in vaude houses, that was the
had
lishers, with many Octobet' editions
Action Liaison Committee, asking
years, price serving as head ol: the beginning of hot newsreels and the end of serpentine dancing.
not yet
him to send a dollar for the cause, stands. having readied the- Hews- budget bureau.
No Chang:e Daily
This Month mag's entire N./i*.
provoked him into sounding' oil;
In those days newsreel cameramen often worked in frock coats, and silk
consisting of more than
"No—flat, brutal and final,"' then gave shipment,
Andrew: E. Graver, 61, proper
hats and habitually had to gate-crash, as there was no provision made for
15,000 copies, was
lost
sometime
his rea.son. O'Donnell declared that
man
for "Oklahoma!' V at the St, them by people who handled .press relations. These same guys in Washduring the strike somewhere in' the
the Guild has been "ludnapped by
James theatre, N.Y.; until stricken ington, for instance, worked io within 100 feet of where Admiral Dewey
city. Frantic tracers sent out to the
un-American goons" and he "canill several weeks ago, died at Yon
was to receive a jeweled gold sword from President MeKinley, and that
cpngested freight depots haven't
I tliink that
kers, N, Y., Sept. 29. Prior to this was 150 nearer than the official pVess Stand opposite the Capitol steps.
ftOt stomach PAC
turned up the sllipment yet.
The magic name of Edison, whom they claimed to be representing, the
lie had handled many touring legits
•the Guild that I know and worked
for has been perverted and debased,
Tjurvived by widow and a brother,
claim that their partners must have their press passes, all sorts of subterBobneti's $1 Award vs. Dutton
fuges, kept the military and naval arms from throwing the adventurers,
intelluctually corrupted and sftcked
George W. Robnett, exec seci-eBrother, 47, of Jerry Colonna, right into the Potomac, camera and all.
dry of ordinary,' decent, run-of-themill lo\'e of country by a mob of tary of the Church League of Amer- comedian with Bob Hope's airer,
By edging up his camera as the speeches proceecTed, Blackton was h&
foreign thinkers who have snaked ica, was awarded $1 in damages died as result of an auto accident at further than 60 feet from Dewey when McKinley handed him the sword.
I against E. P. Dutton, publishers, in Phillipsburg, N, J., Sept. 27.
Guys with permits were photographing the thing with telescope lenses
their way into posts of power,
from a block away.
don't like them. They don't get a the Chicago Federal district court,
Wife of Jack Block, of Block and
They had that stuff in New York from Washington and on the screen o^
buck of mine-^not when I can say Tiwrisday (23).
Suit was an aftermath of alleged Hyman, talent agency, died In Chi- Koster & Blal'a by 10:15 p.m. of the same day. Do they do much better
but beno without going to Jail
lieve me I'm for the Guild— the old libelou.s statements made by John cago, Sept. 26. Survived by husband today? Or have I vindicated my premise that nothiniJ ehanges so little
Carlson
in
his
book,
daughter.
R.
"Under
and
as
run
a newsreel?
Guild
by
Guild, not the stooge
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Wednesday, Octobfr i,

Phyllis

Ferlman recuper»tlni vtUx

of pleurisy.

siefie

Tdlin

now

Aiiwa Markova and Anton Dolin
Y.
open ballet school In N.
Philip A. Waxman to Hollywood
Family Affair,"
lale"''

seelcir.S!

being

lieu of sugar,
and eateries.
.erved in many hotels
Marietta miiott, former Earl Car"Gyplookers
o^
roll girl, «ne
in

Honev

Kieron O'Hanrahan, who has just
landed big film contract, is charigihg his name to Moore, to make it

Rose

Gene

Surprisingly large shares in some
from coast-to coast
ot the top hotels
said to be owned by the "mobs."
Actor Beaumont Bruestle's musiopen
cal "When the Cat's. Away," to
Tulsa Univ. Oct.
the' new llieatre at
18..

Barry Kelly in "Loco," Paul Sweet
replaced him as >understudy
Paul Douglas in "Born Yester-

ha^ilv.l,'

Horwin found he needed a
contact to block his hat in less than
the
the three weeks he's here from

'''^Jerrv

„.

Dan O'Shea. Vanguard Films' prez,
in town to visit the Brooklyn relaand start his son in a Worcester,
Mas.s„ schcol.
,
,
Nina Siegelaub has just penned a

tives

,

cdmedy tabbed "Out Of
This World," which is making the
Broadway rounds.
Mpry Hall, of the Motion Picture
Association staff, goes to Paramount
next week as aide to public relations
three-act

'

....
dlvector-Claudo-Lee.
Peggy Phillips' adaptation of A,
Afinogenov"s "Listen, Professor," to
be done by Christian Endeavors, St.
Albans, L. 1., this and next week.

Charley Burke is back with Fortune Gallo on lend-lease from Charlie
Green of Con.solidate Radio Artists,
to agent opening dates of San Carlo

Opera Co.
Theron Bamberger

and

:

Mildred Natwick back from }ier
Coast pix duties' in "Late George
Apley" and into rehearsals for Theatre Inc.'s "Playboy of Western
World."
Lester Scott engaged by Madison
Square Garden to handle the prcss'
for hockey, pinch-hitting for the recuperating Lillian Jenkins, with the

Tom

aid of

at

Not-

Killilea.

'

-

.

;

HaHa,

in

Broward county, when

it

reopens Thanksgiving day.
Dwight Fiske and Spivy receiving
bids from Don Richards' Famous
Door {or season engagements.
Jane From'an here for » rest. Will
probably woi>k at Colonial Inn this
season if- the big casino opens.

Looked

like

when

mid-sea.<5on

year.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rich (Brenda
Bruce) to Berlin to compare vaudeshows in British Occupied Zone.
Miss Bruce returns later to star in
ville

"Caste," at Lyric theatre.
smith.

Hammer-

Avenue Club Friday

(27).

Hermione Baddeley's activities are
not only acting. She has interest in
fish shop in Victoria and also share
in toy factory in Saffron 'Walden,
where she is now building another

columnist's latest book, "Pikes Peek
Lots of bids for shuttered Terrace
or Bust."
Club, but no deals yet. Max CaldHerman Hobbins, prez of National well, former operator, will Install
Screen Service, hosted at 21 last rhumba outfit in his new Shanghai
Friday for Arthur Krim, ex-NSS eatery.
treasurer and general counsel, on
Sophie Tucker and Joe E. Lewis
occasion of Krim's ascendancy to practically set for La Boheme up in
presidency of Eagle-Lion Films.
Broward county, though Miami spots
Patricia, daughter of Jimmie Gil- are frantically bidding for their
lespie, 20th-Fox exploitation rep In
services.
,
,
Atlanta, married Harry Corrin, forNew Mardi Gras, on site of old
merly of U. S. Army Counter-intelli- Pago Pago room in Vanderbilt hotel,
gence Corps yesterday (Tues.) in At- bidding for intime acts.
Rhumba
lanta.
They'll live in Hollywood.
Bartolo's
with
installed,
band already
Estate of Frank Case, owner of the outfit ticketed for season.
Algonquirt hotel, reported to have
Copacabana will open early
sold the hostelry through Chemical December with show consisting of
Bank
Trust Co. to an unidentified Jan Murray, Everett Marshall, Paul
buyer for $1,000,000. Title is slated Sydell's dogs and gal line. Harvey
to be transferred late this month.
Stone will head followup show.
Jack Irving, head of Chi branch of
Sam Tau.stin and Curt Dosei-Glub
American Guild of Variety Artists* Bali ops, planed into town. Treasplaned back to Chi yesterday (Tues.) ury dept. assessed dub with $50,000
after spending holidays with rela- tax lien, then found debt was that
tives and huddling with Matt Shelof old owners, the Baker brothers,
vey, head of union, regarding forthcnub will undergo extensive rcfur^
coining convention plans of AGVA. bishing.
Earl Carroll hopped Into town last
Week to select costume designs for
the next edition of his Hollywood
Washington, D. C.
lestaurant^theatre revue. Bill Burke
in from Chicago similarly in connecBy Florence S. Lowe
tion with this season's Sonja Henie
Jerry Murphy, 20th salesman, sucice revue.
cesiifuHy hurdled -serious operation,

m

&

.

Alphonse Berg headlining floor
show at Chase Club.
Roy Rogers of the films making

:

Sobol

and Wiwchell have

'Thanks Mucho Much, Earl Wilson,"
rhumba by Gladys Shelley and Hal
Kanner which Bourne is publishing.
American League for Free Palestine,

producers of "Flag Is Born,''

kudosed star Paul Muni at dinner
Monday (,S0) night, and various theMrical union leaders at lunch same
oay. including Solly Pernick, Paul
DuUzell, Sam Suber, Martin Lacey,
Oliver Sayler, George' Heller, Ruth

Richman.

Chicago
Spencer Tracy visited his friends,
and Mrs. Loyal Davis.
Tibbett

.sang

at

the

fiinkoi-s'

annual convention.
ircd A.slaire and .spouse in town
Way to N, Y. and a vacation,
f rank Smith, district RKO Theatre,? manager,
out of the ho.spital

on

"Foil

the,

cast

in

Girls"

I'eplaces

bedded

Jennings

Don MacAfee

bron'

with

Canada on va.

to

'

.:..'

'

.

:

'

Sam Arnow

up

laid

Sando and Frank Hipps;
Playhouse opener, "Both. trouble.
Her-sholt
Jean

'With,

heart

.

-

'

lor

hospitalized

'

.

sui'sery.

of Jerry

Patsy Ruth. Miller divorced John
Mayhall, musical director for '*IceMahin,
capades," home Irom. Philippines OH' Lee
Col. Jason Joy to San Fi'anci.se.O.
'{':"-'
Gino Gonte,: who graduated from on business.
Stanley
Cortez back .in toWn after
Carnegie Tech drama schoor in 1939,
/'
touring
Mexico..''Playdirector
named technical
of
BCrnie Gro's.sman recovering, from;.
house this year.
Helen Donnelly, longtime local ma.i or dpcration.
CaT Smith returned from an ea.st-;
lesit p.a. in days when town had
more than one playhouse, has re- ei'n business trip.
.;;Le.w
Kcrner returned £ rorn an
turned to. show biz -again, after a
long career as, state government eastern talent hunt.
Peg Leg Bates inked by. Ken Murworker, to become private secretarytd Kdwin Wappler, manager of the ray for "Blackouts.": ;
Niven Busch called off his Writiftg
Nixon.
chores to go fishing.
-.
.pale Eviins to St. Loitis to,:-joiii.
the Roy Rogers rodeo.
Stjenoer Tracy in town after va-'
catidning in New York..
.

,

'

.

'

'-'

'

'

.

..

•

,

,

.

:

:.

.

'

..

"'

;.

,

:

:
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UNESCO

Contimiea tvom

.

Hits

'

Mike Watson

o.ibc l

Han-

joined; S.te.ye

negan's Hollywood office.
\
Mairy. Piokford returned from bu.si'",--,-;
ness,cohfabs in New York.'
A'l
Rogell a<ided two Montana,,;.
horses to his racinr .stable.
Madge Meredith visiting the home
,

,

themselves and establish their own
indu.stries if they are interested."
Despite Miller's opposition, the
world-wide radio web idea was
adopted by the meeting last 'week,
particularly since it won the blessing
of. David SarnofI, who teamed with
Benton to put over the idea.
The RCA pre.sidertt said that no
existing shortwave stations reached
all, parts of the world and that UN
would never get' enough time on
existing, stations to do its job of
spreading information and culture.
He figured the cost of a worldwide
web at no ^moi-e than "one or two
battleships" and lauded its function
for winning peace. SarnofI told the
same thing to President Truman
when the delegates were received at
the White House. Sarnoff said that
as the result of his recent trip to
Europe -he was convinced UN had
to do the international radio job on
its own because of the inadequacy of
•

.

^

:

commercial

facilities.

UN Fix, Kadi* Hig:hli)rhts
Other developments of the

ses-

The group

also favored

an

in-

ternational exchange of radio 'Com-

mentators and personalities.
2.

.,

back in Iowa Falls, la.
Paul Weston, back in town after

business in New York.
Samuel Goldwyn returned from a:
month's vacation in Honolulu.
George J. Schaefer returned from
business, huddles in New York.
Robert Ryan back on the job after
vacationing on a Montana ranch,

i-adio

-

.,

The mass media round

table

UNESCO

,

';

.

.;

John Hodiak out
after treatment

of the hospital
for spinal iniuries..
to Mexico City fol-

Elena Warren
lowing her chore in "Banjo" at RKO.
Joel McCrea in from his cattle
ranch to confab with Harry Sherman.
Walter Hoffman in from .Minneapolis for studio, huddles at 20th-.
Fox, Ginger Rogers returned from hei;
Oregon ranch and checked into En-

;

;.

:

ternrise.,

Ethel Barrymore in from: Manhattan to play in Selznick's "The Paradirie Case."
Harold Melniker, recently out of
the Army, was appointed censorship
chief at

sions:
1.

,

folks

RKO;

Alexander; Korda due in Holly-'
early this month for huddles
with Samuel Goldwyn.
Jay Frank checked out as midwest
publicity chief for 20th-Fox to join
the McConkey agency.
Louise Albritton checked in at
Universal-International for the first,:
film chore'since her marriage.
Gordon Hollingshead out of the
hospital, recovering from burns sustained when his house took fire.
Sax X. Abarbanel heading for

wood

freedom of operation" in mass London and -Paris on an exploitation deal for Seymour Nebenzal.
media.
Herb Grove, Tri-State Circuit
3. In a report on the meetings, to
manager, guesting at Paramount as
tho
Secretary of State, Benton
winner of a showmanship contest.
pointed out that a worldwide radio
Pat O'Brien named chairman .,^,f
network would cost about $250,000,- the Hollywood division of the Sister
000.
The recommendations to the Kenny Foundation's 1946 fund drive.
Paul McNamara returned from
Secretary from the UNESCO committee also included the following: New York after winding up exploi''The American delegation should tation chores on "Duel in the Sun."
Buster
Keaton returned from
advance and support proposals that Mexico
City, where he made a bithe Organization should concern it- lingual picture for Mexican produself with the press, radio and mocers.
tijn pictures, and all other means

;
,

of publication."

Fund.

;

:

"In the cinema,
concerned, not merely with the en-

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

a

jump

of 13,250 over the preceding

week. Parirmutuels likewise clicked
couragement of films produced for faster, pasing out $6,767,553 in
town beating the instructional and documentary pur- tickets as against $5,883,986 in the
first six day.s— a rise of $883,986.
specialized
diistributed
to
poses,
and
Salesmen's Club of D C. area film drums for "Anna Lucasta."
Dick Hoover will double this year audiences seeking for information
exchanges has voted to unionize.
manager and p.a. 'and education. It will also seek to
Will become part of the newly or- as Playhouse's biz
San Francisco
theatre booker, implant and foster new ideas and
Green,
WB
Jules.
salesnational
Coliseum,
ganiaed
back from a look-isee at Hollywood. new treatments in the entertainment
men's union.
By Ted Friend'-;.
.
.
Booker Joe HUler and missus cele- film. It will aim at popularizing
Barter Theatre, famed virginif.
Art Linkletter and frau ;back from
20th wedding anni last
State troupe, here on tour fi'io^'Bta.ted their
all types of worthwhile films that Tahoe vacation.
home town of Abingdon. Made week.
currency
beyond
the
bounds
have
of
agency opening
Walton
Goldeman
Georgia Sothern, stripper, making
headlines with first of five shows at
years at the national frot^tiers and so may be branch in Reno.
nearby Alexandria, Va. Group pre- her first appearance in
Alice Faye and Phil Harris doing
influential in affe&ting the attitudes
Casino.
fers cash to barter items while on
of Casino of one people toward other peoples. the Seven Hills.
Kahn,
manager
Rudy
tour.
„
Franklin Evans and Tol Avery
now with Star
"In the radio field, UNESCO's
Paul and Dave Young s Romany theatre last season,
new KSFO' announcers.
Garter, Chi.
task will be rather different. Here
Room reopens Oct. 8 after a four and
KYA broadcasting' 10 operas from
Mrs. Allan Trench, wife of radio
year wartime shut down, with bill
hospital recuping again its influence will not be con- War Memorial Opera Hou.se.
headed by Buddy Lester and includ- salesman, in Mercy.
fined
to
instructional
broadcasts,
or
All hotel lobbies stripped in anmajor surgery.
ing Steve Condos, Billy Sherman, from
Ralph Harrisons have pulled out to 'talks' and discussions of an in-- ticipation of American Legion Conand Felix Zimmer orch.
tention.
vacation at their cot- formational character.
Eric Johnston. MPA prexy, worked for two-week
Bill Doll, Dick Williams and Don
Conneaut,
Oi
in
tage
before
"All
the
main
elements
of
broadovertime at the White House
Burton Holmes' annual series of cast entertainment, e.specially music Cloud, readying town for Mike
planing for Europe yesterday U ). as
weekly TruveloRUcs will,;." be and drama, will be open to the ideas Todd's "Up In Central Park."
member of the OWMR advisory five
Mark Hellinger, producer ol "The
-survoyins iaiuK'hed hfi'c Nov. 6.
Committee
board.
Bob Mc'Kcf. out of •^r!ny, back in and material for programs that Killers," garnered gobs of space;
buisness prior to drafting »: new
while in for pre.ss conferences.
Chi doing fre«-laiice announcing UNESCO can conveive."
program.,
Carl Burkland,

WTOP-CBS

gen-

from a research

eral manager, back
trip to the Coast.

Maurice Turet

in

',

:

,

.

:

•Jr.

Lawronce

.'VI

chitis.

cation.

player.s,

4. In an NBC broadcast by particiAtlantic Citv
conference,
Eric
the
in
by the pants
By .Tosepb W. Walker
Johnston told of motion pictures'
Harlem club closes Saturday (5).
Jacob M. Lashley, attorney, re- ability to create better world unAmusement men here glad to hear
elected prez of the Municipal Thea- derstanding. ''We could call the mo- from Al Skean, head of the resort's
tre Assn. for fifth consecutive year. tion picture just an instrument of Convention bureau, that the resort,
Ballet Russe will present four
entertainment," he said, "but that is booked solid in conventions; from
programs in the Henry W. Kiel (MuThe now until July 4, 1947, and during
nicipal) auditorium Oct. 4-6. House simple definition isn't enough.
August and September.
motion picture is a mighty growing
scaled to $3.05.
Pier
weekend
Steel
continues
Jack Balch, drama and film critic power which transcends the limita- vaude with Dudley's midgets, Grace
for the Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer), re- tions of language, of race and ot John.ston, The Colstons, Ed and Terplaced by Myles Standishi recently national boundaries. It speaks a ry Wilser. Summery weather last
returned from military service.
universal language. And it is a week helped biz plenty.
Fred Wehrenberg, prez of MPTOA. medium of education as well as enWorld's Fair, Inc., has announced
presented with two watches and
its permanent exhibit of industrial
other presents at a testimonial din- tertainment."
products on the Boardwalk would
Possibility of UNESCO going into be known
ner given him by ^00 exhibs.
as the World's Industrial
Sigmund Romberg will donate his th commercial field of radio and Fair. The exhibit is scheduled to
fee to the St. Louis symph orch's films grows out of the recommenda- open about June 1, on one of the
pension fund when he batons the tions of an earlier ses.sion in Lon- piers, perhaps Hamid's, and other
orch in a special concert Thursday don last August. At that interna- Boardwalk locations.
(4).
Business better at Atlantic City
tional the specialists in mass media
Race track. Attendance for six days
declared in their report:
UNESCO will be ending Saturday (28) totaled 71,315,

p.a. at the rodeo sponsored
St. Louis Firemen's Pension

'

,I.ouis

rhumb'as named after them and now
the N. Y. Po.st's nitery columnist has
a Latin tune giving him .billing,

Louis
Sam X. Hurst

St.
Byi

.

,

radio

,

for

•

•

local

approved Benton's suggestion that
set standards of quality
for radio, press and film material
Five O'clock may open earlier
used but steer clear of censorship.
than planned, with Arthur Blake factory.
heading up tentative show for Nov.
Celia Johnson has taken over Such financial aid as UNESCO gave
15.
Judy Campbell's role in Clemence abroad, it was urged, should lead
Despite rumors that gambling will Dane's play, "Call Home the Heart" not to control but to extension of
be nixed, the sporting fraternity are
Charlie Farrcll (Endor &> returned

to. Park

gar's Operai'^^by

.

Florence

of

i

:

signed as musical direc- hitting the town in Increasing num? now on prc-London tour. "Domestic reason.s" is explanation of Miss
swing version of "The Beg- bers.
Campbell's departure.
Duke Ellington and
Nillson Twins, who closed at FaThe new operetta commissioned
John Latouche, which Dale Wasser- mous Door yesterday (1), head for
man and Perry Watkins are pro- New York engagement at Cotillion by C. B. Cochran from the "Big Ben"
collaborators, A. P. Herbert and Viducing.
Room of Hotel Pierre,
vian Ellis, was completed within
Joe E. Lewis (agented by Monte
planed
Clover Club's Henry Neyle
Proser) "pours" tomorrow (Thurs.) to Chicago for combined business three weeks. Titled "Seventy Summers," it is due for production in
at a hterati TNT for Earl Wilson at and pleasure trip.
Will gander tal- the Spring.
the Copa, on occasion of the Post ent there for seasonal bookings.

Max Meth

tor,

Couple

over at Municipal Airport tingham, has lined. .up/biggest .tour
here ever given an American act.
enroute from Denver to N. Y.
John Van Druten, Richard Rodgers Booked for 40 weeks.
Warren Chetham Strode, author of,
and Osicar Hammerstein II due in
for opening of ''I Remember Mama." "The Guinea Pig," already has a
Sam Katz visiting mother's home, new play, "The Gleam," to replace
where his brother Harry, of Mon- current attraction at Criterion.
Frank Phillips, BBC news announarch Theatres, Indiana, suffered a
cers to marry Barbara Holmes, who
heart attack.
Fae and Gordon into Schroeder is on the reference staff,. She is a
daughter of Sir Maurice Holmes.
hotel, Milwaukee.
It's Henry Gor"The Shop at. Sly Corner" now has
don's first dance date since '^his rer
its third male leading man, Arthur
lea.se from the Army.
Harry Stockwell visiting the "Ok- Young, who took over from Henry
lahoma!" company here, while his Oscar for play's 600th performance.
Vivien Leigh, .suffering from a
wife, Margit Dekova, takes over a
sore throat; had to miss a performdance role in ''Bloomer Girl."
Cyrena Van Gordon, formerly ance in the resuscitated "Skin of
leading mezzo-soprano with Chicago Our Teeth," during its first week at
the
Piccadilly.
Opera Co., signed for lead role in
Leda Batter, of RKO's story deoperetta, "In Gay New Orleans."
Pat and Eloise O'Brien stopped partment, here to create a similar
over a few days, enroute to England department for the company, with
RKO's production chief, Col. Jack
to join other film star in a comrrtand
performance for King George and Votian, to be in charge.
Joyce Redman only will appear
Queen Elizabeth.
in "King Lear" for the Old Vic, when
season opens at the New theatre because due to appear on Broadway in
Miami Beach
a new play. Then she goes to Hollywood for a film.
By Larry Solloway
Leonide Massine intends to form
Nick Long, Jr., into Clover Club. his own ballet/company here, with:
Freddie D'Alon.so's orch set for Baronova his leading ballerina. EngLora~Tarleton hotel.
lish Robert Helpmann, also figuring
Hollywoo'd Beach hotel bidding for on opening his own theatre next
top names to head shows at the huge year to produce ballets mostly.
hostelry.
Katina Paxinou is expected here
Bob Rosenbloom, former Clover in November to star in Sheridan Le
Club partner, opened swank cock- Fanu's "Uncle Silas." which Josef
tailery in Albion hotel;
Somlo and Laurence Irving are pro'*
return to Club ducing for Two-Cities Films this
11
Jackie Maye

Richard

for

which

,

.stopped

Wait"

'

Ascot,

:at

Oct. 12.

Hunter came in for a benefit for the
easier for patrons.
Cradle, Evanston orphanage.
The Great Dante, opening
Danny Kaye and Sylvia Fine

Skinner back from summer theatre
at New Hope, Pa., re.suming .offices
in Empire Bldg. for ''Heaven Can

.

televised, racing will

doing at the Palace.
Bob and Dolores Hope and Vic

rity Service.

.

Derby was

be covered by television

,

,

hospitalized

he manages.

terminal leave.

the

Robert Siodmak iny rubbing his
hands over the business "Killers" is

w

Coast.

Broudy

fi'om Shadysicle..theatrGi

63

Hollywood

nervous ailmebt arid on lesve of ab.seiice

ford Roof, Boston.

,

A Timm has resigned as
Continental
recording manager for
.Records.
on
Earl Blackwell to Hollywood
of Celebbranch
Coast
o£
checkup
left Billy
"Finian's Rainbow,"

,

Armstrong

Jack

Your Houses."
Gapt. Buddy Mayhall, son

•

Sam Friedman has

'

Dave

on

Edvard Persson, Swedish comic,
Mervyn
McPherson,
publicity
appeared in concert, nt Orchestra chief for Metro last 20 ye^rs, i.s out,
Hall Sunday (29).
replaoed. by Le.slie Williams.
The Harry Richmans stopped over,
For the first time since 1939, when
enroute to Harry's date at the Brad-

.

to handle
Rriipfi and other accounts.

Waiter- Goehr replaced Stanford
Robinson as conductor o£ the BBC
theatre orchestra.

Edith Mason,
Mrs. William Ragland, in Wes»tar

ley hospital.

m

sy Lady."

to

Harry Foster planing to America,
and will be away, five; vi'eeks on biz.

stopped over cnroute to the

Coast.

Former opera

and already
show.

London

Judy Garland »nd Vincenta Minnelli

Yorke general managtr for

American Repertory Theatre.
to
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Biz Next to Pix;
Curnivals are winding up the bigNext
year in .their histoi-y.
ortly to motion pictures, carnys have
iiliowii a Teraarkable holding power
in popularity and profitability in the
past two decades while practically
all
forms of amusement
other
f vaiirie.
legil. roadshows, burlesque,

Show

Daily Grosses

gest

Kid Pianist's 135G
8.

Probate Judge Thomas C. Murphy
week that Frankie "Sugar

said last

even

st(!ep

•

T.

that they provide the main revenue -for the carnys, are fading in
importance.
Folks are going more

Dorsey Says

lief

loi-

the .sliows, rides;

and novelty

He'll

Drop Band

at-

tvacl ions.

In
Tommy

.Amusements and a few otherSi daily
^•osses over weekends and holidays

MCA Discord
Dorsey's

wrangling with

Music Corp, of America has reached
W;,!i25,00a to $30,000 have become the stage where the maestro might
ordinary.
Prices along caniy. by- toss his band by the wayside following his current tour in the
(Continued on page 72V
that actually
.southwest. Whether
will happen is problematical consid-

Nocturnal 'Audition'

Lands Fannie Hurst

WJZ Drama
a
tiiat

P'a.v.

Crick Job

Tinker-to-Evers-to-Chance
was pitched by Fannie

HUrst, sacrificed by
scored by Walter

Barry Gray and

CLIPPER CRASH

WIDOW

BACK WITH NEW PARD

Lorraine Rognan, survivor of the
Lisbon Clipper crash; which killed
Roy Rognan, her husband and vaudc
a midnight legit review show act partner, is reviving her former
over WJZ following each Broadway act with a partner she 'cased while
premiere.
on a USO-(5amp Shows tour in the
It; all
happened because Miss Pacific. Act is slated' to come into
Hurst, an early riser who likes to .the Strand theatre, N. Y„ Nov. 22.
take a walk ia Central Park at about
While touring Hawaii, Miss Rog8:30 ayem, called Barry Gray one nan caught a Navy show featuring
morning and told him she heard his Pat McCaflfrey, whose style was
WOR all-night show and liked it. reminiscent of that of her late husShB.,sajd also that she'd like to "bang band. She subsequently asked McAp-wn the closed door of radio," and Caffrey to get in touch with her
Cray invited her to appear as a when he got out of the service. He
guest- on his show— which she did. was recently discharged and came
Winchell, who heard her on the into New York to keep the appointt»t'a.V
show and had meanwhile ment.
P'Uffged WJZ's look-out for a dramat
Before acquisition of her partner.
critic, recommended
worked solo, using
.Miss Hurst for Miss Rognan
'Ue .]ob, Radio's door caved in; and bandleaders to feed her lines, but
,^^"es ready to start.
act failed to have the crispness of
That gives Miss Hurst the N. Y. her old turn. Pre-war, McCaffrey
Jegit-review-via-radio field to her- was starting in showbusiness with
sell this season.
dates in small midwest cafes.
,

&

week,

(Continued on page 72)

Film 'Author's
Market'
Likelihood

kef

is

of

Looms

Pix-Radio

Price

more

hike

acute,

are,

.

*

Groucho's Legiter
Groucho Marx has scripted a legit
titled "(Sardeh of Eden" in
of

with. Norman Krasna,
year's hit, "Dear

last

*.

,

Marx plans to play the lead on
Broadway, after Jan. 1.
,

'

Film Divvies

studio

reporting

story
here.

more than probable, with tomes

is

be-

ing snapped up on publication or in
galley proofs by producers.

Production of kiddie disks, to
which all of the major and minor
record- manufacturers have becn^incrcasingly turning a hand in recent
rndnths, has now become a big busi|ness. And, in addition to the pop
disk cutters, who make the moppet
material a sideline; there are cptnpanies, coming into the field that
dote on the disks exclusively. Such
an outfit is Tone Products Corp.,
which, last week snagged Ted Cott,
WNEW, N. Y., program director, to
produce ideas and di.sks to be sold
along with other juvenile items they
manufacture^ Including a tot phonograph.'
v;
As for the majors and minors, one
gander at their production plans
emphasizes the-stoek thcy put in the
£utui-e of moppet material. Columbia is planning extensive additions
to its repertoire in the field. So's
RCATVictor, Capitol and Decca. And
all have rather extensive lists as
of the moment, mostly of album?
.

I

comedy,

collaboration

author
Ruth."

On

.

;,

Way to Doubling
1945's $23,665,000
Washington, Oct. 8.
dividends in 1946
doubling the lush
take of the stockholders in 194.'j, on
the basis of monthly melons already
cut by the industry.
Figures for the first eight months
.

Film

will

industry

come

close to

Comm'l Endorsements

show that the stockholders
received an
unprecedented $20.Huge
935,000 take for that period.
size of' this may be measured by the
fact that the first eight months of
1945 saw $11,225,000 paid out— and
that was considered pretty terrific
at the time.
For all of 1945, the
dividend payments totaled a record
(Continued on page 2)

IN

'

(Continued on [Mge 72)

:

of 1946

ma-

novels and plays

in

CENTS

Names Boom Wax Works

SEEKS SPA REDRESS

8,

seen as scarcity of story

departments

25

Mop-Up; Top

in Big

an "authors' mar-

terial available for film production

becomes

PRICE

Moppet Disks

will

feature

D.'s

.

.

this

a

l»T:9.

1946

9,

Council,

Hollywood, Oct.

<Jo

.

Allied

length
film of the Nuremberg trial and the
bacliground leading up to it for compulsory wide distribution in occuelsewhere
pied
countries
and
throughout the world, To compile
the film and a considerably longer
one
intended
for
government
archives, the U. S., Britain, Russia
and France will pool all films relating both to the trial and sequence of
events leading up to it.
Feature-length film intended for
public consumption will be in four
versions to conform with -the requirements of the four powers' audiences. U. S. Government, it is said,
will consult with the entire film industry to secure major company
distribution in this country. Pare
Lorentz's Civil Affairs Division ol:
the War Dept. will sit in with the
management board in an advisory
capacity in behalf of the U. S.
Recoril of Atrocities
Intention is to compile a permanent record of German atrocities
for libraries in all .countries before
the evidence, gathered at great ex-

contrary nature, but
at least that's what he has :been
saying he intended to do before
leaving the New York area last week
(Continued on page 68)

ering T.

Winchell. Miss
has landed the job as dramatic critic for WJZ (ABC net flagshij}\ N,
Y.
Beginning probably
ne?! week, the femme author will
Hutsit

Berlin

produce

.

-

For big outfits like Royal Ameri^
can Shows, Hennies Bros., Johnny J.
of
Jones
Cavalcade
Exposition,

III

in

.iointly

tabloid, tent drama, and
tlio
circus) have suffered a boogie-woogie pianist, had earned
$13,1.000 his tirst year as a profesdecline,
A.nd tlie diitlook for carnys is oven sional.
brighter since most of the bifi state
Under Michigan law, all of the
and country fairs won't get back kid's earnings are recorded witli the
into full swing until next year or probate court, which must also pass
the year after, following their war- on his expenditures. His net for the
time closing or curtailment.
AH year was $40,000.
fairs -.depend heavily on the carny
altraciions to draw the crowds.
Among attractions currently clcan-ing- up are musical shows, with the
But
rides also getting a big play.
concessions, despite the common be-

minstrels,

four-power

.sitting

Chile" Robinson, seven-year-old Negro who has been such a sensational

BftSIS

OF PEIITyRE FILM
The

Detroit, Oct.

TO BE

IRIIIL

centv

WAR-CRIME PIC

BIG-4 TRODUCING'
Modernized Carnivals Biggest

Siilsln tojiios, 25
act ot Slavi;!* 3,

KESUKVKn.

$500 SALE OF HIT

Dick

co-writer
with
Rogers,
Hughie Prince of the current hit
song, "I Gue.ss I'll Get the Papers
and Go Home," has taken his ca.se,
involving his sale of his rights in
the tune, to the Songwi'iters Protective Assn.
Exactly what Rogers
can do, or what the SPA can do
about his disposal of his interest in
the tune earlier this year for $.W0

Dave Robison, tlnited States Picture story department chief, said to Arthur Jarwood, is undetermined.
that his organization had read over Prince, who also sold part of bis
200 novels, treatments and originals interest in the song to Jarwood, has
in the pa.st four weeks and only six not made a move.
were screen possibilities. One studio
Rogers and Prince wrote "Papers"
which is deep in story material is last fall. They turned it over to
20th-Fox, which has bought several Jarwood's Cambridge Music Co. and
in pre-publication and post-publica- it was consistently plugged on the
tion deals, in addition to buying a latter's disputed "Swagger" program
proposed novel by Kenneth Roberts. on WJZ, New York,
When it
-

By Stars Under Fire

In

Test Case Vs. GeneAutry
In

what may well prove

to

bc\a

tost case for

the top pertormers of
.'how biz, suit wrss filed last week
William
Weatherill
charging
Gene Autry with negligence and
asking $300;000 in damages resulting
all

by

from injuries incurred by his soa
when a cowboy suit endorsed by
Autry ignited and oxplodecl. Should:
Judge Robert G.. ShoUer decide
in Now York federal district court
against Autry seriou.i inroads might
result in star incomes,

.

many

since

would -probably forego ciidori cinonl
fees rathec than go to the trouble of
making n/inutc inspcclioiis o( each
product.
Also named in the suit were M. A.
Henry, Inc., manufactiu'cr; H. L.
-

.

Green.

distributor, and E. F.
Son, seller of the mopnet

Inc.,

Timmey &

co.slume.
Weatherill charged that
his .son, William, Jr.. h,nd been seriously burned when the suit caught
fire la.st yeaf.
He said in the suit

the Autry endorsement had
been the chief factor inducing him
to purchase the co.stumc for the
younger Weatherill, .and that Autry
displayed gross nogliecnce by not in-

that

specting the materials before allowing the use of his name.'
..
With many top nftmcs maldng similar 'endorsements, .success of an action of this sort will probably scare
many of them off, unless they want
to go to the additional expense of
hiring someone to do the inspecting
"
for them.

:,

.

Marian Avery Doran, Enterprise
story head, reports publishers' lists
lack material that can be used for
screening this season. Result is seen
in hunt for public domain properties and deals on 'rights to rornake
oldies.

i

.seemed nothing was going to hapwith the song,: Rogers and
Prince sold out to Jarwood, Soon
Jarwood turned the tune over
to Campbell-Porgie, which is now
publishing it, and the tune jumped:

pen

after,

.

into the hit class.

'
.

,
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Starts
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MISCELLAXY

Wfdnewlay, October

Metro's David Blum Refutes Idea That

number

By
Singling Bros., Barntim
Sarasota, Florida

Sports Shorts

entertainment that has been denied
satisfaction

Once native

long.

so

product is disregarded, he said, U. S,
films are-so far.ahead of the prod-^

third

that American
pictures
were building up antagonism among
the European public was expressed

father of Joe
Cronin, manager of the Red Sox,
headed a party ot 182 San Franciscans who arrived east on a
special train for the World's
Series.
Because of the unexpected playoffs the cost per
head was upped and the fans had
They
to dig up fresh money.
were parked in the Half Moon
hotel. Coney Island, place having recently been vacated by the
Navy; There is no carpet on the
floors nor window shades. Westerners couldn't get ticlcets for
the games in St. Louis but will
leave for Boston today for the
Sox portion of the Series and
will sleep on the trainv no hotel
reservations having been obtainable there.

ol" all

week by Richard de Rochemont,
March of Time producer, who'd also
from

returned

Europe.
Rein a by-lined

iterating

his beliefs
article in the N. Y. Times last

day

Sunconceded

Rochemont

de

(67,

that the European public "is hungry
for American films and any reasonably good film can add millions of
francs to its distributor's blocked
balances."
American way of life,
however, is presently under attack
in Europe and, while Europe "is
asking us for spiritual and emotional bread, we are giving it a
glittering cascade of rhinestones."
Doii't

Have

playoff

Head Group

to 'S,t\V U. S.

According to Blum, American pix
satisfy in Europe because they're

San Francisco, Oct.

8.

The American Legion, which was
legionto draw 150,000
SiATEMK.NT Ol!' TUB OWNBRSHIPi naires to San Francisco for its anMA N AGi'.Mli N X, (JJ RC U LATION, ETC., Tiual convention, failed by half that
BECJUIIU5IJ liV THE ACTS OF CONEstimates
goal.
achieve
its
figure
to
UKBSS, OF AUGUST
1912, ANt)
iContinued on page 26)

expected

are that from 65,000 to 75,000 conNew ventioneers converged on this Bay
Xoi*. .V. y.,
Oi-toI)ef 1,'194«.with the largest delegation
StiUe ut New
ork, County ot New City,
York, ss.
.coming from Illinois.
Before nie, a Notaiy Public in iind tot
Hotels reported a good business
the State ivnd t.'ouiuy aforesaid, personally appeared Harold Erlchs, who, hav- in rooms but aU oth.er phases of
ing been (July aworn, according to law,
hurt
rather
amusement
biz
were
deijosea ana says that he is th^ buoines?
manager oC Variety, and that the tol- than helped by the convention.
lowing is, to the best oC his knowledge
Pix and legits were 25-35% off.
and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the afore- Nightclubs also slumped badly. San
said publlcaiion for the date shown in Franciscoans
stayed
away from
.:

at

I'.ir

1

^

,

..

the above caption, required by the Act
of AuBUst 24, 1012, as amended by the
Act of March 3, ID33, embodied in Section
837, rcslal J,ii\v» and Hcgulationa, print-

.

entertainment haunts while legionnaires held on to their coin, their
chief activity being window shop-

ed on the reverse of thin form, to wit:
1. I'liat the- names and
addresses of

Bids for AL
Until recently every ma,ior city
in the country competed to get the
(Continued on page 79)

No

.

Kew

Yurie City.

Editor— Abel Oifen. 161 West 46th street.
New Vcrk City.
ManauinB lO.litor None.
Business -ManaKcr— Harold Erlchs, 164
West 4iUh .street, New York City.

—

.

Tliat the bwners are; ,Sldne Silverman,. 154 Wcsr' 4Cth street. New York
Cily; estate of. .Sime. Silverman, 164 .West
4lith atr*iet. New. York City; estate of
Mario .Saxun >Sllve.rman,. 164 .West 40th
utreet, .Ninv York (,'ity; Sidne .Hllverman in
tru.'if
Tor .Wni'iilit .Hri<'h.i, .1R4 :WeBi 4(ith
2.

.;

.

flcurities are; None.
4.

That

paragraphs next above,

llie l\vu

'

giving the uame.j of the owner.s, stockholders anil- se.<iurliy holders, It any, contain not only the li.'St ht stnckhplders
.and setturily holders att tltey appear upon
the boolfS ot.the i!ompttny;i but also, in
cases where the stockholder ^)r secuvlty
liolder appears upon ihe books of the
company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relalion, the name of the person
or corporation for vvhom such trustee
aclihg, is given, also that the said two
pal'agraphs contain .slatements embracing
affiants full knowledge and belief as to
the oircum.stan('es and conditions under
Which stockholdprF! and security holders
who do not appear upon tho books of the
coiupany as Iruatees hold stock and socui'iHes in a capacity otlier thab that of
« bona fide owner, and this affiant' has no
reason to believe tliat any other person,
association .or corporation; has any interest; direct- or indireotr in the said -stock;
bonds or Qther^ securities than as so
tati'd by him;
5, That the .tverage number of (^opiea
of-eadi issue of this publioatlon sold or.
distrlbtiled; through the malls or other"
wise, to -paid HUhscrlbers during tlie
mohthS'.precf'dlng the date shown above
(This .Information is required
-is,
from dally publications only.)
,

:

i.'i

.

.

.

.

,

,

offering- tickets in blocks of 5,000 to
big plants and stores in New York

MUNFS NOBEL

BIOPIC

'47

AS INDEPENDENT UNIT
Ben Hecht, as an appreciative
gesture to Paul Muni for his appear-

Itarold Erlchs,
,

,Sworn to ,ind

•SMh dny

.-inlt.s<-ribed

beTore

nie. th^^'

I

,vin:rii:i."Inn

Taub.
No.

Xoliiry

,1'ubllr.

i-snli-cs

Mnrch

.10;

m.
11147.

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Special award to be presented annually by Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, for person
contributing most to cause of Americanism either in writing, directing,
acting, producing or any other specialized work, has

SET FOR WORLD TOUR

After lour years on the Wastinghouse radio show which kept him

from concert
sional -single

tours, except for occadates,

Thomas has been

John

Charles

set for an around-

been proposed by

-

-

-

-

-

.

Vienna, Oct.

Negro

singer,

Baltimore,

now

Anna

Brown,

in Deauville,

roll.

have chance

spirituals.
ance..-

-

No

to

of

hear American
for. appear-

date set

believed likely to afpayment of dividends, according to some Washington sources,
is
the continuance of the studio

fect the

1,

France,

will appear in concerts here.
It will be first time that Viennese
will

I'f.S'iiteniljer, llMfi.

.fulius

ni"

Urges Special
JOHN CHARLES THOMAS
Americanism Award

the-clock world tour unique in the
ance in "A Flag Is Born" in New
Wood.
Tour will embrace
Breakfast in N.Y., Lunch York, will assist on the screenplay Sam
concert field.
Wood urged the Academy to apby
In H'wood Via
Planes of the biog of Alfred Nobel, who point a special committee to make 110 concerts' over 12 months,
car.
Proposal of Pan-American Air- will be portrayed by Muni. Latter a year-round study in order to rec- plane, boat and special railroad
is setting up his own indie unit, to ommend the outstanding job.
Beginning with concerts next iVIarch
ways to -.employ 7-mile-a-minute'
make
the pic. Alfred Neumann, will
planes for domestic flights is expected
in Canada, Chicago, Pittsburgh and
-do the story.
to prove a boon to flirh; industry
Dallas, Thomas will hop to Honolulu
Muni appeared in "Flag"- at the
officials and other show biz execs.
request of Hecht, who wrote ,>nd
for three concerts in April, and then,
Film Divvies
Proposal, submitted recently to the.
directed
the
legit propaganda play
sail for Australia.
Civil Aeronautics Board in WashingContinued f roni page 1
which
produced
was
by
The
League
ton, calls for the .use of new type
He'll be gone six hnonths, fl"ihR f?
for a Free Palestine, Muni will add $23,665,000.
four
the
last
Thus
Clippers that will- fly between; N.Y.
to 50 concerts in Australia and New
the Nobel portrayal to a list, of film months of the year provided iiipre
:and Los Angeles in 5 hours, 15
Zealand, Tour has been set tip by
minutes—about eight hours less than biographical roles which have in- than half of the year's entire divi- National Concert & Artists Corp. for
cluded
Pasteur, Zola and Juarez, all dends.
the
same
basis,
the
figUnOn
the fastest plane flying the route can
its biggest ever scheduled Down
for Warner Bros, when he was under ures
1946
for
would go above der, J. & N. Tait of Melbourne coopachieve presently.
$42,000,000, though no one here is ex- erating. Returning in November, afNew planes include the 430-mile- contract there.
then
pecting
this
huge
total
to
be
an-hour Republic Rainbow and the
ter a month's rest, Thomas will
reached.
Boeing Stratocruiser, carrying 80
do a coast-to-coast U.S. tour, made m
The Department of Commerce last a special railway car advcttiaed as
passengers at a 340-mile-an-hOur Earl Carroll Snatched,
Wednesday announced the Augu.st, "the John Charles Thomas Transclip. Clipper passengers, taking adcatvantage of the time differential will
Robbed in H'wood 1946, dividend total at $426,000, as continental Special." Cost forAuscompared with $531,000. for August, alone will be $15,000 Trip to
be able to have breakfast in N.Y,
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
1945.
It was the first time since tralia will be a junket of seven, witn
and arrive in L. A. in time for lunch
Earl
Carroll
was
kidnapped,
going
February that 'a 1946 dividend had NCAC veepee Marks Levine
at noon. Pan-Am hopes to connect
robbed of $400 and tossed out of his
fallen below the
figure for the along as manager; their wives, a™
13 cities with the new planes and
custom-built car on a Hollywood
same period of the previous year. friends, accompanying. Tour wo
thus to make possible virtual com
street corner by .a lofiie bandit with
However, for the quarter ending laid out last March by T.evine, i"
muting service between th^ Atlan two-guns.
with" Aug. 31, 1946, the stockholders a long-range plan unusual even '9
tic and Pacific Coasts.
Hours later the car Was captured
benefited by a lush .$9,149,000, nearly the concert basiness.
after a pistol battle in San Bertwice the $5,872,000 for the same
nardino. The driver, Eugene Stripquarter of 1945.
lin, had two guns and a fat bankSpirituals for Vienna
Only thing

ROSSI'S U.

S.

TOUR

,,

Business Manager.

Wood

,

and out of town.

.

Now

,

—

New

Kew

.

.

:

.

street. Nett' York City; .sidne Siiverman in
trust I'lir. Abi.l Kreen.. I,"i4 West. 46th street,
York City; .Slihif^' Silverman In trust
fur Jiioi! PuliiMtl. I.'i4 Sv'e.'it 4l(tB street, .New
York (Mty,. iind Siilne Silverinan ii): trvtet .for
Louis Rydcll, 154 West' ^lith, street;
York City..1.
Tliat the Icnowh bondholder-'^, mort.
payees and oilier siH-iirity holders owniUK or holdluK 1 per cent, or more of total
.amount of Ijoniia. uioi-tages, or other

.

—

Madison Square Garden through the
summer of 1947 have about been
completed, project being a many-,
sided show, or miniature world's
lair, to be knoivn as "Gayways .Of
The World." A coterie headed by
Alexis Thompson and Dan Topping
will finance the venture. Thompson,
millionaire Pittsburgher, has been
interested in show business now and
then. Topping, formerly married to
Sonja Henie, is head man with the
At all-too-regular intervals, your girls would come back and kick ten
New York Yankees professional
football team and also one of Larry minutes around until they were lost; Now don't get the notion I am antiMcPhail's partners in the Yankees pretty girls. I've merchandised regiments ol them in my time. But when
wellyou sit a block away, a well-turned ankle doesn't have the kick oi
baseball club,
One of the Garden improvements turned somersault.
Anyhowj the bare-legged babes are for grown-ups, and nobody's a
will be an air-conditioning system,
replacing the present cooling plant, grown-up when he goes to the circus; The kid I'm taking, ne^tt Spring is
which is only fairly effective. There; five years old. And when I smell the sawdust; I'm going to be five vear>
will be a main show on the stage old.
On behalf of us kids, may I ask that you never again commission Strtiat one end of the Garden* while
a score of smaller shows and cohr vinsky or Deems Taylor to compose modern music lor the- elephant ballet?
cessions will circle the arena, Albert They're talented gentlemen, but Bobby likes the "Skaters' Waltz," and I've
Johnson has already finished plans got a hunch the elephants do too.
Please don't come back with the figures on how much money voii've
for interior changes, and Leon Leon^
been making. For the past three years, entertainment merchants didn't
idoff of the Radio City Music Hall
will be in directional charge.
At- have to know anything except how to make change; But I'm afraid by
the time next April rolls around, we show people will have to be good to
tractions are expected to be of the
"Barbary Coast" and "Gay New do good.
And though you technically own the Big Show^ remember it really beOrleans" type of shows, seen in one
longs to Bobby and his million.s of contemporaries,
version or another at New York's,
I'm sending you a photograph of Bobby. I suggest you hang it in the
World's Fair.
room where your top men sit down and lay out next year's show. Before
Estimated that around 1,000 playdecide on a number, look at his picture and ask yourself whether
ers,
entertainers
and technicians you
Bobby would like it.
will be employed and if "Gayways"
After Bobby sees the show next April, I'll tell you how you made out
clicks, it will be an annual event,
If he wants to run away and join up with you
you'll have a good circus.
thus allowing the Garden to operate
.
Billy Rose,
Be seeing you at the popcorn stand.'
on a 52- week basis for the first time
t'opyplKKt, 18*6. BlUy Rose
since it was built.
Garden is in on the deal and is

ping and sightseeing.

the publi.'sher, (-ilitor, managing editor,
and hUKint.'Ss manajjer, are;
Publisher— Variety, Inc., 16i West 46th
street,

•
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HITS FRISCO AMUS.B.O.

said. "If we did that, we couldn't do
skillful a job as the Russians do,

weekly

I didn't want to say anything about this until your season wa-: over.
A
Three-card Monte dealer once told, me: never to blow the whistle on another man's grift. But I <tbn't think there's any harm in .sotinding of(
about it, now that you're heading for winter quarters.
I walked into the Garden last year armed with program, pennant
and
peanuts. As I sat on the edge of my seat waiting for the house lights to
dim, my heart was doing loop-the-loops.
The band gave the opening fanfare all it had. Thirty-six thou.-.ind
eyes focused on the entrances to the big arena. And what came out? Fifty
Girls SO!
For six minutes they paraded around in ostrich feathers and
cheesecloth.
They did exactly nothing. As one of your big popcorn
consumersi may I tell you there never was a show girl who co uld walk
as gracefully as a panther.
And, speaking of panthers, what happened to the great traditional opening three forty-loot cages in which a slender man with a chair faced the
teeth and claws of the untamed beasts of the jungle? Where was the princess with the long blonde hair who did impossible things on the back 6f a
running horse? Where was my old friend you used to shoot out of the
cannon?- ---'--,-,
Although I didn't count themi I got the feeling you had stinted oh the
number ot elephants. This is one thing Sabu does not forgive.
During the first hour, instead of three rings and two platforms crowdedwith the Strange and Wonderful, you kept presenting ordinary vaudeville
acts in the center ring. I don't think any ol your acrobats that night did
flip-flops to compare with the ones Barnum' must have been doing m his
grave. Until you got to the flying and high- wire performers late in the
second act, the show was as patchy as the beard on a 15-year-old. Un the
days of the five Ringlings, there was so much going on, every customer
wished he had two heads.)

,

LEGION CONVENTION

as

-vrAECM 3, loaa.
Ot A'arietj, publiahed

to Operate

You dished out
Show on Karth;

.i

;

"pure" entertainment. "It's confusing to hear that propaganda should
be infused into our pictures and that
we should try to 'sell' America," he

1946"

Miniature 'World's Fair'
Plans for utilizing New York's

Octogenarian

last

ju,st

"BLACKOUTS OF

Capitan TKeatr*, Hollywood, Cat.
"You -wim't find a better show anyMurray and 'Klacltouts' are
pla<M?.
the last words in entertainment."
JOE E. BROWN.

doubled.

iBoHef

whip-cracking, death-defying, shoot-'em-up shivaree I've alwavs
loverf
a chewed-over girly-girly goulash instead of the Greatest

!

El

have

would

other countries abroad that
there'.? no competition.
uct

WEEK

225TH

KEN MURRAY^S

.

tremendous hunger tor

tlie

'

week and those who did
paid an overprice for 'em. They
also bought for the second game
tentatively scheduled lor Friday (4), also Riving up "ice,"
As that game was automatically
cancelled when St. Louis won
the pennant, the brokers shrcwiiJy protected themselves. Aware
that their allotments for the second Brooklyn game were refundable at the b.o price and
also aware that the ice would
not be slipped back, they bet
arnount of the gratuities on the
Cards to win Thursday's (3)
game so broke even on the
mi.'ised game's expense; Ticket
guys also figured that if they
lost, the value of tickets for the
last

Blum, .iust returned from a two
«nd-a-half months' tour of Europe
that took him to every country to
which U, S. pix are presently being
exported by the majors, said that
Aliiericari fiirii.s are doing more than
anything else in those countries to
sati.sl'y

Will you please re.serve two seal.s in a center box for the opoiviriij
Wformance of the Big Show at Madison Square Garden in April, i<)47
I'm making my rcgervatiqn this far in aclvance foi: two rea^oiiv
v<-^\
I want to be. sure of a good" seat when Merle 'Evans gives his bnnd
ihe
downbeat for the opening ".spec". Second, I've promised to take Bobbv
my five*year*old nephew, to see his first circus.
It's because I'm taking Bobby with me that I hope you hit town
vi.jih ,
better show In '47 than you put on in '46.hasi year when I saw the big top, I almost blew mine. Gone Was
ihs

Comparatively few asencies
obtained tickets for the Brooklyn end of the playoffs for the
National League championship

gangster pictures, etc., that come out of Hollywood, it is through our flilins mpre
than any other medium except
charity, that the fine opinion of the
.U, S. held by the majority of Europeans has been built up,

;

Billy Roiiie»ii«

Bailey Circus

&i

Gentlemen;-

westerns,

of

1946

Pitching Horseshoes

U. S. Pix Create Antagonism Abroad
Attacking the belie£ that Ameri- 't
can films e>fporlecl to Elurope are
Kivinj; Europeans a distorted view of
the American way of life, David
Blum, Metro International veepee
over ad-publicity, declared this week
that there is no antagonism toward
U. S. pix abroad. Despite the great

9,

Tino Rossi due to visit the Slates strike.
There is a feeling that
in February.
mone^may be held back" on account
Singer is coming via Montreal, and of the trouble in Hollywood, whic^h
will likely visit Me.\ieo after

and the U.

S.

Canada would

ordinarily- be;declared for the
.stockholders.
,

Bob Hopes Adopt 2 More
Chicago, Oct.

8.

Bob Hope and his wile, •^"'f'^-;
week adopted two •illfa'"^

last

Evanston's Cradle.

The
Linda,
Cradle-

,

lorf

Hopes previousl.v '"'"'^m
"""i "
and Tony,
ti,

7,
,.

,

403 FIX IN '46 REFUTES PINCH
How

Up

Releases Shape

IIEIEIISE

Table of company releases to date and future schedule until end
year is as foUows:
K«le»sed to Dkte ^^.^
Company
37
12
Columbia
(incl. 10 westerns)
20
»
Metro
(incl. three reprints)
19
2
Paramount ••••
30
9
BKO
(incl. two westerns)
29
7
20th -Fox

French Govt. Would Offer

SKED

HITS UPSWING

49

'

.

For H'woodite to Do Big Cartoon 'Alice'

•

29

"

21
39

36

,

(inol.

.

United Artists..
(Incl.

;

one

three reissues)

14
reissue,

Universal ......

,34

(incl.

Warner

20

42-43
pix)
3-5
21-23
14
54
(incl: "fiW westerns)
48
14
(incl. five westerns)
44
16
(incl. some westerns)
8-9

,

:

.40

.

rei^^^

8

18

,

one

(iocl.

.

two westerns)

one western)

Bros. .»

Bepublic

.

(incl. 3-4 British

-

westerns)
34
(incl, 10 westerns)
28
PRC
(incl.; nine westerns)
Last Qvarter releases are in some instances; tentative but swing in
total is not expected to vary by mfire thon a few films.
(incl. 11

Monogram

.

U-I

,

:

•

WonU Add

Sperling Taliis; Otiier Connnibnents
Universal-International is aiming
add two or three indie producers
to its stable on a profit-sharing basis
t)efore the end ol the year, William
i)ozier, chief aide to production-topfer William Goetz, disclosed in New
Dozier said it
ork Monday (7).
was felt that grade-A indies were
needed temporarily to supplement

t'

«fi!orts

non-exclusive commitment to Warner Bros. That talks have been held
With Hal Wallis and Frank Capra or
their acquisition is possible, as has
been reported, was denied by Dozier.
U-1 exec said the C9mpany was
Offering indies complete financing, if
required, studio facilities, distrbuton,
and talent and story servce, in return for a split in the profits. No
Indies would be tpl<:en, Dozier said,
on strictly distribution deals.
When it is able to line up a sufficient number of staffers to carry
the load, U-I will naturally prefer
that to sharing profits with indies,

dam conference. Met tenor Charles
KuUman has completed his film
Chores
sakov.

,

in

the life of Rimsky-Kor-

New
P.I.,

Style

Oct.

8.

The Robin Hood legend has
new form in isolated sec*

tions of the Philippine Islands.
Armed guerillas in scattered locations are raiding open-air 16m
theatres. But it's not the b.o. tills
that the guerillas are out for.
At the point of guns, the latterday Robin Hoods force the management to admit those who
haven't the price without charge.
Whatever cash is in the tills

.

Latter, who a few weeks ago became sole owner of United States
Pictures in a split with Joe Bernhard, has
a two-picture-per-year

,

Manila,

plans for the last three months of
the year has turned -up the fact that
100-105 more films are slated for
distribution, including at least four
'reissues^,

remains untouched.

Working

StiU

v.-

Breakdown

of totals disclose that

(Continued on page 14)

Longhair Music in Pix

Groove as Studios Vie
For Classical Properties

Iturbi

starred.

Filming

will

in January,

following Pastercurrent
assignment,
"The
Birds and the Bees," in which Iturbi
also appears, opposite Jeanette Macdonald.
>
start

In addition,
two studios are
scrambling for priority on a filmbiog
of the Russian composer, Peter Ilich
Tchaikovsky.
Monogram has a
Official merger of Universal and script titled "The Tragic Symphony"
ready for shooting next month,
Internationalv which was to have
Paramount producer Hal
while
taken place as of Oct. 1, has been Wallis has a Tchaikovsky bio set foe

Ikt U-I Merger
until

off

later,

this

month early

while lawyers work out details.

melding.

oii

John

side, arrives

International Films is well on its
filming-the $1,700,000 "Carnegie
story centering around the
great names in music that have
made history for the famed New
York concert hall. United Artists
the papers for the has just released Andrew Stone's
(Continued on page 10)
Davis, Rank's top

way

Hall,"

New York from

the Coast
over the weekend, said the merger

declared, the studio operation is proceeding, just as if the arrangement
was signed and sealed.
He expressed himself as highly pleased
with the current studio operation

nixed

ok'd for japan

Forms

throughout that country. Pic is ex.
.Pected to attract heavy Nip attend.
Shoe since Chaplin has always been

tration on only top-budgeted pictures to meet the selling changes
embodied in the anti-trust decision.
Lichtman declined to give an exact definition of what constitutes a
It's believed that
"small" picture.
the term applies to those that do not
feature at least one top Metro star
"those budgeted under a certain

Trek Troupe for Pix

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Seymour Nebenzal, with several
a strong Japanese favorite and in foreign pictures on his production
his own interone visit during the 20s drew an in- program, is building
national location organization, with
vite to an audience
with the Mikado. the idea of sending troupes from
Group
"The Dictator," however, contin Hollywood to alien lands.
will be headed by Joe Popkin,, his
lies to be banned
by the U. S. mili
production manager.
tary government in
Germany after
On the Nebenzal schedule are
test showings
In several German "Mayerling," to be filmed in Austria,
ineatres brought unsatisfactory
"Atlantis," on the Sahara Desert, and
re
actions from patrons.
"The Tempest," probably in Italy.

In the midst of a conflict with
Walt Disney over priority of (ilaims
to
"Alice
in
Wonderland," Lou
Bunin, Hollywood puppet cartoon
maker, has received an offer from
the French government of complete
technical facilities and financing for
production of the classic Lewis Carroll story in Paris.
French, with a
complete animation and Agfa color
plant left them by the Nazis, figure
the .cartoon feature easily exportable and a sure way to build up dollar
and other foreign exchange
abroad. Bunin currently has a leleast deal pending- with Paramount
and if it doesn't materialize he'll
accept the French offer.
Proposal to Sunin, made via CincFrance-Films, resulted
from' the
French outfit's reading in Variety a
couple months ago a description of
his technique and plans.
Ho claims
by use of completely mobile plastic
puppets he can make a feature for
under $500,000— about one-quarter of
the cost of animation for the same
footage— and with a staff of 23. He
has lined up Leopold StOkoWski to
work on the screenplay ;and direct
the music, and Deems Taylor to compose it.
Meantime,
Bunin's
testing
of
Wanda Hendrix, 17-year-old Paramount contract player, for the
"Allcfe". roler-around
whom the
puppets win be usedr— led to a
squawk from Gtmther Lessing, Dis^
ney attorney, that he has had the
Carroll story on his schedule since
1938 and has better than $200,000
invested in it. Disney estimates the

be finished in 1950.
Lessing's claim that Disney holds
(Continued on page 10)

pic will

-or

minimum.

Korda Due Next Month,

Him

Jarratt Precedes

Sir Alexander Korda will arrive
the U.S. from London next
month.
It
is
understood he will
make a film here, prior to putting
his first picture into production at
his
Sound
City Studios in England,
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
which
are
still being reconstructed.
Leo McCarthy, former PRC sales
Arthur Jarratt, British exhibition
chief, and Sam Howard, Hollywood
exec, now associated with Korda,
agent, have set up a new indie pro- will arrive in New York on the
1*2
maiden
voyage of "the refurbished
duction company with slate of
pictures
planned for first year. Queen Elizabeth, slated to leave
Melodramas will be budgeted at England Oct, 16. Korda is coming
over
on
the
Elizabeth's second trip.
$125,000 per film and pair leave tor

McCarthy AND HOWARD
SET UP OWN INDIE UNIT

financing
with
wealthy refugee.

in

(9) to discuss

Josef

Auerbach,

Distribution would- be handled by
Film Classics which heretofore has
confined distributing to reissues^^
Tentative deal has been made for
stage space by pair, subject to inking pact with Auerbach.

next week in connec-

Nate Blumberg, U. prexy, who arrived in

Mark Reslstercd

Trail*

FOUNDED BY BIMB SILVERMAN
Fubllslicd Weehb by VAHIETT, Inc.
Sid Silverman, President
ll>4 Weat 4CtJi St., Now rorlt 10, N. 1.

SUBSCRIPTION

National Boxoffice Survey

Many Keys Slip —'Notorious,'
'Cloak'

'Killers' 'Girls in Blue,*

Annual., ....tlO
SInirIa Copies. <,

Vol.

be under $100,000 on figures
from keys.
Week pointed up how tough it is
becoming to create much excitement

Corolen.
, ^

.

, .

,2E Centa

t

e^^*

16-4

Top Golden Dozen

Exhibitors are taking it on the
chin in several key cities covered
Jewish
by Variety this week,, the
holiday hurting in some spots. In
Ser, who is committed to U-I for
hof weather,
ol
return
three pictures; Diana, committed for
others,
holdovers and
strikes, plethora ol
(Continued on page 79)
as baseunder William Goetz and Leo Spitz, competitive attractions such
Blumberg said he planned to re- ball and football are blamed for hiz
main east indefinitely, working on declines by exhibs. Quality of prodin
plans for the new company.
His uct around also figured in dull totals
wife. Vera, who has been on the registered in certain locations.
reich,
Coast with him, arrives in New York
Not only is "Nctorious" (RKO)
Charles Chaplin's "The Dictator" Friday (11).
far iri the van of current v^eek's
leaders, but big money is widely
has been approved by General Doug
scattered among the first 12. boxlas MacArthur for exhibition
in Nebenzal
Global
office winners. "Notorious" loolss to
Japan and will be released shortly
top over $245,000 in keys covered by

wtator;

All

tion with the deal.

Metro has sent for Ania Dorfman, of U and International and the dispianist, to play background music
solution of United World Pictures
ior its film, I'The Other Love," staris going ahead exactly as planned at
ring
Barbara Stanwyck.
Russb- the huddles with Rank in England
American musician will follow in last summer. In the meantime; he
Dozier admitted. He listed the current proflt'Sharers as Walter Wan-

M-G Dropping

New York Wednesday

1947 production.

G.

Woodham-Smith, attorney for J.
Arthur Rank, who is a part owner of
U, is currently here from London
conferring with counsel for U and
International

blind
war veterans to ride
horseback, in a school estab*
lished here two years ago.

Although Metro has
Yen for longhair in pix continues never admitted producing any B picon the increase. Metro has just an.^ tures, it's released several smallnounced a cavalcade of classical mu- budgeters almost every year in the
sic titled "Triumph of Music" which past.
,
Joseph Pasternak will produce, with
Jose

Out Details On

pu.shed

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Jerry Fairbanks will make a
novelty short, "Blind Rhythm
Riders,'.' for Paramount.
Picture will show Johnny Carpenter, film cowboy, teaching

'Small' Pictures,

nak's

I.

Blind Horsemen

Distribs' plans for the coming
quarter is considered by company
execs as the answer to the widespread exhib fears of a dire product
pinch during the fall and winter.
Short of a major catastrophe which
would require complete revamping
of releasing schedules, distribs feel
that there wiU be an ample supply
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
of pix in the coming months. After
Reports Uiat Metro was planning
the summer doldrums, in which the
releasing pace slowed down sharply, to drop production of all "small"
almost all companies have set their pictures was confirmed this week by
sights to ^3^n accelerated fall tempo
Al Lichtman, exec producer. Move
regardless of decree uncertainties
which will carry over to the, coming is ostensibly in line with the general industry swing toward concenyear.

taken

of U-I's front-office producers

during the interim years in which
staffers
are
capable
being developed or acquired.
U-I is committeed to turn out between 20 and 2S pictures during the
next year, Dozier explained, and has
iound it virtually impossible to locate adequately talented staff producers for that number of films. It
now has in the front-office category
only Joe Sistrom, S. P. Eagle and
Chester Erskine-Fred Finkelhoffe.
Among indies with whom deals
have been- recently talked, Dozier
•icknowledged, was, Milton Sperling.
•uiTicicntly

.

Gatecrashers,

Steady decline in the total number
of films annually released in the
U.S. which during the war years
brought the figure down from 673 in
1940 to 377 in" 1945 will be reversed
when the count is toted up for 1946
with all companies releasing 403 to
408 pix, survey of the industry dis'
closes. With the eight majors and
the three chief minors distributing
303 films in the first three-quarters
of *46, canvas of these companies'

Says Lichtman

2 or 3 More Indies;

to

Facilities

of

No. 5

INDEX

will

the wickets for comparatively
light-weight product
Theatre patrons don't appear to be buying the
at

lesser flJms.

.

"Make Mine Music" (RKO) grabr
bed a flock of additional dates this
to finish not far behind the
;oaders. "Always Loved You" (Rep)
is
doing okay in ..Cincinnati and
Cileveland, and holding up well on
run in Philadelphia;
extended
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th) rates
as good in Chicago but far from
bright in Boston with stage layout.
Variety with $125,000, coming from
"Two Years Befor.e Mast" (Par)
eighth week at the N. Y. Music Hali; iooks great on first holdover round
In second position. 'The Killer.s" in N. Y. after recordfbreaking $87,(20th) 000 opener. "Cloak,", which is sma.sh
Blue"
in
Girls"Three
and
(U)
will run almost neck-'n-neek.
$80,000 on N. Y. pieem, is nice in
The other nine in the Golden Buffalo and .strong In Denver. "AnDozen, in order of strength, are gel on My Shoulder'.' (UA) appears
"Cloak and Dagger'' (WB ). "Beau- moderate in K.C., one of spots that's
raire" (Par), "Holiday in Mexico" way off, and $18,000 in Philly. "Gal(M-G), another new(M-G),. "Martha Ivors" (Par), "Three lant Bcs-s"
Wise Fools" (M-G ). "Big Sleep" comer. IS rated strong in Louisville
(WB), "If I'm Lucky" (20th), "Gal- and study in IndianapolLs.
Guys
"Two
and
(Complete
Boxof ice Reports on
lant Journey" (Col)
froin Milwaultee" (Wp). Last three Pages 18-19).
ses.fion

.
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PICTURES
Traube Exits

(loldwp and

Selznick's Formidabie

Col.

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Following an "amicable discuswith Harry Cohn, Shepard
Traube admitted last night (7) he
had checked off the Columbia lot as
sion"

Now Key

Sales-Pub Setups

Eventual

producer-director,

who was prepping Ibsen's
Of the People" and an origcomedy, "The Grass Widow,"

Traube,

"Enemy

Worldwide Distribution Organizations
Continued additions to the sales*
snd publicity organizations created
by David O. Selznick and S.imuel
i

Goldwyn

both producers with a
nucleus currently for

find

formidable

distributing companies in
both the domestic and international
Goidwyn has freely admitted
field.-..
the establishment of such
he
has
that
an outfit definitely in mind, SeUnicU. as a partner in United Artists.
tlieir

own

inal

for Irene Dunne, said his ankling
came as "result of disagreement, on
scripts."

Ex-Disneyites Form Co.
New outfit is being set tip in New
York by two former Disney men for
of cartoons and slide
films for theatrical, non-theatrical,
advertising and educational fields.

production

Zack Schwartz and David Hilberforming the company,
maii
are
They'll also
labeled Tempo Films.
has never liinted at any such intent.
a.s con.>;ultants to ad agencies and
but should he ever be so minded,. he act
producers on animated subjects.
'has I'or a .starter the largest distribSchwartz and Hilberman were
uting organization in the country outside of the regular companies en- formerly ;prez and v.p., respectively,
KageA.jjlJBxchange operation and the of United Productions, which made a
ffoclTTof " training pictures'- for the
physical handling of film.
Accordiiig to Milt Kusell, who; Army and Navy during the war.
hotuls the sales staff for Selznick, and, They also made a Roosevelt camArthur Sachson, in a similar spot, paign film used in 1944.—
with Goidwyn, having their own

:

sales organizations

is

a profitable in-

vestment for the producers, with or
without any intention of organizing
The
a ne« dis-tributing company.
reps don't actually make deals,
but they go along with the distributini^ company's salesmen when they
see n-nportant exhibs and can give
added impetus to the film peddler's
pitch. In addition, they keep track
of plsydatcs and playoffs and insure
that everything goes smoothly on exhibition.or the pictures of the producer by v. honi they are employed.
In the ca.se of the publicity-adverti-sing organizations, they are obviou:;ly better able to grab space and
supevvi.se ads with but a few.jpictures
a yoar to handle, than would RKO,
,

whicli releases the Goidwyn product,
arid which is distributing 37 pictures
this year^ or United Artists, through
Which Selznick releases, and which
is hdhdling approximately 30 films

Doubled

Col.

Its

Gross Earnings

RKO when

>

rent year.

Col doubled its gross during the
past 12-month fiscal period, taking
in $7,000,489, as against $3,648,855 for
the year ending June 30, 1945. That
left a net of $3,450,489, highest in

he found
among other company's history, compared with
phy.sical
lacilities,
things, almost Impossible to line up
$1,945,167 the previous year. Taxes
now, each addition to his staff is for the period ending in 1946 were
viewid as a potential nucleus in the $3,550,000 and for the 1945 fiscal year

with

AAA

Of Constitution By

Screen Writers

29);

$1,703,687.

Jack Warner Snares

215,000 Common Stock;

W6

Other

Add Holdings

Philadelphia, Oct,

The

Warner brothers

three

fluired

Working, capital of better than
$25,000,000 has been amassed by the
company. Col's financial statement
Showed. It earned $5.25 on each of
the 610,349 shares of common out.standing as against $4.43 on the 393,902 shares out the previous year.

8.'

ac-

huge amounts of additional

Warner Bros, common stock as the
result of a stock splitup, according
to the latest report of the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The report covers the period from Aug. 11
to Sept. 10.
Biggest chunk of stock went to
Jack L. Warner, who added 215,000
to his total, making his holdings
Stand at 430,000 shares; His trust acquired an additional 6,000 shares.
Albert Warner received an additional 214,500, bringing his total to

from the tax situation alone, results
from elimination of the excesis profits levy and reduction of corporation
(Continued on page 79)
,

.

429,000. His trust, added 6,000. Harry
Warner's total holdings were brought
to an even 300,000 shares with the
acquisition of 150,000 by tlje splitup.

L.

A. to N. Y.

Eve 'Arden
Margaret BannermSn
Stephen Bekas.sy
Raoul Pene du, Bois

Anson Bond

|

Tom Connors
tjverett

idea in the rescript is to quell the
fears, expressed by some members
of SWG, that
might venture

Bill

Crosby

.

fpllowing additional shares: Samuel
Carlisle, New York, 100; S. P. Friedman, New York 600, and Charles S.
Guggenheimer,. 100.

has been appointed to

,'
.
,

'

Activity in Columbia Pictures common, centered largely in the sale of
shares by Harry Cohn, bringhi.? holdings down to 135,934. Abra-

:

.10,000

Schneider, New York, reportied'
holding 2,216. The latter also reported the sale of 1,400 common
warrants.
Splitup in stock was also reported
by Paramount Pictures, with A. C.
Goodyear, New York, acquiring 4,100 shares by the procedure, making
his holdings stand at 8,200,. Goodyear's trust also' doubled its holdings by the addition of 2,100 shares.
Duncan G. Harris added 1,180.
The following trading was done in
Republic Pictures common stock:
Arthur J. Miller added 100 shares;

Anne

ham

,

Herbert
rud,

Yates, added 5.000; Onsholding conipany, acand the Antonsen

J.

a

Inc.,

quired
Realty

Co.

shares.

The

5,000,

reported holding 14,685
latter company also is
holding 12,400 of the $1 cumulative
preferred Republic stock.
Schenck disposed of
M.
Nicholas
,

1,300 shares of Loew's, Inc.,
iivhile

shares.

J.

Robert

Rubin

common,
sold

100

make

a.

plete redraft.

:

New

:

.

Jeanette MacDonald

Chet Matson
William Cameron Menzies
Eli Oberstein
Edward K; O'Shea

Palmer
Arnold Pressbutger
Hubbell Robinson
Tommy Rockwell
Veda Ryker
Lili

Vesta Ryker
James Sarno

Jack C. Sayer
Bart Sheridan
Spyros Skouras

Marian Spitzer
John Swallow

Rex Taylor
Lewis Titterton
Laura Wilk
Eugene Zukor

Compromise Keeps Pickford (Cowan

And Comet)

UA

in

•

Htttton'&Xruise'
Hollywood, Oct.

on account of

loomed

%

week

last

8.

that

,

"No discrimination whatsoever will
be made against any written material

on Tavored'

Possibility

United Artists partner Mary Pickford, in a row with UA management
over terms being demanded for handling of pictures under her releasing

documerit will make it plain
Story, slated to start early next
that AAA is not aiming at a closed
will be tied up with the reshop which might keep new writing year,
sumption of worldwide touring.: talent outside the barriers. Part of
the revamped manifesto , declares

its political

con-

tent."

Own

Hitchcock's

SWG

explained that the rewritihg
of Cain's proposition was to present
it "in better form.'

(2), at which Miss Pickford per-,
sonally presented her arguments.
Films involved include those which
Miss Pickford plans to mak< under
the new partnership deal into which
she recently entered with Lester
Cowan; the 60-minute streamlined
features which her husband. Buddy
Rogers, is making with Ralph Cohn
under the Comet label, and the high-

full-length
er-budgeted
features
which Rogers and Cohn are planning in addition to their shorties!.
Point of the disagreement was
have abandoned his plan for alter- Miss Pickford's insistence on re-,
nating between production of fllrnfs newal at the same terms as heretofore of her UA distribution contract,:
for his own indie unit and for other
(Continued on page 10)
producing companies. When he fin-

Unit

Come$

First

.

'VERY

FEW COMMUNISTS

IN

H^WOOD'-LAVERY

Democracy.

'This
organization is
honorarily prexied by State Attorney-General
Robert
W. Kenny.
Mobilization group is due for an investigation
by the Senate com-

mittee.

Lavery was asked
ecutives

of

the

if

he knew ex-

organization,

al-

though no further developments of
questions
was made.
While on
stand, Lavery testified Communists
in Hollywood are "actually a very
small and
unimportant minority,
but crusades like this f referring to
the Senate probe) magnify the Communist menace and increase the
chances of our having a World War
III."
Lavery denied having any
sympathy with Marxist doctrines.

Harry AkstRobert Alda
.George Brown
Teete Carle
Russel Crouse
I'rs. Clarence Day
Harry Foster

Mark

Jeffreys

Michel Kraike
Stanley Kramer
Klaus Landsbei-gGunther Lessing
Anita Louise

Harry Alst did expert piano accomp.

Betty: Hutton draws the starring contract, would seek a distribution
role in Paramount's globe-trotting deal with another company.
Compicture, "World Cruise," based on a promise was reached, however, at a
com- story idea by Robert Taplinger; with special meeting of the board of directors in New York last Wedne.sday
a screenplay by Henry Myers.

N. Y. to L. A.

'

it

High point for those at the dinner was Jolson's taking to the stage
in the Hotel Astor ballroom after the broadcast and going through fave
tunes associated with him, much as he is shown doingTn"JRe""fi'rm biog.

objections by motion picture companies, publishing houses and other
buyers of the writers' labors.
In
principle, the Cain proposal was accepted by SWG, but a subcommittee

Dunne

Al Durante
Jerry Fairbanks
Mel Ferrer
Joan Fontaine
Georgia Gib'os
Koy Haines
Hugh Herbert
Walter Huston

unle.s.i

its own,
could have had Jimmy Walker emceeing in New York and Je.^Rel on
the Coast, with Bob Hope, Frank, Sinatra, Martha Raye, Dinah Shore,
Hildegarde, Burns & Allen, Perry Como and others contributing Jolsoniana in music and patter.

AAA

Dozier

Irene

'

Topper was that no program, commercial or otherwise,
called forth a genuine desire by show biz to salute one of

into political meddling. Another aim
of the rewrite is to allay possible

|

His tru.st added 6,700.
Smaller stockholders received the

Sold as an institutional trailer for Jolson's overseas entertainment
job during the war, commercial pitching for "The Jolson Story" was
tastefully all but eliminated. One of the, few mentions was George
Jessel's ad lib crack: "Here I am a 20th Century-Fox producer doing a
trailer for a Columbia picture." This minimum of plugging made the
:hlew York, Hollywood and San Francisco Mutual pickups corvipletely
dignified and yet punched over to millions oMisteners an awareness of
the Jolson tradition.

.

Hollywood, Oct. 8._
Emmett Lavery, Screen Writers'
Guild prexy, yesterday (7) in testimony before the State Senate Committee on Un-American Activities
revealed
that
SWG contributes
out- $10,000 annually to Mobilization for

Proportionate scaling of the
standing Stock would have meant
earnings of $2.85 for the fiscal period
ending in 1945.
Favorable situation in regard to
the present fiscal year's earnings,

Slick Pitch for Jolson Pic
General Industry reaction to the American Veterans Committee testimonial dinner to Al Jolson last week was that it was an exceptionally
Its genesis was the casting about by the
slick and showmanly job.
AVC for a gimmick by which it could raise some coin. Several AVC
Cinema Chapter members being staffers in the Columbia press department, the tieup with Jolson and Col's forthcoming "Jolson Stovv"
loomed as a natural. When the idea was broached to Ben Serkowi6h
Col flack chief, and Art Schmidt, special assistant to Col prexy Harry
Cohn, they immediately accepted It and threw the company's whole
weight behind making the testimonial the success it was.

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
draft of the constitution of

New

:

tContinued on page

Gets Redraft

American Authors Authority is
being made by the Screen Writers
Guild,
making several important
changes in the origfhal document
proposed by James M. Cain.
Big

Columbia's net profit for the current fiscal year will surpass by a
considerable sum, it was predicted
by an exec handling financial affairs
for the company, the approximately
$3,500,000 figure Col disclosed last
week as its earnings for the 12
months ending June 30, 1946. He
pointed out that, aside from prospeels of good biz, allowance for
taxes during the past fiscal year
amounted to, approximately S0% of
gross, while it will be necessary to
set aside only 38% during the cur-

this .season.
'While Goldwyri's plans for his own,
di.stributing company are in abeyance
for a year or more, since he recently
re-.'signed

planes east tonight

the

field

,

Tom Connors

with
after ^conferences here
(8)
Spyros Skouras, Joseph Schenck and
Darryl Zanuck. Group huddled en
distribution ot "The Razor's Edge."

1946

9,

:

.

,

reported

is

to

"The Paradine Case," on which
working for David O,

he's currently

strict

it's:

"Paradine" is taking much longer
than he expected and holding up

on Transatlantic product, he's
determined to abandon the original
idea;: Be has no further Coast commitments.
.
Scheme will be carried out of alstart

production
between Hollywood and England.
Hitchcock has just acquired "Rope,"
a play by Patrick Hamilton, for his
will be made in
It
second film.
Hollywood from a screenplay by the
Show was presented on
author.
Broadway some years ago.
Initial Transatlantic pic will be
"Under Capricorn," which goes beternating

Transatlantic

fore cameras in England next spring.
Ingrid Bergman will be starred.

RKO

Execs'

Mex Trek

Rathvon, RKO prexy,
and members of the board leave today (Wednesday) and tomorrow by
plane for a week's visit: to the com-

Kober
Arthur Krim
Jock Lawrence
Martin Lewis

Peter

in
Churubusco
studios
Rathvon will leave direct
from L, A.
N. Y. contingent leaves in two
shifts, with John M. Whitaker and
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Ehrmen
planing today, while Mr, and Mrs,
Lawricnce Green, Mr. and Mrs,
George H. Shaw and Harry M. Derning leave tomorrow.

pany's

:

Mexico.

Howard Lindsay
Leo McCarey
Norman Morey
Charles C. Moskowitz

Mary Pickford
Hal Roach
Al Sindlinger
Sidney Skolsky
Eddie Sutherland^

Theatre Bldgs.,

himself entirely

for Transatlantic, which his unit is
labeled, and then one for an outside company, continuing to alternate in that way. But inasmuch as

N.

/Vrthur

Missouri, Ambassador

understood he'll reto, filmmaking
for his own unit, in which he is
partnered with Sidney Bernstein,
Hitchcock planned to make one

Selznick,

.

Hellinger

Seen

St.

Loo,

Skouras Buy

in

St'.

Louis.

Od.

8.

Directors of the Missouri and Ambassador theatre buildings are expected to accept an offer of the
Skouras Bros, to purchase $4,900,000
in bond issues they guaranteed on
the two buildings 20 years ago.
Charles Skouras said the offer for
the bonds, which mature in 1949,

was made

keep

to

theii'

Clarence

guarantors.

M.

word

as

Turley,

of the two buildings, who,
dealing with Skouras for the
bondholders, said the offer was for
'lOOC on the dollar."
Holders of the issues experienced
turbulent times after the bonds went
into default in 1932. At that period
the buildings, \vhich house motion
picture theatres now operated by

manager

is

& Marco, were coiurolled
by a subsidiary of Warner Bros,, and
the theatres; were operated by ParaPictures. The Skouras Bros.
—Charles, George and Spyros— had
guaranteed the bonds, which were

Fanchon

mount

underwritten by the S. W. Strauss
were
Co., at the time the buildings
projected, $3,500,000 on the
first
downtown Ambassador building and
$1,400,005 on the midtown Missouri
building.'

,

Under the leadership of the late
N. Dysart, a bondholdcr.s' comi"'
mittee was formed and, on Augwa'
1932, a local bank president
named federal court receiver fe^*"f
wJiicn
Corp.,
St. Louis Properties
owned the buildings at that time.
Subsequently the committee
ovf-r the properties at a foreclosure
The two buiw1934.

Tom

sale in July,
ii)gs

twu
currently are operated by
that have identicabd"-

.•separate firms

N. Y. tq Europe

N. Y. to M«xic6
John M. Whitaker

Alfred Crown
Carol Reed

Frederick. Lv
h. Lawrence

to N. Y.

Led a Fauer

India to N. Y.
Morey Marcus

ishes

Hitchcock

•

Hal Horijie
Samuel Israel
AI Jolson

LONDON

Alfred

Ehrmen
Green

George H. Shaw
Harry M. Derning

L. A* to

Mexico

N. Peter Rathvon

rectors.

.

There has been speculation
Louis for more than a year that
Skourases want to return to

e*

tn«

t"

."cene of their first exhibition
deavors and again own the
fi'-''*^
they lost through financlM
Film BOW rumors are that
'

'

not

brothers

are

slroas to

manage

particulari.v

the

hou.'<es.

,
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GOV'T FAVORS IND IES FURTHER
Highlights of Proposed
,

Judgment

U.S.

Highlights o£ the proposed judgment in the motion picture anti-trust
the Justice Department:
suit filed in N. 'Y. Monday (7) by
the clearance standards in the consent decree on
I. Elimination of
much too heavily weighted in lavor of th«
the ground that they are
defendant companies. C^reation of an entirel;^ new set of clearances
worked out from scratch by the distributors and exhibitors.
the film licensing section of the initial
2; Sharp modification of
decree so as to restrict auction selling only to exclusive runs in competitive situations and to. enlarge the type of competition. In addition,
of "some run on reasonable terms" for
guarantee
a
be
would
there

lULD

LIKE

'

The Justice Department yeisterday
called upon the Federal trial, court
to reverse itself and grant complete
divorcement in the New York motion picture suit but, failing that, to
modify, its decree in several ways
more favorable to the independent
exhibitors.

:

every exhibitor.
cross-licensing of Alms among the Big Five
3. A 10-year ban on
distributor-exhibitprs, which is claimed necessary to make auction-

work.
licensing more than six months' releases at
4. Prohibition against
one time and prohibition against licensing for exhibition more than
30 days after availability,
prohibition
of future theatre expansion by the majors
Complete
5.
which—would also be prohibited from acquiring independent theatre

selling

interests

upon dissolution

Principally the

selling provision which in its
present form is: considered harsher
on independents than on the defendants; termination ol j:ross-licensing
among the majors, ariS a'ban on' future theatre acquisitions by the defendants.

tion

of existing pools.

Elimination of the arbitration method of decree enforcement as
1940 consent decree.
prior
7. Right of exhibitors to reject 25% of pictures not tradeshown
to the granting of the license, providing several pictures are licensed
contract.
in the same
6.

now provided under the
•

Government pro-

posed a sharp modification of auc^

The anti-trust division of the JusDepartment, in documents filed
in Federal court, stated franldy that
tice

.

and in no way equal to, complete divestiture, but added thsi,t it did not

Auction Sales, Speeds
With auction selling right around^'
the corner and distribs, as a result,
in need of a great deal more info on
their

potential

,

customersj

MPA Survey

SHU Another 'Road'

major

Hollywood, Oct.

company execs have suddenly been
brought up short by the fact that
the industry doesn't even know how
many theatres are in existence or
operating in the United States, aside
from having much less fundamental

8.

Labyrinthine Ways.'l

.

^

Taylor, Dick Pojvell,...June Ally son,
Gene Kelly,. Ronald Reagan, Jane'

'L

Wyman, George Murphy; and Alexis

loanout from

with preparation of the companies to terprises, Inc., as joint producers.
Start competitive bidding, has caused
a decision of the Motion Picture Association's board to speed up
research activities. As a result, survey is about to be started on theatres
in the U. S. and Canada.
MPA prez, Eric Johnston, shortly
after he took office, last year, expressed himself as appalled at the
lack df dope the industry had concerning itself. He immediately ordered expansion of the' MPA's factand appointed
iBnding
facilities
Jlobert Chambers to head the setup.
Govermnent's proposed- judgment
theatres
Since
concerning
'info
abroad was considerably less avail- in the New York motion picture
able than on the domestic situation, anti-trust suit was given a hearty
international survey was teed off pat on the back here yesterday (7)
first.
Initial returns are just now by spokesmen for MPTOA and the
Allied States Exhibitors.
starting to come in,
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
With nothing to do but await for
the dope to arrive from abroad, for Allied, generally agreed down
Chambers is putting on steam on the the line with the proposals of Robdomestic survey in response to the ert Wright, motion picture specialist
pressure from member companies. of the anti-trust division, and asPlan of attacli will be similar to that serted that Wright's new recommenof the foreign roundup, with each dations are necessary to make a dedistrib assuming responsibility for cree work p-operly*
"The court's decree," said Myers,
getting statistics for a given area.
New selling under the decree has "falls short of the relief we want.
created the demand for statistics on So long as the major companies have
number of houses, seating capacities, their own theatres there can't be any
competitive situation, etc, etc., since real competitive bidding. The Govevery theatre is now a potential cus- ernment points that out very clearly.
tomer for every company's pictures.
"I favor no competitive bidding as
Up- to now, each exchange has listed a substitute for divorcement unless
i^e "possible" situations competi
a ban on cross-licensing is included."
tively to which its salesmen could
With the directors and state repre
sell and hasn't bothered about the
(Continued on page 10)

MPA

Both ADied And

MPTOA Approve
Govt.'s

Ideas

-

others.

Among

actual statistics at

all.

Honor Zanuck, Warner
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
been
has

Darryl P.
Zanuck
,Wped from Chevalier

to Commander ot the Order of the Legion of

Hpnor by the French government,
for exceptional military and civil
services as a leader of the Ameri
can motion picture industry."
,

Presentation
*.ox lot

as

acknowledg-

contribution
made by
giving time to cause of
P A «
*ree
France.

m

22.

with

Gen-

erally speaking they are a concentrate of the various objections raised
by independent exhibitor associations all over the <U. S. against the
original decree which, it was felt,
would not do the job it was intended

Recommendations
In the

Decree

Washington, Oct. 8.
brief whose recommendations
will parallel sonSe of those in^ pro-

A

posed judgment filed yesterday (7)
by the Government will be presented to the New York court on behalf of the Conference of IndepenThe
dent Exhibitor Associations.
for.
The first document is the Govern- CIEA brief, to be ready in the next
ment suggestion to the court for a two weeks, will specifically recomcomplete final judgment in the case. mend these things:
of thea1. Complete; divestiture
The second is a memorandum on the
judgment with detailed explanations tres owned by the majors but, barof main points on which the justice ring that, the following:
2. Elimination Of competitive bidplan differs from the original New
York decree, Third is a list of 14 ding from the decree as "wholly unfindings of fact and seven conclu- workable."
3. A ban on cross-licensing of pix
sions of law which justice urges the
court to add to its previous findings among theatre-owning majors, as
and conclusions. Fourth and last is recommended by the pepartment
a lengthy memorandum explaining of Justice.
4. Substitution _of 'flat fees for pix
the reasons for adding these new,
instead of percentage buying in the
points.
Justice explains that it realizes the event there is to be single picture
New York court "apparently does competitive bidding.
not contemplate making" the addiThe points were disclosed yestertional findings which would include day by Abram F. Myers, general
divorcement, but it is offering them counsel of the Allied States exhibianyhow to make the record clear for tors, who released a copy of the letappeal purposes.
ter .which CIEA" has sent to the
New Clearance System
Justice Department.
First of the major 'changes in the
CIEA huddled here for two days
judgment would be elimination of last week, whipping into shape its
the consent decree yardstick on un- recommendations in the New York
reasonable clearances and substitu- case, but kept' the program under
wraps until yesterday.
(Continued oil page 14)
At the conclusion of the session,
Nathan Yamins of Allied States, was
elected to succeed Jess Stern, repreJoe Borkin, Active In
senting
New York's Unaffiliated
Independent Exhibitors, as chairTrust Cases, Into man of CIEA for the next meeting
which is subject tb call of the chair.
In its letter to the justice departPractice
Private
ment, CIEA said in part:
Washington, Oct. 8.
"The Conference reaffirmed its
Resignation of Joseph Borkin, atposition that total theatre divorcetorney and Chief Economic Adviser
ment is the only effective remedy
in the Anti-Trust Division of the
for the restraints and discrimina.

U

to

Produce B'way Play

Larney Goodkind, story and play
editor for Universal for the past
nine years, has resigned to produce
a new play on Broadway. Scriptj
acquired recently by Goodkind, is a
postwar yarn of a GI bride and her
newly-acquired American family.
Title and production details will be
announced in about a week. Good-

kind said.

Goodkind served as talent exec as
well as story editor at U. He re
turned to the company last October
after serving three years in the

Army, during which time he

,

Show

di

Justice Department,

was announced'

offices in Washington and New
as an economic consultant, was
an important figure in Government
suits affecting the motion picture and

open

York

As chairman of Asst. Atorney
General Wendell Berge's anti-trnst
division policy committee he was
largely responsible for the decision
to eliminate the 1940 motion picture
consent decree and aim for complete
This is the present
divorcement.
pending action in the case.

Borkin has been attorney in
charge of the Scophony Television
tube case which has involved the
issue of opening Scophony's Skia
tron Tube for general licensing for
large screen and theatrical video,

U

,

many's Master Plan,"

,

Montffomery Statement
Montgomery issued a 1,800- word
statement to the press in which he
stated that the "strikers and nonstrikers are not fighting over a question of wages and hours. They are
fighting

because two international
presidents of AFL unions cannot
agree on which union should have
jurisdiction
over 350 jobs.
The
livelihood of 30,000 American work*
ers, all members of the AFL, is en^
dangered and an entire industry has
been thrown into chaos and confu-

'

:

sion."

Montgomery continued with the
assertion that the present Hollywood
strike "is symptomatic of a condition within the AFL which has existed for more than 40 years and
which more than any other factor
has hurt the cause of organized labor in all parts of the country;" He
was
referring
to
jurisdictional
strikes.

He concluded by

saying that the
(Continued on page 31)

Raahg

of Aistor-Yictoria

B'way Block Deferred

Till

Material Shortage Eases

Exhibs Overwhelmingly

There's no possibility that City
Investing Co. will begin tearing
the 45th to 46th street block on
containing the Astor and
Victoria theatres until June and it
appears unlikely even then, accord-ing to Maurice Maurer, who mahages the property. Maurer said this
week he's disregarding the prospect
of the demolition project entirely in
making plans for operation of the
two houses. City Investing, he said,
would wait on the scrapping of the
present buildings until it is assured
that adequate materials are available
for the quickest possible rebuilding
job. Two new theatres will be, included in- the construction planned
for the block.
Deal under which "Duel in the
Sun" will open at the Astor and
Victoria simultaneously: in December, Maurer stated, gives him the
option on how long he wants to keep
the pio in the Victoria. Usual ,$17,1500
control figure will apply at the As-

down

Vote to K.O. Auctioning Broadway
TwOTmonth old poll of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
flnaled

this

week with

exhitss

al-

most unanimous in
to

their opposition
Final count on
question of whether

auction-selling.

the top-billed

exhibs approved of the court's idea
of

overcoming monopoly

evils

was

276 negatives and only 20 ayes. Some
961 theatres located in 43 states were
represented by exhibs participating
in the balloting.

Divorcement

issue

was

more

closely
divided with 185 exhibs
plunking for judicial separation of

The case is still pending with Para^ majors from their theatres and 108
mount and General Precision Equip- disapproving the Government-supArbitration was
ment the most prominent defend- ported remedy.
turned down 217 to 66 while the
antst','

wrote plays pre
of troops by

.

(Continued on page 14)

yesterday (7) by Attorney General
Tom C. Clark. Borkin, who will

.

weelt.,

-

Law

Earlier in his Washington career
he was in charge of the Electrical
Research Products, Inc. (ERPI) case
Prior to going with U, Goodkind for FCC. In that suit the Governwas a radio director, music critic ment broke the control of the teleand actor for 10 years. He is being phone company over motion picture
by James Poling, sound equipment.
succeeded at
Among Borkin's writings are the
who was with Doubleday prior ,to^
joining the Navy during, /the War. books: "Television, a .Struggle .for
Switch takes place at the end of this Power," and tlie more recent .""Cferrected, acted aiid

"

.

radio industries.

Larney Goodkind Exits

Smith, intimated that if no action is
taken by the AFL exec council or
by delegates on the convention, floor
to solve the crisis, they would urge
membership of, Hollywood unions to
sever relationships with the AFL.
Newsreel shots of the delegation
making bitter denunciations of the
jurisdictional
strike
were being
taken today (Tues.) at the AmbasT
sador Hotel and are skedded for nationwide release this Thursday (9).
Unusual angle is that the newsreel
shots will hit the theatres before the
executive council of the AFL will
have a chance to consider the SAG
resolution which is still in the process of being drawn up.
Paul Dullzell, executive secretary
of the Associated Artistes & Actors
of America, flew here from New
York with a draft resolution in his
pocket Monday (7) but the SAG
delegation decided to revise the
wording. They are still at work
hammering' out an acceptable formula to be presented to the AFL
exec board.

-

was made on the 20th- sented for instruction
by M. Robert Prigent, mem Military, Intelligence.

Oer o£ the French
cabinet.
Jack L. Warner at the same time
received the medal of Chevalier of
rench Legion of Honor award,' presented to Warner

filed

ments scheduled for Oct.

;
'

ClEA Parallels

"

Norman McLeod, on

Rainbow Productions, will direct
"The Road to Rio," co-starring Bing
Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy
Lamour, for Paramount release.
Filmit^ starts next month on the
information.
Colossal vacuum on
industry statistics, which has come Paramount lot, with Bing Crosby
to light during the past few months Enterprises, tnc;, and Bob Hope Eu'

the fundamental statistics
on which the industry has no infor
niation are how many people attend
theatres in the XJ. S. each week.
Audience Research Institute^ via its
ampling technique, sez it is 56,000,
000.
MPA, for publicity purposes,
uses the figure 100,000,000, but ad
Wits it is a wild guess based on no

Four documents were

the court in advance of the argu-

8.

RKO

believe the court would do a complete back flip and order divorcement.-,

Strife

Chicago, Oct.

Ultimatum to the American Fede*
executive council to
Set Release ration of Labor
Argosy,
settle the Hollywood labor tangle or
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
find a large scale revolt on its hands
Argosy Pictures, headed by John was handed down today by the repFord and Merian C. Cooper,^ closed resentatives of the Screen Actors
a deal to produce four "A" pictures Guild who are staging a last-ditch
for RKO release.
fight
to
end the jurisdictional
First of the four will be "The Squabble between the Conference of
Fugitive," which Cooper will pro- Studio Unions and the Interna!tional
duce and Ford will direct, starting Assn. of Theatrical Stage Unions.
on location in Mexico in November. Delegation, which is headed by RobDudley Nichols wrote the screenplay ert Montgomery and including Walfrom Graham Greene's novel, "The ter Pidgeon, Edward Arnold. Robert

these suggestions were "second best"

La(^ of Industry Data, Needed For

H wood

Asks AFL to End

DIVOIiCEIiENI

-

principle! of using non-industry arbitrators bit the dust, 250 to 40.

Regardless of results of the poll,
directors meet in Washington today (8) to take their own
stand on the anti-trust decision;
MPTOA officials have already said
that the theatre group will oppose
divorcement despite victory of that
principle in the MPTOA fostered

MPTOA

poll.

'

tor,

of

but Maurer will be sole judge
long it will be profitable for
to keep the David O. Selznick

how

him

Technicolor spec
ticipates 10 to 12

.in

the Vic.

He

ah-^.

weeks therewith

a run of nine months or better at
the Astor, which got 24 weeks out
of

"Spellbound"

A>&a/MV

0
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Magnificent! Inspiri

W«dnead»y, October 9» 1946

9

AT ITS FINEST!
)!

Truly Memorable!'
says Rose Pelswick/ N.Y. Journal-American

A motion picture of great emotionol appeal!
Both entertaining and significant!''

''Excellent!

—Archer

Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Sheer entertainment... well worth seeing. Excellent drama.
By far Miss Russell's best screen portrayal!"
Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun

—

"An enlightening and heart- warming experience! Miss
Russell's performance astonishingly honest and genuine!"
—Cecelia Ager, PM
exciting event! Stupendous! One of the most important films of our time!"
_£ee Mortimer, N. Y. Mirror

"An

"Absorbing and moving! Superbly entertaining! Emerges
with tremendous force and feeling!"
Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Trihune

—

h'.

,•

"Rich

'

.::„•..;..

^•r

.

>

's--:-",

./..v

'

y^:''^'

''y'':^:::^''':'^

-

-l

and inspiring! Miss Russell plays with tremendous
and warmth! Inspirational entertainment in the

vitality

high-powered

class!"

—Bosley

Crowther, N. Y. Times

''An important picture as well as touching

drama! Miss

I

Russell

is

tender, radiant!"

—Wanda

Hale, N. Y. Daily

News
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Power

Has Pittsburgh Gasping;

Strike

Academy Award Cinema
Hollywood, Oct.

8.

Academy Award Theatre opens

Army 9-5 Over

Michigan;

tonight (8) with invitational preview of Warners' "Deceplllini
Pre.ss and studio personnel
tion."
will be on hand for showing which
-By Harry Wismcris in charge of Sam Brown, as.sistAcademy.
ant exec secretary of the
CABC Network Sports Commentator)
House, formerly the Melrose theaMost everyone has been selling Army short this falli but they still roll
tre, has new equipment installed by
on undefeated in three games, and in two games where the No. 1 player
the research council of the Acad- of the nation. Doc Blanchard, didn't even play. And so this week 'in
Ann
emy and is assertedly the finest pic- Arbor, Mich., before close to 90,000 fans, Army faces its greatest test to
equipped
accousti'cally
torial "and
date. Blanchard will be back in th6 lineup at that time and Army should
house in the country.
win. Other headline eastern games bring "together Columbia and Yale
Navy and Duke, Dartmouth and Penn. Lou Little's teami by virtue of its
performance against the Naval Academy, will be difficult even for Yale,
Navy's line should be enough to handle Duke, while Penn's power will
'Alice*
submerge Dartmouth.
MIDWEST
Continued from page 3
In the middlewest, the home of Big Ten football, dynamite is in the
a Producers' Association priority on
offing.
Illinois and Indiana is almost a tossup, but a slight edge for the
the title and owns screeh rights to
lllini.
Minnesota and Northwestern is always a thriller, but this time
the famed John Tenniel drawings
original Lynn Waldorf and the Wildcats will come through. And as for Notre
the
illustrated
which
will be strictly a Cakewalk for the Irish. Each
brought from Bunin the reply that Dame and Purdue, that
Leahy's men point more and more for Army. The other big battle
both drawings and text are in the week
brings together Ohio State and Wisconsin, and by now the Buckeyes are
public domain.
officially

Theatres Barely Hold
Pittsburg

,

Oct.

This district of more than 1,500,000
was fast approaching the
and proportions of a gHbst
as the power strike went into
(Tues),
A
its third, Week today
thin trickle of current was still
coming through to keep the town
gasping, but the death rattle was
being heard everywhere as Pittsburgh more and more took on the
gray, hollow mask of a corpse.

'Act of God'

citizens

*

town

,

amusement

The

biz

was

just

There
had been some hope over the weekend that thing's might be a bit better if trolley and bus operators
would go back to work, but .streetcar
men voted on Friday (4) to continue
observing the picket lines, and the
all.

stranglehold
grew tighter. Bus
drivers h^ve another ballot coming
up on the same question, but they're
expected to go along with the trol-^
ley boys:
Theatres
were barely holding

,

Own

8.

look

breathing, and that was

Their

Current Hollywood labor difprobably saved the lives
of Eric Johnston and three ol his
associates last week. Prez of the
Motion Picture Association and
ficulties

:

,

were slated to
have been on the American Over-

a

trio

of aides

seas Airlines plane that crashed
in

Newfoundland and brought

death to all 39 of its passengers.
Johnston ordered a last-minute cancellation of the reservations for his party because he
wanted to remain in the U. S.
during the Coast labor crisis.
New departure date will hinge
,

on strike developments. Reservations next time may be on the
Queen Mary, one of the Johnstonites said.

,

their

franchises.

Automobiles were

Music Hall's Xma$ Pic

,

,

.

,

French proposal states Bunin can
take with him for one year 15 key
men and their families. They are
guaranteed by the French government comfortable quarters and .salaries in francs equivalent to their
earnings in the U, S..

,

A

they

may

eventually be forced

to close shop.

Hotels, 'Too

«

To malfe matters worsg,

,

tftuii's

eight

major hotel- are also on
Employes walked off the job
last Tuesday morning
(1)
when
their demands for higher wages
were refused, and inns are comstrike.

down except to perguests, who have only beds
to sleep in. There's no heat, hot
water, clean linen or maid service.

pletely

shut

manent

Key cities have been tied up before by strikes, but never by one
sp paralyzing or of such long duration; Losses to biz were mounting
staggeringly
and estimates over
weekend placed as many as 100,000
persons out of work. Nobody's even
figuring how long any kind of recovery will take since they can't
even think about recovery with situation the way it is.

Longhair Music
Continued from page 3

i

"The Bachelor's Daughters," featuring Eugene List, young pianist who
distinguished himself at the Potsthe footsteps of several other unseen
performers, like Iturbi in "Song to
Remember" (Col), Artur Rubin-

Always Loved You"
Yehudi Menuhin in "The
Magic Bow" (Rank), and Isaac Stern
for the forthcoming' John Garfield
stein in
(Rep.),

"I've

starrer, "Humoresque."",

Republic's
incidentally,

"Always Loved You,"
is

giving eloquent evi-

dence of the potency ot longhair in
films, the Frank Borzage production
doing good boxoffice in New York
and elsewhere despite thumbs-down
critical notices it received.

menu

Miisic-

of nine longhair compositions,

ranging from Mozart and Bach to.
Wagner and Rachmaninoff, and
played brilliantly by Rubenstein.
Reissued, and back on Broadway
after several vi.sits, the Walt Disney
"Fantasia" is faring well, as is the
Iturbi hypoed "Holiday in Mexico."

Janssen Longhair Orch
Puts Classix on Film

i

City.

ready.

SOUTH
Southern football's wide open style gets tougher by the week. The
Georgia-Kentucky clash wiU be a honey, but Charlie Trippi should be the
difference here for Ga., while, Bobby Dodd's Rambling Wreck from Georgie
Tech will have its colors flying high over Atlanta Saturday night. In
another .southern game Tulane and Rice will; be a feature. The Green
Wave will win this one.

SOUTHWEST

•

Southwestern football this fall is terrific, and its greatest team is Texas.
Bible's boys this week take on Oklahoma, The Sooners have a great
line but lack the backfield strength to cope with the well-balanced Texas
squad. Texas Christian takes on Miami and should' win even in the Orange

Dana

Bowl;,

,

•

COAST

PACIFIC.

On' the Pacific coast the USC bubble was broken by Ohio State while
takes on greater prestige each week. Fast coming Stanford won't
have enough by Saturday to take UCLA while USC will bounce back farenough to get by Oregon State. In a neighborhood tussle, St; Mary'Sj,

UCLA

undei^ capable

Jimmy

Phelan, wiU-outscore Stanford.

;

PRO FOOTBALL... •..•..„•:•,
National League play gets hotter and hotter while the Chicago Bears
get stronger and stronger. The big interseptional game features the Bears
and Rams. George Halas* team will get by this pne, but it won't be easy.
Versatile Eagles will
The Los Angeles club is regaining its 1945 form.

The

overpower Green Bay, although the Packers become more dangerous by
the week. The game that looks like a cinch for the Giants could very
well go to the Redskins. Washington hasn't, as yet, begun to roll. Its ace
simultaneously in French, English fullback, Akins, will be back in action against New York.
and Spanish, figuring on income
The AU-American conference has some top games again this week. At
turned from seeing new product On from the homeland, England, the Ebbets Fieldi Brooklyn, the Dodgers tangle with the Rockets. The Dodgers
the Coast a few weeks ago, is undeF^^' \S. S. and Canada, and Latin Amer- don't have the personnel of the Chicago team, but they are well managed.
stood to have a couple :,other possi- ica.-^The Browns and the Yankees meet on Saturday nightj and) the high-flying
bilities up his Sleeve and is waiting
Clevelanders will win again; in fact, they will keep right on winning week'
for confirmation. He has refused to
after week. San Francisco faces the L. A. Dons, with the boys from
consider Samuel Goldwyn's "Best
Southern California out in front.
Years of Our Lives," which will be

Only film that has been mentioned
as a distinct possibility for the M.H.
after "Jolson" is Metro's "The Yearling."
However, Eyssell, who re-

training of French workers.
French want to make the

films

Pickford-UA

released just about the right time,
Contlnaed from page 6
because it Is three hours and 10
Pact
minutes in length and the M. H. which expired last Sept. 5.
couldn't get the turnover it requires. contained the "most-favored nation"
Eyssell limits films for the house to clause which was included in many
producer deals and which manabout two hours;. Aside from turnover, the tremendous M, H. staff agement toppers Ec^ Raftery and
makes overtime a Serious considera- Grad Sears have been eliminating
each time a contract comes up for
tion.
"Notorious" run was the third big- renewal. They maintained that the
gest grosser in M. H. history, bring
company cannot operate profitably
ing about $1,300,000 to the b.o. and at the low terms thus provided and
drawing 1,250,000 patrons. Its total demanded a straight 25% fee, with
gross and attendance was' exceeded advertising costs split between the
by ^'Random Harvest," which ran 11 company and producer.
"Most-favored" clause insures the'
weeks, and- "Mrs. Miniver," which
holder that he will get terms equal
ran 10.
to the best granted any other proIt was expected that "Notorious
might get" more than eight weeks, ducer. As things now stand at UA,
but biz slipped considerably last that means a 25% distribution fee
Friday (4), came up Saturday and on the first $800,000 oi gross and 10%
thei} dropped very badly on Sunday. after that. In other words, on a
Result was the pic failed to hit $2,500,000 grosser, for instance, UA's
share would be $370,000 or less than
the four-day $75,000 holdover con
15%. Lowest distribution fee in the
trol figure by close of business Siai'
industry, otherwise, it is believed,
day night.
was the 17% Samuel Goldwyn paid
RKO until his pact was recently renewed.
He now reportedly pays
22'/4%, with a compromise regarding
advertising costs, which the produ; Continued from pace 1
cer used to pay completely.
sentatives of
Agreement reached by the
gathered here
for a two-day session on the decree, board with Miss Pickford provides
Herman M. Levy,
general that she will get the "most-favored'V
counsel, and Fred Wehrenberg, its rate on any picture, .which was in
president, both endorsed Wright's preparation before her contract expired, Sept. 5, and which is delivered
proposals.
"The new proposals" said Levy, for release prior to Sept. 5, 1947.
"protect against overbuying.
The This includes her own and Cowan's
section providing that a run shall pix and both types of product comcommence within 30 days after ing from Rogers and. Cohn.
availability of product takes care of
Streatnllnerti Don't Figure
the overbuying danger." Levy was
The Comet streamliners didn't
also pleased that the proposed judg- particularly bother; the
board,
ment would guarantee everybody since it was though); unlikely that
"some run on reasonable terms," they would produce more than the
which is not in the tentative New $800,000 split figure. However, Rogers
York decree.
and Cohn have started preparation
Wehrenberg pointed out that many on "The Bat," Cowan has "Babylon
of the new points in the Justice De- Revisited" in work, and Miss Pickpartment recommendations take care ford has long been preparing "One
of complaints of MPTOA.
He was Touch of Venus," all of which promdefinitely pleased that Wright asked ise to be sizable grossers. They'll
for 25% cancellation Where more all be eligible for the low-rate disthan one picture at a time is con- tribution, plus a flock of others on
tracted for, since
had re- Miss Pickford's shelves, such as
quested 20% cancellation privilege. "There Goes Lona Henry"
and

UA

•

.

AHied-MPTOA

UA

MPTOA

MPTOA

COLLEGE

-

ODDS

WINNERS

GAMES
Army-Michigan

.....

Colgate-Cornell

,......,.^..,,4.

Columbia- Yale
Dartmouth-Penn

Army

...... i...

k

y

...........
(Fri. nite)

Fordham-Georgetown

Holy Cross-"Villanova
Maryland-North Carolina

Navy-Duke
Penn State-Syracuse

.

........... 9-5,

.

.

Cornell ............ 7-5

Columbia
Penn ..............

6-5
5-1

Fordham

7-5
8-5

.......

Princeton
Villanova
North Carolina

Harvard-Princeton
......

Navy
Penn

(Sat. nite)

.6-5

7-5
6-5
8-5
7-5
8-5

State

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh-Temple
Illinois-Indiana

.

... ..Illinois

.

. .

.

...

,

• 3-1
Iowa-Nebraska
.. Iowa
.Missouri ........... 2-1
Kansas State-Missouri
9-5
Michigan State-Miss. State
Miss. State .......
Northwestern ...... 8-5
Minnesota-Northwestern
10-1
Notre Dame-Purdue ...............
.. Notre Dame
7-5
Ohio State-Wisconsin
............. Ohio State
*-l
Oklahoma-Texas ......
Texas .........
.; ...
;

.

;

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

A&M

Okla. A&M-South. Meth. (Fri. nite)
Okla.
Clemson-Wake Forest ........................... Wake Forest

Georgia
.......;. ..... Georgia Tech

nite)

A&M

La. State-Texas
(Sat. nite)
Tulane-Rice
Texas Christian-Miami (Fla.) (Fri. nite)
Calif. -St. Mary's

......

Tulane

TGU

-

St.

,

Oregon State— USC
Stanford-UCLA

. .

..

.Vv

.

;

.

..

....

.

.

.

•

!

8-5
6-5
7-9
7-5
6-5
6-5

•

.......

.

8-5
7-5
'-5
9-5
6-5

'.

Wash. State
... San Prancisco

Detroit-San Fran.
.. . ...
,, ... ..-;.;
(.Games are played Satuvdav afternoon, unless otherwise
.

; :

Mary's

USC
UCLA

Wash. State-Wash
.

. .

LSU
..

,

.

.

.

.

Georgia-Kentucky (Fri.
Georgia Tech-Miss.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

;

7''5,

stated.)'

PROFESSIONAL

;

NATIONAL LEAGUE

GAMES
L. A.

ODDS

WINNERS

Chi Cards-Detroit Lions .................

Green Bay-PhUly Eagles

......

Rams—Chi

Bears
N, Y. Giants-Wash. Redskins
Pitt Steelers-Boston

....

Cards ............. 7-5

............ ... Eagles
........ Bears

•

.

:

.

•

• •

.

8-5
8-5

.

5-8

Redskins

Yanks

Steelers

UA

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Werner Janssen, orchestra conductor, completed eight one-reel films
recording musical classics against
motion picture backgrounds. Sixteen more similar films are in the
MPTOA
making, in Cinecolor. Idea is to release one short every eighth week.
The MPTOA people huddled this
Pictures will be released in this
They are
country by United, Artists, with afternoon with Wright.
Loews taking care of foreign dis- whipping into shape a brief which
tribution.
First of the films, "Toc- they expected to file as friends of
cata and Fugue in D Minor, by the court. The association has no
iBach," was recently preeraed in Salt intention of Seeking to intervene

Lake

Get Edge

Cartoon

the only means of getting downtown, and very few persons were
Uncertain as Eyssell
Francs can be converted to dolventuring into the Golden Triangle,
lars, proposition states, via a split
where carbon in the street arc
Nixes 3-Hr., 10-Min. Film in the U. S. income on the pic belights was continuously burning out
With "The Jolson Story" set to go tween the French company and
and not being replaced. City was
Hall,
Music
Bunin and his associates. That means
starting to look even darker and into the Radio City
grimmer than it did during the N. Y., tomorrow (Thursday), man- that, after the film has played in this
,1936 flood; Some niteries were mak- aging director Gus Eyssell is still un- country and piled up rentals, part
ing a pathetic show of staying open, determined on what will follow it' of that coin will be set aside to exf
will get change for dollars the francs the
but their losses were terrific. Bars It's likely that the next film
Christmas technicians have saved beyond their
highly-profitable
the
barely kept the help busy.
Only break was for thf^ nabe pic week playing time and there's great living expenses abroad.
If
houses.
Their trade held up and, vying among producers for it.
Company will be permanently set
in many cases, went 'way ahead of "Jolson" gets a similar eight-week up for Bunin, under the plan, so that
average figures. That was because engagement to "Notorious," which he can continue making pictures in
people were staying close to home. closes today, it will take it up to France, but- after the first year
Christmas features at the French technicians must be emlot of the suburban places, 'how- Dec. 5.
ever, aren't equipped with their own Hall have in the past opened that ployed rather than the Americans
generators and if power keeps on early, although effort is made to Bunin imports for ''Alice." Part of
slimming off, as it's slowly been do- time the preem for aroun*} Dec. 15. the gimmick, in other words, is the
ing,

Navy,

Lions,

directly.

.

"Champagne

for

Everybody,"

on

which

.she has been working.
Miss Pickford is first of the three

UA

owners to have a distribution
contract come up, for renewal since
the drive to increase the fees. The
other two partners, David 0» SelZ'

ALL-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
WINNERS

GAMES.

ODDS.

Chi Rockets-Brooklyn Dodgers (Fri; nite)
Rockets
Miami Seahawks-Buffalo Bisons (Fri, nite)i
Bisons ..
Cleveland Bro wns-N. Y. Yankees (Sat. nite)^
,\ . Browns
San Francisco-L. A. Dons
L. A. Dons
(Games are played Sunday afternoon unless otherwise
.

.

.

. .

. ; .

6-5

, . .

.

.

.

"-5
9-5
,

-

stated.)

nick and Charles Chaplin, likewise PicVford's contract out of the way,
have "most-favored" clauses. Other bos d meeting—the third one in as
non-partner producers Who have many weeks— discussed a "five-year
been with UA for a long time and plan" for UA and what company
had similarly low terms, such as policies should be during that P*'
Edward Small and Sol Lesser, have riod. Miss Pickford extended ner
recently been forced up to the stay, in New York to attend the ses-,
straight 25% fee in renewal of their sion and will return to the Coast
-'^""7*^
Other newer UA producers tomorrow
(Thursday).
have been paying 27 ',4% recently.
board meeting was held yesterday
With, the compromise on Miss (Tuesday).
pacts.

^

October 9, 1946.
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NEWS

PRG^PROniJCTION

BANKERS WARYOF AUCTION SALES
Swing

Pix Firms

to Specialized

Ad

FEAR 'DOG' PIX

In Sharp Contrast to '42 Pix Dearth

HIT HIlROtST?

ad agency being set up. by>
Monroe Greenthal to handle the ac-

New

UA Releasing Schedule Now

Heavy

Agencies With $60,000,000 Budget

Recapitulation of United Artists'
product situation as of the end of

Arthur Bank

Arleen Whelan to P-T

counts oi Universal, J.
Winter Garden Hheatre,
the
coin no\v
N Y points up the heavy
and
repre'se'ited by film advertising
resultant commissions ol the

and

the

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Pine-Thomas inked Arleen Whelan,' currently in New York, to costar with Randolph Scott in the
forthcoming Technicolor production,
"Albuquerque."
Picture will be filmed entirely on
location in Arizona and New Mexico.

esti-

It's
agencies which place it.
the 11 top
mated that ad budgets o£

compani«a during the coming year
$60,000,000, That
will loliir well over
cut of $9,000,000 for .the
meariri n
agencies at the standard ISTo com-

.,

,

'

Speculative nature ot films, espeindependent product, will be
Cinecolor's Delay
heightened
by p.icture-by-picture
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
auction selling and bankers are goMore than nine months late. Cineing to tread warily before backing
color
equipment, ordered for deproduction with cash.
At least,

last

cially,

week shows

the

..

company, by

in the best position in its history regarding quantity of films for
during
the,
next
year.
release
Schedule discloses that the com-

far,

'

livery last Jan. 1, is arriving at the
company's plant in Burbank.
Arrival will enable Cinecolor to
proflt-^making pos.sibilities of pix under the court-directed form of sell- double its current output. Shortage
ing.
Conceding that a good film ot equipment has caused it to turn
down
numerous pictures during the
should bring in rentals even above
current lush returns, bankers are last year.
also convinced that the dogs are going to be more numerous and

"

:

pany has 12 pictures actually iii the
can and awaiting release, with IS/
more in the editing stage. In addition, its indie producers have six pix
before the cameras and 48 more in
one stage of preparation or another.

that's the opinion expres.sed in financial circles after protracted study of

.

inissitfn figure.

:

budget for 1947, under the
with International, is exsteeped in deeper red ink.
•pected to amount to better than
Concern of Coast producers and
Rank and the Winter
$4,000,000.
execs over the added risk in sinking
Garden, plus other accounts that
heavy cash into pix because of demay be acquired, can probably be
cree provisos is shared by the bankcounted on to push this to around
rollers because a weak film can't
$5000,000. That would mean comPossibility of a theatre collection
ride any longer on the back of its
missions of $750,000, so it is rather
handed dr' 'c on a nationwide scale in 1947 stronger brother. Result of increased
a healthy plum that U has
practically dimmed out last financial wariness, one banker said,
Giecdlhai iti compensation for lotes was
charge of ad- week when 10 or more March of is in an inevitable boost in interest
o( liis post as v.p. in
rates; a reduction in the proportion
vei'tiMiig for United World Pictures
Dimes state chairmen, members of of total production costs which will
as a result of dissolution of the
tlie American Theatre Assn., turned
be put up by the backer; and, "finally,
company. Greenthal was reputedly
thun-'bs-down on chances of exhib far greater discrimination in the
gfettirig $25,000 a year in that spot,
choice of films which will be bankaccount from cooperation in their territories in an^ rolled at all.
Withdravval of the
also
Co.
M.
swer to an inquiry by Nicholas
the J. Walter Thompson
Consensu.^! of opinion as expressed
marks the furthering of a trend Schenck, national chairman of the by
a high bank official whose firm
busiby all Gompanies to give their
1946 drive. Since MofD had been has long been active in the film in^
ness to agencies which specialize in
dustry
is as follows: ''We know that,
the
beneficiary
of
for
sole
slotted
accounts, rather than to the
fllra
previously, producers and distribupassing campaign,
large general agencies to which pic- one-a-year hat
tors were anxious to retire any
ture billings are a minor part of in-' the solid front presenteo by the ATA
loans on particular films so as to
come/ As a result of this trend, most
cHairmen probably spells quietus to preserve their credit with the banks.
of the distribs have developed what
any hopes of a charity drive in the Consequently, even when the picture
is- known as "house agencies''— outwas weak, they would puSh it with
year coming -up.
fits which have one film client as
exhibitors by booking it along with
major account.
Casting of
their
Quiz by Schenclv directed to all stronger films. In those instances,
Grecnthal's new Monroe Advertising state chairmen was circularized sevby conceding a bit in terms on the
Agency in this role therefore is ir. eral weeks ago and sought to learn better film, they could.' jack up renno way unique.
whether support of from 30% to tals on the film carrying the loan.
50% of the theatres in each state
Other Seinps
"Conditions in the future, we
would be forthcoming should the think, will be different. The film on
Similarly closely coordinated with
MofD drive be taken on next year. which a loan is made will have to
whose advertising
the companies
Replies by at least 10 chairmen, stand up on its own. Under the bidand
Kayton-Spiero
are
they liandle
were routed through ATA, ding method, it it's a bad picture it
Blaine
Thompson and which
20th-Fox,
were all in the negative, it has been won't bring in its production cost.
Warner Bras.; Donahue & Coe and
learned. Likelihood is that Schenck Moreover, distribution is going to be
Metro, Weiss & Geller and Columwill drop the project, at least so far slower and loans will have„ to be
Parbia, and Buchanan & Co. and
as taking actual collections is con- made for longer terms."
amount. Less closely associated, reexhibs seem dead set
U's ad

new

Exhibs ChOl

tiOLip

40 Pix in

At Republic

-

.

.

.

,

.

.

cerned, since
against even one drive.

sembling, the JWT-U relationship,
are Poote, Cone
Belding and KKO.
Number of these agencies, in addition to a single major picture account, have a flock of indies.

&

.

Nick

Schenck,

Nix on plate-passing for MofD
may hit that charity hard since for
many years it has drawn a substan-

Metro prexy, has

&

Coe. His nephew, Bert Nayfack,
one of the highest-paid execs of
agency. Buchanan has a tieup
Par via John Hertz, Sr., a
senior partner in the Lehman Bros,
banking firm, which long played an
important part in Par management.
Hertz is a director of Par. His son,
:John Hertz, Jr., is exec v.p. and
chairman o£ the board of Buchanan.
is

the

with

part

an/ further, consideration
question, it is understood.
.

MofD

which

rates

currently

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Virginia Mayo will be upped to

gardless of industry execs' ..position.
O'Connor has said he will arrange star status when Samuel Goldwyn
Columbia's association with Weiss
collections if only two theatres ex^ releases "The Best 'VTears of Out
Geller is via Joe Curtis (nee
Actress rewlllingne.ss to go along. MofD Lives" In December.
Cohn), son of Jack Cohn, Col v.p. press',
c h e f retu r ned from the Coast Mon- cently completed a chore in 'fThe
Curtis is account exec for
on
day (7) after a trip in. which he Secret Life of Walter Milty" simultho Col at'cdunt.
huddled with a number, of studio taneously with her job in "Lives.",
Brandt theatres
Broadway
on
...Maris Palmer checked in at Entoppers.
about .six months ago arranged an
for a key role in "The
.terpri.se
intej-e.sting
tieup with Donahue &
oilier Love," to be produced by
Cpe, to match similar ^eals already
David Lewis and directed by Andre
in force with the Music Hall and
de: Toth, .Robert Riskin will give
Loew. houses, and the Blaine Thotnpthe green light to his "Magic Town"
son agency's deal with the' .Shuberts
production Oct -21. after a postponeon their legit theatres, Any produCharles C. Moskowitz, Metro vee- nient from Sept. 27, .Fiansom Shercer
whose picture goes into a
nian, graduate of radio, drawii his
Brandt: house allows his ads to be pee -and. treasurer, trained out to
fourth film role in '-The Bachelor
placed by D&C. Latter gets the comthe; Coast Saturday (51 night for his and the Bobby Soxer" at RKO: .,
mission while the
agency which
made up the ads gets nothing— ex- first visit to the Studios since be- Spencer Tracy checked in at Metro
Purpose of the to prepare for his forthcoming, role
<!ept
awCuT burned up. Likewise, coming treasurer,
trip is ostensibly to.:]ook ov.er the in the .Sinclair Lewis yarn, "Cass
Shy legit producer
whose show goes studio setup, but Moskowitz will un- TimbftUine," to be produ.ced .'by
"Vto a Shubert house must have his
d ou btedly h u dd e With; .studio, -execs Arthur Hornblow, Jr. Charlie ..Iraasplaced by Blaine Thompson.
effects of the current labor win moved into Warners for a fear
- Pere's' nothing illegal about the on the
and on tured role" in "My Irish Rose^"
unks.or tieups between agencies and strike on production costs
down costs,
of paring
Columbia assigned William Castle,
.^.''ents.
However, kickbacks of any. methods
Wilr
part o£ the 15% agency commission which has been, one of the major contract director, and Richard
tgirgets at which the studio exec staff son as associate producers on the
are verboten by
the code of the
American Association of Advertis- has been shooting for the last sev- Orson Welles-Rita Hay worth- eoHe's expected to re- starrer,"The Lady from Shanghai.."
eral months.
ing Agencies.
main on the Coast for several Wilson was formerly associated with
Welles in the Mercury theatre.
weeks.
Alex
Stack
Sixth story property on
to Pix
Howard Dietz, Metro veepee over
proHollywood, Oct. 8.
ad-publicity, is slated to leave for Gottlieb's production 1946-47
Kohert Stack will return to film the Coast next Tuesday (15 > as part gram at Warners is "The Glass
Work in "The Other
°
Room."
a
establishing
Love" at En- of Metro's policy of
terprise.
Gay
"Bill's
are
his
list
others
on
between
of
ideas
better exchange
Actor, recently
"Toniorrow, is Another
rolea.scd from the the h.o, and .studio publicity staffs. Nineties."
"avy.
Will
costar
with Barbara Hu.ward Striclcling. stUd.i.o;. publicity Day." "Howdy Strangin-" and "Wallowiuyycl^ and David
bud.getor,s.
all
hitih
flower,"
-several
Niveu in film thief, will then coh-ie e.ast
.^winl for getaway,
John Russell was. inked b.v 20th.this week..
weeks after Diclz returns.
'
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METROITES EAST-WEST
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FOR BETTER CO-OP
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.
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William O'Sullivan is handling six
"The Finger Woman," "Whis

Back

'

,

.

.

on them.

Actual net earned on the Par
pers in the Dark," "Daredevils of
films wasn't so important at the tiniei
the Sky," "Lightning Strikes Twice" as having product
to keep the disand "Singapore Gal." Frank Borzage tributing company intact and runis prepping "Gallant Man,'' and Joe
ning. Things were so tough at one
Kane has two, "Wyoming" and point and there was such a lack of
"Crime Passionelle."
operating capital, it has been reOther Republic producers and the vealed, that the sales department
films under their care are: Allan was
peddling at bargain prices
Dwan, "Will Tomorrow Ever Come" blocks of reissues to be u.<!ed by air

and "Heaven for Jenny"; John Wayne,
"Angel and the Badman;" Alfred
Santell, "That Brennan Girl;" Frank
McDonald, "Hit Parade of 1947;"
Edmund Grainger, "The Fabulous
Texan;" Armand Schaefer,
"The
City Slicker," "The Hideout,'.' "Robin
Hood of Texas'' and "Twilight on
the Rio Grande;" Donald H. Brown,
"Web of Danger;" "Pride ot Kentucky," "Thunder in the Forest,"
"Heart of Mexico" and "Song of the
Golden West;" Lou Brock, "Slippy
McGee;" Edward G. White, "Bells
of San Angelo," ''Springtime in the
Sierras," "San Antonio Sunset" and
"The Gay Ranchero;" Sidney Picker,
"Outlaws of Sioux City" and "Marshal

exhib at his convenience

if

he'd

pay

:

:

the rentals for them in advance. Income thus obtained helped sustain
the company.

.

Sears'

'

:

Headache

That was pretty much the state of
when Sears came over from

things

Warner

Bros,

to

become

v.p.

in

charge of distribution. He had been
in the new job but a few months
when the desperate need for pictures
led him to approach Paramount on
buying from it some of the excess
product it had on its shelf. Par was
open to the offer becau.se it found-

.'

in a peculiar position at the
to the rawstock shortage.
had a comfortable backlog of
product, but had insufficient negative stock to make many more.
As
a result it was in danger of losiig
the producing organization it had"

itself

time due
It

of Cripple Creek;" Lou; Gray,

"Along the Oregon Trail," "Heart of

"Moon Over Mexicali,"
"Under Colorado Skies." "Night
Time in Nevada" and "The Timber
the Rockies,"

Fox

for the role of Black Jack Mai
lard in '.'Foreyer Amber," with a
publicity buildup in grospect
.

Andrew

Stone
switched
from
''Strange Bedfellows" to "Nip and
Tuck" as the release title on the
Eddie Bracken-Priscilla Lane co
starrer, to'" be distributed by United
Artists,
after
the Johnston Office
.'. Story
nixed the boudoir title
Productions inked Leonardo Bercovici to develop the screenplay on
the Taylot Caldwell hovel.. "This
Side of InnDcenoe.'i
^ . :Jeahette
.

.

MacDonald

;

.

up and which was just begin*
ning to really click. The nine pictures, therefore, were turned over to

built

;

UA

at the negative cost in return for
UA's transfer to Par of an equal
amount of rawstock. It wax also felt

...

combine

will

boogie-

,

in business.

List of. available pictures and theproduction cost of each was presented to
reps and considerable:;

UA

discussion ensued as to UA's choice.
One of the pictures it wanted and
Which Par wouldn't give up was
"Frenchman's Creek,'' which, as it
,

turned out, was more :or

loss

a

flop;

On the other hand. Par was insistent
that included in the buy should b&
Pre.ston Stuigps' "The Great Mo-,
ment," a biog of the dentist who discovered anaesthesia.
Sear.s didn't
Want it and for a time the deal
hung in the ;bal,ahce on whether:
or not
would be foi-cod to take
it.
Par finally Capitulated and di."!-.
trjbuted the film itself.
It likewise
'

UA

woogie with the classics for the first
lime in her career in"The Birds and did rather poorly at the b.o.
the Beas" at Metro.
Pi.x oh -which UA and Par. finally
Olga San Juan draws the femme agreed were "Crystal Ball," for
comedy lead, in "Variety Girl" at which UA paid slightly over $750,Paramount
Beacon Producliohs 000 and Which gro.ssed $1,100,000; "I
will borrow- a coniplete leehhical M.*)rried a Witch," for which the
staff Irolri Samuel Goldwyn for the, price
was,
$650,000
and
which
fllniing: pi "Cdpacabana'' for United
brought in $1,200,000; "Young arid
Artists release
Barry Sullivan Willing," for which UA gave $450,000
;
draws, the star rolvi in" Violence," and got back $750,000; and six
to be produced independently hy' "Hopalohg Cassidy" oafe.rs,; which
James Bernhafd, starting Dec. 4
co.st the company $175,000 each and,
Walter Wanger bought'''.cre,en rights- brought in about $250,000 apiece.
.

.

.

.

.

,

to.

the stage play, "Antigone."

.

.

,

.:.

Adela 'Mai-a draws femme lead in
"Web of Danger," to be produced
by Donald H. Brown at Republic.
Sol Lesser closed a deal for the
loanout of 12 elephants from Cole
Bros. Circus for jungle roles in the
Johnny Weissmuller starrer^ "Tarxan and the Huntress," Supply of
ejephant.s has been running short
Ijecaiise of the stoppage of safaris in
Asia and Africa during, the war

.

'

never-before-disclosed de-

that transaction, revealed
paid Par a total of approxi- if
$2,900,000 .for the pictures
made a profit of about $1,050,000
of

UA

mately

films,

.

.

that

and

.

collections .on a local level

,

,,

,

by Par that it would be a good move
from an industry point of vipw to
do what it could to-- keep another

;

.

tails

company

&

:

47 Republic program.

of the

will probably be pressed by Basil
O'Connor, head of. the charity, re-

W&G

week on
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Fifteen producers are readying a
of 40 features for the 1946

total

production cost which is now at a Trail;" Mike Prankovich with three
peak of 70% of the total nut is due serials, "Jesse James. Rides Again,"
for a retreat to the neighborhood of "The Black Widow" and "G-Men
Never Forget."
50%, bankers believe.

of its total from theatre
collections. In 1946, for instance, out
of a total of $16,000,000 realized by
that charity, some $5,000,000 came
from theatres. ATA. which has been
split on the question of backing the
MofD project, will probably .drop,
tial

long had
an intimate and very
friendly relationship with Donahue

:

Interest

range from 4%% to. 5V4% for indie
production will probably reach the
legal limit of 6%, it is said.
Additionally, the bankers' share of the

•

UA

Work

.

Hat-Passing

U

Strong position of the company.'
regarding product currently is in
great contrast to 1942, when pos-'
sibly all that saved
from going
under as a result of dearth of available releases was Grad Sears' coup
of buying nine pictures from Paramount for distribution by UA- Some:
hair-letting-down during the pa.st

.years.:,

;

.

Rampart's Opener
Hollywood, Oct,

8.

Rampart Productions, headed by
William Dozier, announced "Possession"

as

its

picture, starring
who is also veepee

first

Joan Fontaine,
of. the company.
Film will be made

at

Univerj>a,l-

Internalional, witli Sheridan Gibney
doing the screenplay.
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SEE B.O. INFLATION INEVITABLE
Hypoed BaUyhoo Aimed at Nabes

UPIRD SPIRAL

As Audience Penetration Grows
time for pix in all situations is expected to result in more attention

Inflation

Schlaifer's,20th-Fox U.S.
admission
Swing, Then the Powwow blow off,

to subsequent run sitWith the ZOth-pox nalional adand the smaller towns.
publicity convention postponed until
Swing in that direction will prob- after the first of the year, Charley
via increased Schlaifer,
ably be evidenced first
20th's ad-publicity chie£,
advertising and exploitation budget's will take a swing around the country
to industry within
for the nabes, according
the next few weeks to set
toppers.
up exploitation campaigns on the
forthcoming
releases.
Noting that both distribution and company's
exhibition are undergoing radical Schlaifer expects to huddle with exchanges eflfected by the anti-trust hibs and 20th field exploiteers to
decision that call for a recurrence o£ work out plans for publicizing "Raold-time exploitation and showman- zor's Edge," "Margie," "My Darling
ship; film officials point out -that a Clementine" and other films slated
downtown first run showing has be- for release before Jan. 1,
National flack convention^ schedcome only the first, and one of. many
showings, for each film in each ter- uled for the h.o. this month; was deferred because of the number of
If that last maximum dollar
ritory.
preems
and day-and-date openings
inmeet
to
out
squeezed
is to be
creased production costs and super set up for the Spyros Skouras sales
late Debudgets, then the same hypoed ex- drive, which runs through
Twentieth's field exploitcember.
be
aptechniques
must
ploitation
eers will be busy setting up camplied to llie nabes in order to seSchlaifer
paigns
for
openings,
these
o£
playing
time
out
cure the most

Veins paid
uations

.

said,

every situation.

them

making
all

it impossible to gather
together for the big meet:

Emphasis on building up subsequent runs will not mean, however,
slowdown in the amount of time 15 Sales Execs Slated
and money being spent on first runs
Almost all the
in the key cities.
Spearhead Distrib
majors are sold on the audience
penetration theory, recognizing that
Operations for £-L
top ballyhoo given plx in first runshQwca.se theatres will be passed on
Early dlStrlbatiori operations of
to patrons of the subsequents and Eagle-Lion will be spearheaded by
smalltown houses.
some 15 sales execs who, scattered

the industry.

It's"

seen as

an inevitable reflection of the present economic trend.
Average admission price now, according to most recent figures of
Audience Research Institute^ is 46c.
That's up 13 He from the 32Uc' it
was six years ago and 3%c from the
42
The present
it was a year ago.
"

i

46c figure, some theatre men believe,
s a low estimate. Prices have been
going up so rapidly, steadily and
over such a large area during the
past few weeks as exhibs attempt to
tie admission fees to the spiralling
cost-of-living.

.

Bureau In

Crime Pic Via Hellinger
Homicide Bureau of the N. Y. PoDept. will throw open its doors

lice
to

Mark Hellinger

for the shooting

of his next picture as result of a spe-

meet which Hellinger staged
with Mayor William O'Dwyer and
cial

-

Police Commissioner Arthur Wallander.
Hellinger, who. flew in for
the confab, returned 'to the Coast
after he had wrapped up the officials' consent tensing scenes in the
Homicide office and to inspecting its
flle.s.
Pic,
yet untitled, will be
scripted by Malvin Wald "who will
arrive in New York this week to
study Police Dept. files.
O'Dwyer and Wallander are lending their support to the film because
they, are convinced: that it will help
to discourage crime.
-

Walsh Suspends

.

St.

Local in Nick Friction;

over the signature of
Walsh, prez of the International
Alliance
Theatrical
of
Stage Employees, posted in the
headquarters
of
the
Stagehands
union. Local No. 6, last week per-

Officers

taps.

—

Asked
St.

An

to Quit

Louis, Oct.

8.

F,

rent power strike.
Mayor ordered
both the downtown houses and the
nabes to remain open as usual. Since
sdburbanite travel to the downtown
area was resticted, however, the
nabes- played to SRO while the first
run houses were almost empty.

$750,000 RETRO-PAY

TO

SCREEN EXTRAS IN PACT
Hollywood,

Oct.

8.

Retroactive pay amounting to between $750,000 and $1,000,000 will be
disbursed among members of Screen
Extras Guild, according to terms of
new contract with major studios
ptoviding increases averaging 33%,
improved working conditions and

,

-

ly

pay

:

to Jan."

1,

1946.

Pact was approved overwhelmingby SEG membership in vote oE

2,605

151.

to

Also provided for

in

new

pact is an additional raise it
index increases more
than -5% between July 1. 1946, and
cost'Of-living

Jan.

1.

1947.

GomersallBackatU
As Gen'l Aide

to Scully

Ed Gomersall, who recently returned to Univer.sal foUowin'g fadeout ol his job as sales manager of
Enterprise Films when its distribution deal with U was called off, nas
been named assistant to William
Scully,

U's general sales manager.
O'Keefe, company announcer
said, would continue as as.s't.
S'enoral sales manager in the h.o.
cabinet set up to handle U's new

A-

J.

JTient

sales policy.
•Pres,"ent

'

market

complejiitie.s

and

n.ecesiiity

for flexible sales methods
Will demand much more direct contact on the part of home
office sales
executives with the entire sales organization throughout the country,"
according to' Scully. "It is our purpose to define a definite policy on
^ach individual picture and tiieh to
nave our sales' cabinet visit the
branch offices and implement this

To-fa u ili lutu

policy.

,

lat-

have reapportioned territory
9hd named new district managers,
put jwe also required some changes
w the operation
of th6 home office
sales cabinet."

.

U

Other
sales topper? in cabinet
""e Charles: fcldmao,
western sales
™'et; F. J. McCarthy, southern and
^aiiiidian

head^

and Fred Meyers,

""tern sales manager.

TBA

meet, pointed out that
there's yet no unanimity of opinion
among the film men, "Will television have an amplifying or modifying efilect on the motion picture, industry"?" Austrian asks.
"A great many," said Austrian,
"have seen the small pre-war television image, but they should not
condition their postwar thinking by
what they saw. The new ,sets that
will be on display (at the TBA meet)
and in operation provide images
many, many strides doser to motion:
picture standards.
All who are in
the production, distribution and exhibition branches of the film industry owe it to themselves and their;
companies to see the exhibit and at- \
tend the conference meetings. They
will have a golden opportunity to
learn what television has accomplished in the past several years and
what it proposes to do in the immediate future."
Cunning, currently in N, Y. to attend the meet and to huddle with
eastern tele broadcasters and ad
agencies, said both he and Bergen
believe that video will cut into the
film industry within the next five
years. It will be a slow, chipping
away process, he said, until television finds it own niche in the entertainment scene.
Some studio officials, according to
Gunning, are fearful. that tele will
act on the film industry much the
way the advent of talking pictures
caused heads to fall along silent film
alley.
Nobody wants to see the
;

(!,

Form

,

May

'

'

,

GRANT'S VACATION

MAY

j

By One
,

:

this,

om.v

the

;

,

.

retroactive

;

j

.

'

I

';

manently suspended all rights and
privileges of the local until the inof boosts, particularly in nabes and ternational exec board terminates
"the state of emergency" declared
subseqiKnt runs.
last Sept. 6. and it named Frank H.
Last few weeks, as a matter of
Krim. E-L prexy said this week. fact, have already seen theatres fol- Stickling, Elgin, 111., international
Despite current pinch on experi- lowirig suit as food, automobiles and representative, to manage the union
enced sales personnel, most of the thousands of other products were in that emergency.
15 distrjb toppers have already been tilted
Stickling will ask for the resignain pric^' While Broadway
lined up and announcement of their first'-runs, already getting
tion of the recently elected officers
$1.80 tops
selection will be forthcoming shortly. in
some cases, had alread.v about and order an audit of the local's
Krim added. E-L has no present in- reached the limit, some of the other books. The officers who will be
tention of taking on a large stafT. of operations along America's No, 1 asked to step down are Leroy Upsalesmen, company prez said, but Main
street
were .following the ton, prez; William Kostedt, v.p.;
will probably depend for its sales on trend.
The Ambassador, for in- Charles Eiffert, recording sec; L.
subsequent-rUn- situations- in tlie ance, showing reissues, is, getting Holdman,
treasurer,
and Elmer
rank and file of PRC.
$1.20, while the newsreel theatres, Moran, business representative. Most
Meanwhile, PRC. girding for a which, a few years aga were charg- of them are anti-Nick followers, and
powerful drive behind its new pro- ing a quarter for their one-hour it vas the attempt of cohorts of
duction schedule, has been vapidly show, jumped from the 36c figure John P. Nick, former czar of the
adding to its exploitation and ad- they were getting more recently to local, to dominate the local that
vertising 'forces. Latest to be taken 40c.
The rebuilt Miami theatre on brought about "the state of emer
on by Arnold Stoltz, clvieC pub-ad Sixth avenue, now called the Ave- gency."
Nick, employed as a gripper in a
'director, are Marie Slate and Leo nue, is asking $1.20 for a French pic,
downtown picture theatre that does
Brady, at the company h.o., and "The Well-Digger's Daughter."
not present stage shows, obtained
Leon Brandt, who'll handle exploiStory is the same in the whole
tation in the Chicago area.
Miss New York metropolitan area. Three a conditional release last year after
serving more than three years of a
Slate, formerly of Universal and
of the larger circuits, Century, Rand20th-Fox, will write newspaper and (orce and RugofE & Becker, either five-year term for racketeering. He
syndicate features, while Brady, for have put increases in effect already was -convicted in the U. S. district
five
years with Paramount, will or are planning to within the next court in St. Louis in 1940 on II
He has
cover the fan mags.
Buildup of few weeks. Tilts go from as little as counts of an indictment.
PRC forces is partly to help out Ic up to 10c. Additional factors are repeatedly protested that he docs
change come. Which is the reason
E-L in its pic plugging, its under- also involved, such as starting high- not seek any office in Local No.
nor does he seek to dominate the lo- tor the present antipathy of the
stood.
er prices earlier in the day, which
majors to television. Studio lesser
E-L with its- 15-man force will means more coin in the b.o. cashbox. cal's affairs.
lights
and technicians, however,'
set sail with its first pie,' "It's a Joke,
Jn upstate New York, the Fabiari
recognize the future awaiting them
Son" next Jan. 1, and its second,
,and Warner circuits have likewise Koegel's 20th-^Fox Legal
in television and are already taking
the J. Arthur Rank film. "Bedelia,"
Same
is
hit the northbound trail.
steps
to
prepare for the change.
Jan. 15. Out of the five to 10 Rank
true of Warner- houses in Maryland
Cunning himself conducts a telepix which the company will disPost Follows Trade
and 'Virsinia and some 20 nabes in
vision panel for film technicians aftribute next year, E-L has made.its
Naming of Otto E. Koegel as chief ter their working hours
the District of Columbia. One-fourth
at the
second selection in "I See a Darlc
of ail theatres in Baltimore have coun.<;el for 20th -Fox by prexy Spy- studios, at which many of the top
Stranger," starring Deborah Kerr,
likewise recently joined the trend, ros SItouias last week pomts up men gather at his studio to work
and is seeking to change its label
with uppances of around 3c for again the onevfor-all and all-for-one with him and Bergen in research on
Krim heads
to "The Adventuress."
practice of a number of prominent
adults and 2c for kids.
tele programming.
The film men
for; the Coast Friday (11 ) for apSame in true across the country, legal firms active in the film indus- contribute much to the work being
proximately one month of studio
try. Koegel, who will undoubtedly
done but receive no pay for it, Cunchief in Chicago, Salt Lake City, St. Louis, pull down a sizable retainer
hiiddles
with
production
as top ning
Beach
and
Miami
and
Miami
Seattle,
said.
Among
those
attending
Bryan Foy.
legalite for 20th, will toss that annual
thousands of other spots in between.
tlie panel are Bert Wrench, foreman
stipend in the common treasury of
And. to repeat a Jolsonism, "You
of the editorial department of Meti'o
Dwight. Harris, Koegel & Caslcey and
long
a.s
nothin'
yet,"
as
seen
ain't
International;
Wyllis
Cook, chief
Reinhardt and Joe
draw his sole compensation from the
the general price level continues to
special effects man of Universal-Infirm,
spiral and. with it, naturally, theatre
ternational; and Anatole Robbins,
Sued Over Pic Story operating
Similar habits are indulged in by
costs, say the exhibs.
U-I makeup technician.
suclr outfits as Phillips, Nizer, BenHollywood. Oct, 8.
jamin & Krim and O'Brien, DriscoU
Reirthardt,
flini
Gottfried
pro& R'i£tery. Louis Phillips is one of
ducer..son of the late Max Reinhardt,
the legal toppers for Paramount;
was sued for $50^000 by Sanuicl R, P-T Slate Ahead Of
Louis Nizer acts as chief counsel for
Golding and Norbert Faulkner who
Film Board of Trade; Robert
charged plagiarism in connection
PIC
Year the
Release
Benjamin as coun.sel for Eagle-Lion
with a dramatic yarn they wrote
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Hollywood, Oct, 8.
and PRC as- well as prexy of the J
titled "The Man and His Sliadow."
Sarnuel Goldwyri's 'The Bishop's
Two hustling Bills, Pine and Arlliiir Rank Organization; and ArPair assert filrn 'writer Joe May
agceedlast February to do the Thomas,, are' one year ahead of -their thur Krim as pi-ez of E-L, all turn in Wife," originally slated to start in
Same January, may be postponed two
production commitments for Para- their incomes to the firm.
screen aSaptatiooand to receive 75
mount release. In the vaults await- practice is followed by O'Brien, Dris- months because of Cary Grant's in»
of gross proceedsiJTiiBiwas sold.
"Danger coU Si Raf Icry, with Ed Rftftery's take sistence on a long vacation in EngPlaintiffs charge May"Tl>«k ideas ing rclea.sc are "Big Town,"
actorv
from their original and worked witb,. Street." "Fear in the Night," "I as president of United Artists swell- land. Vacation would keep the
ing the law firm's coffers.
away from Hollywood until next
Reinhardt on the; film version titled' Cover Big Town," "Jungle Flight"
Tapping of Koegel for official posi spring.'
Were 'Saved," with
"Finale" which was sold to Loew's artd "Seven
is no change in legal talent for the
Grant is' slated to co-star in the
as an original under fictitious name "Swamp Five" recently is.sued.
of
the Robert
pictured version
Currently tlie compsiny is, filmihg 20th since he has performed sub
of Steven Millard, May is sued inalong -v/ith-'Teresji,
yarn,
color production, "Adven- slaniiJiUy the .same duties for the Nathan
f^r.<l
dividually in the same suit foi' an
comi'iMiy since 1930.
Wright and David Niven.
ture Island."

PRC exchanges
Good example of the fact that strategically
in
nabes can handle the crowds if throughout the country, will open
given
.sufficient
opportunity
was up key first-run situations to the
seen ill Pittsburgh during the cur- new
company's product. Arthur
!

;

-

talk

order,

Richard

',

admit he's worried about tele's
growth, video leaders believe that
the total lack ol cooperation shown
television by the film companies is
ample evidence that they're afraid^
Several of the majors, including
Metro, 20th-Fox and Paramount,
had filed applications for tele permits but all except Par subsequently
pulled out under one pretext or another. According to Patrick Michael
Cunning, partner of Edgar Bergen
in a new tele programming venture
on the Coast, television was the talk
of the. film industry until the current labor strike turned /Studios'
to more immediate probletns.
Noting that there's been a lot of
about tele in motion picture
circles,
Ralph B. Austrian, RKO
Television prexy and chairman of

about upping their entrance
But with the OPA reduced to
an almost meaningless state by Congress since last June 30^and butter
currently at $1 a pound and eggs at
95c a dozen 'in New York theatre
men see no possibility but to admit
inflation has hit the country, to
bow to the trend and to keep admission figures in line with the general
price level. And that means plenty
tious

industry homeoffice execs
get a chance to evaluate television and discover what the new
medium might mean to them in ;the
way of possible competition at the
Television Broadcasters Assn. meet,
scheduled for tomorrow (Thursday)
and Friday at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria, N. Y.
Although no industry official will
will

minds

Loo

While the CPA was strongly enforcing general price controls; most
theatre operators were very cau-

To

Range

Film

N.Y.'s Homicide

While the

have been inching upward
ever since 1940, they say, next few
months will see them* spurting skyward faster than at anytime in the
b.o. fees

a

.

here and the lid on
prices is just about to
in the opinion of manyis

theatre-operating execs.

hi.story of

Television Bugabo at Close

WL

PACING WITH

playingt

extended

on

Emphasis

Film Men's Chance Here to Study

:

it.-;

additional $22,500.
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.

.
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.Tim Holt

its'

and

virility

ceedod

melodramatics over.

Pro-

gets

.Oirectiort
script. -

wavoriiTg

.

concerns undercover

Plot

'nl

.". ;

hv

opera-

tions of a police spy out to bi'eak
up two S'lmbling. syndicates in a
.imall town. How a small west coast
town with .seasonal fruit-pickiuK

boom could support
outfits

is

Richmond

gambling

t\vp

man'

undercover

:

new

.system less favor-

able to the defendants.

Mayor,

«

.

operated for the benefit of theatres

elude the latter method of exploz--

which these defendants desired

tation."

to.

favor.
The court's suggested provisions declaring existing clearance
agreements invalid only to the extent that they contain exccs.sive time
and area restrictions is, we think, in

;

!)iiu-n.y

.

..lolm trcUvnrl
llov Itoboirts

.

,.;;

:, i ; . .

.

.
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.
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Pix

Continued from page 3

this, the Government says in
memorandum: "We understand

it explained, "one oxhiblmight bid more for an exclusive
the court's opinion to hold that all run than any single competitor but
agreements to less than the combined license fees
existing clearance
which the defendants are parties are which' all might pay for a .series of
the product of an illegal system and day-and-date runs. In such circiimwere presumably entered into and stances the high bid should not ex-^

,

; .

;...;,.;,..,>.

.

for an ex-

"Thus,"

On

its

the majors will have released some.
'47, a hoist over
Finale
has 200 pix by Jan. 1,
development.
Riclimond cOlitrivihg to have the tvvo. the 234 films licensed in 1945. Re..T:un' DiU'Wo.ll
Kate isVN.-r,
public, Monogram and PRC will fill conflict with its fundamental hold.(Irani WUhors gangs ''and crooked police rub each
Ilio I'lanlim,,
l''an'c'II .'Miii'ilojiiiJ.l
Jlartcniliiother ..Out,' saving every oho a lot of in the balance: of 146 pix to bring ing of illegality.
,itu..iHi'll .Hlmi'aoii
.Tolin. slniii.Hon
trouble,- .
the total to some 405 films. Further
'
"The court's ."i'uggeslion that the
I>oii ( Jai'iiri*.
.T.'kmes, .VJitVi
t''r(in('iR' Hml
Tthvri i>rUh!i
Adele Mara does a gambler moll analysis sho'\vs that of the 303 filhis decree might only outlaw existing
.Ki'ir liall
already released,. 45 have been west- clearance to the extent of such time,
iArtlnir >VaHli and Anne Nagdl is' the sweot. heroine.
Jhili'l I'liil K..,:
j*onn.ii..U
,i{oni;ii(J
Contribul.'n,g to heavy worlc are Wil- erns and five reissues turned out on and area provisions
seems to us
KmhrMtiif*^
Lfiui« 'S!(tr(-ior ton
Graff, Roy Barcroft and Dick a national scale. Besides the five to be legally inadmissible.
It apMidway .siiiipsou
Maiii rjaiiian...
Curtis.
Les Selander direc(;ed the oldies, a flock of reissues were dis- pears to be unworkable as well.
i'hin .(?iJVnl:iin.;
.l-'iKvl ..l''l*y
Dbha'd H. Brovvh production
tributed ion a local seale.
relief will be realized from
Thaeiiery's
standard
fashion.
Bud
.''
quarter
Future releases for this
Sentimental sa.!;'a of. the wcstci'it
continuing the same pattern of prolensing fits budget quality. Bros.
Clomcntin.o"
is
Dai'ling
.pl,airi.s, "My
will include at least four reissues
tection in. a revised form and it is
loaded with cnou.L;li marquee voltage
and a minimum of 15 westerns. Re- only
by enjoining continuance of
to in.siite it hf!nvy play at the boxversal of the downward trend in
Fool't^ Ciold
agreements Of this character that the
officd in all situations. Heavy .str6s.stotal films is surprising in view of
court may make efl:ective its obvious
Hollywood. Oct. 4.
on' tlfe, vomaritic angle, with eons.Gto
intention
companies
formerly
of
intention that there be a completely
rqticil.t .less time for rfx-shootirlg and
l:iu.ited Avti.'its, veloaHO, oC |.c.W4S J. Rachstars
AVilllain
Xoyd: go slowly during early decree sell- fresh and fluid distribution of run
hoofbeating, may tag it as being a bit niii lu'odmtion.
Di- ing.
t>>aLUrcs Andy Clyilo. Itantl BrooUs.
Feeling of optimism has re-;
tame for the average outdoor fan; rected
and clearance privileges upon a
Origbial
by tscoi'se Arohainl)aii<l.
but added appeal for the femme .stoi-y antl scri^enplay, ports Sohrot?der: placed initial distribs' fears and gen- competitive basis after the entry of
eral attitude is that companies should
trade will moi'e than compensate.
lianod on char.ioter.s: oreateti l>y i^laronoe K.
this judgment."
Trademitrk of John Ford's direc- Mulford; caniora. Mack Mteriglor; mu.sical go ahead at full pace regardless of
editor, l^red
tion: is, clearly stamped on the film ..suporykor, Oavtd t.'Uudnbw:: '40.
Guarsintce Some Bun
decline
Running how the court acts. Steady
W. Jicrf^or. .r^rcvio\ved Oct." 4,
with, its shadowy lights, softly con- tlmC'fiS ailN,S.
in total pix to date is demonstrated
In the matter of licensingj the Justrasted' "moods and measured pace, )ToiHtii'Ug t.'a.ssldy.
.William .Boyd
by compilations in which grand to- tice Department calls for a guaran.^-Tl(ly tJlyde
but a tendency is discernible towards ^aliforn ia. t'at-lffon,
worked
way
tal of 778 in 1937
Its
...... .Rjind Brook.s
tee to all exhibitors of "some run on
stylization for stylizafion'.s sake with- T.uoky J«nktn»,
.I'rofoHSOtN ,.,.•»
.'IRobert Rnunett Keane
down as follows:
reasonable terms and limiting aucout relationship to the screen mate- .Tcs^ie. ....
..lane Itandolph
.4
/
.

I'lvoviiilykt'...
lillljT .('lanti.r..

7

compote with one theatre
elusive run.

.

403

Kane

mystery.

a script
is the

Continued from pHge
tion of .some

with only, modest
possibilities as secondary filler.
"Fool's Gold" (UA). Topnotch
outdoor action fare. Continues
"Hopalong Cassldy" series starring William Boyd.

from

littlp

Govt. Favors Indies

Clemeniine"

Melodrama

duction values reflect .small e.xpondituro.

DMlintr

(20th). Top name cast in a .sentimental westerner headed for
big play at the b.o."Traffic
Crime"
(Rep).
In

Dialog
pitting wit,j against heavies.
AVai-cl Hunil
and .situations, are imostly. made up
.Man MawliRU*. of standard cliclies in keeping witli

...<

.

I'^uivlii

Darnell
Maluro

N'irlor
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.
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.

;
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rifnliiii...
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...il.lndu
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lloUiilay.
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Vivgil Karji.
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Slxmonth Limit
recommends a ban on
more than

Justice

censing of features

li-

six

months in advahce of release to pre-.';
vent an exhibitor from tying up "an;
entire year's supply of films released

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

;
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by a distributor-defendant, subject
only

cancellation

a

to

privilegej"

which would cut out competitors.
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"No
,

>

'Prohibition against licensing for
exhibition Hiofe than 30 days after
availability is i-ecommended~-:ito see
that one exhibitor does not license a
greater supply of films than he can
us? in the normal coiiduct of his
business simply to keep them off the
screens of competing theatres. Competitive bidding alone will not prevent such a practice and might «n»
:

.

,

courage

it."

:

'

.

,

. . ... .

(

. . . i

At .several point.s, the pic comes
to a dead .''top to let Ford go gunning
for some arty effect. But, a.5 ususil in
a Ford pic, the pho.tog.raphy is brilliantly
conceived,
especially
the
black-and-white
panoramic
shots
which equal in .striking force anything done in color.
.Major boost to the film is .tjiven by
the simple, sincere performance of
Henry Fonda. Script doesn't afford
him many chances for dramatic action, but Fonda, as a boomtown marr
shal, pulls the reins taut on his part,
charging the role and the pic with
more excitement than it really has.
Playing counterpoint to Fonda. Victor Mature registers nicely as a Bosrial.

.

.

.:....,.'

.

.

, .

. ..

.

, .'.

...

i

i

.

.'. ...Stephen
Barclay
Kruce/.
....^v.*
.Harry Oordlnjj'
............... , .
..... .i3arle IIortKins
Sandler. .........
.

Duke,

.

.

. . ,

.

,

.

.

.

.Kob Beutley

flarton.
Black.le
Col.,

vvmiam Davis

I.an(Jry

Lieutenant.
.SerH'e.'int.

..........'. .Forbe.s Murray
CUen IS. Gallafflier

Ben Corbctt

..........

.

Fred "Sno'wflake"

Kpwd.......

'fuone.s

Sturdy action fare for the outdoor
Second in new series of "HopaUnited
release, "Fool's Gold" adds
up to good entertainment in its field.

the side of the law, giving up
life and gal for the sheriff.
Improvement in Mature's thesping is
marked by a degree of emotional expression and facial animation not

both his

seen in his former roles.
Femme lead is held down by Linda
Darnell although Gathy Downs plays
the

title-role.

As a Mexican firebrand

and dancehall belle. Miss Darnel]
handles herself creditably while the
camera work does the rest in highlighting her looks. Miss Downs, in
the relatively minor role of Clementine, a cultured Boistonian.ga:! who is
in love with Mature, is sweet and
winning.
Story opens with the killing of
FondiJs brother while they are en
roirto tO' California oh a cattle-herd-

.

ing job.. Fonda is offered, and takes,
the post of sheriff in a bad man's
town in an effoii; to ti'aek down the
killers. Crossing paths with Mature
at
jtii ii saloon, Fonda suspects him
.

but both become very chummy
is revealed to be a talented
who escaped to a dangerous
he .suffered from consumption. Plot t\yists into Mature's
love life with Miss Darnell, as his
current flame, and Miss Downs, as an
echo out of the past. Fonda plays
Cupid until ho unferrets the Kang of
rustlers who plugged his brother and
the pic goes out in a smasliing climax
of lolazing guns as Fonda levels culprit Walter Brennan and his four
flr.st

as Mature

long Cassidy" westerns for
Artists

becau.se
.

'

.

'

.

V

sons.

.

Excellent supporting cast is topped
by Brennan, v.'lio turns in a solid
portrayal of a crusty old horse thief
and father of a' gang of ne'er-dowells. Other players showing -up well
include Alan Mowbi'ay, J. Farrell
MacDonalci, Vfzx.A Bond, Tim Holt
and Grant Withers. iScore by Alfred
.Newman is superb in its variations
of the underlying theme melody, '''My
Hernii
Darling Clementine."
.

Traffiit; in ('riinc
LpS Angeles, Oct.
Republia

.

'.

reji-ase

production.
Artelo Mara,'

'

.I>avi<l

:

Donald

of

J<''ratures

Anno

by

Rireoted

Kano

8.

lironn

rt.

Ttieliniond,

Wilton

XUgr-l.

Hclander.

l..of>

UraiY.

but

crooks think
Army captain ducking the military,
Iloppy enters badman's territory.
Before his mission is marked completed ha has not only saved the
friend's son but wiped out the gang.
letting

It's all told at level above usual
oater. giving advilt as well as juve
Much is made of musical
Interest.
score, and photographic values of the
outdoor mountain scenery are fully
-

realized

by Mack

Andy Clyde

Stenglgr's lensing.

seen as Hoppy's
pal, California, capably taking care
is

comedy touches. Rand Brooks
young Lucky, another Hoppy

of

does

Chief villain, and doing an exis Robert Emmett Keane.
Romantic interest is supplied by
Jane Randolph and Stephen Barclay.
Earle Hodgins draws another of his
sharply defined small characters as
an outpost guard of the outlaw's
hideout.
Others measure up to demands of western roles.
Brog.
pal.

cellent job,

Ann
Nick

Foreign Films
.

CTiio

"r.a I<'»lc« ilux Cliimeres"
Droam
Fair") (VBiaNCU).: National I'llms. releaKo of Cinema: I'roductlona production; directed by Pierre ChenaU stars Brie von
Htrobeim. MadolGiric SoloKne, T-ouis Sal6ui
.icreenplay, Jack Conlpaneez, KrncKt Neiibach; dialoe. Louis D-uoreux: veviowed in
Paris." Running time, lOT MtSH.

Posfsible entry for French patronage spots in the U. S. and a likely
grosser in France. Picture is -said to
have co.st over $300,000, big for
France, It belongs to the blind-Rirlwho-gets-her-sight-back cycle.
De-

pressing, v/ithout

comedy

relief,

it's

well photographed and ably directed.
Erie von Stroheim contributes i" fine
performance as the disfigured engraver who forges banknotes for the
sake of the blind girl whom he found
in a- cheap circus act.. Madeleine Sologno and Louis Salou also acquit
lhem.selv€s well in .lesser roles.

.story,

r.eslle

'rnrii''r

-

.Kane' Uii'hntond
Adole Mara

.

.;.

Afni'lowo. ..... ............

.Anno

Xaijel

:'IVIrus" (KRKNCJI). <3ray rel.'ii.w fil'
Iniperia production;
features
rVrnandcl.
.Sinione .Simon, rierro Kra.wm'. D.ilip, Abel
.lacfiuin; directed by
Alli>Bfet; H(l!ipti>d
by Marcel lUvet. Slarc AileRret from .Maiv ei
Aidi.n-d'« play; diajoir., Aehardi" revle«-cil In
I'nris.
Running; time, )00

Mam

.

Uraff
ttoy Hareioft
\rlhur J.ott
..Watle Crosby

<;a'ntfeli.'.,.;..i.!.'j...:....Witlon

Sure grofser here even if mountings are not up to standard.. Achard
comedy tiikes place mainly in -a
Di.d; ('nrti«
.lake .'^ehuHii
»
Dan Mnrloive, .... ... , 1 lairy V, 'lie,«lilro nitery locale. Fornandcl portrays the
.Bob" Wllke unsophisticated
photographer who
IrOKiin's. Driver; i:..v...i'
.. *'...'. (.,'harle.g .Sullivan
/Cal> ,2>rlver. .....
finally wins Simone Simon, a nightclub liiie girl. With plenty of coniedy
Budget crime thriller with only plus good acting all around, film
spot
.supporting
ability
to
fill
modest
looks lik'j a good bet for a remake
in and should be
"Traifio
.situations,
Ic-s.ser
in
okay in U, S. arty
Criirie" is dull tale of gang-busling theatres.
Maxi.
TID ttogan
Jlliii'phy.

. .

Dumbo.'.

.

,

1

.

.-..

Three

JAN.

films

"My Darling Clementine," directed
by John Ford and starring Henry
Fonda, Linda Darnell and Victor
Mature, and "Margie," in Technicolor and starring Jeanne Crain.
November sked gives 20th at least
seven releases between now and
Jan. 1. "Home Sweet Homicide," 3
Little
Girls in Blue" and "The
Bowery" (reissue) have already
been named for release in October.
"Razor's Edge," which preems at the
Roxy, N. Y., on Nov. 19, will not go
into general release until Christmas
Day and will probably be the company's only picture for December.
Nine releases, meanwhile, have
been tentatively set for the second
quarter of the -ld46-47.. season. New
year starts offli with ^TSie Shocking
Miss Pilgrim," Technicolor, musical
costarring Betty Grable and Dick
Haymes and featuring heretofore
unpublished masic; of the late George
Gershwin. "Thirteen Rue Made-'
leine," Louis de Rochemont production costarring James Qagney and
Annabella has also been set for
'

,

,

,

.;..'.#,. ...

. . .

,

!

.

... .

. .

.

on the subject

strict

is

of

;

:

"The auction method of selling
films outlined by the court, while
entirely consistent in itself with the
objectives
of ,the
Sherman Act,
would require a complex administrative machinery for enforcement
not susceptible to judicial control.
"In our view it would not be
likely to yield constructive results
when applied to a market dominated by distributor-owned theatres, unless supplemented by other
relief designed to make these major
defendants
other.

with

competitive

'
•
.

.'

Government of the

.

pa
Continued from pagK

^

I(

tions against

to exist.

,

.

Majors' Advanlag^es

"In all situations where they opman-Peggy Cummins); is set as a erate theatres, tlie major
defendants
February special. March wijl prob- will have an a.ssurod
source of films
ably see "Romance in Costa Rica," available on
whatever discriminaanother Technicolor musical starring tory terms
tliey
see fit to use.
Vera-Ellen and Dick Haymes. "The Their
independent exhibitor comHomestretch." also Technicolor md petitors,
on the other hand, must -be
costarring- Cornel Wilde and Mau- high
bidders for every film they
reen O'Hara, will be released 'in play
and may secure only such
April along, with "Boomerang," ;inclearance privileges as are reasonother de Rochemont production with able
under this decree.
Dana Andrews, Jane^Wyatt and Sam
"Their
distribution
competitors
Levene.
must dispose of all
"I
Wonder Who's .-Kis.sing —Her In a comfietitive o'f their product
market on its
Now," blopic of .songwriter Joe How- merits,
while the major defendants'
ard and starring June Haver, Mark:
retain assured outlets to provide
Stevens and Martha Stewart in
such playing' time as they choose to
Tcchn tcolor, has been tentatively assign
their own films in their own
tagged for May release, along with
theatres.
"The Ghost 'and Mrs. Muir," cO""Iti
short,
while
the
atiction
slan-;nt; Rex Harrison and Jeanne
method of selling proposed by the
Grain. "Bob, Son of Battle," alsp in
coiirt would make non-parties to the
Technicolor, will probably .be redecree '.more vigorous competitors
leased in late spring.
with each other, both as bidders for
the film product of the defendants
and as sellers of competing .film
NEILE OUITS
product, it would not place them on
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
lerm.s of equal competitive oppori
Roy William Neill, producer-di- tunity with the defendants."
rector-actor at Universal for three
Thereforei the Government sugyears, settled his contract, which had gested a 10-ygar ban on
cross-licensfour years to run, and checked off ing and limitation of
auction selling
the lot.
to "the disposal of exclusive runs
Neill will hook up with another in competitive situations."'
Justice
major lot after a vacation in Eng- would carry this to
a point of perland and Ireland.
mitting, two or more theatres to

Conference

"The

'

licenses.

.

ief
CIEA Brief

.•

.

^

January,
'Late George Apley" (Ronald Col-

right to institute-

contempt proceedings in the case.
Indication also is that the Governmay be

ment's right of appeal
jeopardized if U approves.

which the independent
exhibitors have so long complained
each and which the court has now found

"So long as the five major film
distributors are left in control of the
five major theatre circuits of this
country and are left tree to license
films to each other's theatres, each
has a continuing interest in film licensing practices which tend to perpetuate the theatre operating dominance that they have jointly and
illegally achieved, and the power to
continue joint action for that purpcse. To the extent that the illegal
film licensing practices pursued by
them were designed to promote and
maintain their theatre, operating
profits, the economic basis for such
discrimination would remain virtually intact under the auction system
or any other system which restricts
only the methods used in making

respectfully,

urges that the Government promptappeal to the Supreme Court

ly

from any order of the statutory court
which does not provide for complete divestiture, and further that
^uch appeal be made all-embracing
so that such order may be open to
revision by the supreme court, in
every particular.
the
is
oC
Conference
"The
opinion that the ,plan. for. granting
licenses to the highest bidder^ as
prescribed by the court, is wholly
unworkable and if put. in operation, will serve only to increase the
monopoly power of the defendants
and to force price rises to the detriment of the public.
"If the statutory court shall remain adamant in its position that;
competitive bidding is an adeqiiate
substitute for total divestiture, then

:

.

.:

oritrjna]

White; camera, find ThaeKery; editor. r.e,<j
OrlPheek.
At tlic Million Dollar. ):us
J,
(inie
0('t
'4G.
Kunninff
.

20TH-F0X'S 7 PICTURES

BETWEEN NOW AND

.

Langt

54 mss.
Sani Wire.

New

(Unlikely for Anglo-U S. Market)

Screejiploy,

An'-jeles.

.Slllf.

.

have been set for
November release by 20th-Fox, all
of which will be sold singly. Roster
includes "Wanted for Murder," produced by Marcel Hollman in Enghe's an land and starring Eric Portman;

surgeon
life

films;

1939—761;
1940—673;
1941— 598;
1942— 533;
1943— 427;
1944— 442;
1945—377.

fans.

William Boyd's characterization of
"Hoppy," range sleuth extraordinary,
fits like a glove:
This time he attempts to aid an Army friend to perton arLstocrat turned gambler and saude latter's son to give up life of
killer. Role starts him off as a black- crime with a jgang of sage gangsters.
Mature
winds Disguising himself as a cattle-buyer,
guard but in the end
tip OH.

1938^769

Justice

preventing any further, theatre acby the majors and hints
strongly that, no matter what is
ruled in New York, there will be
an appeal. Therefore it comments:
consideration
which
"Ordinary
led to the preservation of the
status quo pending ultimate decision
would
question
tion selling to exclusive runs."
It of a doubtful legal
would also prevent cross-licensing require the court to prohibit unamong the majors to make single conditionally further theatre expan•
sion by the major defendants pendpicture bidding work.
The- Justice Department, unlike ing a final determination of their
the independent exhibitors, has no right to own theatres at all."
The Justice Department raises obejection to competitive bidding so
long as it Is on a basis which does jection to the court ruling that the
not favor the defendants in the sUit. decree should provide arbitration of
clearances,
In its memorandum^ the depart- disputes such as bids,
runs, etc. It states that to approve
ment said:
such a system would deprive the
quisition

U

way is open for the Attorney
General to propose safeguards and
the

.

amendments

to

the

court's

plan

against the possibility, however remote,ahat the plan may pass muster
in the Supreme Court and some day

become

'

.

operative.

"The Conference

respecli:ully urges

the Attorney-General to insist upon
the ban on cross-licensing as an in:dispensable concomitant of tlie competitive bidding system."
Statement to Justice Department
continued- that "iW was impossible to
acciitately evaluate competitive bids
in the event selling was on a per-

.;

;

centage basis. It recommended the
following section for the court's. fin**.!
judgment: "Each bid considered and
each license granted shall- be, for. -A,
flat sum and not upon a :percentag«:

,',

basis.

'.':
.,

;

'House' Uses
George

Own Name

Hollywood, Oct. .8.^
Chamberlain*
Red House," filmed by

Agnew

novel, "The
Sol Lesser, as "No Trespassing," 'wiU
be released under its ori.yinal title.

Switch to "Red Houso" was made
on advice of Gradwell Sear.'!, .sales
chief of United Arti.sts, which wjIV
release the picture as one of ns
biggies.

1946

Weclnesclay, O«tol»er 9,
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t

first

contribution of

Leo Spitz «nd

WilHatft Ooetx K» titd

Universal-International program should get the

to

a flymg

start at box-offices.

Beytmd

living

new combine
up .to the

ofj^i

'higlie^

\|

»

W"*!!

|Standards of psychological mysteiy melodfitMa, !t emerge$ is the screen's!

most penetrating study of twins and, beyond
exposition of
jthe drawing

/

'

~

J,

,

>

,

u

.after seeing.

1

^

u)

't>

will find this

^

i'>

n
I

human

that,

as a heart-breaking

jealousy. Thus, all sorts of audiences,

„

I

»

i

m»e&a^^ii^^
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PICTURE GROSSES
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'End of Time' Brisk 42G, 3

Oke 56G

'Fools'

Journey' Stout 12G,
D.C.; *Wind'-Vaude

L A. Spots;
Blue

in 4, 'Girls in

tol, is

Neat 67G,

4; 'Scandal'

Los Angeles, Oct.

Loud 32G

in

4

8.

Firistrun biisinsKs is about average

.

(Ba.sed

-Palace

Last

'Lucky'

nice JfS.SOO in 10 days.
Carthay Circle (FWC)

Okay

(U).

Last week, "If I'm Lucky"
"Strange Triangle" (20th)

$7,000.

(2()th) iind

,

(m.o.), light $5,500.

:

(Grauman-WG) (2,048;
Chinese
50-$l)— "Three Little Girls in Blue"
Last week,
Nifty $19,000.
(20th).
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th) and
"Little Miss Big" (U), weak $9,400.
Itowntown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—
Smart
•'Big Sleep" (WB) (3d wk).
Last week, good $24,400.
$18,000.

Downtown Music
fcld)

55-$l)

(872;

Hall

—

(Blumen-

"Scandal in
$15,000. Last
(reissue ) (10

Average
week, "Rebecca" (UA)

Paris" (UA).

days), light $13,500.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50 $1)-"Three Wise Fools" (M-G). Light
$12,000.
Last week. "Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (5th wk-4 days), okay
$4,700.

El Bey (FWC) (861; 50-$!)— "Knd
Of Time" (RKO). Good $7,500. Last

•

week. "Make Mine Music" (RKO)
(3d wk), good $5,900.
Four Star CUA-WC) (900; 50-85)—
"Know Where I'm Going?" (U) (2d
wk)i Slumped to $2,000i Last week,
slow $4,100.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Canyon Passage" (U) (3d wk). Closes
with ,$3,500. Last week, good $4,900
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
50-$l)
"Scandal in Paris'' (UA)
Nice $6,500. Last week, "Rebecca'

.

—

(UA)

(reissue),

light

10

(2,756; 50-$l)

—

days.

,

Hollywood (WB)
;

in

$4,900

"Big Sleep" (WB) (3d wk). Bettering $11,000. Last week, sturdy $17,-

.

300.

Hollywood Music Hall

P

feld)

50-85)

(475;

Paris" (UA).

-

—

(Blumen-

"Scandal

in

Okay

"Rebecca" (UA)

$5,000, Last weeTc,
(rei.ssue), oke $4,-

700 in 10 days.

50-85)— "Canyon
Pas.sage" (U) (3d wk). Good $3,500.

(FWC)

I*is

run), $6,750.

Tops Del,

(828;

Last week, .smart $5,400.
Laurel (Rosener) (8.35; $1.80-2.40)
—"Henry V" (17th wk). Sighting
near $4,500.
La.st week, bettered

(RKO)

Keiill's

HippodTome (Lust)

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4,049; 60-85)
^"If I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Dan-

gerous Business" (Col). Loud $33,Last Week, "Gallant Journey"
000.
(COD, $32,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,-

40-65)—
(2d wk).

"Specter of Rose" (Rep)
Fair $2,400. Last week, $3,200.

(FWC)
Blue"

in

New

$0,000,
district,

50-$l)

(1,248;

—

Sighting
theatre in Westchester
(20th).

opened Oci.

3,

.

Million Dollar (D'town)
(2,420;
55-85)
"TraffKi in Crime" (Rep)
with Lionel Hampton orch on stage.Stout $30,000. Last week, "Jesse
Jame.s" (20th) and "Return of Frank
Jame.s" (20th) (reissue.?), with west-

—

.

,

.

,

.

ern acts on stage, .smaft

—

$22,000.
(2,210; 55-

Orphcum (D'town-WC)
"End of Time" (RKO) and
$1)
"Apology for Murder" 'PRC). Sturdy $25,000. La.st week, "Make' Mine
Music"
(RKO) and "Wanderer
Wasteland"' (RKO) (3d wk), neat
$11,600,

—

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)
"Gallant Journey" (Col) (2d wk),
.and "Cuban Pete" (U). Fair $12,000.
Last week, with "Sing While Dance"
(Col) (8 days), light $16,100.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
"Martha Ivers" (Par) and "G.I. War
Brides"

(Rep) (3d wk). Steady
$17,000. Last week, good $22,500.

Buff.;

Xloak' $16,000,

'Sleep'

Buifalo, Oct.

and Dagger" also

is

nice.

Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Buffalo (Shea)
(3,500;
VCloak and Dagger" (WB).
Nice
$16,000 or a bit better. Last week,
"Courage Of Lassie" (M-G), $18,500.
Great
Lakes
(Shea)
(3,000; 40-70)
lusty $35,000.
"Big
Sleep"
(WBX
Sock
$20,000
Detroit)
(United
(4.034;
Michiran
Last week, "Beaucaire"
60-85)— "Beaucaire" (Par) and "De- or over.
coy" (Mono) (2d wk). Fine $24,000. (Par) (2d wk), stout $14,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "CourtLast week, rousing $38,000.United Artists (United Detroit) age of Lassie" (M-G) (m.o.). Okay
60-85)— "Each
his
Own" $9,500. Last Week, "2 GuyS Mil(1.941;
(Par) and "Hearts Growing Up" waukee" (WB) and "Swamp Fire"
(Par) (3d wk). Fast $18,000. Last (Par) (m.o.), sturdy $11,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Beauweek, big $21,000.
Mild $4,000.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit) caire" .(Par) (m.o.).
(3,400; 60-85)— "Boys' Ranch'; (M-G) Last week, "Shadow of Woman"
and "Spitfire" (Indie). Weak $15,- (WB) and "Gay Blades" (Rep),
000. Last week, "Courage of Lassie'' ditto.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
(M-G) and "Larceny in Heart"
"Killers" (U).
Lofty $18,000. Last
(PRC) (2d Wk)j fair $13,000.
Adams (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)— week, "Gallant Journey" (Col) and
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "Mys- "Gentleman Misbehaves" (Col), $6,000
in four days of 2d.
(5th
(Rep)
Valentine"
terious Mr.
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
Last, week,
Good $14,000.
wk).
40-70)— 'Till End of Time" (RKO)
robust $16,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 60- (2d wk). Staunch $12,000. Last
85)'
"Earl Carroll - Sketchbook" week, smash $20,500.
(Rep) with Tommy Tucker orch,
Irene Manning, others, on stage.
Okay $20,000, Last Week, "White
Tie and Tails" (U) and "They Were 'Claudia' Lush $11,800,
Sisters" (U) (2d wk), $10,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
Seattle; Hope 12G, 2d
40-55)—"Lover GomeTBack" (U) and
Seattle, Oct. 8.
"The Southerner." Average $2,200
Business is fairly normal, but not
Last week, "One More
in 3 days.
great
with number of holdovers
Tomorrow" 'WB) and "Letter for
hurting this week.
"Claudia and
Evie" (M-G), $2,300 in 3 days.
David" looks the top newcomer with
"Beaucaire'' sock on second week.
'Holiday' Fancy $12,500,
Estimates (or This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
Omaha; *2 Guys' $8,500 "Stranger"
(RKO) and "Sunset
Omaha, Oct. 8.
Pass" (RKO) (3d wk). Moved from
Orpheum tried a vaude show this Music HaU. Okay $5,500. Last week,

—

This

:

Orpheum

Week

terious

(Tristates) (3,000; 20-80)

(880; 5d^-$l)—

(Col)

cities,

189 theatres)

—

(

—

'

(1,350;

—"God's Country"
"Passage" (U) (3d v.'k). Closing with
Last week, bright $6,100,
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100
"Pa.<;.sage"
(U) (3d wk).
Stout $10,000. Last week,' heft* $14,

$4,500,

50-$l)

—

600.

Uptown (FWC)

(1,719;

.50-$l)

~

—

000. La.st

week, sharp $17,500.

Fulton and Warner came out with
films, contemplating resumption

new

$%000,HubAce
Boston, Oct. 8.
week is spotty. On
solo
"Monsieur Beaucaire" looks
best at the Met despite a slow weekBiz here this

Donald

Donald

stage. iSIow

000

45-80)

(Indie) and
plus stage.

'"'Mr.

O'Connor

plus

(20th) plus
others, $31,000.

Alvmo Hey

orch

—

(3,039;

id-m—

this one, the crlx

Exeter (Berlin). (1,000; 44-65)
"Brief Encounter" (U), (3d wk).
This independent house is doing
strong $6,000 with this Ndel
Coward film after two sock opening

some

—

fine, at

weeks, tor $15,000 total. Subsequent
runs here previously.

Fenway (M-P)

—

40-80)
Human Bondage" (WB) and ''Shadow of Woman'* (WB). Great $11,000.
Last week, "Martha Ivers" (Par)
and "Sunset Pass" (RKO), $12,000
in 9 days.
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40
(1,373;

80)— "Only Live, Onse" (UA) and
"Pago Pago" (UA) (reissues) (2d
Wk). Nice $6,000 after $7,500, first.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)
(RKO). Socko swell
"~-

Notorious"

$30,000 after great $35,000 last,

MetropoUten (M-P)

(4,367;

40-80)

Beaucaire" (Par) and "Last Crooked Mile" (Rep). Hurt by holidays
during openers and unseasonable
weather on weekend, but still wow
at $36,000. Last wedt, "Two Guys
Milwaukee"
(WB) and "Decoy'
(Mono), $30,000 in nine days,
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Always Loved You" (Rep) and
"Dangerous Business" (Col). Opened
Sunday (6). Last week, "Gallant
Journev" (Col) and "Thrill Brazil"
(Col) (2d wk). 9 days, off to $27,000,
Last week, "Holiday in Mexico" (MG) (2d wk), $16,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)"Human Bondage" (WB) and "Shadow of a Woman" (WB), Tasty $18,000. Last week, "Martha Ivers" (Par)
and "Sunset Pass" (RKO), $19,000,
nine days.

would have,

holding over on general
that's all.
$8,000.

Maybe

$6,000.

.lust

principle:.,

Last week,

Pena (Loew's-UA)

(3,300; 40-70)—
"Martha Ivers" (Par).
Only new
ma,ior film downtown, so it's gelling

play.
Stout $14,000 or near.
Last week. "3 Wise Fools" (M-G),
$9,000.

KIti
Fools"
That's

(WB) (800; 40-70)— "3 Wise
(M-G) (m.o.). Maybe $1,500.
what "Caesar and Cleopalia"

:

(UA), also move-over from Penn,
did last week, too.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"The Killers" (U) (4th wk). Second
session for this one here after fortnight run at Harris. Doing as well
as could be expected. Ought to get
$2,500 anyway. Did $3,500 last week,
not too bad.
.

(3,800; 40-70)— "Big
^ Stanley (WB)
Sleep" (WB) (2d wk). This one, of
course, is the phenomenon of the
power strike. Nobody can still figure out where they're coming from
or how they're getting thei-e. Fine
Last
$12,000.
week,
sensational
:

$21,000.

(WB)

Warner

(2,000;

"Crack-Up" (RKO).

40-70)—

over
$4,000.
Last
week,
Stranger" (RKO), moveovcr,

Mpls. on

much

Can't do

"The
$4,500.

Down Grade

ButXlaudia'fl8,(

'CloakM7G, Both Sock
Minneapolis, Oct, 8,
There's little important new 111m
here currently, "Qaudia and David"
and "Cloak and Dagger" being the

State (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)— "Al- sole major entries. Both will come
ways Loved You" (Rep) and "Dan- through nicely even though tratle
Business"
(Col).
Opened here is on the down trend, "Notori-

gerous

Sunday

(6).
Last week, "Gallant
Journey" (Col) and "Thrill Brazil'
(Col), mediocre $13,000 in nine days.
Last week, "Holiday Mexico" (M
G)' (2d wk), $11,000,
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)"Lucky Jordan" and "Double In
demnity" (WB) (reissiues). Usual
$5,000, Last week, "Dead of Night"
(U) and "Wild Beauty" (U) i3d wk)
-

$4,800,

ous," in its second week at the Orstill is terrific and will be one
of the year's best grossers.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900 30-44)— "Tenor
by Night" (U) and "Personalily Kid"
(Gol). Big $2,400 in 5 days. Last
week, "Ding Dong William.s" iRKO)
and "Spook Busters" (Mono) split
with "Riverboat Rhythm" iRKO)
and "Inner Circle" (Rep), Okay $2,000 in 8 daj's.

pheum,

;

Century
."iO-TO)-.(Par)
(1,600:
"Martha Ivers" (Par) (m.o.). Good.
$7,000, Last week, "Courniic La,«sie"
(M-G) (2a wk), okay .$6,000,
^-.''lO)—
Gopher
(Par)
(1,100;
"Sh.idow of a Woman" (WB). Mild.
'Always Loved' 12G $3,200, Last week, "Deadline for
Murder" (20th), light $3,000,
Cincinnati, Oct, 8
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Bliick
Recurrence of warm weather is Beauty" (20th) (m.o,). Meagre S)3„')00
wilting general boxoffice take to -W- in nrospect,
La.st
week, "If I'm
?o autumn level. Three new bill.i. Lucky" (20thT (2d wk), fair iS'l„'in(l,
tugging bulk of biz, are topped by
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70
"Killers," with "Gallant Journey" "Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk
Has
and "I've Always Loveti You" going taken city by storm, Wow $14,000 in-,
for second money. Holdovers are dicated after sensational $24,000 fust

Heat Melts Cincy, But
'Killers'

17G; 'Journey

UG,

.

,

),

spotty.

Estimates for This

Capitol

.

,

Esquire (M-P) (1,500; $2.40)
"Henry V" (UA). Solid as rock on
week at $6,000; last was $6,300.

28th

Week

—

Memphis"

Paramount (H-E)

second week.
Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Fulton
(Shea)
(1,700;
"Earr Carroll Sketchbook" (Rep).
Booked in -at last minute, pu.shing
back "Always Loved You" ^< Rep)
again. This will last: only as. long
as strike does. WiU be lucky to set
Last week, "Time of Their
$2,500.
Lives" (U) pulled after three rla.ys of.

third week at around $800,
O'Connor,, others on
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
opening but okay $33,- "Gallant Journey" (Col) (2d wk),
i;ast week, "If I'm 'Even if power strike hadn't sloughed

$8,800.

$9,500,

of trolley transportation. When that
didn't develop, it was just too bad.
Only thing that's making the slightest dent is "The Big Sleep," at Stanley, which is even holding up in-

likely.

is

Albce (RICO) (3,100; 50-70)
(Rep)
Okay
La.st week, "Night Train "Gallant Journey" (Col), Favorable
(Rep)
and
"Shadows $13,000. Last week, "Cloak and DagChinatown" (Mono) and vaude, big ger" (WB), 8 days, strong" $17,500.
Valentine"

.

as a public service.
theatres, however, don't:
feel like tossing good pix, already
dated, to the. wind so they're merely
holding over old attractions and letting them run out and down, Penn,

Several

'Beaucaffe' Tall

with

8.

ment

.$2,74S»S00

wk).

(2d

—

—

(FWC)

Intruder?'

Fair $6,500 after big $10,600 opener.

—Shouldn't Happen to a Dog" (20th)
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)
and stage show.
Good $18,000 or "Martha Ivers" (Par) (3d wk). From
near,* Last week. "Swamp Fire'
Fifth Av.e, Okay $5,500. Last week,
(Par) and Count Basie orch, $18,000. "Centennial Summer"
(20th)
(4th
Braiidcis (RKO) (1,500: 16-65)
wk), okay $4,800 in 8 days.
"T.wD Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
Music Hair (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Bedlam" (RKO),
Strong $8,500. "Boys' Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful
Holds. Last week, "Notorious" RKO.) in Fashion"
(M-G), Fair $7,000. Last
(3d wk), big at $8,000,
week. "Stranger"
and "SunParamount (Tri.states) (3,000; 16- set Pass" (RKO) (RKO)
(2d wk), $7,400,
65)
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G).
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600: 45-80)
Fine $12„500,
Last week, "Anna" "Of Human Bondage"
(WB) and
(20th), $11,000.
"Dark Horse" (U).
Good $11,000,
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000;' 16-65)— Last week,
"Canyon Passage" (U)
"Anna" (20th) (m,o.). Trim $9,000 and "Cuban Pete" (U)
(3d wk),
Last week, "Courage of Lassie" great
$8,700 in 5 days.
(M-G) (m,o)„ $9,800.
Palomar (Sterling)

—

Studio City

Lost Tear
(Based on 24

Lucky"
8.

"The Killers" and "Big Sleep"
look best bets this session;
Both
are headed for big weeks.
"Cloak

60-85)— "Kid From Brooklyn"
(RKO) and "Missing Lady" (Mono)
(2d wk). Strong $25,000. Last week,

(3d wk). Good $11,000. Last week,
steady $15,200.

.

XeUl Gross S«m« Week

plus

Socko at 20G

976;

"Girls in Blue" (20th), Good $12,000,
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- Last "week, "Sweet Homicide" (20th)
"Martha Ivers" (Par) and "Miss Big" (U), dismal $5,100.
Voffue (FWC) (885; 50-85)
"End
of Time" (RKO). Excellent $9,500.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; SO- Last week, "Make Mine Music"
SO)
"Gallant Journey'' (Col) (2d (RKO) (3d wk), smart .$6,300,
wk) and "Cuban Pete" (U). Near
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l) $13,000. La.st week, with "Sing While "Wise Fools" (M-G), Okay $10,000
Dance" (Col) (3 days), fair $19,200. Last week, "Holiday Mexico" (M-G)
Kitz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Can- (5th wk-4 days), closed with $4,500.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300: 50-$!)— "Big
yon Pa.ssage" (U> t3d wk). Smart
$6,5'00. Last week, excellent $9,100.
Sleep" (WB) (3d wk). Snappv $12,451; 50-$l)

N. y.)

"Home Sweet Homicide" all right
RKO.
Estlinatea for This Week
Boston (RKO) 3,200; 50-$1.10) —
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th)

—

Loyola

,

tres, dhiejly first runs, inciudiJiy

at the

Smash $18,000,

—

4 days), $8,OO0.

City Grosses

Estimated Total Groaa
This Week
.«2,98»,S00
(Based on 22 citiei!, 193 thea-

end,

'KiUers'

Downtown.

the

(365;

week bringing in Billy Butterfield's "Casablanca" (UA) and "Deadline
$5,000.
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404; band and singers, adding Dinning for Murder" (20th) (2d wk), nice
50-$l)
"Girls in Blue" (20th). Sisters, the Nonchalants and Borrah $5,700.
Harmonica
Rascals.
Okay $27,000. Last week, "Sweet Minevitch's
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
Homicide" (20th) and "Miss Big" Teamed with "Shouldn't Happen to —"Claudia and David" (20th) and
Dog," it looks in for a good week, 'Truth About Murder" (RKO). Big
(U), low $15,500.
.Los Angreles (D'town-WC) (2,097; "Two Guys from Milwaukee," at the $11,800. Last week, "Martha Ivers"
Brandeis,
looks
good
enough
for
a
"3 Wise Fools" (M-G). BeS0-$1)
(Par) (2d wk), $8,800.
Business generally only
low average $26,000.
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
Last week, holdover.
"Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (5th wk- so-so with rains slowing up biz.
"Gallant Journey" (Col) and "MysEstimates for
"Girls

Key

Columbia (Loew) (l,2«3;«44-70)—
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G) (2d run).
Nice $8,000. Last week, "Beaucaire"
(Par) (2d run), $7,500.

12G

Grosses in downtown Pittsbui'gh
continue to look like those in a- city
one-tenth this size as result of
Losses lo
crippling power strike.
both exhibs and dlstribs arc mounting staggeringly and houses probably would all do much better 'to
shut down but they're staying open
at tacit reguest from city govern-

44-80)—

(1,838;

'Sleep'

Pittsburgh, Oct.

"Killers" (U) (2d wk). Neat $14,500
after excellent $22,000 last week.

Detroit, Oct. 8..
With downtown firstruns weighted
down by a surplus of holdovers and
longruns, Detroit's overall total this
week will be off from recent takings.
Top new entry will be "If I'm
Lucky" at the Fox where it's heading for a rousing session albeit not
smash. "Boys' Ranch" looks weak at
Tommy
the Broadway - Capitol,
Tucker band will boost "Earl Carroll
Sketchbook" to an okay stanza at

(1,518; 50-

$1)— "Lady Surrenders"

sock $23,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70)—
"Gallant Journey" (Gol). Hot $12,best in weeks for this house.
Last week, "Human Bondage" (2d

.

Lusty $33,000

Last
Nice $.5,000.
(UA).
"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue),

week.

44-85)— "2

(2,154;

Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (2d wk).
Good $18,000 in 6 days; Last week,

$546,000
16 tlieatres)
.

44-70)—

14a

'Ivers'

000,

Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$!)—
"Three Wise FoMs" (M-G). Near
$8,000. Last weelc, "Holiday Mexico"
(M-G) (5th wk-4 days), oke $2,600.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumeniteld-G&S) (824; 65-$l)— "Scandal in
Paris"

,

on

(WB)

Earle

.

Same Week

Week

(Bdst'd

$24,000.

on 18 theatres)

Total Grass

"Three Little Girls in
theatres.
.Blue" appears next strongest with
near $67,000 in four deluxers.
"Scandal in Paris" .shapes as fast
$32,000 in four sinall-seaters. -Three
Wise Fools" will be $S6,000 in four
-Big Sleep" is best of holdspots.
overs, with solid $41,000 for third
frame in three houses. Lionel Hampton band is shoving "Traffic in
Crime" to a stout session at the Million Dollar.
Estimates, lor This Week

$26,000.
(2,370;

(Loew)
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (2d wk),
Nice $18,500 -after last week's big

Estimated Total Grnss
,$662,000
This Week .

newcomers is "Till End of Tinie"
which looks nice at $42,000 in three

Kz 50-75%;

only fair.

Widow" (UA),

Broadway Grosses

week with four now bills helpthe overall. total despite few outOne of best
Btanciing new entries,
irig

Ktt Power, Tram Strikes Slough

8.

Estimates tor This Week
44-80)-^
(3,434;
Capitol (Loew)
"Searehing Wind" (Par) with vaude.
Last week, "Young
So-so $25,000.

this
'

25G

Washington, Oct.

"Gallant Journey," at WB's Metrothe stout new entry in an
otherwise mild week along the
town's main stem. Other newcomer,
"Searching Wind," at l^oew's Capipolitan,, is

(RKO)

(2,000;

50-70)

—

"Always Loved You" (Rep). Extr.%

(2d wk). Smash ad splurge and press piiffs reflected
$12,000 for Bob Hope film after im- in okay $12,000, Holds. Last week,
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (3d wk),
mense $18,800 initial stanza,
big .$8,500,
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
Grand (RKO) (1.430; 50-70)
"Canyon Passage" (U) (4th wk).
Looks great at $7,000, Last week, "Big Sleep" (WB) (3d-wk)". Robust
"Devil Bat's Daughter" (PRC) and $8,000 trailing sound $11,000 second
"Valley of Zombies" (Rep); for only sesh.
3.
days awaiting "Passage," nice
Keith's (City Inv),- (1,540: .)0-70)—
$3,100.
"Gallant Bess"
(M-G) (2d wk).
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; Good
$7,000.
La.st
week,
bri.sk
25-50)
"Smoky" (20th) and "7th $11,000,
veil" (U) (3d run). Good ,$4,700.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; .50-70)
Last weelS "Gilda" iCol) and "Night "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G), MovpEditor" (Col) (3d run*, solid $5,600.
(Continued on page 29)

"Beaucaire" (Par)

—

-

—

week,
V
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-701—
Big
"Claudia and David" (20Ui );
$18,000.
Last week, "Martha Ivers"
(Pal-), $16,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600: .W-TO)—
"Captain Caution" (indie) and "Captain Fury" (reissues) (indie). Fine
$10,000. Last weel;„"Big Sleep" (WB)
<3rd wk.), satisfactory $6,000, givmg
huge $31;000 for run.
State (Par) (2,300; !50-70)— "Cloak
of prai.se
and: looks sock $17,000 or near. Last
week, "Black Beauty" (20fh). blah
it

and Dagger" (WB). Plenty
$8;000.

Uptown
"Aima"

.'iC-.W)—
(Par)(1,100;
(20th). First nabe ;:liowmg.
Last week, "Coiitcniiial

Bis $5,000.

Summer"

(20th), $4,000,

World (Par-Steffes) (350: ;)()-W» i—
"2 Giiy.s Milwaukee" (WB) (.'5tH ttk>.)

Nice

,$2,000.

Last week, $2,400.

:

—
•

Wednesdny, October 9, 1946

Bus

PICTURE
'2GUYS'20G,CLEVE.;

Strike Hits Chi But 'daudia'

'ALWAYS LOVE' 16G

Big 22G; 'Anna 39G, 'Guvs 26G
from
Loop

Chicatfo, Oct. 8. +
theatres took a slight beating
the bus strike jiduch hit. the
during the week plus Yom Kip-

pur

Friday

AU

films failed
par.

New
vid"

up

Film gross

include "Glaudia and Dathe Apollo, "Home Sweet
at the Garrick, "Two

bills

at

komicide"

from Milwaukee" at the tloosevelt, and "Anna" at the State^Lake.
Best showing will be "Glaudia" with
Gu.ys

Top coin goes to
$22,000.
"Anna" at $39,000, but in the bigger
house. "Killers" still Is big at $31,000
in third week at the Palace.

strong

Estimates for Last Week
(B&K) (1,200: 65-95)—
Apollo

"Claudia and David" (20tn). Strong
$22,000. Last Week, "Always Loved
You" (Rep) (5th wfc), nice $14,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"Martha I vers" (Par) plus vaude (2d
Wk). Fine $59,000. Last week, $65,000.
Civic (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2.40)
(UA) (10th wk).
"Henrv V"

—

Dropped

to a .still
$14,000.

.

good

$12,500.:

Last

estimates,

Hope Stout

Kansas

City, Oct.

.

—

Prov.; lucky 14G
Providence, Oct.

.8.

Loew's State's holdover of ."Holiday in Mexico" looks biggest thing
hereabouts in a fairly so-so week.
Among the new ones, "Monsieur

Mild trend of the past fortnight
Continues tlils week. Moderate flgvre looms for "One More Tomorrow"
at the Newman, which possibly may
hold. Light take is in store for the
others. "Make Mine Music," at the
Orpheum, developed some boxofflce

heat last week, and

Is.

First

$17,500.

$27,C00.

8.

(2d wk), sad $6,000.

Plus

stanza.

St. Louis, Oct.

8.

Week
Out-of-towners for the first two
Uptown, Fairway (Fox games Of the world's series and
Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— Veiled Prophet parade were intent
'•If I'm Lucky"
(20th).
SO-so $13,- On these two objectives and as a re000.
Last week, "Time of Their sult biz is down. "Bamboo Blonde"
Lives" (U), better at $14,000.
teamed with "Make Mine Music" is
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— the best grosser with $21,000. "Till
"Angel on Shoulder" (UA) and "Lit- the End of Time" is in the runnertle Iodine" (UA).
Moderate $14,000, up spot. "Mexican Holiday" is still
and no holdover in sight. Last week, okay in its third week.
"Young Widow" (UA) and "Breakr
Estimates for This Week
fast in
Hollywood" (UA), about
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
same.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45- "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (3d wk).
65)— "One More Tomorrow" (WB). Will grab $14,000 to tack onto swell
Modest $15,000. Last week, "Hearts $19,500 for second stanza.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)—
Growing Up" (Par), $11,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— "Captains Courageous" (M-G) (re"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and issue) and "Gentleman Misbehaves"
Last week,
Neat $10,000.
"Step by Step" (RKO) (2d wk). (Col).
Okay $8,000 after big $13,000 opener. "Faithful in Fashion" (M-G) and
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60) "Strange Voyage" (Mono), only
—"Secrets of Sorority Girl" (PRC) $5,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
and "Cuban Pete" (U). Mild $7,000.
Last week, "Queen of Burlesque" —"End of Time" (RKO) and"Fal(PRC) and "Inside Job" (U), $7,500. con'.s Alibi" (RKO). Solid $19,000.
Last week, "Always Loved You"
Estimates for This

Esquire,

(Rep), $18,000,

36G IN MILD FRISCO
San Francisco, Oct. 8.
All business was hurt this week
by the American Legion Convention
crying, with managers reporting a
«5% drop in most cases. "Killers,"
at the Orpheum, looked all set for a
house record the first two day.s but
the Legion boys .sloughed it. "Make
•Mnie Music," with vaude looks tops
:

at the gate.

Estimates for This

Fox

(FWC)

(4,651;

50-75)— "Bam
boo Blonde" (RKO) and "Make Mine
Music" (RKO). Nice $21,000. Last
week, "If I'm Lucky" (20th) and
"Step By Step" (RKO), $18,500.

Fox (F&M)

Week
55-85)— "Bifj

Mine Music" (RKO) plus stage show

by Professor Lamberti and
benor Wences. Husky $36,000. Last
week,
"Notorious"
(RKO) plus
iommy Dix, Rose Murphy, others
v5th wk», great $21,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55r"Killers"
(U)
wk). Good
(2d
522
$20,000. Last week, solid $26,000.
Paramount (FWC!) (2.646; 55-85)
Courage of Lassie" (M-G). Lukewarm $19,500. Last week, "Boys'
Hanch" (M-G), $14,000.
Stet» (FWC) (2,133; 53-85)—"Each
Hia Own" (Par) (3d wk). Okay $11.-

neaded.-.

—

(.5,000;

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)
"Big Sleep" (WB) and "French Key"
(Rep) (2d run). Fancy $13,000. Last
week, "Heartbeat" (RKO) (2d run)
and "Claudia and David" (20tb)

OK

S*. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
;

"A

Stolen Life"

$6,000,

(WB)

Last week,

and "Lady

(2d run).

Oke

"Wells Fargo'
(Par) (re-

Bve"'

issues), $8,500.

Last week, "If Im Lucky"
and "Yank in LondOii" (20th)

500.

(20th)
(m.o.),

sad $6,500.
St. Francis (FWC
(1,400; 55-85)—
(4tlT
wk)
"Martha Ivers" (Par)
(m.o,), Sad $7,000. Last week, only
I

United Artists

(Blumenfeld) (1
"Young Widow" (UA).
207; 55-85)
Nice $12,000 or near. Last week,

—

''Rebecca"
$9,006.

(UA)

(reissue),

thin

—

Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)
"Claudia and David" (20th). Modest
$18,500. Last week, "To Each His
Own" (Par) (2d wk). $16,500.

Roxy

night, this chalked

up

Little

(20th) (5,886; 90-$1.20)—"3
Girls in Blue" (20th) plus

Beatrice Kay, Maurice Rocco, Mary
Raye & Naldi (3d-final wk). Second
session concluded last (Tues.) night
fell off to modest $79,000 after big
initial
"Margie"
week.
$100,000
(20th) with Frances Langford and
Jon Hall on stage opens Oct. 16.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (2d
run), and on stage. Cozy Cole, June
.

:

Hawkinsi Bob Graham, others. Nice
$29,000 likely. Last week, "Ea.sy to
Wed" (M-G) (2d run) with Tommy
Riggs, with Betty Lou; Danny O'Neil,

okay

others,

$25,000.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.20)—
"Cloak and Dagger'' (WB) plus Alvino Rey orch, Jean Carroll, Sondra
Barrett on stage. Reaching for smash
$80,000 or close on first week ending
tomoi-ro w (Thurs. ). Not a new high
but not far from the new record recently hit by "Big Sleep (WB). Last

week,

:

.

"Sleep"

Wm

/

Paces

.

show

BaIto,Wow21G

at

Estimates for This

Rialto.

Week

$15,000.

Arcadia (Sablosky-^ (70O; 50-94 )—
Big Sleep" (WB) (2d run). Husky
Last week, "Night and Day"
(WB) good $6,500 for second week,
second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Angel
On Shoulder" (UA) (2d wk). Fair

$7,500.

:

:

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)—
"Cleopatra" (UA) (5th wk). Continues to slip off drastically with only
$23,000 likely this session after nice
$32,000 la.st week. Likely to come out
soon with house arranging to bring
in another picture before "Duel in
;

Sun" (UA).
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10)—
"3 Wise Fools" (M-G ) and Paul

week was big Whiteman orch, Martha Tilton, Roddy
on Sabbath McDowall on
stage (2d wk). Slipped
60-99)— "Flight to $69,000 or less after modest $73,000
opener. Opening week far below
to Nowhere" (Indie) with all-Latin
"No Leave, No Love" (M-G)
stage
show headed by Caf los hopes. week,
present combo
giving
jiext
Ramirez orch. Fairish $21,000. Last
week, "Rendezvous With Annie" only three weeks.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
(Rep) and Tony Pastor orch, mild
—"Gallant Journey" (Col). Opens
$20,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50^94)—"If I'm here today (Wed.) after two moderLucky" (20th). Panned by crix but ate weeks with "Black Angel" (U).
names carrying it through to oke Second ended last (Tues.) night, slip$24,000.
Last week, "Claudia and ping down around $23,000, while first
also was reild at $28,000.
David" (20th), mild $20,000.
Globe iBrandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
Goldman (Goldman) (1,350; 50-94)
—"Martha Ivers" (Par) (3d wk). "Mr. Ace" (UA) (2d wk). Okay $21,Fine $20,000. Second sesh last week 000 on initial holdover stanza after
good $30,000 first week. Stays total
was solid $26,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) of three xvceks.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
"O.S.S." (Par) (6th wk). Running
dry at so-so $7,000. Last week, $8,500. "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA). Came
Kel()h's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)— In last Saturday (5) and not helped
"Searching Wind" (Par) (2d run). by crix. Looks fair $12,500, but
In- ahead "Rendezvous With
holds.
Pale $6,000. Last week, "Beaucaire"
Annie" (Rep) (2d wk), only $7,000.
(Par), good $8,000 second run.
Mastbaum ( WB ) (4,350; 50-94 )— '•The Outlaw" (UA) opens here on
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (3d wk). Oct. 26.
Golden (769; $1.20-$2.40)—"Henry
Bogging down to mediocre $18,000.
V" (UA) (6th wk). Fifth session
Last week, good $25,000.
Stanley (WB), (2,950; 50-94)— "No- ended last Monday (7) night was
torious" (RKO) (6th wk).
Plenty $13,000 After $14,500 oh fourth.
Hollywood
(WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)
of drawing power despite long run
with $18,500 this frame. Last week, —"Night and. Day" (WB) (11th wk).
Still okay at $18,000 or better on
neat $22,500.
Stanton
(WB) (1,475; 50-94)— current round after $19,500 on 10th.
"Time of Lives" (U). Fair $12,000. Holds for 13th week, with "DecepLast week, "Old Sacramento" (Ret>), tion" (WB) set to follow.
Earle

Opener

(WB)

last

(2,760;

—

Palace (RKO) (1,700: 60-$1.20)—
"Sister Kenny"
(RKO) (2d wk),
First holdover frame looks to hit
good $30,000 or over; first was big

same.

'Night'

Hot 18G, Mont'l

$40,000.

Montreal, Oct. 8.
"Night and Day" at Loew's looks
like best new entry this .session.
Estimates for Tills Wecit
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Stolen Life" (WB). Nice $13,000 or near.
Last week. "Make Mine, Music"
(RKO), $10,000 for second week.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "The
Stranger" (RKO). Good $12,500 for
repeat sesh after big $16,000 opener.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67 (—"Night
and Day" (WB). Sock $18,000. Last
week, "Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO),
big $10,500 for third stanza.
Princess
35-63)
(CT)
(2,300;

—

Night" (20th) and
Okay
"Return of Rusty" (Col.).
$8,000. Last week, "Her Kind Of
Man" (WB ) and "Night Train Memiii

phis" (WB), $7,800.

—

Imperial (CT) (1,850; 25-45)
(reissue)
and
(UA)
"Hurricane"
"Northwest Trail" (Indie). Good $4,700 for holdover after nice $5,500
ooenei'.

,'
,

:

,',
:

Baltimore, Oct.
In an almost solid field of holdovers, "The Killers" is mopping up
at Keith's, crowding in extra shows
before and after usual hours.
Of

"Two Guys From Mil-

repeaiters,

waukee"

showing

is

very

str.ength at the Stanley.
Estimates for This

steady

Week

(Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20in Mexico" (M-G) (2d
Holding nicely at $14,000 after

Centaury

showing at Earle.

"Somewhere

$9,000.

(7)

opener at $87,000.

24G

:

(m.o.), $14,500.

(Par)

Sleep" (WB) (2d wk). Fair $20,000.
Last week, nice $37,000,
.^.polden Gate (2,844;. 60-95)— "Malce

'Lucky'

26,000 plus great $5,000

Me' Nice 21G

Monday

great $72,000 after record-smashing

PhiUy Sags But

18,000.

Louis Slow; 'Music'

Sad 23G, 2d

and "Raider" may hold up well
enough to go four weeks.
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—
"Two Years Before Mast" (Par) (3d
wk). For second stanza ended la.st

(WB), Bob Crosby
orch, Town Criers, others (6th wk),
ended great run with nice $47,000.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
Rocco, Mary Raye & Naldi, went
"If
I'm
Lucky"
(20th)
(3d-final wk).
down to $79,000 on second session at
the Roxy, ended last (Tues.) night. Sliding to $13,500 on blowoffl after
for
$20,000
second
stanza.
"Margie" opens at this house on Oct. fast
''Westerner" (FC) (reissue) comes
18, while "No Leave, No Love" comes
in tomorrow (Thurs.).
In at the Capitol next week.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60"Jolson Story" preems at the Mu
(Thurs.) after $1.20)— "The Killers" (U) (7th wk).
sic Hall tomorrow
Off to $38,000, albeit still good profit,
eight terrigc weeks with "Notorious,"
for sixth frame ended last (Tues.)
final frame staying up to big $125,000.
night; fifth was big $45,000.
"Cleopatra" dipped to $23,000 at the
Philadelphia, Oct. 8.
its,
fifth
week,
and
leaves
General letdown in biz this stanza Astor in
soon, with'' house opening another
is blamed on low calibre of new
"Duel in Sun." "Blue
product.
Holdovers of top-drawer picture befofe
Skies" supplants "Beaucaire" at the
films are getting okay play, nowever.
Paramount on Oct. 16, latter staying
Among Alms bowing in this week Six
weeks. It was nice $65,000 in
are "If I'm Lucky," ^Time of Their
Lives" and "Flight to Nowhere,'' fifth stanza.
"Tlie Outlaw" is set to open on
with lastrnamed teamed with stage
Oct. 26 at the Gotham; Republic and
Earle.'

big

Strand (Silverman) (2,200;
"Beaucaire" (Par) and "Swamp Fire"

St.

—

Aldine (WB) (1,303; 30-94)—"Always Loved You" (Rep) (3d wk).
Still holding up at $13,000.
Last
44-65)— week,
big

sesh,

(Par). Catching on nicely at stout
$16,000 or over on Bob Hope comedy.
Last week, ::Searching Wind" (Par)

holding this

WSIC'-YAUDE LOUD

'Mast' Big 72G, 'Angel'

Return of hot weather and the
Jewish holiday last Friday (i) night
and Saturday gives Broadway a
Allen (RKO) (3,000; '55-70) -, "3 spotty appearance albeit a few new
Little Girls in Blue" (20th). Smart
films are showing real stamina. The
$10,000 on h.o., on top of great
$18,000 last week which started fact that several pictures are nearing
house on first-run policy.
the end of their long runs also will
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)
cut into the overall total in the cur'2
Guys From Milwaukee" (WB). rent stanza:
Good $20,000. Last week, I'End of
Biggest new entry is "Cloak and
Time" (RKO), $21,000.
Dagger," with Alvino Rey band, Jean
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70.)
Carroll and others, on stage, this
End of Time" (RKO) (m.o.). Or- combo giving the Strand a smash
dinary $4^800. Xiast week, "Notori- $80,000, or near, opening week. It is
ous" (RKO) (m.o.), hot $5,200 for close to the new high mark recently
sixth downtown stanza.
established by ''Big Sleep," which
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)
finished its sixth round at the house
Easy to Wed" (M-G) (m.o.). Bright last
Thursday
"Bachelor's
(3).
$6,500 for third week. Last week, Daughters," other newcomer, looks
"Searching
Wind" (Par)
(m.o.), only fair S12,500 at Gotham.
poor $3,700.
Both "Two Years Before Mast," at
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-SO)
Rivoli, with $72,000 for second ses"Suspense" (Mono) plus "Star and sion, and"Sister Kenny," now in secGarter'' unit on stage. Strong $28,000. ondy round at the Palace, with $30,Last week, "Renegades" XCol), dull 000 or over, show staying power. Also
$15,000.
"The Raider," at the small Rialto,
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70>-"Al
shapes well on first holdover frame
ways Love You" (Rep). Moderate at $9,500 or better.
$16,000. Last week, "Martha .Ivers"
In contrast, "Three Wise Fools,''
(Par), $22,000.
with Paul Whiteman band and othStillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)
ers, playing the second week at the
"Martha: Ivers" (Par) (m.o.). Trim Capitol, is sagging to $69i000 or un^
$12,000. Last week, "Easy to Wed'
And "Three Little Girls in
der.
(M-G) (m.o.), oke $8,200.
Blue," plus Beatrice Kay, Maurice
kee"

16G,

$000;

'Daughters' Modest

—

Pl-omising

Xucky' 13G/Anger 14G

I,

"I'll

week,
(B&K) (900; 65-95)—
Garrick
(20th).
•'Home Sweet Homicide"
Beaucaire" looks nice at Strand.
Good $21,000 or under, last week,
Estinwtes for This Week
"Beaucaire" (Par) (6th wk), healthy
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—"No$14,C00.
Opened today
(RKO).
Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-95)— '-No- torious"
Smash (Tues.).
Last
week, "Stranger"
torious" (RKO) (2d wk).
(RKO) and "BahibOo Blonde" (RKO)
$35,000. Last week, about same
Oriental (Kssaness) (3,240; 65-95)— (2d wk), nice $13,000. First week,
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) with Del strong $18,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
Courtney's orch on stage (2d wk).
Solid $45,000. Last Week, big $65,000. —"Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— "Glass Alibi" (Rep) (2d run). Sourtd
Palace
"Killers" (U) (3d wk). Great $33,000. $4,000. Last week, "Human Bondage" (WB) and "Caravan Trail'
Last week, socko $40,000.
KooseveH (B&K) (^,500; 65-95)— (WB) (2d run), $5,000.
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB). Sturdy
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "lUn
Last
week, "Centennial tamed" (Far) and vaude on stage.
26,000.
Steady $7,000. Last week, "Under
tliimmer" (20th), handsome $20,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— Nevada Skies" (Rep) and vaude,
Rousing $39,000. .$8,000.
"AnnaV
(2Dth).
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— "If
lAst week, "Night and Day" (WB)
I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Down Mis?6th wk), fine $25,000.
Vulted Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- souri Way" (PRC). Fairly nice play
TS)—"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (4th wk). at $14,000. Last week, "Two Guys
Milwaukee" (WB) and "Glass Alibi"
Stout $27,000. La.st week, $30,000.
Woods (Essaness ) (1,200; 65-95)— (Rep), trim $16,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65"Stranger" (RKO) (4th wk). Fine
87)^"Last Crooked Mile" (Rep) and
$17,000. Last week, $20,000.
Bob Crosby orch on stage. Nice $9,000. Last week, dark.
44-65)—
(Loew)
State
(3,200;
K.C. Still Mild Albeit
"Holiday in Meirfico" (M-G) (2d wk).

Tomorrow' Oke 15G;

B'way Spotty; 'CIoak'-Rey Torif

Cleveland, Oct. 8.
Terrific
opposition
'Iceby
Capades of 1947" at Arena pills opening of legit season are hammering
down grosses in film houses. Only
one to get a break is Palace, where
"Suspense," with ."Star and Garter"
stage unit as hypo, has been getting
a play. "Two Guys From Milwauis drawing better for Hipp than
Always Love You" is for State.
Estimates for This Week

re-

as

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., with^
out the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, howevet, as indicated, include |he U. S. amusement tax.

to

'•

,"

Grosses Arc Net

-

new

Four

doldrums.

to keep grosses

CittOSSES

Continues.

(Par)
—Paramount
"Beaucaire" (Par)

(3,664;

70-$1.20)

plus Charlie
Spivak orch, Peggy Lee, Bob Evans,
the Arnauts (Othrfinal wk). Fifth
ses.sion held up to nice $65,000 after
solid $80,000 on fourth. "Blue Skies"
(Par) opens next Wednesday (16).
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

—

lers) (5.94.'i; 70-$1.25)
"Notorious"
(RKO) (8th-final .wk).. Still big at
$125,000 for current (final) stanza;
se\enlh was rousing $130,000. "Jolson Story" (Col) opens tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Kepublic (Brandt) (1,064; 75-$1.20)
—"Fantasia"' (RKO) (rei.ssue) (2d
wk). Staying up stoutly with $12,000
in sight currently after fancy $15,000
opener. Likely will stay here Until

60)— "Holiday
wk).

week.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
"Notorious" (RKO) plus
vaude (3d wk). Maintaining fine
pace at $16,000 after big $22,200 second week.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

fine $21,200 last

—

20-70)

60)—"The Killers" (U).
Terrific
$21,000. Last week. "Time of Lives"
(U), $16,400 in 11 days.
Little (Rappaport) (306; 35-66)—
"Open City"

(Indie) (3d wk). Going
$3,000 same as previous

well at
round.

Mayfair

(Hicks)

25-55)—

(980;

"Bamboo Blonde" (RKO). Reaching
house average at $4,000. Last week,
second of "Black Beauty" (20th),
$.%100.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)
"3 Little Girls in Blue" (20th) (2d
wk). Fairish $9,000 after okay preem
at $13,800.

Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-74)—
"Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) ('2d

Very nice $14,000

wk).

after potent

$17,300 opener.

'BESS' INDPLS.

BEST,

IVIDOW 12G

$16,000,

Indianapolis, Oct. 8.
Over-all trade has smartened at
local deluxers this week despite unseasonal heat.
Strong exploitation
on "Gallant Bes.s" at Loew's has paid
off to lead town.
^Centennial Sum-

mer"

at Indiana

lusty.

is

Biz

is

the

best in several stanzas here.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katsi-Dolle) (2,800; 40-60)

—"Young Widow" (UA) and "Dead-

line for
$12,000.

Tmie"

Murder"
Last

(RKO)

,

(20th).

Moderate

week, "Partners in
with Henry Busse

orch. Cliff Nazarro, Fred LoWery,
others, on stage.
Hefty $22,000 at
40-72C scale.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle)

(3,300;

40-60)

—"Centennial Summer" (20th) and
"Rendezvous 24" (20th).
Dandy
$15,000.

Last week,

"Two Guys Mil-

waukee" (WB) and "Danger Woman"
(U), $15,500.
Loew's (Loew'ji)

(2,450;

40-60)—

"Gallant Bess" (M-G) and "Dangerous Business"
(Col).

Sturdy $16^-

Last Week, "Boys' Ranch"
(M-G) and"Suspense" (Mono), slow

000.

"Outlaw" (UA) opens on Oct. 26,
$11,500.
Rialto
(Mayer)
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
35-85)
(594;
"Two Guys Milwaukee" (RKO)
(Brit.) (2d wk). Continues strong on first holdover frame (m.o.) and "Danger. Woman" (U)
(m.o,).
Oke $6,000. Last weefc^.
at $9,500. Initial week for this English Films sea thriller was great "Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO) (ni,o.).
tUROW "Onflaw" ntwn*
C%r*

—

"The Raider"

m

W
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DARRYL.

Fc

2ANUCK

PRESENTS

MYOARUMG
Starring

- WALTER

HENRY FONDA LINDA

BRENNAN

TIM HOLT

andWard Bond
^ Directed

by

•

Alan Mowbray

JOHN FORD

•

John

Ireland

Produced by SAMUEIi

CATHY DOWNS

PAOT

!

I

j

THE OOL-DEN BOXOFFICE FIGURE^

I
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TNESS
.

. .

IN

THE MAGNIFICENCE OF ITS MAKING!

...

THE ACCLAIM

IT

WILL RECEIVE!

...THE BOXOFFICE RECORDS

IT

WILL SET!

GOLDEN GATE

FOX THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO, Oa.

TO

16

FOLLOWED BY 100
CALIFORNIA GOLDEN DAY
BE

AND

»

DATES!
\

JOHN FORD'S

CLEMENTINe
DARNELL VICTOR MATURE
Roy Roberts -Jane Damvell
I

5^

G.

ENGEL

^^^^^

P'^y

•

Grant Withers

S^"^"®' ^- ^"8®' ^"^ Winston Miller

•

• J.

Farrell

Based on a Story

ARE ALWAYS MADE BY

MacDonald
by.

Sam

Hellman.

•

•

Russ6li

Simpson

From a Book by Stuart N. Lake

CENTURY-FOX.

.

l]\TERXATIOX^%L
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Peronists St31 Strive to &iin

24.

mitments

Vienna Philharmonic

who

just

till

Kathleen Ryan,

1948;

role

feature

finished

in

Latest to
his regime.
are legit actors, authors
to'

Foreign Tour Canceled Eileen Herlie.. .Irving Berlin as Sir
Alexander Korda's guest in five day
Vienna, Sept. 24.
runaround of Paris .. David Farrar
Much-touted, first postwar, foreign
on longtermer with Michael Powell
tour of the 'Vienna. Philharmonic
and Emeric Pressburger who have
Orchestra which was to have in- already loaned hirn out tO' Michael
cluded Switzerland, 'France. Holland, Balcon for a lead in VFrieda"...
and Belgium was canceled at last contract calls for two pix yearly...
minute although the advance sales British .National Pictures offered
for it were reported excellent. Rea- Ronald Young costarring role in "No
son was refusal by four power Al- Nightingales" with Robert Morley,
lied Council to issue travel permits which be turned down
company
to the organization which still in- now dickering with Felix Aylmer..
cludes some registered Nazis in its
Reanco and Linnit & Dunfee are

this

'.

end producers.
plaining

that

Peronists are comthe writers, players
,

and producers are unfair and they
have persuaded the government to
step into the National Comedy Theatre, with a view to giving a chance
to

"new blood."
The split in legit ranks stems from

.

the early days of the Peron revolu-.
tion .when Senora de Peron's major makeup.
Austrians with Nazi records have
ambition was to became the leading
obtaining
travel
difficulty
lady of the National Comedy, the of- great
bith within and outside
ficial legitimate theatre here. It is su- permits
pervised, by the National Cultural Austria. Orchestra management unCommittee. Although members are officially explained non-removal of
not democratic supporters, they are Nazis was due to virtual n'on-exist->
veterans in the dramatic field and ence of first string players, many
have not allowed politics to interfere Jewish who "disappeared" after 1938
anschluss.
in picking plays and players.

.

Because of this attitude, the govin on' the independ-

ernment moved

ent Teaitro del Pueblo, at that time

an enterprising, non-profit organization. It was turned into a Municipal
Theatre and Senora de Peron tthen
actress Eva Duarte) made leading
.

Project failed, the official producers' having a tough time forming
good casts. After spending considerlady.

able coin, the Municipal. Theatre was
shuttered.

:

Now the disgruntled bands of
Peronist actors have enlisted official
support for their plan to dominate
the authors
and artists society,
Argentine Actors .Assn., and other
legit groups.
They forced elections
last July but the democratic groups
still held their grip with the newcomers una.ble to gain control of the
association.
Many overtures since
have been made to the democratic
leaders by the government spokesmen, main one being okay on construction of government subsidized
theatres,
glittering promise
a
in
view of theatre shortage. Now the
government plans to use direct pressure on actors, writers and producers, and it's feared this will
eliminate freedom of expression on
Argentina's stage.

The anti-democratic group how
wants pensions, anfiual bonuses and
ether Peron-inspired benefits. They
seek recognition for a new
union, claiming that the Federation
del Espectaculo Publico plays into
the hands of the producers.
This
group also claims thousands of
Argentina's entertainers can't find
work. And they would help unemployment by forcing film theatres to
use variety turns on every show.
The Peronist actors now are pressing for creation of a black list which
would rule out any legiters known
-

to

have opposed Peron

politics.

Par s Manila Manager
Sees Philippine

;

'

Boom

Robert V. Perkins, Paramount
manager in the Philippines, this
•week confirmed that tlie most rapid
film biz recovery in formerly enemy
occupied territory in the Far East
has occurred in the Philippines.
Perkins is the first U. S. film company manager from the Philippines
to arrive in N. Y. f rom Manila since
the American picture business was
reestablished there. He pointed out
that revival of other show biz has
not kept pace with the rapid job of
reconstructing film theatre.s.
.
He cited that Manila's busine.ss is
running way ahead of prewar averages, .land that there are now about
.300 thCiitres operating. Perkins said
,--that-around-450-feaUu'cs -will_hii.v£,
been released in the Philippines in
the first year that the market was
reopened to U. S. distributors. Exhibitors likely will use 3!)0 features
ptr year when normalcy

he

is

restored,

said.

Proposal to levy 30% tax o'n gro.ss
receipts has been passed by the
Philippines Congress but President
Roxas may veto it. It apparently is
aimed at film theatre grosses. Plan
to cut admission prices at theatres
/by 50% and to force closing of all
theattes from 8 a,m,' until 4 p.m. also
is up in Congress,
Perkins stays in N. Y. about three
weeks for confabs with George Weltner, Paramount International prexy.
P. C. Henry, district manager covering the Philippine.s, is in charge
for Par in Manila during Perkins'
absence.
.

.

asking $40,000 for film rights to Kenneth Home's "Fools Rush In," hit at
Fortune theatre, with Sydney Box
interested but at $25iOOO
v Besides
.

.

starring in "Message From Margaret," Flora Robson will work on
two films concurrently, Michael Bal'

con's
"Frieda" and Sydney Box'
"Holiday Camps"
she costars
with Richard Attenborough in latter
Betty Smith here for a few
.

.

.

.

.

.

which she is off to
Switzerland where she will work for

'days

Nationaliang of Pix

after

Assistant to

Maas

virtually two casts (or
Aronson was named for lining up
each picture. For best results, the
system requires the use ot the same
dent and general manager of the voice for the same star or player in
Motion Picture Export Assn., ap- each film and the majors, consepointment having been made last quently, have to keep the "voices"
Monday (7). Aronson has been in under contract, same as with the

Alexander

assistant to Irving Maas, vice-presi-

original cast that is seen.
the film business since 1914 and unMetro, for instance, has a Latin
til 'World War II he was engaged
exporting A
e r i c a n films American signed as Clark Gable's
throughout Europe with' headquarr voice for. aU Gable pix dubbed in
Spanish.
Star's last picture, "Adters in London,
Prior to that he had served for venture," was released last March
years as general representative for and since that time he's been searchMetro in charge of European dis- ing for a new script. As long as
Gable sits on the sidelines, the
tribution.
"voice"' also is idle but Metro has to
keep him under salary nonetheless,
in order that Gable's Spani.sh voice
Huddles
Power,
in 'his next film Will sound the .same
Dubberas it did in "Adventure."
Officials
With
inner, meanwhile, has taken a vacation with pay-7-back to hi.s native'

m

in

.

.

'

Romero

'

Argent

—

Irk Anti-Peronists

'

country.

Studios also face difficulties when
comes to finding a "voice" .tor
singers under the necessity of
matching the voice in timbre, inflection, method of delivery, etc., wiih
Metro,
that of the original player.
which has been using dubbing more
intensively than'any of the other majors, has also licked this problem in

Wechsler, head of Praesens Films,

it

Zurich.

Queen Mary has accepted

the

invita-

16m

^

Studio, for instance,
most cases.
femme singer, formerly with
Xavier Cugat, to do the Spanish
dubbing for 'Virginia O'Brien and
reports fronh Latin America indicate that the gal's voice sounded almost identical to Miss O'Brien's unique deadpan style.
Most of the Spanish dubbing is
done in N. Y., where the majors take
the same painstaking care with the
sy nch rod ized version as they do
As
with the original production.

signed a

.

.

.

that the government has made
the public film-conscious since U. S.
product has long been a favorite
here.
Entry of U. S. films on a
large scale is expected in the next
few months because the Czech-U. S,
film pact was signed last week.

Recent government-sponsored film
festival is sparking interest in films
in general. More than 10,000 jammed
the open-air theatre at Karlsbad to
see "The Sullivans." U. S. Ambassador Laurence A. Steinhardt arranged its exhibition in place of the
originally scheduled entry, "Of Mice

and Men," which lacked Czech titles.
Performance grossed around $2,000,
equivalent to one week's capacity
business in Prague's biggest theatre.
Biz was also strong for "Sergeant
York,"
audience
cheering
Gary
Cooper's name On screen for first
time in seven years.
Films from
Switzerland, Ru.ssia, Sweden arid
Britain also were exhibited as well
as local product,
Czechs are using their State film
monopoly to create better product
which can compete with foreign
product. This is a decided contrast
to the policy Mt Russian films, only
other nationalized pic industry in
Europe, which concentrates upon the
political
education of its people.
Czech film leaders are endeavoring
to steer clear of propaganda^

Supporters of democracy in Argentina fail to comprehend how any
picture star, who has been in the'
service as Power has, allows himself
to be hosted by a First Lady who is
known to have been so anti-Allied.
Lists are going the rounds calling on
President; Truman to continue the
American distributors are con- policies
of Un^er Secreta ry of State
fronted with prospect of another
Braden rather than the present
quota law being socked on them
State Department attitude on local
by a British Empire unit, this time
dictatorships.
with the exhibitor proposal in Hong
Kong,
It makes the second such
exhib quota \fi that area to cut into
U. S. film revenue, a like quota First Anstrian-^Made
regulation having been installed in
Singapore several months ago. Both
Pic of Soviets Clicks
are highly ]9rofitabIe spots with large
'Vienna, Sept. 24.
English-speaking population to draw
With release of "The Long Road,"
from.
Hcng Kong quota plan, obviously first postwar Austrian-made feature,

Hong Kong Quota

Hits U. S. Fihns

Shows

$88,000 Profit
London, Oct.

8.

Anhouncement of Piccadilly theatre profit of $88,000 for year ended
July 31 should interest United Art-

When

here last year. Mary
bid for theatre,
as second sho w liouse
for UA product.
Just when deal
looked set, negotiations were halt?d.
ists.

Pickford

-tj^i—be

made firm

iLs eH

Rea.son for hitch now appears
that chairman of company, Ernest
Thornton-Smith and his two co-di-

Douglas Nairn and Ian AnAndrew Conder Whitmee, another director, approached
city (bank) friends to invest
$60,000 In buying Ordinary shares at
20c for purpose of paying off important loans of the theatre.
With
rectors,

derson, with

some

:

;

framed

to

playing lime they could sell
only 36 features maximum annually.
Multiply that by the number of thea
tres, this would represent 'an inroad
of possibly 40 pictures per year or
rnore if 10 houses take that many
this

of
dividend
607t)
these shares are now worth $1,75,
the purchasers a clear

and distribution

Red production

outfit

for

home

'Viennese cast,
liness

locale

:

BOOS SHUHER

RIO'S

Eastern

Europe, has the first real local b o.
product on its hands. Widely known

NATIVE PRODUCTION
Rio de Janeiro, Oct.

and time-

1.

A Brazilian audience hissed and
homecoming
war theme are drawing booed the recent performance cl
the top Russian zone "Salvator Rosa," by Carlos Gdmes,

of the picture's

prisoner of
business

house,

to

Scala,

obvious failings.

•

.

)

,

.

Up

'Desire' for U,S.

yet.

$1M000

972, as against $3,585,524 in the pre-

VIENNA'S ACE CAFE RESUMES
Swedish

by the

Official Receivier.

the

the Brazilian composer, and by its
despite the ipicture's
frigid silence when the curtain fell
drove the production off the schedPrevious offerings by Sovexport- ule of the Municipal theatre of this
The Singapore regulation also film, since Kremlinites broke away city. This was all the mgre '.eguarantees playing time at the ratio from the four-power ISB films markable because all of the .singers
of one picture for every 10 shows.
(American
directed)
distribution were Brazilians and the production
and production setup have been only was under the patronage of the DiSoviet-made ones, some with Ger- vision of Cultural Diffusion of the
Melbourne Hoyts' Spot
man subtitles, and some with poorly Municipal Government, which is
Swings to British Pix synchronised German dialogue, All endeavoring to foster native art and
have proved poor draws.
artists.
Melbourne, Sept. 24.
Critics and commentators are Jtill
Hoyts' De-Luxe picture theatre
Now Sovexportfilm is taking adBrahere, which long played westerns vantage of "Long Road" potential to debating the behaviour of the
an d thrille rs, has swung over to introduce block booking, practice zilian audience though most of them
agree that artistically the productiritisn .himsr "Located-^—Bourke- -previously_unknown.,Jb[ete^._E.3ihibi
tion-got-what-it-deserved__„_..
_
_
street, once a tough part of city; De- tors who want to cash in must sign
Luxe change to more polished fare up for six Russian language films.
is in line with trend of city's deThese may also include Czech-made
velopment.
First
Britisher
will "Night Butterfly," being preemed Odeon Theatres Profit
be "Wicked Lady" (GBD).
here this week.
Ru.ss outfits are
Understood that the theatre will distributing this one outside CzechNearly
change its tag to the Esquire, which slovakia, demonstrating the increasLondon, Oct. 1.
is rated more in line with white ing Soviet hold on that country's intie and tails patronage it is getting dustries.
Odeon Theatres' profits for year
currently.:
Spot also will continue
ended June 22 amounted to $4,800,to play top
U. S. fare.

Theatre, built 18 years ago by tne
late Edward Laurillard, co.st $1,200,After a couple of years it went
into liquidation, and was taken over
000.

only about one-tenth of the population, according to Metro execs, That
one-tenth, however, comprises the
cities,
articulate group in the big
consisting of the wealthy and highlyeducated. Gripes thus throw the entire picture out of perspective, with
those who favor dubbing not being
heard.

'

Stockholm, Oct. 1.
Distribution of the new Swedish
film, "Desire," has been set for the
U. S., France, Belgium, Switzerland
and Scandinavian countries.
Picture has not been shown here

profit of $480,000.

Majority of the gripes from Latin
America against dubbing, which
have led the other majors tq go .slowly on the program, emanate from

:

announcement
thus, giving

Sovexportfilm,

:

picture.

.

bolster distribution of
British screen fare there, forces ex
hibilcrs to play one British-made
film out of every lO shown.
Thus,
if
a theatre ordinarily shows 40
features per year, instead of U. S.
distribs being able to bid for all of

films,

Piccadilly Theatre

many as 20 or 30 retakes of the
soundtrack are sometimes -made, resulting in plenty of extra cost. Metro
also dubs its foreign importations
into English soundtracks at the N. Y.
studios but doesn't face the same
difficulties with these, since very
few of the foreign films feature the
same players in picture after

their films.

now

lip

by the majors for product
exported to the foreign market haS:
brought up many problems new to
the industry, including the necessity
dubbinft

MPEA

Montevideo, Sept. 27.
Departure of Tyrone Power and
Cesar Romero in Power's plane from
Films;
Get Break tion for opening of "The Magic Bow," Buenos Aires airport this week, enlatest film made by Gain.sborough
Prague, Sept, 22.
Films under Maurice Ostrer, at route back to U. S., left quite a' reNationalization of the Czech film
Odeon, Marble Arch, in aid of Lon- curring controversy among certain
industry apparently has developed
don Homeopathic hospital
.Jack Argentine
democracy
supporters,
a stronger fllm-mindedness with the
Hylton's hit at Winter Garden, "No
The American film players had been
public here since cultural leaders
Room at Inn," acquired by Victor
and groups which never considered
Skutezsky, who has $12,000 option wined and dined by Argentina's film
pictures as an artistic medium have
on it ,-. He made "Temptation Har- industry and also by government
lined up behind the government.
bour," starring Robert Newton and leaders. Latter phase is causing the
The press also is devoting more
Simone Simon, for Pathe Pictures, furore.
space than ever before, resulting in
but he will make this one for himsharp increases in attendance.
Fact that the Hollywood pair
self.
Freda Jackson, who stars in
State film monopoly also is hypothe play, also will star in the film called on Argentina's Minister of
ing popularity in pix by a longEileen Herlie, who made a hit in Foreign Affairs and lunched several
range program calling for theatre ...
"The Eagle Has Two Heads" at the times with President Peron and
construction,
technical
improvements in old houses and the exten- Lyric theatre. Hammersmith, has Senora Eva Duarte 'de Peron caused
been signed by Sir Alexander Korda much eyebrow lifting among option of 16m film exhibition into
smaller, communities.
American to co-star in Oscar iWilde's "Salome" ponents of the Peron regime. Hinted
with Orson 'Welles.
that this group even may boycott
films are expected to. cash in heavily
L.

Boosts Czech Yen For

.'

also

.

Increased use of synchronized

t-

Aronson Named

Man Out" and

Carol Reed's "Odd

.

opponents

Keepg Dubbers Under Fancy Pacts

Goldstein, on talent trek here,
Jean Simto
(ivinc once-over
"Uncle Silas;"
lead ^, in
monds,
Stewart Granger who has film com-

Bob

.

+'

tame into power last June. A clean
sweep is being made in all organizations known to have a majority of

Spanish 'Double Voices Necessitate

British Film Briefs

Control of Argentina's Legiters
Montevideo, Sept.

There are lew phases ot Argentine
life that haven't been "intervened"
by the -Peron government which

leel

,
.

vious year.

Vienna, Sepjt, 17.
Directors
announce that they
Femina, famed pre-war cabaret propose to recommend an ordinary
herci has resumed in the Rivoli, dividend of 17%%, free of tax,
former mu-sic hall, with a .show against 25%, less tax, last yeai-.
starring Hedi Gla-ssncr and Erich
Taxation takes $2,860,000, against
Koerner.
General relast year's $2,119,200.
;

Nitery's original premises
destroyed during the war.

were serve" amounts to $871,540 against
$648,616 a year ago.
j

I

—
$

—

tVABIKTX'S' LONDON OI^OK
HMtia'a Flam, Xnitntewr B41MTC

INTERNATIONAL

St>

$1M000

Cause

India's Riots

Loss

To Pix Industrf, First-Runs Hard Hit
Bombay, Sept. 14. +
show world is still
Calcutta's
received in the
licking its wounds
murder wave that swept the city as
Hindu-Mbslem riots
o£
a result
which broke out on Aug.
carnage which started then

16.

tjie

still

con-

Plays 600th

oHice

Novello-plans

normal;
enue to less than a third of
During the first fortnight, theatres
were forced to shut down completely,
to the
of
$60,000
loss
a
meant
which
playeight first-run theatres mostly
ing English films.
Near the beginning of September,

'

a two-show
schedule to enable patrons to get
home before 7:30 p.m. curfew-time.
the
This also brought a slump at
With the situation showIjoxoflice.
to noring little sign of returning
their losses
Jhalj exhibitors estimate
as now near $1,000,000.

opened

theatres

.

on

Show

London, Oct. 8.
Ivor Novello's "Perchance To
Dream," which has been seen by
about 800,000 people, recently
celebrated its 600th performance.
Novello holds the record of not
having missed a single performance of the long run.

the boxtinues sporadically, hitting
below the belt, cutting rev-

in

December

to visit

for

the U. S.

a brief holi-

His role will be taken by

day.

Barry

Bombay no work

.Sydney, Sept.

26.

Warners and Hoyts have pacted
another term deal covering some

Re-dubbing in France

was

Would Cost

French 6-Mos., 6-Pix

Films,

at U.S.

To Scrap Heap

U.S. Films

$1,500,000 on Old Pix
ruling yet handed
down on whether U. S. distributors
will have to re-dub in France all
of their already dubbed product
for that market, the' -'-majors are
counting up the additional cost for
such a program if finally forced to
Several major
it by French law.

With no

Aimed

final

companies went ahead and dubbed
While thus far French government a batch of features into the French
have only temporarily set language on the understanding that
they would not have to do any dub-

officials

aside their two rulings about selling
product in France, impression among

bing on such pictures in France.
foreign department executives is
Catch is that with the new Anglothat both are definitely in the disFrench film pact, the French aucard. The two administrative reguthorities have been trying to push
lations would have forced U. S. disthrough an edict that all such
tributors to sell only six pictures at
dubbed product must go through the
a time to one exhibitor and then not
dubbing mill again in France.
more >han six months in advance.
Estimated that all American disBoth orders obviously were aimed tributors have about 50 features now
at

American product and

eited as

being contrary to the U. S.-Freneh
film pact; French producers -ftrould
not have been hurt because no single
company had enough product to be
crippled by the rulings.
With U. S. distribs, however, it
meant that they could not sell more
than one picture every three weeks.
This is because under the U. S.French pact they are allowed to bid
ior. screen playing time in only 18
weeks. 6f 6'very six months. With six
pictures allocated for each 6-month
.

.

period, it would mean one American
film every three weeks available for
selling to an exhibv

FRENCH FILMS AFTER
ARGENTINE MARKET
Suenps- TAi-iBesr-Sept.;-^4
In a strong effort to regain a foothold on the Argentine market, a new
French distribution unit has heen
set

up

here,

France's

Known

backed

Syndicate
as

.

by

of

Consortium

80%

of

Producers.

Franco-

Americano,

organization
distrib
plans a sales drive for French films
in

:

Argentine and all of South
America.
Previously exhibition of French
films in the Argentine has been confined for the most part to the Cine
Libertador where the bulk of patrons are

drawn from the carriage
Seeking a wider audience,
^rench film interests plan a publicity
campaign to exploit their
trade.

.

product.
I

Oct,

1.

.

.

Paris;

For 10%,

London, Oct.

the customers' cars.

although the house manager
him that even the prohave to pay.
.Shaw's reply was: "Yes, but
they don't get 10%. I do."

Pix in Austria

local Pathe Company, are here and
plan to stay at least another week
surveying local facilities. With them
is Jack Vochin, of the production
staff. They are huddling with Rene

jectionists did not

.

Abide by '4S Coin
Remittance Pact

would mean that American distributors would receive 15% of 1945 revenue at the exchange rate of 20 to
Re1, which prevailed that year.

CMorA

With completion of this takeover,
Greater Union now has 100 film
houses in Aussie territory; Deal was
engineered by Norman B. Rydge,
and is reported to have been for

War

idealized.

Rob March

Time

:

NSG

.

,

.

,

America in February.
Nate Spingold, Joe ^ McConville
and Jack Segal, of Columbia, also
,

spent-three days in Paris huddling
with Lacy Kastner. MoOonville flew
back to the U. S., "but Spingold and
Segal went over to London with
former returning to America soon.
Segal is coming back here prior to
an extensive European survey.
Before leaving, they were joined
here by Gregor Rabinovitch, their
European production head, just back
from U. Si He was a producer in
Paris before the war and plans to
produce in European studios with
local
directors,
but using U, S.
talent.

Laudy Lawrence,' who has long
J. Arthur Rank is a 50-50
experience in Europe, has a deal in
partner in Greater Union.
with local -producer Paul
Clifford circuit, operated by Mary work
Gordon, sister of the late owner, Ducharme, of Alcina productions,
was one of the last major indepen- whereby Lawrence would get for-^
eign rights to about 10. forthcoming
dent chains left in this area.
local films.

The Gaumont Company, with a

'Weekend,' MUland

Win

At

CitaHons

Cannes Pic Festival
Cannes, Oct.

8.

tie-up with the J. Arthur Rank or^^
ganization, also is planning extensive production activities. Edouard
Corniglion-Molinier,
just
released
from the French Air Forces, steps
out of his Regina (Loureau) affilia-f
tion to join Gaumont as veepee in
charge of production.

Rose, Readying

Brit.

Prod. Unit, Confirms
5-Yr.

Mason Contract
London, Oct.

In

spite

of

all

1.

contrary reports,

David Rose, ex-managing director
of Paramount, now in profluction
for himself, confirms that he has a
flveryear contract with James Ma*
son, Britain's No. 1 film stari Story
going the rounds that Rose will
take charge of all J, Arthur Rank's

,

productions activities is regarded
here as having little foundation. A
job that ties him to a desk is unlikely to appeal to him. His present plan is to make three pictures
here and three in Hollywood.

"Brief Encouhter," Noel Coward's
picture from England, was named
"Maria Canbest British film.

He may tie up with British Paramount and produce for them, but
the question of studio space is a big
difficulty. Only space that Par has
Metro is
is at Denham (Rank) for one Hal
named Mexico's best effort. Michelle "Wallis picture in 1947. Possibility
Morgan won individual honors for of space at Metro's British studio
her work in "Pastoral Symphony."
when alterations are completed sugM. Thirskov, a Russian, won the gests a further tie-up for Rose. Holprize for the best scenario for his lywood production is likely to be
"Decisive Turning."
with his old associate, Samuel Goldwhich
handling in the U. S,, was

Mexican-made

telaria,"

film

'

wyn.

Tito Schipa Scores In

Argent. Radio, Concert
Buenos Aires, Oct.
Tito

"Fighting Lady" was an outstanding floppola in this category. Not
Vienna, Sept. 24.
Two releases from the Army's only did glorification Of American
wartime "Why We Fight" series are Navy air force fail to impress, but
belatedly being shown here as part AUstrians resented the German langovdrnment's "We'll guage commentary recorded by a
Austrian
of
Never Forget," anti-Nazi atrocity fictitious "Major. Jones" who spoke
exhibit: ihey are "Prelude to 'War" with pronounced Prussian accent,
and "Divide siTd "Gonquen" 'with -TOueh— di&liked_Jiere..__iJafi, local
recorded German language com- critic inquired if "Major Jones" was
a piefke. "Piefke" is a local term of
mentaries.
for German Junkers.
Public i-eactions is excellent, par- derision
ticularly to recap of Hitler, Goering
and Goebbels speeches in light of
Photog
of
Wolfgang
developments.
present
Paris, Oct. 8.
wolf, U. S. film chief, plans commerMarch of Time
PaUr^^M^
cial release of the reels later.
cameraman was driving at night to
FOhtainebleau When he was stopped
'Our Betters'
by robbers and his auto taken from
London, Oct. 8.
him. Martelliere was tied to a tree.
"Our Betters," which opened Oct. Police found him there and notified
3 at the Playhouse, 'is. rated an un- March of Time Paris manager^ Gilr-It
likely entry because outdated.
ben Conle.
was apathetiGally receivedi
The .slnlpn car was recovered later
Starring Dorothy Dickson, it is a by the polipe hut all personal belongings were gone.
revival brought back after 23 years.

direct

$1,000,000.

posers.

Yank

Epics Prove Duds

will

Maurice
roll

mittances for 1946 are still under
"The Lost Weekend" was desigdiscussion between the Chinese govpicture of 1945
ernment on one hand and the State nated the best U. S.
star of picture,
department and Motion Picture and Kay Milland,
individual honors at the Intergiven
Assn. on the other.
here Sunday
Festival
Film
national
China's government officials
of
wanted to bunch the remittances for (6). It was decided for reasons
give any prize for
1945 and this year, and to reopen the diplomacy not to
but
film
best
a grand insingle
the
entire remittance question with U. S.
awarded
the
prize
was
ternational
distribs.
American film, companies
production, "The Battle of
stood pat in wanting the Chinese to French
Rails" semi-documentary aclive up to their agreement which the
French
was 15% of revenue at the 1945 rate count of the role played by
workers in resisting Gerrailroad
Current rate now is
of 20 to 1.
about 3,500 to one, and any combin' man occupation.
"Make Mine Music," RKO-Walt
ittg of 1945 and current year's rev
enue naturally would have meant Disney picture, was given an award
some exchange basis some place for the best animated film. Georges
near that rate. U. S; film company Auric, who composed the music for
"Caesar and Cleopatra," produced
officials couldn't see this.
in England, and for the French films,
"Beauty and Beast" and "Pastoral
Symphony," won a first for film comMany U.S. Fibns Click

In Austria But

the initial"Silence is Golden," starring
Chevalier. Picture would
soon since Chevalier goes to

er,

Aussie G-U Chain

U. S. film company foreign chiefs
have learned that China shortly will
decide to abide by its original agreement on remittance of 1945 rental
This
revenue from that country.

who

Clair,

;

Army

Ned Depinet and Phil Reisman, of
RKO, which has a tie-up with the

way
told

film theatres.

Vienna, Sept. 24.
in French, which were dubbed in
the U. S. Cost to do this dubbing
"Tales of Manhattan," 20th-Fox
was $20,000 to $40,000 per picture. oldie, still is sock here after four
Figured that the re-dubbing in Paris weeks.
However, it's not topping
and
here
would cost the U. S. companies the
records
Durbin
Columbia's
Austria.
around $1,500,000. Aside from this throughout
additional expense, American dis
"Men in Her Life" also is mopping
tribs fail to see where it would im
up. Army film authorities are nerprove the pictures in question. They vous about the forthcoming release
view the present French move sim- of several films having a war backply as a means of providing addi- ground because these have been
tional work for French actors and generally received badly by people
technicians.
too recently enemies of the U. S. to
American fighters
seeing
enjoy

U.S.

8.

When George Bernard Shaw
to see "Caesar and Cleopatra," which he wrote as a play,
at a Welwyn film theatre recently, he insisted on paying his

This chain consists of 17 suburban

China Likely To

8.

.

went

Absorbs

Oct.

French production is getting a
boost from the trouble experienced
by Americans in finding some way
to use accumulated francs they can't
get out of the country. One way out
promoting and participating in
is
productions which they will distribute abroad.

He Could Pay

companied by America Fernandez
de Padrinan, Cuban film actress, said
to be associated with him in the proSydney, Oct. 8.duction plan ... New civic law deGreater Union Theatres has made
mands that permits for cinema
deal to take over, the Dan Clifbuilding only will be granted when a
in
Adelaide
in one of
ford
circuit
the plans provide ample parking
space, surface or underground, for biggest made in Australia for years.
:

in Paris,

Mull Expanded French Production

.

Hoyts for 9 Pix

Ill the smaller cities afpossible.
fected by this murder wave, the exhibitor^ loss is reported as $55,000.

Ruling,

City,

of Roberto Ratti, Argentinian director who has done well in Mexico.
Ratti is reported to have Mexican
money interests back of him on- pic
Ratti is acproduction in Cuba.

WBSignsWith

processing laboratories lost in man
hours about $25,000. Except for four
studios in the extreme North of

Greater

Mexico

Luis Bandrini, Eddie Cantor-looking Argentinian comic, has returned
to Buenos Aires for a rest after a
highly profitable sojourn in films and
on the stage here. He got an exclusive contract for pix by Filmex and
a deal with Virginia Fabregas, Mexican Sarah Bernhardt, to direct a
stage season here with her when he
returns ... Clasa, biggest picture
producer here, plans to transfer most
of its production to Argentine because of difficulties- with directors
and labor here. He expects this deal
to be consummated before fall .
Cuba as a production base interests

Mexican investors who see pictures
there as a good bet.
That's indicated by the departure for Havana

Sinclair.

The foreign film distributors alsQ nine pictures with "Mildred Pierce,"
suffered When a cart in Calcutta, "Rhapsody in Blue," "San Antonio"
containing positive prints of Warners and "Devotion" set as toppers. They
United Artists, Universals, ZOth-Fox will be routed over the major Hoyts'
and RKO was completely gutted, circuits.
Deal was signatured by
with considerable damage and dis- EJrnest TurnbuU, Hoyts, and Stan
ruption of shows.
Higginson, Warners. Latter is due
While the riots started in Calcutta in New York on Oct. 10 for homer
they had their repercussions all over oifice huddles.
Under TurnbuU, Warners found
ihq country, Dacca, Allahabad, Am'raoti, Delhi, Meerut,' Amritsar, Ah- the doot open for product 'deals'.
medabad and Bombay were hit. Probably means that Warners will
Bombay, principal film center in not go on with prior plans to build
Six their own showcases in the Aussie
India, caught the worst of it.
English and six Indian first-run zone following termination of deal
theatres hit by the curfew, placed in with Hoyts. This new renewal makes
re- it easy for Warners to 'find nabe
exhibitors
Some
1.
Sept.
force
arranged their schedules to start at avenues after key dates, with re10 o'clock in the morning instead of plays in all important spots. Wolfe
last
the
out
cut
others
while
Cohen, who was in Singapore some
S p.m.
show. Others closed down. Bom- little time back, did not come on to
bay's loss for the first 15 days was Australia for a second visit, leaving
the
while
English
houses
for
whole setup to Higginson.
$85,000
the
loss to Indian exhibitors was $106,- It was Cohen who paved the way
formerly for a hookup with Hoyts
000.
and
studios
producing
The 18 film

at all

RKO, Columbia Toppers,

Down Mexico Way
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Schipa

has

made

a

1.

real

comeback with music lovers in Arr
gentina, who have been unable to

Incidentally^
the resignation of;
Rose from Paramount became effective Sept, 30. Pending the arrival
of J. E. Perkins, new managing director, from U.S., the company is
being run by Fred E. Hutchison, general sales manager, who has been
elected to the board of Paramount
Film Service Ltd., and Tony C. Reddin, ex-exploitation chief, who has
also been made a director.
Perkins is expected late this month

hear the 67-year-old tenor for past
Booked by Radio- El
five years.
Mundo for five airers and five concerts, the tenor was prevented from with Adolph Zukor and Henry Ginsdoing the series because of the mu berg. In addition to installing Perwhich has nearly kins, Zukor and Ginsberg will tour
strike
sieians'
,s.tymied musjc, br_oadcasting in Ar- the cou ntry, presenting gifts to all
.
Paramo'OMt 25-year, men.'
gentina .since Sept, 4
The Colon Opera management
stepped in and offered Schipa its
AUSSIE 'MB.' FOEMAT
theatre for one concert with accomSydney, Oct, 1.
paniment by a non-union pianist
Impressed by the success, of "The
This proved sock boxoflioe.- Becep
tion given him when he left the Kiwis," musical revue which has
Colon theatre rivaled" those he used been touring Queensland, the J. C.
management has deto get in the good old days of the Williamson
big opera here. His two broadcasts cided to put the production on its
went over big and he has been inked major theatres circuit, in Melbourne,
Sydney,
etc.
Revue ha.s been staged
by Mundo for another series next
year.
Colon management also has and acted by a group of New Zealand' theatrical war vets, with idea
made him offers,
similar
to the current
Schipa now is bound ?or. Cali- and format
fornia where he is reported to own New York success, "Call Me Mister."
Production is expected to, open in
property. His 23-year-old wife and
Melbourne before Christmas.
baby are accompanying hijn,
'

;'

;

'

•

'

.

,

THE BIG ADVENTURE ''CLOAK
AND DAGGER" COMES FROM WARNERS!
uNtTKO ST«m nenmEs moo.
THE BIG MYSTERY «*THE BIG SLEEP" COMES FROM WARNERS!
«i^rTHE^IG^n>MEDY^*«TWO^Y^ FROM-MILWAIUUU?^^
WARNERS!
AND DAY" COMES FROM WARNERS!
THE BIG MUSICAL "NIGHT
IN TCCHNICOLOR
THE BIG DRAMA "A STOLEN LIFE" COMES FROM WARNERS!

JACK LWARNER«

Vf

Executive. Producei

Wodnesdnf, OcloBer 9, 1946

P^KlEfV

a

,

-

Wetlneeday, October 9, 1946
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who

State,

shoots pistols, pops out

IV.

Singing slightly

band's Chore.

Y.

Apollo,

oflt

IV.

Y.

pitch and in an evening frock that
Interiuttional Sw e et he ar t s- of
fists etc.
Cozy Cole & Co, (7); Bpb Grahom, emphasizes avoirdupois, she yodels
with Vi Burnside,
(17),
Opener is Ulaine Malloy, well- Canfield Smith, The Colstons (2), "Blue Heaven" and "To Each His Rhythm
Tiny Davis, Mildred Mclucr, Corbuilt, attractive blond acrobat. She The Elgins (.4) "Holiday in Mexico
Own" with less than boflt reaction.
line Reed;
Beth & Martin, Tim
works with high rings and trapeze (M-G).
Slam Stewart, only bass fiddler Moore b Viuian Horris, Broton- Dofs
arid, although the act is not sensawho
sings to his own C clef grunts,
CracJcerjacfcs (5); "Trajfic in
tiohal, it is a nice looking number
Backing up a pic that runs well appears in a turn characterized by (4),
Crime" (Rep).
totoe.
to tee off a bill.
over two hours, vaude layout at the speed and neat delivery. The StewLoew's State this week is short but art arrangements are nifty, the perpunchy with each of the five acts formance something ultra and it
Apollo's bill this week levels bfl
Empire, T^onilon
orch
House
stint.
doing a standout
doesn't seem to matter that the somewhat below previous efforts,
London, Oct. 1.
under the baton of Louis Basil, now tunes are mostly bits and snatches
The Great Lyle Si Co., Hal Stone, in his second week, continues to set of other pieces. One, with an Asiatic strong in neither marquee draw nor
assisted by Nina Kaye; Arthur Wors- an excellent standard and Basil s background, somehow reprises "My entertainment values.
ley, Vic k Joe Crastonian, Fred b eiticeeing of the show from a mike Man" several times.
-Played fairly
As usual. Sweethearts of Rhythm
Sally Hartnell.
in the pit ties the works into a neat straight
"Sunny Side of the band opens bill with original
is
"Don't
package.
The crowd reaction is
Street."

stooge

Y.

Strand,

AXvino Rcu Orch (18) loith Jo
lAnne Ruon, C/iucIc Peterson, Bocfcy
Coluccio, Luise King, The Airliners
(4) tuith Jimmi/ Joi/ce; Jean CorroU,

Sondra Barrett; "Cloafc and Dasoer
(USP), reutetued in Variety, Sept.
11, '46.

;

'

•

,

Alvino Rey, his singing guitar and.
king-sized orch paces current stageIts all
iBhow at the Strand, N. Y.
soothing
solid stuff that dispenses
an
melodies but also incorporating
edificaoccasional blary stanza for
integral part
tion Qf the cats, still an
audience.
This is a cosy suburban house,
o£ this Warner deluxei^s
nine
meticulously clean', with even front
Orch comprises thre^ rhythm,
addition of house assistant manager attired
brasses- and three reeds
guitar.
in dress clothes. Clientele is regular,
to harpist and maestro on
Band tees off with solid sesh on every week, with usherettes giving
•'Bumble Boogie," spotlighting Rey out with a "Good evening" to the
on guitar, which is solid all the way. customers on arrival, and a- I'Good
night" on departure.
Jimmy Joyce steps out to baritone
"Night and Day" solo and then is
One of the few suburban houses
lads
flanked by The Airliners, three
left, which still adheres to its vaude
of
policy, and pay.s oft well.
and gal, for a snappy version to
More'
Minutes
"Give Me Five
Bill, this week, is headed by Cecil
atBarrett,
^ondra
reception,
solid
the
gown, Lyle, rijagico, who has added
tractive gal in blue sequined
Novhis: billing.
in title of "Great" to
clicks with some nifty t^pstering
elty of program is the inclusion of
followup.
yank acts, Hal Stone and Fred
two
Band takes over for slick arrange- and Sally Hartnell.
inent of "Tumbleweed," Spotlighting
Latter open show with, fast aero
brass section and with vocal assists
some nifty Russian
from Joyce and The Airliners as a. .steps, includingplentyleaps by male
prelude to Rocky Coluocio's sock dancing, with
Jo partner and rhythmic taps by f emme
pianolng of "Sheik of Araby.
opener. Vic and Joe
Anne Ryan does neatly on a brace make effective
(ilrastonian, musical twosome, folof vocals, a blues number and the
male partner atteinpting
ballad, "To Each His Own" for nice lows with
Chuck Peterson, rotund plenty corny comedy. However, as
response.
trumpeter, steps out for vocal and instrumentalists they are okay. Finand drums, comhot licks on "My Sugar Is So Re- ish with bag pipes
regalia, was well
with
Scottish
plete
and
Rey
salvos.
plehty
fined" for
with
Luise King (Mrs. Ray), harpist, are liked. Arthur Worsley, ventre
extracts
spotlighted for "My Buddy," with usual precocious dummy,
line of gab.
illusion of singing guitar chirping plenty laughs with fair
The Great Lyle "is strictly a war
the tune and then "My Bonnie Lies
product.
Before the war he was
Over the Ocean."
Jean Carroll, personable come- one of many of his kind. But with
dienne, clicks with her comedy lingo no opposition, and- also having had
and parodies to keep audience happy the sense to acquire the best of
and guffawing. Gal has gained con- others brains, he has built up into a
Some, of his standards
siderable stature since last around headliner.
and tops current turn with ''Sleep- are the late Horace Golden's "Sawing On a Bus," parody on the hous- ing a Woman in Half;" Arnold Deing shortage. Band takes over for Biere's Egg and Bag trick, and David
closing number aa pleasant finale_ to Devant's Picture illusion. He 'is on
*
a fast and thoroughly entertaining first half, and takes up some of the
Edba.
second half, with -best trick in that
bill.
portion of program being Amac's
Three Card Trick, or Find the Lady.
Lyle lacks showmanship evidenced
Boston, Get. 4.
by the Great Dante, and such like
Donald O'Connor, Guicn O'Connor personalities. And with the gates
& Jack O'Connor, The Kemmys (2) now open, should encounter plenty

.

.

,

m

,

.

.

,

.

,

'

opening spot, the four Elgins,
men and gal, warm up the

Iri

three

house with a nifty juggling routine.
Working with a collection of strawhats and ten pins, group handle the
objects with unusual precision timing, tossing them around a circle at.
the deuce, Bob
Acts) who's been
heard on the screen and radio, scores
with his sock crooning and boyish
speed.

terrific

In

(New

Graham

(3),

3

Swijts,

Joan opposition.

A woman

Roberts, Larry Flint's House Orch;

"Home Sweet Homicide"

(20th).

Very
vaude show. Depends entirely on
Donald O'Connor for sock, and Mr.
Big crashes through, but not enough
so-so layout for a straight

to

lift

out of the doldrums.

it

Acts are m.cM with varied results
by Jack O'Connor, actor's abrother,

who

introduces the Kemmy's in a
slowish sort of an acrobatic risley
routine in which the comedy gimmick is a hat the gal keeps knock'
ing off the boy's head. Next are Allen and Kent with the 72-year-old
terpster who does old-time eccentric,
stuff and joins duo tor a jitterbug
routine to finish.
,

act completely
some clever patter and
adroit manipulation of, the dummy.
Smith climaxes his routines with a
perfect illusion of the puppet singing "Road to Mandalay," and earns
solid palming.
In a flashy windup, Cozy Cole's'
colored troupe of drum dancers, as-

triloquist
aud via

,.

sisted by June Hawkins' warbling,
stage a miniature review. Act opens
with spotlight centered' on Cole's
wild beating of the traps and
Hawkins' off-stage primitive chant
ing. Dance group of three men and
two girls, slide in from the wings
with eye-flUing costumes and. do an
effective drum ballet. Hawkins' also

"Summertime" and "Sly
Mongoose," a Calypso tune that she
sells with a sexy style.
Act, closes
with another drum and dance number by the full company.
;Herm.
thrushes

I

certainly

is

Lionel

nice .sounding voice.

show

5,

Wini

(20) with
Arnet Cobb, Chorles
Brown,
Madeline

&

Curley, Otto Bason;

Green; Red
"Tra/jic in

Crime" (Rep).

There'll be an upswing in grosses

week with

at the Million Dollar this

Hampton and

Lionel
stage.

O'Connor follows, getting a nice fans

his

orch

on

Band is offering solid hour's
five-times-daily to pull rhythm

a top-notch aggregation
reception and, teeing off with stand- for musical entertainment, proving
ard chatter, little too blue for the to be one of the best show bands to
older patrons but socle for the tru
play fllm-vaude house dates.
ants. Follows with medley of tunes
Hampton and orch gets off to a
from various Hollywood hits and fast start with "Slide, Hamp,: Slide',!'
winds up with a neat skit involving featuring leader on drums. Next out
his wife Gwen. Builds steadily and is mild vocal rendition of ''To Each
ends with a beg-off, displaying his His Own" by Madeline Green. Best
easy personality, cocky attitude and part of piece is backing by orchestra
adroit self-possession nicely. With a voices for added production touch.
stronger bill ahead of him he'd be Faring better on vocals is Wini
very big.
Brown on "Fun in the Morning."
Biz was sad at opener, but looked Show then gets Otto Eason and his
like better trade for latej; in the taps on roller skates out of the way
£lie.
week.
to make room for very solid musiin.

It's

-

cal portion.

Wash.

Washinflftow, Oct. 6.
Bill Johnsoit, BiHjy Wells & 4 Fays,

O'Donnell & Blair, Ulaine Molloy;
"Searching Wind" (Par)

—^hig—

beirtg, act

by act, a cut belo^y most of its predecessors.
Bill Johnson, baritone headliner,
does the best job on bill with "To
Each His Own" and some jazzed up
opera but the act is strictly routine.

.

.

Highspot.
is
"Hamp's
Boogie
Woogie," featuring Milton Buckner,
short, rotund pianist and Hampton
on drums.
Piece spotlights solo
passages by sidemen and is heavy
on bass beat to make for good listening.
Charles Harris' trumpet work
shmes in presen tation. H arhpton is'
next up with five-minute workout on
a vibraphone medley-«and then encores for seven minutes with "Sunny
Side of the Street," both packed with
Hampton's standout rhythm beat.
'

'

weel{^9^Gapitol-si

nitely on the anemic side

Hamptones

(piano,

bass,

clarinet,

sax,
trumpet, drums and vibraFor an encore he does "The Way phone) continue driving rhythm on
several
special
selections
which
you Look Tonight."

Billy Wells and the Four Fays—
three-girl, two-man team-^is a novelty melange of acrobatic dancing

which

how

is

neatly costumed but someBest
short of clicking.

falls

(4),

Though lacking any marquee lure,
current package plays well enough
to add up to a satisfactory hour's
vaude.
Milton Douglas turns, in neat job
of emceeing and In own spot gets
over in satisfying fashion with his
mixture of old and new gags. Guy's
easy delivery and know-how adds to
laugh-getting abilities.
Ciggie manipulator Paul Duke
works- smoothly to get over those
standard pickups from out of air,
topping with the corn silk stunt.
Finales for solid response with blade

Hampton Orch

JWilton Bucfcner,

Harris,

Capitol,

7.

,

ening.

make

waj; for 12 minutes of

ton's specialty, "Flying
couldn't get off after

number

Mildred

:

Beth and Martin do a straight un^
spectacular tap stint that is lifted
from the one-to-flll category. No
routining or Salesmanship.
Sweethearts come back in another
jump tune and then break out their
best performer in Vi Burnside, tenor
sax, in "Body and Soul." Gal gets a
;ood loose reed tone and has nice
deas, but should steer clear of the

crowd-pleasing gymnastic fingering.
Two drummers, Jean Lutey and
Pauline Bradley are spotted with
something called "Drum Fantasy."
Weekly blackout is provided by
Acts in current Gayety parlay
vary from sock to poor, but. gener> Tim Moore and Vivian Blaine and is
ally layout gets nice response from pretty bad. with both fluffing lines
payees. Rex Weber gets clicko re- and repeating unfunny cracks.
ception with a ventro routine (sans
Corline Reed comes out of sax
dummy) and smooth pipes are used section to chirp "Night "and Day" on
to good advantage in selling the good contralto voice, although stanza
"Brother Can You Spare a would have been better if shrill
songs.
Dime?", sung with plenty of schmaltz chorus effects from the rest of the
gets hefty mitting.
band had been omitted.
Entire
Ray Rogers zany xylophoning hits group should stick more to music
the jackpot. Lad creates hellzapopin and do fewer circus stunts like headatmosphere by losing hammers, kid- bowing and horn-swinging which do
ding the band, and generally mixing nothing but distract from soloists'
himself up.
Video announcer bit work. Tiny Davis is band's comiCj
gets results but he doesn't need it. singing "Tiny Boogie" and trumpetTwo Jacks get hefty mitting for a ing up. and down the stage for good
smooth perch .act and Harry Holly's laughs.
impressions go over especially well
Next-to-closing,
Deek Watson's
with the mask angle as a switch on Brown Dots are another sepia quarregular impressionists. Holly could tet
with
guitar
accompaniment.
use better routining and should do Serve up "Route 66," "Surrender,"
more singing, since he's got good with tenor solo, and "Satch'mo*
pipes.
Baby" in quick succession, Watson
Jesse James, who does a whistling IS inclined to upstage too much.
and tapping stint on crutches,' is the Quartet closes with "Just in Case
showstopper. Lad has a nice selling You Change Your Mind."
Nice
personality.
polish, but not much different from
George Dunn, announced as "an- several others with the sanie rouother Will Rogers" is anything but. tine.
Drawl gagging doesn't register and
Five Grackerjacks are a comedyrope tricks are only fair. Bert King, acro group.:
Gome out dressed as
doing a "blind date" stint is the ancient
GAR vets, with one in
m.c. and though he tries, he hasn't femme
garb and go through every
got the material to. roundup the w.k. stunt
in the
show. Gets lost in talk.. Own spot for fair returns. aoro trade, but all
Flash closer.
gets yocks but the stint lacks origTomm.
inality and laughs were garnered on
-basis of payees up on stage being
laughed at.
Stripper Scarlett Kelly works on
the bombshell style but flicks. Line
and settings getting better.' Len
Continued from page 2
Howard's orch cuts the show nicely
Biz okay.
L,aza.
because we haven't had the experi'

'

chewing

bit.

David Blum

Risley
artistry
combined with
National, LVille
earns
Whitson brothers
Louisville, Oct. B.
healthy palm- whacking. Handle the
pedal acroantics with seemingly litBob Eberly, Martin Bros,, Perry
tle effort to effect aura of accom- Frank & Janice; Leon Fields;"The
plishing difficult feats with ease.
Outlaw" (UA).
Fairish
musical quartet
(bass,
violin, guitar and banjo), the Yeary
After many weeks of off-brand
brothers get by with their harmonies. screen fare. National comes up this
Though a bit heavy oti the strings, stanza with return of "Outlaw," and
they leave the comedy usual to this is cashing in on the big exploitation
type act to one lad and concentrate which- the Western Gas -received.
on music-making.
Pic is teamed with a vaude bill
Working their second pro engage headed by Bob Eberly, erstwhile
ment Love and Bernard, nice-look Jimmie Dorsey vocalist.
ing pair of youngsters show poten
Perry Franks and Janice, stand
tialities, though routines at present ard dance turn, open.
Pair make
need working over. Essay straight nice appearance, and work smoothly
and ballet-taps which show am- both in duo and in single tap special
bitious ideas. Teeoff proceedings in ties. Get nice response.
fair manner and with more experiPair of clever puppeteers are the
ence should be okay for the better Martin brothers. Lads manipulate
vaude houses.
the strings on a darkened stage, clad
Les Rhode and house orch do okay in black trousers and shirt. Their
backing up show. Biz good when puppets do the usual dancing, break
caught.
away skeletons, and catch big hand
Lary.
with a stint by one of the puppets
at a miniature piano, while another
A«Iani8,
simulates a hot trumpet player.
Newark, Oct. 3.
Leon Fields introes the acts, and
Buddy Rich Orch (16), with chats with the customers in his own
Bitsy MulltHS, Georoe Bers, Lynn spot. Guy apparently has been workSVarren; Slam Stewart Trio, Jack ing before GI audiences, but civilDurant, Bros. Burns k Evelyn; "H6t ians found his material on the weak
side;
Cargo" (Par).
His stuff doesn't seem to jell,
and most of it has been done in
The new season finally has been numerable times by emcees, and
better. Fair applause.
ushered into the Adams on the vio
Eberly has a nice repertoire of
lent beat of Buddy Rich's drums,
The bill of fare is much like last pops which he has no trouble in sell
year's
prove nder, sign alizing no ing. While, his styling is on the slow

comedy
Los Anfleles, Oct.

Twisted," a jumper,-

,

Miami, Oct. 4,
Paul Duke, yeory
Whitson Bros. (2), Bernard & Love, Les Rhode House Orch
"The
(13);
Searching Wind" (Par).

Million Dollar, L. A.

"Oklahoma" and "Marinka"
warbler ends on the upbeat with
"Sun in the Morning," "These Foolan "Oklahoma"
ish Things" and
medley. Has a tendenty to quip
with the wisecracking down-fronters, but otherwise potent and possessed of a strong, well-handled and
erts,

Olympia, Uliainl
JWilton Doupias,

Bros.

something of a novelty. Terina is
the only one of her kind in England
and does a fine job, which is helped
by pleasing jjersonality. Her finish^
ing trick, building a big ladder: out
of paper, is her topper.
Hal Stone, back here after, seven
years, clicks with his wise cracks.
Is now supported by Nina Kaye, instead of Tishie Lee. Former is good
looker and handles her lines well.
His finishing trombone solo is 'a
worthy climax.
First house was practically 80%
billed.
Averages $8,000 per week,
which is good going.
Rege.

Three

Swifts,
standard Indian
club jugglers, follow to gain first
rise from the audience with their
comedy misses, etc., and Joan Rob-

papertearer

Bran.-

Gayct J', Montreal
iWontreal, Oct.

It

Mclver displays fine piping in"To
Each His Own." Orch, with T brass,
5 reed, S rhythm, could stand; tight'

Rex Weber, Ray Roeers, Harry
Holly & Co. (2)
2 Jacfcs, Jesse
James, George Dunn, Bert King,
Scarlett Kelly, Line (12), Len Howwins the ard Orch (11).

yak-getting devices. In the next-toclosing slot, Canfield Smith's ven-

.

AUen & Kent

Jack Durant is typically youthful
elastic in his soriTewhat scrambled turn. A melange of jokes. Gable
impersonation, acrobatics and songs,
the routine probably was improvised
to try to meet the crazy reaction of
the liecklers down front. Performers heading for this spot should whet
their best insults and have, them
right to hand. They'll need 'em.

manner.
Ballroomology burlesque bit is
neatly 'handled ,by the Colstons.
Duo's clowning is familiar stuff with
eccentric torso movements, faceslapping, and red flannel tights under the femme's gown used as the

RKO, Boston

Git

ecstatic.

and

Hamp-

Home." Orch

the "Home"
curtain down

so brought
with encore on "Heh-Baba-Rebop."

.

ence. End result would be that we'd
have neither good entertainment nor
good propaganda. It's part of the
luxury of freedom that our films

should not contain propaganda."
Russian films in most countries
overseas are treated much the same
as they are here, Blum declared.
General public shies away from
them, since they're not entertaining.

Purpose of Blum's trip was to explore the publicity setup in Europe,
taking over the new ideas developed
in this country during the war in
order to bring the European program up to date. He declined, however, to talk about his findings, considering them strictly trade secrets.
'It cost
lars to

and

I

Metro several thousand dolme overseas," he said,
want to give out my

send

don't

information

free

to

other

com-

panies."

JVcwark

Exploitation campaigns in Europe
are usually more primitive than in
this country, he said, but declared
that he learned several stunts in
Europe that would be a credit to the
U. S. European exhibs are stymied
by an acute shortage of materials
that prevents them from making up
accessories. Despite the tremendous
business being done by American
pictures showmanship, is still necesr
change in policy or audierice recep" side, it—would ^eem^that -local-pit-- sary since it's al-ways possible to
crew is a little thin in instrumenta- break an existmg record.
tion.
Rich, certainly a ranker with Gene tion to give his songs the expected
English and French pix presently
Krupa and Dave Tough as a beater full background, Gets over well look to offer American product the
of animal hides, dupes the success with the audience, however, with
most competition abroad, and with
he scored in his appearance here his baritoning of "Surrender," "Five
renewed
production in both counlast season. His paradiddle technique Minutes More," "To Each His Own'
rates tops with the kiddies who jive and as a concession to the older tries, Hollywood must watch its step,
around this joint and he seems able patrons "Tangerine," tine of Bberly's Blum isaid. He scotched reports of
to whip up a fine fury. Outstanding favorite tunes. They liked him a lot, severe antagonism by French pro
Biz very good.
is "Quiet
Riot," banged out in
Hold,
/diners against t^e recently conwelter of stinging crossbeats and
cl'uded Leon Bluni pact, declaring
triple rhythms. "Nellie's Nightmare'
that the French realize the .selfand "Ritual Dance" ring changes in
to
'Valentino' policing gesture instituted by Amerithe same metier. "Best Man" finds
can distribs is a worthwhile one.
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Rich as vocalist of a subdued and
.

,

.

'

Added act on bill is clever footnumbers are a comedy clown dance
and a boxing dance between a gal work and gags\ of Red and Curley.
Boys are smooth professionals who modest sort. He shines as emcee
and lad which has possibilities.
The show's comedy rests on know their way around a hot tap or although not quite equal to the de
a
polished
bit of dialog.
mands of answering the numerous
O'Donnell
O'Donnell,
of
Charles
Hampton is on stage at all times, audience jesters. The band per se
and Blair, who, in turn, parses it on
hard
with
showmanly is not of the best but Rich definitely
to such trick props as an oversized working
saxophone which gives out balloons touches to give ticket-buyers plenty is.
Lyijn Warren, vocalist subbing for
and beer, a collapsible piano chair, of what they came to hear and see.
Dorothy Reid, %dds Uttle to the
Brofif.
iind a trick piano with a built-in

Meg

Mayo

•

Archie

Mayo

will direct "The Life
Rudolph Valentino," next picture
on Edward Small's production pro
gram.
of

Picture goes into

work

in

January,

'

'

Meanwhile, Small

is

testing several

candidates for the Valentino

role,

Italy,

form as
Italian

he said, is running true -to
a good market for U. S. pix,
returning
production
is
Greece,
its pre-war level.

slowly to

with its political trouble and acute
malnutrition
among the people*
offers only a fair market.

a

:

.
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Hypoed Grind flours Provide Lush

Vs.

%

Oct.

City,

Naturally

country,

8.

;

•

I

come down.
Thus far everywhere

becoming

at last

been and no question

it's

sensitiveness have to

from

but no local eombine caii
Thoughtful men— exhibs and dis- do what has to be done, W.6 realize
alike— keep on pressing the this, but we also see, the fast apti ibs
proaching day when our 'outfit and
soft pedal as regards the industry's
tomorrow, the only dilterence .ot others like ours thrdugho.ut the
opinion being as to how spon the country will fuse into (jne-national
end of the past five years' lush pe- oi-ganization. Stupidly,, the (listriblitors are getting so tough, -they :are,
riod will come. Those interviewed
driving exhibitors everywhere into a
stress the inevitability of Newton's
law of gravity; what goes up must state of mind where united action is

Kansas

in

There

possible.

is

this

—

justification for their use.

Wool worth's. For your travelling reporter nowhere is this more evident
than in the hotel situation. However
acute the housing shortage may be,
conditions
it ban nothing on the SRO
prevailing in this country's hostelrics. No vacancies signs in big cities
and along the roadside in rural districts have been up so long they're
beginning to look weatherbeaten.
^
Cars Outnumber Homes
Envious English and European
readers of American pubs used to
marvel at the Yank transportation
standard ot two cars in every garage.
Today it seems to this mugg you can

clvange "cars'- for families and come
nearer the truth.
And don't tKink this hasn't a bearing
on show biz. It has a definite connec-

the
record ' breaking
being rolled up almost
everywhere. One way these unprecedented takes are being made possible is the lengthening at grind
hours from the normal 12 to 19.
"Open All Night" banners are appearing on increasing numbers of
marquees a|i your roving reporter's
trek takes him into the heart ot
the midwest.
Generally, exhibs make no bones
about it. Admissions sold after 11
o'clock at night have nothing to do
with the current pic. Main consideration in the minds of those patrons
is whether the house is warm and
the seats comfortable. It would be
diilicult to
estimate the total of
roomless guys who are presently
grabbing themselves a night's sleep

with

tion

grosses

for

still

or

6Sic

less.

But

this facet of current lushness
the pic biz is stressed only by the
few. Generally the indie exhibs are
full o£ their woes, and so busy giving voice to them they have no time
in'

to figure.what to

len

do with th^r swol-

profits.

But

the

let

men concerned speak

for themselves.

Topping the batting

order this week is B. J. (Bennie)
Berger, president of North Central
Allied and astute operator ot a chain
33 indie
houses in Minnesota,
leased to Paramount. Says Berger in
his office in Minneapolis:
of

"Divorcement
solution

,

is the only possible
the plresent impossible
The, existing heotic state

of

situation.
of affairs

must come to an end. Producers must treat exhibitors as all

OPA
Lifting of

'

last

Methods,
Rules Out Local Checkers

customers.

Without

Checkers Humiliate

percentage terms, all percentage pictures must be cut out.
There are plenty of reasons for this,
but one ought to be enough. It is
the humiliating effect On the small
exhibitor of having his patrons see
a checker on the job. The psychological effect on
those patrons is
very bad. Maybe they've Known this
exhibitor 20-30 years. They've liked
bjm, trusted him. But what's this
they see? A checker. What can it
mean, if it doesn't mean the people
.he ii? doing business with don't trust

,

1

Price increases are expected
passed on to jobbers, who
undoubtedly pass them in
exhibs.
to
Result will
either be a boost in the price of
candy items sold' in theatres or
the manufacture of a smaller
bar that can still be sold for 5c.
It's reported that some exhibs
may be forced to raise prices
l-2c per item.
Such a move
would mean that exhibs would
be forced to deal with bothersome pennies. - It would also
render practically useless the
machines presently in operation
and equipped to handle only
nickels or dimes.

.

'

•

,

,

,.

time takes--9nd with a lemon you
can take a nasty loss.

"As for bidding, we don't

—

like

scure brands

,

tributor

;

showmanship have been grabbed up
by their customers;
Exhibs have
latched on to the idea, for instance,
that it's the total revenue that
counts, so that rather than raising
prices in these times of candy shortages,

where

action-type film booked
ing the shipments in
the "more intelligent"
"Song of Bernadette"

my

patrons prefer quantity to
quality.
But I have made it a .set
policy to let an .A picture stand or

days.

uct.
It is these extended runs which
account for the fact The Postman
Rings Twice' has not played Kansas
City yet, and therefore we can't get
it.
Citizens who come back to Abilene from visits to Chicago and other!
centers ask what is the matter with
us, for being so slow about showing
this picture.
It's all wrong.

come,

with the

know your

minimum

Washington.
Editor, Variety:

With respect to the crossrcountry tour now being taken by Hayden
Talbot on behalf of VARiETYj I think
the peak has been reached insofar
as top grosses are concerned and I
doubt if there vwill be any pronounced improvement in business,
in this territory, where
many_ new houses are either under
construction or planned for early

especially

buil(^ing.

As far as neighborhoods are concerned, I would rather play some
pictures extra days than give too
short a run, but there is no advanhim? And if this is so, maybe he isn't tage to us so long as exchanges
won't cooperate on a price ,:basis.
to be trusted.
"All the seemingly unanswerable I reSlly believe that it would be adarguments of distributors who seek to vantageous, in the long run, for the
perpetuate this sorry business can- distributor to get the extra playing
not get over the solid fact of the time by making it possible through
damage done .the small town exr price cooperation with the exhibitor.
nibitor's standing in the eommuExploitation Gripes:' I would sug-'
f'fy by this open distrust on the gest that instead of spending all of
part of his suppliers,
the advertising and exploitation bud"We have the biggest number of gets on so-called- "showcase" theaindependent exhibitoi-s allied with tres, that .some: of the' money be
us ot any similar organization in the allocated to the better neighbor.

,

coun-

tubing,

maximum

of light

of heat.

Innova-

according

to

the

National

execs, who predict that raanufaq,-'
turers some day will turn out equipment especially equipped for theatre

-

problems.

Good candy operation

in

any

thea-i

can result in sales ranging from
per person, depending on the
type of picture and admission prices.
Pointing to
National chiefs think,
the manner in which adults' shyness
about buying candy has disappeared,
they believe that customers today
consider eating candy in theatres as
much a part of going to. a show .as
tre

'2c-6c

.

busi-

I

ness. The checker may be somebody
you've had trouble with. He may be
a city official. In that' case the first
thing you know the municipality
comes to know your take, and it
gives them an idea to reach in. and
get some of your I'evenue.
"Without naming name.s dlstrib.utors hereabouts don't have to be
told the town I mean
I can tell you

I

?

actually watching a picture.

M-G's Field Auditors
(Checkers to You) To

—

Gripes

.

sample of things to

tions are only a

I

to

New

cathode

feature

which provide the

Everybody gets

!

to

.

,

from melting.

to keep it
ters also

can.
Extended runs ir, key city houses
definitely create a shortage of prod-

'

Some

Saturdays and Suni
consequently, are

sales,

Stands are especially equipped
with refrigerating units, which blow
a stream of cold air across the candy

many exsay we have no objec^tion to being checked, but we do
object to the distributors hiring local
checkers.
In big cities it doesn't
matter, but in smalt towns it does.

Md.-Va.-D.C. Indie Theatre Owner,

Candy

regular film business,

"I voice the opinion of

'

on

biz

handled as a parallel operation

A

when

.

and decreasdeference to
pix, such as

that they do almost one-half of their

candy

able to re-carpet my
house, using
the best bits of the old carpeting for
my B house, I plan to close my B
house and remodel it as soon as I

hibitors

to stick to

and "Sister
Exhibs have also agreed

Kenny."

en its own. And my patrons
seem to see eye to eye with me in
this respect.
Luckier than some, I
went into the war period with very
good equipment, A year ago I was
fall

,

more important

good for candy sales, shipping more
sweets to a house when it has an
'

A

—

it's

the 5c tag and thus sell more candy.
National also advises exhibs on the
^types of pictures that are especially

and exhibitor,

"It may interest exhibitors in other
parts of the country to know I nevcr
play an
picture in a double bill, I
play dual features in my B hou.se,

,

family

to

IVlany of the, ideas gleaned by Naitional execs from their years of

think producers should' stick to
their old customers
Moreover, we
believe the decree, if it is enforced,
can lead to a big overseating in many
situation.?.
I have no concrete alternative to put forward, but I am
strongly in favor of allowing sound
rules of business to be applied to
our dealings with distributors, -And,
as in all lines of trade, the personal
equation must figure as between dis-

—

deference

in

trade.

it.

We

m

.

Under, its setup as vending f consultants to. theatre operators. National sells candy, to exhibs on a percentage basis. Exhib .pays Only for
the candy, getting all equipment on,
a loanout for free and also getting
gratis the company's special sales,
ideas, on which special pains are
taken to keep them-abreast of the
times. -National deals only, in popular,
nationally-advertised
brands,,,
preferring to forego the more ob-,,

.

—

,

.

will

shall points ot Mr. Hoover's organi-/,ation
the pro- is its use of operatives
in districts
treat us
where they are unknown and to
out this
conduct which they themselves are stranger.s.
business on the same lines as other Not only does this tend to prevent
businesses are Conducted.
their being sidetracked by personal
"When a crooked exhibitor is considerations, but it makes it
caught let them stop doing business easier for them to cover up their
with him. That's all. But treat the identity and mission.
So we keep
rest of us as
we deserve to be our checkers always on the move.
treated as honest men. Percentage One week they're in Maine, the next
pictures— and what they iniply— they are in Pennsylvania, and so
have got to go."
on.
In this connection, referring
back to the people who come to us
K.G.'s^,'U,vely:,-B«w'''.
Kansas City^s film row is a dyna- first, even if they're only dreaming
of
opening
a house, our checking
mo. Nowhere- thus far .scrutinized
have distriba and exhibs been more system has uncovered the fact busiboth ways. It's
full of pep and aliveness than the ness can be terrific
the
difference
between 1945 and
key men and indies. A. L, Adler,
1946.
One week you can do capacMetro manager, observes.
ity, the next week you can play to
"According to the 1940 census
empty seats. If it weren't for our
Kansas City had 399,000 population.
checkers we'd not have the figures
Today there are
the metropolitan
to prove thi^, and we'd not be able
area of KC 814,000 people.
And to advise newcomers accordingly.
business done in the past five years
"So, while admittedly these are
would indicate they are all moviegoers.
Business has been and still lush times, big profits and big losses
can follow each other and do. Disis not only good; it is unbelievable.
trust of the exhibitor has nothing
"I have to disagree with the beefer
whatever to do with our using
in Indianapolis who. told you how checkers.
There is, for instance, the
stupid producers and' distributors
theatre we've been checking for
are not to stifle the 16m operators.
years^ a little house 1 prefer not to
He calls it unfair competition. Since name. Every time we check a week
when was it unfair to let people at this house the gross is considerhave entertainment in extremely ably smaller than the average take
remote regions?
With people as in that house. If it happened once
amusement hungry as they are to- or twice you could account for it by
day I find it hard to be patient with unusually strong opposition, or inmoaners who anticipate disaster out clement weather, but it has hapof added opposition. If it isn't 16m pened too often to be explained away
it's midget auto racing, which is goin any such fashion.
At any rate,
ing to empty movie houses. To such
the returns made by that house for
dismal wailers I say there's room unchecked
weeks are always bigger
for every kind of attraction— outthan for any checked week."
doors and in,
Bix Not Tremendous
"As an example of what I mean,
Says Home Strowig. owner of the
take 'Caesar and Cleopatra.'
A
year ago American exhibitors didn't Plaza and Lyric theatres in Abilene,
Kans.,
and vice-president of KMTO:
have to figure on real competition
from an English studio. Then along
"With the year almost three-quarcomes this Rank picture. No point ters gone, I'd say business has been
in kidding. ourselves.
It did big ii^ good, but not tremendous.
Outdoor
Kansas City, So at first glance you amusements have certainly cut in,
might draw the conclusion it must taking a big toll, but I've heard no
have hurt business at other houses. griping about new diversions. GenFact is it did not. What it did do erally business is not as good as it
was to bring out of their homes peo- was during the war, In areas I'm
ple who ordinarily never go to the in touch with I'd say it's off 15%.
movies. A reasonable result to ex- In one corner of my county there
pect from this is an added aware- have been six cases of polio recentness of movie entertainment on the ly, but as yet no schools nOf swimpart of several thousands of people ming pools have been closed. Most
who from now on will line up at the significant development of recent
boxofHce when good Hollywood pic- times has been the gap between good
Far from being and bad weeks. 'You can play to
tures are offered.

.

,

manufacturing

2 ) is expecjted
effects on theatre

to be.

complete

Exhibs, Create Distrust
"A.s for

candy

tre

price restric-

turn

my mind we

working.

All

With candy sales in theatres h9ving. become an integral part of thearevenue and of service to the
customers, something new in tlie
way of a special consulting ,s,iErvic?;
to teach exhibs and their house staffs
how to get the most out of *lie
murich-crunch product has been
established by the National Merchandising Service Corp.
Outfit is
owned and operated by a couple of
exrtheatre men who prefer to remain anonymous because of their
present positions with one of tne
majors- Headquarters have been set
up in Stamford, Conn

Angle

Wednesday

have telling
candy sales,

"We have now gone so far as to
put into operation methods copied
from tlie FBI.
One of the main

Sidney Lust Airs

Candy

in

Attune Munchy-Crunchy

OPA

to.

and

friendly cooperation
between
factory and store manufacturer and
retailer both would go out of business. The makers of the product we
exhibitors sell to' the public must
be made to realize it is oui?,' salesmanship which keeps their studios

on

tions

M-G Uses FBI

other manufacturers treat their retail

27

Grosses to Certain Types of Films

be disregarded..

I cannot be speciflc;
But
checking system have come

appalling revelations even in our
own houses. This admission should
be quite enough to prove there i.s a

continues to be a sellers' market. all get together, and compel
Not only in the film biz. All along ducers and distributors to
the line— Iron) luxury items to al- decently. They've got to cut
most non - existent soapflakes in attitude of suspicion, and
,

Merchandizing Idea

Business

,

Deals, Checkers

By Hayden Talbot

:

New

much

Grosses, Also 'Hotel' for Homeless;

More Gripes

hurt,
exhibitors will undoubtedly
gain by this new form of opposition.
"It's too bad there should be so
misur\derstanding
about
checkers.
They are essentially an
:ai(l--tO effieiehcy.
This talk about
hunalliating the exhibitor by what
he claims is su.spici#n of him is nonsense.
Busirie.ss is not conducted
like, a tea party; fine feelings, super-

Continue as Set

—

Up

Results of the decentralization .ot
Metro's
checking
system
have
proved highly successful and the
company will definitely continue the
policy,, according to': a decision, arrived at by M-G checking department toppers at a meet in Chica,go

of one community where the city
hoodSi Go-op, ads would go a long council slapped a 5% tax on gro.s.s
way toward boosting grosses tor all admission prices. Result of this was
concerned, in addition to giving the the 30,000 citizens of this town have
distributor more playiog time. I now
been
four
w6eks without
firmly believe (as was the ease fol- movies, the three theatre.'; having
lowing the last war. and following closed their doors rather than sub- last week.
the 1929-34 depression) that the mit to this gouging. The point i.s it
Six
checking «. supervisors.
to
neighborhood theatre' will be the would never have happened if the whom checkers in each of six dif^
real moneyr;maker for' the entire in- local checker hadn't tipped off the fereht .territories throughout
the
dustry and that it would be smart City Hall crowd te the big takes country
be
responsible,
are
to
showmanship on the part of the those, three houses were gathering huddled at the Chi meet with Willarger distributors to recognize that in.
liam G. Brenner, head of the de-:
fart, and .put some of their extra ad
In the circum.stances it's just as pattmeint, and Metro •assistant ;treas,-i;
vertising,' publicity and exploitation well there's no checking sy,stem on urer Charl'gr'K. Stern,
Gnm ij-d
money into boosting their real sales of popcorn. Shortage of butter cusssed .possible method of improvand total lack of margarine haven't ing th^ system and means of workbread-and-butter business-getters
the neighborhood house. Certainly, prevented houses in ray part of the ing out more cooperation among'
window cards; circulars, etc., would country from making big, profits from themselves in such matters, .as,':';
be helpful, whije^ consistent adver-. .salfeS of popcorn. A new vegetable straightening pilt any Qverlap: of
tising support of neighborhood thear Oil seems to fill the bill satisfactorily. ;terri,tories.
-'-y C-^
,
tres as family entertainment head- And these lush days parents who
Company decided, incidentally, to
quarters would result in .bettor bring a couple of kids to see the ban the word '"checker," with all'
Blms playing week stands, instead of ,pieture, buy four bags, whereas in employees doing, that type of work,;
two or three, days, I want to men- the old days those same two kids henopforth to, bei known as "field
tion, .as .well, that ea.sy transporta- would have to do b lot of coaxing to auditors. "
another in
Move
tion (with easy acce.ss to parking get one bag to divide between the Metio'.s
revamping
steps towards
Maylje, though, I'm the industry lexicon, since it respace) will make most neighborhood pair of thern.
houses become truly deluxe thea- being, unwise to mention this.
I'd cently instituted the terra "reprints",
hate to think I'd given a pushoff to;
tres,;
as, a tag for its newly-released, old
popcorn tax."
Siilney Lust Theatres.
product, disdaining to call the oldies
,
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(Sidney Lust.)

(Next week:

Omaha and

Denver).

"reissues.';

From Oct.

1

Film Daily

Issue

"'Undercurrent"
with Katharine Hepburn, Robert Taylor
116 Mins.
MrG-M

OUT THE ROPES TO HOLD THE
THAT WILL FORM FOR THIS
SPLENDID DRAMATIC OFFERING.
SET
LINES

the

All

and

superlatives

a batch of

new ones

wilt

very

be

probably

called

upon

to give praise to "Undercurrent." In a
season that started in a . whirl o( lightness
and color ''Undercurrent" arrives to stir
profoundly and provide * an emotional impact seldom encountered in the artificiality

WONDERfoi

;

F'lM Daily

of the film medium.

Katherine Hepburn has a role that lines
her up for unquestioned leadership in her

endeavor and when the conclusion rolls past, the viewer will be limp,
exhausted, stirred. 'Undercurrent" for exhibitor and patron is one of those all too

chosen

line of

rare events.

From the outset a scheme of suspense is
created in the direction of Vincente Minelli
that moves and builds to quite unbearable
heights and there is a fairly hair-raising
scene most certainly not for the impressionable and thin-skinned.
As the story is the thing and as each
new role enhances a player's estimation and
adds to stature of indicated potentialities
so wi.l this f.lm set laurels far Robert TayRobert Mitchum and the supporting

lor,

cast that includes

Edmund Gwenn, Marjorie

Main, Jayne Meadows, Clinton
and Dan Tobin.

The

story

IS

Sundberg

a beautiful exa'mple of screen

warm,

and
the limit in interpretation. Edward
Chodorov has done handsomely and creditby Thclma Strabel's original. On. the
music side a Brahms piano concerto tinges,
emphasizes, heightens and sets off the dramatic content and in this respect, for his
taste and contribution to the whole, Herbert
Stothart rates special consideration in the
writing;

intelligent,

inventive

given
ably

distribution of laudatory remarks.

Miss Hepburn is a young girl swept off
her feet by a rapid marriage to Taylor, a
rich, renowned manufacturer, and set down

;

amid the glamor of capital society and the
country life of aristrocratic Virginia. And as
marital life settles upon her she becomes
aware of something not entirely right in
her husband's action. His brother is relegated to chance remarks, abrupt dismissal.
He speaks little of his family.

''Excuse

it

please! This

is

where the

reviewer gave away the

terrific

ending* We cut it out so that you
could enfoy the tiirilling surprises
for yourself!"

This

is

one of the best.

.

CAST: Katharine Hepburn, Aobert Taylor,
Robert Mi'chum, Cdmund Cwenn, Mariotie Main,
Jayne Meadows, Clinton Sundberg. Dan Tobin,
Kathryn Card, Leigh Whiopcrv Charles Trow*
bridge. James Westerfield, Bill Mctatn.
CREDITS: P:oducer. Pandro
Berman; Ditector,
Vincente Minelli; Screenplay by Edward
Ciodortv from an oiisinal stcry by Thelma Str»
bcT~e?nieraiitin— Karl^Freundt Film- Edilorj-Fer.
Wsbstsr; Sound, Douglas Sheare : Art Director,
Ceitric Gibbons: Set decorations. Edwin B. Willis,
Jack D. Moorr.

lis

DIRECTION. Superb,
cellent.

.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
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PICTUKGS

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Legal Strategy of

Picture Grosses
sss Continued from page

New York Daily Worker over-enthusiastically reported

a couple weeks ago
Columbia had purchased world righte to the Soviet filmiifiical, "They
Met in Moscow." Col was negotiating for the rights, it has been learned,
but the deal was never consummated. Picture was the biggest grossing

over; for

Dandy

Russian- production ever released in this country, according to Artkino,
Soviet distribution agency here. It played the Victoria theatre on Broadway in June, 1944.

fourth

'

downtown

Book"

and

(U)

Unwittingly Tied In With Majors
stanza-

"She

week,

Last

$6,000.

Wrote

"Dead

of

Strategy of the Little Three aimed

Night" .(U), ,$5,000.
Tim Holt's
Series
ralacc (RKO) (2,600; 50-70).
"Killers" tU), Hefty $17,000. SUck
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
advance campaien included tiein
RKO assigned Tim Holt to star in
with Cincy Post on Lena The Hyena
a new series of old Zane Grey westcartoon contest, fetching 15,000 enerns, to be filmed on location at
tries, displays of which in Palace
v
windows 'stopped foot traffic and Lone Pirie,
Herman Sohlom will produce, un^
caused cops to, ask for jerking. Last
week, "If I'm Luckv" (20th), all der Sid Rogell's supervision, with

RKO

—

According to the Worker, Columbia planned

to remake "Moscow" with
Rita Hayworth starred. Yarn is about a love
sheepherder of Daghestan and a lovely .swineherder of Vologda. The Worker termed it "the 'Oklahoma!' of Soviet
Vamety (Wear) in its review, said: "It is one of the better
musicals,"
efforts from the Rus^ studios, with musical score and warbling standout."
There have been two Hollywood remakes of Soviet pictures. One was
a Texas plain locale and
affair between a dashing

'.

From Leningrad" which was retitled "Three Russian Girls," and
Lew Landers as director,
made by Gregor Rabinowich with Anna Sten starred for United Artists right .S14,500.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-70) —
release in 1943. The other was "Sahara," starring Humphrey Bogart and
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (m,o.).
produced by Warner Bros., which was a remake of "The 13,"
Number of companies have recently talked about remaking another No complaint at $5,000, Last week, Dennis F. O'Brien, Vet
"Claudia and David" (20th)

Soviet film, "Adventure in Bokhara," but no deal has been set as yet.

.

up the best possible rec-

at building

ord for appeal to the V.

Court

ting the chips

fall,

Supreme

S.

in the anti-trust suit

while let-

where they may

'

"Girl

'

They're

Little 3:

as

18

CINCINNATI

that

29

three judges. Universal, last to

followed the

and

Artists

tack

would absolve

3 Denver Spots
Denver, Oct.

8.

"Cloak- and Dagger" looks the easy
o.itstanding grosser, playing in three
.spots. Elsewhere the city is mainly
holdover. Cold weather will help biz
_

Estimates for This Week"
(Fox) (1,400; 35r74)
of Lives" (U ) and ''Wild
Beauty" (U), after week: at Denver,
Webber. Good $5,000.
Last week,
"Cleopatra" lUA) (m o.), big $6,000.
,

—

Aladdin

"Time

&

Raftery, died after a long
illness
at his home in Yonkers.
N. Y., last Wednesday (2).- After a
requiem mass in St. Denis R. C.
church. Yonkers, on Saturday (5)
burial was in the Gate of Heaven
Cemetery, Hawthorne, N. Y.
Many show business prominents
were among the mourners that
crowded the church. Honorary pallbearers were John P. O'Brien, former mayor of New York; Irving
Berlin, Frank Xavier, Arthur F.
Driscoll,
Edward C. Raftery^ T;
Driscoll

this session.:

,

it

file,

tooth

United

m

seeking

findings which
from participation

of

Showbiz Atty, Dies at 70 in conspiracy to impose a monopoly.
Dennis Francis O'Brien, 70, w.k. In all three cases, companies made
theatrical attorney and senior mem- no effort to embody the terms of
ber of the N. Y. law firm of O'Brien, the decision itself. 'in their proposed

Xloak' Great $26,500
In

of

Columbia

approval

court

,(m:o.),

.64,000,

Contrary to general impression. Commissioner of Internal Revenue
Joseph D. Nunan, Jr;, has made no final decision on Al Jolson's plea for
the bracketing of his share of the profits on "The Jolson Story" in the capJolson,
ital gains column rather than charging it up as personal income.
whq'a already had two tetra-tetes with Nunan, took a third Washington
trip over the weekend to chew the question over once again.
His argument, a novel one for the T-men to mull, is that he is now over
60 with his active earning days, behind him. In selling the story of his
life to Columbia on a profit-sharing basis (50%), he had sold property in
the sanie sense that a factory is sold, according to the Jolson pitch. Singer
says that once that income ends there \yon't be much more and that the
Incidentally.
80^f' or thereabouts tax bite leaves only 20% for his life.
Jolson's lot would have probably been lighter had he incorporated his life
before turning it over to Columbia.

the lower court is pointed Out in.
proposed decree findings of the three
companies now in the hands of the
in,

;

decrees.

'

•

,.:

'.''

'

;

Idea behind legal tactics is to Win
court sanction to a large nuiiib$r of:
findings of fact which depict the
Little Three as the unwitting tail to
the kite rather than creators of a
Little Three
m.oriopolistic system.

:

.

lawyers feel that, when'

and
final

done,. the
.

word on

selling

pix.

all is said
court will have the

any,

new system

Therefore,

.

of,

rather than;

waste ammunition on any attempts
to soften such a system in the deChange made last week by Samuel Goldwyn in the title of his new
cree „proposals, the Little Three have
Danny Kaye starrer was the result of findings of Audience Research InstiDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)— Newman Lawler, Gene Buck, Harry gone ahead With the- main business
Goldwyn switched the tag from "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty"
tute.
Farrell, Dr. John E. Ruisi, Merill 'B. of setting up an advantageous record
Original label was that of the New Yorker "O.S.S." (Par) (2d wk). Solid $11,000.
to "I Wake Up Dreaming."
Last week, big $15,500.
Sands, Edmund C. Granger, Dr; for appeal.
short story by James Thurber on which the film is based. ARI pollsters
James G. Morrissey and Alfred ;McDenver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
discovered, however, that it meant practically nothing to the average film-,
U's proposals illustrate the point.
"Cloak and Dagger"
(WB) and Cann, Jr.
Company shows that it released only
goer and the new title had considerably more b.o. puUipg power.
"Great to Be Young" (Col), dayAmong others present were. Otto
date with Esquire, Webber/' Fine Harbach, Gerald Donovan, Walter approximately 8% of all films reIts franchise
leased
in the U. S.
$18,000.
Last
week,
"Time
Lives"
of
Daniel Dare, producer of "Variety Girl" at Paramount, is adopting a
Vincent, Owen Davis, Mary Pickagreements were forced upon it as a
(U) and "Wild Beauty" (U)i' also
different way to introduce tlie musical film to the screen public. Instead
ford, Glyn Davies, John S. Burke,
Webber, fine $17,000,.
company policy in order to peneof the customary title, the figure of a circus barker will appear on the,
Robert 'W. Perkins, Mrs. George M. trate territory in which exhibs had
Esquire
(FOx)
(7,42; 35^74)— "Cloak
screen, talking directly to the audience and introducing the members of
and Dagger" (WB) and "Great to Cohan. George M, Cohan, Jr., Helen refused to license Univer.sal prodthexast.
Be Young" (Col), also With Denver, Cohan, Mrs. Mary Cohan Ronkin, uct, decree further claims. By inWebber. Trim $4,000. Last week, "If Dean Samuel Arnold of Brown Uni- ducing exhibs to build theatres or
I'm Lucky" (^Oth) and "Flight to versity and George Keegan.
improve existing ones through the
Nowhere" OG), also Paramount,
Born in North Brookfield, Mass.,, grant of long term franchises, U
Move to Dismiss
good $3,000.
O'Brien, was graduated from Brown
Continued from page 6
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74) — University in 1898 and received his both fought its bigger competitors
furthered competition among
arid
Crossclaims Sets Back
organization in prospect. Meanwhile, "Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) and law degree from Georgetown Uni- exhibs in those areas, U's proposed
"Falcon's Alibi" (RKO)
(2a wkj.
versity in 190J,.i Jn the same year
the Selznick staff has- outstripped
decree maintains,
$11|500. Last week, smash $21,Scophony Settlement Goldwyn's in sizie and promises to Good,
.„ he was admitted to the bar of the
500.
r^.";,-.:;::-:'\":.:--r-^Step-by-step,
U, as did both UA
District of Columbia.
With the Scophony anti-trust case continue to enlarge more rapidly
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
He first practiced law in Provi- and Columbia, presents findings
.already bogged down in a quagmire, than Goldwyn's. However, while all "The Runaround" (U) and ("Wrote
which build up a picture of a smaller
prospects for an early settlement of Of the Goldwyn staff is permanent, the Book" (U). Fine $12,000. Last dence as a member of the firm of
company fighting its larger theatre'If
I'm Lucky" (20th) and Sbeahan & O'Brien. In 1906 he came
the legal suit became more remote some of the Selznickites are being week.
owning competitors. U, because it
Flight to Nowhere" (SG), $11,000,
to New York, practicing alone and,
as Paramount, Tele- hired only to push the forthcoming
-Jilonday (7)
is
a non-theatre owning company,
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)
"Cleo- in 1910, entered into a law partner(a Par .subsid- "Duel in the Sun."
vis,ion Productions
for
patra" (UA), after week at Denver, ship with the late Moses L. Malevin- "would have no reliable market
Selznick's Team
iary) and General Precision' Equipthe great majority of its pictures/ it
Webber, Aladdin, and "Be- sky.
In: '913
the firm became
ment Corp., all defendants, served
On the sales side, the Selznick Esquire,
low Deadline" (Mono). Good $4,500. O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, and offered singly, and und'er such a
notice for a motion, to /dismiss the sqund lines up -under distribution
Last week, "Canyon Passage"' (U)
procedure its ability to compete witVi
since
1933
has been known as
crossclaims for damages filed against chief Neil Agnew, with Kusell as and
"Slightly
(U)
Scandalous"
the integrated defendants would be
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery. Latter
them by defendants Scophony Corp. general sales manager. Western divi^ (m.o.), big $6,000.
member of firm is, Edward G. Raft^ greatly lessened," is its argument.
of America and Arthur Levey, SCA sion, headquartering in Los Anaeles,
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
So far as U is concerned, the
p'rcxy.
is operated by John Howard, assisted "Cloak Dagger" (WB) and "Great ery, currently prez of United ArtGovernment had failed to prove
New move, according to Govern- by Andy Mailer. Midwest division, to Be Young" (Col), also Esquire, ists.
Under the three firms O'Brien had many things which were an essenLast week,
Big $4,500.
ment attorneys working on the case, working out of Chicago, is in charge Webber.
tial part of any claimed' conspiracy.
to him is "Time of Lives"
(U) and "Wild brought in many topflighters of
indicates a new cleavage between of Sam Horowitz. .An aide
show business, both actors apd pro- There is no evidence, U said, that
Prospects for an about to be named. New; England, Beauty" (U), big $4,000.
the defendants.
ducers, as clients.
His profound the company refused to license any
immediate settlement of the suit and Canada division, headquartered
knowledge of show business aside exhibitor; nor that it communicated
were based on predictions that it in Boston, is topped by Tom Duane,
from the legal ramiilcations had with any other major in determining
would wind up in a consent decree. appointed just two weeks ago.
cushioned the struggles of many terms of licensing agreements; nor
Latter looks doubtful now, since the Search is now on for division man- 'Music' Sweet $23,000,
and built for him many warm thr,l it discriminated- in favor of
defendants have Indicated they can- ager for. the south and the cast. In
GovfriTjTTdships that had -lasted through affjliate.s and .Jagainst Indies.
the international field, Selznick is
not get together.
the years.
L'ville;
One was his warm as- ernment had also failed to prove
Notice was filed pn Joseph Oilier, reppc.d by William Erbb in England
sociations with the late George M, that U conditioned the sale, of one
attorney for Levey and SCA; E. F. and Manny Reiner in Latin America,
Louisville, Oct. 8.
Cohan, and there were many others. picture on, that of another. Any exBlair, attorney for Scophony, Ltd.,
Goldwyn's sales organization operNew product at only two houses, Through the years he had advised hib, it argued, could have bought
of England, and Joseph B. Marker, ates under James Mulvey, with Sachthe big seaters Rialto and State, is
less than a season's product.
Government attorney handling the son as general sales manager., He's responsible for the strong biz this many and seemingly had the gift of
case for the N. Y. division of the aided by Al Suchman in the east, session. "Make Mine Music" at the seldom making a wrong guess.
He was general counsel and veeanti-trust department. Papers gave Sol Krugman in the middle Atlantic Rialto is the topper, with "Gallant
six reasons for motionj which is rec territory, and Ben Fish, Goldwyn's Bess" at the State in second spot pee of DoUjglas Fairbanks Picture
Sindlinger
Carry
turnable Nov. 19, claiming the court brother, in the west. In the foreign not far behind. "Outlaw" is pulling Corp., a post which he held until
vaude the death of Fairbanks. Among his
has no jurisdiction over the subject field, Alffed Crown jieads the organ-' them in at the National with
Out
Research Plan
stage.
clients are Irving Berlin, Mary Pickmatter, and also that the crossclaims ization, with Alfredo Murzetta oper- on the
Estimates for This Week
Channing
Pollock,
ford,
Arthur
fail to allege damages susceptible of ating out of Buenos Aires, Isidro
Ai Sindlinger. former exec v. p. of
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000; Hopkins, Sam H. Harris, Jack Demp- Audience Research Institute,
proof.
Latter was one of the chief Rosenleld in Santiago, and Arthur 40-60)—
left for,
"Claudia and David'' (20th) sey, Variktv, and many others.
stumbling blocks in the recent Jack- Dent in England.
the Coast over the weekend in an
and "Deadline for Murder" (20th)
His wife, Mary Brennan O'Brien, effort to line up interest in a largeson Park case in Chicago.
week,
advertising - publicity (m:o,).
Last
Fair
$4,000.
Selznick's
In filing the noticej the defendants force is headed by Paul MacNamara "O.S.S."
(Par)
and "Hot Cargo" whom he married in 1904, and who scale plan which was one of the mafor years had' been head of the jor causes of his recent split with
indicated they thought the croiss- on the Coast and Sid Alexander in (Par) (m.o.), $4,500.
claims should be dismissed on the New York. Publicity staff in New
Kcntiickv (SwitoW) (1,200; 30-40) C.itholic Big: Sisters in Yonkers, the Gallup organization. Scheme
grounds that, If the Government York is topped by Joe Roberts, who —"Easy to Wed" (M-G) and "Hearts died in 1937. A daughter and three which Sindlinger wanted ARI to inOne, Paul D. stitute was a complete carry-through
were forced to handle them along is aided by Herb Berg and Fred Eid- Growing Up" (Par). Husky $3,500. sons survive him.
and O'Brien, is a member of his late for indie producers from
(20th)
with the suit, it might impede the elsberg. Exploitation is bossed by Last week. "Smoky"
research
trial.
Some say that if SCA and Ted Baldwin, with Jim Eastman and "Well Groomed Bride" (Par), $3,400. father's law, firm.
to actual .selling and exploitation of
Mary Anders«n (People's) (1,100;
Levey were granted the damages George Bernstein working under
a fil m
asked for in the crossclaims it might him. In the field there's Claude Mor- 40-(>0)— "Big Sleep" (WB) (2d wk).
Sindlinger sought to convince ARI.
initial
indicate that the Government would ris and Ben Babb in Texas, Eugene Stiir stout at $8,000, after
Newins (Sans Skouras)
owners Dr. George Gallup arid Raywin its suit, since it would report- Murpby in Calif ornia, Ted Tod in the week's socko $12,000, ,;
;
mond Rubicara on the advisability
(2{400; CO-80)
National (Standard
ed l y show that Par. T P and General midwest, Jerry Piek man in New EngTakes Over St. Cloud's 15 of adding top sales and publicity
(UA) and vaude headed
Precision are guilty of the charges land, and Al Gorsdn in New"TWlf -="Outla:w"
execs to the orga-nizat-i«n, It ^wou-ldby Bob Eberly. This week ftie film
Ownership
of
Cloud
filed against them by the anti-trust
St.
Amuseand the middle Atlantic states.
is pulling 'em in. Big $15,000. Last
then represent indie producers- frorn;.
ment
Corp.,
operator
of
15
theatres
department.
Goldwyn flack and, advertising de- week. "Phantom Thief" (Gfil) and
the inception of a picture idea, -which
partments are chiefod by Lynn Far- Benny Carter oreh, other.':, mild in northwestern New Jersey, passed, it would tost out for them in, the
week to Intercounty Circuit,ta,«t
.
nol in New York and Bill Hebert at $11,000.
field, right through to the publicity
Zealand
Uses
Inc..
headed
by
Harvey
B.
Newins,
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40the studio. Publicity head is Ben
and selling of it. ARI would thus
longtirne
a.ssociate
George
of
SkourMiller
60)—
Music"
(RKO),
"Make Mine
Pie for 'Dolphin St.' Washer, assisted by Llewelyn
"Claudia a:-! of the Skouras Circuit.
Good have iDas.scd, from a purely advi.sory
on magazines and Shirley Strickler Smash $2,1,000. Last week,
Oirganization to a complete .service
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
for
"Deadline
will
of
and
theatres
brought
the
David"
::(20lh)
$475,000
on fan mags and fashions. Bill Ruder
iigency for indies.
$14,000,
neat
T^Oth),
Murder"
and
Metro has borrowed the New
a!>.!;regate
rent
payable
over
the
staff
Entii'e
hahdles exploitation,
:iO-.v-t'ai- term of the lease was stated
Zealand documentary film, "One
Convinced that research smoothly
(3.300; 40-60)
State, (Loew's)
-works out of New York^and does
Hundred Crowded Years," from the much traveling. There's corisfdorably "Girllant Bess'-' (M-G-)- and -"Faiihrul t<y ix'— i,H--excess-4),f,-$5^on,00Q™
£arriad_.,.t.htQ.ugh. ^ifrpnL^jirodiiction
in Fashion" (M-G). Strong $21,000,
N. Z. government as an aid in filmClifton E. Smith, oonriected with right into publicity and sales can
more dependence by Goldwyn, oh the La.«t w-eok. "Angel on Shoulder"
ing "Green Dolphin Street."
St.
Cloud
tor,
many
aid
,vears,
has
disa producer, make better pix iahd
RKO organization for routine pub- lUA) and "Little Iodine": (UAi, posed of his entire interest but will get more
coin out of them,;, SindlingDocumentary
scenes licity than by Selznick on .Uie UA mild $12,000.
includes
>
continue on as film buyer for the er
.-tinderstood curren
showing the development of Well- staff.
(1.400;
Strand (Fourth Avenue)
theatres
the
for
time
out
iiid'ies 'on the po.ssibility of their
being.
Newins,
ington, the seaport which forms the
Infernationally,; Goldwyn taas,-P^-„j-|jj^,. _ "Robecca" (UA) (reissue),
liliH
aild using the services
in
reporting
backiii',!
thc
deal.
emphasized
the
background for the story, to be pro* vid Golding permanently .statioiK-d in.Kair $,'i.OOO. Last week. "Partner.s .in
duced by Carey Wilson, with Victor England to handle publicity and ex- Time" iRKO) and "Truth About point that 'Skouras had no interest of the bill-name sales 'and publicity
in Intercounly.
exoc.-. he wants to take in vvitli him.
Saville directing.
poets shortly to name a p.a. in Pari.^. Murder" (RKO), good .$6,000.
.
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PICTURES

B.&L Warners Quit Hammond, Ind.,
Pool on 3 Spots; Other Xchange

News

a resolution adopted empowers directors of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Owners Assn. to act on the proaba'i & Katz and Warner Bros, cirlater.
This likely would be
cuit to operate three theatres in posal
Hammond, Ind., was dissolved, el- after .settlement on pending consent
resumed decree.
Mtive Oct. 4 when
A
Paramount,
second
operation
o£
the
resolution okayed a fund
sole
while Warner's took over the Par- of ,i;l,500 to be advanced by the local
thenon and Orpheum. This was the War Activities Cpreiraittee to the
way the operation "(was prior to 1936, .ATA for its current Work.
•when poll was formed,
Officers
elected 'were
Homer
Piuamount will be managed by Strowig, bocsted from vice-presiDuncan Kennedy and will handle dent to the presidency; Elmer Bills,
Universal, Paramount and 20th-Fox vice-president; C. E. Cook, secretary,
Orpheum and Parthenon and Frid Meyn,: treasurer.
prorlucl.-;,
aie slated for Metro, Warner and
Peck Baker, father of George BaRKO films. Tom Bonk has been ker, retiring secretary, was presentnamed manager of the Orpheum and ed a scroll of honor for his 40 years
the ;Parthenon will be topped by as .an exhibitor. Father-son combo
Hai-ry Mintz.
eurrentiy, operate houses in McPherson, EUis and Oakley, Kans.
,

.

.

Minneapolis.
,

Token Picketing as

Simms

George
'

Dallas Mjrr.
Dallas.

I,

Brown named manager
exchange. Brown had

Ault, -Golo.,

.

reopens

giving

town

;

together into a union.
theatre

Crawford

ford by

and

ii.

opened

W.

A. Allen,

at

H. England^ House

S.

win

seat

500.

The TCU

theatre, owned and opby Clifford Porter Theatres
in Fort Worth.
Hotise adTexas Christian

erated

opened

lom.s the campus of
university.

Both Houston and Galveston are
siilTering

from

theatre

burglaries.

Charles Dougherty, manager of Lslc
theatre at Galveston. Was the latest

P-WC

act.

objection

there

to Quinton Ogren, NLRB field
at a joint conference
with the Associated Theatre Operating Managers,
and live up to their studio contracts
Henry Pinfes, ATOM prexy, counby vote of 2,748 *to 509: Results of tered with the claim that the mana
mail balloting were indicated at gers are legally permitted to bargain
.mass meeting of actors last week collectively. He cited a recent dewhen resolutions^ calling for re- cision of the U. S. court of appeals,
specting' picket Jiries, were voted granting foremen of the Packard
down by heavy majority. Mail bal- Motor Car Co. the right to organize.
lots asked actors to vote whether
they wished to join strike by re-

made

investigator,

week. Conference filed a suit
Warners and Burbank city
asking damages of $760,000.
retaliated with a suit for

New

ners' property, halted production,
and committed other acts that cost
studio actual damages of $2,000,000.
Additional $1,000,000 is asked for exeniplary darnagcs.,;

A week

at a cost of $25,000 before reopening.
Same company also operates the

and physical
was highlited by a veiled threat by Richard
Walsh. lATSE prexy, that his organization may cut loose from AFL
of

CARY,.
[.

claim

members

that

any better

Turned down

IMi'tiires

ANN Ills OIM'IlKS't'KA
IM.VS
Jam CARROLL « Sondra RARRm

iN

TECHNICOLOR/

MONTY WOOLLEY
JANE

WYMAN

•

STRAND. B'way at 47th

•

carlos ramire^
l^arifimMinrK

.

MARY MARTIN

MICHAEl CUHTIZ

Dt

Oiiectiit

St.

GINNY SIMMS

•

eve aroen

OONALO WOODS tM

eral.

,

"TWO YEARS

rrailuMit (u

•

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ OaiKti crcittll an« stidd by
As a compromi.se, and a means of
laROY PRIN2
personal safety, the Screen Writers
B WAY al 51st
ERS'
Guild adopted a resolution advising
its members to do their writing at
CONDITIONED
home during the current labor crisis.
OPENS 10:30 A M • CONTINUOUS lATC FILM 11.30 P K
Resolution said:
-

WARN
HOLLYWOOD

,

IlltnMlucillg

Ktat(*N

ALVINO REY

t-hG^-F-L-ej£eeutisi£.jeminiuI_.in_g-e.n-

stepping out of the

itllll

I'Ab.UKK

lliiiteil

IN I'UKSON

I

|

is

Al,l>.\

I.II.I.I
li.v

for Wiirni>r ilroH.
DirccttHi l>.v IfKIT'/, l,.*SG

;

GrahatTi

by the home

in its appeal to have "Anna
and the King of Siam" and "Centennial Surnmer" sold flat, instead
of on percentage. North
Central

l*r4Mluce<1

I

1.

flatly

office

with KOItlCKT

i

Oc(.

aren't getting

than they got as

dealS:

individual exhibitors.

I

when knocked down between film field to start a business of his
two parked cars and robbed of $300. own. No succe.s.sor to his spot has
He was on his way to a safety dc- yet been named.
U also has stepped up three more
po.'iit box when struck
down.
of its sale;s force in continued reE. I;, and ,1. O. Harris have purchased (he Plaza and Uptown tliea- vamping o£ its personnel. .Ed Hciber,
trcs at Kaufman from John N. Stew- Chicago branch managei-. named disart.,'
trict mannger tor Des Moines, KanA new 750-seat house is under sas Citv and Omaha territories,
construction in San Antonio bv Mul- while J. F. Bannan, Cincinnati branch
len & Denni.s, projectionists at local manager, stepped into Heiber's fortheatres.
House is slated to be mer job. F. J. Guchl. formerly salesopened thi.s .fall.
man; advanced to manager of Pitt.vburgh exchange.
Strawhat Goes Pixcr
Warner Club in I'hilly Elects
New Hope, Pa., Oel. 8.
Bucks County Playhouse, strawhat
Ptiiladelphia.

ind'e-

GARY COOPER in
"CLOAK AND DAGGER"

SMITH

|

and go out on its own.unless it gets
nearby Cairo tlieatre, acquired about, more consideration; from the parent
two years aco.
body. Threat waS' made in a speech
before the lA representatives at the'
Graham Resigns U
Roosevelt hotel, at which Walsh
Harry D, Graham, Universal's dis- leveled criticism at William Hutchetrict nianajer for Atlanta, Charlotte,
Memphis and New; Orleans, has re- son. international veepee of the carsigned from the company eileetive penters, in particular, and against

victim

big

York Theatres

/ALEXIS

GRANT

ricts

brui.ses in the film strike

8.

'

$3,000,000 damages resulting from
the 1945 rioting at that lot, Studio
charges CSU locals and other de^
fcndanls conspired to damage War-

I

Louis.. Oct.

St.

against

'

All the

;

salesman.

Louis

in St.

Four young East St. Louis Negroes
were nabbed by cops last week

took their
troubles of a year ago to the courts
last

five.

theatre safe.

'

CSU and Warners

Warners

are.

BiEFORE

THE MAST"

IritarrfiiK

.-\I.AN

I><VI>»
• ItlCIAN ItONIiKVY\Vir.T.I.\.H KK.NMIX

BAKKV VlVMiKRAiJO
RlVOLIi Broadway «» 49th

StMM

20th Cenfvry'Fox Presenfi

DICKER TO RENEW '39

"THREE LITTLE GIRLS
IN BLUE"

STEPS' REISSUE RIGHTS

IN

i

TECHNICOLOR

•

;

Ie,mt

here-,

will,

start

a

fall-winter
.season o£ films .Friday (11), presenl-

M

by Robert L, and M. Adelene
Walter (latter the boxoflice treasurer for the Playhouse during the
summ.er) .and Allan Ross; of Ros.<
Motion Picture Service.
Plan calls tor two .showings each
Friday and: Saturday nigTits, with
special children's matinee Saturday
alternoons. Opening bill Friday wiil
;:ne.! fihn
version of Leoncavallo's
opera
"Pagliacci."
with' Richard
Taubor. Latter will appear in person
Friday for the .gala premiere of
stage. Screen and writer.s guests.
.

.

Mo.-Kans. Exhibs Duck

ATA

Negotiations have been started by
American owners of reissue rights
Jack Brodsky,; -assistant contact to ".'19 Steps" to obtain renewal of
manager of Sl*iniey-Warnt>r-, circuit, the rights, which expire Dec. ,31 of
elected president- of Warner -Glub. this year. "Steps," directed by AlOther officers chosen; were LoU fred Hitchcock for Gaumont-British
DavidotT^ •vice-pre.'sidonl'' on. .enterin \93t) and starring Robe»t Donat

Plu> on Stage-BEATRICE KAY
Mary Rayn & Naldi • Extra! Maurice Rocefl

i

-ROXY'

!

ON

taiiiment; Floyd Bretz, vice-president on mcmber.'--liip; Helen Mahoney, .secretary; E. Ellis Shiprnaii.
treasurer, and Adole Pleqhner, :in
charge of welfare.
Jack Blumberg appoitited Superof
maintenance w
visor m t'hariiir uiif Jii.iiin.»;ii«nv.,the President. Venice and Senate.

and iWadeleine' Carroll, is. generally
with being the world's
haying .pi 5>yed
reissuer.
sonio theatrcs-afi many as a/dozen
credited,

;

.

times.

.

-if

HOLIDAY
MEXICO"

1_

.;

^^^^

of

tiie'atre

in

Refreshment

fConcessiont for
rORIVE-jN THEATRESy

:

.;,

Hi>

Bond

FEUOWS

Beauealre'

CxUa!

PAUL

HAAKON

PALACE

B'WAY a

'

PATRIC Kt^'owiES

.

!

group/

Warner

C;iub

47th

RADIO CITY

St.

MUSIC HALL

ROSALIND RUSSELL
ALEXANDER KNOX

.

.

And

,

;

|

Now Specialitingy

»

!

The nevv Devon in
opeiied.
sales jmaj-goii^j.-. H;itchc'ock's per.soha! rep,
Bergin.' Paramount
,1,
Ji.
rhanagpr, and David ;Kors0n. Coliinvrpi.s.suc rights. Gasanave ac-

.

^

MILT BRITTON

EDITH
I

.;

xr^

,

.

Ti-<-iviiii-"-i()T-'

.\lut<i<-al

William. Filelson. New .York theaattorney,; Charles L; .Casa-Northea.st Philly li-jcal
nave, vet -distribuitiori exep. and Al
r

(!-\r«-

I
;

:

Iheatre

BOB Hope

Ovrr
1

At;

,

champion

^i^eh^^:b^K^lS?^lL^h^^-d:W
Kansas City.
Arthur Lee, wlib ;headed ,-G-B in the
owners of Kansas and ciatcs at Ritz Carlton hotel.
Mi.^souri held one of their most
Edna R. Carroll,' chairirian of Cen- U. S. iiivtil His dcjilh' in a plane'
harmonious convehtion.o in 28 years ^6r fioard.; wiir head distributors' crash.: Casahave al.'^o bought, half
here Oct. 1 and 2 at Hotel Muehle- committee in film indiistry'.s division the ri.ghtH of Fitel.son and Margolies.
bach. The main issue wa.s affiliation for the Community Chest campaign. so they .each hold a pncr.sixth share.
^'''"'i
the American Theah-es A.ssn., Ted Sehlanger. David E. Milgrim and
Pilin is dw'ned by estate of Lord
.lack Beresin are Co-chairman for
ijohn, ...Buchah), _who
Tweed.-imuir
_

HCKKICN

-

llrlil

in

"THE JOLSON

'SISTER KENNY'

[

STORY"

S|>eetacu!oi Slane Praduelidni

:.

:

Meets Oct,

iJ9:

.'Annual meeting of the 'Warner
Club, Inc., welfare organization for
the company's employees, will be
held at the h.o. Oct. 19. Election of
a new president to succeed Martin
F. Bennett, who left Warners for a
post with RCA Victor, will be part
of the .session's business.:

authored the stor.v. G-B acquired
original story on only. a seven-year
lease deal, v/hich expired in '1942.
Americans obtained reissue priyileges at that time! for a two-year

--"WM, JACOBS' QUARTET
Hollywood, Oct.

period and got a two-year renewal
in 1944. They have an option for another renew-al if .G-B docs not take
up its option to do a rotBflke,—

J.

8.

ARTHUR RAMK

Presents

Warners handed production chores

;

;

'

^

''

Now

territory.

this

in

while trying to burn their way
through a metal door in the rear of
the Majestic theatre. East St. Louis,
with a .stolen acetylene torch. They
admitted they intended lo rob the

fusing to cross piclcet lines- thro-wn
of Studio 'Unions.

officials,

"The Kid
Paramount's

Allied, now has informed 20th-Fox
that it: would tiake a half loaf, rather
than none, and okay the deal for
members if "the pecentage is low*
ered to 25%.
Incidentally,
with
Independent
Theatre A-ssociation's employment of
Casper Choinard as general manager, buying and booking combines
have made second raid on distributors'
personnel within last halfyear. Choinard is veteran and ace
United Artists' Twin City circuits'

Nab 4

around major studios by Conference
Both

and

pendent circuits and many- impof-.!
ant independent exhibitors, including most of those in the Twin Cities,
are buying and booking combine
was members.
Branch, managers here

Screen Actors Guild
members voted to cross picket lines

the Green Meadows theatre from
Craw- Riomas Co. House will be remodeled

H. Anderson

lations

RKO's

to

Brooklyn"

combine

Meanwhile

fir.st

Vinnicof-s Takeover
been manager of the Republic exchange since the first of the year..
Los Angeles.
Film salesinen here feport receipt
Harry Vinn,icof. her I of Southern
of letters appealing to' thorn to band' California
Amus. Co.. purcha.scd

8.

Fox- West Coast has raised the
contention that theatre managers
are executives and consequently are
not entitled to collective bargaining
rights under the National Labor Re-

Chicago.

time being.

Prince.
its

in

23 in,iured to point of hospitalization
and 104 hurt sufficiently to warrant
e.Kclusion from the picket line for

-

films.

consult

"Casualty list" of CSU was reported reaching total of 55 arrested,

John.stown, Colo.

PRC

LOs Angeles, Oct.

buyers

individual

'To Each His Own." on account of
percentage, also is reported.
AH
of these pictures did exceptionally
big business in their initial Min^
neapolis and St. Paul first-runs, and
the distributors are refusing to :alter
their terms for the combines.
Up to a year ago there wasn't any

Pooh-Poohs Bargaining
:

the

Resistance

from

;

named

than

done, it's reported.
One of
the combines is passing up Metro's
"Easy to Wed" as it becomes available for Twin City subsequent runs
because of the percehtago demand.-

have

ireceiying

in

.;

.

Brown PRC

harder

F-WC

.

Russell

InWilshire, here last Friday (4).
terstate's television studios are. adjacent to this., new deluxe rie'ighljorhpod house, and the opening program was; telecast: and received in
the foyer of the hovise on' two tele

SAG

Carpenters Union prexy, has
.acting chairman' 'of "QSU
stratoyy
committee
while
labor

.

.

Russ

with booking combines, distributor*

Hollywood

chiefs

8.

experiences

first

here are not finding the going so;
television
program
Texas'
first
pleasant.
The combines are buck-:
broadca&ting marked; the opening of
percentage
pictures-:
much
Interstate's newest film theatre, the ing

cal 946,
beeii'

their

8.

;

Toledo Variety Tent
Club tent in
planned; temporary h.q. in the Willard hotel.
Favorable vote for the
new. tent is assured, /according to
Robert J. O'Donnell, national chief
'Variety

,

of local

Dallas, Oct.

|

Eph Rosen, veteran Twin barker,, making it the fifth tent in
Ciiv salesman will be acting branch the state: of Ohio.
manager.
Jack
Kelly,
northern
Minnesota salesman, will help handle
Rocky Mountain Glianffes
Twin Cit.v 'accounts,
..
/
Denver.
'paramount here {Jrorooted Bi'uce
Robert Sclig, assistant to the presiShubort from chief accountant to
ofTice manager. He succeeds Chester dent at Fox-Intermountain Theatres,
heads
drive
for
$2i00.0,000 building
Mathison who resigned.
fund
by
University
oit
Denver^
his
Abbott Swartz, 'PRC's Minneapolis
'.'^
brancfi manager here, has been ad- alma mater;
vanced to district manager, includ20th-Fox exchange force here given
ing supervision of the Milwaukee as three weeks' extra salary for winwell as the local branch.
ning division manager's drive. Manager James Dugan and bookers Carl
Oulalian Joins Rank
Larson and Howard Metzgei-: slit was
,T,
Arthur Rank organization has sizeable.
added ,1. J. Oulahan to its special
Al Kane, Boston. Paramount disfield sales staff.
Oulahan, working trict raanag(?r. here because of "34th
out of iho Universal exchange in and Greatest Year" drive.
Philadelphia,
will
supervise
the
Dewey Gates changed name of Pix.
Wai-hington.
Philadelphia.
Pitts- Johnstown; Colo., to Lake.
burgh' and
Cincinnati
territories.
Howard E. Wilson bought Chief.
New Rank .staffer was formerly Par- La 'Veta. Colo., from John Willis.
anioiinl'.s Cincinnati exchange manNcal Beezley, owner Midway. Bur•ager.
lington. Colo., is recovering from
pneumonia.
Blal«> Tip, Marriott Succeeds
William T. Hastings moved here
L, W, Marriott named branch manfrom the Grand, Cincinnati, by RKO
ager in Los Angeles for Universal- to manage the Orpheum.
International by William Scully, XTGriffith
circuit
reopens Cortex,
Is sales head.
Marriott, formerly Bctan, and Pinto, Mountainaire. both
with
Republic,
succeed.?
Foster in New Mexico.
Blake, who recently was upped to
Dewey Gates takes over Pix,
nianauer.

Having

Texas' First Telecast

Hollywood,

.

Fix

Minneapolis, Oct.

¥otes to Cross Lines

frotfi

%

Combines Vs.

While emphasis

difficulties

ab.'-oirce.

dt.'ilrict

NW

From

sets:
Oct. 8.
Interstate plans other progranis for
.on current labol:
received at. this
studios was shifted te;levizihg to be
house, and ;possible others.
to Chicago, token
picketing continued 'at individual
lots, heaviest being at Republic over
Rates Mgrs. Execs.,
the weekend and at Columbia this
Toledo morning (8), Charles A. Sproul, Lo-.

Mfd o's Workman Given Leave

H,. Workman, Metro branch
mafnisjer. has been given a leave o£
ab.'ieiu'c so he can recover from the
eltectf-- of his recent major operation
and rnoro recent illness. During his

"to do everyits power to persuade

thing within
the AFL to get to the root of the
jurisdictional strike problem. If we
cannot get aetion on a national basis
at this time, we are going to demand
that the unions have the right to set
up among themselves some sort of
impartial procedure which will prevent the ever-recurring jurisdictional disputes which, have plagued
our industry from its inception."

Chicago.
Pool lormed 10 years ago by Bal-

B&K

T

determined

is

Tougher Bucking

Distribs Face

SAG-AFL
Continued from page

SAG

31

"The Turquoise," to William
Jacobs, makingifa total of four leauirps on his shooting program for
the 194C-47 season.
Others coming up arc "Trilby,'
-Bnriiarv T-tn.f'.and "Whinhwh."
on

;

"Caesar and Cleopatra"
Cool

ASTOR

.

—

;

.

Weiliiestlay, 0<tol»er 9,
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Then and Now

A Thumbnose
-By

Ted Levv'is— then known as Ted
made his first New
Friedman

—

Sketch-Ted Lewis

York 'appearance
on Oct.

stein's,'

JOE LAljRIE,

There la nothing tragic about any Kself-styled "high-hatted
tragedian of jazz" If he is still wearing that top hat after a ihirdof-a-century in show business, and his colleagues salute him us
they do in this Issue. It's about as tragic as a great "Hamlet"
by a Barrymore or a great "Shylock" by a David Warfleld.

HammerHe Avas

at

-

22, 1911,

held over for two weeks with

JR.

the act of Vounfe, Rose and
Friedman. The following was
THE SCENE;—Is Ohio. THE TIME:—Is Correct. THE WEATHER:— Inthe bill:
convenient. THE PLACE:—^ircleville^ That is where our hei-o, Theodore
Leopold Friedman (he is now called Ted Lewi.s £or short) first met his pai-Charlotte Purry k Co.
eiits. The courthouse burned down an hour after Ted's birth was registered,
Cartmell * Harri,s
Kliowing the kid's record Was even hot in those days! Circleville is a. town
Will RoBers
where there's nothing doing every minute. It's a unique town.; Unique is a
word derived from two Latin words, Unu-S meaning one and Equs ineaning
Ryan, Kichfielil £ Co.
horse. Gircleville is certainly a unique town. Ted wa.s delivered b.v a midVictor Moore A Gmmti IJttleAvife who wa.s married to the town's undettalter, so you see they liad you
fleld Co.
coming and going!
Hoey & I.ee
The fn-st few years of his life he wasted growing up. He then went to
Scott Bros.
public school and high school. He took up general studies and quit without
nine
ht.
Eldridge A ShIIj Randall
he
was
when
school
band
becoming a general. He did play in the
years old. Those \yere the B. P. days (Before Petrillo), He also nianaged
Rose, ¥ounc A Friedman
to learn the answers to a million quostions that not even a Quiz Proj^ram
..Smith '.Bros.:
had
feelhe
no
music
le-ssons,
taking
would ask, so ho quit school. He was
ing, for mvksic, no ear, no tempo, but. he came on time for his Igssons. He
Ted Lewis
now known as Ted
ttiade enoufjh money selling Police Gazettes to make a sound investmenthe bo uutit a clarinet; The clarinet only co.st him two installments and a Lewis is ctu'rent at the Latin Quarchange of address. It was about this time he walked into the house and ter, N, Y.v and headlining; a unit that
was
he
manhole!"
At
15
a
saict, "I'm not a kid anymore, I just fell down
doing as well as could bo expected as nobody expected anything from him. includes:
He went to the Bli.ss Business College and learned typing and stenography.
Ted Lewis & Co.
He couldn't get a job as it would look funny for a boss to be caught with
Mack Triplets
« man on his lap
Geraldine Dn Bois
The next item oh his life chart .shows his father finding him at Olintagey
Frances & Grey
He was brought home but
Park, at ,C()lumbus playing With the band.
faiil Wliile
couldn't be kept there, because he packed his brag and baggage and went
back to Columbus to work in Goldsmith's Music Store demonstrating all
KIroy Peace
insttumcnus. The customei's didn't know how they should sound either.
Chick Gladke
At 17 he decided to go into show business. Did an act with his brother.
4' Esquires..-;'';'
The. act' was billed Ted and Ed, the Musical Twins. They played for Gus
Gail Bennett
Sun, Thoy weren't twins and they weren't musical so the Sun stopped
shining. Ted then met up with two rathskeller entertainers named Rose
Joy Skylar
and Youiiii and a trio was born. This time the midwife had nothing to do
Music by Sol Klein and
with it. They got an opening at Hamnierstein's. That Was 1911. 'The act
Buddy Harlowe»
was knowns as- Rase, Young & .Friedman. The agents saw them at a disadvanta.cio the curtain was up. They broke up and Ted now put his heart
and soul in his playing. He put everything in it but music. He then
joined a guy named Lewis. There was no room on the marquees (in fact
(From 'Variety'
there were no. marquees where they played) for the name of Lewis &
Friedman, So Ted took the closest name that sounded like Theodore
Acts, Aug. 29, 1919)
Leopold' Friedman and called him.self Ted Lewis. The act was a great
TED LEWIS. (4)
success— Ihcy outran evety audience.
.

-.

Certainly this edition of Variety mirrors an honest sentimenwhich is the more potent because it costs the testimonialgood money to so publicly salute a pal. But it doesn't end

tality
ists

'there,

.
•

'

'

we have a public entertainer scaling even greater
a Broadway nitery, playing -to a mass gro.ss far in
lie formerly enjoyed at this selfBoth times were postwar periods.
As the Palais
Royale, it was after World War I, and today at the same Broaidway and 48th street locale Ted Lewis gets even wider patronage,
only It's now called the Latin Quarter.

For liere
lieights at

excess of the class patronage

:

same

spot.

And therein lies the answer to many of our contemporary show
business greats—greater now than ever before. Benny, Allen,
Burns & Allen, Cantor, JoLson, Frank Fay, Berle, Jessel, Whiteman, Bert Wheeler—all no kids, yet even more socko at the b.o.
than the flash-in-the-pan upstarts whose vogue may be atomic

—

—

.

1946

Ted Lewis

but

mayhaps

limited.

And thus, a Ted Lewis like any other quality merchandise,
seems to improve in value with the passing of time. By no means
a character trouper, the high-hatted tragedian of jazz with his
battered topper, bandylegged strut and prop clarinet is an object
lesson^ in and out of show business. His showmanship is invincible, his domestic life impeccable and his continued b.o. potency
irrefutable. Not a bad parlay!
Ahel.

.

..

Ted Lewis Parlays Tophat,

'

And a Phrase

—

'

Jazz

Trio Is Born

Band

Ted Lewis and his jazzers have
been holding forth in cabai'ets
for
some time, also in the
"Greenwich
Follies."
Village

Ted got a small musical aggravation together billed as Ted Lewis
and HL^ Nut Band, playing C(pney Island. That fall, Lewis played with
E..F. Albee thought he was too peppy for
Bos.sio Clayton at the Palace.
the act as 'TecV used to sway from side to side, and he was .fired.. Not many
years later E. F. Albee paid him plenty of dough to play his Palace as
a hcadlinor. In 1919 Te(J had a five piece band, but they soon learned to
play another piece, and they joined the "Greenwich Village Follies." With
this show he stayed for four years, doubling with vaudeville and night
clubs. Domino Room (owned by Joan Sawyer), Rector's (2 years), and the

he leaves nothing to be desired.
Lewis as an attraction will meet
with an equally favorable opinion anywhere and everywhere.

I'alace.
.

Bal Tabarin until Prohibition closed it up. On the road he played the
Edelweis Gardens in Chicago; the Palace Hotel in Frisco; Alexandria Hotel,
Los Angeles; and in New York the Ziegfeld Roof and Little Club.
In 1923 he decided to become a producer and "The Ted Lewis Frolics"
was born. The show didn't last long. Ted and the actors ran out of makelip in five weeks.
It was a fast moving show, but the audience moved
fa.ster.
Opening night the lobby was packed. It was raining. Ted went
on and held the audience in the palm of his hand, which gives you an idea
Business was .so bad they were sellhovi; many people were in the house.
ing loose cigarettes in the lobby. One critic said Ted was going places; he
even named one of them! Lewis lo.st .$150,000 of his own dough and paid
it all up.
He closed his show on a Saturday and joined the "Passing
Show" on the following Thursday. While in this show he doubled at the
Sherman. House and Marigold Gardens in Chicago,
He then toured
presentation ..(nee vaudeville) houses, then opened at the Ritz-Cartlon,
Atlantic City. He then went to the Parody Club until spring 1925. That
,<iame year he went to London, opened at the Kit Kat Club, also played the
Hippodrome there, and then went to Ostend, Belgium,' and Les Ambassa
deurs in Paris. When he went to London he brought a lot of polo shirts
with him, but when he saw how formal everything was there he had Adah
sew tails on tiieni.

I

Back on Broadway

He came back to the U. S. and the Parody Club, now redecorated—no
.sawdust on the floor to break your fall. 1926 saw Ted co-starred with
Sophie Tucker and Lester Allen in "LeMaire's Affairs." It was 20 years
later to tlie day that he opened at the Latin Quarter in N. Y. and met the
same; wardrobe lady that was in "LeMaire's Affairs." Some say even with
the .same wardrobe!
He then went on the Orpheum Circuit with a
novelty band, meaning, they played a tune-tbe way it was written, which
made thorn a novelty. They played for records and sometimes for .money
In 1929 he made his first Warner Bros, picture, "Is Everybody Happy?''
(Zanuck wrote it ); also "Shows of Shows." He played- night clubs between
pictures which gave him a lot Of time to double. In 1930 Adah became
very ill after a trip abroad and they caine home and Ted decided t& retire.
After laying. off five months he couldn't stand it and opened at the Oriental
theatre, Ghicagd
more

:

..

.

He 'Went to the Hollywood restaurant on Broadway for four Weeks and
stayed 16. In 1935 went back to pix making "Here Comes the Band.''
Thoy wrote the picture around him— never touched him once. It was a
case of eight reels in search of an audience,
In 1939 came a pi4 with
Abbott & Ccstello and the Andrews Sisters, and in 1940 Columbia remade
"Is Everybody. Happy?", but didn't remake Ted Lewis. In 1945 he made a
couple of more, pix, "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" and "Hold That
Chest." When Ted saw these he got down on his knees and prayed "Forgive mc my cinemas!" 1944-45-46 saw him in many night spots and tbeiilres and. now he is at the Latin Quarter, N, Y., and packing 'em in so
tight one must make an appointment fot breathingi \
He?s a' little guy, but could be six feet if his legs, were straightened out.
His knec5 are farther apart than the bookends in Dr. Elliott's seven- foot
library, Ho has wavy hair", comes from sleeping with his head in Venetian
.blinds... He has.a._hervpus figure, with his battered high hat on he looks
like a tug in trouble. Anyway here is a littTe guy thaTiTiTCfrhe- got on-top
has stayed there for many .years, because he delivers 36 inches of entertainment to the yard, He has an original style which has put: bis name on
the scrolls of show business in .gold. He makes the world brighter with
eVery note he sings and plays. He is genial and generous, a credit to his
profession and an agreeable, gentleman.
The 'late, great Jack Conway, reviewing the Ted Lewis act many years
iigo in VAHiE'fy, wrote "Ted Lewis is the John Henry of bandleaders and
he will outlast all jazz combinations." Co?i was right on a' right fiuy.
AU of show business wishes you 35 more happy, healthy, cheery and
You and Adah rate it!
melodious years!
,

.

.

I

Lewi-s, as a jazz staple, does not
di.sappoint and as a headlining

In 19l6

.

Offering'

Two

13 Min.;

I

feature cannot miss.
Lewis is
inimitable in style; as a jazzist

performer can sow

his

..

showmanship that he
of

of

designated the cornetist
and trombonist as end men for
the purpose of uncorking two or
three gags.
One had been
buried about the date of the
jokester's birth.
The rest defy
criticism. The band is in checkered clownish dress, with Lewis
sporting a classy alpaca dress

a

oats. Bert Lahr, Fannie Bi'ice, Eddie
Teddy Friedman learned about it
Cantor, .lames Barton, and many
the hard way, whether it was playing
others, were in burle.sqUe prior to
in the band at Olintagey Park, Cotheir emergence as stars in tlieir own
lumbus, or barking lor a carnival.
right, Lewis points out. and passing
In this way he learned much of the

Opening with "Liza Jane,"
spasmodically delivered on his
the
and
four-piece
(piano, slide trombone, cornet
and drums) jazz band back

-

—

by which

business.

clarinet,

him,

By
novelty, etc., tliat has eapturefl the
public fancy.
knowledge of all
Thirty-five years is a long time in
anybody's career, and it's a particu- show business and its operations will
make a performer's career all the
larly long time in a particularly
more la.sting because ot the backhazardous business like show busiground and knowledge that he has
ness. For about 25 of those 35 years
Ted Lewis has been a top performer. acquired with which to meet the
The "Is Everybody Happy'?" kid has frectuent challenges to success."
Lewis points to the present-day
parlayed a phrase, a battered tophat
and a creaky clarinet into several stars--stars who have remained that
It's a
far cry from the way for years— who enianated from
fortunes.
Theodore Leopold Friedman, later to burlesque. He, too, played in burbecome Ted Lewis, who as a young- lesque, at a time when burlesque
ster hitched his way from Circle- was a particularly fertile feeding
ville, O., his home town, to Colum- ground for talent feeling their way.
bus, 26 miles away, beoauise he felt Today there is comparatively little
there was no business like show hurley with none in New York

A

.

A

Into Bigtime Career

NAT KAHV

New

By now it was 1915 and Ted had a tarnished silver tenor voice. He
joined two fellow's and called the act Duffy, Geisler & Lewis. They signed
with Charlie Robinson's "Parisian Flirts," a burlesque show. One of the
gals in the show, a toe dancer by the name of Adah Baker, ended her
stage career by marrying Ted, but Ted kept her on her toes for 31 years.
She has been a loyal, grand and wonderful wife and helpmate to Ted and
he has been a good husband to her day in and night out!

Clarinet

.

feels so

many

our prcsent-da.y performers, lack,

"And why do they

lie

lack that ele-

ment of showmanship?'' Lewis asks.
"They lack it because they haven't
been schooled sufficiently in the
rudiments of show bu.siness. They
haven't learned what makes show
bu.sihesR tick, They haven't learned
it as did Benny, Allen, .Tessel, Cantor, Jolson, Burns & Allen, 'iVhite-

of the hurley circuits in pai'ticular
is

the reason there
'

is

so.

compara-

tively little outstanding talent- coming to the fore in more recent years.

'Showmanship' the Answer

"Showmanship

— that's

thing,"

the

Lewis adds.

"It's those little ti-icks
acquired over the years, and in various phases of the business, that
help to teach a performer the selling
qualities that he requires for years

of succe.ss. That plirase of mine—
man. Price and so many others."
Now in his 56th~'yo"aT; Lewis prob- I.s Everybody Hnppv:?.'— is. the iliing_
ably works as hard as any pevfonner by which most people identify me,
in the industry. Currently heading along with the frayed and battered
And add:
his own unit at the Latin Quarter, tophat and my clarinet.
the
accompaniment
of
the
New York nitery, where he's being to this my 'Me and My Shadow' roucornetist who can make his intendered a testimonial on his, 35th tine. All these are: identifying m-ai.'ks
strument laugh, hee-haw and
anniversary in show business, next that help the performer keep alive
smile, works up the encore, "Tell
Sunday (13), Lewis is on Stage in in the memory of the amuscmcntMe." The turn is "there" on any
this ishow of more than an hour goer."
time.
Abel.
practically all the time.
There is
While Lewis has worked in every
never any audience doubt that this is medium of the amusement field.- it
('Variety'
Act Files, anything but a Ted Lewis show. To was probably the "Greenwich Vilthe show biz clan he's been known lage Follies," in 1919, that was the
Oct. 28, 1911)
through the years as one who never turning point in his career. It was
ROSE, YOUXO AND FRIEDMAN
"cheats" on an audience, one wlio in the '"Follies," where he did very
Rathskeller Act
knows how to build a fellow per- much the same type of act that he
former to get over, with the .best docs' today, that he received; such a
14 Mins.; One
critical responsfe.
sock ovation, that eventually he was
Ilammerstein's, N. Y.
Top Coin Payoff
tripling into the Palace theatre on
Rose, Young & Fr.iGdnian -fell into
The best answer to all this is in Broadway and the Ziegfeld Roof, and
tlie bill at. Hammersteiii's after Ilibthe
moneyed
payoff.
In: his be.st after closing at the Ropf he t-onbcrt & Warren had dropped out, beLe'wis' earned
somewhere tinuad to triple from the .show into
cause of -the ianiiiiar Monday com- years
per;
$400,000
right
now, the then-famous Little Club.
plaint, position.' The act is purely around
rathskeller,
and will be quickly when he works around 48 or 50
To the newer crop of shownien,
.

suit, in which he .shakes and
shivers and shimmies, prances
about, saxophones, hokes and.

His

.iazzes.

"

Smiles" number to

New

'

.

,

.

compared with. Hedges Bros. & Jar weeks annually, his income is still
cobson, because of the saxophone not too far removed from the latter
used. by one of the boys, There is figure.'.
but .One singer in the Irio, the qthei:
It Adah CMrs. Ted) Lewis didn't
two dividing their .talents between
make him knock off .sevei-ar weeks
the piano and saxophone.
each year to rest up. he'd be workThe act starts rather poorly, but
ing
all the 52. She's the one, too. on
gathers .speed and fini.?he,s well. The'
two best numbers, a "'i'iddish Rag'' whom he depends for business guidand the good old "Alexandcr'.<! ance. ,'..''.''.'..''
Band" eome at the finish. They
Lewis finds that a thorough schoolbocst the average up to a pretty ing in all the' elements that- comgood mark. The opening selection is prise the amusement industry is
not good. A live gingery number very
important fqr a performer even
with plenty of go is needed to get
them off right. The present selec- if he doesn't necessarily devote
tibn does' not answBr~tlw purpose. much of the t;rDC..tQ_any particular
The boys lack a iDersOaality that field.
"Take those Hollywood people."
could stand out strongly above all
the work, a thing which has been Lewis avers. "How many of tirem
respon.slble for the success of sev- can go into a theatre and entertain'?
eral similar turns. However, the And how many click in
radio'? The
ti'io were at a disadvantage early in
payoff is this: talent is talent whatthe week, having jumped into the
ever the medium, and it never pays
bill unawares, and a, later showing
may bring developments. The act to be rushed into success, as are
should work into a good early num- mpny Hollywood or radio perform-i
ber for the big bills.
ers, becau.se of some unusual breaks
Dash.
'..'

.

,

,

'

':

'

Ted Lewis exemplifies best the ;sell-r
power of corn in show business.
Long .since a facet of the industry
ing

that has been thought a passing selling point for a performer, corn in
Lewis' hands has been a sttongly
trenchant entertaining factor, until
today he has many copyi.sts, not perhaps as extreme a.s he, but at least
trying to emulate the, Lewis siivoir
faire.

'

.'

'

'

Lewis is not a bandleader in any
sense of the word, though he has a
band. He's a performer. That clarinet is more or less a prop, though
lie does blow it occasionally. He has
one of his sidcmen handling tlie
baton, while it's Lewis' job to attain an intimacy between audience,
and stage by his ever-present,'
throaty warbling, the "Me and My
Shadow" number with, tlie colored
stodge, an occasional banter with
others in his unit, and some corny
(Continued on page 68)

HOME TOWN
EXTENDS

Hearty Congratulations
ON

35fh

THE

ANNIVERSARY
OF

HIS

ENTRANCE INTO

SHOW

BUSINESS

The

Entire City of/Circleville,

Ohio
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Wednesday, October

US^SBE^fi

AN OPEN

LETTER

TO TED LEWIS
is, however, a purpose in niy joining your many friends
pay tribute to A'ou in this special Ted Lewis Anniversary issue
.
/
.
.
Variety; namely, the opportunity it gives me to thank you

There

Dear Ted;
w

,

,.,

to

.

Under ordinary circumstances, a nuigg hke me has no business
appearing on the same bill with you. My racltet is paper and
.

.

only claim to fame in the field of the arts

is

.

as

.

,

,

...

ot

•

.

,

,

,

my

9, 19I.6

that you have given
»

^.
„
„„i.
the Belasco Theatre (iree advertisement) or as an angel; (icof "Live
u
^1,
..1, you f«
ijivc Life
Mie A^nm'
opening 01
to ttie nnAnlnor
member
the time T1 *took
i
J ^
u
u If
to buy halt my
wanted
,

-

my

.

.

of the other hospital directors
-.^

bless her, turned

want you

,

you

was ready

to sell, but,

Result:

closing on

Broadway

to

know

.

,

that your ettorts have

.

.

who

.

been greatly
apt.
r
j

Adah, God

thumbs down. And then we bought the mornTwo performances! The fastest opening and

ing papers.

,

,

pet

'J-

hv^y^^\t

'

.

so enthusiastic that

and you were

interest, which, incidentally, I

•

.

1
j.,
.
and
talents,
-j «
V
« .
charity, Beth David Hosmtal, and

'

,
^
..
.
,
\. f , help,
u .
u
of/ your time
both
publicly
tor the wonderful

„f
co-owner ot

for the 1946 spring season.)

I

drink a toast to Ted Lewis, one of the greatest of

a wonderful and loyal friend.
35 years in

„

show

May

he live

showmen and

to celebrate

another

business.

Sincerely,

HARRY

E.

GOULD.

•

"I'd

liltP

to

this

tr)lcp

occasion to thank

CONGRATULATIONS—

TED LEWIS
gave

for the start he
n)e,

and

Congratulations
him

wish

many more happy
niversaries

TED

in

To

an-

My

Old Friend

show

And

business."

Pal,

TED

June Edwards

Congratulations

CHARLIE SPIVAK
THE TROYS

HARRY RAPF

Dear Ted:
Jllll^^

1911 .... You Played at

Jllllll^

Rector's,

New

1921 .... You Played

Jmill^

1946

York

of Garfinkel's

Wedding

.... You Are Playing at the Latin Quarter,

35 Years

«#nd You're Still the

We

New

York

TOPS

Love You

Eve and Stanley Garfinkel

X

^^^^^^^^^^^

2^

BROADWAY AT 48fh

-ZiJcdKjlAA:

Circle 6-1737

ST.

Where Ted Lewis Breaks Every Record -Not
but

in

presenting the Best Floor

only in Grosses

Show Ever

in a

Cafe.

Wednesdny, October
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An™«V

.N

9,

1
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SHOW BW^fes*;

Congratulations

and

Continued Success to

TED LEWIS

Ours

is

off to you

and yoursf

HENRY BUSSE

Ted.

TED LEWIS
h

Is

With

a Pleasure to Be Associated
You for All These Years

SOL KLEIN

CHARLES PALEY

SAM SHAPIRO SAM TURK
SAM BLANK
LEE BERGER

Congratulations,

TED LEWIS
WILLIAM KOLMER and JACK AAARCUS

Witk

tke Entire

Amusement

Industry

in extending

Best Wiskes and Congratulations

to

Ted Lewis

an exemplary sliowman

wko deserves tkis trikute
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We^lnesday, October 9, 1946

NOT EVERYBODY, TED
EASY ACES
(For Instance)

To The Incomparable

Showman

DEAR TED;

The One And Only

DEAR

Celebrating your 35th An-

TED:

niversary in

a

TED LEWIS
God

have much
It

coats and

don't

know toe

Our busiiiMi

Bless

You Always

W«

suits.

much about show
but

HILDEGARDE

wo know this

businoss,

much: that

anything that boars your

name must bo okay, so hort

wo

oro, along with all your

show

record that you

and those

is

and Adah

be proud

of:

who have

the

to

of us

business

good fortune of knowing you
are equally proud~6Tthe success

made and

you have

are

making.

woil-wishors,, oxtonding our

congratulations

and bost

SEYMOUR WEISS

withos to one of the great-

My

Dear Ted:

est

entertainers

of

our

times.

The Roosevelt

New

Orleans, La.

You Are the Pride
Of Our

Profession
Sincerely,

LOU and LULU

TOTED-

GAYNES

Dave Apollon

Congratulations!

You're a Swell Friend

a Great

and

Artist

Congratulations

JESSE

From

Congratulations,

VANESSI'S

TED

RESTAURANT

BLOCK

and
EVE SULLY

TED LEWIS

San Francisco

EVERYBODY

Shep Fields

IS

HAPPY

On Your

35TH ANNIVERSARY
Greenwich Village,

New

York City

Wcdnesdayj October

9,

1946
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Congratulations-

FROM

Dear Adah and Ted:
*'When friendshipf are
frost

work, but the

real,

so/it/est

they are not glass threads or
things

we

can know."

Emerson^

Continued Health and Happiness are the sincere wishes of
SARI, RUFUS, DIONE,

GLORIA,

GEORGE MICHAEL LeMAIRE

NORMAN

and PAMELA CLERK

ii
Weilnesday, Ot

40

iiii^Hlli

Hiii

lolx'r 9,

1916

m

•A

Everybody

Happy,

is

TED LEWIS!
Everybody
in the

is

happy

to celebrate

your 35th anniversary

show world and the William Morris Agency

joins in the chorus of praise

and good wishes
•k

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
NEW YORK

1,

i,

-k

-k

it

.

*

CHICAGO

•

BEVERLY HILLS

*

.

.nc.

LONDON

*

Congratulations to

A GREAT SHOWMAN
FANCHON and MARCO

11V

9"
siooc

M

HATS OFF TO TED LEWIS
HAL MclNTYRE

!

TO MY PAL TED-

CONGRATULATIONS

Ida-s

FOR MAKING

EVERYBODY HAPPY!

Husband

TO TED:

It's

nice td

be with you today

to help celebrate your

35th Anniversary
HARRY

H.

GREENBERG,

tEWISA GREAT SHOWMANI

HERE'S TO TED

/

q yo'-x^
AMERICA'S LARGEST FURRIER

CONGRATU14T/ONS AND BEST m'Mli

LEO

F.

FORBSTEIN

Wednesday, Octobei-

42
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TED LEWIS
Maurice;

a.

1946

9,

be:rgman

TED:
September 18, 1946

YOU'RE TOPS
Dear Ted
Can thiB really
In «how buelneesT

lie

your

:^5th

TED

Annlvereary

It Be ems oaly a few minutes a^o that you
were playing at the Hoyal Theatre (booked by
Gus Sun) in Chlllicothe.

BELLE BAKER

ON YOUR
35"" ANNIVERSARY

wasn't a bad act. You remembftr -the
travesty of the prison song from II Trovntore?
And just around the corner wa« me - working in
It

Ohand-l-er-if-Music, 5to.re.

IN

SHOW BUSINESS.

JuBt look how we've deteriorated.
Njy love to you and Adah.
the next thirty-five.

OUR SINCERE GOOD
WISHES. MAY YOUR
NEXT 35 BE AS

Best wlBhes for

CONGRATULATIONS

WarTJeat regardt.

TO
^-'''^

ONE

OF

Sincerely,

THE BEST SHOWMEN

I

-

FRUITFUL

Mmirice Bergman

Mr. Ted LevriB
c/o AimiBement World

Gene Walton

Sincerely

ROXY THEATRE
Ted certainly has

DEAR TED:

New

York

City

done a magnificent
job

Congratulations!

We

and has the

re-

will

be seein' you soon again.
Things are always great when
you're around.

We

and enjoy your

friendship.

enjoy you

spect of not only his
colleagues

but of

the entire country.

Dear Ted:
That
wearing

Arthur B. Baer

lilile

high hat you've heeu

all thei^e

changed in

years has never

sisse.

Sincerely,
Best wishes.

RALPH BERGER
CONGRATULATIONS

TED
LEWIS
Latin Quarter

Chicago,

Willie

TO TED LEWIS
A GREAt SHOWMAN

GOOD HEALTH AND

Illinois

Howard

GERALDINE DUBOIS

•^i

.

.

HAPPINESS

.

.

.

HARVEY STONE

Vctlncsilay, October 9,

1946
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Wednesday,

Ot'tolier 9,

1946

BUSII^^^^

ANNIVERSARY 'IN SHOW

Congratulations!r

Music Corporation of America
MCA
LONDOIS

NEW YORK • CWCAGO

•

We doff our

•

DALLAS

hats

tophat

to the *'o/e"

Artists, Ltd.

•^^^^

DETROIT

Happy Anniversary Ted!
Congratulations

from Arnold Reuben

TED

Who

CONGRATULATIONS

TED LEWIS

Is

Opening the Newest and

Most Fabulous Restaurant
in

the World

From a Couple of Kids

BOB EVANS

on your 35th anniversary

and
Jerry O'Leary

JACK MILLS
and

To

IRVING MILLS

TED
Congratulations

MILLS MUSIC
•.

liic.

it's

.

you on

this

New York

.

occasion.
'

1619 Broadway

.

so nice to be with

;

.

:

.

^

'

'.
'.

The

19, N. Y.

MACK

TRIPLETS

For +he greater convenience
Nationwide clientele
soon ;
.

.

.

of
.

REUBEN'S

you can enjoy

superlative cuisine and meticulous service ... at
famous restaurants . . .

TWO

212 West 57th

Street

NEW YORK

6 East 58th

Street

JH

/

Jf

•

.

Jf

TED

For 35 Years of Making Everybody Hapiiy!

from

COPACABANA
^
10

Greetings

f.

60th

PL 8-1060

from
VERA-ELLEN

Wednesday, October 9, 194$
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Congratulations

Congratulations

TED LEWIS

To you, your high hat and

your clarinet, warmest

TED

greetings on the occasion
of your 35th Anniversary

Show

in

Business from the

entire personnel of

A

Friend

BEVERLY HILLS

COUNTRY CLUB
NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

"SHOW PLACE Of

THE

mODlE WEST"

NAT LEWIS

Dear Ted:

If is

Indeed a pleas-

ure +0 greet you on

this special

occasion.

To Ted
It's

a

Lewis-

a high hat, a cane,

tlarinet,

and a song

Hannah
.

A TOAST TO A GREAT SHOWMAN!

.

and
"Is

Everybody Happy?"

well

I

.

Ted Troy

. •

am —and am happy
I

to

be with you today to celebrate
in

show

Congratulations

an asset

to the

To

your 35th Anniversary
business. You're

theatrical professibn.

_

And
Heartfelt

Admiration
Hills,

California

and Happy Anniversaries

TED LEWIS

Dove Chasen

Beverly

May You Celebrate
Many More Successful

TONY and

DE

SALLY

MARCO

TOM GERUN
FRANK MARTINELLI
BAL TABARIN
Sqn

Francisco, Cal.

1946

WetliH'sJay, October 9,
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SHOW BUStNH

iMliliil^

Let's Face

It

Ted

You're 'a Credit

To

the Theatrical

Profession

FRANCES
FAYE

Congratulations Ted!
A

warm,

sincere

and

friendly greeting to

our pal, Ted Lewis, on his completion of 35
years in

grows

show business.

in

Like

good wine, Ted

popularity with the passing years.

Ted, jui/e trust you will

Jead the parade of

America's top entertainment personalities

and enjoy good
prosperity for

health, happiness

many more

and

years.

THE TOWN CASINO
BUFFALO, N.

Y.

HARRY ALTMAN
HARRY WALLENS
Proprietors

Wcduescluy, Oclohor 9, 1916

48

iiiiiiiMiilii

TED LEWIS

EVERYBODY IS HAPPY
TO JOIN

IN CELEBRATING

TED LEWIS
ANNIVERSARY

35tli

IN

SHOW BUSINESS

OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO A

GREAT SHOWMAN AND A GRAND GUY
PHIL KASTEL
BEVERLY COUNTRY CLUB

NEW ORLEANS _

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE

•'T--""-'"

^-^"'''ii

MAN WHO MADE iVBlYiODY

-""•"''-ftifrf'^

'

'm

i

HAPPYI

r"^'-"

Our Hats Are Off

TO THE BEST-KNOWN HAT ACROSS TWO CONTINENTS
GOOD
LEEDS MUSIC

CORPORATION

Lou Levy, Pres.; Al Gallico, Prof. Mgr.

NEW YORK

and

LONDON

LUCK, TED,

FROM THE TWO-CONTINENT FIRMS
PETER

MAURICE MUSIC

Happy Godoy, Gon.

CO., Ltd.

Mgr.; Jack Porrin, Prof. Mqr.

LONDON

and

NEW YORK

6

;

;

October 9, 1946

W«'«l»«'»*'«y»

RAMO

,

,:
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CIGGIE SPONSORS" SMOKE-SCREEN
There a Doctor

Is

House?

in the

,

up the

«re bwrniiitf

cifils

airlanes in the "Battle of the Ciggies."

RALEIGH COMMERCIAt
ANNOUNCER: ''Now medical
science offers proof positive.''

ANNOUNCER:

*'No Other
2nd
leading ciga ret gives you less nicothroat irritating tars,
less
tine,
the new^ smoother better

than

tasting Raleigh."

"Yes proof posi-

tive."

ANNOUNCER: "No

ANNOUNCER:

"Star

says, quote:

WOMAN'S VOICE: "I saw
my own eyes, and

facts with

the
it's

Medical science has proved
no other leading cigaret gives you
true.

nicotine,

throat irritating
Raleigh. From

le.<is

than the

now

on,

.

.

.

new

Raleigh

is

my

choice."

.

"Right, Paulette
wet'e based

Goddard. Those
on the method used by the United
tests

States

Government.

So,

friends,

new, smoother, better
Raleigh. And remember,
medical science offers proof positlie

tasting
tive."

.

ANNOUNCER: "No

2nd

the. little test.tulpes

thiiilt

find a siiiele test tube in
pack of Old Golds. You won't
even find a prescription for a

a

treatment.

throat

No

.

what

.

.

grant cigarets. Believe us

other

leading cigaret gives you le.ss nicotine, less throat irritating tarSi So
no other is safer to smoke than
the new, smoother, iDetter tasting
Raleigh."

.

.

.

.

ated.

.

...

any
thing else! But listen
time you want a treat in.stead of
treat yourself to a
a treatment
pack of Old Golds!
.

.

.

Reductio Ad Absurdum
Piling up such super-duper selling points, to a point of absurdity,
felt,
may eventually bring a
it's
"plague on both your houses" reac-

.

tion from the consumer public.
general impression is that the
ciggie sponsors on radio Jiave ventured far beyond the soap, food and
other i-adio bankrollers in injecting
the "only-we'rerright-you're wrong"
element into the commercials.

FC&BBillingsUpto
$15,000,000 Slotted for

Radio Shows

•

Walter ThompsonYoung & Rubicam leaders.
The trade in general, has been
consciou.s of the comeuppatice of
000-$60,000,000 J.

in the past year,
with the recent switchover of two

FC&B, particularly

CLEARS SQUAWK
VS.

8.

who

policy

present

licensing

of

large

numbers of "daytime only" stations
American Tobacco accounts (Jack on existing clear channels without
Benny and Frank Morgan .shows
waiting for wind-up of i;he clear
representing

$.3,000,000

from RuUirauff
the

wrapup

FC&B

of

&

new

in

billings)

Ryan, accenting
business into the

fold.

Agency has two of the top comedy
Hirers on the webs—Bob Hope and
Jack

Benny—although
(Gontinued

in, both inon page 62)

KMH HYPOES BUDGET,
MULLS NEW OVERHAUL
In a move to recapture some of
audience pull lost since Bing
Crcsby exiled the show, Kraft Music
Hall has given the program a budge^^'hypo lor slotting of top guest
talent.
New policy under the
-$12,000-a-week budgeted stanza was
'inaugurated last Thur.sday <3) when
Fred Asia ire did a guest shot.
Eddie Duch.in is still the ..show's
top mainstay, but all contracts Are
under, an until-Jan. 1 basis. After
that, program is expected to undergo
^'rastic
oveiliaul,
with J. Walter
Thompson agency meanwhile scouting around for a lop personality to
take over the Kraft session.
tile

.

,;

channel investigation.

The

to Pint Size

.Full

hour sbo,w built around
Rooney, buttressed with
stars like Frances Langford,
which Walter Schwimmer, of
Sichwimmer & Scott, Chicago, deJ^elopcd, and which the agency has

Mickey
suest

open trying to sell cooperatively to
Jiitferent department stores around
country, has petered out.

Rooney

is now going back to of«ring him.self as
a half-hour show
"1 t.ie Andy Hardy pattern. He's in
|.Ncvv

York

Ihis

week

after a series
Pwsoijal appearances on the road.

,

.anew the all-important ques'^.
where radio's future funny
are coming from. For the genis: It's one thing to.
lend a bofl! capsule to a Jack Benny
show with: its .highlyrgeared prbduc-

Repeats Wanted

know-how. and

tion

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
There's a campaign that's slowly
gaining momentum on the Coast but,
which has already reached a point
where it's becoming diisturbing both
to the networks and the spon.sors of
whodunit shows. The great to-do is
over the fact that the majority of
:

shows emanating from New
York, usually around 8 or 9 o'clock
(EST) in the evening, do not carry
these,

Coa.st repeats, so that they reach
Pacific area listeners around 5 i>r 6
o'clock.

There appears to :be a large segment on the Coast that objects to
the fact that the Pacific zone gets
the. crime shows at a much earlier
hour than other parts of the country, and is agitating for Coast re-

prosecuting attorney of Los Angeles
mered
County is basing his campaign for
there's been no' fessiening of the. election along such lines, hitting
out
American Tobacco plug impact, the at radio crime shows in general on
LS/ MFT auctioneers are considered the grounds that they aren't doing
to have a less inoffensive slant when the kiddies any good.
contrasted
with the RaleighrOld
A-s-a result of the feeling, there's
Gold brand of huckstering,
a report that "Mr. District Attorney"
Successful integration of the Lucky on NBC, which hits the Coast at
Strike plug with the comedy script- 6:;i0, is mulling the possibility of doing, particularly on the Jack Benny ing a repeat.
Sponsors of the whodunits in gen•show, is regarded as the chief factor
in erasing the stigtna attached to; the eral oppose the repeats because of
the coin hike involved.
Hill-inspired technique.
Camel and Chesterfield, the other
two. large brands, go in for moderaBing
2
tion— comparatively speaking.

Wraps Up

.

for

nine

first

months of 1946 are up 3'i.5% over
same period last year, total billings

disk.

Jan.-Sept. '46 being $19,0;13,606,

In

1945

through

the

.

Ives,

totalled

on

own show

his

already cut eight
getaway Oct. 18.
Mutual and indies,
has

January

billings,

September,

More

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Bing Crosby did his fifth and
advance recording for Philco
today (Tues.) with Ezio Pinza and
Burl Ives in guest spot.
Jimmy
Durante is guester oh the seventh

sixth

Mutual Billings Up 32.5^
Mutual's .billings

.

eral impression

against
the
trip-hamtechnique.
Today, although

f(ii-

'

for PhilCo,
planters for

.series

$14,-

361,551.

It

goes on

its

.

of

st;.ble

top-coin writers, anC quite anotliet
to attempt to stretch the capsule!
oontribs over a full 30 minutes under less favorable production auspices.
.It's been evidenced in the past few
weeks since Blanc graduated from

new Tue-sday
show on CBS. and

his "bit taoffs"'into his

night
again

CoLgate

when Harris stepped out inta
own bankrolled .show. The Har-

his

ris premiere .show was greeted by
the trade a.? suggesting a warmup;:
for an inevitable Benny gag: "Come
home, all is forgiven."
IJennis
Day's click as a comedian on hi.s
;

own remains a moot
was

strictly

point, since

it

an elaboration of the

Benny-Day Sunday night routine,
with Beimy as a guestar, that con-,,
tributed chiefly towarj. the opening

show's hypo.

,

.

...

The same old favorites will be
right back on top the Bennys; the
Hopes, the Fibbers, the AUeri.'S, the

—

Cantors,

etc.

The

prevail..

The same formats
same high-priced

'

writers are in the saddle, except ihat
many of them have shifted around
and are making with the gags for
another of the handful of top come.'rj
dians.
If there will be any innovar
tions in programming, they've yet

remains essentially unchanged. That
goes as well for the pix adaptation,
cycle of programs and the multiple
'rating stealer" whodunits that are
as much in the vanguard as in the;
past.

\;

Has Your GagBeen Psychoanalyzed Lately?

LOPS OFF 22 HEADS

Jack Meycrson,, former Boston
Aadience reaclion to t/ie /aH eoinedy .shoiy liite up— as reireflk'd. bi/ t?ic Ernest M. Walker electronic manager o£ Becca, has .stepped into
analysh svi:tem dfscribeii in last week's VAnihT'i— is Usiedhehur. Syslein records' studio reaction on coniedy World: Broadcasting with an axe.:
shows, nie.asuring length and volume of lausjhs, Tivo types of shovs are listed, gag type and siluation type He's reported to have fired one execbetter;
comedy,
or
situation
to
index
10
for
3
10....
comedy
is
an
of
type
comedy. Requirement for gag
utive and three salesmen the first
'

NO-OP

Judy C* nova.
Bob Mope,
Jack Bemiy
Red Skellon

Amos

'n'

20,1

....
.

.

w..

.

3

.

Andy

Fred Allen
Joan Davi."!

Yotmg

Allen
Etlgar

Bergen

Burns
Frank Mprgan.

iuld Allen.... ....

Bob
Life

of

.18:4

."

7.7

iiiinus;.'i.3

2

18.0

18

18,0

15,5

1

17.6

11,2

1

16.,5

12.4

1

15.7

7.6

pl.US 6,4

Some

night.

plus- 8.1

and better quality comedy
Fewer gag lines; poorer quality comedy
Mo)'e gag

iiries

More gag
More gag

lines

.

lines

and better quality comedy

More gag

lines -and better quality

15.1

^4

14.7

1

14:3

11.7

12,1

12.1

22 went out the fir.st fortMuriel Deutsch (daughter of
Doulsch, World prexy). rerather than cai-ry out in,^-

to fire two of five staff
writers. She'd been head of writers
for World for some years.

sti'uctions

lihes.

Meyer.son

..

3

.

ph/s

2,6

More gag

plus

5.1

plus

5.1

More gag lines
More gag lines
B<:ller volume

'

10,1

:

.

'5,

Riley

lU.O

8.4

.pUlsl.6

8.0

P.8

minus

5

7.5

1,9

company

is

cur-

HASTINGS BUYS 'CRIME'

14.7

Hollywood, Oct.

1.8

jplus S.C

:

Le.s.s

8.

T Deal

in Crime," starring Wiljliam Gargan, has been bought by
Hastings Piston Ring for Saturday
night spread over ABC. It hits east
at 8:30, \vlt\) coast repeat via wax

,

10.1

sjiys

rently going through reorganizatioft
pains, with topheavy per.sonriel situresulting in layoffs.

comedy ation

15.1

2.

signed

:

Better quality

pliis 4;1.
^

,

:

plus 2.5

McGee

Blondie w...-

..

CAUSE

Percy
plus

12.4

'

3

Burn,?,,

Fibber

SPRING NOTICE,\BI,E
CH.^NGE
INDEX

'

Tavern,

Duffy's

day.

T.A.ST

PROGRAMS FALL
CHECKED INDEX

PROGRAM

*

,..

.

.'
.

'

.,
'

•

_

gag lines and better quality comedy

More gag Tnes and

better quality

.

'

make themselves discernible.
Since it's the same boys who will
the sponsors' packages off the .
shelves (when and if they become
available), they're still in the posi™
coin
tion of dictating their own
term,s, despite the prevailing senliment a few months back that talent
costs in general would toboggan.
The "samenes.s" goes right down
the line. The musical .show pattern
to

move

WORLD BROADCASTINCT

i

Rooney Back

by Louis Cald-

petition, filed

well, counsel for CCBS, claimed that
spotting the part-time outlets all
over the spectrum would, raise inother
problems
terference
and
should any of the clears win their
flght for power in excess of .Wkw.
Since "superpower'' is one of issues
the co'mmission is theoretically exploriitg in the present inquiry, Caldwell claiiried that FCC Shoiild not
shut off that avenue by overloading
the spectrum with daytime .stations
on the clear channels.

many

with

.

:

bigtime broadcasters

16

form the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service have protested FCC's

pattern

personalities and programs working
for new bosses and, on other nctvvoi'ks— but the reaction of trade observers on the overall picture is that
radio has t;aken up precisely vvhei'e,
it left off last season,"""
-Here's how the trade highlights
1946-'47 entertainment picture,
thv.
now that they've all left the post
and are out in the clear:.
The emergency of the "bit boy.s"
on the sock comedy airers, particularly Phil Harris, Dennis Day ;uld
Me,l Blanc,, into •full-fledged comics
with their own half-hour shbw.s, ac-

men

sensitivity

Wa.-ihington, Oct.

The

new nighttime

tibh as to

for;

DAYTIMERS

ter's in full swing; the reshuffled
.schedules have been woven into a

cents,

Worries Coast,

In; years
past, the late George
Washington
Strike peals later
Hill's
Lucky
in the night when the
commercial was singled out alone kids are already in bed.
provoking the greatest listener
In fact, one candidate for the
-

Cone & Belding billings-t
over the $43,000,000
with approximately $15,000,000
of that amount earmarked for radio
accounts.
That puts FC&B right up
with the top league agency boys,
within shooting mark of the $50,000,Foole,

have spiraled
'niark,

Twilight Crime

anything,

with,

\

.

rich, mellow, deep smoking enjoy^
take care of yourment. Sure
and your throat and everyself
,

night-

tlie
but
science-medico okayed weed, a.s well
as the OG overtones that imply a
direct "who-you-kiddin' " answer to
with
Raleigh,
are being viewed
alarm. For some are asking the
question: How. far can you carry
the.se
commercials, and at what
point does the public become sati-

.

.

miles from Hollywood.
And to top it off he'll do his
show from the high scliool auditorium.

Both the Raleigh approach, that,
you're a sucker if yOu fool

around

that goal .
yes, to give; you a
.
cigaret that's absolutely fops in

.

—

in. effect,

.

,

cast
ing shooed out of. town.
On
Oct. 13— that's Parade of Stars
day Bob Burns and his bazooka
are routed to Caiiloga Park, 15

•

aijd
a wonderful smoke
every advanced control known to
science is concentrated towards
.

8.

so

to the sponsor.

.

you

fall

Oct.

cramped for broadspace that shows are be-

comment, with the question raised
that such triphammered plugfests
must inevitably invite a boomerang

.

best in quality tobaccos for nearly
so we're not gonna
200 ycai-.s
start selling you throat care all of
a sudden. We're in business to give
.

They're all back on the air; the
comraorcial broadcasting semes-

the Sticks

- Hollywood,
is

off-the-cnff •uneomplim.entary

able

tobacco-money can buy. l.ook
Old Golds are made by folks
who've been as.sociated with the
.

—
NBC

Both within the trade and among
lay listeners there's been consider-

don't want you to keep a fever
chart every time you light an Old
Gold. AH we ask is that you enjoy the' finest blend of the finest
.

Gold

multiple Raleigh-Old
time network shpws.

we

.

To

&

away with each pack of
you buy. But honest, folks,

cigarets

.

ANNOUNCER;

enjoy

pears

.

.

you'd

Up Where Left Oif

Only Bit-Boy Shows New But Unproved

The "Battle of the Ciggies" apto have gotten under way in
earnest, with Old Gold (P. Lorillard
Co.) and Raleigh (Browii
Williamson) in particular, slugging it
out weekly via their network commercials.
It's Raleigh's "medical science 'is
proof positive" vs. OG's equallyemphatic "treat instead of a treatment" counter-irritant that in recent
weeks has been bludgeoned into the
ears of coast-to-coast listeners on the

.

.

.

.

SLOGFEST

By GEORGE ROSEN

you get. ill a pack of Old Golds are
Bene- 20 smooth, mellow and most fra-

of

Gogeaus-picture, 'Diary of a
Chambermaid;' Paulette Goddard,
dict

tars,

IS

Faces; Radio Picks

.

yau won't
other

leading cigaret gives you less nicothroat irritating tars;
less
tine,
than the new, smoother, better
tasting Raleigh."

liess

.

arc given

ANNOUNCER;
2nd

OLD GOLD COMMKRCIAL
You know .. judging, from all
you read about cigaret laboratory
tests
and medical claims about
smoking
and throat irritation

Are Bacfc |be JQld^^^F^^

All, All

PLyEFEST

T/ie fol!ot«i>ip, OS /teard on the Frank Sinaita-Old Cold show and ihe
Red SkeltourRaleiah program, are samples of how the cifiaret eoinmer'

at 7:30.

The company recently bought
comedy "Michael Shavne" for Mnt'iai

-

r

WedncBday, Octohei-

BtADIO

50

Wanna Swap, Bui

Labor Hovers As Banquet's Qiost At

That

Radio Exec Club Meet; Group Seen

1946

9,

Instead of Cash?

die Question Before

Is

FCC

Washington, Oct.

As Mediator

Coming Confabs

for

(Oct. 9-Oct. 19)
••
-Oct.. IS,
Adv enlures of S h e

general feeling in the trade that a
era in labor relatioas faces the
industry,' so that what's happening
in New York— still the nerve center
of both nets and agencies as far as
business policies are concerned— is
of importance to the radio indu.stry
countrywide.
Officially, it wa.? all a very nice,
quiet session. Robert Swo?,ey, vcCt
pee-general manager of Mutual, is

!,

!

BBD&O;

never

Lawrence

and Dean
Mildred Thompson, of Vassar Col-

former
le'Se.

FCC

chairman,

have a place in radio.
never know how clo.se
to never having a radio

:

station.

with
musical pro
other Denver

busiest

Distaff Gabbers,

of the .speakers expressed
anything startling, the biggest hand

going to Dean Thompson when she
ribbed radio mildly about its quantit.itive measurements and said, as a
listener, she would like to know
"who are these people who tell you
what you think you should know
She
about the li.stening public?"
more, and
for
seriou,sly,
called,
more genuine, radio criticism which
and
discriminating
be
as
''should
just
.iust as independent as are the dramatic and music reviews in our best
papers."

AVCO

Tongues

now

"Married for Life;" 2-2:30 p.m.,
Sundays; WOR-Mutual; sustain-

Tied,

.

ing.

.

The
8:45-9

Seek Air Outlet
Writers' Guild

An

tual;

New York, representpowerful femme units

ganizations in

Drive Has 4-A s

some

ing

Fuinams, commentary;
pm,, Sundays; WOR-Mu-

Co-op.

On Anxious Seat
The Radio

Writers' Guild, havir.;
broken oft negotiations of 14
months' duration with the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, is
launched on a stiff organizational
drive in the east that's got the 4-A's

But beyond the polite chit-chat
was the fact that the Radio Execguessing on what's coming next.^
utives' Club had drawn out a batch
Items in the campaign are: the
of really top executives, including in
winning of a National Relations
addition to Swczey and Mullen also
Board election at WPTF (Raleigh.
Frank White, vcepee-treasurer of

N, C)
organization' of the
staff
and, incidentally, all of the
writers at
(N.Y.); negotiatop labor relations people ot all the

CBS

:

WMCA

nets.

feeling existed that the REC
intends to play a now role as the coho.sive factor in N. Y, radio as the
labor situation is faced for the coming year. The fact that a rep was

The

'Hire a

Hair

For several years the Radio
Writers Guild has held its general meetings in one
of
the
larger CBS studios in New York,
But the next N. Y, meeting of
will be held at Midston
House (N. Y.) instead.

members

Here's what happened in the Indiana case. Associated Broadca.sters,
Inc., Lisensee of B^M station
and holder of a permit for a stand-

WABW

ard

in the aggregate,: in

an

ef-

Dot. 19
8-7 p.m., Saturdays;
tual; sustaining.

Campaign, started last week, took
the form of a stock telegram sent to'
the program head of every N. Y. station, except

show
it,

WMCA,

"If

you

you

are

AM

WMCA-BessPact

interested,"

Stresses

"we would be glad

touch with us and
we, in turn, as beau geste, will put
you in touch with them."
Gabbers concerned, it turned out,
for

Newer

to get in

Louis,

III,

Concept

in N. Y.

retain interest in its own stations
and, in addition, pick up holdings
in Curtis' stations, sharing in profits
of all.
However, a competing bid
was filed for Associated's stations by
Radio Indianapolis, Inc., a group of.
.local businessmen, most of whom are
newcomers to radio, who offered to
pay cash equivalent of the original
:

offer.

.

The petition filed by Associated
The "Season of the Shifting Sales- last week
men" in Manhattan's radio picture is company makes it clear that the
does not want cash and

are Susan B. Anthony, 2d, grandniece of tiie founder of American
suffragism, and Eunice Hill, who've

there from the Chicago Radio Club
gave the occasion the further possibeen conducting an ayem femme
bility of being a springboard for
strip, titled "This Woman's World,"
some kind of industry-wide setup
on WMCA. According to the station,
CBS politely regretted that it
going beyond New York.
the cross-the-board 15-minute stanza
hasn't the studio space.
Most of the execs there had taken
wa.5 booked for three successive 13leaders said they were grateful
time out from a number of strenuweek cycles in the hopes that it
for the past favors.
ous labor conferences and negotiawould attract sponsors on a particitions either under way or scheduled
pating basis. Not enough sponsors
for the near future
were attracted, and the show was
For two days before the RE!C meet- tions for five staff writers employed "drdp'ped.
by Young & Rubicam agency in
ing, the execs had already been
While the telegram by women's
busy with the delicate negotiations N.Y. on "We, The People," and the org leaders did not charge
for a new contract (or contracts) aDpointment ot an experienced labor
with gagging the gabbers, the impliwith the American Federation of or,i4anizer as eastern regional exec- cation was there
in another .stateRadio Artists. That very day (3). utive .secretary.'
Tlie latter is perhaps the most ment which appealed to radio .staCBS held its fir.st negotiating .ses.sion
tions "not to hit below the puljlic
with the latest factoi introduced into important of the straws in the wind, intellectual belt."
The signers inthe lalior picture 'through ccrtiflca- but aU of the various step^ point sisted that the Anthony-Hill
contnb
in the same direction: the
in^
tioii of the United Office and Prowould be of public interest, cerfessional Workers of America (CIO) tend."! to establish itself in radio,
tainly among their constituencies.
as the bargainmg agent for CBS* and the Four-A's will hear more
Signers
included:
Florence Elfrom the
only it will be
white collar workers.
dridge March, chairman, women's
Two days before the REC meetjng, through scattered actions, rather division. Independent Citizens Comalso, as all the execs there knew. than by seeking, to chart an overall
mittee of the Arts, Sciences and Pro',:,'
- '''',
'""riTc^Radio Dirootor.s Guild had at agreement.' ;::
Cliosen a.s the eastern regional fessions; Mrs. John Hammond, chairla.st
received its qharter^ fronv the.
man, v,;oiTien's division, National
A1?'L. at a special ct remony presided exec sec is Michael L. Davidson. ;He
Citizens Political Action Committee:
over by William Gollin.s. AFL rep was la.st seen on the radio scene -Jeannotto Turner, Ne\y 'iTork Gity
in the role of organizer tor the Rafor New York City
Consumer Council: Mrs. Sidney Hilldio Guild of thCi United Office and
The Radio Writei'- Guild h,id. as
Profes.sional
Workers of Amei ica man; Mrs. Edgar Snow: Rose Torlin;
thruatenSd,
delinitely
broken .QfT
Mrs.
Anderson; V Ruth
Maxwell
Continued on page 62)
negotiations
with
AniGrican
the
Young, exec sec. United Electrical
AftsM. of Advertising Agencies and
Radio & Machine Workers of Amerir

in Indianapolis,

ITnder this deal, Associated would

glowing terms and offering
without naming the women in-

stated the wire,

Orohi

WOR-Mu-

St.

describing the

in

volved.

Symphony

Cleveland

the air 39 weeks.

WBBW;

outlet,

contracted last May to sell the properties to Curtis Radiocasting Corp.,
in return for 1,350 sKares of Class
A stock in the purchasing company.
Curtis Is the parent organization of
Evansville-on-the-Air,
which
has
several
and FM licenses in Indiana and a lien to buy WMTv;TEasl

.

fort to find a radio outlet for a pair
of distaff gabbers who've been on

,

a transaction.

.

claiming several hundred thousand

:

.

House -of Mystery; 4-4:30 p.m.,
Sundays; WOR-Mutual; General
Foods; Benton and Bowles.
Oct; !«
"Phiico Badia Time" with Bing
Crosby,
Bob Hope
(guest),
Skitch; Henderson, others; 1010:30 p.m., Wednesdays; WJZABC; Phllco; Hutching.

campaign has been
started by a gi-oup of women's orunusual

rule.

& Marks, attorneys for both
and the original buyer, have
challenged FCC's action setting
the competing bids for hearing, on
ground that the second offer does
not match the first.
They are also
seeking oral argument to clarify
FCC's future policy on sucii stock
swaps under the AVCO ukaso.
FCC's ruling here will bo an important guide to prospective sellers,
since barter deals frequently ease
the" tax burden on both parties and
are often the simplest way of^ closittg.
'Cohn

seller

Cleary.

—

They discussed "Responsibility

None

'

Side;

m

,

with

Heatter's
Brishter
Gabriel
10-10:15 Sundays; WORMutual; Mutual Benefit Health
and Accident of Omaha; Arthur
Meyerhoff.
Leo Durocher; 1:15-1:30 p.m.,
WJZ- ABC; G. N.
Sundays;
Roche,
Williams,
Coughlin;

KLZ. DENVER.

Radio."

ill

versatile musical

eai>al>le,

Is Denver's
more local, Iiv»'-talent
Rriinis than are on any

industry," quipped Mullen.
And back
the old days
ASCAP decided that $250 would
be a fair figure as its annual
''lake" from the radio industry.
Talent was invited Up to the
studios to work cuffo
and
jumped at the chance.

Fly,

Duberman;

Booth,

O-scar laevant,
guests; 10-10:30 p,m,, Saturdays;
WABC-CBS; R. J. Reynolds;.
Wm. Esty.
Oct. 13

we were

NBC; Arthur

James

lsl.7/8

diiwlor

Commerce, and unanimously deadvertising
would
that
"You'll

&

Vauehn Monroe show,
Shirley

,

IS

WOR-

Sterling,

LES WEELANS

group,

cided

Pryor,
veepee in charge of radio (or

Jr..

Mutual; Horwitz

YEARS ON KLZ PODIUM

12

KDKA, Pittsburgh,
of about 300 of top
"charteir" radioites huddled witlT
Herbert Hoover, then Secy, of
a

filed here last week. FOG
now face -to face with the first
"bartGr" deal of its kuid, and. will
have to spell out a clear-cut policy
on the entire question.
Petitioners were the Associated
Broadcasters, Inc. and Curti.s. Radiocasting Corp. of Indiana, who watit
to effect a swap ot radio stock as
payment for stations but have
smacked up against a cash buyeT~
who filed a competing bid under the "

petition

Johnny;" J2-

'n

Saturdays;

p.m.,

12:30

wet on

loel

|

hew'prexy of the club. He and program chairman James Sauter arranged a panel discussion which
brought to the mike Frank E. Mullen,
exec, veepee of

Erwin Wasey,
"Judy 'A Jill

exec veepee-gnl,-mgr. recalled how, back in tiie days
when he was gettmg his radio

;

:

Holmes,

NBC

new

you can't get away with it under
FCC's AVCO rule, calling for open
bidding on all stations up for sale.
As result of a dynamite-loaded

,

r 1 o c k
Tom Conway,
with
Nigel Bruce; 9;.30-lO p.m., SatSemler;.
urda.ys; WJZ-ABC; R. B.

Yore

Radio Executives Club luncheon
last week by Frank Mullen. The

and behind each exec's chair, invisible but its spectral influence felt,
wa.'i the shadow of Lahor. It was the

to trade your radio station
for a hotel, swap it for a theatre, dir"
even for stock in another radio op.
eration"? Maybe you can and maybe

Premieres

Tliere was a ghost at the banquet*
hible of the N. Y. Radio EKt-'cutives"
of
Club, as- the organization opened its
A birdseye quickie on radio's
season of luncheor. meetings last
comeuppance
wools
The place was laiiiy flooded quarter - century
was injected into the, N,, Y.
with network and agency vccpees

Ah! Days

8.

Want

probably unprecedented, with virtually every indie in New York feeling the drastic personnel overhaul.
It goes deeper than merely sparring
for better positions. Actually, it has
its roots in a new thinking on the

RWG

RWG

part of
for too.

the

operators that
years the sales boys

station

many

will dispose of the stations only if it
retains a stock interest in them.
Petition adds that, even if it were
possible for Radio Indianapolis, .Inc.;
to deliver 1,350 shares of Curtis
stock as payment,: this would still
not permit Associated to participate
in earnings of
and WBBW.
Therefore, petition claims it is impo.ssiblo for a second bidder (o meet
terms of the original contract.
Several alternatives are possible
before"FCG; For ejcainple, the com-

'

WABW
have been making too much money
—that they, and not the stations,
have been the chief beneficiaries of
the multiple commissions in wrapping up sales.
Highlighting
the
checkerboard
moves in recent weeks has been the mission may decide that AVCO rules
will apply equally in barter deals,
pacting oX Herman Bess by WMCA,
and buyers will be chosen on "pubas director

WMCA

ot sales, following in the
lic service" criteria rather than on
flock of exits from the
method of payment. In this case,
indie.
Bess, as veeFCC would probably favor Radio
pee in charge of sales for Arde
Indianapolis, in line with its tradi-;,
Bulova's
for 12 years, built
up both a rep and a fat bankroll tional policy of preferring newcomover the years. His recent exit from ers and local people.
WNEW, however, stems chiefly from
a new sales concept in which the

wake of a

Nathan Straus

RWG

WNEW

RWG—

j

I

Bulova-owned indie

!

is

now

pitch

Stix

Want Better

Fix

'

ing in the national league.,

I

It's
reported that Bess
check in settelement from

,

,

I

•

:

,

I

'

.

I

had embarked on new
p.laiis.

FtiT<illy.

Amc'rioah

.

,

^

organiziitiotuvl

.
.

in

thtj

.

Was

ca.

the

of Mu.slcianK.

fisli.

and

the cxpirjrtion of its contract
next Fcl)ruory. with all that might
mean in terhis of a-.iHinin widv James
C. -Pelrillo, etc.

,

Army Bags Scores

'

'

Some .saw sisnilicance also in the
fact that, for, the fir.'-t time, the REC
lia-s'.sot up it.s own flack tieiti. hinnt;
the Institute of Public Relations.
Inc., to front for it
That gives tlie

j

:

The Molle shaving dutfit is in a
over what transpired last
Saturday (5) when it bankrolled the
of « series, of 15-minute late
afternoon prpgram.s, on WJZ, the
.ABC flagship s.tatjp'0: in ff, v Y,,„ in
which Al HclferVreels oft the footlathoc

,

i'fir.st
'

.

;

;

radio execs a mouthpiece that can
speak for the Qntive industry, and
the labor' i.ssue is the oiily one" on

;

ball scdires.-

-.uii,'

,'

The, Helfet': stanza is inked iri imnicdlalejy foUoWihg the Harry Wtsnot work broadcast of the Army
g-amos. sponsored by the Army, Recruititig Service. Last five rilinute.s
the network broadcast, however, is
also given over to the latest scores.
,

which
in

united, front action,
the near future,

is

tikclv,
I

mcr

All in all. there was the definite
feeling that, under its lunchoon-cluh
napkin, the REC cculd servo as the
cohesive medium, formally or inWhich lefl Holfcr, holding the bag
formally, for the i*adio indusliy in
to
rcpri.se; the
same scores, same
it .faees the big labor
New York
issues that are confronting radio now. game.s just heard.
:

:

i

I

District

Ndv

4;

Terry

p,\e.sidont,

Gongre.s.s: of

took

a

Ameri-

agreeing to stay out pf the radio
business for a year, but that he had
a change of heart, returned the
check, and consummated the deal
with Straus.

Chi Judge Doesn't Like

Marital Problem

On

Nighttime Radio,

WNEW,

Pennriari.

national director, Natlohar Maritime
Union Auxiliaries; Dr. Gene WeU-

Molle in Lather:

:

offih.g.

Federation

j

;

Shows

Sez U.S.-Aggie Expert
Washington, Oct. 8.
Department's
Agriculture
Extension Director, H. L. WiLson,
went on record again here last week
in favor oC more and better farm
feature radio shows during the good,
nighttime hour.s.
WiLson renewed his drive for
nighttime slots in a return letter to

The

,:,

,

can
Women; Mr.s. Anna Center
Chicago, Oct. 8.
Victor Sholis, director of tlio Clear
Sclincidcrman, vice preijideht,, ArrierNixing a proposed radio show on Channel Broadcasting Service, who
ican Jewish Congress; Thelma Dale,
exec sec. National Negro Congress: the marital problem theme, Chi- earlier this summer objpcled violen tMrs,
Elinor,
Gimbol.
chairman. cago's Superior court Judge Joseph ly to a form letter sent nut by, WdChild Care Council, Greater New Sabath theorized it wrong to ex- .soii to State Extension Diroctor.s,
Sholis was burned because at that
Vork; Captain Anna Abbott, WAC, ploit such cases.
Veteran of several years in di- time Wilson supported the concUl-;.,
vorce court, Judge Sabath said: "It sion of a U, S, Census Bureau study
would have exploited actual ca.ses of radio, which declared that rarmerr
Fire Prevention
in court. It would be wrong, dead relied
on regional stations njore,,
Sponsorship Ag^enda wrong, and, besides, it was commer- than on the big clear channel outNational Board of Fire Under- cial. If. I ever do a radio show in an lets for their radio service. Sholi.''
writers, representing over 200 capi- endeavor to Straighten out marital had reminded Wil.son that the intal stock companies, will sponsor a problems, it would be for a cause dustry had punctured the Cioyorn^
new dramatic show (as yet untitled) only."
ment study full of holes at. Uuulcd
over IVIutual. beginning Sunday, Nov,
in
favor of the smaller stations—
Cliarles Sliaw to
,3, in tiip 3:30-4 p.m.,slot,
and that farmers evcn iniho CcnAgency is MacFarland. Jim ShelCharles C. Shaw, formerly with ,sus survey were .satisfied wiilv 't''^
don i.s the producer. Show will be the CBS London Bureau, has been .special farm information .show.s ,:tlicy
pitched to fire prevention, with cast added .to the news staff of WCAU, now receive in volume during the
and writer as yet n_ot.sel2.._ ^_
beginning Oct. 14.
daytime hours.
,

'

Show On

MBS

'^

WCAU

—

—

,

.
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TKLEVISION

NEmOGRAMS

ADMEN BOW TO
For Snobs or
What are the

-

Is it their

ion?

Mok?

television set manufacturers doing for televisintention to restrict the medium to the snob

would they like to make it a mass medium, like radio?
prices currently quoted on sets tadicate that there may be
a good deal of astigmatism among those who must provide the
public with receivers for the product ol clearsighted l.O. cameras.
trade, or

The figures of costs per set "on the market'' (that, too, is a
euphemism as yet) speak for themselves. Viewtone's $279.95
model (which, with taxes, cost of installation, etc., will come
closer to $350) seems about the cheapest for a combo set that Includes AM reception with FM, television and a record changer.
Certainly, that's not a price for the masses. The other models,
running into the $2,000-and-upward cjitegory, are strictly class

what

television wants— to be a class medium—
the approach is correct. But the multi-million costs of coaxial
cables, the building of telenets, the expansion of television
If that's

O.K.

broadcasting and programming— these
through outlets at the fancier bars on
Chicago's Loop.

will

New

never be paid off
York's east side or

,

Radio started going places, piling up millions of listeners, only
prices of sets came down to within reach of the average
pocketbook. And the average American purse, even dUritig an inflationary period, can't aiXord those $350 productions, let alone
the fancier jobs costing two-grand up. Television will have to do
the same. If it Isn't to restrict Itself to the narrow confines of the
snob-trade.

when

Set

TOM GBIES

ming, has

the video arguments have taken
quite a different slant. Where in
broadcasting agency reps, have hotly
maintained that to them aloije belongs the right to set program standards and formats in the video field
they have taken just the opposite
stand, saying that it's up to the

Manufacturers Settle Down,

networks and other-tele-vision station
operators to do the programming.
And, with few exceptions, agencies
seem to be stuck with this "Let
George do it" story, in spite of their

own

admissions that it will give the
nets a strangle-hold on video techniques and programming know-how.
One of the big network talking
points vised to bring agencies and
their clients into the television fold
has been that they can make their
mistakes now, while time and talent
are cheap, and profit by them later
when the chips are down. Agencies'
answer has been that they don't
have to learn the hard, way, but can
take their cue from fluffs made by
station programmers, which leaves
program control right back ift the
laps of the nets.
Although the television depart.

!

But Prices Mostly Stratospheric

each agency is an
enthusiastic proponent of the medium, recommendations that clients
spend their advertising dollars on
N. Y/s Television Row^
video always seem to get pigeonManhattan's W. 47th street between
holed. This iis seen as especially bad
Sixth and Seventh avenues became
for sponsorship because, with televithe city's first "television row" last
sion trying to break out of the
Thursday (3), as several bars on pioneering shell, potential clients
both sides of the street advertised via
need a strong sales pitch before
large windowcards the telecast of
they're willing to lay out capital
the Dodgers-Cards playoff game.
for bankrolling of video programs.
With only an 8x10 inch screen Result is that most contracts for
perched high on the walls in each
sponsored programs have arisen out
bistro, the customers jammed- themof a direct ^ftch made by the net-,
throughout the day. Owners couldworks to clients, showing the latter
n't charge admission but still made
that they could profit as much from
via

ment head

Television
ter

set

manufacturers,

almost a full year

af-

postwar

of

reconversion difficulties, are finally
'

Mttllng

down

ditction

of receivers.

Ihe-pro-

in"-«a-rnest-to

Although most

manufacturers are reluctant to predict how many sets they'll be able
out during the next few
it's estimated that at least

turn
months,
to

new models will be in retail
in
television
broadcasting
areas by Christmas. Samples of the
new models, including 28 different
sets, are slated for exhibition at the
Television Broadcasters' Assn. meet
tomorrow (Thursday) and Friday at
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
RCA-Victor has earmarked two
model sets for production this year,
first of which will go out to dealers
in quantity early next month. Mod^
els include a seven-inch direct view
tube, furnishing a
23-square inch
25,000

ttores

picture, that's slated to retail at $225;

and a 10-inch direct view tube, giving a 52-square inch picture, for retail

at $350.

Two

sets,

which were

RCA

demonstrated to
dealers at a
closed' showing last month, will include video reception facilities only.

\RCA

also has a console model, including a 10-inch tele screen, plus
AiVI

and

FM

radio and an automatic

record changer, which will not go
mass production until after the
first of
the year. Companys large,
screen projection model will also be
held back until after Jan. 1. Transmitters

into

and all other elements of
equipment are currently
production and will be delivered

broadcast

m

to broadcasters late this year.

United

.

.

greatly hypoed profits
sales of beer and liquor.

Gerl Pounds

terrific

Drum

For Superior Tele

"'Without such a committee there is
danger that television may turn out
to be nothing t)u« a complicated
mechanism operated for the sole
purpose of selling mouthwash and

deodorants," Gerl told a meeting of
the Poor Richard Club, advertising
He said
men's organization here.

'

$2,350

Same size .tube incorporated into
^
"^^J^isole cabinet for sale to bars
^^^^^'^
8'so being prorin
now to retail at $2,350. An"f,""

""er smaller console cabinet
with
the same
tube that's for home use
into production in about
th™ ^°
IJiee weeks at $1,995. In addition,
a 10-inch direct view convM.r'

am=,iT?^^ *°

I'^tail at $745 and a
;?^^^'"°^<>'' including a sevendirect view tube, to
retail at
'"P^'^y expects to turn out
bpt,.;.,
oetwfien
500-1,000 of the $1,995 mod's. «>y the
end of the year, and a
inr-v,
iin

(Continued on page 68)

participation

No Charity
Majority o£ agency and client
arguments against money outlay
have centered around the fact that
there

relatively

are

few receiving

homes, One agency exec
"We're not in the philanthropy
Joseph Gerl, prexy of the Sonora business. Our clients are engaged in
commercial ventures and they cerRadio and Television Corp., last
tainly can't make anything on the
week urged that tele manufacturers sales they'll get from television
and broadcasters set up an industry- programs now. Most of us are just
*
wide committee to draft and enforce
(Continued on page 60)
a code of ethics against' "excessive
commercialization" of tele programs.
8.

competitors via

.$235 to

of their

medium.

in

sets

Philadelphia, Oct.

jumped the gun on

w

exploitation

in television as they could from
product sales coming from the same
advertising expenditures- in another

Television, which
experimentits better-knoWn that television today is
fuUpage ads in N. Y. ing generally along the lines of comoaUies last month, already has sets mercialization, rsyther than with pubimmediate delivery in Macy's, lic education and entertainment, and
Bamberger's, Abraham & Strauss declared: "Because of the 'fact that
*na Bloomingdale's de pa r t m e n t most of the personnel of television
come from radio, there
stores. Set is
a custom-built projec- today has
seems to be some danger that teleJjon model, with a five-inch tube
vision may degenerate into an anithrowing a 21xl6-inch..pictui:e,
that's
earmarked for bars, niteries and pri- mated radio broadcast, with all the
singing commercials and spots not
vate offices, usually
built directly
inio a wall, the
only grating on our ears but also on
set retails for .$2,750.
^ompany this week installed one our eyes."
.such set in El
Gerl said that television would not
Borracho's, N. Y, eaicompete with newspapers, the radio
*5y. and two in the^ Stork Club.
or magazines as an advertising me-

States

in

"Now-spaper ads are predium.
dominantly price and comparative
value' advertising,'' he said. "Radio
advertising is mainly institutional,
repeating a brand name over and
National magazines do show
ovei'.
the product,' but tile cost of a na-^
tional television hookup, to reach the
same audience, would be so far out
of line, that magazines have given
up worrying over television compe:

tition.

"Television as an advertising mecomplement all other
will

dium

forms of advertising, and will be
used mainly to show a product and
demonstrate how it work.s."

said:

Ford Cops More Pigskin

To Round Out Sportsked

Telecast

By BOB STAHL

but

ishifted into television,

Treks to N. Y. Confab;

ExhibTtTto Be

Meets,

The long-standing radio feud
between the ad agencies and networks, over who should do program-

—

-produefcion,

SRO Crowd

INlllEtiSt
By

As

Tele Puts Best Foot Forward

T[[E'S ROLE

The

51

Proof of whether television is
VIDEO STAND IT?
finally, ready to shake off its inertia
and move ahead on a .commercial
Involved as Magico Plans basis is expected to be the chief outShaw on NBC
come of tlie Television Broadcasters/
,

CAN
'Gore' Is

Ass»!-s--second-_CDnfeience._aiid_ex-_
hibition. Which opens a two-day run
tomorrow (Thursday) at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Shackled heretofore by mofe setbacks .from both within and outside
the industry than have probably,
ever confronted a new medium trying to stand up and walk on its- own
feet, .: television,
according to itsL
chief proponents, is finally prepared
to make its stand. TBA meet, it's
claimed, will herald the launching
of a concerted dj-ive, by the entire
cuts off a girl's head, would be too industry to create, a national video
service.
goi-y for video home audiences.
Latest developments in both transmission and reception equipment,
including 28 different receiving set
models, will be exhibited at the
meet. More than 80 addresses, covering every phase of the industry,
are slated to be delivered. Capacity,
attendance of more than 1,200 top''
execs from tele, radio, motion pictures, advertising and other fields is
expected to be able to make its own
decision by the time the final curtain rings down on the meet as to
whether tele is yet ready or will
Washington, Oct. 8,
continue to flounder in the back-J
FCC is expected to announce mo- ground of the entertainment world.
mentarily a hearing date on CBS'
All principal sessions of the conrequest for commercialization of ference are to be televised on the
color television^ since, according to Schenectady - New
York - Philadelreports here, the commission will phia-Washington network, through
make full disclosure in advance of arrangements completed, by the proTelevision Broadcastres Assn. meet- gram
committee headed up by
ing which opens in New York this Noran E. Kersta, manager of NBC
week. Idea is that TBA members television. N. 'VT. stations
can then map strategy for the color (NBC) and
(DuMont) will
K'eaHnl~diiring-course of their New handle all the telecasts, with the
York meeting.
exception of one show slated to be
At same time, it is understood the transmitted from Wa.shington. Stahearing will probably open in the tions will be on the air 14 hours each
first week of December^timed to
Say,, chalking up a new record for
precede or at least coincide with continuous programming.
RCA's first big shipment of from 12Proceedings in the main ballroom
to 14,000. black-and-white television of the Waldorf, scene of most of the
receivers for the Christrha.s market.
(Continued on page 60)
Behindfthe-scenes word is that
acting FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny refused to speak at the TBA
Truck
Plane
conference because of his foreknowledge of the CBS hearing. However,
Roll Their
to Get
Denny, Commissioner Ewell K. Jett,
Curtis Plummer, chief of FCC's
Those 1.0.
Fast
Television Engineering Division, and
A.sst. General Counsel Harry PlotProof that the RCA Image Orthikin will all attend the TBA meet- con tube is the hottest thing in teleings, it is understood.
vision equipment today was seen
hearing which last week "as tele broadcasters from
The December
promises to be only the fir.st round cities in all parts of the country arof a long series of ses.sions on the
ranged to pick up- the tubes themsame subject, covering months and selves from the RCA plant in Cammaybe year.'j— is expected to delve den, N. J. Broadcasters, in a hurry
into both economic and en,e;ineerinH
to f>et the tubes as fast as they roll
aspects of rainbow video. It is '.e- off the production lines, were reealled that it required almost a portedly afraid that the current N. Y.
three-year period between expoi'i- trucking strike might in some way
mental
pha.se
commercial slow down delivery.
and
authol-izatiqn for a type, o£ black(CBS, N. Y.) was the first,
and-white video that had been on sending its own truck down to
the air for years.
v
Camden on Sept. 27 and pressing
Color sympathizers argue in behalf the cameras into service the followof giving CBS the cohnmei'Cial green ing day for the Columbia-Rutgers I
lit;ht now that the public apparently
football
game.
WPTZ (PhilCo,'
prefers colored picture^, to the blaek- Philadelphia; also .sent a truck to
and-white it has, ,.soeni They raise the plant to pick up the tubes.
St.
Louis Post-Dispatch station,
(Continued on page 60)
KSD, with its tele station still under
construction, flew its own plane to
Camden to pick up an l.O. camera,
Sets 3
Shows,
as well as other field pickup •.geaf-i*
1
2
Capt. William Eddy, manager of
Three new shows have been lined
(Balaban & Katz, Chicago),
CiP, by ABC television, two for transalso flew his own plane to Camdeh
mission over its Philadelphia outlet, to* get his, eqaipment;
WPTZ (Philco),, and the third 'for
(GE, Schenectady).
First in a new series of shows
magico Russell Swann
over WNBT- (NBC, N. Y.) hits the
air next Sunday (13) night at 8:30
p.m. 'Titled "Magic in the Air," the
20-minute program will be carried
on a sustaining basis.
Swann is an old hand at television, having appeared on several
NBC video shows before the war.
NBC tele producers are currently
trying to decide whether Swann's
feature act, in which he ostensibly
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Biggest Telespender

As

Ford Motors, continuing

to.

hold

.

a.s the heaviest spender
has sighed to
to date,
the first two home games of
the. Brooklyn- Dodgers pro football
(CBS, N. Y.).
team over

its

in

own

televisioii

,

spon.so.r

WCBW

Gaines iiiclude: th.e Dodgers-Chicaqp
Rockets tilt this Friday (11) ni^ht,
and the Dodgers-Miami -..Sc.ahawks
game on, Oct. 25. 'J. Walter Thomp-,
son is the agency.
As the top advertiser in tele, Ford
money on
ha.s concontrotcd all iCs

remote -pickups of sports and

special,

WCBW

„

'

,,

'

;

.

'

,

ABG

on

New
WPTZ,

WRGB

addition to, ,the.- t,vyo
Dodger games, the company now
bankrolls pickups of,, all events from
Madison .Sq. Garden, with the excoptibn of fights staged by Mike
Jacobs, over WCBW, as well a.s all
The two Philly show..; each, 15
home games of the Columbia Uni-,
n-iinuies, will tee off Friday
(11),
versity football team over the same
Comparty also sponsors all' replacing "Stop the Clock" in the
stations.
8:30 pjn. slot; "Woman's Angle
8
to
games played in H. Y. by the Ailin
Sports"
is,
to
feature
Alice
MarAmerican Football Conference over
(DuMont, N. Y.), and all ble, iji the first half of the show,
home with Vera Massey, radio actor, takUniversity
Northwestern
tBalaban & ing-over the second half with motigames Over
events.

.

In

.

WBKB

,

WRGB

.

WABD

,

'

,

•

WBKB

plog.s-,and songs, Schenectady show
Connie Desmond will handle play- is an audience participationer, titled
by-play on the first game, with no "Don't You Know Me?," slated to
announcer .set yet for the second. begin next Wednesday (16).
All three .shows will be directed
They'll be covered by CBS' hewlyRCA Image Orthicon by. Bobbie Henry. ABC production
•delivered
chief Harvey Marlowe is producer.
cameras.

KatZr Chicago).

'

Goodyear's Navy

Fillin

With Army playing Michigan at
Anrt Arbor this Saturday (12), WNBT'
(NBC, N.Y.) is slated to televise the

Navy-Duke

football'
BaltimorCi Events will

by

Goodyear,

telecasts of

game

from

be sponssored

which bankrolls

all

Army home games and

other games selected on the three
Saturdays during the season when
Army plays out of town.
-

,

Game, marks the

ever,

first telecast

done frorh Baltimore. Images

'^vlll

be transmitted to N.Y, via the Bell
.Sy.stem's coaxial cable.
'

>

.
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THIS

IS

Willock,

Jforma Jean Nilsson, Irene Ryan,
Freddy Martin Orch; announcer,
Del Sharbutt
Marvin Fisher, Dick McKniglit

Ann Todd,

Producer; liSrry Bcrns

PROCTER & GAMBLE

Director: Sterling: Tracy

WABC-CBS,

Wednesday,

,30 Mins.;

N. y.
(Pedler & Ryan)
Radio adaotations of lop' filiris
with s-lar. picture personnel in the
lead roles has by 'now reached the
paint of standardization whjch virand
tually guarantees smooth scripts
the
top characterizations. It's, only
surrounding gimmicks t.ha.t^ distinguish the many Hollywood dramats.
"This is Hollywood,", which is de^
itmilled by Hedda Hopper, on
preem (0) attempted the ditficull
psychological
of translating the

8 p,m.

CAMPBELL SOUP
WABC-CBS,

N. Y.

(Word Wheeloek)

comedy

Situation

at its radio best,

the Jack Carson Show has steadily
developed over the past three years
into a top program, for which no
small credit is due Ward Wheelock.
Agency has kept show's identiflcation high-level by smartly sticking
to same cast names it has had in the
,

past, while maintaining consistent
script and production averages.

.showbiz characters who,
several seasons ago, said Carson
would never' malce it, this 1946

To

tlie

,

preemer must liave been the knockout blow. Not that .it was the best
'

comedy show ever, but
was solid entertainment,

just that

it

the neighborhood
goat, being picked this time as a
reluctant candidate for an obscure
political office through the machina,
tions of Irene Ryan, playing a ZaSu

Carson

is

still

,

9,

1946

"DUFFY'S TAVERN"

With Jim and Marian Jordan, Bill With Ted Collins, Per* KcUon, Har- With Ed Gardner, Sandra Gould
Eddie Green, Carmen Miranda
vey Stone; Jaek Miller and orch;
Thompson, Arthur Q. Bryan, Gale
Charles Cantor, Marv
Four Chicks and Chuck; Joe
(guest),
Gordon, Bea B e n a d a r e t The
Tobin, Tom Hudson^ Fred Barron,
Meade, Matty Malneck's orch, John
Kinjr's Men; announcer, Harlow
announcers
Brown, Dave Hosslnger, Jimmy
Wilcox; musiCi Billy Mills
Adelwriters: Robert Arthur, Jerry
Walllngton (announcer).
Writers: Don Qninn, Phil Leslie
Lec,
Charles
Henley,
Arthur
director:
inan,
Producer
Tony Stanford
Producer: Frank PittmaU
(John Morris for NBC).
Burt Stiller
30 Mlns., Tues., 9:30 p-m*
Producer-Director: Collins
Writers: Vln Bogert. Sid Dortman,
.JOHNSON WAX
Larry Gelbart, Al Johanscn, Eiroy
30 Mlns.i Sun,, G:30 p;m.
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

'

,

,

(Needhflm, Louis & iSrorbi/*:
Wistful Vista has opened No. 79
again. And there was something new
this year when Fibber McGee &

Molly came back to NBC last Tuesday nightr (1). Not once during the
half-hour did McGee's clo.set rattle.
Except for this omission, everylhing
was the same; The traveler return^
ing from Mars, judging our .civil.iza-,
ion by' the McGees, could be sure
job
radio
not one of the fauna, not a
that
for
Veil'^
drama "The Seventh
leaf of the flora was disturbed duradaptation with the aid of two topand ing his absence.
nbtch tilmsters, Ray Milland
McGee could be laughed at, just
her air
Ann Todd, latter making performas he always could, and the Mrs.
DesDite excellent
ffph .t
"
psy- wa
still
the same old knowing,
the .vj^
}fr oJ;f^rfail,Pd
grasp
srasp uu.
ances.-. script failed to
and understanding and .mildly chiding
chological aspects of the story,
became character. So', were all the others,
consequently yarn as told,
physician to the
cynical
the
from
translaair
little more than, a good
m us mayor of the town. It was all hacktion that maintained interest
an excellent neyed. It was all amusing. There
telling. Miss Todd gave
Milland
account of herself, as did
However, with superimposing ot
Miss Hopper, even if the serious
implications of; tne
p.-jyciiological

Pitts^lilce librarian.' Comic's travails
ai'e interrupted at the halfway mark

KATE SMITH SHOW

FIBBER MoGEE A MOLLY

HOLLYWOOD

Ilcdda
With Kay Milland,
Hopper, Gerald Mohr, Gftvln Muir,
Ramsay HIU, Betty Fairfax
Producer: Frank Woodruft
Writer: Bin Hampton
30 Mlns., Sun., 10:15 p.m.

Writers:

.

Wednesday, Octolier
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JfACK CARSON SHOW
With Arthur Treacher, Dave

t

wasn't a sock in the 30 minutes. But
since the pair and their retinue are
old friends; there was no temptation
to silence them. Taken by themselves, the McGees have a "•ure place.
Judged from the viewpoiiit of ratheir
pace,
never-changing
dio's
mellowness only strengthens the
already firrti reflection anent the

GENERAL FOODS

WABC-CBS,
(Foole.

Cone &

•
'

Schwartz.

N. Y.

30 Mlns., Wed., 9 p.m.

BRISTOL-MYERS.

Bcldirtfiil

,V(EAF-NBC, N. Y.
Pert Kelton went on the air Sun(Young & Rubicom)
day night (6) over CBS with some
She
wisecracks.
Ed Gardner and "Duffy's Tavei'n"
But atomic energy
was funny.
are back in radio for anothei' season,
sourmalces .some people feel like
in
a different spot, and while
though
and
themselves,
of
in
spite
pusSes
Miss Kelton laughed about atomic there's no doubt that the malaprop
energy— which is like laughing at Archie, played by Gardner, will
the bid lady who fell on her bu.stle
Then garner a neat share of listeners,
crossing the street.
wliile
tliere was Harvey Stone— as a lik- thfe was no doubt, also, that this
able, nimble-tongued a comic as the comedy show too frequently missed
war has produced out ot the ranks
tire at the' debut. The opening airer
When
of what used to be called GIs;
he was still in uniform. Stone was of^ the- new series, which has, moved
very, very good. This trip, his ma- into the' ex-Eddie Cantor spot for
He still
terial lacked and lagged.
Wednesday nights on
has that sense of timing, that feel- Bristol-Myers
But he needed, a NBC. had some laughs in Archie's
ing for pace.
script, and' what he had was some telephonic conversation with Dufty,
gags about shortages in housing, his boss, ''the little man who wasnt
Then there was there," and in the mangling of the
meat, auto.s, etc.
King's English with Finnegan (CharKate Smith.
Ted Collins and Miss Smith took lie Cantor), Miss Dufty (Sandra
the trouble to remind the audience Gould), arid Eddie the waiter (EdBut it certainly was a
that this is Miss Smith's 16th year die Green),
on the air. Well, she can still sing—, lot of talk to take for, a half-hour,
even if a jive version of "Tlie Moon particularly when the comedy was as
Gomes Over the Mountain" seemed far-spaced as it was on the opening
somehow to fit her like a bow-tie on show,
Carmen Miranda was a guest on
a tragedian playing Hamlet; even if
"They Say It's Wonderful'' was so the initialer, and the script dwelt
coy and sclimaltzy that it overflowed. largely on the too-obvious buildup
But best of all, Miss Smith showed to her final emergence, which was
Her
herself as sincere in the commer- much too late in the layout.
There she was sock. Those warbling of "South America, Take
cials.

.smartly-tailored

.

have
story £ame off, effect would
Miss
been nullified with her chatter.
Hopper seemed intent upon plugging
herself at the expense ot the atmosSuch
create.
phere program tried to
two well-worn groove.
the
with
meeting
lines as her
The King's Men were good
one ot
his importance, receives a call from British princesse.?, reminded
bar "Doin' What Comes Naturally," and
President Truman, and answers, a loud conversationalist at a
.by Billy Mills' orch did "I Got the Sun
"Chop.stieks? Oh, that's in the key who tries to draw attention
the Morning" with sulf icient
biggies. in
of C," and then asides, "I wish Harry spoutin.g about brushes with
show vervie. Jim Jordan helped Harlow
wouldn't try thoke tough .riumbers," This tvbe gab can get hv when
plug, but Wilthe Johnson
Show still uses Norma Jean, Nilsson is presenting a light comed.v. but oh
came through himself as the
cox
for the neighborhood moppet who's with dramas like "Veil" it's entirely
plugs weren't "integrated'' in the It Away" lost practically the value
Cafs.
able salesman he is,
Carson out of place.
just too sweet for words.
sense that the star sneaks them up it mi.ght have had if she had sung it
aren
t
commercials
does a duet with the little gal on
Camay soap
.on the listeners, wrapped in sly straight, but the script had the other
ROY ROGERS SHOW
'Give, Me the Simple Life." Comic too intrusive and are capably handenizens of the "Tavern" chorusing
Gabby Hayes, Dale Ev»ns, allusion to some situation on the at
inopportune moments in what was
has an easy, relaxed vocal style that dled by announcer Bernard Dudley. With
Sons of the Pioneers, Pat Buttt^m, show. Oh no! They were straight brutal treatment of a hit song.
Jose.
gets across with sock effect.
commercials delivered with the ardor
Washburn Orch,
Country
prodMatty Malneck's music, as always,
believing
in
the
salesman
of
a
Campbell commercials, as spooned
writer: Jack Qninn and staff
advantageously dominant, and
was
uct.
by Del Sharbutt. -are replete "with ECHOES OF NE,W YORK
.
Simmons
i
Producer: Ed
For these doings. Jack Miller's Jimmy Wallihgton handled the comsuperlatives but innocuous all the WiUi Jane Pickens, Al Gallodore, :iO Mlns., Saturday, 9 p.m.
orch provided the music, the Four mercials neatly on Ipana and Trusame.
Mid-commercial is slotted
JoSef Bonlme Orch, Edisoncers MILES LABORATORIES.
But, generally, the opener
Chicks and Chuck helped, and it shay.
In
well into the situation script.
Mason Adain& Jeffrey Ryan, James WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
took one announcer plus two voices was enough to lend a couple of
closing, Carson gave a plug to the
Van Dyke, Charles Herbert Mar(Wade)
from left field to help Miss Smith muscles to Frank Sinatra, tlie op-other, half of Campbeirs...Milwaukee
tin; emcee John Reed King; anHelping to spread word ot the sell Postum.
Knitn.
Car.i.
position CBS tenant,
parlav, Hildegarde.
Toinm.
nouncer Georgrc Hicks.
benefits of Alka-Seltzer and One-aJoe
Knight,
Adams
A.-*
Writers: Ruth
^- m.
* »
A AT
A T T'-T
A A A- W
A' A A A A-'A A' A 'A '^-J
Day Vitamins among the yokelry,
TTT
T T T .T V WWW^^^ A T
W W^ WW.W: T
Bates Smith
Roy Rogers and his supporting cast PAAA'i*
"INFORMATION PLEASE"
is
Director: John Wilkinson
.series
Pictures'
from Republic
With CUtton Fadiman, Franklin P. Producer: Dorothy McCann
»
taking over for the National Barn
Adams, John Kleran, Oscar Le- SO Mins., Tuesday, 9 p.m.
^
Dance. Program is pretty much a
vant, Fred Allen; Don Baker, an- CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO.
repeat of stock filler from the nlm * ** ** **** r»4r-»-»»»'»-«-»-<
nouncer.
WJZ, N. Y.
which every story is
in
series,
Producer: Dan Golenpaiil
(iWcCa'rm-Erickson).
later for eacli program on a participadded by the comedies oi Gabby "FRIDAY QUARTERBACK"
30 Mlns.: Wed., 10:30 p.m.
just
has
The fact that this program
Hayes and the singing of Rogers and With Lou Little, Bob Stanton) Ar- pating basis. More important, howPARKER PEN
.enterradio
of
about every form
thui: Daley
ever, the show marked the first time
WABC-CBS, N. ¥.
halt Dale, Evans.
a
into
-accordioned
tainment
that the fa.shion industry, which can
Citizens of the hinterlands arc Producer: Ed Sobol
(J. WoUer Thompson)
hour might mitigate agamst its suc- notoriously passionate fans of cow- 15 Mins.; Friday, 8 p.m.
benefit to a great extent with tele
"Information Please," panting a cess under ordinary circumstances, boy stars in genera! and. because UNITED STATES RUBBER
adverti.sing since its products can be
little heavily with its years, was off but "Echoes of New York" shapes
seen, plugged fashions the way they
of
his exploitation, Rogers in par- WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
on a new network, with a new spon- up as network-sCale divertissem.ent, ticular. And they pay the great conn(CampbcU-Eioald)
should be plugged on the telescreen.
sor, last Wednesday (2) night.
All although piped only to the New pliment of imitation,' which should
This will probably be a good show
With television still at loggerheads
the old familiar voices were present: "york locale.
^ was bode well for sale of the Miles prod- after the bumps are ironed out, but over the color controversy, it may be
Clifton Fadiman, the emcee; John
Emphasis in the Opening shot
ucts. If this isn't enough, the pro- as it stands there are entirely too sacrilege to bring the mention ot
Jane
stars
Kieran and Franklin P. Adams, the on music. With guest
gram itself is solid fare throughout, many inexcusable fluffs for it to pass color into a review of a black-andregulars; Oscar Levant back after Pickens and sax man Al Gallidore.
and could probably please urbanites as a professional job. Sloppy pro- white show. If ever a program illusa two-year hiatus, as a guest, and Following the hurdy-gurdy Opening
if they were to listen.
duction, most- unlike producer Ed trated a need tor color, however,
Fred Allen, another old favorite, as and institutional plug George Hides
Cowboy star opened show with Sobol's past efforts, was largely re- this was it. Dresses and fur coats
additional guest. Show should have introed Miss Pickens for her hrst
There's a New Moon Over My sponsible for preem program woes. were modeled by John Robert Powbeen a mellow breeze-r-not the number, "They Say It's Wonderful.
Shoulder," after which he introed
Lou Little, whose voice is no bar- ers mannequins during the last 10
wheeze that it was.
Gal sounds like a good bet for radio Dale Evans, whose singing chores gain at best, was having trouble minutes
of the show in a well-enThe questions weren't too bright if she changes her phrasing to suit in the pix are held to a minimum. with his lines and it hurt to watch acted scene, with an ample descripAs it stands, entire She did nicely with "On tlie Alamo." him try to get some ot them out. He
or interesting. They followed an old the medium.
tion by emcee Peggy Allenby. With
Emcee
slow.
pattern,
questions
about
names, presentation is too
Heavv emphasis is laid on funny- opened with an intro of the program women's fashions
as'
depending
junket
quick
takes
a
King
John
Reed
gifts, racing terms, poetry, etc. Fadiman Gabby Hayes, who trades on a and its general format, then Bob much on color as anything else,
rhan sounded a little labored as the into the audience to quiz a few on mangy beard and a missing upper Stanton, NBC sport chief, moved in
modeling
•
emcee, and his voice, too, seemed exactly what makes a New Yorker. plate. • Hayes holds to the cowpoke for some two-way banter. After the however, what can fashion
mean without it?
muddled and indistinct at times. Nobody seemed to know for sure.
traditions of mistrust of women and standard
opening
phrases,
Little
Program-wise, the show was onl/
Impish Levant, for the first quarterSecond guester, Gallidore, was in- hatred of sheepherders. Latter part went to a blackboard to explain the
hour an.yway, appeared subdued, troduced as the greatest saxophonist was filled by Pat Buttram. Sons of difference between the regular "T" fair. Format follows the Powers
while Allen was in only occasionally alive, which might cause comment the pioneers fill in pleasantly with formation as used by most teams, "Charm School of the Air" theme,
with a brief wisecrack. Kieran and from Coleman Hawkins or Johnny vvaddy tunes, while Country Wash- and his own ^Wing T" which has- a with the cast demonstrating differtootled
Gallidore
ent
shortcuts to good grooming for
Adams tried valiantly, but evidently Hodges fans.
burn's orch cuts an okay show.
back wide behind the line. Informal
hadn't gotten into the swing of "Oodles o' Noodles" in the Bechet
Program has good pace and direc- lecture would have been much the women. First half of the show,
things yet.
manner on ,a soprano horn, then tion, although plugs are a little heavy clearer had it nat been for Stanton's though, consisted of trite talk among
gymnastics in
some
Miss
for
Allenby, a young gal who's
down
.slowed
beproducts
The
whole
with
both
repeated
interruptions.
business
sounded
on the ears,
Martin,
stuffy and dull, bogged down badly virtuosity. Charles Herbert
ing pushed erually. The only thing
First of a series of guests, Arthur trying to be a model (Pat Hosley)
experi
a
gym instructor (Walter
Tomm.
right from the start. Matters got a an old actor told ot his
Daley, was brought in for the show's and
when missing is Trigger,
Of the three. Miss Hosbit better in the second half of the ences in New York of the '80s
final phase, prediction of the fol- Herlihy).
turned the lights on NEW YORK PHILHASMOJfIC
flrst
stanza, as the pundits got more into they
lowing day's scores. With Stanton ley's the only one who looked as
the feel of things, with flashes of Broadway. Drama illustrating great
SYMPHONY
acting as mediator, Daley and Little though she knew she was- supposed
unnecesWith Artur Rodzinski, Dr. Harvey made their guesses, which were to act. Exercises demonstrated in
the real Levant coming through atid event was overdrawn and
the
gym lent a novel touch, but the
Allen throwing the weight of his sarily long.
Fletcher, Herbert E. Smith; Stew- marked on a blackboard for future
Miss Pickens reprised nicely with
wit around a bit. But the whole proreference. Listeners were asked to show never got going until tlie acart Metz, announcer
ceedings soundetl tired, not up to "Summertime," assisted by Edison Producer: James H. Fassett
send in their own predictions, and tual fashion modeling began.
Producer-director 'Harvey Marscratch. Evidently sponsors and pun- employee chorus, and then final inr Supervisor: Richard E. Hackenger
an obyious bid was made tor a mail
lowe, though missing out on his.
count on the audience.
dits are taking program a little too stitutional nlug came in form of a Writer: Ben Hyams
Stanton's introduction in the show direction, did welt with the cameras
much for granted, and ought to get lesson from George Hicks on the 90 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m.
time U. S. RUBBER CO. was preceded by, films of last yearns and also with establishins the basic
off their encyclopedias to brighten working of the astronomical
switches which turn street lights oh WABC-CBS, N. Y.
top games, \y:ith comment from the techniQue of video modeling. Show
Brot!.
things up.
ToDim.
and off.
(Campbell-EtoaldV
web sports ed which should have was highlighted by Bob Bright's
--»•>»» «
»
t
Sunday afternoon New York Phil- been either rehearsed or left out three sets. Last one was especially
harmonic Symphony concerts— only entirely. Result was that Stanton good, with the models stepping out
whole, put the show down to a very sponsored major symphonic, series had the wrong team with the ball, of a montage grouping of the top
SMnow on the air continue, prestige- talked at the wrong time, and finally fashion mags.
slow opening.
wise, to lead radio's longhair enter- Little came in prematurely tor his
'•-»^+-»-*-f-»-*»-f-»-;~*-4-*-»
Mutnal's "it's up to Youth"; show, tainment. The country's oldest as second stanza. In future programs,
James Melton took over the for- which started modestly on two sta- well as one of its leading ensenibles this film will be replaced by picmer Raymond Massey spot as the tions (WOR, 'WIP) in Augu.st, has brings the world's soloists and the. tures of the preceding week's games,
Tele Followup
"Harvest of Stars" emcee on NBC now grown to full net statiue, music library's finest scores to the
Entire direction and production
last Sunday, and did a good job o# preeming over the entire web last ears of the hemisphere. The pro- will have to.be picked up.
guiding the stanza's musical sec- Wednesday (2).' In the interim, the grams are high-grade, unvarying, reToxini.
After two postponements due to
tions which is by far the biggest show seems to have ironed out some liable and satisfying.
part of the program.
engineering difficulties in getting
As the star of the earlier bugs, The problem
Program which teed off Sunday
singer, he was somewhat less than dramatized on last week's -session
transmission lines working between
(6), fourth -season under U. S, Rub- ABC-POWERS' CHARM SCHOOL
exciting, his opener from "Okla- about
a high school gal who's ber sponsorship, was up to snuff With Peggy AllcnUy, Pat Hosley, N. Y. and West Point, NBC television
Waiter Herlihy, John Robert Pow- finally got into the Army football
homa!" being on the pedestrian side, ashamed of tiie poverty in her home on all counts. It had tlie reliables
ers, others
scheaule- with
and his rendition of "I'll Taice You and a bit afraid her parents won't in a Brahms symphony (the Second)
the Army-GorueU
"
Home Again, Kathleen" being oC the be "accepted" by her friends was and Bach toccata and fugue (in C Producer-director: Harvey Marlowe game last Saturday (5),
same colorless quality. He was bet- handled moderately yet .for major major), and a new work in William Sets: Bob Bright
Video-'wise, the telecast was almost
;" '
ter in dueling "O Soave Fanciulla" impact.'
100% better than WNBTs first fool.Schuman's' "Undertow." The inter- 30 Mlns.; Thurs., .8 p.m,
with his guest, coloratura Winifred
Best of all were the youngsters, esting intermission talks on scien- TEENIOR, JUNIOR FIRSTS, JOHN ball coverage of the season vi^ith tlie
Smith, and the chorus and Lyn Mur- two boys and two girls, all ranging tific subjects were continued witli a
WILHELM FURS
Giants-Green Bay Packers pro_fiame
ray (latter batoning for ailing Har- in age from 14 to 16. They sounded chat by Dr. Harvey Fletcher on the WABD-ABC, N. Y.
several weeks ago. Producer Btirke
low Barlow who's ready to come sure but not oversmart, quick but human ear and how. modern science
(Chernow)
Crotty had his camera technique
.
back in a week or so) helped Mel- not super-sophisticated, intere'sted in comes to its rescue when hearing
As' with- most new television down to a "T" that was ju.st as .su<-ton give Grofe's "Daybreak" more the problem at hand but not as if it is afiected.
There were tlve brief shows,
the
ABC-Powers Charm cessful as the Army's T-formation.
solid quality.
The "dramatic skit" bore -the gravity of an atomic bomb. news bulletin highlights at the clo.se. School chalked up ^several firsts for Image Orthloon cameras with their
«n ihe show, ostensibly the story ot Triangle publications, sponsoring this And the simple, effacing commer- the industry. It was the first time turret lenses even brought in close"Silver, Dollar" Horace Tabor, was show for Seventeen mag, seems to cials, highly effective because of the ttiat an ad agency has taken over a ups of the player-s' faces and tlie benot very dramatic, the capsule be- have a good buy, aimed of course at good taste shown in their handling complete 13-week scries of shows, Iweon-halves swing aroi'nd the West
inp cnmni'psspri tichtlv.
On the the teon trade.
_
'Broil..
(Continued on page 62)
with its various clients cominc in
by Freddy Martin's orch in 'Tive
Minutes More."Payoff gag of the show came in the
second stanza, when Carson, while
trying to impress a politician with
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WeclneB«lay,

^rn AMEN SHOWMinerva
.

SSth

P«r«»nd Ho«»,

Plou»,

guests, DeMarco
flwell Thoipas,
Goodman orch.
Sisters, Al
Fred Alien
J-HuVer: Howard Riley
« wins sin., 8:30 p.m.
>ivit»r'

ItandaR" brands

^'eaf-nbc, n. y
TdowpsorO
(J. Walter
big league comics to
Last of the
the new broadcasting
•turn lor
Allen on Sunday (6)
Fred
season,
version of
his' '^6-'V^
unwrapped
Alley"
"Allen's

and

capsule

his

contemporary
the
reliable Allen can

of

kickaround

The usually

scene.

ground; he can spread

cover a lot of

mustard plaster to embrace
Kenny, Carmen Lombardo and
Chuck, and inFofc Chicks ?ind a
enough left over for
variably have
dash of
once' ovei' lightly (with a
out the

Nick

a

Americana

encompass

to

vitriol)

Absurdtim. That's why a large segpubhc welment of the listening
comes him back seasonally in exfresh, pungent
pectation of some

humor.
For that very reason Allen on his
premiere was a disappointment. For
so, Allen
the first 20 minutes or
might just as well have been doing
show. Most of
a guest shot on the
"Senator
gang's back
ihe Alley
adult

—

Delmar); Titus
Moody (Parker Fennelly) and Mrs.
(Minerva Pious), with
Nlissbaum
one new tenant, Peter Donald, who's
doubling from his "Can You Top
This?" dialectics to do an Irish bit

(Kenny

Claghofn"

replacement for Falstaff. There's
been.some reshuffling in the Alley
this season, with the now standard
Claghorn routine spotted for the
windup. and Donald's triple-brogued
"opener."
Cassidy" as the
"Mr.
probably nothing wrong
There's
with the Cassidy contrib that some
good material won't cure.;
But the overall effect of the Alley
routine was to suggest that it's now
worn prgtty thin; that another 39week cycle might be milking a good
thing too dry; and that perhaps it's
time for Allen to grAb hold of someas

,

thing nevif.

The idea

building

of

around Lowell

script

—

the

initial

Thomas and

Thomas as a
V. Kaltenborn
newscaster,
and Kaltenborn a.s a
naive .commentator getting his first
intro; to
comedy programming^
wasn't as funny as it might have
shaped up on paper. It was uninspiring at best and actually slowed
down the show's pace. 'They revived themw^lves into a couple of
H.

bringing on the varishow segments, with both

interldcuters
ous

Allen

of their element.
Allen got in his real innings in
closing minutes with his biographical, VMayo
Pasteur Allen"
surgery room dramatization. For a
few minutes he wa.s in the groove.
out

the

-

Rose.

'

RADIO REVIEWS

THB CAMPBELL ROOM

_,

Donald,

Peter
«" V-

Fennelly,

*S?rker
Kenny

.

IVIth Hildecarde, Dixie Walker, Bert

Lahr,

Tailulah Bankhead, Paul
Barron Orch; Ernest Chappell, an-

nouncer
Producer: Anna Sosenko
Director: Herb Moss
Writer: Will Glickman
.^0 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.

CAMPBELL SOUP
WABC-CBS, n.
tWard

"A

DAY

DAY"

IN

THE LIFE OF DENNIS JOAN DAVIS SHOW

53

POT O'GOLD

Wally Brown, Verna With Harry Salter orch; Happy
Felton, Sharon Douslas, Pat McFelton, emcee; Vera Holly, Jim*Geehan, others; Delta Rhythm
my Carroll; Bob Shepard, Ly'a
Boys; Jack Meakin's Orch.; anSterling, announcers
announcers.
nouncer, Frank BIngman
Paul
Writer - Producer - Director:
Writers: Frank Galen, Russell Beees, Writers: Joe Quillan, Bob O'Briekiy
Dudley
Arthur AHsbere, Frank Fox, Bill
Nat Linden, Si Wills
30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m.
Davenport,
Producer; Dick Mack
LEWIS-HOWE CO.
Producer: Frank O'Connor.
Director: Walter Bunker
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

With Dennis Day, Sharon Douclati,
Ben Bernader'et, Charles Dant
orch., Verne Smith, Frank Barton,

With

Si Wills,

,

CO.

y.

30 Mins.. Thurs,, 7:30 p.m.

Here's a new sponsor and network WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
(Ted Bntcs)
but the same reliable Hildegarde.
Here's one that a reviewer, in all
Gay, effervescent, she .still—hands
out songs in her distinctive, warm- fairness, should ?it out-^at least until
ing manner, selects a supefxor class the second broadcast,
and until
of guest star who gives eagerly, Dennis Day can be judged more acamusingly, and wraps it all Up curately as a comedian on his own.
smoothly for a high-grade half-hour If last week's preem of "A Day In
the
Life
of
Dennis
Day"
added up,
variety
of
entertainment,
This time it's Campbell Soups for the most part, to a good comedy
Hildegarde is chanting for, and Sun- routine, "credit it more to. the fact
that Jack
lend-leased himself
day's
(6)
opening program naust to 'ColgateBenny
for a one-shot to help
have been good listening for the Day
launch his new program. For'
sales force as well as the general
the sake of accurate reporting, this
radio audience. Aside from the oc- vvas more
of an elaboration of the
casional cute-cute note that creeps
Benny-Day Sunday night: routine,
into Hildegarde's emceeing, the prowith even Don Wilson thrown in for
grain, jsjtrictly top-brackets. Sun- an assist.
The chances were better
day she sang in excellent voice, in than .even that itcouldn't miss.
her usual smart style, and sang
But without the iBenriy hypo, a
plentifully.
There were "Live and week-in-week-out half-hour of Day
Laugh At It All," "To Each His is still a moot point. That his writers
Own," "Sun in the Mornin'," "April on the initial show succeeded in
Showers," •There's No Business Like capturing the .right tenripo' to match
Show Business," and of course the Day's eomedic; pattern,,
augurs Weill
signature sign-oft, 'Darling, Je Vous for the show's: future. As such,
Aime B?aucoup." A nicely-balanced bids fair to branch out more, Day
sucselection.
cessfully that Phil. Harris, another
For the usual variety of guests alumnus of the LS/MFT semester
that "wander" into Hildegarde's sup-r who's doubling this, season into his
per-club room, there were Dixie own commercial airer.
"Walker, Bert Lahr and Talluliih / Day's format will be a situation
Bankhead. Hildegarde's quips with comedy— with songs.
The vocals
Walker were amusing, and 'Walker's were there on the opening stanza
interchange with Lahr hilarious. (and up to theaisual high Day standMiss Bankhead
no one for even ard), but as a situation comedy the
a Hildegarde to fence with^got off show starts from scratch on the
some neat digs in her drawling way, second broadcast. Whether Day can
and then tangled with Lahr. The hurdle it—-minus Benny
still re:

'

^

.

LEVER BROS. (SWAN)
WABC-CBS,

N. Y.

up
and
\7)

im-

pression. Quite in disregard of the
ballyhoo about her being "Queen of
Comedy," the fact is that as heard
ing. If her stable of writers doesn't
let her down, she'll be up there in
the high Hoopers before the season's
over.
she was fa.st, funny and entertainMuch of the dark talk about Miss
Davis stems from the well-authenticated reports that the Lever Bros,
think she's too expensive a package
and would like to drop her. .That's'
strictly
the bankroUer's businesss.
But .showmanwise. Miss Davis is as
good as anything on the air— no,
.

that's not much of
year; she's really

most.

The

it.

^Young & Rubicom)
Joan Davis had been given
by % number of listeners, expert
otherwise.. But on show caught
she left a more than favorable

a compliment this
much better than

''./.
.

.

(Roc)ie, Williams & Cleary)
"Pot o'Gold's" back and ABC's got

25 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m.

COLGATE.

Wliecloc/c)

,

',

.

On the show under current analyshe turned in a floqk of laughs
that were really de.served. Her supsis,

.giveaway

controversial

show

that's based purely on chance
(it they call your
home on the
phone, and you answer, you get
$1,000), has returned under the same
,

commercial auspices as of yore—
Tums. It was NBC's baby the last
time it was riding the networks several years back with Horace Heidfs
orchestra as the entertainment sop),.
;md when the FCC started giving it
the critical eye Niles Trammel! &
Co. considered it the better part of
Wisdoni to let "Pot" do a scfamer.oo.
This time it was strictly a toss

:

.

'

'

up between ABC and Mutual Hhe
only two webs that would take it),
with the former getting the nod. As
a
concession to Tums, it\s been
,

pre-Crosby Wednesday
debuting last week (2X

slotted in the

night

slp't,

Now

it's

...

got a revised entertain-,
of an expanded variety

ment format

with

pattern,

Happy

doing

Felton

the emcee-comedy chores; Harry
Salter batoning the orch, and vo.

calists Vera Holly and Jimmy Carporters—* Si Wills; Wally Brown, roll also spotlighted.
Without that $1,000 come-on, the
Verna FeJtoh, Sharon DoUglaSi and
Pat McGeehan
came through on show isn't Calculated .to upset the
their own and at the same time natioh;s listening habit, (unfortu'

^

played like a team. A crack here
or there was on the adult side-^
like the one about "Miss Weather-

nately, or fortunately,- according to
one's, personal reaction to the "Pot"
against

perfume smelling "like a
morning in Duffy's Tavern'! rather

stiff

by's"

gimmick,

it's bucking Up
the
Wed. 9:30 opposition of. the
Dinah Shore show oh CBS and "Mr.
District Attorney" on NSC).

;

than like - a night in

Madame Du

.

'

Evaluation of "Pot" as a sheer
Barry's boudoir.
But the delivery
was good, and if a blue nose could game of chance still rrierits a viewto be seen.
Rose.
take offense that's just too bading-with-alarm, for it's hatdly. the
for the bluenose.
type of programming that will elehighly entertaining skit ribbing the
The Delta Rhythm Boys came vate the standards or professional
'N' ANDY
English, Miss Bankhead let Walker
through with a sock interlude, and ethics of radio. The NBG-GBS "no
off ea-sy* although this, too, made With Freeman Gosden, Charles Cor
Jack Meakin's orch did well by itself dice edict" on the show (accented
for some good fun. Hildegarde float
rcll, Lou Lubin, .lim
Basquctte,
ed airily by them all and the fun
Hattie McDaniel, Ernestine Wade, The. commercials were businesslike anew last week when CBS rejected
and
to the point. A good .show all the a
thousand-buck
giveaway
idea
flew. It was good banter.
Delta Rhythm Boys; announcer,
Cors.
cooked up by Joan Davis), still rates
Sponsor kept the commercials
Carltod Kadell; mUsiC, Lnd GlUs- way around.
commendation^even though
the
down to two brief but succinct mes
kin
sag:es.. Paul
Baron and orchestra Writers: Bob Ross," John Medbury, SPARKLE TIME WITH MEREDITH two major webs have been winking
the other eye «t their multiple audiWILLSON
added some smart accompaniments,
Bob Fisher
.With Ben Gage, Annette Warren, ence participation shows. The way
and "The Campbell Room" was off Producer: Glenn Middleton
Vivian, (jlary Trio; Gage announc- some of them have been tossing the
on a rich journey.
Bran.
30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m.
answers into the participants' lap.?;
ing;
LEVER BROS. (RINSO)
making it pretty tough to distinguish
Proiluccr-director: Myron Dutton
WEAF-NBG,-. .N.: Y.:where skill ends and chance begins,
YOUR UNITED NATIONS
30 Mins.; Fri., 7:30 p.m.
(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
invites a "who's-kidding-whom" atDRY
With:
Leon Janney, Rorer De
CANADA
It's business as usual on the NBC
titude.
Rose.
Koven,
Horace
Braham, Dan net Tuesday nights since Amos 'n' WABC-CBS, N. Y.
(J. M. Maihes)
Ockoi Joe Bowland, Gene Leon- Andy returned to the air a week
ard,
Kermit Murdock, Donald ago (1). Very much as Usual. The
The Meredith Willsqn summer fill- STRADIVARI ORCHESTRA
'Buka, Art Carney, Adelaide Klein, two blackface minstrels of the air in variety show has blossomed into Alfredo Antonini, conductor; Nino
Ventura, Jean Carlton, John TillBryna Raeburn; Alexander Scour- have been around so long, and their a regular autumn airway tenant
man
by, narrator; .lack Costello, an- malapropisms, their minor troubles, with decision needing to be reserved,,
Producer: John T. Mitchell
nouncer
their constant trust in
humanity Following his summer format. Will- .30 Mins.; Sun., 2:30 p.m.
Producer-Director: Frank Fspp
matched against their own excur- son has his ace orchestra playing PRINCE. MATCHABELLI :
alterBen
Gage
neat
tunes,
some
Writer: Williann Hodapp
sions, into avarice
these things are
and WABC-CBS, N. Y.
as familiar to the listener as his own nating ably as baritone soloist
30 Mins;; Tues., 11:30 p.m.
(Morse International)
old hat. And reaction to the pair is announcer, a novelty act included
Sustaining
The Stradivari orchestra, with an
on the same level comfortable but for further variety, and an added expensive instrumentation consisting
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
stunt' in the introduction of a young,
unexciting.
entirely of Strads, is by now an esAs a warmup for the UN General
As usual, "Andy" was going to new talent each week. Willson wraps tablished landmark on the Sunday
Assembly meetings skedded for the take someone over. As usual, it was up this motley with his drawling
afternoon radio panel; Program has
end of October after a month's 'post-- he who was sucker. The same group monologue of quips and stories, as always dished out pleasant and reponement, NBC's University of the of characters were there as of old. he doubles as emcee and conductor.
Trouble is, the drawling style laxing light concert piece,s, and
Air, in cooperation with the UN's they tossed around the same load of
change of conductorship from Paul
information department, is present- gab, voicing and mild reference to doesn't suit the snappy musical Lavalle to Alfredo Antonini hasn't
tempo of other parts of the program,
ing this series of dramats on the men's foibles. Here and there, an old
that the half-hour' has a slow, changed the mood and atmosphere
work and progress of the world joke was brought up to date, bring- so
dawdling pace that is noticeable. of the .session.
peace-makers. It's a serious, intel- ing, in reference to OPA, shortages,
The lush and schmaltzy tone of
Willson's yarns are sometimes long
ligent and
interesting effort that etc. But one was reminded of a hack
and frequently disjointed and ram- the crew, coming from the all-string
should rate high on the list of novelist who rewrote his 1905 best bling,
so that the attention wandecs. setup, gives out with .such everdialers' "musts."
But, unfortunate- .seller, bv substituting an automobile
Program
as a whole strikes one as greens as "Blue Danube," "Caprice
ly, the dramats are slotted into an for a buggy, and replacing the playsomewhat nondescript, lacking point Vienois," "Surrender" and "Arkanextreme hour when most listeners er piano with a radio it was still a and punch.
sas Traveler" there's every rea.son
are either too tired or not in the good novel, undeniably old and
seems overanxious to get tor the average listener to stay
mood for this type of fare. Sunday dated, but just as undeniably ac- in Sponsor
his licks. Friday's (4) opener tuned to this .session.
afternoon would make an ideal ceptable to a new^ lot of readers. having two commercials in the first
Nino Ventura does the bulk of the
time.'
That's the situation of a show like six minutes, and five in all for the vocal work and is joined by Jean
Aside from the time, the net has this one. Amos 'n' Andy are part of half -hour. Orchestra .seemed to be Carlton in one number. Both voices
apparently (.inzippered its exchequer our radio folklore. But their lon- overdoing the theme song business a are in keeping with the atmosphere
for this series, bringing together a gevity and acceptance speak vol- bit. too.
created by the strings.
large, crackerjack cast and a highly umes about the absence of the venPrince
Matchabelli
perfumes,
Gage did a nice job Friday with
literate script. Material of this sort turesome, the fresh and the really "Sun in the Mornin' " and "To Each which has resumed .sponsorship of
generally resists dramatic treatment new in top radio.
His Own," and the orchestra did it- this show after a layoff, gets dignibut the preem stanza last Tuesday
The Delta Rhythm Boys did one self proud with a neat arrangement fied plugs by John 'Tillman. Jose.
U) neatly achieved its effect via a number, "Loui.se." which was niftily of "A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody."
counterpoint technique that shuttled integrated into the stanza's thin The Vivian Gary Trio, a novelty in- "ADVENTURES OF FRANK MERback- and forth between high po- story line, and they did it well. Lud strumental
RIWELL"
unit,
tinkled, through
liticking and concrete personal re- Gluskin's orch backed the thythmers "Where're You At?" ISIew talent .for With Lawson Zerbe, Jean Gillespie,
action.s.
but had little to do othcrwi.se, ex- the week wa.s Annette Warren,
Harold Studer, Al Hodge
First of three programs devoted cept for. helping the group with the pianist-Ringer, rendering, "I Don't Writers: Ruth & Gilbert Braun
to a review of the UN's brief his- Rin.so jingle.s. And Carlton Kadell
Know Enough About You" in a Producer-Director: Joseph F. Manstory, the session opened with a did his part of the plugging well.
field
bonniebakerish mite of a voice; But
charworld
reading
of
the
solemn
Cars.
this, listener is still, trying to :.tie .30 Mins.; Sat., 10 a.m.
ter's preamble and quickly traced
together remarks fey Willson' on WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
developments up to the current MAIN ST., HARTFORD
luxury and songs like
Ameiri.ca,
Fir-st segment of a two-hour block
.squabbling at the Paris Conference. With Roy Hanson
"Pretty Girl Is Like a- Melody," and of Saturday a.m. programs designed
Program evidenced a descending 15 Mins.; Mon^rSat., 12 noon;
Sam Ott, Soasa and Lor'd knows mainly for young listeners, these
line of hope as it contrasted the WDRC-HARTFORD
what el.se. They didn't add up.
Frank Merriwelt aSr .stories are'
Molotov,
optimistic
speeches
of
Broil.
Looking to hypo it? Siling curbbound to garner plenty of adult dialEden and Stettinius at the outset of stoner, "Main St.,. Hartford,"
ei's as ttiey draw up bucketful s of
the San Francisco Conference with hit upon a plan .;o.f using a mystery "INVITATION TO COLLEGE"
nostalgia from the well of days gone
warfare
atomic
morbid
fears
of
the;
past; Stories are based on Btirt L;
voice of the air in the midst of this 30 Mins.; Sundayi 4::<0 p.m.
Keynote of the broadcast interview show. At frequent periods, FOOD FAIR MARKETS
today;
Standish'.s 10c pulp classics which
was sounded in the recurring line: and- often at. the request of the in- KYW, Phlla.
were so widely read 20 and 30 years
"Where is the courage, the modesty, terviewee, an unidentified voice,
ij. M. Konii
ago but have a timeless appeal for
and the dispatch with which the usually identified, with someone in
.Show is' one packaged by Bruce' kids of all sizes and ages. Dramats ar^
peoples of the world were promised public limelighf. is; dubbed
into, Ellis Associates; New York, and has aptly .slotted; and if the series mainpeace and a crust of bread?" Pro- show. Interviewees wjyo gue.ss RO.s- a high potential for "public service" tains the excellent standard set by
gram frankly pointed up the cur- sessor of voice get a bUck. If they tieups. Contestants are students- of the preem program last Saturday
rent international, impasse, yet held fail to identify .';ame, award is. jack- high schools in Philly area. Winner <5). finding a sponsor shouldn't be
out prom.ise without falling into a potted
until
someone gives the of each series of broadcasts gets a, hard.
pollyanna tone.
four-year scholarship
Temple
Script for the show doesn't depart
proper answer.
to
Question remains for future profrom the traditional conceptions of
Since, inaaglli-ating' this combina- University.
grams whether the dramats will tion challenge arid jackpot twist,,
Quizmaster of the .show, i.s Alan the Frank Merriwell .image. He's
gloss over the fundamental issues station has noted a .terrific rnagnifi- Scott, Mutual new.scaster, whp was still a teetotaling, true-blue Yale
dividing the big powers or tackle cation of both its street and etheir well known in Philly as commenta- man "who never lails the team in a
them fully and fearle.ssly. Henii.
audienco.<!. Also noted is the change tor on WCAU. First local spot for clutch,
Stories have, an obvious
frame, but on the
in type of personalities who either Scott in mare than five year.s, he melodramatic
Camel cigs. placed at the 10 and 20- participate in or listen to .';how. lends sparkle to the proceedings, ooenirig stanza, lots of excitement
minute marks, were not too rasping Sh6w noW' interests persons of keeping quizzer moving with rapid- was generated.
Overall production wa.s smooth in
Tobacco company is higher I.Q. than formerly were in ity. Eight contestants on opening
or too long.
stressing the results of a poll taken evidence. Emsec Roy Han.son more show were smarties, with winner of all departments, direction and cast
of the country's medicos and at the than adequately handles the inter- first heat having, perfect score de- blending nicely together. Sound efprogram's" windup reminds us Of its viewing. Paces it nicely, frequently spite difficult questions. Judges in- fects were adroitly u.sed to lend a
generosity in giving away free cigs dubbing in humorous asides that cluded high city officials, giving realistic ajr to the football game.
Eck.
Shal,
"name" lift to contest,
Herm.
make for a nice package.
to the boys in vet ho.spitals. ^ferw.

—

two enthusiastically threw insults at mains
each other, and then joined in a

.

.

AMOS

.

.

.

—

—
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SHOW

ABBOTT & GOSTELLO

With Bud Abbott- .Mid Lou Costello,
Marilyn Maxwell, Skinnay Ennis
Orch; Jim Doyle, announcer
.

Writers:

Parke Levy, Paul Conlon
Nat Wolff
Thursday, 10 p.m.

Producer-Director:
30

Mins.;

.

REYNOLDS (CAMEL)

B. J.

WEAF-NBC,

-

.

N. T.

.

-

(Ksfj/)

^

,

Abbott and Costello are back on

Camels after a summer
vacation during which time they
haven't picked up any new habit.s,
the air for

neither good nor bad.
It's the .same
team at the .same corner selling the
same stock-in-trade that's put this
show among the 15 top-ranking com-

edy airers.

Only switch from last
in the supporting lineup
Skinnay Ennis and Marilyn
have replaced Will O.sborne and Connie Haines. But with
A&C -in .action for practically the

V?ar

is

*here'

Maxwell

rail

half-hour,
this
variation
is
hardly felt.
Rap for comedy's declining estate
"

°n radio

can be pinned on this prowith the others. Although
Aobott & Costello function together
as smoothly
as ever, their results are
™'y as positive as the scripting. On
tee9fl stanza last Thursday (3),
J™
'ne

scripters

unpacked a string 'of
Odor of camphor
After the zany duo wound'
"ar'ng to tatters sUch words as
uncouth" and "couth," "immacu''te
and 'maculate," nobody would
lave been
surprised if they had

°°SS with a di.stinct

tiqu"

whack

"

routine

etc.

js

tnr

"""Elusive

tht A
mill,

Sl'

the equally an'who's on fiirst?

at.

of

obviou.slv pitching to the

audience denomina'^'s successful.
But

in working a foroff
the past, to
" the preem session, more-

.u^^J
^

oior
Poinf.

tu^'^i

lies

,P=''<'

^^^^ several gags with

ex^tl.*''^* iv^'"^ blurred or nonalthough the studio
aurtil
•

la,f'?"'=«

wnmif'

gave out with, thunderous

i'""'^

dialers must have
the yakking was

*bo"u'["«<3'-.what all
to^hit"'^

atim

aid. Miss Moore, in addition
the
comedy situ-

P*"^*-^ >n

A&C

'^ver

one

s',' with
'•."J'**''
•piece
good results.

number
Plues for

—
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Wickett Bowing Out Of
WTOP, D.C., Post Jan. 1

6MB Gets Setback From Inner Circle
As Members Query Use of Fpres
Bureau,
Inc., had its boat upset last week by
a group of powerful members, with
the result that a meeting scheduled

'Measurement

Bro^idcast

-

Vfor

thi.':

BMB's prexy Hugh

find

his sails

nii.1,4
III

:

morning (Wednesday)

effect,

A Show's A Show's A

Feltis trim-

somewhat.

members

the

told Feltis,

and the other BMB brass: "We like
what you've been doing, but not the
claims you're preparing to

your

make

for

figures."

happened at what' seemed
routine meeting which Feltis

all

It

like a

called at

BMB

a

,

Wolfe's

BMB

"Look

gel," 'being

St.

and

Louis;

WLW-WSAI,

assistant

Ed. J.

to

WCPOfi^tsWLW

Homeward An-

adapted by Elizabeth

'

Lomax; and a Iwo-part adaptaHerman Melville's "Moby

Soap

tt

t 1 1 1 1 1

1 1

4

t

ft

t

>

>

I

rH 4

« 1 1 4.j

editor of VARrKTY.
.Durward Kirby, "Honeymoon in New York" emcee
had the radioman's dream came true when he did one show tor over 30()
sppniiors without a single commercial.. It all happened when Kirby headconclave in Atlantic City. .. ,'
lined' the NBC stage offering at the
The Mariners, male quartet, has signed a contract for a sustalner on CBS.
They'll start Nov. 4. Boys, who organized the act while in the Coast Guard
have had guest shots with the Eddie Cantor and Jack Smith shows. ..J
Alfred H. Morion, president ot National Concert St Artists Corp., left New
York last weekend for the Coast. Main business will be to confer with
represents for air shots. Morpix studios on radio dates for talent

ANA

NCAC

ton will be gone six weeks. .. Frank Hummert's "American Album ot
Familiar Music" begins 16th year on air with the 13 show. Orclicstra
leader Gus liaenschen has been with the program since its start.

Ira Knaster, who scripted the recently-debuted "So You -Think You
Know People," has left WJ>JRW script dept. to do freelance film and radio
Dan Tuthill to Coast Oct. 20 for five weefes' to line up; sales
writing.
organization in Fri.sco and L. A., and look into film a.ssignments tor Duri.Radio scripter Larry Menkin signed contract last week to work
ninger.
ping penalty in footliall,
as team with Al Palca on scripting .screenplay, "Need For Each Othei',".
wants to get the ball away from. which Joan Crawford will star in for Warners. .. .William AUyn, radio
and carry the Army grid actor, and recently in "A Star Is Born," has left the cast and New York
games originating on the Mutual to return to the Univ. of Texas to study dramatics and English lit. ..
network. An NBC affiliate,
Elizabeth Hart, writer, and wife of James Hart, faces another session in
also carries some Mutual programs.
the hospital after a six-week bout with an infected wisdom tooth. ...FreeA complaint to that end was lance writer Barbara Boothe left for Texas last Thursday following death
registered by Maj. George A. Wis.New package program peddling outfit, Televisionof her father there;
hart before his retirement Saturday Radio Enterprises, has opened offices in N> Y. under aegis of Louis Stumer,

On Army

Gridcast

'

.

.

.

ported t6 have been most impresdrawing kudos in spite ot the
was bucking the opposiother advertising
all
media.
However, when Feltis got through,
a barrage of questions was thrown
of the questions developed into sharp criticisms. All
agreed that BMB has done a sock
job of building up impressive and
impdrtant figures for the radio induiitry, but many disagreed on how
the figures were going to be used
from here on in'.
Most of the gripes related to the
inclination to counter BMB figures
against those of Audit Bureau of
Circulation. Then there were those
who insisted, that What BMB has
measured was ''audience area^ but
not audience listening."
- Some
cited the fact that BMB's
figures offer "an index ot audience
area but not an index of listenerOthers pressed the claim
ship."
that "we've got to be careful not to
misuse these figures, or they'll kick
back in our faces." One ot those at
the meeting insisted that some radio
people are preparing to use BMB
figures to interpret "cost per 1,000

WLW

Rides

A year ago, 11. of ..the top 12 daytime shows were of the soap opera
formula, with only "Breakfast in
among the non-cliffHollywood,'-'
breaking
in
succeeding
ha.ngers,
through.
Today with twice as many audience participation shows and other
<

fact that he
from
tion

down, and some

Still

.

sive,

non-soaper formated shows riding
the daytime airlanes, the same picture reprises itself. It's still 11 to 1
—with "Breakfast" still the lone
representative. All of which points
up now anew that, despite the repeated effort.s, even among sponsors,
to inject something different into
the pattern- of daytime listening, the
suds saga is still the housewife's
dish:-

Latest Daytime Hoopers
Pepper Young's Family.........
Right to Happiness
Backstage Wife
Portia Faces Life.
Breakfast in Hollywood)........
Stella Dallas
When a Girl Marries- ............
Young Dr. Malone* ...... .......
Big Sister

Ma

Listenership is not shown by
these figures; all they show is the
area wliere. the station can he heard
and where it is listened to— but not
how often or when it is being
listened to,"

6-J
6.3
0.2
6.1

5.7
5.7

a

letter

to

his

commanding newcomer

Service Comis reported to
have recommended to the N. W.
Ayer agency, which handles the account, that WCPO's request be given
favorable consideration.
Maj. Wishart was in charge of
Army recruiting in the local area.
His letter was reproduced in the
Cincy Post, linked with the ScrippsHoward station, and stated that
WCPO, a Mutual outlet, had given
to
much more air time than
help the Army Recruiting Service,
also that "WLW had never cooperated with the Army Recruiting Service, and WCPO has gone out of its
way to help it."
The Maj. Wishart communique
the Fifth
mand, who in turn

Jean Enzinger added as writer on Will Yolen's flackery at WNEW.
Ex-Lt.-Col. Robert Carey replacing Lawrence 'Verry as the book expert on,
.Bill Gernannt, owner of "County Fair," back to the
"What's It Worth?".
Coast after visiting the show in New York for three weeks.
.William B.
Lewis, veepee in charge of radio for Kenyon & Eckhardt, and agency's
chief flack, Hal Davis, going to Chicago where Lewis will address the
Nora' Martin join^ Stella Dallas cast
School Board Conference Oct. .23
.. .Irene Hubbard, Madeleine Lee, Barbara Kline and Ed Kalish to 'Tront
Page Farreir players. :"Mr. Keen" begins IQth year Thursday (10).
Roberta Lee, singer, formerly with' the Raymond Scottj Henry Busse and
Les Brown bands, landed on WNEW last week as a staff singer, within 15
minutes after she guested on Paula Stone's "Hollywood Digest." Stationexecs heard her on the show and offered her a contract immediately.
Mary Hull featured on ABC's "Counterspy" Sunday (13) ... .Wynn Wright
indie producer, has signed Eddie Do wling as the "story teller" on a new
package which will dramatize stories from Esquire mag. Dowling will be
both narrator and actor on proposed series. .. .Viola Burns takes over permanent direction of "Second Mrs. Burton" on CBS. Rumor flew through
identified
as thie"NBC sta- Colbee's Monday (7) that CBS had a new serial by Gertrude Berg. Action." and added that "WCPO feels tors auditioning for the Columbia Workshop one-timer^ "Brewsie and Wil«
lie" by Gertrude Stein, just got the facts twisted, that's all.... CBS direcan injustice has been done:"
tors Albert Wai-d and Howard G. Barnes cubbyholed pro tem on 7th floor
until alt CBS cue-throwers are impounded on the 14th floor.... Adcle,
Seymour has new serial going the rounds, "This World Of Ours". .. .DonTie
Cincy, N.Y. in
ald Buka to appear in Theatre Guild's *Bcrkely Square" airer (13).
.Jack
Mosman of CBS has adopted a Jcur-year-old French boy from Lyons via

.

I

5.4
5.3
5.3

5.3

conduit" for network shows, and has
no interest in looal live programming, doesn't earn a license, the FCC
ruled today.
The ruling was made in the case
without a show of hands to indicate
of the battle between Allen Simwhether the majority did or did not mons, of WADC, Akron, and WGAR,
approve ot Feltis' presentation.
Cleveland. Both wanted the 1220kc
- There
was universal approbation spot on the Cleveland band, which
for the BMB start. But in view of
is open, and which will be authorthe criticisms raised inside the orized
broadcast on 50,000-watt
to
ganisation, it was felt that BMB powers
with assured CBS affiliation.:
might revise its "know-how" clinics
In a
proposed finding handed
that' it's been, giving: to the industry
down today; the commission ruled
in the use of its figures. It was not
in favor of WGRj administering a
clear whether the criticisms would
sound spanking to Simmons. Latter
aft'ect the two educational film shorts
would have had first chance at the
that are being prepared for BMB.
Cleveland spot, but really nixed
In fairness to the BMB leadership,
himself, the FCCJ said, because he
it, was pointed -out by some of the
averred that he would do. no local
people after.the meeting, that genprogramming whatever, Simmons, in
,"uihe efforts had been ir.ado by the
sljhis applicatiori, in-sisted- that Cleve-leaders to keep station, people from
land -would be served better, if he
misinterpreting the figures. It Was
got the verdict, by lettirig the station,
felt, however, that sorne ot the of-,
take 18 hours a day of network
ficial presentations are themselves
prograrnming from .CBS.
tending to some "over claimSi" and
Sucli a view, the commission held.
that this should be avoided.
Is counter to its principles, whicii
aro to encourage more, rather than
.

—

:

:

less,

programming.

local live

Simmons has
the gommi-ssion
finding.
:„

School Need for Radio

.

:

;

,

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

New

.

As WLW-WINS Parlay
Gets Under

Way Monday

Broadcasting

Crosley

Corp.'s

WLW-WINS

Danzig. Last night (Tuesday) they
both left for, Cincy, and the first
two-town show, "Top of the Morning." will kick off the joint programming venture Monday morning
at 5:45.

From then on, a series of shows
New York from Cin
one show which has
been successful on WLW, "Cross
roads Cafe," has. been shifted to a
New York origination. That one
goes on at 6:30-6:45 p.m., with Bert
Shefter and his band. Dorothy Day
as commentator, and Elaine Howard
will be fed to
cinnati.
But

as vocalist.

American Relief

.

for France.

20 days to appeal to
t'rom its. proposed
.->''. /

IIS

HOLLYWOOD ...

If it works out and all hands are agreeable, Dinah Shore and Frank
Sinatra will combine their talents lor a full hour show. It's no trick at
all sincje they're contiguous to each other and work so well together..,.
Sid Foxj owner of KDYL in Salt Lake, in town to set up a new transcription firm and readying an announcement on television in the Mormon
capital.
.Kennet Hinks, account exec on Lux for J, Walter Thompson,
around for confabs on ad campaign.
.Bob Orr and Andrew Jergens dueling in the haunts of the gourmets. .. .Harry Lubcke will represent Don
Lee's W6XAO at the Television Broadcasters meet in New York.
.Stanley
Davis and Elon Packard are- now carted to their writing chores for
Durante-Moore in a limousine livery-chauff ered
.Clifl Johnson took over
emceeing of "Queen For a Day" so Jack Bailey Could trek to Iowa for first
visit to his ma in 20'years.
.Renzo Cezanna is canvassing buyers in the
east wiffi the daffiest audience participation show ever devised^ Such stuff
as walking up to a lady and taking a $10,000 mink oflf her back by just
picking the right one and uttering the magic words. .. .Jean Hersholt got
over his surgery in time to make last week's "Dr. Christian". .. .Some guy
with a cackly laugh parked right under the audience pickup mike at KNX
and almost iuined Joan Davis' Coast repeat. He got more and longer
laughs than the mike-siders. .. .Arthur Bailey of the Wheelock agency
Saw the Jack Carson show launched, dispatched Diana Bourbon to catch
Hildegarde and then returned' east.
.Lew Ayres is being sold on platters
in a dramatic series called "Dr. Sterling's Profession."
It's a ministerial
treatment of the "Dr. Christian" theme. i .Rose Marie was called back to
vocalize on the Rudy Vallee show and may stay on as a regular.
.

to be fed eastwill be news gab-

ber Peter Grant, 9:45-10 p.m.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hearing Off to Dec. 2
Washington. Del. 8.
GontroverSia.l hearing skedded for
tomorrow (W«d.,)-pn alleged failure
of the Don Lee Net to keep Within
FCC's chain broadcasting regulations has been pushed back again,
this time until Dec. 2. Hearing will

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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CHICAGO ...

Jack Kirby, who recently joined WBBM-CBS as a staft singer, resigned
week to return to Pittsburgh where father j.s extremely ill. .Harry

last

Wismer,

.

ABC

.

sports director, elected to Bd. of Directors o£ Chi's Ath-

Institute
WIND aired Jewish Yom Kippur services for 14th conLos Angeles as secutive year. .Death of"Bachelor's Children" was paid fitting tribute.
Olan Soule, cast member for many year.s, hung a black crepe over studio
Meanwhile, FCC last Friday (4) door. ...With III. Variety Club 'skedded to move
to Continental Hotel on
granted the net's request and said Radio Row, more than 200
web and agency execs are signing as new
it would hear at the same time apmembers
Angeline Orr Ne"blett, widow of the .late Johnny Neblett,
plication of Don Lee-owned KGB, plans to
move to California. .. .Every station rep in town is buying aspirin
San. Diego, for an increase of power. these days due to headaches caused by, trying
to get hotel accommodations
The hearing on Don Lee's operation for NAB station execs
Ruthrauff and Ryan slated to take over entire
under the anti-monopoly rules was. floor now occupied by Kaster agency. Kaster to move to smaller quarters:
called in connection with the i-e... .Maurice Copeland added to Jack Armstrong cast.
.Myron Wallace
newal. licenses of the net's o.-and-o. subbing for Ed Cooper on "Mr. and Mrs," while latter is ill.
.Alan Walstations— KHJ, KHJ-FM Los An- lace, radio director o£ Needham, Louis and Brorby, was upped to veepee
geles; KFRC, San Francisco; KGB,
position in agency ... .Eric Severeid, CBS correspondent, and author of
San Diego; and KDB, Santa Bar- novel "Not So Wild a Dream" will be honored at Chi luncheon next week
'•
bara.
....Mort ,Tacob.son expected to take over Johhny Neblett Production Co.
following deal with Neblott's widow, with complete reorganization of comRobert J. Hennessey pany to follow immediately
St. Louis.
Chi's Radio Management Club is looking
has been named Director of Special for a new place to eat. '''ormer location wa.s too small to accommodate all
Events and Publicity £or KMOX, members.
.Dan Thompson, radio director of the National Safety Council
locHl' CBS outlet.
and former NBC publicity man, elected prez of Chi's Publicity Club-

be held
scheduled.

still

.

John Loder doing a transcribed series tagged "Adventure for Hire", ..
Harry Ommerle anchored as radio head of the Lyons agency
Haven
MacQuarrie's "Noah Webster" got another renewal
.Bruce Kamman,
NBC producer, is in veterans' hospital with an infected gum
Leith
Stevens taking time out from his radio chores to compo.se the score for a
new ballet. .Just as Frances Scully's "Hollywood and Vine" was on the
verge ot a sale, ABC moved in and preempted the time.. ..Bill Ramseyground for a^ few weeks on Procter & Gamble shows and Gil Ralsloa'
beaded .back to Cincy. .John Swallow east for plans board meet al;'
Kenyon & Eckhardt and for Washington hearing on his petition for a
station at Ventura, Cal . ,Don Searle back from N. Y, after parleying for
three weeks at ABC hdq.
.

Don Lee 'Anti-Monopoly'

-

.

.

Nighttime feature,

ward from Cincy,

.

N. C. Education Board Sees

.

.

WLW

NO PERMIT-FCC

1

.

WLW

programming parlay
between its outlets In Cincinnati an4
New York starts next Monday (14),
and broadcasters in. both the middle
LIVE SHOWS,
west and Manhattan are watching
the development with keen interest.
WLW's program director, Eldon
Park, has been in New York, going
Washington, Oct. 8.
A local station operator who over details with his Manhattan op
posite number, newly-named Jerry
wants to use his outlet only "as a
. .

.

to biz.

in

5.6

adjourned

finally

(5) in
officer

NO

—

know.

Perkins (CBS).....;........
of Helen Trent.

Romance

listeners and that's something we
stiould not- claim, because we don't

.

ft

YORK CITY ...

Frankel's weekly series of think pieces on radio launched In this
week's Nation, but with some erroneous promotion billing him as ex-radio

WCPO

High Before Dark

at the meeting were aware of
the fact that Feltis had just come
through with flying colors at the
convention of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, in Atlantic City. There,
his presehtati.on for radio was re-

.

mW

Lou

.

men

:

IIS

the Production Centres
t t t

WLW

FeUis took about 45 minutes to
before the;
his presentation
meeting, which was attended by
ab&iit 40 station execs, station reps,
and network people.' Some of the

'

From
f-M^-M-^-M-H-H-f

9, 194<(

Cincinnati, Oct. 8.
Calling Cor what is akin to a clip-

Toick" by Ernest Kinqy, which
Howard G. Barnes will direct.

make

meeting

KMOX,

while radio director of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.

tion of

BMB has,
BMB

The

CBS'

Cincinnati,
Fitzgerald,

figures can be used.

,

contract.

Wickett has been music director ot

dealing not ptiiy, with what
done but also with how the

•

Washington but wants at least
month's vacation before Signing a

new

:

shop,

Tn prep(4).
aration for the unveiling of the
studies' at the forthcoming convention of tlie National Assn. of Broadcasters in Chicago, Feltis had prepared an exhaustive presentation

York Friday morning

WTOP

Also ."kedded for the Workis an adaptation of Tljomas

New

headquarters in

Washington, Oct. 8.
Martin Deane Wickett, program
here for
manager lor OBS'
past four years, is leaving post effective Jan. 1, Wickett is known to
be eonsidering several lucrative offers in

Columbia Workshop is
kick around some; of
double-talk,
Stein's
Gertrude
and the gag around CBS is that
automatically eliminates any
it
need for a Coast-repeat. The
late M'ss Stein's "Brewsie and
Willie" has been adapted by Jean
Clauff, and will go on the air
npxt Sunday (13), with Richard
SanviUe directing.

The

going lo

liiay

,
.

'

letic

in

.

.

,

Raleigh,

Oct.

8,

NBC

Disk Div. Peddling
'House in the Country'

North Carolina State Board of
Education has voted to a.sk Governor
Cherry to appoint a commission to
study the advisability ot placing ra-

,

A new half-hour show,:.. titled "A
in the Country," has been
recorded for a 52-weelc series by
NBC Recording Division and is now
being peddled via 1,000 audition
platters
being distributed among
750 radio stations and 290 ad agenHouse

dio facilities in the public schools
of the state.
Supt. Clyde A, Erwin said there

was a growing tendency to employ
radio in school systems, and that it
a, necessity in

would bfteome almost
Jttie

cies.

future.:
|

Ballimorc
announcer,

— Lonny
formerly

WFBR

at

WPEN,

Philadelphia, father of a son. Mother
a non-professional.

is

Show,
Knighl;.,

Starr,

-

addition

',

written
by Raymond
has Knight in the cast in
to

Bud

Collyer,

Hugh

James, Patsy, Campbell, Lyle Sudrow, and Ed. Latimer.
Producerdirector is Fred Weihe.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.'.

.

.
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RADIO

FEMME SHOW ADDED
ON ABC PRE-CROSBY

Daily

News-AJC

Educational Broadcasters Battle

Wears Both Sides Down

ABC net has sold another Wednesday night spot (9-9:30 p.m,),building
In Four-Day FCC Meet
up its pre-Bing Crosby parlay. New
Washington, Oct. 8.
show, "The Afltairs of Anne ScotOct.
8.
Washington,
Long-winded four-day FCC hearland," starring Arlene Francis, has
ing
Broadcasting
Co.
on
battle between the New York
The Penn Allen
been bought by Raymond labs for its
AVFMZ) of Allentown, Pa., one of Rayve Crene shampoo product, to Daily News, an FM bidder for New
York, and the American Jewish
all-vet-owned, exclusively start
the few
Oct. 23.
Congress, which claims the News
mi operations in the country, last
Deal was placed through Roche, isn't qualified to run an FM Station,
in a new drive
week took the lead
Williams, Cleary agency.
wound up here last Thursday (3)
set manufacturers to
to pressure
with some heat and both parties
FM production.
switch over to
worn to a frazzle under a steady
Penn Allen president Ray Kohn
barrage of cross-examination and
FM Mpls. Group Seeks
addressed letters to some 800
pounds of statistics.- At -end of the
applicants urging them
licensees and
hearing, FCC examiner Alfred Guest
manufacturers and request
to wire
Outlet to Make Up For
ordered both partie.s to file proposed
reteivers be turned out imme-

Recover Frrat

For Places Against Religionists
Washingtor, Oct. 8.
closely a- similar action taken by the
non-commercial educational National Education Assn., whose
pres.; Belmont Farley, is understood
FM broadcasters^whose slowness in to
have forwarded a strongly- word^exploiting the 20 valuable FM chan- ed protest
to FCC against the linels assigned them has been a con- censing of any but bona fide educastant target of the spectrum-con- tional groups in this part of. th*

The

for their particular areas.
canvassed 22
He wrote that he had
diately

would

Program Curb

companies as late as Sept.
Minneapolis. Oct. 8.
and discovered from their reHeld as an outgrowth of a recent
"they are waiting for
protest against banning of religious
stations to take the lead in build- broadcasting, the Family Broadcastmakers also ining up demand." Set
ing Corp. here applied to the FCC
dicated, he said, that sets would be for a permit to build and operate
a
those areas in
to
allocated first
new 10,000-watt station with studios
which good FM signals would be in the Minneapolis loop.
rtceived, and those areas where staBuilding is owned by the Christions are actively promotmg FM.
tian Business Men's Committee of
At the same time, the five vets Minneapolis. Under contract to manwho own Penn Allen followed the age the proposed station is. Lee L..
lead of pioneer FM operator LeonWhiting, former manager of WDGY.
and
Schenectady)
ard Asch (WBCA,.
Common stock is held by Whiting
took a half-page acV last Wednesday and
the committee;
11

FM

,,

.

•

in the

Allentown Evening Chronicle
.

FM

and
expound the advantage of
urge buyers to purchase only ,FMcquipped sets. The vets, all of whom
are devoting full time to the station,
also put out a periodic newsletter
on FM developments for distribution
in their town.
to

to

Whiting said construction would
start as soon as FCC sanction is received. Application stresses station
would provide "facilities not available at present on existing stations"
and points out. emphasis would be
on local talent productions,

WDGY

several months ago reAve— with an average age
under .30r-'are long on stricted scheduling of religious proand short on funds, hav- grams, following suit of other stasunk their combined savings and tions in: the area, and barrage of
those of their wives into the FM protests foUowedj religious broadventure.
At the same time, they casters charging 'they were- being

The

slightly

:

enthusiasm

ing,

,

any GI benefits which might throttled.
have been forthcoming by incorOfficers
lost

of Family Broadcasting
Corp. include Henry C. Klages, president; Joseph E. Dahl, vice presiBufTalo—J. Woodrow Magnuson dent; David Nelson, secretary, and
Anderson,
treasurer.
has been made director of programs William
R.
for the Buffalo Evening News FM Board includes eight other businessstation.
men or industrialists.

porating to set

.

up the new

station.

like to take

week

last

FM'ers

v/ho

over— mobilized

to stave off a

new kind

putsch by the wholesale move-

of

ment of religious sects and newlyorganized Bible schools into their
band.
session part of the
The National Assn. of Educational
found Daily News officials on the
stand hammering away at fallacies Broadcasters, meeting in East Lanin the second of a series of AJC sing, Mich., last week, noted with
studies of the newspaper's story con- sorrow- that FCC had licensed the
tent. The latest AJC analysis came first such applicant in the non-comup with conclusion that News was mercial band. This is the Providence
more anti-Semitic and anti-Negro (R. I.) Bible Institute, a recent nonthan any of four other metropolitan commercial permittee, whbse "principal purpose is grooming of young
morning paperp surveyed.
people for Evangelical pulpits.
F. M. Flynn, business manager of
The small but articulate N.A.E.B.
the News; Ralph Neale, his assistcalled on the FCC to clarify its
ant, and Carl Warren, the paper's
rules on educational
operation,
broadcast editor, all took the stand
pointing out that present language
to brand the AJC's conclusions as
limits non-commercial licenses to
"fundamentally unfair and unwareducational institutions
only,
on
ranted." Flynn aamitted the News
now wishes it had not run Wash- showing that station will be used to
advance an educational program.
ington columnist John O'Donnell's
The Assn. asked FCC to insure that
pieces on the Patton-slapping incisuch bidders were accredited' schools
dent and impending resignations
or religious universities,' or had
from the Supreme Court, but added
some other form of recognition
that the News has no policy to
from school authorities.
handle news in any but an objective
If the Commission does- not agree
manner.
with this line of thinking, the
N.A.E.B. added, a public hearing
should be held at which all responsible points of view could air their
Washington, Oct. 8.
opinions on the matter.
Wants In
Washington's nev/est radio station,
WGAY, Silver Spring, Md., expects At the same meeting last week,
to begin Operation about Dec. I. the Moody Bible Institute of ChicaStudios of
will be one of the go, licensee of WMBI, a non-comfirst in the country designed from mercial
outlet, sought admission
the beginning to accommodate simul- to the N.A.E.B. Significantly, the apand AM. lication was referred to a vote of
taneous broadcasts on
and the full assn. membership.
Estimated cost of both
The N.A.E.B.
outlets is $100,000.
followed
findings within 30 days.

Religious

receiver

plies that

commercial

gested

AM

that

Last

two

days

59

Fight

FM

the

of

spectrum.
Educators are anxious to get FCC
policy clear here ;and noWj in view
of increased push of religious groups,
into both commercial and non-commercial radio, and in Uoth the standr
ard and FM bands.
FCC is already nursing applications for non-commercial FM operation from the Watchtower Bible and
Tract Society (Jehovah's Witnesses)
for Brooklyn; and from the Bible

.

FM

WGAY's lOOG Setup

:

WMBI

WGAY

AM

FM

AM

Institutes of Los Angeles
ver. The; educators point

as a religious school, is an accredited university in its own right; (Although FCC staffers are
on

mum

the question

it is speculated that the
off acting on
the Bible institute requests until it

Commission has held

gets its lines of action clarified.)

Delicate Ground
Educators say that, unless FCC
tightens up on the non-commercial
band, there is nothing to prevent
preachers and others who smack up
against competition in getting a
commercial. license in the good markets
from
immediately
forming
some sort of institute or school and
then applying in the same cities on
the educators' home territory.
Educators, hamstrung in their own
ambitions for cross-country
networks by lagging appropriations
from State Boards of Education, adniit they are on delicate ground in
seeking to keep the 20
bands
for their exclusive use. Their pres*
ent
spectrum will accommodates
anywhere from 700 to 800 stations,
_

FM

FM

move

FM

and Den-

out that
they have no quarrel with the alsopending application of Fordham
University which, though chartered

(Continued on page 62)

door-Opener
THIS SMILING LADY Opens doors in more 'ways than here pictured. As one of
the most literate saleswomen on the air today, she

167,000
she

is

a

is

known

to approximately

WOR listeners every weekday afternoon as Martha Deane. t'rivately^

New York housewife, mother of twins, ex-NEA woman's feature editorbeauty and fashion adviser; not to mention that she's consistently

writer,

Mooper-rated among the highest-ranking

woman

New

pers<»ialities in

York

radio today.

Her present WOR sponsors include such astute promoters as Abraham Ik
Straus, Pure Food Co., N. Y. Herald Tribune, Burlington Mills, etc. What they
think of her couldn't be more accurately mirrored than in the unsolicited com-

ment of an executive
following.

of the O'Cedar Corp.: "Miss

She successfully— and

in

Deane has a

large

and

loyal

an amazingly short time — established our

product in Greater-New York." She shrugs this

off.

But her record

brilliantly

contradicts such modesty.

Now

entering her sixth year of

WOR popularity, she has to her credit such

kudos as — First award, 1945, from Ohio State University for "The most stimulating presentation of ideas and information." She was chdsen best woman

commentator

Canada

1942 by hundreds of radio editors in the United States and

in

in a poll

Daily News,

"...

conducted by Motion^Pietere Daily. Locally, says the N. Y.

her material packs plenty of interest

. .

.

copy

is

splendid," Says

the N. Y. Times, "This show has really advanced the art of the woman's program."

A
gram

few openings are immediately available on
for those advertisers, or their agencies,

who

WOR's Martha Deane

1440 Broadway,

in

New

York.

pro-

are interested in the tactful,

but always jyower-full, selling of Martha Deane.

The

address

is

— WOR,

at
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Hoyt't

with inauguration of a Shaver, of Philadelphia. This is
through Friday morning about the 10th story they've done
on his modernized together.

weelc

started his

22-

With the Dodgers and Cards
floundernig into a pennant tie
in
seperate games that day,
Hoyt announced both, working

O.,

PiUsbiifeh— Pie Tray nor's nightly
sports show on KQV at C.-.'iO l\as

28 miles from Cincy. His places now
called Farm 55 after WKRC's dial
spot, is, stocked with prize cattle
from some of the finest herds in the

when he

-

series originatinj;

experimental farm near Lebanon,

15

year career in the major leagues,
Waite Hoyt now ranks as tha
iron man of bigtime baseball
announcing. On the official closing day of the National League
announced
pennant race he
three games simultaneously.

Cincinnati-^Bcn Werk, who has "Amazing Stories" has for its lead
been doing farm programs on WKRC 50,000-word novelette "The Return
since last April, became director of of Sathanas," which McKenna wrote
the station's new setup in that field in collaboration with Richard S.

a

off

finally .snagged, a bankroHer, after
a sustaining basis since he
joined the station more than a year
Duquesne Brewing Co. has
ago.
Hartford
WKNB, in neighboring bought the regular quarter-hour
New Britain, on Monday (7) devoted spiels o£ onetime Pirates third-ba-se
great and later also manager o£
its entire day toward prornotion of
and
the New Britain Community Ghest local National League entry;
Hildebrand, freedrive. The entire broadcasting day has al.so hired Ken
handle the com(sunrise to suniset) was devoted to lanee announcer, to
sports
enplaying musical requests tor li.sten- mercial chores. Another
try for .same sponsor is Chester
ers with pledges.
Smith, sports editor of Press, who
every
minutes
Pittsburffh^Ann Christy has been has been signed for 15
for
added to WJAS staff to do "Around Friday: night at 7:15 on
football season.
the Town" program every morning duration of
at 9:15, a show slated for femme apdirector
Des Moines— Betty Wells,
formerly
Miss Christy
-

WCPO

being on

he

country.

telegraph feed in the
studios here. In addition,

did his usual

play-by-play

from another wiire feed of the
Cincy Reds-Pirates contest. Hoyt
had warmed up for his tripleheader the previous day by airing both the Brooklyn and Cincy

—

|

.

at the same time in the
afternoon and the Cards' game

Former pitcher did a telegraphdescription of the first Cardinal-Dodger playoff game, with
his station plugging in Mutual's
Red Barber for the second and
clinching game in Brooklyn.
ic

KQV

was

women's affairs, KRNT, Des
radio director of Howard Wesson of
Worcester, Moines, is conducting a two hour
advertising agency
in
radio acting as a
Mass., and also taught radio script class weekly on

WCFL

member of the faculty of the Drake
Ted Newlin added to sales staff at University radio school.
Wynn Hubler Speece, "Your
WWSW, with Marty Cohen, who was
made a salesman when Allan Trench Neighbor Lady" on KRNT and
has been appointed chairleft to go with WCAE, switching WNAX,
of
back to head publicity and promo- man of rural women's committee

writing at Worcester Junior College.

to State

the Assn. of
ated with the

tion for local indie station.

NAB

Directors affiliand will serve on

Kansas City— Western Auto Sup- the program of the Women in Radio
ply Co., headquartered here, added conference scheduled for Rookford
29 sdations to the coverage of its air college Oct! 19,
Jon Hackett, ace sports announcer
showi "Circle Arrow Show," which
"Quar-:
originates from WLW; Cincinnati. for KRNT, has instituted the
Show, aired at 10:30 Sundays, cele- terback Club," for luncheons every

Washington, Oct.

FCC examiner Sam

—

WJW

KXOK

'

—

.

KDKA

in Pittsburgh, is branching
out as a writer of adventure yarns
for the pupils. November issue Of

Miller

Flacks Hal 'Davis and Virginia Travers, of Kenyon & Eckhardt and
Compton agencies; respectively, look Daily News radio ed Ben Gross with
them to Philadelphia last w"eek (3)- to. cover Tom Breneman's "Breakfast
In Hollywood," which originated from Ph illy for one time as part ol the
Bulletin's charity drive. Now they hope that Gross doesn't get a chanc»
at reviewing any of their shows until his wounds have healed.
They
missed train reservations, were snafued on hotel accommodations, finally
got Gro.ss a room at the Bellevue-Stratford. Then a fire broke out in
one part of the hotel. Gross" room was made the press roorn by local
reporters and photogs.
Finally, thejt got to the broadcast late— and
almost got pinched for trying to buck a crowd of 5,000. Outside of that,
it was a successful party.

policies

of the

AFL

station.

The

AFL

will assure FCC that hereafter
will make time available for con troversial issues, a practice not followed in the past.

i

National Father's

8.

will

reopen the Chicago FM hearing at a
special session here Saturday (12)
to permit Maurice Lynch, WCFL
manager, to testify on new program

noon; with coaches of all
high schools and colleges in the vicinity as guests of honor and Hackett
as emcee for the
acting
himself
Cleveland A clash of personalities is believed responsible for the autopsies.
resignation of Earl Harper as head
sports bureau and as
St. Louis.— Shearer Chevrolet Co.,
of the
His suc- of St. Louis, is bankrolling eight
special events director.
immediately
cessor as sports gabber is Jim Dud- broadcasts over
ley, of Detroit.
Also leaving the following Army gridiron games.
"WJW' staif is Howard Lund, an- Programs will feature John O'Hara,
nouncer.
sports broadcaster.

Piltsbureh
Bob McKenna, chief
annoiincer of WEDO in McKeesport,
Pa., and formerly on the staff of

ing side to the event was the frantic efforts of KLAC to get in a plug for
Mutual got in a couple of breaks before KLAC was mentioned
itself.
while doing the chore Don Lee, and, in effect Mutual, refused. So, in the
middle of a Mutual plug KLAC swung the axe and cut in its own gabber
for a mention.
Show was piped from KHJ, Mutual-Don Lee local outlet
where Coast portion of the event originated, to KLAC, via Radio Central!

Special Chi Hearing (12)

Monday

brated its first anni last Sunday with
the increased coverage.

its attitude, the Leeside said too much cuffo time is given to
film
companies for such obvious advertising;, adding that since cash is taken
from many for picture plugs, it could not ladle out largesse with one hand
other.
coin
the
At
the
and rake in
with
last minute the event was Switched,
after much bally and fancily printed invitations, to KLAC. Another amu^

ing

—

Case At

'

Women

Stitf-Radio

Though Mutual carried the Al Jolson testimonial ballyhoo cuflo across
the country, the cuff ended at Don Lee's Coast segment of Mutual and
was
carried in Hollywood by Dorothy Thackrey'a indie outlet, KLAC.
Elsewhere on the Coast it's presumed that stations other than Don Lee outlets
also toted the show since the regional net's spokesman stated none of
th«
Lee chain would touch what was regarded as a commercial. In explain»

tills

at night.

,

peal

h»de

8.

schoolboy pitching wonder

A
at

Monday

Pilch

Cincinnati, Oct.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

thiis

S-Way

t

At the same time, the Drovers
Journal Publishing Co., one of the
dozen bidders for a Windy City FM
has petitioned FCC to set aside
its September 19 grant of a metro-

Day Gbmmittee,

already working on next year's setup,
"Famous Fathers" series

are dickering for several shows of the transcribed

Shows will have to be re-recorded
for the purpose. One of the programs will be a combination of highspots
from several shows representing some of the fathers who've since died,
such as Otis Skinner, Colv Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., and Jimmy Johnston,

put out by Kermit-Raymond Caxp.

for a 15-minute nostalgic piece.
Platters will be used on about 1,000 stations from May 15 to June 15,
"Famous Fathers" series was originally produced in 1940 and continued
active through 1944, for one of diskdom's top moneymakers. Show racked
up over $300,000 gross for 26 quarter-hour programs, on one occasion.
A.side from extra fees to be paid to AFRA, Father's Day purchase means
that much more gravy.

Tribute to success of 'Veterans Administration's first 13-week disk series
"Here's To Veterans!" is factf«>that many stations throughout the country have already booked the second "Here's to Vets" series which begins
outlet to WJOB, in near- in November. Joseph L; Brechner, director of VA's radio service, said that
by Hammond, Ind. Drovers says the. 721 stations are now carrying the 15-minute platters. Disks now in usa
Chicago applicants were told that feature top-name network talent, regularly heard on "Hit Parade," "Kay
Hammond's two metropolitan chan- Kyser" and other high-Hooper show.s, with brief me.ssage on vet benefits
nels had been reallocated to Chi- introduced at beginning and end of the entertainment.
Shows in the new series, .starting Nov. 1, each a capsule version of the
cago, and therefore
should
be considered in the same hearing regular network offering, are Meredith Willsion, Tommy Dorsey, Wayna

slot,

politan

—

—

FM

WJOB

—

Alb&ny The National Commercial
Bank and Trust Co., largest of its as bidders for the big city. With
kind iti Al'oany, is now sponsoring the grant to Hammond. 12 Chicago
Fulton Lewis' commentaries over applicants are now bidding for only

WABY,

Mutual and
week.

nights

five

a

•

eight remaining channels, instead of
nine as they exp'ected;

King; Evening With Romberg, Dick Haymes, Contented Hour, Chicago

Howard Barlow, American Melody Hour, Jack Smith,
American Album of Familiar Music, and Frank Morgan, Forty-nine stars
and 12 bands will be featured.

Theatre of the Air,

,

Smart stunt with a wire recorder was chalked up in Washington last
week by WTOP, the CBS-owned clear channel outlet. With the quarterly
report of John Stee.Iman, the Reconversion Director, due out on Thursday (3) the station cornered Steelman the evening before and got a personal report from him on the wire. Next morning, as the report Was released, WTOP immediately went on the air with the recording—a clean
;

/WE'RE

.REGGIE

ALL
PACKED

beat for the station.

Sponsor Scouts Talent
Unusual twist of emcee on one
program being sponsor on another
is case of Hunt Stromberg, Jr., "boy"
producer of two Broadway legit hits,
"Red Mill" and "The Front Page."
Stromberg starts a new program on
WOR, N. Y,, tomorraw (Thurs,)
night,

10:15

to

10:30

p.m.,

titled

"Scout - About Town," in which he
will introduce weekly new, profes-

New York.
one is Monica Lewis, nitery
Sylvan Levin's orchestra

sional talent he finds in
First
singer.

assists.

Stromberg is sponsor of spot announcements for hiS; two shows on
the Barry Gray (WOR) program,
running three one-minute live announcements for each show nightly,
seven nights a week.

CONSISTENT AUDIENCE?.... THE

''1280

CLUB" SHOW HAS

27,000 REGISTERED MEMBERS....

wov S
pftlllaa

"12110 CLtjil^* program ctijoya on« of

fvening audiencM liaicniog lo »ny

targeal metro,

New York

indepetident

•Uliaa baw««t the Hooper ;«liMking houn of 6:30 and 9:00 p.n.
And wfaM i> noni ,
Ilia "1280 CLUB" wllh !e7,000 regiXixed'
memberi delivery '|hi> lirfral average andienee al the ktweat coal
'

.

jier tidener.
JlighiB

a

A

weelE.

frw parliripaliog |Mri»dii are available,

thll'^N!

or aii

'

,«Ali'H k,V/CIU G«.i.ial M(it;i.a«

';
;

JOWN

».

f6AI(SOH, !:Cl.,NoiH«p,

"HIRES TO YA*
FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ARC, COAST-TO-COAST

]

Here s Morgan

Full

network. Starts Wednesday, October 16,

9:30 P.M.

est(Do« y miss Henry's

In the market for a program? These shows

now on our

network were sold by the American Broadcasting Company

first

And

network commercial)

here are three shiny, sparkling shows available

for sale right

now:
I

during the past year:
BRIDE

AND GROOM -

POLICEWOMAN

—

sold to Sterling

COUNTERSPY

-

Drug, Inc.

{Sorru, soldyesterday bt HaBtingB Manufacturing Companyl)

sold to Carter Products, Inc.

JOHNNY THOMPSON SHOW sold to Shutter

sold to Harvel

THE FAT

Watch

A

Candy Company

DON GARDINER HARRY WISMER

SAMMY KAYE

r.'AN

with Jack Smart
Hooper 6.9 with 22.2% share
thriller,

of the audience.

Another

sold fo Airwick

- sdd to

new Dashiell Hammett

in the title role. Latest

— first quarter sold v6 Quaker Oats
MOORE SHOW - sold to Benjamin Moore, Inc.

LADIES BE SEATED
BETTY

DEAL IN CRIME

William Gargan plays slick, hard-hitting Ross Dolan
in a half hour packed with suspense and thrills.
Latest Hooper 8.5 with 24.5% share of the audience.

NEW ABC Comedy Show

hot on the heels of Henry

Champion Spark Plugs

— sold to Raymond Laboratories, Inc.
— first quarter to Kay Daumit, Inc.

BREAKFAST CLUB

sold out)

Morgan!

WILLIE PIPER
{Show now

starting on the network, Sunday, October 20,
6:30 P. M, EST, A great new situation comedy show
written by Sam Taylor (Aldrich Family Maisie).
^

American Broadcasting Company
A NETWORK OF

220

STATIONS SERVING AMERICA

TELEVISION

S8
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BBC

Goes Places
London, Oct.

Tele Should Talk to Self 2 Yrs.

SCHOOL CHARADE ON
8.

Continuing its present emphaon remote pickups of special

SCHEDULE FOR

sis

Before Public Bow, Sez Cuniung
Inauguration of a television "Two- the possibilities of different lighting
Year Plan" in which all stations effects, camera angles, dolly shots,
would forego competition in favor of etc. Until most of the kinks are
cooperative planning a la the Soviet worked out, the entire industry
government's flve-year plans, is cur- would benefit if all stations corently being voiced around the in- operated. "Let them save, their comdustry by Patrick Michael Cunning, petition until aft;er that, when they
partne'r with Edgar Bergen in the can Ught all they want,", he said.
latter's new video programming venThe Cunning-Bergen studio in
ture.
Hollywood is said to be che largest
In N. Y. to sound out agencies and indie tele centre in the country tobroadcasters on "preliminary" busi- day. Entire highly-departmentalized
ness for his company, and to attend setup is geared to experimental
the Television Broadcasters Assn. work and research, with Bergen in
meet, tunning declared that both he charge of Telescene (film work) and
aind Bergen- feel tele isn't sufficient- Gunning in charge of the live proly developed yet program-wiiSe, and gramming. Both are agreed. Cunthat most of the shows 'currently be- ning said, that at least the next eight
ing fed to the public will only sour months of their work should be deviewers oh the medium. Broadcast- voted only to experimentation. Much
consequently, should confine
their experimentation, even on sponsored shows, to studio audiences, who
would see them on closed circuits.
Since most sponsors today are only

ers,

television

in

for

experimentation

and publicity, he feels they
would go for the closed circuit
Plan, of course,
remote piclcups
studio shows.

too
idea.

wouldn't apply to
but only to live

Under the system, only the best
shows of each station would go

live

.

out to home receivers. Stations in
the same area could set up a time
schedule so that each would broadeast consecutively for 15 minutes to
a half-hour each night. Viewer thus
would be able to have several hours
of continuous entertainment merely
by switching from one station to another as each signed off- During the
two-year period, a large-scale training program for all phases of the industry. should be inaugurated.

Too Many Kinks
Techniques of live action program-t
ming haven't even begun to be
worked out yet, Cunning .said. Only
.

the surface has been scratched on

Mema Oh.!
GERALDINE KAY

of the stuff now turned out is subsequently tossed into the studio in-

from it all. Cunning
he and Bergen are learning
what makes good tele programming.
cinerator, but

ACTRESSES
CHICAGO

STATE 1100

PrM< RtpraientativM

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

from BBC headquarters. Most
remote point for the comeras
heretofore has been the Epsom
track, about 23 miles from London.
will be set up at both
the starting and finishing lines,
with the entire two-mile race and

Cameras

other events on the program exr
pected to bft covered. Recent
tests from Ascot with the mobile
transmitter, which will send the

images back to BBC headquarters, were reportedly successful.

ABC

Skeds Detroit

said,

Duo has worked out several interincorporation into
commercials.
One is the Bergen
Barnyard, featuring an entire barnyard family of puppets to be animated a la Charlie McCarthy. Plan
is to use these in serialized commercials of one, two or three-minute
duration. Team has also been ex.perimenting with the cream motion
picture techniques for use in tele,
conducting research in miniatures,
cameo effects and other methods
that have hardly been touched on
esting ideas for

in the east.

Tele Stock

Shows

live Tele

Detroit, Oct.

ABC

threw

television

last

new

television

WCBW

week with an

announcement by Paul B, Mowrey,

WCBW

with the ;N. Y. Board of Education.
Titled "All N. Y. Junior High School
Quiz." The series is slated to tee off
Nov. 7, supplementing the Board of
Education's first video show, "There
Ought to Be a Law," now in its sec-

ond year on

WCBW.

Forty schools have entered teams
comprising 10 students each in the
tournament, which is; set up in two
10-week brackets. First ends Jan. 16
and the second April 24, with the
two brackets meeting in the finals
o-.i
May 1. Each team is slated to

work out the questions

ask the
opposition, selecting not only the
material but preparing the visually
zation of the question to meet tele
requirements.
As an aid to faculty advisers, of
student teams, CBS early last June
provided a special manual contalning specific instructions for the visualizing of quiz material.
to

WTCN Joins B-W Tele

will

be producing

live

Parade Despite Craven's
Washington, Oct.

its,

area,"

Mowrey

.added.

nouncement

by

WWJ, NBC

8.

FCC last Friday (4) handed out
33d postwar television permit.
went to: the Minnesota Broadcasting Corp., for a new $136,500 blackand-white video transmitter in Min-

its

'

It

Statement followed an earlier an-

Tele

femkroU Parade
The automotive industry
dently

turned

to

has evi-

television

as

a

"natural" medium for plugging automobiles and tributary products.
Automotive accounts have t^iken

an overwhelmine lead in television
bankrolling, with more programs and
heavier billings than any other of
the commercial fields. This is significant in view of the fact that most
them have gi^en up oh radio as

of

a bad selling job, and—where they
do stay on the airr—keep their commercials on an institutional plaae^

Leading the parade is Ford Motors,
with Columbia University football
games, Madison Sq. Garden events
(other than Mike Jacobs' fights) and
two Brooklyn Dodger National Pro
League games on WCBW-CBS in
New York; New York Yankees* AllAmerica Conference contests on
WABD-DuMont, N. Y.; and the
Northwestern
University
football
schedule on WBKB, Chicago. This
gives Ford alone better than $100,000
in billings.

Constant Color Plugging

shows

Detroit outlet next June.
We expect to be the first video
broadcaster on the air in the Detroit

over

Lead

Oil

(CBS, N. Y.) in collaboration

the web's national tele director, that

ABC

Motors, Tires,

educational

which junior high .schools
of New York will compete against
each, other in a weekly television
quiz tournament, has been set by

8.

hat into the Detroit

its

ring

A

series, in

In
addition
to
Ford,
Atlantic
Refining is now in its sixth year of
bankrolling the University of Pennsylvania football games on WPTZ,
Philadelphia. U. S. Tire and Rubber
has Lou Little on WNBT-NBC in a
Friday night quarterback show, plus

.some films on ABC. Goodyear Tire'
has picked up the tab for the Army
focussed on entry of football games telecast over NBC,
Minnesota Broadcasting Co. (WTCN, while both Firestone and Standard
Station is on the air to act out news
Minneapolis) into black-and-white Oil sponsor telenewsreel programs
flashes; Studio would receive flashes
In addition, Chevrolet
field since company is partially held on the net,
from its correspondents via special
by (John) Cowles Publications; and is expected to move back into the
intercommunications
phones
and
T,A.M. Craven, vice president in picture soon, after four ABC shows.
then, instead of merely having an get its station in operation.
Preponderance
of special events
charge of engineering for Cowles
announcer repeat them, the actors
FCC has already issued a construC' Broadcasting Corp., is an outspoken programming is expected to conwould "play" the scene much as it
tion permit for an ABC tele station advocate' of CBS-color video. Cra- tinue where 'Sutomotive sponsors are
actually happened, By training ac
concerned,
since
they are already
here. Company's plans call for two ven has already filed at FCC for an
tors especially for the purpose, they
station
for becoming identified with sporting
large downtown studios, with a experimental
color
could go on the air within a few
site Cowles-owned outlet WOL, Wash- events, much in the manner of Gil<
minutes after the first flash was re^ transmitter located on a 22-acre
lette Razor on radio,

Cunning

lining

is

up a group of

tele stock actors who will stand by
in a studio during the entire time a

cei ved.

Duo does not plan to operate a
believing the big money in
television will be made in produc'
tion, not in station operation.
Ber
gen himself is due east sometime in
November, when he'll also give the
N. Y. video scene a o.o. It's possible
also that he might appear in the
station,

ONE OF AMERICA'S
MOST DISTINCTIVE

BBC

television is slated
to take its cameras farthest from
its transmitter to date, on Saturday (12), when it televises the
King George VX Stakes at the
Ascot racetrack. Ti'ack Is located In Berkshire, sonle SO miles

events,

af-

that it expected to be first
with live tele programming here,
hoping to be on the air before the
first of the year. WWJ recently purcomplete transmitting
chased
a
equipment setup from the DuMont
labs and is presently working to

neapolis,

Mowrey has
in suburban Detroit.
selected John Pival as coordinator
of special events for video in this
area.
Pival is now telereel and
wire-recorder producer of the web's
in this city,

ington.

filiate,

WXYZ

ABC

pioneered television in Detroit.
One of the net's most im'
Chevrolet
sponsors,
the
portant
Last
"Hour Glass" show over WNBT company, is located here.
(NBC, N. Y.), which is sponsored spring ABC filmed the Automotive
by Standard Brands, same firm that Golden Jubilee held in Detroit and
bankrolls his Sunday night radio over Labor Day sent camera crews
show.
to cover the Gold Cup races.

Interest

'is

However, ownership of the company is split two ways, with
Cowles' Minneapolis Tribune holding
50% and other half held by Northwest Publications, Inc., publishers of
the St. Paul Dispatch and Pioneer
Press. KSTP, St. Paul, already has a
permit for commercial tele operation there.

At the same

time,

FCC okayed

experimental permit for the

St.

an
Louis

University, St. Louis, which has earmarked $168,000 for a university
transmitter to test out both blackand-white and rainbow transmissions. University will program only
one hour a week.
-

Oil firm's
•tar talftsman

Transcribed Stories From

"The American Notebook"
Written

and Narrated by

in

few hundred

of the smaller

With Music Under the Direction of

talci

of petroleum product!

Ohio irt up l<'/i% ova the
BUT
.
i month! of 1941

firit

home

.

.

—The

Stark Oil Co.,

vertlier.

an

report!

WHBC

«d-

increase

of

sets.

About one-half

of the company's
total production in the future will
be devoted to home receivers. Sets
have been finalized now, according
to prexy Hamilton Hodge, with only
minor refinements to be made as
the result of further laboratory ex-

perimentation. Production next year
should be very heavy, Hoge pre-

Robert Waldrop

"Good Neighbor Mikt!"

Tliat'i

Rcuil

SetMfrs.
Continued from page 51

9 im-

secured

Thii firm has
portant new account! ai a re!ult
of their weekly quarter -hour

SING, AMERICA, SING

On» more example

of

—

why you

one moje
should use thii

"^ig

Doytiitie

power

pullinc

aalei

reaion

:

series.

WHBC'i

itation.

dicted.

Viewtone Television, which had
installed 1,500 seven-inch direct view
table models in homes up until Sept.
30, has switched over from the table
model to a semi-console including
the same size tube, as well as
radio and a record-changer. Latter,
slated to retail at $279.95, was demonstrated to dealers last week, when
each retailer was allocated a certain
number so that he could have more
information to give his customers
about delivery. Company hopes to
turn out about 1,000 of these during
October, and another 2,000-2,500 during November and December. Com-

AM

MarkWarnow
Are Broadcast Weekly on

Leodership

pany is also working on a 10-inch
and 12-inch tube model for produc-

in

tion next year.

945

Stations

Directed by
I Currently

Presented

fit

RUTH GIRARD

fhe Inier^t of U. S. Savings Bonds!

DuMont has taken more than
000,000 in

be filled, according to Commander
Mortimer W. Loewi, assistant to the
company's prexy, Company plans to
produce at least 450 sets this month,
and, another 2,500-3,000 sets in November. Two different models will
hit the stores this year. These include one with a 20-inch tube, AM
and PM radio and a record changer
to retail between $2,400-$2,600, and
another including the same features
but with a 13-inch tube at between
$1,500-$1,700.

th?
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In the career of every performer there

are those who contribute so much

to his

success but never share the spotlight

or the applause.

whose enthusiasm,

faith

and friendship made my Copacabana

engagement

thrilling

a

my
sentative,

has

publicity repre-

whose masterful

contributed

so

experience.

much

exploitation
to

my good

fortune.

whose capable management has been
so valuable.

And

then, of course, as always, there's the

/b^t€44

and

fi/U6Uc

no measure of

without whose support

success

is

0€te/y^

ever possible.

^^md

^^^^tyM
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Kellogg Sponsorship Of

Albany Scramble Faces

Tele Puts Best Foot Forward

FCC As Three

pickup events at
be
tlie luncheons and banquets, .will
scanned by Image Orthicon cameras.
In addition, the cameras will move
into the

exhibition rooms to bring

home viewers

for

the

first

time a

display of the new receivers and
transmitters. Amount of program-

expected to furnish

ming, in itself is
a great impetus to the industry,:
Highlight of the conference

'

is

scheduled for tomorrow (Thursday)
night, when the annual TBA awards
of merit will be presented to individuals for outstanding contributions
to the development of video coriimercially and; technically. Awards
are. slated to be made during the
•banquet session by Paul Raibourn,
Paramount veepee and prexy of
Television Productions, a- Par subwards comsidiary, who heads the
mittee. Entire conference is under
the direction of chairman Ralph B.
Austrian, RKO Television prexy,
with an assist from J. R. Poppele,
.

.

TEA

and Wiir Baltin, secrer

prez,

Go After Disputed Band

operating in N. Y., Schenectady,
Albany, Oct. 8.
Philadelphia, Chifago and Los Angeles are slated to participate in a
The scramble tor operating lipanel discussion on the status of cen.ses by five broadcasting organiParticipants will
operations.
tele
zations in: which leading Albany
describe their present activities and
divulge future plans for network opr business men hold stock is schederations.
uled for some clarification after
Aylesworth, former next week (14) when the FCC will
Merlin
H.
prexy and co-organizer of NBC, at hear the requests of three for use
one time board chairman of RKO of the 1460^kc^ band. WOKO, whose
Pictures and also publisher of the right to operate on this length has
N. Y. World*-Telegram, Is to discuss been challenged by FCC in an appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court, is
the effect of tele on newspapers.
Other discussions .will include the scheduled to shift from CBS to ABC
part tele played in the Bikini atom on January 1. FCC voted to deny
bomb tests, to be told by Arthur F. WOKO's renewal application, on the
Van Dyck of RCA; a panel of prom-, ground of alleged concealment of
jnent educators discussing whcit I'ole stock interest by Sam Pickard, exMrs.
tele, can play in education; and a Columbia vice president, and
However, the U. S. Disdiscussion by R. M. Gray of Stand- Pickard.
ard Oil of New Jersey, and Charles trict Court reversed FCC.
The trio whose pleas for the green
Durban- of U. S. Rubber, both tele
sponsors, of how video advertising li.s;ht come up next week are; Albany Broadcasting Co., Van Curler
has helped plug their products.
Broadca.sting Corp., and Ft. Orange
Broadcasting Co. Walter T. Brown,
who h<js been an assistant to Si

Man Behind Mike

;,.-tary-treasurer of the organization.

Highlighting the conference .will
be special panel sessions led off by'
brass from all branches of the enterr

Has Draw

tainment and communications media;
Progress and plans for extension of
the Bell System's coaxial cable across
the nation, making possible a coastto-coast tele network, will be re-

Fabian in WAC and ATA, is president of the Van Curler unit. Sam
Rosen,
vice-president
of Fabian
Theatres and Si's brother-in-law,
and William W. Farley, film exchange and theatre owner, are other
officers.
Farley Is an attorney,
Wilson Sullivan, head of a large
realty company, and Gene Fitzpatrick, former OWI representative
here and now editor of the journal
of the Paper Makers' Union, are
>

in Stix

Lecture managers see a current
demand for radio commentators
on the gabfest circuit, which they
explain on grounds of looksee. value.
ment of American Telephone &
The home listener wants to see what
Telegraph.
Ed Kobak,
Mutual
prexy, is slated to survey tele's pos- the man behind the mike loo£s like.
National Concert & Artists Corp.'s
sibilities in the light 9f "his own experiences and reactions, in a paper lecture division, headed by Selma
.

big

vealed by L. G. Woodford, general
manager of the long lines depart-

titlect "Is

among

"Juvenile Jury,"' Mutual kid comedy quizzer, which was about set

two weeks ago, has fallen through,
last-minute budgetary problems nixing the deal, Show has had other
strong nibbles off and on, to be
something of a mystery in the trade
as to its Isck of purcliase. General
Foods is now .showing interest.
Show is a low-budgeter. It's republicity
unusual
some
ceived
breaks, getting into Time, Life and

Newsweek,

and gai-nering Life's
cover, while also getting much feaShow is also
ture stuff buildups.
subject of a series of film shorts,

first of

which

is

due out next month.

BIG FOUR SETS

SESSION ON

PREIM

SHORTWAVE

The New Guy
.t*roblems which a new tele broad*
must face in establishing his
operating organizations are to be
discussed during the panel meeting
on television station msiliagement,
with Theodore C. Streibert, Bamberger
Broadcasting
prexy,
as
moderator. Dan Halpin of RCA.Victor will discuss job opportunities
caster

8.

meet in Paris Oct. 24 or 26 for
preliminary session on International

Will

broadcasting,
it
was
(8). Meeting is
compromise move by U. S. and Britain to head off campaign of the
U. S. S. R., Beliium, Switzerland and

shortwave

:

learned here today

several Scandinavian countries to
hold a Worldwjde broadcasting con^
ference now, rather than after the
world radio "conference next spring,
as Ui S. and Britain prefer.
Both this country and Britain

-

WOKO

in video.

.

Managers

of

seven stations

1945

Threat

In

Canada

Critic's

DebateVs-Denton
Montreal. Oct. 8.
new in the way ot
airing the
controversies between
indies and the Canadian Broads'
casting Corp. was
heard locally

Something

when CBC chairman Davidson Dunton
and Member of Parliament
Roland Beaudry appeared
debate

lic

vertising

Beaudry

last

in a

Week before

'

pub-

the Ad-

and Sales Executives Club.
gave the indie pohit of

view.

Beaudry took a violent stand on
CBC expansion which^ he
would mean the "demise gt
private radio broadcasting and the
existence of a state monopoly." He
Said that by a most generous estii
mate, the 100 Canadian indies make
only $1,800,000 a year profit and
would be out of; business as soon as
their revenue decreased.
CBC, he- said, now spends $5,500,000. si; year and feels the need for
expansion. Beaudry felt that, if in
the: 14 years of CBC's existence the
expenditure had risen from $1,500,000 to $5,500,000, "do you think private industry is beyond the bounds
of common sense when it feels that
the 'expansion' might well imply
perhaps a little more than the $1,800,000 which I very generously
further

said,

,

Washington, Oct.

The Big Four countries (U. S. S. R.,
U. S., United Kingdom and France)

the
toppers
1Albany
Broadcasting Co.. Ft. Orange Broadcasting Co. has Edward J. Riley, balked at any worldwide shortwave
local clothier, in the top spot. Sam- parley now, before new convention
Warlick, particularly reports calls uel
Aronowitz, who has repre- is drawn up for all types of radio
from rural sectors for radio spielers. sented film enterprises here, and transmission and frequency allocaFrazier Hunt, for instance, is very Dwight Marvin, editor of the Troy tions are made on worldwide basis.
popular and in big demand in the Record, are among the added stockIt
is
expected that France may
southwest. Baukage is going on tour holders.
Incidently,
the
Record vote with U. S. and Britain at the
for NCAC shortly, covering New holds
a permit for an FM station Oct. 24 meeting for po.stponement of
England in late November, to the in Tfoy, but it has not decided shortwave parleys until next spring.
Coast in midwinter, and fihishing up whether to build,
Russia and several other countries
in the spring in the south.
Mutual
Two W.k. Albany radio execu- hope to consolidate their hold on
is cooperating with NCAC on details
tives, Harry L. Goldman, ex-sales shortwave bands now, rather than,
and publicity on Hunt's tour, as is manager of
wait
for long drawn out, deliberaand WABY, and
ABC on Baukage,
Mrs. Eleanor Walters, also formerly tions following the radio conference
Harrison Wood, news broadcaster
associated with these stations, are in U. S. next April.
for the Don Lee network, and repinterested in Hudson Valley Broadresented by NCAC for lectures, arcasting Corp. Goldman and Mrs.
rived in New York from Germany
Walters are now partners in an adonly last week and left Monday (7)
vertising agency here. Hudson Valfor the Coast. He'll be available for
ley at present holds a conditional
Continued from page .11
dates in the midwest and west for
grant fot an FM outlet Its applicathe winter and spring.
keeping them infor.-ned on the proMajor George Fielding Eliot, mili- tion for the 590-kc length would be gress of set distribution."
tary expert and writer who recently consolidated with those of BingFurthermore,
they maintain, prohas been doing only guest spots on hamton Broadcastei-s, Binghampton; gramming is the responsibility of
the air, is leaving next week on a WBAX, Wilkes-Barre; and WARM,
the networks and station ops. Agenr
lecture tour.
He'll concentrate on Scranton, if the FCC grants a represent investsay
that
cy people
the east coast, as he wants to stay quest. All four seek the same band.
ments of the station owners, as well
around New York for the United
as the potential lafge. income to
Nations General Assembly meetings.
accrue from the medium,, will lat'geEdgar Ansel Mowrer is also staying
ly fall to the telecasters, and this
east during the autumn for the UN
requires them to shoulder the bursessions, thereby postponing a South
Continued from page 51
den of programming. Especially is
American trip, and making himself
DuMont, they
available for lectures in the vicinity. the question, which may highlight this true of NBC and
FCC's concern at the hearing: aver, since these two companies are
"Should we expect as much from also in the business of manufacturcolor pictures as we do from black ing sets, and have the lucrative
and white in the way of versatility? iiome market upon which to draw.
While they are suffering heavy
Isn't the addition of color enough?"
In 'any event, according to one inroads financially, the nets seem
FCC spokesman, the commission will to have accepted that responsibility
want to see field tests of CBS color, and are nurturing their position.
outside pickups, and just what rain, Chief method of insuring their hold
darkness or bad weather does to a on the program reins has been to
color picture. Economic studies will make video control rooms verboten
also measure cost differentials in to agency or client producers and

Television Necessary?"

9,

Deal for Kellogg's sponsorship of

continued from page SI
sessions, as well as

Budget Snag

'Jury' Hits

Outfits

CBC Seen

granted as

its

spread of profit?"

Dunton dismissed suggestions that
CBC was aiming at monopoly

the

as "bugaboos" and said that Beaudry's claim that
would drain
indie revenue as "nonsense." He reviewed CBC's history, defending it
as a "compromise" between English
(BBC) and United States radio sys-

CBC

tems;

:

.

Dunton asserted that much
CBC's revenue would pass on to
indies in, the form of services
carrying

CBC

programs.

He

ot
the
for
also

said that he did not believe that the
total potential revenue from advertising was so static that indies would
be out of competition.

.

now

Admen Bow

I

FCC May

.

'

CLEVELAND'S

STATION

color vs. the monochrome sets, since directors. Both CBS and NBC will
the public has largest stake in any allow no one but their own ijeople
action FCC may talte.
in the control rooms, while DuMont
Meanwhile, dopesters are divided will let. agenc.v people in on condion motivation behind the CBS peti- tion that they lay off the control
tion, .with some taking the position board. Up' to^ now the majority of
that commission elbowed the net- shows have been packaged by the
work into asking for the hearing. nets, and in some cases by talent
They take; the view that the FCC agencies, but few by ad agencies.
wanted the net "to put up or shut
They're Ready
up" and so clear he. air for prospect
Of the agencies, N. W. Ayer is
tive .buyers of tele 'sets. .Same bunch probably the pioneei in video, now
says RCA is equally anxious,: for the entering Its sixth continuous year
hearing, since it believes CBS caii't as / .middleman
between Atlantic
produce a workable set of: commer-. Refining Co. and Philco station
cial standards.
WPTZifor the University of PennOh the other side of the picture, sylvania football games. Ayer also
an equally vociferoias coalition be- handles (Boodyear's.:' sponsorship of
lieves that FCC wanted hearings the..4.rmy game.s, and Lou, Little's'
now so its hands would be clean and Friday night NBC show for U. S.
full fact.s would be in the open be- Rubber.
fore RCA unloaded its sets on the
Don McClurei Ayer's tele Chief,
market.
like
Herb Leedei' at Beijtori &
It is anticipated that several dozen :Bowles, Lee Copley at Ruthrauft
&
companies and broadcasters Will Ryan, Warren Gerz at Young &
participate in the hearings.
All Rubicam, and others, has presentamajbr. companies have been testing tions ready for sponsors but no bites
rainbow transmissions, and a spe- seem imminent.
cial three-man committee of experts
J.
Walter Thompson has taken
will probably present its report on the lead in billings, largely on the
the status of color standards^
strength
of
the extensive video
schedule of Ford and Standatd
Fort worth— A 25-year-old blind Brands, Few of the agencies will
singer, LeRoy Jenicins, is being fea- be caught, napping when receiving
tured in a series of quarter-hour sets hit the mass circulation level,
programs over
under spon- since: they all havfi video departsorship of Baker's Best Hair tonic ments ready to make the plunge
daily.
when they feel the time is ripe.

•

It

looks complex but

the ropes

it's

if

yon know

simple. Weed and

Company men know

tlie

ropes and

know the people.
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Town Meeting
Of the

Indies in

LA Now

WLW-A, WKRC READY

As Croghan Gets CP

WorU

"Town Meeting

America's

RADIO

14

Now
tions,

Hollywood, Oct.
Los Angeles has 14 indie

8.

sta-

following the receipt of his

CP

by Art Croghan, of Santa Monica,
from the FCC. The new station will

of the

shaping up as something operate on 1580 kilocycles with 5,000
fiia" is now
program, as more watts during daylight hours.
of « world-wide
Call: letters are still to be deor stations
gnd more foreign groups
termined for the new station which
similar to or,
out on programs
will be operated individually by
modeled directly on the familiar Croghan, a former partner in WJBK,
Latest to
Geore V. Denny airer.
Detroit, who arrived here a year ago
outfit in Manila, incorloin is an
and applied. The selection of sites
porated as Town Hall -Philippines, for transmitter, offices and studios
which swells the ranks of "Town 'will determine the time operations
Meetings" now being aired In Japan, will .start and Croghan expects that
Germany (Munich and Stuttgart) will .be in approximately 120 days.
and Holland (Htilversum).
Philippine group has Ave chapmeetings in five
ters already holding
MBS' Co-op Boost
absence of broadcities, but due to
meetMutual hit a new high for co-op
casting facilities, records of
stenographic sales for the past two weeks, with
ings are taken down in
disfor
free
notes and transcribed
7 1 stations reporting new sponsors
in

tribution

form

mimeograph

Radio Treshmen Form

WITH FM FOR CINCY
Cincinnati, Oct. 8.
First
transmission for Cincy
on a regular schedule will be by the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp,, starting
on or before^ Deo. 1.
month or so

FM

structure.

Appointment of Wilfred Guenther,
a vet Crosley staffer who worked
with shortwave in the early days,
as
last

manager of WLW-A, was made
week by James D. Shouse,

WLW

here and WINS in
York, which will inaugurate
an exchange of programs late this
month.

New

.

..

to

Town Hall.
of
patrons
has
however,
branch,
Manila's
started weekly meetings broadcast
over the local U. S. Army radio.
Town Hall Philippines chatter"
stresses its purpose as being to help
maintain international peace, develbp cooperation among nations on
sOciali economic and cultural problems and serve as center for these
Manila

of

co-op programs:

Erskine John-

son's ''In Hollywood" leads the list
with 41 stations {including full Don
Lee network, which sold it to Viek
Chemical Co.).

active

or

—

,

president. At the same time, Guenther became station relations manager of the Crosley organization, a
new position, to coordinate activities

between

"freshmen,"

AM

WKRC is scheduled to open
new FM station, on a hilltop site
overlooking the downtown basin.
The Crasley station is atop the 48story Carew Tower, the city's tallest
its

Kilocycles
—

ered it takes a radio lawyer and
not one shining in some other field
prospective licensees in both
to under.5tand the legalities of raand FM, are taking chances in regard
dio, and that it takes a radio engito missing out on the know-how of
neer to draw up surveys and charts
the business. They are forming their for the' FCC.
While a number of radio conown advisory and consultative servsultant services have developed to
ice, which will be open to subscriptake care of the needs of the "froshtion by all comers but will be in- nien,", there has been the feeling,
terested primarily in radio broad- however, that there is no reason
casling by educational organizations why a number of them couldn't get
together to form their own consul.
and labor unions,
tative-advisory service.
The move was born out ol necesLast week, there wa.s a series of
sity. In the last few months, many
meetings on the subject in New
new prospective radioites, their York. A number of the men called
eyes glued to the FM band or their are prominent in various phases: ot
feet ready to get wet in the stand- radio— programming, law, and engiard
field, have found that havneering and can't as yet have their
ing enough money to buy a trans- names associated with the venture
mitter and hire a couple of engi- publicly. Others
in the group are
neers isn't all there is to getting Lew Frank, Detroit business man
Radio's

later,

Own Advisory

Way Around

Setup to Ease

A

61

SHO-BIZ-QUIZ FOLDS
Pittsburgh, Oct. 8.
Critical
shortage of sugar and
other materials is forcing Dimling's
Candy Shops here to drop Sho-Biz-

AM

—

into radio.

formerly with, the Political Action
A number of new groups have dis- Committee, and before that with
covered that they're been nosed out the radio division of Domestic OWI;
by rivals for radio bands because Al Saylor, radio director ot the
Quiz program after straight run of the rivals knew how to prepare pres- United
Foster, 9.
Tell Your
Automobile
Workers
of
entations for FOG hearings. They America (CIO); and Emil Corwin,
Mutual's newest, added three. Lewis more than 17 months.
Show fades from air over WJAS found out that goodwill isn't enough, radio chairman ot the Hollywood
now has 209 spon.sors, and Fo.ster
109, the pair being one-two among tonight^ iTues). It started in May, but must be wrapped up in sensible Independent Citizens Committee of
programmoing format. "They discov- the Arts, Sciences and Professions.
1945.
co-ops on all the nets.
Fulton

Lewis

added

'

Cedric
Neighbor,"

11;

.

-aims.'

:

Meantime, in Germany, according

•

word received by Town Hall's
education director Gregor Ziemer, in-

to

terest in

"Town Meetm(»"

is

Radio

manifest.

ingly

mcrcas-

Stuttgart,

managed by the

6871.st District InServices Control Command, planned broadcasting its first

formation

"Town Meeting" show from Tubin-

THE VOICE HAS

international
as part of an
youth conference in progress there,
then initiating the program from
this
month.
starting
Stuttgart,
gen,

.

CHANe!

Deputy chief Stuart L. Hannon ot
find
to
Radio Stuttgart expects
groups for the program in many
towns throujihout WurttcmbcrR, thus
alternating the origination poiiiLs,
with Stuttgart as regular headquarDiscussing
ters for the program.
the program with several professors
at Heidelberg, however, Hannon got
dons
the idea that the learned
wanted to ponder the idea for a tew

0

years at least.

Most popular show on Radio Stuttreports Hannon,

gart,

is

"Auskunft

patterned after "Information
Success of the program
has been a great surpn.se to .siii(Tcr.«,
inasmuch as the German usually
doe.sn't accept his learning through
such a whimsical, happy medium.

Bitte,"

Please."

NCAC Lets Option Lapse
National Concert & Artists Corp
which had a three-month option on
'Town Meeting of the Air," hasn't
been able to sell show to a sponsor,
and option hasn't been renewed.
Selling assignment
the Blue.

now

reverts to

Tyro Tickles the Kilos,
Gets Tagged by Sponsor
Pittsburgh, Oct.

8.

Quickest snagging of a sponsor on
record locally for a newcomer to
radio can be chalked up to Dick
Cook, publisher of Bulletin-Index,
local newsraag weekly.
Just about
a month ago, Cook, who was an ad
vprtising solicitor for the morning
Po-st-Gazette before joining BI in
exec capacity and later buying- it,

WOL

strike

gave Cook

a

now
new

facsimile

KQV, Mutual outlet here, as
a siistaining- newscaster five days a
week at noon.
went on

Power

is

superb

operating at 5000 watts

which

transmitter,

and

will also

power from o

hous9'WOL FMr

color television.

At base rates lower than those of any station of comparable power

cliaiice

any comparable market

in

in

the.

to

go to town, and, his expert coverage is believed chiefly responsible

United States, the

for

a bankroUer coming forward al
Inost immediately.
It's the International Flour Milling Co., which took
over Cook's new shows On same
flve-day-a-week schedule for a J3week stretch starting ye-slerday

liver

new WOL

signal

is

geared to de-

a metropolitan area considerably wealthier

and more heavily populated than such metropoli-

(Mon.),

Craddock's

WMCK

:

BASIC

Post

Pittsburgh, Oct.

Jack Craddock, veteran sports anand for the last few years

nputieer
also

New

program director of

WKPA

Kensington, has just
named general manager of
nearby McKeespori.
Section,

by

w

in

been

WMCK

m
^

MUTUAL

tan markets as Baltimore, Cleveland

and Minne-

apoUs-St. Poul.
8.

which will be operated

Mon-Yough Broadcasting, expects
get going by first of December.
,

Riving McKeesport, about 15 miles
.from downtown Pittsburgh and with
population of 60,000, two radio stations within a period
few
of
a
month.?.
WEDO began operations
there in August.

A

COWLES STATION

WOL
THE

VOICE

OF

WASHINGTON"

Represented nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WOL's impressive share
local business,

basis,

testifies

of national spot

most of which
to

is

the sales effectiveness of

Washington's fastest-growing

Ask

Katz!

and

on a rehewal

station.

—
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SUDS FLOW FAST IN

Repwt on Radio Down Under Shows
Aussies Happy in Ambivalent Setup
an ofEending performer
and has.
Radio has done well

Anomalous situation whereby pru
vate and government-owned nets
and stations in Australia compete
side by side in friendly rivalry for
audiences, was described last week
by F. J. (Ben) Coombes, program
Sydney, wlio liad
New York.

just

arrived

the air

,

in the last
decade, the war years benefiting it
getting
(as in the U. S.), with radio
warthne advertising expenditures

because newspapers were restricted
stand-

in print, etc. By Australian
direcards, says Coombes, scripters,
living.
tors and talent make a good

of the Macquarie Network,

manager

off

in

High Set Density
stations

of radio

in

The density
There are 29 government stations
The Commonand 101 private or cofn- Australia is high.
wealth has 130 stations for its 7,mercial. The government stations
population, as against Amer(Which handle no commercial pro- 500,000
its 135,000,for
stations
1,100
grams) are in two chains. Tlie com- ica's
people. Sydney has eight stamercial stations are either indies, or 000
government-owned,; four
members of two networks, Mac- tions, two
Macquarie
The
web,
two
and
quarie and Major. All radio sets in indies,
its basic net,
in Australia,

web has 22 stations in
bringing 80% of all licensed listeners
in Austriliai within tuning distance.
It also has- 39 co-operating stations

Australia are licensed, but the receipts from the $3.25 annual fee all
go to the government-owned stations, the private ^tations shifting
for themselves.
The government chains are thus
assured a fixed though limited revenue, as well as having priority on
facilities, such as land lines. Commercial stations have the advantage
of more freedom of action, more
flexible budgets for talent and programming. Despite government-station advantages, commercial stations
get the majority of audience listening regularly.

in its fold.

Key

station is

2GB, Syd-

ney, a 1,000-watter. Most Australian
stations are small watters, although
one government-owned outlet operates on 5,000-watts.
Aussie nets produce and sell most
of their own programs (as against
agency production in the U. S,),; al
tliough Australia has its share of
local
also
are
There
agencies.
brandies of big N. Y. .ftrras, like J.

•

Walter Thompson.

The two largest users of radio in
Gl Longhair
Australia, according to Coombes, are
Government stations have the ad- Colgate-Palraolive-Peet and Lever
vantage of a symphony orchestra Brothers. Colgate goes in mostly for

S. setup.

SS

WNBT

.

Ad

Muzzle Thrown
Into Elections
Wellington, N. Z., Oct. 1.
of National Advertisers here is making its last
attempt at altering the present dic-

The Association

tatorial government control of radio
programming. Having failed in its
appeal to the Prime Minister and

—

.

Australians, according to Coombes.
like the American type of variety
show similar to the Crosby or Dinah
Shore setups—orchestra, vocalists,
songs, comedy; they like quizzes,
audience participation shows, dramas.
There are two dramats to one com•

On the other hand,
Australians don't like a steady diet
of murder mysteries; four in a row,
as on U. S. nets, would be unthinkedy program.

able.

Aussie audiences don't like blue
humor; they don't like the British
style of broad comedy. On Sundays,
programs are restricted in type, as
are types of commercials. The Postmaster General Dept, supervises all
radio. PGD doesn't see scripts in
advance,, but it will censor a show
on recepit of complaints. It can take

vember).

teur hovu".

Minneapolis, Oct, 8.
Revelation that funds of Aviation
Corp. enabled Stanley E. Hubbard
acquire outstanding stock of
KSTP was followed hero witli
Stage Employees.
Hubbard's statement he accepted
Each of the two other regions of
the AVCO-Crosley deal in order to
the
has had its own exec secprevent stock going, to newspaper
retary, Jean Pettus holding the job
'nterests.
for the midwest region, with h.q. in
Hubbard had acquired 75% of
Chicago, and Aubrey Finn the corstock in the station from Brown
responding number on the Coast.
and Shields estate (lie already
The eastern region's job until now owned other
25%) at a price rehad been folded in with that of
ported to be $825,000. Transaction
Dorothy Bryant, national executive
must still be approved by FCC.
secretary, (She is on vacation now.)
Meanwhile it came to light that
Fi'om here on in, tlie regional and
the deal was financed by Croslejr
national jobs will be strictly sepinterests, wliich reportedly have an
arate, by vote of the national exoption to purchase the 75% stock
ecutive council, and there is no
interest for $1,200,000.
doubt that the move augurs a
Hubbard said that in the event
hypoed organizational drive in the the option
is taken
up and FCC
east, where the major head%iarters
sanction is granted, he has a 10of the ad agencies are located.
year- contract to continue as chief
Beyond confirming the appoint- executive of the station, which he
ment of Mike Davidson, the Guild founded and of which he has been
leadership would not discbss any guiding head. "If Crosley comes in,
prospective
moves against the they 11 finance me," Hubbard saidi
agencies.
Peter Lyon, eastern re "otherwise I'll have to find other
gional veepee, and chairman of the backing."
committee that had negotiated with
In a talk before the Midway Club
Four-A's,
did confirm,
however, here, composed of businessmen in
that the Y&R "drivelet" is under the district lying between the two
way to organize that outfit's staff cities, Hubbard told members he
writers.
"went out of town for financing to
It was known thai Sam Moorej avoid turning it over to the Rid.
Guild proxy has prepared a letter ders," referring to the family con-i
Northwest
Publications,
to the membership which is ex- trolling
pected to be sent out in the next Inc., publishers of St. Paul Pioneerweek or so. Further steps may be Press and Dispatch. Talk was fully
disclosed at a meeting to be held reported in Pioneer-Press.
in New York, for the general mem
bership, next Tuesday (15) niglit.
ICC's Co-op Airers
For the rest, the coming steps in
connection
with
Four-A's,
the
Propping for its radio campaign in
policy wise^ are in the hands of a the forthcoming elettion.s, the Inde.

na.lonal Alliance of Theatrical and

.

Both the Labor 'and National
Macquarie is on 18-hours a day,
parties have had presented the ad«
although through lack of land lines
for vertisers' views on the testy probit has to do some transcriptions
While not challenging v govlem.
deferred broadcasting. It claims 60%
ernment ownership of both commer
sponsored programs.
non-commercial chains, the
Coombes is here for a two-month cial and contesting the
group
is
dual direclook'see at latest programming settion of Shelley.
It has resulted in
ups. During the war, all Aussie stathe
latter unfavorably influencing
tions took a common news service.
and has
commercial
operation
the
Macquarie now has permission to
led to the virtual exclusion of fabroadcast its own news service,
vored canned American shows;
which is one of the chief reasons
Two years ago the change was
Coombes uis .here.
effected whereby the separate operations of National Broadcasting Service and National Commercial Broadcasting Service were combined. Latter was then reduced to a "division'
Continued from page 55
of the National Broadcasting Service
and Shelley began imposing public
but fewer than 50 schools have taken service notions on commercial operaadvantage of the fact.
tion.
Now his office passes on all
Present breakdown shows six non- programs, with the government actcommercials licensed on the FM ing as sales clearing house of proband, another 21 under construction, grams as well as time. Buyers canfive applications pending, 17 applicanot purchase programs on the open
tions processed but returned for ad- market but must take what the
ditional information, and another 20 government offers or nothing.
The
bids returned because they were in- situation is such that advertisers
complete on engineering and flnanc- don't even know what is in the
«

:

Educational

j

So

remain.s that,
though the educators have elaborate
staterwide networks worked out on
paper, non-commercial channels are
still going begging.
They are cheered by fact, however, that FCC Commissioner Clifford J. Durr shares tlieir view on
reserving tliis part of the spectrum
for bonaflde educational operations
only. He is known to bave sought
an FCC statement of policy on the
question several times in the past,
ing

details.

fact

though nothing official has
from the full FCC bench.

come

to

'

RWG

'

.

,

,

strategy committee headed
by Stuart Hawkins. And neither
Hawkins nor the other committee
special

members are

talking.

FC&B
ContiBued from page 49
stances

•

j

Hubbard-KSTPBid

:

Aussie Radio

;

.

AVCO Coin Behinil

I

Continued from page SO simml

(CIO), the outat that won the CBS
White collar election. Before that,
Davidson was an AFL organizer,
having been a member of the executive board of Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians, Local 270, Inter-

Minister of Broadcasting for- the removal of Prof. James Shelley, Dievening features, although Lever rector of Broadcasting, as prejudiLever has been cial, the group has taken the matter
also uses some.
broadcasting a lot of U. S. soaps, to thf. two major political parties
in an
like "Big Sister,'' produced locally and, in" effect, the people
from U. S. scripts. It has a version effort to effect reforms following the
elections
here next month (Noof Lux Radio Theatre, and an ama-

(which the private stations don't
have) and various celebrity concerts.
Commercial stations, on the other
hand, stress popular program.s in
drama, music, variety shows, soap
operas, quizzes, very similar to the
U.

Writers' Guild

BARKEEP VIDEO ROW
N. Y.'s W. 47th street, between
Sixth and Seventh avenues, became
Manhattan's first "television row"
last Thursday (2) as several bars on
both sides of the street brought
their customers the playoff game between the Dodgers and Cards, as
(NBC, N. Y.).
televised by
Telecast was advertised via large
window cards in each bar, and the
latter in the aggregate drew comparatively as large a crowd as saw
the game in person out at Ebbets
Payees had to crane their
Field.
necks to see the small 8x10 inch
screens perched high up on the walls
at the far end of the rooms; but,
from the s.r.o. signs in evidence, the
barkeeps undoubtedly sold more
beer and liquor than they had before at that time of day.

;

they're strictly Hope and
packages, production-wise.

Benny
Agency

.

is now minus the Bourjois-Tony Martin show, the sponsor
deciding to cancel out. But it leaves
the FC&B expanded radio setup, as

sparked by Emerson Foote and Hub
bell Robinson, Jr., with braintrusting a flock of other top-budgeted
airers. These include "Radio Read
er's Digest" for Hallmark; "High

ways in Melody" for Cities Service;
"Hollywood Star Time," for Frigid
aire, the Kate Smith show for Gen
eral Foods, "Hit Parade," and the
Morgan show, both for American
Tobacco.

Sizable chunk of the FC&B bill
ings comes from the multiple reThey must gional shows, which numl^er 14
select from limited and undesired most of them on the Coast, and
British and Australian transcriptions spearheaded by the agency's Holly
of British Broadcasting Corp. flavor, wood radio operation.

pendent Citizens' Committee

Do You Need
a
Rehearsal Hall?
FOR YOUR BAND
RADIO PROGRAM
LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION
W* have ovaiiabla a largt ballroom

— Monday to

Yank

programs.

Since the advent of Robinson into
the FC&B fold, there's been evidence

The whole thing hinges on the of solidifying the agency's radio set
word "suitable" in the governing up on the national basis,
and an
regulations.

By use

of

it

nearly
appeals

everything submitted that
to advertisers— but not the powers^—
is rejected.
There's some hope for a
switch back to former conditions if
the National party gets in, but little
hope is seen if the incumbents are

overall policy of strengthening the
operation at the top, with Doug
Coulter moving in as Robinson's
assistant a couple of month? back.

successful.

After a r.ecent tour of New Zealand, and investigation of the Brit-',
ish and Australian systems, Re'ne
Crapara, Director of Broadcasting for
the Union of South Africa, is stated
to have said that the system here
was held in the least favorable light.
The Union is attempting to set up a
system and code, and Crapara was
commissioned to study as many as
possible.

Fordham's Radio Course
New

York's Fordham University
joins the ranks of major colleges of.^
fering courses irt radio. programming
and engineering with a newlyformed Division of Radio, to operate

Tele Followups
S

Continued from paj;e 52

in

their st;,tionaiy positions

50-yard line, was something

fboiit SU. 7-3000. fanquef

Department

RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL
WEST 73RD STREET
NEAR BROADWAY, NEW YORK
253

WBIC

on the

new and

means good broadcasting

appreciative.

Telecast was partially spoiled, how
ever, by the inept -announcing of tyro
Caswell Adams. A syndicated INS
sports columni.st. Adams undoubtedly
has a good knowledge of football biit
he certainly has a lot to learn yet
about video narration. Several times
he referred to'his station as "WBNT"
and his voice at times sounded as
though he were trying to outdo the
pebble moutbings of Demosthenes.
His constant references to the sweltering heat at the stadium had the
video lans squirming in their seats
andt crime above crime as far as

5000 WATTS DAY (NIGHT

Columbia

olTiliqtt

gfetnsboro, n, <.

>»pruint«d b/ hoHinjibiiy

under the embryo Department of
'A mighty tol«r(ul vmtM"
Communication Arts. Heading new NBC is concerned, he made several —Radio Daily.
allusions to the "red" handkerohief
division is William A. Coleman,
dropped by the referee to indicate
former scripter for War and Wash- an upcomhig penalty.
ington, D. C. freelancer who lectured
Goodyear commercials during the
Tillman
on radio at Catholic U. in the capi- game were also overdone, due probtal city.
School ali-eady has an ap- ably to the fact that Adams couldn't
Matter of Coromoniti
plication on file for an FM license, think of anything else to say during
CtS Color Tolovilion
Commercial between
proposed station to air under call a time-out.
Domonstrationt
quarters, howeve'r, was excellent,
letters WRAM. In the near future a
consisting of a' slide with a huge clock
television adjunct to the radio diviinside the rim of a Goodyear tire,
sion will be added, making Fordham ticking ollE
tlie 60-second Intermis.
one of tlie first of the large schools sion as Adams read the commercial
to begin video instruction.
off-screen.
.

Rom Bowl will

b«

filled

told

htm th«

with Whaatlesl"

.

.

everybody knows

still

John

"W« haren't lost a itame since w«

momlnft and

STA6E 36x12
WITH FULL E(?UIPMENT
REASONABLE RATES
CONVENIENT LOCATION

s

Point campus, with the cameras

Friday

afternoon!.

country and available.

despite a strong preference for

is try.

ing a new idea in cooperative spon.
soEship of radio time and bankrolling of transcription platters. Show*
biz political outfit has sent out books
of "sponsor" tickets to members,
asking that they be peddled for
specified amounts of cash.
Coupon
reads: "I as a radio sponsor ICCASP.
Get your views on the air!"
Idea IS to get enough of the $100
books peddled to bankroll the entire
campaign,: with emphasis given to
radio time.

6

.

r;
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Adams To

U. Papers Drop

Stanton on
Bob

Radio Log Pool
Hollywood, Oct.

'

8.

Los Angeles Publishers Associaover the handling of
tion "has taken
all local newspapers,
radio logs for
formerly farmed out to an
J taik
Concentration
operator.
independent
and deliberate conof log-handling
densation of the logs was a publisher
coverage of
minimize
nool move to
But it apparently .backfired
radio.
due to

inaccuracies,

etc.,

and now

Association itself is handling logs,
Lou Holme.s, femme, resigned her
of
at-hom<3 job, following complaints

broadcasters that too many ostenpubli-sher-inspired limitations
sibly

«nd restrictions were being issued,
poorly handled
and that logs were

Don

best.

at

Lee's

KHJ

was

re-

portedly chief complainant. Now the
handled directly out of the
As.soiation office by Mildred RudanoMrs. Holmes states she revich.

taslc is

signed because she could "no longer
handle the chore," and refused to
-elaborate

on

However,

it's

Fill

why she could not.
known that she is con

tinuing in a like capacity for other
outlying publications.
Situation again points up the pe
culiar attitude of L. A. papers in re-

Stanton,

In

THREE NET HEADS

For

WNBT Games

NBC's

USSR Plans Wide

TOP NAB'S AGENDA

Raifio Expansion,

chief sports-

Washington, Oct. 8.
caster, will be replaced in New York
Heads of three of the four national
by Cass Adams for the duration of networks are slated to address
An all-out effort to expand the
Army football schedule on NAB's 24th annual convention in
the
WNBT. Stanton will spend his Sat- Chicago late this month. Among the present standard broadcast system,
inauguration of FM and television in
urday afternoons calling the Univ. of biggies who will pour wisdom into
Penn. games on WPTZ, Philadelphia, the ears of the broadcasters will be the top cities, and expansion of the
for Atlantic Heflning Co.
Edgar Kobak, Mutual prexy; Wil- radio receiving network by 1950 to
Stanton began his video sports liam S. Paley, CBS board chairman; 75% over, pre-war levels was prework for AR when that company and Niles Trammell, NBC president.
dicted for the Soviet Union this
started
television
sponsorship in
NAB now estimates that about 2,Sergeichuk,
Philly six years ago, /making it the 000 broadcasters will gather for the week by Konstantin
oldest consistent bankroUer in the Oct. 21-24 huddles, making the ses- Minister of Communications of the
medium. Because of that the agency, sions the largest so far by a wide USSR.
N. W. Ayer, felt that they deserved margin.
Writing in the USSR Intormation
first crack at his services.
Another new
on the list Bulletin, Sergeichuk went in heavier
Adams is an experienced replace- will be Dr. Paulspeaker
F. Lazar.sfeld, difor statistics and glowing promises of
ment in the sport world, although rector of the Columbia
University a thoroughly modern Soviet radio
his video work has not been as exBureau of Applied Social Research, sy.stem. In a single year he wrote,
tensive a.s that of Stanton. New NBCwho will talk on "How Broadcasters Soviet V^orkers have restored most
ite writes a syndicated sport column,
can use the NORG radio study." Na- of
the radio stations put out of busitional. Opinion Research Center of
ness by war, and have erected a new
San Antonio— "Campus Favorites" the University of Denver coines out lOO-kilowatt medium-wave station in
with its study, "The Public Looks Mowow and a halt-dozen highis the title of a new series of halfat
Radio,"
Nov.
2.
hour airings to be programmed over
poweied units in lesser cities. Im
Convention crowd now looks so; mediate plans, as set forth by the
KCOR by Marv.in Broyles, program
director. \ Programs will be turned big that NAB is warning people Soviet communications chief, caU for
over to local schools, and the stalls of whose applications for rooms have erectwn .of 28 additional powerlul
the school's newspapers will air not yet been filled that they had standard broadcast stations, increase
news concerning the school and its better stay home unless they can of power, and expansion of the vast
turn up their own accommodations. network oi relay stations which pick
students.
'

Including Receivers for

FM, Video

up and rebroadcast
to remote areas.

Though

USSR program*

FM is still

a future devel-

opment, Sergeichuk said that "broadcasting on ultra-short waves with
frequency
be
modulation
must
widely introduced in the large cities."
Soviet's brief fliier into television before the war apprently convinced the USSR chiefs that the
medium is here to stay. The new
five-year plan provides not only for
modernization of the Moscow television center but for construction of

new

video

centers 'in

Leningradi-

The Soviet Union also has ambitious plans to step up output of radio
sets and increase the number of sub-"
existing
network
to
its
service.
Sights are set for production of 3,000,000 receivers in the next
five-year period, with tlie aim of
turning out 925,000 receivers in 1950
alone..
(Clue to' Russia's low radio
production ratio Is the fact that the

.scribers

U. S. industry turned out between 1.5
and 1.7 million sets in the single
month of August, this year.)

S|M}nHoi*«.Ml l>y

KMPC

break via airing Times news
on commercial basis. Then the Daily
tied in with KIiAC and gave
some .sizable press covei-age to
takeover of the 'Thackreys and other
notable events. It followed with the
recent acceptance of John Crosby's
column which is syndicated out of
New York ^but probably only because, of its feature excellence and
sional

/946 FOOTBALL
PROGRAM ON WON

—

September 21

.

.Illinois

September 28

.

.

Notre

at Pittsburgh

Dame

at

Illinois

readership.

*October 5 .... . Wisconsin at Northwestern

the News remains the sole
the downtown dailies to
"go radio." Others are still very cold

So

far,

paper of

October

and agreement remains in
whereby radio is all but ignored, except for the mention in
brief logs
of key shows, special
events, etc. Minors are fluffed and
record shows are absolutely verto

'

•

.

. . .

Wisconsin at

October 26

.

Illinois at,

.

.

November 2.. .Ohio
.

Of course, the newsprint"
aggravates the situation
The Times, a video station applicant,
states that eventually they'll probably go into it again but that's only
because they'll have to now that
they are back in radio. They are not
repeating the mistake they made
when they peddled KHJ because it
wasn't a money maker and want in
on tele's ground floor. As an operator they'll be obliged to cover. However, Harry Miller, assistant to the
publisher, Norman Chandler, states
that's in the future so long as things
are as they are.

November 9.

November

—

'

2 ... Purdue at„Notre Dame

October 19.

Illinois

Michigan

at Northwestern

boten.

shortage

•

1

all,

it

effect

1

. .

.Indiana at Northwestern

.Northwestern at Notre

Dame

November 23

.

November 30

^Southern California at Notre

Illinois

at Northwestern

Dame

In the switch of logs back to its
office,
the Association stated that
the job could be better handled by a
staff member.
In addition, Floyd
Maxwell, head of the A.ssociation,
said that the move was made to
clear up
unjust criticism of the

gfoup and the systematized logging.

AFRA WAIVERS CHOIR

ON 'BIBLE

INST.

HOUR'

Hollywood, Oct.

8.

Following a strong pitch from
both sponsors and agency, the American Federation of Radio Arti-sts
here granted a waiver to the "Bible
Institute Hour," new Mutual t.c. religious

program, to use a tyro choir.
The union had made a test case of
It
whSn apprised that missionary
students were being used in the
choir.

At first the union insisted that
professionals would have to be hired
or
that
the students would be
obliged to join the union.

AFRA

.

was believed to be adamant in its
jnitial
decision but when Howard
TuUis, head of the agency bearing
his name, and Df.
Louis T. Talbot,
director of the interdenominational
religious group, made personal pleas
before the AFRA board, Oct. 2, the
waiver was granted.

^

SCORING REGULARLY with middlewestern listeners
WGN scores consistently each fall with sports-minded listeners. Our scoring formula is quite simple:
An

imposing line-up of top games eloquently described by an expert on sports ... in this case Jack

Brickhouse, a nationally

Remember, the best

WGN.

It is

known sportscaster.

,

football is played in the middlewest,

another example of the program leadership

Wecedental
'jalten in

exception

was

being

their case .since other re-

-

-.It was stated that .some
of them
are obviously
operated on the profit
motive, while the Bible Institute is

j^PJirledly

a

non-profit

organiza-

broadcast over

CHICAGO 11

ji Clear Channel Station

ILLINOIS
30,000 >jr*tn

Serving the Middle West
On Your

"gious commercials are unmolested

:

it is

WGN listeners have come to expect.

Neither

side would divulge the
details of the mind change.
Spon.sor
»nd the agency believed that a

and the best of

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Dial

Sates Office; 220 East '(2nd Street, New Yurk 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keeimn and EickelberA
235 Montftomery St., San Francisco 4 • 411 W. Fifth ,St,, Los \nfteles 13
Eiiitterii

.

:

Kiev and Sverdlovsk.

.

News

_

The

gard to radio. Until very recently
none carried any radio news—
though new show and special events
were readily acadvertisements
cepted. "Breaks" were rare indeed,
even though some stations had sheet
used to get an occatieups.

:

63

i

:
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64
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ijsic
British Best Sheet Sellers

Meredith Willson Salutes Pluggers

Jocks, Juke$ and Disks

(VVcofo Eiidiiif/ Sepi. 20)
LoiKloii, Sopti 27^

0 recent fl'/fi.ru'eil HoustM-adio sliotc)
;
a mere beginner compared to the
•'When il coroes to patience'
men who plug songs. Do you have any idea what patience a song
plugger must have in order to get just one plu,i,'? In the first place,

Gay

Bless Y(Hi

(From

Tm

Primrosf

WrijClU

Hill

LiUifjIiiii.u on Inside. .. .Conni'lly
Harvost Moon ..... .Sti'auKs-M.
... VMorvLs
So Would: I
... .Lords
Down in the VHlloy
Morris
'Ampstead Way

By George

Frazier

.

In the
decade or so that has
slipped" by since Benny Goodman
first hit tlie big time with his owri

fault, because, after all, there's
only one Goodman, and: the little
barefoot men like' Eddi(» Condon
out lliere will want to buy a cotjy. Now the fellow who does thjit lias
make
Saturday
profess to scorn his suceess,
band
began
to
who
and
Spiig
Theme
Wood
of
Twosy
.;.
.
Oncjiy,
to have the tact ot an English butler, the stubbornness
night big and resonant with his Let's should have his talent!
.Leeds
J.ohniiy Fedora
.i.
F.\'eiybodv
and the patience of the tvianglo player at the, Phil;bal-niOtiit\: .He 'h
Dance program; a great many things should have his talent!
ChappL'Il
Aren't" You Glad.'
to walk Kay Kaysor's dog—play, civess wth Eddy Ducliinr-'wax Whitepark
to
ha^e
happened
in
the
music
busihas
Vicloria
To Eatli nis Own
What prompts all this is the newman's mustache and change iiarry James' baby. He
ness.
A lot of vogues, a slew of est Goodman record -^'^My Blue
Land Beginning Again. .Foldman
Rudy Valloo's station wagon— laugh at FrCd Waring's .iokes— play
have
must
He
trends,
have
sprung
and
then,
fiddle.
tip
Heaven" and "Put That Kiss Back
flute duets with me and carry Guy Lombardo's
after a while, disappeared. Through Where You Found It" (Columbia
saiidwich for Dinalr Shore, a cigar for Sinatra's, gintar player and a
them all though Goodman stayed on ;i7091 ).
These are unquestionably
shy ie for the ilian 'who drops; in at Hiiraec Heidfs for a ehcosebLn-ger—
intermediate Talent
lop and now, after some 10 years, not among the most satisfying faces.
.:tiO' relish.
band
s
Joe
hand
to
the little explosion of liis clarinet Benny has ever made, but iisteiiing
'He i-nust eat bananas at. Cejia Cabanas— give a
Tpsr.
Setting
to them and then to what other
at Roseland—fade 'em at the PalUidium— whistle Boccheriftl ifor
Charles
John
promise
to
white bands are :tur,hing out,, yoy.
eanini— take Iturbi to the Derby— break his
realize that he is still the candykid.
Thomas by listening steady to Nelson Eddy— kibitz for Lawrence TibTunes for Recording Best Bets of the
"Put That Kiss" has b<:vn recorded
•belt— get a bromo for Perry Comn— read Dick Tracy to Count Basic
Intermediate talent ,pn the various
Kliythm— "Put That Ki.ss Back
by practically everybody and his
and play tennis with Skinnay Ennis. My hafs oft to you music men.
record;
is
having
major
labels
quite
brother,, but. no one touches GoodWhere You B'ound It" and "M.v
Good luck to you all and to your No. 1: plugs."
Garron,,;
from
Tubby
tunes
man. ipor one thin,g, thcj'e is,authorr
a time these days, flnding things to
Thercafler he did a pltiggers" medley of
Blue Heaven" (Beiiiiy Goodity in his treatment, ancj. also, there
Paramount Music; Benny Turner for Remick; "Cuban Pete" Harry
maiil.
record. In normal times, the major
Are
Miller
music;
"What
is pas.e, and a good bcivt. and some
Cde's plug for' Sam Fox; Arfio Mehlinger,
Uallud
"Lies" (Julia Lee)
name!< get trrst call on the bestgifted soloists. 'There is, toi' instance,
You Gonna Do"— Eddy Jams lor BMI; "Who Cares""— Ed Lee's plug
and "For Sentimental Reasons"
looking po|) tunes, leaving the less
o iOVoly piaiio bit by. one prcstini,cs,
for Words & Music; "I'd Be Lost Without You'."— Lucky Wilbur for
(King Cole Trio).
likely
ones,
plus
standards. and,
plug
Lazar's
Murray
Joe Bushkin, who in other days used
Advanced; "I'm Kinda SeUish That Way"—
Httl
"Mutton-Leg"'
(Count
whatever originals they can dig up.
to walk barefoot through the band
for Rudy Vallee music: "This Is Always"— Lee Finburgh's plug for
Basic)
and "Stardiust" (Billy
fcr the Ics.ser names. But toda.v, even
with
Music
tor
Marks
Dcmnsev
at Nick's.
Ho play« with mcu-e real
Brcgmaii-'Vocco & Conn.; And Fred
Butlerfieldl.
the best standards arc not open to
taste and guts than any Goodman
"Too Many Irons In The. Fire."
LatinrAnicricaii) "I'm
Learntrick urrangoments by
the bands
pianoforte since Jess Stacy. Then
ihg to Speak English'' (Carlos,
and singers.
there is a genuinely barrelhouse
Molina 1.
For
instance,
Irving
Berlin's
trombone solo (prcisumably by Lou
Hillbilly— "Grandma's Turned
"Blue Skle.--" (Par) film, .'which inMcGarrity), and, flnally, the GoodOver Again" (Cuiiey Williams).
corporates many of his oldies: the
man clarinet, which is without a
Daiii'c— "Put That Kiss Back
Cole Poter jHni. "Night and Day/'
poor. The vocal is by Art Lund, a
Where You Found It": (Benny
tWB), and many other.s are eating
man, and it has plenty, of virility.
Goodman).
into the best standard catalogs, and
A lot of labels have beaten Coluinbia
it follows that most of the recording
to the j likes with this tune, but this
of them is being clone by the top
is
the best version.
And it's for
that^ first Ushered him on the -air for
There seems to be no fretting lishors without exception okayed the names.
jocks and evei-yone el.'ic as welt.
payoff plan.
the National Biscuit. :st>ilt ,t;eiiiains The, coupling i.s, Walter
whatsoever among disk company company's
Donaldson's
Majestic is not the only one
And
the ne plus iillra,
"My
Blue Heaven." The Art Lund
the outcome of.
e.xecutives about
paying off in Installments. Musicraf
It goes without saying that, his acvocal is in the jaunty style which he
Monday's (14) meeting in. Chicago last week got a new bankroll. Ac- N.J. Cafes' Headache
complishment over the yeijrs has apparently originated and il should
with the American. Federation of cording to the dope, its parent combeen, substantial.
He was. always be a strong inducement for the j ukes
Jeflcrson-Travis, sold its warVia Kitchen Help Hikes grent. of course first in Chieago to put it on, Both sides are pop
Musicians executive board over new pany,
developed tape recorder to Emerson
Higher salary demands by barten- and. so they say anyway, in knee stuff and not the best Goodman, but
recording scales. Diskers expect to Radio for $1,000,000. a fair portion
run into a request by the AFM for of which went into the Musicraft ders, waiters, cooks, kitchen help, pants; and then in the pit band.'i ol'
the big musical comedies; and all
a stilT rai.se, but feel that during the setup. Incidentally, the Atlas Corp.
anticipated
following
et al,
the during this time on piost
of the Red.
course of the meeting the union's deal is
Firm seeks
Suggested
still on the Are.
demands and their own ideas on sal- to buy in on Musicraft by acquiring boosting ot musicians' scales in most Nichols faces, which even,.today, are
(For DiHh' Joels)
to
make .the .;ft2d .Street
sections of the country, is generating enough
ary increases will dovetail. They
some of the company's stock.
group.s turn in their cai;d.s.
But the
"L'ouise"— Ben Pollack (Vicanticipate no frouble.
There's been a shakcup at that a headache for New Jersey cJtfe atvd period of Goodman's ihHuenco, the
tor).
AH of the top executives of the hou.se during the past week, inci- name band operators.
era when he played the Palaties oC
"The Coffee Soni;"
Frank
various companies, with their attor- dentally.
Essex House. Newark hotel, for the danco-band
'Valentine,
being
Luis
world, begah when
Sinatra (Columbia).
neys; will attend the meeting. Ted transferred from New York to Hol- example, will take on a .1!40,000 anhe' formed his big band.
All in all.
"Clothes
Line
Ba'Ilot"— Fats
Wallerstein, Columbia head: CBS' lywood, will not head up the latter nual combined scale boost for above
he has not exceeded, the parking,
Waller (Victor).
attorney Keil Raine; Jim Murray, office, contrary to an earlier report. workers, in addition to a recent inlimit.
In his time. BG has intro"Lord, I Give, You My ChilDocca; He will be chief recording engineer; crease
RCA-Victor:
Jack
Kapp,
given
musicians.
Frank duced some of the more lavish taldren" Johnny Mercer (Doeca).
Frank Walker, of the new M-G-M Bobby Wei.s.s runs the Coast branch Dai ley 's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove.
ents in jazz to -a corisiderabl.v bigger
The Eyes of Te.\as"--0/..'.ie
label, and heads of all the smaller and Sonny Burke is recording direc- N. J., where the musicians' scale
following than they would ever
Nelson (Victor).
companies will begin leaving N. Y.' tor,
was raised several weeks back, is have had otherwise:
"Sweet and Lovely"
Russ
for Chi Sunday (13) afternoon.
currentl.y in "the throes of working
Columbo (Victor).
Goodman has had his oft-moout a new deal with bartenders, <jtc.,
If the new scale agreed upon be"Ballin'
the Jack"
Eddie
which will add approximately $28,- mcnts. of co(n-se, and he's made
tween the union and the diskers is GI
Condon (Commodore).
000 annually to the basic costs of some real stinkers, but everything
substantia] enotjgh, it's felt that the
operation.
Ivanhoo, at Ii'vington. considered, ihcy have been bad only
result, under the current difficulties
which Dailey also operates, will when measured by the standards lie
of production, will tend to hurt the
Akron,' Oct. 8.
In
a
sense. even so they demon.strate what a
pick up an annual tab higher an- himself established.
development of lesser talent on
Goodman has been heckled by his really swell band he has.
Two ex-GI's have begun a court nually by $23,000.'
major labels and more effectively

Well, a song is published
is!'
do A^iu have/an idea what a sontf.^^^^^^^
people
and" somebody has to get it playod and sung on tlie radio so you
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.
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Trouble Anticipated in Ciiicago

On

Pay Duel With

Diskers

AM

.

:

—

Program

.

—

.

—

,

,

•

MUSICIANS SUE

,

—
—

.

FOR PRE-WAR JOBS

;

throttle the possible developme.nt of
talent.

new

•

A

work

maestro
thusly:
working for one of the diskers under a guarantee against a royalty
percentage based on retail
price of a record, will have to pay
his men more money per date; This
will lessen his slice of the guarantee, or, applied against his royalties,
will lower the latter. This won't sit
right with the average leader "and,
to keep him happy, the disk coiriwill

It

:

:.

pany

will therefore be forced to
boost production figures on his releases to keep him contented.

Boosting production this way, not
.only for one but for five or si.x ai'tists, will further thin
out current
output figures and force the company itself to take production from
lessor artists and virtually bar jiew
names. This will exist until full jiroduetipn possibilities by each company are realized.
Meanwhile, the nurr.erous small in-

,

'

as piano player.i at Riley's Tavern,

Musicians are Joseph Di
Lauro, Akron, ex-Army, and Calvin
B. Conway. Alliance, O., ex-Navy.
here.

The

own

back their pre-war jobs

fight to get

fact that

Biley's

any piano players

doesn't

Everybody Wants to Be
Concert Promoter in Mpls.
Minneapolis, Oct.

want

Scramble of individuals and groups
to enter concert field as impresarios
here has reached record-breaking
proportions with a half-dozen now
in the game, and more contemplating taking a fling. As a result, ci\y
will have the most concert bookings
of longhair and pop artists in its
history. And competitive bidding for
them has boosted prices sky-high.
Greater Minneaioolis Attractions
has seven names definitely booked
and others "set for early 1947, but
not yet dated." "Set" are Bill Robinson and revue. Oct.. 6; Eddie Condon's 'jazz group. Oct. 20; a return
of "Ja?.7. at the Philharmonic." Oct.

at all is

Don

and discharged

Septcnlbcr,

in

194,5,

played the piano at Riley's before
induction. He returned to hi.s
October, 1945. but was released last June 15. He says he was
his

job in

getting $85 a week and wants retroactive pay since that date as well as
the job. Conway was playing piano
at Riley's When he- Was inducted in

But

perfection.

The most

batting

his

new

exciting

talent

to

average needs no apology,
He is hit a major label in a long, long
obviously a musician impatient with while is a girl named Julia Lee, who
mediocrity, which cer-tainly can bo
(Continued on pa,ge 6C)

8.

not de-

C. Miller, U. S. District Attorney, on Oct. 1, filed a petition in
Federal Court in Cleveland on their
behalf, asking for a mandatory in„junction which would order thcrn
back to their jobs. Di Lauro. inducted into the Army in April, 1044,

terring the plaintiffs.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

,

28:

Duke

Ellington,

also

1.

To Each

His

Own

A way

(Wifk)

(8)

3.

Five Minutes More

4.

If

<

(

Frank Sinatra,
I Tex Bcneko.

8). (Melrose).-.

Rumors Are Flying

}

6.

I

Guess

I'll

7.

Surrender

8.

I

Get Papers

Don't

(12)

(

(C-P».

(2)

Santly-Jby )
(2)

9.

Gypsv

(24) (Leeds)

,.

,'

.

;

Victor

.

.

Dccca

Columbia
Victor

.

.

.

.

,.,

.

.

.

.

,

Dccca

..

Dorsey

Victor

Dccca
.Columbia
Deeca

Spots

(

Dinah Shore.
^'"8 Crosby

(.

Benny Goodman. .Columbia

(

!

' ''

'
.

J'"''

''

'

..

.

.

Tommy
'

'"

;

Blue Skies <l> (Berlint

.

Victor
Como ...
Woody Herman .. .Columbia

(Feist)

.

10.

.

.

.

..Columbia

.

'Victor

Perry

)
.

,

:

Bros.

Mills

i

Know Why

.

Dick Haymes
Frankic Carle
Betty Rhodes

S

(O.xford)...

(2)

Ma.ics<tic

.

Peiy Como
\
/

5.

.

.

.

(

the Only Girl (5) (Mutual).

.

.

\

.

You Were

.;

Ink Spots
......
.Dccca
Crosby-Andrcw.s Sis Decca
Cugat-Clarke .....Columbia

'(

It

.

repeat,

a

September,- 1942. Ho was getting $57 Nov, 13; "Carmen Jones," Dec. 6 and
a week. Following his discharge in 7; Woody Herman, Dec,
12, and Diindependents which have had a moun- September, 1945, he returned to ninger,
Dee. 26. Those "set." it's
tainous struggle the past few months Riley's in October, 1945. He, too,
claimed, but not dated, are Danny
to stay in business,: will- be i'ui'ther was released last June. He
wants Kaye, Oscar Levant, Jo.se Iturbi.
penalized by the AFM's demands. his .$57 a week from June and the^ Benny
Goodman, Glenn Miller orMany of the more prominent nuw- job.
chestra (recently at Radio Cilyi.
come.rs have been in a very shaky
Miller
sa.v.^
the
pianist.s,
vuho Stan Kenton, King Cole Trio, Paul
.condition, aiid the new scales figure double "on the electric organ,
arc Dr,Tjoer & Larry Acllcr, Veloz and
to hit them where it can be deadly. entitled to their jobs jjack for one Yolanda.
,Rudolt Friml and Lena
Evefry one has serious production year after geftifig back from service.
". .'^
Horn'e,
problen'is, and extra coin to muslThe place changed ownership last
.ciahs, added to the hifeh cost of ma- June, and both men were discharged.
terials and fnanpower. can prove the New owners contend they are enFacchine's
Uncertainty
last straw.
titled to -change their, tijpc of enturRuss l-'acchine, who»resjgnod from
Many disk and niusic .cxecutiveji' .taiumont whenever they please, and
cannot understand how some. b£ the pianisfcj didn't fit in their plans. Music Corp. o£ America's Coast ol'fice several wciBks ago. reveals op
these firms h^ive been fibl'e to withhis current N. Y. visit that has no
.staiid thg pressure this long.
"Virtually all of them owe back royal6 Strings plans lor his future as yet.

Eddy Howard.

I

(Paramount).

(11)

South America Take

:

,

.

:

,

.',

:

'

.

Monroe Adds

:tics

for

to

music publishers.

examj^le,

made

a

deal

jVIa,festic.

.several

weeks back to pay ofl' 25',^ ot its
regular .quarterly payment in cash
and gave notes for the remainder,
due Nov. L Ben Selvin, Majestic

Vaughn

.jtriags to his'

i.'s

:

is

adding

orchestra'this

'si.^

week

in

time

to debut them on
his now
Camel commercial time- (CBS; Sat-

urday.

7:3Q p.m.).
Thereafter, the
section will bo used as part of the
orchestra OH alt commercial datcs;
Monroe is currently at the Commodore hotel. N'
York, whore he

vehcmcnotitly denies that this
indicates the Majestic structure is
shak.v.
He points out that the cir-.
not u'nisiuil •">rl r>iib- opened
cumstanco
v.p.,

Monroe

•

la^'t

week

(3),

Coming Up
Old Buttermilk Sky (Bui-ke-'Vll!:,
Temptation (Robbins) .
,

,

,,
.

;

,

.

Kay Kyser

/

Perry

,

Who

Told You That Lie (Stevens)

1
j

Old Shanty Town (Witmark)
My Sugar Is So Refined (Criterion)
Choo Choo Ch' Boogie. ...
....
....
Garden In Rain (Melro.><e
.....
Shanty

in

.

)

Coil'ec

:

Song

(

Val la nt

t

.

.

.

;

.

.C^blumbia

!

.

.

.,

)

.

.

.

Louis Jordan
Perry Como

j
I

Fiicchine denies 'em all.
asserting he doesn't know

etc.

whafs; ahend.

'

,

,

.

;

I

,

Woodchuek Song
I Marry

Girl That

(Jowelli
(Berlin)

i

.

.Decca
Victor

.Columbia
.

Louis Armsti'ong

,

.Capitol
Victor
,,
.

.MusiciNiCt

.

Sinatrp
i

.

,

.

Shaw-Kailen

,

.

...

Tex Bcncke.
Perry Como..

,

.

;

Prank Sinatra
jPeggy Lee .....

..................

—

talks,

.

........ Victor

^T^,
Vaughn Monroe....!, Victor
Dccca
Johnny Long
Capitol
Johnny Mercer
:

.

.

,

.

There has been ail sorts of talk Linger In My Arms (Bourne)
about faeehino's future that hp
would join General Artists as head My Heart Belongs To Daddy (Chappell).
of its Chicago office, that he was 1 Ivnow (Morris
............
.'^oing back to the Coast t6 await the
More Than You Know (Miller)
...
return
from South America of
MCA's president. Jules Stein, for Things We Did Last Suininer (Morks^. ...
simplj'

.,,

Como

i

'

'

'

,

,

Vaughn Monroe
Tex Benckc
Frank Sinatra ..
.

.

.

Victor

.

.

.Victor

.C'oitinibi;*

,.

.

.

,

,

.

Victor
Vicior

.C"()hjtiihin

.

:
.
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RATING SUIT TESTS ASCAP LAWS
ASCAP Honors

French

WiA

At Paris Fete
French

the

SACEM,

bert Willemetz, distinguished

French

,

to

addition

In

presenting Berlin

an appropriate certificate, the
French Society disclosed it had been
performing rights revcollecting
enues all through the war and that
Berlin's accumulated share amounted

\vith

-to 1,400,000

U.

francs, or

some

$8,000 in

coin whichj however, remains

S.

impounded

France along with all
currency restrictions.

in

bloclced

oilier

Life

Membership

whom

Kaye Sways Cops

members

are

fore,

Beneke B.O. Changes
Hollywood

could

alleged

involve' only

fraud. For example, that the board
deliberately kept the availability
ratings of the Morris or any other
At any
firms below their worth.
rate, the decisions by the Society's

Palladium

Hollywood, Oct. 8;
Palladium Ballroom here, which

board, which has final say in all
matters, has never been tested in a
civil suit.

.

Glasgow, Birmingham. Manchester
has long fought .against paying top
and Liverpool, as the Par distribs
name bandleaders the salaries they
premiered it there.
demanded, reportedly has changed
Another Le*U Musical
its mind following the recent run of
he
home,
says
back
Berlin,
Irving;
the Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller combusiness,"
stay
show
in
"wants to
bination. It seems that the competilience is looking for a good book for tion of the Casino Garden.s, at Ocean
follow
to
musical,
legit
another
Park, owned by Tommy Uorsey; the
not
inGun."
It's
."Annie Get Your
Meadowtarook Gardens, Culver City,
howtended ijs a Music Box Bevue,
and the Avodon Ballroom, in downever, as that too has been deferred
town L.A., is not making things
along with "Easter Parade," the easier for the Palladium, what with
filmusicKl he was to have done for
the bands each has been playing.
his
some
of
20th-Fox, also based on
As a result the operators of the Holsong oldies, a la "Blue Skies."
lywood spot have about decided that
Having a 12i.i% stake in "Skies," they had better turn back to whatthe songsmith is now set to go on a
ever top names they can get.
for
frank exploitation tour for Par
Beneke's combo is the proof. He
frank business reasons. Pic preems
was paid $7,500 weekly, more coin
on Broadway next Wednesday (16)
than the Palladium has ever offered
••
theatre.
in

Paramount

when

Recording Plan

down under medium-priced names

and the onslaught of the competition
Then
into the recording business have of the above-named spots.
been dropped, at least temporarily. came Beneke, and he boo.stcd adPar had a deal cooking with Co.smo- missions almost to wartime levels.
politan Records, but after weeks of
Pictures' ideas of going

talking the thing over decided to refrain from going into the field at
this particular time.

Cosmo,

which

has

been

having

trouble with certain artists lately,
ran into another last week, incidentally.
Its per-record deal with

Hal Mclntyre, who had previously
broken a term agreement with the
company due to a dispute over coin,
vWas in danger of being ended for the
same rea.son.
Cosmo's execs got
things straightened
however,
out,
and Mclntyre continues.

Coast Realty

Op To

HANDFUL OF TOP CAFES
STILL RESISTING BMI
Music, Inc., has completed licensing the majority of major and minor New York cafes for
the u.se of its music, but it is still
being resisted by a handful of the
top spots. Diamond Hor.se.shoe, Zanzibar, Havana-Madrid are the most
important ot .the., hpldouts which
have ordered their mu.sic-makers to
eliminate all BMI music from their
repertoires. Meanwhile. BMI is conducting negotiations with the Copa;''
:abana.
.''s/'^---:-;';.
BMI has' .<inagged signalures from
77 cafes, ^six balh'ooin.s and four
amusement parks in N. Y. It asks
on first f.'iO.OOO spent by a spot
for music entertainment and additional \k"o On every thhig over that

Broadcast

'

Drop

All for

Biz,

Show

Angeling Bands
Hollywood, Oct.

8.

Stillman Pond, who Has invested
in the B6yd Raeburn band,
plans to drop his real estate iiiterests
and take full plunge into show biz,
angeling as well as managing bauds
and other talent. Bond, millionaiTe
$10,000

•

real estate operator who owns majority of Lake Arrowhead property,

few
in
bu.siness
music
months ago, when he put some $33,000 into organizing King Guion band,
Contract on his deal with Raeburn
started

.

_

is

now before

approval.

Jame,-! C, Petrillo for

Liquidation

:^'eaHy holdings has

now opening

ofi'ices

of

Pond's

begun and he is
on Sunset Strip.

lOMBARDO HOME

OCT. 28

^^Giiy Lombardo's opening for the
Roosevelt Grill has been set for Oct.
28.
Maestro is cu L-rently doing a
,

week at the Palace, Rochester.
Lombardo will play a series

of

through the south pi-e(•cdmg his Roosevelt date. Spotlight
Band programs will originate from
'he road during the tour.

"'-ic-niKhters

Proposals formulated recently by
Songwriters Protective Assn.

the
I

the
the
tract

figure.

between the two

Herman

Starr, head of the Warner
Bros, music combine, which is not;
a member of the Music Publishers
Protective Assn.

Mulls

.

Band

publishers received
propcsals more

all

SPA

copies of the

than a
ler

were

factions,

unanimou.sly rejected by the pubs
yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon in
New York. This decision concluded
a one-hour and 40 minute meet at
the Astor hotel at which representatives of virtually every publisher
in business discussed the proposed
terms.
Also at the confab was

Though

New Yorker

Hotel

presented two weeks ago to
music publishing industry as
hoped-for basis of a new con4

and

Brackets,

and

week

which gave them
suftifeient time
a digest of what
it would
publishers was given by Sid-

their'

ago,

attorneys

to study the details,

Bringing MCA Into Picture
New Yorker hotel. New York, may

.

SPA wanted and how

the

affect

ney

Wattenberg, attorney for the
MPPA. Lester Santly, MPPA prez,
chairmaned the meet.
Though the pubs passed a resolution to reject the proposals without
exception, this does not mean that
discussions with the S5*A are at a
complete standstill. There will be
further meetiiags between; the two

go into the higher band brackets for
its Terrace Room following the run
of the current Les Elgart orchestra.
There's a deal in the works at the
moment which would bring in the
George Olsen orchestra to be fol-_
lowed by Sammy Kaye. If it is consummated, the booking of Kaye
would give the New Yorker the factions and the publishing' Indusmost powerful name it has used try emphasizes that it does not insince Benny Goodman played the tend to let the contract dispute bespot several years ago.

come

bitter.

'

Yesterday's meet was

Incidentally/ in the event the two a calm, dignified
committee.
above named bands are eventually
Attorney Lee Eastman is handling set, it would again bring Music
Morris' complaint and is adding to Corp. of America into the New
it an action in behalf of writer Jack
Yorker's picture. MCA has had only
Lawrence, who seeks a better classi- two bands in the spot in several
fication than his "BB"nichei
yeafs, the recent Tommy Tucker
fication

aflfair.

Dailey Drops Deal

date and, prior to that, the B,
booking.

Settlement

G.

For Asbury Spot

New Yorker is just about conit will not reslune ice shows.
In addition to the difficulty of getting a new tank to replace the out-

Sinatra-Barton

vinced

Deal for Frank Dailey, owner of
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
worn equipment it now has, there to take over next summer's operaare rumblings from the American tion
of Convention Hall, Asbury,
Guild of Variety Artists, which rep-

Tommy

Dorsey,
Harry James and other.s asked it
two years or so ago. During the
war, the Palladium did well with
its stand against paying the best b.o.
outfits their a.sking prices, but after
the war the wiekeLs began slowing

rejected

Paramount

Morris' plaint is due to the fact
that twice he has applied for availability increases for his Morris, Mayfair and Melrose firms, which are
rated at 750, 800 and 900 points, reEach' time the Morris
spectively.
catalog was given a 250-point raise
by the appeals board and each time
was challenged and
boost
the
knocked down by the main board,
on appeal by the publishers classi-

any band and a price that had been

Par Picts Drops

+

RCA's Payoff

of the director

basis for a civil court action, there-

Stance on Top Money

at the

Contract Proposals in N. Y.

board of the American Society of
Sammy Kaye wound up in a vei-y Composers,
RCA-Victor's royalty
Authors and Publishers,
embarrassing situation early Monday are looking forward to the civil suit for the third quarter went out to
because he borrowed a ear. being prepared
(7)
by Edwin H. Morris music publishers last week; Total
After finishing a onc-nighter at the music
combine against ASCAP over payoff all around is claimed to apAuditorium, Worcester, he borrowed availability ratings. They are inter- proximate closely the previous quara jalopy owned by promoter Frank ested in determining just how much ter: by the same company, indicating
Duffy as a means of getting into effect a coui-t action and a judge's either a levelling off in sales or VicNew York quickly^
opinions can have on the bylaws of tor's inability to get into higher
On the way down, the car lost its ASCAP, which distinctly state that production brackets. Pubs feel it's
license plate and tlie cops picked members admitted to the Society a combination of both,
RCA's fiscal year begins Dec. 1.
Kaye up in a small Connecticut agree to abide in all disputes by the
town. To make matters worse, Kaye decisions of the governing body As a result its quarterly, royalty payments are always ft rnonth ahead of.
didn't have a driver's license or elected by them.
owner's card. He finally talked his
M«st pubs feel that the only legal the other majors.
way out of the setup.
recourse that could conceivably be

Skies," his new;
Paramount fllmu.sical,, with, personals

"Blue

SPA

ILIIIINGRUiLS
Major music publishers, some of

From here Beilin returned to
London and home. In England he
trailcrized

En Masse Reject New

Publishers

eounter--f'

American Society
the
to
Dart
and Publishof Composers, Authors
Irving Berlin who flew
ers, feted
here with Sir Alexander Korda on
for a pleasure
film business and
member of
iaunt, Btrlin has been a
SA.CEM since 1920, the French Society making the American songsmith an honorary lite member,
celebrating the event by a special
luncheon in SACElA headquarters
here, presided over by president Allibrettist.

Irving Berlih

Due

resents

the skaters.

AGVA

is

said

Park,

be in favor of eliminating all
luncheon shows; since these displays form a major portion of the
Settlement of Frank Sinatra's dis- I'oom's income with an ice show, the
pute witli Ben Barton and Hank New Yorker feels there would be
Sanicola, and the apportioning of his no point in using them without;
luncheon performances.
interest in Barton Music, probably
will occur sometime this week, although it may he held up by the

For This Week

to

:

furor attending the singer's separa-

BOSTON SEZ BEANS

The
tion from his' wife, Nancy.
Sinatras have two children, Sinatra's
attorneys, Henry and Sol Jaffe, re*

ON DANCERY BUSINESS

N.

J.i

fell

flat

week.

last

Dailey had gone through weeks of
negotiations with Asbury's city administration, owner of the building,
and the Rediker brothers, who ran
the spot with a name band policy
last summer, and just about had a
dea} closed when added terms demanded, of him knocked arrange?
ments into a cockod hat.

•

';

Redikers, who lost $18,000 over
the past summer buying bands at

unusually high prices, sought to insert in the agreement with Dailey
Boston, Oct. 8.
Business at suburban Boston dance clauses that the latter felt he
couldn't
live up to. They wanted him
spots, is off. equally as sharply as
dance spots surrounding New York, to guarantee to present at Convenwith the exception of Roy Gill's tion Hall a list of nine of the country's top bands, including Tommy
Totem Pole Ballroom, Auburndale,
Mass. Gill hasn't used a name outfit Dorsey, Harry Jame.s, Benny Goodsince Harry James failed to do any- man, Stan Kenton, Woody Herman,
al, but not to pay above an unthing extra at the b.o, back in July, et
yet his spot has been exceptionally disclosed figure weekly for either
Singer is said to have demanded, as consistent at the b.o. He uses Baron of tliem. This Dailey felt he couldn't
do,
his price of settlement, four copy
Hugo's local band.
rights from the Barton cqtaloR, plus
Meadow.s, at Framingham, spot in
a release for songwriters Sammy
Cahn and Julie Styne from a five- which Vaughn Monroe has an interest, has not been doing too well
Kenton's N.Y. Booking
year contract with Barton under
except when Monroe's outfit itself
which the latter would publish all
drops in for a week or so, which ii
Setback In
the team's 'picture scores,;
has done three times this summer.
Barton doesn't want to relea.se the
Ten Acres, featuring such bands as
songwriters and is willing to give
1- Niter Cancellation
off.
back to Sinatra only two of- the four Ruby Newman's, is also
New York Paramount theatre's
•copyrights he wants. These are the
call for the Stan Kenton band to
"Nancy" tune^ written for Sinatra's
Nugent Not Billed
daughter, and the .singer's theme,
open Oct 16, a week earlier than

turned

from

Hollywood

late

'

last

are due to go into a huddle with Michael Halperin, Barton
attorney, on the settlement.
As it stands, it may turn out that
Sinatra will retain his one-third interest in the Barton firm as well as
set up his own publi.shinR business
under the name of Sinatra Songs,

week and

May Have

Maude

'Put Your Dreams, Away."

Dorsey, James, Better

Put Back Those Strings

B'way Xmas Switches
New York

For Heavy Legal Costs
Application of 20th-Fox for $30,attorney's fees in recent suit

000

Only one of the major
against them by Maude Nugent
theatres will stick this Xiiias with
composer of "Sweet Rosie
and the names that have occupied the Jerome,
stage of each during the past two OGrady," was denied in N, Y. fedCapitol,
which
the
That's
seasons.
eral court last week by Judge Vinlate
again
Dorsey
will have Tommy
cent L. Leibell, winding up the acAt the first meeting of the Record in December.
,
For the past two yeara. Woody tion. Damages were originally asked
Merchandising ln,stitute last week,
Herman has been, at the Paramount several months ago by Miss Jerome
exec secretary of
Chicago, Oct,

8.

Interest in classical and standard

recordings

here

is

booming,

strangely enough it's the jitterbugs
that are buying the longhair stuff.

:

.

WilHara A. jiiUs,
during the holiday weeks, with as compensation for use of her title
the National A.ssociation of Music Lionel Hampton at the strand and
and the song itself in a Fox picture;
Merchants, s_aic'. that teen-agers have Dor.sey at the Gap, This year. Herof town, and Hamp- but were denied by the court. Song
"been buying large quantities of the man will be out
ton will be at the Aquarium Res- was a hit of the '80s.
heavier disks. Mills also said that the
Nov.
opens
where
he
taurant, N.Y.,
Judge Leibell set costs for the case
average age at 'symphony and opera 28 for six weeks. DisplSeing them
at $212.32, with no counsel fee.s ingatherir.g.s throughout the country Is \vill be Tony iPastor at the Par, with
dropping.

Vaughn Monroe

at the Slrarid.

cluded.
i

....'..

'

":."-'..;.. '.

".;.;;

anticipated is not proving as simple
as it may sound. Kenton had seven
one-nighters' lined up for the period
and he has been able to get out of
all but one. That one apparently is

going to be troublesome.

'

Disputed date is scheduled for the
'Rochester (N. Y.) Armory night of
Oct. 16, day of the Par opening.
Dave Salmon, promoter of the onenighter, is asking General Artists
'

which books Kenton, to pay
approximately $2,500 to shake Kenton loose from the booking. He has
dozen or more items that he
GAC should pay for if Kento^r
doesn't show up, starting with the

Corp.,

listed a
feels

usual

publicity,

advertising,

and.

ending with a $1,500 tap *»r loss of
customer "goodwUl and prestige."

GAC

doesn't

want

to

pw<

1

.

Wednesday, Ocloker

OnCllGSTKAS-MUSlC

66

Drops
$1 Cover Except Sat.-Sun.

N.y

Music Notes

Aquariuiti

.

Aqiiiiriam Restaurant,

Aaron Gonzales sold two tunes "Muchachita" to Paramount, and Tropiin Holl.vwood for 30
Mort Davis, Jr Musicraft veepoc,
RKO
.v,i>vj
James' Palmer sold his, song, "The Filly With the Twinkle In Her
riavs,
Eje," lov use in tiie Republic picture. It's a Grand Old Nag". .. .Carmen
Diagon composing an original score tor the Hunt Strombcrs film, "Di.s.Dimitri Tiomkin composing background music lor "It's
honorcd Lady"
Artie Shaw's adaptation of "Pied
a Wonderful Life" for Liberty Films
.Miklos
Piper of Hamlin" will be released in November by Musicrdft.
Rozsa scoring ''Withoiit. Honor" ...Hans .Salter recording score for "The

cana" to

1,1/

.

.

.

•

New

.

.

,

.

|

i

,.

.

.

.

.

:

she did a brief spot in the Capitol
history of ia-i.7, albums. Apparently
she recorded these faces for a small
label that Capitol has taken over.
Whatever the circumstances, she's
In "liies," she has a Strong,
terrific.
clear voice (with an authority that
reminds you of Bessie Smith) and if,
as the publicity release seemed to
hint, she IS the pianist on the face,

indictment of modern times, their
cocktail lounges,- and their fall from
the Godliness of Grandma's day.
Reverse is "Georgia Steel Guitar,"
an instrumental.
"Grandma." will
probably cause a flurry in the locations at which it's aim^'l. bul, be-

an extremely tasteful

Claude Thornhill's "If You Were
the Only Girl" and "It's a Pity to
Say Goodnight" (Columbia 37092)
fail to show a really promising band
at anywhere near its best. As heard
nightly at tt\.e Hotel Pennsylvania,
the Thornhill band sounds as if it's
Its repertoire is one
going places.
of the most nostalgic (and pleasantest) you will ever hear and the

:

,

'

m

'

.

.

.

Disks

Continued from p»Ee 64

.

;

1946

9,

and "Gotta Gimme really not worth your consideration.
The hillbilly face of the week is
Whalcha Got" on Capitol 308. The
"Grandma's Turned Over Again" by
fjirl is said to come from Kansas
City way and to be quite happy Curley Williams and his Georgia
Without time to confirm it, Peach Pickers (Columbia 37083).
the're.
this department has been told that The tune is a preachy, but amusing,

still

.

.

;

"Lies"

has not abated its
cerned. but
huge oilers to top bands to play the
spot. Ben Hurriman, operator, last
week lifted the $1 per person cover
he recently cUimpcd on seven nights
a week. Hereafter, he will collect the
cxtrii tap on Saturday and Sunday
formerly
jnight Also, the spot will close eiiMagnificent .t)o)l" at •<rriivc<^ai'4ntc:rafttipl«..v.v..;Lui.s Velentin,
Mu.sici'at'l
tirely on Monday evenings in cOnwith Radio Recorders, moved in a.s chief recording engineer for
tunes
special
u-ast
to its previous ;scv'en-nights
in Hollywood ... .Moe' K. Jerome and Ted Koehler doing
Fisher
Allan Roberts and Doris
weekly policy,
...
for "My Wild Irish Rose" at Warners ..
Frank Sinatra
four songs for 'Cigaiette Girl" at Columbia
tinned
Ilarrv
has
ofTcrcd
Hairmian
Same
and Johnny .Green, recorded "It HaiJpenediii Br0oWyn'',;ahd>'."Its the
ja^^ps;
claimed, $12,500 per to
for
Old Dre.am" at Metro. ,. .Edward Truman named Coast representative
^^.^^j.,^
^^^^
pg^.j^g
^p^,
a
new bundle of coin- to the current Duke
.Walter -Groas and Jack Lawrence cleffed
the new Imperial Co.
reissuing
for Musicraft .;: .GraXyford Publishing house
ttiiie,'; "Tenderly.
Ellington band and others, due in,
the oldie. "Among My Souveiiii's." stuig :b.v Fredric March in the Goldwyn such as Louis Prima, who's -said to
picture,- "tlic Best Years, o.f Our Lives", .. .More rei.ssues are "At Sun- be drawing $(i.500.
down;",^ ''Mar io;" "Green Eyes." 'Tli'i' Ob.ioct of My Affections" and "Every:'
Fabulous
Rogers picture, "Tlie
bo(ly:^.:i3oin': it,"', featured iri.^
.Dorsoysi"
Morris
.

and

Jocks^ Jukes

York,

h/s changed its stance a bit, insofar
as cover charge collections are con-

.

:

.

;

slip it on now
a change ot

yond

this, jocks might
and then "pvirely for

pace.

'

,

,

she

is

artist.

There is a fine tenor saxophone solo
by Henry Bridges. The reverse is

.

Wm.

boogie-woogie and, as such, without
the strong commercial potentialities
It's a good bet for race
of "Lies."
though, Julia Lee, by the
way, sounds like a promising possi-

Agency

location.^,

Adds Management To

Johnny Mercer

bility to 30in

On The Upbeat

in

some

.

duet faces. That is, if he caw drag
her away from K. C.
band's infrequent lapses come only
William Morris agency band deWilliam Steinbeck conducting, tor a
Of all the major companies, Gapir when it abandons this book and gets
Howard p rtmcrit secms. to have adopted a tol would seem to be doing the most fancy.
of albums.-. .Eddy
Scries
These two faces are all
RGA-Victor running a shindig moved: into Casino Gardens, Ocean policy ol adding personal managepainstaking work. There appears to right, but they do' the band, in its
Friday 'ID eveninj; in New York to Park dancery .Slim Gaillard opens ment to booking. With the exit last
be a method in almost everything it present vastly improved shape, a
celebrate pressing, of its, biflionth Oct. 16 at Rainbow ballroom. Salt wee), of Leonard Vannerson as perputs out. A case in point is Billy grave injustice.
Nevertheless, they
recording at Camden. N. J. plant.
sonal manager of Claude Thornhill's
Lake City.
Buttorfield's "Stardust" (Capitol 305) have
for
possibilities
the
jukes,
or-he.stra, the latter's problems reLyn Duddy signed for records with
a fresh and meaty job of a song that Thornhill's piano
contributes the
Bobby True Trio shifting from
Sonora label; Ray Anthony .orche.-igarding direction of the band were has been done almost to emasculaTally ilo Cafe, Catahna, to follow
nicest touches.
taken over by the agency men. Al tion, It is virtually a trumpet solo by
tra hooked up with same outfit.
the
Slim' Gaillard into Billy Berg's, Holr
Among
the
small
groups,
Latter band, incidentally, has had
16... Kitty
Kallen, Pollack, former manager of Abe Ly- Butterfield, which is quite all right, King Cole Trio is out with an exOct.
lywcf.d,
Sherman hotel, Chicago, date backed by Sonny Burke's orehestra, man and Orrin Tucker was brought since he's one of the best all-round cellent coupling, "For Sentimental
its
Vido Miis.so
moved up to Nov, 8
in to road-manage the outfit subject
trumpet players in the business tor Reasons" and ''The Best Man''
waxed four sides for Musieraft.
returned to Stan Kenton orche.stra Mercury released Jay McShann's first to Morris direction.
day. It's a natural for^hot fans and <Capitol 304).
These sides should
on tenor, while vocalist Gene How- record for that company, "Roll On.
iWorris set up- a similar situation should do all right on the juices too. appeal
to
practically
everybody.
Ina Ray
ard left after two years
reverse— "Sooner or Later" The Cole group is one of the best
Katy." with Jimmy Withorspoon as a tew months l>ack with Charlie The
Hutton band, into Band Box. Chi- vocalist
Armando Orefiche organ- Spivak. When the maestro split with (from Disney"s "Song of the South") trios ever and Capitol chooses it*
cago, Friday (U) for four weeks. ized
IS a pleasant pop, with some Buta new musicrew, the Havana IWax Schall, who's now managing
platter assignments; with meticulous
George Bardeu replaced Johnny Cuban Boys.
Louis Prima, his affairs came under terfield horn and a vocal by a girl care.
Brooks as arranger for the Raixly
th-' direction of Bill Burnham.
named Pat O'Connor. There's nothFrank Dailoy
Brooks orchestra
ing outstanding about it.
Kansas City
opened newly decorated Sherwood
The best Latin-American release
Billy Baucom ex West Coaster and
Lounge a*: his Ivpnlioe. Irvington.
Mex.
City
of the week is the coupling of "I'm
Stuff Smitli into Downbeat now 'salesman for Station KCiCN
N. J,
Learning to Speak English" and
here, was given tlve original pressing
Room. Los Angelet Oct. 17
PIECE
by Carlos
"Palabras
de Mujor"
Denies Petrilio Rift
Miriam Stern, road manager of of "Mama's Gone Goodbye." by Cass
In preparation for his two-night
(Capitol
307),
Molina's orche.stra
Sammy Kay e's orchestra, tired -of Daley, w'no recorded the old tunc for
Mexico City, Oct. 8
"Learning" has a rather cute lyric concert date at Carnegie Hall. Nov,
Duke Ellington and Woody
Lionel Dccea
travel and left the tand
Previous reports that James G.
Ellington
is writing his
21-22,
Duke
put
it across
conceivably
that
could
into
Strand Herman bands due in for concerts Petrjllo, iiad made things tough for
orchestr.'
Hampton
'The
long
piece
entitled
"Palabra.s," a lovely second
with jukes.
theatre, N. Y. Nov. 1 in place of on November dates in the Music the Mexico City Typical Orche.stra
Like the previous
slower, and without the Deep South."
Ray McKinley comb< ... Joe New- Hall by A & N Presentations. .Orrin when the band recently appeared at tune, is
novelty appeal of its reverse. Bobby "Black, Brown, and Biege Suite,"
?nan joined J. C, Heard combo at Tucker crew lu tor a two- week boojc- the San Jose, Calif, fair were denied
in
will
four
the
composition
be
with
approing at the Terrace Grill of the here by Gil Mondragon, the band's Rivera does lx)th vocals
Cafe Society Downtown. N. Y.
priate verve. Either face is sure to movements, running between 20 and
Henry "Red" Allen combo back to. Muehlebach hotel;
male singer.
Stories had clr.imed
25 minutes.
appeal'to rhumbaists.
Kelly's Stable, N. Y Oct. 14.
the musicians' union chiet had all
Ellington,
the
first
According
to
Count Basie's "Mutton-Leg" (Cobut bJimcd the Mexican outfit.
Seattle
the best hot movement will tell the story of the
A cording: to MondragOn both he lumbia 37093): is easily
Hollywood
the second will
Jackie Soudcrs band has taken
face of the week as well as one of "gallant South;"
Hairy James band returnee; to over at thi,' newest local dance roo.-n, and his co-\K0rkera were courteously the mo.st exciting things Basic has contain the ugly rumors and facts;
Holl.yw6od: after a ohc-mohth tour the Palladium
Phyllis Ann Meyers received and accorded all kinds of recorded in ages.
The wonderful the third will be a piano piece emSues is vocalist .Chuck Gould, maestro facilities. He also emphasized that :drive, which is one of the band's bodying Ellington's own reflection*
of the Southwest. .Leonard
•will lead the band for Mickov Roo- nf pit band at Palomar theatre, goes "if there were difficulties between
chief assets, comes through beauti- on the matter; and the last section
ncy's stage tour. .Jerry Wald mu- into a mu.sic publishing partnership the organizers of the fair atjd the
This Harry Edison-Basie in- will be a blues patterned after the
fully.
sicrew moved into, the Palladium. with Harry CorroU of New York, musicians' union, we knew nothing
strumental features some excellent train whistle tunes played by Negra
Hollywood .. .Jack Nye's orchestra starling Nov. l.> Gould will remain about it."
solos, especially one by a tenor sax firemen on Southern railroad lines.
opened an indefinite stand at the in S'jattle where he will create lyrics
He said, Petrilio himself save the who could be Illinois Jacquet. Basie's
Beverly Hills Tropics. .Musieraft and music, his latest being "Lulu of organization a banquet before they
tenors, by the way, arc, from Lester
:
Always HITS from
inked BuHalo Philharmonic, with Missoula."'
left California.
Young and the late Herschel Evans
MILLS STANDARD CATALOG
on down the line, always among the
"-'1
most dependable to be found anywhere. This face is a sure bet for
hot fans and its disciplined wildncss
BABY
ROCK-A.BYE
may even make it sell on jukes in
locations.
Reverse, however,
all
Dixie
probably has a better chance for
•
popular appeal. It's a novelty time
CAN'T
GET
GIRL
IF
called "Fla-Ga-La-Pa," which does
IN THE
something less than roll this departyou'll Raver qct a girl at all
ment in the aisle. But you never
can tell about things like this.
People get pretty silly at times. The
MILLS MUSIC. Inc.

Booking

Thomhtll

New York
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ELLINGTON PENNING

I

Bandsman

.
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NEW CONCERT
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MARGIE

YOUR
MELODY

WITH A

YOU

TommY Dorsey, Judy Garland, Eddy Howard, Gene Krupa
Guy Lombardo, Tany Martin, Alvino Rey, and many others
will tell

you

.

vocal

is

by Ann Moore and there's

some swell Basie

NO

BREEZE

THE flAME OF lOVE)

Conposer

of

Ff^mnln

Kor*4'nrcli

r.l).

iitid

edffe

of

is

just

terrible.

to

York

Worker 1o

r<>t>>'rlf?ht

riibllslieru,

.niiiil.i'ze

Ti*l<»s.

and

1

Wanted

Catologer

Music

The

seems

New

.

tlieir

KiirtwliiiiiMii'
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SANTLY-JOY

A unique

by Alstons
A aeoutifcl ^elod/

Irockdway,

have something on her
mind— or perhaps it's just a Cracker
in her mouth— but, at any rate, the
effect is dismaying.
The Shore imprimatur may sell this disc, but it's

girl

(TO

«1 f

piano.

Dinah Shore •gets a lush background from Xavier Cugat in "I'll
Never Love Again" and "You, So It's
You!" (Columbia 37090), but her
enunciation

THEREcootIS

1

A
SUMMERTIME

by

!yr/c

Dorothy Dick

Symphony

WHEN THE ORGAN
PLAYED AT TWILIGHT

SONG!

WALLACE-CAMPBELL'CONNELLY

ROBBfNS MUSIC CORPORATION
SCHEREA — Pro/.
•

799 Seventh Avenue, N. Y
Mgr.

_____

"^1619
19

SANTLY-JOY, Inc.
Broadway, New York

Tommy

W

Valando, Gen. Prof. Mgr.
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Songs With Largest

OllCllESXIlAS-MIJSIC

Ra^ Audiences

10 Best Sheet
•

And Then

Heaven

it's

i

.

Crawford

Don't
Don't

.

,

.

,

.

Gypsy

Berlin
.Melrose
/.Berlin
... .C-P

—

1

.

,

.

.

.

.Leeds

Coming Up
.

.

.

i

And Then

•

It's

-

.

My

.Oxford

.

.

.

, .

,

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

:

Heaven. .Remick
Pity Say Goodnight. .'Leeds
.

.

In- Night,

Sugar So Refined.

.

.

.Triangle
.Capitol
.

Crawford

—

Major Publishers Follow

WB's Lead
RCA-Victor's

deal
the

with

in

Royalty Concession

Herman

so will virtually all others in th«
face of the trend by the most i>owercombine, who two weeks ago ac- ful catalogs. They cannot afford to
ceded to RCA's request for a l%e stay out.
royalty disk fee for his songs, apRCA's breaking the back of pubparently has accomplished its pur- lishers' resistance on the royalty
pose. Starr's lead has broken the concession will give plenty of aid
situation wide open insofar as other to the" handful of minor companies
publishers are ooncerned^a number which also have gone to 60c and had
of majors are following in his foot- the same royalty problem. On an
steps:',
annual basis, the saving to RCA, in
5,CA Is said to have obtained okays effecting use of the lower rate, will
on the i%c fee, in lieu of the 2c fee amount to between $300,000 and
demanded by the, company's retail -.$400,000. This figure is considerable
disk price boost to 60c, from the enough in the operations of RCA
Dreyfus eombine (Chappel, Craw- disk division (though a drop in the
ford, T. B. Harms, Williamson, et al), bucket in comparison to the comwhich rates close on the wheels of pany's overall operation), and the
the
combine as a power in the comparative saving to the smaller
publishing business. Morris Music companies may, in some cases, mean
has not signed yet, but it intends to; the difference between life and
"
Shapiro-Bernstein will follow, and death.
Starr,

head

of

Warner Bros,

j

j

:

.

It's

Somewhere

.Feist

Rumors Are Flying
September Song
Somewhere In the Night "'Three Little Girls In Blue"
South America Take It Away— ""Call Me Mister"

.

....

;..

.

.

Pretending ...
..
.Criterion
Linger In My Arms
Bourne
You Keep Coming Back. .Berlin
September Sortg.
.Cbappell
I Don't Know Wh|t
.Feist
.
...
This Always
...... .BVC

^

passe

of

.

Guess I'll Get Papers. ... .C-P
Old Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH
Be Lost Without You. Advanced
Surrender ...
...
Santly -Joy

Know Enough About You. .. .... .
Know Why,^-|"Faithful In My Fashion"
..Feist
I've Got Sun In the Morning— ""Annie Get Your Gun".. ...'.Berlin
Without You
..... ... .............. ...... Advanced
Lost
Be
] d
Only
the
Were
Girl.
.....
...
you
...................
.Mutual
It
.Bourne
Linger In My Arms a Little Longer Baby. .....
Capitol
My Sugar Is So Refined
........
Lamp-Lighter
.Shapiro
.......
...........
Old
1

.

.

I

Berlin
Valiant

Louis Woman"
Doin' What Comes Natur'Uy— *"Annie Get Your Gun"
......
Five Minutes More ...
*"Annie Get Your Gun''.
Girl That I Marry, The

Number

Oct. 5)

67

.

....... .Remick

— *"St.

Week Ending,

To Each His Own. .Paramount
Five Minutes More.
Melrose
Rumors Are Flying. .... .Oxford
So. Am. Take It Away. .Witmark
If Yqu Were Only Girl. .Mutual

The top 31 songs of tile locefc, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks. Published by the Office' of Research, Inc.
Survey Week of Sept. 27-Ocfc. 3, 1946
....Melrose
A Garden In the Rain
Blue Skies— t"Blue Skies"
Coffee Song, The
Come Rain Or Conne Shine

Sellers

WB

Triangle

Gls Revive Hillbilly

...Witmark

.

Surrender

,

,

............

.Santly 'Joy

,

They Say It's Wonderful— *"Annie Get Your Gun"...... ....Berlin
i...BVC
This Is Always— r'Three Little Girls in Blue"
.... .Paramount
To Each- His Own— t"To Each His Own". ....

Under the Willow Tree
Wherever There's Me There's You.
Whole World Is Singing My Song, The.
Why Does It Get So Late So Early. ....
.'

—

.Peter Maurice

i...

,

Oldie Into '46 Freak Hit

A

...Republic
r..»Robbins
.

.

'Baby,"

popular

armed

with

;

the early days of the war, has dCr

..... . . ... . .. .Harms
.Southern
Music''.
Skies'' ...... .Berlin
,

—

.

On

the

Boardwalk— t"Three

Pretending

BVC

Little Girls In! Blue'^...
,

.........

Remember Me

...

On Alabama
Dream Got Nowhere— fCross My
No One But You .......

Little

There's

.Witmark

a

ing in the Pacific area.

Mills

Stars Fell

Heart"..

t

Filmusicai.

*

Me—

""Nellie Bly"....
Lcc't Musical.

to the at-

Upon

his dis-

Quite a few of the more important b.o. bands are turning attention to
the southwestern territory, through which few have played in years.
Currently, Tommy Dorsey is at Dallas State Fair, with a string of concert
one-nighters to follow. Jimmy Dorsey is in the southwest; Harry James
just completed a month of one-nighters in the area (he did likewise two
years ago). Woody Herman goes into the Interstate theatres for the first
time soon, and Glen Gray takes the same trail later for the ^first time in
six years.
•

There's considerable friction at the moment among the band salesmen
one of the major agencies due to the activities of one of the heads of
the department. Situation has been growing hotter during the past few
months, and executives of rival agencies and those within the agency in
question are awaiting what they feel is an inevitable blowup,
at

A Tony Martin recording on Mercury, plus others (Sinatrai et al.), is
reviving the late Russ Columbo's oldie, "Guilty," anew. It was written by
the late Richard A. Whiting and the late Gus Kahn, Harry Akst, the sole
surviving author of the tune, observing he'd ''prefer it if the songs Stayed
dead' and they resurrected the writers."
.

;

Booking of Johnny Long's orchestra into the Commodore hotel Nov. 21
marks his first hotel date in New York away from the New Yorker hotel
in eight years. Due for four weeks at the Commodbre, Long has three
weeks at Frank Dalley'sMeadowbrook to follow.

charge he cut a side for Victor. The
song caught on and Decca followed
with a version by Ernest Tutob while
In spite of his recent separation from Deeca, Percy Faith will cut a
King Records ha^ a platter by Cowboy Copus. However, the Robertson "Park Avenue" album for the plattery behind Hildegarde. Faith refused
dislc is largely credited with putting to renew with Decca when his option came up this fall, claiming that the
disk company had not given strong enough distribution to his records.
the song across.

Famous
.Shapiro

Whatta Ya Gonna Do ........v...................... ....BMI
....Mills
Who's Sorry Now
Who Told You That Lie?
....4,..;..;^;...... i.. .Stevens

You May Not Love

Baby" came

Texas Jim Robertson, then
member of the Marine Corps serv-

tention of

Burke-VH

Route 66

That

"Filipino

... .Criterion

.

Inside Orchestras-Music

forces in the South Pacific during

veloped into a current hillbilly fave
and Shapiro-Bernstein has acquired
the. number from its original pub,
Following songs: are those that did not have enough performance credits Rialto Music Written by Billy Cox
on the week ta be included in the top groxip. They mostly are tunes
and Clarke Van Ness, the tune was
'rising in popularity.
included in a volume known as
AU Through the Day tVCentennial Summer''..,.,..... ... .Williamson
Witmark
"Songs of the Moutains and the
Along With Me— ""Call Me Mister
.Williamson
Changing My Tune
Plains" which received wide distriEverybody Loves My Baby.
.................. .Good Music
bution through the west in the preFor You For Me Forever More .......................... .Chappell
Pearl Harbor days. When the boys
C-P
f Guess I'll Get the Papers and Go Home
from the rodeo belt were drafted
Broadway
I'll Be With.You in Apple Blossom Time
Leeds
It's a Pity to Say Goodnight
the song went along with them and
I've Never Forgotten-^t"Sketch Book". . . ^ ^ . , ^ . ..... ...... .Morris
soldiers in the Philippines found the
London
Moon Over Brooklyn
especially appropriate.
tune
.Burke-VH
Ole Buttermilk Sky

You (Tres Palabras) t"Make Mine
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song— f'Blue

Without

•.

seven-year-old tune, "Filipino

....Burke-VH

EVERYONE

TELLS US

IT'S

A GREAT SONG

SO THEY
TELL ME
By Harold Mott, Jack Gale, Arthur Kent

LOOK AT THE RECORDS
FRANK SINATRA

CHARLIE SPIVAK

(Coluifibio)

BLUE BARRON (Langworth)

ORRIN TUCKER

RUSS

MORGAN

FRANKfE CARLE (Langworth)

(Victor)

HAL MclNTYRE (Cosmo)

(World)

DICK HIMBER (Associated)

(Musicraft)

JERRY SEARS (Muzak)
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ORCHKSTnAS-MlJSlC

68;

OlmanWest

at Hotel B.O.'s

Abe Olman, RobWns-Feisl -Miller

'lolul

rovi'r«

rniLsic

genecal manager,

Band Reviews

the

left for

Coast Saturday (5) tor studio votifeifnces at Metro.
cerned, and thos« who liko him like
ORRIN TUCKER ORCH (1«)
him very much, whil« those who
5,300
While west, Olman will help or-' WK«i Soottee Marsh
2,675
... 2
Henry Kiiig..,.i. Roosevelt v400: $1-S.1.50i
don't, think he's awful. Like him or
uehleUaoh Hotel, Kansas City
the newly formed Harry
3,700 ganize
2
1,275
New Yorker UOO: $1-Jl.a0i..
Les Elgart
of the larger combos' to play not, the fact that everyone has aa
One
du«
Hc'.s
4,550 Warren Publishing Co.
2.000
,. 2
the Terrace Grill in recent ntonths is opinion of him is some indication oi
Claude Thornhill. Pennsylvania (300; Sl-$1.50).
this crew with which Orrin Tucker success.
bacl< in New York in about three
seeks to climb back to the position
Band is brassy without being wild,
weeks.
he held before the war. Back on the consistently switching between jump
Los Angeles
band.stand only 10 months after his and ballad for wide appeal. InstruMorgan manner remains
service stint, the Muehlebach date is mentation is 4 rhythm, 9 brass, 5
Rusis Morgan (Biltinoro: 900; 31-S1.50: indet.1.
Tucker's
first
local
assignment.
Book sticks strictly to tli»
reed.
as of yore when 3,700 .showed up.
^,
T.
That Tucker is rating a goodly newest and latest of the pops, sel.Leif Won N'oble (Ambassador; 900; .$l-$j.50; 4th wkV, "ohiy 3;900, sligluly
following again is evidenced by dom reverting to standards outside
Continued from itaKC 1
better than last frame.
trade in the Gi;ill, and no little credit the Monroe platter repertoire^ Maesfeatures
himself extensively,
Tor his current-t«ro- week date at is due the maestro lor hitting the tro
right musical mood 'lor this intimate crooning in a voice that alternates
(he State Fair, Dallas, and a string
Chicago
room.
Seven brass, five sax and between a good baritone and un
of concert one-nighters.
rhythm trio combo holds it down undofuiable sound.
min.v.
Stevens
hotel;
700;
Room,
$343.50
(Boulevard
McCoy
Clyde
Dorsey's current argument with nicely to get across the essentially
One of the better female units, the
SlWnjped off tB 4,500. Hit by Jewish holidays and bus strike;
MCA, which isn't his first with the sweet style that is Tucker's basic Moon Maids are given small opportiOiiU Prima (Panther Room. Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.l. Prima agency, led him a few weeks ago pattern. Muted trumpets and tromr tunity to show their wares, being
bones are rounded out with a French relegated
into final week with strong 6,000,
to serve notice upon the agency to
to a spot backing Monroe's
horn,
and
the
Tucker's
tooting
l(;ads
vocalistics.
Gals are attractive and
stop booking his orchestra. This nosax section. Fiddles which he fea- smartly gowned in
demure ruffles in
tice, as far as can be ascertained,
tured formerly aire not around at contrast to lead chirp Betty Norton's
The exact cause present.
still elective.
is
.skin-tight white satin.
Miss Norton
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
of the dispute is undisclosed, DorBook is strong on the tried and shows versatility, doing okay with
sey's current contract with MCA true faves which the band was fea- ballad, blues, or jump, but quavers
(i-os Angeles)
run.
turing when caught. New tunes are in. the higher registers at times.
Some Ivas approximately a yeai; to
'rev Bcnckc-Glcmr Miller (Palladium, B, Hollywoocl, 4th wki.
ih thercj too, with a now-andrthen
If Dorsey does break up his band
23,000 on the rail in the homestretch was okay.
Ziggy Talent comes, out to alter-i
switch to a novelty number, but all
squabble, he in modern
nate with Monroe's gurgling: with a
clef tings.
Carmen Cavallaro (Giro's, N. Hollywood, 3d w)?). Tabs dipped to 2,300 due to the
wouldn't, be the first to have done
Tucker takes his turn at vocalling couple of nice, comedy stanzas, beset
here.
so. Benny ;Goc)dmah, then Horace novelties and more standby numbers. being "Josephina, Please No Leana
Jan Garber (Aragon, B, Ocean Park. i4th wk). Ocean breer.es or ino, Heidt, took such' a course within the For the modern and sweet stuff, on Da Bell."
Tojnm.
only 6,000 swished through the turnstiles;
past couple years to break pacts vocals are taken by Scottee Marsh,
Benny Goodman (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 4th wk). BG spells with that agency or wait until they brunette songstress, okay on both
voice and presentation. Over all it's
Big Gate, with 8,500 on tap.
expired. Heidt's will come to an
a sweet-styled band.
Quin.
Woody Herman (Avodon, B. Los Angeles, 1st wk). Herman weighed, in end soon after the coming Jan. 1,
Tuesday (1), 4)litting pretty good 9,000 with Billy Butterfield, who closed. and he will reorganize.
VAUGHN MONROE
(ID)
What Dorsey intends to do about WiWi Ziggy Talent, ORCH
Eddy Howard (Casino Gardens, B. Ocean Park, 1st wk). Howard folBetlv Norton,
the
to
play
has
commitment
|a
he
helping
IVIoon Maids (4)
lowed Tommy Dorsey, who gave away a car night before closing,
Capitol theatre, New York, opening Commodore Hotel, N. Y.
to keep it around 10,000, not too exciting.
Xmas week, is unrevealed. It's posVaughn Monroe brings a good
Pinky Tomlin (Trianon, B, South Gate, 1st wk). Tomlin got a fair share
sible he may reorganize ior that .<ho\v band to the Commodore's Ceno£ the melon he and Lionel Hampton carved. Trim 4,800^
tury Room, and the maestro himself
date and disband again thereafter,
supplies most of the program. Tastes
to
Dorse.v's
plans
Ineideotally,
(Chtcogo)
go to extremes where Monroe is conhis band on
Saxie Dowell (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Blackhawk, favorlte with have Ray Bauduc Join
drums fell through before he left
football fans, picked up 5,000.
N. Y. for Dallas. Bauduc, aware of
DiRk Jurgens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15). Jurgens hit 20,000,
T, D.'s intention to break up. deArt Kassel (Trianon; $0,90-$1.15). Nice 17,000.
cided to remain on the Coast with
his six-piece combo. Alvin Stoller
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; .700; $3-$3,50 ttiin.) Down to 4,000.
;s Continued from page
thus stayed on with the Dorse.v outgags that, somehow, neyer;.scom to
Wu., v/^--^''.i•^./^.:
lose their flavor, regardless of the
Books
Tunes
for
Your
Top
T. Di To Bun Ballroom
vintage.
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
All-Time Favorite
Circleville can claim, probably, no
HIKE,
"Tommy Dorsey will break up his
RCA-Victor avoided the possibil'ity orchestra following his current tour greater distinction than having had
one Theodore Leopold Friedman as
of a shutdown of its record-pressing in Texas and southwest.
He will
former resident. There is a park
faoifities last week by the settlement thereafter devote himself wholly to
his home town called the Ted
of a wage dispute with 6.00(1. emoperation of Casino Gardens Ballployees at its CJamden, N. J., plant.
Lewis Park, Long Branch. N. J,, has
motion
Cal.,
and
room,
Ocean
Parki
Increase of SVac ah hour was granted
a Ted Lewis Recreation Hall, in cononly a few hours before the .sched- picture work, in addition to his pubnection
with the Sophie Tucker
iiled time for a strike call. This is lishing and other interests,
Playground there, a camp for underin addition to a ITyzc hourly boost
. .
Dorsey has close to $250,000 ingranted the same / .employees; last
privileged children.
Gardens,
including
vested
in
Casino
January."
;
Show business, of course, is still
New scale, was, efleetive ,'imncdi- liquor concession which he recently
BniKl
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iltilif)
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(350: $2
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AVERTS STRIKE
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SIDE OF THE
STREET
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Music hy.

JIMMY McHUCH
Shslpiro-Bernstein

.

,

,

:

I

Lewis

still

doen't look forward to the day

when

his

I

ately.'

'

purchased.

life's

he'll

;

and

blood,

hang up

that tophat, shelve the

stick and no longer ask
whether everybody's happy. Not as

licorice

long as he's able to draw a crowd

Central Park, as he does daily,

in

while just casually feeding pigeons

and

squirrels. They come right Up
him, clamber upon him and eat
crumbs directly from his hand in a'

to

I

I

performance, for free, that gives
him as big a kick as any he's ever
experienced, whether it's been Olintagly Park or the Latin .Quarter,

lECUONA'S COCKTAILERY

Fof

Lecuona being cocktailby his publisher, E. B.

Ernesto
psrtyed

'

.

tittist copi^v ond
phone
KORNHEISER, Ma|Ki«w>

new

|

I^fl

;

Marks, Oct. 17 at SKerry'.s, N. Y., in
connection with his, score for 20tbFox's "Carnival in Costa Rica,"

Tunes

will

be'

.

aired^riatchl—-at
V;'

the. 'Shindig.

.
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Canzoneri's Plastic Job

Vaude Bookers Grab Cafe Exclusives

Tony Canzoneri, now

that he's

new

a full time actor, plans

fa-

He's getting a schnoz
when he returns
to New York next week. His
wife, Rita, recently had a nose
bob.
Canzoneri whose features were
marred when a pugilisti is now
doing an act with Joey Adams

AGVA

69

Mulls Reciprocal Deal With

cial decor.

and

To

Buttress Declining Theatre Coin

importance of niteryf
liookings is indicated by the fact that
fhe major iridependent vaude bookfor cafe
ing offices are going in
The Eddie
bookings in earnest,

Growing

Sherman agency took on

when

cafe recently

flrst

its

started settirtg

it

talent for the Casablanca,

Merchant-

N. Y. It's not considered an
important cafe and it's not using big
budgeted shows, but it's considered
booking field.
to be a start in cafe
Meanwhile, the Arthur Fisher ofin the cafe field
fice, which ha^ been
years,
has by now
two
for 'more than
a sizable list of niteries. Last week,
Coronet
Club, PhilFisher added the
Fisher,
names.
adelphia, which uses
who is a close friend of E. M. Loew,
New England film exhibitor who
ville,

books

cafes,

owns several

all

Loew

nitery operation.s, which include a
50% interest in the Latin Quarter,

N. Y., and the Latin Quarter, Palm
Lsiand, Fla. In addition. Fisher books

Bradford

the

Boston; Tap
the Shrews-

roof,

and

Room, Holyoke,
bury, Worc^ter.

With the acquisition of the Coronet, gross cafe business at the^ Fisher
office is on par with his vaude book-

Showmen

as Judges

Laugh Wk.,

Nat'l

Week

National Laugh

-

For

April 1

plastic job

and Mark Plant.

foundation

now starting to take itself seriously. Organization has picked week
of April 1, 1947, and has set up a
committee of showbiz notables to
select, the best, laughs of the year,

British

Union to Curb Double Dues

American Guild of Variety Artis
laying groundwork for a
reciprocal deal between it and the
Variety Artists Federation of England whereby an interchangeable arrangement between members of
both unions could be worked out

their

|

Lou Wilson

Mme. Yolanda Merorlron, of the
Women's National Radio committee

amicably for the best interests of

Exits

Morris for London

to

this

country

when

also asks the British union
for a similar deal which would
mean that American acts going over
would not be nicked for the customary initiation fee in order to be
permitted to work but would only
have to pay the regular dues into
instead of AGVA.
off.

•

is

return

could again pick up AGVA
membership from where they left

they

ists

performer-members of both,
AGVA would pattern the Briti.sh
pact somewhat after that currently
in operation between talent union
and the Cuban Variety Performers'

It

VAF
AGVA

for members of the British uniov
Union, but. With greater latitude.
coming over here. Should, members
•AGVA's plan, according to Matt of either union remain in the alien
She! vey national .head, who is cur- country over the three-months pe'partment of the William Morris rently working it out for submission riod, they would then have to pay
agency, has resigned that post to to the British counterpart of the initiation fees and becorne reguiar::
join Prince Littler, managing direc- Yank union, would abrogate the members Of local union.
tor of StoU's circuit, second largest necessity, of American acts playing
Saving on initiation and; dues
and other foreign dates would be a primary factor, of
Guild; Raymond Peck, secretary of theatre chain in the British empire. British
the Lambs club, and Matt Shelvey, Wilson will work, with Littler in a within premise of VAF of England course, for both types of performnEitional administrator of the Ameri- production capacity, and is slated to from having, to pay an initiation ers, but there are plenty additional
fee and dues to the British union as angles to be incorporated to give the
can Guild .of Variety Artists.
leave for England in two months.
He has been with the Morris well as AGVA in order to accept performers a better shake under
agency since 1928 when he started dates in London or on the continent. reciprocal deal than ever before;
Shelvey's plan would be to have according to Shelvey.
in the WM, Paris,; and has been
Plaza Club, N.O., Folds
with that firm since that time with American acts going to London for
As soon as plan has been fully
the exception of 1937 when he three months or less apply for \yith- worked out within a week or two;.
After Week's Operation;
headed the London office of Music drawal cards from AGVA, which Shelvey will forward it to the VAF'
would be granted for the three- for approval and acceptance and
Corp. of America.
Bond Coin Littler, in addition to his Stoll. month period sans dues and would union will, adopt plan as soon as rei
Acts Paid
holdings, is on the board of Mo.ss- keep them in good standing until cei'
the Britishe,rs' okay.
Plaza Club, New Orleans, which
Empire theatres, largest circuit in
made an auspicious entry vvith high- England,
also managing director
-

the latest addition to the group;

is

Others are Gene Buck, pre.sident of
the Catholic Actors Guild; Dave
Ferguson, executive secretary of the
Jewish Theatrical Guild; Clarence
Derwent, president of Actors Equity;
Noble Sis,sle, president Negro Aeto'rs
-'

Lou Wilson (ne
many years head of

Wolfson), for
the foreign de-

I

,

,

'

]

:

.

.

.

From

.

,

I

Rea.son for vaude bookers' entry
into the lush cafe business is fairly
obvious When it's seen: that niteries

budgeted shows under aegis of Lawrence artd John ,R. Trengle, with
Georgie. Price headlining opening

have long surpassed vaude houses fts
the largest employer of variety

cantata/ folded after a week's opera-

!

$2,000 per week,

bill were paid off from $5,000
cash security posted with American
Payoff
of Variety Artists.

lounges.

tail

for

Bill Foster, currently in the, FB
cocktail dept., has been designated
as the new firm's prexy.

GAGS

EACH
matrriHl

your own

.voii ii<'-

Piroska Inked for New
Latin Quarter, N.Y., Revue

rxi'liiNlve

UNO,
it
you hiive soinothln^
niliid. I«t
know.
'

In

Rpt'ciul

m«

RAY

R«x llllMH,

M. KBAIt
Kpt'iiiKflrlil,

be Henry's

assistant.

Union Cashier's Thefting

FOR OWN AGENCY

MILES INGALtS

t8

to

slated to be

FOSTERS ANKLING FB

LIBBY and

$2.00

promoted

taurant, N. Y., over

amounted to $3,500, which left an
overage of $1,500 which union dis- Goes to Grand Jury Oct. 16
tributed pro rata among the perMatt Shelvey, national head of
formers as compensation in lieu o£ American Guild of Variety Artists
closing notice when spot did sudden and Dave Fox, head of N.Y. local of
foldo.
the talent union have been notified
Spot may reopen, according to that
charge against Mrs.
theft
Alan Nickerson, AGVA's New Or- Marion Cusick, former cashier of the
leans rep, with modestly budgeted union, will be heard by N.Y. grand
shows but will have to get fresh jury on. Oct. 16. Mrs. Cusick has
bond money up before union will been out under $1,500 bail since
waiving preliminary hearing On the
give green light on reopening.
theft charge several weeks ago.
Mrs. Cusick, who had been a
former vaude dancer knfiwn pror
fessionally as Marion Marlowe, is
accused of thefting $3,200 from union
funds given in payment of dues
conFrances Foster, for many years and repayment of loans. When
shortage she is alleged
office manager of Frederick Bros., fronted with
to have made a signed confession to
15
Oct.
agency
of
that
is pulling out
and
later to the
attorneys,
AGVA's
brother
her
with
agency
to form an
absolving
N.Y. district attorney,
Bill Foster and Mordecai Kaye. OutOther AGVA employees of comr
fit will concentrate on cafe and cockplicity and stating she had merely

STYLIST

oiiLv tor tli«

work
George Werf el is

on the

Special Thankf to:

.which

and

in at
the other acts

Guild

BOSTON. MASS<

IIH.V

I

tor.

who had been booked

Price,

LATIN QUARTER

Vnii

j

I

JOE
VILANE

f^riit,

!

j

venture.

revenue, may yet become the major
business in vaude offices.

GAGS

England.
Wilson's post at the Morris office

will continue to

Cafe booking, which originally
served to buttre.ss dwindling vaude

GAGS

m

Union Taps Aquarium, N.Y., village Nitery Pays off
dancer on Pact Breach
For Welfare Fund Coin To

Mary Jane Millex, dancer, was
will be taken by Dick Henry, who
Okay 'Celebrity' Airer awarded a week's salary in Amer*
Trengles have bowed out rtnd pre-war handled European .bookings,
ican Guild- of Variety Artist.s arbiBarry Gray's "Celebrity Nighf'
employees of the club are attempt- and is now a cafe booker. With the
tration against Tony Pastor's, Greenassumption of Wilson's spot, Henry broadcast from the Aquarium Resing to interest fresh coin, in the
wich Village, N. Y. nitery.
the cafe sec-

acts to

GEORGE

the Associated Theatre Properties, the largest chain of legit houses
of

tion.

In addition, it's easier to gel
work cafes where they do
two or three shows 'nightly as against
the minimum of four in vauderies.
Again, salaries in many cafes are
superior to those in the vaude
hou.ses. Acts like Milton Berle, Joe
E. Lewis,
Sophie Tucker, Buddy
Lester, Harry Richman and others
can get more coin in niteries than in
the vaude houses.
talent.

DANCE

Lou Walters who's slated to leave
France next week to sign an allGallic show for his Latin Quarter,

M«.

WOR,

N.Y.,. last

Gal had been booked into spot
with opening of
Ellington and orch, was held on a one-week pact several weeks
up by American Guild of Variety ago and cancelled after opening perArtists as being in violation of the formance. Arbitrators ruled she was
talent union's stance against "Celeb- entitled to full pay under her play
rity Nights."
or pay AGVA contract. Nitery sub->
•
Gray, who is a member of AGVA, sequently paid off.
was notified that imless talent union
cleared the affair he would not be
Charleis Trenet has been .signed
permitted to bring up other perPalace hotel, San Francisco,
formers attending the opening for for the
opening Oct. 10.
sessions or other stints

week
Duke

in conjunction

.

chit-chat

over the microphone, since it would
constitute
public performance
in
violation of the union's stand on
such things.
However, Ben Harriman, operator
of the Aquarium, Gray and officials
of AGVA huddled and union gave it
the okay after Harriman agreed to
make a substantial donation to the
Donations
union's Welfare Fund;
have been the custom for clearance
in such functions, but Matt Shelvey,
head of AGVA, Claims union wants
.

to discourage the celebrity night
shindys despite donations, as union
is against them.
Only N. Y. niteries licensed by
AGVA for celebrity night functions
are Leon & Eddie's and La Mar'"borrowed" the money to finance a tinique, who pay an annual sum into
small Negro band unit that didn't the welfare fund of the union for
come up to expectations so that she the privilege. Shelvey stated that
could put the money back.
hereafter no okays will be given for
Sum, according to Shelvey was single night affairs and that he had
partially covered by $2,500 bond and given Harriman the green light only
before arrest Mrs. Cusick returned because he had spent a considerable
$400 to union, which narrows amount sum advertising the event.

Hal Fisher
"lAfflNGlY YOURS"

TOWN
nlr.:

Currelltl.v

CASINO. IU:*'FAI.O

WIIXIAM MORKIN

AtiJKNOV

lost to $300.

for

N. Y., lias signed his first French act
while still in this country, He has
inked Piroska. a dancer now at the
Bal Tabarin, Paris, foir a mid-January opening.. ...

Murray

Hill

2-2049

Piroska. was In: this country in
1938 When he appeared at Clifford
French Casino, and
Fisher's
e.
went back to Europe shortly before
I

.start

of hostilities.

Rose Coasting on Ad Space
Until

New Revue Bows

Billy Rose, columnist and operator
of the Diamond HoFiseshoei is curadless
going through an
rently
period for the cafe. Rose, who has
been one of. the more prolific spacepermitting
buyers in .the papers
the column and the huge backlog of
publicly to take care of the business,

Tnwicus

i.<!

which,

he:

says.,

is

still

holding up,

nicely.

However, when new .show, "Venus
on the Half-Shell" topped by*'rank
Libusfe opens in about three weeks,
he'll resume -space buying.

Thanks!
I

want

my

to take this opportunity to thank

friends for their

many

.gratulatory messages on

kind

and con-

my new

posi-

tion as Musical Director at Loew's State

N6W York.
my ability,
my

Theatre,
best of

tradition set by'

I

will strive, to the

to

live

up to the

predecessor, Ruby

Jerry Cargill on

Own

Jerry Cargill has resigned as head
of the Ai & S. Lyons concert depart*
ment to open his own agency. Cargill
is running .Junior I^eague shows and

ii

LOEW
KiN
efN(*At fXECUnVf OFf/CfS

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
;1M'W.44ih

St.,

N.Y.C.^ Myanl

concert
one-night
promoting
stands oC vaude performers.
Cargill: is also concerned with a
road company of "Life With Father"

^7(00

is

presently
towns.

Zwerling,

L

making rounds' of small

AFOLLON'S CONCERTS

LOUIS BASIL
*
'

,

would make the same deal

is

ings.'.'

.

State Theatre,

New

Yot^k

Dave Appollon, vet Vauder, is
ready to tap the concert field with a
show at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., early
in

December.
Shindig

Festival."

will

be

called

"Gypsy

•00*IN9

ont

!

Wednesday, October

VAIJ»BVII.LB

70

n

GleasonU Philly Dato

i^ents Ogling More H'wood Names

Union Snarl Curbing

Gleason has been signed

Jackie

the opening show at th« MaPhiladelphia, which is. bowT
ing Oct. 24. Glea.son'g deal calls lor
$1,500 and approval of several acts
which he'll work with ala Milton

1946

9,

•

I

Monngs

for

cotirtbo,

For Vaude Tours While Strike

is

On

Of Top American Bands in London

'

Hope for appearance ot American
bands in British theatres was recently stymied by insistence of the
British Musicians' imton not to allow American orchestras to perform
in England as long as the American
Federation
of
Musicians forbids
working permits to British bands' in

.Berle.

Possibility that present strike dif-+'

Hollywood studios
may last for some time iS; causing
talent agencies to pressure film company heads to permit top stars to
in

flcuUics

the

personal

iii^ike

at'^iied that

Johnson Vice Johnstone
For Capitol, N. Y., Date

:

many

slated

the next

in

High

,

Install

insitallation of

Chi Hoodlums

band and

acts.

Operators undecided upon wheth-

this country.

,

vaude acts or toss
an old'timers unit.
Spot is one of the newer operations in the Times Square district.
er to use straight
in

Giving Bistro Ops

.Tohnstone's spot.

,

Harry

Plenty Trouble

Power

Hotel,

Pitt

band
what

Tollies' Cast, Producers

i

to

Woes

Chicago, Oct.

amusement

Loop

Of NiteryActs,Legiters

!

Pittsburgh, Oct. 8.

!

Iron

8.

invading the downtown

teen-agers

j

and

,

|

area, especially over "weekends,

causing thousands of dollars of dam-

j

!

are also do-

personals.

new

guests;
Inns are Shut down
smaller places not aflEected by strike
are jammed to capacity and private
and
homes seem only solution,
they're tough to get.
to all

age,

besides

with

their

customers

terrifying

snatch-and^run

niques.

tech-

'

Twenty extra

cops, as a result,
have been added to the Loop force
to combat the vandalism in Randolph street boites. Trouble has

Rooney is
addition, Mickey
In
slated to start a tour at the RKO,
been particularly heavy over the
Boston. Oct. 24 with Danny Kaye
weekend, with traveling squads of
also slated, for the vaudfllraers. Both
Cast of I Remeinber Mama" got young hoodlums racing from one
these filmsters have been signed at a break of sorts. They had already spot to another. With the addition
$20,000 guarantee against 50% o£ the registered at William Penn, Pitts- ot the extra police, there has been
gross, which has now become the burgher and Fort Pitt 24 hours be- some abatement in the nuisance, but
standard price for top cut film stars. fore the strike-call, so they were the innkeepers' worries continue on
Most of these names h?ive been permitted to slay. Single elevator the upgrade.
made availsble because of the strike being manned by managerial staff is
Two swing spots, as a result ot the
and more are expected to sign for taking them up and down, but there's ruckusi have already been notified
tours if current labor difficulties no heat,: hot water, maid service or
Katz, owners
to .scram by Balaban
continue.
clean linen for any of them.
of the property in which they are
Several film firms feel that they
located. Spots, Joe Sherman's GarTransportation Snarls
cai. hold out indefinitely because of
Bar
Elmer's,
rick
and
famous for
Maurice Turet, here in advance Of
a sizable backlog of pictures. How'Anna Lucasta," had to pull out tor introducing such names as Dorothy
ever, the agencies counter with the
Donegan, Robert Crum, Red SaunToledOi O., when he could get no
fact that some of the product in
ders and others, have already dis-

&

Wildberg,
may not be strong enough accommodations; John who
was to carded entertainment policy and expuU powerful grosses and star producer of the show,
lhave met the newspapermen here pect to shutter in the next few
appearances could up .the gate to
weeks.
cancel his visit and
normalcy in the laree cities and help today, had to
Remaining night .spots which cacompany, while
Lucasta"
•'Anna
sell the product in the small towns.
to
Forces perstorage

i

I

to

COMEDY
PATTER
For All Brmcbei of Tbttttricals
1 thr* 13 at $1.05 Mch or
13 Scripts for $13.00
READY!
Not. ^1 4 f lira 20

No*.

NOW

staying at Negro hotels in Hill district, unaffected by the walkout, is
going to have a transportation probsince no trolleys are running
and taxis are at a premium.

lem

tered mostly,
Armed
sonnel have already decreased their
entertainment budgets and stopped
afternoon
performances.
While
places such as the Brass Rail, Capi-

crew were dropped.
declared
that
he
had
out a l,S-week route for one
theatre and concert appearances in England. France. Holland,
Scandinavian countries and
Switzerland, but negotiations had to
be dropped because of the British
Foster

Strike mapped

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Negotiations continued here today
with "some progress" reported made
in an effort to iron out difficulties
which have arisen between producAlers and cast of "Ice Follies."
though Oct. 10 deadline has been set
on negotiations by American Guild
ot Variety Artists it is understood
tentative agreement will be drawn
up today to bring about changes in
both wage minimums and working
Both
conditions for all ice shows.
producers and cast .will eye agree-

'

salary- to

,

tions for the

As AGVA Nixes

unemployed

Foster's

was getting in American
when the announcement ot
was -Cabled him. Negotia-

the ban

Differences

are

operators

currently in what amounts to a siege
of terror, with hordes of

Out

of

comparable

a

at
it

theatres,

Adds

Strike

|

head

Foster,

agency, London, now«in New York
on a talent buying expedition, declared that he had been negotiating
for American bands to play the continent and was' ready to sign one

,

weeks starting Oct. '31. In addition,
Niteries here with floorshows and
Jon Hall and Frances Langford have Nixon theatre, town's legit house.
been set far the Roxy theatre,; N. Y.,
Oct. 16, and the Oriental, Chicago at eight major hotels, which came
Nov. 21.
along last week on the heels ot the
Peter Lorre starts a theatre tour power employees' walkout to agThey
at the Adams, Newark,, tomorrow gravate the local situation.
O'Connor
Donald
while
(Thlil'sday )
have nowhere to house their talent.
ing

Band, Acts

.

try.

and Roddy MacDoweU

May

Seas, N.Y.,

High Seas Cafe, N.Y., which has
operated as a straight eatery since
opening some months ago, is mulling

was
show

the Capitol theatre, N. Y„ has
been pulled from that, .show by
Metro studio execs because of fllm
commitments.
Bill Johnson has been booked for

ployees, both AFL outfits, and they,
could be useful in plugging, studio
product and hypoing grosses in

Some results have already been
achieved. Joan Leslie of the Warner
lot, is making her first vaude appearance since she, went into pictures and h.a.s been signed for the
Oriental theatre, Chicago, for two

appear

at

because of the jurisdictional strikes
between' the Conference of Studio
Unions and the International AlStage EmTheatrical
liance
of

vaude houses throughout the couiir

to

who

Johnstone,

Johnnie

It's
appearances.
are currently idle

Gleason recently substituted for
BcMle at llie Carnival, N. Y., and is
now attempting to ;Set up a show in
which he'll clown with all the acts.

ment, reportedly favorably aceeptable to both sides, and it will be submitted to Matt Shelvey, national
head of AGVA, for approval.
Wildcat strike threat of the rinkstcrs broke out when a committee
oC cast members charged the "Ice
Follies" management with 18 violations of the contract between the
skating show and the American
Guild of Vafiety Artists. Contract,
inked in 1944, still has two years to
run...

Strike has been held in abeyance
through the efforts of Florine Bale,
who, under orders from Matt Shelvey, national head of AGVA, is setting up arbitration machinery to
straighten out the diffieulties.
Performers, in addition to protesting contract violations, are asking
for salary raises, on the ground that
their current pay scale is not enough
for subsistence while on tour.

Hollywood
Show
tol
Lounge,
leer Slips in I., A. Bow
Nitery acts already here aren't
Lounge and Bandbox expect to conHollywood, Oct. 8.
being put out of their hotels, but
tinue in business, no expansion is
Initial fortnight of "Ice Follies" at
any new acts coming in are going
expected, and the days of three- Pan-Pacific Auditorium here has
to find it plenty tough ail around.
quarter ounce shots are over. JBe- been heavily off former scores rung
cause biz is. now strictly weekend, up by the freeze show. First week
receipts are about half what they was approximately 16 percent off
were during the War. In the face the same stanza last year, bringing
Carr asHitery Single
of rising costs and rentals, it re- the coin level to about $78,000.
While Partner-Wife Rests ceipts fall lower several of them
In the second stretch just finished,
might fold, but in a hurry. With
Vaude team of Carr and Connelly rising church and civil action, spots "Follies" jumped up slightly but was
still 13 percent lower than second
arc dissolving temporarily due to are really on the alert, and if
van- frame in 1945. Week just closed was
illness of Mae Connelly, who in pri- dalism gets worse
the authorities are
good for around $83,000.
vate life is the wife of her partner,

band

for

union's action.
Foster said

'

.:

•

Negro

that

bands,

which were popular on the continent pre-war, had maintained their
standing with the British public because of importation of American
recordings.
He believed that Duke
Ellington. Count Basic, Louis Armstrong and Cab Galloway would
grosses on that score,
Foster said that while the salaries
he was prepared to shell out were a
bit lower than their U. S. take, cost
to a British impresario for services

draw hefty
,

of an

American band would be con-

siderably
higher because of the
transportation angle.
Foster declared that there's little
hope of getting large shipments ot
American acts to Britain because of
the "exorbitant" salaries demanded
by performers. Currently he's in the
market for American novelty acts,
but is unwilling to shell out the sal-

have been quoted him.
Meanwhile, he says, British vaude-

aries that

ville is getting along nicely with
native talent. English producers a're
allowed a 25% quota of foreign acts
in shows playing the provinces and

50%

in

London

houises.

:

$2.00 Mch-^Doabla Script!
.SKVI>

FOK THEM NOW
ON 1».*CK ISSIKS!

0.\TCII fl'

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
3

$25.00 per Vol.

Voluitict at

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Paro<K«-^$10.00

NO

CO.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St.,

N*w

York 19. N.Y

Ex-Servicenitsn SubKribtrs!

S»nd Ut Your Horn* Addrast

Matt Carr.
Mrs. Carr has been ordered to rest
and take treatment for mild pulmonary trouble and leaves for Saranac
Lake, N. Y., next week. Carr will
accompany her and will work as a
single in nearby niteries until, she's
on the mend.

set to pounce. This may mean the
folding of the Randolph Street hot
spots and a boom in tavern trade in

nabe

STEVE EVANS
OfTerliiK

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
Currently
SfW

CMJn, 8.*N rBA.NOIStO
IHK.: M.VTTY IIOSUN

Union .WillThresh Out

spots.

June Richmond, ABC Snarl
Saranac Lake

Concilliatory
hearing on
June
Richmond's desire to ankle excluagency pact with American.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Oct. 8.
Booking
Corp.
(Joe
Glaser)
has
been
Oscar Price, who checked out of
the colony with an all-clear and left set for today (Wed.) at American

By Ha-ppy Renway

sive

lor N. Y., was utiable
accommodations there,
will

wmter

to get living
is

back, and

here.

Alfred Michalski, Warner theatre
manager 1 lom Manchester, Conn.,

Guild of Variety Artists.
Sepia songstress wants out with
Glaser to take her business to another agency, reportedly .William
Morris, with ABC unwilling to grant

week by Jack Samson, such
Jerry McCord and the Henry Wittvisited

last

kes.

Birthday greetings are

8
STAGE

jHrollywood

in

-

SCREEN

RADIO ARTISTS

-

Dir.:

to. visit

Edna

Hagen',

who

is

good reports.
Princess Elda Benedict, newcomer
at the Rogers, elated over surprise
birthday party.
Those attending
were Marshall, Sarah and Barbara
Herne, Selena Garron and Robert
Bero, Donald Cook and Ernest Bene-

-

Always Working

,

Mrs. Albert Berkliardt in''from the

,

DETROIT
MATXy KOSKN
'

Singer claims agency has not given
order to her the attention .o,r furthered her

flash iffg

HOWARD

'Comedy Uanoe Antlc»'
wKEK orr. II

MICHIGAN THEATRE

Dorothy Nolan, Dorothy Martin and interests in compliance with pact,
Bert Jetter at the Rogers, All re- with agency retorting that she has
sponding to treatrnent nicely,
been a bit choosy on bookings of-

Bronx

Photographers

a release..

HELENE and

fered her despite their being in her
ciirrent salary brackets.
However,
she has played some dates since
her Broadway .appearance in the
musical, "Are You With It?," which
engagement was set by Glaser
agency. ;

"Whitey" Roberts
Booked

Until

Nov. 6th

BLACKHAWK, CHICAGO
With Saxy Dowoll'i Band

-

Dir.:

WILLIAM MORRIS

Office

dict,

NEW YORK

STUDIO

154 West 57fh Street

BOSTON STUDIO
Pliontt

-

7-3505

LENOX HOTEL
B 0 S

recently, suf-

doing

and

nicely

recently upped for
meals and mild exercise, Jielping on
mail distribution at the Rogers.

Joe Denicolo flashing good
reports.

for Appointmpn^: Kenmofe 5-300

NEW YORK

who

Sam Schulman,

OeUGHTFULLY A/R-COND/T/ONED
PHONE CinCLE

James Wotton,
fered a setback,
for meals,

upped

T 0 N

:/

clinic

weekends.

Jimmy Conway, hooter, mastered
three stages of the "Rib", operation
and, has been upped for mild exercise.
llio.se

who

OJsfinjfuished

OPENING

3

Actvr and Magician

WEEKS' ENGAGEMENT OCT.

9

/

'X''";,'

Alpine Tavern and the Bridge
Rathskeller Inn have shuttered due
to drop in bir.. Both used talent on

(Write to

FAIRFAX BURGHER

are

ill.)

COPLEY-PLAZA HOTEL, BOSTON
AvailabI* for Bookings
Perional

Representative Announced Later

Permanent Address: 424 East 57th Street.

New

York

.

,

-

Wednefldayt October 9,

NITE CLUB REVIEWS
Empire Room,

1946
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so in a smart 6-scene revuetta which
Audience would never have known
Chi
Ave. Club,
she and John Brett put together.
it if he hadn't told them.
Long conLewis, Annie Roonev, Opening with an 18th century minuet
(FALMEB HOUSE)
JMiami Beach, Oct. 4.
sidered one of the outstanding danChicopo, Oct. 2.
Charlie
Farrell,
Bonni/ tt Ray, Eddie Fisher, Olga there is a nice dual number with
JaoJc
Prince, cers in the country, Draper seems
Ewelt/n Kniflht, Rolli/ Rolls, BlacfcSMtez, Line (8) , Mike Durso prch. oS-mikft vocalizing by Kddie Gross- Michelle, 3 Gontinentols: Minimwm to have improved even over his preburn Ttoins, Merriel Abbott Dancers
frank Marti'a Sttttiba Band; mini- man (unbilled) of Paul Sparr's tio- $1..50,''
vious top form. His ballet moveFreddy Nagel Orch (16) with
Miss Lynne solos
tAum, $8 weeJcdovs ond Sundays, $4 top terp tuners.
ments, symmetrical to his fingertips, (12),
"flora Staccato" and here impresses
Saturdays and holidays.
One of the smartest rooms on the have always been good. Improve- Dick Baldwin; $3-$3.50 min.
anew as a good Hollywood testee.
Beach, and through the year one of ment shows in his tap steps, which
Fall Empire. Room revue brought
"Broadway Memories" is a clever the few consistent moneymakers for have gained the precision and shadMonte Proser's down-one-flight
Evelyn
Knight in for the eh,antoosey
nostalgic pot-pourri as it medleys its ops, thi.s intimate boite reopened ing sometimes lacking heretofore.
aoldmine seems assured of « confirst'
"Oceana Roll," "45 Minutes from this weelt with the crowds coming
On 'stage for a full 40 minutes, spot, and if the blonde singer's she's
tinued run of high-paying ore for at Broadway" (Cohan),
"Can't Malce early and late to see the guy v/ho's Draper ran the gamut of terpsichore night; reception i^ a criterion
weeks if opening
least the next 12
IV^y Eyes Behave" (Anna Held, Jim the season for the spot's success, from longhair stuff, such as Ramon's in.
tallc
about
the
and
night enthusiasm
Maestro Freddy Nagel, back after
Brady, Dolly Sisters, latter with "If Charlie Farrell (formerly Endor &). "Gavotte and Variations" through
Lewis
is any
E.
Joe
concerning
town
You Like-a Me I Like^a You"), etc.,
Vet showman that he is, Farrell "Limehouse Blues" and a burlesque a stretch in the Army, opens with
basis for a guess. Seldom has the all this done
by bass vocalist Gross- didn't let them down. The;huzzahs version of "A Sailor in a Dance "Cheek to Cheek." Band has an uncoming of a comic-^r atty other per- man, who possesses a nice enough that greeted his appearance were Hall," done to the music of "My usual
layout of five trombones,
sonality, for that matter«-to a class mike
voice to come from behind that repaid by a 45-minute session of Heart Belongs to Daddy." It's all fine three reeds, two trumpets, three
bistro created such a' "want-to-see" bass fiddle.
strings and three rhythm, and nifty
Rabelaisian lyrics, audience participa- stuff and gets heavy applause.
boys of
arrangements
that bring out the
(as the technically-minded
Dancer
winds
up
with
his
nowtion
in
his
more familiar songs and
Rachmaninoff 's "Prelude in G" is
Gallup's Audience Research Institute
muted trombones and allow the fidanother corking solo opportunity for torchy ballads to satisfy every re- standard routine, asking for the
term it) among the: Broadway set.
dles to be an integral part of the
Lynne, and the samba finale, quest. Fact that they keep him on names of songs from the audience band instead of being buried. Nagel
And that the "want-to-see" is being Miss
and then dancing to a medley of
that
long
is the answer in itself; most
featuring
the
flashiest
set
of
cosreally
counts—
what
translated into
It's sock comedy but also saxes ."To Each His Own," vocal of
tumes yet— all the accoutrement is insisting on lyricisms, '.they grew to them.
which is handled neatlv by Dick
that folding green stuff— is evident
very good, however tops it off to a know in former seasons. Guy has shows his mastery of the technique, Baldwin.
Band ends set with ''Begin
from the reservations list.
plenty of new blueisms to blend with as he changes pace rapidly from
rousing conclusion.
Wliy Lewis has long been a fave of
"La Valse" through "One Meat Ball" the Beguine," with Nagel on marDespite the six scenes it's a com- the old. This is his fifth year here, and on
plenty
why
he's
and
hepsters
"South America, Take It racas.
^
to
the
and he's been a partner for three.
ijact fast-moving revue with George
Abbott Dancers' opener is "Conr.
worth that $4,500 a week that Proser's
F.irrell is stoutly supported by Jack Away." He's perfectly at ease anWagner and Jack Strand as the male
passing him is evident in the fact
Prince, former Shep Fields vocalist nouncing his own numbers and kid- certo in Tans," ending with series of
vis-a-vis to the star and the supportding with the audience and his ac- backfiips. Routine is colorful but a
that the comic hasn't come into the
ing quartet of not-so-icy lookers nOw on his own, and Michelle, French companist, Arthur
bit overlong for an opening number.
-^^
Ferranti.
Copa dependent on his lengthy and (above
chanteuse.
listed),
Coleman's orch backs up Draper Blackburn Twins are tall guys with
popular repertoire— with which he
Prince, an oversized guy with a
Sparr's show accomp, besides his cherubic face, is socko with a robust nicely when a full orchestration is a satirical twist to the usual tapping.
could easily get away were he so
minded; Instead, he brings with him steady stint for the straight dansapa- baritone which he projects in top required and doubles with Mischa Do a refined jitterbug as a starter
and then stamp all over the floor in
60
patter
songs
tion,
is
solid,
^^new
and
Theodora's
quartet
Borr's
'em,
rhumba
band
for
dancing.
60— cout4
fashion, both: on the swoon-croon
a takeoff of the castanei school. Boys
to amuse both ringsiders and peas- paced by leader's Hammond organ numbers and on the heavier bariton- Coleman also is welcomed back to
ants. The idea is that Lewis fans makes witb the sambas and other ings. Trick of adding comedy biz to the room via heavy applause, dem- really seem to enjoy their work and
can come and come again with no Latin interludes. And, of course, no "Chloe" and "Ol' Man River" adds. to onstrating that he has his own fol- make a handsome aouearance in >
tails. End up with "Night and Day/'
Stol.
danger of finding more joy in a glass Iridium Room gala would be com- overall effect. Works straight on the lowing here.
which falls in the Fred Astaire
than in the show because they know plete without the debonair Jean at numbers to reveal voice range then
school.
the comic's routine as well as as he the tape. He's not only a fixture but, swings into comedy jive versions,
Bal Tabarin, N. Y.
Roily Rolls tees off with a serious
does. With this repeat business in like all distinguished maitres, a plus with payees going strong for stint.
Abel.
Peter Randall, Mile. Bollefte, Ken- rendition of "Poet and Peasant,''
mindi Proser has built a smart show factor to the environment.
Clicked so Well he's been pacted for
of
the
neth & Zoya, Don' Christy, Dolores ending in a race with the orch,
around Lewis, too, because it's
six months.
French pianist then pulls two overtype
unimpressionable
easy listening,
Michelle, nicely couteriered thrush, Todd; Montmartre Girls (6), Lou
sized, keys from the keyboard and
Emiiiissy,
¥.
Harold
Orch
Carlos
Valencio
that doesn't get tiresome after the
Pur(6),
does adequately to open show.
It's the kind of thing
Cross & Dunn, D'lvons (2), Noro veys the Trenet-Sablon style of Rumba Band (5); no cower, $1.50 hammers an encore. He then brings
first viewing.
out a foot-long concertina and plays
you. Can take or let alone— which Morales Orck (13)', Irwin Kent Orch French song and adds a couple of minimum Saturdoi/s.
a Gershwin medley to fine recepseenis to be a strange reason for (8); $3.50, $4.50 minimums.
clsssics
tion. Impressions of different types
praising a show but is noted because
Three Continentals, with Earl Barr
Johnny and Laurent Hourcle are of pianists follows, and, while
Bill Miller in reopening his Em- Hanson at piano, go over in fine style,
it wasn't true of the last Copa revue,
celebrating
their
12th
year
of
operaaoings are old. Rolls carries them
which, after being inspected and en- bassy after the summer hiatus, is and in solo spot garner healthy mitof
this
pop-priced
tion
subterranean
off well. Also does a Chopin group
joyed once, seemed to stick in your apparently using Noro Morales orch ting with "Warsaw Concerto." Lary. bistro, with decor
and
floorshow
in serious vein and gets off to heavy
hair on subsequent sightings.
as his lucky piece. Last season, the
maintaining the Parisian motif. Spot applause after boogieing "Lady, Be
jMusicians' demand for additional business upswing started at this spot
projects an intime revue, patterned Good."
IV.
Y.
when
the
Morales
Iceland,
crew
was
brought
responsible
coin is at least partially
somewhat after Gil Boag's Moulin
Ensuing Abbotteers' e a k e w a 1 k
in,
and
they've
earned
their
keep
qualities
admirable
these
some
of
lor
"Alice in Wonderland," ice revue Rouge of the lush Prohibition era. with the Blackburns is a nice piece
of the present layout, since Proser since then both at the Embassy and featuring Marilyn Quinn, with the Latter was .spotted under the Palais of fluff, but it's
Miss Knight's endetermined he'd help keep that pleas-, Miller's other operation, the Riviera. Prestons (2), Pot Kazda, Jay Cant- Royle, deluxer of the late Paul Sal- trance
with a smart arrangement of
ant bulge in his exchequer by paying
Miller's opening night (1) pro- well, May Hausman, Edith Kendall, vin-Jimmy
Thompson cafe chain "Grandfather's Clock" that outs the
And vides sufficient justification for the Jane Petri, Lou Menshel. Lyrics and now domiciling Lou Walters' Latin nayees in mellow mood. She uses
110 supporting act over $300.
a
he's accomplished that with no loss consistent Morales holdover engage- music by Jean Rose. Staged by Miss Quarter.
mike
as part of the act, swinging it
of prestige whatsoever—in fact, just ments as was evidenced on the Rose.
Mansfield Lane Orch (6),
.Peter
Randall,
comedian-emcee, to and fro in time with the beat.
the opposite—rby demonstrating his dancefloor, but quite a few pews Rusty Freckles ond Crocker Jocfcs
paces show and keeps things moving Also sings "My Romance," "I Don't
eye for new, young talent. There's were taken up by the pull of Cross (6)
$2 minimum.
at a merry pace^ He also spots his Know Whv" and "You Leave Me
nothing any boite operator need hang and Dunn, who are making their
Breathless," using a hand mike to
own stint later on the bill.
his head about in the warbling of first nitery date together since their
Sextet of comely line gals, niftily good advantage in a table-to-table
"Alice in Wonderland," ice fantasy
Eddie Fisher and Annie Hooney or recent reunion. Henry Duntf had
costumed, teeofi with a Frenchy can- stint. "Fickle Eye" also goes well,
the terping of Ronny & Ray and Olga been out as a single and Alan Cross based upon Lewis Carroll's fairy
can number to set things for Don as do "September Song" and "Lass
Suarez. (All New Acts.) And they became an impresario of a sandwich tale of same title, is a worthy at- Christy,
kingsize
romantic
baritone
With
the Delicate Air," Gal has
help to hold the nut down to the emporium. Apparently, Dunn tempt upon part of Jean Rose, its who alternates in French and
Eng- looks, the coutouriering to go with*
$38,000 that Proser thinks should be couldn't withstand the competition producer, in providing something lish on "Lest Without You"
seguing it. and a style of singing much like
tobs against the $45,000-$S0,000 gross of the Groaner and the meat short- different in mtumer of blade shows into "Old Man River" and "My Old a kid
who
enjoys singing to her.self.
this
popuminiature
rink
of
the
for
he's doing.
age got the best of Cross. So they're
Nagel. handles the dansapatlon
smorgasbord dinners. Sombrero," with some indigo thrusts
With the Lewis lineup of 60 new together again with a bright assort- lar haven of shortage
and inflated on latter, to win nice reception. Ken- chores smartly.
Despite meat
songs, it's needless to remark that ment of special material songs with
neth & Zoya, personable dance team,
prices in most places, the smorgasa
minimum
of
blue
items,
and
a
deare
numbers
considersome o£ the
give out with neat ballroomology
bord dinner still can be had for
Latin Quarter, Chi
ably better than others. Comic is vir- livery that's been familiar to vaude
of which their samba and waltz are
hitery
fans throughout the $1.49'— and all you can eat at this standout, with latter accentuating
tually on a shakedown this week and and
Chicogo, Oct. 3.
AH this and the diverting ice
out of it will no doubt emerge a few country. The pair had some difficul- firice.
spins, lifts and whirls. MUe.
Henny Younjiman, Arthur Lee
how and two five-piece combos for neat
Bollette, French chantoosey, goals Simpkins, Mordoni & Louise, Geneve
laves that will rank with such Lewis ty in the noisy room, but recovered
a
Iceland's
lure
as
dancing retains
'em with French parodies, "I Wanna Dom, Paul Carlton, Line (8), Buddy
classics as "Sam, You Made the Pants sufficiently to do a pair of encores.
playground.
modest-priced
Get Married" and "Takes a CJood Shotc'* Orch (8) ; $3-$3.50 min;
Too Long," while others will pass
Among their numbers, their "No
Principals and line skaters are
into limbo as being just so-so. Many Can Chew" and impression of the
Man to Do That." Gal has slick,
costumed in keeping with characters
flavorsome delivery reminiscent of
are topical, while others are built old vaude days brought hefty hands.
Ralph Berger brought in Henny
of the "Alice" yarn, such as the
around Lewis' well-known predilecYoungman to replace Jackie Coogan
Other floorshow item, D'lvons, are Mad Hatter, Caterpillar, Dormouse, the younger Bordoni.
Line returns for "Black Magic" Friday (28). Business was off as the
tion for the gee-gees. If anything, a hard-working terp twain with picTurtle,- etc., with costuming an atnumber, with Christy okay on the temperature soared to the 90s. Room
there's a bit too much playing up of turesque routines. Team's routines
tractive blend of colors which makes
vocal,
some
neat
toe- tapping
by
that boss business. Selection of num- are fine for niteries inasmuch as
was
only half fulJ at the second
a- nifty background for the bladeDolores Dodd and line gals contrib- show.
bers and patter could be a bit more hand and body movements can be work of the, principals.
magico stunts while stepping.
Youngman started slow, but, when
rounded.
appreciated by rear occupants as
The skatorial sequences which uting
novel number that sets things he caught the feel of the room, paced
Certainly one of the best of the well as ringsiders. They hit healthy feature Marilyn Quinn, expert figure
new ones is "The Guy Who Holds audience reaction with an interpre- skating champ, in title role; the for Randall's dialect comicalities and his material better. Comedian has
lusty parodies that keeps them yock- some new song specialties, with
the Leaf for Lucky Strike" ("His tation of "Thigh Bonfe" and "Holi- Prestons, Jay Gantwell, Pat Kazda
muscles are like oak, because, of day for Strings" in addition to their and others make a pleasing and col- ing throughout and sends the lad parody on the life of composers as
away to a solid hand.
portrayed by the films, standout.
course, he doesn't smoke"). Other standard rhumba and fox trot num^ orful
spectacle that wins many
Lou Harold's orch cuts a neat show
toppers are the kidding of commer. bers.
rounds of applause. Particularly and keeps the floor crowded for He's still fast with the ad lib and
throwaways and when pulling all:
clever
cial radio and "I'm Just a Horse.'
figIrwin Kent's orch does a compe- standout is Miss Quinn's
customer dancing with Valencia
Austin
Mack, incidentally, gives tent job of showbacking and the ure skating, Kazda's ballet terps, Rumba Band doing likewise for the stop has things his own way.
Mardoni and Louise, magic act,
dance,
torch
Lewis strong support at the piano.
lighted
Cantwell's
Morales crew draws a full floor.
Edba.
have several clever numbers and
the line. Latin tunes.
Quadrille
Lobster
by
Douglas Coudy's staging of the re
and
the
Jose.
finale with a decapitation act which
vue is in the pleasing Copa tradition
In addition to the staging Miss
uses customers in the audience for
Rose has also authored the numbers,
Of swift and simple production, while
Coloslmo's,
Chf
good-humored
results.
Stage is
Billy Livingston has contributed topand music, which space the
small, but Mardoni works fast and>
Playgoers Clnb, IV. Y. lyrics
Chicoeo, Oct. 2.
specialties. Most are sung by Lou
notch costumes that are immensely
nimbly to keep his illusions mysiVXorey Amsterdam, Shepp Trio; Menshel as musical narrator for the
Jackie Heller terious.
colorful and ingenious. There 'have
(3),
Slate Bros.
min.
$2.50
of
include
"Land
Latter
show.
been some changes, incidentally, jn
Athena, Line (12), iSol Feola Orch
Geneve Dorn, blonde aero dancer,
"Big (11); $2-$2.S0 niin.
Song,"
"Turtle
Dreams,"
the Copa line of eight gals, most of
does a series of split routines to open
Playgoers Club, the postage-stamp Enough Deal" and "Bewildered," all
them for the better. Bob Hilliard
the show. Nicely received.
and Joseph Meyer have provided the sized basement bistro, which in its tuneful and with latter ballad topArthur Lee Simpkins, holdover
New bill at Colisimo's is the best
lyrics and music, which, as has been opening season last year did boom ping the others. On overall show is
for
the third consecutive revue,
in several months.
noted, are tuneful and gay without business on the strength of theMorey diverting entertainment, neatly done
scores with his fine tenor voice.
Slate Brotherst after 4 years in
getting in the way. Switch on the Amsterdam ad-libs, is back at the old and holds interest all the way^
Buddy Shaw's orch does a good JobMansfield Lane's five-piece combo the Army, do a fast song and dance
bandstand finds Mike Durso's orch stand with the same setup and stands
of backing the show.
Boys
show.
the
up
Freckties
routine that
making with -the foxtrots and waltzes a greater chance of nabbing the after backs show nicely with Rusty
les Crackerjacks (5), comedy unit, start 6fl with a rib-tickler, "Penny
while Frank JVtarti's Sainba combo theatre trade from hepsters.
and Arcade." Feres imitate the various
Esquire, Mont'l
provides the stuflt for the Arthur
Amsterdam, whose regular income adding to show's merry-making
alternating with Lane for customer arcade machines which hit the jack
(FOLLOWUP)
Murray kids. Both do a creditable is from the
"Gloom Dodgers,
After a
Edba.
pot with the customers.
Job.
Herb.
stands to make a sizable sum from dancing.
Comediantics of Rhomer & Darrow
couple of swell dance numbers, the
this operation as he's in on a hefty
provide
nice pacing for a solid pargo haywire in a pantoY, cimedians
percentage. Other expenses ace down
lay
at
th
a
Esquire.
Darrow does the
With the
mine baseball session.
Iridium Kooin, N. Y.
to a negligible minimum. Rent item
elimination of certain jokes, and less emceeing and tees off the show by
(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA)
isn't an important factor here inas(HOTEL ST. REGIS)
depending on the swi.sh stuff for kibitzing ringsiders, and throwing
Poul Draper, with Arthur Fermuch as the property is part of the
fellows are fine. Slates out fast lines, some selling and some
the
Carol Lynne starred °in "fee Pic
laughs,
management of tanti; Emil Coleman Orch, Mischa carry a girl foil. Fay Carroll, a titian left up in the air. Rhomer comes, on
saloon,
torials" lyith Gcorec Woener, Jacfc upstairs
half of the Morey Borr Orch; $2 eouer a/ter 10: 30 p.TO.
Strand, Barbora'Ann Johnson, iShar- which is the other
hair songstress, who could do a near the end and helps partner wind
Monday through Saturday.
partnership.
Gal wears a stint in boff fashion. Duo do special
lee Munster, Morion Lullins, Sally Amsterdam
single on her own;
With Amsterdam around, there's
white sequin gown which does no material on "Butcher Boy" in many
Teplev; produced and directed hy
lingos, and also take off the Ink Spots
little need of additional talent. The
Miss Lynne and John Brett; cos
Relegated to the background dur- harm in selling her songs.
for good returns.
propiano,
Shepp trio, vibes, bass and
tunes, Joe Lewis (Follies Cost.)
ing the summer months when the
Jackie Heller, old-time Chicago
Sepia tetpers Rae & Rae get hefty
the
and
incentive
dance
the
over,
Waldorf's Starlight Roof takes
Paul Sparr and Theodora. Orchs, vide
favorite since he first appeared here
and boogie
does
Amsterdam
and
Showbacking
reopened
for
Room
Wedgwood
the
W.p0 dinner minimwm; $1.50 ond
with Ben Bernie, bounces into a palming in a fast jive
the rest. On show caught, he was the fall and winter seasons last group of songs.
Half-pint singer sesh. Comedy timing gets' over big.
$2.50 couuert.
on for .'50 minutes, which running Thursday (3) night with no change works had to sell a group of Gersh- Warbler Gaye Dixon, seen few weeks
floorshow. He
win medleys. Encores with parodies ago at the Gayety, showsj that she's
Even when the Hotel New Yorker time is sufficient forof a chatter, a fast in either decor or policy. As in
solid as ever in a cafe stint. Opens
previous years when the show is and has to beg off.
was featuring its ice shows there has a ready flow
with "Take Me Out to the Ball
limited to one or two top acts, the
was no competition as regards the line of ad-libs, and a series of laughAthena, flamenco dancer; opens, Game" which she sells with bounce.
of act
swank Iridium, and now of course getting yarns. His is the type way reopener features only Paul Draper but casteneter had bad cold and. Follows
with "Irish Lullaby," torrid
the same
back in this room for the sixth time. lacked spark.
this Hotel St. Regis high spot, more that never comes out
be
version Of "01' Man Mose" and
shouldn't
he
Coleman
.such
twice, and as
In addition. Maestro Emil
than ever, is in a olass by itself.
does several numbers, with "Amen" for a begoff. Thelma King's
Line
patronage.
class
clienthe
pleasing
repeat
been
who's
Us floor shows, like everything stale for,
attractive ccstume changes.
terp?ng
is okay. Gal is 'a looker
aero
Walthe
new
since
almost
tele
here
lively
a
constitute
else about the distinguished atmo
The Shepp outfit
Sol Feola and his 11-piece band and switch to a fast bowoff i.s. smart
on the po
sphere of this dining room' and sup
crew With a hep viewpoint. Their dorf was built, is backhiatus.
has replaced Mel. Cole, house orch idea. Line here (12) still best in
per club, are always ultra, but f
arrangements have color and a lively dium after a summer
By his own admission, Draper is for many year;;, and plenty solid for town. Maurice Meerte orch (13) cut
y«ar it's more so. Carol Lynne,
beat, "as v;ell as a high degree of
^azo,
>how neatly. Biz okay.
breaking in a group of new routines. customer dancing,,
"^o^^-
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Throughout the southern circuit, he
causes more swooning than Sinatra.

Variety Bills
HVEEK .OF OCTOBER
Nomcrm.

In

I.«t»i.rii

in

Citniioi

tncllot* oiwalnc a«» «t mhow
nhethrr full or »oHt week.
imrpnthmls iiiillrnto clri'uK. (O Indepeinlent; (t) Loewi
(!) rariiiniomit; (It) HIvO: (W) Warner

Prof BackWU
.Minlr llnll (I) 10

Slodernaire.s
Eileen 0'l>«re
lOrraine KoKivan

Nlr.ikti
.

Tune

olinny

Frcrt Schneider
Ijiwreiice Nii'liol
lllee t'lub

l^eKKV I-ee

Row

BeatriwMnvsilmll
;

Ra>e &
Maurice

»

I'ri'f

<l.)

&

(W)

Ted
;

(I)
I>ouf;;lau

Bob

l>rai>er

Coleman Ore

l>o(tie lieid
I'eta 'ferry

NKW \KK
(II

J

10

;

Kelly

Garlands
WallaceBert Stone
Patsy Lane
Jimmy Nola
Fletcher
'I'ex

..

ConRU

>l'aohito Ore
npi Onmpo

•

--

VlllaKe Vnnirtiard

Mifiilelilo .Valdea
ICstelle & Dimas
l.yiine .Taller

I

Cunfleld smith
t^uaan :vliller

.

Dwich t FisUe
\illnEP BafP
Billy

Chic Chocs

Coast, Little Annie Rooney uses that
tag to point up her tininess and the

the world, has radically modernized
carnival biz in which he is just celeAnniversary.
Silver
his
brating
Sedlmayr is now training his son,
C. J., Jr., to take over and carry on
the title (with C. J., HI, just 10
old, next in line). The RAS,
second only to Ringling-Barnum as

months

Phil Leeds

Eleanor Bowert
Don Fry
Stanley Sacey 3

Ore

Harold Bayne, who started in
showbusiness as one of the moppet
talent in the later editions of the
Gus Edwards kid revues, attempts to
sell himself via songs and impressions. Until he obtains wider back-

the world's largest traveling amusement organization,' travels on 62
double-length railroad cars.
Tex Kendrick
Gertrude Hild
Dean Murphy
\'al Olman Ore
Jean Ainslia
Turnstiles for shows and rides (afWiadAor (1) 18-13 Lane Bros
Mitchell
BlSI>FOKI>
Bob
Francisco
NKW
3 1>ale Sis
fording double check), neon lights,
Oiinrte»
i.alhi
Bruce Norma nBnlls 84 (I) 10-12
•Tacit l>el.e»n
Ore
folding show fronts mounted on
Vivlan ;Nickol.son
Al tc Billy Rlelinrds Eddie Jack & Betiv Ted Lewis Do Bolsi
Belm'i
*
Drake
(Seraliline
D'KlverO
Alan
for
panels
sliding
H * T T.a Kose
roller -bearing
Zanzibar
Mack Triplets
Dick Berk
Gordon Clifford
easy arid speedy handling, steel
Klroy Peace,
Harris & Allan
Ink Spots
rljiinnlea
Graniima Perkins
Gail Bennett
T Carpenter
vlMmaku (i) fr-1%
wagoiis with rubber tires instead of
rATKKSO'
Sirkl Do Vyaenot
Peg LeB Bates
Joan 3larry
powerful
Wheels,
Iron
old
the
Majesti<> (I) tO-l»
Paul White
Hot Shots
Joaie Tliorpe
Collins & Railev
Jean Frt-incis
Nvoka
plant
light
78-foot
(3on7.a1eB 2
searchlights,
Freddie Morgan
Jerry fir'ev
F.ddie Vinson Ore
Renald * Uudy
power— these are
Diesel
IleLage & Shirley
I.POR * rrtiiie't
Pee AVce Marquetle towers,
Baaie .'(clvaetjer
Fisher & WliiKi
Clanrte t-lnpkinp Or
|j>aise Stewart
i»-l»
among a few of the "firsts' SedlZlmmerman'a
The. Paysees
Manliattan .Skip'ers 4 Macks
carnival.
mayr has introduced to the
14-16
Gene Kar<los
Tornnu' Williams
L & L Bernard
The Crawtords
^lontp rnrlo
JanC7.i Makula
Another is the blanketing of the
(two to fllK
Lee TulVy
AKKON
DICK nasparro O
'/.siBa Bela
midway with shavings, especially
DeMay A Moore
RobcriM
Paul Arnold
ralnr« (I) lO-U
Mimic Men
Sinclair (t Alda
Tony l*».stor Ore
after rain, to provide a velvety and
Sherman 2 * Tessie
Helen Wenr.el
Romtialnn
Irene Iblannine
Old
dry carpet for comfortable walking.
P.VWTITKKT
OlKO Orlova
Wally WHVd Vo
liillips
Jn kiC
Capitol
(I)
WiJ^STlV eiTT
These shavings are brought all the
steel Pier (J) 18-lS Grandma Perkins
CHICAGO
way from Chicago in carload lots.
Paul DrOBlin
Byrrt & T.proy
Drake
Allan
Pitchmen
RAS plays about 40 weeks out of
T.exinR & Rearon
a
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the year. It is now winding up with
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Saxie Dowell Qrc
Pon Henry 3
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Oklahoma City,
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Bob SarBent
Al Roberts
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Miss.
Latin Kinirter
Shreveport. Jackson,
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A L Simpkins
Doraine & Kllia
goes into Florida for winter fairs
Toku O'Neal
Sophie Tucker
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WInik & Mao
Sibyl Rowan
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and to prepare for the 1947 tour.
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Willie Shore
"Dorn
(Seneve
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the
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at
Winter headquarters
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Mardoni tfe Louise
Herman Hyde
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Peter Sis
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Buddy Shaw Ore
Sparky -Kaye
Preisenting the first comprehensive
MoUe & l>oke
Colosimo's
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T^ola Don Dotson
Miller Bros
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to
carnival
picture of a real
Vanderbllt. Boys
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Jackie Heller
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John Barry
Freddie Ma Bel Ore shown on the screen, Warner Bros,
Alvavados
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Vince Pellegrini
Holly Rolls
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Fa.v Carroll
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Royal
the
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-IS Sol Feola
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la-iB
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Shows. Shooting took place at the
Buddy Rich Ore
Face it Amlro
llolel Itiamarrk
.Tackle Miles
The Kentmys
Kansas Free Fair in Topcka, Kansas,
Paul Brilliant
Sherman Hayes Ore Clark Bros.
Don Cuniminsfs
Harper * Louise
.\olson puppets
Anne Russell
with Saul Elkins, wi:tter -director,
ROCKFOKI*
Louts & Cherie
Dell Welcome
Nancy Doran
10
(!)
Palace
supervising
the job.
llOSTON
I-fSrvey Crawford
Don Bradfield

Ted- Jjcsler
Sullv

1

La Martinique
Harvey Stone

Kit I (P) 15 «nl.T

Thomas
Jump

Sf

Hun

Stan Kenton Ore
Kins Cole S

8kii) tCone to nil)

WIvel

,

Bob Lee

The A'aeahond*-

A

This is the brcak-iii on the big
time for this pair of kid.s whose
previous experience has been at the
Coronet, Philly, and in a Jacksonville club. They're pleasant, cleanlooking youngsters with a load Of
energy that they translate into a
single jitterbug routine in an abbreviated appearance in the Cooa
revue.
Ronny (the male end of the turn)
is obviously the dancer in the act,
while his partner gives a good account of herself with her fresh, pert
mannerisms. It's difficult to do mucli
judging, of course^ on the basis of
the single routine, but they very
satisfactorily fllled the bill here.

tion.

•Herb..

This variety of terping frequently
from the small space availCopa floor when backline, but Miss Suarez handles herself to make the most
of it and seemed to score a considerably better than average impression on the opening night crowd.

suffers

able on the

.

grounded by the

.

—
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Boston

EDDIE FISHER

Town

Criers

Rje«rs

A-

Betty Lou

Van
ROI>M> ititonK

Lewis

Mronic
Zelaine

SAN

VJ-IS

(t)

I

-

I

Morion
Rod TtoKera

Paft"e

*

Towers (I) 11-13
! OLvmpic Girls
.

.Tohnfton-

Sherma n

-

2

&

Tessie

Bob Gentry
Mttnic Men

Jimmy Tjeeds
Payne & Foster
Sen WohBS
,

3

The Lovelies

—

-

Ooi'Wins

Clyde McCoy .Ore
CalBary Bros
Nelson Sis

Hotel CoPBress
Herth Trio

KiUi Ochart Ore

The Aiiern

Camryn &

Barbour

Lelt\

Mel Cooper Ore
ll(»tel

Sykea
Ore
Ivaren Ford

-

-

H Kdeewntrr Be'«h
Slepheo Kisley Ore

is

Jim

3

fTerbert
Nieliolas liros

Mel Cole Ore
Joe Klsh Ore

10

Carnivals

Wiles

L & L

Bernard
Renee De Marco
Jack Durant

OHentfll (I) 10
Del Courtney Ore
"2 Barrets
-Tayiie Wall on
Criss Cross

1

WOONSOCKKT

(I) 1«
paths have als6 shot up with indi& F Robbins vidual midway attractions that used
* Betty
to charge two bits admissions now
getting 60c, and rides up to a quarter and 50c where prewar tabs were
10 and 15c.
Along with everything else, wages
for performers have been hiked conBills

Ni-w Vark
Trixie

Uddie Jacli

ri.UVF.r AXil

Herb Howard

Paliiee (K) 10
sensationalists
Berry Brrts
.

Continued from page

Hall & Randall
(one to nil)

.

Cabaret

NEW yOEK

CITY

siderably so that the rank-and-filer
can now do better in a carny than
in a Broadway show or night club.
As a consequence, a better quality
of talent has been attracted.
.

Aliuarlnm

Dake

Kllihnion Ore

Blue Aneel
Monica Lewis
Richard D Bpnnelt
Irwjn Core>
Stuart Ross
Ellis

Delta
-

Larkin

wo»-iei>

(lloivnio'vnl

Timmie RoKers
Susan Reed
Jackson
Johnson
3 C Heard Ore.
Cafe Socletj

Fritzl

Cnrntval
Miitbu Berla
Blly Ardelty
6tan Fisher
Uaripn Colby
Ben roit Sineeri
Miriate l^WlAn
MlriaW L»VelT«
aiintt

JMt

Oeorge Vfttng Tr
Francea Cbun
T«l SIn«a

Schefl

Ann Pennington
SVllMe Solar

Gtltord
Patricia BriRhl

Hope Foye
Kdinund Hall
Dave Martin 3
David Brooks

Sis

Jacqueline Mu'rle>
Michael Edward

tijptotvii)

Acorn
amma FrancU
PsttI Sheen
-Marso Wade
-F Shepard D'cer*
ZiRBY Lane
Art Waner Oic
Embftwty
t^roHS £ DunnD'lvons
Noro Morales Ore
Irwin Kent Ore
40«Clab
Louis Jordan Ore
Randy Brooks Ore
Monchlto Bd
Bill

Jar-Ii

:

HiiTniMi-Mailrid

Dean Martin
Jerry Lewla

Fancy Extravaganza
Perhaps

*

the

among musicals
is

OlBa Suarez
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Diamoiul IlorscHtio.
Ross & La Pierre

Watson

Cliff
E^ete

Dorothy Jarbao

Ann Rooney
Bddle Fisher

Ronny & Ray

S

Rhythm Bov*

i;«re

Minff Ling
Jose Curhello Ore
Copuciibiinu
Joe E. Lewis

extravaganza

top

in the carnival field
in Ha-

Leon Claxton's "Harlem

vana"
on
the
Royal American
Shows. Carl J. Sedlmayr, owner of
RAS, has furbished this musical
show with the flashiest front ever
.seen, along with scenery and costumes of Broadway calibre and a

As
tent theatre seating 850.
as 1,000 have been squeezed in

day and the colored troupe display
a remarkable stamina in standing up
under this grind.
the
in

special

Havana"

is

features

Russ

I

:

was

said.

feature length.
Highlighted in the picture will be
a plethora of German, sequences,
subsequently picked up by the allies,
which documented events from the
Nazis' seizure of power in 1933 onCommenting on German
wards.
thoroughness in filming their own
brutalities, a War Dept. official said:
"It
was like Dillinger having a
camera crew foUctwing him." Even
films of Concentration camp activities, while still under the control of
the Nazis, are available, this official
said, since Heinrich Himmler's own
SS leaders thoroughly photographed
all atroCsities. Their explanation for
lensing step-by-step executions and
beatings was that some of the leadiers couldn't get to Berlin so they
forwarded the films as proof of their
devotion.
French underground sequences,
shots compiled by the Russians in
eastern Eui'ope and British
and
.

many American

conditions.
Stage is built
enough to hold an elephant
act and the cast of about 40 give a
performance for 60c that would be
worth $2 in any large city. Show
does as many as «12 and 13 turns a

Among

lost,, it

irersion of the trial

photof of atrocities in
aj! be thrown into
common kitty. Additionally, pic
will include .speeches of Nazi leaders plus dramatizations of testimony
introduced at the trial and yet un-

under their sectors will

SRO

.solidly

"Harlem

and

and
preceding history will include all
films exhibited at the judicial proceedings plus much footage gathered
on atrocities by Germany's enemies.
Pic planned for theatre exhibition
will be tapered down to keep within

Mara & Maurice
Phil DeRev

WASHINGTON
Capitol <L)

scattered

Archive film

Kiii}^

tiusaii

\'era

Continued from page

pense over a long period of time,

Jessie Rosella
I.arry Ross

Continental

.lames
.loe

-

Rei^ly

Dennis Kellv
Vine Onrrlens

Hotel Illncfcstnne
Phil P.eftan

4 War Pic

Big

-

Milt

Jack Parker
Jimrnv .Fanierson

OhlcaKo <!) 8
T«arry Adler

In addition, the young.ster has perKid is a natural with the pipes, sonality and looks to give him a
giving out with a big, pleasant voice three-way selling advantage.
that's a nice shade between the pop
Shows up most brightly in num^i
crooners and the pro tenors. Okay- bers like "Beguine" and "Melanlooking lad, too. he'll be a good bet choly Baby" but handles himself
for a Broadway musical when ex- with equal finesse in the sentimental
perience gives him greater presence ballad "You Keep Coming Back'"
and a knowledge of selling, which and the rhythmic "Got the Sun."
he now lacks.
Herb.
Herm.
Grossinger's.

-

fact

New

Moppet Disks
;

Continued from page

1

of

Ham-

the

photographed.
Worjc on the film will start immediately but completion is not expected for a considerable time be^
cause of the mass of photographic
evidence available: Allied powers'
pofnt is thus to create a permanent
indictment against the Nazis as the

mond, variously described as the
"Sepia Sinatra," the "Sinatra of the answer to any distortion of history
South" and "Sinatra in Technicolor." by a demagogue in the future.

turned by big radio and film names.
As for the minors, one of Cosmo's
first hit items is an album called
"Tubby the Tuba."
Names variously connected with
kiddie disks for all companies, past
and future, read like an all-star
lineup: "Fibber McGee & Molly"
(Jim and Marion Jordan), Ginger
Roger.s, Orson Welles, Bing Crosby,
Margaret O'Brien, Great Gildersleeve (Harold Peary), Ronald Colman, Fredric March, and many
others.

Outside of a few pioneers, few
diskeries had ever capitalized on
the moppet market until last year,
when some 9,000,000 kiddie platters
were sold during December alone.
Close to 20,000,000 were sold during
all of 1945.
While no actual production figures are being released by any of
the record companies because of un^
certainty in problems of. labor and
materials, almost all are planning to
allocate between 17% and 25% of
their total output to the children's
market, with special emphasis being laid on this division during the
coming Christmas season. Actually,
it's expected that around 30% of all
records sold during the big Christmas rush will be for the moppets.
Platters
.usually
have
to
be
pitched to certain age groups, with,
;

harmonies

iricreasing In complicaaccording to age of children.
Simpler the beat and melody, the
easier it is for kids to understand
and remember. Even classical mu-;
sic can be adapted for youngster
tastes,
as evidenced by Majestic's
tion

new

release of "Classical Tunes for
Little Folk," 15 titles includthg Berceuse, Barcarolle, Melody in F' and

other popular longhair stuff.
Educators are also becoming more
interested in the moppet field because they feel that entertainment
is the ideal medium
for teaching,
since pupils' mindS' are relaxed and
open.
How far the interest in -kid disks
progressing is indicated by the
is
.

that there is a. disk jockey in
"Vork devoting his entire pro-

grams
;

(10'

Gee Davidson
Hotel StrtenH

The Martinis
Kddie Fens Ore

FIt.\NC'lf«r<>

(R) 9
Mel Torme & Melfs
Senor Wences

(ioMeii Cute

Rick & Kay
SI'niNGFIKI.I)
Court' So (I) 1(1-1.1

Holi

C^.VMIHiN
.Tav

Shirlev Dickinson
Betty Hill

Morrell, S
T.amberti

Hearts

3

Gloria

10 MIns.
State, N. Y.

Copacabana, N. Y.
Bob Graham, formerly vocalist on
Carrying out an accenl-on-youth the Fanny Brice radio show and in
policy (all right, .so how old can the pic, "Weekend at the Waldorf,"
Joe E: Lewis be?), Monte Proser has has got the voice, delivery and style
for sock returns in the bobbysox
cut
installed teen-ager Eddie Fisher to
share the lyrics in his new revue belt. A strong baritone, with wide
with another comparative tyro, Little range and easy maimer at the mike,
Annie Rooney. This is Fisher's in- Graham butters his numbers with a
itiation as a pro, except for a break- melting tonal technique that earned
in that Proser arranged for him at him solid mitting at fiis opener here.

1

Joe Morrison
Paul & Paulelle
Alexia Ruloft 3
2 .Sherman Uroa
Jackie Swift

10

(It)

Bob Cro-*y Ore

Herb.

BOB GRAHAM
Songs

:

1

by especially good

She's aided, too,
costuming.

..

.

n

the

ing ability that makes hev a first
rate acquisition tor the current Copa
layout. Her specialty is toe routines,
but the ballet-type dancing is accom-.
plished to a swift beat that makes
it a pleasing part of the Proser pror
duction. She merits further atten-

.

.

newcomer from

characterization
she assumes via
dress, hairdo, etc., of being a sort
of Gaelic bobbysoxer. Contrast iS'
particularly noticeable in this spot
against
the
background of the
slicked-up Copa gals.

Dancing
Copacabana, N. Y.

,

:

21-year-old

;

Alicia

c Higsenbottoro
l,n

Peter Lorre
Julie Oahins
Wells & 4 -Fays

NKWItrRfiH

:

.

Q

'

UTTLE ANNIE UOONEY
Soncs
Copacabana, N. Y.

:

;
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_
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Iceland
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Henry Red Allen

t'latre

,

Itleu
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Paul Villald
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M

,
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•
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ICddV'

tour to till)
3IIA.UI
Ol.vmpla (l'»

m

.\marty

Fellows
Paul HailUon
Cookie iiou ers
Mitt Hritloii Ore
Kdiili

,

*

Gene Uu>ios
liar Winters
June Tayl.or'Kd wards * Illiiiie
Ralph Flint Ore
Bobby ILimos Ore

Don Baker

rin/a

llolel

.Marcos
l.ilHan Corneii

l.^e

Bob Dupont

li<KOC>

*

Hotel IMerre
Irene (llhla

Ore

Lope'/C
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Kay

Nnlili

Sliite

Holfi
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(I)

O
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New Acts
HABOLD BATNE
Sones, Impressims
.-la Mins.'
Crest Room, N. Y.

ground he'd do well to.' establish
sidered tops in his line, handling himself in either line and then
branch out from that point. As it is
the bally on the front platform with
he does a fair job of both.
But if Miss Rooney's physique is
a mike and public address syiilem.
Routine has him doing a pair of small and her appearance scljoolgiriModern amplifying systems are now ballads and a medley of impressions. ish. that's
all belied by her voice.
in general u.se along the midway in As a result, he doesn't give himself She's got powerful pipes with a wide
leather-lung a chance to set himself 'in either range which evidence
old
the
of
place
a good bit of
direction,
although another song training and take on handily the
spielers.
Another big flash musical attrac- might have put him over in that de- light tunes with which she's provided in the Copa revue. With detion on the Royal American Shows- partment.
shows
potentialities,
Vocally,
he
velopment
more
of
of an individual
is the "Victory Follies." a girl show
with a good delivery and strong
with plenty of talent. This also plays pipes, and it might be well to have style and improved selling technique
she'll
probably
be
heard
from
in a tent theatre that can hold 1.000 him do a rhythm mimber for a
further.
Herb.
with standees, at 60c admish. Ten change of pace. He needs stronger
other shows and 18 rides are spotted writing around his film star im^
OLGA
SUAREZ
pressioiis, although he displays good
along the RAS midway.
Dancer^.
Sedlmayr, top man among carni- vocal fidelity in his takfjofTs. Jose.
Copacabana, N. Y:
val Operators, and sole owner of the
Femme combines looks with terpRAS, the largest outfit of its kind in EONNY & RAT

Puna Ore
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Krtv liauimiVnd
Seller
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H
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Ore
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('(.riw

Serffio*

Svooff-cs

C'WIA'MIM'.S
rnlace («) I4-t«
IVay MrKlnlcy Ore
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name

Hi-Lo Jadi,

Paut WliiltMHlin Ore
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\im\y
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.lei'b

10

<i,)

9

eonneelloli with bllU Iwlow

VOItK ("ITV

Sil'.W

special attraction in himself, emcee Leon Claxton announces each of
the show's dozen specialties with a
change 0£ costume. Even for the
short bits— and for announcements
that take only 10 seconds— he does
a change and his wardrobe runs the
gamut from fancy sport ensembles
to three styles of dress clothes.
Lou Siratton Top Talker
"Harlem in Havana" also has a
talker, Lou Stratton, who is con-

A

to them.
He's Hal Davis,
before the war a press agent for Columbia Records and various top
bands. He has a daily program on
WHN, N. Y., at 6 p.m., aimed solely,
of course, at the "Superman" set.

Hollywood, Oct.

8.

Decca and Musicraft are conducting a battle of the "Pied Piper," for
the moppet Christmas trade with
albums oi the Robert Browning
poem about the member of Hamelin
township local who sent the kids out
of this

world with his tootling.

Four -side Decca book stars Ingrid
Bergman,,- with Victor Young's orchestra backing. Musicraft's has .six
sides, with Harry Von Zell narrating,
Artie Shaw's orchestra accompanying, Ed Max as the Pied Piper, Arthur Q. Bryan as Hamelin's mayor,
and 11 other voices. It's a rehash of
Workshop"
a
recent
"Columbia
broadcast, produced and directed by
Irving Reis.

leer's

Hefty 180G, Cleve.
Cleveland, Oct.

B.

"Ice-Capades of 1947" is cutting
circles around boxoffice records oE
year's edition, with a
string of sellouts and $179,900 lo it.s
credit tor the first eight perform-

last

,

st.ea(ly

anoe.s.

Ice

revue got such a

terrific

ad-

vance sale, as result of Al Sutphin's
smash ballyhoo campaign, that the
rest of the 12 performances Will definitely bring total take for run up
to the $400,000 mark.
•

,

Johnny Howard's Nitery
Montreal, Oct.

Comic Johnny Howard* now

8.

at the

El Morocco here, is entering the nitery business in Miami. He's taking
over the Coral Room in Ritz Plaza
hotel on a two-year rental, and will
reopen spot Nov. 1.
Doll Rico's orch has been already
pacted. Howard and two other acts,
not set as yet, wiU comprise floor-

/show.

Wcflneetlay, October 9,

JECaTOlATE
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Maugham

Contest limited Partnership Setup;

'Moderate Hit Subject of Argument
By JACK PULASKI
methods and
the
Limelighting
managerial practices more or less
familiar on Broadway in the limsystem of financing
ited partnership
productions is threatened by a disgruntled investor in one of last seacasualties. He
son's major musical
asserts that the presenters, who put
no cash, wrongly diverted opera-

up

tional profits to
costs entailed in

pay

off prodiiction

excess of the investment total. This stance is hotly
argued by another backer, who
claims that those who presented the
show did their best and were honest in their endeavors^
Attraction in question tried o«t to
fair promise, was brought to Broadway and drew .a favorable, press. It
ran nearly half a year and was
.

rated among the moderate successes,
although insiders knew that the
statements indicated a meagre profit.
Budget called for $150,000 but a ,20%.
call lor additional coin meant $30,000
more from the investors, raising the
total to $180,000.

Limited partner-

Ship agreements stipulate that any
expenditures
production
further
were to be defrayed by the presenters but the latter evidently could
not furnish the additional amount,
total amount put into the musical
'

'Maid'

Trouble in Roch.
When "Maid
up

in

into
affair

road

spring.
Solt recently completed the script
on the forthcoming Selznick picture,
"Little Women," and goes to New
York in January for rehearsals on
"Lisa."
.

Ousting Frani[ Fay From Committee

iceman' Has Trouble
Arranging Restaurant

.

in

drama

New Ad Gripe

Vs. Shuberts

Another
switched from one agency

to another were nearly always filled at dinner
on demand of the Shuberts has been time.
Prior to the premiere, which ocmade, and the pres."; agents chapter curs this afternoon (9), Guild ad,

Theatrical vertised the sale of tickets for 20
Agents and Managers is slated to weeks in advance, a record of its
consider means of remedying the kind over a five-month period which
will take "Iceman'-' up to late Febsituation, although it has been called
ruary.
to the attention of the anti-trust
Richard E. (Dixie) French is comdivision of the Department of Jus^
pany manager of the show, being on
tice. Again the Clifford Strohl office
sabbatical leave from John Goldis the "victim," in this instance the
en's staff, of which he is general
advertising for "Playboy of The manager. He is slated to return to
Western World," to be presented by the Golden office later in the season.
the independent Theatre, Inc., being John Tuerk, who was named as beswitched to Blaine Thompson, said ing back with "Iceman," is expected
ing pieces of shows was probably
to be sponsored by the Shuberts.
inspired by the success of such plays
to manage "The Fatal Weakness,"
Previously ads for the Ballot another Guild attraction.
as "Life With Father" and "Arsenic
Theatre were taken from Strohl and
and' Old Iiace," both of which had
given Blaine Thompson at the iniQocks of backers, and they are still
sistence of the Shuterts. Stated that
collecting profiis« Same applies to
'Matrix,' Costing 20G,
the Ballet
"Oklahoma!" but there are really the Shubert shate of
few partners in comparison to Theatre ads, as of last Saturday,
Dies in
other attractions. Even some news- was only $300, but the total bill for
insertions was $4,000.
preliminary
Los Angeles, Oct. 8.
papermen have taken small hunks of
After trying hard to make the
shows with varying success, and sev- Strohl had worked on the "Playboy"
it was
weeks
and
account
for
two
grade here for four days at the
eral were elated when they recently
prepared
for 375 line inser- Belasco; Alexander Wood's unbright
he
copy
got a third of the money back on
Turquoise
of
"The
one shov?. Although they'll prob- tions that appeared in Sunday's (6) production
ably get some more, an actual profit papers. A stipulation in Shubert Matrix" died a horrible death. Play,
booking contracts is the lever used which was liberally panned by every
for them appears doubtful.
in less
switches.
in
town,
brought
forcing
the
reviewer
When asked why they didn't pay in
Bill Fields, the press agent who than $1,000 at the boxoffice.
excess production costs, the men
alleged moSet against this figure was the proconcerned in the aforementioned militantly opposes the
alShow,
Shubert
ad
duction
of
$20,000.
sum
musical flop said they had no nopolistic method,, of
had a
money, but added that because they switches, is one of the ATAM'ers though primarily a one-setter,
rehearsals and an exwere interested in other attractions who has asked the p.a. group to take costly run of
testaand
Final
will
pensive
setting.
coming to town, publicity of legal action. t,He declares that because the
responsible for advertising ment was to be read today as backactions might mean their finis as agent is
he should have the privilege of ers assembled to assess the damshowmen.
working with whatever agency he ages.,
feels is best qualified for the particular needs of the shows he repthe

Association

of

LA. Mmus 19G

.

•

KIEPURA, EGGERTH EXIT

'WIDOW

Shows

resents.

in

Rehearsal

"The World of Christopher Blake"
M. Hyman and Bernard Hart.
"Another Part of the "Forest" (new
title to be selected )r^Kermit Bloom-

IN FRISCO

-^Jos.

Los Angeles, Oct. 8.
Return of 'Messiab'
Jan Kiepura and his wife, Marta
A Harlem group made up of
Eggerth, are checking out of the cast "semi-amateiirs and professionals," garden.
"The Haven^'— Violla Rubber and
of "The Merry Widow" at the Close according to an announcement from
lohnnie Walker.
of its current San.: Francisco run.
the Veterans Theatre, which put on
"Made in Heaven'! ("It's a Man's
in
125th
a
Their places will be taken by; "The Black Messiah"
World")— John Golden.
John Shafer and Gail Sherwood, street film house: early in the .sum"Years Ago" ("Miss Jones")^Max
who recently appeared in operettas mer for a short stay, is slated to
This time Gordon,
put the play on again.
at the Greek theatre here.
the mixed-cast show is expected to
"A Family Affair" Jesse Xiong and
go on at the Central Opera House. Edward S, Hart.
Group claims "Messiah" will be
"J6an of Lorraine"— Playwrights
lOG Advance Already
given for two weeks in aid of the
-

—

For

'47

Memphis Season
Memphis, Oct.

8.

The Memphis Open Air Theatre
has not even, announced

its

shows

for 1947, but already has received
niail orders for

moue than $10iOOO
Worth 6f tickets. This was disclosed
at the annual meeting when Hillsman Taylor was re-elected president
and Joseph Cortese

was renamed
'

fund-raising
drives,
organization's
with, some question whether thf
players will bo compensated, it being, a- non-JEquity affair. After the
Opera House trick, the show is "going on the road- for 52 weeks."
"Messiah" is described as a com-:
edy»drama ba.sed on the career of
Father Divine, colored cult-leader.
Authorship is credited to Dennis
O. Donohue and James Dunmore.
Former, who is also billed "O'Donohue," is the writer of "Her Son," described as a drama which, it's
claimed, will open on Broadway

as general manager.
Annual audit showed total income
(4 $119,000 as against expenses of
next month.
1104,000 for the 1946 season.

Co,

"Toplitsky of Notre Damt^'^Wilr
,':,

,

>

:

'

sounded

off in oppositic. to a change
m the junior rules. There was no V
replacement on the committee.
It is no secret inside Equity that
Fay is a problem to nearly all fellow
;

.

Arbiter Rules Self

members
i

Out,

Customers

I

of the council for

he

is re-

garded to be a chrojiic di,sputant on
matters that come. belort the players'
governing body.. In the opinion ofone Equity leader. Fay's tactics are
interferring with or Delaying the

'

^

:

orderly consideration of
matters pertaining to the theatre.;,

council's

SettlementDelayed
Arbitration of a

owners

tween

of

wage
N.

dispute beY. co.stume

and employees, which was
dated for heaVing last: Friday <4),
failed to eventuate when the arbitrator disqualified himself the day
previously. Matter now will go to
the N. Y. State Mediation Board but,
meantime, 35 tailors in the Brooks
and Eves establishments went on
strike. Operators are expectant that
the union will force the walkouts to
return, so that costumes for new
shows will not be delayed. Understood the tailors struck without the
as.=;erft of union officials.
Arbitrator was to have been Jules
Freund.
He explained he represented too many unions for him to
attempt' serving as an impartial
chairman.
Employees seek a 25'';i
wage boost, in term* of $10 per week
per person.
plants

,

Routine Session

However;
sion,

week's council ses-

last

during which the petition was

acted upon, was

There

were

mor ;

or less routine.

arguments

for

and

a§ainst Fay's retention on the committee, he being giving an opportunity to talk after the others were
fimshed. Understood that Fay said
.something about fighting it out iii
the press but was immediately told
to
strictly
stick
to parlimentary

procedure
Equity's

by

new

Cl,-irence

-

Derwent,

:

president.

Referencejto fighting it out in the
press recalled the agitation started
by Fay last season when he verbally
chastised five actor.? for their alleged
prrticipation in a Madison Square
Garden meeting during which Prof.
Harold J. Laski, English MP, criticized certain policies of the Catholiie
church in Spain. Speech was piped
in from a radio broadGa.st originating in London. Ltter Equity ab-

solved those accused by Fay. it being proven that they had left the
Garden before the speech was made,
and they testified, that they had no
knowledge of the Laski comments:
has been acting beforehand. Fay, however, whooped

VERA ALLEN SUCCEEDS
TONI PERRY AT WING
Vera Allen, who
chairman of the board and secretary of the American Theatre Wing

'

-

up on an anti-Communist stance,
and the N. Y. Journal-American
gave his comments plenty of leesince the death of Antoinette Perry, way frequently for several weeks;
who held those posts, was elected Whether the incident has any conpermanently to those posts last nection with charges of radicalism
printed in the Congressional Record
week, at Wing's election of officers. not
long ago at the instance of a
Officers
Rachel Detroit Congressman has not yet
chosen
were:
Crother.s, president; Gertrude Law- been clearly indicated.
rence,
v.p.;

it

Helen Hayes, second
Martin Beck, third v.p.

first v.p.;

Mrs.

TODD TO TOUR 'PARK'
IN ITS ORIGINAL FORM

and treasurer; Lee Shubert, fourth
v.p.; Paul Dullzell, fifth v,p., and
Miss Allen, board chairman and secSidney Fleisher was apretary.

Mike Todd has decided to scratch
further plans to spot "Up In Central
Park" in auditoriums and arenas.
Musical winds up such bookings at
the
Memorial
Auditorium,
San
Francisco, at the end of the week;
after playing a similar date at Qak^
land's auditorium.

pointed counsel.

New board members include
Clayton Collier, Clarence Derwent,
Charles R. luoci and Rudy Karnolt.
Board of directors also includes Miss
Allen, Brooks Atkinson, Mrs. Beck,
Kermit Bloomgarden, Harry Brandt,
Ilka Chase, Jane Cowl, Miss Crothers, Russel Crouse, Dullzell, Vinton
Freedley, John Golden, Oscar Hammersteln 2tt, Miss Hayes, Marcus
Heiman, George Heller, Miss Lawrence. Bert Lytell, Burns Mantle,
Gilbert
Miller,
Warren Mun.sell,
Brock Pemberton, James C. PetriUo,
James Sauter, J. Robert Rubin,
Oliver Sayler, Lawrence Tibbett,
Dwight Deere Wiman. Richard F.
Walsh, Earle McGiU, Helen Menken
and Soliy Pernick,
.

NaUthty

'

Shoe fits"— Leonard

from a
change in

B'ay
a

the rules whereby juniors could attain senior rating and thereby be
entitled to vote in a shorter period
than at present.

the winter.

-rii

liam Cahn.

Frank

oust

committee considering

Acting on the petition .signed by
Another road "Turtle" was sup- 500' seniors, ,Fay wai; removed from
posed to have been booked for the the committee by the council: last
week,
so the larger room for the
in
season
Philadelphia butj because
of a mixup, is now slated to tour for meeting will probably not be filled.
It seems that some months ago Fay
several months,/' returnlng''^^

and. the longer, night portion of the
will be a problem among- auEvery restaurant within
diences.
easy distance: from the Beck theatre was canvassed, for the purpose
dining arrangements for
making
of
the convenience of "Iceman" patrons
but not one would entertain a contractual deal to furnish the seryiee.
Hotel Astor is a possible exception,
but proprietors of other food estabcomplaint of "tie-in" ads lishments frankly said their places

Studies

petition to

into St. Louis for foiir weeks, first
time any attraction is playing that
city
before for such a lengthy
period.

Matter of having dinner promptly
served in the hour and 15 minutes
interval between the afternoon part

of

lor the ses.sion adjourned

for

Series stand.
The weekend saw
capacity business due to the influx
for the contests between the Cards
and Red Sox. "Turtle" is booked

,

tional profit, he was denied any salvage of his money, estimating it

make up

Loo Due

to Series two weeks ago when an upstairs
Schwartz, general hotel hall was too small to accomAlfred de Liagrc, Jr.,
modate the wnexpeetedly large turnoriginally booked "The Voice of the
out. Reason for the overflow was
Turtle" into St. Louis, he then had
the attendance of many junior memno idea that it would be a World's
bers, who came to urge action on a
St.

:

:

duction bills. Complaininfi investor
avers that by diverting the opera-

New York Hotel Astor's main ballroom has been engaged for Equity's
membership meeting Friday (11 ) to

Turtle' Windfall In

:

'

ATAM

S^or Equityites Sip Petition

manager

.

$60,000, all of which appears
have been paid out on excess pro-

should have been 25% of what he
put into the show. Other investors
take a directly opposite viewpoint
and if the matter goes to court they
win doubtless testify in favor of the
presenters, feeling that the young
showmen involved did their best to
turn the show into a winner. As a
rule backers make little objection,
aware that show business is particularly hazardous.
Most of tbem
rate their Broadway losses as a
business risk and, as most angels are
well off, they charge such losses off
on their income tax returns.
The limited partnership method of
financing shows developed in the
past few seasons, during which the
number of backers appear to have
become limitless. Interest in tak-

500

73

When Sajnmy

in the

Brooklyn last
booking trouble. .The hillbilly
was supposed to restart on the
at Sochesterj N.
but the

made

•

Ozarks" vvound
Friday, (4) it ran

Hollywood, Oct. 8.
Stage version of Somerset Maugham's yarn, "Lisa of Lambeth," is
being adapted here by Andrew Solt
tor production on Broadway next

hou.se
(Civic) cancelled.
Place is
Facilities for Patrons
controlled by the local Catholic
Usually when a .Broadway show
church, rector of which decided it
was not fitting for "Maid", to play switches its schedule so that Sunthere.
He evidently made up his days may be played, the primary
mind after learning that Ann Corio reason is to bolster the gros.=. it
joined the troupe, and the only thing being figured that visitors on that
tlie priest, apparently knows: about day rarely are in town during the
week. But there's- a different reason
the actress is her rep as a stripper.
"Maid" had booked Syracuse to why the; Theatre Guild wUl switch
f olio Vi? and was switched there, with "The Iceman Cometh" to Sundays,
the date extended. There was an in- starting Nov. 17. prior to which date
terruption, however, because the the- Guild subscribers, who generally
atre is devoted to bingo one night won't go for Sabbath performances,
weekly. Management is said to have will have been taken care of. Guild
declared he wouldn't give up bingo already knows that the demand for
"Iceman" tickets are heaviest for
even if offered "Oklahoma!"
Show got $8,400 in four days in Saturdays and Sundays, when playBrooklyn and plus takings in Syra- goers have more leisure to attend a
cuse, a week's gross approximated show that .starts in the late afternoon and concludes around 11 p.m.
$15,000.

being $230,000. That turned out to
be entirely red.
Indicated that the show actually
to

Has Booking

B Vay

for

.

Ballets
rri

I

Nixed
rt

a.-

i

liy leraple JDapilStS

First
showing
of
"Park"
in
changed and expanded form was at,

|

the Hollywood Bowl, where a threeweek date was not profitable. In its
original
form, "Park' will play
stands further up the Coast, and it's
expected that the far western appearances will pan out okay, Show
was a cleanup on Broadway, Chicago arid /On Weekly stands.
Todd's production pians this seas6h| other than a tour of "Hamlet"
with Maurice Evans, are somewhat
.scrambled,
He dropped "Galileo''
bu£ has"Curiosity" scheduled. TO
leading man has
M^^^' however, a
""^ been secured. Roy Hargrove,
who wrote the play with Paul
Paturel, and will direct it, was asked
manager but
^^'^^
declined

Los Angeles, Oct. 8.
man.
Temple Baptist Church, owner of
"Playboy of the Western World" the Philharmonic Auditorium buildTheatre, Inc.
ing, served notice on the' Ballet
Schwartz Signs Frances Adier
"Sweethearts"— Paula Stone and
Frances Adler, daughter of the
Husse de Monte Carlo and the BalMichael Sloane.
let Theatre to eliminate two ballets late Yiddish star, Jacob P. Adler,
Theatre from their showing for the coming, and sister of Luther and Stella, has
"The Fatal Weakness"
Guild.
been set by Maurice Schwartz for a
season, or else.
Ballets under fire are/'Frankie antl featured part in "The Song of the
'Tygmalion" (revival)— Theatre,
Johnny," part of the Ballet Russe Dnieper," Yiddish folk play with
Inc.
"Naughty Nawght 'CO"—Paul Kil- routine, and '"Undertow" on the music. Which opens Oct. 21 at the
Ballet Theatre repertoire.
Yiddish Art theatre, N. Y.
lian.
"If the

,

Sill-

'

,

—

,

,

,

,

-

Wednesday, Octoltep

9,
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LKOITIMATE
Inside Stuff-Legit

Plays on Broadway

Dramatists GuOd s Revised Contract

"Mary Had a Little," Al Rosen's farce comedy starring Mary Brian and
Edmund Lowe, is tentatively set to wind up its midwest meanderings at
lli>ar Tlia* Trumpot
Thanksgiving and settle down for a run in Chicago. While the expenses 01
u( l>"'e^;:»«'
iiriiauotlon
Hopklii!.
AWtmr.
« - touring have naturally cut down the net somewhat, the show has been
drama (oiif wono) 1» Orin JttnniiiK-s,
l''rank Convoy. Aualmost surprisingly successful and will pay off its backers one-third of their
tu ".s Bol)i.y Khei-wocHl,
three months after its preem. There's
.Wooamnn investment this week— just about

Strengthens Position With Managers

l'

,

Dramatists

revised

Guild's

pact"*-

Stasca by

i.reaiMitei-;,

sell nK__by

sufficient coin available for a full payoff, but it is being held back to
"MHAL" was capitalized at $30,000, but
finance further road companies.
matOct. 7, 'Ji
.Sidney Xicoliet
ens the authors' position in the
Muinfonl
$2,500 of that was left over when it hit the boards in .San Diego opening
the
Ki-atik I'onroy
House in London Alonzo
AriiKink ....
of royalties; consequently
.JKDvby WluTWooil
night and it has never had a week since then that hasn't proved profitable.
tough
DInBor IllcliiinlBon
London, Oct. 1.
"Mayr
Guild is in a position to get
.Ray
KloyU Ainery
Principal backer is Martin Hersh, prexy of Ideal Factoring Corp., N. Y.,
.ilMi l Kilwacils
..
with producers.
Here is another instance of the Ablin.
.Mart> :MarKala which specializes in film financing.
West End. IUh'CO, .............
.Auilnl Wndley
Guild can, and does, demand that theatre shortage in the
Krifn -Marluwe. ...
it
;. ,.U'hllll> I.ayto.n
Henry Sherek's "The First Gentle- .Skhipy- ..
certain managers post bonds with
il.yane Cul'tOl'
,;
After being announced to definitely reappear several times previously
in its -second Sally lielle. ......
guaranteeing the payment of roy- man," at the savoy
.Raymond Uinniley
••
despite Clcnsy.
in "Yours Is My Heart," Richard Tauber finally did go on last Saturday
month
this
quit
of
must
filing
year,
prompt
Royalties and the
(5) night, the operetta's finale performance which was well attended.That
Under the law doing near $9,000 per week, very
statements,
alty
"Hear Tliat Trumpet" is a doubtful provoked talk that the musical would continue but with a puny advance
lessee of
Shephard,
Firth
temporarily
draprofitable.
with
held
loaded
royalties are funds
starter in a week
sale it was agreed to call the whole thing off, although there is a chance
are sub- theatre, wants to stage a revival of matics.
in trust by showmen, who
,
Coral
with
Frederick,"
non-payment, "Lady
Orin Jannitigs, a new authoi to o£ "Heart" going on tour, A throat ailment caused the warbler to leave
ject to prosecution for
basic Browne and Edwin Styles, returned Broadway, has a fair idea in a yarn the show shortly after it bowed in last month. Tauber was the show's
but the stipulation in the
band's involvement main draw and every time it was announced from the stage that he could
eight years.
jazz
after
small
Australia
of
d
guarantee
from
the
plus
agreement,
diverting not appear,, there were so many -refunds demanded that the house
was
There's a possibility that "Gentle- in a drama that isn't
gobonds, obviate the necessity of
a good enough start denuded.
man" will be transferred- to another enough. After
collection.
dwindles and towards the
ing into court to for,ce
house. But it Will have to be with- the story
morbid.
Producers whose financial rela- out Robert Morley, since he's com- end becomes maudlin i£ not Arthur
girl
Peruvian
whose
alluring
und'raped
sketches
Albe^'to
Varga,
the
in
that
impeachIt was a trick in casting
tions with authors are not
to do the film, "No NightHopkins accomplished, two out of the Esiquire \yon him fame, moves his studio from Chicago to the Coast, where
required mitted
able will probably not be
which goes into production six musicians being good actors.
he will establish a moiJel agency on the Strip, with Harry Bloomfield said
who have ingalea,"
Morley's
to file bonds but those
the pianist, has ap- to be associated. Artist, who was once a decorator for Flo Ziegfeld, has
at Elstree in November.
Mayer,
Ray
been dilatory must do so. Play- part is likely to be taken either by peared in straight parts, this being a deal with Harry Donnenfeld to issue a Varga girl calendar, mag having
at
that
brokers have been informed that
Cecil Parker or Raymond Lovell.
his top chance on Broadway in
lost such rights.
It is anticipated that 1,000,000 copies at 25c per wiU be
provide
department. Bobby Sherwood is the distributed
least two managers must
by newsstands this fall, Same publisher gets out a booklet
trumpeter, and also the guitarist, and
such bonds, and it is possible that
called Superman.
while
he's been around as a bandleader.
Sets 62d Season;
others are in that category,
Met
He is given first featuring but it s
newcomers into managerial
for
honors.
Anne Crowley, 16-year-old from Scranton, Pa., where her father is a
Mayer who copped first-night
ranks the rule will probably be a
Berini, Tagliavini In;
GI buddies, they have lines with coalminer, stepped out of the "Oklahoma!" ensemble last Thursday (3)
"must."
overtones of the war. Mayers tem- afternoon and night, replacing Betty Jane Watson in the lead part of
outbursts, aimed at a
Some producers have held back
Skeds Rogers-Corwin peraments
in- Laurey. Miss Crowley, who by day attends Julia Richmond high school,
who
for
fellow
payments
middleaged
royalty
wealthy
and
statements
Although the Metropolitan Opera trudes in their Chicago apartment, is under contract to the Theatre Guild and will probably appear regularly
extended periods on one pretext or
only settled a week ago the are the show's highlights, a stew in the part on tour next season, with the Broadway assignment likely to.
another and they have also neg- Assn.
out. follow. That's how far ahead the Guild is making plans for its blue ribbon
union problems that might have storv bit at the ivories standing
lected to pay royalties. One showuntil converted musical. Miss Watson, who had laryngitis, was out only one day.
the coming season, plans He was in jazz bands
stymied
in
tardy
been
have
to
man alleged
musicals and such.
since been rapidly set, and to Broadway
have
informed
the
was
statements
furnishing
Erica Marlowe, an erotic,^ is
(the Met's 62nd) wiU open
season
Armonk
file
to
Fact thal^ Billy Rose booked a skating rink (Uline arena) in Washington
required
Alonzo
be
rich
that he would
airlfriend of
apparently for the showing of his all-colored ''Carmen Jones," starting Oct. 25, roused
earlier than usual on Nov. 11 with
ind, at her request, he
bond, and it's reported that, because
starring Lily Pons.
led by his press agent, Ned Alvord, to emote; "Rose's, claustrophobia is proverbial,
band,
"Lakme,"
the
play
help
a
to
abandoned
out
^
sets
of it, he angrily
singers and three con- Dinger Richardson, the cornet player, The truncated Barnum can't abide in small places. He does his best licks
new
Ten
fall.
this
production
scheduled for
ductors have been added 40 the to whom she is attracted and^swiftly in such spacious operations as Casa Manana at Fort Worth and the aquaFor several months producers
That doesn't stop Armonk cades in New York, Cleveland and San Francisco. Now he is trying his
roster, including Mario Berini, tenor weds.
have been required to send statejoint, and the band,
recently heard in Ben Hecht's '"A from haunting the
hand at converting the four-year-old musical-spectacle by Hammerstein
ments and royalty checks to the
disintegrates.
,
Flag Is Born," and Ferrucio Taglia- slowly
out of Bizet into an attraction for stadia and amphitheatres^"
Such
Guild oflEices for a once-over.
The girl decides to do something
Italian tenor.
highly-touted
vini,
her
order
of
the
checks are made out to
about it and, in act three, gives
to be done this season
peloperas
New
sleeping
of
plenty
remitfo'rmer patron
the playbroker, who makes
"Crosstown," new musical revue in- which Peter Lind Hayes hopes
Warrior," with
tomi"The
include
tea^ntending
will
in
dissolved
deductlets
tances to the author after
Rogers and li- cide and suicide. They snap Erica to bow on Broadway, was originally written by Columbia Broadcasting
Brokers say music by Bernard
ing the commission.
bretto by Norman Corwin, which out of it, however, but Armonk rur^ System scripter Draper Lewis (not by Elaine Carrington, as erratumed)
the process has not impeded the
It's called
for the CBS Workshop. CBS thought it too expensive to do on the air,
last year's opera contest, and his car into a trolley
won
authors
payments to them or the
band gets tq- and shunted it to the Carrington Playhouse. Miss Carrington also found
Mozart's "Abduction at the Serag- death by accident. The
the curtain is it. too expensive for an air show, but decided to produce it- for legit, and
ftiey represent, as the Guild has
"Hansel and Gretel" will be gether again and at rehearsal.
remit- lio."
the
forwarded
session
promptly
has gone to the Coast to discuss it with Hayes. Lewis wrote the book as
Season will run 18 weeks. lavins a iam
Managers see no objection revived.
Audra Lindley, a product of stock, well as lyrics, with Wendell Adaiitis, CBS music director, doing the music.
tances.
to moody
given
girl
plays the strange
to the process, with the exception of
tne past
silences and unable to forget
those who are inclined to use shoeCO.
love for
YIDDISH
her
thing,
one
of
sure
When "Bal Negre" went to Philadelphia for its opening, there were
but
string methods, or whose bankrolls
Dinger. Hers is a strange character, three baggage crews. One was sent back with surplus settings and was
author
are dented temporarily, if not pernot so well worked out by the
GIVEN GOVT.
advan- placed on a siding at Jersey City, as there were no arrangements to store
manentlyi
and hardly to Miss Lindley's around,
the
materials. Thursday (3) night the car and contents were destroyed
femme
London, Oct. 1.
tage. There is" another
have another dame by fire. Show's end is said to have been covered by insurance; but there
Yiddish Theatre, on East Side, probably just to
the is a little matter of demurrage collectable by the railroad.
n the picture. Frank Conroy is
Dowling Ready To
now packing them in with its own V llain, the type of part he is used^t":
colorwi
version of "Merchant of 'Venice," Sidney Bechet, outstanding clarmet
Last season, when he returned to London, Fred Thompson sold the book
artist, lovingly plays his
Resume in 'Menagerie'
applied to the Arts Council of Great reed
show's top ef- for a musical, "High Spirits," to Jack Waller, British showman. Its proto produce one of the
duction is a possibility over there before next spring, but the title will
Britain for money. It was refused,
After 'Cometh' Chore at first, reason being that the Coun- *^Out of town reports had it that be changed because "high" doesn't mean stewed among the English as it
better
for
sometimes does in the U. S. Late Jerome Kern liked the "Spirits" book
Trumpet" would have a
As "The Iceman Cometh" opens cil is not permitted to back
polished further befo^ so much that he took an option on it for fllm purposes but it is not dear
productions.
today (9) Eddie Cowling's direc- eign language
it's doubtful if that
tional task has been completed, freeA non-Jewish member of the Broadway, but much difference. whether the option was exercised prior to his passing.
with theatre's committee suddenly sug: would have made
ing him to resume co-starring
Clarence Derwent and Melville Cooper, replacement players in "Gypsy
taurette Taylor in "The Glass Me- gested that Yiddish was not i
Lady," Coast-made operetta current on Broadway, are withdrawing from
nagerie," slated to tour. There is language, but a "dialect," used by
Obsession
the show. Former, is staging "The Haven," a new melodrama, which went
some question whether Miss Taylor thousands of Britons. Result was
into rehearsal Monday (7), and Cooper will appear in that play. Next
will appear in the drama again, that the Council rescinded its forstage engagement for Derwent is "The Eagle Has Two Heads," Tallulah
however. Her contract calls for re- mer decision and granted the coin
Bankhead starring and John C. Wilson presenting.
suming in the play with Cowling requested.

•Wltli

Broadway showmen strength

Gentleman' Forced

To
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LONDON

GRANT

ch™if

this

season,

but

if

is stipulated

s g='^."iv"Sol^^^^^^

and when the

number one "Menagerie"

Chanoy; gowns, Adrian.

relights, it

that Miss Taylor shall

Mot be required to appear in any
out-of-town stand except Chicago.
"Menagerie" first scored there, and
probi.ie engagement at the Civic
ably could have lasted for a much

Britain Sends Concert,
Opera Stars to Vienna
Vienna, Sept. 24
British

cultural

authorities

for

Austria announce importation of a
longer period than the original date. small batch of distinguished musiKeported that Dowling figures on cal figures to Vienna. Soviets have
playing opposite Pauline Lord in not yet indicated whether their 1945
the road "Menagerie," in the event musical and ballet envoys will be
that Miss Taylor elects not to re- repeated this year. American plans
appear. Understood that while her are still formulating, but Yehudi
'contract calls for the proposed Chi- Menuhin, Lawrence Tibbett, Grace
cago repeat, it is doubtful if she Moore and Walter Kruger have
could be tied up for an indefinite pe- made individual appearances here
riod, especially as the first company and in Salzburg in the last few
closed months ago.
months.
The British list includes Leon
Goosens, John Barbirolli and Sir
Engagements
Malcolm Sargent as conductors of
Gertrude Lawrence, Myrtle Tan- concerts and opera. Barbirolli will
Royton,
nenhill, Dora Say ers, Velma
produce "Aida" for Vienna State
Leslie. Austen, J. P. Wilson; "Pyg- Opera in April next year. William
malion."
Walton, British composer, also visits
Bankhcad, ja a r 1 o n here in 1947, but not known if hV
"Tallulah
Two
"The Eagle Has
Brando;
will appear in a concert.

Heads."

"Jpan of Lor-

Sam Wanamaker:
•

raine."

G.

Leo.

Carroll:

,:..-/:

An

Inspector

Negro Theatre's Opener

American Negro Theatre will be
Calls."
gin its seventh season in Harlem in
Dennis King. Jr.: "The Playboy of
early November with the "The
The Western World,"
new farce-comedy by
Peacemaker,"
B6ger De Koven. Lewis Martin,
Kurt tTnkelbach, ex-Army captain
Marc Kramei-.
Hildreth, of the Pasadena
Tom Timothy Kearse, Lotti Palfl, Marjorie
direct.
will
Playhouse,
iClartin Rudy, Charles Ellis, Anne
Gilmore
Cast will be headed by Fred
Stavi.sky,
Lotti

At Plymouth. «.

Basil Uathbone
l^Xi
Sa..V.:;.\\V...£///^^>iKenle I-eontovlch

side arena seats are priced at $5. .Those Who climb the stairs to the Upper
sh^lf can sit in the middle 'poi:tions foif $2. Show and cornpetitions from
Jealousy," in a new adaptation
Jane Hinton, has the same catch- the western ranges provide the lure for thousands Of kids.
penny appeal of the 1928 original
(which Eugene Walter originally
Although the Playwrights Co. was not required under Equity rules to
Fay
adapted, and John Halliday and
only pay salaries for seven missed performances of "Dream Girl," after which
Bainter played). A play with
two characters, it is something ot a June Havoc replaced the ailing Betty Field, the cast received full pay.
device,;
the
of
Playwrights
felt it was due the players, who rehearsed with Miss Havoc
tour-de-force because
propor- throughout the bye
week, less one performance, it having fesumed on a
and a play of respectable
1946
tions in spite of it. Yet, as
Saturday night. Payroll approximates $3,500 weekly.
Its

Broadway fare it disappoints.
talkiness and many dreary stretches
militate against its success.
The device is a stunt, dispensing
.

with subordinate characters and fillthe
ins for sheer trick value. It's to
credit of the present production that
the stunt conjes off so well. This is
due largely to the efforts of the
especially Basil Kathprincipals,
bone, who with Eugenie Leontovich
lends a certain di.cinity and depth to
the proceedings. The play itself, a
somewhat melodramatic, far-fetched
drama of jealou.syi tantrums and
murder, doesn't stand up.
the
It's a little difficult to follow
thought-proces.ses of a man, who,
marrying his mistress, then accuses

her—the moment

they arrive

home

from" the ceremony— of infidelity,
and goes on from there to stack the
cards against himself v^ith one injudicious word or action after another, He might, at least have saved
himself the trouble of marrying her.
Play's

from

•

Haveh."

Additions and changes are

still

attendant to "Park Avenue," and further

new material will go into the new musical this week in Philadelphia.
Show is due to bow on Broadway during the week of Oct. 21, but the date
may be set back, it being planned to extend the Philly engagement. Incidentally,

Ralph Riggs has been replaced by Pat O'Mailey.

discovers that Maurice has murdered
her lover-patron. Rathbone's clipped,
nervous manner fits his role admirably, while Miss Leontovich's
slightly exotic quality matches her
part. Reginald Denham's direction
is also
intelligent, while Stewart
set
Chaney's
elaborate,
tasteful
(reminiscent of his set for "Voice of
the Turtle") is one of the production's strong points. And Adrian's
gowns, which Miss Leontovich wears,
Bron.
stunningly, are swank.

Legit Follow-Up

.sordid quality also detracts
the complicated
aiipeal,

planted Gloria Humphreys as femme
lead in "Maid of the Ozarks" last

week

at the Academy of Music,
Brooklyn, where show played to^big
biz on a four-night stand preliminary to a cross-country tour.
Miss Cofio is a smart booking on
Jules Pfeiffer's part. The, producers

spotting of the star in

New' England

where she's been terrific
since her burley days, is particularly smart, but her lift is more
anatomical than histrionic. She also
gets an inning for a semi-strip bit
in second act.

territory,
b.o.

Miss Corio accentuates the readof her lines with customary
and lets it go at that— and
they seem to like it. Rest of proceedings continue to pace "Maid" as
ing

wiggles,

its

love-affairs Of Nadya only adding
to the lacklustre in Maurice's inep-

Corey,
O'Neal, of original Broadway "Anna
or Lorraine."
titudes.
"St.
Dennis Hocy, Melville Cooper, Lucasta" cast; Elwood Smith, of
At that, there are several strong
Hilda Haines,
moments, in the drama which the
Valerie Cossart, Viola Roache, Ivan Louis Woman,"
Take It cast of two accentuate— as, for inSimpson, Elizabeth Sutherland; "The Fred Stone's touring "Can't
With You" troupe.
stance, the moment when Nadya

Buch Bush: "Joan

Lines at Madison Square Garden, N. Y., for the rodeo are reminiscent of
the steady advance sale for the Ringling, Barnum & Bailey circus there
despite the upping of ticket prices. For the current date boxes are $6 and

play.
Revival of Louis Verneuil's
by

Maid In

Tlie

Ozarks

(ACADEMY OF MUSIC, B'KLYN)
(FOtLOWUP)

Ann

'

Corio, former topflight takeit-off gal of the burley houses, sup-

the ^world's worst turk.

It's

best re-

viewed With earmuffs and clothespin
on the nose.

JLEGITIMATK

Wednesday, October 9, 1946
'Menagerie' 14iG, K.C.

Chi Biz Strong; 'Bloomer $34,000,

m;32G,%eam
Chicago, .Oct.

18a lute 22G

is

capacity $32,000, and "Dream
Song'
Girl" a goodly $18,000. "Lute
to $22,000.

"FolNew show.-! on way include
';Bloomer
low the Girls," replacing
"I ReGirl" at the Shubert, Oct. 21;
Mama," which follows
ineniber

Bows In, 7G;Tan'
46G in L.,A.

Very strong

000; $4.20).

"Lute

week)

'20th'

Finales at

Los Angeles, Oct.

With a pair

-

8.

•

of openers this week,
boxofflce split neatly,

Next on the docket is "Life With
Father," Oct. 10-12. "Lute Song" is
due in Oct. 31i Nov, 1«2. and ''Dream
Girl" Nov. S-7. All handled by A &
Presentations.

Los Angeles
losing on one and winning on the
other, '*20th Century" took over refurbished El Patio, 796 seats, and did
$7,000 for short week haul, which
was a good sign. "Turquoise Matrix"

(Period Covering Oct. 7-19)

"Oklahoma!", Erlanger (3rd week)
(1400; $4.20).

capacity at $32,-

Still

Co.

Amer.' R«p>
Rep.

'

^ Colonial,

Bost.

(7-19).

*'SUte of the Union/' Blackstdne
(1,360; $4.20). Okay
(23rd week)

"Anna Lucasta"—Nixon^
19).

$20,000.

(14-

Pitt.

^

"Apple ot His Eye"
Erlanger,
(10-12); Royal Alex., Toronto

Buffi,

BERGNER-'MALFr NEAT

a4-i9).

"Bat Negre"-^ Shubert Lafayette,
'

J12,500 IN

NEW HAVEN

New

Haven. Oct.

8.

Del. (7-19).

"Blackouts of 1946"

Hollywood

(7-19).

El Capitan,

^

—

"The Duchess of Malfi" held court
Blackstone
Grand, London, Ont.
at the Shubert last week and fat(9-11);
Erie
Aud.,
Roch.
(7-8);
tened local coffers to the tune of an
approximate $12,500. At $3.60 (tax Schentdy. (14-16); Aud., Haftford
top
incl.)
(2-5), this

for

performance.s

five

was excellent gro.ss, with
(Elisabeth
Bergner,
names
Canada bee, John Carradine) a
heavy factor in substantial advance

cast

Play drew favorable press criticism from artistic angle but proved
to be a letdown to Bergner fans
who, influenced by a somewhat misleading advance campaign plugging
the piece as a chillei'-diller, anticipated something more in the vein of
"Two Mrs. Carrolls." Instead, they
found: a heavy Elizabethan opus.
Breakins take over here for the
next fortnight, current last half getsale.

"Sweet Bye and Bye"
(10-12), with practically an advance
sellout. Next week has first curtain
on "Fatal Weakness" for three days
(17-19). Mae West invites the town

ting

preem

of

"Come On Up" for weekend of
Oct. 24-26 and "Student Prince" returns to this seat of Yale learning
for Oct. 31-Nov. 2. "Magnificent
Yankee" has a three-day stopover
Nov. 7-9 and "Call Me Mister" road

to

.

troupe is due Nov. 13-16.
Other bookings extend well into
December,
with
indications
of
healthy biz aH along the line.

'Windermere' to N. Y.
Hollywood, Oct.

8.

Headed by Cornelia Otis Skinner
and Henry Daniell, "Lady Windermere's Fan" troupe of 37, trains
East today (8) to New York.
Theatre Guild show bows
Cort theatre Oct. 14.

(17-19).

"Bloomer

Girl"

(7-19).

"Blossom Time"

^ Shubert, Chi.
— Aud., Hartford

(10-12); Met, .Providence (14); LawGreenfield (15); Academy of

—
—

8.

"Dear Murderer," Aldwych.
"fifty -Fifty," Strand.
"First Gentleman," Savoy.

"Follow the Girls/' Majesty's.
In/' Fortune.

James.

"Grand National Niebt," Apollo.
"Guinea
"Here,

PIff," Criterion;

Come

the Boys/' Saville.

"High Time/' Palladium.
"Honeymoon/' York's.
I'Inssiector Calls/'

—

—

"Harvey"— Harris,

—

Chi.

(7-19).

"I

Remember Mama"—Nixon,

Pitt.

(30-12); Studebaker, Chi. (15-19),

With

Father"

Cincy (17^19).
"Maid in the Ozarks" ^Civic, Syracuse (9-M ); Aud., Grosvenor (12-13);

—

Aud., Louisville (15-19).
"Mary Had a Little"— Cox. Cincv.,
(7.-12); Engli.sh. Indpls. (14-16): Hart-

man,

Martins.

"Skin «( Teeth," Piccadilly.
"Sowu of Norway/' Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine/' Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
."Wlnderniere'9 Fan/' Haymarket.
."Winslow Boy," Lyric.

by Jose
version of

Presented

$4.80).

Hooker

Brian

Rostand play; opened

last night

(8),

Belasco
(C - 1,077;
Presented by James Light
$4.80).
"Present Laughter," Noel Cowai'd's and Max J. Jelin; Gilbert Seldes
latest comedy, late this month. It's ver.sion of Greek play with all-colhighly regarded out of town, Major ored cast; opens Saturday (12).

Met and Broadway are
and con notices,

"Lysistrata,"

(Comedy),
(Comedi/-Drama)

CD

M

C

D

(Drama),

R

(Revue),

,

(Musical)

,

O

'

Week

Estimates tor Last

(Operetta)

"A Flat! Is Born," Adelphi (5lh
week) (D-1,434; $4.80). Moved here
Saturday (5) from Alvin; missed one
performance because of Jewish holy

last

46th Street (49th

American Rep 21G

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
There's

$6.60).

Mill,'f

,

,$10,500.

week) (M-1.427;

week.

"The Red

week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Was running ahead of previous week up to
last Friday <4); again
registered
*
very good $28,500.

day; still big, with takings in .seven
times around $30,000.
"Anna Lucasta/' Mansfield (111th
week) (D-1,04I: $3,60). StiU makin.u
money both ways and expected to
stick into winter; dipped with field;

(21st

.

"Show Boat," Ziegfcld (39th week)
(M-1.623; $6). Eased off further to
$34,000 but okay at that level.
"The Front Page," Royale (5th
Staying
week)
(C-1,084;
$4.20).
chances will be better indicated
when more shows arrive; started
well, then dropped; $10,600 estimated

ballets at the

Kei/.s.-

.

never any variance in attendance:
with standees in all times the grcss
approximates $45,500.
"Bees and the Flowers," Booth (2d
week) (GD-712, $4.'20). Moved here
from Cort after a week and a half:
business does not indicate it can .stay;

2d at PhiDy

In

Philadelphia, Oct.

8.

For the second week

in a row it
wa.s a case of 3-1 in favor of good
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (36th biz for Philly's four legit houses, and
Week) (C-993; $4.80). Road company the general trend was upward for
now operating should double the the three favored holdovers.
profit of this bellringer, which sells
Once ?again "The Student Prince'^
out all times; $21,000.

$5„500.

Me

"Call

week)

Mister,"

(R-1,142; $6).

grossing

musicals:

matej $33,000 and
through sea.son.

is

National (25th topped all rivals by a considerable
the be.st- margin in its second (of three) week
revue approxi- at the Forrest where after Tuesday
expected tu last night's performance near-capacity
ruled. Operetta is bound for one of

Among

^

"Carousel," Majestic (77th week) its best engagements in Philly, and
Last week's close
(M-1,667; $6). Popularity of this run it's had many.
musical continues on high, as indi- to $27,000 was terrif for a $3.25 top;
With its scale tilted higher (to
cated by business through September but sliDped to $34,000 la."!t week, $3.90) the newly-formed American
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (54th Repertory Theatre fared well in its
week) (D-968; $3,60). Little change second and final stanza at the Shur
bert with $21,500 reported, "What
in attendance last week when gross
was rated over $8,000; makes some Every Woman Knows" was most
popular of two shows, but "Henry
money at that level.
"Dream Girl." Coronet (33d week) VIII" climbed sharply towards end.
"Voice of the Turtle/' in fifth week
with
Fir.st week
(D-1,037; $4.20).
June Havoc in lead fairly good but at the Locust, got fairly good $13,500
and isn't likely to fall below that durre.show
under earlier pace when
ing
rest of present engagement (three
$14,000.
Field;
Betty
sumed with
"Gypsy Lady," Century (3d week) weeks), with chances, in fact, in favor of three-character comedy climbBroadway reception. American Rep- (D-1.670; $4.80). Some question about ing to higher grosses. "Turtle/' which
started
ertory Theatre opened here with Coast-made operetta, which
goes south from -here, is rumored as
okay, then .slipped: parties helping;
"Henry VIII" Monday (7).
likely to play local return later in
to $25,000 last week.

NEAT

As in case of previous week, last
one weak sister was "Mr.
and Mr. Hooker.'' which
stumbled along under $3,00(1 in its
second and final week at the Walnut.

.semester's

Peebles

umpteenth

(7-19).

Philly

— Shubert,

bow

Sunday

(13)

"Present
(7-12);

Laughter"- Natl, Wash.

Plymouth, Bost.

(14-19).

—

San Carlo Opera Co.
Shea's
Jamestown (16); Shea's, Erie (17).
"Song of Norway"— Opera House,
Bost. (7-19).
*'State of the

Union"

—

Curran,

Union"— Blackstone,

FrLsco (7-19).

"Tobacco Road"— Royal Alex., Toronto (7-12); Hanna, Cleve. (14-19),
"Unborn Child"
Davidson, Mil,

—

(7-12).

—

AUd.,
"Up in Central Park"
Frisco (7-12); Aud., Fri.sco (13-16);
Met, Seattle I19).
Locust,
"Voice of the Turtle"
Philly (7-12); American, St. Louis

—

(14-19).

for

$9,000.

21G,

St.

Louis

Power

strike

Pittsburgh, Oct. 8.
kicked the stuffing

out of "I Remember Mama" at Nixon
last week, holding smash hit down
to around $12,000. That's a bad licking for show since it's a costly attraction to tou;:. No question that
conditions slashed biz ju.st about in

..
.
„
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker,
inasmuch as "Mama" had a
Music Box (C-879; $4.20). Presented half
terrific advance sale, but cancellaby Joseph M. Hyman; written by
Edward E. Paramore, from novel by tions on account of lack of transCharles G. Givens; opens Thurs- portation were heavie.st in years.
"Mama," by the way, gathered in
day (10).
,„.,.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (28th a set of rave notices here, and there
week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Still stand- was un.stinted praise for Kurt Katch,
ing 'em up, and that's the way it film. character actor, as Uncle Chris.
spring:
He
replaced Oscar Homolka opponext
probably Will be into
site Mady Christians for the tour.
over $24,000,
^
^
•

^

'Turtle'

POWER STRIKE BALKS
lAMA' IN Pin, 12G

)

seven days, with a tremendous advance sale hinting a .sellout for the
hardy perennial. It will be followed
by a one- week pitch for Gertrude
Lawrence in "Pygmalion/'

•

season.

over $18,000.
"Hear That Trumpet/' PIaynou.se
(D-865; $4.80). Presented by Arthur
Hopkins: written by Orin Jannings;
opened Monday (7); doubtful pres.".
iR"Icetime/" Center (16th woc'K
$22,000 IN D.C. 2994;
at
fluctuates
Gro.ss
$2.40).
times because most ticko-ts are sold
Washington, Oct. 8.
very big: nearly
Noel Coward's "Present Laughter." at performance time;
starring CKfton Webb^ racked up a $40,000.
"Life With Father," BiJou (35nh
neat $22,000 for its first week at the
week) (C-613; $3.60). Run leader
National theatre here..
doing about as well a.S expected;
"Student
Prince"
makes
its
making some money; r?ted around

Col. (17-19).

"Oklahoma!"— Erlanger, Chi
"Park Avenue"
(7-19).

—

"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
"Shephard Show/' Princes.

View"/' Whitehall.'

25; "Call

REVIVALS
"Cyrano de Bergerac," Alvin (D1,331;

Ferrer;

— Orpheum, COWARD'S 'LAUGHTER'
Des Moines

—

"Worm's

den unseasonably warm weather.
"Park Avenue" finished okay run
at the Colonial and moved out to
make way for American Repertory
company which opened Monday (7)
with "Henry VIIL" "Present Loughter" next at the Plymouth on Oct. 14.
Scheduled subsequently are "John
Gabriel Borkman," Colonial, Oct. 21;
Original Ballet Russe. Opera House,
Oct. 28 (thus forcing "Song Norway"
out); "Toplitzky of Notre Dame,"
Shubert, Oct. 30; "Years Ago," Copley, Nov. 2; "Fatal Weaknesis." Colonial, Nov. 4; "World of Christopher
Blake," Plymouth,' Nov. 5: "Magnificent Yankee." Colonial, Nov. 15;
"Apple of His Eye," Plymouth. Nov.

$10,000.

that night. "Obsession,"* the sole entrant to the list, drew a "down" p'l ess.
Anyhow, the house is slated to get

getting pro

:

"Yours Is My Heart," Shubert.
Was announced to close but continued for another week, with final
performance Saturday (5); four and
one-half weeks; away in red; under

'

FrLsco (7-19).
"Stale of the

New.

St.

'Gypsy 25G
this month; soared to capacity last
month, then eased off; nearly $26,000

is

"Hasty Heart" Strand, Vancouver
(7-9); Temple, Tacoma (10); Aud.,
"Song of Norway," Opera House improved
Oakland (12): And., San .To.se (13);
"Harvey/' 48th Street (101st week)
Fourth week estiAud., Santa Cruz (14); Aud., Sacra- (3,000; $3.60).
shows that
$34,000. very fine considering (C-925- $4.20). One of the
mento (15); Aud.. Stockton (16); mated
holidays, weather, etc. Engagement felt the ijiidweek dip but business
White, Fresno (17); Aud., San Ga-' limited to the 28th on account of for the long-run sma.sh. nearjng the
briel (19).
two-year mark, still plenty good;
Ballet Russe engagement;

"Mess»Be for Margaret/' Duchess. Chi. (7-19).
"Student Prince"
Forrest, Philly
"Mother of Men," Comedy.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden, (7-12); Nat'l, Wa.sh. (14-19).
"Sweet Bye and Bye"
Shubert,
^Our Betters/^ Playhouse.
New Haven (10-12); Forrest. Philly
"Peace to Peckham/' Embasisy.
(14-19).
"Perchance to Dream/' Hipp.
"The Glass Menagerie"
Geary,
"Pickup Girl/' Wales.

"Shop Sly corner,"

Broadway

(

.

"Life

Current London Shows

St.

influx to

Curiously enough, the card of
premieres this week is heavy on
drama, what with "The Iceman
Cometh," "Hear That Trumpet," and
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker," besides two revivals but the coloredcast version of "Lysistrata" may be
something of a novelty.
Business dipped further last week.
Wednesday (2) was especially off but
Friday night was not too bad though
the Jewish Day of Atonement started

,

into

"Better Late,^' Garrick.
"Ballet Theatre/' Covent Garden.
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
"Crime & Punishment," Globe.

Rush

Boston, Oct. a.
"Born Yesterday" at the Wilbur
and "Happy Birthday" at the Shubert bowed in last week with plenty
of takers for both. Former is in on
a return visit for a run, latter being
new Helen Hayes show with sock
advance.
Notices on latter were
split, tiuree to tWo, against it.
AH
shows hurt to some extent by sud-

—
—

—

"Grace of God/'

Hub;'Born'Ditto

Me Mister," Shubert, Dee. 2.
Estimates for Last 'Week
Music,
Northampton (16); Lyric,
"Born Yesterday," Wilbur (1,200;
Bridgeport (17-18); Aud, Trenton $3.60).
Return engagement with
second company drawing plenty of
(19).
"Born Yesterday"
Wilbur, Bost. encomiums, not to mention biz, with
nice estimated $14,000 during holiday
(7-19).
Second week current and
"Carmen Jones"
Hanna, Cleve. week.
probably better.
(7-13); Colonial, Akron (14-15).
"Dear Ruth," Plymouth (1,300;
"Come On Up"— Walnut, Philly $3). Dropped to estimated $10,000
(7-19).
on seventh week on account of holi"Dear Ruth"
Plymouth (7-12); days and moves out next week (14)
to make way for "Present Laughter."
Ford's, Balto, (14-19).
"Dream Girl"
Selwyn, Chi (7- Final week current.
"Happy Birthday," Shubert 1 ,590;
19).
Helen Hayes draw respon$3.60)^
"Fatal Weakness"— Shubert, New sible
for big e.stimated $14,000 on
Haven (14-19).
four performances despite split .md
"Follow the Girls"
Cass, Det. not altogether favorable notices. Has
plenty of advance for forthcoming
(7-12).
"Hamlet"
Aud., Roch.
(14-15); week, final here.
"Park Avenue," Colonial (1,500;
Erlanger, Buff. (16-19).
Fairly big money at esti$4.20).
"Happy Birthday"—Shubert, Bost. mated
$22,000 on second and final
(7-19).
week,
still
remains enigma for

Galesburg (7); Aud.,
(8); Aud., St. Joseph (9); Mu.sie Hall,
K. C. (10-12); Arcadia, Wichita (14);
Montreal, Oct. 8.
Blaekslone's magic show rang up Colo. Univ., Boulder <16); Aud.,
lusty $18,500 for week ending Satur- Denver (18-19).
day (5) at $1.50 top at 1,850-seater,
"Loco"— Ford's, Balto (7^12).
His Majesty's theatre.
"Lute Song"
Studebaker, Chi.
(7-12); Hartman. Col. (14-16); Cox,

"Fools

Big $14,000 In

ler,

Blackstone'8 Magic ISVjjG, Mont'l

London, Oct.

The autumn
on.

iive

'Birthday'-Hayes

Current Road Shows

(1,246; $4.80).

$22,000.

000.

N

$24,000.

(3rd
Studebaker
Big upswing to

Song,"

Further But Influx

Still

On; Bees' Stung,

$3.68 top.

Studebaker, Oct. H;
into
"Hamlet" and "Sweethearts" are due went into the Belasco, stayed four
'Apple of His days and died with $850 in the till
in November, with
after a unanimous kiss of death from
Eye" coming up in Deceimber,
the press.
Estimate! for Last Week
"liidy Windermere's Fan" finaled
(6th
Shubert
Girl,"
••Bloomer
for its second stanza at the Biltmore
week) (2,163; $4.80). Tops at $34,000. with $24,000 and $46,000 for the fort"Dream Girl/' ^elwyn (5th week) night run. Ken Murray's "Blackouts
of 1946" repeated $1,7,000 for the
(1, 000; -$4.20). Fine $18,000.
"Hafvey," Harris (8th, week) (1,- 224th. stretch at El Capitan.
"Lute"

Business Off

.

rang up a .solid $14,500 figure
with three pights and matinee, at

fined

jumped

Preems on Broadway This Week;

S

Glass Menagerie," with Pauline I:«rd,
in the Music Hall Sept. SO-Oct 2.
As the first Theatre Guild show of
five, it

t

8.

here with several
packed houses last
•hows
week "Bloomer Girl" is still big but
eased to $34,000. "Oklahoma!" restronjf
playing to

Biz

Kansas City, Oct. 8.
Fall drama season opened with a
bang with three-day st^nd of "The

75

.

St. Louis, Oct. 8.
Brushing aside stiff opposish in
"Obsession," Plymouth (1st week)
the form of ba.seball hysteria, the
Same two-per.son
$3.60).
firemen's rodeo and ballyhoo for the (D-1,063;
lli/aG, INDPLS.
that wa.<; first done as "JealVeiled Prophet parade and ball, drama
lukewarm; fair first
Indianapolis, Oct. 8.
"The Voice of the Turtle/' with ousy"; critics
Katherine Dunham's "Bal Negre"
,,„„,v.
Phyllis Ryder, Marcia Walter and week at $8,500.
(189th was first real click
"Oklahoma!", St. James
of new 'season at
Boyd Crawford in the top roles, did
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Making a English, grossing fine $11,500 in four
o.k. for itself in the first of four
may never be eclipsed performances Oct. 3-5 at $3.60 top.
weeks at the American theatre, sole record that
eased under
Advance is fair for "Mary Had a
With the 1,700-seat on Broadway, t,akings
legiter here.
plenty
finebut
$29,000
Little,"
.„„
due Oct. 14-16, and musical
house scaled to $3.66, eight perform"State of the Union," Hudson (47th repertory company seems set for a
ances ending Saturday (5) gro.ssed
Only a good play from state teachers con-:
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80).
an estimated $21,000.
couple of hundred dollars this side vcntion Oct. 24^26.
Crix went overboard in their of $25,000, and the statement shows
praises.
that week after week.
•

.

,

,

DUNHAM

NMT

'

Ferrer-'Cyrano' 14G, Toronto
"The -Iceman Cometh," Beck (DPresented by the
$.S.40).
Toronto, Oct. 8.
Theatre Guild; written by Eugene
Cincinnati. Oct. 8.
Jo.se Ferrer in "Cyrano de BergerO'Neill; drama given in- two parts,
Legit is on the rebound here after late afternoon and night; no tivati- ac" scored a mild $14,100 at Royal
several so-so seasons. Current road nees; opens tonight (9).
Alexandra here with l,S25-seater
show is "Mary Had A Little," in the
"The Voice of the Turtle," MDro.seo scaled at $3.60.
Cox at $3 top.
Three(131st week) (C-939; $3.60).
The 1,300-seaf house was. dark person romantic comedy went off
Mandrake Mild 4G, Mpis
la.st week after three weeks of lively
Minneapolis, Oct. 8.
with field last week, with takings
Menagerie"
for
"Gla.ss
biz: $18,000
around $12,000; but that's enough.
Mandrake, the magician,. .gro.ss«d a
"Three to Make Ready," Broad
on the opening round, and $30,000
li(>ht $4,000 at $2.40 top for five nights
for "Voice of Turtle." in a fortnight's hurst (31St week) (R-1,160; .$4.80). and a matinee in the 2,100-seat LySlated to move back to Adelphi late ceum.
stay, both at $3.60 top.
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Hays Abroad

Town

Plays Out of
liapii.y nirifaday
Boston, Oct.

3.
Haiiiniev-

Wilmington, Oct.
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The most interesting thing about
the new Jed Harris produciibh is
Donald 0( nslager's imaginative, setweight, with

.fac;iiut\ii

<'iil>Varp

Sans Holeii Hayes, this Anita Loos
coinody. on a lost weekend in reverdc. could expect nothins but the
roLigliobt dismissal on Broadway. It 11
take .a pretty- good druBbitig in an.V
case,' but the Hayes draw is such th;u
there's geod reason to believe this
.

few

coniody

Th^'

light'
too

itself: is

action and

jumpy

Boxoflice .chaticBs

cliiick'les^

:arc

doubtiiil

Spreading it: over -11 scenes, the
authors have a tough time filling in
with enough, action and dialog to
stretch out the running time. Play's
(spcning shows pi-omise .when the
plot .starts off with an elderly Wall
street tycoon deciding to follow a
friend's advice and take a Maine
hOlldJiy with a- beautiful but .dumb

New

70,

Val ParnplI production of now levae fn
Iwo ai'lH, 17 Hoent'.s. yr,*i'.s Sid iiMeitV;. I'lni-

widely

and senior
law firm

spring.

Piece dp resistance 'is. a solo-drunk
scene by the star in -which she sings
a couple of songs, does an adagio
dance, addresses the onstage moti^ in
drunken drawl, aiid carries on like
a card in general. This vaudeville
act has it.j moments of hilarity and
alone carries the burden of the enThe other two-thirds intire show.
cludes a number of the star's bag of
virtuoso tricks but reveals the play's
curious silliness.
Takes place in a Newarlt barroom,
beginning when a spinsjer librarian
(Miss Hayes) comes in to warn a
bank cashier that her drunken father
is on his way there to kill Ivm because, through her own mild deception, the old man, thinks the cashier
and his daughter are carrying on.
She tinds the cashier sitting, with a

.:

:

-

,1. TIIW BBl'MN
J. Tim Brymn, 67, Negro_composer,
bandleader and author of' the song,
"Please Go 'Way and Let Me Sleep,"

flamboyant redhead and, in trying to
explain the situation, takes a real
She also develops
interest in him.
case of jealousy, since she knows
the redliead isn't anywhere near as
good as she is, and begins to hit the

a

bottlfc.

:

copies.

'
.

.

According to

intii'nates

:

mid-south division manager of RKO
theatres.
He joined the Skouras

he did as well as could be expected
Oenwith the material at hand.
slager's seven settings are excellent,
especially the Maine hunting lodge.
Klep.

Was

FailK'r

President

Hollywood, Oct.
liv

in

MiUvin

and

^\'ald

1.

comedy-

ol'
production
.'Insen
tlirce acts, tlve scene.s

Samuet

drama

(one set)
Doniger, Stars

\\'aller

Directed by Alben DeKKer;
by Claude Marlis. A,tj PhoenixWcstwooil theatre, Weatwooil. Cii)., ;Sei)t,

,\lbert Deliker.

HeltinK

,

.

.

.
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,

. . .

.

.

.

;
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.

,

.,A'irKinia Mullen
.M rs. Kdith Roosevelt
,:There are nriahy ingenious 'touches Alice l.tooseyelt
^filler
. ..Kristine
to the staging of the comedy in the Sena tor Ma rk i (anna
..Stanley An<lrc\vi:
.Frank Ittci-'arlaiid
dr.unk scene, as when bottles of .T. P. Mm-Kiin,
Teal
niodiion
i . ;.;;.-... ..Ray
-liijuor light up, soap bubbles .ehierge .lim
..'iRohert AnCcr.'On
;.
.Toe Oi-ant .
irom -a jug, a barstool towers up Mr. tllover
Ariloia
;-. ..... .Phil
Xan Morgan
..,;
into the, air, and so forth,' and stage ]Vli-.i, tilijvei.Theron iTaclcson
lighting has, also been used with skill Abraham,
Harold innjir
Knox
Ccnci'al
Attorney
and- imagination.. And Miss .Hayes;
.;.
Paul Sicardon
,

,

.

.

;

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.
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,

performs her intoxication sequence—
which is quite lohgi-^witti extreme

,

,

,.;

,

/A

number

excjeljently

of the minor roles are
done,
Outstanding are

Enid Markey and Grace
,,

:

,

Valeiitijie as

a, couple of. hors de combat streetwalkerSv; Charles Gordon as a worried lover Jack Diamond as a bartender, and Lorraine Miller— a sensational looker—-as a slightly kept

woman. Other roles all right, but
some work needed with the male
lead. Show is well staged by Joshua
vlibgan, who goes to towh: when he
has something to work with (as in
,

second scene), while the single
by Jo. Mielziner; besides being ingenious, provides a piquant scene under a table.
tlie

set

Eodgers
•

;
ker.
Cjuav. ...,,..:,...';. Raymohil

Ji^orn

Henator

and Hammerstein

have

.Mr

.-

i-

,Tii,ilic]\,

.

.

-.

t ;
e.irge B.if .
,Vi-mHtri ng;-.
;)oseph .Milcliell.
( !

. •

.

Mr.

virtuosity.

.

we

abandoning

see

his

big thing for Zurich about this production is the return of Albert and
Else Basserman to the German.speaking stage and Switzerland after seven years exile in New York

and Hollywood as fugitives from
Basserman and wife
were given a roof-raising ovation by
the usually reserved capacity Swiss
audience at this ancient theatre; At
the closing curtain the old couple
was called back for a full 15 minutes
Hitler's Reich.

bows.

of

"Master Builder" wouldn't be a
bad sex drama if it didn't; get boggqd
do wn in philosoohizing in second
and third acts. It starts promisingly
with two young girls in love with
an aging but dynamic builder (Bas-

who

serman),

doesn't

know

quite

whether he likes sex or building
church steeples better. Theme seems
a little unbelievable when a man <it
Basserman's

extreme

years

plays

opposite girls of 18 and 22.
Role
seems to call tor a man of 50 yeai'.s.
However, Basserman, alwa'ys iiv
full control of the stage, turn.s in
a masterful performance, overpowering the others in the cast, with his
booming voice arid extravagant acting .style, the latter reminiscent of
the Maurice Schwartz metier. Mr.s.
Basserman was appealingiy frail
and nervous as the builder's hypochondriac wife.
This one has been seen often
enough in arty New York companie.i
repertoire not to need recapitulation. The Bassermans plan to follow
it with Ibsen's "Ghosts" in Zurich
and then move on to other German
stages in Switzerland. Austria and
and then- Germany itself.
Isra.
-

;

,

Pvckliaiii
London, Oct.

West End

rroilUctiona,

I'litvo.v

(in

l,.t(i.

3;
aaaiiciatloh

with
Arts Council) production of new
topper to become a bottle ot Scotch comedy
in three ads hy It. l'\ Delilertalking to half a bottle of gin, is field.
Directed by Anthony Hawlrey and
also in the mood and has some 'Wallace Douglas,
At Ifioihaasy theatre,
'J,B.
crackling moments packed with top- London. Oct.
Oeorg-e Paltrey ..;... ........ ,]Lealie Dwyer;
ical gags. A withering burlesque on
,\licc Palfrey
i;;.Vafe,ntine -Diiuti'i
the mighty Wurlitzer is less success- (li-acle Pali'rey;
'Jonnnelte Deeley
ful, but gives the comic opportuni- (Jlori.'i. PaKrey
.Urania HowcH.ti
larry Palfrey
,.l.iiinel Itlair
ties for slapstick and vocal display
Oilpin
.Tiihn W.Mia
,.
which are well done. But none of li'rank
Iterbie;, Gilpin
,l^eter S'l-id!
these items equals his brilliant per- Huck Kauffmann.
.lel'ferson Heavjea
;

-

.

1'.

:,

-.

',;

.

.

I

,

,

"Strike a New Note."
Tightening-up and structural alterations may create a different impression when the show opens in London.

formance

in

Strong support comes from a new
French ventriloquist,. Robert Lamouret, whose operative diversions with
his duck brought down the house.
Equally effective, and due for topline billing soon, is Terry Thomas,
a star in battle dre.ss, emerging from

,

; . . .

.

;.,

.

.:

. .

;nramley;-..; ,,...;....,. .Clarence Rigwe
.\urse Irontylde
.
... .,. ,;.
.Chloe, (lilison

l.>r.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Amusing, topical comedy that hii.s
more in it than the authcn'S fu'sl
effort,

the

R.A;F.

farce,

Hardly a
Anglo-U.

succossluL

currently

"Worm's Eye View."
cementing

candidate for

many

relations,
laughs are obtained at
S.

of

its

Uncle Sam's

.

expense;
fragile

In its present form, this
the screen.

is

fo;'

Backyard of a cheap Londoiv
six years with the troops. "Thomas
"Loco" was adapted from a Cosmopolitan magazine story, and the brothers in 1932 and in 1934 went comperes the show smoothly and borough shows neighboring houses,
He had oc- smartly, but the highlight of his in which one couple are eagerly anactapters'have distributed quite a tew with Louis B. Mayer.
from America ot
free advertisements through the aia- cupied managership post of Fox- performance, stealing a big load of ticipating return
West Coast's UA theatre since 1935. laughs, is his sophisticated satire on their boy and girl evacuated durin.tj
Even Winchell gets a plug.
log.
the BBC. The Ross Sisters repeat on the war. Their pert adolescence and
The producer did the stagihg and

.

,

..

He opens with a somewhat rednosed period piece, "A Shakespearean Episode," -in which he dreams,
he is King John, surrounded by soldiers, barbers, booze and fair ladies.
Oh; the whole this is a mLsfire. With
"Snooker," he comes.' back to form
and is well supported b,y his stooge,
Jerry Desmonde. "Twin Spirits,"
riprroaring study of a drimk whom

;

.

,'

lin.

;

Ijili.-io

.

his audience. But his new
sketches disappoint by compari-son
with former ones, possibly because
they are neither, so witty nOr have
they that physical quickness and
audacity that remind one of Chap-

,

roles;

mastering and practically throt-

in

he had led. tling

It's

cheap barroom and everything will
top.
be all right But as a slice of bar- 20, '4(1;
....Llam Dunn
-Mr. Courtelyou
room life, a: la Saroyan, the loaf is Congressman,
Stove Darrell
Forteriield
cut with the back end of a meat-axe, Consressmnn Wethersby. .Oeorse Pembroke
...Raymond Bond
and .sticks in the craw of anyone who Congressman CoHSitts.
.Robel-t Fouik
LonKWOrth.
Conjjri^psman
the
paxticulai'ly
by
sight
awed
is not
Albert Deltker
-UooseveU
of a first lady of the theatre doing an I'res. Theodore
.Billy Brow
Quentin noosoveit;. .... ..
apache dance or singing a blues song Archie Kuo,HCVelt.
;,. Michael Chapin
Frtst
.., ,,Pat
over a mike.
Kthel Ro6se\-elt

.,

Merida

;

',

.

'

Kni)f. JiVoiUUe
Rlnni'lip

Tiiinrt,

yttvwuri,

Under the joint management of
Val Parnell and George Black, Ltd.,
Sid Field opened at his home town,
died in the Veterans' Hospital, N,Y., Birmingham, with his third big reSept. 3. He had been a lieutenant in vue. New show, with importations
World War I and led one of the larg- from U. S, and France, and stronger
est musical units of that era..
support than the, star ever has had,
Born in Raleigh, S. C., Brymn was received with considerable enstarted put to be a doctor but quit thusiasm though obviously underr
after a year and in 1902« came to rehearsed and handicapped by a
mike.
."Jew York.
He subsequently met uj» faulty
This time Sid tosses out his fawith the' late Harry Von Tilzer, then mous Cockney character. Slasher
head of his own music publishing Green, and appears in a vari_et.y of
company in N.Y. and interested him new creations. They are a test of
in the "Sleep" song, which is re- his staying power as a No. 1 comic
puted to have sold over l.SOOiOOO genius here. And Sid took no time

,

During the drunk scone that ensues she straigthens out everyone's
problems, bankrolls an abortion
throws a bii'thday party for a somebody's mistress (whose friend always
has'to spend holidays with his wife),
regenerates a broken-down phy
sician, tames her drunken father
(who seems to have take to drink
because his daughter wouldn't), and
makes everybody just love every
body.
Final scene finds her' sober but a
changed woman; youthful, relaxed
charming, gracious, she is ready to
take the cashier home and have him
cook a steak for her, and he is ready
to go,
All the other characters in
the play are transformed also; they
just love everybody, too.
Moral to aU this s'eems to be that
if life is grim, dreary and ditticult,
just get drunk and pass out in a

Alan

ilrant; Jaclt BltlinKM.
At 'Thcatve. Royal.
.IJirmtnKhani; Sept; 'i6, MtJ.

.t)ut

.

Plitliii

Ann

J?t-a.\",

.'

ollapodrida may well be going come whin
,

MaBol

l.nnil,

hjost of the Liberty Loan parades
his first; extra-marital in the first World War and later,
develop
complications
after being commissioned by the
the;. model..comes down with
Array,' had led
a
75-piece band
hunting
a
arrive
at
they
as
measles
with troops in France. After the war,
lodge.
Instead of becoming a lover, the he and many of his bandsmen stuck
Wall Streoter has to play nurse, but together, touring the country as "The
.n the process the model; softens his Black Devils."
nature and gives him new outlook
A member of ASCAP, Brymn
on his family aifairs. He had dis- wrote many other songs, including
inherited hi? daughter for marrying the theme song of the Bosweli sis- dancer but yields when learning ter, ''Shout,
Sister, Shout!"
Others
That's
grandtather.
he's to become a
were "Josephine, My Jo," '-Moonall there is to it, and it's not enough.
Burden of the plot and acting falls light," "Puerto Rico," "Big Cry Baby
on Jean Parker as Loco, the Conover in the Moon." "My Landlady" and
Jay Fas-sett, the tycoon. "La Rhumba."
girl; and
Survived by widow and son.
Miss Parker from Hollywood, look&
the part but she seems ill at ease in
her first stage role. Fassett underTHOMAS D. SORIERO
play.; his role but is excellent in his
Thomas D. Sofiero, 58, manager of
top scenes,
Beverly Bayne, star of the silent United Artists theatre, Los Angeles,
screen, enycts the wife and always died Monday (6) after leaping from
.seems On the verge' of a nervous the 12th floor of the Rives-Strong
Mario Dwyer does a building. No reason for the suicide
breakdown.
good bit as a tough model. Parker was given.
Fennolly has a nice charadter part
Soriero, born in Rhode Lsland, had
in the Maine handy man, and Elaine' been in
theatre business since 1906,
Sti-itch and Si Vario are attractive
When he first operated a nickelodeon.
as the tycoon's daughter and her
In
1915, he was manager of the
butler,
KeUey's
Barry
fiery husband.
who acts and talks like a prize- Ciharles, ,Whitehurst theatres, and
fighter, is off the beaten path in his Roof Gardens in Baltimore.
characterization, and Helen MurFrom 1925 to 1928 he was with the
doch, Morgan Wallace and Ethel Comerford circuit and later became
Ramey are effective ih supporting

model.
fling,

De.smond.

lur-03 .Un-ry

Costeilo, 'rorry 'I'liomas,

'Vork

of O'Brien, DriscoU & Raftery^ died Shiiw, Uo.s.1 HLiturs, Allle OiMui, UeorRo HiMOct. 2 at his home in Yonkers, N. Y., hardt, Yviinnn Lnlipo. Helh Ddl, Hnn'y
Bernard Allbrow, .VMi»r Norton;
Hart,
after a long illness.
Kiiri wen'.
Al>"i'
Sltetohoa
J'ri'derlfl;
b,y
Xhanka, Dick Hunan; mnaic liy JMb HllDetails in Pictures dept.
liard, ClokMllea, Itavet; diim-im hy I'aiilinc

I'arke-

su-iU'h:

jiMiilaine

,

-

l*l«c««llll.v llavri«l««
Birmingham, Sept. 25.
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the
stage
the
endless
crooning
ISAAC OLIN
poured out on the air and then ofIsaac Olin, 69, retired musician fer acrobatics of a familiar kind;
father of Bob Olin, former Alan and Blanche Lund, from the
and now N. Y. restaurateur, Canadian "Meet the Navy" show,
died in New York last week;
score heavily in their fast dancing
Born j,n Russia, he had played in act.
Drosses and mountings are lavish
theatre and other orchestras for
many years, before retiring several and good-looking, with a striking
"Hunt Supper" number topping the
years ago.
all-round eye and vocal appeal.
Survived by widow, two other
Show generally needs pulling tosons and a daughter.
gethiSr before it opens at the Prince

and

pugilist

.."^c-liofleld

,

,

,

..... ;,..';.

.

,

.

the change in cOnolitions

tc

-

,

critical -attitude of the youngsters,
who in turn feel all the home folks
want to talk of is their per,sonal experience during the blitz, and nerves
arc strained to the breaking point.

The young fireman who lives next
door has always adored Gloria, the
returned exile, but his British inarticulate revelation of his feelings

compares unfavorably with the girl's
experience with the amorous attenOne of
tions of American youth.
these, a young officer, calls on her
Master lliuildor
and transfers his affections to her
heart failure Monday night (7) in
mouse-like younger sister but things
Zurich, Sept. 25.
New York.
.German, version h.v Paul Schleniher of sort themselves out and Gloria conSurvived by brother and sister.
.Menrtk Ibaart's "Master Builder."- li^^iiture.'i soles herself with the boy next door.
Albert ai>f!
JPJlae
Ka.'isei'riian.
VrliMlrich
-Plenty of laughs and amusing
Mrs. Grace Farlrlde JBrenon, 80, tVawJi.,. f^Iegfrlea gchu ran berg. K.c'ecl^'raniiei'. twists are supplied by minor cockTiillf^heth: Mtilier aiid Agnes Jt'fhit, -.Direcled
widow Of Algernon St. John Brenon, b'y AVerner Kraut;. At Sclrausplelhaus, ney characters, but the main.stay on
this is the, portrayal of the father by
music critic; died last week at '/.iiricn.
Leslie D.wyer whose natural; perFlushing, N. Y.
Ibsen, always has been taken more formance is great.
Ursula HoweHs
seriously and more successfully in .arid Lionel Blair give convincing inEurope than in the U. S. But the terpretations of the bewildcv.in,t!
emotions of youth while Jelferson
Hedwig Adams to George Paulsen!
Soarles, as the gangling mid-west^.:,
orner, contributes a gem of charac-^,
Quebec, Oct. 5. Groom is Mutual
^':-[
Broadcasting sales e3<.ec; bride also
Mr. and;Mrs. Kenny 'ivalters, son,; lerization,
Production is comtnendabU\ and
in MBS sales dept.
HoUywootj, Oct, 1. Father is proshow has an even chance of making
Rita Merritt to Charlie Barnet, duction assistant to Benedict Bogeaus the
Cietn
grade.
-Tijuana, Oct. 4. Groom; is the orch at General Service.
leader.
;Mr; and Mrs. Robert Conlan, son,
of Mi'^ii
Robin Chandler to Jeffrey Lynn, Hollywood, Oct. 2.'. Father is sound
London, Sept, 25, V-

CHARLES PALMER

Charles Palmer,

ABC

;44,

network since

salesman at
1943, died of

oTWales' theatre

in'

a fortnight.

Ebet.

The
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MARRIAGES
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BIRTHS

,

:

!
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,

Ray Teal
Although "Father Was President"
playwriting
national
three
took
prize contests, the show looks more
like a" natural on paper than it does
playing. Certainly; not de-; New York, Oct. 5. Bride is fashion
in' the
signed to take any prizes at the boK- ed of N. Y. Journal-American; groom
office, play is a pleasant, even, and,, is Warrior 'film star.
for th^t -Very reason, undramatic
Katherine Connors to James Mastory of ; two years in the White hon, Beverly Hills, Oct;
5. Bride is
House with Theodore Roosevelt following his assumption of the office former actress and daughter of Tom
after M-cKinley's assassination. In- Connors, 20th-Fox vice-prexy; groom
termingled with Roosevelt's family is theatre operator.
Julia Hopchak to Andrew Grezlife is a series of political situations
that 'seeni: to interfere with the up- mak', Pittsburgh, Sept. 26. Bride is
bringing and fun of the Roosevelt on Col. exchange staff.
chiWreh, or maybe it's the other
Nellie Carmela to Jack Browning,
way 'round. At any rate, the play Pittsburgh, Sept. .25; Bride is the
is a confusion of "State of the UnFather," with- daughter of late Pat Carmela, who
(icner.rr-

reactions

form the motif of the play, with
heartache and di-sillusion inevitably
The parents resent the
resulting.

;

Mwthcr

,

.

;:

,

-

technician at

Mr.

and

daughter,

Mother
actor.

;

is -a

NBC.

Mrs.

,

Davenport,

Hollywood^

30.;
Sept;
screen writer; father en-

',

':

•

three

act,'}

Hawtrey.

ciiai'lcs

At Comedy

new

[dav In.,;
[Jlrecled by.,

tljeatrp.

'

;.;

(Vlddtt-, Brandt; . . .... . . . .-. . Barbara: -SHilIi'ii
Hii.tnn .Tess eU ,,.,.....:... ;'. ; .Megs Maxwell
-

;

.

Dave

Hreiit.

Hte.ve

Ha\vltt>; ......

.

..DciiTiuhd

'J'e.iti"-

Arthur jlan'ihUiW
........ ^ •.. Helen I'"rankl> a

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Anson, daugh- era rev's LL-istt.,
AiitHony Olivei'
.
ter,
Hollywood, Oct. 3. Father is Paul Praivdt
.tcsscli'a .Tirinie;...;.,..;.;;Etl»ihetH Hunt
disc jockey at KPWB.
.fJordiin 1>!tvles,Pclo Brtint;;
..:.
.Deh'dre Doone
...,.;-.......
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mullen, son, Rose.
Los Angeles, Oct. 4. Father is asWiitten 20 years ago by the lat^
sistant publicity chief at Republic.
and
^r. and Mrs. Mark Stev6ns,;son, and unknown .Ade G. Abbott,
first performed at the "Q" theatre
Hollywood,
Father

contributed one song to their production. It's called "I Haven't Cot a
Sept. 30.
is a
WCUTy in the World" and seems
screen actor.
pleasant enough, though not of the ion" /and "Life With
owned O&sis nitery.
Mr. arid Mrs. Ken Martin, daughHit Parade genre. Other incidental out the boff of either,
Peggy Wood to Lt.-Col. William ter, Pittsburgh, Sept, 24, Father's
Albert Dekker, who both acts and
music is by Robert Russell Bennett,
Walling. Stamford, Conn., with Piccolo Pete band.
piloted the piece, does a middling Henry
imil also is suitable.
Considering the trust of show fair job as the "Big Stick" wielder. Oct. 1. B,ride is legit actress.
Mr. and Mrs. K. A. Anderson,
brains assembled for the occasion, So much confusion is- written into
Audrene Brier to Norman Rookett, daughter, Los Angeles. Oct, 6.
"Happy Birthday" will undoubtedly the role that at times Dekker orates Los Angeles, Oct. 6. Bride is an as- Father is manager of RKO Hill St.
undergo considerable revision before and explodes the famous "Bully';' of sistant dance director; groom is pro- theatre in that city.
narrative
chief
basic
the
executive,
then
becomes
But
a
it hits Broadway.
ducer Al Rockett's, son.
Mr. and Mrs. Ving Merlin, daughand theme seem impossible cf revi- slightly lost father on other occaVirginia Jones to Orin Jackson. ter, N. Y., Oct. 7.
Father is NBC
sion. So show muakstand or fall on sion.?. Appearing at better advanBride and musical director; mother was a fortage are Kristine Miller, Stanley Las Vegas, Sept. 28.
the name draw of Helen Hayes.
'.
£iie.
groom are technicians at Warners.
(Continued on page 77)
mer ballet dancer.
.

de .T,con production of
liy Ado G. Abhott.

.TacJc

Ned

.

;

. . ;

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.'.

.

.

,

,

.

last July, this is labeled "a siiiiRle
story," and it certainly is. Reminiscent of serials, jt proves that there
Comis much virtue in the Fifth

mandment and

that the devil cant
woman. Set in a

stand up to a good

West Country fishing village, story
i-evolves round Barbara Mullen, as a
widow, who has to eittricate her
three young sons from the trouljle

they get into when they lose Iheir
heads over a girl. Play's ingredients
range from the drama of an illegitf Continued on f^ge 77)
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Men

of

child to the slapstick of the
yokel dressing up to meet his girl.
Miss MuUen gives a sincere and
tender performance worthy of a better play. She is supported by a good
cast WhOi despite varied accents,
manage to make, the story credible
Helen
arid sometimes entertaining.
Franklyn comes near giving a reiitiate

pstge 7S

Polka, of nostalgic charm. Then the
whole thing begins to taper off,

PUuis tor a

dium

chords.
'

a revival of

is

"The Old Shoemaker" ballet from a
performance.
previous Shephard revue, when a
Play may appeal to out-of-tho-nm
cobbler mends a ballet dancer's shoes
theatregoers who enjoy such a virand is entranced by her dancing.
unlikely
to
weather
It
is
yarn.
tuous
This introduces a slim, trim newan Atlantic crossing pr a trip to comer, 15-year-old
Maureen Sims,
Cane.
Hollywood
who shares with Richard Hearne the
enchantment of the number, which
is outstanding.
Marie Burke, who
Shepharil
.sings admirably throughout, has a
Jong operatic scene towards the
London, Sept. 27,
close, "Chanson de Paris," in which
Vh-lli Shcphai'd production of new inusioal
her emotional and vocal range are
Stars Marie llurke.
]n tAvo Hots. 16 scenes.
given full scope. She scores heavily
Artliur KIwKie, Bk'bard Hearne, Doufrlaa
Mrio
Anderson.
Byni;. Kildi'! Gray; (oatuves
in this, but its spot position in the
MarKO Jolins. Marirherita

The

:

Gonlon.

Oiiviii

Mauroen Nims,
Davles,
Irvliie
Slnnlcy.
Stella Maria, Norman Tree, I'hi! 'I'rix. Uonald Boycr, Jeanne Ravel. M.ii-y .Scott. Vera

Devised and written by I 'Irth Shcpr
hard; scenes by DouKlas Furber. Ruhavd

Bills.

music by Harry r.-irr Uiivies;
At I'rlno'jRa tlielyrics by Harold I'urcell.
alre, I>onjlon, Sept. 20, 'iO.
Ucarnei

.

Firth Shephard's new revue, directed by Wendy Toye, opens with
bang and keeps the pace going right
through the first act/ but sags badly
in the second one. First night ran
fdr nearly three and a half hours,
with considerable razzing from the

when

gallery

out at finale
flock.
'

'

Firth Shephard came
with bouquets tor the

Nevertheless, this likely w'll click
nicely on its star appeal- Douglas
Byng, Marie Burke, Arthur Riscoe,

show

and

a

strong

quintet

well

liked

here.

length

tell

against it.
Eric Anderson and Gavin Gordon
in sundry terpsichorean and vocal
offerings do nicely, but the comics,
considering their stature, have only
average material. Arthur Riscoe in
particular is poorly served. He has
a good ticklish number about counting sheep to produce sleep, and he
easily carried the house with him.

Decor and costume are pleasingly
extravagant and the girls a good
looking bunch who can hoof as well
as sing.
This looks like a winner,
especially when some footage is on
the cutting room floor.
Ebet

An Inspector

—

Sddie Gray, Richard Hearne making

inordinate

\ic

(ill

NittioiKil

ii.i.'s.H'liiiloB

of

iiradui'lio;!

IKiny ID

ll)i'</c-.to,t

Thcatri-

:

House, excellently done.
Dekker's direction laclts fire and
torium not only is intended for con»
certs, and entertainments but also as keeps the scriot, which is too talky,
at a pedestrian pace. Even with
an arena for politico events.
plenty of play doctoring and .slicing,
"President" is not a likely starter
for commercial theatre but should
Operetta
'warm the footlights of amateur
houses for some time.
Huts.
Los Angeles, Oct. 8.

new

thing from the French Canadians'
view on politics and conscription to
'

"Queen of the
slated
for
an
at the Philharmonic
Auditorium,, has been shifted to the
Biltmore theatre for a Christmas
Day opening. Musical will be pro'

operetta,
originally

Friflolinons ?46

autumn opening

duced by Franz Steininger, who
wrote the tunes.
Tuner, based on ,the fights over
the opening of the Qwens Valley
water pro.iect about 45 years ago, is
being dickered for by two film com-

ii.ii.t.'^.

li'auirf'fj
l,''iv <l,

BaUet Chorus

At

Monument

ata^ing
U)i,i
s.-ript by producer;
by prohiinor ,ind .To,«:cpH Paquette; musical di.recloi-,
A nna lid .Meerte; cihorepgraphy, IQlvlra
,(1^);
sett.inKB,

j

,

iJ'iiiK'Z.

panies.

Oi-t.

ti-fiii;

tlie
7,

'4fi;

Producer

workers during crucial days of
war, but concerns eternal
atruggle between the human
•nd inhuman,
lovers
and
hatfers. Characters live.
Di^
•togue drives. First mature
play about the "miracle of
American production." Timely.
Important. Stirring. Big movie

name

Geiinas, who takes the
Qf Fridolin, is bacic with

with roles for a

These deeds are .skillfully hauled
from the past by the inspector. The
technique is of the Ibsen school, and
the morality.
Priestley
to convince his audience
bad girl was a good sort
at heart, and that the. real criminals,
were the prosperous, family.
Miss
Lcif^hton.-ii; :tbe daughter who sees
what a hypocrite her, father is. The
too,

"As 'good OS

McGuire. Will yoii gamble the
time to read the script?' Interested only in top'ftlght producer. Box 204, VARIETY, 154

New York

N. Y.

is

.

,

is a rich- nijn^iit.ity

know

Who

doesii.'t

that fuotbry girls are people
and that, heads will -roll for the sins
of bo.ssy business men.
Thi.s is a melodrama with a social,
conscience and sensational twi,st
when it's revealed in Act III that
the inspector is a fake.
There are
other iii.spectors on the way.
Acting is oU; the. high Old Vic
level.
Ralph Richardson's inspector
understatenientv
is a superb piece of
quiet as a mouse but with the authority of a lion. The partis scarcely
talents.
Julien
of
worthy
his
Mitchell's prifi of a father has nice,
heavy, .stupidity, and Miss I>eighton
is admirable as she flaunts the flag.s
before her dunib
of
conscience
parents,
Pe; I'ormance. of Alex Gyinno'ss. as
the drunk, Ls aLso good, as is Han-.v
Andr('W.s a.s a faithless fiance aiid
Marian Spencer as the mother. The
only fault is that dialog and manner.s
are strictly 1946, instead of the
',

:

,

THEATRICAL FABRICS
for- COSTUMES
supplies every

Fabric need

leading
Broadway
and Hollywood itudios.

productions

for

play's period.

130 Wast 44tb

CHICAGO
C

E. La|(* St.

all

"Parents'
the dthers

half

a century seemed

to stretch

between

!

. The company below TimM Square won mora
or leM conservative and in the groove of sofeand-sane tradition, while the company above
Times Square was more or less iconoclastic and
on the loose with hit-and-run experimentation
... for north of Times Square dancers were alive
. .

it . . . Here, in New York's Broadway
Theatre . . . their vitolity tingled out into the
auditorium." —GARLAND. JOURNAUAMERICAN

and loving

IGOR YOUSKEVITCH
NORA KAYE
HUGH LAING
ALICIA ALONSO
JOHN KRIZA
LUCIA CHASE
MICHAEL KIDD

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST-

NOW

HERE'S THE BEST!

"The third ballet troupe to compete- for Ihe New York
sweepstakes arrived on Monday evening . . . Fresh from
triumphs in London . . . they danced like a group inFREEDLCY. TELEORA^H
spired."

—

"...THE

DIMITRI

Musical Dinctor

MAX GOBERMAN

MOST GIFTED AND VITAL BALLET ORGANIZATION OF OOR

Ballet Theatare Itwned its opening performance of the season into a
entire program wots as nourishing os beefsteak, as Stimulating as

smashing success
champagne."

TIME,
.

.

.

the

—TERRY. HERALD-TRIBUNE

'

"Ballet Theatre wins cheers at opening

.

.

"This home-grown institution makes ballet
by and for Americans seem the most uotural thing in the world and bears out the

^

'interplay' and "Fancy Free' are diverting,
delightful . i . 'Paiat of Fire'^ like Mr. Robbins' gayer items, is good theatre and good
DAILY
ballet, too."

.CHAPMAN.

"Ballet

ROMANOFF

ArUstie Adminltfrotor

ANTONY TUDOR

Theatre,,

by

tar the
distinctly

vigorous and most
spirit, opened before a

hypothesis that ballet's center of gravity
now is not Moscow or foris, but New York."

NEWS

— BRIGGS,

moat lively,
American in

POST

"They are an unaffected and a jaunty crew,
young mostly, brisk and dynamic.''-

jammed house."
—PRICE. B'KLYN CITIZEN

—POLLOCK. EAGLE

liie ond color, with high spirits and good humor . . .
that Ballet Theatre has won the opening round in the battle of the ballets
. .
. both in perlormonce and in the quality of the works presented. Ballet Theatre proved
superior to its 39th St. rival."
".

.

.

the stage sparkled with vigorous

there's

no doubt

—HAGUE, PM

ONLY THE BEST BALLET COMPANY BUT
ALSO THE BEST LOOKING WITHIN MEMORY/'
'<...NOT

—JOHN

MARTIN, TIMES

',

STAGE CURTAINS
Maharam

sketch),

are sturdy in themselves.

Century Ahead!

'

DRAPERIES

ballet

Lonesome Stmday" and

the premiere programs of the two Ballet. Companies ..
so far the battle of the ballets is The Ballet Theatre's

the

father

Van Johnson and a Dorothy

Street,

of the family because
she asked for a 50c. raise. She was
discharged again from a department
store when the daughter, Margaret
Leighlon, complained of her conduct.
Slie became the mistress of .Miss
Loighton'd boy friend and when that
failed, sh« became a prostitute and
expecting a, child by the
died,
drunken son of the family, Eric:

that,

The way "Fridolinons" runs now,
it needs is a little pruning, but
every skit. "The Hansom," "The
Flour .of Colombine." (a beautifully
all

New York
LOS ANGELES

Strcat.

1lt9 So.

L.

A.

St.

"An In-iipector Calls" owes nnu^h
the production of Basil Dean,
ENSA chief, on his first
theatrical chore. It got a .so-so press
but was cordially received and ha.s
to

former

the ingredients

ol&Hi,

£be t.

liaza.

1

A

Half

.

manages

fitted to his particular talents.

delicate

Giatien
.stage

pompous head

so,

Mon-

^

Tho factory girl committed suicide
by poisoning. She was fired by the

.

19,

$2.:46 .top, r

criminal.s

nd

West 46th

Natlortal,,'

brato .-in engagement, and by remorseless cross-examination leaves
the jiuests a .self-convicted bunch of

v/ho prefers starting a new'
cycle to following an old «ne
. .
who has the know-how
guts to tackle a play that
can be great?
It's vigorous,
ail-m«at, exciting theatre.
Tells of gang of shipyard

Fridolin's talents point up
being ready for any Broadway opus,
both dramatic and musical, but the
production will naturally have to be

7.

ttcliuas pi-ocluc'tion 01! revue in
^iiaj^s Gratten'Gelina.'? (t^rldoJin):
.Tulietle lieliveau,
An;i.inda, Alarie, .tullette Huot,

Muriol tSuilbault,

I.ipiio.

on religion.
tc his

li.Ti-ry.

.liilicn

covors the guilt of a well-to-do business family in an industrial city involved in the death of a factory girl.
SoUdiy wrapped in respectability,
nothing matters to the family, till
the inspector calls.
He walks into
a dinner party being given to cole-

Are you the

possibilities,

his attitude

Montreal, Oct.
*ir-itiii-ii

iwi)

,

.

:

the. pon-speakers' will flock to it ju.st,
Actually, this isn't any
the same
original revue as such, but merel.y
Frido.1 collection of sketches from
lin's former successes. Fridolin himself plays the character of a Chapline.sque gamin, who is the key of airmost every sketch. Script is a pierc*
ingly brilliant .satire, kidding every-

audi-

Opens Xmas

New

West,"

,

.

.

;

'

„n(l

.

(

Mullen,

.

2,

HiiwtfU by Ha.sll
Two dancers, Ronald Boyer and l.omlon,,
Oi't. ,1,' '46.
Jeanne Ravel, in several exhibition.^
..lulicii .Milrlu'll
of style and beauty, return to show .Vi'lhur I3li-ilng;.
(.('niMCi'Dtt..,. ...:.,:....,., JHarry AmJrcw.i
business after a long absence and re- Mil" la Hlr|iiiB,...:.....,.Mar(rarot
l.elKlilon
ceived a big hand.
Sybil mi'liliiS.
.. .Marian
."iifncpr
Kiliia,
.............Mllrjorie DunUiilB
Revue opens with a .<;ide-splitting Krte,
irii'iintr. ........ ....y.v.Alec ituln'riftM
sketch on where to put the piano in In.<(i<>i'l«r,
;..,i..^ ...^HaInh
HiMinrrtsrin
a new home.
Eddie and Dickie, by
usins simplest methods, draw many
J. B. Priestley here again has one
laughs from this item.
It is followed by Duggie Byng in bit of of those tightly-made thrillers like
French swordplay and Margherita "Dangerous Corner." It is that
pheStanley and Irving Davies in an
agreeable hit number by Harry nomnal thing, a meller with heart,
Davies, "Mary Must Have Music:" calling for the presence of real
An hilarious biule.squo on house- people. The mechanics are smooth
building .)() years hence and a satire and
telling,: the continuity faultless,
on old-time pantomime wind up the
and the lesult, is a full two-and-afinst half strongly.
Tendency for every item to drag half hours of entertainment. P\'6sfor want of pruning is apparent in pects for America, as film or play,
the Second half, which opens styl- are fifty-fifty.
:„:•;„, ,;;
ishly with a production number,
Story is set around 1912 and un.

a

-

with Arts CouriVic Theatre IMm-

.

fill

'

'

ob.servers to believe the

Old
play by J. B. Vrieoliov.
Dean. At .New tiKatie.

;

which, will

another smash musical, and the way
it looks "Fridolinons" is good for an
unlimited run. From opening curtain,

Pr«$idcn<

Calls

London, Oct.

.,

''"""'II
uiii
iMl)

20,-t)00,

Continued from page 76

Was

l<''«llM^r
Andrews, Virginia

Robert
long'felt need in the Argentine en- Foulk and Steve Darrell, who douwhen Fridolin is carried on stage in
tertuinment industry, have been ap- bles as a southern senator and a la- a trunk labeled "St. Lazare's Pharbor
leader,
remarkable pace
a
macy" 'Fridolin was in that turkey)
proved by the city's administration. cliange.
While not cho.sen yet, site ma/ be
Billy Brow and Theron Jackson, the tlieatre rdcks with laughter, and.
that lu'Jd under, a .government con- two moppets, do a nifty scone which for gaod reason: ll) topnotch scriptring; i2) catchy and tuneful score;
cession by tho Argentine Rural So- wind-S with a juvenile version of
the battle of San Juan Hill taking (3) nmooth performances all.the way
.;
ciety.,
v/n' V ;,
place
on the Presidential desk. and i4) general, presentation and .setAnnouncement made by municipal Claude Marks created a replica of ting de-sigh;
authorities, in i-evealing approval, led the Presidential office in the White
"Fridolinons" is all in French,' but-

"Southern Love," which kids the
banditry of film and musical comedy,
IS ambitious but forced, arid kills
itself by repetition.
"Old Father
Thames" is a' dubious bit of British
sentiment for Duggie- Byng's vocal
After this there

.seating

Town

Plays Out of

For Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires, Sept. 24.
.$2,500,000 open air sta-

;

mai'ltablc

'

77

%l,mm Stadinm

Plays Abroad
Continued from
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NAflONWIDE TOUR

BROADWAY THEATRE
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came out that day.

'Spring;

Now

comes a comprehensive

hisr^

tory of jazz, "Shining Trumpets," a

Skolsky,

$5

;

volume from Knopf, by Rudi

elected chairman in 1934. Publisher
has a new printing plant under
construction at Hanover, Pa., which
will supplement the present Country
Life Press at Garden City, N. Y.
Admiral Florez will supervise technical installations at the new plant.

now

.

Biersest Bookvi'orm—Films.
In a special supplement Sunday
(6),

the N. Y. Times

marked the

50th

anni of its book review section
launched as a Saturday feature Oct.
10, 1896. Supplement; included essays
by leading literati on all phases of

Blesh, but more personalized is the
jazz saga of Mezz Mezzrow (in collaboration with Bernard Wolfe)* a
frank personal tome, titled "Really

the publishing business, from the
evolution of the whodunit to the

the Blues,'" which Random House
has just published. And Hoagy Carmichael has upcoming via Rinehart,
his own "Star Dust" saga.
Another book in a lighter idiom,
"Make Way for Music," by Syd
Skolsky follows her last year's
"Evening With Music," both via But-

of best sellers over the last 50 years
reveals that since 1924j when motion
pictures began to hit their stride,
practically every topranking book
sooner 6v later found its way into
celluloid.
In 1924, Edna Ferber's

she's

no relation

ton. Incidentally,
to columnist Sidney Skolsky.

Cbevigny, Sylvester's Boohs
Hector Chevigny, vet radio gcripthaving his autobiog. "My Eyes

er, is

Have a Cold Nose"—referring

to his

Seeing Eye dog—just published by
Chevigny,
Yale University Press,

l

who was

growth of book clubs.
Examination of the published

list

;

east

to

bally

which he produced

By,

for Columbia, returned to the Coast

Sunday
Friday

(6).

into a film 10 years later.
1925 to 1927, none of the best
sellers hit the screen, but from 1928
to 1945, only a single book failed to
be picked up for films. That was
Strange Fruit" biy Lillian Smith,
1944 best seller' on a racial theme
too controversial to film.
Top sellers, filmed or to be filmed
in the last 17 years, include "The

M II M4^

Frank Scully

**

^

'.

Income, Tex,, Oct. 5.
Norman Lynch, a fugitive from the housing shortage, hiding at Huntsville, puts in a pitch for what he calls"the biggest rodeo in the world,"
now going on at the state canatorium. Huntsville is between Dallas and
Houston, high on a hill, and looking, so they tell me, like a girl's seminary,

Al Jolson went back

(4).

Cohn's H'wood Story
Alfred Cohn, scenarist, has re^
signed as Deputy Police Commissioner of Los Angeles to concentrate
on writing a history of Hollywood.
Cohn goes back to the early Chaplin

.

This prison rodeo has been going on for 15 years, running every Sunday
during the month of October and having, 20,000 to 25,000 customers per
Sunday. Everybody pitches for it, even the prisoners. In fact, I have read
some prose describing the surroundings of the rodeo which throw phrases
"The conflict over the power and
(as well as me) around with eclat.
and Sennett days.
prestige of champions," one runs, "is as old as the oil-drenched sands which
underlie the hallowed ground where Texas' famous Alamo stands, and is
Sp«(ld. Still Struck
as constant as the blue horizon of the hills in the Big Bend country."
Springfield, Mass., seemed headed
It you want more you can have it. But not from me.
for a long tieup in its newspaper
The city of 150,000 has been
strike.
This show has become the all-year job of one Albert Moore who travels
without its four dailies and one Sun- the length and breadth of the land, hunting down the wildest horses and
three
when
Sept.
26,
day paper since,
presumably hops to India to obtain the most vicious Brahma bulls.
AFL craft unions decreed "No ConAVlien the show started in 1931 as a means of providing recreation for
,

,

tract,

No

Management the inmates

Work."

of the jail, the flr.st gate amounted to $50. Now the take is
nearer $80,000, which goes into the educational and recreational fund and
leaves a balance for rehabilitation for cons enroute to parole.
Trick Rider and Horse Thief!
Though the clinked historians of Huntsville give Lee Simmons the credit
for opening the rodeo in 1931, I seem to remember that when Cal Godshall
put on the 'Victorville rodeo in California about that time he had a trick
rider who supplied the show with the bucking horses. Ilie second day he
was picked up by a sherifl's posse. It was a day of hot cars, but the
charge against the trick rider was "horse stealing," of all things. In time
he was shipped back to Huntsville.

(8) asked editorial people
to try to convince its members that
their demands would mean a long

Tuesday

suspension

for

ployees;

the

em-

500-odd
-

"So Big" was frontrunner and was

made
From

«

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

ties.

Jojsott Story,"

.

nt»ttttt ttt»tttttttttttttttt«tttttlM

col-

umnists made a friendly deal tliat
they wouldn't go to each other's par-

Literati
Book* In Cycles
Certain typo books run in cycles.
WllUam JJndsay Gresham's "Nightmare Alley," dealing with a magico
in a carnival bacltground, just pubJished by Rinehart, now has a sequel in Maurice Zolotow's "The
Great Balsano," a vaude magi (Random House). Incidentally Zolotow's
biog of Billy Rose has just been
completed and is due from RH next

The two

CHATTER
C. S. Forester has returned from
a visit to England and is back at
Berkeley, Cal.
John Springer sold article on
Contact Caravan, as GIs and civilians, to Pic mag.
Louis Sobol glorifies Lindy's in
next month's True mag yarn, "Pennies from Herring."
Stanley Kalish, film editor of the

With time on his hands and no horse in his arms, he. talked the prison
authorities into raising funds for their rehabilitation program by starting
a rodeo, and out of his penny acorn gi-ew this thousand dollar oak. It is
a great success story and if the Reader's Digest would' like the details, I
would be only too glad to go on with the research.
In its essentials the Huntsville Rodeo differs in no great detail from any
other rodeo, but it opens on a mad scramble which is certainly new. All
10 chutes are flung open at the same time and the contestants come bouncing out on wild bulls.
Block-Bookinc the Bulls
In seconds all of them hit the dirt, which in itself does not mean they
are free from any further pain. Brahma bulls like to gore those they have
thrown, but the show has several clowns, on the field whose job it is to
wave red flags in front of any bull headed for one of the cowboys.
The chances of a rider getting gored are worse just after he leaves the
chute when his balance is most precarious and the bull's energy is tlie
highest. Once he gets on his feet the buckaroo can head for a fence and
scale it before the bull has a chance to lift him over.
In a minute the cowhand's get a better hand on things and the bull sensci
that bucking around will get him nowhere rapidly. But in this first mad
scramble pick-up men have very little time to powder their noses.
Beyond this novelty the show has saddle-back riding, bare-back riding,
wild-bull riding, wild-cow milking, calf tying, a wild mule, race, and a
.

:

who went blind at the height of his Bridge of San Luis Rey," by Thornwriting career, is nonetheless pro- ton Wilder; "All Quiet on the Milwaukee Journalj visiting Dennis
Western Front,'' by Erich Maria Morgan in Hollywood.
liflcally grinding out scripts.
Arnold Perl has article on Garson
Robert Sylvester of the N. Y. Remarque; "Cimarron," by Edna
Daily News dramatic staff is bring- Ferber; "The Good Earth," by Pearl Kanin, "Boy Wonder of Stage and
by Screen,"
(October)
current
in
ing out his "Dream Street," Broad- S. Buck; "Anthony Adverse,"
Hervey Allen; "Green Light," by Pageant.
way novel; via Dial Press.
Lloyd C. Douglas; "Gone With the
Dr. Martinez Cosio, Mexican hisWind," by Margaret Mitchell; "The torian, in Hollywood as special ad^
Lachrymose (or Dem Bums
Marjorie
Kinnan
Yearling,"
by
viser on "Captain from Castile" at
N. Y. Daily Mirror last Friday (4)
shed appropriate tears over the Rawlings; "The Grapes of Wrath,' 20th-Fox.
downfall of the Brooklyn Dodgers. by John Steinbeck; "How Green Was
Mel Traxel, who filmed the atom
Following appeared as the lead My Valley," by Richard Llewellyn; bombings in Japan, returned to his
Franz
Bernadette,''
"The
Song
of
by
obituary in the Mirror's regular obit
civilian post as photographic chief
column, surrounded by the pre- Werfel; "The Robe," by L. C. ttoug- of Ideal Publishing Corp. in HollyKathlas
and
"Forever
Amber,"
by
scribed black border:
wood.
"Brooklyn Baseball Team—Be* leen Winsor, 1945 best seller.
George Jean Nathan's "Theatre
loVed Bums of Greenpoint, Flatbush,
Book of the Year" (1945-46) due
'Horse' Takes Ford Prize
Gowanus, etc.—Born April 16, 1946.
In it he chariot race.
next week from Knopf.
Prize-winning novel in the Julia features his "bests" of the season
Died Oct. 3, 1946, after valiant fight
Careful With Your Words, Pardner!
omit Ellsworth Ford Foundation contest among other things.
Petise
against Gatdinalitis.
Just how the show rates as the world's champion rodeo, I don't know,
this
year
is
Genevieve Torrey
flowers."
Editor Maxwell Hamilton of Mo- unless it is through a merger of the police powers of the Texas Rangers,
Fames' "A Horse to Remember," a tion Picture mag took an actual and the British Navy. New York, Fort Worth, Cheyenne, Salinas and even
Cain- AAA Action Spurred
story of a boy and his horse. Julian screen test (with Lisa Wilson, new little Prescott, Arizona, should certainly be putting in dissenting opinions
Move by the Committee For Ac- Messner will publish the book in. contractee) in order to write his among those operating outdoors.
group the fall of 1947.
writers'
progressive
tion,
The Madison Square Garden show is by all odds the champ of both
Screen' Test article in the October
indoorers and outdoorers, though 1 recall seeing wilder riding in Prescott,
within the Authors Guild, to sched
Tome, chosen out of more than 300 issue.
«le a meeting to discuss the James mss. submitted, brought Mrs. Fames
Sally Warren, pub-promotion mgr. Arizona. I even remember Hoot Gibson making a flying jump from a fastM. Cain American Authors Authori a prize of $1,250. It was the 13th for Fawcetts' Today's Woman, tak- traveling automobile on to the neck of a wild steer and bulldogging him
the
award for the Ford Foundation, ing a three-month leave of absence to the ground, just as an added feature to an otherwise wild weekend.
ty plan, finally has spurred
Among the secondrrate shows. Las 'Vegas certainly rated high in lowbrow
Authors League—parent body of which was established in 1934 for to reside with her new groom they
dramatists, authors, radio and screen the encouragement of better litera^
were married Sept. 21— in Wash- fun. I remember going up to one of their "Helldorados" with Gedric Belt^
ridge, autfxor of "Away. From It All." We described him as Lord Gedric,'
writers guilds—to activity. Hearing ture for children.
ington.
that the CFA planned a meeting
BiUy Rose is profiled as "Journa- a remittance man instead of an author. Remittance rhen had a higher
rating in the west in those days than authors.
Oct. 21 in New York, with Cain, Carl
Shirley?8 Beat Estate Plugs
lism's New Glamour Boy," Russel
Randau and Carl Carmer as speakThe Marquee of Grauman
Walter Shirley,' ex-vauder and Crouse's career is covered in "Mr.
ers, Elmer Rice, president ol the song plugjger turned real estate magBelfridge was surprised when we got oif the train at 1:30 a.m; to find
Crouse Goes To Hollywood," and
Authors League, called on the CFA nate, has torn a page from the Billy Bill Stern is featurized, all in the Scully being greeted with a brass band owned and operated by the Elks.
not to hold the meeting separate Rose book for his land plugs with current (November)' Pageant.
He said he never knew Scully was an EUc. In Las Vegas, we ran into
it
from League auspices, because
a paid ad column in the News and
Four Atlanta newspaper writers, Dick Foran, Cal Godshall, Curley Fletcher, author of "Strawberry Roan,"
would add to outside criticism of Mirror (N.Y.), running three times Fred Moon and Rebecca Franklin, Rex Bell and a lot of guys from the International Footprinters who hoped
disunity within the League.
a week.
of the Journal, and Paul Jones and to initiate Scully and Lord Ced into their order of flatfoots.
A CFA group consisting of Stefan
We sometimes called Lord Ged, the "Marquee of Grauman." He was
Shownaan does ftiore daily paper Celestine Sibley, of the Constitution,
Heym, Madeline Thompson, Louise real estate advertising than anyone in Hollywood for a gand«r at Walt fascinated by his first rodfeo. He had always imagined, he said, that
Mally and Nancy Davids met with else in the country, hypoing sales ol Disney's "Song of the South."
throwing the bull was another' phrase for grooming for stardom under
Rice, Russel Crouse, Marc Connelly, a Long Island development. Columns
.Louis
t
Bromfleld, Ohio author- David O. Selznick.
Lyon
Glenway Westcott -and Peter
will cover Broadway characters and farmer, has been selected to receive
Upside Down Cheesecake
last week to discuss the matter. Rice gossip, with whom Shirley is well the Ohioana Library Assn.'s highest
What fascinated^ the Marquee most was a cameraman hanging from
and his group, reportedly tryingjo acquainted. Will be called "Land- award for 1946, to be presented dur- the fence upside down.
take the ball away from the CFA marks" and will probably end up ing the annual meeting in Columbus,
I remember that cameraman.
His name was Walter Craig, of the house
group because of the sensitive sit- syndicated in the real estate tra'de on Oct. 12. Joe E. Brown won it of Craig & Craig of Cheyenne, and the fact that he was hanging from «
uation, prevailed on the CFA to sheets.
fence upside down at 4 o'clock in the afternoon made him news.
last yeari
cancel their meeting and let the
By 10 o'clock he was put to a sobriety test and by then he could not
Picture-text history of the FBI,
League Call one for Oct. 20 instead.
Sei Skolsky to Wilson
tentatively titled "The Story of the even hang on a fence. His claim as to how he got that way was true. I
League didn't want Cain or Randau
Two New York Post columnists FBI" with foreword by J. Edgar saw it myself. Chuck Shepard, riding a broHc, came out of a chijte with
on the speakers' panel, because of were guests of honor at competitive Hoover, is slated to hit the book- one foot hanging from the stirrup and the rest of his body mopping the
the "dictatorship" ghost Cain's plan cocktail parties last Thur.sday (3). stalls early next year. Dutton wiU ground. The bronc shook Shepard loose and' headed for Cameraman Craig.
on
has raised, but agreed to call
Sidney Skolsky, whose i-IoUywood publish. Prepared with cooperation It was an exciting moment.
them from the floor.
But at' this point Cy Taillon, the master of ceremonies, whose burgundy
pillar the Post uses, was given a of the Bureau, book was compiled
CFA is resentful of notices to the soiree for the paper's employees by the editors of Look Magazine.
shirt and trim bowlegs were the cynosure of every other eye, yawned
Oct, 20 open meeting which the only by Dorothy and Ted Thackrey,
Minor reshufllle on N. Y. Post's and announced that a mighty shapely miss would dive from a great lieight
LIsague is sending out, claiming re- publisher and editor of the sheet,
staff has shifted Paul Denis into the into a washbowl at 11 p.m. and everybody sober enough to see 100 feet jn
leases don't mention the AAA plan
At the same time, Earl Wilson, radio editor chair with Blair Chot' the air was invited to attend.
at all, so that the League is confus- Post's nitery columnist, was being zinoft, son of music critic Sain
Camera, Everybody!
..
ing the issue. CFA, however, is ap- guzzled to at the Copacabana, N. Y., Chotzinoff, becoming columnist Earl
Nobody was paying any attention to this spiel, least of all Cameraman
parently satisfied that they've egged under the
boniface Wilson's new assistant. Herb Spiro, Craig. He was,.so upside down be thought he was running for officPi
auspices
of
th>. League into some action on mat- Monte
Proser and comic Joe E. former night editor of the Po.st The bronc, having kicked the cowboy into a chute, started after Craig.
ters of improvement to writers. Cain Lewis, in honor of Wilson's new moved uptown to become new city
Craig had nowhere to go but over the fence and the bronc gave him a:
is expected in New York from the book, "Pikes Peek or Bust," which editor of the Bronx Home News
buck and left him hanging upside down on the Wire,
Coast middle of the month, and will
This left Craig so slaphappy for the rest of the rodeo that he insisted
hold a press conference before the
that your exalted mugg was George Washington and begged for a pOse.
Oct. 20 meeting. Meeting will be
He said it would top Stuart's portrait of Washington.
held at Coronet theatre, N. Y.
Both now hang on the walls Of Bedside Manor in Hollywood. People
have a hard time telling them apart— excellent proof that if you kick »
Doubleday BeshufflhiK
cameraman around you. will meet marvelous results.
A postwar period always poses its problems of loose thinking, reExecutive personnel of Doubleday
The Law-Abidinc Cons
laxed standards, frayed tempers and rude speech. Such time, if ever,
& Co. was shuffled at a meeting of
I doubt if Norman C. Lynch will have anything to report In a month o(
is the chance lor newspapers and journals to show the way back to
the board of directors Thursday C3)
Simdays from Huntsville, which will top this; Their rodeo being undei
cultivated living by the example of restraint, balance and good taste.
resulting in the election of Douglas
the supervision of cons must of necessity,: be more law-abiding. Liquor,
New York newspapers; however, seem to be taking the reverse tack,
M. Black as prexy of the firm, suetoo, is probably rationed. Gambling additionally is proscribed.
with their dramatic departments apparently in the lead for abuses redeeding Nelson Doubleday who reAll these things operate under sanction Of law in Las Vegas. I douW
cently. A N. Y. Times drama critic refers, to a well-known singing
mains as chairman of the board.
if they even consider horse stealing a crime in Las Vegas.
But I'm no'>
star as a "big pot," while a. N. Y. News columnist says bluntly that "heNamed vlee.»president in charge of
sure.
looks like something out of Mme. Tussaud's Wax Works." A News
sales was Milo J. Sutliff and jbinjng
I'll have to ask my collaborator on "What Made Alexander Great" abou
critic quotes a lintf from a play, and spoils out the word "son-of-athe company as ve^eft in charge of
this. His name is Jack Morris. He used to be a D.A. around that country
bitch" in his review on the theory, presiunably, that drama reviews
engineering was Rear Admiral Luis
In time he tired of it. Nothing to do. The litigants usually shot it ott
in family newspapers are strictly adult reading. Last week the News'
de Florez.
and all being deadshots, left nobody to try by a jury. So he left for t*
drama section, in a special box devoted to ballet audiences, jibing at
Doubleday, active in the company
Angeles andi has been a busy man ever since. Still he might have time t<
sexual misfits in gags and wisecracks, kidding ''fairies" and "swishes,"
for some 30 years, has been -presU
answer « civil question about horse thieves. Anyway I'll ask him.
and ending up with a reference to Old! Homo Week.
dent of the firm since 1928. He was
:
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house acting school, has been csBt
in opener, "Both Your Houses."
Leo Kaye, eX'KDKA producer
now playing bits in movies, has enrolled in Actors Lab school on

Broadway

sixth Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace engagement will be of four

London

La Martinique's 8th anni party to*
George Muchnic, here for Metro
niKht \Wed.).
newsreel, off to Paris for a few
,
„
Miu-ian Spitzer in from Coast tot Coast.
daysi.
(..fieral of father who died in Florida.
Variety Club Post of American
Lines formed 36 hours before
Saul Baron, theatrical attorney, Legion honoring outgoing command- opening of Old
Vic season at New
recupevatinB '"^""n pneumonia, still er, Jimmy Balmer, with big
dinner theatre,
under doctor's routine.
Monday (13).
George Bernard Shaw's wartime
Norman and Irving Pincus have
Jules Green back on job in
royalties frozen in Germany exceed
offices,
expectant
of
becom'
opened
theatre booking department after $120,000.
ing active legit producers.
three-week vacation in Hollywood
Vic Oliver plunging into matriCarl Brisson is profiled as "Park and
Las Vegas.
mony again. This time it is nonAvenue Pinup" in a Liberty mag
Frederic Persson, who acted char- professional
Natalie Frances Conder.
piece, next month, by Betty Etta,
acter leads for outdoor opera comf Phil Stevenson, has jsiiven up Coast pany here, cast in
Albert Hall turned into a broadRuth Gordon.s
scripting chores, and is out ahead of
casting studio on Oct. 2, when Genew play, Years Ago."
"Fatal Woakness" as Theatre Guild
"State of Union," which opened raldo and his band will play for a
'p.a.
here last season before going in. charity ball.
Leonard' Sitomer, of the William
Oscar Sqrlin looking at West End
coming back this season for two
Morris legit' dept., to marry Char.•=liows, and getting offers for Engweeks with Coa.st company.
lotte Jabloh$, Earl Wilson's secreBen (Bud) Rosenberg, who man- lish rights to his Broadway
' hit "Life
tary, in December.'
With Father."
Maurice Rocco being feted by the ages McKees Hocks theatre owned
bv his father; M. A. Rosenbeig, and
Ted Heath's band is first injportant
International Negro Pi-ess and HarEsther Dinovitz marrying Oct. 27.
English aggregation to open
at
lem Citizens Committee Oct. 10 at
Copenhagen.
Goes
in
Oct. 20 for
Harlem's Club Baron.
series of concerts.
Arnold Pressburger arrives in
Sir Bracewell Smith, next Lord
town today (Wed.) for two weeks
Miami Beach
Mayor of London, is chairman of
of production and distribution conRitz, Carlton and Park Lane hotels,
By Larry Solloway
fabs on Somerset Maugham's "Then
and well known among, showfolk:
add Now," which he will soon film.
Jane Froraan building .hou-se in
Joe Gould, who handles national
Bertram Mills' Circus back at
Coral Gables.
tieups for United Artists, leaves
.Olympia 'this Christmas for first
Betty
Blaine
added
to
show
Ben
"at
shortly to flack for new Paul Rotfetime since 1938 With many top-line
Gaines
Blackamoor
rixim.
son-Howard Fast company which
foreign -acts signed up for the seaLittle Palm club will reopen in
.

•

WB

.

,
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Hollywood

weeks' duration.
Mel Ferrer to Toronto.
North Star Drama Guild, civic
Eddie Dukoff leaving for Paris.
theatre group, got off to fine start
Lenore Aubert vacationing in Mexwith "June Moon" and has announced "Personal Appearance" and ico.Walter Pidgeon to Chicago on busi'
"The Late George Apley" .as other
noss.
October offerings.
Ronnie Ame? to. Chicago for 10
Bob Hickey, RKO division exploiteer, here to help plan campaign days.
Gregory Ratoff vacationing in Las
for "Sister Kenny," which has -gala
premiere here Oct. 31 and then Vegas.
Richard Sale bedded with ptoopens its regular engagements at
Minneapolis and St. Paul Orpheums maine.
Carmen Ca.stillo -divorced Xavier
Nov.;-!,..'
.

,

"

.

•

Gugat.

,

Gene Tierney returned from Man-

'

.

hattan.

.

'

.

4

.

,

will film Fast's

"Freedom Road"

in

...

son.

mid-November with Narita and orch.
Gerald Savory, author of "George
Famous Door featuring small show
Veterans
American
Committee
and Margaret," and othtr big hits,
holding birthday ball- at the Waldorf, with: Don Richards, hosti fronting over from U. S.
to dispose of several
..^
"Miss America Veteran" band. Biz consi.stcntly good.
Oct. 17.
Despite booking of big names, most new. plays here. Returns to America,
will be selected by judges Benny
Oct.
25.
Goodman, John Robert Powers operators are seiirching for good supMusic Corp. of Great Britain,
porting acts and finding them scarce.
among others.
which
was
Terrace
Club
sold
this
week.
Will
compelled
to change its
Rutgers Neilson, RKO publicity
name due to injunction by Music
chief, back on the job after being be turned into a steak hou.se, with
bedded for a couple of days by a leg no plans by new buyers for .shows as Corp. of America, is now calling itthe east.

,

.

.'

injury suffered in his office. Maurice

Bergman

also just
short siege of flu.

Kids

who worship

returned

after

at the shrine of

Frank Sinatra will soon be able to
buy a plastercast mold of their idol.
.Sculptor Jo Davidson is now working on a figure of the crooner designed for commercial sale.
Joe K. Lewi-s dispatched his hotel
bellboy by plane to Boston to deliver his wife's (Martha Stewart)
lur coat because he felt "she was
cold and needed it" while she was
breaking-in with "Park Avenue."
Ted O'Shea's 15-year-old daughter,
Patricia, pictured in a three-page
spread in Look mag in her role of
rep of New York school kids at the
United JNTations Security Council conqlpves. O'Shea, former Metro exec,
now distribution topper for Liberty
Pictures.

Music

Artists, Ltd.

Student

Prince."
Song.stress
to get $400 a week.

Radio Aces head new show open-

and is
Pat Taylor is
Douglas Tennent

ing at Clover Club. Jack Goldman,
operator, al.so readying his Hickory
House on the beach for an early
opening.
Monchlto and orch will return to
Sandpiper room of Jennie Grossin-

is

22

replacing Sheila
in leading role of
Jack Hylton's successful musical,
•Follow the GirLs." now in its second year at His Majesty's.
George S. Melvin, who had re-

Pancoast hotel. Room has been
enlarged to seat 150, with air conditioning added. Two shows weekly

from the stage after two years'
illness, makes a comeback at the
tired

ger'.s

Episcopal

Church,

Cliff-

Church was familiar
structure to old-time actors and
execs who worked at the nearby
Fort Lee studios.
edifice.

Screen Publicists Guild unviBiling
a fine arts exhibit of their membership's after-hour.s' work at the Barbizon-Plaza hotel, Nov. 1. Stars, directors and writers of Hollywood and
Broadway sponsoring the show and
a jury of nationally-known painters
will serve as a committee of judges.

Chicago

15,
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Spyros Skouras in town for hudZanuck and Joseph

dles with Darryl

M. Schenck.
Joan Harrison

,

returned to her
producer desk after several
days of illness.
William Boyd will make a personal appearance tour of the Southwest in (January.
Veloz and Yolanda will make two

RKO

concert tours in 1947, starting Jan.
Portland,

fl

Oi'e.

in

Kecnan Wynn and his wife, the
former Eve Lynn Abbott, announced

h

'

-

'

.

A

,

:
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surgery,;

;
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Palace,
Manchester, in "Pusis in
Boots" pantomime this Christmas.
Carol Lynne, wife of Bernard Delwill definitely i-eopen font, the West End show producer
with Sam Barken, op, plan- quits Charles Cochran's "Big Ben"
ning on top food and one-act policy. shortly because expecting stork. LizGracie Barrie Diosa Costcllo and beth Webb, already in show, takes
Pupi Campo, and Joey Adams, Mark her place.
Vic Company 'has been
Plant, Tony Canzoneri inked for seainvited to appear in Paris by the
U-l, Indies
son dates.
rench government for the Second
Continued from page 3
lime in two years.
"King Lear"
will ppobably be selected for the
two. Jack Skirball-Bruce Manning,
week s visit.
Australia
committed
for five more and with a
Cyril Maude, who retired in 1933
Charles Munro has taken over an- IS to make
comeback in Bfernard contract extension pending; Mark
other Brisbane cinema.
Shaw s play "You Never Can Tell" Hellinger, who has an indeflnite
Saturday cinema clubs for chil- the part of the Waiter was specially number of pix owing; Sam Wood,
dren is a smash success over Hoyts written for him by Shaw, but he has whose four-pic pact with Internacircuit.
never played it.
tional has been taken over by U-I;
Jack Power, with Ted Lane ad- .1^^¥^^^-^ Worley has been Nunnally Johnson, likewise an Invertising-exploitation staff of Grea- signed for leading role by the Royal ternational holdover;
Douglas Fairter Union, recovering from a serious Carl Rosa Opera Co. He joins company^ as soon as he can get a permit banks, Jr., who has a single picture
operation.
commitment, and Rampart Producto
Johnny Fuller, brother of Sir Ben thereturn here on his discharge from tions, new
U.
unit set up by Dozier and
S. Army.
Fuller, now mostly only interested
"Vicious Circle," the French play his wife, Joan Fontaine, with an inin real estate, is a strong advocate
banned f9r public performance but definite number of pix scheduled.
of Sabbath pix.
staged privately at the Arts Theatre
Dozier will be east until Oct. 19.
Fullers are .scoring with a unit of Club, to be given
over the air, Oct. He and Miss Fontaine will fly to
entertainers
in 19 unabridged
returned
soldier
and with same cast- Bermuda over the
coming weekend.
Perth. Unit moves on to Adelaide, an unprecedented
event.
Melbourne and Sydney.
New epidemic of housebreaking is
Bill Hoggan, onetime with Parashow folk.s, with victims
nilfl"^ LiUie,
mount here and later with Fox in Beatrice
relieved of valuables
England and Ireland, is returning to and money amounting to $12 000-

planned.
Five O'clock, undoraoing extensive

alterations,

Nov.

Jackie Miles renewed for another
weeks at the Rio Cabana.
Boys Town Choir on first national
tour play Orchestra Hall Oct. 9.
^,Tom Lieb, after 21 years with
M-G-M newsreel, resigned to form
Telecolor film.
Merchandise Mart looking for plans Australia to settle down in his home- Hermione Gingold, who lost valuables to extent of
to erect convention hall seating 5,000 land.
$1,500; and Jean
on top of bldg.
Government has lifted all restric- Colin, who lost a $60 radio
Charlie Bernstein, United Artists tions on exterior lighting. Ban zero
salesman, celebrating 25 years in the saw a rush of outdoor amusement
business and married life.
operators, including dog racing, to
Minneapolis
Bob Smith, .son of the late
get underway again.
exchange branch manager, now stuBy Les Rees
Eric Porter, local producer, bope.s
dent salesman at United Artists.
Max Roth, PRC eastern sales manto visit Hollywood .shortly to study
I
Remember
ager,
Mama"
and "Follow latest production trends.
a visitor.
Porter's
_
the Girls" .set back opening dates one first film "A Son Is Born" will play
Frankie Carle into Prom Ballroom
day to allow for transportation Greater Union Theatres circuit.
for one-nighter,
snarls.
Orpheum gets Orrin Tucker's band
Lincoln Tavern, famous night spot
week of Oct. 24.
during the 'SOs, burned last week.
.Ella
Mae Morse gave Ciu-Iv's
Gaming palace once played name
nitery near-record week
Col.
acts and bands.
W. C. Gehring, 20th-Fox western
Maurice Evans' G.I. version of
sales manager, here for sales
Continued frotq page C
meeting.
.Hamlet" set to follow "Oklahoma!"
in the Erlanger for a limited engage- figure as of the beginning of the
Bob Murphy, Star film editor and
startmg Nov.: 25.
present calendar year. Col's allow- critic, adding radio items to his
Donald Nelson, pi-ez of the So- ance of approximately 50''t> of the claily movie column.
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
Hotel Dyekman Robin Hood Room
gross for taxes was a median be- has,
Linda Jordan and Betty MorProducers, gives one of a series of
free public lectures sponsored by tween the higher taxes applicable gan with Perry Martin's brch
the University of Chicago, on Nov. 5. for the first half of' its fi.scal .year,
Martin- Bravei-man out of armed
second
half.
services^
levy
for
the
and 38%
and back with Independent
Poster Exchange as branch manager
Rep's 3d Quarter
Donald Swartz, North Central AlRepublic's statement for itsi third
Pittsburgh
lied executive secretary,
sold his
quarter, ending last July 27, was isLoop,
By Hal Cohen
downtown
subsequent-run
sued
last week and showed a net of
house, to Krane brothers.
^George Marlier; artist for Harris
before
taxes.
Allowing
^theatres, in Canada on fishing vaca- $717,639
Northwest Variety club started anUncle
Sam's collectors, nual fall and winter season
$272,710 for
tloii.'
of SatJackie Coogan booked into Vogue company showed a net after tax tap urday night open house programs
.
Terrace with Baron Elliott's band Of $444,949. That's Off about $40,000 with special entertainment
Oct. 18.
Lyceum has penciled in "Lute
from the previous 13 weeks, but the
Song,'' Oct. 21-23; Katherine
Ruth GOddard, former
current quarter has again spurted.
Dunhani Dancers, Oct. 24-26, and
staffer, graduated from. Mercy Hos"Up
No comparison of Rep's earnings In Central
'
pital nur.ses' school.
Park," Nov. 5-7
Notorious" in initial cantO at OrLouise Carroll, Sally Ann Palmer with those of previous years is posand- Mildred Segal dancing now as sible, since there was a corporate pheums here and St. Paul gave
reorganization at the beginning of houses second highest straight film
the Three GlamazOns.
Bob Davis, new doorman at Mer- this year. Consolidated Film labs weeks, only "Bells of St. MaryV'
cur Music Bar, was former bouncer and Republic Picture Corp., which having topped it.
at the Palladium. Hollywood.
.years picketii|g of the two
formerly issued separate statements
Burton Holmes launches annual and had different fiscal periods, BeitMdji, Minn,, theatres ended when
union
booth
operators
reached
^fJ?" '^^ ^ive weekly Travelogues were merged.
agreement with management and
at CarneRie Mu.sic Hall Nov. G.
Annual stockholder.s' meeting of called off long strike.
Ted Goldsmith around 'beating
Myrus, "man with X-ray eves'"
drums for "Magnificent Yankee," Monogram has been set for Nov. 13
in Hollywood. .Prexy Steve Broidy batik at Hotel Hadisson Flame Room.
wiMch- begins tour here Oct. 21.
Harry Carroll St PolJy Bakers
J. English Smith, .head of Play- will preside..
six

^

;

major

Robert Alda and family returned
/
National Symphony Orchestra As- from Manhattan,
Alan Hale celebrated his 35th year
sociation has its annual press cockin show business.
tail party tomorrow (10).
Dore Schary readying for a vacaRaymond Gram Swing presented
with the Legion of Honor at the tion in New Jersey,
Dick Bare returned from his San
French Embassy last week.
John Murphy, Loew exec, in from Francisco vacation.
Mary Beth Hughes divorced Ted
N, Y. pa.st week for confabs with
Garter Barron, head of the D. C. North in Las Vegas.
Baron Longs celebrated their 34ih
..',',
VOffice,;\
Westb.rook Van 'Voorhig. narrator wedding anniversary.
Andre de Toth bought an airplane
for MOT, spoke on his experiencGs
in radio and films betore D. GJ.'.s Ibr locatioii scouting.
Nan Sunderland recovering from
.Advertising Club.
Frank W. Harvey,, formerly in emergency; appendectomy.
Ralph Gohn back in town after
charge of .field operations for RCA
television, has joined WMAL; the business luiddles in New York.
Jean Hersholt recuperating at
ABC network outlet here.
Renie Riano, wno plays "Maggie" home, fojlowing an operation.
John Sutherland to Dayton, O., for
in Monogram's -soon-to-be released
"Bringing Up Father," feted by huddles about an industrial film.
John Beck, Jr., to Denver on bu.siMonogram at a press luncheon past
ncss for Univer.sal-International.
Friday (4).
Ann Blyth's new legal guardian
Monroe Drew, in charge of the
special
services section of Navy is her aunt, Mrs; Patricia "Tobin,
Craig Rice gue.st speaker at the
Chaplains,
addresses
government,
film workers today (9) on a new Hollywood Women't Press Club.
morale education series of pix.
Maureen O'Hara and daughter,
Margery Sharp, author of "Cluny Bronwyn, leave for Ireland Oct. 23.
Brown" and the more recent "BritN. Peter Rathvon to Mexico City
tania Mews," and Eric 'Severeid, to inspect RKO's Churubusco stuCBS commentator who has just dies.
authored a book on his experiences,
Jimmie Grier sued for divorce by
will speak at the Book 'and Authors Joan Taylor, former soloist With his
luncheon here next week.
band.
,
.'T'op rank military and government
Bert Granet leaves for London
names will head list of guests at next month to produce a picture for
Warner's brasshat preem of "Cloak RKO.
and Dagger,*' at Earle Wed. (9 ) night.
Jack Chertok back in town Sfter
"Last Bomb," AAF tinter, distributed business in Washington and' New
by WB, will have world preem at York.
same time, with AAF head. Gen,
Bill Tannen acting again at Metro
Carl A. Spaatz, hosting.
after six months off with a spinal
.

Dorothy Dey and Dean Murphy in
Cherry Lind leaving BBC feature
town looking around for a house. "Merry-Go-Round" to play lead in
She may tub-thump for Colonial Inn Bernard Delfont's revival of "The
again this season.

Phil Brito, teiior, headlines cur^
rent show at Club Cairo.

•

Trinity

side Park, N. J., currently conducting a $10,000 campaign within the
film industry to pay off a mortgage

on the

Self

yet.

.

Carl Lcserman in town for a
month's stf,}'.
Ralph Hurst recuperating trom

ington, D. C.
By Floience S. Lowe

their .separation.

Linda Darnell to the desert for a
vacation

before

starting

work

in

"Forever Amber."
Katharine Hepburn ordered to curtail her Connecticut vacation to re-

sume work

Sam

Metro.
Israel returned
at.

New

from

York where he

set 'up a public'l.'
office for Eagle-Lion.
Ralph do Lara to Mexico City for;
advance work on the 20th»Fox film,
"Captain from Castile."

John Farrow returned from New
after ogling the preem of '"Two

Legion

.

York

Years Before the Mast."

Continued from page 2

Carl
Foreman, dialog director,
American Legion convention, which" awarded a medal for war work in
next to the Republican and Demo- the Army Signal Corps.
Buddy DeS'ylva presented his colcratic confabs, was the most lucralection of French paintings to the
tive convention plum in the counLos Angeles County Museum.
try. This is in sharp contrast to the
Colin Miller trained on a tour of
predicament AL leadership found the midwest and east to build up
itself at the end of San Francisco public relations for Enterprise.
Grant Withers resumed his chores
meet last week, when there were
no bids for next year's shindig and at Columbia after recovery from in-.
juries .su.stp.ined in a horse accident.
Walter Slezak in town after four

adjourned without picking a
next year's conclave.
Rea.son for the paucity of bids for
the 1947 palaver is the housing and
hotel scarcity. With every important
city faced with a housing shortage,
various
Chambers of Commerce
weren't too anxious to have a serious
they

site for

problem aggravated by Legiortrta r cs
seeking accommodations.
In addition to the room scarcity,
believed that even if there
it's

wcek.s
in
France and Germany,;
where he settled his father's estate.
Olivia de Havilland in from New
for conferences at Universal
International about her next picture.

York

"Ivy.."

Anita Doody succeeded the late
Charles Cook as business manager
of Paramount's studio publicity dertartment-

i

weren't three cu.stomers for every
available room, certain major cities
aren't anxious to get the Legion
meet because of the vet's mischievous antics. Previous conventions
have been highlighted by playful
delegates throwing paper bags filled
with water from windows, broken
furniture, unleased antics, etc. Today most hotelmen find business too
good to risk that kind of damage,
although the AL conventions previously hypoed business sufficiently
for the hotels to r.ealize a big profit
after damage was paid off.
While, no site for next year's confab has been picked, there's talk th^t
it would go to Atlantic City, Which
if held there at this time of year,
can accommodate delegates and visitors as all regular vacation trade is
over, and the empty hotels
and
rooming houses could take care of
sizable e'rowd.s.

"

:

'

'

|

I

Atlantic City
By Joseph W. Walker
Haddon Hall reported set

to try

small road legit in its 800-seater on
the 17th floor overlooking the boardwalk.
Sam Singer's Harlem club shuttered
Saturday night (5 )> Nitery. ran extra month with the race season, only
seasonal spot to play for late season
crowds.
Take for racetrack during its split
42-day .season about $3,038,000 (6%
of sum wagered) while state of New
Jersey will get $2,025,000 (4%).
Total wagered was $50,542,114 with
562,820 payees watching 'em run.
Track to also retain breakage (odd
pennies from' one to nine withheld
from those holding winning tickets.)
This will amount to $400,000. Track
Promoters
closed
Saturday
(5).
ready to bid for all summer dates
next year. Admissions and concessions

over

may push
$<t.nnn.noo.

total
'

.;

'
.

gross

well

.

80

We<lneB(lay, 0«-1oIk.|' 9,

4mn

]

N0T|W0E3ff
year

first

tjeii York
ok vear old record

,

^eek.
1112,000 first

IVIARCH
.

,+ol Theatre

^

1946

terrific f/'°°°,,d releases
Chariot" first Victf
^
and "It
(«S^ing
?!fifornia"

Pottstown, Pa.
record of $9,500 at Sunnya
highlight
to
brook Ballroom
terrific one-niter to\ir.
A

,
'

neiv

Couldn't Be
TomorroTf'

;

<-

MAY

»

f.v,,n

Philadelphia, Pa.
Earle ...
475 700 at the

1946

T

new record
***
at Frant iZa^
^^iley's
Meadowbrook!
,

SraS-UieTghlross

at »10,000.

Mother

^

*°PP«<i by

one-niter

AUGUST 1946
July 1946

Chicago
Tops in Chicago with a tremendous
Oriental ...
^l/^A,000 (2 weeks) at
winner of Martin Block "Make
Believe Ballroom " Orchestra
Popularity Poll . . all-time
high gross Radio City Theatre,
Minneapolis.

Chicago
A smash engagement at The
Sherman
... SRO nightly . . . Victor
recording of "Five Minutes More"
...
backed with "Texas Tex";..
Eastwood Gardens, Detroit for
another
all-time record.
,

,

.

SEPTEMBER 1946
Los Angeles
The biggest opening in past four
years at the Palladium
30,000
payees first week - 25,000 fourth
week . . Victor release "Passe"
backed with "The Woodchuck Song".
,

OCTOBER 1946

^!0Y!M|IWT946
DECEMBER 1946

Hollywood
On location for RKO and Universal
West Coast one-niters .
.
.
Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles
... Golden Gate, San Francisco.
.

,

New York
Club opening December 12
'

".^00"

lOaronr.::-so"X"\tur^r
Inxters into New
YorTciT

(6 weeks) to be followed by return

engagement at the Capitol Theatre
,,, booked solid throvigh May.

AND THE GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA
Personal

DON

Management

W.

HAYNES

Fx elusive!/ on
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,
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BRITAIN, ffWOOD IN STORY DUEL
AFL Backs Screen Actors

On

Guild

Jurisdictional Arbitration in

Early End of

H wood

t
Chicago. Oct. 15.
the
majority,
Amevican Federation of Labor con- Jolson Biopic Inspires
the
accepted
(Tuos.)
today
vention
Interest in Cantor
Screen Actors Guild resoliition callClick of "The JoLson Story" has
ing for arbitration machinery to be
inspired film interest, in Eddie Can-

Saga

sot up to .settle jurisdictional, disa
putes, thereby giving the
major victory in its fight to stop

SAG

ternational unions involved.
The SAG resolution was passed in
its entirety with the addition of one
phrase recommended by tha resolutions

committee,

Where

the

SAG

William

agency is
proposed indie setup.
Sidney Skolsky's problem
Al Joison saga, Cantor did

Hollywood labor squabbles. How-^
Unlike
ever, a hedge clause was inserted
with the
into the SAG resolution which parwrite his
tially throws the matter of organizT
in Your
iiig
such arbitrationul machinery with the
into the laps of the national arid in-

The

Morris
handling details of one

biopic.

tor's

it's

"My

Life Is
collaboration

autobiography,

Hands" (in
late David Freedman), and
being brought up to date since

published in the late 1920s.
Cantor, meantime, is set to start
his costarrer with Joan Davis for
RKO, final Utle to be "If You Knew
first

Susie."

.

asks that machinery be set up within the amusement industry to settle
jurisdictional disputes, the commit-

added that such machinery be
up with the sanction of the uninvolved. Passage o£ the plan
by the convention means that the
AFL executive council must now

tee
set

Longhairs Ahead

ions,

set the wheels turning to establish
such machinery with the Hollywood
unions. Wording of the -resolution,
however, has given I'ise to comments
that the exec council has little more
than "moral" pressure to exert over
the unions involved.

Adopted resolution
lows: "Whereas there

Tlie three major ballet companies
have now shown their wares in New

as folexists in the

read.s

motion picture, amusement and

bori

York,
tle

all

iii

(Continued on. page

to start ofE "the season's bat-

of the ballets,"

and

On

the

one side are

wood's major studios
other J. Arthur

all

and

Rank and

Hollyon the

23'>

He's; doive

two

MARX BROS. WOULD BE
WORTH $20,000 A WEEK

'other dates.

the American story market is at a
particularly low ebb and when U. S.
studios are especially anxious to
obtain material from abroad to give
their product an international flavor
in order to better snare widening
world markets.

Rank and Korda
England

so

far

|

for story properties

and

Continent.
American studios are girding themselves, howevei', for a day they» see
not. far
distant
when the two
to

the.

(Continued on page 26)

Critics

Cometh From

Far and Wide, to Help

iceman' Turn the Tide
By JACK PULASKI
Press coverage of Eugene O'Neill's
"The Iceman C6rrieth" .preTniere last
Wednesday (9) was the widest ac.

place

begins

.to

look

producers

to

report

tread.

that

financing of

shows has not been so
lately, blaming 'reductance of
investors on the recent mai-ket dip.
Belief is, the change is psycho-

psy

logical— and
Plenty

4:30 p.m.,

one hour sooner than

.siibr

sequently. the critics had ample
Tire Mafx Bros, are believed to be time.' iO' denote their opinions. Most
losing a hefty amount of coin by not
(Continued fin page 591
working as a team. Harpo, who has
eschewed personal appearances for
many years, is the last of the trio to
succuiTib and has been signed for
dates al the Walnut Grove, Baltiniore
and the Bowery, Detroit., at $5.Q00,
FEB.
Ghico,:has be^n getting $3;5()0 iij his
A new intra-store advertising menitery . dates..' .wfiilc,
satide :' arid
Grduchp's salary on the tortticojiiing dium, now: using lOm: films, although
^fllan.'. call for a' switch to. television.
to
be
coiVsidbelieved
is
ai*
- show
Wi.ll begin rolling in more than 25
ei ubly less than $5,000
Bookers declare that if they could o£ the nation's leading department

25 STORES BY

another

lilce

where "angels" fear

Various

tional courtesies to the pres.? and.
in starting, the first performance at

16M AD TRAILERS FOR

Angel Coin Tighter
._'Legit

temporary. There
of money around
but

i

I

!

'

'

is
it's

harder to get. Some i-)cople feel
poor as result of stock, declines, and
more cautious than before on show
oackiug. "Angeling," admittedly, will
ofr toughter
for « while.

'

get the boys together for some vaude
dates they could easily break the
attractions
in
$20,000 ceiling for

considerably

store.s.
next February, with client
billings already set iii the five-figure
With six .console model
bracket.
for rear projection set in each of the .stores. Cine^
TclevisioiT; Inc., is charging- clients
SI, 000 a day for repeated views of
a one-minute advcrti.sing trailer in

more screens equipped

v§ude, and ^that's
than they're getting individually.
Harpo's appearances will mark the
time that the trio ba«. been
working at one time, other than ih
flhn.i. but not together.

first

chines locally report 90% rise in
take with actual play down only

10%.

(Continued on pnao 22)

Good

Show business'prospects, tail to the
kite of general economic conditions,,
plunged .into uncertainty as decontrol of meat by Presidential action
spelled an early end to all
controls except rents.
Stocks rallied sharply on big busines.s's feeling
that new profits are in the offing,
with heavy gains scored by the meat
packers and a number of potent
i

OPA

by one manufacturer to offset rising
costs of labor, material and records.
radio
Coin operators using new price ma- Cola,

Steel.

bankroUers including CocaJohns-Manville and U. S.
Film and radio companies:
.

moved up more conservatively

wiifh

climbs registered from a fraction to-

one

point.

Amusement

0 of Pix Fans

tions

industry execs' reac.

were mixed although all realand wages,-

ized that spiraling costs

at least at tlie outset of the

OPA-

would have their
impact on show biz profits. Radio

less era to come,

Uninfluenced

By

have re-

bidding against Holly

wood companies

.

lov future dates for Rogers.

15.

Korda.

,

,

Chicago, Oct.

Move to change juke box slots to
call for a dime or three plays for a
quarter was started here last week

Strong bid by the
Britishers cOmes just at a time when
ander

corded ans' play in Broadway annals with the exception Of "I'd
Rather Be Right," presented ih IBS'?
the Broadway, running concurrently with the late George M. Ciohan.
Roy Rogers heading the rodeo now
Out-of-town reviewers
with the Original Ballet Russe en- starred.
at the Chicdfeo Stadium stands to
joined
the New York critic.?, wiring
Opera
Metropolitan
wind up with a gross of nearly gagement at the
House, apparently is proving one their notices to dailies as far away
SCOO.OOO on the three dates he's playas
the
Coast;
while As,sociated Press
thing.
and
Ballet isn't Broadway,
ing this year.
can't be. You can't book it. play it and otiier news services similarly
CurreiTt
Cliicago
stand,
wliich
sent review.s to many 'points here
(Continued oh page 61)
opened Thursday (10) is expected to
ani abroad.
gi'Oss around $300,000 for an 18-day
Theatre Guild extended except
stand.

The St. Louis auditorium engagement pulled $208,000 for a 10-day
stand, and eight days at the Phiiaoclphia Arena brought $85,000.
Rodeo winds up after the Chicago
Rogers will head another
''y'*
rodeo in the spring. George D. Ty
son and John Hickey are negotiating

Jukes Get 10c,
3 for 25c in Chicago

Sir Alex-

,

ROY ROGERS BQFFeOOG
ON TRIO OF RODEO DATES

New

.

this strange

losing money.
Ballet Theatre, boldly stepping
out of the concert field this year into
legit, is taking a financial shellacking in the experiment, and will
likely wind up its current five^
week season at the Broadway, N. Y.,
with a $35,000-$40,000 deficit.
Schediiling of Ballet Theatre at

ot Laassociation one

close

.Challenge which Britain has flung
at the tliiited .States for interjiational
film supremacy has- broken forth oti
one more front.. With a postwar
dearth, iri both Artierica and Europe
of top .books and plays for transformation into major film properties,
an intercontinental duel of the production giants is being fought to win
b.o.-insvired story material.

quirk has resulted—-the best of the
three companies is the only one

American Federation

work

The

BaHets on B'way

other industries a situation, whci'ein
.multiplicity of unions, all members

of the

^

By HERB GOLDEN

stricted' their

In Battle of

Affect All Siiow Biz, Mostly

VS.YfliFILAi[[)S

sweeping

a

B.v

OPA Controk May

Any Film Reviews
Compared with that mysterious
ability of the public to "smell 'em
out." newspaper, magazine and radio
film critics have little influence on
the success or failure of a picture.
That's the conclusion drawn from- a
preliminary survey of the potency
of the professional o.o.ers by Audience Research Institute, Gallup poll

echoing the enthusiastic response of their best customers, 'he
execs,

giant industries, said "this is it" as
far as new profits go. Big busine.ss
felt that inflation spelt an advance
in profits and', if alternatively, a
flood of goods halted the price vise,
new millions would be garnered:
from the unslaked public appetite
for merchandise.
And radio felt

(Continued on page 50)

VET TROUPERS HOT DISK

affiliate,

Eighty-five per cent of all people
attend films never read a review of a picture before they go.
And of the other 15%, .some admittedly attend becau.se they've seen
(or heard) a good notice on the film,
but others also go despite having
read a bad notice.
ARl emphasiiies that the survey
which resulted in these figures was
on one picture only (a very substantial top-budgeter) and included only
a group of large eastern cities, including Now York and
Boston.
National questionnaire is now in the
hands ot ARI interviewers to determine influence of reviewers
throughout, the country.

who

SELLERS WITH THE KIDS
Prexy Jack Kapp of Dacca points
booming sales ot three current
albums by show^ biz veterans Al
Joison, Jimmy Durante and Sophie
Tucker as the answer to the fact that,
the
modern generation re'specls
traditirfn, and that great showmanto the

ship t:urvives all time hazards.

Kapp states he had trepidations first
with the Tucker album, but fouhcl,
that the kids who buy disks apparently recognize greatness, despite
the period. It was proved anew with
the Durant<S album, and now tlie
Jolsonia is likewise" selling lilcc hot
bi.'icuits.

:

'

Wedneeday, October 16, 1946

U.

Commerce Chamber Drags Red

S.

Across Amus.

Herring

The Gdmmurtist bogey and
pact on U.

its

S. films, legit stage,

new brochure,

nist

IiiflllvaUon

titled

FLOCK OF SHOWFOLK ON
aiZABETH'S FIRST RUN
eastbound

Initial

United

Queen Elizabeth

voyage

since

its

.

the

of

reconversion to passenger travel
will find it loaded with more show»nd the Radio Writers Guild were bizites than the Palace theatre
the crowd on the
described by the V. S. Chamber as beach. Among
transrAtlantic giant when she pulls
226th
Eed-dominate'd. The Reds in this
out of New York Oct. 25 will be
country, the brochure declares, have eight Hollywood players invited to
worked particularly hard ."to use participate in a Command PerformOF 1946"
"BLACKOUTS
the motion pictures and the legiti- ance before the King and Queen of
mate theatre as propaganda wea- England Nov. 1. The invite .resulted El Capiian Thcatrt, Hollywood, Cal,
"Yes, It's true what they say
from some fast public relations

Screen

the

Writers

Guild

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

.pons.''

"The

.

list

of

Hollywood

stars avail-

able for front organizations is long
Some of the best
propaganda brains of the party are
employed by pur entertainment industry. Often we have the incbn-;
gruity of business firms hiring such
•talent to write radio plays which
subtly attack the" system which
•ponsots them; "Businessmen," says
the U. S. Chamber, "need to develop
more sophistication in these mat,

and prominent.

ters."

The

C. of C. pointed its finger at

trator

Production Code AdminisJcseph I. Breen during his

recent

vi-sit

work

about

b.y

ecenarist Dalton Trumbo, who,
claims, has openly listed pictures
which the party members have
eponsored and others which they
have blocked.
The Chamber had to admit that

Norman

Ken Muriav — lie's

i;ops."

Siegel,

of

the

Too Many Paris
Boites, Biz Thin
Paris, Oct, 15.

Paris nite life mushroomed all of
a sudden, with result the business is
spread thin and, among tliose not
doing as signally as meriting, is Clifford C. Fischer's Les Ambassadeurs,
Which has a good band, headed by
Jack Harris, American, although his
musikers are French and Belgian.

Paramount

Performance is slated for
the Empire theatre, London, as a
benefit for the British Cinematograph Trade Benevolent Association.
Possibly on board the Liz, unless

new Hollywood

strike developments
Whitney Sisters, Anne Franeene
up the arrangements, will be The
and The Gbesterflelds, latter a
cContinued on page 57)
French act, round out the show.
But the Ambassadeurs isn't alone.
The Monseignor is clicking, but the
Roosevelt Medal

few of the network radio commen-. foul
tators are Communists or "consistent
fbllo^Vers of the party Une." However, it goes on to say that "great
kiU and pressure'? are exerted to

:

reopening of Maxim's, the Bagatelle,
Casanova and Scheherazade has creTo Irving Berlin ated
Then, too,
competition.
stiff
Champs-Elysees
Irving Berlin, top morale builder there's
the new

HERE'S MAUDLIN STORY

:

The Great WH Way
Went to the Rodeo last week ... I was roped into it.
Understand Menasha Skulnik is doing a' sequel to "Cloak-and-Dagger"

calledj "Cloak-and-Suiter."
You can tell the hou,sing shortage

is

acute.

.

;

my

pup

sublet his doghoiise

and a mouse.
"Did the shou) have su.<!pe«.'!c7"
"Yeah, i/ou fcept wonderini; when il'd be o«er."
Just read "The Ekc and r'-^nothfnc new. ; . we've been

to three alley cats

toeellier

leng

ii

(Berled too!)

Jack Leonard (the comic) saw"The Iceman Cometh" last night. Sayg
divided into five acts and 40 cubes.
There's No Truth to the Bumor
That the songpluggers are planning a giant testimonial to Burl Ives...
That Stepin Fetchit is now piloting jet planes. ..That Edgar Kennedy
bought a lightning rod to prevent "slow burns"... That Louis B. Mayer
personally conducts all studio tours through M-G-M. .. That when the
Crosby household needs meat, Bing scratches another horse at Santa

it's

flackery.

(Continued on page 23)

.

,

,

time.

ROBERT YOUNG.

to Britain.

Joan
Bennett,
Octet
includes
Maria Montez, Dorothy Malone, Ray
Milland, Pat O'Brien, Jean PierreAumont, Reginald Gardiner and
William Eythe. Going along as rep
of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences will be Walter
Wanger, for many years its prez.
He's also Miss Bennett's husband.
Mrs. Milland, Mrs. O'Brien and Mrs.
Gardiner are likewise going, as is

it

.

.

postwar

States."

Both

Saw "The Killers" last night. People were getting knocked off so fast
didn't think they'd have enough of a cast left to finish the picture" Ava
Gardner looked great in the party scene. She was wearing a darina
strapless evening gown... with a built-in shoulder holster. Gotta adhiit
the action was fast and furious. The payroll robbery was pulled without
the getaway car was parked on the sound tiark. The
a word of dialog
"Chase" was really something. The cops nearly nabbed them because the
driver drove so slow. .seems he wanted to read all the Burma Sliav*
signs. All In all, I was so nervous that I almost forgot to wipe my finger.;
prints oft the usherette before I went home. "The Killers" is really gregj
'
I give it four "bars."
I

radio

"Commu-

the

in

By Milton Berle

im-t

and the press was raised last week
bv the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
in a

The Berle-ing Point

Biz Trail

in two of the country's greatest wars,
will be awarded the Theodore Roosevelt Distinguished Service Medal for
1946 along with four high Army and

spot,

located in the theatre of the

Anita.'

;

Hanenail Descriptions
Peter Lorre: Merchant of Menace. .Shubert Alley: Angel Street..,
Secretary of the Treasury: Fuss-Budget ..Camera magic: Focu.'-potus...
W. C. Fields: Sipper Man.
Observation Department
Nowadays, in order to be a press agent, you can't just get i/our cliejif in
tfie papers ^
you've got to: get him a Congressional investigaiion,
Harvey Stone says he hasn't had a home-cooked meal for so long he's
forgotten what bicarbonate tastes like.
Saw a car. that can travel at 120 miles an hour. .goes 50 miles on a quart
of gas. .. and can't be overturned by pIctLets! i i
Understand that when Truman fired his Secretary of Commerce he said;'
"Das ist Wallace."
The way things are today,«when someone invites a friend over for dinner, just to "chew the fat"... he ain't kiddin'.
With BitiB Grosbv »por?ciiig ffie trend toward frcnscriptiotij!, soon on
onnouncer m.<i« be saving. "The following proaram is oliDe.'.'"
Berled Eggs
When Jackie Miles read M-G-M's sign that said, "This is the Year of
the Yearling," he put up his own sign that said, "This Is the Week of the
Weakling."
I liked this line from a recent Hollywood suspense movie: "Of cotirge
I don't think you'd poison me, dear.
We'll be so happy together; ju.«t you,
me and my food taster."
Critic's review of a recent South Sea Island Quickie: "Typical topical
.

.

.

,

—

•

same name, with Bernhard Hilda's
band clicking, along with Jane Morgan, newcomer songstress, who will
Navy officers, it was annovinced Sun- be heard from internationally.
day (13) by James R. Garfield, presiThe must-dress edict is also not tropical tripe."
dent of the Roosevelt Memorial Assn helping business, since only the hisNo doubt. Barry Gray's new book will be a series Of panecdotes.
Songsmith's military shows, ''Yip, toric Maxim's seems able to enforce
Buddy Lester .says that now that we've got helicopters, stage struck'
he's languishing in Wilshire police
Yip, Yaphank" of World War I and that.
actors should have no trouble in getting ofif the floor.
station.
George Ulmar, Danish nitery per"This Is the Army" in the last war,
Suggested revised blowoff line for blackouts: "Believe it or hot, I'm
complaint
on
booked
was
McCue
"contributed powerfully to maintain former, author of a current pop song waiting for the dialtone."
Ambassador
hoguests
of
of several
the morale of the men in the armed hit, "Pigalle," is a local fave and
My brother (the one who w,^s jilted by Lena the Hyenal claims his
tel's Cocoanut Grove, to whom he
forces and inspired the civilian pub- slated for U. S. dates.
girl friend reminds him of a choosy cannibal— she won't have any part of
introduced himself as Bill Mauldin,
lic also," the commendation states,
him..
creator of the "Willie and Joe" carHe'll receive the award for "distinhe
also
charged
Guests
strip.
toon
FIIMER'S OPERA DATE
gui.'5hed public service by a private
borrowed money from them, two
citizen." The announcement further
RKO starlet Anne Jeffreys will Rank Would ?ick-Up GirK
admitting $20 loans and other reSUNDAY
stated: "Important and far-reaching
Puccini's
title
role
in
sing the
fusing to commit themselves on size
London, Oct. 15.
as his plays and songs have been, the
Mcinasmuch
as
of their donations,
with Alfredo Salmaggi's
greatest contribution Irving Berlin "Tosca"
LEWIS' FETE
J. Arthur Rank is on the make for
Cue has since told cops he's a tran- has made to public morale has been Opera Company at the Academy of
Show biz
pay

ABOUT MAULDIN POSEUR

Los Angeles, Oct. 15.
Francis A. McCue, bartender from
Chicago, got his picture taken with
as a result of which
bandleader,
a

.

:

.

I

GALA TURNOUT
FOR TED

back
sient; without funds to
loans. Guests— including some well
known film figures opine they won't

—

Mauldin works-^and
Mauldin.
Payoff

is

that

said

Irving Berlin himself."

THE

McCue's impersona-

Agent Chas. K. Feldman
Buys 'Menagerie' for 500G

Litidsay-Crouse's

OK

play,

"Pick-Up

m

m

By H.

DIAL

Ex-Pfc. Oscar Purkey, now taking a vocational course
dramatic criticism, was sent to see "The Iceman
Cometh." He turned in the following:

seen the Eugene O'Neill new play "The Iceman
Cometh," and it should get either the Pulitzer Prize
for playwriting or the Abernathy Trophy for Dawn to
Dawn Flying. I have not sat at no entertainment so
long since the last Six Day Bike race. Once I forgot
myself and yelled I would give $25 for a sprint, but I
apologized to the Theatre Guild so I guess no harm
was done.
I

.

*

*

'

'

It was a pretty long show to send me to for my first
asiiignment as the last time I was drafted in any big
it was over in Europe and' it lasted only four

show

years".or''.so.''>"'

•

,

*
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Howard Lindsay and Russel
I was going to make my report in a nutshell but
Grouse have put their OK on the this show may set a fad against nutshells and so I
final screen version of "Life With will take plenty of time. I would say that "The Iceman
Father," which Warners just sneak- Cometh" is a little longer than a U. N. debate and a
previewed, and leave for N. Y., to little shorter than a Gallup poll. It is a sort of Lost
arrive next Tuesday.
Week End with more people lo.st. (I did not see no
Authors left for a quickie to San iceman during the entire visit but I was told he was
Francisco to se6 their "State of the the kind of iceman who could not get that much time
off even this time of year.)
Union," before returning east.
.#

name performers
all
fields,
plus many from
other walks of lite, paid tribute to
the tophatted "tragedian of jazz."

troupe since July,

from

Among

who appeared, took
tribute to the veleraa

those

bows or paid

m

.*

turned out strong Sunday night (13) at New York';? Latin
Quarter for the celebration honoring Ted Lewis' 35th anniversary «i
a performer. At the dinner and supper shows at the Quarter) where
Lewis has been 'headlined with his

.

Tennessee William.s' drama, "The
Everybody should see this show. You can do it
Glass Menagerie," which won the
N. Y. Drama Critics Circle award with one change of clothes and a couple of days' ra»s the best play of the 1944-45 sea- tions. There is $300,000 advance sale already, which
son, was bought by agent Charles K-. proves a lot of people have free afternoons and evenFeldman for ,$500,000. Audrey Wood, ings. It is the novelty of the year and will p^ck them
of the Liebling-Wood office, handled in just like if the' Lunts was advertised to work a
25-hour shift or if G. Bernard Shaw comes out with a
the sale for the author.
Feldman is reported undecided as new pla.y using Murphy beds and individual alarm
to where to make the fllm-^Univer- clocks that would .stop only on signal.
gal or 20th-Fox. Release date, however, has been set for January, 1948.

legit

showman

I.

Phillips

'The Iceman Cometh' Gets an Apprentice Review

'twasn't

tion fooled one guy to the extent that
when McCue first visited the Grove
he was without a necktie. Whereupon the gullible character ;6upplied
him with one.

Shelley's

Music, Brooklyn, N. Y. Saturday
Girl," offering $50,000 for scriSen
Established in ld23, the Roosevelt (19), in her first eastern appearance
rights, with idea ot handing it over
are made annually to individas guest star. Gabriele Simeoni will to Bryan Foy's Eagle-Lion unit in
uals for distinguished service
fields
and U. S. No deal as yet.
with Mario Cozzi
associated with the career ot the col- conduct,
Juve
problem
drama,
which
orful late president. Generals Eisen- Gabor Carelli singing lead roles opflopped on Broadway when produced
hower ana MacArthur and Admirals posite Miss Jeffreys.
in 1944 by trio of Michael Todd ofHalsey and Nimitz are other winSingwr-acttess arrives -in N. Y.
ners of awards which will be made
fice staffers, has been going strong
tomorrow
(Thurs.), since opening in London this sumCoast
Oct. 27 at a dinner at the Theodore from
Roosevelt House in New York.
having completed a film chore.
mer.

why awards

get the coin back anyway,
lay themselves open to being labeled sucliers.
McCue put on a big show, they
told copSi but tripped himself up
by insisting on meeting bandleader
Leigh ton Noble on his initial visit
to the spot two weeks ago, and having his picture taken with the maestro. He came back to the scene of
his earlier "triumphs" at the Freddy
Martin opener last week, but in the
interval several persons had looked
at the photo-^^including: a rep of
King Features Syndicate, for which
so

Elsa

in one form or .inoiher
were George Raft, Hugh Herbert,
Jesse Block and Eve Sully, Donald
O'Connor, Jack Carter, Morey Amsterdam, Leo Durocher, Tony Martin, Beatrice Kay and Lou Walters*

I happened to bave a vacation comInK to me any- operator of the Quarter. Adah iMr&
how, so I did not mind spending it in a theatre, a Ted) Lewis was in charge of th«
hotel lobby and one or two restaurants. Once wlicn I arrangements, and the affair's prowent out I lost my way but the Martin Beck is coins ceeds went to two charities which
to euard against thai by patting up a bic electrie sign, Lewis supports, the Ted Lewis Park
NIGHT."
"OPEN
Circlevllle, O., his tjome town,
and the Ted Lewis Recreation CenEverything, takes place in a saloon which I think ter in Long Branch, N. J.
must of been imported! from Tunisia and I never seen
so many rumpofs at one sitting nowheres, not even in
Brooklyn after the Bums lost the series with the Cards.
A lot of playwriters have done rumpots which the Lesser Sets Chevalier
audience could see but Mr. O'Neill is the first to do
.

DAX AND

m

them .so you can smell them. 'It was all awful realistic
For America on Feb. 17
and when I came out 1 had a fine hangover, 5 o'clock
Arthur Lesser, who got back by
shadow and a feeling that if the iceman ever showed
clipper from Paris on Monday (1^)>
up he would be too stinko to' bring the ice. I was even
is set to bring Maurice Chevali*'
afraid he might show up with a wagonload of aspirin.
a.ssoover

The moral from /What I could make out is that you
should never let nobody tell you the saloons of the
old days was run better than today or that the drunks
had more fun. The acting is wonderful. Barton is
great as KilroyrWag-Here, and he was well supported'
by Batten, Durstine and Osborn.

to

New York

Feb.

17, in

ciation with Walter Batchclor. Th»
comedian will do the same one-itia"
concert as- he has been perforraini

since the Liberation. Spotted into «
Shubert house, Chevalier will do an
hour-20 minutes solo turn, alternating with a band or piano net. Lesser
ju.st closed
In closing the first half of this review I would say says that the French star
the stage solo
that the iceman will be the talk of the show world for in Stockholmfand held
a long time. You will not foe considered nobody unless for over two hours there.
you see it and it will be the biggest hit of all time
Lesser has the rights to a ne«'
among them New Yorkers who up to now have only Paul Geraldy play, whicli P'f'f
been able to arrive at a show one hour late but can Fresnay and Renee de ViUieif

now barge in half a day after curtain time and annoy playing currently in Piu'i-''.
the rest of the audience on a almost permanent ba.'Jis. Fernand Gravet in Brus-cl.«. Ho
•
Chumps*
the
over
also
bring
O. P.
Rc printed jrom N. Y, Sun by permission)
Ely.secs Ballet iu March.;
"

I

Throws

Pre-Selling of Pix

Spotlight

'

around 1930,

cycle

fllmusical

tial

When such ridiculous effusions—hard

may be to believe—as. "My
it
Dynamite Man, I Love You," "Woman Disputed, I Love You" and "Hammacher & Schlemmer, I Love You"
came into being,
A pop song unquestionably has
«s

:

.

great value for a film title, especially if closely allied as was the

Edison's 100th Anni
Spyros Sliouras and Mary Pickford have been named to represent
the film industry in the 100th anniversary celebration of Thomas A.
Edison's birth,., which Is scheduled
to be held liext February.

Additional filmites are expected lo
appointed to the' committee,
will include 18 to 20 big

be

which

son for stheir birth or development.

'46

Sept

As

Just

Strong As Last Yr.

:

:

RADIO URGED
TO FLACK GERMANY

stay in close touch.
And should
events there take a turn for the
worse, prior to his departure date,
is

not unlikely.
is aiming

.

However, Johnston

to

ponements have caused considerable
embarrassment to both him and
British film

A

moguls,

number

of

events had been planned in his
honor in London, including several
large dinners and an all-industry
confab called by J. Arthur Rank.
Necessity of concelling these and resetting dates has caused so mucli
consternation that Johnston is de-

Washington, Oct.

15.

Widespread use of films and radio
in tlie education of Germany toward
democracy is recommended in a report by a special U. S. education
mission whicli recently
returned
from the former Reich. Report was
released today by Assistant Secretary of Slate William Benton.

Lengthy document said in part:
"Documentary films already being
pro(3uced in Germaliy on a large
"These
scale should be continued.
films will portray democratic relationships in classrooms, youth groups

.

termined,:

if

possible, to get
He'll be accomori^ilally pTamied, by
at

all

and community

The mission

away on schedule.
panied,

as

Joyce O'Hara, Gerald Maver
Gerald Movius.

and

Proser's Coast Mission
15.

..•Artists

activities,"

ijrged support for an

institute:.;- in. .Bavaria

which

.is

plan-

ning extensive, visual aids for youth
and adult, groups,
"Attention is:
called," said the report, "to the fact
that the return of radio to German
authority

offers particular difficulpolitical authority over
not desired.
competitive i-adio. system, such as exists; in
the United States, on the other hand,
lies.

Hollywood, Oct.

Monte Proser is in town on- a dual
mission, to open a new nitery on
Sunset Strip and to huddle, with
Sam Coslow and Dave Kersh on tlie
filming of "Copacabana" for United

German

the radio

is

A

is

-beyond economic reach

iii

'.'Ger-

many,"

largest single stockowners in the
corporation, their holdings being ex-

ceeded only by the 14% held by
Arthur Rank.

J.

Kelly s

New

TAYtORS TEAM

Mitchum has been

acting all over
town, with four of his pictures still
unreleased; "The Locket" for tlKO;
"Pursued" for United States, and

Incl.

Kipnis Bros, and Berger

and

"Sacred

,

&

$3,900,000 and $4,000,000 in payment
for merging their company with U.
However, Spitz and Goetz agree that

the stock they are getting will be
held by them as an investment and
not be accepted with the idea of re^
distribution or resale.
Terms of the agreement provide
that Spitz and Goetz will each get

U

62,500 shares of
common,
was quoted at around .$31.50

which

on the
stock exchange yesterday
(Tuesday). A total of 280,000 shares

New York

(Continued on page 63)

Friendly Political

Candidates Only To

Get Exhibs' Support
Mindful of the threat of increased
taxes and stricter censorship when
legislatures
State
and municipal
boards meet in the coming year, exhibitor organizations in a number of
states have drawn up questionnaires

One

theatre

group in the far west has already approached all candidates, sub rosa,
and sounded them out on their attitude towards theatre taxes and censorship. Other groups have quietly
prepped a number of questions
which will be popped prior to elections.

Point to be made to candidates is
that theatre owners, particularly in
the nabes and smaller towns and
cities, are influential factors in the

community.

Idea

is

to

smoke the

politicos out before the tax or cen-

sorship bill has reached the voting
stage in legislatures. .Several organizations, following replies to their
questions, expect to throw their support openly one way or another in
.the last stages of the November

Leserman s 'Studs
Lonigan Pic Buy
"Studs Lonigan," degenerate Chicago hoodlum who is principal
character In a trio of James Farrell
novels, may be brought to the
screen after being passed up for 13
years as beyond sapolioing to meet
the strenuous objections of Production Code Administrator Joe Breen.
Carl Leserman, Ben Bogeaus' assor
ciate and indie producer who has
been releasing through United Artists, last week concluded a deal for
the "Lonigan" screen rights.
the
Grand
National -optioned
stories in 1936, but dropped its option when it found itself unable to
work out a screenplay, that would
beat the objections, of the keepers' of
the industry's morals. Number of
other companies have toyed with the;
idea of "Lonigan" at various times/
since the books were bestsellers at
the time they were" published and
have sold well ever since, but no
one ever thought it possible to' beat
the censors on it.
Purchase of the "Lonigan" rights
follows on the heels of Warner Bros,
buy of "Serenade," James. M. Cain
novel,
which likewise has been
termed too frank in its treatment of
sex and degeneracy to get around
objections of the Johnston office.
Metro, however, after a number of
years of trying did succeed in getting another script from a Cain
novel past the PCA. That was "The

Postman
Always Rings Twice,"
which became a highly successful
picture.

'"Lonigan" stories are a trilogy.
First book was "'VToung Lonigan,"
published in 1932; then "Young Manhood Of Studs Lonigan," 1933, and
All pub"Judgment Day," 1935.
lished by

voting.

Vanguard

Business Improves

—

'Girls

im--

Exhibitors note sohie slight
provement at the boxoffice this
week after several offish stanzas.
Launching of hew product is helping
in some locations while in others
e.\h)bs are disappointed 'with fresh
releases. Strikes are blamed for the
recessions in several keys, San Francisco exhibs claiming the. ship walk-:
out is hurting. Pittsburgh is hoping
for an upbeat, now that transport
operators have, decided to. ;ignore
power plant workers': picket lines.
That city has been in the doldrums
ever since the strike began several
;

•

weeks ago.
Heading the

list

this

se.i.sion

is

S\yoct

Homicide"

f20th)

continues to drag along this round
although rated" okay in Detroit,

.Girls

V''

Solidly biz in several keys, making
its best .showings in N. Y. and Chi"Sister
Kenny"
currently.
cago
(RkO"> shapes as disappointing in
L.A,, behig thin $37,000 in two thea•

.

:.

;

;•

:

It
sc!c.\.;

Pfycr

will

be

cb.ore,

jyyit

•New York.

Mrs. .Taylor's
although she

roles

in

:

first

has

producer.
Kelly is

hosting (he trio at a
for industry reps at the
Hotel Gotham, N. Y.

London and luncheon

well up' in the standings are
"Big Sleep" (WB ), "Time of Lives"
Rep
(U >. "AUvay."; Loved You".

Al.'.'o

I

(

and "Claudia and David" VMh).

legits,

the 20% bites each
the
country's
film
night spots, etc.

Fact that 1946 is a turnstile sizzler
not news, but real dimensions of
thv year don't loom up until the
figures are examined and then you
is

discover arithmetic good enough to
cure a Hollywood magnate's ulcers..
For the first seven months, Uncle
Sam's 20% rakeoff has amounted to

an unprecedented $256,454,000. Last
year, the seven months racked up
$212,723,000. Hence 1946 is running
ahead by $44,000,000 or over 20"/;
Total tax take for all of 1945 was
$384,701,806. If business continues to
run ahead for the last five months
of this year at the same ratio as

during the

first seven months for
which figures are available, then;
Uncle Sam's tax take will amount
•

roughly

to

Internal

$461,000,000.

Revenue

Bureau people estimate
under 90% of the total
comes from picture theatres. Add
to this legit, niterics, etc., and you
get a full 90% or more for show
that slightly

biz.

That would be a minimum of
$415,000,000 in taxes coming from
the amuseme;nt world exclusive of
such things as sports spectacles.
And when you add in such items as
carnivals, etc., th«. share for show
bi!! is probably greater.
But taking the $415,000,000 tax
figure and that looks pretty good
(Continued on page 50)
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TOP-BUDGETERS EYE
OSCAR, HELD BACK
Hollywood, Oct.

15.

to the Academy Award
a heavy release list of
top-budgeters is planned for Decern*
ber, allowing big contenders to get
in under the wire and remain fresh

With eye

balloting,

in

minds of

voters.

Held back for late release ar«
20th-Fox's "Razor's Edge," Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our Lives,"
Warners' "Humoresque," Selznick's
"Duel In the Sun," Metro's "Yearling,"
Enterprise's "Ramrod" and
Paramount's "Blue Skies."
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Esther Williams' Hiatus

..

.

in

from

houses,

.

(UA), playing; strictly. on
road.siiow basis and at upped scale,
continues to rack up consistently

"Henry

invBlue" (Zpth), grab^,
bing first ,;mt).nj6y mainly via its: b.iz:
Picture tre,'!. 'it>. al.so :sl;ipping off: on third:
in N. y. and Los Angeles.
with a groat N. y. '.s(ahza;
is pacing Cincinnati
week and is sock in St. Loui.s.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) is a
Pages H-15)
6iose second, also cashing in on big:

"Throe

carrying

month

Annual. ,....$14
SinKia Capl«a. . . .

Lead Eig 10

Rating of "Jolson Story" is strictly
on great opening weeli it is enjoying
at huge N. Y. Music Hall, where
"Lives Forever''
getting $143,000.
shows real promise, getting into the
first 10 clasiiilieation although playone being exspots,
in
only
four
ing
tremely mild Frisco.

"Home

15.

looks from here

it

where the Internal Revenue; boys
are getting stoop-shouldered from

in Blue,' 'Cloak,* 'Holi-

day,' 'Notorious,' 'Killers'

way

That's the

Press.

National Boxoffice Survey

;

Setup

IG

to

$300 to $1,000.

Philadelphia during the past week,
At current market price of U stock,
the two partners in International are
getting the equivalent, of between

Alexander Kipnis; opera singer L. A, and N. '!^; takes:
ITP
Others in the first lO li-st in order
Lasar Kipnis,
his
art
coTlecior
Hollywood, Oct, 15.
brother, and Ludwig Berger, Ger- of strength are "Holiday in Mexico"
:.Type-casting reaches its peak at man director, who will be associated rM-G1, "Notoriou-s" ..(RKO7. "KilMetro with Mrs. Sara Taylor and in a picturemaldng :.venture, will be lers". (U), "Jolson. Story" <Col),, "3
.EliMbeth
Tayl(Jr,
mother
and introduced to the trade Friday (18) Wise Fools" (M-G), "Beaucaire"
daugl-iter In .real- life, playing that
"Nobody Li\?es Forever"'
by Arthur W. Kelly, former v.p. of (Par)
combo in "The Rich Full Life."'
United Artists and now an indie (WBj and "jVlartha Iver.s" (Par),

_

Mitchum Upped

may

;biz

hit -its first .$2,000,000,000 boxoffice in history this year.

tion of Universal filed with the -Securities
Exchange Commission in

-

release.

Picture will be made on the Gold^'yn .lot with a 50-day shooting
schedule and a budget of $1,260,000.
,

Washington, Oct.

David O. Selznick and RKO
handed a new contract to Robert
with U, agreed on last August. This Mitchum, their joint contract player,
makes the Spitz-Goetz combo second upping his weeldy stipend from

for political candidates.

Year

First $2,000,(1,1)00
Show

That's revealed in a copy of the
names from each of -Sj'nurober of
agreement and plan of; reorganiza- "Undercurrent" and
fields which are responsible to EdiProfane" for Metro.

Despite indications of a slight re
Fundamentally the song must have
In the case of such cession at the b.o. nationally, tliere's
quality, or else.
recent effusions as "Blue Skies" no downbeat in business of Broad
way
houses.
Study of. Variety's
(Porter),
(Berlin), "Night and Day"
Story"
(strong
"Jolson
nostalgic grosses for the Manhattan showcases
medley), or upcoming "'Till the during the months of September,
September,
1945,
and
1946, reveals
Clouds Roll By" (Kern) and "My
Heart Stood Still" (Rodgers & Hart an amazing similarity. Totals were
film biog), that's simple.
Or- when less than $1,000 apart, take for 14
last
being
and
houses
year
$2,710,000
RKO bought the title and song for
"Till the End of Time," Hot to men- for the same group of theatres this
tion Republic's practice of utilizing year $2,709,400,
more
Situation
this
season
is
even
pop song tags for its oatuners.
But it's a major problem to co- favorable than the figures above in
ordinate a new song and flhn; these dicate, since there's an additional
can only achieve hitdom through a house sharing in the total of coin
available.
That's the Winter Garbasic quality.
den, which made a 15th house this
year and rolled up an additional
with
Universal's "The Kil$228,000
Johnston Plans Oct. 25
lers,"
Winter Garden was shuttered
during September^ 1945.
Sailing Even If 'World
Overall average of quality, of
product was about the same during
Tour' Ends in England the two periods, although there were
Much-postponed visit to Europe some great differences in individual
by Eric Johnston and a trio of aides houses. Music Hall, for instance, got
is now slated for Oct. 25.
They'll $135,400 for the first week of ."Our
go via the Queen Elizabeth on the Vines Have Tender Grapes" as
British ship's first eastward crossing against $132,000 for this year's "Nosince its postwar reconversion to torious" in its sixth week,
Among last September's product
passenger carrying. Foursome was
originally slated to be aboard an was "House on 92d Street," "Duffy's
American Overseas Airways plane Tavern," "Love Letters" and "Pride
that carried its 39 occupants to death. of the Marines." This September it
included 'The Big Sleepj" "Holiday
In Newfoundland Oct. 2.
Motion Picture Association prexy's in Mexico" "Monsieur Beaucaire"
trip has been subject to a series of and "Cacsar & Geleopatra."
postponements because of the threatening labor situation in Hollywood,
with which Johnston wanted to FILMS,

get to England, even if no farther on
his projected trip through most of
Europe, since the continued post-

Show Biz s

Leo Spitz and William Goetz

will
own 13% of Universal Pictures Co.,
Inc., parent firm in the UniversalInternational setup, as result of the
merger of their International unit
•

case of "Ramona," "Jeanine, I Dream
of Lilac Time,". "Charmaime!' and: the
like, but it's also w.k. both to Hollywood and Tin Pan Alley that you
can't force a song hit on the public.

another delay

mn

10

+

,

hdbte

Staggering Amus. Taxes

SECOND ONLY

Anew on B.O. Values of ThenK Songs
With jthe new film decree dictating
the
greate/ -audience-penetration;
picture companies are looking to Tin
Pan Alley for greater assistance via
theme-song exploitation.
Impact of "To Each His Own" on
that Paramount picture is a current
example. But already the film veterans are cautioning themselves not
to go overboard, as during the ini-

U% OF 0

NOW OWN

SPITZ-GOETZ

Hollywood, Oct. 15,
Rsther Williams will go into temporary retirement next week wlien
she completes her,, current acting
chore in "This Time for Keeps" at
Metro.
Actress

her baby

in

in

awaiting the birth of
February.

.

.

1
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.
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Wednesday, October 16, 1946

lATSE Technicians Refuse

CSU

200 pickets, the labor situation wa.s
quiet this morning with token picket
lines at the studios but no violence.
Actually there was no violence yesterday when police took 219 pickets.
Including 16 women, to Lincoln
Heights and Hollywood police stations after workers had refu-scct to
disperse.
Reason for arrests was that police
had read the court injunction limiting picketing at studios. Result of
ballot by Film Technicians Local 683
to respect all picket lines brought
about shuttering of all film laboratories with exception of Paramount s.
Action of Local 683 also was the
first break in lATSE rank.s, when
technicians refused to obey orders
ol Richard Walsh, lA prexy, and
voted to stay outside of CSU picket
line!:.
Whereupon .the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workei's
announced that Local 683 was being
offered a charter in its union.
Meantime the lA film local vote

to Cross

No

Picket lines;

Hollywood. Oct. 15.
Following mass arrests made at
Columbia yesterday <Mon.') of over

Grant, Korda Set N.Y. Meet
Hollywood, Oct.

Violence

15.

Gary Grant, currently working in
"The Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer" at RKO, will plane to New York
wh&n he winds up that role to con-^
fer with Alexander Korda about the
picture he will make in England next

John A. Goodno's Show

—Pix Peddlers Via Helicopter
—^Televiews
of Major Sports

$100,000,000 Grosses

.vear.

Laughton Vice Chekhov

Grant will do a double chore as
and star in the London
to be made after he plays in
"The Bi.shop's Wife" for Samuel
Goldwyn.
producer

In 'Arch' Nazi Role
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
inked Charles Laugh-

Enterprise

ton for the role of Hasike in ''Arch
of Triumph," taking the place originally assigned to Michael Chekhov,
who checked out of the lineup be-

cause of

illness.

'Laughton is cancelling .several
New York radio assignments and the
role in ''Galileo," a Icgit production, to take over the Hollywood
title

i.-liore.

'DueF Versus 'Razor'

Broadway

In

.

Battle

Cinecolor Casts Eyes

film,

On

New

;

Tint Pix Problem

-

-

Jurisdictional disputes.
Huniorous sidelight in

Lab Tech-

(Continued on page 23)

WANGER TO SHUTTLE
BETWEEN U AND UA
Wanger promised United
before his return to the
Coast from New York last week,
Walter

Artists,

that he' would deliver his fir.st picture, before June 30 1947, under hLs
new pact with the company. He still
has a total of five pictures to deliver to Universal under his contract
with that stttdio, but inasmuch as it
Is a non-exclusive deal, he'll begin
work on the UA pix at once, he said.
Actual shooting on the
product will begin Jan. 1, when he takes
over half of Hal Roach's, 16-acre lot,
Wanger said. He'll divide his time
between there and the UniversalInternational studio, where he expects to complete by the end of the
year the three pictures he owes on
his own contract and the two owed
by Diana Productions, in which he
is partnered with his wife. Joa
Bennett, and Fritz Lang. Wanger
said it is very possible that Diana
may follow his own company in re
leasing via UA when the U pact has

UA

seen has resulted in much activity
by Charles Schlaifer, 20th's pub-ad
head, to get up an even larger and
more spectacular" display for "Razor's Edge."
Schlaifer has reportedly contracted for space on the east side of
Broadway, between- 44th and 45th
.

.

for

streets,

his

and

sign,

is

now

working with display men to outdo
Alexander's plans and to get his
board up first. "Edge" goes into the
Roxy in November, while "Duel" is
.slated for simultaneous openings at
the Astor and Victoria in December.
"Duel" spectacular will cover the
45th to 46th street block which m-.
eludes the two houses playing the
picture. It will have, among other
things, a two-minute trailer on an
18-foot screen, projected on it from
the rear. Four

windows and

ma-

the

sonry joining them will be removed
for the screen. In addition, letters
of the word "Duel" will be tridimensional and punched full of
holes through which steam will be
forced by an intricate system of
pumps to give an illusion of flames.
Display will cost almost $100,000 and
20th-Fox is reported ready to spend
about the same amount.

Taplinger Exitmg Par

Back

to Press Agenting
Taplinger, who has
S.

Robert
from one studio setup to an-

shifted

other
since

in

the

role

of

"idea

man"

he came out- of the Navy a

been fulfilled.
year ago, is going back into the pubProducer stated he has been con
lic relations agency biz, which he
sidering making ."Antigone," Jean
left when he sold out to Tom PizAnouilh play in which Katherine dale in 1937. Currently with ParaCornell .starred On Broadway last
mount, he's planning to leave shortly
season, as his first for UA, but
and have, in operation by Jan. 1
doubts that he can lick the script offices for handling industrial and
problem it presents.
theatrical publicity
.

accounts in New
York, Hollywood, 'Washington, Chicago and London;

Amns.

Biz About

Normal

50^
Taplinger has most recently been
working on preparation of "World
in Pitt Strike Cruise" for Paramount and he'll

Hughes Suddenly

Dumps 'Outlaw' N.Y.

.

:

complete

.lease .slates.

Nine of the 47 films, total of all
product now being leased by the majors, minors and indie producers, are
earmarked for Technicolor processing. Figure represents about 20% of
the total, as compared to about 6%
turned out by the. Technicolor studios during the war.; With the color
plant already jammed, effects of the
labor tieup are expected to have serious results.
Processing tieup was bad enough
before the strike, according to one
industry spokesman, when Technicolor was forced to limit eacii company to 40 prints a month. Under :the
consent decree proviso that each ftlm
mu.si be tradeshown before selling,
the majors with their average of 32
exchanges, were just about able to
round up enough prints during the
first month after the picture's completion for tiie screenings. If the ma-:
jors now find themselves unable to
get even those. 40 prints for the nine
Technicolor films, they'll be forced
to spread out the product already
fini.shed in order to keep their distribution setup in operation until

than they
were days ago. Impasse between the
strikers and the Duquesne Liglrt Co.
seem.s to 'o'e almost hopeless. ;ind top
Federal conciliators sent here to asdlst in breaking the, deadlock ha\-e
openly admitted- that this i.s one of
the toughest nuts they've ever been

called in to crack.
Impo.ssible to estimate right
what strike is costing theatres, bars,
cafes and niteries, but it's bound to
run into the millions when final
checkup comes. In most cases, biz is

now

Ju.st

about 50% what

normaj times
year.

What

themselves in

aomethine

at

it

this

would be in
time of the

it's

costing

lost

sBlarie.°,

else aigain.

people
etc.,

is

Pallos'

Cohn

before taking

in 1941.

Teheran' Due

duction of quality prints, eliminating costly special aim through the
use of standard raw stock, packers
are also said to be readying an invasion of the European trade, with
plants in England and on the con-

'

formerly associated with
Sir. Alexandei' Korda, is clirrently
preparing two more scripts in London, with decision not made yet on
whether they will be shot in En'g*
land or Italy,

Peter Ermatinger.
Si Fabian.
James A. Mulvey.

S.

industry now poised on the. thres-'
hold of a spectacular bonanza strike
cued most of all by developments in
video transmission.

When "tellies" have replaced
"talkers" 10 years from now. muses
Goodno; screening the baseball world
series in the nation's theatres should,
gross about $140,000,000 for ;a seven;

game

series.

Arithmetic

UA

a little

Kelly

about Production No.

says,

'Okay

let's

3

screen

Washington, Oct. 15.
Arthur L. Mayer,' managing director of the Rialto theatre, N. Y.,
received the Medal of Merit today
(15). Presentation -of the nation's
highest civilian award was made by
Secretary of War Patterson,
to
whom Mayer served as civilian motion picture consultant during the

sit back.

It turns out 'Getting GerGarter' is still a pretty good
picture and you make a deaL
"It is not inconceivable that the
tie's

may have a mechaniial
wire money if you're a CCD.
Again I repeat, anything
can happen and let's aU remember
what the daddy of this biisiness .said
20 years ago, 'You ain't seen nothing

'tellies'

slot to

account.

yet.'

Louis Calhern.
Roy Chanslor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Coogan.
Walter Craig
Jack Craine.

Oswald Croft.
Roland Culver,
Mary Kay Dodson.

Making his fourth trip abroad in
the last two years, Mayer is preparing to leave as soon as travel ac-

Alfred Green
John H. Harris.

Bert Grapei

commodations are set to survey
American Red Cross installations
and activities in Europe. Mayer will

Mr. and Mrs. .Tack Hilton.
Erich Wolfgang Korngold.

formulate a report with suggestions
for posssible changes in Red Cross
services to the armed terces.

Hsirry Lichtig.

Neil

N, Behrman.

Douglas Abbey.
Leonard Bercovici.
Dorothy Blanchard.
Willet Brown.

war.

Agnew.

Geraldo.
'

Ben Goetz.
Jack Hylton.
Russell Holman.
Victor Saville.

to N. Y.

it/

Gertie's Garter" to Palace, Podunlc,
Iowa, at 11 a. m.' So at 11 a. m.
you go down into the theatre and
when the exchange gives you the
red signal you set the volume and

John Emery
George Glass.

LONDON

and

He calls the exchange 300 miles
away and says, 'Flash us "Getting

L. A. to N. Y.

MEDAL OF MERIT TO
ARTHUR 1. MAYER

Bernie Delfont.

LONDON

to

possible productions which
gross $100,000,000. According to

Goodno, the current "Jolson Story"
film has brought an end to a 20year cycle of entertainment with the

UA

to L. A.
,

Milt Ebbins.

N. Y. to

world would be merged

make

TINTER FILM

Italy last spring.
Pallos,

scientific

may

old.

NEW

Steve Pallos,, whose arrival in the
United States from: England wa.s de- tinent.
layed last month, .is now slated to
arrive here in about three weeks.
N. Y.
He's coming to seek a release deal
for "Teheran," which he produced in
Jack Cohn.

secretary-treasurer of the Palace
Amus. Co. in Huntington, W. Va.,
predicts the beginning of a new era
of sound wherein the talents of the

is based on
of the film^-suddenly handed full
10,000,000 theatre seats with admisresponsibility back to the company's
sion prices of $2 per. That's only
press department two weeks before
one week on "Teletime," says Goodsimultaneous preem of "Outlaw" in
no, but throw in the Army, Navy,
Adethree New York theatres.
Notre Dame, California and three or
quate campaigns for Manhattan
four more football dates with a
openings; usually take about two
couple of events from Mad)son
months.
figured it had just
Square Garden^ and you have net
three working days before closing of
earnings that stagger the imaginathe New York papers' Sunday section and that can- go beyond *-Gone
tions for the weekend preceding the
With the Wind's $20,000,000 take.
opening.
This is Goodno talking: "Films as
Hackery particuBurning the
.such may become passe. It is not
larly was the fact that Hughes, alinconceivable
that
pictures
nnd
though he is in New York and is sound
might be disked simultaneousseen regularly at Manhattan night ly
and here may be a typical day
.spots, refuses to allow himself to be
in 1956. Salesman Kelly and district
interviewed and refuses to bring in
manager
X<evene
drop
in on your
the picture's stars, Jane Russell and
theatre roof via heliocopter. You
Jack Beutel. UA, since it is degreet them, take them down through
termined, in deference to its other
the balcony to your office. By this
30 producers, to keep away from
time the Government plan has failed
censorship angles and film's trouand you are buying pictures by the
bles witfa the Motion Picture Assogroup again.
ciation, is therefore faced with the
"Kelly and Levene are peddling
problem of trying to pidce publicity the
"Atomic Five," complete with
pix and stories prepared more than
varnished press book. There's three
five years ago.
at 30% and two at 25% (prices will
Russell Birdwell had been hanbe cheaper by 1956). So you squawk
dling "Outlaw" press from the film's

ON VERGE OF BOWING

.

until shortly

United Artists' unhappiness over
its entire association with "The Outlaw" came to a boil last week when,
producer Howard Hughes^who last
January ordered that UA should
have nothing to do with publicizing

;

preliminaries before
went' to Par after a
few months as aide to Walter
Wanger and preceded that by serving as assistant' to prexy Harry Cohn

mained

UA's Lap

:

He

the spot. with

in

;

the

departing.

Preem

after the .strike is settled.
Metro, with three Technicolor films
now in production, looks to be the
hardest hit by the color plant tieup,
Pix include "Summer Holiday," "Unfinished Dance" and "This Time for
Keeps." In addition, the company
had hoped to get enough new prints
of "Gone With the Wind" in order
to reissue the film before the year's inception until about six months
"end. Paramount has two Technicolor ago, when the Carl Byoir agency,
pix
working,
including "Uncon- which specializes in industrial acquered" and Hal Wallls' "Desert counts and never before handled a
Town."
film, was given the job. Since Byoir
Nc.Nt on the list is 20th-Fox. with was also supposed to handle the New
•Hoine Stietch" and "I Wonder York opening, but had no new
Who's Kis.sing Her Now." Universal- publicity material prepared, UA was
luteriiational is now working on particularly outraged when the cam'Slave Giri" in Technicoloi-, and paign was suddenly handed to it last
Wiuners has "My Wild Irish Rose" Thursday (10).
slated for color processing. In addiAnother item that has UA ruffled,
tion, two Cinecolor pictures are now
since it is figured that New York
before the lenses, including Colum- editors are much too smart to go for
bia's "Twin Sombreros"
and Hal such .shenanigans, is Hughes' order
Roach's (United Artists) "Who Killed that in publicity on the film's
'Doc' Robin."
chronology, "a couple years should
be omitted." Picture was made in
1941 and Hughes' intention, apparently, is not to make it appear that

Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Trimble
Laboratories,
Inc.,
is
readying a new film process. Fullcolor, for inspection by the picture
industry, with heavy American and
at Columbia.
foreign backing.; After a year of
iation has already been restored
Latter spot was also the one he experimentation with industrial
partially and has proved an tm^
held before going into the Navy in film.s, the new company contemmediate boon to amusement, biz.
1943, where he was on the staff of plates entry into the show business,
It's the first glimmer of hope
Capt, Gene Markey. He started in with laboratories in prospect in New
in tbe three- week blackout.'^
public relations as assistant chief at York and Hollywood.
Pittsburgh went into the fourth
New process, according to L. S.
week of its costly power strike to- CBS, resigning in 1935 to open his Trimble,
prexy, ig economic and
Two years later he
day (Tues.) with prospects for a own office.
joine,d Warner Bros., where he re- simple enough to permit rapid prosettlement still no brighter
Fittsbiir^h, Oct. IS.

Bus and iroliey operators
have voted to ii:o back to work
and ignore picket lines of strikIngr power workers.
Transpor-

.

field is ripe for the establi-shment of
their releasing schedules, upswing in
a subsidiary plant as soon as the
the number of Technicolor pix now
necessary equipment can be as-semin tlw works, coupled with the strike
bled for shipment abroad. Crespinel
effects on the Technicolor studios, inwill make a survey of the English
dicates the majors may encounter
situation early in 1947.
plenty of trouble in getting thsir new

.

took preced'ent over local action.
liocal 683, which recently nixed
producers' offer of a wage increase
that would have given bulk of membership a raise of 67c an hour and
retroactive pay of more than $1,200
each, declared that its action was
based on its stand for complete local
autonomy. Local wants the right to
decide its own policies and actions
without international interference
and is for a peaceful settlement of

This atomic age with its scientific
super-miracles has put some show
biz minds into a speculative trance
over what the entertainment world
will, look like 10 and 20 years
from
now. Some of the dream boys
nursed on Jules Verne fantasies, are

filling it in with grosses that
read
expected
as long as the national debt, and
laboratory early in December, is gadgets that make Buck
Rogers'
turning its attention to British pro- space ships look as old-fashioned
as
ducers, with a project to set up a a tricycle. But everyone's
agreed
processing plant in England next that it's a swiftly changing
world
yea,r.:
with more things possible in heaven
William Crespinel, prexy, and and earth than are dreamt of
in our
Alan Gundelfinger, veepee, have philosophy.
Ds.spite assurances from the majoi:s
been studying the British situation
One of the more conservative
that the current studio strike would
for a long while and figure that crystal-gazers,
John A. Goodno,
not force them to revise downwards

Strike Poses

product finished. If the pix now in
shooting stages are not wound up on
Broadway is about to see a "bat- schedule, it's believed the majors will
tle of the signs," with 20th-Fox and
have no recourtte other than to
was declared illegal by Roy Brewer,
David O. Selznick vying for the tighten up on their' contemplated rc^
who said international instructions

and most spectacular
display. Announcement by Sid Alex r
ander, Selznick pub-ad chief, that
the board for "Duel in the Sun" will
be the largest the street has ever

British Plant

Hollywood, Oct. 15.
with new equipment
to arrive at its Burbank

Cinecolor,

Of the Spectaculars

street's biggest

Wlmnsy

ffiz

.lock

Lawrence.

Joe Lilley.

Donald M. Mersereau.
Agnes Moorehead.,
William Pine.
Zasu Pitts.
Arthur Rubinstein
Dudley Russell,

Herb

Stern.

Lewis Allen Weiss.
Sidney Wright,

Howard Lindsay
Russel Grouse

^

W

'

,
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INDIE PRODUCTION CYCLE
Wallis-Hazen's Last 6 of 12 for Par

Increase Value of

gues'giuiion

+
Hollywood, Oct

12ing to be made under its present
picture deal with Paramount, Joseph
H. Hazen, Wallis' partner, said in

New York

this

week.

.15.

More type
er,

a

New

easting. Pat BrewOrleans policeman on

vacation, visited the "New Orleans" set on the Hal Roach lot
and was drafted ior his first film

He acknowlthat a new

current reports
pact is being worked out with Par,
but refused to elucidate on it except
to say that the unit would retain
completely its independent status,
Par providing only studio space and

edged

Swing

Cop-

Once a

role.

You guessed

,

ed

a.

He was hand-

it.

bit part as a

New

Orleans

cop.

release.
J, Arthur Rank has. just confirmed,
Hazcn stated, availability* of production facilities in England for a June
1- 1947, start on "For Her to See,"
an adaptation of Joseph Shearing's
novel. Ray Milland will be starred.
Picture will be one of the half-dozen
delivered to Paramount under Wallis'

WB

Assigns 42

Yarns for '46-47;

present deal.

7 Producers Set

toward independent production by Hollywood filmmakers
has passed its peak and hit a plateau,
if not actually a downgrade.
Thus a
leveling-off is seen of what many
observers consider the most signi-

selling.

how the Office of Strategic
Services was able to lay hold of

cialists

their -release

dates.

the technique
snatch which are

away

-

cost pix is contemplated by PineThomas, the production topper said,

because "there's just as great a demand as ever for the type of films
we put out."

keep the Turks neutralr rushed
their reels
theatres in

to

Nazi,

Under auction selling, Pine said,
on top budget films are
rise. With exhibs already
griped -over high percentages to distwbs; sales resistance on their part
to the A's will probably increase,
Pine argued. Result should be, he
said, an increase in the potential
customers for the Bs and a consequent hike in the profits that the
cheaper pix return to distribs and
producers.

controlled

film rentals

Turkey for regular
showings.
Projectionist
was
planted in onfc^gych, nthfiatte.^in.;
Ankara. Each night, after the
performance, the projectionist
sneaked the cans out to his developing lab and then back to

With airlines
from Ankara in all
was easy.

the theatre.

ra-

diating

di-

.

due for a

rections, the rest

"Our pictures average 10,000 playdates and sqmetimes reach as high
as 12,500," Pine continued. "No matter what the court says, those theatres will still need that type of film.

'Carnegie Hall' 1st

.

^

'

,

Their customers demand it and so
long as theye is a healthy demand
we'll make them."

Pk Produced 100^

'

Upped film rentals on the big pix
have the exhibs eyeing the
smaller films even more favorably
than in the past, Pine said. "Even at
present/ the exhibitor likes our
will

In N. Y. in 8 Years

.

;

end of the year; and "Be Still
in January.
Following
return from England next
fall, he'll start on "House of Mist."
"Perfect Marriage" is the next Wallis production to go into, release. Par
being slated to send it out in Janu-

-by the

.

Cops Too

"The Glass Room," "The Iron Gate,"
of Our Town," "The CounLawyer," "The Man Without

My Love"

"A Man

Wallis'

try

Friends,"

"Moby

Dick," "Quietly

.

Moves Prod,

to

Stamford

20th-Fox producer
Switch
by
Another Day,'' Louis' de Rochemont from plans to
"Treasure of the Sierra Madre,"
ary...
shoot "Boomerang" in Bridgeport,
"The Turquoise," "Trilby," "The
Wallis is due in New York in NoConn., scene of the actual events
vember for a week to see the shows Unsuspected" and "The Life of Will around which the picture is built,
Rogers."
and huddle with Hazen.
was at demand of the town's police
Original screen tales on the list department, it has been learned.
are "Barbary Host," "Bill's Gay Coppers are sensitive about their inNineties," "Don Juan," "The Forty- ability, from 1924 to the presenf, to
STEVE
DENIES
Niners," "For Sentimental Reasons," solve the murder of a priest. Father
"A Kiss in the Dark,'' "Mr. Broad- Dahme, which is the takeoff point
way," "Need for Each Other," "One for the film story.
'SALE'
Bitterness of the Bridgeport lawRash of rumors concerning the Last Fling," "Silver Lining," "Three
Bad
Men," "Thunder Valley," "Whip- enforcers has caused de Rochemont
"sale" of Monogram none of which
lassh" and a yarn by Kurt Siodmak, to move to Stamford.
Bridgeport
has been taken seriously in the
still untitled.
of Commerce reportedly
Chamber
trade— brought a bitter denial from
squawked to its counterpart in Stamprexy Steve Broidy, who pointed
the
open arms
heard
of
ford
it
when
but that the company "is owned by
with which the "Boomerang" unit
several thousand stockholders and it Sutherland inks Deal
was being greeted, but it didn't
should be self-evident that it could
cops
Stamford
welcome.
tlie
affect
not be sold without their consent
WitkPRCforSixPix
and approval." Some of the rumors
(Continued on page 3)
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
had been extant before the recent
death of Trem Carr, v.p. in charge
John
Sutherland
Productions
of production, but his passing ap
closed a deal with PRC to make six
parently gave them renewed vigor features during 1948; to follow the
and resulted in creation of additional two-picture commitment recently

"Tomorrow

Is

,

BROIDY

MONO

REPORTS

—

,

.

wind

up

(Continued on page 22)

NOT ALTOGETHER

camera

their

DROPPING 'SMAir PIX

schedule today (Wednesday). They'll

New York

remain in

My

Captain Waits," "Rebel Without
Cause," "Serenade," "Ships In the
River,"

Highly pleased with their decision to film "Carnegie Hall" in New
York because shooting has coincided
with Coast labor troubles, which
they have completely avoided, producers Boris Morros and William

LeBaron

So 20th-Fox

Sensitive,

the

picture

and

Metro has tentatively scheduled
and dub
preview it two pictures for November release,

to cut

will

somewhere

both of which will be sold singly
in the east.
"Carnegie" is the first feature in under the single-selling provision
about eight years to be made com- laid down in the anti-trust decision.
pletely in New Yorli, and the pro- Pix include "Showoft," starring Red
ducers this week expressed great Skelton and Marilyn Maxwell, and
Katherine
Hepsatisfaction
with the cooperation "Undercurrent,"
they got from city authorities and burn-Robert Taylor starrer. In adunions. Employing all New York dition, another of -the reissues slated
technicians, Morros and LeBaron for release before the end of the
°

year, including "Boom Town," Captains Courageous" or "The Great
Waltz," may also hit the booking
schedule next month.

have had

to deal only with the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees. Conference of Studio Unions, with which the lA has
been having jurisdictional disputes
that have caused most of the recent
Hollywood trouble, has no counterpart in New York.

Besides these, Metro now has 13
other pix already completed but not
yet scheduled for release, plus seven
more now before the cameras. In
accordance with the general industry,
trend towards concentration on only
top-budgeted A product, the entire
roster to date comprises films in that
category. Five of those now shooting are musicals, with three in
Technicolor.

After doing most of its shooting
in Carnegie Hall itself, company has
been working for the past three
weeks on sound stages at FoxMovietone studios.

•

From

Briefs

signed for 1947.

One

the newer reports had
Einfeld and David Loew
as an outlet for their
Enterprise Productions. Another had
Arraand Deutsch and Hal Home tak
ing over the company to give them
a releasing setup for the pictures of
their Story Productions unit.
of

:

Charles

buying

Mono

Sutherland's first feature, to be
his own lot for PRC dis
tribution, will be a detective story,
still untitled, slated to start next
April.

made on

a

location

for

"The

Lady Prom

Shanghai," co-starring Orson Welles
and Rita Hayworth.

oasjs," Broidy said.
"In fact, innumerable negotiations have been

respect

to

Enter

Monogram has had no

versations
It IS true

with

eon.

Charles Einfeld...
offered our fa-

we have

cilities for the
distribution of outstanding productions—
which must of
include those made by En

terp^^-^"^

Ball for 'Co
Hollywood; Oct.

15.

Hunt Stromberg signed. Lucille
Ball to co-star with George Sanders
in his fortlicoming production, "Per
sonal Column," slated to roll in two

.

.

.

.

femme in "The Fugi- bia, is slated to arrive in this counOct.
be filmed chiefly in Mexico try aboard the S. S. Monterey
Schnee, screenCharles
25
City, with John Ford directing and
Bud writer, reported for work at ParaJ. Carrol Naish as heavy
Pollard WiU direct "Danger Ring," mount to script the Hal Wallis production, "Deadlock," to be adapted
first picture for Jack Elliott ProBeggars Are Coming to
ductions, starting Oct. 21 ... Sam from "The
Katzman bought screen rights to Town," for late November filming
del Rio as top
tive," to

.

.

.

"Jack Armstrong, the Ail-American
will produce it as a 15*
chapter serial for Colunibia
Construction of the new sound stage
General
Service is delayed for
at
lack Of roofing material, lost in
William Perlberg, protransit
ducer of "Forever Amber" at 20thFox, started shooting backgrounds,
with dramatic, filming elated to
.

start

Oct.

.

.

.

.

;

21.

:

:

Abby

Berlin will direct the next
film in the Blondie series at Columbia, slated to start Nov. 6 as "BlondRKO is sending
ie's Holiday."
weeks.
Picture will be directed by Douglas Phil Gersdorf to Paris to line up a
with authentic -backgrounds publicity cnmpaign, designed for the
Sirk,
American market, on "Golden Silcurrently being filmed in England.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Boy" and

.

carried on, some of which are still
Jn the discussion stage,
for distribution of exceptionally
worthwhile

product... With

ence," to be produced and, directed

15.

.

By

"Naturally, Monogram is inter
ested in distributing top quality
product on a mutually advantageous

Hollywood, Oct.

-

for worldDon Castle and Virginia Grey in France by Rene Clair
RKO
draw romantic leads in "Who Killed wide distribution jointly by
with Maurice Chevalier
Doc Robin," to be produced by Hal and Pathe,
Ron Randall, Australian
Roach and directed by Bernard as star
Argosy inked Dolores film star recently inked by ColumCarr
.

Flynn's Yacht Borrowed

Previous reports mentioned both
Col. for 'Shanghai'
2pth-Fox and Warner Bros, as ne
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
goti&ting for Mono with the aim of
malting it a subsidiary company for
Errol Flynn, salaried by Warners,
release of their B pix, the parent is turning over his yacht, the. Zaca,
organizations
on
throea
week loanout deal to
handling only A's
That would make it somewhat Columbia.
parallel to the Eagle-Lion and PRC
currently
Vessel,
anchored
at
organization.
Acapulco, Mexico, will function as

prise,

the Lots

'

ones.

B

co-chief of the unit along with William 4'homas. No .switch to higher

his private lab, and some OSS
maneuvering to place him in a
strategic spot.
Germans,- in their drive to

H. Hazen, president of Hal Wallis'
Prods., Inc., and former v.p. and general counsel for Warner Bros. Hazen
sees a variety of reasons for the
retardance of the swing to indie picturemaking, not the least of which
is that the end has come to the heyday when all that a producer of
practically any kind of picture had
to worry about was raking in his

picture,

in the
action pie, will
continue to turn out a minimum of
six of the low budget films annually
for Par, according to William Pine,

Details

the fast
seeping out
toppers in-

otf

from former OSS
volved a Turkish projectionist,

from major studios and. strike out
on their own.
That jthe finale has come to the era
of Holly WQod's big yen to be its own
boss—and reap profits commensurate
therewith— is the opinion of Joseph

Pine
B

Consequently Paramount's
PinerThomas production unit, spe-

German newsreels within a week
of
of

maligned

make more money for its distributors than ever before under auction-

Bracketed in the "now it can
be told" department is the story
of

Hazen said he and Wallis will go
to England in May to get things in
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Story was
"readiness for shooting.
profits.
Warners announced the assignbought by the unit when Hazen and
Aside from various economic facIt ment of 42 story properties, includWallis were abroad last spring.
tors, one of the principal reasons the
is to be published both in England
ing six plays, 22 novels and 14 orig- pendulum has been halted; in Hazen's
this
country,
giving
the
in
piCT
and
inal screen yarns, for the studio's viewpoint, is that just about everyture a true international flavor de- 1946-47 program. Production chores one with that burning desire to
signed to bring top grosses in both will be divided among seven pro- strike out on his own has already
markets.
ducers, Henry Blanke, Robert Buck- done so. In other words, compared
Production schedule here calls lor ner, Owen Crump, Alex Gottlieb, with the constant stream of filmites
Wallis to wind up shooting Oct. 25 Charles Hoffman, William Jacobs who were announcing establishment
on "Desert Town," which will start and Jerry Wald.
of indie units during the past three
Burt Lancaster, currently featured
Six plays, drawn from the legit years, there aren't enough left to
in "The Killers," made for Univer- field,
are
"The
Hasty
Heart," make more than a trickle in the
sal by. Mark Hellinger.
Lancaster is "Autumn
Crocus,"
"Wallflower," future..
under exclusive contract to Wallis, "Howdy Stranger," "Lady WinderThere may continue to be new
according to Hazen, but is committed mere's Fan" and "The Unfaithful." units formed all the time, such as
to make two more for Hellinger.
(Continued on page 61)
Books to be filmed are "The African
"The Apple
Remainder of the schedule calls Queen,"
Orchard,"
lor "Deadlock" to start shooting in "Calamity Jane," "Dark Passage,"
November; "Most Likely to Succeed" "Ethan Frome," "The Fountainhead," Bridgeport

;

B s, Says

current stepchild of the majors, will

Turkish Delights

ficant trend in the industry since the
birth of sound—the move by producers, writers, stars, directors and

assorted executives to break

Must Also

The much

.

pects by

OVER
As

Auction-Selling for

ST.

By End of '47; Already Talk New Pact
Hal Wallis Productioi!is, Ino., exthe en* of next yesjr to
have in the can the six films remain-

NEWS

i*KE-PIIODTJ€TIOX

John Miljan, who last worked
.
for Cecil B. deMille in 'The Plains*
man" in 1936, was signed for a key
role in de Millers "Unoonquered" at
.

,

Despite reports that Metro was
planning to drop all "small" pictures, however, it's been learned that
the company has several such films
now in preparation.
Company
doesn't consider these B product,
according to one M^-G exec, since
they've usually turned out to be top
grossers. Of the smaller budgeters,
a new "Maisie" film is now being
written. Metro also plans to revive
the "Dr. Kildare" series, with James
Craig slated to succeed Van Johnson
in the title role. Johnson replaced
Lew AyreS: when the latter joined,
the Army during the war.

Siodmak Back as

Pilot

.

Paramount.
Hakim-Litvak production, "A Time
to Kill," shifts from RKO studio in
Hollywood to RKO-Pathe in Culver
'

City for a

,

month

of shooting
producer of "San
.

.

Martin Mooney,
Quentin" at RKO will make his
first personal appearance in Boston,
along with Lawrence Tierney, star
of the show, arid Warden Lewis
E. Lawes, technical adviser, at the
picture's preem in Boston
Bryan
Foy, chief of prbfluction at Eagle.

.

.

.

(Continued on page 8)

On U-Fs

'Mind'

Hollywood, Oct.

15.

Universal-InternaRobert
schedule
returns

Shift
tional

in

the

as director of "Time Out
of Mind," first American chore for
Phyllis Galvert, British star.
Siodmak was originally assigned
to the task but insisted on a vaca-'
York, and Robert Ryan
tion in
was appointed to the pilot job.
Meanwhile, Robert Hutton, cast as
co-star, was delayed by a-pripr com-

Siodmak

:

New

'

mitment
start

Of

at Warners, holding up tha
"Time" until Siodmak re-

Ryan will be switched td
tiirned..
another director chore.

;
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PICXUIIES

m

NEW TYPE DIRECTORY

One Out,

Street Sittmg This

St.

Louis Star-Times Cross-Indeices
By Theatre and Title

Louis, Oct. IS.
Cross-index of local film attractions was made: possible here, for the
first time in the U. S., via the StarTimes, local afternoon paper, with a
new type of theatre directory advertisement. It covers about half a
page, being divided into two sections. One is the: alphabetical listing
of all feature pictures with the name
of the theatre where playing. The
other is an alphabetical listing of all
theatres without any special circuit
St.

For Time, After Video Looksee
AVhile ititerest was pointed up in
new industry for Wall street people last week when the Television
financial
met,
Assn.
Broadcast
};rcups failed to show the same enIhufsiasm they displayed in early
days of radio. Always anxious to
get in a new industry in. its infancy,
the Street is inclined to look on television with a. flshy eye as long- as
the sight-sound kilocycle picture is
so muddled.

t

n

Waif streeters are blaming lack
supplies

the

for

pace

snail's

Film Classics' Shakeup;

Dicker More Reissues
Following the shakeup in its high
command over last weekend (11-12),
Film Classics has blueprinted an exlibft

which

tele has crawled since toe
But at the same time
they suspect other factors have held

hack

|

anticipated
fuU-scaie
growth. Financial people have tlieir
own ideas about what is delaying
the development, and for the moment they can't see where any parits

ticular company is likely to benefit
m." rkctwi.se for some years to come.

One
street

phone

that intrigues
Wall
the position American Tele-

angle
is

&

Telegraph Co. holds

new

in this

industry.
Financial folk feel
that A.T. & T. is one company standing to gain sure profits, on a huge
scale, tlirough its coaxial cable net,

work.

'
.

Financial people see television going exactly no place until its programming improves, and are convinced that this improvement will
be forthcoming only when -addilicnal sets are in use to catch- pro-

grams.
Although Wall street right now
blKmes lack of material for this delay, at the same time it feels that
television will continue to be the
Etepchild. to radio for some time to
come. Hence, for the time being,
Wall street thinks a seat on the sidelines

is

Or

the best bet;

until there
a naticknwide

some semblance of
network in use.
is

RE^DE'S CLASS CINEMA

ONLY

50r,

distribu-

new productions and acquisiof remaining exchanges now

of

franchised to private holdings. According to Eugene Arnstein, FC
secretary-treasurer,' the company is
also mapi^ing a larger -reissue schedule with negotiations now proceeding with Ed.ward Small and Alexander Korda for 50 pictures for re^

with

war ended.

program calling for

pan.sioft
tion,

of

SUBSCRIBED

Walter Reade's swank Park Avenue theatre (N. Y.), now nearing
completion, will take in customers

from the

street, at least temporarily.
Keshaiping of plans becomes necessaryi it is understood, because the
house currently is only 50% sold to
Eu'bscribers on a reserved seat, .va
•weeks in the year basis. Originally,
Reade officials said that Only paIrons admitted would be those who
signed up in advance for reserved
seat attendance: twice weekly.

Theatre which is slated to open
the latter part of this month will
charge the public an amount equal
to the subscription rate.
Management will stick to a policy of only
reserved seat ticket sales for ail
shows except, matinees. At same
time, Reade hopes to have a lOOTr
subscription sellout by the end of
the year.

relea.se.

of

L.

of sales.

sonnel

3 Mos. Of

M6-'47Vs.0iiIy4LastYr.
stepping up its release schedule
both in the domestic and overseas
market, Warner Bros, will give out
seven new pictures in the first quarter of 1946- '47, compared with four
in the corresponding three months of
the preceding year. Meanwhile, eight
pictures have been set by
for
general release in Great Britain belwee;n now and the end of March,

WB

.

1947.

Pictures for the domestic market
"The Verdict," "The Big

JncUide
Sleep,"

"Shadow

Woman,"

a

tif

"Cloak and Dagger," "Nobody Lives
and '"Never

I'prever,". "Deception"
Ba.y Goodbye."

S^'hedule for Britain includes 'Big
Slc-ep," "The Man I Love," "Verdict,"
"Night -and Day," "Stolen Life,"
'Janie Gets Married," >'df Human

Bondage" and."Ne'ver Say'Goodbye."
"Night and Day" is currently having
pre-release run at the Warner,
London, while "Sleep" is playing
simultaneoasly at the Tivoli and
New Gallery there.
e

:

.

JOASNE DRU IN 'RIVER'
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Joanne Dru took over the femme
lead in the Howard Hawks production, "Red River," succeeding Margaret Sheridan, an expectant mother.
Miss Dru is the Wife of Dick

Goldcharge

E.

in

FC

in

RKO
.

Metro hops back

31 years for studio interior shots in "Merton of- the
Script calls for scenes on a 1915 Hollywood lot with 10 ti'ojipesat work simultaneously.
Shots will include Key.stone Kops, heavy melodrama, hot love and pie throwing, all shot without sound. Among the
oldtimers working with Red Skelton in the sequences are May McAvoy,
Chester: Conklin, Clarence H«nneke and Vernon Dent,

Moxries."

;

David O. Selznick, who has invested approximately $6,500,000 in the
production of "Duel in the Sun," is dubbing his picture in five foreign
languages, including Hindustani, with the idea of getting his coin back in
the'alien as well as the domestic market. Dubbing for the huge western
tale, to be done in Hollywood, will include French, Spanish, Portuguese

and

Italian.

Single-picture- selling

cause

::.

.

.:.

,

Metro

:

LOEW'S PAYS ATA DUES

Head

tre, Inc. and Alda Theatre Corp.,
owners of the Apollo, Mozart and
Of Territory in Claim
Brooklyn are
Lyric
theatres
in
named in the suit. Stamatis is head
As Before the
Vs. CoL's 'Joison Story'
of all the companies named, suit beMetro will swing into its own ing brought against him as owner
Charging that use of the Winter
audience re.search program under and controller of majority shares in Garden and use of the Shuberts
the supervision of Dr. Leo Handel the corporations.
name
In Columbia Pictures' "Jolson
within the near future, following tjie
Alleged falsification of boxoffice
company's withdrawal from Audi- returns started in January, 1941, and Story" deprives them of valuable
ence Research, Inc.
M-G has its continued up to the present time, it property and story rights, Lee Shuown research operatives already in is charged/ Defendants are accused bert, Jacob J. Shubert and the Trethe field and the h.o. staff will reof conspiracy to defraud the plain- buhs Realty Co., Inc., filed suit Mon.sume its pre-war level of operation
tiff.
Loew's complaint asserts that day (14) in N.Y. supreme court for
as soon as office space is obtainable.
in
relying on the exhibitors' al- $500,000 against the film company.
Metro's question-and-answcr prolegedly false returns it was induced
According to the complaint, the
^;ram was started under Handel into lower fees pn' flat rentals as well Shuberts object to reference to the
1942. When Handel joined the army,
as
percentage
films.
Complaint plaintiffs and the Winter Garden,
his bureau was discontinued and his
charges falsifying of books and .rec- alleging that many persons viewing
oflice space turned- into an execs'
the scenes in "The Jolson Story,"
lunchroom.
Company signed up ords and bribing checkers.
Loew's. through Louis Nizer, of depicting the Winter Garden, its inwith ARl about six months ago, but
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamain & Krim, terior and exterior will believe that
pulled out of the service run by Dr.
attorneys
for company, is asking the plaintiffs authorized and apGeorge Gallup last week on the assumption that ARI was only dupli- exemplary and punitive damages proved the usage by Columbia.
'reThe complaint further charges
cating the work done by Handel and and that the defendants be
strained from destroying, concealing^ that Columbia has deprived the
his staff.
Metro department, according to altering or otherwise disposing of plaintiffs of valuable property rights;
books
their
and
records
pending
that
the Shubert.s, for many years
Handel, will receive assignments for
research jobs from most other de- final determination of the action. prior to the filming of "The Jolson
partments in the company, including Plaintiff also asks a money judg- Story," offered to Columbia and
ment.
other
film producers the right to
Bureau
both production and sales.
Similar complaints are to be filed u.se the name "The. Winter Garden"
is to be regarded only as a tool to
help other phases of the company, by RKO, Paramount, 20th-Pox and as a title .and story for a motion
telling the execs how the average Warners against the same defentl- picture, and that,, pursuant to an al-

MetroV Own Research

FOR ETHICAL REASONS

;

War

.

"

'

patron feels about cevtain subjects.
Bureau will not tell other departrtients what to do, however, he said,

some of the suggestions may

be nixed because of -artistic

in First

dramas. Nowadays there are so many houses going up in that rieighborhood that a western cameraman can't find an open prairie, no matter
where he turns hi.s lense.s.
started shooting "Trail Street' in the
valley but had to move far north to the vicinity of Bakersfield to find a
space open enough for
hunk of Kansas prairie.'

program, entailed by the consent decree, will
little inconvenience at Warners, where the current publicity, advertising and exploitation format was streamlined in that direction at the
has reshuffled its pertime of the decree, some years ago. As a result, the Burbank lot will rethe key branch offices.
quire only s few minor changes to comply with the recent ban on blockRobert F. Ableson, currently Los a similar idea.
booking.
Angeles branch manager, has been'
upped to supervisor of: the comAndrea King' is playing a strictS^ American role as Lillian Russell in
pany's branches in Portland, Seattle,
"My Wild Irish Rose" at Warners, but will be on display more than any
San Francisco, Denver and L. A., Geo. Stamatis, B'klyn
other Hollywood name for the rest of the year on the front pages of French
with headquarters in the latter city.
magazines. Lined up to diate for cover-girl presentation on Parisian newsSales activities in Chicago, headed
Indie, Sued by
stands are Cine-Monde, CinerRevue, Le Monde lUustre, Cine Miroir and
by Harry L. Mandell, whose resigr
Femnfte Moderne. Actress was born in Paris..
nation becomes effective Nov. 1, will
For False B.O. Returns
be taken over by Edward E. Spiers,
Enterprise is using a newly-discovered soundproofing material on its
Loew's, Inc., has filed a fraud acbranch manager in Milwaukee. Al
new sound stage, said to be 13% more effective than the customary felt
Zimbalist, formerly publicity direc- tion against George Stamatis, Arwadding. Reason for the improved silencing material is that the Hollytor for Film Classics, has moved over gosy A'mils. Corp. and others in
wood stage is built on Melrose avenue, where there is a continual roar of
as press book editor at PRC and N. Y.: federal court, charging that
heavy-'traffic. Eagle-Lion.
the defendants made false boxoffice
returns on percentage pictures. Beand Argosy, the
Stamatis
sides
Dr. Handel to
Apollo Theatre Corp., Momart Thea- Shuberts Cover a Lot

With resignation

hammer, formerly veepee

since

WB's 7

grouping.
This is in addition to usual display ads for bigger theatres. The
larger theatres have bigger space in
the directory,
Of the 110 theatres here and in St.
Louis county area, 94 were carried
in the Star-Times directory. StarTimes claims it printed the first film
directory in St. Louis, back in 1916.
New setup provides advertising for
each, picture and every theatre. Film
companies are in favor of the new
arrangement and hope that other
dailies acro.ss the country will adopt

Inside Stuff-Hctures
San Fernando Valley, once a stretch of land where the roamin' cowhands roamed hither and yon, is not that way any more. In-'spite of all
the talk about the shortage of housing, the Valley has too much building
to suit the boys who used to gallop thisaway and thataway in their western

rea.fjns;

ants,

Nizer said.

leged conspiracy

SAG ENLISTS 4A'S IN

among

MARCH OF TIME

:

CR
DOES NOT
AUGUR MORE % FILMS

Program

Week

Up

Though never officially a member
the American Theatres Ass'n,

Loew's

Theatre

has

circuit

warded a check in payment

forof

its

dues for the first year.
Financial
kick-in by Loew's is in recognition
of that circuit's linoral obligation to
ATA, according to Joe Vogel, veepee
in charge of theatres.
Company

helped -organize ATA
and continued to back

at

ship drives until

recently.
that
state
specific rea-

St.

Loui.s

member-

its

f^kirly

While ATA officials
Loew's never gave any

.

son for failing to join the theatre
unit, company has stayed out because of ATA's intervention move in
the anti-trust action, Vogel said.
Loew's cannot consider any enlistment step so long as ATA continues
active in the Government suit because, as a defendant, its position is
inconsistent with that of ATA, Vogel

added.
Officials

6f

ATA

and Loew's reJ

fu.se to disclose the amount of dues
paid by the latter but its understood
to be fairly substantial since assessment has been on the' basis of the
number of theatres owned by an ex-

hibitor

member.

the defend-

ants, its officers and the producer of
the film, in order to enhance the
popular
appeal
of
"The Jol.son
Story," and to increase its revenue,

"wilfully and fraudulently and with
etc.
TIFF intention of deceiving the public"
Hande! plans to use some form of
audience reaction gadget for sneak
After slapping a ban on March of incorporated the plaintiff s property,
preview tests but will not use the Time. Inc., the Screen Actors Guild which will re.sult in damage and inkind the ARI employs, -Latter, ac- has requested affiliated guilds of the jury to the plaintiff's rights:
cording to Handel, gives £nly the Assn. of Actors and Artistes of
Action also seeks an accounting of
"likes" curve on the graph, which America to also bar their members: all profits:
.
may be interpreted in several dif- from appearing in the MOT produclerent ways and so may- not always tions. Florence Marston, SAG eastbe exact. Instead, Handel plans to ern rep, has circulated appeals to
TIE
use either the Schwerin reactometer, the American Federation of Radio REP'S
the gadget devised by Paul F. La- Artists, Equity, American
Guild of
zarsfeld and GBS prexy Dr. Frank Variety Artists and
American Guild
M. Stanton, or the Bernard D. Girlin of Musicar Artists.
Despite fact that the company has
instrument, all of which give two
Mrs. Marston stated that MOT was recently joined with Confidential
curves showing both the likes and placed on the "unfair" list after
Reports, Republic execs deny any
coldi.slike.s of an audience.
lective bargaining negotiations broke
intention of increasing the number
Handel has just completed a book down two weeks ago. MOT refused of percentage picture deals
by Rep.
titled
"Film Audience, Research." to .sign a standard contract,
accept- Until recently company did' not sell
Book is divided into three main able to RKO Pathe's "This Is on percentage at all, but during the
parts, .including ."S.bme Inteiresting
America" series!, claiming that their past couple of year.s Hep ha.s begun
Facts About Film Audience Reproductions have a newsreel status. production of a series of specials
search,'' "Studies Pertaining to ParSAG, however, conteryls that MOT pointed for "A" release, mosf recent
ticular
Product"
and "Research releases are not newsreels
but "typi- being "I've Always Loved You."
Studies Pertaining to General Probcal sjiort subjecls and documentary
Moving of the Roy Rogers .series
lems."
In addition, there is a sepfilms" which use non-profeissional
into: the bi-g-budget class, coincidenarate chapter devoted to a study of
actors not directly identified with tally with the company's becoming
ARI.'
the
re-enacted
event.
SAG is a member of CR, presages percent*squawking
against
its
members' age deals on the.se cla.ss boss opries,
working alongside non-guild actors..
according to exhibs. Rep attempted,
Luminous
MOT execs have relufsed to make and succeeded, in some cases, in sellRadio writer William Taussig has any comment on the SAG action.
ing "My Pal Trigger" on percentage.
perfected
patented,
luminousa
Although Rep execs say they have
paint substance to reflect program
no definite plans for meeting decree
credits in darkened theatres, and
U's 39Net
provisions when final rules are
Metro is becoming the first to adopt
Consolidated net profits of Uni- handed down^ it's felt in some quarhis plan. Latter is putting it into efversal tor the 39 weel<s ended Aug.- ters that the move to CR plus the
fect with "The Yearling."
totaled to $3,206,354 after attempts to sell pix on percentage,
3, .1946,
Taus.sig, who calls, it "Glo-gram,"
all charges including Federal taxes
was made in an effort to strengthen
came into N. Y. this week from the basfed On income.
company position when .single-sellCoast to close several deals for the
Figure compares with $2,955,829 ing On an auction basis goes into
gimmick, which hp plans to extend netted by U in the corre.-tponding effect for all companies. Rep is not
.

of

Berman Plans

Remake

'Winter'

for

M-G

in

Eng.

Metro producer Pandro S. Berman
slated to do his first picture in
England some time next year. Curis

rently in N. Y. -on a short vacation,
Berman said last week the picture
scheduled for England is "If Winter
Gomes," remake of a story done by
the old Fox company in 1923. If the
plans for the film go through, it
will be one of the first produced by
Metro in England for several years.

Herman's . first film for 1947, he
he "Green Mansions," co-

said, will

starring Van Johnson and El izabeth
Taylor. Picture will be shot in Technicolor, with lensing slated to start
shortly after the first of the year.
No director has been set yet.
Berman said he has seven al other
scripts in the work but is not looking for story, materials while in N. Y.
He heads back to the Coast either

today (Wednesday) or tomorrow.

RKO Now

Testing in N.Y.

RKO, which never

before has reg-

ularly made tests of neophyte talent
in New York, plans to start about
Nov. 15, with completion of facilities
al the new Pathe studios in HarlemStacy Keach, recently named east-

ern test director, will be in charge
of the shooting and will function under iiupervision of eastern talent
chief Arthur Willi.
Willi has been lining up prospective performers for the test camera.s'
including fou;: culled from Northwestern University and mc'cl ii'.;eiicies

in

weeks.

Chicago

in

He

has n

also

t'-

;

r
iiv

'

-'-k'I'

oi

'

.
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GOV'T FAVORS FLAT RENTALS
Selznick Claims

That Judicial Ban

On Roadshows Would K.O. Top
claiming tliat a judicial ban on
roadshows would toll tlie end of
features,
extra-length
expensive,
Vanguard Films (Selznick) yesterN.Y. federal
day (15) asked the
court to except this type film from
the

price-flxing

prohibitions

of

its

leave to press this
of a petition for
point in a brief to be filed as amicus

Hollywood, Oct.

Arthur Schwartz^

•would be rendered impracticable if
minimums
price-scale
admission
cannot be guaranteed, would unhigh
fairly hit both the producers of
quality pix and the public, the plea
declared.
"In the past,"

who

15.

recently

checked out of Warners to organize
own indie production outfit,

his

signed
first

Andy

Russell to star in his

picture,

"Normandy."

Musical, to be produced in Techniis
slated to start early in

color,

January.

Vanguard

asserted,
his
"a producer was willing to Invest
time and fenergy and to venture his
capital beyond the ordinary in motion pictures of that type because,
traditionally, he could protect his
larger capital investment and justify the expenditures of his time and

Indies

Ask Not To

Be Tied by Decree
Indie producers, trying to shake
themselves loose from the implications of the anti-trust decision, filed

by having such pictures road- a plea this week with the Federal
shoWii at increased admission prices statutory court through the Society
and thereafter released generally." of Independent Motion Picture ProMany of the landmarks in the ad- ducers which asked the three judges
vance ot the motion picture art were
to permit them to sell their pix on
only possible because of the roadany terms which they see fit Basis
showing practice, Vanguard said.
for the argument presented in tbe
*There was a "grave danger," petiguise of amicus curiae ("friend of
tioner .said, that producers would be
the court") is, that the indies are
deterred from contributing to furr
innocent of any attempt to restrain
ther advances if thje priceiflxing ban
trade and should not be penalized
is hot lifted on the extra-length film.
As added reason for court easing of along with the majors.
Concerned also over possible rerestrictions, Vartguard pointed to the
growing foreign restrictions and bar- strictions on roadshows, the SIMPP
riers and claimed that only the very requested a holding by the court in
top quality Alms could successfully the decree that the rights of indies
Clarification of
compete if the trend continues,
are not affected.
"Undue hardship" would be suf-, this point was specifically sought refered by Vanguard in reference to gardless of whether or not the court
the defines the rights of the majors on
•its; "Duel in the Sun" in which
company said it had expended in roidshows. The Government in a
excess of $5,500,000 prior to June 11, reply to Big Five proposals has deShould the manded a ban on previous roaddate of the decision.
court refuse a blanket exemption to show, practices.
;

.

Vanguard suggested as
Indie rights to dispose of their
that the Little Three and
product on any terms suitable to

alternatives
indies be let out; if not, that pror^
ducers be exempted on specific pix
in

which

expenditures

substantial

were

made before the June

U'S

TEASER CAMPAIGN

11 date.

FOR WROR' COSTS 40G
Novel twist for teasers has been
rigged by Universal in a sock metro
politan newspaper campaign which
beats the drums for .International's
"The Dark Mirror" slated to world
preem at the Criterion (N.Y.), Fri
(18).. Drive in which U is spending $30,000' for the dailies opened
Sept, 29 with spreads in all papers
headed by the legend: "Wanted: 12
936 People who can keep a secret.

day

.

tions of licensing pacts
tribs with exhibitors.
Petition, in

leave

to

made by

dis-

form of a request for
was presented by

file,

Loyd
Wright, James M. Barnes and Mor-

SIMPP through

its

attorneys

Position of the indies,
asserted, may well be further
impaired so far as its ability to comris L. Ernst.
it

was

U

Triumph" and

tlniversal-International is hosting
a luncheon: tomorrow (17) for WilDozieri veepee and production
-

Pact

is

for '250 extras.
nearing ink' stage with
is

,

regular major

lots.

ham

exec, and its new
eastern story staff,
•uozier will present
James Poling,'
eastern story head who. fills in for
i^arney
Goodkind,

and

uaets, Poling's assistant,

week.

Florence

named

inomas,

this

•
.

_Miss Odets takes the place

who stepped

.

of

Sam

out to write
play.
She previously was ass't
^
^'^"^^ ^* Paramount Ift Holly-

wood

at the

First

New

Stage

Hollywood; Oct.
production on the

15.

new

sound stage at Enterprise starts this
week with "The Other. Love" costarring Barbara Stanwyck, David
Niven and Bob Stack.
Andre de Toth directs, starting off
with an Alpine set, covering ihe
entire floor space of 15,350 square
feet of the stage, specially built to
noises from the' nearby

prevent

Revamping of contracts covering
the sale' or lease of motion picture
rights to story properties and plays
is
currently
being weighed
by
amusement lawyers as result of a recent U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals'
decision which tossed out a $3,684
claim of playwright
deficiency
Ferenc Molnar against the Commis»
sioner of Internal Revenue.
The
three-judge court held that Molnar,
in the absence of a specific allocation in the licensing pact, could not
deduct from bis personal income tax
one-third of the lump payments
received by him on the sale of world
film rights to several plays as income
derived from sources outside the
U. S. within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Code.

RKO Rushing To

Virginia Morris at Par
Virginia Morris has been named
to Paramount's publicity-advertising
staff as assistant to Stanley Shuford,
advertising manager.

Miss Morris was formerly in
charge of trade paper advertising for
20th-Fox and prior to that stint
served with United Artists for 11
years/

Clear for *Rcbe
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Sid Rogell's production unit at
RKO, with four producers in action,
is working at high speed to complete
features before the end of Decem-

H

fairly; conducted without ber, So great is the pressure on the
elaborate administrative supervision, home lot and the RKO-Pathe studio
that is, the require,ment that all bids* in Culver City that some of the picbe in terms of a fiat sum. Under tures may be made at the company's
such a system there could be no Churubusco in Mexico City or at the
question as to whose was the highest new RKO-Pathe plant in New York,
bid and all other factors could be soon to be ready for occupancy.
In the Rogell unit, Michel Kraike
eliminated. If there were any doubt
on the score of the ability of ex- is handling five productions, Herman

hibitors to pay, the print could b6 Schlom four, and Theron Warth and
Ralph Steiner two apiece.
delivered O.OiD."
include
production
Kraike's
"Such a rule would mean,'' the
memorandum continued, "depriving "FUght,". "Indian Summer," "Varieties of 1947," "Jackpot" and Flow(Continued on page 61)
program
coners of Evil." Schlom's
sists of 'Thunder Mountain," 'Dick
Tracy Vs. The Claw," "Mombasa"
and "Seven Keys to Baldpate."
Warth is working on "Hirohito's
.

.

2-YR.dD IN-BETWEEN'

PIX STILL DOING SOCKO

Children" and "Blood on the Moon,"
Lost in the general hubbub about and Steiner is working on "Forever
the resurgence of reissues being After" and a feature still untitled.
Understood RKO is aiming to clear
released by the majors are those
"in-between" pictures, not old up its "B" production before Jan. 1,
enough to be classified as reissues to make room for the Frank Ross
but still old enough to have ex^ picture, "The Robe," the most exhausted their regular runs and to be pansive production ever announced
down in the lowest flat rental cate- by the studio. Filming will require
gory. Neighborhood houses in N. Y, practically all the company's space
and other key cities have recently and facilities, including the Gower
been picking such pix off exchange Street plant and the one in Culver
shelves for as little as $15 or $20 City. Shooting was originally slated
and, chai'ging 50c top admission, to start next April, but may get under way shortly after the first of the
have been cleaning up.
Queer angle is that most of the re- year.
Meanwhile, several "B" producers
issues on the current release slates
are grabbing off the same kind of are expected to check off the lot.
percentage deals as the majors' top Martin Mooney, who recently comproduct, with some of them going pleted "San Quentin," has not been
for as high as 35-40%. Answer to renewed, and othsrs are expebted to
this, according to one N. Y; branch follow.

MPEA DECIDES TO SELL
TO INDIE JAPS ONLY

were first released and so are giving
them all the. attention of their top
product, including new prints, new
Motion Picture Export Assn. has
accessories and full-blown exploita- cancelled Japanese distribution of
tion campaigns. "In-betweeners," on American product through the Toho
the other hand, are seldom more and
Shochiku circuits and will
than two yearg old and are sold in henceforth distribute through indie
Toho and
Nabe chains and exhibs.
their status quo condition.
exhibs are not so particular about Shochiku were cut off through their
the prints and some of. them have failure to provide enough outlets for
practically to be kept together with 'the pix, according to Orving Maas,
scotch tape.
general manager.
Included among these not^rso-oldies
Pointing out that American prodare several that were among the uct has consistently outgrossed na
top grossers for the year, in which tive films in Japan, Maas said both
they were released. Quick scanning circuits have nixed requests for ad
of the ones now playing the N. Y. ditional play dates on the grounds
nabes reveals such well-remembered that this would hurt the Japanese
hits as Metro's "Yolanda and the industry.
Circuits are also proThief," "The Clock" and "Music for ducers.
Millions":
20th's
"Pin-Up Girl";
Toho and Shochiku are expected
RKO's to encounter plenty of difficulty no-w
Par's
"Salty
O'Rourke";
"Days of GlOry,'' and Columbia's in getting enough product to make;
"Ki.ss and Tell."
the rounds of their many theatres,
While these pix are plenty impor- With a combined productive capacity
tant to the exhibs who presently buy of no more than four pix a month,
them, they'll become even more of a the two circuits will have to, scrape
necessity for those exhibs when the the barrel to keep their houses in oppresent building f reeie of the Civil- eration, with no increase in sight on
ian Production Administration is the supply of new prints for nativ^
lifted. Easing of the ban will probproduct.
ably see.' a raft of new houses being
built -in the nabes and suburbs,
which will probably take away any SPERLING'S 'DREAM STREET'
Milton Sperling, head of United
runs or clearances-; these houses
might presently have for the hewer States Pictures, has laid $35,000 on
product. When this occurs, these the- the line, for screen rights to Robert
atres will either have to rely, en- Sylvester's, novel, "Dream Street.''
Book is th^N'. Y. Daily News'
tirely on the "in-betweeners" or
theatrical reporter's first novel.
shut down.

MPEA

.

.

;

,;

Contention of Molnar which the
playwright buttressed with statistical evidence was that some 35% of
the revenue from all pix distributed
by the majors came from the foreign
market and that, consequently, the
same proportion of the purchase
price should be considered as extradomestic income. The court, in a
lengthy opinion, handed down the
important ruling that unless the contract specifically .allocated a propor-

,

•

would be

manager, is that the majors are attempting to seek a new audience
from among the kids who might
have missed these films when they

:
•

,

traffic.

.

them, the petition declared, should
not be abridged because as a matter
economic necessity they are
of
compelled to use the defendants as
distributors. Pact was cited that the
indie producers retain to themselves
control over the terms and condi-

pete with the majors are concerned
unless the court acts affirmatively to
Exhibs may decline
protect them.
to deal with them^indies argued, on
(Signed) The Secret Order of the any other terms than those entered
Dark Mirror." Continuing its mystic with the majors should there be no
pitch, campaign has developed on
clarification of the indie status.
the keep-it-a-secret theme with the
Roadshows are peculiarly imlatest gimmick, a printed coupon to
petition
be presented to the usher on, open, portant to indie producers,
continued, because the indies noring'day.'mally
produce only two or three
Idea, seconded by the coupon, is a
"hence
any
'speannually
and
pix
promise by the patron not to reveal
cial' film takes on added significance
the plot of "Dark Mirror." In re
On other moot
in his budget."
turn for this gag promise, the Cri
battle
of
currently
part
a
points
terion, coupon sez, gives a cuffo. authe
tographed photo of either Olivia de- between the Government and
divorcement and
Havilland or Lew Ayres, stars of the majors, such as
auction selling, SIMPP took no
pie. Plan of action
is intended for
position.
openings in other cities, U flackmen
say. In New York, campaign will be
stepped up to its peak on preem day.
New York fanfere will set U back
Ent, Extras in Deal
some $40,000 altogether. Balance of
Hollywood; Oct. 15.
coin is being spent on radio spot
New contract between Enterprise
announcements and display sheets
Extras Guild becomes efScreen
and
Which, echo the dailies keep-it-atoday
(15) with upped rates
fective
Secret slant.
will go in for teasers
Whenever the pic lends itself to that taking eiflect.
The $8.50 check is eliminated and
»ype campaign, the flacks say.
extras draw $14 to $20 per day.
First call for supers is for "Arch of

U PETES DOZiER

May Cause Pix Pact Revamp

Ent. Christens

Big, Five decree proposals on percentage deals which
labelled the majors' proposals "fantastically complex in nature." The
Dept. of Justice's seven page answer,
filed with the court this week, asserts that rather than accept the defendants' decree suggestions it would
"cast its vote for dismissal without
hesitation." Furthiermore, the D of J
declared, the majors were now confident that in a suit which they "had
ostensibly lost," a more profitable
method of doing business than they
had previously enjoyed has been
"constructed for them."
After contending that the "elaboration of the auction selling provision" by granting to the majors a
sufficient number of factors besides
price "to rationalize the selection, of
any outlet the defendants might
choose" was not necessary to the decree, the Government went on to
say: "Defendants are obviously not
disposed to adopt the one simple
rule under which auction selling
blast

I

fehergy

roadshows,

Values

GIVEN !N REPLY
The .Government came, out for flat
rentals on auction selling of pix in a

Schwartz Inks Russell

Nixing of roadshows, which

curiae.

Pix

t'

The request took the loVm

decision.

Molnar s Point on Foreign Market

U.S. PROPOSIILS

^

tion ot the licensing price to uses
outside the U. S., no deduction
would be permissable. In so holding, the court said it was otherwise
merely a surmise to guess the allocation of domestic andv foreign income that' the parties had in' mind.;

Opinion, cited approvingly a stateof the Tax Court in the dispute
said: "We think that a segregation of the purchase price upon
the basis of income derived by the
corporation from its production and
exhibition of other pictures in this
and foreign countries would bo

ment

which

\

wholly unjustified. It would have
been a simple matter for the parties
to have segregated the purchase of
the domestic from the foreign rights.'
This they did not do, and we cannot
supply that omission by surmise. For
all we know, the foreign rights to
this picture were considered of little
"
or no value
Statement
in
the
license
of
.

.

.

amounts,

if any, allocated to uses
outside the U. S. would have "evir
dential value," the Circuit Court

though it like any other recital
could be contradicted. Testimony of
experts would also be considered, it
(Continued on page 26)

said,

•

AUCTIONEER IP. DAY'S
PITCH FOR PIX BIDDING
Continuing

its

pitch

to maintain

industry interest in the auction selling idea proposed by the U. S. special statutory court, Joseph P. Day,
Inc., issued a statement this week
that the bidding plan could make for
a considerable increase in distribs'
revenue without an overall rise in
film rentals to all theatres.
Day is one of the country's biggest auctioneering outfits and its interest in the court plan grows out
of its desire to snare the job of
gavel- wielder under the new setup.
It submitted a scheme for its par^
ticipation to the court, the Justice
Department and the distributor der

fendahts last Aug. 23.
"The increase in film rentals under
the auction plan," according to Bernard P. Day, prexy 'Of the outfit,
"will come principally from approximately 3,000 Class A independent
theatres which have been unable to
get Class A product against the
competition of volume buying by
theatres and buying comThe U. S, District Court
found that free competition does not
exist in this area and its decree proposes to restore such competition.

circuit
bines.

Through volume buying, chain theatres and buying combines have been
getting Class

A

product at prices

much below what

these 3,000 Class
would
theatres
gladly have paid,
"What progressive exhibitor, who
in the past saw his opposition play a
much finer quality of product not
available to him at any price, would
not willingly pay more to get inore,,
when better pictures mean an increased gross and increased profits?"

A

independent

,

.

.

.

,
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FILM REVIEWS
Margio

Miniature Reviews

(ONE SONG: COLOR)
2mii-Fo!i riileas* o( Walter
^iH'tUih,

Still's

Jennnc

Moi-osoo prn-

Craiii; fcuturt's

5-mig;in, .l.ynn Havl, Alan

y.hiuk.

iMenn

l!iii-b«i-a

Ho-

3-»\vretice, I'onraii JaniS, Esllnn'
Direotc*! liy Henry JvinB.
itiu't i'jivaniuij:h.
.Sfropp.play,
t'^.
HiiKh Herbert, bafieii <n
uiiries by Ruth McKenuey iinil ilii-hard
J^-anhten: camera., t'harles <;larkej' ffonK,
**Mar;ilo,'* by -Benny DaviH, X. UusHel lli)bIhstiri Hti*l Con Coni'ft'l:. intisic" rtirpotlon, Alfvpil
?;e-wwan;
Kjiei'lal cftwls.

N. y., Oct.
.MINS.
MniBie.

-

Barbara -Vli'Trfian;
sflitov.
Frod Sera<*. Trailesiiuwn
Ruunins lime. »»
'-W.

10.
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, .

..Jeanne rra Ik

.

Olcnri l,anK:>n
l.ynn llarl
1

li^jnttiytie.. .......

I'rof.

Mli^a I'aUner. ..
Itny Hol'nsi.UiI«..t..;

.

Alan yumiR
.Barbara I.awrenctt
...... .Omrad .lams
.

.

.

.

.

.

^

.

,

Alarybellc.
.lohnny; .......

.

.K.^ther Dale
linimlma MrSweeney. .....
Mr. McDuft. ....... ....Holmrf (.'llvalKliiKh
...........I.Ann TmUl
Jwyce.
.

.

:

.

Hatlio .McDanicl

'Cynthia.
Hoy Charlie
Vi.. ...
AVaitda...,.
Keniov. ,',...

.Don llayilen
j
llawn
. .a;in»I
.. Vane.sfa linnvn
...Ulanii Herbcri
.leireraoni ; . ......... .........Milton i'i;rsons
Wella
........
.
JJariiaret
-Malrttni.........
.'..
.
\\ arron Mills
i . .
Arnold.
JJebater. ;..,,'.:,... ; ........ . Itlehard Ktlton
... ;;i'iiin sievi'nson
.. i..
;
Kalfsm.ini
.

.

(SONGS)
Hollywood, Oct.

"Marele" (One Song; Color).
(20th-Fox). Jeanne Ciain heads
.voung cast in sentimental comedy of schooldays; good /b.o.

RKi)

Meller
Chase" (UA)
slated tor okay b.o. results.
"Vacation in Keno" (RKO).
Lightweight family comedy for
supporting positions, v
"Nocturne'' (RKO). Whodunit
thriller. George Raft in hard-

"The

.

boiled

police

role

for

.

.

relea.se

Hon.

ramOM.

Hilrrv

.1..

Wild; music, I.eiKh

llar-

Tlarlln* and Mort (Ireune, ISleaniir Uinlolplj; eilltor. Htnio WilUnm.s. TraUeshimn 1. A.. Oct. 1, 'W. JtunninK lunCi
llne;

HiiiiS.v,-

.MI\.S.

R<i

.(.ieordo Had
Joe Warn?.
Krnni'Os liansom. . .
.......... .Lynn Hari
("ariil POKC... ...'..-...;. ...VlrBinla Huston
.

.

.

. i

.rof^eph

.....'

h^inRei's;

meller

.

Sn.'^an.

V hvent.

fans. B.o. prospects good.

i

.Mrs.

.

;

.

. .

.

Warnc-.

.

,

London, Dec.

under its
"'f he Rake's Prog5,

original title
Pic stars
ress.''

1945,

Rex Harrison

and Lilll Palmer and ran HO
minutes as against IQl mins.
now,
Reviewer (Talb.) said: "The
extent of Hollywood's gain in
obtaining Rex
Harrison and
Lilli Palmer will be appreciated
-

£ Continued from

page

!

Lion, slated Nov. 18 as the start 61
"Repeat Performance," co-starring
Joan Leslie and Franchot Tone
Al Rogell is testing for roles iii
:

.

"Heaven Only Knows," which he
win make for Seymour Neben^al
Fujoy Knight, Ann Shoemaker
and Samuel S. Hinds checked into
the cast of the Fred Finklehoffe
production, "The Egg and I," for
Universal-International.
:

Gus

two players

script,

Republic washed up "Hit Parade iot
1947," sixth of its high budgeters
for 1946-47. Others completed are,
"I've Always Loved You," "Plainsman and t.ie Lady," "Angel and the
Badman," "That Brennan Girl" and
"Calendar Girl,"
RKO is writing
in a special feature role for Lanny
Rees, moppet, in "Return ot the
Badmen." Youngster: is currently
working in "Banjo" and attracted
attention of the studio execs by hig
work in "A Likely Story."
.
Preston Sturges shifts his "Vendetta"
troupe from Brent's Crags to CorSan Fernando
rigan's Ranch
in
Valley
Thalia
Productions,
.
.
headed by Sol J>sser and Edward
G. Robinson, slated "I Heard Them
Sing," a novel by Ferdinand Reyher,
as its second production, following
"The Ifed House."

.

.

...

........

...

.Maek .Gray

.........

first

RKO

production.

are, their individual
are equalled by
others in the big cast. The

performances

many

racy,

in

dialog,

is

as

.

,

rison as her

.

''Nocturne'' is a detective thriller
series of adroit directorial strokes, in
the Hitchcock tradition, the pic's momentum is made to mount in a steady,
ascending line. Terror stalks the pair
in their flight to Havana then explodes with the shocking stillness of

From the Lots

Uni-

headed for good b.o. payoff. George
Raft name adds to. selling values. It
has been well mounted by Joan Har-

t3,ueenip .Smit'i

tVnee'lie

a

Gentleman,"

shown tomorrow Thursday (17),
was reviewed in Variety from

Schilling inked for the comic
lead in Columbia's "The Lady From
Shanghai," slated to start filming on
location at Acapulco, Mexico ...

tvi'ata.

ThiauHh

and. henchman.

hold

"Notorious

versal release of Briti.sh EagleLion production, being trade-

here when patrons get an eyeful
of this, probably one of the
finest films to come out of a
British studio. .Superb as these

.Bernard Holtmnn

Tori)..

pi'Lsinyly hefty sock.

I'evney

Myrna DcU
.Kdwanl Aahley

Walter Sanile
.............. ,SInb«I PalKC

JIalb'M'NOn.

"Child of Divorce" (RKO).
Light budgeter carrying a siir-

.

.

.

12.

oI,Joan Hari Lsnn

proUlu
KnTt. l.ynn Uarl: teatnrea
ileortii'
Virginia llii.ston, Joet'i'h .I'evney. Alyrnu
Hell, Kiiw.ird Atliley. Walter Ssnilo. .M«1>»1
l>lrci't(!a
by ISdwIn h, Mnrin;
I'alKe.
JonaUjiin l.»tlmer; based cm
.Sprceriiilay.
story liv Prank Kenton und Bowlnnd Urown;

.Star^

1

.

.

.

'Notorious Gentleman'

;

Action and suspense are plentiful and
good as many that HoUyvirood
.CeeM Weston
hard-bitten mood of story is. .sushas produced. This -solid entry
tained throughout by Edwin L. Mashould go big in the U. S.
sentimentalism of the late '20s, a gun with a silencer on it.
rin's direction.
There's some con"Direction by Sidney Gilliat
of Hoover, Vallee, flappers and flagfusion towards windup in pulling all
film's standout scene, Michele
In
the
who, with Frank Launder, also
pole^sitters, has been virapped around
Morgan drops to the floor of a crowd- threads of talc together but this is
a hit song of the period to emerge
wrote and pi-oduced the picture,
ed oafe, killed by a stiletto thrust apparently due to editing problem in
as an entertaining bit of taffee called
keeping footage to tight 86 minutes'
is
virtually flawless.
Producin the midst of an embrace. Robei't
pi
e"Margie." There's no particular
tion values are far above the
Cummings, as the chauffeur is then running time.
tense of "Margie" being anything of
Raft is seen as hardboiled deteC'
general run of British feaHavana police under
epochal proportions, but it has a ho- picked up by the
of murder. Under pressure tive lieutenant whose stubbornness
tures."".v
mey quality whose wordrof-mouth suspicion
tightening web of framed-up evi- leads to uncovering a murder pre
should be a factor to set it right for of a
dence against him he breaks »loose viotisly tagged a suicide. He gives
the boxortice.
to clear him- his iisual, slow-paced, tough touch
"Margie," the song, is constantly from the cops and tries
in
self. In another smashing sequence, to assignment to make it thoroughly
reprised throughout the film, but it is
is
cornered by Peter effective. Co-star Lynn Bari, a prime
Cummings
by no means the pic's outstanding
gunman,
who
riddles him suspect through much of the footage,
Lorre,
a
Producer Walter Morosco
quality;
(CINECOLOR)
a capable job. Virginia Husfull of holes and then dumps him turns
McKenneythe
Ruth
surrounded
has
UA releajju ot David 'I... T.oew (Musicolor)
ton is interesting as Miss Bari's songRichard Bransten stories with some down soma stairs where Cumminys stress sister and sings" three tunes, Production. Vronuced by Werner Janssen.
in a grotesque heap. Having
conductin};. .Tanssen Symphony. Orchestra of
of 20th-Fox's sprightlier younger lands
from here, the screen- "Nocturne," "Why Pretend," and "A Los Anseten; camera. Alan Stensvol'J: or^
players, F. Hugh Herbert knows his no olace to go
Although more than 3,000 persons
to the easy device of Little Bi*. Is Better Than None." All chcttration. Lucien <?Ail1ct: sound. \V. M.
way about in scripting a screenplay play resorts
DalKleish. ttunninE tlm«. 10 MIN8.
are
tuneful.
Former
is
by
Leigh
Harappeared before the cameras, only
take place
about the highschool clan, and added having the whole business
line and Mort Greene, while Eleanor
dream.
five named will be billed in "Deto this is some excellent Technicolor in a
Rudolph
cleffed
other
two
numbers,
scries
New
of
musical
classics
ception" at Warners, Quintet of
Cummings handles himself nicely
photograpliy that enhances the overPlot is the BVank Penton-Rowland shorts filmed with outdoor back- speaking parts ..consists of Bette
all expensively mounted production. but, though he tops the cast, is overNo small credit should go to Henry shadowed by the dominating person- Brown story, scripted by Jonathan ground.s, of which this is the first, Davis, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains,
King for the direction. It is a pic of ality and loSks of a newcomer, Steve Latimer, has Edward Ashley, com- looks like a good bet. Reverse switch John Abbott and Benson Fong,
1928, of coonskin coats, flivvers, se- Cochran; who plays the killer. Coch- jMser, found dead in his swank Holly- of setting backgrounds to music, in- Script called for a total of 3,03S
nior proms and the like, and King ran is handsome, suave, confident, wood home, an apparent suicide. stead of music to the scene, while not
extras.
has captured all this without ever and menacing in the manner of a Police accept theory, all but Raft, new, is .still novel. And this series
suggesting the travesty it could easily Humphrey Bogart. Thesping talents who can't believe the Ashley charac- apparently is being done with care,
Max Terhune inked as comedy
have become in less experienced are adequate for a strong buildup, ter is type to shoot himself in ;middle skill, taste and artistry.
lead in "Along the Oregon Trail" at
Lorre, in one of his best roles, comes of composing tune. Raft steps on a
Film is a lO-minute recording of
hands.
Republic . . . Henry Hull drew a
lot
toes
during
attempts
to
put
of
through
solid
assist
the
with a
as
VMargie" is the yarn of how a highthe great D Minor Toccata and Fugue
school teen-ager married her French killer's aide-de-camp. Miss Morgan over his theory and is finally tossed of Bach, orchestrated by Lucien Gail- character -role in "Deep Valley," to
teacher. It could probably be .summed registers nicely, although she isn't off police force. He still keeps up let (who got his training while in be produced by Henry Blanke at
Hunt Stromberg's
up as briefly as all that. There are given much to do besides modelling search and finds a murder, but not the Philadelphia Orchestra under the Warners
until he has been beaten and other- eyes of that ace of Bach transcribers, "Personal Column," originally slated
such details, also, of how all the girls a few flashy gowns.
Lensing is executed with finesse wise kicked around.
at Central High swooned at the sight
Leopold Stokowski). The unusual, to start this week, was sent back to
of Mr. Fontayne, the handsome, and the process shot in which the
Joseph Pevney, as a mild piano- impressive formations of Bryce Can- the writing mill for its fifth scriptyoung French teacher; of Roy, the killer's limousine crashes into a rac- pounder in a nitery, is the killer and yon, Utah, are filmed as screen ao-- ing job
V . . Nancy Saunders was
beau of Margie's own age; the next- ing locomotive is done with excel- -show.s up well. Myrna Dell, sexy companiment, the majestic natural
door, typically flapperi.sh girlfriend lent technique". Musical score is also blonde housekeeper for. Ashley, adds beauty of canyon, rocks, forests, assigned to the femme lead in "Law
with the peroxide iiair, rouged knees nicely blended to add to the overall som.? spice to proceedings. Mabel clouds and sky teaming perfectly of the Ganyoni" Charles StarrettHertn,
and rolled stockings; of the young effect.
Paige shines as Raft's mother. Ber- with the inspiring strains of the Bach Smiley Burnette co-starrer, at Coschool librarian who had also set her
, Melville Cooper in from
nie Hoffman is an outsize menace. work. Change of scenes, of seasons, lumbia .
sights for the young French teacher,
are used cleverly to suit style and New York for a featured role in
Others are capable.
in Iteno
Jeanne Grain heads the cast of
Both Miss Harrison and Edwin rhythm changes in the music (bright "Slippy McGee,'' first production by
youthful performers who carry this
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Marin
maintain a matter-of-fact sunlight on the cliffs for the toccata; Lou Brock at Republic .
George
story, as Margie, and, as usual, she
RKO release of Leslie Goodwins produc- mood in development to command-at- snowstorm in the forest for the
screens beautifully in Technicolor. tion, directed by (Goodwins, Stars Jack tention. Leigh Harline's music score fugue, etc.). Scenically, the .short is Cleveland shifted from "I Wonder
Anne Jeffreys. Wally
features
Who's Kissing Her Now"' to "Mother
Miss Grain also looks and acts the Haley:
Brown. lr\A Adrian. Morj?an Conway. Alan and lensing by Harry J. Wild con- eye-filling, while mUsically, the JansWore
TightjS"
at
20th-Fox
. Samuel
type in this flashback story of
conductor
sen
Symphony
under
its
Jtoberls
S<:reenplay. Charles K.
Carney.
tribute expertly to sustaining sus.mother's memories of her school and .'Arthur Koss; based on storv by Charles penseful atmosphere.
Janssen, ..performs the Bach music in Goldwyn bought screen rights tiB
Brog.
days. Glenn Langan is the French Kerr; camera. GeorBC E. Diskant: special
smooth, ilnished style, with the vari- "The Dancing Detective," a tale of
effects. Uii.sscll A. Cully; music. Paul Sawteacher who becomes the principal tell; editor, LCB IHUbrook. Tradeshown
Bron,
ous choirs well balanced.
New York's dime-a-dance halls, auhe handles his comparatively small Oct.. !. '4(1. Uunning time, 60 .MINS.
thored by Cornell Woolrich.
Cliild
of
.......Jack Haley
role satisfactorily, Alan Young, the Jack Carroll
RKO release of Lillte Hayward produc...,-^nnc Jettreys
Elcar.or.
Republic assigned Bill Kennedy
radia comedian, who is making his
Wally Brown tion. Features Sharyn Moffet, ReKls TooKddic Roberts. ........... .
Foreign
Films
first appearince in films, is excellent Bunny Wells.
and Damian O'Flynn as male leads
Iris Adrian mey. Mad;^c Meredith. Walter Reed. Una
as the mooning sweetheart of Miss Joe. ....... .'....,..,,,,. .MorKan Conway O'Connur. Doris Merrick. Directed by Richopposite Adele Mara in "Web of
CUnlifcet]/ /or Anglo-U. 5; Afarfcet)
...Alan Carney ard O.. Fleischer. Screenplay. Lillle HayAngel. ..... ........ i.....
Grain during her school days.
Danger," to be directed by Phil
-.Myrna Dell ward; based on the play. "Wednesday's
BuincnH....
Lynn Bari is the librarian, a small Mrs.
Child."
by
.Leopold
Atlas:
camera.
Jack
L.
Dumnnt.
................. .Matt McHuR'h
Ford . . . Sidney Picker drew pro"TAAITuiro I)n €«lli«r De 1m Reine"
part handled adequately; Barbara .'^ally Bettver...:i..i.,.... .., .Claire Carleton MacKenzie; music, LeiKli Hariine: editor,
("The r'ase of the Ouecji's Necklace") duction reins on Republic's "MarLawrence the flapper with boys on Sheriflf.
Jason Roliards .Samuel E. B€etley. Tradeshown N. Y.. Oct.
.....
(VRENCII). Piitho release and produc- shal of Cripple creek," last of this
'4«. Running time. 6% ItllNS.
I,
-Malt Willis
her mind constantly, an eye-opener Hank.
Bobby. ..
..Sharyn Moffet tion: directed by Marcel L'Herbicr: stars season's
part for the youngster; Conrad Janis
Hed Ryder series with
Ray
HeRis Toomey Viviane Romance;, features Marion Dorian.
skelter
supporting
comedy
Helter
the football»playing, coonskin
is
Joan ....................... MadKC Meredith .Vlaurjcc KsCande, Jauiiues Dacqminc, Pierre Allan Lane as star . . . Ralph Staub;
nprtin: reviewed in Paris.: 'Runnine time,
wearing kid with a yen for scrim that should play off okay in .second- Michael
;.
.AValter Reed
is using the Last Frontier Hotel,
Antics of names, Nora
"
........Una O'Connor 78 .MINS.
maging on the parlor sofa as v/ell as ary positions.
Las Vegas, as background for his
Doris .Merrick
the ^idiron; Esther Dale: plays Miss which are all familiar enough to aid Ijouise.
Judge
Harry Chesire
Naomi
Picture, said to have cost $300,000, latest Screen Snapshots
Grain's grandmother, and Hobart possibilities, is slanted for the family Dr. Sterling. ,
Sclmer Jackson
originally was started by He de Childers, star of silent films, was
Cavanaugh her father, and it is trade and, while it's all frantic, there Carrie
Lillian Randolph
,
.Pat Prest France productions and after budg- inked for a role in "Merton of the
aiNDund him that the pic's funniest are enough laughs to help spin out Linda
.Gregory Muradian etary
trouble was completed by Movies" at Metro, joining Mae McPro- Freddie
situation, at the finish, is set up. It is the 60 minutes running time.
Donnie.
.GeorKe McDonald Pathe. Marcel. L'Herbier is credited
a fine, uniformly good cast whose duction values measure up to budget Betty. .....;...,.,..
Avoy, Robert O'Connor, Chester
.Fatsy Converse
performance .helps "Margie" emerge expenditure in good fashion.
Pcgsy
..
.. .;.
Carter as director but since he was ill dur- Conklin,
.. Ann
Clarence
Henneke and
ing much of the shooting, few scenes
Marital comedy deals with loveyas a sweetly sentimental story of
"Child of Divorce," as- the tag im- are worthwhile with the exception Vernon Dent, former screen names
period that must inevitably produce dove.v couple who have first quarrel
Paramount is sending a camera
and the husband goes off to Reno— plies, is a pic with a message about of the last sequence which shows
fond meftiories for any audience.
' Kahn
broken homes. Theme is old hat but Miss Romance whipped and brand- crew, to Princeton, N. J., to shoot
not for a divorce but to spend a two
week vacation looking for buried this film is a surprise. It says what ed for her part in a royal swindle. campus backgrounds and record the
treasure.
Naturally wi!e misunder- it has to say sincerely, poignantly Actress portrays the part done by chimes of Old Nassau for "The Most:
.stands and follows.
Many bedroom and economically. A'small budgeter, Marcelle Chantal in the pre-war Likely to Succeed."
Tilc iMasvt
their eventual this film has rolled up its modest version. This entry is not likely to
TjA release of Heyrnour Nebcn/.al produc- complications slow
tion.
Star.9
Robert CuniniinKs; features get-together as husband becomes in- production resources into a tight lit- cover its cost because handicapped
Blichele Morgan. Peter Lorre, .Steve Coch- volved With trio of bank robbers tle fist and will sock hard in any with the Louis XVI story very forran.
Directed by Arthur Ripley. .Screenwhose
loot
he
has
found.
When dualer situation in which it's placed. mally scripted and acted..
play, Philip Yordan. based on novel by Cor-'
script dialog and situations can't de- Properly angled exploitation towards
ncll
Woolrich; suore.
Alichol
lllclicict;
camera. Eugene Frenkr; editor. BM Mann; velop a laugh, mechanical devices church groups and parent-teacher asContinued from page 5
'iYadeshO'vn N". Y.. Oct. 11. '4(i. Runjiine such as chattering telephones are sociations could boost this effort to *I«>|ianisNon Ocli Vestuian
time. 8fi MIKS.
(".lohansson and Vestman")
thrown in to assure a chuclcle. It's unexpected levels.
Chuck; ....
.Robert: rurnxi1ln,i?i3
w
closed oil almost two blocks of the
Whole production is held together
Txirna ...
,.Michele
.MnrKan obvious that the husband will end up
Stockholm, Sept. 17.
main street from midnight to dawn
t^ino;
..... Peter Lorre a hero and with a tidy reward for by thf superlative thesping of 8-yearSyensh. Filmindnstry production and re- every night while the crew was
Homan .......... .... ... ... .f^tcve <\)chran his fumbling efforts in bringing the old Shirley Moffat. Moppet conducts lease.
BtsivB Holffer
Lo?wensidler, l^ture
Johnson. ...,..;.......,,
the
Lloyd Corrisan
herself with
bank-robbers to justice;admirable restraint, Jjigfrvaii, .Wanda Rothuardt. Directed by shooting. The mayor has visited
Commander Davidson^
....
J.'ick Holt
Molanflcr.
Screenplay by Rune I..indunit every day and many townsJack Haley is the husband and skirting the fatal pitfall into cloying Olof
Fats. .;.....'. .'...i .,
Don W)l."oh
sti-om from play by Karl .Staaff: camera.
Acosta
....
for bits.
..A1.>\is M'inotis
Anne Jeffreys the wife. Both try sweetness or precocity. Child's heart- Ake Dahlqnisl.
At Skflndia. fUtocklinlm; people have been employed
Madame (;llin
.... .Vina Kos-'hetz
hard and get through with sufficient break as she gets torn between her starting Sept. 3; Runninij; time; »0 MII<iS.
With completion of the Stamford
MidnlKht
YolatM;i L.-lcc,T
laughs to rate a nod under Les parents is portrayed with an inner
.rob.
J:im(4.<i Wc.«lr>i-nekl
camerawork, company is moving ta
Good win.s' direction. Latter gets the agony that will moisten many -a kerManicurist.
..Siiirley D'Mara
Tills is one of the better Swedish
White Plains, N. Y., to use the courtmost possible from script by Charles chief. Rest of the cast, topped by
Story has a social house there, Stamford's not bejnS
Another ca«e oi a sure wirner E. Roberts and Arthur Ross, based Regis Toomey as the father and productions.
Unit hasn't built *,
folding just before the, finish line. on a story by Charles Kferr. Wally Madge Meredith as the mother, per- background with the crime-does-not- large enough.
pay motif pointed up. But it is more single
intend to,
"The Chase" is a meller thal's taut Brown and Claire Carleton are in on form with equal con-viction.
set" and doesn't
than that because of the excellent
as sprung steel for 75 minutes of its opening sequences as a quarrelsome
Story tmf olds with the directness
using actual spots in the towns for
running time then slackens limnly couple who provoke trouble between of a documentai'y study. Without any screenplay by Rune Lindstrom plus anything it needs.
Difficulties of
the splendid direction of veteran
into the commonplace. Cut off the Haley and Mi.sj Jeffrey's. Iris Adrian. twi.sting, turni|ig or corny einbellishiind^r
rigging
etc.,
lights,
cameras,
Olof
Molander. This backed by the
last few sequences, which arc tacked Morgan Conway and Alan Carney mcnts, the camera keeps *a steady
such conditions, however, have been
on with a stylo and mood unlike the form the crook trio for some laughs. focus on the child through the do- fine camera work of Ake Dahlquist
just about as costly as set-buildingr
main body, and the pic is a fiuperior Matt Willis, a dumb deputy sheriff, mestic breakup, the divorce proceed- makes for fine realism.
estimates.
de
Rochemont
Principal
players
also
go
far
in
every department. holds up his end of what fun there is. ings, her .shuttling back and forth beproduction in
Taken. as a whoie, it still ra(es above- Also good for a lift are Myrna Dell tween two homes, and her pathetic making this a thoroughly convincing
Rushes have been viewed after
par and with fairly strongs marquee and. Matt McHugh.
windup in a boarding school., Screen-^ yan?. Some of featured roles are a closing time' every night in a local
CJoodwins,
pull on the credit side, the film's powho also produced, play, which is simple but honest, bit overdone, however.
theatre in Stamford, being trucked
seems bright makes most of budget allotment gives no halm at the fadeout as the
tential at the b.o.
Picture looms as a splendid repreYork. Elia
under executive supervision of Sid child looks wistfully out of her sentative for the Swedish picture in- up from the lab in New
enough,
with
Yarn concerns the attempt of a Rogell. Len,sing by George E. Di.sk- .schoolroom window and the chapel dustry throughout the world. As Kazan is directing the picture, Lee
Wyatt.
killer's wife and bis chauffeur to ant measures up as do other techni- chimeSi ironically strike up -'Home, such, it stacks up as having possibili- Dana AndrewSj Jane
Btogi
Cobb and Sato ievene in the east.
make their eetavi^av ffom his bou.se- cal aides.
Sweet Home,"
Herm,
ties in the American market.
Win,
.
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more

Midwest Film

to the point, in the practical,

down-to-earth

Biz, Disregarding

within

trading

the

No Beefs

War, State Depts. Have

industry— in this situation, anyhow—
we do business with Bill and Joe
and Fred the only way business can
be done, on a personal basis, taking
,

Others Moans, Surges Ahead
'Old Friends' Basis to

On

into full consideration all the personal equations which make Bill and
Joe and Fred completely, different
propositions..-

Top Grosses

"But

man
volved: Sirnilarly with the seemingly
eiidless gro,wth ,bf new assPciations
Omaha. Oct. 15.
nominally safeguarding and protecfMa,ylair,
New iiig one gi'oup
London's
Like
against another. Mayv
YoiU's Greenwich Village, Los An- be the Government, maybe.- the orgeles' Hpllywopd' there is lio geo- ganizers of. tht'.se. associations
are
graphical exactitude about the spot aninriated by the best, motives
in the
Iwhere the West begins. The implied world. Trouble is they're predicated
Southernto
attaching
stigin*
on a fallacy.
"Yankeeers' callirig Baltirhoreans
"They all overlook what you'd
plated." a charge which gets a grin think was so self-evident as to need
ffom Baltimore, is more or le's,s ot a no stressing— the fact a; producer or
paltt'i-n with Denverities' putting of a distributor
or an exhibitor is, first
Omaha beyond' the pale as being in of all, a man. Sew him up as tight as,
the middle, west.;
you please, in as powerful an assoIt the relatively few native sorts— ciation as you please— and
he is still
biz— this: mugg
:jn. and: out ^of show
ah; individual.. When you
me

By Hayden Talbot

,

'

;

,iliet dui'iii.i!
:aife

.

a

two-day stay

in

cattle country, you
it y<)u say it's as
trul,y we.storii as Buffalo Bjll.^ Flippant citizens teH you lots of folks
chalk up Omaha's chief claim to

won't go wrong

of

which

the asspciation

inspired Oscar Wilde to write, 'The
Ballad ot Reading Gaol." I'll change
my mind about regimentation of the

human

When David Wark

'aninial.

Griftith roadshowed .'The Birth ot a
Nation'— and blazed the way for the
being the birthplace lesser showmen of today— he did
it
of Fred, and Adele Astaire, and ad- all by himself. He just got together
jacont- to the hamlet where, Harold with the guy who ran the house he
Lloyd was born. After three months wanted— in every spot in the coun^
wailing
exhibs' try— and made a deal
to
of, liHettihg
with him. As
gripes; it is as refreshing as the simple as that.
ozone-laden air of Omaha itself to
Only Individuals Count discover a breed of men who can
"Today? Extended runs. ClearStili indulge in flippancy.
ances.
Exorbitant
percentages.
Omaha's Independence
Terrifically
increased
operating
But this is dealing in supcrficiali- costs. Why, you could go. on fdrThe putstanding impression .'eyer setting" forth the exhibitors'
,tie.s..
Omaha leaves on the ob.<iervanl visi- troubles. But .anybody who thinks
tor's mind is its rugged, don'trgive- they're going to. be ironed out by
a-danin independence. For the first any "non-individualistic association
time since this fact-quest started, is nufs. The only way any business
your roving reporter has found him- man can get along in business is to
self in Omaha up; against indies ih- deal, with othSr business men— as
dividuaJistlc enough to make you individuals. However cute your Misrealize it's no mere coincidence in^ souri mule skinner may be, let the
dependents and independence are legendary smartness of the Yankee
pronpunced exactly the' same,
horse-trader be true, the fact reDeiiver~^\yidest awake and most mains a swap's a swap.
Simple..
'dpfiniislic ,pf ,,;any burg yet surveyed., Straightforward.
Hothing tortuous
—only servos to intensify the feeling about it. Why in. heaven's name,
.Omaha is but a shade less so. From then, should film business be dif-

as

distinction;

•

tell

Omaha; the name

average .specimens of this ,mo-

^tropqlisl-of: the

.

;:

:

,

.

:

:

:

comes abundant ferent?
"The answer Js,
evidence of growing disregard of
Governmental interference with long
established rules of the motion pictliese

both-

cities

ture
business. Let
other regions
weep and moan about the impending chaos resultant from auction
bidding and single buying— Omaha

mutually valuable these friendships
are was Convincingly blueprinted by
Joseph Scott, branch manager for
20th Century-Fox with headquarters
in Omaha. Cock an ear and listen
to

what Scott says:

Exhib, Distrib Labels

Often Prove Deceptive
"Sometimes I think tags are deceptive things. Label a man a producer or a distributor or an exhibitor and right away you brand
him as positively as a steer with a
Bar-X on his flank. Can you picture
anybody stupid enough to believe
the

application of a branding iron
to a calfs hide means a thing— so
far as the juiciness of that animal's

What's

isn't

specific.

10-20
yearsi
Can remind him
of the old days when a dollar looked
as big to him as a double sawbuck
does today. Can a.sk him to dig up
;

one of his old bank books and prove
me a liar, if his balance at the mois concerned?
But plenty of ment isn't at least 20 times as big.
People are stupid enough to take it as it -was when he started. .Pretty
.% granted the tag stuck on a hu- soon I've got him to see he's being
Wan aniniar makes him automatic- too greedy. Most times -it's easy
»Hy a saint or a devil, according to Always it's Simple.
which way you look at him.
Checking Story
"Maybe because we're in the heart
"Take another guy who comes
of the cow country here we aren't
along with a roof-raisihg bellow beso prone to be taken in by tags.
cause I've pwt a checker in his lobby.
Maybe the experience gained by Mb disputing; there's a lot in what he
generations of stockmen sizing up
says about the humiliation it makes
beef critters accounts for. our ability
him feel, the distrust implied, the
to size up men. Anyhp-w,
when you damage it does his reputation in the
get dttt arnong Omaha's' independents
town. So I don't start disputing. I
ypll'll be able to decide for yourself
tell him a story— one of the oddest
just, how little tags mean
to them, stories ! know. /I get, him to listen
how real friendships are. Gripes? by explaining how this Checking
Sure, you'll hear 'era. Why not?
que.er
works
system;-' so.rheti)"nes;
Nobody, better than the distributor tricks;:knows the problems the exhibitor
"The house 1 have in mind— natuIS up against
these days. But any rally, .L don't tell him -vvhat house it
sensible distributor, like any sen.sible
^has been checked time alter time
is
PTOdilcer,;knows 'it is, just as much for ye'ar.s, Always -it returns the
:to,hig,,advantage t0:,help the exhibi- smallest grosses when it is checked.
tor solve those
problems as it is Ypu. could accpiintifor- its happening
VI al to the
exhibitor to find the once or twice— bad weather, strong
/solution.
opposition, any number of reasons—
_"In this territory we're itiostly
a but when-' it happens every tiinej.S'ou
simple people—in the real
senise of begin to think checking puts a jinx
.the word.
Simple enough still to on t-hat especial house. Anyhpvv, for
tmnk the shortest distance between
years in the ease- of this one operatwo. points is a
straight line. So,
the uneheck-2d weeks regularwr the most part, we let other folks tion,
ly show bigger grosses than the

meat
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Two

Sides

tone. I don't say I've made him dislike having a checker in his lobby

proof.

marked

'Human nature being what

it

is

less,

but

I

again.-il

more money for his product. He's
in the same boat we're in.
Our costs
are

-

,

They See the Sea.
named it the Admirar because

"1

most people in Omaha
the ocean only by hearBiggcft floating. thin,g most of
'em have eyer seen is a canoe.. So

I

figured

knew about
say.

:

'"I'ake

example.
tell.s-*-lhe

j

the checking system, for
I can match the tale Scolt
other way. Of course, the
:

had the aHditpriura .treated like .'iystem is faulty. Where you have to
the interior: of an enprraous ocean depend on human beitigS, .any system,
liner-T-porthples along the side and is bound to be faulty..: And. everi. a
lifebPats slung from davits as the checker is a human being.
So he
'saloph' narrows towards the prp- has tP quit his post npw and again-—
scenium. From the start people said to have dinner and other things. So
Ever; since every day of his working life he.ha-s
they liked the idea.
they've rolled up in gradually in- to do -a bit of guessing. Often as not.
creasing numbers from all parts of he gues.ses less than the actual adworry about all this Governmental
town until now there'.? nothing missions. Over a long period I've
checked weeks.
Jegislation which is making
straight"This true yarn which I tell startling about my having every, one found the checker to be generally
forward dealing more and
from 200 to 300 admissions wrongmore im- against myself generally brings the of the 1,238 seats filled.
possible and more and
"The wise showman doesn't waste one way or the other. So long as it
more in- bellower down to a conversational
1,

'

:

.

:

;

we've got to get more
the

boxoffice

counter..
for

No room

.".What is definitely bad is blocked
up first runs. They're killing. It's
undeistandable, of course. From the
standpoint of the producer and the
first-run house operator: it; is sound
ecPhomics to get all yPu can put of.
an extended run. But it is not sound
economics. What it actually acconipli.shes is an artificial shortage of
product, and thi.s means murder forthe sufa.sequent-ruh hPuse operator,
:

here in Omaha. It would be foolish
to
.say
everything in the garden's
Ipvely, but when was it ever that

way anywhere?

up, :Sa

money over

So we raise prices.
argument here.

.

my

himself,

"As for too many percentage picand too high terms for pictures entitled to rate as tops, I say

,

,

'[",

and Japan

tures,

,

':

f he

every informed exhibitor knows pr6ducer.s' costs are 'way up.
We all
know the producer has got to get

.

:

.

Upped Admish Prices
Compensate Upped Costs

'

hou.ie.

by.

averages up; about even at the end
of the year, who wants to get the
checker fired on the grounds of inaccuracy? But I Still say Scott isn't
the only guy who can tell a story

!

.

appro'vral

State Depts., forward- press-

governfrient, of, Germany
make their selections.

K

lars in

following

books and other descriptive matter:
of films tagged by the film companies
for sooksee by Army officials on the
spot.
Basing their opinion on the,
materials forwarded, the military

-

•

-

visipn:,

War and

—

;

for release in occupied counSince. July 1 Civil Aflairs Di-

tries.

I;

wasn't satisfied with letting well
generally am able to enough alone.
make him accept it as a kid takes
"Having solved the crying baby
spinach if it's the only way for him problem, I decided to go a step furto get an extra helping of pie after- ther in catering to mothers with tiny
wards. Nothing much to it. Simple." kids. I had special apparatus made
How about it. New England? What to order, and installed it in one of
do you say, Pittsburgh? How does the cubicles off T,he ladies' powder
it
hit
you, Chicago?
That wais room. I had the door lettered in baby
Omaha, that was. And here's some blue paint, 'For Kiddies Only;' What
more. Meet Ralph Blank, owner of I thought was pretty clever turned
the Admiral theatre, Omaha:
out to be almost a nightmare. The
"I'm always open to correction, damn thing- became so popular, with
but if r know anything about shpw both the babies and their mothers,
business it is and always has been my 'cry room' was nowhere near
as personal as any of the so-called big enough to hold. 'era all.
There may have been 16th
arts.
"So my new house in South Omacentury syndicates, but the name ha,
to be called the Chief, will have
you remember is Shakespeare. Not a much bigger 'cry room.' Although
so long ago every legit house in
it will be only a 950-seater, I'm takAmerica knew what
& E stood ing no chances about not being able
for, but today it's names like Mansto provide a seat for every mother
field and Belasco which live. So I
with an infant.
Incidentally, the
make no bones about using the per- house has a, frontage of 96 feet and
sonal pronoun T: when I'm talking
the sidewalk, is 20 feet wide.
I'm
business.
having steam pipes laid the full
"I built the Admiral theatre four
length and width of this sidewalk,
years ago after I'd scoured Omaha
just under the surface.
However
from end to end to find the choicest low the temperature, however deep
situation. Exactly like- the majpHty
the snow drifts are elsewhere, pco-.
of the patrons I hoped to attract pie lining
up at the Chief will be
into ray house
I
knew what I Standing on Clean, dry, heated pave-,
.wanted.
I
hoped what I wanted meht. Also, I think my sigh must
would turn out to be what my po- be somewhere near a record-breaktential audiences 'would, like.
So,
It is to be 20 feet high;;and 7'-2
er.
from the jump off, it was a case of feet wide.
my personal judgment against the,
"As fpr .gripes, my friend Scott
personal, taste of the .people .1 was
has
told you right.
We get al-ong
try
going tp
to:'make "Wecprne .fegii-

any

'

-

Govt.

criticism

:

;'.

—

'

of

flood

a

.

'-

.

Entertainment
—
—— — —

Take Her-

,

time patting himself on iMe b^ckA'^'^'^^jy: ^^^^^^
hot beef about the lousy pressbPPk:
pictures being, sent: overseas for their
he's got to work with tp put over Having given 'em a tricky audi. dajmed failure, to. depict the, best: in
a forthcoming, high-priced picture. tpriura and got people talking about the American way. :of life, the War
and State Depts. have no complaint
Chance.s are I've seeh that pressbook; it didn't riiake me -so stuck, on
my-make, at least in reference to pix
Probably I agree that it, stinks. So
, ,1,, ,j
u„^i,
t'^iia
self I felt.: I^could. sit :back and take
:for.
wliat?
occupied
So I top his gripes ;w.ith a
countries.
bigger one of my own. I tell him things easy. If I'd been that foolish That's the statement of Pare Lorerilz,.
I've decided advertising is a lost art. I'd have jerked out of it when, right chief pf th e War Dept.'s Ci.^il Affairs.
Then I slip in the joker:, I ask him away, I found myself up against the pivi.^ion, Filrh and Theatre^ Unit,- an'd
liaison officials between the War and
what he things it is brings people thing r consider
the worst possible
State Depts. for lilnj distribution to
into his house. Just like that. And
the bawling in- occupied countries. With
when he conies to think it over he boxoffice, poison
a friendly
I
problem
suppose
Here's
a
pat for Yank films, Lorentz declared:
fant.
decides he hasn't the first idea how
it -happens.
About then I suggest e'if.ery/. exhibitpr. in; the Country has "We're, not looking to educate the
public
,throu,gh
Hollywood features,
nobody knows, and he feels better. to contend with— and., doesn't have
but tP entertain them^and HollyBut let's be even more specific. Let's
to be: told about it. It's the way 1 wood is doing that job."
use real names.
have
managed
to eliminate it in the
"Take, for instance, the Lincoln
Recognizing attacks made on the
Admiral which may interest other
theatre in Lincoln, Neb. It seemed
score that :A,nnetriean films create illexhibitors..
to all of us an all-time high for that
will In impp'^erished lands by ppr-.
"I'm not much of a riiathematician,
house had been hit when "Going My
t ray ing, the U. S. as a land of plenty,
two.
reI
add.
-two
aiid.
but
can
So.,
Way" rang up a gross of $9,400.
pflfipial said: "If Me:, were .w-Or-^.
Naturally the picture had had the ducing the rcrying baby ,tO its sim- rifed about films' depiction
of food
plest terms, I could figure the probbenefit of a terrific advertising cam
and luxuries,, we really couldn't sho'W
lem mathematically. Plenty mothers
paign, total cost 'way above the av
any of pur pictures. Americans have,
leave
their
baby
have
no
one
to
erage.
Also naturally the record
always: had a^,;hi5lier standard, of
they
go
to
the
movies.
with
when
breaking business was assumed to be
living, ill's so" now, and any truth tul,
largely due to thi.s splurge of bought Add it up, and you get the answer— film about the .American scent would
newspaper space. So what happens? they take the baby with 'em. Ypu have to show that difference. It
So. along 'comes 'Smoky,' for which can't tiirn 'em away from the box- would be very difficult;
tobvercorae
go.
in
they
Add
this
office,
so
up—
the advertising allocation for the
the hurdle of comparison," Lorentz
week in Lincoln was 40 inches, less 90% or more ot your audience have said, "and we don't know what
than average. So 'Smoky' does $10,- their pleasure ruined by a shrieking Hollywood- can do about it."
infant.
is
problem
There
it
a
un*
535. How're you going to figure that
"We wouldn't oxpec.t:.:H0llyvvood's
solvable at first glance. Saying, this,
one?
"Press book, my ear,. Let 'em be and adding 1 solved it, may sound featLires to be ahything btjt in the
It w'ould be, if entertainment field," Lorehtz added.
perfect, they still won't guarantee like back-patting.
"All
we ask is that: the cheaper; ones,
back
oars
at
this
I'd
laid
on
ray
The
an exhibitor a good week.
amount of it is, you just don't know point and told myself how clever I those depicting violence, murders and
other crimes, be kept out.
They
what brings 'era in or keeps 'em out. was.
would
add fuel tP the general unrest,
"Cry
Koom"
But I realize there's nothing con"What I did, anybody can do. I and, additionally, giye:,a false, idea Of
structive about this: So I come back
An;erican
life."
He came simply made use of space .at the
to my pal, Herman Glutz.
Original squawks; both in and out
Honestly believed rear of the auditorium tp- build a
in sore as hell.
the lousy pressbook had been wished room 30x10 seating 12, people. The of the War, Dept. were due to the
on him deliberately—*just to make side of this room facing the audi- fact that the wiajors. in; the first year,
After torium is built of thick plate glass. grabbed all the lobSe prtrits:;kickjng
the going tougher for him;
our little talk he goes out satisfied, The name I gave it has stuck. Now around ih European exchainges arid
and with a lot -to think about he everybody calls it the 'Cry Room' released them in Continental houseS,
never thought about before. Simple." Automatically mothers with babies Lorentz said. There 'was little sys-;
head for it, knowing they can see lem to the selections, and the good
the screen perfectly and hear every pix were mixed with the bad. New
word of the dialog thrPugh a loud .setup launched: by the "Government
speaker. Their kids can yell their on July"!, '46, wrill take away all
heads off, arid the rest of, the audi- ground for criticism, he. opined.
ence deesn't hear a sound of that
Military gpvernnient now has the
bawling. The 'Cry Room' is sound- final say on the type of films ear-

See Problem^s
Scott continued: "Now and again
I'm up against real trouble when an
exhibitor gets too greedy. It doesn't
help any when I think of some producers who don't make pictures for
the exclusive benefit Of the exhibitor. It isn't going to make this exhibitor less greedy by admitting distributors now and again have to put
on the screws to get the terms der
manded by the head office. What I
do have to do is to talk him into a
reasonable frame, of mind, win him
over to si reasonable attitude generally. And this is where the personal
You see, I
equation comes in.
know this guy, have: known him

'

.

be

exhibitor.

come from giving him his real name.
Into my office he comes with a red-

Old Customer Can Always

Denver Independents mean to
go their accustomed way, making

tind

their deals with dislribs on the basis
of Unbreakable, long friendships.
How sincere, how lasting and how

it

let's

Glutz,

Vs. U. S. Fix Exported, Sez Lorentz;
,

.

|

"On the other hand, the '.Admiral
theatre 'Was: the flnst new: house. in
Omaha in 17 years. Out of its fouryear operation I've made enough
mottey to lot me buy three-^fourths ot
the block on the opposite side of the
which I use as a parking lot.
And :\yheri, I made this purchase
there was still left enough in the
bank fpr me to build my new house
In the face of
in South Omaha.
those facts I doubt very much if the
highest-powered professional mourner in the world could squeeze out ,a

street,

;

single tear.

I

certainly can't."

IN

TECHNICOLOR
NEW YORK

ROXY

THEATRE,

Dorryl

Zanuck presents JEANNE CRAIN

F.

TECHNICOLOR

YOUNG

•

by WALTtR
F.

GLENN LANGAN

and Barbara Lawrenc«

Esther Dale

McDaniel

with

•

*

Hobart Cavanaugh

Directed by

MOROSCO

Hugh Herbert

*

"MARGIE"
-

in

ALAN

Jonis

Ann Todd
•

in

LYNN BARI

Conrad
•

HENRY KING
•

•

•

Hottie

Produced

Screen Play by

Based on Stories by Ruth

McKenney and Richard Bronsten

^^^^

^

^

imuMeetm&irm
jrHEATRE,

SAN FRANCISCO TO
Darryl

F,

Zdnuck presents

^
CATHY

BE

FOLLOWED BY 100 DAY-AND-DATESi

JOHN FORD S "MY DARLING CLEMENTINE"

LINDA DARNELL

DOWNS Ward
•

Grant Withers

•

Bond
J.

•

•

Alan Mowbray

Farrell

MacDonald

•

•

John Ireland

Russell

Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL
Winston

Miller

*

Starring

HENRY FONDA

VICTOR MATURE with WALTER BRENNAN

*

«

Simpson

Roy Roberts
"

•

Directed by

•

TIM HOLT

Jane Darwelt

JOHN FORD

Screen Play by Samuel G. Engel and

From a Story by Sam Heliman

•

Based on a Book by Stuart N. Lake^

v^^

—
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Weflnesday, October 16, 1946
'Holiday'

L. A.

Goes for Mellers; Killers Sock

M

Indpls.;

5 Spots; Xloak' Smart 73G

In 3, 'Kenny Disappointing 37G in 2
"1

for

"Till

.second.

End

Time"

of

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$688,000
This Weelt ......
(Based on 18 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
iMst Week
.$707,000
(Based on 17 theatres)
.

.

.

.

Paces

Dull PhiUy, 48G

houses..'

Philadelphia, Oct. 15.
Nobody Lives Forever!' is the real
bright spot in Philly's otherwise
spotty boxoffice picture this session.
Most of the other deluxers are strugfeld-G&S) (824; 65-$l)— "Scandal in glin.g along with holdover product.
Pari.5" (UA) (2d wk). Near $3,000. "Thrill of Brazil" and "White Tie
and Tails" are the only other new
Last week, good $5,900.
Cartliay Circle (FWC) (1.510; 50- films, and neither are big.
$1)— "Lady Surrendei's" (U) i2dwk).
Estimates for This Week
'>

Estimates tor This

(FWC)

Week

(1.532;

,'50-$l)—

(M-G) (2d wk).
Last week, fair $7,900.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (.Blumen-

"Tlirce Wise Fools"
$4,C00.

;

:

"Young Widow"

week,

Light $3,500. Last week. %G,2f)0.
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)-^"AlChinese (Grauraan-WC) (2,048; 50$1)— "3 Little Girls in Blue" (20th) ways Loved TOu" (Rep) (4th wk).
Holding up well at $11,000. Last
(2d wk). Nice $12,000. Last week,
week, oke $13,500.
¥18,000.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-95)—
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— "Three
Wise Fools" (M-G) (2d run).
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB). Strong Mild
$5,500, Last week, "Big Sleep"
$27,000. Last week, "Big Sleep" (WB)
( WB ), $7,0Q0, second run.
(3a Wk-9 days), stout $22,000.
(WB) (2,350; .50-94 )—"Atigel
Downtown nittSio HsII (Blumen- OnBoyd
Shoulder" (UA) (3d wk). Fair
feld) (872; 55-$l)— "Scandal in Paris"
$16,Oqo. Last week, good $19,500.
(UA) (2d wk), Faint $7,500. Last
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "White
week, $10,400.
Tie and Tails" (U) with "Star and
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
Garter Revue" on stage. Okay $24,"Three Wise Pools" (M-G) (2d wk). 000.
Last week, "Flight to Nowhere"
Closing with $6,500. Last week, fair(Indie) with Latin stage show, inish S12,0C0.
cluding Carlos Ramirez orch, mild
El Rey (FWC)
50-$l)— "End

(UA)

Hub But Bob Crosby

Ups 'Crack-Up 34G, 'Beaucsure 30G, 2d
Boston, Oct.

Key

at

World Series games hurt
openers in most cases, with .spell pf
mild weather cutting in too. "No;

figure.

tres, chiefly first runs, ti!cliidi»ia
.

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)

"Make Mine

Music''

(RKO) and

War

Bride.s" (Rep). Modest $12,Last week, "Centennial Summer' (20th) and "Rendezvous 24"

'GI

500.

(Based

oke $14,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). Sock
$17,500. Last week, "Gallant Bess"

,

is still lively,

,$3,006,500

Estimates for This

187 tfieatfe.i)

and

"Dangerous

'Hofiday'

Business',

Hotsy

$19,000 in Mpls.
Minneapolis, Oct.

(U) .(m.o.), $6,000.

other

—

m

—

—

—

—

Urs'

"

OF

lUCKr FAT

—

200.
,

Paramount Hollywood (P&M)

—

"Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.), $5,000,
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Killers"* (U) (2d wk) and "Adven
turous Night" (U). Sturdy $13,000
or better. Last week, "Killers," solo,
fancy $19,500.

(1,-

"Martha Ivers" (Par)
451; 50-$l)
(4th wk). Closing with $8,000. Last
week, steady

BKO

—

80)
^'Step

$11,500.

Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50"Sister Kenny" (RKO) and

(Rappaport) (2,240;
.Kansas City, Oct. IS.
"Notorious" (RKO) (4th
Slim pickings all along theatre
new vaude. Going good row this week with product blamed.
at '$13,000 after great third-round at

wk)

—

'

.

plus

"The Stranger," at Orpheum,

$16,300.
(2,460; 20-

Keith's (Schanberger)
"The Killers" (U) (2d wk).
60)
Very strong $14,000 after a big $18,800 opener.
Maytair, (Hicks) (980; 25-55)

—

:

;

—

"Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20th).
House average of $4,000 after "Bam-

boo Blonde'; (RKO) hit at $;',700.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th).

—

Mildish $9,000. Last week, .second of
"3 Little Girls in Blue" (20th), nice
$8,400.

—

30(h Century (20th Cent.) (3.000
Stanley (WB)
25-74)
(3,280;
Step" (RKO). Thin $20,000. 40-70)— "Suspense"
0)ily "Cloak and Dagger" (WB).
(Mono).
Best
Last week, "Gallant Journey" (Col) $14,000. Last week, "End of Time' thing in town at big
$22,000. Last
*(2d wk) and "Cuban Pete" (U), (RKO) (2d wk), line $16,000 in 9
,weok; "Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB)
$11,000.
days.
(2d wk), okay $13,900.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Killtrsi" (U). Sock $12,000. Last week,
"Canyon Passage" (U) (3d wk), of Time" (RKO) (2d wk). Nca
Only lOG,
smart $6,700.
$5,000. Last week, stout $8,300.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
Omaha, Oct. 15.
Wilshirc (FWC) (2.296; .'iO-Sl
"Killers" (U). Strong $8,000. Last "Wise Fools'' (M-G) (.2d wk). Light
Weekend threat of .snow and a
cold snap is holding down biz. The
week,; '^Canyon Passage" (U) (3d $5,500. Last- Week, okay $10,000.
wk), $3,800 on finale.
Orpheum, with "Searohirig Wind,"
Wiltern (WB) (2,300: 50-$l)
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50- "Cloak and Dagger" (WB). Husky is Off, an(a Paramount's "Three .Wise
$1)—"Killers" (U). Great .$24,000. $22,000. Last week. "Big Sleep'' Fools" Is not much better.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, "Canyon Passage" (U) (WB) (3d wk*9 day.s), handsome
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
(3d wk), exceptional $11,000.'
$12,800.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—"3
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1.80-.$2.40) —"Searching Wind" (Par) and "CuLittle Girls" (20th) (2d wk). Fair
"Henry V" (UA) (18th wk). Near- ban Pete" (U). Good $10,000 or near,
ing end of run with $3,500. Last Last .week, "Shouldn't Happen to
$7,000. Last week, good $11,000,
(Continued on page. 23)
,

,

Hippodrome

20-70)

By

W

:

,

UG

$10,000/RANCH'

—

,

.

Omaha

.

^g^^g^^g^jg|Jjg^g^g|k^k^4j500^^^^^^^^

$5,500 after nice $6,000 last session.

,

—

money

—

—

Esquire
(M-P) (1,500; $2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (29th wl^). Off to

—

,

"End of Time" (RKO) and I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Dark Alibi
"Apology for IVturder" (PRC) (2d (20th). Stout $20,000. Last w'eek,
Wk). Good $16,000. Last week, fine "Cloak and Dagger" (WB), $17^500.
Great Lakes, (Shea) (3,000; 46-70)
$23,400.
Pantares (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)
^"Big Sleep" (WB) (2d wk). Rous"Sister Kenny" 'RKO) and "Step ing $ J 5,000. Last week, sock $23,500
By Step" (RKO). Dull $17,000. Last
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Cloak
week, "Gallant Journey" (Col) (2d and Dagger" (WB) (m.oV). Nice $9,
wk) and "Cuban Pete" (U), .$9,700.
000. Last week, "Courage of Lassie'
paramount (F&M) (3.398; 50-$l)— (M-G) (m.o.), about same.
"Martha Ivers" (Par) and "G.L War
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Black
Bride.s" (Hop) (4th wk).
Finales- Beauty" (20th) and "Pas.skey to Dan
with $14,000. Last week, neat $16,. ger" (Rep), Trim $7,000. Last week,

50-$1.10)-.

15.

—

$1)

Week

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
'Two Guys Milwaukee" (Wfi) and
With only i'Holiday in Mexico" "Decoy" (Mono).
Hefty $11,000.
and "Time of 'Their Lives" promi^ Last weekf "Human Bondage" (WB)
Cleve. Slides on Ice
nently in. the limelight, major new- and "Shadow of Woman" (WB),
$9,800.
comers are at a minimum for recent
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1.500; 40Show But 'Cloak' Tall
weeks. "Holiday" looks easy topper. 80)
"Beau Geste" (Par) and
Second weeks for "Cloak and Dag- ''Victor Herbert" (Par) (reissues),
Opened Sunday (13)., Last week,
26G; Tools' Okay 19G ger" and ^'Claudia and David" look "Only
Live Once" (UA) and "Pago
fancy. Rain and cold and an.exodus Pago" (UA) (reissues), $6,000 on
Cleveland, Oct. 15.
Downtown exhibs bear no love for to the Minnesota-Northwestern foot- second week after good $7,500 first.
Ice-Capades of 1947," which sabo- ball game in Chicago were handiMemorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
taged their biz by diverting over
"Notorious" (RKO) (4th wk). Sock
caps to weekend trade.
$400,000 in two-week Arena run that
$26,000 after $30,000 for third.
Estimates for This Week
ended last Sunday (13). "Cloak and
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
Dagger" showed enough strength to
30-44)—
"Beaucaire" (Par) and"Last
Aster (Par) (900;
"Shadoffset this opposition by grabbing top owed" (Col) and "Qtieen of BurCrooked Mile" (Rep)
(2d
wk).

waukee" (WB) and "Danger Woman"

.

—

(3,200;

.$34,000 or over.
Last week, "Home
Sweet Homicide" (20th) plus Donald O'Connor, others, $32,000.

(Col), $15 500.

at Hipp, Palace is having an- lesque"
(PRC). Okay $2,200 in 5
middling week with "Black days. "Partners in Time" (Col) and
Angel" and Three Stooges topping "Heading West" (Col) opened today
vaude. "Three Wise Fools" is doing (Tues.) for 4 days. Last week, "Terrelatively better at State, but gen- ror by Night" (U) and ''Personality
erally all liouses are off their feed.
Kid" (Col), $2,300 in 8 days.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)--"Gal- "Claudia and David" (20th) (m.o;).
lant Journey" (20th). Moderate $13,- Here after big first week at Radio
000. Last week, "3 Little Girls
City and still strong at $8,000. Last
Blue" (20th) (2d wk), $11,000.
week, "Martha Jvers" (Par) (2d wk),
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 50-70)— $7,500.
(861;
$19,500.
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB). Strong
of Time" (RKO) (2d wk). Steady
Gopher (Par) (UOO; 44-50)— "High
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "If I'm $26,000. Holds. Last week, "2 Guys
$5;000. Last week, good $7,600.
School Hero" (Mono). Good $-1,000.
Four Star (UA-WC ) (900; 50-85 )— Lucky" (2Gth) (2dwk). Blah $13,000. Milwaukee" (WB), oke $21,000.
Opener
fine $23,000.
was
Lake (Warners) (800; 50-70)—"2 Last week," "Shadow of Woman"
"Canyon Passage" (U) (m.o.). Nifty
Goldman
(Goldman)
(1,350; 50-94) Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (m,o.). Good (WB), $3,200.
$5,500. La.st week. "Know Where
—"Martha Ivers" (Par) (4th wk). $4,500. Last week. "End Of Time"
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 150-70)— "MarI'm Going" (U) (2d wk), $2,100.
tha Ivers" (Par) (m.o.). Third loop
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)
"The Looks healthy $16,500. Last week, (RKO) (m.o.), $4,700.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 50-70)— "Al- stop. Neat ,$6,000. Last week, "Black
Killers" (U).
Smart $8,000. Last neat $20,000. All-night biz great facweek, "Canyon Passage" (U) (2d tor in continuing good grosses here wavs Loved You" (Rep) (m.o.). Trim Beauty" (20tH) (2d wk), sad .$3,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)- $6,000. Last week, "^asy to Wed",
wk), okay $3,400.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d (M-G) (m.o.), $6,500.
"Time of Lives" (U). Strong at $12,(RKO) (3,300; 55-90)— 000 appears likely. Last week, '"NoPalace
50-$l )
"Scandal in Paris" (UA) run). Pair $7,500. Last week, "O.S.S."
Three torious" (RKO) (2d wk). big $12,000.
(U)
plus
Angel"
(2d wk). Near $3,500. Lsst week, (Par), fell to $6,500 for sixth frame. "Black
Keith's
50-94)—
(Goldman)
(1,500;
Average
$28,show.
stage
Stooges
in
slow $5,800.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
"3 Little Girls in Blue" (20th) (2d 000. Last -(Veek, '^Suspense" (Mono)
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)
Good $7,500. Last week, with "Star and Garter' unit on stage, "Holiday in Mexico" iU-.G). Reach"Cloak and Dagger" (WB).
Stout run).
ing to terrific $19,000. Last week,
$24,000.
Last Week, "Big Sleep" ','Searching Wind" (Par), pallid $5, $28,500.
55-70)— "Claudia and David'! (20th), $18,000.
(3,450;
(Loew's)
State
(WB)
(3d ;wk-9
days),
smooth 800 for second run.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)
Mastbaum (WB) (4,350; 50-94)- "Three Wise Fools" (M-G). Okay
$13,000.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen' "Nobody Lives Forever" (WB). Neat $19,000. Last week, "Always Loved "Notorious" (RKO) (m.o.). Here after two sock Orpheum weeks. Fast
feld) (475; 50-85)
"Scandal in $43,000 plus husky $5,000 on Sunday You" (Rep). $14,000.
Paris" (UA) (2d wk). Fair $3,000. show at Earle. Last week, "Cloak
StiUman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70 )— $8,000. Last week, "Captain Caution"
and Dagger" (WB), mediocre $19,000 "Martha Ivers" (Par) (m.o.). Hold- (Indie) and "Captain Fury" (Indie)
Last week, oke $4,900.
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85 )— "Killers" for third round.
ing up in lively fashion at $8,500 after (reissues), modest $8,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; ,50-94)— "No
State (Par) (2,300; 50-75)— "Cloak
(U). Helty $8,000. Last week, "Can$12,000 on hand for last week.
yon Passage" (U) (3d wk), smart torious" (RKO) (7th wk). Still in
and Dagger" (Par) (2d wk). This
blue chips at $15,500. Sixth stanza
$3,000.
one has gone great guns and still is
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2.404; was tuneful $18,000.
'Cloak'lig22G7Baito;
splendid at $10,000 after wham $17,Stanton
50-94)—
(WB) (1,475;
60-$!) -^ "3 Little Girls" (20th) (2d
000 first week.
v;k). Fair $17,000. Last we(;k, $25,300. "Thiill of Brazil" (Col). Nice $16
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55)
Nice 14G, 2d
Los AUKeles (D'town-WC) (2.097; 000, Last week, "Time of Lives" (U)
"Beaucaire" (Par); First nabe show60-$!)— "Three Wise Fools" (M-G) $11,500.
Baltimore, Oct. 15.
ing. Big $5,500. Last week, "Anna"
(2d wk). Slow $15,000. Last week,
"Cloak and Dagger," at the Stan- (20th). .$4,500.
$25,300.
World
(Par-Steffes) (3.50; 50-99)—
ley, is leading the current parade in
"3
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (6th wk).
H.O;S;
Little Girls" (20th) (2d wk). Steady BUFF. FULL
extra-bullish style. "The Killers" is
Is having remarkable run. Looks
$6,000. Last Week, fine $8,5U0 for first
outstanding among the holdovers at like $1,800 after fine $2,000 preced"Week of this opei'ation.
$20,000 Keith's.
ing week.
Million Dollar (D^tdWn) (2,420; 5585)— "Glass Alibi" (Rep), With Eddie
Estimates tor This Week
Buffalo, Oct. 15
Town is loaded with holdovers, all
Heywood oi-ch plu.s Billy Eckstine
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20orch on stage. Okay !i>20,000. Last doing fairly well. Big new entry is 60)
Mild K.C. BLAH; 'STRANGER'
"Suspense" (Mono).
week, "Traffic in Crime" (Rep) with "If I'm Lucky," stout at the Buffalo $12,000. Last week, second of "HoliEstimates for This Week
Lionel Hampton orch, solid $30,300.
day, in Mexico" (M-Cr), held nicely
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— "If at $13,600.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55-

—

(RKO)

Boston

"Cradc-Up" (RKO) plus Bob Crosby
orch, others on stage. First pcstwar
vi.sit of Crosby, always popular here,
and he will be respon.sible tor big

(20th),

Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
Centennial Summer" (20th) and
Rendezvous 24" (20th) (m.o.). Fair
$5,500. Last week, "Two Guys Mil-

fourth week, at Memorial,

tbriou.s,"

Week

oil 23: citiey,

13,

"Monsieur Beaucaire," liold over
Met, remains best solo date in,
town. Bob Crosby band is boosting
"Crack-Up" at the Boston to stout

City Grosses

Estimated /f?ai«l Grow
This Week . ....... ,$3;160,000
(Bosed on 28 cities, 203 thea-

and

'Deadline for Murder" (20th), $12,-

(M-G)

'Forever'

is

;

Belmont

Sox-Cards Bop

US.$/ Neat 14G

Indianapolis, Oct. 15.
Fiii!t-run biz is uneven here this
stanza, but the bigger pictures look
good. "Holiday in Mexico" is leadng the town at Loew's and is likely
to hold. "O.S.S." is stout at the Circle
tor second money. "Make Mine Mu-.
a" is only so-so at the Indiana.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 40-60)
"O.S.S." (Par). Solid $14,000. Last

000.

holdmg well at $26i000 in three .spots,
second frame, but "Scandal in Paris"
is. dtiU
on second frame in four

Okay

Smash 17iG,

^

Los Angeles, Oct. 15.
Two meller thrillers are pacing the
Held this session, "Cloak; and Dagger" und "Tlie Killers," both setting
a potent pace. "Gloak"' looks to hit
smart $73,000 or near on first week
in three theatres, while "Killers" is
«ook .'ii60,000 in five smaller houses.'
"Sister Kenny" is on the disappointing side with thin $37,000 in
prospect for two spots. "Three Little. Girls in Blue" will top the holdovers, being $42,000 for second stanza
in four locations. "Three Wise Fools"
shapfes light $31,000 in four houses

,

,

is dis-

"Black Angel,'' at Esquire-Uptown-Fairway combo, is no
appointing.
better.

Looms

as

dullest

Impressive $30,000, after big

.$36,000

first.

Orpheum (Loew)

(2,900; 40-80)—
Heaven"
(M-G) (reissue)
and
"Shadowed"
(Col),
Opened Sunday (13). L.ost week,
"Always Loved You" (Rep) and
"Dangerous Business'' (Col), good

"Rage

in

In ahead, "Gallant Journey'^
(Col) and "Thrill of Brazil'» (Col)
$27,000 in 9 days.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)

$24,000.

"Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
"Decoy" (Mono).
Last week,

000,

(WB)

and

(WB),

$17,000.

Comfortable

$18,-

"Human Bondage"
of Woman"

"Shadow
•

(Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Rage
in Heaven"
(M-G) (rei,ssue) and
"Shadowed" (Col). Bcnan Sunday
(13).
Last week, "Always Loved
You" (Rep) and "Dangerous BusiState

Okay $12,0()0, In ahead,
"Gallant Journey" (Col) and "Thrill
of Brazil" (Col), $13,000 in 9 days.
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)
—"None Shall Enter" (Indie) and
"Night Train Memphis" (Rep). Customary $5,000. Last week, "Lucky

ness" (Col).

and "Double

Jordan"

(WB)

Indemnity"

(reis-sues), $4,500.

Seattle Perks; 'Sleep'

Terrif 20G, 'Holiday'

Sock 16G, 'Widow' IIG
Seattle, Oct. 15.

Biz

is

perking at most spots this

stanza. "Holiday in

Mexico" and

''Big

Sleep" look to be the big winners,
both being .smash.
Estimates for This Week
Biuc Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
•Beaucaire" (Par) (3d wk). Good
$(>,00J, Last week, "Stranger" (RKO)
iiud "Sunset Pass" (PRC) (3d wk),
nifty $5,300.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G), Great
$16,000. Last week. "Cteudia and David" (20th) and "Truth About Murder' (BKO), $ll,t!,00.
Liberty (J & vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and"Mati
Dared" (Gol). Good $10,000.

Who

Last week,. "Gallant Journey" (Cfol)
and "Mysterious Intrudei-" (Col) (2d
wk), fair $6,400.
Mu.sic

week of "Claudia"

Box (H-E)

(850;

(2(Wh) (m.o.).

45-80)—

Okay

$5,100,

Last week, "Martha Ivers" (Par ) (3d
wk), $5,700.
Music Hall (H-D (2,200; 45-80)—
F o x "If I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Return of
Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Rusty" (Col). Good $9,000. Last
"Black Angel" (U). Lightweight at week, "Boys' Ranch'' (M-G) and
$13,000 in 8 days. Last week "If I'm "Faithful in Fashion" (M-G), fair*
Lucky" (20th), $13,000 on week.
ish $6,800.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)
orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Boiys' Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful "Big SleepV- (WB). Terrific $20,000.
in Fashion" (M-G). Fair $11,000. Last week, "Human Bondage" (WB)
Last week, "Angel On My Shoulder" and "Dark Horse" (U), $10,700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
(UA) and"Little Iodine" (U A) good
814,000.
''Larceny in Heart" (PRC) and "Song

year here.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (

—
—

i

Newman (Paramount)

(1.900;

45-

65)— "One More Tomorrow" (WB)
(2d wk). Surprised" on first to. hold,
then nose-dived to $8,500. Last week,

Old Wyoming"

(PRC)

plus

stage.

Fair $8,000; Last week, "God's Country" (Indie) and "Mysterious Mr^
Valentine" (Rep), plus vaude, $7,100.

Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
"Young Widow" (UA) and "Step byOrpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)
"The Stranger" (RKO) and "Genius Step'' (RKO). Modest $11,000. Last
(RKO). Disappointing $10.- week. "Beaucaire" (Par) (2d wk),
week, "Make Mine Mu.sic" big $11,300.
(RKO) and "Step by Step" IRKO)
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
(2d Wk), $8,500.
"Canyon Passage" (U) (5th wk).
Tower (Fox .Toffee) (2,200; 39-60) Good $4,500 after $5,100 last week.
—"Under Nevada Skies" (Rep) and
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 45''Wild iBeauty" (U). Recent dropping 80)— "Lover Come Back" (20th) and
of vaude here cuts house average "Strange Triangle" (20th) (3d run).
trim $14,000.

—

at Work"
000. Last

Okay $6,500. Last Fair .$3,300. Last week, "Cluny
week, "Secrets Sorority Girl" (PRC) Brown" (20th) and "Perilous Holiand "Cuban Pete" (U)^. $5,000.
day" (Col), $3*700.
for straight films.

,

' '. .
:

Wednesday, October 16^ 1946

PICTURE GROSSEiS
Strike Slows- Frisco;

&C.0ke2C

Bus Strike Dulls Chi; A.

'Forever'

Hot 35G, 3d; 'Guys' 22G,

'Notorious'

Chicago,
Bus strike here continues taking
at loop
a (:on-^ii^''»'^We toU ol,
houses, with daytime shows falling
bill this week
off mostiy. Only ne\v
the Palace with "The Time of
is
Their 1/ives" and "Wild Beauty," be-

2(1

Oct. 15:

fairly

it's

holdovers

From Milwaukee"

CJiiys

"iVo

Grosses Are Net

out the 20% tax.
Distributors
share ori; net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.

Roosevelt,

'

'

'

_

'

is

,

,

ond

Iraixie-

ooo.

65-95)—
"Martha I vers," (Par) Larry Adler
and Nicholas Bros, on stage (3d wk).
Last week, great
KobusI $53,000.

(B&K)

Civic (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2.'J0)

V"

_"Henrv

(UA)

(llth

School theatre parties
Sturdy
every matinee.
Last week $12,000.

fill

wk).
house
or

$11,000

near.

(B&K)

Garrick

Strong

65-95)—

(900;

"Home Sweet Homicide"
wk).

(2d

(20th)

Last

$19,000.

week,

solid $21,000.

Grand
as

(Essaness)

wec^k,

(WB)

Time' N.S.G. 14G
Pittsburgh, Oct. 15.
Biz here still shows the effects of
the power strike this session but decisioir of trolley and bus operators
to ignore the power workers' picket

lines is expected to help cure the
sagging boxoffice. This resumption
o£ transportation services is coming
too late in the week to bolster trade
at many houses.
Estimates for This Week

(3,240;

65-95)

"Pal

Trigger"

(Rep).

This

Last week, nice $19,-

$13,500.

(2,646; 55-85)

—

"Courage of Lassie" (MrG) (2d wk).
Sad $12,.'>00. Last week. $19,500.
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— "Each

Own" (Par) (4th wk) (m.o.).
Okay $6,000. Last week, $11,500.
St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)-—
His

(WB)

"Big Sleep"

Good

$13j500.

United
(1,207;

(UA)

(3d

wk)

wk)

(m.o.).

"Martha

Last week,

Ivers" (Par) (4th

(m.o.), $7,500.

Artists
(Blumenfeld)
55-85)
"Young Widow"
(2d wk). Duir$12,000. Last

—

week, disappointing $11,500.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
"Claudia and David" (20th) (2d wk).
Thin $10,500. Last week, good $18,500.

Wow

'Notorious

Louis

—

1%,

17G

"

(RKO),

Estimates for This

week,

(U)

"Killers"

L'VILLE UP; 'HOLIDAY'

Oke .$19,000 for 6- days.
Melropolitan (WB) (1.513; 44-70)
Secret" (PRC). Build up
as "world nreem" couldn't push b.o,
past mild ,$8,000. Ekst week, "Gallant Journey,'.' (Col) sock $13,000.

— 'Sisters

HUGE 24G,

'TIME' 19G

Louisville. Oct. 15.
It'.'*

a lively

curj'ently.

week

with

at the film

houses

(RKO) and

and

Rialto.

Lives.".

"Time

with

of

Estimates for This

looks like best newcomer.
Estimates for This Week
(CT)
35-62)
(2,700;
"rT^fJ.'^"'
U.S.S.
(Par). Lusty $15,000, Last
week. "The Stranger" (RKO) (2d
wk), neat $11,500.
Imperial (GT) (1,850; 35-63)
'

—

—

Country" (PRC) and "Strange
Illu.sion"
(PRC).
Average $5.P00.
-asi week
"Hurricane" (UA) (re-vMu.-) and
"Northwest Trail" (Indie)
"iPe $4,500 second
week.
fCT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Nifiht
an
.
,WB) (2d.;wk). Sock $16,Jitter opening at sock
,$18^000.
'2,700; 35-63)— "Slo1,.,
t

s

Dp

s. ,,,^.'"^

PHni-ess
.

D .n
anri

J"'"

Okay

'VVB>.

^^^^^

opomM'

rCT)
'<^°>^

.?."'''^^r';',

'o^.
RoUirn

$11,500 for
$14-200

'"S

(2.300;

35-63)

-

and "Sing While
Night" (2nthi

Rustyv(CoI),

$8,200.

.

National (Standard) (2,400; 60-80)
—"Sing While Danee" (Col) and
Freddie Slack orch. Ella Mae MOrse.
Swell stage layout boosting this to
loud $16,000. Last week, "Outlaw"

(U A )

and vaude headed by Bob

Eberly, strong $19,000.
Bialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)— "Time of Lives" (U) and "Inside Job" (U). Solid $19,000. Last

week. "Make Mine Music" (RKO)
and "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO), sock
,$23,000.

(5,945;

—

70-Sl. 25)

"Jolson.

Story" (Col) and stagfeKow; On initial
stanza endin,g today
(Wed.),
looks great $143,000. :.Naturally stays
indef. Last week, eighth of "Notorious" (RKO) and stage show big
:

,

$120,000.
RepIihHe,'(Brandt:)' ai064; 75-$l;20)

,

—"Fantasia"' (RKOi (rei.s.sue) (3d
wk).. Holding up firmlv with nice
$9,000 on current frame after $11,000
second. After a fourth .staniia, "Outlaw" (UA) opens Oct. 26.
.

(Maver)

Rialto

tomorrow (Thurs.) consisting of
"No Leave, No Love'' and Les Brown
band, Henny Youngman, Bill Johnson on stage. Hollywood brings in

sea

"Deception" next Friday

slated for Oct. 20.

"Raider"

(Brit

pic

which insures fourth
week, strong

after

12 solid weeks of "Night and Day."
While second week of "Cloak and
Dagger" with Alvino Rey band, Jean
Carroll and others, at Strand, is
holding nicely at $66,000, other hold-

3.5-S'5V,-

wk),

money

in

still

(,5'94;'

:(3d

)

,

^'

English'

at

$8,500,

'round.: Last

"Outlaw" (UA)

$9,000.
'

—

Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25')
"Two Years Before Miusl" (Par) (4th
wk). On third sos.sion ended last

.

,

Monday

night, pop sea meller
hit strong $50,000 albeit considerably
off from $68,000 registered on second. "Clementine" (20th) due to follow but no starting dale set.
Boxy (20th) (5.88C; 90-$1.20)
"Margie" (20th) and Frances Langford, Jon: Hall, Carl Ravazza, Harmonica Rascals on stairo. Tees oft
(14)

overs mostly range from mild to disExceptions are "Two
appointing.
Years Before the Mast," which got
$50,000 in third stanza at Rivoli,
and "Killers," With $32,000 for sevWinter
Garden.
enth at the
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City InV.) (1,300; 70-$1.40) here today (Wed.) aftcr'three weeks
—"Cleopatra" (UA) (6th wk). Not with "3 Little Girls in Blue" (20th)
holding up, moderate $22,000 this plus Beatrice Kay. Maurice RocCo^
frame after' okay $26,000 for fifth Mary Raye .& Naldi. Final week
week.
down ta -$75,000 after fair $78,500
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10) for second stanza:
—"3 Wise Fools" (M-G), Paul
State (Loew's) (.3.450: 43-$l. 10)
Whiteman orch, Martha Tilton. "Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (2ci run)
Roddy McDowall on stage (3d-final (2d wk) plus new vaudc headed by
wk); Way down from recent third Milt Britton orch, Paul Haakon,
stanzas here with $50,000 or under Edith Fellows. New stage layout
get
fancy $29,000.
in prospect.
Last week, also was helping
East
modest at $59,000. "No Leave, No week, with Cozy Cole: June HawLove" (M-G) plus Les Brown orch, kins, Bob Graham on stage, fin*
Henny Youngtnan, Bill Johnson on $31,,500.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$l:20)
stage, opens tomorrow (Thurs ).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$l:25) "Cloak and Dagger" (WB) plus Al"Gallant Journey" (Col) (2d wk). vino Rey orch, Jean Carroll, Sondr*
On first session ended last (Tues.) Barrett (2d wk). Still strong on ininight going only to mildish $25,000 tial holdover frame at $66,000; flr,st
or less. In ahead, "Black Angel" went to great $70,500 albeit a bit
lower than hoped. Hoicfs. of course.
(U) (2d wk), was thin $18,000.
'Victoria (Maui'cr) (720; $1,20)
Globe (Brandt) (1,500 70-$l,20)
—"Mr. Ace" (UA) (3d-6nal wk). "Westerner" (FC) (reissuei. Doing
Slim $17,500 for blowort after okay nicely at $2,'),000. rated especially
$22,000 on Seconal.
"Angel an fancy for reissue. In ahead, third
round
of "If I'm Lucky" (20th) okay
Shoulder" (UA) opens next Satur-

—

.

.

'

—

—

,

—

—

;

day

$14,000.

(19),

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312: 60$1.20—"Killer.s" (U) i8th wk). Con-

;

tinues at hefty pace with $32,000
sighted for 7th session ended last
(Tues.) night after big $38,000 in
6th week. Sta.v.s on.

fifth $12,500.

Cincy

Slow But

Still

Stays indef.

'3 Girls' Giant

Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 70-$1.10)
—"Night and Day" (WB) (12th-flnal

$17,000;

14G

Brisk

'Forever'

Cincinnati. Oct. 15.
'

Of

Sock 20G,

five

Oct

15.

Downtown (Balaban)

bills, a

for

bracket

'Homicide' 21G, 'Janie'-Carle Big 44G
Detroit,

new

Ciney. only
Little Girls in Bl ue."
tion

(2.683:

and

senerons porone.
"Three,
in.

i.s.

general

slightly bettci- thah

la.st

the high-

while

biz.
-.veek.

iii

still

,

moderate for vsea.^on of vear. "Nobody Lives Forcvei'" hak the: edge
on "Angel on My Shoulder" for
second mo;iey this round. 'Specter

80-

Lives
Forever,"
new 1.00)—"Cuban Pete" (U) with Henry
John Garfield starrer, making one Busse orch and Don Regan. Betty
is
out^anding Taylor, Glen West and Marvelcttes of Rose"» is pai-.
openings,
of .first
straight-filmer here this weelc with on stage. Okay $20,000. Last week,
Estimates for This' Week
sock session at the Broadway-Capi- "Earl Carroll Sketchbook"
(Aep)
Aibeis (RKO): I'im: 50-7()i— "Anwith Tommy. Tucker orch, othcr.s,
tol. Other straight-film entry, "Home
gel on Shoulder" (iJA ); Okay .S:13. 000.
Sweet Homicide" is also okay at on stage, about same.
Same last week for "Gallant JourPalms-State (United Detroit) (2,the big Fox.
ney"
(Cbi). Theatre i-evi\'es vaudfilm
Frankie Carle band is boosting 976: 70-95)— "Kid From Brooklyn" policy: Thursday (17) after two-scii"Janie Gets Married" to a strong (RKO) and "Missing Lady" (Mono) son recess!
figure at the Michigan while Henry (2d wk). Lusty $18(000- Last week,
Capitol (RKO 12.000: .5:0-70 )-.."Ai-:
Busse is doing the same for "Cuban loud $25,000.
ways Loved. You" (Rop) (2d Wk).
United Artists (United Detroit)
Pete" at the Downtown. House genGood $7,500 trailing tJlcnsing $12.00O:
erally upned admLsSions during past (1,94): 70-95)—"To Each His Own
tceoff.
"3'
week, first-runs going up to 95c top (Par) and. "Hearts Growing Up"
Grntid (RKO
l.4:i0; 50-70
where formerly the high wa.'J 80c. (Par) (4th wk). Strong $15,000. La.st Girls in. Blue" iSolli ). Looks near
Scale for stage-show theatres will be week, fast $18,000.
terrific $17,000,
La,a Wvek. "Big
Adams (Balaban) (2.86.3; 70-95)
$1. Second runs raised a nickel to
Sleep" (WBi (3d wk ). swell .S7.0OO.
."Canyon Passage'' (U) and "Mys-te10c,
:Keith's (City: lnv,
(l,540; r)()-701—
rious Mr. Valentine" (Rep) (6th wk). "Specter of Rose" (J}'(!p),
Moderate
Estimates for This Week
Down to $9,000. Last week, solid $7,000. Last week. "Gallant
Bess"
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034; $14,000.
(M-G) (2d wk), ^lii'k $7,500,
"Janip Gets Mari-ied"
80-1.00)
Bcoadway-Capilol (United Detroit)
Lyric
(RKO)
1.400:
50^70) —:
(WBi with Frankie Carle orch, 13,400; 70-95) -"Nobody Live,'; ForJohnny Morgan, Mar.iorio Hughes; ever" CVVB) and "Blonde For a Day" "Black An.iiol" UJi and "Cuban
Pete" (U). SiJ-so ,S,5,000. Lat.t (".eek,
LaWi'ehce, otlicrs, on stage. (PRC), Socko $20,000. Last week.
(Jt'p.?!g
"Holiday in Mexico" IM-G
fourttii
Big': $44,000: Last :w<?ek, "Beaucaire" "Boys'
Ranch" (M-G -and "Spitfire" downto'wn se.sh, livulv. ,S(i,000.
(Par) and "Decov" (Mono) (2d wk), (Ihdic). weak $15,000.
Palace (RKOi (2,000: 50-70i
nnc $24,000,
Madison (United Detroit) (1,86(5: "Nobody Lives
iWBi.
Forever"
Fox (Fox-Miclii.i;an) (4,049; 70-95) .50-60)— "Jo.'v-e .lames" ,i201hi and PTca.sing $14,00o: Last week: "The
"Honie Sweet Ilomicide" (20th) "Return of Frank James" (20th (rc- Killers" (U), sock S'17,000.
and "Black Beauty" ('^Oth).: Okav is-suc-i). Okay $2,300 for 3 days. Last
Shubert (RKOi (2,100: 50-70)
$21,000. Last week. "It I'm Lucky" week, "Lover Come Back" (U
and "The Killers" (U) (ni,o, ). SatisUicand "Dau.i!erous Business" "Southerner" average $2,200 in 3 tory $6,'500. Last week. "Cloak and
(20tli
(Col 1. kvUQ $33,000.
davs.
„nai'«'jp.r" (WRi imn.i fi.nm

"Nobody

.

-

,

,

-

I

'

.

.

:

).,

1

i

—

,

—

.'.

)

<

Stale

"Holidav

(Loew'sl
ni

fS.SOO;

4fl-G0)—

Mexico" (M-G).

ralod bv crix. Tevrif $24,000.
u-ock. "Callant Bc.-s"
(M-G»
"faitliful in Fashion"

WcULaU
and

(M-G), $21,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; 4060)— "Eiin Carroll Sketchbook" (Rop)
.HKl "G.I. War Brides" (Rep). House
iakcn over bv Masonic Grand Lodge
iinlil 'i'luu-.'Sday (17).
Fair $3.C00 in
da vs. r,a,M week, "Rebecca'' (U A)
.')

•

lers)

:

.

with Stan Kentori
band. King Cole Trio, Dean Murphy,
Bros., launch Paramount's 20th
anni bill starting today (Wed.), after
weeiks with,
six highly
profitable
''Beaucaire" and stage'show headed
by Charlie Spivak band. Roxy also
tees off with a new layout today,
"Margie," plus Frances Langford,
Jon Hall, Carl Ravazza and Harmonica Rascals coming in.
Capitol launches a new program

Lane

Week

$8,000.

15.

'

Del. Tilts Scale; Torever'

.

Oct.

(2d

Bros. Starts to-

day (Wed.) to launch theatre's 20th
anni celebration, Last week; "Beaucaire" (Par) with (jhariic: Spivak
orch, Peggy Lee, Bob Evans, the
Arnauts (6th-final wk). £;ood $03,000
after sturdy $77,000 fifth" week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

siderably.
"Blue: Skies,"

(18)

.

;

Dean Murphy, Lane

the Criterion. Reissue of "Westerner," at the Victoria, is doing nicely
with: $25,000 in sight for; first week.
Final weeks on many long-runners
are definitely on the downbeat, with
several thiVd frames sagging con-

Their

;

•

Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1.000:
40-60)— "Make Mine Music" (RKO)
and "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO) (m.o.).
modest $25,000.
Slick .$5,000, I.^st week. "Claudia &
(Loew) (2,370; 44-70)— "3 David''; (20th) and "Deadline for
Little Girls in Blue"
(20th), Dull Murder" t20th) (m.o.), $4,000.
»17.000. La.st week. "Holiday in MexKeiilucky (Switdw) (1,200; 30-40)
ico
(M-G) (2d wk), okay $19,000.
—"Without Reservations" (RKO) and
,_Colnmbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Dark Corner" (20th), steady $3,300.
t-laudia
and David" (20th) (2d La.st week, "Easy to Wed" (M-G) and
rurt).
Average $8,000. Last week. "Hearts Growing Up" (Par), $3,600.
Ueaucaire" (Par) (2d run), $7,500.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60)— "Big Sleep" (WB) (3d wk)
Neat. $6,503 after ISst week's great
'O.S.S.'
Montreal,

(WB)

$6,500.

. Palace

Lofty 15G, Mont'l

"Stolen Life"

'

:^"Blue Skies" (Par) ttnd. on::'s:i,age,
Stan Kenton orch. Kiiig Cole Trio,

Gotham (Brandt) (900 70. $1,40)
—"Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) <2d
wk). Mild $9,000 after $12,500 :opener. Stays third frame, with '"Outlaw"
(UA) due Oct. 2H.
Golden (769: $1.20-$2.40)— "Henry
V" (UA) (7th wk). Sixth round
60-60)— completed last Monday (14) night
$30,000. perked a bit to hit $13,500. very nice;

•

000.

(Par),

God

it

Bumper grosses, in sight at
the State, with "Holiday in Mexico,"

—

v.S.S.

session ending today (Wed.),
looks' likely to hit great .$143,000;
first

helping.

_t;apilol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)
t-ockeyed
Miracle"
(M-G) with
vandc. Only $21,000, off for this
house, Last week. "Searching Wind,"

„^

On

(2.000; 50-75)-^-

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000;
"Notorious" (RKO), wham
Last week, "Without Reservations"

weather run),

favorable

60-$1.20)—

(RKOCid

"The

"Holiday in Mexico" (M^G ). Good
Last week, "Captain Cour$6,000.
ageous" (M-G) (reissue) and "Gentleman Misbehaves" (Col), fine $8,-

(2d

Wk), nice $15,000.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "Cloak
and Dasffcr" (WB). Sturdy $24,000,
after bra.ss hat preem. Last week.
2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (2d wk).
.

Orpheum (Loew)

$4,000.

Week

Keith's (RKO)
(1,838; 44-80) —
The Stranger" (RKO). Good $19.-

(1.8).

(1.700;

Continues indefinitely.

Opened Wednesday "Plainsman" (Par) (reissue). OrigBeauty" (U).
, St.
with fairly good $24,000 for inally penciled into Senator, but Har(9)
Abbott-Costello comedy. Last week, ris grabbed it at last minute, pre"3 Little Girls in
St. Louis, Oct. 15.
"Killers" (U) (3d wk), big $31,000, ferring to hold ofl:
Reverting to a noon opening and
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 85-95)— Blue" (20th) until power situation's
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (20th) (2d wk). normal. Not a bad move since $11,- a first-ruu policy, the St.. Louis, in
Okay $22:000. Last week, snappy 000 is very good under the circum- midtown, is far out in front curstances. Last week, second of "Gal- rently with "Notorious," with great
$26,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— lant .Tourney" (Col), near $2,000 in week in pro.spect. "Three Little Girls
in Blue" is the next best at the Am"Anna" (20th) (2d wk). Big $34,000. 4 days.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)— bassador. The Orpheum has hiked
Last week, great $39,000.
VnHra Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- "Night in Casablanca" (UA). What its scale to level of the Fox, Ambas95)— "Easy to Wed" (M-G) (5th wk). the power strike didn't do to the sador, Missouri and tioew's State.
Estimates for This Week
Stout $23,000. Last week, fancy $27.- Marx Brothers, the crix did. "Only
$13,000. Last week, "Martha Ivers"
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
000.
—"3 Little Girls in Blue" (20th) and
Woods fl5ssaness> (1,200; 65-95)— (Par), $16,000.
RitJt
(WB) (800: 40-70)
"Big "Slightly Scandalous" (U).
Sock
"Stranger" (RKO)
(5th wk).
No Sleep"
(WB) (m.o.). Two weeks at $25,000. Last week, "End of Time"
change from last .week which was
Stan'.t-y milked this.
Maybe $2,500. (RKO) and "Falcon's Alibi" (RKO),
great $17,000.
Last week, "3 Wi.sc Fools" (M-G) $22,500.
(m.o,), nearly $2,000.
50-75)—
Fox (F&M) (5,000;
"The
Senator (Harris) (1.750; 40-70)— Killers" (U) and "North of Border"
D.C. Spotty But 'Cloak'
"Shouldn't Happen to a Dog" (20th) (SG) (Indie). Okay $17,000 or over.
and "Crime Doctor's Man Hunt" Last week, "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO)
(Col ). Will be happy to settle for and "Make Mine Music"
(RKO),
24G, 'Stranger'
$2,000. Last week. "The Killers" (U) $21,000,
(2d. wk), satisfactory $3,500, being
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
'3 Girls' Dullish
fourth week downtown.
"Cockeyed
Miracle"
(M-G) and
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "End "Boys' Ranch" (M-G). Neat $18,000.
Washington, Oct. 15.
in
Mexico"
Biz in town's big houses "look.s of Time" (RKO). Depressing subject Last week. "Holiday
(M-G) (3d wk), big $12,000.
spotty again this week, with a down- mate-rial and that's bad for town in
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
beat
trend
becoming noticeable. present stp.te of mind. Only $14,000
"Cloak and Dagger," at WB's Earle, or near. La.st week, second of "Big "Always Loved Vou" (Rep) and
"End of Time" (RKO) (m.o.). Trim
and "The Stranger" at RKO Keiths,' Sleep" (WB). down to $11,500/
Warner (WB)
Last week. "Big Sleep"
40-70 )— $12,000.
(2,000;
are good enough to hold. "Three
(Par) (m.o.). Around (WB) and "French Key" (Rep) (2d
Little Girls in Blue," at Loew's Pal- "Martha Iver.s
La.st
week.
"Crack-Up" run), $21,000.
ace, look.s disappointing after crix $5,000.
approval,

(RKO)

Palace

$26,000.

;

Last

(WB). starts Friday

fact that sey(?ral wind up :1.6ng-:rtihs "Sister Kenny"
wk);
this, week, also is cutting :into Ovetall, Nicely
with $28,0()0 likely tHi.s rouridi
Outstander Is
Jolson after good $31,000 second week.
total.
Story," great guns at the Music Hall.
Paramount (Par) (;5,664; 70-$1:20)

bill

—"Holiday in Mexico" (MrG) plus wouldn't have rated the Fulton in
normal times, and the less than $3,Del Courtney orch on stage (3d wk),
000 it'll get probably explains why.
Potent .tlO.OOO. Last week, tall $45,Last week. "Earl Carroll Sketchbook"
.000.
Paiace
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— (Rep) in 6 days, $3,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200
40-70)—
"Time of Lives" (U) and- "Wild

\

000.

wk).' Okay $14,000 for blowolT after
nice $16,000 on Uth.
"Deception"

(2d wk).
Golden Gate (2,844; 60-95)— "Make
Music':' .(RKO) plus stage .show
headed by Professor Lamberti, Mel
Torme and Senor Wences (2d wk).
Okay $26,000. Last, week, husky

Paramount (FWC)

(UKO) (1,150; 65-95)—
Fulton
(Shea)
40-70)—
(1,700;
(RKO) (3d wk). Near
"Rendezvous With Annie" (Rep) and
last week at rousing $35,000.

Oriental

Last:

500.

"Notorious"

same

.

Mine

good

Strike Dulls Pitt;

(3,900;

$59,000.

:

Nice 6iiG in 2d, last' Sailing to 50G
De.spite two new pictures opening
during .the week, Broad waj? firstruns displays an offish tone this
stanza. Number of holdovers and

The other new picturei "Gallant
Orpheum (Blilmenfeld) (2,44«; 5585)— "Killers" (U) (3d Wk).: Very Journey," only moderate $25,000 at

-

Chieaffo-

But Holdovers Hurt N.Y.;'Cloak'-Rey

.

Last week, fine $23,-

$20,000.

,

.

Kstimates for This Week
(B&K) (1,200; 65-95)—
Apollo
"Claudia and David" (20th) (2d wk).

Sound

55-85)— "No(WB). Okay
-Big Sleep"

(4,651;

body Lives Forever''
$29,000.

'

.

(FWC)

;

p.arenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated, include the U. S. amusement tax.

_

1st

:

The

,

continues .nicely with
''Notorious
sock $.35,000 at Grand In third session "Anna." at State "Lake, is keeping paci' with great $34,000 for -sec-

nearly
shipping strike blamed for the downbeat. Biggest newcorner is "Nobody
Lives Forevei'i" at the Fox, but it
will be short-lived, based on initial
week's bii! here.
Estimates for This Week

Fox

'

'

:

$143.000-Mammy!-ln

'Jolson

Oct. 15.

on the chin in
currently with

,

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., with-

second "stanza,
at
"

for

okay $22,000
^'the

|

good $24,000. Elsewhere
and extended runs.

ins

Okay $29,000

San Francisco,
is taking it
all locations

/Bi?.

19

(roih-Uf»), $.».000.

\

I

I

),

)

I

.

—

,

—

:

i

:

:

—

)

;

'

I

:
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U. S. Distrib Coin Due, at 1945 Rate

Mexico
Lazarus

distributors for picture rentals from August to DecemGeorge
to:
according
ber,
1945,
Canty, film specialist for the State

American

film

Department. Such arrangement was
forecast in last week's Varhety.Under this agreement, China
makes good on the arrangement of
last year for the release of U. S,

S.

City, Oct. 10.

Constantin,

Par man-

state on comHilda Kruger, blonde
film actress, vacationing in Ni Y.
Armando Calvo, topflight Spanish
pic actor now playing in Mexican

ager,

Washington, Oct. 15.
Chinese government has agreed to
to
$4,000,000
approximately
pay

Dearth of Studio Space, Sets Seen

Down Mexico Way

China Agrees to Pay $4,000,000 Of

pany

•TAHIKX¥'8' r.ONUON OFUCSI
MfMtln'a Vliicc, TOLtaXun Bquan

Bl.

Handicap to Argent. Pix Production

Chihuahua

in
biz

Buenos Aires, Oct,
While fresh capital is poised

,

Daff on European 0.0.
Al Daff, Universal-International's
general foreign sal^s supervisor, left
for London last Saturday (12) on a
trek thiSit will take him to all parts
of Europe before he returns to the
U. S.
After confabs in Liondon, Daff
heads for France and several other
European countries. It is likely, that
he will visit South Africa before returning to N, X- ih a couple of
,

.

.

.

pencillin injected for an. infection, .. Maria Elena Marques, just
back from a five-month visit to
fllmiS,

Col. Signs Aussie $tar
.

Ron Randell,

Sydney, Oct.
local film

star,

has

been given a seven-year contract by
Columbia. He leave-s here for U. S.
readying another visit there this month and goes into production
after she finishes film in November.
Deal was made in
work in Mexico,
N. Y. by Nick Pery, company's
"Gilda" (Col) grossed over $60,000 Aussie topper, presently on homeon its four-week run at the Cine office visit.
Chapultepec, newest frontline cineAussie actor got the big break via
ma here, Carlos Carriedo Galvan, his work in Columbia's Aussie-pro,

year,

to

fllm industry, the
acute lack of studios and sets are
seen as- a major stumbling block to

1.

new

fllm producers starting out.
Currently some 22 sets are on hand
to accommodate an estimated 86 pictures which are slated for shooting

Spain,

next

(i.

enter tha local

.

by various studios

this year.

Relief appears distant since about
12 sets are necessary before local
production could get into full swing.
original head of the pic trade's own duced, "Smithy," In which he had Only four now are under
construcband, the Banco Cinematografico and the same role.
tion. Shortage of product, stemming
now manager of Films Mundiales,
from lack of studio facilities, has
big producer, to France, via N. Y.,
caused an Influx of foreign films.
for a prolonged study of the French
RKO's Simon Moves
Seeking to cut down importations,
industry.v.^Xiilia Michel and i Urgent. Studios Busy
fllni
the Assn. of Argentine Picture ProLuis Baledori, top film players, parducers has petitioned Congress, statVegoda
Mexico's pioneer
ents of a girl
Production Perks;
ing that the 1945 protectionist decree
film labor union, the National Cineshould be made law.
Manager matographic Industry Workers, is
'Goodbye' Ready Soon
Decree stipulates that exhibition
London, Oct. 8.
thumbing its nose at the recent edict
vhich payment is about to be comof Argentine films should be rrtade
Buenos Aires, Oct. 1.
it
forbidding
Ministry
the
Labor
of
pleted, the aim industry got special
managing
Bob Wolf, BKO-JRadio
With several films due to roll and mandatory during two weeks ofto produce pix by building a studio
consideration. The Chinese agreed
every five. In its petition, the APPA
director, has made several changes
at Tiajuana, on the California bor- others in the cutting room, Argen- also suggested that the state take
to remit 15% of the distrib revenue
duo iit the rate of $20 Chinese to $1 and promotions on the London sales der, for that express purpose.... tine picture industry is on a real action to facilitate exportation of
upbeat.
At the Sur studio group
American, extremely favorable in staff. Outstanding is one that moves Studio is nearly finished.
Argentine films to foreign markets.
of ficripters are currently putting
view of the current exchange rate.
Ernest Simon, general sales manon
the Since producers seek' to restVict imtouches
finishing
the
The State Department spokesman ager, to assistant to the managing
portation of foreign product, it's
scenario of "Pasion de Libertad," an
sppeared confident that a permanent
difficult to understand why they
Brit. Indie Producers
historical story based on the life
deal wo.uld be worked out satisfac- director, with Joe Vegoda, his asdon't expect other countries to take
sistant, becoming general sales manof Esteban
Echevarra Argentine
torily..
reprisals.
Mugica will
ager. His assistant will be Oscar
patriot.
Francisco
Get Circuit Dates
While producers are wrestling
direct.
Barber, recently discharged from
AAA soon starts shooting at the with their problems, theatres are
Harold Possener aethe Forces.
Via Special Committee
to Paris
Don Torcuafo Studios on "An Oc- enjoying unprecented extended runs.
comes permanent circuit supervisor,
London, Oct. 8.
tober Day" with Mirtha Legnand, Inflation is spinning the wicket at a
a post he has occupied pro tem.
Sir Stafford Cripps, head of Board
Petrone and Sebastian merry pace and most houses find
Prolonged Survey
Xompany is also expanding its of Trade, who promised indie film Francisco
Story is an weekend biz strong regardless of
Chola heading cast.
publicity
department,
with Don producers more playing time via a
what they are showing. Long runs
daptation by Manzi and Petit de
Of Europe for
Prince brought over here from statement in the House of Commons
of such fllms as "Leave Her to
Murat
of the book by Jorge Kaiser,
Irving Maas, general manager of RKO's N. Y. office, and Aubrey last March, has^appointed an indef which has been popular in Latin- Heaven" and "Seventh Veil" among
others have caused a backlog of
the Motion Picture Export Assn., Bustin, to help David Jones, com- pendent board to be in charge of America.
Company
also has I'll
sails on the Queen Elizabeth Oct. 25 pany's local publicity director.
the selection of films- Selection com- Never Say Goodbye" now in the product to pile up on^strib$.
for a six-week tour of MPEA's
mittee is headed by the Earl of cutting room.
European countries. His first stop
Drogheda as chairman, the HonCinematografica Inter Americana
will be Earis, where he will hold
David Bowes-Lyon (brother of the has started its all-Argentine pro- fivoli (Aussie) Chain
a four-day session with MPEA's
Queen), Mrs- Alan Cameron (Eliza- duction, "In Cold Blood," at SonoHe
European managers and reps.
beth Bowen, the novelist), Charles Film's San Isiclro studios.
This
Would Fly Acts
VS.
also will confer witlv European manDukes (head of Trades Union Con stars Pedro Lopez Lagar, with
agers of MPEA member 'companies
Paris, Oct. 8gress),
Mrs. Max Nicholson (of Amelia Bence heading the support.
for Vaude
while in Paris. The first overseas
Marcel Pagnol is likely to find two Children's Film Club Movement) Daniel Tinayre directs.
field confab since MPEA's organ- plays of his done against his wishes. and R, C, G. Somervell, Under-SecSydney, Oct. 8,
Embarking upon an expansion
ization is set for Nov; 3-7.
First is "Cesar," to be revived by retary of Board of Trade.
campaign, AAA is awaiting the reDave Martin, Tivoli circuit topper,
Maas will go to Amsterdam. Max Maurey, starring Alibert. DurT he three circuits involved, turn of director Hugo Fregonese
plans are set for a swift, continuous
Prague, Budapest and Bucharest to ing the war, Pagnol gave Alibert and Odeon, Gaumont-British and Assowhere he's been
from
Hollywood
give onceover to MPEA's distrib Raimu an okay for a revival. Raimu ciated British Corp.* will be reprebuying cameras and equipment for flow of acts from the U, S, and Engectup after leaving Paris. He also recently died, but Maurey, since -sented by John Davis (Odeon), Jack
the unit at Florencio Varela. Stages land whether a single or a band
•will go to the American-occupied Raimu- was
not specifically men- Goodlatte (ABPC) and Mark Ostrer, are now under construction.
setup. Acts would play throughout
aones in Germany and Austria to tioned in the pact, contends he can Gaumont-British.
Argentina Sono Film will soon
Burvey the present U.S. military set- do it with Alibert alone.
Object of the scheme is to insure preem "Albeniz." Based on the life Australia and then tour New Zealand over the Robert Kerridge
tip
on distribution under which
Next is a Pagnol version of "Ham- that a circuit booking is available to
the Spanish composer, the pic
chain. Acts would be offered seasons
MPEA product is being released. He let," at the Comedie Francaise, where independently produced films in of
ture
stars
pianist
Maria
Luisa of over
six weeks In key cities like
will huddle with American military it was grabbed by manager Andre England of high qualityRegules.
Sydney and Melbourne on two-ain Berlin and Vienna in hopes of Obey. Jean Louis Barrault is curIt will be up to the selection board
settling the present releasing prob- rently rehearsing an Andre Gide to decide whether the producer of
day.
lems,.
Greets Int'I Pix
A primary consideration of the
version of "Hamlet at the Marigny, any film submitted to it is strictly
with Jacqueline Bouvier, Pagnol's independent, for generally speaking
Delegates at Estate setup will be flying the acts out hero
wife, in the Ophelia part. To spite producers are financed or controlled
from the U. S. and England, snaking
Vatican City, Oct. 15.
Barrault, who led the resigning tal- by the Rank organization, ABFG or
trip in about three days. Planes also
JAZZIQUE
Delegates of the Catholic Interna
ent during the recent Francaise up- an American company. In such
would be employed to 'get the acts
tional Film Office, now in Rome for
heaval. Obey now plans to do the cases, they could not be classified as
to New Zealand.
the Catholic International Film FesIN
Pagnol's version at the Francaise as independent.
Martin kept the Tivoli circuit
tival, were received by Pope Pius
Vienna, Oct.' 1.
an opposition show,
New ruling will prove of great XII
running through the difficult war
last week at Castel Gandolfo,
This home town of Brahms, Beebenefit to such indie producers as
years despite his inability to import
The iFestival acts from
thoven and Schubert this week saw
Ortus Films (John Sutro) and the his country estate.
Fa.g;nol Quits Authors
abroad. Now he's going
opened in Rome on Oct, 5.
Peter Kreuder, emerging from war's
recently formed Premier Produc
Pari-s, Oct. 8;
after fresh talent. First in will be
Decision was made by the deleconfusion and a postwar political
Marcel Pagnol. jast promoted to tions of which Isadore and Maurice gates to hold the fourth Internation Tommy .Trinder, ace Britush comescrape, prove anew that he's the one the rank of Officer in the Legion of Ostrer are the toppers.
dian, who opens at the Tivoli, Meljazz musician who can singlehand- Honor, is resigning as president of
The number of films to be selected al Film Congress next summer in bourne, Oct 14. Larry Collins, who
Canon Abel M. Brohee
edly sell out the 3,000 seats in the Authors Society, New prexy is will not exceed six in one year for Brussels.
is known in the U. S., Parker SisVienna's equivalent of Carnegie Hall, Roger Ferdinand, whose comedy on each circuit. Normally, these films was confirmed as president of the ters and local talent will be on same
the Grosser Saal of the Konzerthaus. modern youth, "J 3," has broken all will be booked for entire circuit but Catholic International Film Office
biU.
with certain exceptions films may be
Kreuder, whose rhythmic piano rec- French records with over
Martin brings in Clifford and
1,200 per
booked by arrangement for London,
ords are in just about every conti- formances.;
Marion, U. S. team, on Nov. 18,
releases only.
nental home, had them dancing in
combo coming from London Pal»
Pagnolj who found his duties as
Current London Shows
their seats and yelling for encores president too much,
ladium
as well as Appleton Trio and
at first wanted
London, Oct. IB.:..
an hour after closing time. The re- to postpone his resignation
C. Ray Smith.
until his
"Better Late," Garrick.
ception, he revealed, gave him conformal reception in the Academie Swedish Producers In
"Ballet 'Theatre," Covent Garden.
fidence for his trip to the U. S., his
Francaise, but since thi.s will be post"Clntterbuck," Wyndham.
first, which starts next January.
poned, he decided to wait no longer.
"Crime & Funishment," Globe.
Deal for Legit
Kreuder occupies a position in the
'^De»r Murderer,'^ Aldwych.
continental
popular music world
Stockholm, Sept. 25,
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.
comparable to a combination of
IN
Gustav
Wally,Swedish
producer,
"First Gentleman," Savoy.
Eddy Duchin, Guy Lombardo and
Mex. City's 4,000-Seater
Mexico City, Oct. 15.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.
who recently returned from the
Alec Templeton in the U. S. There's
Mexico City, Oct. 8.
Show people, whether in pictures,
"Fools Bush In," Fortune.
something of all these three in his
U. S. where he visited Broadway
Plans for the "world's best cinema"
radio, circus business or any other
"Grace of God," St; James.
work at the ivories.
have been announced here by Opera- and Hollywood, says he'd been
paid public entertainers, have been
"Grand National Nigrht," Apollo.
dora de Teatros, a big local circuit. negotiating with Carmen Miranda
warned to have their migration pa"Guinea Plr," Crit rion.
Is due to start soon on
pers in order before they come to
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.
and Lena Horne to appear in a play
Lands Swedish Star Construction
the swank Paseo de la Re|orma.
Mexico to work because of a gov"High Time," Palladium.
at the Oscar's theatre here.
Stockholm, Oct. 1,
New house, a 4,000 sealer, will
VHoneymoon," York's.
ernment checkup. The checkup was
young Swedish liave .such advantages as a distance
Tetterling,
';Mai
While in N. Y, WaUy had a deal
"Inspector Calls," New.
started by the Ministry of Interior
w'fctre.ss, has gone to London to apof 39 inches between rows,
on with Emmerich Kalman who'
"Message for Margaret," Duchess. after being prodded into action by
pear in a British film.
the
"Mother of Men," Comedy.
unions.
finished his new operetta, "Saratogi
amusement artists'
She'll play the lead in "Frieda,"
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden Unions complained that foreign
Trunk," based on Edna Ferber's
J. Arthur Rank production.
Corwin Sees Pres; Roxas filmed novel. According to the pro
"Our Betters," Playhouse.
competition is making fewer and
^'Peace to Peckham," Embassy.
shorter bookings for their members.
Manila', Oct. 1.
there's
possibility
that
ducer,
a
Rail
Pic
Ready
Austrian
"iPerohance to Dream," Hipp,
Main points ef the checkup, MinNorman Corwin, U. S. radio cor- "Trunk" may have its world preem
Vienna, Oct. 1.
^'Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.
istry explains, is to learn whether or
Harry Payer and Karl are putting respondent now on world tou*, was in Stockholm with himself both
"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
not working performers are Ireeping
touches on their film, granted a special interview by Pres- directing and producing, and Kal
finishing
"Shephard Show," Princes.
within the time limit allowed them
ident
Manuel
A.
Roxa,s,
man
conducting.
of
the
the
It's
"Prpminenten Express;"
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
to work in Mexico.
Those caught
Philippine Republic, while he was
Impressed with the success
"Skin of Teeth," Piccadilly,
story of the Austrian Salzkammerworkihg longer than thei r perm it
here.
U. S. ice -shows, Wally declared tha
"Song of Norway," Palace.
provides will be heavily fined and
iRut health resort, where top artists
President Roxas told Corwin that he'd decided to produce one at th
"Sweetheart Mine," Vie 'Palace.
of the country spend their holidays.
deported.
Sonj
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambas.*!.
Ivan Petrovitch and Lotte Elwen the Filipino people are fundamental- Cirkus here next summer.
Ministry especially is glimp.-^ing
to
the One World Henie and Belita are mentioned a:
ly committed
"Under the Counter," Phoenix,
papers o£ nitery, theatre and film
play the leads.
concept, and that they had fought possible stars.
In addition to hi
"Winaermcrc's Fan," Haymarket.
Thi.'; fllm was nearly finished back
players closely because of comfor this ideal duriiHg the r'ecent other plans, the producer is placing
"Winslow Boy," Lyric,
in 1938, but due to the Nazis enterplaints that some havo exceeded
,war.
"Escapade"' in rehearsal.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.
their working time in thi-s counuy.
ing Austria, work was stopped.

film revenue.

On

ing to Canty,

American

top of this, accordconsular, offices in Shanghai report that U. S.
months,
reps currently are wprlting out, a
deal with the Central Bank of China
for a permiinent agreement on remittances which would be retroactive to Jan, 1, 1946.
Canty described developments as
In London;
commendable in the light of the
pre.'fent serious economic -situation
General Sales
in China. Under the 1945 deal, for
:
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On Pan For

Austrian Studio Union

Vienna,. Oct.

10.

+

principal labor union in local studios
is under considerable political fire,
as well as Allied Military scrutiny
concerning charges of handing out

Moss Empires Making $6M000 Deal

British Fihn Briefs

Whitewash of Ex-Nazi Technicians
Austrian Film Gewerkschattsbund,

London, Oct. 8,
Berlin-ParamounVs "Blue

Irving

pulling

audiences

capacity

Toppers Quit Paris

Carlton with lines surrounding
theatre a daily feature
Film

many

Paris,

producer Brian Desmond Hurst on

RKO

Oct,

15.

Ned Depinet and Phil Reisman,

RKO
are

execs., after a trip to Geneva,
to Brussels.
They wfll fly

oflt

.

.

.

Queen Elizabeth maiden voyage,

the

Visit primarily to see his

Oct. 16i

official

.

.

.

Biz

cameraman, who recently finished
"World Turned Upside
shooting
Pown" for Hugler-Kahla Films.
Kurzmeier is stated to have been an

being published
Journal.

member

as well as

working on important Goebbels era
Others under fire include
Herbert Lehr, former Wien film
cameraman, and Josef Kunzich, both
working at Sievering for a tenant

-films.

Mundus Filmi
U. S,
producer,
Arhiy's studio management has permitted producers using studio to sesubstaffs,
technical
own
their
lect
ject to okays by the stage and theatre denazification tribunal which
to
aegis
Allied
under
was set up
pass on acceptability of players and
Tribunal's decisions are
workers.
Alpower
four
subject to review by

In Face of Riots,

Case in point, however, is "Singing House," new musical soon to be
put into work by Franz Antal under
Collective Film mark at- Rosenhuegel.
Antal is politically unacceptible to Americans as he made
Nazi, party films and worked as a
.

IVchrmacht
mentaries

.

cameraman
glorifying

on

Ru.sskis

facilities

for Antal who starts rolling earl.v
in November.
Americans expect
they will turn down finished film foi
ISB distribution, particularly as Antal has been reported in Vienna as
insisting on casting no Jews or players: with Jewish connections.

:

Corp., comprising eight theatres in-

cluding the London Palladium and
Prince of Wales theatre. Mark Ostrer

Ladies

R.

Exhibitors in India are ^ eager to
begin new theatre construction but
conditions indicate this won't be
possible for some time because of
Most
building- material shortages.
of proposed ne-iy theatres will be
for Indian-produced films.
Burma was hard hit by the war,
many theatres having been bombed
Siam's theatres
out. Marcus said.
were practically untouched in contrast, he said.
They are doing better than in pre-war days.
Film grosses are running 300%
over prewar days in Singapore and
Malaya, according to Marcus. Besides the 10% quota on theatres in
Singapore, which gives British pictures that much annual playing
time, there is another government
regulation which has tilted admit
tance taxes from 20% to 33Va%

.

.

,

ing a capital investment of $16,000,-

Booms; Strive For

.

.

admi.sfioixs as class legislation. The
Manila Theatres Assn., in a blast at

.

6.

Likely that Moss Empires also
will acquire Variety Theatres Consolidated.
Walter Payne is chairman and managing director of the
Variety Corporation. This will give
Moss six additional London vaude
theatres valued at around $6,000,000.

'

Aus^ Revenue

Tops Pre-War

.

Command Performance of PowellPressburger pic "A Matter of Life
and Death," at the Empire, Nov. 1,
are Walter Wanger and his wife;
(Joan Bennett) as well as Frank

Norman

Foster Sues

Mex. Prod, for $18,000
Mexico

Sinatra,

City, Oct. 15.

Stanley Higginson, Warners' managing director in Australia, reported
on his recent arrival in U. S. that
show biii earnings in Aussie are currently way above pre-war level!!.
Receipts, however, have declined up
to 30% as compared to business during the war when nearly 1,000,000
American soldiers packed Australian
theatres.
Theatre building activity
in Australia is temporarily at «
standstill,

said,

because

ing mulled at the homeoffice, Higginsoii' said.
Mobile units currently
servicing these back-country areas
are using obsolete 35m equipment.
Higginson stated that American
films have widest acceptance in
Australia at the present time al-

though British films have begun td

challenge them.
During 1947 seaby son, Warners plans
to release its full
Foster against Producciones program of about 24 pictures, an inMexico,
important
crease
pic
producer,
over
for
the
current
season.
London Troc 50-Year Anni
Tax
bite
is
troublesome,
Higginbreach of contract.
London, Oct. 15.
son declared, with 25% of each adFoster, who has done well as diTrocadero restaurant, which has
mission tab going into the governbeen runnitiMteiaret shows for the rector in Mexico during the last few ment
till.
Movement
is under Way
last 50 years,*Gelebrated its jubilee years, told the Federal Board of
to reduce, this impost but coiidition
starting on Oct. 5. Celebration lasted Conciliation and Arbitration with
of the state exchequer has made a:
a full week. For years famed as the which he filed the claim that Protax reduction far distant.
Troc, it formerly featured a special ducciones inked him to direct sevCharles Cochran show with acts and eral films, and that they kept him
femmes doubling from Cochran's re- waiting for more than a year and
vues a block away at the London then called off the deal.
Sid Field Sock Again
Suit for $18,000 has been filed

Pavilion,

Part of famous grill room was
transformed into a replica of the
fit

and whole- staff
that era. Music

Gay Nineties and oldtime songs
were used. Only thing modern during the week's celebration was' the
cabaret, where Peter Waring .wafc

EEIG PORTER TO

In 'Piccadilly Hayride'

U.S.

Sydney, Oct.

15.

Eric Porter, Aussie indie producer,
plans to visit Hollywood to get new
ideas and purchase new equipment

"Storm HiU."
presently is backed

for next film,

Porter
Charles Munro
:

among

by

others.

London, Oct. 15i
"Piccadilly
Hayride,"
opened at the WaleS* theatre Friday
(11)
received a rousing reception
with the press unanimous that Sid
Field still is the top Briti.sh comic.
Field is star of this Val Parnell revue
presented as a George Black, Ltd,,
production since latter has Field
under contract,
"Hayride" has been playing to
capacity since opening, with advance
sale
topping
all
previous Field

which

,

,

So. Africa

Looms As

Greatest Future

the proposed legislation, points out
that the government has. an increased tax on theatre tickets, placing filni houses' in the category of a
luxury but that another government
First language
school for h.6..
department is trying to pass a
employcGS in the history of the ihSouth Africa looms as one pf the-t
which would make cinemas a
dustry is presently being mappecl law'
great potential overseas markets of
necessity.
out by Loew's International. School,
the future, according to Joe HumManila Theatr;jp Assn. rates the
.slated to open in about, two weeks
mel, Warner Bros, European cliief,
under the direction of Dave Blum, intervention of the government in who's in N.'V, for homeoffice concompany's yeepee over ad-publicity. the case of theatres an outright dis- fabs,
Only the lack of theatre
particular
against
a
Will be Open to all employees of- the crimination
•Paramount International became
building at present retards its vast
It also claims that theatres,
.organization on a cost-free, voUm- class.
expansion, he indicated. Always a definitely airminded during the last
mostly Filipino-owned, have maintary participation basis.
rich country and full of latent pos- few weeks with the arrival of Robert
Most of the languages of the coun- tained a steady admission price since sibilities, the fact that Immigration V. Perkins, company's Philippines
Government also plans
tries to which Metro pictures are ox- liberation,
manager. He has his own plane, a
is to be encouraged as a new policy
ported will be taught, with the em- to force exhibitors to place a mini- promises to make tor great future Piper Cub, to cover his territory.
scale in effect.
phasis on Spanish.
In addition, a
expansion of population and addi- Because not having his plane with
course in English will also be oil'eicd
him on his current visit to N. Y,
tional enterprise.
ioy, th« foreign dubbing personnel.
Hummel told Vamrty that France Armand Cardea, on Par Internation$2,724 ON. SINATRA
Since there is no expense involved
al publicity staff, took him up. Car
is in a considerably improved conditor the .emplo:>'ees and the school \r
Toronto, Oct, 15.
tion over four months ago: Regard- dea has his own plane here since he
heing run mainly for their benelit,
A chpque for $2,724, covering rent- ing South Africa, Huinmell said that was a lieutenant in the Army air
It^ will probably
be open in the eve- als to Canadian theatres of "House prospects were good there 10 years force during the war.
nings, after working hours,
Duo are not the only two airplane
short, was pre- ago when he first visited it. Today
In,"
I :Live
seuled to the Kimanis Club here by the possibilities are even greater, he enthu-siasts, because A, L. Pratchett,
Latin-Americah chief, probably has
Leo Devaney, RKO's Canadian gen- explained.
IN
work
traveled
for
welfare
Hummel
returns
Paris
Oct,
more by platie than any
eral
manager,
to
24,
Prague Oct. 15.
among underprivileged and delin- He was there for 20 months prior to other U. S. film official. Pratchett
London Arts Theatre Co., now quent children. Presentation was his first return visit to the U,S. this who still logs his air trips, passed his
playing here at the municipal thea- made at a banquet when Devaney month.
Incidentally, he was the 1,000,000th air mile last March. He
tre, followed up its
production of had the Frank Sinatra short again first U.S. film man in civilian clothes has been flying for the last 28 years
^ptholiD"
with George
Bernard screened and told its message of to set up quarters in Paris after having been an airplane instructor
fahaw's "Don Juan in Hell."
France was cleared of the Nazisv
in the first World War.
racial and religious tolerance, .r

FOR M-G LINGUISTS

Overseas Market for Pix-Hummel
PAR INTl OFFICIALS
HIT THE AIR-HARD

.

.

shows.
Besides

the
comedian,
Robert
Lamouret, Terry Thomas and Three
Sisters also, scored,
Lamouret, a
Parnell French discovery, is a ventriloquist rated by some as better
than Wences. It was Thomas? first
appearance after six yeaiji in the
service.' Both he and Lamouret look
ideal

;

for

SHORT

RKO

PRAGUE
'

:

Broadway

class

niteries.

Boss Sisters clicked with their contortionist act.

Special Aussie Ballet
Melbourne, Oct.

.

mum

SHAW PLAY

Higginson

government favors housing.
Plans for 16m distribution are be-

Norman

of

Manila, Oct. 1
Manila exhibitors are pointing to
the pending proposal in Congress
here to slap a tax on film theatre

Prague, Oct.

;

being garbed to

Theatre Tax As Unfair

,

000.

Czech film production is booming J. Arthur Rank still is a heavy
shareholder in Moss iEmpires.
with 10. pictures currently shooting
including one color: feature,. Latter
was made possible through allocation of raw materials by the Russians from a plant in the Soviet zone
of Germany. Despite the number of
films in work studio space is still
available and efforts are being made
to get British and American produ-

.

1898 period, waiters

Manila Exhibs Battle

U.S., British Units

Prague opening of Two Cities cers to make use of it.
Russians already have shot four
Films, "Henry V," brought a distinguished audience including Presi> films at Baranov, the Czech Hollydent and Mme. Benes with mem- wood, two of which were in Agfabers of the government and Parlia- color. They've extended their lease
ment.
There were also several until Aug. 1, 1947. Existing color
equipment was installed at the stuBritish Members of Parliament
Judith Anderson here taking in dios by the Germans.
Increasing Czech production has
West End plays and all the firstnights
RKO's "Wonder Man" fanned the interest of foreign buyers
is
having trouble wiljh the Eire and in recent weeks local product
Censor and Appeal Board who obr has been scouted by reps from the
ject to the two-piece suits worn U. S.; Britain, Sweden, Greece, Poby the Goldwyri Girls and Vera land and the Far East. Two Czech
films sent to the recent Cannes fesAllen in her Hula-Hula dance , .
Among- the' American film celebri- tival are expected to draw addities expected here for the Royal tional attention.
.

.

Deal involves $6,000,000,
Moss
Empires now owns 32 houses iti
London and the-provinces represent-

Czech Fihn Prod.

Home

...

.

and Leslie Furrow, joint managing
GTC, will resign with
H, Gillespie,- chairman of Moss
Empires, retaining his position, and
Val Parnell staying as managing di-

directors of

rector.

Alexander Koi-cra, Ben Goetz,
Michael Balcon and Bob Goldstein

Par Exec Claims

BERLITZ SUR-LE-CUFF

:

in

celebs at first night of J. B;
"An Inspector Calls" at
Latest arrival is
New theatre
Susan Warner, publicity rep of
Howard Hufehes, who is here to
Despite th« A'act that business is await opening of "The Outlaw," due
oS. because of the evacuation of for West-End pre-release in Novemtroops and political riots, the 1945-46 ber . \ b Metro has complained to
season' in India is still rated good by the British Broadcasting Corp. that
film men in the territory, according their film critic. Miss E. Arnot
to Morey Marcus, Paramount Inter- Robertson is unfair in her critinational district manager for India cisms
Joe Friedman, London
and southeast Asia, now in N. Y. for chief of Columbia Pictures, awarded
confabs with George Weltner, com- Medal of Freedom for his work as
pany prexy. They will discuss the chairman of War Activities Com,
current situations in India, Burma mittee.

Hitler's conagreed to ad-

have
vance raw stock and studio
quests.

docur

8.

,

Priestley's

Siam, Malaya, Singapore and Java
Commission and studio, manage- He admitted that recent riots in
ment assumes. that if workers have India have about halved grosses bejumped those hurdles they are okay cause of the curfew.
for work at Sievering.
Marcus stated that India absorbs
In the case of Rosenhuegel, how- all U. S. product and about 20 feaever, Soviet studio management is tures from Great Britain each year.
known to be ignoring both tribunal Of the 2,400 theatres in India and
and Allied Commission. A number Ceylon, about 600 play U. S. and
of actors and technical people un- British films.
acceptable elsewhere are employed.
Recent removal of India's excess
This po.ses a new problem to ISB profits tax, a war measure, has
Films, distribution agency handling proved a boon to distributors espeall theatres in Austria except Rus- cially in view of the losses caused
Despite Russians break- by the curfew. Normal admission
sian zone.
ing away from participation in ISB tax stays at 20%
setup, this U. S. operated exchange

pleted by Soviet-managed studio,
question has, not been tested.

Paris, Oct.

Marjorie Lawrence, of the N.'Y.
Metropolitan Opera, arrived at the
Orly Paris airport, her first stop on
her European tour.
She will stay here two weeks. Before leaving, she will sing at a Red
Cross charity performance Oct, 17
at the Palais de ChaiUot.

15.

Moss Empires has practically concluded a deal to acquire the vaudeville section of General Theatre!

among

lied

continues to distribute Soviet product as well as pix made under Red
sponsorship by Austrian producers.
It still controls the major portion of
the German language market. ISB
officials now take the position that
Rosenhuegel productions using unacceptable actors or produced by
firms persona non, grata to Austrian
tribunal or Allied Commission will
not be eligible for ISB distribution.
Since no such film has been com-

Marj. Lawrence in France

.

.

Good

•

active Nazi party

London, Oct,

at

whitewashes for back to pf.Y, from there on Oct, 16. old buddy, John Ford, and while
Arthur Loew, after his plane had in U. S. may direct a picture ,
fol-mer Nazi studio technicians. UnMaria Montez and :,:Dtist>and, Jean
pix people here ascribe been slightly delayed in Newfound- Pierre Aumont, Eitill sunning in
officially
land, arrived in Paris, Oct. 9.
He
union's policy to anxiety to fill ranks will spend six weeks surveying con-^ Cannes but expected back here in
October in time lor the Film Comsufficiently to staff productions now ditions in Surope.
mand Performances at Metro's Emin work at both Sievering (U. S.)
pire, Nov. 1
Richard Carland RoRonhuegel (Soviet) studios.
son, who i» starring in RKO- J. Arthur Rank's pic, "So Well RememSpecific charges include issuing
author, his story
bered,"
has
turned
ia
Kurzmeier
George
to
permits
work
too

For 8 Houses of General Theatres

.

Skies"

19

1.

J.
C, Williamson. Theatres will,
present a special season of the Boro-.
vansky Ballet here, following run of
"The Dancing 'Years."- The Ivor
Novello musical is scheduled to close
here late this month. The Borovansky Ballet, which Was part of tha
show, Will be presented for four
Weeks in Melbourne, before rejoining "Years" for the musical's opening in Sydney,
The ballet season will precede
.

,

:

opening of "Gay .Rosalinda" her«,
"Rosalinda" run, estimated to extend into next winter, will be followed by "Follow the Girls," which
opens this month in Sydney,

'

20
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Terper is technically smooth, and
"jlIl in a Day," ]our-part revue
uses her hands to best advantage.
produced bv 7..con LeoTiidoj?; setThree Wiles, make * pleasant
tings, Brnno Maine, costumes, Billy opener with some novel tapping,
Livingston; txecxtted by H. Rogge; along with a bit of sleight-of-hand
Nelson,
Nip
with Corps de Ballet,
to add interest and garner laughs.
Lau'rence
Bonclli,
Olive
Rocketles,
Team two men and a girl^click in JACK HOLST A MILADY
Louis
Lchnerts;
Frances
Nickol.
their finale, a tricky version of Acrobatic
PQlacefc, Music Hall Svinpho7iv Orch, "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers," a 8 Mlns.
conducted by Charles Previn: "The hep precision number highlighted Stmtc, N. Y.
Tilo Guizar's concert at Carnegie fJack HQlst and Milady are one ot
Story," revieived in Variety, by a lightning on-stage change of
Hiill, N. Y., Saturday (12) indicates
Jolson
with
clicked
They
acrobatics^
cialty—
the better aero exhibits to have
Iheie s a hefty marltet for language opening day audience,
Sept. 18, '46.
costume.
turned up in some time. Duo workvaufieviUe. This staid emporium reCompleting the usual quartet ol
Bobby Winters, with a fine sense
cently held two German vaude sessecond half of the Miu^ie acts is Lou & Lilyan Bernard, work- ing in black tie and gown, give a
The
act
juggling
his
over
puts
of
comedy,
Guizar
sions fbf a big gate, and the;
show is devoted to ing on a pair of harmonicas, normal fresh appearance and get away with
satisfaction. He works Hall's new stage
unorthodox opening of tcrping
recital provides further proof that to everyone's
of Gilbert and and king-sized.
Duet is fairly dull, an
with tennis balls, Indian clubs and a telescoped wrapup
iVie various nationals will shell out
with the except for a lively and tuneful inter- before they go into the acrobatics.
Nice timing, and he Sullivan's "The: Mikado,"
a« high as $3.60 per for entertain- tambourines.
Hoist is the mainstay of the pair,
chief; emphasis where all Music Hall pretation of "Rhapsody in Blue."
makes difficult stuff look ea.sy.
ment' in the mother tongue.
aimedr-at
rightfully
although
femmft is responsible .for
are
stageshows
Lome,..
Herman Hyde got plenty of laughs the pageantry and color ot the G&S
capable assists in a few tricks-^her
Actually the Guizar concert wasn't
with his act, featuring a variety of spectacle. This one is dressed up to
important function is to provide
in the usual accepted Carnegie tramu.^ioal instruments that fall apart.
atmosphere. Male works on a pair
fastidious of patrons
the
most
dition. There was no heady air about
suit
iV.
Y.
Si
ate.
is the bass fiddle, but
of N, Y.'s giant showplace, and it's
it—Guizar being hep enough to pro- Best mnnber
Edith Fel(,oio.<!, JWi It Brilton Bond of widely separated horizontal bars
seems to cliek most fairly
safe to assume that the amount fi;)) with Tommy Raff erly, Suzan and knocks off some breathtaker.s.
vide the standard and accepted mim- the harp routine
with the audience,
He catapults from one bar to the
fcers that have long found lavqr in
of coin that went into the elaborate
Chaz Chase is still getting laughs costuming, scenery, etc., could al- Carol; Paul Haakon ivith Eleanor other while; doing spins and somcr-even non-Latin circles.
Tennis, Cookie Bowers, Jack Hoist
his deadpan flower-eating and
with
mccoy
a
for
and climaxes act by. leaps
Any longhairs trying to Hnd a clas- cigaret munching. He also bur- most pay the freightthis G&S fave. & Milady; "Holiday in Mex-ico" saults.
which call for a standup fitii.sh atop
Broadway version of
sical aiira about the affair, ^wpuld le.^ciues Gypsy Rose Lee.
a XM-G).
as
^
spectacles
the bars.
incongruous
Such
Gui'/ar'.s
noted
that
certainly have
John' Barry handles' vocals on the
for spotlightHoist
al.so has a
good speaking
{division into categorie's of. Mexican production numbers, including "A trio of acrobats vying
State's stage layout needs hefty
Nanki-Poo serenades the
ing as
to go with it.
iriusic of yesterday and today would Touch of Harlem." "Ballet in Blue"
houses, to get across, but unfortu- voice and a vocabulary
^-^r^^ ^-t.
"Three Little Girls From School"
culindicate that the chili-country
and "Girl on Police Gazette" for nice with his "Wandering Minstrel"; the nately l&st minute holdover of the [41e s one grunt artist that should dp
Jose,
ture'; is at ,a stahdstili-^pr current response.
in Mexico" precludes more lines
ftlm"Holiday
overtones to the staging of
Mex composers are writing only for
the acts on
However,
s.r.o.
biz.
Kaye
and Vince Pellegrini demillian
Sparky
the tourist trade. Similarity in both do a good comedy fight number, a "Tiie Flowers That Bloom in the hand get maximum response from GARY BELLA
divisions was too marked to be taken bit draggy in spots, but on the whole Spring"—here is Gilbert & Sullivan the house, and if there were more Sonci, 15 Mills.
and
could
Music
Hall
Only
the
as
'-{{,'';.;
'seriously.
pcwholders around, bill would be as Famous Door, Miami Beach
OK.
.
should do it, with accent on the hearty
With a 10-piece orch and his guitar
Helaine Jarrow sings and dances
a combo as this house has
Gary: Bella, tall, dark Gary GrantLawrence
Bonelli,
visual.
Olive
Sf Ijacksroimd and with occa-sional to neat returns.
ish looking ex-Navy lad, looks a
Frances Lehnerts, Louis Po- had.
vocal hclp from Estelle Mallon plus
House filled when caught (Fri. Nickol,Dorris
Major part of the divertissement good bet for the swoon-croon adMoore, Kay Cavali, the
lacek,
Slial.
1«rping by Los Ojedas, a dance pair, nite).
present he showi
Music Hall Glee Club and the Choral has standard ingredient^; with Edith dicts though at
Guizar's tuneful recital apparently
need
for plenty of work before he'll
the
film
moppet,
as
Fellows,
former
Ensemble carry out the vocal assignis what the 110th streeters clamor
brackets and
Adams,, IVeivark
ments and while the voices aren't topliner. She's improved consider- be ready for the higher
"Guadalajara,"
for.
Pieces
like
JVeioark, Oct. 10,
fans, it all ably since her appearance at the bigger niteries and vaude houses.
excite
G&S
to
H,
calculated
"Granada," "Cielito Lindo," "HalisShe has
Peter Lorre, Julie Oshin.s, 5ii.<>an adds up to a pleasing" .spectacle. Embassy club last year.
Purveys a full tenor with a good
co" and others of that category MitleT, Gan/ield.
more assurance, better projection, range, projected for full values on
S»«ith, The Fon- Plenty pomp but little flavor.
brought forth spontaneous appUiu.se
and more workmanlike arrange- the standard pops such as "Beguine"
taines
Joe FecheV's Adams
(3),
Stage show as a whole is up to
at tlie beginning. Guizar consequentThese accoutrements help and "Temptation." Stance at mike
"Terror House" Music Hall standard, with Nip Nel- ments.
Orchestras
(11);
ly would be a sucker to go in for
overcome an efssentially thin voice. and unea.siness at the moment should
son's satiric impression of radio stars
the type music usually heard at (PRC),
Although
of her renditions are be adjusted with experience. Cur(Carmen Lombardo, Tommy Dorsey, in the popmost
Carnegie.
vein, she registered best rently, however, he still leaves solid
Tpppirigva straight vaude bill, Pe- Harry James, et al) an outstanding
Guizar, being the raison d'etre for ter Lorre is dragging them into this
with light classic "Carmenia Waltz." impres.sion with the payees who fre»
bit.
A spectacular ballet number Comedy is taken care of by the
this affair, had little competition house and then scaring, them pantquent this intimate room. Don RichNirska and Corps de Ballet
from surrounding talent. Los.O,iedas' less. The cinema bogeyman pulls featuringexpert
Milt Britton band with Tommy Raf- ards, host here, renewed Bella for
precision dancing of
attempts at folk dancing couldn't be .some typical ghouHshness, including and the
ferty as the featured zany.
Japes four weeks, with options for balance
the Rockettes round out a pleasing
taken seriously for commercial spots, his monologue, "The Man With a
are of the corn and hoke school, of season. Working to the hep type
Rose.
show.
and Miss Mallon's vocals, while Glass Head," to shiver the timbers
and have been a familiar item on which frequent this spot, he should
vaude stages for many years. House soon gain the know-how he lacks:
pleasant enough, only made for of the susceptible, and generally
Apollo. I\. V.
takes to them nicely. Vocalist Suzan at present and be ready for bigger
stage waits between Guizar's appear, kicks the graveyard watch arouhd
ances. However, the orch conducted Response is solid,
Andy Kirk Orch (16) ujtth Bob Carol's numbers .sound like she's things.
Larv.
bv Chito Montoya, provided sprightShe
Beverly
White; Sylvia paying off to a song-plugger.
His cohorts on this so-sO melange, William.'!.
ly tunes with an orchestra composed Which seems odd without a nanie Manon Trio. Vernie fc Hutchie, Ttni misses the chance of becoming the
mainly of native instruments.
Viuion Horris ond literate part of the band's offering
tcith
band, are earnest workers but a Moore
Production for this shindig was little lacking in irnagination. Best Georpe Willianis, Jubilaires
(5); with her song selection,
Trailers
16111
A1.S0
di.shing
above par for this hall. Stage had support comes from Slisan Miller, "iWyslerious Mr. Valentine" (Rep).
out comedies
is
Cookie Bowers, a reliable performer,
CODtinucd from page 1
eome slight decorations, there were once nuhibered in the cast of "Windy
some lighting plots, 'and even an City." The blonde gal, quite a lookAndy Kirk, late of the Aquarium, with a choice line of Impressions.
audience plant to take a high note er, exercises some pleasing pipes in has moved uptown to back this He gets his accu-stomed response, all the stores. .Charge is exclusive
and
responds with a pair of encores. of production costs on the film,
during a community sing.
a batch of songs cut to her measure
week's edition of Apolio vaude, and
Refined,'.'
"Some—"My
Sugar
Is
So
which
must
be footed by: the adCarPaul Haakon, assisted by Eleanor
As for bookers casing acts at
the band is given most of the time
Production cost of e?ch
that day is here. A. J. Bala- thing Old, Something New" and the on this 6,") minute bill. Show keeps Tennis, always presents a refreshing vertiser;
negie
terping interlude. Haakon who nas trailer, in Kodachrome, is figured
fcan, head-man at the. Roxy theatre, bawdy "Confession," with the .sock
a pretty good overall pace.
gave Guizar the o.o., and from in- eroo Coming in the encore. This one
Williams worked with various partners, seems at about $3,000.
Bob
Band
opens
with
dications of this concert, he'll spell is "Etoh't Explain,'' chanted in the featured in "A Fool for Beauty" to have hit the jackpot With Miss
Idea is that only advertisers of
peculiar, plaintive style of Billie
Jose.
Pair's routines in the popa buck at the box-office.
Fill-in. act, Tennis,
with a nice tenor.
Holiday.
ballet line are well conceived and household products in the store subThe first appearance here of Julie Vernie and Hutchie are added proof niftily executed.
scribing to the machine can run
(iiayety, Montreal
Oshins, fprmer 'This Is the Army" that femme song-and-dance teams
The opening is by Jack Hoist and their trailers. Advertisers are a.sked
counMontreol, Oct. 14.
player for
years,; Was jittery to can't keep up with their male
the Milady (New Acts), one of the bet- to get on the wagon because of the
showing .neither
Ryan & Benson, Judy Crawl'ord, an extreme. Lacking Ihe rnaterial to terparts,
Gloria Letlond, Jack Randall., Mil- extend across an emcee job, an in- strength, agility, nor routining. Gals ter aero teams to be exhibited here. strong appeal resulting from the inUnfortunately at show caught, pres timacy of the product and the adilred Sfellinp & Ralph Stiles, Paul dividual turn and a long»stage wait sell their less-than-average terping
Sydell & Susie, Bobbv Herman, during which the orchestra left the nicely however, to get over fairly entation was marred by sudden vertisement.
break of Hoist's wrist strap, and
Jerry Shore, Len Howard Orch (.9), stage for the pit, Oshins didn't look well.
Each trailer receives in the- neighOrch returns with a jump num- there was a dead stage until new
Line (12).
too copasetic. One good jpke is worth
leather was obtained. Made a strong borhood of 48 performances a day in
10 minutes of personal experience ber spotting tenor men Floyd Dutcomeback, nonetheless.
Jose.
each of the 27 stores thus far subCm rent, layout is way below par and flag-waving, but "he came badly tbn and Shirley Green fwhile brass
scribed. Bookings are for two-weiek
of other parlays seen here, and even equipped. His comic style deserves adds beat to rhythm section, Fo.lfairly well lower is Tim Moore and his blackopening night jitters (for which al- better treatrnent, being
Xal,ional. I/ville
periods only, Space units are for
j
out assistants in what, for a change,
Jowam\'s are made) shouldn't excuse developed along broad lines.
half-minute, full minute, and three
Louisville, Oct, 11.
The Fontaines, a class aero routine is a pretty good skit, devoid of usual
jBomy of, the stuflt' dished out to the
Freddie Slack Orch (15) iuilh minute segments of an eight to tento slow music, puts two; muscle men blue material.
ipayecs.
Ooltie Ann Dare, Don Brasji/ield, Al minute strip.
chirper
Beverly
White
proand
Band
a
girl
through
startling
some
Hendricks; Charlie Stuart, Barr &
E van and Benson do acceptable job paces, with
top divertissement Estes,
of
the
the
gal'under.standing
vides
some
Company plans to switch to much£(ta Mae Morse; "Sing While
in the chief comedy slot with Ryan
some of the more complex pyramids. on the bill during her stanza. Opens you Donee" (Col).
talked-about intra-store television
doini; the m.c.'ing in okay fashion.
a bofi in its line. Capfield Smith Slowly with "Rain or Shine" and
as soon as transmitting and receivMost comics- playing here claim It's
carts on stage a fresh little puppet "In Love in Vain."
Gal, who i.s no
Record fans are having a field dav ing equipment availabilities \nake
they've got to work 'olue under orcalled Snodgrass, whose quips im- youngster, then kids her age with
currently, with Freddie Slack and the move feasible. Stores in which
ders of mrnagcment. So maybe that prove after
too much talk about "Ain't Nobody's Business "What I his
band giving out with the bcogie- the service has already been installed
explains deep shades painted by
dogs and trees. After the scatology Do," bluesy tune about an older beat.
and Ella Mae Morse, the "Cow- include Bloomingdale's, New York;:
Hyr.u and Benson, whose work here comes .some refreshing
stuff, like a woman who's playing around. Neatly
Gow-boo,!;ie" gal. on the .same bill
is rowdy all the way.
parodied performance of "Road to done for great returns from an
with her former boss, voicing tunes Maison Blanche, New Orleans; HigGloria Lelland tries hard in tap- ^Mandalay."
Joe Fecher paces the apathetic audience.
that are fitting to her style of sing- bee Co., Cleveland; Glmbel Bros.,;
piilg ."itinc but she's in need of rou
show nicely with his 11-plece band.
Sylvia Manon Trio, adagio combo, ing.
Philadelphia; Jordan Marsh, Boston;
tine.s, music and showmanship. Same
Bran.
are only ofays on the bill, and get
goes for rr.agico Jack Randall, who
After Slack's distinctive opening, May Co., Los Angeles,
over neatly with a flash toss and
could be seen lifting stuff from his
turn act. Guys, dressed in white tie the boogie piano man inlroes his voOlympian
tails right through the stint. Lad's
calist, Doltie Ann Dare.
Gal
is
not
and mess jacket make good impresMiami, ;Oct. 12.
got nice personality but he heeds
too well endowed with pipes, but
Ted Claire, Frank &: Mary Sh(in- sion in this house.
plenty ot polish. Stelling and_; Stiles
B's'
Headlining the layout, Jubilaires gets over satisfactorily with loud and
record act is a bit of a switch 'on the lion, Barbara Blaine, Jackie Bright,
brassy band support, chirping "BraContinued Irom paKe S
usual platter stints, Duo got good; W]/T».a?i & White, Les Rhode House are given big intro, then come on zil" and "Come Rain, Come Shine."
More"
and
Minutes.
with
"Five
Orch;
Big
"The
Sleep'^
(WB).
response and should s,ell okay once
"Can't Do Without You, Baby." Nice respon.se.
because he knows' he .can
product
technical hitches, like hiding recordBand next dishes out a se.ssion of
Though lacking; any marquee lure, Quartet with guitar accompaniment jive, and gives
at either a flat rental or on
player behind scenes, are smoothed
couple, of the band get it
package current here adds up to: are smooth group, and each member boys an
put.
low
percentage
terms. It's the big
opportunity to come foris given a .solo spot sometime during
moderately satisfying vaude.
:Be,st act is Paul Sydell's canine
complains about, not the
picture
he
ward
and
deliver.
Don
Bras.sfieid,
Tomrn.
;Ted Claire, vet performer, does the stint. Fine returns.
stint; Routines ari» freshly done, and
tenor-sax. showed a lot of technique small one, and that tendency is goact moves smooth throughout. Has to nicely by the emceemg chores and
on
solo tooting of "Man I Love," ing to be emphasized all the more
beg ff,. Bobby Herman's routine is clicks for a high score of laughs m
plenty good," Al Hendricks, electric with auction selling."
Capiioi,
s raixup o£ everything from comedy his own. spot with^'an ea-sy, well-balguitar player, also was out front for
Washinctton, Oct. 11.
anced routine of funmakiiig.
Hollywood producers are due for
.flddling, taps to a pointless striptea.se
Lou & Lilyan Bernard, 3 Wiles, a vocal, "To Each His Own.'V Band a bad tumble in the not too distant
Parlay is teed off in top fashion by
takeoffi Lad uses all stock burlcsqvie
best in the boogie department,
Blaine, acro-dancer
who Rencc De Marco, Jack Durant; was
mflterial and registers with payees Barbara
future when heavy b,o. returns suband made a good impression
"Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G).
fr<im C over Glub^ engage
^ivhiy K^fe'r thiTstiiiS" Jot^^^ Shdfc/slcffnie
side
to normal unless the current
S'candard dance pair, Barl' and
warbling gets nice applause out: .song ment. Gal is a looker, with smart
accoutrements and top drawer rouCurrent bill at the Capitol is defi-; Estes, rely for re.nilts on' their cb- trend towards increasingly expenpacins needs .perking up. Judy Cra.Wproductions is halted, Pine
tining all adding up .to, get house nitely on the thin side, with little to medic goings-on, Leonard Barr has sive
ford in the strip soot is clicko. Line
an
eccentric
routine
which
has
'em
warned.
"Talk of eliminating the
Only
with the limberantics,
pull it. out of the doldrums.
okay and Len Howard orch pUi vs nice guiclily
Wyrnan and White, nice looking time audience, stops sittirig On hands howling. Encores by giving impres- cheaper picture is fooIi.sh. It's not
Lnza.
show.: Biz good,
pair of youngsters get over nicely is for singir\g of {Jtihnny Lanning, sion of woman driving a car, etc., the minimum priced film but the
all tor laughs and liberal applause.
with their song .selling. Highlights tenor with house orch.
maximum
that companies should
Earlc, Philly
Comedy portion of the bill taken
of sequence are two old faves "Kiss
Jack Durant. who gets top billing.
PWiadelphia, Oc/. 11.
Me Again" and Sweet Mystery of misses the mark in a comedy routine over by Charlie Stuart. His .stuff worry about. Producers can't expect
"Star and Garter Revue" luith Life." Top with a Kern medley for of imitations, pantomine and chatter, has an indefinable quality, evidently to continue making $4,000,000 picgeared
for
G.I.'s,
which doubtless tures indefinitely. Someday, they're
Roberta Light, John Barry, Helaine nice returns.
with some vocaliSiihg thrown in for
Jarrow, Vanderbilt Boys, Frank
Jackie Bright offers a mad auc- good measure. Major portion of act had the soldiers rolling in the aisles, going' to be hurt doing it."
Brooks, Sparky Kaye, Vince Pel- tioneer routine with the aud getting con.sists of monologue of by-play on Goes over big here, too, even though
Both Pine and Thomas are in New
^Icf/rinx, Bobby Winters, Chaz Chase. into spirit of the act in good num- song titles, radio show titles, and decidedly on the corny, screwball
Herman Hyde; "White Tie and Tails" bers, going: after .those giveaways. radio announcers. Some of the ma- .side, Ella Mae, Morse has the clos- York for an h.o. visit of several weeks
Fair reaction from house.
Perhaps terial'; is funny, ahd rates returns. ing .spot, and, really goes over with duration. With the unit a year
W).
he came in too .soon after Jack Shea But there's too much of it^mostly a bang. Warbles "Sunny Side of the ahead of schedule, production ot its
Street,"
and a special number, next pic will probably not be started
the sahie.
Coming in under the banner of for the regulars.
The Sliannons coritrib a skillful
{ "Star and Garter," this show brings
Renee De Marco does a- trio Of "House of Blue Lights," plenty ef- before the first of the year, Piiie
four acts of vaudeville and a line of sesh of ball-iuggling presented in dance numbers to the aoeompani- fective. Teams well with Slack at the said. Par early this year renewed its
showmanly fashion to earn healthy mcnt of her own tenor. Numbers, 88's, Catches a h«ffty response with deal with
24 girls. ,
the producing outfit, for
in
reaction.
effectively
:staged,
are
of
attired
the
ball"Pig
Foot
Pete," and closes with her
Boys,
The Vandei-bilt
Les Rhode and hou.se orch back- room variety. First two, along Latin oldie. "Covv-cow-boogie" solid click, anothet three years. ;Pact calls for
evening duds, fool the audience for
Biz fair American line-', are too mucii alike.
Business good at last show Friday the production of a minimum of .six
B while with a bit of tap dancing, ground in okay fashion,
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Blumenfeld Adds Frisco Downtown

The Dow-ntown theatre, Ellis and
Mason streets, forniierly the: Casino,
has been ocauired by the fast-growBlumenfeld Theatres Circuit, according to announcement by John R.
Saul, theatre broker. Dojvntown goes
into Blumenfeld operation through
purchase of the interests of O.. J.
Grover and -Max .de Hes. Irving C,
Ackerman,. third partner, retains his
holdings in the house. The deal ihvolves an estimated $100,000.
Joe plumenf eld's announcement
hints that it may become a flr.st-run.
Originally the Casino, built in 1917

intr

;

,

,

•

Ackerman and Harris by whom
years, the Downit was operated for
town received its .present name in
seats
J942 when remodeled. House
2 O0Q and has been a subsequent run
house recently. It is held under a
long lease from the Hibernia Savings
for

and

I.-oan Society.

New

tJ'S

itself

Girding

Ballyhaoists

combo

a

for

of

its publicity and
exploitation staff resulting, from decree selling plus its own new Individual pix sales campaign, Univer-

upped demands on

week fufther expanded and
realigned its pub-ad staff. Added to
the department were Maria Van
Slyke, Milton Livingston and William Kernon. Phil Laufer, formerly
general publicity aide, meantime has
switched to U's new showcase, the
sal last

•

Winter Garden (N. Y.).
Miss Van Slyke, formerly with International Pictures, is slated for
Livingston
general contact work.
Is tagged for trade paper publicity
while Kernon, formerly of
theatres, will specialize in placement

EKO

of exhib advertisements.

WB

BaUyliooers Confab
field promotion reps

Warner Bros,

for the eastern territory met at the
h.o. over last weekend (11-12) to dis-

campaigns
forthcoming
on
cuss
product. Among those in town for
the sessions were Art Moger and
Phil Spiegel, from Boston; George
Fishman and Ed Maillard, Philadelphia; Richard Stephens, Buffalo: and

Herb Pickman, N. Y. metropolitan
area.

'Reasonable Number' of Gov

(20th) and stage shoWj nice
$18,300 at 20-800 scale.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

lATSE-CSU

Prov. Fancy; 'Notorious'
Terrif $30,000; 'Sleep'

Fine 18G, 'Ace'

19^0

Providence, Oct. 15.
"Notorious" is the

RKO

Albee's

news

big

week; Most

this

MPA

•

:

MPA

—

On

"Big Sleep"
Last week,

(WB). Snappy
I'm Lucky"

"If

and "Down Missouri Way" (PRC),

AFL Backs SAG

Loew'g Sparrow Elevated
Columbus.
Continuea rrom page 1
Realignment of Loew's theatres in
the middle- west, recently announced with the other; and whereas for the
by Joseph R. Vogel, gives Allen benefit of all members, our -unions,
Sparrow, Loew's Midwestern Divi- and the entire AFL, it is desirable
sion
manager with headquarters
harmony prevail in
here, direction of Loew houses in that peace and
Toledo, Akron, and Canton, in addi- all of these industries; and whereas
•there now exists within the struction to Columbus, Dayton, and Pitts

central AFL organizations,
such as the Buildings, Trade \pouncil and the Metal Trades Council,
machinery for arbitration of disputes between AFL unions which
has accomplished the desired purpose; therefore, be it resolved that

ture

of

,

keep

remainder

"the

under

some

control."

"Monitor Service"
this, the brochure de
Clares, one of the more prominent
Communist-front groups has estab
lished a quiet monitoring service
Which combs broadcasts to detect

To achieve

.

any anti-Soviet tendencies.
The C. of C. also points a
at

one

finger

unnamed

radio-newspaper
columnist who, it claims, employs a
Communist research assistant and
,

gets_paid off in the form ol "inside
tips" from party members and their
followers in Government.'
,

^The chamber levels both barrels
"American Authors' Author-

at the

The study maintains that the
creation of such an authority as a
ity."

•

•

the AFL through its executive
council undertake to set up within
the motion picture, amusement and
all other industries, and with the
sanction and agreement of all, unions working in these industries,
ways and means for the purpose of
examining, considering, and after desetting
up machinery
liberation,
which will insure the peaceful settlement without work stoppages of
all jurisdictional disputes within the
structure of the motion picture,
amusement and all other industries."

Metropolitan

(Snider)

—

65-

(3,100;

good
"Last
$7,500;
Last
week,
Crooked Mile" (Rep) and Bob Crosby orch, big $9,000.
Stole (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"Mr.
Ace" (UA) and "Unknown" (Col).

users to
material;

.

einploy

"Whether

or

,

not

only
the

authority

authority
succeeds in its announced aims, it
turnishcs a graphic illustration of
t-onimunist Objectives," the C. of C.
study says.
,

CARY,

.

tee.'.

-

Texan Sues

Names 2

De Rochemont

to

Talk

Richard de Rochemont, March of
Time'i'producer, will talk on "The
European Film Market Today" as
at the Associated

Mo-

Advertisers meeting
this Thursday (17)
at the Town
Hall Club. Recently returned from a
five-week tour of European capitals,
de Rochemont provoked industrywide comment two weeks ago with
his attack against the nature of Hollywood films going overseas
Phil Williams, AMPA veepee, will
preside at the meeting.

for $300,000,

Chains, 11 Majors

Lubbock, Texas, Oct.

15.

Preston E. Sniith, local theatreoperator, has filed suit
federal court seeking $300,000
damages, charging "unlawful and illegal conspiracy and agreement" in
the distribution of films, and naming
two theatre chains and 11 major
producers and distributors as defendants. Smith charges violations of
the Sherman and Clayton anti-trust

owner and
in

acts.

Lindsey Theatres, Inc., of Lubbock,
and the Griffith Amus. Co., OklaCity, were the circuits charged
while: the distributors were United

homa

Artists, 2ath-Fox of Texas, Warner
Bros., Columbia Pictures, Universal

Film Exchanges, Universal, Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox and Warners.

York Theatres

/MLCKIS

SMfTH

GRAtfl*

NIGHT
and

Very' nice $19,500. Last week, "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (2d wk),
strong $17,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—"Beaucaire"
(Par) (2d wk).

GARY COOPER in
"CLOAK AND DAGGER"
With

ROBERT AU>A and IntrAdnclns
XILU PALMER

Produced by United Stntei Picturea
for IVarner Bros.
Directed by FRIXZ LAMQ

IN PERSON

ALVINO REY
AND HIS OBCHES1RA

Still

PliUS

hefty at $14,500. Last week, strong
$17,000.

TBCHNICOLOR^I

IN

Jmr CARROLL • Sandra BARRETT
STRAND. B'way at 47th St.

MONTY WOOUEY • GINNY SIMMS
'Girls in Blue' Terrif

JANE VIIYMAN

.

eve aroen

Denver, Oct.
"Three Little Girls in Blue"

MICHAEl CURTIZ

OlrKttd bv

UROV

is

the

big news of town currently. Playing in three houses, U will reach a
total. "Courage of Lassie" also
looks solid.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin '(Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
"Cloak and Dagger"
(WB) and
"Great to Be Young" (Col), after
week at Denver, Esquire, Webber.
Big $6,500. Last week?, "Time of
Lives" (U) and "Wild Beauty" (U)
$5,000.

Dcnham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
"O.S.S." (Par) (3d wk) plus "Aloma
South Seas" (Par). Fair $9,000. Last
week, good $11,000.
"3
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
Little Girls in Blue" (20th) and "Inner Circle" (Rep), day-date with
Esquire, Webber; Big $20,000. Last
week, "Cloak and Dagger" (WB)
and "Great to Be Young'' (Col), also

—

inil

ita|<4 tn

PRIN2

BWAYoiSKi

WARNERS'

CONDITIONED

HOLLYWOOD
tltM 11:30 P

OPENSJMTAlincONTINUOUS

—

(m.o.),

ProOund to

•

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ.. Cancel ctuttd

15.

smash

carlos ramirci.

•

MARY MARTIN

OONALO WOODS Uit

$32,000, Leads Denver

Ptirnmount's

"TWO YEARS
BEFORE THE MAST"
starring

DONLEVY
WIMAAyt BBNDIX
BARRX FITZGERALD

AI>AN I.ADD • BRIAN

RIVOLI, Broadway at 49th Strati

HENREID

Bette DAVIS. Paul

Claud* RAINS
WARNER BROS. HIT

in

"DECEPTION"

JEANNEi.ORAIN

.

Stmt

'
:

Picture in Technicolor
Plu« on Stage
Francot Lanflford
•
Jon Hall
Carl Ravazza
Harmonica Ratcats

—

by Irving Rapptr
Produced by Htnry Blank*

Silt

ati

"MARGIE"
4 20th Century-fox

Dirictcd

Broadway at

fxfro/

AL BCRNIB

HOLLYWOOD
inVlHaBKHMSS

.

Esquire, Webber, fine $18,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Girls
Blue" (20th) and "Inner Circle'
(Rep), day-date with Denver, Web

HtEDASmiE

in

ber.

Big $6,000. Last week, "Cloak

t,

feitmtfi Kttvn

and Dagger" (WB) and "It's Great
to Be Young" (Col), fine $4,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
of
Lassie"
(M-G) and
"Faithful in Fashion" (M-G). Fine
Last week, "Kid From
Brooklyn" (RKO)
and "Falcon's
(RKO) (2d wk), good $11,500.
Paramount (Pox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Wife Monte Cristo" (PRC) and "I
Ring Doorbells" (PRC). Fine $10,000.
Last week, "Runaround" (U) and
"She Wrote Book" (U), fine $12,000.
Blalto (Fox) (878; 35-74)
"Time
of Lives" (U) and "Wild Beauty"
(U), after week at Denver, Esquire,
Webber, Aladdin. Nice $5,000. Last
week, "Cleopatra" (UA) and "Below Deadline" (Mono) (m.o.), good

"Courage

'

$17)600.

$4,500.

Webber (Fox)
in

(750;

35-74)— "Girls

Biae" (20th) and "Inner Circle"
day-date with Denver, Es-

(Rep);

quire; Big $6,000. Last week, "Cloak
and Dagger" (WB) and "Great to

Be Youn§"

(Col), big $4,500.

ON

SCRBK3SI

rxijure.,

Oct.

W

BARBARA
STANWYCK

Alibi"

marketing "monopoly" to copyright guest speaker
and lease to users all writings b^ tion Picture

American authors, would furnish a
club to force publishers and other

New

$14,000.

"Fast Company" (Mono) and
Buddy Rich orch on stage. Threeday weekend run caught fairly
87)

by

ognition of these tiieatre Units. Consequently,
all
.scripts
and films
tagged for the public will be previewed by the four groups prior to
their reaching the distribs' '§oinmit-'

$18,000,
(20th)

,

s

OWMR spread

understood.

is

,

NW

Commerce

it

Reasonable number rather than an
arbitrary maximum figure of films
to be released annually was chosen,
it is said, to avoid the danger of the
maximum becoming the minimum
amoUrit of .pix vvhich the! Govei:nment would seek to distribute in

U. S. theatres. Agreement of ATA,
stands reppihg for the Office of War Moboosted by long holiday to give genbilization & Reconversion, the Goveral uplift all around. Among the
entrances to the studios.
biggies are Loew's "Mr. Ace" and ernment funnel for films, and the
was on general principles with
Next, the strikers switched to Co- Majestic's "The Big Sleep."
Estimates for This Week
a distrib committee slatetj to work;
lumbia, where about 700 appeared,
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 40-65)— "No- out details and procediire governing
while token lines were maintained
torious" (RKO) (2d wk). Single bill releases.
at Metro; Warners, Republic, Uniholiday
with
Columbus
coupled
versal-International,'
RKO,' Para- weekend, boosting this to astounding
no-^
have
Negotiations
wliich
mount and ZOth-Fox. Three arrests $30,000 in first seven days which wound up successfully for' the Govwere made at Columbia,
ended yesterday (Mon.). In ahead, ernment touched off a number of
Columbia retaliated with an in- "Stranger" (RKO) and "Bamboo squabbles both in the distribution
junction, obtained in Judge Willis' Blonde" (RKO) (2d wk), $13,000.
and exhibition fields. One of the
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
court, limiting pickets to eight per
which keyed the
—"If I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Down main hurdles
gate, and not more than 25 grouped Missouri
Way" (PRC) (2d run). drawn-nut dickerings was reportedly
within 200 feet of the studio. Strikers Steady $4,500. Last week, "Two Guys a demand by distribs that the CJovcame back with a traffic blockade of Milwaukee" (WB) and "Glass Alibi" ernment pay distribution fees for
about 30 automobiles which shut off (Rep) (2d run), .$4,000.
their films. Sentiment as expressed
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 40-65)— "Ren- by
Columbia's supply entrances and
reps for, the majors was
prevented bus loads of workers from dezvous With Annie" (Rep) and that the companies' cuffo releasing
driving in. There were no arrests vaude on sta^e. Lively $8,000. Last of Government pix during the war
week, "Untamed" (Par) and vaude
but the police were kept' busy writ^ on
should
not
be considered as precestage, $7,000.
ing tickets for traffic violations.
dent for similar action in more norMajestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)

Friday, the pickets, approximately 1,000, swung over to the
Technicolor laboratory on Cahuenga
and William W. Brumberg, field staff blvd., where 38, three of them women, were loaded into patrol wagons
manager, on promotional plans.
and carted to jail. Two persons required hospital treatment after a
Sobottka Heads
Film Club
Seattle.
skirmish at the main entrance.
Herb Sobottka, Seattle manager of
While Technicolor is not a memHamrick-Evergreen theatres, elected
head of the Northwest Film club. ber of the major studios involved
Others elected are Neal Walton, vice- in the jurisdictional fight, it is looked
president; E. A. Lamb, re-elected sec- upon by the strikers as a "second
treas., and Keith Beckwith and J. D. front," because it processes color
Sheffield to directorate.
film for the big lots. While the battle was going on, the laboratory obUA Has Three in Chi Loop
tained an injunction from Judge
Chicago.
Willis limiting the pickets to 25.
United Artists sets a precedent for
Meanwhile, Central Labor CounItself here the week of Oct. 16 when
for first time in the company's his- cil voted 260 to 165 to maintain its
tory it will have three; films run- hands-off policy in the jurisdictional
ning in flrst-run loop house simul- fight, while the Conference of Stutaneously. It has "Scandal in Paris' dio Unions continued its battle.
booked at the Palace, "Mr. Ace," at
the Oriental, and "Bachelor's Children" at the Chicago for this week

(Continued on page 56)

bution

untimely,

Warner.s.

Union strategy in the studio strilce
called for shifting of mass picketing
from plant to plant, while the major
lots resorted to. a legal defense consisting of injunctions. Republic, after
a siege of mass picketing, obtained
an order from Superior Judge Henry
Willis restricting pickets at any one
lot to 25 and forbiddin" them, to
march or stand so as to block the

discussed ad plans with Gil
national advertising manager, and
conferred with Larry
Golob, eastern publicity director,

Continued front page 2

Shorts

,

—

Men

=

t

Agreement for the national distri- mal times. "Famine" also, drew crit-.
of Government fili^ns was icism, with MPA toppers reportedly
65)— "Three Wise Fools" (M-G). finally reached last week between urging that the film's release be held
considering the American Theatres' Assn. and up until the winter as being mora
Okay
good
$11,000,
Continued from page 4
weather. La.st Weekr "Holiday in the Motion Picture Assn. following a timely then.
string of meets which frequently
nicians' walkout occurred at Cine- Mexico" (M-G), $12,8()0.
Designation earlier this year of
Brandcls (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)
threatened to arrive at no other con- ATA as a Government recognized
color,
where William Crespinel,
"Captain Fury" (Indie) and "Captain
Cinecolor prexy, and two veepecs, Caution"
(Indie)
(reissues);
May clusion but a stalemate. Pact pro- representatives of exhibitors in
William Loss and Alan Gundelflnger, get surprising $6,000 ill 5 days. Last "Vides for release of a "reasonable treating with, the OWMR on films
passed but hot coffee and.' cigars to week, "Two Giiys Milwaukee" (WB) number" of Government pix annu- initiated a battle of the press in
ally by major distribs on a rotating
pickets.
Three-man committee was and /"Bedlam" (RKO). $8,200.
which Allied, MPTOA and PCGITO,
.Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)-- plan similar to that employed during rival theatre groups, dernanded simbeing formed by CSU, corn posed of
Carl Head. D. T. Wayne and Charles --^"Hbliday in Mexico" -(M-G) (m.o.).; hostilities by the .War Activities ilar treatment as the price for coProul, which was to work out some Great $10,000. Last -week, "Anna" Committee with distribution costs operation of its membership in the
but not prints borne by the distrib. Govemnment program. Three groups
formula for keeping foatage of in- (20th) (m.o.), $9,000.
State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)
dependents processed and in shoot- "Night and Day" (WB) (2d run).. Protracted difficulties which harried expressed feeling that their desiging.
However, 24-hour piclcet lines Big $4,000t tops for this spot. Last Government postwar efforts delayed nated committee should pass on
were set at Consolidated Pathe labs week, "Easy to Wed" (M-G) (3d distribution of the first film, "A Mes- suitability of Government-produced
sage on Famine," for a number of
and the studio labs at Columbia, run), $3,000.
films intended for public exhibition.
months and has probably rendered it
20th-Fox's
Western,
Metro
and
balm
pledging rec.

Golden,

U. S.

Agree to Release

Dog"

Francisco.

Sail'

MPA

and

23

ssSsi

OMAHA

Chain; Other Exchange Items

Its

ATA

Picture Grosses
Continued from page 14

To

.

VAN

HEFIIN
strange

PERSON
SMITH and
DALE

Cbarii*

Su>an MILIER
Bxtral

STORY"

IVKItS'

HAl leROV

Sptetaeular Stqgt Produetiont

MAUTIIA

PAIACE

a

WAY &

47tii St.

ROSALIND RUSSELL
ALEXANDER KNOX
in

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL
"THE JOLSON

Love of

"riie
,

IjvJSsg^

IN
lo«

'SISTER KENNY'

J.

ARTHUR RANK PrMMtt

"Caesar and Cleopatra''

ASTOR
Broadway and 45th
Popular

Street

PtlceB-^ontlnnottt

P^jSilETY
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It

1

M-G-iM Presents
The Topper To The Greof
Van Johnstm Muskal Hits!

"NO

LEAVE,

NO

LOVE"

starring

VAN JOHNSON
with

KEENAN WYNN
IMS

PAT KIRKWOOD
XAVIER CUGAT • GUY LOMBARDO
AND

HIS

AND

ORCHESTRA

EDWARD ARNOLD

•

HIS

MARIE WILSON

ORCHESTRA
•

LEON AMES
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H wood Decries Dearth of Good New
Plays; 6 B way Preems, No Hits So Far

Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Housing shortage took a new turn
on the RKO-Pathe lot in Culver
City, Where David O. Selznick installed six trailers, but not as sleep-

Dearth of material on Broadway
lor films continued during the past
week, with six openings and not a
fair- prospect for a screen sale among
them. Only one of the quintet with
even a remote chance of finding its

ing quarters.
interpretation to be given the role of
Houses on wheels will serve a dual
Moss Hart's "The World purpose, as office space in the stuSt. Joan.
of Christopher Blake" is highly re- dio
and as dressing rooms for
garded, but the price being asked troupes on location.
fancy
the
for screen rights is so
story eds are just^ sitting this one

way

out.:

to Hollywood is Eugene O'Neill's
"!rhe Iceman Cometh," and; that is
definitely not evoking any huzzahs
from story editors. Only basis for
consideration is the author's
Its
iKime.
'

No Matter Wfiat Happens

Lillian Hellman's new opus, still
untitled, is another one looked on as:
fairly certain to reach hit proportions, but without the possibility of
making a very profitable film,

and Mr. Hooker,"

in

which God and marathon and

.Devil, meet' in the persons of
inhabitants of a small
Southern: town, found a .similar quick
fate under the lash of the newspaper .critics. It opened Thursday (10)
'irid closed Saturday (12).

everyday

:

at worst they were
vehement, one major ed declaring
that if the script liad been "by John
Smith" rather than d'Neilli it::might
never have achieved production.

,

,

,

Sparsity of potential film material
has story eds doing some pining for

"Cyrano de 'Bergerac," which light- the "good Old days"--the 1940-41
ed Oct. 8, and VLady Windermere's, season, for instance, which wa.? probFan;" which preemed Monday (14), ably the best of recent years for theare both revivals, of course. Like- number' of shows that grabbed Holwise "Lysistrata," which was slated lywood coin. Sales that season infor curtain'-raising Saturday (12) but cluded "Tobacco Road," "Lady in the
postponed
until
tomorrow Dark," "George Washington Slept
was
(Thursday), and "Duchess of Malfi," Here," "Old Acquaintance," "LouisiWhich opened last night.
ana Purchase," "Arsenic; and Old
StorV and play eds see the future Lace," "Panama Hattie," "DuBarry

:

;

.

:

,

.

season almost as bleak as the Was a Lady," "My Sister Eileen,''
portion that has already passed. A "Claudia," "Out of the Frying Pan,"
number of big new plays are sched- "The Corn Is Green," "Hellzapopuled, but they're not viewed as pin," "Meet the People," "Hold on
strong picture passibilities.. "Happy to Your Hats," "Mr. and Mrs. North,",
Birthday," Helen Hayes starrer by "Margin for Error" and "Gaslight."
Anita Loos, is ratod well, but strictly on the basis of Miss Hayqs' perGOLDMAN
IN CRASH
formance rather than on the play
Philadelphia, Oct. 15.
itself;.'
William Goldman, head of indie
"Joan of Lorraine," in which Ingrid Bergman will star, is similarly chain which bears his name, and his
viewed. Its story is a play-within- wife, Helen, were injured last Fria-play idea, built around a conflict day (11) when their car skidded into
between a star and a director on the a light stanchion during a rainstorm.
this

,

HURT

.

6-Mo.

1

Sentence,

Jail

$250

:,

,

Add Up

Gotta

It's

to

An

Artistic Plug for Pic

,

the

Story Duel
Contlnacd from pace

emirs of British production invade
Fine; Suspended
New York with story departments
FBI drive on bootleg film backed
prepared to make large-scale bids
and hit by the majors' Copyright Protective
novels
best-selling
for
Bureau
which
resulted in batch of
Broadway legiters.
arrests in April came to the fore
American companies, in their ef- again last week when Joseph Bitto,
forts to maintain the supremacy of first defendant to appear in
court,
their buying power abroad, have drew
a six-month jail .sentence arid
been rushing reps to London and a $250 fine from Federal Judge
Paris to reopen or enlarge story Grover
Moscowitz
in
Brooklyn.
staffs there which were contracted Bitto, however, won a
suspended
at the begii'ining blithe war.,. That sentence on his imprisonment "rap
Korda arid Rank .should in turn set and was placed on probation followup story-searchers in America ap- ing a plea of guilty. Fact that
pears perfectly logical to U. S. edi- thousands of 16m prints from the
tors.
40,000 features and almo.st equal
Leda Bauer, RKO's eastern story number of shoi'ts donated to the
head. Is one of the American reps services Were Still unaccounted was
abroad to expand her disclosed, by, Edward A. Sargoy, of
recently
She' confirmed that the hy- Sargoy & Stein, attorneys for the,.
staff.
poed activities o£ Rank and Korda Protective Bureau.
and the large amounts of coin they
Campaign 'by, the FBI wa,s slill
appear willing to spend to compete being
conducted througho'ut the.
with Hollywood producers is mak- U. S. to stamp out any poijs-ible illicit
ing it much tougher than before,- the traffic in hot prints, Sargoy told the-^
,

BostOBj Oct. l.'j.
"Hear That Trumpet," with a plot
"Iceman" was a major disappointCancellation by the Copley Sobuilt about a, group of jive musi- ment to the film companies', profesthe ex(12) after sional ganderers. At best they were ciety Galleries last week of
cians, folded Saturday
"Mr. Peebles apathetic about^ the new O'rfeill hibit :of paintings bpmmissioned by
eight performancas.
to
.

1946

Film Bootleggef Gets

Selznick Goes Portable

David .Loew and Albert Lewin

'

.

.

,

,

,

forthcoming, picture,
their
plug
"Private Affairs of Bel Ami," will he
added to evidences of darriagte in the
$200,000 suit previously filed by /the
producers against Mayor James M.
Curley. Gallery's decision to delete
American companies to buy
the sho\^' fpliowed the frowning ori war for
books and plays abroad. They are
it: by turley because the 11 paintings
included a nude by Paul Delvaux also, naturally, pushing prices Up.
British and French, writers, are
which has caused considerable browraising.
just beginning to, come through with
:

,

,

,

'

Traffic

court.

been

bootleg; film

in

had

war rriany prints made
GI entertainment have

of the

solely

fo'r
been
turning up for illicit showings in
various parts of the U. S. FBI is
trailing
the.se
prints
currently
throughout the country.
Sargoy
added; and many prints of important
Brandt, Metro's eastern story topper, pictures have already been recov*
now on her second trip to Europe; ered.
Bob Goldstein, eastern studio rep
Although the Army, which acted
of Universal-International, likewise as agent for the Navy and Red Cross,
making a second trip; Russell Hol- was either to supply an- affidavit of
man, Paramount's eastern studio destruction for each print delivered
rep,
who leaves England today free-pf-charge by the industry to the
(Wednesday) after six weeks of services, or to return them to the
scouting Europe; and Neil Agnew, U. S. for destruction, Sargoy stated,
Vanguard chief who returned to the the exigencies of the war effort had
U. S. over the weekend. All these prevented an adequate accounting of
execs, among other chores, have thousands of such prints. Sargoy
been enlarging their literati staffs warned exhibs against dealing with
in London and Paris.
any but duly authorized agents of
Miss Bauer said that Gabriel Pas- the majors in renting the narrowcal also had been bidding against gauge film for their houses.
RKO, not for stories, but for BritSix other criminal cases are pendish actors that the studio had .had ing in the Federal Court, in Brookunder consideration. .
lyn involving hot 16m prints. Botto
was charged with criminal infringement of copyright of 20th-Fox's
''Song of Bernadette."

The $200,000 action against the surprising quantities of good mamayor was filed by th.e old Boston terial, both in books and plays, Miss
law firm of Nutter, McOlennen & Bauer declared. Among those who've
Fish, with which the late Supreme been active in attempting to. cot'
Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis was ral these properties are Mrs. C«rol
:

,,

,

,

•

Complaint alleged that

associated.

Hizzoner has caused financial injury
to the film productiorv in keeping
the

exhibit

of

paintings

on

'

the

;"l'he Temptations of St. .Anthony" from being seen in Boston.
Action was filed' following a visit
here by Meyer Beck, Loew-Lewin

theme

,

P.a.

^'

Paintings were previously exhibited at the highly-regarded Knoedler
Galleries in
York and received

New

quantities of space via coverage by
art critics of all the papers. While
Delvaux's painting, received considerable comment, there was no
criticism in New York of its contents.

,

^

•

16M MASTERS
Hollywood, Oct.

15.

Meridian Pictures signed Jack
ENG.
Reynolds to produce and direct a
series of 16m color features based
SCRIPTING
on the lives of classical composers,
'Henry' 14GD.C. Advance
London
Lined up for early production are
beads
for
Behrman
S. N.
Washington, Oct. 15.
"The Exile— Wagner," and "The within a few days for talks with 3ir
An advance sale of more than $14,Musical Architect— Bach."
Alexander Korda on doing a screen- 000 has already been racked up for
play for tWe British producer. Pre- United Artists' "Henry V," which
liminary negotiations have been held does not open here until Nov. 7,
Point
by cabie^between New York and
In the small 289-seat Little theLondon.
Continued from page 1
atre, in which the pic will be D. C.
While abroad, Behrman will also
added, stating that "perhaps such look into the possibility of a London roadshown, that guarantees a sellproof as we have suggested would production
Somerset out for more than four weeks.
of
"Jane,"
have required the commissioner to Maugham book which he recently

SAM BEHRMAN TO
ON KORDA

Molnar's

For Occupancy— or Development as Apartment
Houses, Garages, Warehouses, Theatres, Hotels
INTIM nOCK.
Ground

•

6»b

3rd to Jnd Av«s., £:

to 66d> Sts. 2()0'10'!x610'.

Mth Sts. 2(W'10"x47y. Grbuhd
and basement brick. Btdg. area,
Right to 2 R.R. sidings on submerged N.Y.C.R.R.

area, 9),400 sq.

360,0(X) sq.

ft.!

ft.

3

and

53rd to

4-stoty

BLOCK nONT, NS lAYARD

ST.,

Bowery

to Elizabeth

entrance to Manhattan Bridge. Plot 200'xlOO'.
sq.

ft.

allocate some part of the consideration to foreign use and allow a de-

area, 122,;00 sq.ft. 3-story brick. BIdg. area, Z34,0OO sq. ft

•lOCK moNT, WS 10th AVE.,

2-story

and basement

Ground

St.,

opposit*

area, 20,000

brick. Bidg. area, 57,000 sq.

ft.

Simn WONTS. 637-647 W. 125th St., thm to 634-644 W. 130th St.
139'5"xl25'xl82'9"xl20'll". Ground area, 18,900 sq.ft. 4-story and

a

basement brick garage. Bldg.

area, 71,000 sq.ft.

627-629 W. 129th St. thru to 624-626 W. 130th St.
50'xl99'10". Ground area, 10,000 sq. ft. 3>stoty and basement garage.
Bldg. area, 35,000 sq. ft.

3 STRIR nONTS.

SW

aSM AMSTERDAM

AVt^
cor. 186di St. 1657"x 100' X rrreg.;.
20'x61' improved with 1-story brick sub-station generating plant. Ceiling
height 25 ft. Remaining corner a<ea vacant.

WHITE PUIN5,
Vacant business

N. Y. 14 Tarrytown

t

Road

thru to

4l'3"x 100' xirreg. Total

plot.

NEWROCHEUE,N.Y.

Business

block front, SS Washington
Webster Ave. to tst St.

NS

Russell St.\

area, 14,500 sq.ft.

tm/ariamtion rm broheri jMrlirip«fioit
furniihtd upon rt^uttt

Ave.,'

,

200' X 100' X irreg. Partially oc'

bIdg. 2 stotes. Plot area, 9,400,
sq.ft.

01mett3tane alid flteas'are approxtmnte.

ON MORTGAGE
5

1

'J

and 31%

in 1942.

Molnar, in supporting his claim,
also produced evidence that 20thin

distributing

"Manhattan"

took in $1,886*741 domestically and
$1,219,646 overseas from iti release
in August, 1942, to Dec. 30, .lfl44. Disregarding this evidence, the Court
pointed out that "the question before the commissioner was not what
the licensed picture yielded to the
licensees, but what portions of the
lump sums paid as advance royalties
for the moving picture rights were
a consideration for the privileges of
using the copyrights 'without the'

feOCHEUE, N. Y. 64-66
Mechanic St., thru to Division
St. 52'4"x83'6" x
irreg. on
Mechanic St. 40' X 130' xirreg.
on Division St. 1 and 2-stoiy

11895

in 1941;

Fox

cupied by gas station.

NEW

66-2/3%

:

duction from the taxpayer's gross
accordingly."
Dispute arose following a deal in
1941 in which Molnar assigned film
rights of his play, "The Play's the
Thing" to RKO for $19,750. Another
transaction in which Molnar sold
the rights to his short story "The
Marshal" to Boris Morros for $2,550
for incorporation in "Tales of Manhattan" was also involved in the
litigation.
Rights of RKO were
never exercised since it did not produce a film but evidence was introduced to show that the company received 34% of its total income in
1940 from the foreign market; 35'^

YEAR

United States.' "

BOBBY VERNON

Presents The 23rd

adapted. It is On the Theatre Guild's
schedule for a 1947 production in this
country. Behrman will also continue
work on his autobiography.

U's 2

New

Directors

Hollywood, Oct.

in

,

dios.

.

Already

owning

facilities

in

Now

British-Lion for foreign distribution,
Korda has been going slowly on arranging an American release deal.
First major picture to go out under
it
won't start shootir\g for several
It
months.
is
Oscar
Wilde's

"Salome," with Orson Welles and
Eileen Herlie starred. Now in production are "Bonnie Prince Charlie,"
which has been shooting around
David Niven while awaiting his arrival, and "Man About the House."
A Herbert Wilcox production starring Anna Neagle goes before the
cameras in a few weeks.
Helprin leaves New York for the
Coast Nov. 9 for a week prior to
Korda's arrival here.

,

in

Specialitiii^

Refreshment

fCancesSions for
-rw
^

THEATRES

Si»0ttT9^RVICtt

IHURSTBLOG.

inc.

BUFFALO.

KNOWS

OF-

Box 13. Variety. 154 W. 46th
New York 19. N. Y.

St..

V. S.

ANI> OVERSEAS.

FICE MANAGEMKNI AND ACCOUNTING. PERSONAB1.E. KKI'-

EKKNOES.

Annual Road Tour

THE ULTIMATE IN STAGE
This

SHOW

UNITS

Costumes - Extravagant Production - 20 Beautifut California Girls and the Following Exceptional CastTHE YOST SINGERS, MERCER BROS.; VERNON AND DRAPER. JOE MALL. JOHNNY VEY AND PARTNER. SID END. BOBBIE DEAN
Week - THE MILLION DOLLAR THEATRE, Los Angeles
Oct. 22, ORPHEUM, San Diego; Oct. 31, El Paso
For Eastern Bookings, MILES IN6AI.IS, Hotel Aster, New York

New

N. Y.

YOUNG WOMAN T,OOKtN« FOIt
POST .4S ADMIXlSTK.ATlVI! XS.SI8TANT IN MOllON rKTUBK.
KAUIO OB THKATKICAl. A«I5N(;Y
OFFICK—NEW YOBK OITV. KXI'EKIKNCEI) IN .SHOW HI WINKSSs

£ARL CARROLL VANITIES

All

15.

Robert Siodmak has been inked
the U. S. in to a hew contract at Universal-Intermid-November may see the signing national to direct only top product
of a releasing deal for his product. for the company. Initial film under
Morris Helprin, his American rep, the new ticket will be "Time Out of
has been huddling with various com- Mind."
Anothev director signed by U-l
panies on a myriad of propositions,
and final decision possibly will be yesterday (Monday) is Michael Gormade during Korda's stay. Produ- don, Broadway stage director. Gorcer's also slated to turn out a picture don, who was with Columbia for
on the Coast, while awaiting com- two years as dialog director, will tee
pletion of repairs on his British stu- off on "Black Velvet."
Korda's arrival

,

tenor for some years,',
but 'following termination

iriinor in

hC: said,

Wedtte»d«y« October 16, 1946

27

National Film

0
t«S

Award (1947)

"

^^e

4

9dlloHnq FebJ^. to

•^-•rtoew*

Feb.28riL

We^lneewlay, October 16,

RADIO

28

Ra^'s Parade

to

Mass Migration; Talent,

A high Official Of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (Government-owned) has taken note of the charge that the CBC Is following policies which are, in effect, starving and stunting
privately-operated radio. The official, Davidson Dunton, chairman of the CBC Board of Governors, denies that the Government
proposes to eliminate commercial management but admits that
the CBC is proceeding to adopt certain rulings which (in its sole
judgment) are beneficial to Canadian radio. The rub here is
that the CBC decides without consultation with and in disregard

Scripters

Cross the Line to Legiter Medium

:

this 'season from airwaves t
footlights is more pronounced
than before, to point up the ever- Luckies,

Segue

of protests from, private stations. Usually it does not even deign,
as criticism has now forced its chairman, to debate with the
"opposition."

to:

Increasing tiein between legit and
radio. Several radio directors have
been called in this season to stage
Broadway plays. Radio scripters are
busy at playwritmg, for the stage.
All sorts of talent, from names to
unknowns, are crossmg the lines
from Radio City to Broadway.
Draw of a livei audience, appealing to an actor's vanity; the at-

Smoked Oot Of

N. Y., Shifting to Coast
First major change in American Tobacco programming since recent
death of George Washington Hill,
has come with the announced shift
of the Lucky Strike Hit Parade from

New York

to

Hollywood

Starting

Nov. 30.
It's been known that Foote, Cone
tendant publicity, with possibiUtics
of its leading to better radio jobs; & Belding, Lucky Strike agency, has
wanted transfer of program to
long
the wider scope in the theatre lor
Coast in order to be at the base
the
talent ^these are suggested reasons
for the Switch. Certain writer.s and of major film-singing talent. Howdirectors, kept under wraps or han- ever, Hill opposed the move.
Andy Russell, Hit Parade incumdicapped
by broadcasting tabus,
feel they can find freer expression bent, recently returned to the Coast,
Joan Edwards
Whatever the causes, this hence the' move.
in legit.
migration looks like a Other singer on the program, is
season's
similarly expected to headquarter on
hegifa.
Several radio figures have been the Coast.
tempted into the legit production
"Sound Off" to Coast
end. Richard Dorso, radio talent
Switch of Hit Parade to Coast will
iiKent, is going into production with
Oliver Smith on the new Jerome also necessitate the moving of the
Robbins musical, "Look Ma, I'm Army-recruiting show, "Sound Off"
Sattcing." Anton M. (Tony) Leader to Hollywood next month, since
Warnow batons both prois teaming with. Lament Johnson to Mark
"Sound Off" switched to
produce Gertrude Stein's "Yes Is grams.
Earle McGill
For A Very Young Man," which Mutual last week.
Leader will also direct. Lloyd Shaf- stays east to stage the "Toplitzsky of
fer,
maestro on the "Chesterfield Notre Dame" legiter, with Charles
Supper Club," is .reported planning Herbert taking over the production
to produce his. own musical, "Adam reins when airer goes to the Coast.

—

and Eve."

KLZ

Special Eventis Director-

MACK SWITZER
KJM

maintains

show on which he coUabed

mcst

complete

facilities In Denver r«gion-^mobile
unit, pack transmitter and wire re-

—

corder for spot reporting of important and significant events,.

KL2, DENVER.

East Is East

West

Is

Which

regulations which the

WestBest?

Is

concerted effort to help

15;

builtl

Hollywood as the nation's radio center is

being njade by the local chap-

newly nationally-chartered

Ba.sing its
Radio Directors Guild.
premise on the gradual trek west

ABC's 6G Weekly

radio, the RDG is making a
pitch for the establishment
its national headquarters here. In
switching the headquarters from its
present temporary location in New
York, the 'RDG hopes to attract
Adrian Samish's program dept. at radio unions, and thereby help cinch
ABC network is plunking down in the arrival of Hollywood as the tal"Cyrano de Bergerac." Yasha Frank
excess of $6,000 a week for two new ent and production center of the
has been approached on redirection
sustainers, aimed at a quick spon- radio industry as well as motion picof "Barnabji and Mr. O'Malley,"
tures.
which may be revived after its re- sor.ship wrapup.
Sam Taylor, checking off the
cent out-of-town tryout.
Everett
The RDG sees an abetting circum"Maisie" CBS show for Eversharp,
Sloane was engaged to direct "A
stance in the recent election here of
has packaged a half"hour situation
Family Affair" and then bought his
the first Coastite president of the
comedy program, which he'll also American Federation of Radio Artrelea.se for $2,!500 because a HoUywrite, at the request of ABC execs
Another help
wood commitment came along.
ists, Ken Carpenter.
It's
been slotted into the Sunday, is noted in the Radio Writers Guild
Long Thunder
On the scripting end, Abe Bur- night at 6:30 period and tees off next prexy
Moorej a. Hollywood res-

in writing.

ward of
strong

Earle McGill has dropped radio
directing chores to stage the musical
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame" for William Cahn. Melchor Ferrer, formerly in radio, is responsible for the
staging of the new hit revival,

of

Nut for 2 Shows

^

.

,

What goes on in Canada ordinarily seems far away to American
broadcasters, but more and more over the last several years
American radio men have shuddered at the humiliating role assigned to their opposite numbers in the Dominion by the Dominian radio clique. It seems to American radio men that the careers of the Government officials in charge of radio obviously demand the advocacy and extension of regulations which always
strengthen the CBC, and always at the cost of the private stations.
TJie CBC has taken commercial accounts from the
American networks on highly tavorable terms lo itself. Meanwhile the commercial Canadian stations which carry American
broadcasts must pay a very much higher rate for them. In short,
the CBC has no compunction whatever in taking American advertising programs to build up tax-supported CBG schedules and
at the same time their Canadian contemporaries of the commercial operations world are handicapped by higher terms, fewer

of courteous consideration.

The CBC seems to take particular delight
lengths so that its own stations get better
the more successful private stations are
threatening superiority in management?)
>

Star-Trib

Some time ago

the network reshuffled the entire pattern of its
religious broadcasts, spotting them
on a back-to-back basis in the hopes
of inviting a concentrated listening

On
on;

Bob Murphy Is Pilot
Minneapolis, Oct, 15;
After a long fight, Twin City radio
etations have finally won at least an
;

draw among affiliates. However, web
programming execs have checked
over the results and find that the

to a hideaway kilocycle position, Americans get the impression that the CBC does all this with declarations of the
most pious and worthy motivations. They interpret their own
rulings, they decide what's suitable for their own competitors.
And more and more American radio men are grateful that whatever their domestic difficulties, they don't live under the shadow
of a legislating competitor.

Webs and

other entertainment and sports,
in Minneapolis arid St. Paul daily
sheets.
First paper to break down
is Minneapolis. Star Tribune which
now is relaxing an unwritten rule
.against all but briefest mention of
radio in news columns.
Bob Murphy, conducting "Show
Window" column used five days a
week in afternoon Star and on Sunday theatre page, was given goahead to start using radio news as
jart of the field of show business
covered by his column.
Column has been devoted to personality profiles, news notes, oddities and boosts for promotions in
various other divisions of the entertainment field. Hereafter radio
as films,
-will receive same break
vaudeville, night clubs, bands, recJjlm.s,

As Various

-

ords, etc.

date had been to complicate the
picture on the local front.
At its
recent series of program clinics In

New

York,

CBS was

confronted with
some squawks from the' affiliate pro-

gram managers who contended

Parties Grab for

Clean Hands Only

I

Washington, Oct: 15.
If you sell liquor in a "dry"
state or operate .slot machines in
a locality where they are verboten, don't apply for a radio
station.

FCC

last

week turned down

bid of James Love,

Jr.,

for a

Mi.ss.,
the
station on
ground that he had operated
devices
*old
gambling
and

Biloxi,

ABC

time, FCC nixed
Inc., the other bidder
same frequency in ^Bibecause its signals would
overlap those of the company's
Gulfport station WGCM, only 12
miles distant.
Result: There's a frequency
going a-begging in Mississippi.

At the same

WGCM,

Auditions Setup

•

ting into radio.

zation,

may;

Rooney's 60-Min. Package
Spots Groucho, Langford

,

if

a

cool reasoning. Where the
is. too heavy, Mutual will insist on thinning-out, or

against

emotional content,

no go on Its air.
The second aspirin-inducer

wanting auditions as actors or
announcers will be screened by Ed- Pipers, as regulars, with others as
guests. Orchestra, and title, have not
ward King.
yet been selected. Schwimmer and
Haupt and King will then route Scott, of Chicago, are handling co-op
those interviewees who, in their sale,
Macy's department store has
judgment, deserve auditioning. The bought show for New York
city.
auditions will be recorded by directors in charge of the specific show
or segment for which the applicant
may be fitted; if the applicant is Workshop Welcome Mat
looking for an announcer's job, he
One of the oddities of the Columwill be auditioned by Pat Kelly, net bia Workshop
is that it has received
supervisor of announcers.
a number of scripts from foreign
NBC execs :believe the system will countries, chiefly from Canada and
result in more careful auditions and England.
greater chance for employment 3d
Thus far the Workshop has aired
cases of applicants who really have oi)« mailed over from England end
^£ve sent in from Canada,
a chance,'
ple

.

in

connection with political broadcasting has been highlighted by WNEW,
New York indie. Latter has a.iked
the FCC for a declaratory ruling on
the subject.
In New York State there arc nine

'

i

where they
party wants to use. the-

lets the chips fall

dramatic form, it's allowed to do so,
Mutual permits dramatizations, but
with the proviso that its conlinuity
acceptance department must decide

whether a political-dramat show is
overbalanced by emotional, appeal as

NBC is tightening up its audition
system through a method which the
net believes may give more newcomers an equitable chance of get-

problem, that of dramati-

loxi,

sis-sippi.

NBC Improves On

first

for the

mands.

;

The

has been solved differently
by the malor webs. NBC and CBS
have simply ruled that they will
accept no political-dramat broadcasts, on- the grounds that dramatization heightens the emotional impact
without clarifying political issues.

Under the system, set up by pronew setup has: made for confi^ion
A new full-hour show- built arouhd
gram veepee Clarence Menser, nasince it dovetails with local religious
Mickey Rooney, packaged by the
tional production manager Robert K.
shows.
Adams, and production dept. opera* William Morris agency, has been
sold on a co-op deal, and will go on
tions manager Arch Ro-bb, applicants for auditions will be inter- the air as a live package from the
viewed by only two men. Those Coast after Jan. 1.
'Show Biz' Is Disk Biz
Show will also feature Groucho
who want music auditions will be
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Marx, Frances Langford, Ilka Chase
New transcribed show composed screened by James Haupt, and peo- (discussing fashions), and the Pied

Two papers have indicated now
that they agree with radio stations'
contention.s, hitherto denied, that radio is entitled to coverage as part
of the public entertainment* set'up.
Incidentally, Murphy covers radio
for VAMEni in Minneapolis and St.
Paul.
All Minneapolis newspapers are hearsal and writer .liession, and an
owned by the Cowles Interests; On-set chat with Barbara Stanwyck
comprise the initial discs.
those of St. Paul by the Bidders,

Time

Political broadcasting policies are
giving networks and various local
{stations a headache these days^ all
sides being ready to jump against
any decision that a broadcaster may
make in favor or against any specific
policy. Two of the headaches involve (a) dramatization of political
appeals, and (b> the equitable splitting of time between parties when
more .than one party supports one
candidate.

4-

strong spirits in his hotel properties. Both are illegal in Mis-

the

of strictly al fresco interviews of
show biz personalities and dubbed
from a wire recorder to platters is
being propped by Dick Vodra of the
Rudy Vallee office. Show, called
"Show Bu.siness," is the edited reresult of informal chit-chat spotrecorded on motion picture sets,
backstage at legit openings, at night
club preems, cocktail parties, etc.
Narration ,is spotted between two
gab sessions per each platter. The
recent opening at Giro's, backstage
at the opening of "20th Century" at
the El Patio (legit), a Bob Hope re-

Stew

Sam

shift hasn't

lo

Indies in Pofitical

involved in talks with nets on their
ends on nationally patterned de-

meant a thing, one way
or. the other. The impact hasn't been
opening wedge to obtain new.s and hypoed or hasn't decrea,sed,
publicity recognition, the same as,
Apparently the only effect it's had

in rearranging wavedial placement while
punished (for their
by being ordered to

move

DILEMMA
ON CHURCH

'

GBC now

Perhaps the thing which strikes American broadcasters most
forcefully is the failure or inability of the Canadian broadcasters
to really speak out. It's all extraordinarily "reserved." Apparently the political set-up is such that they don't care. In any
event nothing the CBC is doing or stands for makes a very favorable impression as to conditions in the Dominion. And for:
once the NAB convention may take note of CBC. One effect is
to make American broadcasters concede, in mdments of dispassion, that perhaps the Federal Communications Commission
Isn't so despotic. At least by contrast with the CBC it's a model

rows (now writing the Dinah Shore week (20).
ident. In the case of all three unions
ABC is also building a half-hour the membership in New York and
show) and Harry Kurnitz have finished first draft of a musical for daytime show, five times a -week, Hollywood is either equal or fast
which Frank Loesser is doing the around Tommy Riggs and Betty attaining equality.
music.
Arthur
Laurents
(who Lou,' which will preem Nov. 11 in
The Hollywood chapter of the RDG
bowed favorably into legit with the 4 to 4:30 afternoon slot.
enters into its initial network nego"Home of the Brave" last season)
tiations next Tuesday (15) with the
has a new play, "Heartsong," which
execs of CBS. Discussions on wages,
Irene SelJinick will produce. Harry CBS IN
hours and conditions with NBG and
Sosnik, director on NBC's "Vacation
ABC will be contingent on the outWith Music," has written score lor
come of the conclave with CBS'
AIRERS brass,
« new musical, "Fashion Place,,"
whicK has already been postCBS is still looking for a solution poned for a month. Both New York
(Continued on page 38)
to its Sunday religious programming
and Chicago are believed to now be
schedule."

—

new regulations the very new
tut-tuts as not really Important.

privileges, the constant threat of

Hollywood, Oct.

A

ter of the

Mitchell Grayson, former ABC director, is reported ready to produceclirect a

Cricket?

Is It

Broadway Becomes

1946

tiolitical

parties.

Of

these,

three-

Democratic, American Labor and
Liberal— support one set of tandi-.
dates for Governor and U. S. Senator.
gives time to political
parties on a sustaining basis, instead
-f selling it. Question is'. If each
of the three parties supporting- a
single set of candidates gets a 1Sminute period, are the remaining

WNEW

.six parties entitled to the same number of periods?
If the an.swor is
yes, then the Republicans would
have to have three 15-minute periods
for each one given to the Democrats, three more for each given

to

the

minor

ALP,

etc.

Then come

parties— SocialistvS,

all the
.iplinH-r

Each one oC those 'WduUI
(Continued on page 40)

group.";, etc.

—
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ALL'S NOT WELL ON RATING FRONT
NAB Agenda

New

Thumbnail
Washington, Oct.

'

To

offers a iamrpacked agenda designed to appeal to all segmebts of the
radio and allied industries;
Good attendance from radio artists, musicians, newsmen, agencies,
some SO transcription firms, sponsors .and publicity> outfits is expected
In addition to almost 100% representation of radio station licensees
themselves. All general sessions will be held in the Palmer House,
except the farewell banquet, scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday in the ball,

;

E..K. Jett.

By GEOKGE BOSEN
Some of the top coin sponsors are
frankly disturbed over the current
low rating ebb. It's a hangover
from the "bankroller blues" that
prevailed throughout the summer,
when ratings in general nosedived
to an all-time low* And while they
were willing to concede that the
overall low quality of the summer
.

•

Broadcast Measurement Bureau reports: Tuesday, 2:30 p.m.
Music Copywrights, Broadcast Music, Inc.: Wednesday, 10 a.m.
Small Market Stations' problems: Wednesdbyf 10:30 a.m., Marshall
Pengra, chairman.
FCC policies: Acting FCC Chairman Charles R, Denny, Jr., omnibus
report to NAB, Wednesday; 12:30 luncheon meeting.
Radio JPublic Relations: Wednesday, 2 p.m., with Justin Miller as
moderator.
NAB business meeting (elections of new directors, etc.): Wednesday,
3:30 p.m.

U. of Denver Survey of Radio; Thursday, 10 a.m./ Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld,
Columbia U.; address: "How Broadcasters Can Make Use of NORC Survey."

Radio advertising: Thursday, 10:30, clinic on retail advertising; 12:30
luncheon umeeting, NBC President Niles Trammel!, speaking on "Advertising in the Public Interest"; 2:15, general advertising clinic.
Farewell banquet: Thursday, 7 p.m. Grand ballroom, Stevens hotel.
New Board of Directors* meeting: Friday, 10 a.roi

Scripters Plan

Shop
A

"closed shop" in

Network 'Closed

"The agencies," said Sam Moora,
Guild's national prexy, last week,
"have been able to stall us for 14
months becaus»*-and they admit it
they are not afraid of the Radio

The hope among some in the
is that it won't become a
bandwagon for all to mount in

—

trade

Writers Guild. They don't think the
Guild could possibly, take any kind
of militant action to force the acceptance of our simple, just de-

attempts at outdoing each other,
and that self-imposed limits will
keep the issue within the bounds
of the industry and that exce.ssea
will not causa a stir among public or authorities.

mands.
committee, and

have to bargain legitimately.
"This time we will insist on real
negotiation of all our demands, not

Will

just half of them. This time, we
will also demand Guild shop on the
air-:-the same protection that

NBCs

$1,300,000

Cufio

Symph Tab;

AFRA

has for its members, the heart and
soul of any contract. We shall also
(Continued on page 39)

Coast

News

Unit

Pushes Radio Business

The same top-budgeted shows are
back, they argue, the same million
dollars for time and talent that was
spent last year has again gone into
the current half-hour production,
but what's liappened to the ratings?
As evidence they point to the
parallel ratings of the Top 15 shows
of a year ago, which led off with a
21.4 and levelled Off to a 13.2, while
for the same (Sept. 25) fall period
this year the span ranged from 16.2
to 11.3. And that, they argue, represents a loss of millions of listeners
and potential buyers of their products.
And although on the newest
(Oct. 7) ratings Fibber McGee
Molly bounced right back into No. 1
position with a 24.9 rating, it's a full
four-point decrease when compared'
with the parallel '45 ratings. Nobody else picked up the four points,
which again indicates a loss of sev-

&

An

inlding that the sponsors will

be
double-checking ^ the
Hooper
tallies this winter was gleaned from
off-the-record
conversation
that
prevailed during the recjent Atlantic
City convention of the Assn^ of National Advertisers, when some of the
boys identified with the financing
of top network airers expressed
concern over the tobogganning of

NAB's present standard

the Sets?

Washington, Oct. 15.
Lagging FM set production is
expected to headline at least one

NAB

session of the
parley in
to reports here.
Figures to be released at the confab from Government sources will show that,
though overall receiver production is at a rate far above prewar levels, less than nine-tenths
of 1% of the sets turned out in
first eight months of 1946 have

Chi next week, according

for
these
charges is being readied by Radio Manufacturers Assn. reps to
show that heavy scheduling of
FM sets in September through
Christmas production will alter

NAB

This is in line with the chief criticism of radio contained in tlie study,
"The People Look at Radio," an
NAB-industry-spon.sored critique
prepared by the National Opinion
Research Center of the University of
for release to broadcast*,
ers at next week's meeting.
If and when the
membership
falls in line with Miller's call for an
up-to-date and revitalized Code, it's
a safe as.sumption that the

NAB

NORC

officials

are also expected to pull
out facts and figures on cabinet
shortages in defense of the low

survey will provide the framework
for a new standards of practice.
While topside NAB directors and
officers are themselves divided over
whether, or not there should be any

FM

Code

RMA

substantially.

ratio

this

set turnout.

undecided at this point
whether or not Government
will have report on

Still
Is

officials

or findings of Justice
proDept. investigation of
duction. The Justice boys undertook undercover probe at urging

status

FM

of Set).

Glen Taylor

(D., Ida.).

vrhatsoever, it is no secret that
Miller feels strongly that best strategy to push FCC's Blue Book inio the

background

is

to set

up

a

new com-

mittee to work out a brand new
Code-^and then see to it that it is
generally observed by broadcasters.
Heretofore the
NAB Code was
"purely advisory."

Care and Caution

Iho'sWhoiuFM'
To HigUight NAB

On Opening Stanza
Washington, Oct.

15.

witliin the trade, however,
A word of warniqg to those
the sponsor squawks, for the
most part, are unjustified. And on broadcasters who have delayed enseveral counts. For one thing, the tering FM, and to those others who
station grant* but are
trade points out, the regular fall have
programming schedule got oS to an "making haste slowly" in actually
earlier start last year; by October going on the air, will 'be sounded by
1 last year the shows were already Acting FCC Chairman Charles R.
It
session.
getting established In fhelr regular Denny at NAB's
groove, so that comparisons with will absorb the 12:30 to 3 p.m. slot,
Oct 21, the opening day of the Chi
this year's tallies are untenable.
Walter Damm, chairconvention.
Unprecedented Progr»m Shift
man of the NAB-FM Executive
But chiefly, it's pointed out, the Committee, and president of
bankroller gripe* fail to take into Broadcasters, Inc., will preside at
consideration the wholesale and un- the panel discussion.
precedented shift in programming
FM policy past and present will
that's taken place this season. List- be detailed by the acting FCC chairening habits of millions of radio man, who is also expected to cover
operation in
owners have been drastically upset; other aspects of
more stars and programs have his omnibus report to the NAB memIt's felt

AM

FM

FM

FM

shifted to

new time segments than

NBC Symphony Sunday at any previous time on record. It's
concert on a sustaining a condition that will alter living
the
network habits; result in some drastic overcosting
-schedules, such as
$1,300,000 to do the series of 60- hauling of family
niinute programs this year. Arturo switches in "movie nights," etc.
With the

afternoon

basis,

it's

cert,

BLOWS HORN

It is undetstood that the NAB chief
has taken legal precautions on the
matter through confabs with FCC
men and even, it is rumored, with
the Dept. of Justice, for any possible

violation of the anti-trust laws that
might result from an industry-wide
code with teeth In It.
Discussion of the Code may be
taken up first in Board of Directors'
meeting, Oct. 20, preceding formal
opening of the convention. Subject
will reach full membership, however, Wedi, Oct. 23, when they will
vote for or against a proposal which
Board of
would empower the
Directors to "enact, amend and promulgate standards of practice of
Codes and to establish such methods
to secure observance thereof, as it
may deem advisable," The present

NAB

by-laws do not provide machinery
for action on the Code.
Findings of the NORC survey, it
parallel earlier offis understood,
the-cuff statements of Miller and
other top NAB men, who believe iUr
dustry should do a little more selfregulation on commercials.
It is recalled that Miller's maiden
speech as
prexy hit at the

NAB

"bad taste" of some commercials
and even took a gentle swipe at the
mid-commercial.
bership, Wednesday, Oct. 23.
Miller wants to throw out the old
The panel discussion on FM, ac(Continued on page 40)
cording to word here, will find the
FCC ready with a complete up-todate breakdown of "Who's Who in
(AFL), Prodded
FM," and a status report on its

WCFL

processing of
fore

it.

Some

FM

bids now beall
of the facts which may
session will

be developed at the
show;

By CIO, Learns About

FM

Life,

,

be expected, standard
broadcasters are walking oft with

As

1.

76%

of

date.

is

to

the

FM

Newcomers

station

grants

to radio have

to
ac-

counted for only 24% of the 728 FM
conditional grants, and final permits
handed oUt by FCC through Oct. 1.
the same time, the
2. At
broadcasters are coming off with the
Uon's share of the metropolitan FM
station grants (approximately 83%.)
Newcomers, on the other hand, have
absorbed 74 % of the less desirable
community-type, so-called Glass A

AM

FM

station grants.

Papers Lead

By

far the greatest percentage
newcomi?rs' are newspapers,
which now bulk almost as lar^e as
broadcasters among
applieanl.'<.
Despite encouragement of
FCC and the Senate Small Bu-siness
Committee, only a handful of "small
bu.«ines.s.'' labor and veteran groups
have. FM,. authorizations to date, or
are applying for them.
3.

ot

FM

AM

FM

GF's 'Juve Jury' Option
timcn-a-week
time
segment
on
Other stations are also reportedly
dropping City News, which is now
General Foods has taken a paid WMCA, N. Y, indie, to plug himself.
engaged in a strike. Many stations option 'on "Juvenile Jury," Mutual's
Air show, with a comedy-palter
report that their City News ma- kid quiz show, with expectatio.n.'i of routine, and commercials angk'd at
chines have not been turned on for signing contract imminent.
This him.sclf, is done b.v Bernie Mondayseveral weeks due to disinterest. would mark third show GF has Wedncsday-Friday,
11:45
a.m.
to
Others reportedly are readying to bought on Mutual, others being noon. Contract, placed by Raymond
4. Bulk
of the "newcomers" to
drop the service when contracts are "Buck Rogers" and "House of Mys- E. Nelson, is for two weelcs, with radio have already filed for corresUp.
option for renewal.
(Continued on page 40)
tery."
.

15.

of prac-

due for a good going over
Chicago convention next
week, if: prexy Ju.stin Miller has his
way. And it's a good hunch that
any overhauling of the old Code will
aim at more self -regulation by
broadcasters on timing, content and
good taste'f of radio's commercials.
tices are
at

Denver due

been FM-equipped.
Quick - answer

that

is getting $7,500 per conBut out of the programming overwhich means a $120,000 "take" haul, the trade contends, there will
for the maestro .himself for the 18 emerge Hiis seasota a more solid,
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
concerts he'll baton.
Pacting of entertaining sequence in air shows
Now it's a battle of news services
other conductors, musicians, web that's bound to pay off. Many share
Instead
of
newspapers. Kenneth
Tinkhami tormer manager of KIEV, facilities for the 8 to 6 Sunday the viewpoint that this whole new
has been appointed sales counsel of cream time which could otherwise sequence in programming will renewly formed California News Serv- easily be sold add up to the $1,300,- bound to the sponsor's benefit; that
GOO annual outlay for NBC.
the mid-December picture will be
ices,
and a campaign has been
AH of which would indicate that a far more accurate appraisal of
launched to snag radio station accounts in competition with the estab- NBC has a justifiable squawk when radio's potency as a sales medium
such a top coin operation Is by- than Oct. 1, and that the viewinglished City News.
The California
group hopes to make capital of the passed when the FCC and others are with-alarm Is entirely premature.
current increased interest in local tossing out accolades for public
news being manifested by stations service programming.
This is the lOth year that the
•"d, in most cases FCC-inspired.
BERNIE
The recently formed Radio News- NBC Symphony has been on the air,
men's Assn. is also sparking the im- with General Motors picking up the Comic Plugs His Roxy Dale on New
As a SusYork Indie
provement of local coverage, and tab for three seasons.
tainer; it's involved an outlay to
that too is seen as an assist.
Al Bernie, who Is going into tlie
Tinkham has already lined up two the network thus far in excess of Roxy. N. Y., today (Wednesday) is
taking no chances on being overaccounts,
and KFAC. Tickers $(5,000,000.
wiU be installed by Nov. 1, or as
looked either by N. Y. audiences or
Soon thereafter as available.
talent scouts. He has bought a threc-

KMPC

Washington, Oct.

Where Are

ratings.

.

.

Study Starts Phig Worries

Double-checking Tallies

Toscanini

Vs. Strikebound Outfit

NORC

FM

Toscy's 71/26 Widy.
.

New

replacement programming may have
been a factor in failing to attract
customers, the October story, they
say, in pointing to the Hooper tallies,
is something else again.

the Blue

gags, situations and other
material used in many of the
new and returning crop of network air shows are observed to
be indicative of a greater liberality on the part of censors.
Many of the programs are
touching on the spicy in lines or
by innuendo as writers seemingly are taking more license
and getting away with it.

—

negotiating

Agencies

From

The

Radio Artists and American

the national executive committee,
are convinced that only by demonstrating: that we are willing to take
action can we force the agencies
into a real negotiation in which they

Fireworks at Qd;

eral million listeners.

Bolts

Federation of Musicians Is the aim
of the organized scripters as a result
of their recent negotiations break
with the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

''The

Ad

in Fight Vs.

network radio"f

members of ih« Radio Writers
Guild—the same as exists today for
members of the American Federafor

tion of

NAB

Start

IIT

;

room of the Stevens hotel.
To aid those who will time their Chi visit to attend particular NAB
sessions, VAanmr prints the following convention highlights:
PM and Facsimile panels: Monday (21) FM, 12:30-3 p.m.; Fax, 4 p.rti;
Keynote addresses: Beginning Tuesday, 10 ,a,m.: speeches by Justin
Miller, William Paley, Benjamin Cohen,, UN assistant secretary general;

FCC Commissioner

Code, Old Blue Book, Slated

15.

NAB's largest convention in history-opening Monday. (21) at Chioago's Palmer House, with an exfiected attendance of over 3,000^

Forums and FCC

Washington, Oct. 15.
Maurice Lynch, manager of WCFL,
FCC hearing
here last week that, up until a few
Chicago, admitted at an

weeks
ruling.s

ago, he was imaware of
that stations refrain

FCC
from

adopting
editorial
policies
and
should make, time available for both
sides of controversial discussions.
Lynch introduced a resolution of
the
executive board indicating
that
would hereafter follow
policies outlined by FCC in the Mayflower decision and the CIO-WHKC
case of June, 1944, The same "open
door" policies in the use of time

AFL
WCFL

would apply

FM

to

operation

in

WCFL's proposed
Chicago, Lynch

said.

CIO's
United Automobile
Workers, competing with WCFL for
a Chicago PM slot, wrung from
Lynch an admission that WCFL had
never carried any forum-type shows

The

up

to the time.
over, that from

Lynch

said,

howr

here on in CIO
would he given time on the AFL
views jcritlcal of

station even to air

the Federation.

•

.

With Lew valentine (Dr. I.Q.). FibProducer-Director: Leon Levine
Molly, Jo Stafford,
ber McOee
Howard 30 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri.; 5 p.m.
Chapman.
John
ing,
Qui! Kids, "A Date W»th Judy";
Barnes, Barrett H. Claric, Jay Sustaining
Hal Peary, Victor Borge, Benny
Jaokson, Carl Caruso, annoiinoers WABC-CBS, N. Y.
Goodman, Robert Merrill, Agnes
Director: Roger Bower
This group of five concurrent series
Como, Kay KyPerry
Moorehead,
Gertrude Berc, Vera of programs, designed chiefly for juProducers:
Allen, James Melton,
ser, Burns
•...Eikelvenile consumption, stands as an
Morgan Beatty, Eddie Cantor, "Mr.
30 Mins.; Mon., 10 ii.m.
achievement witliout parallel in raChristopher
North,"
Mrs.
and
Sustaining
dio iinnals. Beginning its 17th year
Lynch, Harry Einstein (ParkyaWOR-MBS, N. T.
on tl-.e air, "School of the Air" has
karkas), Donald Voorhees and
WOR-Mutual muffed a wonderful somewhat remodelled its curriculum
Bell Telephone Orch; Abbott A
opportunity Monday U4) night. It this fall but retains the same high
"Aldrlch Family,'? Dr.
Costello,
preemed its highly-touted "Broadr criteria in intention and execution
Frank Black and NBC Symphony
way Talks Back" progiam, intended that have made this series an unOrch,
to give the legit producer a chance qualified boon for progressive educaProducer: Edwin Dunham
to answer back at drama critics who tors and parents.
4 to 6
Mins.,
120
Sun.,
p jn.
roast them in print, and a lot of
for the pabulum ladled WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
Broadway gentry listened in to hear outAntidote
over-gonerously to kids by the
NBC on Sunday (13) afternoon
the ftreworks, see the scribes pinned
the
CBS and
programs,
juvc
usual
again Monday (14) night devotto -a spit^ or at least get their hair
School" grapples seriously with the ed a total of four hours to showcasverbally mussed. Instead, the listenideas and issues of the day. Intel- ing its elaborate roster of star perers got a dainty Alphonse-Gaston
lectual and cultural range of the sonalities and programs in its '46-'47
act, lacking in sound and fury, and
project is defined by the major fields Parade ot Stars bid for coast-tosignifying nothing.
covered by the daily pro- coast audiences.
True, the talk was intelligent and of interest
music,
literature,
grams—science,
adult, to rtiake an interesting halfShow caught was the initial twocontemporary
hour for the average theatregoer or current opinion, and
hour presentation (Sunday), which
life in other countries of the world.
have
this
could
drama-lover. But
must inevitably invite comparison
This is pretty, heavy .stuff in its with the brace of recent CBS Stars
been a controversial, provocative
naked definition and any normal kid In The Afternoon shows. And consession with no holds barred; pro
ducers could have taken scribes to could bo expected to gag on it and sidering the fact that NBC can
task in blunt, straight talk for any- switch the dial over to some more flaunt the bestest and the mostest
the when
But
.clift'-hanger.
thing' from omnipotence, possible in- exciting
it comes to personalities, 'last
adequacies or prejudices to down- "School," aware of the hazard of Sunday's program, in terms of showright ignorance'. Instead, program dUllness„:has dressed up its pedagogy manship and inviting dialers to. stay
in an easy-to-take form.
tux-ried out to be another drama
tuned, almost fell flat on its kilodiscussion— amicable, friendly, with
Three of the five daily programs, cycles.
producer and director of a play "World Neighbors," "March of SciThere was no attempt whatever to
monopolizing the time to praise ence," and "Tales of Adventure" are
integrate the 120 minutes into a cotheir \andiwork, and two critics dramats with sufficient emotional
chiming 'in now and then with an gratification to rivet attention while hesive whole or to give it a solid
production assist. At least CBS took
amiable comment or question.
the ideas take root. Another series, the pains of injecting a script hypo
Drama under di.scussion was EU' "Gateways to Music," featuring the
gene O'Neill's "The Iceman Cometh,' CBS symphony orchestra under Ber^ with a running continuity that weldTheatre nard Hermann and a roster of guest ed the various segments together.
Helburn,
with
Theresa
Guild co-director, and Eddie Dowl" artists, builds its appeal on story nar- But this NBC show seemed to run
on and on in a dull, monotonous
Ing, who staged the play, as Broadnumbers.
classical
ration around
way guests," and John Chapman, of Kids will take this series or leave it manner, suggesting that, so far as
the N. Y. Daily News, and Howard alone depending upon their taste for the network was concerned, it had
an obligation to assume and felt satthe
as
Barnes, Herald Tribune,
The fifth series, isfied to get the acts on and off. In
music.
serious
critics. Barrett H. Clark, exec dl
"Opinion, Please," is slanted for late view of NBC's show business knowrector of Dramatists Play Service
and adults, featuring
teen-agers
and author of an O'Neill biog, was straight discussion of current public how, it was a major disappointment.
moderator.
Roster of .stars appearing on the
pickups from college camThe two critics were picked be issues Withstudent
opinion around the stanza read like a "Wlio's Who" in
for
cause of divergent reviews on the puses
the entertainment industry, includshow, Chapman for naming it 'fmafr country.
ing Eddie Cantor, Burns & Allen,
Seriousness with which the net ap- Kay Kyser, Benny Goodman, Victor
niflcent and superb," Barnes for call
ing it "earthbound and monotonous" proaches the "School of the Air" is Borge, Fibber McGee & Molly, Lew
Clark
who turned out to be an indicated most of all by the quality Valentine (Dr. I.Q.), .To Stafford,
excellent moderator, well- posted on of the dramatic programs. They sell. James Melton, Hal Peary
(Great
both plays and the reviews, quick to Scripting, casting and direction are Gildersleeve), Robert Merrill, Agnes
bring up salient points and clever topnotch and consistently combine Moorehead, IDonald Voorhees and
into a show that stands on its own his Bell Telephone orch, Abbott &
in handling his board and the dis
cussion referred to the divergent feet as entertainment. Tlie dramats, Costello, Frank Black and the NBC
opinions, asking Guild reps to retort, of course, are strictly circumscribed Symphony orch, Ezra Stone and his
and not getting too much help, by the purposes of the school— they "Aldrich Family," etc.
Barnes properly claimed'that taking have to make an intelligible, educa
But both on the gag routines and
three adjectives out of his review five and easily assimilable point.
put him in a false position. Miss They do it with style. Shows heard the capsule situation comedy inserts,
Helburn said that a critic, if sincere, during the week of Oct. 7-11 were the performers appeared content to
was entitled to his opinion, and that
without being pedantic, "rest their case" by reprising time
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ADVENTURES

NEW WORLD A-COMINO

AMERICAN SCHOOL OP THE AIR NBC PARADE OF STARS

IVith Theresa Helbnrn, Eddie Bowl-

.

^

Wednesday, October 16, 1946

BAVIO REVIEWS

so

BROADWAY TALKS BACK

.

OF

SHERLOCK

HOLMES
With Will Oeer, Hester Sondci-gatu-d,
Joe Boland, Marvin Wolfson, Wen- With Tom Conway, Nigel Bruce,
Margaret Bennett, Stuart Robert*
dell Holmes, Joan Tompkins, Mort
Lawrence, Scott Tennyson, David

Kerman, Norman Rose, narrator;

1

Ernest Stone, announcer, William
Taylor orch.
Writer: Ira Marlon
Producer-Director: Joseph Qottlieb
30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA-N. Y.
The courage, vision, and responsibility
which radio in general
should have, but doesn't, is always
thrown into sharper relief when an
occasional program hits the airwaves' that fulfills the socially, positive potential of the medium. "New
World A-Coming" is such a pro-

gram.

Picking up this fall where

it

left off early last sumtner in fighting
the good fight in behalf of racial

ion, Paul Ilarbord, Sarah Shelleyt

announcer,

Joseph

Lou KORlofT
Writers: Anthony

Bell;

mnsio,

Boucher, Dennii

Greene
Producer:

Tom McKnight

30 Mins., Sat., 9:30 p.m.

KREML

WJZ-ABC,

N. Y.

(Mrwin Wasey)

Moved over from Mutual

ABC

net,

and

to

\he

selling hair tonic

and

shampoo now for Krenil instead of
wine for Petri, the Conan Doyle
is back on the air.
But a«
heard on the preem (12), something
was missing. Perhaps it was Basil

perennial

Rathbone, out for a time because of
his

role

in

"Obsession."

the

Or

Broadway
maybe

legiter

wai

it

opening night jitters. But somehow,
Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson didn'-t
come through with his usv;al ingratiating quality. And without Watson
--take it away, Conan Doyle. For
Holmes, for some readers' and listfrom the floor, naming names and eners' money, has always been a dog
treading heavily on the toes of the wagged by the Watson tail.
The production, within the limihigh and mighty,
tations of a trite yarn built on a
L&st Tuesday's stanza did some fragment, out of Doyleanna, wa»
pointed probing into Tlieodore G. okay, though Tom Conway wa»

equality, the program hasn't grown
tired or conservative or smug in a
reself-satisfied
holier-than-thou
former's pose. There's no striking
of any phony pious attitudes; the
program is still in there swinging

Bilbo, senatorial flower of southern
politics
and race-baiter extraordinary. Projected through a mixture of documentai-y narration and
dramatized vigtvettes, the highlights
of Bilbo's life were traced from his
unheralded initiation into politics
a Mississippi wardheeler and
as
fixer to his present summit as the
most publicized and least respected
member of the U. S. Senate. Mawas collated
terial for the show
from newspaper files and police
blotters with obvious care or else
is leading with its chin for
whoppo libel suit. You can't call
someone a liar, ballot-box stuffer,
and horsethief and get away with
it— unless it's true.

WMCA

.

somewhat
irreverent,
with
his
Holmes almost a caricature (and a
caricature of a caricature is piling
it rather thick).
The rest of the cast did well and
the production was all that the thin
script called for. Joseph Bell's role,
as Kreml salesman and interlocutor,
was carried through in good taste
on both scoreSiCars.
'

LEO DUROCHER
With Frank Chase and Ken> Rab«ri#
Producer - Director - Writer:
Frank
Chase
15 Mins.;

G. N.

Sunday, 1:15 p.m.

COUGHLAN

WJZ-ABC,

CO.

N. Y.
(Roche, Williams
.

& Cleary)

Judged from its program, not
A DuTocher without
umpire to
propaganda value, "New World" is heckle is one of those an
anomalies, a*
a sturdily welded together piece of
far as radio is concerned. The Lip—
radio. Production on the show was
otherwise known as manager of th4
of network calibre with its combinaBrooklyn baseball Dodgers— here,
tion of prime casting, direction, and
too, certainly cannot be accused of
scripting.' Will Geer's delineation of
shyness. On the diamond or on th*
the gentleman from Mississipiii was
air, Durocher Indicates in this ne#
firstrate and the script's choice of
sports quizzer that he has all of the
quotes added up to as fully rounded
slam-bang personality that's marked
a portrait as a half -hour permits. his
The guy will
baseball career.
The devil was given his due be- certainly
be a lot more successful
hind the bombastic arrogance and in radio than he was in trying to
ignorance was a sly, native wit
deflate the Cardinals.
which would be funny, if it wasn't
The answers on the opener were
so tragic. Rest of the cast had the
very apparently, prepared By Du»
rare chance and advantage of being
rocher from questions submitted by
able
speak
lines with sin-

—

'

to
their
listeners, who snare a fast fiver for«
worn bits, and most of them were cerity.
the questions. (Fifty for the "best"
literal, and
n.s.g.
Occasionally a boff laugh
Program, however, had its limita- one.) The questions scout all sports
sensational.
It took the relatively easy fields, but baseball, obviously, is th»
pitching to croDped up, but they were few and tions.
far between. The musical contribs way out of flaying the man. Bilbo, main item, And, of course, the Lip
voungster.s, and any average 10-yearwere the most pleasing aspect of the for his evilness but failed to de- thinks that Stan Musial, the Cards'
old could understand them, but their
marathon show, but not above the pict the larger scene with its driv- first -sacker, should cop the duke oveif
level was immeasurably higher than
standard of the usual Sunday after, ing forces of which Bilbo is only the Bosox's Ted Williams as a hitter.
nine-tenths of the stuff on the air noon
diet of sock musical fare.
the unconscious victim and agent.
This is strictly a personality show
allegedly written for the adult menPromotion shows of this nature But this may be only cavilling. Can whose interest is engendered moro
tality.
have a dubious value when they're one imagine the good to be done if
Durocher than anything unusual
During the sampled week, the brushed off as this one appeared to some network were to pick up this by
in the program format. It's a little
with
Monday
(7)
program and air it In. the deep difficult to reconcile Durocher delvbe.
swering questions or elaborating on "School" led off on
Rose,
colorful glimpse into Egypt as part
South, where it belongs most?
remarks
discussing his problems a
ing into fields other than baseball,
series.
Neighbors"
"World
the
of
,r'
Her
1)1.
with a lengthy play, large cast, short
but there's no doubt that he has th*
ma- A BRIGHTER
rehearsal time, etc. Dowling would Dramat foeussed on some of the
personality to put this program over.
counhave preferred doing the play at one jor social problems facing this young With Gabriel Heatter, Ian Martin,
And for 15 minutes, the length of
the eyes of a
Ruth Yorke, Pau^ Mann, Amzle "JUDY 'N JILL 'N JOHNNY"
sitting, instead of broken up by a try through
this layout, it's plenty interesting.
On Tuesday (8)
Strickland, Jules
GetUn, Larry With Johnny Desmond, Bert Parks,
dinner-intermission. He said that in Egyptian student.
Prank Chase plies the questions, to,
Mu.sic" featured MenSusan Douglas, Susan Thome,
Dopkin, Michael Artist; Cy Harhis career he-had "never seea finer "Gateways to
the
number one Dodger,, and Ken
Night's
"Midsummer
Casa Loma orch.
rlce, announcer
ensemble acting" than in this play. delssohn's
Roberts handles the commercial, a
Producer-Director: Perry Lafferty
Dowling amusingly referred to one Dream" overture with quotes from Producer: Herbert Rice
plug for Chimney Sweep, in eft'ectiv*
the
punctuating
play
Writer:
Herb
Shakespeare's
Bikles
Director: Perry Laflerly
of his actor's penchant for strong
K«)in.
manner.
Mins.;
30
Sat.,
noon
drink, waxed sentimental over his story narration. Wednesday's "March Writers: Heatter, Paul Milton
HORWITZ &
directing chores and his adoring of Science" series traced the story of 30 Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m.
IT'S UP TO
WOR-MBS, N. y.
daughter, got off some worthwhile bread in a fascinating account of huBENEFIT ASSN.
With Elsye Morris, Bill Orr, Kay
earnest reflections such as "we have manity's ascent from the primitive WOB'^Mutual, N: Y,
(Sterlinji)
Smith, Loii Clair, Jim Reeves, Joey
techniques of farming to our modern
lost our appreciation for fine talk'
(Arthur Meyerhoff)
Johnny Desmond's lure for the
Kearns orch; narrator, Al Taylor
(in reference to the play's many research into vitamin enrichment.
Gabriel Heatter, as was to be ex- bobby SOX set is by now a proven
speeches)—and altogether (happily) "Tales of Adventure" on Thursday pected, spread the force of his per- item. This former GI, who came Writer-Producer: Jack Charest
was out-and-out boy's stuff, drama- sonality all over his new half-hour out of the Army with a rep as an 30 Mins.; Sunday, 1:30 p.m.
monopolized the program.
WCAU, Phila.
Show was recorded in the after- tizing John R. Tunis' novel, "World show, "A Brighter Tomorrow." The entertainer
established
as
soloist
This is Initialer of a series «o«
noon :for rebroadcast at the 10 p.m. Series." On Friday, "Opinion, Please," show is an inspirational program, with the late Glenn Miller's orch,
and Pliilly
sponsored by
hour, because critics normally would featured a hardhitting discussion on dramatizing incidents from real life,
hit civilian big-time last season with
Chamber of Commerce wliich seek*
be at their play-reviewing tasks the role of veterans in civilian life. showing how various average Amer- his inclusion
on the Phillip Morris
Philly'
then. Premiere was delayed Monday
Responsibility for this magnificent icans overcame physical, mental or evening show, and the "Teen Timers" to point up "what's wrong in
via dramatic exposition. Show caughi
(14) for :15 minutes to make way educational project, a tribute to all social handicaps^ with the moral to
layout. Consequently, he's a natural
put the finger on Philly's notoriously
for President Tiuman's talk. Brow,
radio, belongs mostly to the CBS be derived therefrom. Go-written by for any sponsor with a bobbysox
bankrolling the Heatter, with the incidents comment- product such as the Junior Miss bad drinking water, and tried to put
are
execs who
hav4
citizens
across
idea
that
the
the
'SCALAMANDRE CONCERT HOUR' "School" to the tune of $100,000 this ed on copiously by him, the opening line of dresses and cosmetics.
it in their power to do something
With Mary Henderson, Hugh Thomp- season exclusive ot time costs. Leon program Sunday C13) turned out to
However, much of his appeal to about it. Script was well written,
son, Emerson Buclcley and orch, Levine is in direct charge as ovei-all be evangelistical, familiar, sentimenthis set on "Judy 'n Jill 'n .Tohnny" with production, »ound effects, etc.,
Nancy McLellan; Carl Caruso.
under
tal—and
dull.
working
The
idea
is
good,
producer-director
as is being sapped by
inept writing and
Writer: Keith Thompson
Robert B. Hudson, CBS director of the production was sound. But to ser- production. According to preem pro- big league for a local show.
Acting cast, particularly Elsye,
Producer-Director: CarUoii' Warren
education. Behind them stand the monize as obviou.sly as Heatter did; gram
(12) thinking behind this laypart*
30 Mins., Wed., 10 p.nL.
group of writers, actors and directors to pick such typical tear-jerker in- out fails to distinguish between the Morris and Bill Orr, handled
by
SCALAMANDRE SILKS, INC.
whose talents really made the cidents as he did as examples, and type of chatter adolescents go for well, with musical backgroundwell
Kearns house band, likewise
WOB^Mutual, N, Y.
to dish out story-moral and busineSs"School of the Air" possible at all.
and
puerility. Dialog written ostensi- handled. Keeping sustained interest
(New Century)
Herm.
commei'cial in the same eager, pressbly for the Junior Miss age brackets for 30 minutes on a do-good Idea It
This is another attractive longhair
ing way— made the program corny
is far beneath their level and it looks
Charest
Jack
difficult
at
best,
but
program, intelligently planned, tasteand unexciting But corn is Heatter's like they're being talked down to—
.seems to have hit the formula. . ,
fully selected and excellently sung JUNIOR JAMBOREE
standby, and the program is likely to a fact which
many will resent.
Shot
and played by the
N. Y. house With Barbara Glenn, Dick Bell, an- have a great deal of appeal throughSpoken portions of the program
nouncer
orchestra and soloists under direcout the country. Not, however, in
deal with a mythical Hubba-Hubba BRUSH CREEK FOLLIES
tion of Emerson Buckley, station's Producer: Lee Ramdon
this corner.
assistant music director. Music is of 30 Mins.; Sat., 9:15 a.m.
Show dramatized story of a kid college with initial session interest- With Denny Slofoot, emccc; J»*«
familiar vein, in pheasant variety of Sustaining
who lost both his legs in a railroad ed in a football player declared inButler, announcer; XBias Ranger*
opera and operetta selections. Open- WLIB, N..Y.
accident when he was 10, learned to eligible because of an unpronounce(8), Rhythm Riders (4), Mille A
ing prograrn Wednesday (9 > included
Sue, Jed Starkey, Ted Ross, ColoThis session can be approached as walk on aluminum legs, and later able name who rights matters when
works by Verdi, Puccini, Dvorak, a brilliant satire on radio commer- helped his country in wartime by he changes his monicker to Smith,
rado Pete, Don Sullivan, George
It's a throwback to 1927 era when
its
worst
Wellington White, Square Dane*
Maissenet, Carnevale and Victor Her- cialism as conceived by
acting" as inspiration to demoralized,
era .(8)'
bert,
with orchestra and .soloists enemies. Scene; studio of a small crippled war vets. It told yarn of a everything was collegiate.
However, musical portions of the Producer: Rod Cupp
local indie. Setting: a disk program man with a beard, who defended his
splitting the tuneful chores.
Two young Met opera hopefuls, so- designed for kiddies. Action: an- right to hirsute adornment even to show with Desmond giving out with Director: Fran Heyser
prano Mary Henderson and baritone nouncer fades in between delightful engaging in street-brawls, and going vocals when the script doesn't in- 15 Mins.; Sat., 9:16 p.m.
Hugh Thomp.son, were heard to ex- fairy tales with plugs like "do you to jail to defend his principle. It de- terfere, is easily digestible by the 4-WAY COLD TABLETS
He has an appealing KMBC, Kansas City
cellent advantage, Mi.?s Henderson in have pains in your back, your joints, scribed the difficulties of a womatl younger set.
^
Brush Creek Follies began plunkthe "Un be) di" from "Madam But- your neck, etc., then use Vita-quick battling prejudice to study and prac- set of pipes and backgrounding by
(Jomic point may tice medicine. Incidents may have the Casa Loma band is topnotch. ing away on its tenth consecutive
terfly," Thompson in "Tramp, Tramp, for arthritis."
vi.sual
Tramp," from "Naughty Marietta" have passed over the heads of the been inspirational the eager-beaver This section is up to evening stand- year as it took off with thisIvanhoe
ot
broadcast
the
stage
to
ards.
Show
will
from
reviewer,
hep
the
use
kiddies,
but
this
a
different
guest
yarn certainly was dull.
and the two in a duet from "II TroTemple, Kansas City (5). Originated
Commentator stayed true to form orch weekly.
x'atore." Sponsor, brought in a prom- fact that .such things can't happen
tne
in closing his show with an appeal
Spoken commercials, unfortunate- as an bye and ear showcase for
inent decorator, Nancy McLellan, to here, got it in a flash.
ialent
Barbara Glenn, 12-year old disk to his radio audience to make "a bet- ly, match the suto-par content of the extensive roster of hillbilly
discuss vaviou.s types of textiles inBureau, it*
stead of hHmmering on its own prod- jockey, is a bright, clear-voiced ter tomorrow" of their lives and their rest of the writing, with the ex- from KMBC's Artists'
carrying on for the same purpose
uct, which was also -good cxploita- youngster with an inJiectious en- country, the pep talk having the ception of a tuneful sales talk in
rhuma tempo. That's in the superior and holding up well as evidenced oy
Program spelled a pleasant thusiasm. Her patter was blessedly same hj^po^ ham and Heatter.
1ioii.
','
Bvon,
unprecocious.
HertnL
l.veitt,
half houv of listening.
Bvon.
(Continued pn page .40)
Jose^-i

instructive

she could not quarrel with

it.

Then all four people, assisted later
by. questioners in the audience, discussed the play. It was all good
stuff, a
welcome addition to the
Broadway picture. Chapman referred
to the fact that so many people go
to a play looking for a message
which the author may not have intended. Dowling really contributed
most to the program, either in an-

accurate without being
exciting without being

These

dramats

were

,

:

^
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.
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W«><lnes»lay,

RADIO

Was

But

Interpretation Angled?

FCC

the

Issued

Y&R's
As

program to supplement "We, The
People" and Ackerman will make
made good reading. It still pitch with the Joan Davis summer
replacement, "The Fighting Senadoes, now that Chapel Hill press has
"The People Look at tor."
published
by the very people: whom the
painted as "vicl^ms."

FCC had
all

It

The book is based on that
survey, which was conducted
The analysis and
interpretation of the figures amassed
in the survey have been made by
Paul F. Lazarsfeld,
First, as to the survey itself; Some

Radio."

NORC

by Harry Field.

Say it was inspired by Dr. Frank
Stanton, research-minded prexy of
CBS and scholastic playmate of Dr.
The National Assn. of
Lazarsfeld.
Broadcasters, to its great credit,
(Incidentally,
financed the survey.
been known right along that
it's

back

a.s

tar as Sept., 1945, 'the

NAB

the FCC had the Blue
ready; ofilcially, NAB; did
nothing to straighten the record as

knew
Book

that

News Guild Lads

week received

ing

newscaster, last

a wire of congratula-

from the Newspaper Guild of

tions

Camden commend-

Philadelphia and

him

for his fairness in present-

ing both sides: of the situation in the

Blue current difficulties between
the
Book; could this survey— started in Guild and the two morning papers.
November, 1945 have been NAB's
Griffin's broadcasts have been the
method of trying to get the answer
to whatever strictures had been pre- only inkling that the public has had
that a threat of a strike hangs over
pared by the FCC? Maybe.)
the Philly Inquirer and Record. The
Industry's Fine Job
possibilities of a strike are more
The survey seems, to a non-pro in
imminent at the Inquirer where the
research techniques, to have been an

down

«et

in

the

projected

—

Guild has recently Iseen empowered
excellent job.
It's to the credit of
by a vote of the membership to call
the radio industry, as Dr. Lazarsfeld
walkout.
points out, that as an industry it has a
Griffin has used this situation as a
done
more soul-searching, made
move of an effort at truthful self- peg to hang the issue of the. ''unfairanalysi.s, than probably any other ness" of newspaper-owned radio stabusiness in this country. Certainly, tions. He has claimed in his broadthere was no. loading of the dice casts that papers are quick to print
here by the NAB. It turned the job stories of difficulties between union
over to thoroughly competent ex- and
management anywhere but
perts and left them alone.. The rewithin the plants of the papers
sult was a mass Of extremely inthemselves. With most of the materesting data.
jor stations here owned by papers,
But what these data prove—that's
something else' again.
And what the radio listening public gets no
such news either, Griffin maintains
those
headlines said—

newspaper

and

left

out—when

ures were
release,

the

summarized

that's

NORC

fig-

in a quickie

something of

still

a

different color.
For instance, the headlines and
news stories indicated that it isn't
true that listeners object to the commercials on the air, as a whole. The
figures showed that, in answer to a
question about the listeners' atli-

(Continued on page 38)

in his broadcasts.

Kudos

of

newscaster

outlet:

purchased
chain.
tion

WOR Air, Psychiatrist
Will

A
try,

in

WPEN,

Dark' Onto

are

,

rare

The Inquirer owns WFIL,

ABC

the

WCAU.

local

Record

recently
part of the CBS

The Evening

also keeps

'Out of the

_

newspapermen

for a rain these
parts.
Griffin is former assistant
managing editor of the Record and
was one of the charter members of
the Guild.
,

dio

Bulletin,

which

mum

its

on the Guild situanews columns, operates

.large indie station,

ABC

Sets

New

Director

Morgan

ABO

be

Parker,

chief

for
will also
from his

psychiatrist

gram, which
sharp-Schiok

tees

oft

under Ever-

sponsor.ship
tonight
the city of New York, who
(Wed.). Morgan show previously had
write script, do research
own case files, etc. George Hogan been directed by Martin Andrews.
Will produce.
Taking over "Jury Trials" is a
Dr. Parker will use
a case history on each program, in newcomer to ABC, Clarke Andrews,
interview form, using an actor or He's got an agency background.
acuoss as -the patieiit.
Based on
actual stories, program will give
h'ghlights
of each case and
an
analysis,

with a scientific approach
throughout.
The doctor won't prescribe to listeners, however,
f

Station believes

program

unusual appeal, since so

will

many

Barber's 11 Sponsors
Red Barber, CBS director

sports,

who

also

does a

of

15-minute

have cross-thC'board evening sports commentary, has picked up 11 local

films

An even half-dozen of the indies
in New York are currently in a
state of flux, the trade being uncer-'>
tain about them for one reason or
another
their
ultimate earning

•

St.

On

Mansfield Squawks

Louis,

WWRL Wattage,

on New Setups

Stir Speculation

—

Stromberg 'Revival' Run

power, program format, ownership,
Irving Mansfield, producer of the etc. Result is that agencies and ad
tual (and a string of indies specially
lined up for the affair) and spon^ Arthlir Godfrey "Talent Scout Show" clients charting long term plans for
sored by: Gillette of Boston, home of on CBS, has registered a squawk the New York market aren't sure
over
the
new
Jr.,
Hunt
Stromberg,
the Red Sox. Gillette laid out a cool
what to: count on in regard to these
(N. Y.) stations, although in most instances
$175,000 for the broadca.sting rights program skedded by
plus the charges for seven days of based on the sarrie; talent seout idea there is plenty of business for all of
Mansfleld
cooked up foi' them.
full network time, with, each day's which
Godfrey.
Among the more powerful indies';
alleged descriptions running well
The fact that Stromberg is linlied in the tnarkel, as a matter, of fact,
over two hours.
The beefs registered against the with the production of a couple of there, are only three that are figperformances of announcers Jim Broadway revivals, "The Red Mill" ured set as to ownership and proand
"The
Front
Page," has cued ;the gram-format. The.se are the No. 1
Britt from Boston, and' Washington's
Arch McDonald make the meat beef from Mansfleld that he's carryr station of the Ardc Bulova stable,
the
shortage sound like a rumor. Thou- ing over his "revival" flair into WNEW;
Metro-owiied: WHN;
and WQXR, owned by the N. Y;
sands of squawks by wire, postcard^ radio.

The games were carried by/Mu-

WOR

.

.

:

,

and phone calls thundered into
network headquarters and individual

Times,

letter

Even

par work of the announcers.
the

Mayor and

city

fathers of St.

Radio Cuffos

Louis telegraphed a squawk!
And therein lies the rub. From
all that can be learned, Gillette, de-

As far as the smaller stations are
concerned; chief of them to take tlie
spotlight is WWRL. Latter has been
relatively
a
obscure
2,')0-watter,
located in Woodside, L, I., which is
in the borough of Queens.
Purely
a local operation, no one has considered
a real contender for
the New York market.
Last week, however, the FCC
came through with a grant of 5,000watt power to WWRL. William H.
Reuman, prexy of WWRL, announced
immediately that he is all set to
build his new transmitter at Secaucus, N. J.
He expects it to be in
operation next April. The transmitter, using four 275^foot towers, will
be of directional array, with maxi-

New

'

spite the fact that it forked over
sucl* heavy sugar for the broadcast
rights, had little^ if anything, to say
about who was going to broadcast

That all-important de-

the games.

cision was left to "Happy" Chandler,
baseball's high commissioner,
who. according to many sports experts, is rattling around in the late

Americana Series
American radio, red
from the Blue Book

shown

itself

in

has

enough

interested

WWRL

the face

bruises,

in

programming to give
more than $250,000 worth of free time
a series that came along cuffo

public service

to

Judge Landis' shoes like a Soviet but well produced.
The- series is the cycle of 13 15film in the Radio City Music Hall.
minute shows distributed by the In"Changes Made"
for Democratic
stitute
Education mum power beamed toward ManThere's little doubt that there'll
under the title "Lest We Forget hattan and the other New York City
be some changes made before the
These Great Americans."
boroughs.
next fall classic roll? around, or
WWKL For Sale
A total of 611 stations has given
there just ain't gonna be any World
This new wattage automatically
these platter shows 1,700 hours on
Series on the air— at least not with
the air. There were 7,000 individual takes WWRL out of the coffee-pot
-

•

Gillette holding the bag.
From the viewpoint of "good
radio" the worst boner pulled, it's
felt, was in not using Jeronie .H.
"Dizzy" Dean, one of baseball's alltime pitching greats, and, since his
retirement, an active play-by-play
announcer in St. Louis for the past
Dean, if nothing
several seasons.
else, is certainly a showman and
several times has garnered nationwide publicity in connection with

number of the stations class. Station, figuring little -until
some of the stanzas out of now as far as big-league programalbum (particularly the one half- ming in New York is concerned,

broadcasts, a

playing
the

hour show

included,

with

dealing

That was understood by all,
and nolwdy. not even Dean, squawked too much about it. Landis wai

player.

just

being Landis.

have to be reckoned with when

puts on the longer antenna. But
addition,
there is the report

it

FDR

original investment.

life

veil)

in

Most

around town, current for .some time,
that

"holiday album." This series, to be
produced and directed by Robert
Louis Shayon, will use radio adap^

tations of famous stories by name
writers. They'll be tailored for use

Landis Yen
on New Year's Day, Lincoln's and
(and radio! is wishing Washington's birthdays,. Easter SunThe day, V-E Day, I am An American
Chandler was Landis.
happy statesman is declared re- Day, Memorial Day, Independence
.spon.'iible for the selection of McDay, V-J Day, Labor Day, Columbus
Donald, who does the baseball play- Day, Election Day, "Thanksgiving, and
by-play in' Washington, A resident Christmas.
Another contemplated series is
of Maryland, McDonald also is running for Congress from his district. one built: about little guys who have
Some .see political undertones in his figured in Americana, to be called
selection since both he and Chand- '"The American Story..'' The. producer
But McDonald for this show has been- only tentaler are Demmys.
already has won his primary con- tively chosen.
test and i.s considered a, siire thing
So Chandler couldn't
in the finals.
Bought for 105G,
have been trying to help him win
that

WWRL

is

for

ditures, outfit
profits of at

is

With its
expen-

sale.

smaller wattage and

show.

mike activities.
According to Harold Franklin, raThe late Judge Landis, it will be
dio director for the IDE, 52% of
remembered,: never would okay
the time given to the organization's
Dean for' the Series assignment beshows
was Class A time.
incicause of several embarrassing
Encouraged by this reception. IDE
dents, involving the Judge's dignity
is now preparing a number of other
and disciplinary stature that ocplatter series. One of them will be a
curred while Dean was an active
his

will

of Franklin Delano Rooser
as many as four or five times.
of the stations are small watters, but included are 100 of 5,000w
or over, and 10 of 50.000w strength.
One hundred stations that did not
take the entire series did use the

the

le.sser

said to have netted

10-12%

least

Now

on

its

the outlet

can .probably be picked up for
$350,000— a high enough price, biit
one that might interest some prospective purchasers and might even
|

get by the FCC.
One group whidi, to date, hasn't
even contacted WWRL, is known
to have eyed this station, figuring on

moving its studios—^if bought-Ho
Manhattan, and entering it into the
bigtime sweepstakes in New York.
These factors put
into the

WWRL

that

may

wind up in other hands before
Then there are two stations

long.
that

classification

of

stations

have been openly on the block for
.some
time WOV, whicli Bulova
(Continued on page 38)

—

'.

sented by WOR, N, Y. Oct. 20, titled
"Out of the Dark." Fifteen-minutc
Chores on 'Jury/
ai.rer, heard Sundays at 1:15 p. m..'
network production setup
will be
a practical approach to
undergone
some
revisions.
psychiatry, presented on the theory has
that the normal individual also has Charles Powers, who has directed
his emotional
problems which a the web's "Famous Jury Trials" sustainer, drops out of that show to
study of case histories might help.
Program will
conducted by Dr. take over the Henry Morgan pro-

Sam

,

Baseball

WllP, which is part of the Miitual
chain, has no new.spaper alfiliation.
Neither has KYW, local NBC outlet.

Probe Adult Mind

program dealing with psychiaor\ a serious le\'el, will be pre-

but as
far as radio is concerned, the sour
taste lingers on.
It's been a long
time since anything has so roused
the industry aSL-reaetion to the .alleged play-by-play" accounts of the
World Series games in Boston and.

stations complaining about the sub-

Philadelphia, Oct. 15.

WIP

Sales Rumors, Bigger

Series is over,,

..

WP Stand

Griffin
Alec Griffin,

N. Y. Indie Situation in State of Flux;

EL
The World

its

'Senator' Bid
Blue Book blast, last March, the
National Opinion Rpsearch Center,
o£ the University of Denver, copped
'People' Replacement
headlines
that
newspaper
some
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
looked like a direct repudiation of
Harry Ackerman is returning east
NORC
Fee's chastisement.
the
after sitting in for Tom Lewis on
had made a survey among radio
launching
of
Young
and Rubicam
llslenefs and had, according to the
come up with. shows. Lewis has another month to
jifw.spaper, stories,
wha( seemed like out-and-out en- go on bis Hawaiian holiday.
Gulf
Oil
is
reported
interested in
dorsement of American broadcasts
ing

m

BASEBALL

CABSON

By SAUIi

31

NO RUNS, ALL ERRORS

HITS,

Lazarsfeld-Field Survey Okay,

:

;
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NO
/Rigjit, after

,

Book-of-Month Club,

,

,

:

WTMV,

Now

Congress
that's,

No
why

wh^

the

"political"

,

,

can

one

understand,

though,

picked for the scries. Britt, the Bostonian, is easy to understand. He
both Red Sox and National
League (Braves), games in the Hub
and. to quote the ancient gag about
the confirmed gambler away from
home, he's the "only wheel in town,"
But Boston should be x-cprcsented
even if the nominee did call down
,

St.

Louis, Oct, 15.

The green light frOm FCC is
awaited to consummate the sale of
East St. Louis, for reported
of $320,000. Michael Henry,
station manager, said the contract
lor the sale has been entered into
by William F. and Myles H. Johns,
present owner.s, and Clarence Lcioh,
Evansville. Ind. The elder Johns is
V. p. of the St. Paul Pioneer PressDispatch and also owns two broadcasting stations at Evansville
and
Terre Haute, Ind., and an FM sta-

WTMV,
,

listeners for his inepthave been baset? oh the sub- bankroUers. Network .show is spon- the wrath of
tion at Indianapolis.
ness.
leJ-'t
f
"Spellbound," "Seventh Veil," sored on a co-op basi.s, and is now
WTM'V, 11 years old. was puret<M, and every other
Britt sounded pedantic and stilted, chased by the Johns fa'mily in May.
murder myS- in its fourth week.
]^'y novel deals with psychiatry,
Barber is doing the show on a and at times seemed to be talking 1945 for $105,000. No personnel
fsariio has steered clear
of the sub- split deal basis, with the tab distinct about some game he remembered changes are contemplated when the
ject, hii we ver,
except on the level and apart from his salary as a web seeing during spring training in new <iwner takes over, according to
01 -the "Mr. Anthony''
;
.rHenry.i „ ',
(Continued on page 11)
type.
exec.
^ately

,

Pinch,

Dropping off

ol

mail order stock

in decision of the Bookto drop sponof its two "institutional"': air
in New York, with the out-,

Sold for $320,000 Of-The-Month Club
sor.ship

a Washington announcer was price

does

Mail

Scramming Two Shows
has resulted

Of course, after he enters
he^ll be in a position to do
favors for a lot of people. Perhaps
his seat.

stories,..,

Feeling

.

..

;,

shows

,

fit Bcr|imming
out of radio next
month.
Programs being scrapped:
by B-of-M are '-Author Meets
Critic" on WQXR, and the Sunday
evening WOR musical, "Let's Go to

the

Opera".

"Author"
sponsored
by
was
B-ofvM for the past two and a half
years, the 'first two years on WHN,
with the WOR show tab picked up
WQXR wiU
a couple months back.

,

continue "Author" on a sustaining
basis, with the $1,000 package meanwhile being peddled for new commercial auspices,
.BoOk-Of-'The-Mohth will continue,,,
however, with its Sunday afternoon
New Friends of Music concert on
WQXR, which starts the new season
i;
in November.
^
.

-

,

...

TBA's Color Haunts

TBA

Meeting Rehashed Old

vision Broadcasters Assn. meet
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
at

Thursday (10) and Friday,
was still around to haunt the
black-and-white advocates who
TBAi
the
comprise
largely
Through a novel idea thought up
by CBS prexy Frank M. Stanton, along with a neat assist
from the Telicon intra -video

BOB STAHL

Heralding what

is

»tait ot nationwide

hoped to be the
commercial tele-

INDPLS.

vision service in the U. S., the TeleBroadcasters Assn. second
vision

STORE GETS

,

Washington, Oct.

Thursday
Hotel
wit h
those

.system's breakdown, the clinking
of the color ghost's chains resounded audibly through the
staid rooms of the Waldorf,
Inserted far back in the offi-

OKAY FOR TELEVISION

and exhibit, held last
(10) and Friday at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., met
m X ed reactions from among

convention

FCC

ha.s

handed a

15.

television per-

Friend."

,

.

,

from

o£ the field

television's

the atom bomb tests at
Bikini to a panel on the way talent
looks at video, left the unknowing
reporters fi-om the daily newspapers
at a I0S.S for what to write about the
Newspaper accounts, conscr
meet.
quently, were either limited to a
few inches of space buried inside
the papers, or were inaccurate reports such as that carried io the
N. y. Post, which stated that "proeniims continue to be old newsroels
of bathing beauties, shorts of swing
hands, and an oft-shown film of
ToKcanini conducting,"
,

f

ly available

Was

TBA

web's call letters.

ABC May Lose N.Y.

Arena, where the Chi Balaban &
Katz outlet joined with ABC staffers to telecast wrestling matches,
Last case was Oct. 5, when Eddy returned all dough to Ford Motor Co.,
which sponsored the NorthwesternMinnesota game as one of a series of
pickups of the Wildcat home games.
In the latter instance, station boss
said that Ford and J; Walter Thompson execs assured him that the pick
up was satisfactory to them. Both
times WBKB laid out better than
$1,000 for refunds and pickup costs
Reasoning behind the moves, ao
cording to Eddy, is that television is
currently in process of selling itself
and its future, and that goodwill
through good performance is essen

Expressing
he declared.
opinion that color video is
closer to development than 10 years,
he asked; "But right now, where is

black-and-white?"
Tele programs
are not as good as they should be,
he said, and the industry, instead of
spending millions on equipment and
tH6us.ands on programming, should
try reversing the procedure by
spending its millions on program-

•

ming first.
Kobak warned

.,

trying to
force radio broadcasting techniques
down the throats of the tele public
and also pleaded for care in imparting good taste to video commercials.
'"Television today is in a rut," he
charged. ."It's not only necessary
but inevitable, but let's have vision
by way of television,"
:

against

Merit Awards
'

:

Embryonic network connecting
N. Y. and Washington with a :twoy
way circuit is expected to be ex-

Det. Tele Nov. 25

Outlet Pending

,

ABC

•

WABD

ABC

slots

on Tuesdays and Thursdays,

ABC contract with DuMont may
be terminated by either party on
three weeks' notice. DuMont has
charged ABC $625 for each halftelevision for "his initiative in bring- hour, as against $180 to regular .sponing the Louis-Conn fight to the tele- sors, on the assumption that ABC is
vision audience"; Donovan B. Stet- a future competitor.
ler, Standard Brands ad director for
Price has reportedly caused bad
the "Hour Glass" show, characterfeelings toward DuMont by Paul
ized as "having more entertainment
Mowrey, ABC national tele director,
than any other;" Paul Belanger,
which have been aggravated on
(CBS, N. Y.) staff director
DuMont's side by swipes taken at
for "his artistry in combining the
the company by Mowrey. DuMont,
previously used elements
music,
for instance, was especially irritated
ballet and setting*into an attractive
by Mowrey several months ago,
and appealing ensemble for telewhen Mowrey had invited a group
vision," and to Klaus Landsberg,
of trade press reporters up to the
manager of W6XYZ, Television ProDuMont viewing rooms to watch an
ductions station oil the Coast, for
ABC-produced program. Electrical
the best public service 'program in
storm caused the receiving sets to
"Your Town."
go dead and Mowrey, not realizing,
Dr. Oliver E. Buckley, prexy of
according to DuMont execs, that the
Bell Telephone Labs, was cited for
station had put itself out for him,
supervision of the application of tele
sent out telegrams to each of the
to tnilitary uses during the war, and
reporters, in effect apologizing for
Keith S. MeHugh, American Telethe blackout and blaming it all on
Telegraph veepee, received
existing conditions,

WCBW

^

Highlighting the meet was the
awarding of the nine annual TBA
awards of merits to "individuals phone &
who.se contributions have furthered an award for his work in "furtherthe progress of television as a sci- ing a program ot facilities to transence and as a commercial utility." mit nationwide television on a comWinners were selected by a special mercial bas;is."
In honoring the United Nations
committee headed up by Paul Raibourn. Paramount veepee and prexy during the first day's ses.sions, a spe
of Television Productions, a Par cial scroll was presented to assistant
Awards Went to: Dr. UN secretary - general Benjamin
subsidiary.
Albert Rose, Dr. Harold Bell Law, Cohen of Chile by J. R, Poppele,
In accepting, Cohen
Dr. Paul Kessler Weimer, aU of RCA TBA prexy.
X,abs, for their development of the predicted that tele would "greatly

Detroit,

Oct. 15.

,

;

,

hitting the air more than 50% spon- cable in service.
sored.
He listed among the firms
Besides the present two-way link
who had contracted for time at the
rate of $250 per hour as the J. L. between N. Y. and Washington, the
Hudson Co. (largest Detroit depart- company expects to make available
two
additional one-way links bement store), Bulova Watch Go;, and
tween the two cities early next year.
the Campbell -Ewald ad agency.
"And these contracts at $2.50 an Cable will, also be extended westward
from N. Y. and Wa.shinglo:n to
hour have been signed without a
receiver in .the Pittsburgh in 1947, and A. T.
single
television
But he hopes to be able to connect such
area," Bannister declared.
cities
as Cleveland, Buffalo, Detroit,
had purchased 16
added that
receivers to be set up at strategic Chicago and St. Louis by the end of
He also dis- 1948; with other cities in tho.sc genspots about the city.
eral
areas
coming in soon after-,
closed that manufacturers had as;

Manbttan Okay

ABC

the

time, but that

bajiic coaxial facilities would be
and in operation for tclephone service. Opening of the linos
to video transmission, he indicated,
would follow soon aftei-wards.

tended to Boston by next spring,
Harry Bannister, general, manager utilizing radio relay.
Woodford
ot WWJ (NBC) today announced pointed out that the 7,000 miles nt
that the station would inaugurate cable to be laid in a five-to-si.\--yc>nr
live television -broadcasting in De- program, which was first announced
troit between Nov. 25 and Dec. 15 in 1944, had been compres.sed into
to become pioneers in videocasting about three years.
In addition, he
in Detroit.
said, more routes have been added,
Bannister declared WW,T would .set so that by about 1950 there .«bould
a new high in television interest by be about 12,000 route miles or the

,

were only confusing both the FCC video picture was definitely distinand the public. "All such argu- guishable but not, in his opinion,
ments should be kept within the in- the best that could be had. imder

.

installed:

Tees Off

.

could. CBS was on the air with
a test pattern and, although CBS
several years
pulled out of
ago over the color controversy,
more than a few of the 28 different set models presented the

by that

,'!

the

WWJ

up whatever program he

pick

expected to be in operation early

Nielsen

mum

the first morning of the meet,
necessitating each manufacturer
to rig up his own antenn'a to

WBKB

dustry,"

is

Chicago, Oct. 15..
in IHB, it ,\vas revealed at the TeleRadio Index is keeping vision Bl'oadcasters Assn. meet last
about how its new tele-FM week by L. G. Woodford, general
audimeter w'U differ from the AM manager of the long lines departgadgets now in u.se, until the video ment of American Telephone & Teleand FM media reach maturity.
graph.
"We now have combination AMWith the Bell System's coaxial caaudimeters
under
FM-televi.sion
development and test," said prexy ble ali-eady in operation between
A. C; Nielsen. He did not .say, how- N. -Y. and Washingtoh,, Woodford'
ever, when these would be available predicted that the cable's southern
transcontinental
route
through
for commercial use.
Nielsen said that discussing pro- Washington, Atlanta, Dallas, El Paso
cedure in measurement ot FM and and on tO: Los Angeles would be
television
auds seems premature completed by the end of-1947, a.s' well,
until a sufficient number of sets are as an extension along the Atlantic
in use, and enough revenue is devel- seaboard to Miami. Woodford poinioped to warrant the expenses of ed out that a coast-to-coa.st tele circuit would- not be made- immediate.sound research.

each of the
pick up a
encountered

:

can feed programs across the continent to their affiliate in Los Angeles,

TO MEASURE FM, TELE

of the spealcers delivertelevision, which has been
ing either factual accounts of what
, tliey'd accomplished in television in
forced to buy air time on other stathe past or highly-optimistic hopes
tions pending approval by the FCC
of what they would do in the future,
of its own tele applications in the
particular attention was devoted to
east, may be squce-/.ed out ot the
the opening day speech of Mutual
pruxy Edgar Kobak. Imparting a
video picture in both N, Y. and
li.aht rap on the knuckles to the new
Washington before the end of the
^medium, Kobak accused those presyear.
ent of ovorpublicizing television and
declared that industry leaders should
(DuMont)
has used
even
fooling
the
public,
"stop
as its N. Y, outlet, with most of its
lhouf!h it's being done unintentiona week
What the industry needs, he tial to the medium's success. Station two half-hour progy-ams
ally."
said, is less talk and more applica- head said that, if tele expected to being fed to WTTG, DuMont station
over the coaxial
tion of what's already been learned, operate on a full-scale commercial in Washington,
plus more rapid work from the FCC basis, it must give top grade per- cable. DuMont in recent weeks has
in Washington in approving station formance or return sponsor's money. been adding sponsors consistently
That will continue to be station and, since delivery of its Image
applications.
policy in the future, where mechan- Orthicon cameras, lias been hypoing
Color Claims
ical breakdowns occur. Policy will its remote., pickups. Station is now
Referring to the color vs. black- probably not extend to "act-of- on the air at least five nights a week,
and-white controversy, Kobak ac- God" interference, such as light- and reportedly needs for itself the
cu.sed_ the industry of arguing too ning, storms, wind, etc.
two half -hours taken over by
much,' adding that ^uch arguments
In both cases, according to Eddy, in the past, including the 8-8:30 p.m.

With most

Nationwide
television
network,
which N. Y. broadcasters

through

NEIIM TAPE READY

separate
picture,
engineering difficulties early on

Refunds

casting annals, Chicago's television
has twice within the
station
month refunde'd, unsolicited,
past
sponsor's money on programs which
the .station director, Bill Eddy, did
not consider up to par. In each case,
according to station people, the picture, while fairly distinct, was not
as good as it should have been.
First instance occurred during the
remote pickups from the Rainbo

Intra-video system, which

to have' permitted
sets on display to

.

Images NSG, So

iii

Entire rest of the book

black-and-white
was done
printing. This ad, however, was
done in five different colors. Alany
of the delehardly
though
gates knew the ad was the brainchild of Stanton himself, it became the talk of the meet, with
people whispering to each other
in the corridors, "Have you seen
the CBS ad?"

'.

gamut

meet

in

-

role

for the

page ad, with only
was a
four words, "compliments of a

.

WBKB

manual

full

;

,

TBA

cial

mit to the William H. Block Co. pi
Company, vvhich has
Indianapolis.
pr<.'sent,.
operated a department store in the
Those delegates who were skeptown since 1895, plans to spend $230,tical that tele is ready to go comstation, with an
on
its video
000
basis
nationwide
a
mercial on
annual operating expense o( around
wanted the fact proved to them.
.$50,000.
Tcclmical excellence of the transplans to program
company
The
and receiver equipment
mission
initially 26 hours a week, going in
douionsUated, reportedly furnished
advertising via
But for heavily for retail
all tlie proof necessary.
video. Block said it planned to sell
those delegates already sold on tele's
of the station's time and rake
60%
immediate potentialities, who atprofit on the first year's operaup
a
tended the meet to obtain the contion.''
V
structive information necessary to
further their own programs, there
was reportedly httle of value they,
As one
could carry back home.
deloSate put, it after the meet, "All
wr «ot was a lot of rehashing of
everything everybody in the, trade
ah'cady knows."
Meet also missed the boat proout.
motionwise,' it was pointed
Ma.sM ol talks delivered on more than
Chicago, Oct. 15.
80 different subjects, ranging the
Marking a rare instance in broadi

InimATA'sWoodfordTellsTBA

last

Programs, Color, Overpublicizing^
By

Nationwide Tele Network Looms

Ghost
of color' television,
which was supposed to have
been laid out cold at the Tele-

Stuff;

Rap From Ed Kobak On

Tele Takes

V

.

,

DuMont.

&T.

WWJ

wards.

sured him of between I.OOO and 2,000

Tele Rates Higher

for retail in Detroit by Christa large diversion of the
1947 production in Detroit.
Bannister said that he had .set the
low $250 an hour rate so that neither
the station nor the sponsor would
bear a major part of the pioneering
cost in the television field in De-

.sets

mas and

Woodford predicted that Me network rates would be "considerably

.

higher" than those for radio network
service because of the fact that the
cable employed is one that othcr^\ ise
could provide many telephone circuits.
"Nevertheless," he added, "we
troit.
believe wc can make rates for net"I am particularly happy over the
work service low enough to be atCampbell-Ewald contract because it
tractive to the television industry and
sets a precedent by which an adhence look forward to a rapid exvertising agency is purchasing time
pansion of the industry in which we
for itself," Bannister said. It was
will be participants,"
under.stood that the ad agency purchased the time to make a study
Woodford also pointed out that the
of the possibilities of televi.sion. network facilities to be made availCampbell-Ewald handles the Chev-' able for the next couple of years
rolet contract, among others.
would generally be limited to one
"Many big adverti-sers missed the in each direction, indicating that
boat on radio," Bannister said, "and several broadcastei-s might be forced
they're guarding themselves against to share the use of the facilities. As
being caught in the same spot by soon as A. T. & T. catches up with
television. They are planning to get the demand for telephone circuits,,
into television from the start to build or develops tiew equipment making
their own case histories, from a city it possible to transmit both: tele-*
without a receiver to the thousands phone and television signals siroul-;which will be available within the taneously over the same coaxial connext year or two."
ductors, the sharing will be elimiWhen
launches its television, nated.
it will be on the air four hours a
day, seven days a week. 'Two hours
will be between 8 and 10 p.m. and
the other two hours in the daytime,
covering special events, sports, etc.
Bannister revealed that ^WWJ had
already spent $300,000 for its televiA college course devoted exclusion equipment in addition to sendsively to television programming has
ing its men all over the United been
instituted at Ithaca College,
States to study.
He declared that Ithaca, N. Y. Course was organ izcd
if he is able to meet current operatby Paul Mowrey, ABC national itle
ing expenses for the first year of
director, who was graduated from
television, he would be satisfied.
the college.
The station plans to build a teleStudents enrolling in the coiivse
vision studio on a lot adjacent to
the studios of WWJ, but at present will be given three Hours' credit
et
the studios will be located in a build- towards graduation. At the end
ing two blocks away on Fort street, the first year, next spring, all lecwith the transmitter in Detroit's tall- tures, examination.s and' exam anSlate
est building, the Penobscot building. swers will be sent to the N. Y.

WWJ

•

Latter, meanwhile, is reportedly
dickering with several new sponsors
Current plans call for the exten^
who plan to come in, in, the Very sion ot the coaxial television cable
near future^ including possibly Gen- from New York westward to Chicaeral Motors or General Foods. If go in 1947. As soon as the cable is
ABC is cut off from N. Y. and Wash- extended as far west as Toledo, the
ingtoHf It will still have three out- Detroit station will finance the cost
lets, in
(General Electric, of a coTinecting cable with Detroit
Schenectady), WPTZ (Philco, Phil- to provide network television.
Bannister said that because inadelphia) and
(Balaban &
Image Orthicon tube as the "out- aid in the establishment of lasting Katz, Chicago) in which to train its stallation of video receivers plays
contribution." peace, since by it the peoples oi the personnel and experiment in pro- such an important part in quality retechnical
etanding
Awards for the "outstanding pro- world would become aware of the gramming in preparation for the ception, "WW! plans to take the
factual txuths outlined ,in the prin- time it obtains its own station in lead in instructing radio servicemen
grams of the past year" went to:
in proper installation techniques.
Manhattan
John F. Royal, NBC veepee over ciples of the UN."•

WRGB

WBKB

ITHACA SCHOOL HAS

FULL TELE COURSES

Board of Regents for possible recommendation to other state colleges
and universities for similar cour.se.s.

Mainly a dramatic school, Ithaca
College is attended by students having a definite show business career
in mind.
Individual television experts, not representing their own
outfits, will be guest lecturers. ABC
director Dick Goggin lectured at the
school several weeks ago, and Harvey Marlowe, ABC tele prodnciion
chief, is slated to leave for Itliitca
Friday (18) on a similar

mi,sMion.

.

—

;
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BMB HITS THE SAWDUST TRAIL
October Frost Hits July

EFFECTS MAJOR

a. c.omwfison
of sowe oi Broadcast Measurement Bureau's
established last Julli and those finallv decided upon as fit lor
of the. National Assn.. of Broadcasters convention next
official
are
from
statements.
iueek. Claims

Here

ftaims

ix

Its

Technical Reason, Diurr Dissenting

j)«eseiUfl,tio»

BMB

BMB AUDIENCE

vs.

ABC

POLICy fiEIERSIL

CIRClJI.ATIONr

July-^BMB permits a better comparison of radio with newspapers,
magazines and other media. Each is uniform within itsejf for the

.

last week effected a major re-data-interpretation
versal
in
its
policy just before the convention of
the National As.sn. of Broadcasters.

entire county.

0*t.—No one yardstick

is

applicable to both media.

COST PER THOUSAND

BMB now is definitely pledged to
keep out of program rating, which
means it's out of C. E. Hooper's hair.
But that's only one item in its reversal. BMB is now definitely down,
in
the opinion of those who've
watched the reversal, to a mapmaking service; will no longer set

same power; (b) in cities of .same size; tc) with
by
same BMB audience.
Oct.— Those who propose to evaluate stations in terms of present costper-thousanij BMB must be aware of certain false and dangerous
stations (a) of

.

'.-.con-tlusionsv

Busing's 7 Sponsors
WHN, the Metro-owned New

Inc;,

jiiljf-^BMB helps evaluate stations and networks in terms of total
audience and the cost of reaching that audience. Ccst per thousand

.

'

Washington, Oct. 15.
Below-slandard quality of Press

Bureau,

Broadcast .Measurement

,

,

York

indie, has wi'apped, up seven
sponsors for the Ted Husing Monday-through-Saturday disk jockey
show which tecs off on Oct. 28.

Metro is one of the bankrollers
the AVax' show with two competing studios also using, the Husing

of

.

broadcast
transmission."!,
needs of international

Wireless'

and

pres.=;ing

radio

services

for

.

.

thiS'

particular

spectrum space, were reasons given
by FCC last week (10) for denying

PW

application to use its domestic point-to-point frequencies to
Shortwave program mater.ial to radio
Stations throughout the U. ,S.
the

,

The -Press Wireless
operation
semester to plug theiv product
Paramount and Warfiers.
Other, would have furnished voice newcasts
from tiie United Nations rheetings
equivalent of the sponsors include Robe r t if all
in New York and other news connewspaper's Audit Bureau of Cir- Clothes, Vicks, ,K. Arakelian Wine
ters via shortwave to one or more
culation; and is sure to hedge its re- Co; and JBilV, Williams ,(used, carsi.,
stations in any particular U. S. area
search and data with a long list of They're all 52- week contracts.
for a flat ,$,40 for the first. 10 minV

,

PROGRAM RATING
July— Evaluating other research (through use of BMB); inclusion or
excliLsion of station as factor in program rating,
Oct.-^BMB data and material cannot be used as a substitute for any
other forms of existing radio research material

V

.

itself UP: as radio's

.:

,

-..

,

don'ts.

One thing BMB has done is to repudiate instructions it had itself
last July, when its execu-

Talent Terrorized in Argentina

By

Montevideo, Oct.

A

10.

very big proportion of Argen-

been living
thrcugh the first phases of a regimen
of oppression similar to that which
existed in Germany under Hitler and
radio talent has

tine's

Goobbols.

.

i

framed

Government Decree

Official

Tiio musicians' strike^ in which
most of the other radio guilds joined,

But

Is It

found themselves nixed from

talent

the
,

he who conducted the

believe that
Frank, is only the scapegoat, since
they ,'are 'Sure that the "uses and
terms" were drawn by BMB's higher
command, including Hugh Fcltis,
prexy, and chief researcher John:

being wielded by Senora
tie Peron and appeals made by the
banned talent to any amount of government ofl'icials, army nabobs and
other "influential" parties have so
far resulted in a stalemate.
axe

is

both being sons of late music
critic Oscar Thompson.

Is

Audience

Map Disavowed by WKY
'Spite

Coverage Premium
waiting

Broadcast

for

Measurement Bureau's full presenCity, has
tation. WKY, Oklahoma
"disavowed" BMB's station audience

map

Span-

Against the BMB figures Sugg
one—all actors—-who send their
bouquets to the Catholic churches quoted a survey o£ radio listening
after every preem. However, Luisa habits made for the station early
Vehil was prominent at last year's this year by Dr, F. >L. Whan of the
"March of Liberty"— an anti-Peron University of Wichita. The Whan
"listened to
clemonstrution'— and she is therefore study claimed
27
Oklahoma counties
persona non grata in official quaiv most" in
"'
> '.ters.
mornings, and in 24 nighttime.
'.

The list of banned talent is as long
as an Allied "black list" of Nazi firms
tiuring the war, but Argentina's people have not' been allowed to hear
the (ruth of this cleanup, and believe
that their favorites are not on the
«ir becau.se

the broadcasters are takagainst them for the

ing reprisals
strike.

.

The radio musicians are still out
on strike, and ,the broadcasters are
notifying the, top-notch bandleaders
that their contracts are cancelled a.«i
a result. Meanwhile, Congressional
('epulies are trying hard to maneuver
a "'nationalization'' scheme and blank
out
commercial broadcasting for

.

Twixt U.SrReich
an interchange of
programs, between the "tJ; S. and
Suggestion

-

as

of

a

means

clarifying

of,

the picture of conditions abroad as

BMB

clauses;

used in

"

WKY

BMB

enough nor

nejtheir

enough

to constitute 'coverage'

of a

WKY

offering it to
type to justify
sponsors without qualification,"

Exdiange Plan

Philadelphia, Oct. ;15.
•seven
theilf

.reached by
exchange
from the
Bureau so
Measurement
Broadcast

An agreement was

that

Philly stations" to
individual reports

each

station

will

'CAMERON' SWITCHES TO CBS compare its coverage
CBS will get the "Barry Canveron" its competitors.

*ndays.

FCC Commissioner- Cliilord J.
Durr took a different view. Although
he did not spell out reasons for his
dissent, it is understood Durr be"

PW

be able
with

tliat

to

of

The agreement to pool this info
was made at a meeting called by
Roger W, Clipp, general manager of
WFIL and a member of the boai'd bl
BMB. Attending were execs and
salesmen of the seven outlets which
subsci-ibe to the

BMB

service.

;

.

.

It.

volved.

.

PW

BMB

^

into the 2:45-3 p.m. slot

.

primarily assigned for international
communications.''

.

BMB

Radio sponsors are holding off signing contracts until they know whether
their talent is on the "index" or off

Sweetheart Soap (ManGo.) on a 52-week deal.
heard Mondays through
Duane.Jones is agency in-

"would not justify the use for PWs
proposed
service
of
frequencies

;

,

Philly's

opera going
Nov. 18 for
hattan Soap
Soaper is

test progranis transmitted
to
over 100 stations last May were below' the: normal technical standards
for domestic broadcast service, and

:

which
had previously
its clinics and which the organization used as the basis for its
two orientation fllm.s.
It was a David vs. Goliath act
which Lane pulled, but it gained
recognition from a number ;o£ others
The same report showed the station at the meeting. When the session
"heard regularly" by 80 to 100% of was oVer, Feltis agreed to clarify
v/ould make?
listeners in 30 Oklahoma counties the claims that
and would not make. He issued a
mornings, and in 24 nighttime.
release explaining what
would
"With perhaps the most efficient "reiterate"
at the .NAB oonyention.
antenna system in use today," de-> Careful examination showed
that
Glared Sugg, "WKY recognizes that
it's
not "reiteration" but a, brand
its signal can be heard far beyond
new party line,, disclaiming many
these above counties, and is happy
of the previous claims.
that its programs command the listThe Feltis "reiteration-repudiaening of large groups elsewhere. But tion" as
it became known as soon ns
standards, this audience is
by
it was released, has put
back
regular
large

good.^-'-'^

show now carried by NBCi the soap

under

-PW

Want More Radio

America directly to the Germans,
instead of second band, while presenting
the "German
picture
to
Americans.

:

.

•

•

well

member.s held, howeverj
that the "quality and reliability" of

service wOuld meet
well as to enlist more active interest lieved the
among Americans in the work of our needs of hundreds of existing and
new stations for coverage of distant
occupation, forces, has been made
news events and would not necesrecently by U. S. civilian officials sarily affect the international radio
Cluu-chill.assigned to radio stations, in occu- picture.
Rank-and-File Revolution
The FCC niajority found its first
pied territories.
The reversal came as a result of
Feeling among these execs is that objection -in Press Wireless' report
a live-day revolution of rank-and- the U". S. occupation has received a that responses from -stations parti-,
cipating
in the tests showed 88%
file BMB members, led by William
badly misinformed and incomplete
shortwaved transmissions
T. Lane, general manager of WAGE, press in America; that lack of sup- o^ the
Syracuse.- It started on Friday, Oct. port from U. S. public opinion is were con.sidered "suitable for rebroadcast."
FCC's check on the same
5* when Lane was one of about 40
causing a' drop in morale among perstation and net execs, and .station .sonnel, and that the overall picture info, however, showed only 34.6'"o
231
observations reported
reps, gathered at BMB headquarr is not only lamentable but danger- of
to
ters in N. Y. At this session, Feltis. ous. These officials frankly feel that Washington classified as fit for reunfolded the presentation which he a long and constantly re-examined broadcast locallyi while the, 46.'9','i :
had prepared for the special BMB occupation of Germany is necessary, were tabbed as "unfit."
meeting to be held at the NAB con- and want the American public mind
In 27 cases, FCC said. PW classifab. Lane started to protest. Others to be made aware of it.
Bed stations' reports as "suitable for
.supported him. One exec called for
where the
They emphasize the importance of broadcast purposes,"
a show of hands, but Feltis said he
same stations repor.ted to the compreferred
to
have criticisms in a broadca.st once a week or bi- mission the programs were unsuitwriting. He closed the meeting by monthly from Germany to the U. S,
able. Its own monitoring of sample
asking all to return to another meet- in an official report on what is being
transmissions at various FCC
done and how it is being done, which
ing last Wednesday (8).
field stations, the commission maAt this second meeting, unat- would be a pre,sentation of the prob- jority added, was persuasive that
tended by -BMB board chairman lems and responsibilities our per- quality was not up to snuff.
Harold Ryan and in the absence of sonnel is trying to handle. In reShortage of spectrum space alat least one other board member turn they Want .some specially conwho had supported Feltis previously, structed U. S. programs short-waved ready allotted to international shortabout 30 execs watched Lane unlim- abroad, to tie the two countries wave and radio communications was
also
stressed. FCC said it was enclo.ser.
ber the second offensive. He proApathy and ignorance at home, tirely likely that forthcoming world
tested against comparing BMB figures to Audit Bureau of Circulation they say, ha.s paralyzed initiative radio conferences would recommend
that
wirelines
should replace domesabroad.
They
need moral support.
figures; and he took apart the nine
points,
each
with various
sub- They want an exchange to present tic radio point-to-point transmissions

WKY

:

.

,

is

;

FCC

;

BMB Station

WKY

The

rate
'

Five

.

although that map gives this
station almost three times the coverage it has claimed.
safeguard WKY's reputation
'To
As a consequence, in the last week
declared a letter from
of Argentine's top ranking actresses, for accuracy,"
A. Sugg, "we are
actors and comics have been lobby- station manager P.
ing at Congress, trying to get the con.strained to disavow the BMB
audience
map."
station
ear of the Congressional representahis
letter
to all local
tives to have the bans lifted.
Sugg sent
accounts and to most ad agencies in
Lujsa Vehil, No, 1 legit and radio
the country. BMB's day map indiactress— who has had tear bombs
coverage of 71 of Oklathrown at her on ttie stage of the cates
plus additional
Comico theatre by "Nationalist" honna's 77 counties,
counties in Kan.sas and Texas. The
hooligans*-on being presented to one
credits the station with
deputy found him refusing to shake night map
coverage of 67 of the state's counlier h&nd, on the excuse that he could
plus spill-over into the two
not be seen shaking hands with a ties
other states.
Jewess.
Vehil family
a
ish

Tlie

w i i; clin e 'charges iof isimilaK p rogtani..:
'
service.'

How- Germany,

clinics.

know

ever, those in the

contact named Gigli.
In
addition,
scripter
Keith
Thompson is brother of baritone soloist Hugh Thomp.son,

Without

air.

,Th'2

utes.

Occupation Execs

BMB

BMB

with coincidences. Italian -spOnr
sored program with strong operatic flavor, has an announcer
surnamed Caruso and agency
:

has given the Peron regime the excuse it needed to sweep air its opponents off the ether waves. As a result of the strike, the authoiyties de-.
creed that all radio licenses were
cancelled and that radio talent must
renew applications before going back
to the microphone. When applications were presented (a nice haul in
pesos lor the Control Broad, an nppHoation forms cost three pesos each)
a great many of the country's star

tive secretary, :Philip .Frank, .started
a series of clinics ihstrueting advertisers and ad agencies about how to
use
station and network reports when these .are published.. As
a result of a' meeting last 'Wednesday (8),
now declares; "The
discussion of the proposed uses of
the term is not to bfe construed as
endorsement of these uses."
On the surface, that looks like a
repudiation- of Frank, since it was

BMB

Music?

WOR-Mutual's new "Scalamandre Concert Hour" rings

PW

....

to

'"first

some

principles',"

of the

men

.

accoi'ding

to

who. were at the
;

meeting and backed Lane's critiques.
These insisted that BMB has; a definite service to oiler—but that .service mu.st be interpreted conserva-

Neither the big nets, from the
U. S. angle, nor the Army or State
dept., from the other .sider-have made
a move in this direction.
Hence the
suggestion unofficially from occupation execs themselves.
They feel
sure that if the nets made some .sort
of move, the Army and State dept.
would welcome it gladly. Certainly,
the civilian occupation officials say,
they'd lend all assistance.
•

wherever

possible,

and the

i-adio fre-

quencies turned over for more important international uses. Use by
U. S. of international bands for domestic purposes, FCC said, might
also detract from this country's ar*
guments for a good share of the international spectrum at the Vvioild
radio parley next spring.

Femme

,

Strip

Back

Susan Anthony, 2nd,

and. Eunice
gabbers blacked, out a couple
weeks back by
against

Hill,

WMCA

squawks from femme organizations

WARING SET WITH NBC
AS CONTRACT WINDS UP

throughout Greater New York, have
copped thom.selves another outlet..

They go back on the air with sahie
show, "This Woman's World,"" over

NBC's contract with Fred 'Waring WLIB, N.

Y.,

Monday

(21).

Show

with expira- will air five days a week, across the
tion of the contracts, on his current board, 10:30-10:45 a.m.
sponsorship deals fAmerican Meat
Institute and Florida Citrus Assn.)
tively, or it would lo.se all value.
Stanle^y, Lyon Solo
also coinciding with that date.
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Wbai About Next Survey?
As far as Niles Trammell and
Behind the seen e.s, inside the BMB Clarence Mcnser are concerned,
Agency,
Stanley - Kramer - Lyon,
board,
another battle
has
been Wai'ing can stay put in the 11-11:30 booking and publicity outfit which'
fought, in an effort to determine cross-the-board morning .slot, either has been handling among, others,
whether BMB is to make another sustaining or commercial, although John Carradine and Alan (''Mi-.
survey in 1947, or spend next year it's considered a certainty that the America)" Stephan, folded over the
interpreting present data and leave Meat Institute will ride along with weekend. Partner Clint Stanley will
the second survey to -1948,
NBC the show into next year.
continue producing NBC's "Parade
and CBS reps on the board \v6rc
Reaction to the Waring ayemer of Stars,"- and Herb Lyon is doing
for 1948 as the year of the second has brought sponsorship bids for a freelance
Stan
writing.
radio
survey; while Mutual and ABC peo- night-time show on other web.s, but Kramer hasn't announced his plans*
1047.
and
CBS
NBC
ple favored
AVaring*s NBC deal has an "ex;Agency has been in operation
rContinued on pase 41)
clusive" tag.
eight month;.
'

winds up next Jan.

3,

Wednesday, October 16, I94ft

TELE%'IS10]\

84

Video Screen Technique Makes

H wood
is

Angeles tele station W6XYZ, owned
and operated by Television Productions, a whotly-ovvned. subsidiary Of
Parainount.
Landsberg, in New York for the
Television Broadcasters Assn. nieet
last week, pointed out that telovisiun. utilizing a screen, is visual action

entcrtainment^and

ifadip and; |h(? legit stage, As
it is right: up the alley of Hollywood technicians, actors, directors
and producers who already have the

I

presenting

Moreover, Landsberg pointed

.

ovit.

tele stations operating on the Coast
Will ,ha\-e the best filrn setS: av;jij-'
abio to tljem. His stationj he pointed

male palate.
Buss directs.

WCBW

staffer

Frances

WCBW

right on the Par lot. When
comGeorge Moskovics,
a set {dr a tele siioiX-, all mercial manager, will make his sales
he has-tp do is look through the Par talk to the agency men aftel' the
catalog, find the number of the set show in an attempt to sign a spon.
he heeds and, within half-an-hour, sor,
.''v:;''
ready for his cameiras. Other
it's
Coast tele stations not aflEiliated with
ajiy lilm companies will probably be
able to set up some kind of a deal
to tukc advantage of their sets in
out.

he

is

iieeds

.

.

,

.

the same way.

Top Hollywood acting talent is
expensive, Landsberg conceded, but
he pointed out that, for every star

Skeptic

there are 10 or 12 actors waiting to
brfiak into the bigtime who have
the talent and the know-how. These
ha\'e migrated to the Coast in search
of the top money but have never
reached the heights because only a
limited number can do so. Such ac-

Bugaboo

Sez Aylesworth

Television today shows a marked
similarity to the early days of radio
broadcasting, when newcomers to
tors, accustomed to working before
the field were beset by the same obfilm cameras, will be readily avail- stacles and fears that now confront
able for television, he predicted. In the video industry, according to
addition, even the top stars today M. H. Aylesworth, co-organizer and
are anxious to gain some tele ex- first prexy of NBC, former prexy of
perience, and these, too, will
be RKO and one-time publisher of the
available sometime in the future,
N. Y. World-Telegram.
wtien the studios permit them to
Speaking at the Television Broadappear in video shows.
casters Assn. meet last Thursday
Ah, the Weather!
(10), Aylesworth recalled a converAs far as remote pickups are con- sation with the late Elihu Root
cerned. Hollywood, with its gener- shortly after NBC was organized.
ally sunny and mild climate, is cer- With the U. S. already accustomed
tainly better than the east, Lands- to receiving their news and enterberg said. It's Icnown, he pointed out. tainment via the eye in newspapers
that an iconoscope tube, presently and motion pictures, Root declared,
used only under controlled lighting "Aylesworthj the people are eyein studios, will produce a better minded and it is now our job to
Radio
them ear-miiided."
picture under sufficient light than make
the fabulously sensitive Image Orth- succeeded in doing that, Aylesworth
icon. Tele producers on the Coast, pointed but, but today the television
consequently, could use an ikon for industry must again make the peo.

.

most

ol

their

daytime remote pro- ple eye-minded.

gramming and obtain a better
than

eastern

producers

picture
get with

Skeptics were pre-sent in the early

days ot radio, just as they are today
in tele, he said.
He recalled having
tried to induce Samuel Chotzinoif,:
provide far better transmitter sites then music critic of the old N. Y,
than can be found in either N. Y. World, to listen, to a symphony
or Chicago, Hollywood's only com- show on an early radio set. Chotzipetition now as the nation's radio nofr. according to Aylesworth, precenter. Landsberg's transmitter is dicted -'in all sympathy" that there
situated atop Mt. Wilson, 6,000 feet was no future for radio in good
high, and gives coverage today of music because radio could never get
150.
miles
in
many directions. the lone necessary for clear recepW6XYZ shows reach 90% of the tion. Walter Damrosch, Leopold
southern California market without Stokowski and Arturo Toscaninii
any relay system. Other mountains among others, all helped prove
in the vicinity permit" easy relaying him wrong and Chotzinoif today is
to additional markets. Most ajppli- manager of the NBC music division.
cants for L.A. stations are already
NBC's first advisory council, complanning to set up on -Mt. Wilson,
prised
of
Aylesworth, Owen D.
Land.s'berg said.
Young, General Harbord and David

their I.O.s.

California

mountain

ranges

also

:

.

''

,

Sarnoff, was
Far Enthusiastic
repoHs that .Par wa.s Web on what
striving to hold back, tele because of cation, music,

set

up

tO

advise

the

I

Denying

.

:

I

cially

productions, had guaranteed him before he left for the Coast that Par

pointed out,
early radio.

would do all in
tele. "Raibourn

power

its

to

advance

as fanatically en-

is

similarity

one

NBC

history of

-

.

broadcaster*

ers don't play for video.

'

Detail

WOW

for television; the Rev. Henry Linn,
dean of Creighton school of journali.sm; and the Rev. Roswell W. Williams, head of the department of

radio education at Creighton.
school,

Ready

for

has

March Preem

Louis, Oct. 1.5.
successful television test
event in this area was

The

first

St.

a news
(9) by KSD, owned
and operated, by the St: Louis Post-

of

made Tuesday

(Pulitzer).
The occasion
was the annual parade ;of the Veiled
Prophet.
As there are .but two
tele
receiving sets in St. 'Louis,
and both owned by KSD, there was
110 tele broadcast of the 25 mins,

Dispatch

:

program. Two cameras were mounted on a balcony over a doorway on,
the pai'ade route in the downtown
sector, and the images and sound

were carried

to the 10-inch receivers

over special coaxial cable:
One of the two tele cameras picked
up the parade half a block from the
station and the other showed clear
details. KSD expects to begin regular tele broadcasts next March, and
a transmitter tower, 540 feet above
the .street level, will be constructed
atop the Post-Dispatch building.

;

Situation

is

easily

curable,

ac-

cording to the dealers, but the nets
and station ops are going to have
to help. Customers come in with a
fairly open-ijfiinded attitude, they
say, but also with an appalling lack
of knowledge where video is concerned. Result is that some kind of
educational program is needed, if
not for the public, then for salesmen

who have to anpublic's questions. Biggest
complaint has been about the test
patterns run during daylight hours,
only time when most stores are open.:
swer the

'Is

That AH?'

One Philadelphia dealer said that
women have looked at the video
test pattern,
screen, watched the
and asked, 'Is that all I can get on
television?"
Consensus was that
stations, and especially those owned
by manufacturers ot receiving sets^
should put on some kind of sample
demonstration program during store
volume.
Meanwhile, FCC officials indicated hours, preferably films, so that peothe Dec. 9 hearing will continue only ple could see what tele would bring
long enough for FCC to hand down them.
an opinion on the fea.sibility ot comSecond complaint was that there
mercializing the CBS-type color im- has been no efl'ort made to educate

:

Jesuit

'

Washington, Oct. 15.
gave notice here last week and store owners

it wasn't chasing rainbows any
longer bnt would air full details on
the where and when of color television at a special hearing in Washington, Dec. 9. CBS, which is seeking commercialization of its rainbow video process, was asked to produce full information on technical
aspects of color operation; costs to
public of color receivers in various
stages of mass production: and finally, the time necessary to get color
transmitting and receiving equips
ment on the market in reasonable

WOW

to

television, including

,

in

Teletint

Full

campus. There will be two Image
Orthicon cameras, control equipment, comple'te sound pickup machinery, and six or more latest type
mediately. If commission decides
receivers, including two with#large; after
hearing other testimony
it
.screens.
A complete micro-wave is too early in the game to givethat
color
television relay system will also be the
green light, it will issue an ininstalled.
terim order to that effect and recess
So far, the program will be lim- the hearing until a later date. The
ited to the
staff and Creighton December ses.sion, it was indicated,
students studying radio or dramat- is probably only the first of -a long
ics.
There will be special showings series of hearings covering months
to visitors now and tljen.
Funda- and perhaps years on the question of
mental purpose of the whole setup is color standards.
to train television workers.
Persons wishing to testify at the
The micro-wave equipment is for Dec. 9 hearing were told to file for
experimental field pickup of special an appearance on or before Nov. 25.
events. This equipment will be used David Smith, chairman of the Radio
to relay by micro-wave radio, the Technical Planning Board Committelevision
images
from
various tee on television and chairman of a
points in Omaha not connected by similar
committee in the Radio
coaxial cable to Creighton audi- Manufacturers Ass'n, was virtually
torium.
subpoenaed to appear.
His testiThe experimental program will be mony and recommendations of his
under direction of Joseph Herold, committees are expected to be key
technical supervisor of WOW; Russ to final FCC decision On the CBS
Baker,
production manager petitfon.

';

.

»

WOW

;

.

.

have announced

Under the plan,
and its en-:
gineering and production staffs will
experimental television equipment on the stage of Creighton Univ.
auditorium located on the school

"/

said,

..

Omaha
Oct. 15.

install

Aylesworth recollected the early

about television as any- the time he convinced the late Al
the kidustry." Landsberg Smith to permit the web's teleadding that Par has spent al- transmiUer to be set up atop the
most as much money as the top Empire State building, and his prespender in the medium to further dictions as far back as 1931 and
1932 on the future potentialities of
its growth.
Landsberg revealed that W6XYZ the medium. Today, he said, tele is
had just signed for exclusive video definitely her^ and he predicted
rights to all ice hockey games played 2.000,000 receivi ng sets throughout
in the Pan-Pacific Auditorium in the country within two years aftei'
Hollywood. Station is slated to re- production gets on its feet:
ceive two I.O.s from RCA sometime
this mon^h, with the hockey schedTHE BIG FREEZE
ule teeing ofl' Nov. 1. Station has al.so
.Washington, Oct.:l6;
signed for video rights to all home
'games of the Los Angeles Dons,
Plans of DuMont to televise a perstarting with the N. Y. Yankees' formance of "Icc-Capades of 1947"
game on Oct. 27. Hypoed program- for IraiLsmission to Philadelphia and
ming schedule will put the station New York Via coaxial cable will
on the air an average of 20 hours a probably be spiked as the result of
week, easily the eqiial of any N. Y. an AFM reminder that its performthusiastic

.

FCC Wants

that

step in television training and
experiment. This is the first definite
local step in the direction of preparation for video.

a;

;

.

By Dec. Hearing

new

Creighton,

assuring the nets and other station
people, and they in turn have been
buttering up potential spon.sors,

'

FCC

KSD

tele's

Holly-

.

WOW

,

of

W6XAO,

ported as many as 25 million people
ready to bu.y, but a lot of thorn
regularly broadcasts.
Trade press, were evidently keeping up with the
interested dailies and others will be Jones's as far as the questionnaires
invited to attend viewing which will are concerned because dealers and'
be arranged at home of San Diego store owners reported .firetty general
citizen and Don Lee fan whii first skepticism about tele's performance
reported the event to Harry Lubcke, once the potential buyer came into
the store. And this is important,
director. .
since right now the squeezer on the
entire television industry is circulation of the receiving sets and getting 'em into the homes.

Tele Training

WOW

of

'

Stunt will probably be pulled on
a Monday night when the station

since the "commercial factor more than 2.500 sludehts.
was not important at that time when;
we were losing too much money."
Does First Remote,
Another example, Aylesworth

fear that the new medium W'ould
cut into boxofficQ receipts,
Laiid.sbcrg said that Paul Raibourn,
Par veepec; and prexy of Television

some day

,

:

dO in religion, eduetc.. but not commer-

to

Gillin

television activities on ex-

perimental station

President
William
McCabe of
Creighton Univ. and President John
a

to get

that
wood. The, station has had reports
there is a ready market for better
of a constant and Clear signal being
than 15 million tele sets, dealers'
received at San Diego, 120 miles dis»
confab turned up the fact that it
tant, and will lake interested persons
peddling those reon a cuffo, trip to witness the won't be easy
ceivers. Surve.v
results
have rephenomenon,

demonstrating all the finer points of
the car, both inside and out, with
enough of an intimate touch included through the use of actors to
drive home the sales pitch.

J.

-

and when the puWfc is going
them was given a going over
by dealers and distributors at the
of sets

,

cizes: its

Ford commercials were also bet-

Studio, First in
Omaha,

Say

manufacturers, the question

ceiver

Broadcasting System will shortlylaunch an airplane junket to publi-

ter than have been seen heretofore
in football telecasts.
Instead of the
usual slides, the J. Walter Thompson
agency this time provided films

in

Sets, Dealers

Hollywood, Oct. 15.
TEA Conference last week, and the
Taking a pointer from the motion outcome was somewhat of a reversal
biKsiness,
the
Don Lec from the expected.
While manufacturers have been

picture

time.

Team

Sdl

BaDy Jnokets

In for

grandstand, but home viewers were
presented a clear, sharp picture. Innovation of putting Desmond before
the cameras at half-time intermission for a resume of the first half
was good and did much to liven up
the
usual
between-halves "dead";

Creighton Univ.,

to

Don Lee Video Goes

..

Tele Fights Old

Pn^am by Operators
After months of being kicked'
around by both telecasters and re-

WHN

,.

such,

of

To Tempt
WCBW

.

differs

so

from

necessary know-how
^visual entertainment:

Needed

WCBW

CBS Cooks

;

:

;

Televiiilon got itself another good
sports announcer last Friday (11)
night as Connie Desmond bowed
IhtP the video picture with a play^
by-play of the Brooklyn DodgersChicago Rockets pro football game
(CBS, N, Y.),
over
Special Dish
Desmond had 'already won his
radio sports laurels as Red Barber's
Potential Coin sidekick on the
broadcasts of
the Dodgers baseball games for the
(CBS, N. Y.) will make a last several seasons. Judging from
.«pppal pitch tomorrow. ^Thursday) his fine commentary Friday night,
night to a television studio audience he'.s made: the switch from radio to
As a
of agency execs invited to attend video with no trouble at all.
"Butler's Pantry," a onetime cooking good tele announcer should do, Desshowcase for food disirib conlaiiv- mond limited his commentary to a
of the finer points of the
home appliance, and kitchen description
ers,
game, eliminating entirely the overutensil riianufacturers,
descriptiveness necessary for radio.
Ben Butler, founder and prexy of In .addition, through little side rethe Society of Amateur Ghefs, and marks, anecdotes, etc., he built up a
good" sense of intimacy with his'
magaLook
former food editor ot
viewing audience.
over
the
zines, is slated to preside
WCBW's coverage of the game was
broadcast. Gclctt Burges, author of
excellent.
Players were wallowing
the "Purple Cow," will be his guest, around on a wet field, with the rain
with the two amateur cooks whip- making it plenty uncomfortable for
ping up dishes especially for the the hardy souls in the Ebbets Field

the Logical Tele Capital

destined to become t
the lelttvision center ol the country,
mucli as it has become the nation's
motion picture center, according to
Klaus Landsberg, manager of Los

HoUywood

Educational

Tele Followup

salesmen. People disturbed by publicity given CBS' color demonstra-

have asked

tions

every

kind

of,

technical question, any one of whiclj

could be easily answered if the sales;
people had been given: just a few
simple facts. Most prevalent queryis whether or not owners of black"
and-white receivers will have to
junk thejr sets if color is ever
adopted generally by the broadcasters, and sales guys can't even an-

swer

that.

Finally, dealers

who want

to

carry

tele receivers are going to have to
be given a complete education in

the installation of- the sets or else
be able to hire people who know
what it's about. First to eneounter
difficulty in this direction was View^
tone, N. Y. outfit which found that
unless sets were installed b.y people
with the knowhow there was poor
Full Description
to no reception at all, and they were
The FCC hearing order called On deluged with complaints and returns.
CBS and the radio industry to pro- Company now won't allow dealers
:;.'.;.
duce:
to handle their product unless they
A full descriplion ot present trans- knoVv installation method for video;
mitting and receiving methods using
According to store owners and
CBS-type color, along with details distributors,
it's up fo station people
on color operation in outdoor pickto provide th6 impetus' and meaiis
ups and during night time hours.
for providing
these
things, since:
Actual cost of transmitting and
they are the only ones
who;
receiving equipment used by CBS,
have the knowhow.
and, estimates on co.sts: in various
.stages of ma.ss production.
Practicability from both technical
and doUars-and-cents standpoint of
turning out tele receivers capable of
receiving both low^band black-andwhite and high-band color pictures.
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
:(.This is a favorite pro.iect of FCC
Society of Television, Electronics
Commissioner E. K. Jett. To date
has been coolly received by RCA and and Electrical Technicians, indie
union, is bowing out of the disk fleld,other set maniiifacturers.)
Time necessary to get transmit^ foUowing decisive defeat in recent
ers and receivers on the market in National
Labor Relations Board
elections at 20th Century Records,
rea.sonable quantity.
Whether the CBS system repre- leaving field to the now organi/.asents best that can be expected in tionally-galloping
CIO's Electrical,
color development in the near future. Radio and Machine Workers.
Indie
Similar technical information on STEET will now, concentrate on
behavior of black-and-white tele in videoy according to George Davis,
present spectrum location and up- business agent, after unsuccessful
stairs in the' 480.-920 rto bandi
stab into plattef: field. International
Any other color systems (such aS Brotherhood of Electrical Workrr.s'
the "all'electroniq"
color system (AFL), in spite of statements that
claimed to have been tested by organizing of disk workers would be
Harry Ijubcke, chief engineer for attempted, is still inactive here, havDon .t,ee') which are under experi- ing made only a few feeble nibbles
mentation.
in the West Coast territory.

now

STEET ANKLES

PLAHER

ORG WORK FOR VIDEO

'

'

:

came to be

MOON

called

Monday

BINGSDAY"
y^Li/ SORTS of things have been named after
jCX^ great people— cigars, candy bars, public
parks and skyscrapers. Cities, too. And states.

Even

pretty weak, indeedl'*

•

"But—"
"Not only that," said Saturn, "but his movies
have played to millions of paying customers. And
up more awards in movies and radio

countries.

But the days of the week were named in honor
of the Sun, the Moon and several ancient gods.
Tuesday is Tyr's Day, Thursday is Thor's Day.
And Wednesday, up until now, was Woden's Day.

.

he's piling

than you could

in

a nmith of Wednesdays

—

•

mean Bingsdays."

But not any more.

"But why did he have to pick on my day," persisted Woden. "Why not Sun Day, or Thor's Day^

Wednesday

or Tyr's Day?'"

is

Bingsday now.

"Because everybody knows that Wednesday
night. It's his night.

"I guess you've bad your day, Woden, old man,'*

cracked Thor

"But they

when the gods heard the news.

can't

DO

this to

me!" Woden roared,

"What

On

the

air,

j'j

the

you know."

air?"

"The American Broadcasting Company's
course! Sponsored by Phiico, the world's

air,

of

Ijirgest

radio manufacturer, Bing sings as only Bing can

"They can't, eh?" beamed the Moon, "You just
know this man Crosby! I used to think I
had tremendous drawing power^but for the last
don't

three years Bing has been acclaimed the biggest

box office money draw in the entertainment world."

"But—"
"And

besides," added Tyr, "last year his phonograph records sold to the tune of eight million
platters

—which makes your mythical records look

Don^t miss the new

sing every Bingsday night from ten to ten-thlity

in the East and from nine to nine-thirty every-

where

else across

hear Crosby sing!"

"Which," added Thor, "is what just about everybody else in creation will be doing!"

BING CROSBY

Wednesday Nights 10:00-10:30 est- 9:00-9:30

in

all

merican Broadcasting
A NETWORK OF

216

the country."

"You know," Woden decided, "I'm beginning to
like this. Now, instead of working so h ard at being
Wednesday, I can stay home Bingsday night and

other

SHOW
time

zones

Company
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school broadcast coiiforcnco in Chicago Oct.
preview an aud-particiiiatiou idea, "So You

.Henny Yoimgman to
Want To Be a Comedian,"
21-,...

concocted by George Lewis and Jay Burton, for liis Capitol theatre stint
Thelma Hitter returns to ".fu.st Plain Bill" in a running- part. .Ruby
Je.stor succeeds Paul Pett as radio columnist for International News Service.
\
as news analyst to go freSidney Walton checking out of
contract....
lai'ice...;Danny O'Neil .wants a release from 'his
D. J. Thomp-son added to "The Strange Romance of Kvelyn Winters"
.
.
.
/N'E»r
rfV
.Horace Bvawhile Al Hodge joins "The Romance o£ Helen Trent" cast.
Fulton Dent, former excc vccpee, and Dorothy Green, ex-editor o£ Na- ham, Ethel Intropodi, Lamont John.son and Neil Fitzgerald new to "Front
.back
due
Lloyd
.Jack
tional Radio Reccirds, heading Spot Radio Service,.
Page Farrell". .Next Sunday's (20) "Eternal Light" script, an allegorical
in N. Y, today (16) after Coast acting chores in Lux Radio thentn?
piece about the prophet Isaiah appearing before the United Nations GenRadio Execs Club luncheon at Roosevelt hotel tomorrow (Thurs.) to be a eral Assembly, was written by Stanley Silverman, former special events
General Foods' "House ol Mystery" chief at OWI. In that job, Silverman covered the birth of UN at San
get-together o£ leading song-writers
Sundays
preniiere on Mutual has been knocked oK the air the past two
Francisco. ii ;Herta E. Nisselson has- become an associate of Raymond
.Reyised
due to the world series games, but will start this Sunday (20) ,..
Service, Inc. . .Elwood Smith, who's been playing the lead on the Ameredition of the Larry Hammond-Millard Faught "Care and Feeding of; ican Negro Theatre's air show over WNKW, givfen the lead for ANTs legit
.Cecil & Presby ad production of "The Peacemaker'', ., .Jack I^escouUs and Gene Raybourn
Executive.s" due oit the presses in next tew week.s.
Les Will do a six-week vaudeville tour of the Century Theatres in the New
agency readying a dramatic half-hour seg for Sunday p.m. airing.
Marries"
Tremayneand Peter Capell added to^cast of NBC's. "When A Girl
York area.

From

.

the Production Centres

WHN

.

MCA

YORK OTY

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

own
i. .Fredric Fradkin, orch leader on "Thin Man" airer, developing his
"The Empty Noo.se." documentary based on the
instrumental combo
Nuernberg trials and the hanging of some Nazi leaders, will be given a
half hour of CBS aictime tonight (Wednesday) at 7:30, canceling out a
commercial show. Program being bumped is "Ellery Queen," Show was
.Two more
written by Arnold Perl and will be directed by John Becker.
new execs at Sullivan, Stauflfer, Colwell and Bayles agency are James ,D.
Ruth Brummcr taking over the flack
Thompson and Rudolph A, Ruel.
.Paula Stone gave birth to a boy this week (14),
directorship at WLIB.
putting her sister Carol into WNFW'k "Hollywood Digest" as a sub and
sending Glenda Farrell and Dorothy Kilgallen into Mutual's "Leave It To.
The Girls" .. Adventure Records' "H'Ya JCids" album is practically an
all-WNEW job, staffers Hen I'y Walden, Roy Ro.ss ana Milton B. Kaye being signed for it. ;,Mort Lewis in from Coast for two weeks to huddle
with the Shuberts about a new musical revue.
.Ted Cott's weekly column started this week on the New Republic as a regular feature. .Tommy
Biggs with his dummy, "Betty Lou"' take over the ABC 4-4:30 p.m. slot,
Monday-through-Fridayj Nov. 11. Wallet Kiernan's "Meet Me in Manhattan" will cancel out after Nov; 8.

HOLLYWOOD ...

.

.

.

.

;

.

:

..

.

.

.

.

.

:

WOB

Bert Briller.
flack, has article on "Opportunities In Central America" in October Internatiopal Digest. . .Sheldon Stark has written second
show of Jim Ameche's "liove Story Theatrer' to be presented on Mutual
.

Nov.

"Bride In Waiting"
.George Boiling has set up Boiling Co.,
Inc., in New York, as national reps of radio stations. .. .Desire fov topbudget staff and talent of "Campbell Rooms" pro,gram, on part of both
Campbell Soup sponsors and the agency, brought about addition of Wilt
Glickman to writing staff on the new Hildegarde show already headed by
Joe Stein (on the show two years), and Norman Barasch.
.WOV's Arnold
Hartley to speak on panel of foreign language stations at 10th annual
titled

1.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

fiV

Don Bernard, producer o[ "Life of Riley" and "Blondie," collapsed at
NBC, but his ailment wa.s diagnosed as a kidney spasm and the oV ticker
He was back on the job after few days' rest....
is as strong as ever.
Hiiliard Marks, brother of Mary Livingstone, is now production aide to
Bob Ballin on the Jack Benny show. .Lewis Allen Weiss and Willet
Brown, top execs of the Don Lee chain, hauled east for Mutual boai'd
meeting. .. .Phil Carlin in town to see what gives in new program ideas
,

.

Showman Records

"Star Stories"...

Hyde Park Brewery Grabs 18

Markets...

Radio's newest transcribed 'A-hour package, "Star Stories,"
available for local sponsorship, features Jack Starr,
Broadway's favorite story-teller. "Beauty that Did Not Die"
"Woman's Strangest Burden"
"Lightning Strikes the
Major Leagues"
are a few of the fascinating true stories
this world traveler has collected for his radio audience.
Hyde Park Brewery has signed for 18 markets, tying up all
Missouri and Illinois outside Chicago and Kansas City.

now
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

Suit Switched to Fed. Ct
Don Goddard, gabber who was
fired

off

the net

NBC

exi.-cs

last

February when

ruled he hs-i gone too

far in attacking Congressman Rankin, is pressing bis suit against the
web in Federal Court, N. Y„ now,
seeking a total of $78,270 in back
salary, damages, etc.
Goddard brought the suit in N. Y.
state supreme court, but upon the
net attorneys' motion it was transferred last week (11) to the U. S.

Court.
In his bill of particulars, consisting of four counts, each concerned
with a different contract, Goddard
claims $18y000 for being fired oS »
Young's hat -show; $1B,330 for «
Mueller's macaroni broadcast; $23,010 in connection with Fleetwood
ciggies; and $18,330 for losing the job
as NBC newscaster sponsored by
Sweetheart soap. Latter became his
first sponsor
when, shortly after
leaving NBC, Goddard started «
Mon.-Fri. newscast on the N, Y.
indie

WMCA,

KECA

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

A

tradesman who caught Meredith Willson's fir.st Coast repeat for
Canada Dry says he has the stopwatch to prove that the 25-minute session
carried four minutes, 17 second of commercials. How come CBS let them
get away with it?.
.Chet Huntley of CBS was named prexy of Radio
Newsmen of Southern Califomiav with Clete Roberts, ex-ABC, as veepee,
and Bill Burns of ABC secretary-treasurer. Forty members attended first
charter session.
.Peggy Wood, for the past year assistant publicity director on the Coast for J. Walter Thompson, pulled out to set up her own
sales promotion outfit. ...Distaff side of two radio families, Linda Johnson
(Mrs. Joe Leighton) and' Joan Drew (Mx-s. Dick Haymes), got picture
breaks in "Red River". .. .Elaine Carrington resting up for a few days
in Bel Air, but framing in her mind a play for Broadway. .. .It's Danny
Thomas, Donald O'Connor or Billy DeWolfe in the regular spot with
Ginny Simms.. .The stars must have been shooting or falling thenight of
Oct. 9 for it proved embarrassing to both Frank Sinatra and Kay Kyser.
Ooooh, what they said.
.Frank Pittman has been elevated to a vicepresidency by Needham, Louis & Brorby. He is in charge of Hollywood
radio for the agency and produces"The McGees."
.

.

Kate Smith's D.C. Citation
Kate Smith and Ted Collins have
a date to meet President

Truman

lic

service contribution,

,

Charles Mortimer,. General Foods
veepee (GF sponsors the Kate Smith
show) will be on hand to address
the admen, with David Levy of
Young & Rubicam also making the
D.C. trek.

.

.

m

.

CHICAGO ...

Ruthrauff
Hair Tonic

&

Ryan's Ros Mcizger testing three shows for Lucky Tiger
actors and announcers, headed by Frank-

WKY

Group of radio

McCormack and several others, purchased a plane on joint partnership
basis ... Several more shakeups due to take place in ABC's central division. ...Walter Schwiramer of Schwimmer and Scott ofl to New York on
biz ... Ed Allen, NBG-WMAQ annoimcer, has completed three albums of
records on how to do the rhumba, .. .Lee Wiley, blues and torch songlin

IS

TIE

.

Stories"

''Star

Because Jack Starr Tells 'Em

His credits: Featured on stage with Pat O'Brien, Edward
G. Robinson, Melvyn Douglas, Victor Jory. On the air in top
CBS shows, NBC television. Starr had 52% of the listening
audience with narration on a 50,000 watt Eastern station. His
narrative style is punchy, dramatic.

"Star Stories"

Because of Star Writing

.

,

WBBM

on John McCormick's
platter spinning show last
.Phil Wrigley, prexy of the Wrigley gum co., expected to emanate
another web show from Chi in near future
One of Chi's top production staffs is due for a ma.ior .shalieup soon.
.Ted Arnold, program director of WHBF, Rock Island, was general chairman for Rock Island

stress, guested

week.

..

.

'

by Judy

Tom

WGN

Her credits: Scripter for the late John Neblett and for
current ABC network "Fact or Fiction." Judy Tom's radio
adaptations of Starr's true life tales are "tune-out-proof"-filled with suspense to final seconds of the telling.

.

.

offices.

Because of Star Music
by Dave Bacal

Vic and Sade, NBC Serenade, Ma Perkins,
Lone Journey, Songs with Dale Evans, and
Music intensifies drama. Composer-organist Bacal
IS a, master of his art.
Hecorded by Columbia on noiseless viny lite!
,

HEART ATTACK FATAL
TO'DINn'DOYLEAT52

Weather Bureau,

U.S.

His credits:

Grand

CAA to Test New Type

Hotel,

others.

Flying Info

What "Star Stories" Can Do

2.

Programs

Washington, Oct.

The

1.

15.

Civil Aeronautics Administra-

and the Weather Bureau have
cooked up a scheme to step up
weather broadcasts on commercial
radio stations, using first test shows
on outlets and networks in the Middle
West and Rocky Mountain

tion

for

You and

Your Product:
Give you a network quality "prestige sliow" at low
cost.

Areas.

Convert a "listener" into a "customer" by switching
smoothly from a "Star Story" to your "Star Product." The commercial tie-ins are obvious.

Anticipating that increase.s in private flying will bring natural de-

mand

for

Available

...

On

said

it is

the
stressing

info,

needs in the new weather?

casts.

Transcriptions

The CAA- Weather Bureau shows
will be tested first from radio stations in Madison, Chicago, Wicliita,
Ft. Worth and Salt Lake City. Identity of the selected stations will be

15 Minutes
1, 3,

more weather

Weather Bureau
aviators'

Now

.

.

Ghi

"Star Stories"

or 5 Times Weekly

Write, Phone or Wire for Audition Shows.

Advise Markets You Desire Protected for

10-Day Period.

announced later.
supplement the

New

programs will
weather informa-

tion now broadcast over, the range
stations of
federal airways.

CAA

At present,

more than

100

AM

Joseph Edward ("Dinty") Doyle,
vet newspaperman and radio
columnist, died in Boston, Oct. 13,
following a.' heart attack. Most recently he was publicity director for
WABC, N. Y.
Born in Danvers, Mass., Doyle
graduated from Univ. of Maine in
1915, and taught school before taking a newspaper job in, Salem, Mass.
Later he went to the Philippines
where he worked for the Manila
Cable News American and taught
school.
He then worked for the
China Press in Shanghai, eventually
becoming city editor. He scored a
world scoop soon after World War I
when he reported first imperialistic
move of the Japs occupying Tshing
Tao, in China.
After eight years in the Orient,
he returned to the U. S. and soon
afterward starting writing his radio
column, "Dialing With Doyle," which
was later widely syndicated by the
Hearst papers. Column, started in.
52,

Oakland,

Cal.,

gave

his first press notice.

Horace Heidt
also found

He

waiters
are
carrying
regularly Tony Martin his first singing job.
scheduled programs broadcast from Doyle gave up the column to do

mikes installed in Weather Bureau publicity for Billy Rose's Aquacade
at San Francisco's World's Fair and
later handled publicity for St. Mary's

offices.

STARR RADIO PRODUCTIONS
360 North Michigan Ave., Chicago
Phone De<irbern 0351

1,

III.

football team.
indie station
He was also at one time exec
thl-ew cocktail party Thurs- secretary of the Radio Editors of
for press and biggies to America. He served as radio editor
preem their studios in the Cadillac of the N. Y. JouttJal-Aftierican "sevhotel Miami
Begch lOOO waiter eral years.
operation will run from sunrise to
Surviving are his widow, three
sunset.
daughters and a sister.

Midml Beach-^New

WFVL
day

(10)

FAVORITE
STATION

.

Coiinmunity Chest Drive which broke record.in making 111% of its goal
in a two-week c!arapaign. .> .Fortyrfour Indiana women invaded WBBM's
studios last week to hear "Hint Hunt." One gal in group won the grand
prize— a girl's bicycle. .. .John P. Meagher resigned from
Public
Relations Dept. to take job at Philadelphia's KYW.
.Thomas H. Compere,
Chi attorney, has been appointed legal rep of NBC in Cleveland and! Chi
.
.C. T. Hagman, ABC's Central Div. general manager, commutes 800
miles weekly, because of housing shortage here. He lives in St. Paul....
Johi» W. Davis, ©3t army air forces, named account exec in John Blair Co

in

Washington next Tuesday (22). Miss
Smith will kick off the Community
Chest drive from the steps of the
U. S. Treasury and will Receive a
citation from the Washington Ad*
vertising Club for her wartime pub-

.

.

N. Y.

.

at the Coast terminal of the Mutual framework.
."Bud" Berend, western
division sales manager for NBC, now has an assistant in Frisco-r-Walter
Tollseon
Last year Denny Shane, local gossiper, had a program BJi
called "This Is Hollywood."
That's the tag on the new Camay
dramatif show and Mis.s Shane had her attorney serve notice on Procter
Gamble that it's hers to have and hold and legal action will be taken to
protect her priority
Jimmy Saphier east with a bagful of tricks that
he'd like to trump some client^s hand with,... Paul Franlclin followed
Vick Knight on production of last two Hollywood originations of the
Borge-Goodman show. If he "cuts it" he'U go east with the show for
seven weeks and carry through rest Of the sea.son. "Cutting if means just
more than producing it on this bundle of temperament. .Story goes here
that American Tobacco will make no radical changes in format of "Hit
Parade" for one year out of respect to the late G. W. Hill.

Goddard's $78,270

of

FARMERS

in

OKLAHOMA

HELLO FOLKS:

Starting

October l9tW

Joan Edwards

RADIO
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WediietMlay, October 16,

HIGHER KNPC RATES

N.Y. Indie Situation
a

Continued from put*

of in conformance to
- ownership*
and
rule,
which the Cowles organizawould like to dump.

musl dispose
multiple

.

WHOM,
tion

WINS

has just recently come into
Corp.
Grosley
Broadcasting
tho
hands. This station is in the process
o( piogramming now, and no one as
yet knows what its "program char-

acter" will be.

WHN Hps

Rates

WINS has also instituted a
rate card system^ putting day
rates into Class A, on the

But

new
tiiiii!

A

WHN

;

WMCA

the N. Y. Post,
be still in a stage of

is judged to
trying to find itself, programwise
as well as far as personnel is con-

former

WMCA, owned by Nathan Straus,
has an enviable reputation as a pubBut the trade
lic service originator^
not so sure what the recent
is

WHN

,

Sticking

tack,.

t'

A and B categories-— A for
ninlittinie^ B for daytime-^Bertram
ela.ss

.

WHN

Lehhar, Jr.,
sales director, has
put out a new rate card increasing
daytime costs by 33 1/3%.
A 15-

minute daytime stanza, Mon.-Sat.,
which; used: to Cost $720 on WHN
cost $960. In addition, .WHN
tipped .spot costs from: the old
ha.-;
ba.sic price ot $37.50 tor a one-shot,
Ohe-iiiinute spot, to $50..
Fiullier,
has set up new,
Special rates for the Ted Husing
platter show which preems Oct, 28,

will

now

WHN

cerned.

sales personnel changes have meant
this station;
The .infusion of
to
Herman Bess as sales head, after he
job, and Straus'
had quit his
must
insistence
that the station
establish its own format by plugging

WNEW

"middlebrow"
at

WMCA

clian,t,'es.

music, indicate that
there may be still other

at least as far as policy is

concerned, before the year
is understood to be trying, to
cash in, sponsorwise, on the station's
facts that
rep for public service, and the trade
low, what, with the increase i.l radio
is watching to see how this station
homes in the area by 300,000 since will stack up in the next year in its
1941.
is
also stressing, in
effort to integrate sock public-servjustification o£ its rates, the fact that
icers with payola programming.
.W\. this,

Lebhar

WHN

due to the
rates have been too

out.

is

Be.ss

said, is

WHN

Even as far as the only non-commercial indio in town is concerned
there is still
the city's O&O

WNYC—

uncertainty.

Mayor William
O'Dwyer has not yet been able to
put:

through

his,

plan of makirig Clifl

Evans the real

liead of that station,
the belief being that there is opposi-

from Bronx Borough Pxesident
Lyons who would like. the city either
tion,

to sell the station
political person as

*A

mighty colorful •niC9«"

John Tillman
Csremonios

of'

.

new equipment and testing. Charles Goldbergs."
Francis C, McCall, NBC news
Calvert, one. time band leader, has
been named musical director, filling chief, and Lars Skattebol, of ABC
the spot left vacant on the exit of news dept., have scripted a comedy
Ted Steele. The station's orchestra about radio called "Pitchman's ParaAnd Stan Silverman, writing
of nine men may be increased and dise."
activated,
though now generally NBC's "Eternal Light,'' has collabed
on a musical satire for Broadway.
idle;
On the actmg end, Sam WanaOther switches in live programmiivg
are
al.so
contemplated. A maker is to play the male lead opgroup of 12 new national and local posite Ingrid Bergman in the Playsponsor.* got in under the Oct. 1 wright Go.'s "Joan of Lorraine."
gunt managing to sign under old Madge Evans, after a year on
rate.
"Leave It To The Girls," has. gone
into the Theatre Guild's ^The i^atal
Weakness,"
Warde Donovan, NBC
baritone,
has the ]uve lead in
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame." Berry
Kroegor,
who
will be in "Joan of
Continued from page 31

or to

name

a

Be-

director.

;

•

Lazarsfeld

CBS Color Telovhion
,

Pontonslrationt

is

Phila., and KDKA, Pittsburg, and
matches settlements tor parent cpinpany workers.
"

time of walkout until renegotiations were under
way.
Strikers,
without sufticienl
backing from other units; had to
capitulate. The retroactive pay runs
from April 14 to Sept, 24, day of
walkout.
At that time WBZ and
WBZA were off the air 34 minutes.
Station was kept on air durinn .-.trike
by supervisory personnel in key

no

s^ots, '•

—

Lufhin,' T<5x.
Darrell E, Yates,
Lorraine," has also written a play,
"August Reckoning." Jerry Bayar, manager of KREiA here has been
of CBS' "Crime Photographer," will granted a construction permit by the
station here:
be in the musical, "Sweet Bye and FCC to operate a
Bye," Irving Kaufman will have a
put up With it," and only 7% featured role in "Street Scene."
thought all radio advertising should Louis Neistat will have a major
be taken off the air t3%. had no part in "The Fourth Little siiow."
opinion)
Michael Drcyfu.ss, of CBS' "School
Lazarsfeld, of the Air," has
According
to
Dr.
a strong role in the
therefore, "a third of the people current "The Bees and the Flow(26% and 7%) have a realty nega- ers." while Howard Smith, Tom
tive feeling toward commercials." Coloy
and Dorothy Gilchrist, all
Headlines were therefore truthful from radio, had important parts in
when thye informed the populace the recent short-lived "Mr. Peebles
(and the FCC) that two-thirds of and Mr. Hooker." P.
Chase Taylor
the people had a "positive" feeling
(""Col. Stoopnagle") signed for John
toward commercials.
Golden's "It's A Man's World" and
You l*ay Your Money
.
later
bowed out.
Happy Fclton,
But
suppose the
analyst
had
"Pot o' Gold" emcee, took a fling at
phrased his question differently?
legit last season and is planning a
Suppose, .instead of looking for
producing-acting stint sometime this
"positive" and "negative," he wanted
season.
.

FM

.

tween. Lyons' and O'Dwyor's thinking on the subject, it's a stalemate
know how many people are either
And the effect of WNyC's to
now.
lukewarm to or opposed to the comstalemate on commercial radio is
mercial? Certainly, from the viewthat the latter has been Iqft Withpointed of the advertiser who wants
out the hypo it used to get first from warm endorsement, genuine symMorris Novik's directorship and then
pathy with his potentiar customers,
under WNYC's program director, the "lukewarm" people deserve sepSeymour N, Siegel.
eration from out-and-out iriends;
So, any way one looks at it, the the
therefore,
analyst's question,
New York indie picture is an amcer- would show this result: Only 23%
tain one. At best, it can be said it's of radio listeners are satisfied with
in flux; at worst, it may be in a radio plugs as they are; 74% are
muddle.
lukewarm or opposed to
either
them.
Thai's one example of what can
Auditions 'Movie Matinee'
done with the figures built up by
"Movie Matinee," five-a-week day- be
the NORC survey. Perhaps it detime half-hour film quiz with audipends on how critical one wants to
ence participation, created and writCertainly, Dr. Lazarsfeld tried
be.
ten by Kathleen J. Norris, was audir
to be fair.
But whether he served
tioaed for WOR, N. Y., Ia.st weekend,
industry best by his analyses and
with station now considering the the
deductions is open to question.
package. Show, produced by ALS
One other table of figures should
Co., has Bill Slater as emcee.
be mentioned. In an overall appraisal
Film quiz is set up in seven parts, of five institutions, the survey found
or
"reels,"
with dramatizations, that radio came oft better than any
questions on film topics, etc.
of the others in answer to this question:
"In
every community, the
schools, the newspapers, the local
government; each has a different
job to do. Around here, would you
,<;ay
that the schools "are doing an
excellent, good, fair Or poor job?
How about the newspapers? The
radio stations?;
The local governrnent? The churches?"
"Even the churches," exults Dr,
Lazarsfeld, "do not rank as high
as radio.":
The figures back him'
up.
Radio got 28% of the "excellent" vote
(against 25% for the
churches)) and 54% of the "good"
vote (against 51% for the churches).
But as we go along, we find some
bitter with the sweet.
We find
that 14% of those Who gave radio
the "excellent" rating did not listen
to the radio in the evening or night
hours:;
We find also, on the basis
of other tables, that, "the more criti-

up to something! .^^1^

"HIRES

STEEL CORP. PLUGS
Transcriptions
labor relations

have entered

field

the

with a series of

programs by Republic Steel Corp.
fostering employer-employee relations.

Republic has signed for a segoodwill lirograms costing

ries of 52

each to be played in towns
where Republic maintains plants.
Shows, being lined up by Herb
Gordon of World Broadcasting, will
have a Lynn Murray chorus and
orchestra with Larry Brooks in the
lead singing role. Platters are In 15minule packages for presentation
twice weeldy.
$5,000

Gordon

~

Mema Oh!
GERALDINE KAY
ONE OF AMERICA'S
MOST DISTINCTIVE
ACTRESSES
CHICAGO

they be of
ther
the

he

along,

radio.!'

Dr.

And much

Lazarsfeld

DUTTON.LiPPOLD

WAAT

fur-

assures

"The lower a person stands in
social pyramid, the less likely
is

to

express criticisni and the,
is to approve" of

more

inclined he

radio

as.

it

is

now,"

.:!':'

What. in the face, of this evidence,
becomes
of
radio's
"excellent"
rating? And what, for that matter,
of the entire, study?

6,

MISSOURI

B«sf« ABC /or M I O . A M C It I C A
^tARSOM CO.
l4An»NAl Rll>«ISfNTAri"Vt...iOHN

Lebanon, Pa.— WLBR, new 1,000
watt outlet here, wiiich expect.'j to
get on the air Nov. 1 for first time,
has added two more staffers. DoraMary Staver, formerly with WHAZ,
Troy, N. Y.; and WBCA (FMer),
Sclienectady takes over as women's
commentator.

STATE 1100

Pratf Repreientativat

currently dickering with
other industrial firms for similar
programs.
is

cal people are of social institutions
in general, the more critical will

Us:

TO YA'"

FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC. COAST-TO-COAST

LABOR LOVE ON WAX

,

,

KANSAS CITY

.

From

turn,

radio

to

:

KCMO

stations before negotiations broke r)hf
more than two weeks ago. Same set-

tlement was made for teehnicia(i.<i of
other Westinghouse outfits like KYW

advertising,
23%
were "in favor'' of radio ads as is;
41% "don't particularly" mind it;
26% said they "don't like it, but Will

tudes

WOR

•^Radio Daily.

Matter

Contiiiued from page 28
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Boston, Octi IS
Seventeen-day strike by radio
Station KMPC, recently granted a which John Wildberg plans to propower hike from 10,000 to 50;000 duce next spring. (Wildberg is also technicians against WBZ and WBZA
watts and ballying itself as the reported presented a drama based Boston and Springfield, ended her*
at midnight Friday
West's leading indie, has upped its
(11) when 31
radio program, "Mr. District engineers
rates 50% on program time and on the
and technicians
Murray is doing to their jobs on the basis returned
hiked spots 25%. New rates are ap- Attorney"). Lynn
of a |7-athe vocal arrangements and direct- week increase
plicable to all but former customers
retroactive to AprilM
ing the choral group for the soon -due
after Oct. 1. Oldsters are protected
Workers sought nn increase from
satire,
E.
Harburg
musical
Y.
for a year.
scale of $42.20-$81.70 to a $127 ,50 top
And John
Hypoed outlet hopes to have its "Finian's Rainbow.''
for a 40-hour week. They accepted
new power in effect by the first of Golden has in mind doing a legiter instead a top at $90, figure olTerod by
on Gertrude Berg's "The
the year, and is currently installing based

,

WLIB, owned by

theory that riightUme radio cops
more; i\efw:)r
listeners and leaves
fewer for the indies. As against that
has now; taken an op-

switch,
posite

:

it is planning a 'construction and
pansion program.
sit* for new
studios has been sewed up for a
long time on 57th street, near Broadway, Manhattan. While
is not
saying anything specific about its
building plans, it's known; that at
least $3,000,000 will be spent for new
studios and offices, giving this station the "front" it feels it deserves
as a prime, 50k w indie in the biggest
market in the counti-y.

WLIB and

Radio's Parade

SHOW COAST TREND

31

1946

WBZ-WBZA WALK ENDS
WITH J7-WEEK RAISE

6i'eHf.»>y,

RADIO

Wednesday, October 16, 1946
and the

nation's

took

66,

to

here as a radio service of the

air

Dallas Morning News.

39

the

French Radio Forming U«

Call letters

KERA. Station will operate
with a power of 250 watts, later this
Nashville— Willis S. (Bill) Graham said Waring, "is our hats off salute being increased to 12,000 and finally
Tranter,'
a good fellow and a to 36,000 watts. Broadcast hours of
has been named by WSM's general to Jim
manager, Harry L. Stone, as pub- clever writer, even if he is a radio the station are from 3 to' 9 p.m.

S.

Board

are

licity

director of this

NBC

affiliate

of

the

Army,

out

Just

here.

daily.

editor.

—

kilocycles with 250 watts full time.
Station is independent and will serve
the area of approximately 50 to 75
riiiles surrounding New. Hampshire's

fourth

Paso— Plans fOTv the formation
new five-station New Mexico-

El
of a
-

city.

Alpine,

Tex.— Call

letters

,

months,' publicity director of WLIB.
In the script dept., Jeff Selden becomes head, succeeding Bitl Shea
who has left for WHDH, Boston.
Staff writer Max Berton has resigned.
Robert Cone, an ex-GI

BuffatOr-^When Fred Waring, on
recent tour of one-nighters,
staged his NBC morning broadcast
from Bennett High School here this
week, he paid an unusual tribute to
radio editor Jim Tranter of the whose show "An Ape Named AlexBuffalo Evening News.
Swinging ander," 'was the opener on the
into a Latin rhythm, "The Barren- American Theatre Wing's show on
his

dero," Waring dedicated the numr
ber to Tranter who composed it for
a recent Lambs' Gambol.
"This,"

WNEW,

is

added to the script

Dallas—Texas' second

FM

sical

here.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 15.

Nineteen technicians

at

KDKA,

Included

the

in

settlement

is

a

straight across-the-board increase of
$7 a week, retroactive from April 14
to the date of the walkout. This
matches a- similar pay boost granted
other station employes and Westinghouse parent company workers six
months ago.

—

Cincinnati Charlton Wallace, a
vet press agent locally and for some
time bridge columnist of the TimesStar, bows in radio this week as
head of the
publicity department. Joel W. Stovall continues as
director of promotions and merchandising.

WKRC

Whitridge, Hooper Exec,

staff.

Drowned Off LI. Shore
John

Whitridge,

C.

Jr.,

was established,
drowning off Northport,

41,

a

died
by
L. I., Satur-

firm

day night (12) when a dinghy in
which h.e and three other radio industry execs were riding on a weekend cruise, Was overturned by a stiff
wind when only 60 yards* from
shore.

Whitridge,

SDfGS'
"One of the hottest

Radio Editor, Daily News

singer oil the kids ore crazy about

—EARL WILSON, New

and later for International Business
He took leave from latwhen war came to serve as a
dollar-a^year man on the War Production Board, which he served as
chairman of an industrial advisory
committee. Since 1944 he was active
veepee at Hooper's.

is

Vic

York Post

Surviving are his mother, widow,
two daughters and twin sons.

crooning star."

—DOROTHY
"Hats

off .

. .

—SID WEISS,

WHN."

Radio Daily

— Broadcasting
Damone cops

first

prize

Magazine

on Arthur Godfrey Talent

Scout airer."

—Variety
"18-year-old Vic

Scrlpters

KILSALLEN, New York Journal American

Vie Dqmone's Barituneful songs over

"Precedent breaker George Washington Hill signed Vic
Damonc as Andy Russell standby far Lucky Strike Hit
Parade."

"Vic

Columbus,

ter

Damene."

"New

of

Machines.

finds in radio."

—BEN GROSS,

WHN

"The

native

was graduated from Cornell in
1927.
For a number of years he
worked for Johns-Manville Corp.

O.,

Damonc

is

new crooning

hit."

Continued from page 29

demand effective grievance machinery for settlement of all disputes
between writers and producers."

Moore made iiis statement in a
membership all over
the country. .In Manhattan, where
the Guild had skedded a meeting
for last night (Tuesday)j the Moore
letter brought many 'comments from
scripters who felt they were on the
eve of big doings.
."This is going to be a trade union
yet," said one prominent Guildsman before the meeting. "We played
around with the Four-A's before,
conceding all kinds of things to
them. That's all off now. Now we'll
flght them like a union."

letter to Guild

-

—ED

ZELTNER. New York Mirror

Guild's strategy committee is
keeping mum on its specific
plans— but the word "strike" is
heard more often outside of caucus
rooms. Stuart Hawkins, incidentally,
has not been able to accept the
committee chairmanship,
strategy
but there has been no halt in the

The

JtCA-Victor Records (watch for the

new Rodgers and

Hart Album)
Associated Program Service Library Series
Station
Prcft RaprcMHtativ*

SIDNEY ASCHER

Personal

WHN

Management

LOU CAPONE

WILLIAM

MO^IS

AGENCY

still

,

plans. At the eastern region offices
in N. Y., Michael Davison, new regional exec sec, and veepee Peter
Lyon have been getting on without
Dorothy
of
the
usual presence

Bryant, but the two are understood
nevertheless to be sparkplugging an
organizational drive as a preliminary
to "stern actions" ahead.

there;

twice yearly ba.sis. Not only would
U. S. broadcasting problems be pon-

bre of programs originating on the

French nets.
Robert Lange,

French
Service,
mittee.

is

director

of

the.

American
organizing, the Yank com-

radio's

;

North

.

Detroit— WWJ (ABC) has signed
former Radio Paris songstress Liliane D'Aubigny for a three-timesra>-

.

on

for nearly three weeks, returned to work Saturday (12). The
wage settlement, the basic issue in
the 18-day walkout, was at a top
rate of $90 for a 40-hour week. This
is the same figure which the station
offered before the .strike was called.

work

.

Program, which will be launched
Oct. 26, will be heard locally only.
With hopes by, backers that it will
land a network spot in short order.
Produced by Weiss & Geller
agency, show will feature, with
King, singer Bill Leach and ferame
vocalist Nancy Kvans. John McCormack, WBBM staffer, will announce.

strike

its

It is planned to have the proposed
board to meet for discussion on a

ly for half -hour shot.

station

DAMONE

it in

which will cost.- sponsor, dered, but the board will also.be
Watch Case Co., $3,000 week- asked to assist in improving the cali,-

spot

Illinois

founding stockholder and director of
C. E. Hooper, Inc., since the rating

VIC

radio stations, .Radiodiffusion Fran.r
caise is contemplating the creatioh
of an advisory^ board in the U. S.
which is expected, to materially aid

:

.

,

3G

of the

—

—

at

standard broadcast station to be
Aimed at Net Airing
It will
built here will be KVAM.
Chicago, Oct. 15.
be known as the VVoice of Alpine
Biggest dough in history for local
and Marfa," and the transmitter will
have the highest .elevation of any in show goes.., into. .new,,:,.Wsaoe King
Texas. Station will operate in co- Saturday night CBS-WBBM muoperation with Sul Ross College

FM

—

Show

new

Broadcasters will offer scholarships
Topeka— WIBW, the Arthur Captotaling $300 to Indiana college and
university
majoring in per outlet, expects to begin
students
radio, "as a stimulus to deserving broadcasting late this month. Permit to tegin: construction was restudents."
cently granted by the FCC and the
Denver KLZ manager Hugh Ter- equipment had been on order; for
WIBW is a
ry had been named chairman of immediate delivery.
both the executive committee and CBC affiliate.
the board of trustees of the Colorado
Division of the American Cancer
KDKA Men Back :>-

network with headquarters at KOAT, Albuquerque, to
be known as th(? ZIA Network have
been announced. Other stations in Society for their 1947 drive for funds.
the web include KPUN, Las Vegas, As Colorado state chairman for the
New Mexico; KGAK, Gallup, New 1946 drive, Terry saw his state go
Mexico and proposed stations pt 40% over the quota.
Sante Fe, New Mexico and one here.
Dcs Moines Joe G. Hudgens has
Schcnectsidy Long rumored re- joined the promotion staff of KRNT
alignment of positions at WGY and as assistant to Leon M. (Tex) TayWGFM, General Electric's Schenec- lor, promotion manager, with whom
tady radio outlets, brought about the he was associated in A-rmy PRO
appointment of Al Zink as 'acting di- work.
rector of the WGY program departs
ment and the transfer of A. O.
New York-T-There's been a shakeGoggeshall to the directorship of the up in the publicity and script demusic division at WGY and WiGFM. partments of WNEW. Hal Halpern,
who's been assisting Will Yolen,
• Raleigh— Beginning
October 19, head of the flackery, has resigned.
the CIO will inaugurate a series of Rhea Diamond, who had been act13 weekly 15-minute programs to be ing head of WNEW publicity for a
over
broadcast
WBT, Charlotte. few months before Yolen came in, is
CIO is launching a vigorous drive in returning to Yolen's staff.
Miss
Carolinas textile plants.
Diamond has been, for the last few

West Texas

Embarking on an extensive exchange of programs with American

-4-

.'

,

Local Chi

Chicago Reconstruction work was
Graham was in the promotion dept. completed this week on Studio C,
of the Memphis Commercial Ap- making it the fifth of the NBC cendivision's
Merchandise Mart
peal prior to entering the service^ tral
studio setup to be dressed up under the company's $100,000 modernBerlin, N. H.— Premier operation
ization program^
White
the
Voice
Radio
of
of WMOUj
Mountains; located at Berlin, N. H,
Kokomo, Ind.— Indiana Assn. of
Friday evening (U) on 1230
began

'

To Advise on America-Aimed Shows

I

week

spot.

,,

.

,
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And when

Radio Reviews
;

Continued from paje 30

the 1,000 01' so who paid 61c (inc.
tax) to see it.
The hour broadcast originated
witlv the advent of Jim McConnel to
the helrn ot the Artists' Bureau, and
Tie's still a guiding hand behind the
show, although actual presentation

what makes the pro-

but

the hands of Rod Cupp, station gram stand out above Canadian
director, and Fran Heyser, competitors is the terrific speed,
Arthur Church's production staff. without sacrifice, of artistic requireWith the formula tried and tested, ments, that identifies: the stanza.
it was to be expected that this one
yVithout any Comrnercial opening,
would get oft to the creditable start t'aul Scherman's 40-piece orchestra
it did.
banged right into a few familiar bars
Denny Slofoot mOA'es up from spot of the pulse-beating "Warsaw Conas comic of last year's show to re- certo" and then into a rousing medplace Lou Kemper; he's a happy ley of "Annie Get Your Gun" hits.
choice (0 carry out the ad-libbed Charles Jordan. Canadian baritone
Of tlie cast*. of the ABC network, followed with.
of the show.
.style
Texas Rangers and Colorado Pete "Hills of Home?'; then a stirring plea
performed on the first Follies, and to save Canada's forests, this dra-

is in

program
o£

.

,

.

inost bf the others are vets of several seasons.
The /Rangers,, quartet of vocalists
bacla>d by an instrumental fopr of
guitar, fiddle, accordion and string
ba.ss, are back for their first regular
assignment since war service broke
them up. They're the backbone of

,

the show, and could almost carry

'

it

by Irene Hubbard

Hirer's

"Miss

matically presenting the. story; of the

New Code

Campbell River bush blaze on the
Coast when over 2,000 men, includ-

lic

&

commercially-sponsored
in
show
Canada. On tee-oflf of second season.

Sullivan-Fred

was

boff

comedy

in

the.

1

Wit.' LOU CLAYTON
DNITJRD BEXAI.L DRUa CO.

p.m., KST.
Time for Keeps"
"It HnpiK'ncil In Brooklyn'

NAB

pointing to further NAB resolutions
damning the report as illegal and
Majority of NAB
unconstitutional.

meetings have already gone
on record to this effect.

district

i

best

pulled not only a sock job in
but made a contribution to

American literature
Workshop adaptation

GORDON N. DAY
AoyenTisiNC. service
14S E. Sa Sl., N*w York CItyi PI. 3-3M0
120 Boyltlon Sii, Voitoa, HAN - 9343

IN

through
its
Saturday

last

(12) of Gertrude Stein's GI conversation piece, "Brewsie and Willis."
For once. Miss Stein's prose was
handled with respect, and not with

Savo, fresh out of the hospital "with a leg amputation, gave the
a big send off on Chesterfield Supper Club. 'Vox Pop devoted
week's show to handicapped vets, while Fred Waring, Breakfast Club, Professor Quiz, and We, the People used specially prepared
stories and interview announcements.
At the same time, the 750 stations carrying the "Here's to 'Veteraps"
VA-sponsored transcription series broadcast special tie-in spots. U. S.
Army also provided spots in its present series, "This Day," heard on 60
stations.
Bulova Watch included the slogan, "Hire the handicapped; it's
good business," on all "its time check announcements throughout the
'
country.
\

'

,

First production of the recently formed documentary unit in CBS' public
is skedded to be a study of the German question with,
airing tentatively set for early November. Running as a one-time program over a 60-minute period, the German documentary will precede a
series of two on juvenile d'elinquericy which are slated for broadcast Nov.
19 and 26.
Project is being mapped under close supervision of Ed Murrow, CBS
veepee, who is of the opinion that Germany is the key to the European
and world situations with all otlier questions discu.ssed at the Paris Peace
Conference relatively unimportant. Format for the programs is currently
being hammered out by Robert Heller, director of the. documentary unit.

—

THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKET

affairs division

WQXR,

N^ y. has scheduled three concerts of its enlarged symphony
Hunter College, Oct. 20, Nov. 17 and Dec. 15, to bring together
Advisory Committee, which was formed early this

orchestra

-at

members

of the

WQXR

year of 4,500 listeners who advise the station on programs.
Committee, first of its kind to be formed by a radio station, came about
as response to a questionnaire sent out last September to 12,000 subscribers
to WQXR's monthly booklet, picked at random.
Leon Barzin will conduct the concerts, to be broadcast from 9.05 to 10 p.m.

Sam Goldwyn is offering $500 in prizes on a script-writing contest for
vets connected with the Ajnerican Theatre Wing Workshop radio-writing
Prizes of $300, $150 and $50 will be awarded best three 15-Wiinute
scripts turned in by Dec. 4 on subject "The Best Years of pur Lives," with
best one to be done on air over
N. Y., Dec. 18. Judges will ha
classes.

WNEW,

Robert Shei'wood, Mackinlay Kantor and a third
Workshop.

to

be appointed by the

NAB

Do You Need

Webs-Politics
;

Continued from page 28

a

;

.

also be entitled to three periods for

Rehearsal Hall?

every segment given the Democrats,

ALP

FM-NAB

the time being. Number of exclusively
operators is diminishing
rather than increasing, as FCC continues to process
applications,

FM

FM

profitable.

Although

.

FCC

FCC

While waiting for the

—

5.

and Liberals.

FOR YOUR BAND
to

RADIO PROGRAM
LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION
We have available a large ballroom

de-

the question, here is how
has solved the problem. Station's attorneys interpret the FCC
regulations about fairness in political broadcasting to refer to "candidates" rather than parties. WNEW,
therefore, gives each candidate equal
time— regardless of how many parties support that candidate. That
means the candidate who has support from three parties (as in the
case of former Gov. Herbert Lehman, who is on the ballot for the
Democrats, ALP and Liberals) gets
one broadcast; against one for the
Republican candidate, one for the
Socialuiit candidate, etc.

WNEW

ponding AM stations most of them
for
"daytime"
operation
only
looking toward the simultaneous operation of both AM-FM outlets for

comes

.

cide

Continued from page 29

with more and more bidders applying for standard broadcast transmithu- ters to tide, them over until FM be-

smart-alecky, tongue-in-cheek
Result was proof of what the
more discerning literary critics have
said about Miss Stein's prose right
along that it's- written for the ear.

mor.

If Miller's past two speeches before the New York Rotary Club and
more recently at the American
Legion in San Francisco are any
indication of what's ahead for Chicago, FCC staffers in attendance at
take
better
convention- had
the
cover. Miller is expected to deliver
another body blow to the Blue Book
"Broadaddress:
keynote
his
in
(23)
casting An Opportunity A Challenge."
The same FCC report will undoubtedly come in for another going-over at a panel discussion, later
on the same day. The often raised
subject, "Do We Have Freedom of
Speech in the U. S." will be hasshed
over again with Ed Kobak, Mutual
Speakers will
pres., as moderator.
vice-president A. D. (Jess)
be
WiUard on., bqhal^, of radio; Byron
Price, vice-president of the Motion
Picture Assn., speaking for the film
industrjirand John S. Knight, president, American Society of Newspaper Editors, for the press.

—

"Tills

radio,

rumored behind

ABC-owned-and-operated stations,
'Uown With FCC
FCC's Blue Book will come in for
a heavy lambasting, with all sighs

Nice running gag with "an allIrving Berlin song program" by
Hildegarde, resulting In David ApolIon and Tito Guizar doing Russe and
Latin numbers, not by Berlin although the latter, doing a guester on
the same program, got plenty of
plugging.
Basil
Rathbone
also
guested this past Sunday.
Show
coming along in fine style ... Jinx
Falkenburg's OK interview of columnist Earl Wilson on her breakfast frolic. That wire recorder is a
great break for the stay-up kiddies.

CBS

also

trated this goal, though several of
the web's top execs are expected to
meet in behalf of
attend the

:

FrMny—
— CBS—9:30

is

(13).

Jimmy

campaign

NAB
ABC

low," etc.
It

which wound up Sunday

its entire last

efforts of Miller to get all broadcast
tent. To date,
groups under the
network has frushowever, the

Wakeman

The G & S tunes
provided the springboard for something akin to a musicomedy version
of Wakeman's "Hucksters" in which
Tony Martin, guesting on the show,
bemoaned his inability to land a fall
sponsor; Allen- himself knocking off
a "Petritlo" switcheroo on /'Titwil-

Fortysix top network shows devoted spots and interviews to publicize
President Truman's campaign to aid tlie handicapped in getting employment, in course of "National Employ the Physically Handicapped Week,"

Desire for a united industry front

on the Code

Allen tradition, a worthy companion
piece to last season's "Brooklyn
Pinafore."

IU-(i-M

Workers-WHKC

NAB

Gilbert
collaboration.

CO..

(Harry E. Foster)
Going over the 53 stations of the
Dominion and French language networks of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., the Northern Electric program has the largest coverage ofany

in the

FCC's decision

.

Radio's still embryonic season got
its top bit of buffoonery last Sunday
With Charles Jordan, John Drainie, (13) when Fred Allen, compensating
Paul Scherman's orch; Alan Mc- for a so-so-premiere on the previous
Kce, announcer
Sabbath, kicked around a topicallyWriter: H. Ernest Foster
slanted version of "The Mikado"
Producer: Gordon Forsyth
which had all the overtones of a

NORTHERN ELECTRIC

as resiuU .of

United Automobile

ing police detachments, bulldozer case in June, 1945: which resulted
operators, and the crews', of two
Code proviin knocking out
British destroyers off-shore fought'
against sale Of time to memthe blaze for days and nights and sions
of time for
finally conquered, but not till over bersship groups and sale
100' square mileS' lay desolate. This controversial discussions.

NORTHGKN ELECTRIC HOUR

CJBC-CBC

Inside Stutf-Radio

Exhaustive audience analysis is currently being finished by Pulse, research group, for N. Y. indie WOV. Information is being compiled from
the results of an eight-month mail pull on the station's 1280 Club, Fred
Bobbins disk jock spot, and has been cross-analyzed from 25,000 inpossible bit of information which could be reLamoht Jofmson, Paul Dubov, Meg dividual cards for every
Wiley^ Dick Mamilton and Sam Liff q'inred by a sponsor. Use of mail pull to determine a program's audience
did top work in the cast* and Robert is not new, but such dope as percentage of audience ih each age group and
W. Stringer's music was in harmony in each income bracket, its sex distribution and number of telephones, and
with the whole production^
all of it actual rather than estimated information, is, a new twist in an
industry crowd'ed with gimmicks.
In information compiled by Pulse, station people received a couple
of surprises. For instance, they found that the disk show's audience is
not composed mainly of bobbysoxers as they originally thought, but tliat
of
each 1,000 listeners 510 are in the 21-34 age group, while only 350 are
Continued from page CT,
in the swoon section between 16 and 20. At prevailing time EStes sponsors
Code completely and start anew, it pay $2 per 1,000 homes for each 15 minute segment in the six-a-week
exbe
can
This
understood.
broadcasts,
which breaks down to an actual 56 cents per 1,000 listeners.
is
plained by fact that the present Among otlier sundry items, average age of listeners comes out to 23 years,
standards of practice are just a re- eight months. Survey also: showed that 57.8% of the listeners had teleworking of the former NAB Code. phones, while greater New York only figures out to about 32%. Strength
And the old Code is in bad odor of this particular survey, according to Weil, lies In its exactness.
with some broadcasters and the pub-

Followup Comment:

Mon., 8 p.m.

not

it's

thi
only

beautiful poetry but meaningful.
Radiowise, the show resulted in
the way around, from
all
adapter Jean Cuff to director RichJohn Bea), Jerry
ard Sanville.
Laws, Johnny Sylvester, Jan Minor,

The Rhythm Riders ensem- had every element of drama, thanks
alone.
ble makes it a close race, however, to the writing and presentation.
and the rest of the rosted acids
Second halt had orch back for
plenty of variety, yodeling and I'un Kreisler's
"Chinese
Tambourine,"
to the show.
and the first commercial was a short
This opening night show possibly and pithy institutional.
Then Jorshowed a bit of tightness from the dan and the orchestra came back
strain of trying to push across the for "If You Were the Only Girl,"
Roster is also short of climaxing with "Artist's Life." Signfirst edition.
femme,,. talent, which has always off product plug was short and conbeen a problem with the Bureau. cise.
On thfe wholCi the hour airing went
That's the simple formula but its
over with a bang and plenty of execution, particularly in pacing and
salutes from the patrons, as it has shrewd choice of the entire program
right down the decade.
personnel, makes the offering an
Sponsor's have been an in-andMcStay.
overall success.
out matter for the Follies, and this
one begins with '4- Way Cold Tablets
which also had the opening quarter
hour of last year's show. A sponsor
is being angled for the rest of the
show, but sponsor or no the BC I
-» 4 » 4
--^.v
;
.Follies roll on.
Quin.

30 Mins.;

Stein,"

intelli-

as

bows

,

thunderous applause of the CBC
visual audience (concert studio capacity 650) undoubtedly reflected the
general approval of radio listeners
to a topflight light classics program.
There's no change to last season's
format,

don«

heard, as

gently

prodding

and

lack of spectrum space in the top
markets has stepped up the number
o£ applications for comnriunity-type
FM operation in recent months, they
still account for less than
10% of
the 728
stations authorized up
to this time. As of Oct. 1, approximately 70 community-type
stations had been approved at FCC.
A similar wrap-up on the equipment, engineering and station man-

^

•

RECORDING

•

MOTION PICTURES

— Monday

to Friday morningi and

afternoons.

STAGE 36x12
WITH FULL ECPUIPMENT
REASONABLE RATES
CONVENIENT LOCATION

PAone SU. 7-3000. Banquet
Deparfwent

RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL
253 WEST 73RD STREET
NEAR BROADWAY, NEW YORK

•

RECORDING

•

MUTIO.N PICTURES

FM

FM

agement and

FM

"pronfiotion phases of
be presented at the con-

will

Monday panel

vention's

discussion.

Other speakers will include: T. A.
M. Craven, veepee of Cowles organization oh "FM Station Engineering;"
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, prexy. General
Electric, on "FM Transmitter and
Receiver Status;", Lester H. Nafzger,
manager, FM .station- WELD, Columbus, O., on "FM Station Prbmotiorl
and Program Sources;" Damm, on
"General Management;'' and Robert

CINEMART

NAB-FM

.

T. Bartley, director,
Dept.
on "NAB-FM Dept. Activities."
The
session will be followed
at 3 p.m. by an.
annual mem-

FM

FMBI

bership meeting, which will vote, on.
whether to continue FMBI's present
merger with NAB.s..If the vote is

JOHN BUIR &
1^

affirmative,
FMBI will

CO.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

as

is

':

\'-

:

•

•

•

offers yoU

'

suited to your convenienct

One of the lartest studios

in

.

5

Higlily ex|ieritnc«d t«chnical stiiff

^

Phone us today: PLaza 3-9172

CINEMART

101 Park Avenue

•

|

^

New York

Faster service and deliveries

expected here,
out of existence.

pass
Similar panel on status of facsimile
broadcasting will Open at 4 p.m.,
„
Monday.

• Hours

'

New York

»

17, H. Y.
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RADIO

WFVL Takes to Air In
HUDNUT BUYS SABLON
Bid to Lure Vacationists
FOR CBS, SAT. NIGHT
Hollywood, Fla., Oct. 15,
Jean Sablon has been bought by
Hollywood's: brand new one and
lludnut for DuBarry face
only station WFVL went on the air
powder starting Nov, 9^ Sablpn goe$ today
(Tues.) with avowed aim of
for
evening
7:15
Saturday
at
on CBS
plugging the city's vacation possi15 minutes.
bilities in competition with nearby
Sablon has been sustaining on CBS Miami Beach. Station is headed
by
Original purchase Jonas
for five weeks.
Weiland,
president,
with
weekly.
web
was
$1,000
price to the
Mayor and city attorney among the
Sablon
.accompany
hasn't
Band to
stockholders.
WFVL
will operate
This
deal
was
yet.
made
been set
additional studios in Miami. Station
through Kenyon & Eckhardt with is authorized to operate
on 940 kc
George
Goodman.
agent Martin
band, with 1 kw power and is alFrazier is scripter.
ready battling with WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale, which has protested to FCC
Kit-hard

.

Sylvan Levin's Triple

WOR-MBS

Play Set on
Triple'-play stint has

been

against the similarity of call letters
of the Hollywood station, less than
20 miles distant from its' own studios.

set for

Sylvan Levin, WOR-Mutual's music
director, this month. Condr-tor has

been skedded
Stromberg, Jr.

for

the

new

Hunt

"Scout About Town"

P&G Ups
Procter

McElroy

Cincinnati, Oct. 15.
directors at

&

Gamble

their annual meeting here last week
show Thursday nights at 10:1S, beard elevated Neil H. McKlroy to veepee
in N. Y. In addition, he takes over and general manager of the comas writer as veil as conductor for pany, which is radio's biggest time
the Jim Ameche "Love Story The- buyer.
He also
atre" airer due Oct. 25.
McElroy, a Harvard grad, joined
will serve as conductor and com- the soap firm in '25 at the age of 21
mentator on "Symphonic Notes," and became manager of the promowhich replaces "Let's Go to the tion department in '29.
Opera" Oct. 27.
"Symphonic Notes," which will
have soloists from time to time, will
Hits
have the angle of featuring one
composer each week, first playing a
Gontinued from page 31
familiar work, then following with
a rarely beard selection by the com- Florida. HiS' gem occurred in Boston
First program, for instance, when he advanced to first base on a
poser.
will perform the well-known "Romeo clean single the Boston right fielder,
and Juliet" overture of Tchaikovsky, Culberson, -who at the time was
seldomrplayed sitting on the bench. His reference
followed
by
his
to Dominick DiMaggio as the "eld"Hamlet."
.'

•

,

,

No

Cloistered Scripters
The Univ. of Colorado is looking
for a professional radio writer who
will take up residence at the university

to turn out scripts.

BMB

I

lisas Continued (lom pace

CBC

Cutting

41

Programming Funds

jas^

3J

got together on the same goal, but
from different motives, and won out.
ABC and Mutual insistence on a
fresh survey in 1947 was based on
the fact that both these nets are in
process of expanding the number of
their affiliates more than the two
other webs are. Since their new affiliates don't show up as such in this
year's survey, they ate of course
eager to have the second census
taken as soon as possible; and 1947
suits them better than 1948.
NBC wants the survey taken in
1948 because it wants the basis of
the survey changed. It feels that
if the survey is taken in 1947, there
won't be enough time to win out on
that change.
The present basis is
on "what station or stations have
you listened to in the last Week?"
NBC would like the question to
read: "What station or stations do
you listen to most?" NBC feels the
latter question would favor it, since
more people listen to its top comedy
shows more often. On the other
hand, NBC feels, the "one a week"
formula favors CBS. It's precisely
for that same reason, however, that
CBS favors the present form of
questioning.
This fight may yet come up at the
convention, but very likely the board
decision on the formula wiU remain
in force. However,
enters the
convention with top execs definitely
on the defensive, and further upsets
may take place in Chicago. It is
even possible that some of the present leadership may be changed or at
least forbidden. to make scapegoats
out of subordinates and ordered to
take
responsibility
for
clear-cut

BMB

In Economy Move Comes

As Surprise

Montreal, Oct. 15.
money to be spent on programs dur-Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has ing the next 12 months would be, "a
decided to grab, the bull by the horns little less" than spent for the same
in

a

move

down

to cut;

purpose
he said.

operating

and from now on, CBC
funds earmarked for
program and will scrutinize all expenditures, large and Small, A. D.
expenses,

Ounton, CBC chairman, told
Friday (11).

"Maybe

last year.

a

5%

cut,"

"It will mean that we will not
be able to engage some of the artists

will decrease

whom we would

Dun-

like to have,"

Economy drive

ton said.
restricted

Vxii iet i

will not be
programming, Dunton

to

but will reach into everybranch of CBC, including engineer-

said,

and administrative.

ing

Dunton said that cutting down on
spending wherever possible was essential to try and maintain some
closer balance between expenditures
and receipts. It's estimated that CBC

HC: was

— .xious

also

stress,

to

however, that in no way would CBC
policy be changed, and the type
of programs would stay the same.
"The reason we must try to .save

was currently Gversp'ending its allocated funds by about $78,000 with
receipts being $6,132,263 and expenditure $6,210,689.
Dunton's announcement comes as
a surprise, since it was proposed to
Parliament recently that CBC embark on a $2,000,000 expansion program. Dunton explained this, claiming that the expansion .program
would not be affected by the econ»
omy wave, since the costs involved
are classed as capital expenditure.

Dunton

obvious,"

is

said.

—

"Our

total

revenue from licenses
our chief
source of income
has been a little
bit less during the past three years.
Meanwhile, our operating ccsts have
risen. Costs, of producing individual
programs, particularly, have risen
very sharply, in recent years. Costs
of materials have also gone up."

—

-

Dunton urged the Parliamentary
Committee ..sitting recently
that all revenue from licGn.se fee.s go
to CBC. Up until now the Depart,
ment of Transport which issues receiver licenses retained 50c. of the
$2.50 fee for administrative purposes.
Radio

"We must start- to lay out our
plan$ for the year ahead," Dunton
said, "and it is apparent that we
must take some steps to cut down

Dunton's

proposal if implemented
would net CBC an additional $300,«.
000 yearly. The committee recommended Dunton's plan to the House
though no action has as yet been
taken.

our expense of operation."

What actual savings will be involved in the immediate retrenchment on. spending Dunton could not
estimate, but he did say that the

:

policy.

ball-playing
est"
of
the
three
brothers jerked more eyebrows than
the DuBarry beauty schools.
When you could hear and understand McDonald he was talking
about such fantastic things a&. Musial
flying out to Slaughter, his own team
mate, or describing, twice in one
game, batters being thrown out on
close plays after hitting foul balls.

Feltis

Statement

The

Feltis statement in fail, as isafter the meeting of last
(8) read:
"BMB will reiterate at the

sued

Wednesday

^

,

NAB

convention:

That the discussion of proposed uses of the terms is not to be
construed as BMB endorsement Of
"1.

As college jobs go, this is unusual.
Usually they're on the prowl, not for
The
writers, but for instructors.
Chief beef about Chandler's boy,
U. of Col. has been on the air for however, was his apparent lack of
some years through stations in Den- interest in the proceedings and his

these uses.

"2; That BMB audience and ABC's
circulation are not comparable in
space media and latest technical reand t)irough its affiliation being impossible to understand on search in the same terms and no one
yardstick is applicable to both mewith the Bocky Mountain Radio mumblings
least
asides at
and
dia.
Council.
they sounded like asides. A Broad"3. That
those who propose to
.,

ver, etc.,

—

-

way wag accused McDonald

of try-

evaluate stations in terms of present
cost-per-thousand
BMB must be

ing to muscle in on Ralph Slater's
racket^you know, the hypnotist
Chicago, Oct. 15.
who defies you to stay awake.
Carl Wester-General Mills agency
Radio, it's conceded, should never
this week announced cancellation ol have allowed itself to look so bad
"Guiding Light" quarter-hour soap handling this greatest of sports atopera, the lead-off tjj^rtion of its tractions. The broadcasts should also
General Mills hour over NtiC from be of the World Series calibre. Ra1 and 2 p. m. five times weekly.
dio, now
by radio is meant the
Cancellation is effective Nov. 29 sponsor and network, should have
With "Light of the World," a Biblical insisted on the right to name the
sequence out of New York to be announcers. Judge for yoUrsalf how
receptive the audience must have
replacement.
been to the commercials when apparently most listeners were gnashing
their choppers over the foul balls
and errors the boys kicked in on the
play-by-play.

BOUSE 'GUIDING LIGHT'

aware

of certain false and dangerous
conclusions.
"4.

That

BMB

audience informa-

tion calls for continued experimentation and testing by advertisers, agencies and broadcasters- to determine
valid uses.
"5. That BMB data and material
cannot be used as a substitute for
any other forms of existing radio
research material."

FCC

CfXpCtience

Line

Due

for

NAB

the raw material frorn

. » ,

which "know-how"

Multiple Licensing

is

refined.

Twenty-six

years of experience in the entertainment

Gripe
and public

Question being asked everywhere
Washington, Oct. 15.
"What was the matter with Red
FCC's multiple licensing of staBarber, Connie Desmond, Mel Allen, tions in small markets is sure fo
(New come up in behind-the-scenes disRuss Hodges, Bill Slater
York); Byrum Saam (Philadelphia); cussions at the NAB convention next
Waite week, according to feeling here.
Harry Heilman (Detroit)
Hoyt (Cincinnati) ; Jack Graney Some broadcasters are expected to
(Cleveland); Dean, France Laux, push proposals to limit the number
Johnny O'Hara and others from St. of stations in any one area without
Louis?"
Riving FCC authority over their acCorum Ohay
counts or rate of return.
NAB has already taken the official
Third member of the Series miko
crew. Bill Corum, did okay, most stand that it is none of the FCC's
listeners agreed. Tough break on his business how many ^stations a town
contribs, though, is fact that he came has, and that a little more private
on for roundup right after the games, competition is better than more
is,

earned for

service field has

yN\N]—first

radio station in the nation—

acknowledged leadership in Detroit.
Highlighting the brilliant career of

;

is

an impressive record of
most

demonstrated

recently

transmission of the

"firsts"

first

.

.

WWJ
<

the

in

radio-telephone

news-story coverage in cooperation with

The Detroit News.

Scheduled for November

'

by which time most

#

It

looks complex but

the ropes

it's

simple.

Company men know
know

if

you know

Weed and

ihte

ropes and

the people.

didn't have to
infer that radio didn't know what
that was only
it was talking about

—

Ask

WEED

AXD COMPANY
(RADIO

STATION REPRESEHTATIVES
Mtw Yirk • tistU • CMeifi • AtlaMi

•

Sw

Fnneisqt

had been Government

They

newspapers."

too plain to too

'Dttriit

sets

clicked off as fans rushed out to buy
sports extras.
That's what made it doubly tough
from the industry viewpoint. Newspapers all over the land enjoyed
radio's di.scomfiture, wrote gleefully
about the numerous protests and invariably followed up with advice
that "to find out what's going on in
sports or anything else read your

•

Hollywawl

many

listeners.

radio.

in

15th

However,

NAB

Willard,
veepee, has invited the industry to unload gripes
on this subject during the business
meetings.

Jes.s

is

via

Detroit's

first

WWDT,

television broadcast

associate station. It is

wonder, then, that advertisers'

*

are for Detroit's

first

first

station

no

thoughts
.

.

.

WWJ.

Poorer But Wiser
Pittsburgh,

Oct.

1.").

Johnny Kirby, local radio singing
star,

has

returned

to

Pittsburgh

WBBM

again, having left
in Chicago
when flock of commercials he- had
been promised there didn't materialize.

and Mutual, the NaKirby gave up several bankrolled
tional and American Leagues. And .shows here to go on staff of CBS
Happy Chandler?
outlet in Ghi. So far he has only
snagged one of his former show.s.
WSM, INC.
IT'S
Gillette

-

'950 KILOCYCLES

NOW

Nashville,

Oct,

15.

The National Life and Accident
here,
Insurance Co., owner of
has reorganized its corporate .setup,
with FCC permission, and the sta-

WSM

now owned by
WSM, Inc. Edwin W.
tion

is

of the insurance outfit,
deni; of the

new

corfi.

a,

new

firm,

Craig, proxy
also presi*

is

FCC COASTEE EXITS
Hollywood, Oct.

/5OOO WATTS
1,^.

After serving as regional attorney
for the FCC Commission for four
years, John P. Hearne resigned this
week.
He will open his o\}in law

A M t R C A' S P 0 N £ E
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practice in

San Francisco, whore he

had been headquartering while serving the Coast area;
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Vejnegday," October 16, 1946

Said the writer to the publisher

(I

manager

(I

Said the publisher to the professional

manager

Said the professional

to the plugger

(I

LOVE YOU)
LOVE YOU)
LOVE YOU)

Said the plugger to the band leader

(I

LOVE YOU)

Said the plugger to the record exec

(I

LOVE YOU)

Said the plugger to the transcription exec

(1

LOVE YOU)

Said the plugger to the movie exec

(I

LOVE YOU)

To the publisher^ sdy the writer, the band leador,
the record ex«C/ the ffranscription exeC/ the movie exec,'
the iiik« box op, the music deoler (i LOVE YOU)

Licenitd

«xclu>ively

through

BMI

Duehess
MUSIC CORP.
RADIO CITY
Sole Selling Agent

lEEOS MUSIC CORPORATION

fOR
FOR
fOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

SCNTMiNTAI.
SENTIMENTAL
SENTIMENTAL
SENTIMENTAL
SENTIMENTAL
SENTIMENTAL

REASONS
REASONS
REASONS
REASONS
REASONS
REASONS
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NEW AFM SCALE SOCKS DISKERS
State Fair, Dallas,

May Return

RecordlOOG
Dallas, Oct. 15.

for 16

T.D.

Hi

-t-

Dorsey, whose orch is
Fair, stands
claying iiere at the State
himself by as much as
tc enrich
more than two
$100,000 for slightly

Tommv

TVceks'

work.

.

,

,

Dorsey's deal at the Fair calls for
guarantee against 60% of
8 $6(1,000
beginning
the gross for the stretch
Oct 5 and ending next Sunday (20).
he's
it stands now, it's claimed,
jlready assured of $75,000 on the
percentage deal and can go as high
by the end of the run.
a.s $100,000
After finishing here, Oorsey leaves

cn

six

weeks of conceit ^work and

thereafter hies himself to N. Y. to
board li pliane for Rio de Janeiro,
He intends to stay in South America

two to three months, and possibly
longer. Reports are that he's breaking up his band because of squabble
with Music Corp. of America.
:

Though

MCA'* V»g»ry

Tommy

Dorsey

is

said to

be disbanding his orchestra following his six-week run of concert
dates,

New

MCA's

York

office

have had no official notiOnly date It has been busy
fication.
lining up for Dorsey is a Xmas
claims to

'

booking at the Capitol theatre, N. Y.
It's now said to be only a matter of
setting the film that the hand will be
coupled with during that period.
Whether Dorsey intends fulfilling
the booking isn't disclosed.

Straeter

Still

Delayed

Fmn,

B. F.

Wood

Jack Robbins is in Boston, closing
details for the $75,000 buy of the
old B. F. Wood music publishing
house. It marks the second J. J.
Robbins St. Sons acquisition In as
many weeks. A fortnight ago he
took over Hamilton S. Gordon, Inc.,
A New York standard and sacred
music house. Wood Is likewise «
standard publisher, the fourth largest
in that category.
Since selling out his 26% interest
in Robbins Music Corp. to Metro for

AFM

AFM

handle a legal claim against
O'Connor claims consider-

to

Whitman

at a dinner
hotel, Camden,

at

Waring and O'.Gonnor have not
been together for approximately, a
year.
During this time, the two
sought to arrive at a conclusion as
to what is or is not due O'Connor
his efforts in Waring's behalf.
was done through a mutual
friend.
Neither has spoken to the
other since their split, at least in a
business way. It's said that at one
time Waring made O'Connor an of-

for

This

which

in settlement,

fer

later

was

withdrawn.

Costs About $16,000

To Import U^. Bands
For Honolulu Dancery

m

Storey combo renewed at
Bath club, Miami Beach. Fla..
TOr winter
.season then .shifts to tbe
Mayflower hotel, Akron,
Q.. open-

>«g April

7, '47.

lion, etc.

MRS. MARIA

Walt

who attended the ceremonies.
Giannini said that her father, Sij,'nor Ferruccio, n tenor,
was approached by Victor officials following an operatic
performance in AtJfiiitic City
and was asked to make a
waller with the new company.
El'liHlge offered
Fetruccio a blcick of
Flock
the company or $100 in
cash Ferruccio
told them that he
would let the Victor
crowd know
me following day.
Next day he took the 100 bucks.
li,*^"^'*"
ine

starts the string later this month.
In addition there are other costs for
rental of the auditorium, exploita-'

commem-

star

On Orch Survey

over

Waring.

able monies due from his arrangement with the leader, specifically
from the Decca Record contract he
arranged and the NBC. deal, which
started out as a sustainer and is now

KRAMER

IN N.Y. ESTATE SUIT
Max J; Kramer continues

Estate of
to

be a cause for

ing,

Last

widow
erator

much

legal wrangl-

week Mrs. Maria Kramer,

the hotel builder and; opwho amassed a $10,000,000

of

fortune, filed in .N.Y. .Surrogate's
court,
an eight-page unwitnessed

and unattested document which she
the tourt to probate as the
and testament of her husThree other wills have been
with the court. Terms of the
latest will provide Mrs. Kramer with
.sought

last will

band.
filed

a larger slice of the estate.

Her New York

hotels, the Lincoln

and Edison, have long been noted
for their name band policies since
she assumed control of the ho.stelries.
In addition to Mrs. Kramer, a son.
and a bank are also involved in the
estate's legal proceedings.

New York LoAmerican Federation

Agcies. SAeet

Waring

AKM Wins Right

the

Composers, Pubs
Vienna, Oct. 1.
Authorization to collect "royalties
for its members has been finally es(Austrian
tablished for the
Society of Authors, Composers and
Music Publishers), according to a
ruling of the Ministry of Education.
Test case against "Simpl," Vienna
cabaret, has been also settled. Simpl

of

signature

president

siderable internal dissension regarding who will run/
Harry Suber, secretary of i802 oil
the Blue ticket, has already deserted
and intends to run for the presidency as an independent. He will
square off against McCann, representing the Blue; Carmen Fleisig,

who's being put up again by the
Unity group, and Henry Cohen Topper, another independent.
Topper
was a former board member of 802,
but has not been involved

who are non-members of
or face a $200 daily fine plus
four weeks in jail.

posers

AKM)

ASCAP Asks AKM
American Society oiE: Composers,
Authors and Publishers asked 'disSuit Dismissal

:

union

on the board. Charles lucci, who
Meet was attended by Larry Bar- took over from Feinberf as secire,

net, of Music Corp. of America, Joe
Glaser, head of Associated Booking
Corp., who left for the Coast the
next day; Milt Krasny, of General
Artists, who came all the way in
from the latter's Coast office for the
confab; Nat Kalcheim, of the William Morrii; agency, et al.

(Continued on page

%e SPA Move In
MPPA

.

AKM

ops must either immediately abstain
from using music belonging to AKM
(which in practice is all music, as
there are hardly any local com-

in

James C. Petrillo, the huddle sought executive activity since the Blues
to work out with the bandsmen the took office 12 years ago.
McCann's running mate, for v.p.,
answers to a group of problems with
which the union has been wrestling has nof been settled, it's claimed, alfor some time. At the moment, they though it may be Jack Stein, now
remain undisclosed.

To Rep Austrian

$100 LOOKED
SURER THAN STOCK

orating the pres.sing of the billionth
disk by the plant
last night (Monday), Folsom
told a story related
tn him by
Mme. Giannini; operatic

AFM,

Meeting last week in New York
of
the
AFM now wants $50 per each hour betweenbandrepresentatives
agencies and executives
—or $150 for three hours^with the major
American Federation of
the
of
music turned out limited to five
Musicians was for the purpose of
recorded minutes. That flipped the
extending a survey the AFM has
recording men right on their backs,
Johnny O'Connor, longtime permaking of the entire band picr
even though they expected prexy been
Conducted by Bex Riccardi,
sonal manager of Fred Waring, has J. C. Petrillo's demands to be rather lure.
who
had invited the agency men
retained attorney Julian T. Abeles
(Continued on. page 50)
to sit down with him via letters

This settles once for all the difHollywood, Oct. 15.
It's costing Hope McKenzie, pro- ficulties AKM encountered since its
moter of dances at Honolulu's Audi- refoundation in July^ 1945. Simpl
torium, about $16,000 apiece for each and several other cabarets had re<U. S. name' band she will transport fused to pay royalties and AKM
get out of the business and through to Hawaii for three-day dance dates. .sued management. First ruling was
Lewis Dreyer (son of iTving Berlin's In spite of the enormous operational in favor of AKM, second ruling was
Dave Dreyer), a member of Zissu & costs for such a short run, the pro- reversed, judge stating that lower
Marcus law firm, the deal was con- moter figures, on the basis of the court should first determine if laws
summated.
Wood Co. has a low size of the Auditorium and a $2.50 of pre-war days were .still in force.
ASCAP rating, because of its many per admission price, to clear a profit (Pre-war, AKM was stately acknowlPD (public domain) reprints, but of anywhere from $5,000 to $7,500 on edged with right to collect royalties.)
Lower court,': however, then
Bobbins plans accenting the piano each investment,
and choral music phase with an eye
To transport each combination denied this right;
to schoolroom Use.
New ruling of MofE also concerns
from the U. S. to Honolulu and back
authors, publishers and
American
is costing Mrs. McKenzie approximately $8,000. On top of that is composers, as AKM collects here for
VICTOR'S
In latest report of AKM
added' the cost of the band, figured ASCAP.
considerable
amount was put aside
to be about $6,000, although it may
be less for Charlie Barnet, who for shipment to ASCAP.

.Speaking

cal 802 of the

of Musicians promises to live up to'
Lavalle Signs Musicraft
expectations as the hottest scramble
Paul La valle, radio conductor, has
ever staged by candidates lor the
been Inked to a contract by Musitop positions. Already there are four
craft Records, with the proviso that
aspirants for the president's post,
he'll do 10 albums during the comnow held by Richard McCann, Blue
ing year.
Lavalle's first, to go into the cut« ticket jnember, and there is likely
ting room immediately, will be a to be two or three more.
With the death last summer of
combo swing and classic effort, one
of the first times the two types have Jack Rosenberg, bellwether of the
Blue bunch, and the subsequent
been mixed in the same album.
move away from union activity to
General Artists agency by William
Feinbei-g, former Blue secretary, the
latter party is adjudged to be in
poor shape by the rank and file. And
to add to the incumbent party's
woes there is claimed to be con-

O'ComuHT Plans

$500,000, Jack Robbins has been interested in the standard publishing
end of the business, in contrast to
tb
many popular hits with which
^he was identified for more than 30
years in jthe business. As in the Gordon deal, the Wood heirs want to

Philadelphia, Oct. 15,
Prcspects of the recording biz
weren't so hot when Eldridge Johnson and hi.s associates founded the
Victor Talking Machine Co. in the
ws, according to Frank M. Folsom,
executive vice-prexy of RCA-Victor.

Loom As Hot Scramble
Coming.elections at

Chicago, Oct. 15.
executives of the recording

and transcription indu.=;tries were
Straeter, who was supposed
belted right in, the teeth, as they
to take his orchestra into the Bowman Room of the Biltmore-hotel, expected, yesterday (14) when they
met with the executive board of the
N. Y., Sept. 12, still has not opened
there and is not likely 'to do so for a American Federation of Musicians
to learn the letter's demands for a
while. It seems the Biltmore started
new recording wage scale. Meetto redecorate the room dujcing the
summer and in the middle of the ing didn't start, at the Palmer;
House, imtil 4 p. m. due to the fact
deal got hung up on a lack of ma"
that trains carrying
beads got
terials and has not been able to
in Chi
far behind schedule.
finish the job.
coin demands, effective SunMeanwhile, Straeter waits. For a day (20) and retroactive to that date
few weeks he took a spot at the in the event of a dispute over them
Knickerbocker Yacht Club, Port carrying beyond that date, call for
Washington, L. I.
pop record musicians to get $20 per
man per hour increase.
Whereas
the old scale called for $30 .per man
for
during
a three-hour session,
which men could produce 14 actual minutes of recorded music,

commercial.

Robbins Buys 2d

Top

Elections

GlASSIGAl

Ted

Suit Vs.

AFM Prexyship;

4 Aspirants for N. Y,

Days Work

Contract

Syracuse Conflict Hangs

All is quiet on the Songwriterii
Protective Assn. -Music Publishers
Protective Assn. front. Since pubKenton's
lisher members of the MPPA and
others who do not belong to that
Opens at N. Y. Par org last week unanimously rejected
Stan Kenton's orchestra" opened at the proposals Of the SPA for a new
the Paramount theatre, N- .Y,, today contract replacing the current agree(Wednesday) though a^ dispute over ment, no move has been made by
It's probable that the
a contract for his appearance at the either side.
Syracuse Armory tonight has not next maneuver will have to come
from the SPA, since it was the latbeen settled.
Disagreement is over the refusal ter's ideas, embodied in a sample
which
the
publishers
of Syracu.se promoter Dave Salmon contract,
to refuse Kenton a release from his agreed to reject without further
contract in order to play the Para- negotiation, so severe did they think
mount unless he is reimbursed to its terms.
There will be a meeting of the
the tune of $2,500. General Artists,
late this month
which assertedly advised Salmon of board of the
the cancellation three and a half on the subject, but whatever ocweeks ago, refu.ses to pay the amount curs at this confab will result in no

Head As

0?er

He

MPPA

Salmon wants and has been endeav- change

week's rejection of
the propased contract at the Astor
hotel, N. Y.

along with Carlos Gastel.
Kenton's manager, to iron out the
situation ever since.
oring,

Kenton originally was to have
opened at the Par Oct 23, but was
He was
called in a week early.
forced to cancel six other one-nighters in addition to the Syracu.se
agreement, and got out of all others

without incident.

in

last

FOUR STAR RECORDS
BOUGHT BY McCALL
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
New retrenched operation has
been blueprinfed for Four Star Recmeeting of creditors
last week. Richard A. Nelson bowed
ords, following

MELCHIOR 1ST TO DISK

out as major stockholder.
Nel.son,
founder of the outfit, and Jerry Ralston were bought Out by William R.
Hollywood, Oct, 15.
McCall, who had been operating
New M-G-M record label, sub- Four Star Pressing plant on lea.se.
.sidiary of Metro films, became nn Attempt will now be made to foreactuality Saturday
(12)
with the stall
any unfavorable action of
$392,958 claimed due from ASCAP
waxing
of the first four sides for the minor creditors in hope that the
via reciprocal rights arrangements
new label. Laufitz Melchior cut the plattei;y can get out of the hole
with the three outfits, the .French
batch on a sound stage iit within four month.s.
first
and
SACEM.
Aii.strian
Metro's Culver City studios under,
Hamp Mauvvais, of Sunset Radio
STAGMA, German.
ASCAP. although admitting that tile supervision of ,M-G'M recording Center, headed committee that met
under a 1933 contract with the three director Harry -Meyerson. recently with McCall to set up the plan, dehired by the new company from tails of which were furnished all
foreign .societies it had agreed to
Decca.
creditors.
With McCall in a,s'rt'ecollect licen.se fees in this country
Melchior cut "Without a, Song," ment with, major creditors, minor
for them, and had done so, asserted
"Yours Is My Heart's Desire." "For guys, were a.sked to approve plan
that monies due ASCAP from: the
Alone"
an'd
You
"Lenz.".
Melchior
whereby
creditorcommittee will
three for performances in their
areas of U, S/ songs outweighs the was until recently an RCA-Victor supervise all finances of Four Star;
with Donald Pierce as treasurer and
amounts due from ASGAP. ASCAP artist.
Clifford
McDonald
prcxy.
as
claims that neither the French, Ausis
indebtedness
trian nor German groups had rePainting in
$125,000.
Assets amount to $300,000,
mitted monies due.
in taxes,
Hollywood,
,$2.'),G00
15.
Government
owed
Oct.
is
Alien Property Custorlja-n, on the
royalties,
Ru.ss
Morgan,
in
painter and decO' artists are owed $21,000
other hand, claims the royalty due
and J'ack Guttschall, distributor, is
the foreign groups from ASCAP on rator.
Maestro, currently at the Biltmore the other remaining major creditoir
the grounds that it i.s the .rightful
owner regardless of what monies, Bowl, just started a new extra-cur- with tab of $7,000. Firm's former ofbusiness venture General fice building is being sold to .satisfy
are due ASCAP from the use of ricular
Contracting and Paint Co., here.
U.S, songs abroad.
government claims.
missal last week in New York federal court of a suit against it by
three foreign performance rights soAction is by the U.S. Alien
cieties.
Property Cu.stodian and involves

FOR NEW METRO

CO.

AKM

.

,

Company's

Morgan Manner

—

I

'
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British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Knding Oct. 3)

AFM (h-der on Musician Payoff Stymies

London, Oct.

American Federation

Wright
Primrose Hill
Morris
So Would I
Morris
'Ampstead Way
^Strauss-M.
Harvest Moon ...
Laughing on Inside. .. .Connelly
Victoria
To Each His Own
Leeds
Johnny Fedora
.Leeds
Down itK the Valley.
Land Beginning Again. .Fcldman
.Chappell
Aren't You Glad..
Can't Begin Tell You.. Chappell

of Musicianst'

.

has placed wiiat's tantamount to a
ban on the buyup by major or
minor dislt manufacturers of unreleased masters held by tlie late ARA
disk Gompany, which recently folded
on the Coast. Among ARA's assets,
aU of which will probably basput ub

4 Out

9

of
Berlin s
A first on the Hit Parade is
Irving Berlin's four tunes last
Saturday, out of the nine featured. it marks a double first,
being not only four from the
same housie but by one writer,
meaning himself in both in.

for sale to satisfy the defunct company's creditors, are a hefty number
of masters which had not been marketed.
Apparently, the salaries of
musicians who helped malte them
have not been paid.

stances.

unusual^ and
from

To Robbins

was

fourth

the

Paramount

his

Barnet

:

we^,

Own

Outfit

which

a subsidiary of Musicraft, in

Hampton holds

a

;

major piece of

stock.

Sides will be released with no noconcerning Hampton's band,

tation

Pittsburgh, Oct. 15.

They

said.

it's

simply

will

new Harry Warren

Music Co. by the Metro-Robbins
combine. Baker's hop back to Bob-

Hampton

Charlie Barnet and Lionel Hampwill pull an'unusual
of creditors,
fiut it's also nn ton's orchestra
Barnet, curorder with which few, if any, of the stunt for recordings.
manufacturers who might have been rently unattached insofar as a disk'
interested are going to argue. They'll
connection is- concerned, will take
not touch one under the circumover the: helm of Hampton's orchesstances.
tra for the cutting of four sides to
be released by Hamp-Tone Records,

Tosses Tooters for Loss

the shift coinciding with the

launching of the

Orch as

Co.

Murray Baker, who two years ago is a cinch for almost aU tastes.
skipped from professional manager Crosby, backed by John Scott Trotter, sings "Blue Skies," "Cuba," "You
Robbins Music to BurkerVan
at
Keep Coming Back Like a Song,"
Heusen, moved back to Robbins this "Getting Nowhere," "A Serenade to

fitetusicalj

Disk Stunt,

in

Will Baton

Hotel-AFM Strike

.

Baker Returns

list

Pitt

.

By George

Cite

Hotel strike here has ballooned "Charlie Barnet and His Orchestra."
roll at Local 60 of

unemployment

bins as general professional

mana-

an Old-Fashioned Girl,". "Every body
Step," "AU By Myself" and 'I've Got
My Captain Working for Me Now."
He sings them all with uniform mediocrity, but the charm of his personality is still there and, one presumes, sufficient to make the records
The Crosby claque, which
4»it stuff.
refuses to admit that the master
should shower' and change into

moved Bernie Scherer out of
Robbins to the N. Y. helm of Warren Music .while Charles Warren,
brother of the firm's co-owner with
street clothes, rtiight enlighten itself
Metro, handles the Hollywood end.
Setting, up of Warren Music and by comparing Bing's "All by Myself"
Baker's move back to Robbins en- with the Buddy Clark etching on
tailed securing releases from two Columbia. Xatler shades the part^
contracts. Baker had a deal with owner of the Pittcburgh Pirates on
B-VH which still had about six
months to ruS and which called for
a guarantee and a per-copy deal.
Future Beti
B-VH gave him his release. On the
"(I Love You) for Sentimental
Warren phase, he had a prior pub
Reasons" (Leeds), recorded by
lishing arrangement with Edwin H.
King Cole Trio for Capitol; Ella
Morris which Metro is now in the
Fitzgerald, Decca; Dinah Shore,
throes of getting him out of; release
Columbia; Charlie Spivak, RCApayment to Morris by
ger

the
$25,000. Papers are e!x
pelted to be signed this week.
Abe Olman continues as general
manager of the Robbins setup. He's
now on the Coast, being expected
back next week. Incidentally, the
first song by the Warren firm may
not be one of the writer's own.
There is indecision over whether
the initial tune will be "Meet, the

calls for

AFM.

In most cases, they're reluctant to take other jobs since the
ones they have here are long-termers, and, in a few instances, even

Metro of

SPIVAK BACKS PALMER
IN

careers.

Homer Ochsenhirt band, just
getting started at William Penn's
Terrace Room, is out; Dom Trimarkie foursome at Hotel Roosevelt
is on first lay-off in nearly a year
and Hotel Henry has Herman Middleman outfit as well as Dorothy'

FORMING NEW BAND

Charlie Spivak, who started his
career as a maestro with financial
assistance from the late Glenn Mil-

turn providing coin to
is in
Spivak's
another
band.
is behind the new band now
Blues," by Warren and Ted Koehbeing rehearsed by vocalist Jimmy ler, or "Connecticut," by. Hugh Mar
Nesbitt, pianist at Gay Nineties Palmer.
This combo is a rebuilt tin and Ralph Blane.Lounge, idling away. Fort Pitt has job, having been switched from a
Billy Yates' unit waiting for a set- swing
band to a sweet-swing combo
tlement, and Prank Natale's unit at made up of five sax, lour brass and Mpls. Musicians
Pittsburgher is also out of work.
three rhythm.
ler,

launch

money

;

Move Up

In addition. Local 60 members are
losing plenty from cancellation of
dances, banquets and private parties

Financial Ladder; 50c Hike

currently rehearsing
at the Paramount
new
theatre, New York, where Spivak's
which had been booked in abun-. orchestra is working in conjunction
dance for all of the eight local Inns with Bob Hope's "Monsieur Beauhit by the walkout.

Palmer

is

group

the

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
1.

To Each His

i Rumors Are

Own

(Paramount),

(12)

Flying

Away

Z.

South America take

4.

Five Minutes More (9) (Melro.se)

5.

I

6.

If

Guess

I'll

Get Papers

You Were

Blue Skies

8.

Surrender

.9, I

Don't

.Majestic

.

.

.Decca

{

g£l^ta" ke

(9) (Wit'k)

1"^"!

1
}

(3) (C-P). ......

Tex

Coiumbi:
Columbia

^T*"

Benefce. ......... Victor
'

Mills

the Only Girl (6) (Mutual).

.

^j^^^^^l.'^'^^- f':'^^^

Bros.

; .

..>..,.. .Decca

Como

[

'..Victor

Dick Haymes^
^ing Crosby

.

.Decca

.Decca
Benny Goodman. .Columbia
'

(

(Santly-Joy)

(13)

Know Why

Old Buttermilk

(Feist)

(3)

(1)

.

(Burke-VH).

.

. .

Know

(Morris)

.

.

...

....................

Tox Beneke

capitulated.

Perry

.Victor

Kirk

...Decca

Como

Victor

Johnny Mercer.
.Capitol
Johnny Long......... Decca
.

\
(

?f

.

.

.

'^'^

Vaughn Monroe.

.. ..

^
.Victor

until

Milkes

If concerts are booked into the
smaller. Lyceum,
legit
roadshow
house, promoters will have to hire
eight stand-bys. The union has set
19 and 11 stand-bys for Radio City
and Orpheum theatres, respectively.

.Perry Como. ........ .Victor

............. ....

the union deliver the
Stage hands' union nad

move Robinson's equip-

ment onto the stage

'

.f

Who'Told You That Lie (Stevens)

,

Louis Jordan ....... .Decca

( Andy

.

Garden In Rain (Melrose)

stand-rbys

musicians.
refused to

Temptation (Robbins)
My Sugar Is So Refined (Criterion)
Shanty in Old Shanty Town (Witmark).;..

Coffee Song (Valiant)

Minneapolis local of American
Federation of Musicians has jacked
up hour scale for night and supper
dubs 50c an hour, starting this week.
For three local supper clubs classified "A," in the Hotel Nicollet, Curtis hotel and the Hotel Radisson,
scale goes from $2.50 to $3 an hour.
Scale at other spots rises to $2.50.
Current contracts are being honored in all instances, George Murk,
union business agent, said. In justifying demand for boost, Murk points
out that living costs have advanced
substantially and that many musicians work only 25 hours a week.
Murk gave local concert impresarios a headache by decreeing that
talent utilizing music and playing
the municipal auditorium must hire
house minimum of 15 musicians.
This means, for example, if a singer
with an accompanist is booked, 14

MMkes made

Coming Up

Choo Choo Ch' Boogie (Rytvoc)
I

15.

.

.

,

Minneapolis, Oct.

must be used.
Performance of - Bill Robinson's
troupe was held up 40 minutes at the
A,'
i T,?"'^ S?,""*
•/'^l"''
Auditorium until C. C, Milkes, Min( Woody Herman... .Columbia
Tommy Dorsey
Victor neapolis promoter, agreed to hire 12
stand-by musicians at a cost of
( Kay Kyser ....
Columbia
$163.60 to augment the show's three.
.Vfctor
\ Connee Bos>S'elL

(Berlin)

(2)

(

10.

...

j

)

7.

:

I Ink Spots ...... ....

(Oxford>

(3)

It

Eddy Howard

I

Margaret Griffin Due

Frank Sinatra /...Columbia
London, Oct. 9.
.Capltpi
Margaret Griffin, secretary and
Linger In My Arms (Bourne) .............. \ f'^SSy Lee
Louis Armstrong
Victor director of Noel Gay Music Co.,
My Heart Belongs To Daddy (Chappell).
Shaw-Kallen
..Musicraft leaves for New York next week for
.Coluttibia a vacash with her husband, a LonI Frank Sinatra
Things We Did Last Summer (Morris)..
Victor don physician. She'll also attend to
\ Vaughn Monroe ...
Woodchuck Song (Jewell) .......... ...... Tex Beneke ........ .Victor a few business deals for the firm.
Noel Gay publishes the current
Frank
Marry
(Berlin)
................
Sinatra
....Columbia
Girl That I
.

.

,

(

.

:

:

More Than You Know

(Miller)...

Begin the Beguine (Harms)
'

.

......1. .....

For sentimental Reasons (L.eds)

.

Perry Como
Frank Sinatra

Victor; Eddy Howard, Majestic;
Fran Warren, Cosmo.
"Zip-a-Dee-Do-Dah" (SantlyJoy ), recorded by Sammy Kaye,
RCA - Victor; Guy LombardoConnee Boswell. Decca; Modernaires, Columbia; George Ol-^
sen. Majestic; Billy May, Capitol;
Tony Pastor, Cosmo; Orrin
From Walt
Tucker, Musicraft.
Disney "Song of South" score,

"Sooner Or Later" (SantlyJoy)
Sammy Kaye, Victor;
Dinah Shore, Columbia; Les
Brown, Columbia; Merry Macs,

from Some-

Harris

(Bruns-

— Rudy

Vallee

(Victor),

"I'm Learning to Speak Eng-.
lish"— Carlos Molina (Capitol).
"Blue Again"
Louis Arm«trong (Okeh).
"Ten Cents a Dancfe"—Ruth
Etting (Columbia).

—

play.

It's

a pleasant, danceable job

and Dee Parker sings it
Reverse is "The Whole

My

Singing

Song."

enough

larity is

just right.

World

Tune's

in itself to

is

popu-

make

this

face catch on, Boh Carroll handles
the chirpsichore.

:

Vaughn Monroe's "The Things Wa
Did Last Summer" and "More Now
Than Ever'' just arrived from Victor and, personally, we wish they
hadn't.
But this department is a

"More

ularity.

do

all

Now Than

right too.

comes two crack

/

Ever" wiU

Also from Victor
sides for coin ma-

Sammy

Kaye's "Zip-a-DeeDoo-Dah" and "Sooner Or Later,"
from the new Disney cartoon, "Song
of the South."

Louis Jordan's

"Ain't

That Just

Like a, Woman?" and ''If It's Love
You Want, Babyi That^s Me" (Decca)
do

jukes.

—

brisk business on the
are typical Jordan jobs

a

They

^smooth, bouncy in tempo, and
As for the tunes, they're
"Getting Nowhere" is a pretty catchy in wordage. There doesn't
little thing that may develop into a seem to be much to choose between
them,
but "If It's LoveP' should have
tremendous item on the jukes. The
remaining two sides in the album a little edge on the boxes. It goes
are "A Couple of Song and Dance

Men," by Bing and Fred Astaire, and
"Puttin' On the Ritz," by Astaire.
"Song and Dance Men" has its obvious appeal and should be a click
with jukes, joeksj and by-the-flreside
spinners.
"Ritz" is good Astaire,
which adds up to the fact that it
packs his own kind of inarticulate
charm. With all its flaws, the "Blue
Skies" album is going to be a big
seller.

Spike Jones and his Other Orchestra (dig that "Other") couples
"Lassus Trombone" and "Minka" on
a new Victor. "Lassus" is a concerto-sort-of-thing featuring Eddie
Kusby on the plumbing, and "Minka"
highlights George Rock's trumpet in
a
Paramount-Publix
production.
There doesn't seem to be much reason why Victor put out these faces.
Not that they're bad, but simply that
any number of other bands do this
sort of thing a good deal better than.
Jones does. As a novelty band, he
is immensely funny (and a lot more
satirical than generally suspected),
but he's just ordinary when it comes
to straight music. Kusby and Rock
perform acceptably, but they're facing stiff competish. Rock, to wit, has
to stand comparison with a man like
Billy
Butterfleld
("Stardust"
on
Capitol) and he just can't keep the
pace. ,

Best Bets of the Week
Rhythm—"Apache Serenade"
(Jimmy Dorsey).

—

Ballad "Love Doesn't Grow
on Trees" (Connee Boswell).
Hot—"If It's Love You Want,
Baby; That's Me" (Louis Jor^
dan), (This will horrify le jazz
hottentots, but this week there
just aren't, any fine hot biscuits).

Hillbilly—"Bang
Davis).

Bang" (Jimmy

Dance—"The Whole World

Is

Singing My Song" (Jimmy Dorsey)
and "More Now Than

Ever" (Vaughn Monroe).

.

without saying that they'll kill 'em
in race locations.
*
Wax Facts
Gene Kelly does a marvelous jab
with "The Little Red Hen" and
He
(Columbia).
"Peter
Rabbit"
reads with great charm and without
.

the affectation that spoils so many
children's albums. .Columbia ought
to release the Goodmaa Sextet's
"Stardust," which has some fine
guitar by the late Charlie Christian
.

...Ella Logan's "It's a Long, Long
(Majestic) is
to Tipperary"

Way

Connee Boswell's "LQve Doesn't catching on in the 3d Avenue to""
Trees" and "Ole Butter- and-grills.
milk Sky" (Decca) are fine and

Grow on
should

sell.

.

natural,

of

plugging via
flicker,

Victor

Song"

fine.

. .

Columbia

—Marion

chines in

this one.

.

{^^^ ^^^^^^ V:::!!^

(Victor).

"I Remember You
where"

wick).
"Stein

will

,

.

"Down the Old Ox Road"—
Bing Crosby (Brunswick).
"Song of India"7-Tommy Dor-

sey

public service and, as such, concedes
the commersh wow of Monroe and
his men of melody. There's no ques«
tion about the fact that "Things''
will click on the jukes, but, it just
doesn't compare with Sinatra's version on Columbia. At the same time,
there's no gainsaying Monroe's pop-

Majestic; Billy Butterfleld, Capitol; Tony Pastor, Cosmo; Phil
Brito, Musicraft. From Disney's
"Song of the South."

.

;

Frazier

Any week in which a Governor of when it happens to be as literate as
Louisiana comes out with a "party" the one to "Love Doesn't Grow " she
record is certain to provide a bit of is downright wonderful. Both'faces
Jimmie Davis' "Bang have superb background work by a
excite(nent.
Bang" (Decca) sounds like a smash.. combination assembled by Bob Hae
*
It is otte of those cornfed items that gart.
Will acquire enormous popularity
Jimmy Dorsey's "Apache Serenbecause ol double entendre; There ade" (Decca) is his best juke
posseems no reason to suspect that the sibility in a long while. The tune
Gov. of La. was aiming for a shocker based on the number that goes with
like "Around the Clock Blues" (Wil- the lease at the Latin Quarter
in
lie Bryant on Apollo) when he made which Lou Walters throws
Irving
this one, but that's the way it turns Zussman to Ted Lewis for a
double
out. The jukes should love it. The
coupling Is "I'm Gonna Write Myself a Letter,'' and, comparatively
Suggested Program
speaking, it's vary dull.
(For Disk Jocks)
The "Blue Skies" album (Decca)
i,s

"Blue Skies," titled "You Keep
Coming Back Like a Song."

AFM

.

,

—

that might have been interested in
picking up some of ARA's unreleased material that any company
which acquired nny of the masters
would have to pay the salaries of
the musicians involved in their catting.
Most diskers so warned by
the
cannot understand how
the latter could presume to issue
such an order, since the salaries of
musicians in such, a case would seem
to be clearly an ARA obligation
coming under the head of its long

,

:

Three of the tunes were excerpts from Berlin's "Annie Get
"They Say
Your Gun" score
Wonderful," "Doing What
It's
Gomes Naturally" and "Got the
Sun in the Morning," in itself

At any rate, the AFM recently
warned all other disk companies

. .

.

'

JockSf Jukes Qnd Disks

4,

Gay

You

Bless

ARA's Unreleased Masters

Sale of

"Buttermilk" is a juke
because of its

course,

"Canyon Passage," a
by the way, in which the

only really nice people are the Indians and they have to go and get

Vogue

s

Maestro Beefs
Chicago, Oct.

15.

Frankie Masters and Clyde McCoy
are

amqng

orchestra

leaders

that

want out from Vogue Records con-

killed. The Boswellworld sings both tracts because of lack of production
"Bless You". tunes with wonderful authority and of their platters.
American riglits were recently ac» no muttering. She is still one of the
Detroit-- company, with the gimquired by Shapiro-Bernstein frorh few really exciting distaffers and mick of the pretty pictures on the
the original copyright holder, Words Decca should use her more. She gets face of the record, is far behind pro& Music.
every bit of value out of a lyric and duction and waxing schedules.

No.

1

hit

in

Britain,

ANNOUNCING
The Score of the new Warner

Bros. Picture

THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL
Music b/

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

•

Lyrics

Oh,ButlDo

AGallnCalico
Through

A Thousand Dreams

A Rainy Night In Rio
M. WITMARK & SONS

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
JOHNNY

WHITE,

Prof.

by LEO ROBIN

NORMAN

Mgr.

FOLEY,

Prof. /Mgr.

RECORDED BY
ANDREWS SISTERS

MORTON BOWNEY

HAL MclNHRE

DESI ARNAZ

HAL DVRWIN and
FRANK BU VOL

JOHNNY MERCER and
THE PIEB PIPERS

LES BROWN

BENNY GOODMAN

GEORGE OLSEN

LOUISE CARLYLE

HARRY JAMES

LOUIS PRIMA

CARMEN CAVALLARO

WAYNE KINO

NORMAN CLOUTIER
BING CROSBY

MONICA LEWIS and
RAY BLOCK

SAM BONAHUE

TONY MARTIN

MARGARET WHITING

LARRY BOUGLAS

GORBON McCRAE

BARRY WOOD

TEX BENEKE

BINAH SHORE

CHARUE SPIVAK
GEORGE TOWNE

.

.
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10 Best Sheet Sellers

Hot Jazz a Surprisingly Potent B.O.

(Week Ending, Oct. ,12)
To Each His Own .Paramount
Rumors Are Flying, .... .Oxford
.

.

Ekmanza

dem

bells

a decided upbeat this
despite reports that it's on the

way

Hot jazz

will be ringing

with
out.

Five Minutes More. ... .Melrose
Old Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH

in Loi^hair Concert Halls

Unprecedented number

fall

of jazz

concerts already booked around the
oountry for the coming season indicates that fee popularity curve is
with the
still strfetching upwards,
decline nowhere in sight.;;

Am. Take It Away. .Witmark
You Were Only Girt.. Mutual
C-P
Guess I'll Get Papers
So.

ciistomers were spilled over into ah
adjoining chamber serviced by. a
loudspeaker system. Woody Herman
and Count Basie are also going into
C.H., although dates have not been
set. At Town Hall, where olher jazz

What's true in the rumprs of jazz's
is
that it's being
eased out of theatres and ballrooms,
where the sweeter stuiT is in demand; but this trend is being more
than offset by the powerful play that

imminent death

groups were put under a ban
year, Eddie Condon resumes

monthly

If

This Is Always
Be Lost Without

Surrender

Coming;

last

his

units

and

.

.Santly-Joy

Up
.

.

And Then

.

.

Berlin

Chappell
.Bourne
Remiclc
It's Heaven.'.
Capitol
Pretending
My Sugar So Refined. .Criterion
.Berlin
Girl That I Marry
Who Told You That Lie. .Stevens
Feist
I Don't Know Why..
Pity To Say Goodnight. .Leeds

September Song
Linger In My Arms.

Road

Important sidelight is that the
highest paid sid6men in the music
business today are working in these
travelihg jazz concert

.

.

You Keep Coming Back.

series.

Costly Sideman Hit

BVC
You Advanced
.

.

a

.

,

'.

nuinber of bandleaders have actually
jazz is getting in the country's longf folded their orchs in order to get on
hair! auditoriums and concert halls. thi.s gravy train. Few swing bands
Situation has gone so far thai legiti- pay sidemen as much as $250 a week
mate longhair artists are bleating at for one-nighters, yet in Condon's 14Strike
the paucity of concert dales left man group the lowest paid man re- D.C. Hotel Help
open for them.
ceives this salary, with some receivTosses Tooters For
Drum-majoring the jazz parade ing as much as $500 weekly.;
into the. longhair parlors this seaivtaestros fioy Eldridge, Rcx Stewson will be Eddie Condon's long-es- art and Coleman Hawkins have disLoss; 15 Bands Out
tablished troupe and Norman Granz"
Washington, Oct. 15,
banded combinations of various
newer "Jazz at the Philharmonic" sizes in order to join Granz' outfit.
Substantial number of bands have
series. Following close on their heels
Jess Stacy and Leo Wiley have disis a long file of w.lt. orchestras and
been forced out of work by Washbanded their MCA big band for the
isolo performers, including Duke Elstrike which began
hotel
duration of the Condon tour so that ington's
lington.
Woody Herman, Count they
can be featured in his troupe. last Friday (11), pulling out several
Basic, Benny Goodman. Bill Robinservice employes of 18
Cliff Jackson, solo piano act at thousand
son, King Cole Trio, Billie Holida.v,
Teddy Wilson, Art Tatum and Ethel Barney. Josephson's Ca.fe Society D. C. hostelries. As. the picket lines
Waters, all of whom are being set Downtown, N. Y., for the past five marshaled and the kitchen and
years, has wangled a leave of abfor cross-country jazz junkets.
service crews marched out, a miniIt's'the phenomenal payoff at the sence to go out with Condon, while
b.o. that's acting as the magnetic the American Brqadcasting Co. has mum of 15 permanent ensembles
draw into the jazz concert field. permitted trumpeter Bobby Hackott found their work ended.
Playing at the Chicago Civic Opera time off to make the same tour. The
In addition, number of travelling
House last year, Duke Ellington net feels that Hackett's personal
stranded.
broke the ceiling with an SUi.OOO appearances on the concert stages dance bands were also
But of the big Hooper cities on the Con- Nat Brandwynne, playing the Statgross for a two-nighter date.
Carlton;
not long after, Granz's "Jazz at the don itinerary may be reflected in ler; Andy Padova, at the
Philharmonic" toppled this record increased ratings for Hackett's pro- and Ken Harris, at the Wardman
with k single night's receipts of $10,- grams next season. Also going along Park, were shut out, Other bands,
005.
Admission scales with a $ij.50 with this troupe are clarinetist Bus- coming in for single engagements,
top are nothing unusual, and $3 top ter Bailey of the John Kirby Or- had their jobs cancelled. Barnee,
.

i

:

is

standard.

Chi

Typical

,

For this year, what's happening in
Chicago by way of jazz conceits is
a typical sample of the trend in
a dozen of the nation's

more than

largest cities.
On Oct. 24. "Jazz at
the Philharmonic" is booked into the
Civic Opera House; Oct. 25, Eddie
Condon goes into Orchestra Hall;
Nov. 3, Tommy Dorsey plays at the
Civic Opera, with Duke Ellington

and Woody Herman following on
Nov. 10 and Nov. 24. Both Condon
and Granz, have been booked for
about 60 concerts apiece in longhair auditoriums from coast to coast.
Ernie Anderson, booking throu,?h
Jerry Cargill at A&S Lyons, handles

'

the^ Condon tour.
In New York, where the fans can
get a staple diet of hot jazz in
Greenwich Village and 52d St.
joints, concerts in the more sedate
halls
aren't
so
numerous.
But
nevertheless, both Carnegie Hall and
Town Hall will be getting a fair
quota of appearances from the

jazzique specialists. Ellington is due
for ^a two-nighter date at Carnegie
Hall Nov. 23 and 24, following his
smash appearance last year when the

chestra, drummer Johnny Blowers
of the CBS house band, and baritone
Ernie Caceres of the
staff. All
are turning over their chairs to sub-

NBC

Shoreham

hotel regular,

was

set to

play in the hotel lobby for entertainnient of wandering guests, but

.«titutes to

management nixed idea, feeling it
would cause ill feeling and unnec

in the

essary confusion.

pick up additional scratch
concert halls.

For fexample, a Washington

AFRA

scheduled for the Statler Fri
day night with Bob Chester's band,
was called off at the last minute. A
Knights of Columbus affair at the
DISKS same hotel, which also had a hand
engaged, was dropped.
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Visitors coming into Washington
Expected postwar dip; in sales of
found themselves barred from entertop male vocalists' disks hasn't oc- ing hotels at which they had reser
curred yet and won't for quite a vations. Two hours after the strike
went
while, according to disk toppers started, radio station
here. That's because the main pop on the air with a public appeal for
platter purchasers remain femmes information about available rooms
between the ages of 15 and 20, who Incoming visitors were notified to
are notorious for their devotion to call the station for information or
Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, Bing possible accommodations.
Crosby, Dick Haymes, Andy Russell,
Not included in the strike was the
etc.
Surveys show they buy oe- Hotel Cairo in which is located the
tween 75% and 85% of the pop out- Club Cairo, town's top nitery, which
put, both vocal and instrumental.
has been doing a turna way business,
Trade dopesters had it; all figured catching crowds which -normally
out that when the boys came home would go to several different spots,
from the wars the gal singers would
Show stars staying at various
take the edge off the males. That's hotels climbed stairs and made their
not happening yet.
own beds.

MALE TONSILS

Sm

The top 31 sones of the week, hased on the copyrighted Audience Cover
age Index Sxirvey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio NelworUs puh
lisfted by the Office of Research, Inc.
SurUcy Wee/c oJ" Oct. 4-10, 1946
"

And Then

It's

Heaven

,

,

.

. ,

,

;

.

.

Remick

.

i...
Blue Skies— f'Blue Skies"
Berlin
....... ...........
Coffee Song—."Copacabana Revue"
.. .Valiant
Doin' What Comes Nalur'lly— "Annie Giet Your Gun"
Berlin
Either It's Love Or It Isn't— 1 "Dead Reckoning"
Mood
Five Minutes More i... ..... ........................... ..Melrose
For You For Me Forever More.
vChappell
Girl That 1 Marry, The— *"Annie Get Your Gun"^
Berlin
1 Don't Know Why— fFaithtul In My Fashion"
Feist
I've Got Sun In the Morning— '"Annie Get Your.Qun",
Berlin
I Guess I'll Get the Papers and Go Home...,....:....;'
.C-P
.
I'd Be Lost Without You.
.
.Advanced
.

.

.

.

•

'

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

;

.

If

,

.

.

.

.

,

:

You Were the Only Girl
a Pity To Say Goodnight.
My Lazy Day

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Mutual

'

,.

.

It's

Leeds

;

.

Stevens

It's

Linger In My Arms a Little Longer Baby
Old Lamp-Lighter
Ole Buttermilk Sky
,
Rumors Are Flying
.. .v.
Save Me a Dream
South America Take It Away-^*"eall Me Mister".
•
Surrender ....
^
•
t
Things. We Did Last Suinmer
That Little Dream Got Nowhere— 1"Cross My Heart"
They Say It's Wonderful— *"Annie Got Your Gun"
This Is Always— 1 "Three Little Girls in Blue"
To Each His Own— t"To Each His Own" .
Under the Willow Tree. ..
v.
i.
.

.

.

.

Buvlvc-VH
.Oxford

.:.

.

.

Bourne
Shapiro

.

.

•

-

•

•

-^

•

;

;

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

,

.

.

..: .Starlight

;

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.;.

Whatta Ya Gonna Do
Whole World Is Singing My Song
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song— "Blue Skies"

,..

.

.Berlin

i

.Peter Maurice;

BVC
Paramoimt
.

,

BMI

.

i

Witmark

;Santly-Joy
.Morris

Famous

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.Robbing

.

.Berlin

.

.

.,

Following songs are those that did not liaise cnoitgH perforTno'ice
on the week to be included in the top grovp. They rm^

crediti

.

^
rising in popularity.
''.'r"'-'-All Through the Day— t"Centcnnial Summer"
Best Man,, The
^'^

Everybody

'^^

Vanguard

Ki-ss Your Sweetheart.
....
;
. ,
. ,
Don't Know Enough About You. ................ i...^
I'm Lucky— t"If I'm Lucky"
Moon Over Brooklyn ..
............................
My Sugar Is So Refined
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

;

Williamson

.

.

.

1

.

.Feist

...

.G-P
Triansle

If

London
Capitol

Nosey Body

Feist

On

the Boardwalk— f'Tliree Little Girls In Blue".
Passe .m

Route 66
September Song

i

.

.

.

.

....BVC

v -

Feist

.Burke-VH

,.

..1

Somewhere In the Night— f'Three
Too Many Irons

.

;'.

i

.

.

.

. .

.

Little Girls In Blue".

in the Fire

Cra\\«tord

i.
.

. .

-

.Triangle
B.

Marks

Who Told You That
Why Does It Get So

Lie?
v...;.;........./..... .Stevens
Late So Early .......................... Harms
Without You (Tres Palabras)—r 'Make Mine Music". ..... .Southern
BVC
....
You Make Me Feel So Young
'
t FtlmMSicaC * hecU Musical:

•

ball,

HOHEST ON

;

'

.

Songs With Largest Ra£o Audiences

WWDC

Jimmy Dorsey May Go
Back

to N. Y.

the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y., this
season, which, cpupled with his re-

turn to Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook
in Cedar Grove, N. J., has bandsmen talking. Dorsey has played
neither the

Penn nor

OLSEN,

KAYE ORCHS SET

Penn FOR HOTEL NEW YORKER

There's a possibility Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra might go back into

Dailey's for a

'Deals to bring

George Olson's and

Sammy Kaye's orchestras into tlie
New Yorker hotel, N. Y., have beei)
completed. Olsen opens Oct. 24, replacing the current Les Elgart, and
Kaye follows Nov. 21. It's Kaye's
first booking at- the hostelry, which
recently installed a straight band
policy in place of tijp ice show and
name band combination it has used

couple years, having gone to the 400 for years.
Both Olsen and Kaye are Music
Club, his last location date in N. Y.,
and to the now defunct Terrace Corp. of America properties, and the
Room, Newark, in place of the bookings mark the third and fourth
nearby Meadowbrook.
items MCA has sold into the New
If the Penn deal is set up, it's Yorker in the past several yearii.
likely it won't call for his use until .Kaye is now at Frank Dailey's
February or March of '47. Hostelry Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J-i
is booked up until then,
Dailey's and Olsen recently finished a run in
date is Nov. 19 for four weeks.
Chicago.

_
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Novelty Rhythm Ballad
Here's Your Copy

men he-i don't

siveet talk

mi'-y- mere, S-

His-) kiss

1

^"T^

^

she)

aiv't like

it i^as be~-fen-e,—

Hei-l

1
HEAR

thne you add- ed

it's

PERRY COMO
INTRODUCE

uji

the ^ cere,

—

fi-itnd -X.

"7

m

i

IT
THhfSTHEBB-

(kIN-

OF TH£

l^ll^Ct

no £X-

Viakes

i
i

t-'^D-

HEAR

BENNY GOODMAN'S

11 fit

jar

ciLSe.

be- ing

.2ate^

1^

—

COLUMBIA RECORD

i

1

3=3

5
THM'smSB.(kW'mm OF THB

HEAR
CASS DALY'S

DECCA RECORD

-I
lit

3

f

^ND.

What

hejj^

do^ in^

to

a

you,.

he, y

did

"to

77i€—

hut

III

I

:g,-*ir:::A:M,

HEAR

Better ^et

better be -Wart-

wise,

.

or

h

KING COLE'S
*

!»

CAPITOL RECORD
<7»«

of fhtit t^aysyou'Ntum a-reund-

HEAR THIS SONG

RECORDED BY

^

*

'

X

wid

T

knowt:hettchar..aC'ter
knowthathiar^a

7
i/tron't

wj-

ttld,^—.

ta
J3c>}risayth^inimrejm~erb}lct.

'

beijierel.
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shtf

f'

ALL TOP

RECORDING ARTISTS

f

0
ABC MUSIC CORP
Copyrll^lit

OF EVERY RECORD

AND TRANSCRIPTION

COMPANY

1«46 by

ABO UBSIC CORP.

799

799 Seventh Ave.,

Seventli Av•llll^Kew

Ybrk i«^N.Y.

New York

JERRY JOHNSON, Gen.

19, N. Y.

Prof. Mgr.
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Run Into AFM

Theatres, Agencies

Scale Boost a 'Secret' Since Sept. 15

saine men ii.s
While neither Suber's no
mate.s. tlie

:

slate

orchs

Iravblling

ihat: use

thoalros

uid

agencies

Moral—Be Nice

voalized last week that the
AmMioaiv Federation of Musicians

finally

to Dislc

May

Jocks and a Job
/

Stiow

Barbcrton, O., Oct:: 15.
liari boosted the '^'t\jiti6nal'' tfteatrp-.
Ray McKinley's band wiil play a
Barbcrtpn
scale as ot Sept- :i3;v It seeiTls ;1,Hat concert and dance
at
the AFM sent out; no letters, to either High' .School: tomorrow (Thursday)
b,t a guest siiot on aix' Akron
a!>pnts or theatre talent feuyers; en because
sliow,
disk
jockey
'was
the subject, and hardly- :^riyone
;

:

'

:

of the boost.-

:

Increase, set by the national Ot^ce
oi: tl>c AFM, applies only to tra\'elIt has nothing to do
linu bands.
u iih scales set by individual locals
covering their own members.

.

;

w:iJV. g'o' tip

J

GAC MAY SET
BRANCH

nuisieiaps.iJT.riame bands Avill be dtte.
miich eoin. since: a good portion of
the bands playing theatres under

MONTI
IN

General Artists Corp.

MOTION
may

folic|W

of Ameroffice in Montcurrently talking
Agency
with Frank Lewis, who strangely
enough is head of a talent agency

and open a branch

ica

'

real.

:

i-s

Music Corp. of Canada, to
Canada, ijuit six weeks ago.
MCA's own office in Montreal was
decided upon after Mae Johhsbn
booker of mo.'^t of MCA's talent in
set lip such a deal.
called

"Bless You." U. :S. song being published in England by Noel day,, is in
ITlli W-eek as top best seUer.
Siva.-,
pii'o will piiblish in U. S. in Deecm.

.,:'
,

V-

Community Project
get the membership

Paltl Clayton replaces .Sally Stuart in femme vocal spot on: Danny

'

.

.

,

.

.

:

.

of

Local 802 of American
of Musicians behind a
movement for comipuuity sponsored
year-rovind free symphonies,, dance
band, and concert orchesti'a perform iinees, received :a temporary set^,
director. .Paul Whiteman will- an- Artie Shaw version of ''My Heart
back Monday (14,") when a membernounce and eommentat.e initial Joe Belongs to Daddy," with Kitty Kal-.
ship meeting at the: Palm Gardens,
Mooney quartet 1,5-niinute shows on len vocal, getting extra pressings by
N, Y;^ to .disctfts it, among other
ABC net weekly Mondays at 10 p.m. Musicraft for jukes exclusively.
things', wa-s adjourned; t.O Oct, 28 .due
...Cavalcade Music Corp., publish- It's from diskery's Colo Porter alto lack of a quorum,
set up by maestro Carmen bum, .Bill Raymond is new vocali.st
plans for musical events to be ing firm
Cavallaro. .Elliott La wrrence orches- for Jerry Wald, who opened at tlie
hold from time to time throughout
tra set into Paramount theatre, N. Y,, Palladium last week.
N. Y.'s five bproughs have been: onWoody Herman chiseling "RhapJan, IS or 22. .Dealt 'llud.son drohesdprsied by more thatJ 1,000 members
ill
Wood" for Columbia..,.
tra into Rl)sel.and ballroom, Nj Y., sody
of the; losar.inctudirig. suclr. w:k. figWaUor Gross MUsicrafl's Eastern di'
ures as 'Walter Damrosch, W. C. Oct, 28.. .Les Elga.rt d'ebu.ts at Arrector, to Chi to cover four jiew
Handy. Erich Leinsdorf and Edwin cadia Ballroom, ,N. Y., Oct: 24.,, slicings by
Orrin Tucker.
.Tex
Monday's meet- Frankie Laine, new GAC vocal gem, Bencke,
Frariko (iold.man:
Tommy Dorsey and Duke
ing was expected to assure official being brought from Coast for Nov,
Ellington wound up recording seshes
support of the community movement 14 shot, on Chesterfield show.
Lionel Hampton orchestra drew 13.- with RCA-"Victor, with Spike Jones
by the entire membership.
000 into Wrigley Field, Chicago, Sat- up next.
urday (12) on five days' notice and
with no advertising because of a
Kansas, City
large benefit also on the same night.
Duke Ellington and Woody Her-,
He got a $5,000 guarantee.
man orchestras will play concert

New York

'

Feder.atioh

.

,

.

.

,

:

,

v::

.

.

:

:

.

:forntav

.::;;"::

'.

:.

.

.

on successive nights in the
Municipal Auditoritim here... .Her-

dates

on Glen

Off

Chicago

Isle

man comes

in Oct. 16

'.

and Ellington

Oct.
17... They'll play under .the
maestro ish wife, a w.k. pianist, opened at
Negotiations
whereby
A & N Presentations banner at. a:
Shep Fields was to have taken over the Rose Bowl on the south side,
$2.50 top, the first time such a nooperation of Glen Island Casino, Lucky Millinder and Slam Stewart dance
de&l has been tried here...
New Rochelle, N. Y., from M. L. De- Trio at the Regal Theatre Nov. i, A & N also will play Herman in
Lunceford Nov. 22. .Ray
fell Jimmy
zutter,
current
leaseholder,
Wichita, Oct. 15, Des Moines at the
through last week.
Fields assert- Herbeck opens Lowry Hotel, St, KRNT Auditorium,
Oct. 17 and St.
edly had the deal arranged to the Paul,,. Don McGraw's new band Louis, at the Kiel Auditorium, Oct.
at
the
point of signing, but the whole thing featuring 7 fiddles now
19,,, Ellington
played the KRNT;
Schroeder, Milwaukee. .Bob Strong
was gummed up by Dezutter's de
spot Oct. 14, and will hit the Audi-:
sire to retain control, pi concessions orchestra at Cjaridge hotel, Memphis torium. Omaha, Oct. 18.
...Starting Oct. l.'i. Bob Chcster'.s
at the spot.
Tommy Dorsey and 35-Riece outDezutter, who has operated Glgn orchestra plays the Club Madrid, fit skedded for a concert in the
Louisville: ., Glen Gray into SherIsle for years, has a lease, oft the
man hotel .Dec. 6 ..Bob Crcsby Municipal Auditorium Oct. 27 under
"ouilding which runs another four
one-tiighfers
iliroughout Pla^Mor sponsorship. .Jimmy Tuckyears.
He .assertedly ^had asked pla.ying
er band moving oitt of the Hotel;
somewhere in the neighborhood of middle wost...Rus.s Carlyle's band President after a two month's stand
set McConkey agency at Blaekhawk
.$70,000 to turn it over.
.Leo Pioper, Omahan, and his new.
restaurant Oct: 23. .Sherman Hayes,
Building it-Self is owned by WestBismarck hotel maestro, cut his first band played the Pla-Mor Ballroom,
Commission,
.Park
chester County
GriHI Oct. 10, his first K. C. date since
4 sides for Cosmo records
and leasing of it is more or less a
Williams playing one-nighter.'!; in being released from military service
.

ARA: Inc., a California corporation. Alleged Bankrupt.
B.v order o£ the United Stales District Court, the a.-^sets ot the above-named
bankrupt iiianulacturer and distributor of plionograpli records will be offered
tor .sale: oiv Tuesday, the 22nd day of October, 1946, at the hour of 10;00 o'clock
A.M. in the; courtroom of tlie Honorable Hugh I,. Dickson; Referee tovBSnkruplqy, 330 Federal Buildihg, Teitiple and Spring Streets, Los Angeles, ,€ali-

^

Shep Fields Deal

...

LEGAL NOTICE

.

:

.

.limmy McPartland, and his Brit'

:

,

.

,

,

the lead of Mu.sic. Corp.

"travelling" catosory are top nanie
crews, most of ivhich pay their men
enough to cover Or closely approximate the increase: \

ber.'

802's
Drive to

:

'

.

.

...Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller orchcstra on one-nighters throughout
Caltfornia before opening week's stand
at Million Dollar Theatre, Los An.Metopera
CBSustainer
O'lNTeil's
geles, Oct. 23. .Jimmy Hilliard, Mer23for
buildup
glamour
readying a
cury prez, in for platter scshes with
year-old lyric coloratura soprano, France's Langlord,
Tony JVlar;iii
Miini Benzell. Gnl has been with 'em Jack Fina.' .Manie
Sacks,, Columbia'
three years and will get a going- diskchief, also here...
.Perry
Mtmsel.
Patrice
over a la
Pat
Dorsey
to
N.
Y.,
where T. D.
band
Shaffer
Lloyd
Como flew entire
Will join her at end of concert tour
into Cleveland for an Italian War
Relief Benefit at the Cleveland Au- ...William Wood, former orchesira
leader,
set
lor
role
in
Metro
s "Ui!(12).
Saturday
ditorium
Sammy Kaye installed 10 strings Ilnisbed Dance." He'll play a photogSerenade" show on rapher. .Mickey Gold.sen, Capitol
for "Sunday
Songs
and
prez,
Carlos
Gastei,
again
manABC net, but will drop them
...Larry Green orchestra due for ager of Stan Kenton and King Cole
RCA-Victor buildup ala Frankie Trio, back to N. Y
Phil Harris being romanced by
Carle; leader: i.s pianist. .Roy Ross
RCA-Victor,
pending
outcome
substituting for Hank Sylvern on
of
bankruptcy
proceedings.
"Merry Go-Sound'' dLsks as musical ARA

New York

.

'

$138 to SiC2r:;
.liiereases are refroaiitive' lO; .Sept.,
.13.'. iti.probiible that.; nQt tdi), tp'ahy

:

'J'ppper's

:While there are claimed to be
33,000 musicians holdi'iS cards
802,: a vote d£ more than 8,50Q
A good
has never been known,
portion of the total cards are held
by traveling musicians not available
on voting day.

•

shows weekly

.

.

in

response froin.v.AkrO:: teen-agers reHike amounts to $20 per man sulted in his be:isig .bpuBht- for the
weekly, increasing salaries from^Sl 10 school dance, to be called the "Hootor tlie basic. 28 sIwavS A\>ith die Addle Hop." Terps will be preto
additional $1.65 per man for :each ceded by fin hour's concert of swing
show over. Paramount theatre. iSiew, compositions by arranger Eddie SauYork, for example, which averages
iio

H*)' as. yet.

is

year,

la.st

some

McKinley recently worked the
Palace, Aki'on, and did a shot on the
Allan Freed "Request Review" program over WAKR, Akron. He introduced bis ricw. recording, "Hoodie Addle," on the. show.,: and. the

'

aware

:

On The Upbeat

802
Continued from pa&o 43 ss;
will attain: go for that ;pOst.
Fleisig will: have as his running

tarv,

B'anUicaclcrs, ialeiU

'

WeclnesJay, Oelobcr 16, 1916

OnCIIfiSTRAS-3iri>lC
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.

.

.

.

.

Tlie oince of the company is located at 56,i5 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California. The plant of the company is located at 686 North Robertson Blvd.,
Lo.s Angeles, GaJiXovnia. Tlte warehouse of tlie company is located at 2457 Enterprise StreetiLos Angeles, Galifornia.
:

.

.

All of the property will be open for inspection on Thursday,
October 17th, 1946; Friday, October 18th, 1946, and Monday, October 21st, 1946, from 9:00 o'clock A.M. until 5:00
o'clock P.M. Inspection may be had by qualified buyers by
special appointment before that time.
Said bankrupt ha.s been one o( the prominent leaders in sales throughout
.the United States, and lias had under contract, some of the mo.st prominent
artists in. the field.
.

.

.

The inventory
iiateriais:..

.

'

.•'

to be sold in ..bulk consists generally of the folloWlnj
..;....;";;.;:..:.'..;;..:;::.

Shellac (5 .70 per IbJ.
Raw Materials

i, .::. /. .V.

•/

•

i!.^.

.....::.

.

,

.

own.

Supplies

.;.:;;:^:.'!/,

..^...v

Record

Labpls .....
Albums (Empty):

i

....

i

Oxford's Quick Hit With

Benjamin and Weiss

:iT,:ia:5.;'17

.

'

.

.

;

.

..

.

15=329.l>0

,.

:

12,857.43:

.
.

"TOTAL LABELS & ALBUMS:
Of rice Su pplies (Estimated)
Records (Single
.:.,
Albums: Of Records
I

.:..:...,';

.... ... .....

.

.w.

.

.

.

.

,

:
.

.v..

Equipment ...... .....i.
Press Room Equipment
Platmg Equipment

.

i

&

Office Furniture
Equipment
Boiler Room
Maintenance Equipment,

&

...

.

.

,

r

,.:v

:

.v.

,

.

28,187.03

750.00

.

:

.

.

80,8.11.24

:

H

.

.....
.......
.

32.602.00
22,20i>.r)0
'

57.001.25

,

.,.....,...,..

147,8.30,15
.iO.OOO.dO

:

Master .Library (Intvin.sic Value)
.:...,.
Copies of Records (intrinsic Valuci

,,;

.JProtection

Trucks.

103,000.00
1,733.52

•

TOTAL- INVENTORY:

,.,.(....i:.,
.i...,.

'

,

be

'

.

.

Music, affiliated with
Santly-Joy, has the entire music
business pointing by pulling the unexpected trick of coming up with a
top sheet seller within only a few
of its inception. Firm started
in biisiness with "Rumors Are: Fly-

ing,"
by
Bonny Benjamin .and
George Weiss, and the tune is currently running' the fading '"To Each
His Own'' a ncck-and-nock race as

:

lii addition to the above, tliere will also be otl'ei'ed,. togcthei' with said inventory, the good will, the riRht.. title and interest ot llie Tru.^tec in and to ant
location lea.sed by tlje bankrupt, an assignment of tlie right, title and interest
of ttie Trustee in and to all Contracts witli recording artists and musicians
(without any assumption on the part of the Trustee in banlrrupfcy to pav anylliui.5 due thereunder, except throu,!;h tlie payment of dividends upon: 'proofs
of claim allowed by the court), the riRlit, title and interest of t)ie Trustee in
and to an,\' distributors' agreements, (without any assumption on the part of
tlie Tru.stee in bankruptcy.vto pay anything due thereunder, except thrdu.?h the
payment of dividends- through proofs of claim allowed bv tlie. Court i, copvriglits.
patents, processes, licenses, trade marks and trade names.
,

All of the a.«,<!et.« will bV off ered free and' clear of any lien of the- tin lied States
Go\ (;ninient'for taxes past due,. ;^nd any Hen of tlie Union Bank and Trttst Co.
uiion the shellac, as well as anything due on any conditional .>iales contract on
ciihcr the trucks or tlie office Jurutture and equipment.

There is excluded from
al! accounts receivable.

tlie s.ile.

cash on hand or in the bank, and any and

Bennie

'

Berjamin

and

George

.Weiss, two ex-GI's: who jtftet:. after
they got out of the Arniy,: have ;parlayed three of their recent songs
into sheet sales
which have hit
around l,7.'i0,000 copies up to this
time.
"Oh. What It Seemed to Be,"
written in epllabor&tion with bandlea(ier, Frankie Carle, was their ftrst
hit,
S'heh follovJed "Surrender'' a:tid
."'Rumors Are; Plying.'.' First pair bf
;

For further information apply

ARA,

Inc.,

21 11, Los Angeles 13,

tunes is published :by Santly-Joy
while latter
under the. imprint of
Oxford Music, a Santly subsid.
No tyro is Beniamiri. who was one
of
the
collaborators
on Cherio
Music's pre-war ,hit,; "I^ Don't: Want
to set the« World on Fire." He's also
identified with another song, "When
the Lights Go On Again;."' Before
donning khaki,: partjier;.We'is.s' was' &
student at' the Juilliard School ot
Music.
Besides their "Surrender" and
"Rumors," which,- are on the: Hit
Parade: they'\'e several new numbers under the Oxford banner nir
eluding "See What a Kiss Can .Do,"
"Sonata" and "That Christmas Feeling."
Figured unusual in the trade
for a relatively new team, such as
Benjaiiijn and Weiss, to: tneet with
,

215 West

to:

Fifth

Francis

F.

Quittner,

Street-Phone:

MA&

Calif.; or Fink, Rolston, Levinthal

Kent, Attorneys for Receiver, Equitable Bldg., Hollywood

;

^

.

Blvd. ot Vine

for another three months, at the
Oasis. .Vocalist with Jimmy Spitalny.'s
new dance band is Edith
.

Aymes. .Three locals Ted Kenyon,
Jim McAttee and Art PetroceUi>
with the Tommy Reynolds band,
which just closed at the Club Belve.

dere.

.

SLUMP HITS 400,
N.Y., JORDAN LAMS

STEPHAN

HERO

Poor

Street, Los Anqeles, Colif. -Phone: HI-3151.

Jordan had been in on a straight
eight-week ticket and wa.s the head-

marquee lure
with Randy Brooks orclvestra and

liner of a three-band

Monchitb's Latin crew.:
Jordan held at the 400 for approximately five -weeks and when
biz fell off pulled out, via mutual
agreement with the cltib's operator,
Nat Moss. Spot has: not been .doing
well.:':- . .':'::

•

jiiii'h;C<ins;iftet't

sucrbss.

"

•.;.'.:.

-r.-::..^

VfOLfNlST
Signtd to Play in Mtlro-GoldwynMdy«r's Fortheoming
:

"THE BIRDS AND BEES"
Starring

in

and JOSE ITURBI
Personal MnimitpnU'nl

Hollywood, Calif.

Your Program Will Score with

09)

will

Lucas

by

15.

be made Saturday

County

"She's the Darling

Common

Thomas J. O'Connor on
Whetli'er' Don B. .O.wen, Jr., Toledo
song publisher, violated terms of his

of the

Pleas Judge

probation,

five-year

set

last

June

when, he was lotind guilty of violating the State Seeiu'ities act, in coivr
nection witti activities ot hi.'i La
Gasa del Rio Music Publishing Co.
here.

Great f ootball Sortg

Soup

Toledo, Oet.

Decision

JEANEm MoeDONALD

MARTIN M. WAGNER

This

Song Shark

.

i.s-

,

.

Receiver of

BIZ

Tommy

general pro i;essioiiat iiiaKagef of: S*.j,
and George Joy, co-owner with Les.:"': ^^
ter'; sawtly; of S^J;

,

,

Hollywood
Tommy Tucker follows Jerry
at the Palladium Nov,
19,
Charlie Spivak to follow Dec, 25...
Hoosier Hot Shots open six- week
vaude run'at St. Charles 'I'heatre,
New Orleans, Oct. 2.T... Lionel
Hampton left Monday (14) for East
Wald

btisiness being ;do.ne by virthe No, 1 seller.
YdrkSlw^els and nitetually all
Oxford is operated by: Artie /a- ries using name bands is exemplified
lando and Eddie Joy,; brother and: by the withdrawal last week of
son, respectively, of
Valando Louis Jordan from the 400 Club.

;

.

Pittsburgh
Johnny Long's band into Vogue
for two weeks Nov. 1...,
Dblft's band option picked up

Gus

months

?670,Q26:09

In addition to the above, there is an uninvenloried quanliti,' of records owned
tile bankrupt at various location.'; tiiroughout tliC United States, which Will
incluctt'd in the sale and tlsejr quantity .announced at tlie time of sale. All
of the above fisures are subject to further audit and the :finat liglti-es will be
;
annOtinoeCl at tlie time of sale.

b.\
.

goes to Lowrey hotel,. St. Paul ..
Ted Weems iii foi- one week Oct. 22
at Tune Town, St; Louis.

New

.36,021,40

•.

!

32.-).27

15,200.00

i

...

Mill

TOTAL .EQUIPMENT;:

$203,968.17
22.180.71

:.;'.

.
.,..,:../.,:. ,v,
...... ..i... ..j..

,

middle west until Nov. 2 w'hen he

Terrace

New Oxford

TOTAi. MATERIALS;

,

.

Fields
was
proposition.
to have had a five-year hold on the
property. He would have used top
name bands^ not necessarily his
political

$186,664.80

.

••:.:••.:..

.

.

All

Team"

Materiol Avoilabic

TOBIAS & LEWIS Music Co.
1674 B'way,

New

York

•
'

Owen was

charged with: disregarding
probation
conditions
in
failure to retain money and song
manuscripts to hopeful composers.

Edward

P.

Buckenmyer,

assistant

county prosecutor, said he had re^
ceived complaints from 28 songwriters that they requested return
of about 150 song.'? and ,$856, but
never reepi\ ed them.

LYRICIST With Ideas
Would

likt to

Team WitK

CompOMr—•No

Amat«ur>

MYRON GLAZER
618 Chailar

St.,

Brooklyn 12, N, Y.

I

Wednesday, Octoher 16« 1946
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don't

c;^;^^

K

Ju

^^^^^

ME THOSt

OIVE

A/EM^DECCA
HITS!"
tbey re kwoclcoufs /

. . .

BING CROSBY .nd
JIMMY DonseY
and
THE THINGS

8IN6 CROSBY with
ISS PAUL And His Trio
PRETENDING

His Orchestra

WE

From David O. Sehnick Preductien "Ditel In The Suit"
;

Beth Vocal with ItistrHmeMtal Accempeniment
OeCCA BtCOUD NO. i3661 ...TS^

Bttk Vtcal with Orchestra

•

GOTTA GET ME SOMEBODY TO LOVE

DID LAST SU^AMER

SWEET LORRAINiE

-

OeCOW

PtCCA

NO. 23655 ...75i

ANDRews
sisnns
RUMORS ARE
FLYING
with l«$ Paul and Vic Schden
and His Orchestra

6ICCA

KCOn O

NO. i36S6

,

YOU MAKE ME
"Three

ELLA FinGeRAlD
.

-11

i«v«

And

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS
TO
GOODNlGHt
A

.

.

Irving Ross
Sung In

APACHE SERENADE
fo» Tret Vetal Chorus by Dee Parher

»nd English

(«*mliH

M» Of

YtiQ

r

GUY LOMBARDO
And
TALES
^»

His Royal Canadians
HUMORESQUE
FROM THE VIENNA WOODS

Both Instrumental Fox Trot featHrine

Fred Kreilxer and Frantis Vfcnean at th«
DECCA RECORD NO. mW. .SOi

Turin Planet

.

^

W\r ...506

JIMMie 9AVIS
BANG BANG
I'M

BOB CROSBY
/Tl Fex

GONNA WRITE MYSELf A UTTER

Beth Si»fi»t wHh fMtrutneiffol Atttmpanitiient
vO. 46016 . ^ i 7Si

00 NOT INClUOr

ff OffTAt. STATt

OK lOCAi

TA.xeS.j

GIVE

and His Orchestra
A BROKEN HEART A BREAK

Tret Vocal Chorus by Bob Crosby

IT'S

and The Boh-O'Linhi

TO BE BY YOURSELF

BETTER

From Golden

Production "Breahfast In Hollywood"
Fox Trot Vocal Chorus by Gordon Pelh

DECCA RECORD NO. MPIS

ma

anpn NOW
^RlCtS

and His Orchestra

Ff^enth

PECCA RECOUP NO. 40009 ... tlOO

SOi

Ftx Tret Vocal Cher HS by Bob CarreU

UCOm

.

PASSE
THESE FOOLISH THINGS

And His Orchestra
THE WHOLE WORLD IS SINGING MY SONG

teccA

MB

BABY, THAT'S

75i

.

JIMMY DORSeY

hlCCA MCOttO NO.

.

.

.

JEAN SABLON
With

Both Vtcol with Orchestra Directed iy Btb Hott«f
.

Five

A WOMAN

Fox Trot Vocal Chorns by Louis Jordan

AOVE DOESN'T GROW ON TREES
mi3

WANT

LOVE YOU

IF IT'S

OLE BUTTERMILK SKY

PtCCA HCOKO NO.

Tympany

His

DECCA RECORD NO. 23469

coNMee Boswsu
"Canyon Passage"

;

(They'll Dtt It Evar^ Tim*)
Blues Fox Trot Vocal Chortis by tetlis Jordan

IT'S
PITY
SAY
Beth Vott»l with Inslrumtiital Aecempenimtnt

FictHrt

Blue"

Voiol milh Orehtstrm

..

AIN'T THAT JUST LIKE

v»or

bBCCA neCODD no. 23470 ...JSi

Frtm Vnivtrsal

SO YOUNG

Little Girls in

mU .m

LOUIS JORDAN

.nd

DHTA RHYTHM BOYS
.

FEEL

Beth from 20th Century-Fex PictHr$

ncODO NO.

OCCCA

.75^

.

His Orchestra

AllMlic City)
,
Voeal with Chprui and Oreheiira
(In

Both Vvcol with Orthtstra

.

and

ON THE BOARDWALK

THEM THAT HAS— GETS
Eddie Hey wood and His Orchestra
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huge holding company which

1

-na

is the
that ,i5,i:gger profits meant cp.?tlier
shareholder, in BKO Pic- programs.
how much ot the
tures. Exactly
lis: Effect on IM.v
Musicraft stock Atlas acquired and
The ;film industry remained the
iyow much was. paid for it is undisbig question mark in the economic
closed, but it was not enough to give
things to come. If rising costs outAtlas tFloyd .Odium's investment
spced hosts in, wages there vyere,
control of Musicraft,
.trust
that the wage earning
Operation of the diskery is still .some fear
public, backbone of day-tO'Klay thein the hands of the Jefferson-Travis
atre attendance, might be squeezed
outni, which bought: in more than a
point of dwindling film
year ag.o:.and which .lately has .t>een to the
If the hand dealt out by
proGCcding tp divest itself of all patronage.
mea'nt more goods, no
other interests as a means of devote decontrol
great rise in prices, and wider and
jng'.full: time to. records. As a matter:
lucrative employment, the film
of fact, the Jefferson-Travis ilame more,
industry would be in for a boom
miiy be dissolved and the entire opwhich would Outstrip current lush,
.
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eration.vkriown
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log- Corp.
number of

as,

IMusicraft Rccordmaker of a

Jeffersoii,

;

for the government during the big fight, ,recently
took its largest step in that direction
by disposing of its radio items, notably a tapie recorder, to Emerson

war items

.

"

BadjO.
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limes. :?
Television,
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Circus Platter Book
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
Capitol Records is going a step
further than: the book publishers'
"pOp-up"- gimmick for kiddies, inno'

:

sight-with-sound
being
a
vation
deal in merchandising moppet albums. Teeoff is "Bozo at the Circus,"
to be released for Yule trade^ which
is a virtual tour of a circus, employing voice: of vet clown, Pinlo
Colvig,
with pix and descriptive
literature making yp a third of the

.
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THE SUNNY
SIDE OF THE
STREET
Music by
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JIMMY McHUOH

7,750-

4,900
6,550

mirt.;\.

'

ness picking up • bit; 4,300.

Los Angeles

''Age of Fable,"
.

Maniu bowed

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; -900; $1-$1.50; 1st wk).
for his sixth consecutive year at this spot witii 4,300.

Morgan

3,800,

stays

till

Jan.

$1-$1.50; iildef.).
1947!

hi

over

Uir^i .-ilan/.a

Fahcy

gli.ssandos

Sliglit lift

'
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Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

SOGtoHost

Carmen Cavallaro
drew okay 2,500.

CISACiDD.C.

of its

own money

to

host the

150

Compositeurs (CISAC), which will
convene in Washington next Mon
day (21). Meet will be held in the
Congress
runs
Library
of
and
through Friday (27).
Meanwhile, ASCAP executives in
New York have been on the hop
rounding up reservations for more
than 200 hotel rooms and suites,
an unenviable job during, these
times, and one made doubly difficult by the current strike of em-

(Los Ancrelcs)
N, Hollywood, 4th wk).

(CIro's,

Jan Garber (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 5th wk), Xavier Cuuat shared
podium, with Garber over weekend, clicking off flne 12,000.
Woody Herman (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 2nd wk). Slump to 7^500
(that's for six nights) for the Herman Herd in final week.
Eddy Howard (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 2nd wk). Biz off here,
too,

with only

7,500.

Harry Jamei (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 1st wk). Fair 6.000 for
The Horn at this four-night-only spot.
Jimmy James (Trianon, B, South Gate, 1st wk). Opened Tuesday (8),
With pretty good 4,500, better than Pinky Tomlin, who closed.
Jerry Wald (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 1st wkl. Wald following Tex
Beneke,. helpe* by special party ol 2,000^ but week's total was rough— only
17,000.

.•:.' JlChiCOBor
Gay

Clarlds'e:

(Chez Paree; 650;

town with big. 6,500.
Sajiie Dawell (Blackhawk;

ihe

-

:

Dick Jurgeng (Aragon;

Extensive agenda of the 15th meet,
and the first held
the U. S. is expected to deal mainly with problems and conditions affecting authors which have arisen
during the war years. International
copyright matters will also be discussed and the question of renewal
rights will also be taken up. Anticireciprocal
copyright
pated
that
agreements may b e established
the first since 1938

in

minO.

New

$0.90-$l,l5).

,

ployees at D. C. hostelries.

Sophie Tucker rocking

$3'^$3.50 jnin.),,
:

500; $2-$2;50

North western-Minnesota

fans pushed gross to 4,900.

Jurgens band drawing lo tune

*

of 20,000.

Art Kassel (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15). Just a thousand. Off; still fine 16,000.
(Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Not sO good 3.600.
.

Buddy Shaw
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gate,

Baugniet,

among

Brazilian,
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Sunday
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Madeleine

general
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dele-

others.

Argentine

Cuban
New York

and

arrived in
They'll spend

(13).

their

GREMT

U
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i

I

Shapiro- liernslci II

I

from any
show business;
The only thing
;

SPECIAI. 50t>)GS

likely to- dent
what looks like a sure record would
be a sudden slump of terrific pro-

!

Now writing for:—
* Joe E. Lewis
•k

:

^
k

portions— Something

Harvey Stone
Francei Faye
Cross & Dunn
Jean: Carroll

Maxie Rosenbloom

and

Max Boer
.'

Clrolc 7-1

^
i;W

,

economist

at or very dose to present
levels for at least the, next 'few
month.s.
Hence, 1946 is probably going to
be the $2,000,000,000 year.

main

nd Others

1*Jhhh' for

no

predicts this year.
While there are strong indications
that the crest in amusement grosses
has about beet* reached, the general
predictions are that they will re-

New

¥<il-k,

1!)

UBC, the Brazilian ASCAP. Cuban
delegates are Gonzalo Roig and Roberto Netto who represent C. N. A.
Other delegates will comprise Erie
Coates and Dr. William Turner Walton of the British :Performing Rights
Authors draw 75% of performance Society, Dr. Eduardo Marquina and
revenue while the pubs get the re- Dr. Jose Forns from Spain, Albert
Willemetz atid Mine. Clamille Marbo:
rnaindef. Reason for the latter's relfrom France and Deems Taylor,
atively small portion is that most'
South American firms do not exploit Gene Buck and Wallace Downey of
ASCAP.
tunes or maintain professional staffs
to the extent: that U. S. pubs do, according
to
Wallace
Downey,

For example, songwriters In South
America are protected on jukebox
plays but ours aren't. The Latin
writer is reimbursed on disk performances and has complete protection in other lields even television.
,

,

—

ASCAP's Latin-American

AFM-Diskers

rep.

Established in 1926 with headquarCiSAC was Created to

Continued from page 43

ters in Paris,

SANTLY-

prevent pirating and exploitation of
musical and literary works, and'
originally was composed only of societies of dramatic authors and publishers. Since then three other federations have been added.
Second
federation is composed of nondramatic societies, third: federation
includes societies for the rights of
mechanical reproduction and the

,

toug:h.

ss

:«

Incidentally,

there

is

no

overtime provision mentioned.
For symphonic work, AFM. boosted
the price lo the same' $50 per man
per hour, from $28. Overtime in this
category draws a boost from $7 per
man to $12,50 for each half hour.
EXs Hit Hardest
Klectrieal transcription firms are
hardest:, hit.
They got a call for a
fourth consists of a novelist and wri- boost from $18 to $50 per man for
ters, group known as "Federation des eac,h 1.5 -minutes of
music inscribed
Societies des Gens de Lettres."
on a record, All sessions fall into
In the Confederation's long history the 115-minute rate.
only two Americans have held maAs for the making of jingles and
jor offices. Saul Bornstein was vee- spot announcements requiring music,
pee of the second federation in 1938 the pay will be $50 per ma'n for
and this year John G. Paine, gen, every one-minute disk turned out,
mgr. of ASCAP, is prexy of the same
Immediately after the huddle with
federation.
Reorganization of the the executive board, recording topparticipating societies at a Paris pers here from N. Y. retired into a
conference last March named a Con- huddle from which they had not yet
federation
Organizing
Committee broken
at
Variety'.s
pre.is-time
consisting of Leslie Boosey, presi- (Tuesday). They obviously did not
dent of the Confederation; Bene like the new, .scales and what they
JougJet,
general
secretary,
and will decide to do Is anybody's guess.
.

WHEN A WOMAN
LOVES A MAN
MERCER, HANIGHEN, JENKINS

.

(Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $l.50-.S2.50 min.).
Oct. 11. Krupa, local fave, hits swell b.SOO.
Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 700; $3-$3.50 niln.1. Clyde
doing good Job with 4,500.
Freddy Nftcel (Empire Room, Palmer House; 650'; $3-$9i.50, miiv,Y. Bu.sii

time sightseeing prior to the opening of the convention and plan to
remain in the U. S. around three or
Continuccl from page 3
Heading the Argentine
tolir weeks,
here right now it represents a
are Sr. Francisco J. Lomuto,
group
among .some member countries.
boxolfice gross, exclusive of taxes,
Sr. Francisco Canaro and Dr. Mario
It is further expected that proamount to $2,075,000,000.
Benard, representing SADAIC, the
No figux'e. like this has ever been posals to amend the, U. S, copyright Argentine ASCAP, while Dr. Carlos
rung up, even in such bountiful laws to conform with those of other
Damel represents Argentores
periods as 1929 and the recent >var riations, especially South American S.
[years.
For picture houses, it is on countries, will be dealt with. Music (drarnati.sts guild).
Brazilian delegation includes Sr.
It
would niean industry has long desired to incorthe colossal side.
Geysa Boscoli, prexy of SBAT
that they would be crowding the porate certain good points of the
South American copyright laws into (dramatists guild) and Alberto Ri!52,000,00(j,00() admissions mark, withberio and Oswaldo Santiago, reps of
out help
other braneh of U. ;S. copyright legislation.

2 Billion $ Year

9,150

,

Gene- Krui>»

delegates from 27 countries who are
Indicating the sharp divergence in
show biz sentiment are the opinions members of the (Confederate Inter
of two entertainment toppers. One nationale des Societies d'Auteurs et

"The stuff is there to move,
awaiting only processing and transportation. If strikes and other transport trouble don't snag the works,
there should follow now- a tremendous release of goods of all kinds.
More money than ever will circulate, and the entertainment indusin and beasts "speak."
Bill May, try, in all its phases, stands to gain."
trumpeter, fronts 40-piece band on
The other's darlcer picture: was:
background music, all specially com- "I don't-see how this is going to help
posed. Allan Livingston wrote story. the overall economy. It's nothing
but ai;POlitical move by Mf. Truman.
He acted as head of the Democratic
Top Tunes for Your Books Party, not as President. I don't care
how Wall Street, reacts, I see nothwhat's
from
All'Time Favorite
ing
good
arising
happened."

2,000,

2,430

to fat 6,000,

to be.'

said:

1,200

3

(500; $1-$1,50)

Krupa replaced Prima

American Society of Composers,
to hoist wages along with prices.
Should the promised flood of goods Authors and Publishers is spending
anchor costs, Strikes will not prove at least $50,000, and possibly more,
threatens

3

.

(400; $I-$1.50), ...,..

Sherman Hayei (Walnut Room; Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Hayes doing flne $3,300.
Stephen Klllie)r (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel; 700;. $.')-$a.50
min.). Kilsey replaced Henry Brandon; good football crowds soar grosses

ASCAP Spends

trouble for
is the prospect of a new wave of
strikes as labor swings into action

now

..

On UiiU

2,250

Mel Ceoper (Mayfair ,Ilootni Blackstona hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50
Phil Regan kept nice 2,900, but oft last week's hefty 3,300.

Rusi Morgan (BiltmorV; 900;

business and amusements

it

3

Chicago

in the future as possible

the bugaboo that

,..

(400; $1-$)1,50)....,

.

'I'utvi

Coverii

Week

riiijr«d

$2)

,(650;

Henry Kind...,,.,Rooaevelt

by Louis Untermeyer and Wolfe.

amusements.

two-record album.
Platters are pocketed in covers of
album, and picture book takes up
center.
Disks feature Colvig conducting a "tour" through menagerie,
lor which animal sounds are dubbed

.

Bulfinch's

Waldorf

Le« Elgai-t. .,
,New 'S'orker
Claude Thornhlll. Pennsylvania

Strikes?

Lurking

.

Thomas

ariff William*....

stadia,

not as dependent as Alms on mass
know
the
those
in
patronage,
ihoughli could gain by the nixing of
CPA regardless of the alternatives.
Big profits for business, it, was said,
meant more coin to be' spent: on the

Cap Waxes Look-Hear

^

:

-I

'

Hotel

Bniid

Hopped' up over past salai performances of Iti "personality albums," Decca is continuing recording top air shows,, with Bett^ Davis
starting a three-day session lor th«
plattery here tomorrow (16) on Arch
Oboler's "This Lonely Heart," a
clean-up version of Peter Ilyitch
Tschaikowsky's life. Album,: a ,12under Nat
job
inch,
eight-side
Wolff's supervision, will have a cast
of 10 AFRA-ites and "Victor Young's
orchestra backing Miss Davis, and
Oboler will direct.
Also skedded at Decca is "Sorry,
Wrong Number," with Agnes Moorehead repeating on wax the solo
stint she has: done several times on
CBS' "Suspense." Bill Spier will
direct,
Already dislced and soon to
be distributed is "Tales of the
Olympian Gods," with Ronald Colwhich was adapted from
nian,

Hotel B.O.'s

at

COT«V8
VaHt

15.

,

opei-a'tion,

week vvhen an
this
aiiiount ol stock in tlve corporation
was acquired by the Atlas Corp,,

Bands

Off-the-Air Disk Dates

Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp. Buys
Into Musicraft in

'
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and
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conviction.
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'LAND OF DREAMS'
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the TOP-NOTCH
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LAND OF DREAMS
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Foreign countries seem

be
hungry for American entertainers as well as for other items.
This fact was made apparent by
a letter received by a N. Y.
agency from a theatrical agency

For U. S. Talent in Latin America
increasingly

An

strong

'

\o William Morris and
Bros, execs almost 80% of the acts
playing class spots in Buenos Aires

Frederick

and Rio de Janeiro are from the
U. S., leaving native talent in a
definite minority in the overall booking picture.
Spots like
AHantico in

Copa, Urea, and
are naturals for
don't even have
a Spanish routine to get
to' know
since the majority of heavy
lay,
spenders among the Latin nitery
crowd can speak English as well as
snyone north of the border. Pay in
the Latin niteries is on a par with
rates in northern boites, and living
expenses are much lower than in
the U. S; HotelSj 'and good ones too,
are American plan; charging less
than $4 a day in some cases. Downbeat in costs is carried right through
to taxes and w.k. (in U. S.) cost-ofliving item.s, making Latin countries
even more lucrative than indicated
by first glance at scales offered.
And while ordinary U: S. acts are
drawing well, local entertainers seem
to have no pull at all and are conOnly
fined to the small bistros.
drawback to working in Latin
America, according to' agency people,
is that there's no continuity of bookings. While demand from the class
the

Rio

U. S. vauderSj

'

who

Nitery License Nix
Columbus,

Nat

0., Oct. 15,

war veteran,

Stein; Cincinnati

has filed

a'

compel

mandamus

action

Robert. M.

,

witl?

Supreme Court seeking

the Ohio

to

Sohngen, state
him a night-

liquor director, to issue
club license.
Stein, in

that he was a holder of beer permits
for the last five years and that when
he filed an application for a liquor
license, he was. told that the quota
was filled but that he could secure
a nightclub permit. He subsequently
was refused the nitery license upon
the grounds' that the liquor board
regulations prohibited the issuance
of such permits, although the quota

was

Como Hypos

Cleveland, Oct.

in 12-act benefit show at civic auditorium helped to hypo gross up^ to
the Cleveland Italy Relief, Inc.

:

Kaye had formerly headed the
,

Florida branch of AGVA but was
Deal was signed last week to re- upped to the higher post last sumsume stageshows in five Comerford mer, with Jerry. Hirsch taking over
houses in Pennsylvania and west- Kaye's former spot in Miami. Shel-

vey will not make any replacement

New York. Vaude: has been held
up for some time because of failure
to come to an agreement with the

ern

of

Kaye

he

said.

in

Coast area at this time,

.

Internationa] Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and the American
Federation of Musicians.

have

New

weeks. The Hippodrome,

split

when

Pottsvillc, Pa., and the Feeley, HazelIfarry Foster in L. A. from London, ton, Pa.; will run .shows for three
conferring with A^e Lastfogel and days weekly starting Monday (21).
Johnny Hyde of William Morris of-*
Feinberg is booking the
Joe
.flee on staging ice shows in Britain. houses.

you . . .
ence . ;
break .
i

.

.

. . .

put us on the stage of your night club

.

;

We

j

'wdnt

publicly,

one of the largest in Baltimore.
.

.

.

.

Leonard's

Spa

.

to

thank

Musical Bar. ..(where such

.

. .

.

.

;

'

items, musicians, got a 20% hike, and
bonif aces
won't jeopardize their
business by permitting a walkout,
and may compromise with the other
craft union members employed in
niteries.

Wood and Patsy Kelly
for vaude appearances.
start a tour at the RKO thsa*
Boston, Oct. 31.

Barry

teamed again
tre,

Vatie
"**

*lfn$.

realized

.

.

.

and

Open

to closing spot.

^^••"^

wifh

We

by

a

Zt

will

a

Tony

wide world, our manager,

Phillips.

THETUNESMEN

lifetime ambition ...

Herbie Zampini

.

PERSONAL DIRECTION OF

PHILLIPS

& WEBER

v,

Danny Bridges
Herman Miller

•

•

Lombardo

"
n.. l.

to the greatest "ten per center"

the whole

in

by being booked to appear on the
stage of the Hippodrome Theatre ... in
our own home town of Baltimore.
.

Songs

"*"'**'nore

you sincerely and

.

:

'

They

Trio

Eddie Leonard ... for giving 3

.

.

48 W. 48th STREET,

NEW YORK

'

;

And we are very much obliged to Mr.
Roppaport and Mr. Glaster of the Hippodrome Theatre ...

famous stars as The Jones Brothers... The
The
Dee Lloyd McKaye .
Red Cat>s.
The Picadilly Pipers, etc.
Brown Dots
have
we
week
;
.
this
appear) . . . but

;

-

never forget your kindness.

.

is

;

.

.

off
felt

time.

said to
be the rising price index.
It's
claimed that, with .the cost of gro-:
ceries on the rise, people hav* less'
to spend on luxury entertainment,

f'"P'°y'ng three

young Baltimore boys a break.

you encburaged us
You coached us .
and, wonder of wonders . . you paid us.
not only have
Now, after seven months
you made us the headline act at Eddie

some

Reason for the decline

-

moved from opening spot

and

time

Grosses have been
weeks,- and it's

two

And to top off our happiness, today we
were told, after our first week's appearance, that the theatre had picked up our
option for a second wefek, and we were

.

.

you, Mr. Leonard took a chance

made,

a

.This is borne out by the fact that
steepest decline is in the late supper
trade.
Fortunately, dinner business
continues good because of the fact
that most housewives can obtain loss
Pittsburgh, Oct. 15.
from, the local butchers thah the avPittsburgh's getting flock of new erage nitery. and consequently figure
niteries, and just when everybody that e&ting out isn't any more exfigures the big boom has passed, too. pensive.
Most ma-ss nitery dinners
'"
However, spots, all being built from start £it $2.
ground up, were started when booze
Along Broadway spots, late-busiand entertainment biz was terrific ness has fallen off as much as 40%
here so everylwdy's going through in some spots, with a lesser decline
with it j nst the same.
on the Ea.st side.
Of four new dubs, only one's loOne boniface estimated that durcated downtown. That's Little Jackie ing the business slump, when tood
Heller's Carousel, which has been prices are. mounting, the average
in construction since last February cafe spends anywhere front 25% to
and expects to get going by Novem- 50% more for food, dep6rtding upon:
ber. It'll seat around 250 and will volume.
The larger spots- are able
represent an outay of about $150,000. to get away with the lesser figure
The 800-seat Belvedere, for which because of volume of buying.
Henry Lewis shelled out nearly ,$300,However, there's little likelihood
000, got going last week; the Ankara, of a strike, hitting the cafes at this,
with capacity of around 400, exr time.
Cue is taken from the fact
pects to open in another month on that one of the most expensive labor

0^ ^altim^e
.

come at

Niteries for Pitt

EDDIE LEONARD
.

have

will continue for

f^tti

when we come to
.
without a job and without experi. and we asked you to give us a

,

;

room

'

,

SEVEN months ago

last

niteries are in midst of a busi-

ness slump.
for (he last

leer Set for Tour
Route 51 beyond Bill Green's, and
Another major ice-show is slated Beverly Hills, intimate spot for 150,
to enter the field by Chi'istmas. is being remodeled 10 miles from
Skating Vanities, Inc., which con- downtown on site of Harry Dipple's
trolls the roller show and "Holiday old Green Castle Farm.
on Ice" is putting out a smaller
Golden Triangle also getting a
package for towns missed by its new $125,000 cocktail lounge in the
v
other blades show, "Ice Vogues.
Nixon Room, which Tony Coinforti^
"Vogues" will have a cast of 50 operator of Nijcbn Cafe, is currentand is set to open at either Dayton, ly building right off- the lobby of
O., or Muncie, Ind. and will play the theatre. It'll get going about
midwest and southern dates.
Thanksgiving.

.

been milked.

Requests

New

Readying 4

.

spots is strong, there aren't enough
of these places to insure a fully
tour. Once all the boites in
Five houses are set to bow Thursa city like Rio are played, the next day (17). Capitol theatre, Scranton,
stop is in Buenos Aires a couple of and the Penn, Wilkes Barre, will
thousand miles away, and after that have full weeks, while the Bingthe east coast of South America has hamton, Binghamton, N. Y., will

booked

who

with the cooks asking for a 35% increase, with others set to follow.

Crooner stayed over extra day for
testimonial dinner tendered by committee and musical friends who once
played with him in Freddie Garlone's orchestra here.

Shelvey's only comment on the dismissal was that it was "for the good
When pressed for
of the service."
further details, Shelvey claimed that
Kaye had consistently refused to follow his orders in several controincluding recent
versial
matters,
threatened wildcat strike of cast and
chorus of "Ice Follies," which is now
being arbitrated by Florine Bale,
head of Holly wood branch of AGVA.

Resume Vaude

operators

club

craft
union in the dining
trades. Start has already been

.$35,000 for

,

Comerford Houses

15.

Perry Gomo's personal appearance

,

filled.

•

week were granted a 15% price hike
Italian Relief on meat dishes are fearful that the

relief will start a series of reBenefit to 35G in Cleve. menu
quests for wage increases from every

Arthur Kaye was let out as regional director of the west coast area
for American Guild of Variety Artists last week.- Dismissal was made
by /Matt Shelvey, head of AGVA,
who had appointed him to the spot,
several .rhonths ago, to work, .out of
the Hollywood branch of the union.

Stein alleges the director abused
his discretions in refusing the permit.

Pay Boosts

Culinary Crafts to Seek

offered

ARTHUR KAYE OUT AS
COAST HEAD OF AGVA

petition, pointed out

hi."!

percenter

healthy sums for American talent and assured good working
conditions.
However, the New
York perc€nter>is a bit dubious^
about sending performers to .that
country as the Italian booker, in
the same letter, asked for a food
package.

|

On

and while comparafew vauders have expre&sed

eagerness to take advantage of the
market, those whodid, have returned
with plenty good to report from
according
their iimkets. Right now,

Ops Fear Menu Hike May Cue

Night

Italian

Vet Sues Ohio Booze Bd.

ing to reports,
iively

Bistro

to

in Italy.

demand-t'

fiom Latin America, for U, S. acts js
being felt by talent agencies accord-

53

k&filETY
Hungry, in Spades

Top Agencies Report Strong Demand

CITY

"•"9

VV,7d"toh

'"^'"^^

1

VAVIIEVIIXB

34

W«<liu;B<!«y, OctoltKi- 16,

Club 18
Mickey Rooney Unit
Until Pay Off of Claims

Union

Conventioneers Hypo Biz in A. C.

American Guild of 'Variety Artists,
vaude talent union, is contemplating
throwing a picket line around Club
18, N, Y., and declare spot unfair as

Hotek Niteries Despite Gambling Ban

uncoliccted ..salary
an
of
claim of AGVA .rrtembers against
Freddie I.,amb, operator of nilcry,

.result

Atlantic, City, Oct, 15.

year-round niteries
Hotpls and
are competing for local and
buaineKS, this, the first

hore

+

Boardwalk hotels have been

y^ear all

host to

since the late war.

civilian.";,

and

Tolle

I

her

.

in

ti'io

Fie.sta

.its

since

Lounge,

.

week

I

|

.;

They laughed at
their meat dishes.
th is one, si nee. they ha ve been ijervr
ing-.fowl and. fish menu-s. for weeks.
.

:

O&J

Break-In Dates

-

opening

thisir

of the .spots had; of

basirios.,

after the, tjice

track had closed were dispelled by
Supreme. Court Justice Wachenfeld
as he charged, the October grand

has contacted Local .802 of the. MuUnion for support in adjustmg matters with Lamb. If this falls
through Matt Shelvcy, head of AGVA. slates union will picket the spot
until payoff is made.

At Same lOG Salary

'

Olsen and John.son. who have
signed, fo appear ,at the-,; Carnival,
early January, tor their first
N. Y
nitory ,'engag'enienti will ,'do,- sdm,i?;
cafe dales in other :toW,!5s to get accustoined to bistro business.
DUO
:

:

:

'

I

,

to

:

Town
,'

Casino,

Buffalo,

two weeks.

O&J

nFRAinO'^ SIV-WFFIf
TT.tLIV
^
Dec. 2 for ..,VlV
TOUR OF U. S. SET
on the Buf-

break-m

will get $10,000

'

;

same salary called

falo, date,

the'

at

for in

Gc^fald Bright, British bandleader,
known professionally as Geraldo,
will, malte a. six-week tour of the
U. S. He sails on the Queen .Eliza^
both today (Wednesday) and will
shuttle between N, Y, and: the Coast.
Geraldo, recent winner of a Brit-

at. .Ma,YS Landing, the county
V
The justice ir.e Carnival contract.
on Wednesday 19)
Berle,: who'll be succeeded at 'he
warned in no uncertain terms that
the police were to continue to en-, Carnival by O&J has been signed
Miami
-at
for
the
Copacabana,
Beach,
force the laws or "keep the lid on
tight."
The lid was off for a week a reported -.SlSjOpt} weekly pius oVer";
early in the. summer, .but: has been ages wliei) the: cafe >gross goes over

jury

:

'

seat,

.

,

,

,

'

:

I

,

^

.

:

clamped on
.

Baclc to
;

,;

,.

i,

tight since.
civilian

'

$50,000.

.ways again

the

^
;

:

Albani
is offering .Pedro
offering payees rhuriiba instructioiis in the Round-the-World room.;
Nick D'Amico and his band are at
the Ritz-Carlton's Merry-Go-Round

President

'

i

and

STERNBERG SETS SHOWS
FOR SPANISH NITERIES

!

Betty Gould

room.

entertaining

is

in

the

o'lTers

Submarine

Herbie Cbltins

The MayThe Hoiiday
with Agnes

grill.

flower

lias Billy 'Van in

i"oom.

.Strand,

gives

.

who's; been negosliows
in
Spanish
Saturday il2) for
Spain to line up a series of cafes,
theatres at"id''; fconcert ;tours: .in: that
country. He's already set George
Jbhnspn; 3 NiJgro band, to open at
La .Mogav a Barcelona cafe as soon
as orch can be brought over.

j

:

I

set

to

planed

niteries,

^

The Traymore

Dave Sternberg

tiating

.

Sternberg

|Upon

his

return

will

It's

unit in recent years with a

the

first

top

name

gone

that's

in for

,

Rttoiiey will

:

play,

six

week.s

vaude before going back
Coast for film commitments.

On Aussie

produc-

tion to that e.vlenl.
Others in the
unit are Connie Haines, Leonard
Sues, Abigail and Bucldy and the
Will';Mastin trio.
..of

the

to

Sam

American activity
Antidpodean variety
:

Bonifaces' Fear of

SLA

difficulties.

Up

in

American

Longchamps Case

N.Y. niteries- and hotels are watching with interest the current proceedings of the State Liquor Authority vs. the Longchainps chain of restaurants,
SLA is seeking to revoke
the liquor license of the eateries on
charges of selling liquor on credit,
buying from unlicensed dealers and
failing to keep proper records.

Spain.

N.

vcpi-e-

in

'iiie

(iold

of

-

acts exists thero.

Australian

,

,

buyers have boon

iie-

goliating for names, but ti .uispoi lation difficulties and salary dulerences have prevented any sn>ned
pacts.

Beatty's Payoff

Was

On Guarantee

Coin

The $800 salary claim collected by
of bonifaces is the
charge of selling drinks on credit. American Guild of Variety ArtisU
for George Beatty, singer, did not
It's: standard practice in many clubs
cover
full salary as previously reand hotel dining rooms to permit

Main concern

i

regulars to sign tabs. SLA regula- ported-.
tions hold that where credit is perBeatty had pactod deal with Starhiitted, liquor tab must be computed lit Run, Hollywood, at $400 :tle.ss
ish popularity poll, conducts a 70- separately and the customer must than his accustomed salary) guaranpiece band on QBC television, helped: pay before leaving the premises. tee against split of cover charges.
Food
can
checks
be charged..
When spot was unable to pay off
popularize the tango in Britain,
During the war, he entertained exAt the hearings on the Long- after the first, week. Beatty ankled
tensively in the war areas for JINSA. Chanips restaurant, SLA introduced the date and proce.ssed a claini for
He'll sail back to England Nov. 29: evidence to show that Longchamps the $800,
which
collected
permitted credit on checks where and paid him off.
drinks were served.
believed
It's
Union could only process for the
that conviction on that score is suffi- guarantee coin and that's what it
Wright's
Follies' cient to cause license revocation.
collected.
Beatty claini-s to have
Some nitery ops are also leary of given the nUijry op's three weeks, to
First Midget Troupe in Yrs. the charge against Lohgchannps .6t pay him before taking the matter:
First
ai'.-midgei
revue to toOr buying through unauthorized deal- to AGVA.
vaude in many years is being lined ers. Before imports started roTling
up by Joseph Wright, vaude pro- in after the end of the -war, many
duccr and nitery operator. It will be operators faced with acute shortages
Available for Club Dates
tagged "Toyland Follies" and will of scotch bovight' this liqupr from
carry a cast of 15 minature per- anybody who could get it at ipfe
Conventions in
Some sources, it's
formersi Including principals and mium prices.
claimed, did not have a N. Y. state
chorus.
Chicago for the
:

!

I

j

j

Souris,

i

and

Months

-

;

of

1

:

'

:

,

;

November and

October,

December

-

I

.
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STEVE EVANS

.

;

,

OMfi'inB

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLV MOMENTS
Cuirently
H(i.-i CM'B. S.\S
VB.INCIRCO
IHR.: M.%TTV KOSMN

'

:

$300

Fine in Pact

Row

Miriam La 'Velle, dancer, who had
been appearing at the Carnival,
N. Y., was tried on charges of "conduct unbecoming a member" by spe*
cial trial board at American Guild
of 'Variety Artists last week: and
penali2;ed with a $300 fine and three

months' suspension

from

member-

ship. Latter w'as subsequently lifted
but the fine stands' and will have; to

be paid before she is restored to
good standing in the, talent union.
Such fines go to the Welfare Fund
of the union.

JACK
SHEA
7he Mad Auctioneer'

PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO,

ill.

.

Controversy started, according

Telephone Randolph 7500

to

Dave Pox, head

Thanks to

made

this

who
and my many
all

those

other engagements possible.

BOB
EVANS

of N. Y. local of
when Miss La 'Velle wanted
ankle out on her nitery contract
with Nicky Blair, operator of the
Carnival, several weeks ago to pact
with an up coming Broadway musical.
At that time AGVA ruled she
would have to remain with Blair for
tenure of contract. She is later alleged to: have made derogatory remarks about union for upholding
Blair in the controversy, which pre-

AG'i^A,

.

to

cipitated union's action of fitie
suspension.
Had latter stood

would not have been able

Mayfair Club, Boston; Beverly Hills Coun.
Club. Cinn.; Miami, Florida; Million Dollar
Theatre, Los Angeles; Golden Gate. San Francisco,
and back home to Chicago at the Chez Paree and
Chicago Theatre into the Spring of '47.

FUTURE
DATES

HOWARD

'Comedf nniies Aiill«»'
WKKK OCT, IS

she

ORIENTAL THEATRE

to fulflll

» wisr.KS,
Dir.:

the
musicomedy assignment but
since being lifted she cart continue
with the musical.

OHirAOO

MAXXX ROSUN

Faye Heads 'Fun' Unit
"Fun for Your Money" nitery upit,
being; handled by Leo Fuld, has
signed Joey Faye as top comic.

now

Unit

.

HELENE and

and

-will

carry:;

Nan

Houston,

Mary Jo Ball, Jerry and Jane Brandow, Jack Mann, Sparky Kaye and
.

Sid Moss.:

y

1

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY,
M g. 4ini at.. N. V. 0. Murray Hill

inc.
2-2IIM

.

try

Personal Management: EZ

KEOUGH, 203

N.

'

is currently at
because of t.-ansportalion
However, market foi-

a standstill

Booze Tab Nix Pointed

Deals

Ainoi-ican

the Willihni Morris 'ageuc:/, |iV act'
as
his N. Y. rep. Dick Heiiiy, luMd
of
the WM: foreign,-' dept.., will lake
charge of the Aussie dates

Spanish impresario,
whom Sternberg represents, plans to import several: bands
Most of the little, people, accord- license.
and performers in an effort to- build
Bbflifaces'
comforting
thought,
Up a route in Spain and. surro'uhding ing to Wright, have been inactive
for some time, with exception of however, is the belief that SLA isn't
countries.
warplant work during the war, are going to start license revocation prowell heeled with bonds and other ceedings against, the established nitNew Cocktailery for Mont'l
coin and really don't have to work eries and hotels on these scores.
Montreal' will get a Latin Quarter but are seeking a respite from inor- However, few nitery owners will
with the opening- of a spot, with -that tia :0f inactivity.
permit signatures -on: liqubr tabs
name early November, It will be a
Wright may break-in revue at his from' here on in.
cocktail lounge using musical com- Spinning Wheel nitery. River Edge,
bos and: singers.
N. J., before sending it out lor
Spot! will be part of th^ operation vauders.
play on guarrantee Guild Tags Dancer With
It'll
of the Esquire club there.
and percentage terms.
to

Kramer,:-

sentativti for the Tivoli circiltt,
Ausji
tralia, lias made an agreCnieiit
with

'

,

,

buy recording equipment for export

Rep Sam Kramer

theatre, Boston, Oct. 24,

will carry a line of Roxyettes.

Toyland

.

.

l

Mwris Agcy. To

AGVA

\

at tile Shelbburne's cbcld'ail lounge
where her brgari music' is featured;

RKO

at the

sicians

,

,

have been signed

Pacts Roxyettes Line
Mickey Rooney unit which opens

ACiVA lias no desire to interfere
with employment of musicians and

Prior to N.Y. Carnival

.

the carpet at

the (ime but refrained: ii:oiTi .;lakihg
summary action upoi\ pro,mise ..that
he would pay off the claim of $2,100
due performers from: show that
He
folded, via weekily; .payments.
has since been operating the bar only
but. last week reopened the nitery
room With a music combo sans .acts.

they could raise prices; of

101

(

.AGVA had Lamb.on

;

some

folcio^sOrtiC riionths

.ago.'".

it was before the wari
Holelmen were told last

not like

It's

however.

i

With more conventions boolced
than in any previous year, all hotels
are teaturihg their grilLs. None have
floor shows, .but hotels here just
don't use that type o£ entertainment.
They leave it to the re.gul$r supper
clubs.
Walk hotels are content with
tno^, or in the larger spots, the
smaller dance bands.
On the other liand the year round
ClicPaddock,
niteries— Babettes.
quot, 'jiiave continued tl)eir curtailed
shows from summer— they- did d,ur-,
ing the day.s before the:'. wiVi',''tpo,'.
Other spots. arO: riding along oh.
small bands and trios.
Ally lippe

premature

|

ou'l-Qf-towii

I945

to Picket

Wabash Avenue, Chicago

MALINY
'

I,;

Uig

Per.

7fu
qiilll
'

lt«i>.!

""''^ '""'^ to lidleve an act like llilii oi>uld-1ip Mo
iiPDple tiiTliliiK about It long aCter hc'H ofl-

you hear

I.Bwrei»«e Golden OITU-e,

MS

Fifth Ave.,

Xew

fiitertixin

r«lV'«'7?U^3-Vi«l)
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Mr. and

Mi's.
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Goodman Ace

I. J.

Fox

Lillyn and Eddie

Sherman

Mr. Albert (Stein and Blaine)

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Garfinkel

Charlie Spivak

Harry Altman

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gaynes

Stein

Dave ApoUon

TomGerun

Harvey Stone

Arthur B. Baer

Mayor Ben Gorden

Strand Theatre,

Belle Baker

Polly and Alex Gottlieb

Mr. and Mrs. Carl troy

A.

J.

Balaban

Jack and

Mary Benny

and Blaine

New York

Harry E. Gould

Hannah and Ted Troy

Harry H. Greenberg

Sophie Tucker

Lee Berger

Hildegarde

Sam Turk

Ralph Berger

Mver Horowitz

Universal-International

Maurice Bergman

Willie

Beverly Country Club,

Phil Kasdell

Joe Vanessi

Sol Klein

Vera-EUen

New

Orleans

Beverly Hills Country Club,
Newport, Ky.

Sam Blank
Block and Sully
Jack Bregman
Joe E.

Brown

Henry Busse

Pictures

Howard

Kolmer and Marcus

Rocco Vocco

Latin Quarter, Chicago

Harry Wallens

Latin Quarter, N. Y.

Gene Walton

Irving Lazar

Lou Walters

Rufus and Sari LeMaire

Warner Bros.

George Michael LeMaire

Seymour Weiss

Dione DeMaire

Eddie and Ida Cantor

Lou Levy
Ceil

Chapman
Joe E. Lewis

Dave Chasen
City of Circleville, Ohio

Gloria and

Norman Clerk

Frank Martinelli

Chester Conn
Copacabana,-N. Y.
Sally

Mr. and Mrs. Don Loper

Mack Triplets

Pamela Clerk

Tony and

Nat Lewis

De Marco

Hal Mclntyre
Irving Mills

Geraldine DuBois

Jack Mills

Jimmy Durante

Music Corporation of America

June Edwards

Wm. Morris Agency

Bob Evans

Charley Paley

Fanchon and Marco

Milton Pickman

Frances Faye

Harry Rapf

Shirley and Milton Feld

Arnold Reuben

Shep Fields

Roxy

Leo F. Forbstein

Sam Shapiro

Theatre,

New York

Wednesday, Oelober 16, 1946

Vaijdevillb
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MCA, Tepper May

Row

Commish

Settle

Sans

Guild Refuses Jane Frazee

ARA

Theatres— Exchanges

Out on Trio ofVaude Dates

Arbitration

Continued from page 73

who
songstress,
France,
Jane
sought an out on a. two-week com- burgh.

M. J. Cullen. formerly and Court, Pinckneyville, III tram
Loew's Midwestern division manager the Perry Amu.se. Co., headed bv

mitment to play vaude dates for
,Tack Kalcheim, agent, wa.?. notified before his four years in the Army, Anthony L. Matrici, St. Louis
MUsio Corp. oC America is at- 1
The Frisina Amus. Co.'s nevi' 550.
by American Guild of Variety Art- will- direct Loew houses in IndianSt. sealer in Taylorville, 111., will ha
Bvansville,
Xjouisville,
tempting to sottle its difterences
^^^^^j.. ^
this ists that- she would have to play apolis,
said
°*
Tepper
lighted on Oct. 15.
Lttuii!. and Kansas City.
with Sot Tepper over the Martha
^^^^^ ^^^^
j
same.
William A. Collins, head o[
William H. Elder, who before his
T.lior. bookint. at the Club Charles,
According to complaint filed at Army service was manageT of Loew's lins Circuit, wlir open his Coltp^,^^ sold at $1,350, Miss Tilnew
iving the matter
Baltinioi'e. before
ton's take on this data, cannot be AGSVA,, Miss Frazee, had signed com- Ohio, GoUVmbus, has been promoted Collins, a 1)19 scaler at DeSoto, Mo
to Artists Representatives Assn. lor
mitments to play the Palace, Akron; to manager of Loew's Penn in Pitts- where he also operates the DeSoto*
regarded in that category.
art»itratio.n.
The Esquire, a $100,000 liouse iii
Palace, Youngstown, and the Circle,, burgh.
„

.

I

I

I

|
,

,

i

.

•

Quarrel stems fi-om the cafe's takbooking fee, which it
irig out 5%
forwarded to Tepper, from Miss Til-

Indianapolis, starting tour Oct.

AGVA AIDS TOOTLERS

MCA:

says this is
counter to tlioir policy since they do
IN N.O.
nbt permit booking fees on arty of
New Orleans, Oct. 15.
their performers.
fireworks
American (Juilcl of ^^ariety;Artists
the
Preljminaries,. to
vv^'ith
v/ere started last week when IWorris arp' continuing to cooperate
attorney, wrote Tep- local Musicians Union to break down
Schreier,
Moulin
per demanding refund of the dough. resistance of operators of thfe
Teppers attorney, Michael Halpern, Rouse, local nitery, in ^employing
countered with- the tact tliat the union tootlers in the spot. Vatide
commission cut was lijgal and de- miion, along with musician.^ have
past four
clared that- he wbuldbe willing to been picketing the Spot for
weeks and with ,rti'attei;s still at an
talk over the matter.
impasse.
It's fell tliat If the matter goes to
arbitration, it will be a test of the
Spot reputedly had been doing
no-commission split policy. Qi^gy Respite strike through having
It's known that bookers ate battling
beeil on the itinery. at a bus tour,
this policy,, and "many have declared which brought:50 to 60 customers on
lists.
an unofficial boycott on
each trip. However, both unions t!ot
Tilton's contract will pose together with the sightseeing men
IVIiss
in- ^[^q have since dropped the spot
some interesting points for
asmuch as the contract said nothing :£rom, their route of tourist trade,
about it being a net booking', but at (jjvevting the biz to another spot,; the
the same time failed to mention a [^gtin Qutirter, which is okay, with
5";;
slice.
ARA will find a cla,sh in botii unions.
policy.
-Tepper customarily deducts!
g^^^ unions claim the picket line
when, booking .for,: t'^? will continue until the spot comes to
:t^e
:,
Charles on which he has an exclu- tgi-nis
had a pact with the
forsive commitment, while
nitery but refused: to prerait its membids this practice.
bers to play spot when declared unTepper 'says, the contract was fair bv the musicians union.
made prior to announcement of
their policy when it was recognized
that net bookings prevailed only, on
paycbeclt.

toti's

ROW

NITERY

MCA

:

-

,

With

,

MCA

ARA

|

|

j

|

'

':

,

,

'•

'

:

.

.

!

AGVA

|

MCA

<

Jean Sablon Set for N.Y.
Waldorf's

Jean Sablon has been signed lor
the Wedgwood room of the VValdorfAstoria hotel, N. Y-., starting Oct. 31.
It's his first date in a N. Y. spot since
his return from a lengthy stay in
ETurbpe and South America earlier
this year,
Sablon, who started in N. Y. cafes
in 1941 at: the Versailles, recently

PATTER
For All Branches of .Theatricals
1
thru 13 at $1.05 each or
13 Scripts for $13.00
Nos. 14 thr« 20
READY!

Not.

NOW

$2.00 each— Double Scripts
SH.Ml l''OI{ TUE.M NOW

Wedgwood Rm.

1

'

Mount Royal hotel, Monand the Copley Plaza, Bosl on.

played the
treat,

I

r.%T('ll Vt'

ox HACK

ISSl'£,S!

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
3 Volumes at $2S.OO per Vol.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodies—-$1 0.00

NO

C.Q.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St.,

New

York 19. N.Y.

Ex-Servicemen Subscribers:

Send Us Your Home Address

FOR SALE
Performer's Extensive Comedy
Material Coilecrioii. $200

Box 2531. Variety
154 W. 4&th

St..

New

Carter

Breach With Fishman

,

:

AGVA's Shelvey

Mayo

Clinic for

City Council here issued its first
irt more than 10 years lor a

Into

theatre, license going to Volk Bros., independent circuit owners. Whether this constitutes

Lew

operation

in Phoenix.
Expected
back on job in a few weeks.

pital

tion with union duties. He had been
,putting hospitalization Off from time

Mikt dottshiiw Quits Chi
Chicago/'
After 34 years in the film busines.'j,
Mike Goltahaw, Chi
lor Screen Guild,
quit the business and loft for California: For 20 years with Uiiiversal
he plahs to remain in show biz but

all .spent here,

branch manager

However^ Minneapolis members of
body recently adopted resolution

po.ssibly not in pictures.

Jack Schwartz, 14 years country
asking Council to continue its policy sales head for Republic out of Chinot to issue more permits on grounds
cago, switched to PRC hero, lie will
city already is overseated. It's
do the same work at :PRC,
Dave Fox. head of New York local the
feared now that bars are down for
of the union and chief aid? of Shel- veritable "orgy"
of new theatre conGriffith (o Build in Texas
vey, entered the Mldtown hospital, struction here.
Dallas.
N. Y., Monday (14) for an abdominal
The Griffith Amus. Co. has applied
operation which he had been putting
Payette's Ciiatiun
to the Borger city commission for a
Fox had
off for several months.
Washington.
permit to construct a theatre there.
wanted to wait and take over for
.lohn J. Payette, Wai'ner circuit
J. G. Varnell succeeded Coy MeShelvey during latter's absence ,l)ut zone manager in this territory, reCullough as manager of Ramona anct
was ordered to undergo operation ceived a citation from the local Board Ritz theatres at Frederick, Okla. Ha
pronto.
of Trado in connection with the 20th was with Griffith circuit, Oklahoma
anni of talking pictures.
City, years before entering Army
Payette presented the first com- from which he was discharged remercial talking pictures at the Metro- cently..
Lucieniie Boyer Sets
politan theatre on Feb. 24, 1927.
time but has now been ordered

to

or

els'e.^

in

,

:

Own

Nitery in Rio Casino

Lucienne

French

Boyer,

Brandt House for

is

to the list

deals.'

Fred Wehrenberg will be guest of
honor at a testimonial luncheon

BOSTON. MASS.

given in recognition o£ his 35 years

Spaeial Thanks to:,

in the picture field in St. Louis. He
recently was elected national prexy
of the MPTOA.
Roy: Rogers, star Of .cowboy films
will make a p.a. at the first national
rodeo to be held hera Sept. 6-Oct. 6
under the sponsorship of the St.

GEORei

LIBBY and
MILES INGALLS

Loui.s
St,

district

'

W. B. DeHart, who sold his "Raymond, 111.,, house to R. W. Howard;

who sold the 'Kansas,
Kansas, 111., to M. W. Jessup;: Mildred Rauth, who added the Cozy,
Cabool, Mo., to her growing circuit
H. S. 'Butler,

in

By Happy Benway

Southern Missoliri; Richard Philwho purchased the Algerian at
and the Apple Blo.ssOm'i

lips.,

!

'

.

.

Sam Lefko back

at the Rogers
IQ-day furlough in Philadel-

Kisco. Mo.;

Hardin.

I

v-,..,

.

Charles
Ritz., at

WANTED

,

who

111.,

sold by
S. C. Hal-

w
'oway to George Barbie.
,„„,„„

Bemnatti,

Carlyle,

:

I'OKMKIt

:^

manager

WKHK^UOOD
f'hiis.

have embarked on their, operation
career by purchasing the Capitol
:

r.

ACKO-

SAI.Ain.

IMpCIcllmi.

Ii viiiit

,

4-251
W. livillB I'Mk
ChiciiKi), III. I'riisiM'Dlii MOO.

Y.MC.A.

t*ai;k
«(!..

Slagus, former N. Y. Capitol theatre
staffer,
flashing good
clinic reports and shopping for the

gang.

:

.

SINCE 1901

:

Helen O'Reilly, ex-NVA,
town lor vacation.

off to

the

big

?.ir«00

Pauline

Russell,

ex-pianist

for

Margaret Hastings, ,floo,red by pneumonia.
Alice Dudley and William A. Larner, Jr.* upped for meals.
Robert Connelly, lATSB lad, shot
in from the: Big Town for rest and

Catering to the Theatrical Profession
Official

Agents for All Principal Steamship and Air Lines
Regards to All Old Friends

KARL TAUSIG

BOB TAUSIG

observation.

Len Grotte penciled

in

for

an-

other '"cut" at the general hospital,
Boston, Mass.

ont
'^ANa,0(«

I'ltOI'K.SSIONAI.

UAT rO 'J'ICACII Tl'MUIilNCi AM>
ACK0HAT1CS SUVKKAIi NKlIlTjj A

of

and, his brother,
Tony, former manager of the Frisina
Amusemcint's Capitol, Litchfield, 111.,
111.,

Edward

omtRAt txgcuTivt tfnces
LOEW BUILDINO ANNEX

1-

STYLIST

PA's

Saranac Lake, N. -Y., Oct. 15. Bill Lalis, of tabulating dept. of
the. Warner :Bros. home office, check.ed into the Rogers.
Glenn "Slim" Forrest upped for
all meals and mild exercise.
a,

DANCE

LATIN QUARTER

St. Louis.

Saranac Lake

after
phia.

Kautor, Brandt Theatres field
hero to supervise final con-

Wehrenberg's 35th Annl

,-

TUwicus

JOE
VILANE

Sam
rep,

struction details on the New York
indie op.s first venture in Florida.
New theatre would be built on Lincoln road. Miami Beach., Intimate
house will seat (iOO.

Firemens' Pension Fund.
William Sherman, manager of the
Louis PRC exchange, upped to
manager. Sam Weiss, assistant manager, succeeds Sherman In
the St. Louis office.
Bernie Palmer, discharged from
the Army, has resumed his stint as
on
booker for the Columbia Amuse.
the latest to be Co., which operates houses in. Paof film personnel dUcah and Murray, Ky.
Several theatres
in
personal appearthis
area
changed hands recently. They are

Lena Horne
Lena Horne

iVIiaini

Miami.

chan-

feuse, who came to Rio de Janeiro
earlier this year for an: engagement'
at the Copacabana, has become a
boniface. Mile. Boyer has leased a
small section of the Casino Atla,ntico, in Rio, for operation as a nitery
featuring herself.

planning to make
ance tours. ;
Music Corp. of "America handling

1

be

to

:

added

I

:

Christ, district manager of
here, recuperating from
at Good Samaritan hos-

Fox theatre

Dave

justed.

JIM W. *toh Sf .N.Y.C » »Ryohl

Phoenix' Fox Mgr. Under. Knite
Phoenix.

permit

new Minneapolis

Checkup;

reversal of. Council policy remains
Fox's Operation to be seen. In this instance, Bennie
Bcrgor, North Central Allied proxy,
Malt Shelvey, national head of construes issuance as a "transfer"
American Guild of Variety Artists from one of the other Volk neighwill enter the Mayo Clinic, Rochest^ borhood tlieatres, the Falls, which
will be abandoned.
er, Minn., Friday :(18> for checkup
Most Minneapolis independent exand medical treatment. The exec
hibitors were bitterly opposed to
has been ailing for some. time parti"transfer" or "new permit/', but
ally aggravated, according to his North
Central' Allied, as 4h organiphysician; by overwork in connec- tuation, took no action in matter.

the picture and previous snarl has been amicably ad-

AGENCY

':

N

into

LOEW
BOOKING

.

Salisbury, N. C.) Remoacliiig Job

I

sepia
Moreland,'
Carter, and
comedy team who had been seeking
an out on their exclusive agency
Since the major rooms in the Cacontract with Ed Fishman Holly-,
wood agency, have reportedly set- sinos was closed by Pres. Eurico
anti-gambling edict, there
tled their difference and will remain Dtitra's
has
been sporadic operation of some
on his list.
Duo, currently appearing at the of the smaller rooms in the large
casinos,
most are closed now.
but
ankle
wanted
to
N.Y.,
had
Zanzibar,
for other representation but when
Because of the anti-gambling edict,
Fishman was unwilling to grant re- Rio de Janeiro is reported as having
lease, matter would have had to be lost a, considerable amount of tourarbitrated by American Guild of ist trade from Argenttha.
Wealthy
Variety Artists Coast branch. Tess spenders from the country have been
Diamond, former head of AGVA's patronizing the casino at Nar Del
Coast branch and now head of vaude Platte, a lO-hour ride from Buenos
and nitery dept. of Fishman agency, Aires.

stepped

York 19. N.Y.

& Moreland Heal

on expanded

Raleigh,
'C.
investigated, and upon finding
partment to push sales to the Army,
,
Extensive repairs and remodeling
was in good health, ruled she would Navy, educational institutions .and
Of the Capitol; at Salisbury, to cost
have to play same or be penalised other orgBnizations. New setup will an estimated:
.flCOOO is announced
for the amount of contracts and have Douglas Netler, formerly as- by Paul V. Phillips,
Salisbury city
whatever other: discitilinary action sistant mgr. of the eompany's N. Y. manager for North Carolina Thea,e,i<t'luiiiKe;
as ;'hoad.^^,;
union may see tit to take on the PRC in '45 following his discharge; tres, Inc.
,WvUiani";M
Gonti'acl breach.
cxocu'tive direcfrom the Navy and previous, to his
Meanwhile IVTartha Tiiton: had Miilitary service was with Paramount tor of the Variety, Clubs of Ameripa
will be the principal spcalicr at the
been booked to play out Miss Thi'atre Service Corp.
sixth, annual anniversary banquet bt^
Frazee's route;
Mpls.' 1st BIdg. Permit in Decade the Chat'lotte Variety Club at the
Charlotte hotel, Nov., 11.
Minneapolis.

|

.

sights lined

its

business in the non-theatrical field,
AGVA PRC
has created an independent dechild

:

I

:

MCA

DouKlas Nctter's Job

She subsequently asked' out be.she wanted to remain: with
her infant child on the Coast.
cause

Cape Girardeau, Mo., will be opened
on Oct 15 by E-squire Theatre Corp.

17.

May Taft, Loew staffer from Rose
dale, N. Y., perting up O.K.„and has
been upped for movies:
Richard Menin, bandleader, recently out of service, checked in for
observation.
(lVrilw,'to those Mrho

ate

til.)

PAUL TAUSIG
29 West

&

46tli
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SON, INC.

Street

CITY

Phones—CHelsea 2-B646, 8647
Cable Address "Oceanwovc" New York

.
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New York's Yiddish

57

Rialto

To Present Trends

Junior novelty of modeling faces In
wet clay. This vaude turn shows up
surprisingly well in a night dub,
presenting a nice change from the
routine stuff.
Show is topped off by the niftily
gowned line of rangy gals, one of
whom, Dianne, is picked out for
brief specialty dances while the

Conforms

Cafe Operation

in

By JOE COHEN
Changes in the Yiddish rialto
Y., were
along Second avenue, N.
Vven evident before the war, when

that

and

Contrast between the theatre and
by now too marlted. Only

No

reason, that the lad
couldn't headline at a class spot.

fine diction.

Willie Shore, soft-shoe dancer and
comedian, returns to Chi for one of

his frequent visits. Shore has played
about every spot in town starting at
the old spots on 18th St. and clownr
ing around the Hi-Hat Club for many
months. Shore is better than ever.
His pinball machine number is one
comedy hits. Shows are frequently of the
best bits of pantomine in the
shoddy, reflecting the absence of
second-generation interest. But some business and his soft-shoe routines
are nifty.
of the top 'names of Yiddish musical
Patricia
Adair,
ballerina,
does
comedy name still carry on. Perstill
three
Lcbedeff
numbers
that win solid ;ipformers like Aaron
draw audiences at the Clinton, but plause.
Line dances gracefully in four new
evident they're carrying
it's fairly
on for a lost cause, unless a cultural production numt)€rs, one of which,
patterned after the legit "Lute Song"
revolution takes place.
is nicely costumed and one of the
The cafes, however, are hitting best things seen in a nightclub here.
pay out healthy salcafes is

four theatres

remain— two

of

the.

legitimate type 5nd an equal number showing vaude and condensed
rtplates of former Yiddish musical

terrific figures,

aries
tioii.

and spend money for producAll

they're

this

is

because

possible

drawing on a comparatively

new type

Kretchma and the Rainbow Inn.
Each is geared for grosses that are
surprisingly high.

Of these, the Russian Kretchma
the only one eschewing the Broadway' formula. NemirolT stresses atmosphere that goes with blinchiki
and beef stroganoft. Entertainment

Is

:

is strictly continental, with French
and Russian numbers predominating.

There's the omnipresent fire-dancer
who pierces dollar-bills with daggers dealt from the mouth, and an
army of singers, folk and ballet dancers and a charmingly unhep emcee.

The proceedings add up to informal
conviviality, and that formula has
kept Nemiroff in business for more
than 20 years.
However, one of the most impor^
tant operations in that sector is the

Old Roumanian, which

is,

compara'

tively, the Copacabana of the down
town east side. Sadie Banks is :
downtown Sophie Tucker, having

been there for years, and

responsible for a healthy part of the trade.
Her lusty ditties aren't too subtle,
and sometimes responses arep't up
to
par,
but the spot evidently
couldn't do without her, as evidenced
by reactions of some of the customers,In addition, the Old Roumanian
has a full floor Show, headed currently by Jackie Phillips, who indicates a thorough schooling in the
borscht belt and who knows how
to perform for this audience. This
is his third trip to this cafe and
by now he's an experienced audience bowler'over in that spot. The
includes Nina
rest of the show
Dover, a guitarist singer; a dance
team, Ralph and Eileen, dancers
Alice King and Bobby Harrell, and
is

•

•

a

12-girl line.

The Rainbow
same

.

lines

Bird'' on
bottles.

China Boll,

pairtially

-

filled

whiskey

Y.

the
There's a departure from
when
technique, however,
"JWoid in China" revue produced Jones
bjy Donn Arden, with Frances Chun, Powell's men go blue with a venge
Tat Sings, 4 Canton Bros., Ming & ance, and it's not pretty. Material is
but
copy-cat
variety,
the
strictly
of
Ling^ (,i«e (10), Josti.Curbelo Orch,
Jflcfc Frase Orch; |2-$3.50 tnintmuin. good for the laughs that would be

China Doll, N. Y., nitery has a
diverting tidbit in its new all-Chinese re^ue, "Maid in- China," which
ushered in the fall seasoti last week.
It's a gay, colorful affair staged by
Donn Arden, who features the gal
line, billed as Lee Mortimer's China,
Dolls, in. a trio of welUroutined
numbers^

niftily

forthcoming no matter

who threw

pies at someone else,
seltzer bottles at the

or squirted

him.

Capitol

eiTV

(f.)

Brown Ore

Hill

17

ralHee (») ^1-^
Freddie Slack Cue

Nelsen
°
Olive Uonelli
rnncGB f-elinerta
Robert .Mai'Hhall
red Se1in(^><l«r
Ijnvvrt?n(;e Nickol
'oi'liR lie Ballet
Sypiph; Ore
l'urunH»niit (D

UAKTrOKO

State (1) IK-til
Charlie Siiivak Oic
16

Reddintilons

HOIAOKK

(three to

.

;

Edbo.

Club Cairo, Wash.

show

in

.

—

.,

w

—

New Vorher
Eijrart Ore
Hotel IVnneylvnnia
Claude TliomhllV O
Hotel

T-es

Pearl Bailey
J Swifts
Jaek' O'Connor

Hot<^l rierre
Irene Hilda.'
Nileson Twins.

,

The Kenimys

UKDFOICn
17-10

(I)

N<|

Tjevcrne

;Ton

ft.

Candy Stevens Co

&

Jules

Tita

i'ATKRHON

Majefitte

17-20

(I)

Korn Kobblern
Lanl Ivuni

Don Baker
Bananas' Ore
Steve Riehavdf
Hcnrv LaAJarr
Kaban HIeu
Wallv BlaoUer
Mtirlel :^.J4lnes

Jane Dulo

.

.

.

.

WaUnce 1

Ce'drio

.

VHIard

Paul

Day Dawn Dusk
Rarn

Vllltiite

Kelly

Billy

Oarlands
Alicia Watlace
liert Stone

Bmil Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

Patsy Lane

Jimmy NoJa

,

Tex Fletcher
Villiifr*

Vancusrd

Phil Leeds.
Chittison 3
:

.Tay

C Higgenboitom

J

Maurice
Johnson

Ml;7uento

V'aldes

Estetle & nimae
Lyune Fader

Stevens

& Ryan
<^Aiis
I'AWTCr.KET

Red

AEHcbito Ore

Capitol

Hartlnlqve
Harvey Stone

PuDi Onmpo' Ore

10

(J>

Irene BrooU«

Paul Dravlin
Allan Drakp
(two (o fill)

The Va'ga bonds
Tex Kendrii'k
Val Olman Ore
I3ob

Mitchell
Otittrrer

Till in

Ted Lewis Ore

His

Rob Lee
Gertrude Bild
Jean AinsMe
Francisco

Bmee Norman
Vivian Nickolspn
D'HlV'^ro * Btilin'l*
/anzlliar

1.41

Grandma Perkins

THIS

C'orner

Keirers

Iceland
& CherUi
Eleanor Bower*.
Ice Revne
l4 &
L Bernard
I'ion ri'v
Kelly'B Stitide*
X^ririg & Reardon
Henry Red Allen O Eddy Alanfion
smith Rocr's & Ed Mary
VVIvrl
Osborne
(one to flJl)

3

DUDLEY und

Harrell
Porto Ore

ISaylos

.

Cornell

Hetel Tatt
Enof^h Light Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Paul Draper

Louis

<.'a.ndy

Tilton

.Orc.
I'laza

Hotel

I.a

Ifal Winters
Duffy Dancers
Edwai'ds & Diane
Ralph Punt Ore
Bobby Rajiio« Ore

Versiilfle*

De Marcos
Lillian

iViilfpi?

I

.

Dwlffht BMske

Chas Reader

Harpers

Morris

AKRON

Baltimore, Oct. 11.
Strong pace set by this new 900seat nitery with an opening show
layout headed by Lou Holtz and Vin
cent Lope? orch is holding steadily
with current high budget entertainment set for two weeks and including

Dean & Ray

Roi;r»^rM

81-23

rnliu'e (1) 17-20
AlartJia

Seller

VKWAKK

Roy

Hal Mt'lntyre Ore

(FOLLOWUP)

MIDGETS

WBEK

Ceraldfne

Bn!»

Dii

Sirkl

,^

Nyoka

Eddie Vinson Ore
Pee Wee Aiarquet.t*
Olau^i' Hopkfnp Ore
Zhnmermiin's

:

Gene Kardos
JancKl Makula

Triplets
Eiroy Peace
.\[Hck

Call

HIPPODROME. iALTIMORE

Ink Spots
T Carpenter
Pep Lef? Bates
Hot Shots

Bennett
He Vysenof

Bela
Paul Arnold:

ZfiiRa

Sinclair & Ald»,
Paul White
Helen Wenxel
Willie .Howard, FtatJces Faye and
NEXT WEKK
Jean FrancJa
Olcra Orlova
Jerry OSrev
Johnny Long musical aggregation.
LOEW*S CAPITOL. WASHINGTON
Interpolated acts are Three HarCHICAGO
fer. Mipt.: KDOIK BMITH
moniacs and Pierre and Renee, ball
I.MH llrondtvay. New Vork
v
^ Pitehinen
IHaclitmwb
room duo.
.\Cartin Bros
Saxie Dowell Ore
4 Morrot'cans
Show plays very well and is high
Ma*? & Ta
D Hild Dancers
lighted by Howard's French profeS'
Ai Roberts
l.4itlB Umirter
i;iieK Puree
irHfl^AHKLrHIA
sor routine and a smasho closer via Danny Drayson
Simpkins
A
L
(jleorge I'renlice
Carmiia (I) 17
Sophie Tucker
I..atin Lovelies
Frances Faye who takes hold of cus'
HALTIMORK
Thj; Glenns
Bobby Breen
Wesson Bros
tomers with flip singing and indigo Hippedrome (I.) 17 Don Hooton
Willie Shore
Geneve Dorn
Don & Phil King
Mimic Men
piano thumping.
Adorables M2>
.\rardoni & Louise
Bunin'H I'uppela
Gon/.ules Duo
Patrieia Adair
I'aul Carleton
Long's combo is strong on the brass Lee Davis
Kiirlc (\V> IK
Ore
Claride«
Riiddv Shaw Or*
Gay
Cab Cnllowav Ovo l.ueio Garcia Ore
side, boasting four trombones and Jerry Wayne
Palmer Hahsc
State <l) 17-18
Miller B & Lois
three trumpets, but holds tone well Snare
Kvelyn Knight
('olo^inio'fl
Bros
Patters'n & Ja<rkN'n
Freddie Nagel Or«
.Taekie
Heller
and utilizes a pleasing swingy Jay Johnson
3 Peters Sis
Roily Rolls
Slate Bros (3)
KOCKFOHU
rhythm. Band vocals are supplied Davis & Brennan
Blackburn (2)
Fay Carroll
B & Tess*
l'«lHee <l> 18
by Francy Lane and Sandy Evans Shermanao-23
D'ncers (TiJ
Athena
Abbott
Zoppe Trp
Klo <;abuiiK
ColoRimo Models
and a specialty by drummer Floyd R & M Norman
Johnny Fields
Sol Feola
Jackie Miles
Seror Twins
Sullivan in a comedy standout. Four Sam Tanner
Hotel Bismarek
Clark Bros.
'

.

'

.

White
Tunetoppers, instrumental quartette, Qlive
4 Elgins
fill out lulls in sprightly style.
HOSTOX
Boston (R) 17
Customers are coming in spite of Dave
ApoDon Co
rather distant location from center 3 Rooket»
of town and week-end response is (three to fill)
ItOLND KK^IOK
reported very steady. Minimum has
llrook (l> 19-20
been raised from' original $2.50 to $3. 2 Jacks
Harpo Marx and Tony Pastor's orch Perry & Raye
(three (o fitn
Butth,
underlined to follow.
OA3IHKN
Towers <1) J8-2€
Roy Maurice
•

.

Showfolk

Association, and three aides
Anger's Picture

Harry

10-17

'.i

Flock

Second

&

Wally Overman

.

new supper spot confirms initial impression that it's due to be the
town's class nitery^ with biz apparently building steadily.
Better balanced
and smoother
operating than the first offering, curChi
rent show has what the first lacked
belly laughs.
These are supplied
ChtcflOo, Oct. 8.
Sophie
Shfire, by Dick Buckley whose routine goes
Willie
Tucker,
fiobbv Breen, Line (9), Cay Claridge over with a smash, although it appears pretty familiar to many of the
Orch; $.3-$3.50 min.
customers. Highlight of the act, of
Sophie Tucker's opening song is course, is the u-se of three men and
Bigger and Better Than Ever" and a woman called up from the audino elaboration is necessary on the ence who are told to pantomime
new show at the Chez with La while the comic supplies the voices
Tucker, Bobby Breen, former boy for all of them. Act is virtually
soprano and film star, and Willie unchanged since Buckley presented
Shore, soft-shoe dancer and come- it- couple of months back in Loew's
dian.
Place was jammed for all Capitol here, but it goes even better
shows opening night.
in the confines of a night club.
Although the show is the most
Phil Brito, the headliner, does
costly the Chez has ever had, so far nicely
as a romantic: singer, registeras the customers are concerned Miss ing successfully above the clash of
tucker easily tops the bill by a wide dishes, voices, etc. Brito gives the
margin.
audience its money's worth, hitting
With Ted Shapiro at the piano, best in "Five Minutes More" from
fjje runs the gamut of all the songs his recent film; and "Between Devil
tnat made her famous throughout
and Deep Blue Sea."
including of course, "Some
.
Connie Sawyer fits nicely into this
These Days."" From the young
with her .several parody
uiis to the
grandpappies, she's still company
"Oklaon
jne grand lady of Show business, number the :ribbing
unjy she could lead this Ultra crowd homa," the Saks Fifth Avenue model
J,",9°'"munity singing, and only .she and the snap.shot song.
could go from table
Opener is the Duke Art and
to table selling

DouE'las

Hal Hague

WalnaA Grove, Ralto

Kay Hammond

AdainH U) 17
Donald OTonnor

NKW

Funk Ore

1-arry

Jimmy Jamerson

H'illdKer (1) 10-20

(I>

Ma.r«ha.ll

DnyliKS

Sally
TlioniHf^
R ^Viniani!;
Dnil
IClizabet}] Canines
T?eddy EJng-lish

Jiimaicn

Vautrhn Monroe Or
Hotel nt\1e

'

KviniittSaB

.n'

,

Rolando

Ona

Catalino
Carlos Varela Orr
Hotel Ceinnimlore.

iJell

Wonder. Horse
K<iy Healhertun
Bernie & Lane

3

UKONX

guy nearest Pill 'Russell
Glaaf^er
Band trades on the big name Ann
Teddy Ji:ni,':Ush

Washinoton, Oct. 12.
Phil Brito, Dick Buckley, Connie
of
Sawyer, Duke Art Sc Junior; Line
(6); Bob Simpson Orch (7); miniContinued from page 2
mum $3 weekdays^ $3.50 Fridays,
Saturdays, Sundays.
Eric Johnston, prexy of the Motion
.

Virginia Aueiin
T-uyke & Tifia
Bill Russell

&

Serjfio

Ore

Mtscha Auer
MIAAli
OLvmpla (I') 16
rarlton

Carmen

UM

Nina Dover
King

Alice

liivieni

Jerry Lewia

17

(!)

Tucker Ore

I-orraine RnprnAn
Vat AJcCaltrie

Murks

&

Tommy

"

Sadie HaiiliK
Ralph
EHec-n

<Jene

Ilavtinu'-r.tndriil

Dean Martin

fill)

tirele

Kasoala

Carl Kavazza
State (L) 17

.
.

sih-.M

Ja

Jo»

sieCne

Pefirsry

Jack Carroll
Chnveis Ore
.

INDIAN AVOIJft

Ha;!I

Al Bernie

Bob

.

.

'

Sherry Brittop:
Aniorv 4
Bijimley & Burrett
liCe Noble
Val & Joyee
Dick Raynirtnd
Himte rwrin
Dick GasDarrw O
Roberw.

*Nil)by

HGb Karl

Ore

Fields.

Ray Eberly
The MaxellOH

1«
i'^ranons l>anBforU

Inn

Vlllaire

4ji'wieli

Dtana Courtney

Valley Aren^t (1) 20

Shep

Uovyd)

Hd

Nronchitb

Bob Evans
Don Rice

,

King t^ole 3
Dean Alurphy
Lane Bros

Mlnevitch

Cabot & Dresden
Noro ^jorales Ore
lr\Vin Kent Ore
400 Club
liouis Jordan Ore
Raiuly Brooks Ore

Lyon

r.iadd

Bd

Stan Kentvn

iCstellta

Blla AUie J^iDt'se
Barr >^ Kstes

Clui)

Gddte'e „

St-

Eddie DaviR

55!ggy

Klity Katlen
Stooges

Nil)

I^MMi

Sheen

Margo .Wade
F Shepard 0'cere
Lane
Art Waner Or©
Kmbn8&y
Chu <.!hu Martinez

Herb ShrJner

Rudy Tone

Jon

fSmnia Fr^nulB.v
JPatti

& Rae

TjOWi-y

Youngmi^iii
Mafile Hiill (1) 19

;>Iee

CkSVlSSATl
Albee («> 17
Sensatfonalfsts

-

.Tohnsofi

themesong idea, although imitations
1(M1»
Cortez and Smitty are fair fill-ins. Corwins
Fonzales
Tommi
aren't ev an close.
Jordon
Pamie
Romer & l>arrow

costumed and mak-

ing most of the opportunity to
project the slant-eyed beauts.
Ming & Ling, father and son team
of Chinese hillbillies, holding over
from previous show, ring the bell
resonantly
with
their
comedic
capers.
Younger chap sews things
up further with his clever takeoffs of
Sinatra, Crosby and the Ink Spots to
stop the show. The Tai Sings click,
as usual, with their neat ballroomolgy that set them some time ago
when participants in another Chinese revue, "Chinese Fantasies" at
the Glass Hat of the Belmont^Plaza
hotel,
N. Y.
Their waltz and
samba are expertly done to merit
salvos of applause.
Frances Chun, songstress, gives
out okay in a vocal session that includes impreshes of Sophie Tucker,
Nora Hayes and others to win warm
reception.
Four Canton brothers
contrib a lively session of risley and
balancing feats to register.
Line's
numbers include "Jade
Maid," "Dynasty of Ming," with Mui
Song, attractive danseuse contributing nifty terp solo, and the "Chinese Circus" finale, bringing everybody on fQF a snappy getaway.
Jack Frase Orch cuts show nicely
and alternates with Jose Curbelo's
rhumbaists for customer dancing.

on

with

Chez Parce,

.

show.

Inn runs along the

a greater accent
Yiddish atmosphere. This spot has a
lush party trade, and with a moderately-priced floorshow has little
trouble in getting by. The Inn also
has a show that copies the uptown
spots,
but community sings and
heavy doses of kosher melodies get
plenty repeat trade.
Current accent on cafes in the Second avenue rialto parallels the Shift
to niteries' that's previously been
evidenced on Broadway— and it's a
safe bet to assume that any developments on the Stem will ultimately
be reflected in that area.

-

NKW \OHK
LeH

Henny

Yeary Bros
Hal I.eRoy
Susfl.n MHlPT
ell's band is tlie main attraction, and Smiih & Dale
Andre A'tiree & B'e
the strangely assorted aggregation of
StrumI <W) 18
stops
for
funnymen pulls out all the
Alvino Key Grc
comedy, sdifle of which hits, al- Aondra Barrett
though a hefty percentage is lost Jean CarroiH
nUOOKI.YN
The imitation of Spike Jone.<i is l*7aUtUNli
<1)
Gay Claridge and his orch provide frankly admitted in some cases, as
Kinc
top musical background for the the boys do a"Listen to the Mocking Bert
I<jdwar<l Sis

of "cafe society."

There are several niteries in that
area coasting along on the same idea,
namely; Jack Silverman's Old Roumanian, Peter Nemirofl's Russian

Smitty who does rathskeller songs
and pianoing and another, Carlos
Coriez, who dresses in white tie and
tails and sings romantic ballads. AH
of which
would probably mean
yokel draw anywhere else. But the
evening caught it looked lilce all the
"characters" on Broadway use the
Mardi Gras for a hangout.
Spot is owned by a couple of
brothers from Brooklyn, and they've
imported Mousie Powell's comic
band from the baseball borough.
Powell was incumbent at the Aquarium, N. Y., before Ben Harriman put
that bistro on a name policy. Pow-

I«

Nvmri-nia lo eonneetlon with blK* b«Iow Indicate opening tint ot •how
nliether riill at «pllt week.
Lcttcra In pairenthefils indicate clri'uit. (X) Independent; (L) Loew;
<l*), PuriinH>unt; (U) RKO; <W) Warner

others strut in their spangles.

Lowe.
autobiography;
proceeds
of
which go to charity.
On paper the billing of Bobby
Marili Gras, N. Y.
former boy
IWousic Poiuell Orcfi (.6), Carlos
became marked, but with wartime Breen, Eddie Cantor's
singer, looked like an overbalance
Cortez, .Smitty; $1-$1.50 niin.
Prosperity hitting that sector, the
now virtually with two singers on the same bill.
is
transformation
However, the youne man just out of
complete. Cultural life of that area,
This joint, and the term is used
which once centered around numer- the Army and playing his first date, advisedly; is a paradox. Customer
is comes through in fine fashion. Breen
theatres,
Yiddish-language
draw ju.st doesn't add up with enous
has more poi.se than ever before and
tertainment offered. Added to the
now the cafe. Not the type of the has
eliminated the schmaltzy overdafe Royalc, where intellectuals discorny
antics of Mousie
Powell'.s
economics, and tones of his early days. Tenor sings combo there is an old-timer named
cuss politics and
pop .songs with good delivery and
where Trotsky helped plot the Rus-

Oills

WEEK OF OCTOBER

her

Yiddish theatre
the decline of the

sian revolution, but nightclubs
gaiety
often mirror continental
carbon the uptown spots.

Variety

Gerald Mayer, Gerald Movius and
Joyce O'Hara. Irving Maas, operating head of j.the Motion Picture Ex-^
port Association, will definitely be
aboard. British agent Harry Foster,
will be another passenger, as "will be
Mrs. Sime Silverman, widow of the
founder of Variety.

On the liner's initial westbound
from which she is due in New
York on Monday (21 ) is likewise a
flock of showbiz figures. They include Jack
HyJton and Geraldo

Jackie & Tuffy
Pat Hill
Sammy Moss
Del Kios
<'HrrA(;o
ChfCKiro (V)

Oriental

Nelson Puppets
Dell

(three to

fill)

SPKlNfHaKi.n
€oui^

il'Zd

(T)

S4|

Morris

Ryan

A-

T & F RobhSn»
Arthur
Fleur
Herb Howard

(D

rapitol

:

legit

Carje Ore
Johnny Morgan
Helene Vfe Howard
Regnl (P) 1«

Hawkins B

John Ma.son
Pec]f & Peck
Evelyn L**tang

17

Dizzy GilloHpie Ore
Oble & briun D'ls
Ballard *, Rae

cooper OVc
Hotel Oonlineiital
James Rykes
Joe Vera Ore

Ko ren

H

Ford

Pftrk

(three

Aiiunriuni
K,lllnf,'ton

Ore

HItie Auf^el'
AJonioa Lewis
Rieliard D. Bennett
Irwin Corey

Stuavt

Rosa
Larkin.

I

;r

Nelson Sis

The Abern
Camryn A

Reilly

Dennis Kelly
Boulevar-Dears
Vine Gurifeni
Jessie

Rosella

I*arry

Ross

Susan Kin^
Mara & Maurice
Phil

Mel
Jo<»

DeRev

<'oIe
ICiah

^

.

Ore
Orr

Waniers Adding Vaude

(if)

Shows

aO»

(l>

fiU)

CITY

Stan Fisher
Marion Colby
lien Yost Singers
Miriam Gwinni
Miriam LaVeile
Georire AVopff

3

that their arrival Pele Johnson
C Hoard Ore
Kew York would get press play
Cnfe Soelety
that would overshadow that of the
(Uptown)
Heavy pitch is being J.tck Gilford
ship itself.
Bright
done by the Cunard Line and the Pati^icia
Dorothy Jarnac
government to combat the popu^ Hope Foye
Kdmund
Hall
larity of air travel. They've gotten
'Dave Martin t
considerable unlocked for aid in the /)avid Brooks
Cnrnlval
past few weeks as a result of two
.Milton Bcrie
plane crashes in Newfoundland.
Elly Ardclty
the plan, fearful

(16>

<

Kilirewater Be'eli

Frances Chun-

Tr

Tai Stngs

Ming Ling
Joae
.

<^urbeVlo Ore
Copiieaittinn
.Toe E. Lewis

Ann Rooney

Eddie FJshet
Ronny:
Ray
Olga Suarez

;

Ope
Frank Ma rti Ore

Micliael .i)urso

linrKCKlMH'
X'ierre
Sis

Oiiipioiid

Rosa

&

Watson
Fritzi

I-a

schefr

Ann Pennington
Willie Solai-,

Jacqueline Hurley
Michael Kdward

BUI Acorn.

in

Oklahoma

Warner Bros, are planning to start
vaude at the Warner theatre, a 1^950
seater in Oklahoma City, soraetimearound the end of the year.
Warner booking

Duke

.

Ce* Davidson Ore
Hotel Stevens
Clyde M^'<:6y Ore
'alK^ry Bros

Stephen Klsley Ore

VVOONSOCKKT

New

Doraine & Ellis
Tyl'r Tho'e &. R'h'p.

Delta;Rhylhin Boys

;

Regan

Don BradAeld
The Lovelies

Baron Lee

NEW YORK

t^nfo !^K:lety
"Duke and Duchess of Windsor
(HowntiMvn)
were originally .slated to be on the riniinie Rotters
Liz, but British government nicked Susan Reed
Cliir Jackson

in

Hotel ConicresH
Milt Berth Trjo
KikI Ochaft Ore
Leity Barbour
Hotel IlliM'kstone

Anne Russell
•Naney Doran

Ella Fitzgerald

Fr.'inkfe

liHllia

producers-

Fens Orn

TSddie

^rel

Shirley

I>elii(fe

Cra^vford
.Dickinson
Betty Hill
The Martinis

Phil

Roberta. Circus
Ha,r<leen Jr

trip,

(Gerald Bright), top British bandleaders; Ben Goetz, Metro's managing director in England; Bernie DelVictor Saville, British
font and

Welcome

Gnt« (R) 16
rKAXOLSrO Harvey
Shirley

iSolden

«AN

Spike Jones Ore
Betty Jo Houston

Hex Weber
Haakon & TT^nnis
Hewurd (I) IK

18

<J)

Sherman Hayes Ore

fJally

Dudleys Midgets

Georgia Gibbs
Tip Tap & Toe

Ki-skjne

Smiley

WASHINGTON

1«

panny Kaye

Will Mastin 3
Bllen Terry

office, in

reopening

this house, will probably use the
spot to break jumps for headliners
coming to and from the Coast and
can use shows enroute to. the Inter.state time in Texas.
!

Crooner's Double Header

As Sub

for Ailing

Thrush

Wlien Bunty Pendleton, featured
thrush at the Gladstone Hotel's Vic-,
toria Room, suddenly became ill Saturday (13), Bill McGraw, crooner at
One 5th Avenue ftJJed in for her.

McGraw
10:30

the

back

and

his own shows at
p. m.j wheeled over to
for the 11:30 show,
.spot for 12:15 and

did
ll

Glad-stone
to

his

own

12:45 a. m. reprise, then finished up
at the Victoria Room with 1:30 and
2:30 shows, for seven performances
in four hours.

.

:

.

LEGITIMATE

SB

Bway

Wednesday, October 16, 1946
'Bye-Bye' Not So Sweet

Ups; Iceman Smash

American Rep

in N.H. Preem
Haven, Oct 15.
"Sweet Bye and Bye" preem drew
a hofty estimated $15,000 at Shubert
last weekend (10-12). Four shows at

New

In 1st Four Showings, 'Cyrano' 23y2G

incl.) top pulled mostly
advance sale, as notices were

ln7; Trumpet,'
Broadway

Teehles

week (no raatincses) vihen
subscription period is over.

improved

attendance

Quit Fast

in six-tims

from

L. A. Legit Dwindles;

'Blackouts' Steady

sees

footlights

its first

week

thife

(17-

.

times.
'The Iceman
hit of 19'46-47
of course), a

Cometh"

is the first
(excepting revivals,

|

but moves to Adelphii to make way
for "Happy Birthday," due Oct. 31;

REVIVALS

.

word-ol-

Theatre Guild's "Fatal Weakness"

lukewarm atJd negative
mouth killed off some biz.

incoming
week,
gets "(Clome On
"The Voice ol the Turtle," Moros- 19), and next week (24-26). Other
shows since the start of the season.
days
Five premieres were carded but one co (132d weelc) (e-939; $3,00), Picked Up" for three
include "Student Prince"
was set back. until the current week, up to around $14,000, and that is fine bookings
(31-2). "Magnificent Yankee". (Nov.
when there will be a quintet of flrst money for threeTperson long .stayer. 7-9),
"Call Me Mister" (13-16).:
;
nights. Two musicals, "Gypsy Lady"
"Three to' Make Ready," Broadand "Carousel," each junriped $7,000. hurst (32d week) (R-1,160: $4.80).
Peebles and Mr. Hooker." "Cyrano" Picked up smartly to nearly $30,500
Current Road Shows
scored with nearly $23,500 in seven last week could stick through winter
the busiest for

Hayes Strong 27G, 'Norway' W/^, 5th

(tax

$4.20

last

NG $1230 in Boston,

$15,000

(Period CouertTTs Oct. 14-26)
Kep. Co.-^olonial, Host.

.

Amer.
(14-26).

cinch for the big
"Anna Lucasta"'—Nixon, Pitt. (14"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
moneys There is an enormous ad- (CD-1,064; $4.20).
by 19; Town Hall. Toledo (21-26).
Presented
vance sale, and indications are fo/' a Homer Curran in association with
"Apple of His Eye"--^Royal Alex.,
run through the season, for the Russell Lewis and Howard Young;
(21O'Nfeill drama woh ';3 corking press, fared very well on coast; opened Toronto (14-19); Hanna, Cleve.

Hollywood, Oct.

Lowest ebb of

legit

15.

was current

last

week, when only two houses

had

lights

And

onstage.

to

make

matters even more out of the ordinary, it was the sole pair of Hollywood legit houses which were
packing the freight for the town.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946'*
played to its usual audience rate of
$17,000 for the 225th frame at El
Capitan.
Second stretch of "20th
Century" at El Patio, newest of
legiters in town, climbed to $8,000
and was held over for third and
final frame, because of show's clicking as season's initialer in the house.

Broadway

dis-

Revival of "Cyrano de
senter.
with
started
off
also
Bergerac*'
promise. The two other arrivals last
.

Monday

26).,,

(14).

'

—

.

Shubert-Lafayette,
"Bal Negre"
Cvrano de Bergerac," Alvin (1st Det. (14-19); Aud., St, Paul (22-23);
week) (D-1,331; $4.80). Drew .excelParkway, Madison (24-26).
week, have dropped off the list al-' lent press and in first seven times
"Ballet Russe"— Music Hall, K. C.
ready, the casualties having been takings topped $23i000.
(€-1,077; (21-26).
Lysistrata,"
BelaSCd
"Hear the Trumpet" and "Mr.
"Blackouts of 1946"— El Capitan,
Peebles and Mr. Hooker," "Cyrano" $4.80). Opening postponed until this
Hollywood (14-26).
scored with nearly $23,500 in seven Thursday (24).
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (40th week);
times,
Blackstone— Erie, Sch'tedy (14-16);
making
Has
been
(M-1,623;. $6).
Shubert;
(17-19);
Hartford
Estimates for Last Week
Aud.,
money '/!ght along although attend- New Haven (20); Met., Providence
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
varies;' last W'eek better; $37,000
Court Sq., Spgfd. (22-23);
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Reuue), ance
(21);
estimated
O (Operetta)
JM- (Musical)
"The Front Page," Royale (6th Lyric, Bport (25-26).
Chi.,
Girl"
Shubert,
"BlbOiner
"A Flag Is Born," Adelphi (6th week) (C-1,084; $4.20). Looks quesweek) (D-1,434; $4.80). Likely to tionable after promising start; some- (14-19); Aud., Cincy (21-26).
stick around for some time; moves what better last week; around $12,"Blossom Time''— Met, Providence
to Music Box next week; propaganda 000 indicated.
(14); Lawler, Greenfield (15); Acad(50th
play selling out; $32,500.
"The Red Mill," 46th Street,
Lyric,
(16);
Northampton.
emy,
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield CI 12th week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Holds to very Bridgeport (17-18); Aud., Trenton
Improved good money and is set into-winter;
week) (D-1.041; $3.60).
and rated over $11,000; colored-cast last week's gross estimated around (19); Shubert, Philly (21-26).
"Born Yesterday"— Wilbur, Bost.
drama makes fairly good profit at $29,000.
.

Tark Ave.' 321/26
In 1st at PinUy

'

'

.

.

,

—

.

,

'

/

(14-26).

that level.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(22d week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Bull's
eye musical as strong now as when
it opened; standees all times and
gross not far from $45,500.
"Bees and the Flowers," Booth (3d
week) (CD-712; $4.20). Very little;
"Playboy of r the
$4,000 estimated.
Western World" booked in late this
month.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (37th
week) (C-993; $4.80). One of sev-

eral holdover standouts that will not

be affected .by new

always

clicks;

sells out, $21,000.

Me

Mister," National (26th
Pace hasn't
(R-1,142; $6).
varied since opening six months ago;
GI revue gets close to $33,000.
"Carousel," Majestic (78th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Jumped away up last

"Call

week)

week
$41,000,

when

takings approximated
looks good into the spring.

"Deep Are the Koots," Fulton (55th
week) (D-968; $3.60).
Somewhat
better last week, when count was
around $9,000; Lillian Hellman drama
slated here next month.
"Dream Girl," Coronet C34th week)

•

(D-1.037; $4.20). Jumped materially
last week, when gross was quoted at
$17,000; may span winter.

"Gypsy Lady," Century (4th week)
(D-1,670; $4.80). Improved to nearly
$31,500 with indications that Coast
musical is in for "a stay.
"Harvey," 48th Street (102d week)
(C-925; $4.20). Back to capacity; was
only a few hundred under the level
previous week; sellout stayer close to

"Carmen

Akron

.lones"-— Colonial,

(14-15); Park, Ybungstown
Aud., Wash. (25-26).

(22-23);

'Bloomer 39G^

Oct

15.

.

week

at the Forrest. Last weelc's figgarnered with a $3.25 top as
against "Park Avenue's" $3.90 scale,
found "Prince" selling out after Tues-

ure,

spurt.

(1,500; $3).

FinLshed profitable eight-week run
with estimated $11,000. and moved
out to make way for "Present Laugh-

opened Monday (14).
'Happy Birthday," Shubert (1,590;
Hayes draw maintained even

ter,"

$3.60).

keel on this one despite series with
excellent approximate $27,000 on
week. Final week current.

"Song ol Norway," Opera House
(3,000; $3.60). Fifth week estimated'.
$36,500.

.

Engagement

limited

to

Oct. 26.

WEBB-'LAUGHTER^NEAT

—

—

Wichita

,

,

,

(14);

Univ., Boulder (16>;
Orpheum,
(18-19);
Chief, Pocatello (22);

Denver

Aud.,

Ogden

(21);

Tacoma

Pinney, Boise (23); Temple,
(25); Met., Seattle (26),

"Lute Song"— Hartman, Col. (14<17-19); Lyceum,
16); Gox; Cincy
Minn. (21-23); Aud., St. Paul (24-26).
"Magnificent Yankee"
Nixon,

—

Pitt (21-26).

"Maid in the
ville (15-19):.

"Mary

Ozarks"

Had

a

—Aud., Louis-

Little"— English,

,

Week

;

.

,

(14-16); Hartman, Col.
19); Erlanger, Buff. (21-27).

Indpls.

"Oklahoma!"—Erlanger,
26).

Chi.

(17(14-

.

"Park

Avenue"— Shubert,

(14-19); Erlanger, Philfy

—

"Present Laughter"

Philly

(21-26).

Plymouth,

Bost. (14-26).

"Pygmalion"— Nat'l, Wash. (21-26).
San Carlo Opera Coi
Shea's
Jamestown (16); Shea's Erie (17).
"Song of Norway"— Opera House,

—

Bost. (14-26).
"State of

the

Frisco (14-26).
"State of the
Chi.

Xjhlosti**-.Curran,

.

Union"—Blackstone,

(14-26).

"Student
(14-19);

"Sweet

Prince"

Ford's,
^

Bye

Philly (2^-26),
"The Glass
Frisco (14-26).

— Nat'l,

Balto,

and

Wash.

(21-26).

Bye"—Forrest

MenaKerle"r--Geary,

here then. This means that this week
is barren of openings with three now
skedded next wees.

26).

— Hanna,

Road"

(14-19); Davidson, Mil.

Cleve.

(21-26).

.

,

—

—
—

"A Family Affair"
Jesse Long
and Ed. S. Hart.
"TopHtsky of Notre Dame"— WilCincinnati, Oct 15
"Mary Had A Little" was big for liam Cahn.
approximately $17,000 last week in
"If the Shoe Fits"—Leonard Sillthe 1,300-seat Cox at $3 top, doing man,
seven night performances and a Sat"Pygmalion"— Theatre, Inc.
urday matinee. Biz was near capaPaula
"Sweethearts" (revival)
city after .second night, with stand
Stone and Michael Sloane.
ees in last half.
"The Playboy of the Western
Cox has "Lute Song" the last half
of this week at $3.60 top.
World" CrevivaD—Theatre, Inc.
'

.

Mayfair, Portland (26).
"Voice of the Turtle"r^Amerioan,
St. Louis (14-26).
"Voice of the Turtle"—Locust,
Philly (21-26).

City, Oct. 15.

WALLOPS
lAMA' TO

'Mary' Big 17G, Cincy

"Up in Central Park"—Aud.,
Frisco (14-16); Met., Seattle (19-25);

SVzG, K. C.

Kansas

Co.
Wil. (24-

-

"Tobacco

'Father'

"Life With Father" No. 2 company
played to a hangup $9,500 here last
PITT STRIKE
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with
a matinee Saturday. At $3 (tax incl.)
top, show bested its previous date
$16,500 here.
Local ads billed this as the
Pittsburgh, Oct 15.
"farewell tour." It played the Music
Second week of "I Remember Hall under A&N Presentations.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo due
Mama" at Nixon picked up over the
in Oct. 25.
first, but still not enough to prevent power strike from costing hit
attraction plenty.
Expensive show
'JONES' NIFTY 34G, CLEVE.
coiildn't get an even break .for itself
at $16,500, which represents a loss.
Cleveland, Oct. 15.
The red was splashed over both ses"Carmen Jones" on its second trip
sions, since opening stanza was just to the
Hanna last week was almost
a little better than $11,000.
as powerful as it
last year, deShow got rave notices, and col spite disadvantagewas
of dark precedumnists and critics did their best ing week.
For 11 performances at
ment to drum up biz for "Mama,
$4.35 top, the sepia tune-show jived
right straight through the engageup great $34,000.
hut they couldn't overcome general
conditions. Nixon depends a lot on
transients, but there have been none
in Pittsburgh
for last couple of
Shows in Rehearsal
weeks on account of hotel strike,
"Origin of the Species"— Kermit
which is adding to general labor
Bloomgarden.
woes around here.
So far, there have been no cancel
"The World of Christoplicr BlakeT
lations on account of strike, how
Jos. M. Hyman and Bernard Hart.
ever. "Anna Lucasta" is current, and
"Made in Heaven"— John Golden.
Arthur Hopkins wired drama editors
he intended to open tour of Louis
"The Haven"— Viola Rubber and
Calbern and "Magnificent Yankee" Johnnie Wallter.
here Monday (21), "regardless of
"Years Ago"—Max Gordon.
strike situation,"
"Joan of Lorraine" Playwrights

.

"The Haven"— Playhouse,

.

.

"Dear Kuth." Plymouth

'

BALTO 6REAKIN

'

Philadelphia,

Although "Park Avenue," Max
Gordon's new musical, surged into
the lead in Philly's legit competish
last week, with a walloping $32,500
in its first of two sessions at the Shubert, the tryout had to share spotlight lionors with that old vet, "The
Student Prinee/' which racked up
around $25,000 in its third and final

for this solid olitflt. but the, es.:-/
timated $12,500 was disappointing.
Current week, with no series in
town, should tell story,
"Born Yesterday," Wilbur (1,200;
$3.60). Second week, hurt by series,
too, remained at estimated $17,500 as
for first. Final w:eek, current, might

2D AT

WO' NG HOOO

'

.bill

lute 26G, Chi

.

^

highly praised in press.
Other houses along rialto also felt
presence of the series, but "Happy
Birtliday," with Helen Hayes, continued to register plenty of bushicss
at the b.o. This week adds "Present
Laughter" to this list, replacing "Dear
Ruth" at the Plymouth after eight
weeks, nice run.
"John Gabriel
Borkman" next for Repertory company at the Colonial on Oct. 21.
Estimates for Last Week

day night.
"Come On Up"—Walnut, Philly
"Park Avenue" didn't win unani(14-19); Playhouse. Wil. (21); Rajah, mously good notices here; they were
D.C.
$21,000 IN
Reading (22); Lyric, Allentown (23); about 50-50 with, if anything, a shade
on the n.g. side. However, manageShubert, New Haven (24-26).
Washington, Oct. 15.
ment, especially authors Nunnally
"Dear Ruth"— Ford's, Balto. (14Noel Coward's "Present Laughter."
Johnson and George Kaufman, are starring Clifton Webb, held up well
19); Lyric, Richmond (20-25); Acad., working
steadily
on
production
Chicago, Oct. 15.
i,„™,
^
for its second stanza at the National
which, while it hasn't been officiE)lly
Turnstiles are still clicking at top " „n °„„t,' i^.j
Total of $43,000
Dream Girl"— Selwyn, Chi. (14- announced at this writing, is ex- with a neat $21,000.
speed here, despite the bus strike.
for show's fortnight here, though
pected to move to the indie Erlanger not smash, looks good in a season
New shows due in include, "I Re- 26).
"Fatal Weakness"— Shubert, New next Monday for an additional week which, to date, has been spotty for
member Mama," which replaces
"Lute Song" at the Studebaker this Haven (14-19); Walnut, Philly (21- of tightening and doctoring here. Ad- show biz all along the line.
vance sale was so big that "Avenue"
week; "Follow the Girls" moving 26).
"Student Prince," which opened
into the Shubert, Oct. 21, as "Bloom"Follow the Girls"— Cass, Det. is sure of a big week currently at the here Sunday (13) night, was well
Shubert although tepid press and launched towards a sellout by a
er Grirl" moves out; "Hamlet" and (14-19); Shubert, Chi. (21-26).
word-of-mouth have out down en"Sweethearts" due at the Studebaker
advance sale. Gertrude LawRoch.
(14-15); thusiasim and b.o. activity consider- husky
"Hamlet"--Aud.,
His
"Apple
of
November,
with
in
rence, in "Pygmalion," follows Oct.
Erlanger, Buff. (16-19); Cass, Det. ably right now.
Eye" coming up in December.
21, with a newcomer, "The Haven,"
(21-26).
Estimates for Last Week
Mae West in the face of either de- mystery-drama by Dennis Hoey,
(7th
"Happy BirUiday".^Shubert, Host. rogatory notices or else ones that starring Melville Cooper, skedded
"Bloomer GirV» Shubert
week) (2,100; $4.80). Terrif $39,000. (14-26).
merely kidded the play along affably, for Oct. 28.
"Dream Girl," Selwyn (6th week)
got a very nice $15,500 in the flrst
"Harvey"—-Harris, Chi. (14-26).
(1,000; $4.20). Fine $19,000.
"Hasty Heart"— Aud., Santa Cruz of two weeks at the Walnut. And
"Harvey," Harris (9th week) (1,"Voice of the Turtle" scored a very
Tnickline' Coasts
(14); Aud., Sacramento (15); Aud.,
nice $14,500 in its sixth week at the
080; $4.20), Slight drop to $23,000.
Pasadena, Oct. 15.
(4th Stockton (16); White, Fresno (17); Locust.
"Lute Song," Studebaker
week) (1,239; $4.80). CaiMcity $26,000. Aud., San Gabriel (19); Biltmore,
Maxwell Anderson's legit play,
First real monkey-wrench has been
"Oklahoma!" Erlanger (4th week) L. A. (21-26).
thrown into the local booking sched- "Truckline Cafe," gets its (3oast
(1,334; $4.20). Still capacity $32,000.
"I Remember Mama"— Studebaker, ule with the postponement of "Sweet premiere this week at the Pasadena
"State of the Union," Blackstone Chi. (15-19).
Bye and Bye," new musical orig- Community Playhouse for a twoGood
(24th week) (1,358; $4.20)
"If
the
Shoe Fits"
Shubert- inally skedded for last 'night at the week run.
,
$19,000.
Forrest, then -put bade to tonight,
Lafayette, Det (21-26),
Director is Dan Levin, with a
"Jooss Ballet"—Royal Adex., To- then to Thursday and now listed for cast headed by James Seay, Marynext Monday. There seems some
ronto (21-26).
Jo Ellis and Bernard Thomas.
Arcadia, doubt in some quarters if it even gets
"Life With Father"

two-year mark; $19,000.
IN
"Hear That Trumpet," Playhouse.
Baltimore, Oct 15.
Weak press; taken off Saturday (12);
Legit continued in the doldrums
one v/eek.
here
week, with Jed Harris' new
last
"Icetime," Center (17th week) (R2,994; $2.40). Looks like skating re- "Loco," in pre-Broadway trial at
vue will sparr the season; getting Ford's earning mild reviews and
iU'eat coin, with pace up around n.g. $4,000.
Good advance sale is auguring
$44i000.
"Life With Father," Biiou (358th brighter
tidings
currently
with
week) (C-613; $3.60). Little differ- "Dear Ruth," set to draw a good
ence here; takings again around $9,- figure.
000, or slightly more, and run leader
aimed through winter.
"Loco," Biltmore (C-920; $4.20).
Presented by Jed Harris; written by 'Turtle' Nifty $19,500
Dale Eunson and Katherine Albert;
.
.open.s tonight (16).
at St. L.
; In 2d
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker,"
St. Louis. Oct. 15.
Music Box. Weak press; taken off
Surprising strength is being disSaturday after four performances; "A
played
by John van Druten's com
Flag Is Born" moves here next week.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (29th edy, "The Voice of The Turtle,'
week) (CD-1,082: $4.80.
Another Which finished its second of four
crack boxoffice draw that will prob- weeks at the American theatre Sat
ably not be dented for some time; urday (12) with another neat b.o.
record.
Play had to contend with
rated over $24,000.
"Obcssion," Plymouth (2d week) the Veiled Prophet parade, which at
(D-1,063: $3.60). As dramatic novelty tracted a mob of 500,000 on a seventwo-person drama may get by for a mile route, the Veiled Prophet ball,
which
was
attended by the social
time; if so it will be elsewhere, as
f'Presetit Laughter" arrives in 'two elite of this burg, and continuing
world series hysteria.
weeks; $8,500.
Eight performances, with the 1,..."Oklahoma!," St. James
(190 th
house scaled to $3:86
weiek) (M-1.509; $4.80). Came back to 700-seat
the $30,000 circle last week and grossed approximately $19,500 after
Cur
should hold that pace through win- $21,000 for the first stanza.
rently the piece must buck the, open
ing ot the pro hookey season and
"'state of the Union," Hudson (48th
of Eddie Condon and Fritz
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). New hits, personals
Kreisler in the Henry W. Kiel audi
when and if arriving, won't slacken torium several blocks away.
the pace of this capacity-plus hit;
nearly $25,000.
'EOAB' $7,100, TORONTO
"The Duchess of Malfi," Barrymore
Here on its sixth annual visit, "To(D-1,064; $4.20). Presented by Paul
Czinner;. adapted by W. H. Auden bacco Road," with John Barton
from John Webster original: costume grossed a poor $7,100 at the Royal
drama opened last night (Tuesday). Alexandra, with l,52S-seater scaled
"The leeman Cometh," Beck (1st at $2.40 top.
Theatre
Weather and week's engagement at
week) (D-1,214! $5.40).
Guild's latest smash; $17,000 in first Maple Leaf Garden (12,500) of- Bob
four performances; can gross $26,000 Morton's Shrine Circus hindered.
„

at the Colonial last

week, achieving a considerable success d'estime but not too much praetical support at the b.o. Figured due
largely to baseball mania here during world series, and current week
expected to improve. Both plays

lonial (1,500; $3.60).

..
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Woman Knows"

American Repertory Gomnanv, Co"Henry Vli" and
"What Every Woman Knows" began, V.

,

there being only one

Boston, Oct. 15

.

American Repertory Theatre bowed
with "Henry VIII" and "What Every

17G

,

.

.

—

;
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LEGITIMATE

ATAM, Managers League Reach

Critics
as

New
dispute

The

Impasse on Pact Renewal

between

after
tions

it

were

in

agreement on

creHsed salaries and

:

in-

provisions for

"new Wood." Lawyers

for both sides
were phrasing revisions in the basic
agreement to ready it for signaturing when suddenly last week

AT AM

the League of New York
that unless the pact was
pronto, the whole deal would

advi-ied

Theatre.^:
stalsi'

be

Candid Kaufman
George S. Kaufman, co-author
«nd director of vparlt Avenue,"
now trying out on th« road, wag
queried on the mixed notices
the musical has been getting
'

out of town.
"I guess I'm not the George S.
Kaufman of 20 years ago," he's
reported to liave said,

off.

The deadline set by the union was
ATAM thereupon declaring
would put the boosted pay
up t') arbitration and that the

passed;
that it

Plagiarism Suit Over
'Victoria' in Argent.;

soalP"^

jiew-blood concession was deleted, a
not earmarked for arbitra-

Mother and Son Sued

jiKilter

question whether the
union Was not too precipitate, for
there is some difference of opinion
hot only among the showmen but
within the union itself, according to
inside reports. The jam arose over
whether there shall be one or two
press agents at the end of a run o(
62 Weeks or more and the show is
.about to tour.
ATAM wants two retained, producers saying that one should suffice.
Most producers favor the later proinclined
were
not
but
vision
to dicker further with the union because the number of shows that
score lengthy runs are comparatively few. However, w.hen a leading showman was quoted saying he
would not sign because of the twoagent clause, the union went into
action.
Some press agents believe
that the agent issue is virtually puttually putting the Ijite on the producer, yet the union leaders don't
think they over-reached themselves.
It's

tion.

'

:

a

'

The
tions
berg,

difference

between the

fac.

were mediated by Anna Rosen-

and after the situation was
apparently clarified both sides were
complimentary to her work. Fact
that the wage boost now is up for
Mrs.
arbitration
evidently
voids
Rosenberg's efforts. It's a question

whether ATAM will benefit any furon the emolument factor in the
as the producers were generally regarded as liberal in upping
the scales. According to the League,
the lawyers are trying to salvage the
ther
case

Buenos

Aires, Oct.

Cometh

Continued from pat*

reviews

wer.e

of

1.

unusual

escorts and other professional first
nighters at dinner, an hour and 15
minute intermission dividing the
play's first act and the three subsequent acts. Sirloin steak was served
them at the Astor, something of a
novelty. The hotel
doesn't have
steak on the menu because it's' too
costly for the average diner, but so
far as the Guild was concerned it
shot the works.
Length of "Iceman,", which starts
in the late afternoon and rings down

Don Jacinto. Miquelarena, playwright has brought suit lor plagiararound 11 o'clock, caused no little
ism against Dona Lola Membrives
comment among the first audience,
and her son, Juan Reforozo. Claimed it being the consensus of opinion
in the action that the play, "Vic- that the drama could
have been
toria," which was produced by them confined to three hours. Brooks Athere this year, was taken from an kinson, who raved over the play in
original he suijmitted to the actress tl ! Times, wrote: ''Long plays have
become nothing more than a label
back in 1944.
with our first dramatist, but if that
Miquelarena contends he wrote
is the way Mr. O'Neill wants to afhis play, under the title, "Autumn
flict harmless playgoers, let us acin Paradise," at. the actress' request
cept our fate with nothing m6re
and in accordance with some ideas
than a polite demurrer." Author's
she gave him late in 1943. He claims
other marathon.' drama was "Strange
he sent Mrs. Membrives his script
Interlude."
while she was in Spain in 1944 and
All night radio CWOR) commentliat she submitted the whole to the
tator Barry Gray said that a news
Spanish Censorship Board. Also that
service had sent out a story to the
a. duly approved copy was sent him
effect that the reviews on "Iceman"
in August last year.
were adverse. Fact was that five out
He heard nothing more about the of the nine first-stringers hailed the
play until June, this year; he con- drama as a hit. There was one distends, when Reforozo visited him tinct dissenter, another who grudgand said he had written a play for ingly green-lighted it, while two, rehis mother.
He charges that he could viewers did not appear able to make
not get back the original script he up their minds.
Following night
had done. Reforozo claims he wrote Gray again mentioned "Iceman"
the play and that he rewrote several press, saying that after he had read
scenes while he was in the U. S. in all the notices the news service cer1943.'

Suit is further complicated by reports from Spain attributed to another dramatist, Francisco Serrano.
Anguita, who states that Mrs. Membrives offered the idea for the play's
plot to a numbers of authors, including himself.

tainly was in error. Added the commentator: "The only bad notice was
Journal-American, but may-

in the

was asleep."
Monday (14) in the same paper
George Jean Nathan wrote a glowbe

Robert

Dement Cheered by

Eqirityites

1

Sun'i notice by 'Ward Morehouse
ran nearly two columns, in addition
to a pictorial display heretofore not
devoted to a show with the exception of "Right." There was one
four-column photo, two of threecolumn depths and another doublecolumn cut, so that the Sun's coverage, of ''Iceman" was -close to five
columns.
The Guild hosted the critics,, their

Broadwayt'

of Theatriis on again,
had been stated. that the*f ac-

(howmen and the Assn.
Managers
c!il Agents and

of the
length.

59

Garland

-

In Inaugural; Anti-Red
Keeping (N. Y.) Posteth
Case of left hand not knowing what right hand was doing,
was exemplified sharply in N. Y.
Post Thurs. (10)j when drama
critic Richard Watts, Jr., reviewing previous night's premiere of

.

.

posals to exclude all activities dealing with Communism. Frank Fay,
v;hose anti-raidical tirade last season

Eugene O'Neill's 'The Iceman
Cometh," extolled the show,
While book critic Sterling North,
reviewing book version of play
published the
it

same

brought

a flock of headaches to
was present but did riot
enter into any of the discussions.
President. Clarence Derwcnt made
an
inaugural
address
that
was
roundly cheered, and if there was
any idea of raising issues not per-

Equity,

date, kicked

to bits.

Watts called it ''a superb
of splendid stature, that
gives the American, theatre digNorth,
nity and importance."

drama

.

tinent to the theatre, it failed to
come to the surface after that demonstration.
Among the utterrhces
from the Equity president were: "I
am not a Communist literally or in
the abstract, and I hope nobody will
accuse me of being a Fascist." De'rwent's' speech inspired: a
motion
from the floor that from now on

:

,

it boring and repetitious,
entirely
concluded:
"Judging
from the printed verison, I'm
tem.pted to say that the action
draggeth, the dialog reeketh and
the play stinketh."

calling

Virtue

only matters concerning the welfare
of actors shall be entertained by the

Triumphant

Under

Eli's

Moves

Enthusiasm sparked Equity's delayed membership meeting last Friday til) in N. Y., and the Hotel
Astor's .largest ballroom was jammed
to capacity, attendance again being
larger
than
expectations.
Legit
gathering eagerly
endorsed pro-

council.

Meml)ers were roused over the
publication several months ago in
the Congressional Record of charges
that an attempt was being made to

Elms

(Columbia 28, Yale 20)

dominate Equity by a faction with
Communistic ideas, if not admittedly
of Red affiliations. It was brought
out that last month the council had
adopted a resolution calling upon
members to quit a so-called "Actors
Equity Association anti-Communist
League," and it was.declared that no
group other than Equity has the
right to the association's name.
,

Several problems have involved
the preparation of"Naughty Naught
(X)" a show framed along the beerhall formula of "The, Drunkard'' and
similar diversions. Paul Killian and
Oliver Rea, showmen newcomers,
are the presenters, show being slated
to open Saturday (19) at a former
uptown Second avenue grind picture
theatre renamed Old kniclcerbocker

The rush of junior members to the
quarterly meeting reflects Equity's
growth, especially during la.st spring
and summer. Since the end of the
fiscal year, March 31, '46, there have
been 840 new members admitted and
approximately 50% of the total
membership are junior.?, mostly,
younger players; Equity's membership totals 6,200, a high mark in

Music Hall.

"Naughty" is desicri bed as a book
musical, and the stage' unions have
given it stock rating. It's to have an
Equity cast with a regular union
staff from boxoffice to backstage.
First jam came when it was disclosed that reconstruction was being
done with non-union labor, with the
result that Killian took over the
house to protect the show from involvement.
Seats were removed,
the audience to sit; at tables for
liquid refreshments, etc. Fact that
the floor slants doesn't seem to
worry the presenters, who figure on
using lifts to prevent glasses from

modern

times.

Fay was opposed to changing the
junior rules, and many others have
the same views. General opinion
within Equity, too, is opposed to
''radicalism" but many do not believe that the issue should embroil
Equity. It's contended that if juniors
are given a vote l>cfore becomirvg
imbued with Equity's principles, an

,

:

ing notice favoring the drama.
Before "Iceman" opened the adrevised agrement, still confident that
vrnee sale approximated ,$300,000. falling.
the argument will be finally settled.
Box office at the Beck theatre took
It's
a
book musical featuring
As for the ATAM-ers, the salary
in $35,000 the first three days last Teddy Hart, John Cromwell, Ottilie immature group might easily steamtilts when acceptable will be retroweek, and the day after the opening Kruger and L,eonard Hicks. Accord- roller proposals, "which may not
active to Sept. 2 (Labor Day), and
$13,500 was received for tickets di- ing to the billing, show is "a musical have been properly considered."
some showman are putting the apRules are that new members, reJudging melodrama of virtue triumphant, or
B.R.
rectly or by mail order.
proximate increases aside weekly,
gardless of age, must be Equity
Presentation of the colored cast from the advance sale and the press dirty work under Yale's elm.s,"
agents and managers to receive the
Kiliian is connected with radio members for two years and shall'
revival of "Lysistrata'' at the Be- reception indications are for a year's
coin in bulk when payable.
make
professional appearances for
for
"Iceman,"
if not longer.
stay
station
in
N. Y.
lasco, N. Y., scheduled for last Satur'As for the new-blood provision,
at least !)0 weeks, inclusive of sumday (12), was postponed because- of
°
mer stocks.
which would provide for as many as
bankroll trouble. More players were
3 O'Neill Plays in Brazil
live company
Derwent expressed th€ hope that
or house managers
with
Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 8.
being eligible- for
Equity may soon be able to move its
member- engaged than were listed
Equity, and there was not enough
Production of three Eugene O'Neill
ship annually, another way to ac{Offices
into
modern buildings
a
money on deposit there to guaran- plays has been a highlight of the
complish the same is expected to be
'Present quarters are in a former
worked out. Union says it has no tee the cast's pay for two weeks, as Brazil legit season this year. The
brown-slone-front
home. Equity
Los Angeles, Oct. 15.
required. Equity demanded the adintention of being the victim of "dry
N :gro Experijjiental Group gave
Melvyn Douglas, film actor and owns the property, and it's possible
ditional coin to make up the derot"; a considerable percentage of
"Emperor Jones" early in the year co-producer of the current Broad- that it will be offered for sale when
the
membership is past mid- Hciency but when it was not forth- with Negro actor, Aguinaldo Camar- way musical hit, "Call Me Mister," and if better offices are obtainable.
rehearsals
coming,
ordered' that
dle age,:
ga, playing the lead. The Comedians
cease. Reported that around $6,000 group is now playing "Desire Under was sued in Los Angeles superior
was invested in the show by the the Elms", and, Dulcina-Odilon just court Friday (11) for $143,300 by
Operating
Leonard Key, radio producer, and
players and another 3G was bor- closed
"Anna Christie" because Dulrowed from a finance company but cina is leaving next week for Bill Waiters, writer, charging breach
of contract.
Full Strength
it apparently was not sufficient.
Buenos Aires to produ-?e and play
Duo, both ex-Navy men, claim that
Revival is now dated to open to- in "Rain."
last Nov. 21 Douglas backed out of
Arbitration
morrow U7) but unless Equity reThis is the first time O'Neill has an asserted agreement to manage
Sydney, Oct. 10.
New York costumer plants are
quirements are met the curtain will been presented in Brazil and it and direct
a musical comedy exThe Old Vic company, lieaded by
again operating at full strength,
not be permitted to go up, James marks two or three changes in the
clusively for vets titled "Take It
Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh,
pending an arbitration of demands
Light and Max J. Jelin are the pre- Brazilian theatre. 'With the excep- From Here."
Complaint .slates Dougwill visit Australia in 1947, accordsenters. Latter is lessee of the Be- tion
Tailors
foreign companies, most las .was approaciied by Key and for further increased pay.
of
ing to John Burrell, now in charge
lasco., As there arc-.Jio names in the Brazilian
theatres
have confined Walters originally in September '45 in two shops who walked out, alof the company.
show the idea of charging $12 top themselves to light comedies in the in New York for a GI show; that legedly without union authorization^
Understood that the tour will be
returned to their jobs la.st midweek^
opening- night was resented by belief that, Brazil audiences would Douglas subsequentlyon
jn conjunction
put in $2,000
with Williamson- at least some first nighters.
film not tolerate anything seriou.s.
This and the duo $3,500 as initial financ- aUhou,gh it was' claimed by the TheTait, which has the biggest chain
company refused to order tickets be- changed a bit two yeairs. Ago wheh ing. Duo were then on staff of Navy atrical Costume Workers union that
oMegit theatres Down Under.
cause of the nick. That office usually Dulcina-Odilon used the Municijial magazine "All Hands" in Washing- the men were on the job right along.
London office of Williamson-Tait
Two affected plant owners say they
buys
four tickets for premieres but Theatre to present several G. Ber- ton,
D. G. Walters began work on
has been huddling for some time to
in this instance saw no reason why
This stage had idea for the show, collabing with were out for several day.s.
nard Shaw plays.
have the. Old. Vic troupe come here
Alibi for the tailors was .supposed
$48 should be so expended. Regular never been used by a Brazilian Key, contacting various writers in
for a season.
Troupe will come by night scale for the large cast show theatrical company before then.
to be that they left their jobs ,to go
service for contributions.
plane from London, with W-T probinto another industry, but as" they
.The succe.ss of that season gave
Meantime, duo claims, Douglas got
»Wy using its own scenery here to is $4.80 top.
were
absent in a group, the union
and
not
hope,
Brazilian producers
interested in the show "Call Me
save time.
only have new companies come into Mi.ster," which Harold J. Rome and could have been blamed for not conexistence but they are picking high- Arnold Auerbach were working on, trolling its members.
Mpls. Little Tiieatre
time,
AH and bowed out of the Key -Walters
brow drama for the first
'Young Vic* Birth
to
three O'Neill plays have been hits setup; Douglas, duo claim.s, promLondon, Oct. 10.
Minneapolis, Oct. 15.
at the boxoffice and with crix.
The Old Vic has given birth to
ised to reimburse them for their
North Siar Drama Guild here is
tne "Young Vic."
time and efforts if no legal action
This will function
little -theatre, in
ai the old
were taken against him at the time,
premises Of Old YiCi in believed to be first
Waterloo road, which were bombed which actors are non-paidj to be
but has never taken any action .since
London, Oct. 15.
'Macbeth'
out of existence during
compelled to employ American Feddespite beitig pressed by the two,
Tom Arnold's Ice Revue, which
the war.
Object of the "Young Vic" is to eration of Labor stage hands at regWalters and Key are now asking opened at the Stoll Oct. 10, was
produce,
$143,300, for costs of suit incurred splendidly received, with Cecilia Colplays
exclusively
for ular scale.
Hollywood, Oct. 15.
ypungaters. A new organization is
and ''other relief."
ledge and Robinson and Perren. outAfter group rejected local stage
fiemg formed
Modernized version of "Macbeth''
demands, union
"Mister" has proved solid New standing in skating scenes. Ted Ray
to be known as Old employees' luiion
Vic Theatre
Centre, under director- picketed first performance of "June will get an airing here at El Patio York hit and a road company is in and Arren and Brcderick scored in'
ship of Michel
the cabaret scene.
Safnt-Denis. It starts Moon," opeiiini; offering, at Women's theatre, with John Emery in the preparation.
mnclioning .Jan. 16.
On '.second night, name role and Tamara Geva as
The ice talent Was recruitrd mostclub the.-ltrc.
Old Vic Theatre Centre
opening Nov. 29.
SchwartsK Delays Trccm
ly from Arnold's previous Brighton
will also after :,one of the caA, a musicians' Lady Macbeth,
"ncicrtake to groom
Shakespeavean tragedy will be
Maurice Schwartz has postpyned show.
Unders'tood that, the entire
Student players, unlon'mcmbfr, was y iiiled, delaying
producers, and technicians for the the porformanof's start a half hour, .staged by Lionel Slander in associii- his "The Song of the Dfteiper'-' to production' co-st
around $120,000.
"'a Vic companies,
with actor Glen Guild capitulated and hired, two tion with Scfl Cornberg and Everot Oct. 25, from Oct. 21 at the Yiddish Show i.s likely to develop into a per_2!^m Shaw in ,.harwp
Wile, with Richard Baer as direclnr. Art theatre. N. Y.
manent London feature.
hands.
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With Eii'f-nc O'Neill's loiT'-await'^d
drama. ''The Icetoan ComctVi.'' even
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youth FAigene O'Neill frequented the barroom of the former
Y., close by the old Madison Square Garden, which
fronted from 25th to 26th streets on Madison- avenue, and extended through
to Fourth avenue. Other habitues included n remittance man,. formerly a
colonel in the British army, the counterpart of whom is played by Nicholas
Joy in "The Iceman Cometh," O'Neill's latest Broadway play. Latter lived
in a rooming house and owed the landlady so much money that he Couldn't
begin to pay oft, being almost continuously broke anyhow. One day
created a laugh in the booze emporium by announcing; ''Well, I got eveii
with the old so and so. I married her."
Louis Bergen, who has a bar and grill freauented by show people on
West 45th street, was baikeep at the Qarden spot. O'Neill's cronies frequently sallied forth to the west ."jlde, going fo a ginmiU conducted by one
"Jimmy the Priest.'' Most of the characters in that place are similar to
those on view in "Iceman.''
In

Garden

handcuffed and taken out,
I'nill Huber
IVl-ollid- Al:' J.fliinJ..
..luiinita Hall
Dudley Digges gives a sustained INlttil"
Mcl''(H> Siciniiei"
performance as Harry, bedeviled by .Mr. Ilatchei' t'raihe. .Nt'il
.. .'I'uni lAlorffan
,.
Or. Phil .lamp.son
his guests whom ho loves despite .Tndi^e I'^ayPtH'.
Toin 1 loicr
James Barton is Mr. l'eel>lo.".
tlieir soddcnness.
.Howaril vmUh
.fcrc Mcri-ow
runnev-up but somowha': uneven a.s A' stranKPr. ..........
ivon .:llonaht
•••
In the last act, uttering WhlKspy.
Hickey.
.Dpiuits juih'm
.T«e <}reei.'.
the show's longest speech, he be,Tonr Oaley
IJrollior W'.Oiy l,i'lam
came almost inaudible at the prcem^ Mtitrip Sori'oli,
A hu r 11 »inn icu
y
.Doivillly olU-hrlst
.
and then forgot some times. Never- lOllcii' i^orrpl
.IlaiKlee. .Sanford
theless, he gives the top dramatic ^IVii, italcliei ri'JiiM.i?
...... Ithy.'t Williivms
.Mr. Ilookrr
reading of his career.
Standing out is Tom Pedi as the
"Ml-. Peebles and Mr. Hooker" is
b:ri;.nder, a chunky Italo who exan amusingly ii-revcrent modoin
plodes and subsides, really running morality play that, goes along promthe joint. HLs telling of what hap- isingly for two and a half acts, and
pened wlien his two streetwalking then tall.'? flat on its faith. Play's
sweeties come liome stewed and depleasant moments have to be weighed
cide to lay oft tor a trip to Coney
against the abrupt third-aet fall, as
real
Island
only
provides
the
well as against ob.iections to its
laughter during the evening. Other
theme, characters and mood. Latter
examples of excellent acting are
factor is hkely to tip the scales
Nicholas Joy, the rummy English
aga.in.st the show, to suggest only a
soldier; Carl Benton Reid. as Larry
moderate Broajlway run tor it.
the philosophical bum; John MarThe play's lines may be daring,
riott, the colored former gambler;

.

Bireet WnlKci'arr
:

Mv.

tion

.Mim-ioll
.PraiiU lHvca<loll
.Tos.Xit;holn

.

.

he turned her ;in. Latter!s solUr
i.s
suicide by jumping from the
Hickey finally tells his
escape.
the cops,
story, after telephoning
who listen as ho gives a pipedream
reason, for killing his loving, complacent wife, then arguing that it
was insanity on his part. He's then
thai;'

'(l'',\';ivv

.Jiilin

.

.

. .

.

whoso mistress was jailet! for life
for the, bombing of the Los Angeles
Time", and her son. come to confess
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New season has not yet advanced far enough for criticism of the ctitics
to crop up, as it often does, but John Golden contributed an article on
the subject in the November issue of Esquire. Calling his article "Performers for Pennies," meaning that reviewers put on a good show in the
dailies for the few pennies it costs for the papers. Golden wrote in a semihumorous way about the first stringers. Referring to critics as "his sometime adversaries," also as "chosen creatures" because they sit in on first
"It is my firm conviction that finding fault
nights, the showman said:
with

.

.

.

no more

critics is

eft'ective

than complaining about the weather....'
mind ol the theatre-

the critic is today too strongly entrenched in the
going public as the high authority, the last word."

.

Unusual was ad run in Pittsburgh dailies on Monday (14 ) by Rodgers
and "Hammerstein following closing of their "I Remember Mama" at the
Nixon in the Smoky City. Headed "Thanks and Au Revoir," it was addressed to the public and press of Pittsburgh as follows: "We extend our
sincere thanks for the enthusiastic support they have given 'I Remember
Mama' in the face of adverse circumstances. We know there must be tliougazing pon the human scum within
sands ot good citizens ot Pittsburgh who wantee^ to see this heart- warmthe baclcroom of a barroom on New
ing play but were unable to attend. We promise that we will be back and'
York west side waterfront.
It was signed by producers.
it will not be long."
O'Neill may be said to have written
"Mama" took a bad licking in twoiweek stay at Nixon on account at the
en Aimerjcan '"Lower Depths." His
power strike, barely getting $28,000 for fortnight Way under what atchavacters or typeS: are washed up
Collins,
the
rum-soaked shocking, sacrilegious or dull de- traction neetis just to break even.
drunks waiting for death. Authon Russell
pending on. the point of view. But
says he knew the people of the play writer; Leo Chalzel, anarchist magathe virtue of novelty and
during the days when he was a lush zine editor who's mostly asleep; Paul they have for keeping the show full
Richard Watts, Jr., newly appointed critic for the N. Y, Post last week
the faculty
and was ont of them. The difference Crabtreo, the lad from the Coast,
remorseful over doublecrossing his of sparks mo.st ol the time. Situa- made his debut by covering "Hear That Trumpet." He was one of sevIs that he emerged to become a crack
He was one of
are
fluid and interesting, and made his debut by covering "Hear That Trumpet."
tions
mother;
Morton
L.
Stevens,
the
exthree
Now and then
dramatist.
quite up to standard. several reviewers who sought to lean backward in their notices as
whores who bunk in the rooming punged circus man; Joe Marr, who performances
Show is sot in the 'Tennessee hills a compliment to Arthur Hopkins who presented "Trumpet." The play
house over the gin mill ai-c partici- nearly marries one of the prosties,
town where sin is ram- was taken off Saturday (12). Watts was former critic for the Herald
Sometimes they are referred the loose girls being Jeanne Cagney, in 1939, in a
pants
pant, religion and politics elemental,
Tribune his present assignment illUng the post left vacant through the
to ss "broads." a comparatively Marcella Markham and Ruth Giland the New Deal, unionism and race
modern- version of dames on the bert.
death of WiVella Waldorf last season. Vernon Rice, who covered first
Pace of ''Iceman" is so adroitly equality are anathema. God comes
town. In 1912:: the date of "Iceraan,"
to look over the town in the guise nights for the balance of the season, is the Post's, drama editor.
they were known as ''quitt's" or measured that the time slips by
Mr.
named
wayfarer
hulking
easily
of
a
during
for
onlookers
the
hour*'quims.'.' •
:
is
already on the
Satan
Peebles
long
acts;
and
that's
an
accomplish"The Iceman Cometh" is not the only play this season scened within a
T^^uring most of the performance
to the credit of Eddie Dowling, .scene in th(> presence of a roly-poly saloon.
Next show with that atmosphere is "Happy Birthday," in which
the characters sit motionless at ment
staged it. O'Neill insisted that squatter named Mr. Hooker.
Helen Hayes is starring, it being due into the Broadhurst, N. Y., Oct. 31.
bunched tables, some With their who
Dowling direct, and he had the right
H,oward Smith does a good job as Locale is a barroom in Newarjc, N. J., highlighted by Miss Hayes in a song
heads on their arms, either cirunk idea.
Mr. Peebles, while Rhys Williams and dance. Although the characters include types, there is no furtlier
or woozy with pipe dreams. OccaThe kind of booze served in Har- gOc'i bin; one better as Mr. Hooker,
sionally they're roused by Harry
is described by Larry as cyanide
rom Coley, as the young preacher, similarity,"Happy" being a comedy in contrast to the dramatics of ^IceHope whose place it is, the old fal- ry's
cut with carbolic, also alluded to as and Dorothy Gilchrist, as the girl in man."
low going into tantrums and threat- rotgut. The dive is described
as be- love with him, carry their roles well,
ening to throw 'em all out on the ing at the
end
of the line, bedrock. and Eandee Sanford, as the siren,
tlien
rent,
owe
room
Pete Ermatinger, manager of the Biltmore, Los Angeles legiter, was in
street, as they
Performance schedule is once scores, Arlhur Hunhicutt has a juicy
relenting and saying he didn't mean daily.
N. Y. recently with his wife, attempting the impossible within: a week—
First act starts at 5:30, there
At the opening they are waiting is an hour-and-a-quarter dinner iri- bit as a corn-swMling farmer.
it.
to catch up with friends made during the period he managed the St,
Bron.
for Hickey, traveling salesman for a termission at
(then the Erlanger). Before training out he threatened to com6
6:45 o'clock, and the
(.Closed Sat. (12) after four per- James
hardware house, who is always on a final three acts begin at 8 p.m.
That
back next summer for three weeks. He spent one day in Washington,
binge when returning to town, com •hardly affords proper dining time but jormances.)
flying down to see Eddie Plohn, a pal, who manages the National there.
ing to the dive and paying for all

0lay. could have been tooled
tin-cc-hour show just as cf'ccIt could be> described as the
drama of inertia on record;
yeti for the average playgaor. there
should bo steadfast fascination in

The

into

;

Wednestlay, Octolier 16, 1946
poignant and lacking in the theatncali.sin of many death .scenes.
Ilirami Sherman plays the baker
lu'Oh wit, and Paula Laurence
with
is thr Duenna, a character that she
aUimnus. a one-time owner of a handles wfll. Ralph Clinton .is de
former
Ncyro gambling house, a
Guichc. Francis Compton is Jalpux,
hi,s
^blames
who
correspondent
war
and William Woodson is La Bret.
descent to booze on ah adulterous
With this performance Ferrer eswife, which was a lie.
tablishes himself as a worthy rival
Tho.'-e who don't leave the bar to IMaurice Evans in the revival of
former anarchist, the classics for Broadway.
iCnIiii
Larry,
include

Plavs on Broadway
TIm>
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playgoers will stand for

drinks.
:

"Iceman"
Hickey finally shows up but seems forgotten.
have gone on the wagon. Howeverything is on him, includ
ing a birthday party for Harry on

is

it, because
something never to be

Ibee.

to

.ever,

(REVIVAL)
the occasion of his 60th natal day.
Jose Ferrer production of trasedy by EdBut there is no gaiety this time;
KoHtund..
Stars
features
Ferrer;
Hickey wants to say something, and mond
l<^raftcCR Itcld, Ralph CManton, Hiram Shertime to get ni:in, Paula Tjiiurenee, Francis t^ompton.
it takes him a long
around to it. Meantime, the ladies lOnieat Gruvea and William Woodson.
of the ev^ing stage a battle, stopped Htaged by .Melchbv G. Ferrer; aettlttBS tind
Lemuel Ayer.?: Incidental music
by Rocky the barkeep, who admit- coKiume.'J,
composed by Taul Bowles; production under
tedly pimps for two of 'em. O'Neill supoi-viaion of Arthur S. Friend. At Alvin,
pulls no punches, and there is more X. Y., Oct. 8. '40; $4.80 top.
Comte tie Gxiiche..:
.......Ralph Clanton
than one four-word oaths.
.

'

The denizens of Harry's place
take a dislike to Hickey; he urges
to go out and get jobs.
They
spruce themselves as best they can
and,
although still unmistakably
frowsy

them

..Anthony Jordan

A'ifOmte de \'alvert
Monttleiiry.

.Leopold Badin..
Jose li'errer

t'yranq de Eergerac
l>e^lo^'e

.Howard Wierum

'

Jodelot
.....
t'urbon do t'astel-Jaloux.

A

Lady Windorim^ro's Van
(REVIVAL)

Homer Ciirrun (in association with RusJ.uwis and Howard YounK) procluction
ot Oscar Wilde's coiriedy-drama in four acts
(three scenes). Stars Cornelia Otis Bliinner
and Henry Duniell; features Penelope "\Vard,
Kstello Winwood. John Bucltmaster. Stex
Evans. l{:\an Thomas and Stanley Bell,
ytaged by Jack M'in.^ler; costumes and settings designed by Cecil Beaton. Opened at
Cort, N. y,, Oct, 14, 'lli; lil.liOWop.

sell

f'adcl..

.Robinson Ktono
.Francis Compton
............. ..Vaul Wilson

. .

.

.

Jjaily

Penelope

Wintcrmere.

..John BucUmaater

T.ord Darlinpton

ol; BerwicU
Agatha Catlisle.
WIndcrmeie... .....
Mr, Ru«ord..i

Duchess

Bstelle

Henry Daniell

borii

Rufford . ............
.

Winwood

Sally Cooper

Jjady

Jli-^s

Ward

Thomas Louden

l*arke'."

i.. Paul
. .

.

.

Buaaell

jsri Sauvlnet

TMarffuerite Gleason
I.ady Paisley;,....
.Tanapra Thayer
Hon. Pauletto Somiins.
Lady Jedburgh. ..... ...Klizabeth Valentine,
.Peter ICeyes
The Bishop.
Miss Graham.. ............. .Pamela "VVrlKht
. . .

down and outers, leave the A Citizen. ......:..:...;WaHa<;e Wlddecombe .Sir James Koyslon.
.Jack Merivale
Walter Kelly
one and all, returning before Ills Hon.........
Anne Curson
t'ut I'urse.
.Xlck Dennis T.ady StutfieUi.
the sun is down. Here are a former A
Evan Thomas
OntnKe Civl
Patrtvln Wheel ITr. Dumby
circus ticketseller who is an expert A. Marquis. ................. .John O'Connor Mrs. i.'owper-Cow'iier. ...... .beonore Elliott
Stanley Bell
at shortchanging, a onetime British Krissaille. .
.Bert Whitley Mr. Hopper...
.......Nan
Hopkins
Plymdale....
Lady
..
Liffriiere.
.Robert Carroll
. captain during the Boer war, a Boer
liorlon
....... .Rex ISvans
f^hristjan de Xeuviil^tte.
.Krneat Graves Lord AUKpsluK
commando, a Harvard law school liag;uencau
.......... ..Cecil iHeaton.
.Hirarn .Sherman ^Ir. c;ccil Orahani.
joint,

.

.

,

,

.

.

aware of her

Estelle because that's right where the sponthe early por- sors find themselves' as of the premiere.
book that might have looked
good on papyrus doesn't shape up
amusingly in the playing. In fact,
much of it has a soporific effect.
Carrying out a motif involving the
futuristic period of 2076, they've
spent so much effort developing novelties like beds that fold into a
suitcase that they forgot to make the
overall
result
entertaining.

real identity.

Winwood dominates

of the play with her gossip
about Lady Windermere's husband.
Miss WinWood's adroit way of handling dialog is her trademark. At
her entrance the dead white makeup
aroused whispers out front.
Among the men, Daniell is suave
as the husband, one who has some
difficulty in convincing his lady that
she's his only love. John Buckmaster,
as the tempter; Evan Thomas, as Mr.
Dumby; Cecil Beaton, as a man about
town; Rex Evans and Stanley Bell all
count highly.
Beaton also designed the tasteful
settings and costumes, and Jack Minster, also from London, attended to
the staging. Attraction is under Theatre Guild subscription sponsorship,
a factor that should be advantageous
not only in New York but on t( ur.

tions

,.

... . .

.

Ibee.

.

.

.......yAVilliam Woodson
Madeleine RoJjin .Frances Reid
Hi;r UucnpFi
.Paula Laurence
.^ialer Atari Iif-. ......... .-. .Jacqueline Scans
Mother Mnif-ucrite. ....... .Nan Mct^arland
Klster flnirc......,......,......Phylll3 Hill

.Le IJrct....,

Roxane.

A

Valuable Reference Work

for librarians

Drama *

* for Studanis

ot the

For Thaafrs Goars

MODERN
American Playwrights
1910-1943
by Joseph A. Wftingarten
Part
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more
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Hho have had

],"»»

thiin

at lea.af thrto fltlMcagtll

produced on ltro&(tivii,v; .i?lilllp ;iiarry,
•Clar? Bnolh, Pall! Gre.en,' Hart
.Kaufman
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founil
lilayi

&

therein.
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Send your orders to:
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330 Cherry SiraM
New York 2, N. Y.
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Producer Wanted
For favce

New

type

Novel

that, could

of

3ays,.

"Funny."

and

silly."

.

bo a

musical.

humor—seniUalapsticlc.

fiitualionfl; vT6i>

radio CQmcdian

Critic says, "Too liffht'
Will; subiiiU script to'

reputable producef or comedian.
VauRliii
Weidel, o/o M(>tH>i>o1it»n
Adv. Co,» 587 Finii Ave., New iorlc
.

SAMUEL FRENCH
SI.NCE

IS!)0

Play, Brokers and

Anthors' Representatives
West 45tli Street, Now Voru
KI1 U'cst Ttli Street, Los Angeira
8.1;

ever there was any doubt as to
whether Jose Ferrer had achieved his
Broadway majority with his lago to
Paul Robeson's Othello a couple of
.seasons ago, that doubt must now be
completely dispelled. For last week
Ferrer deigned one of the more difficult classics, Rostand's "Cyrano de
Bcrgcrac," and he played the longnosed, pathetic title character with a
satisfaction that must certainly not
If

A Bimiooranhy
Comitiled
Tills

.«ut.Iii)i-3

ne-i

have bean just his own. It was an
audience performance as well. Ferrer's "Cyrano" is definitely boxofllice.
Ferrer is the producer, and Melchor G. Ferrer (no relation) the director^ and the pair have cbrilrived
project one of the fine performances of the season. The producer
to

has surrounded himself with several
supporting
players,
namely
Frances Reid as Roxane and Ernest
Graves as her young lover. This
combination, coupled to the excellent production, certainly makes this
one of the treats of the season.
Ferrer ha$ never permitted the
ludicrous to engulf his Cyrano, as
could easii.y have been the case because of the grotesque ufiliness of
the character. Instead he has permitted him a faint humor, and yet a pathetic quality that reaches its height
fine

when Roxane finally
been he who had writ-

in the final act,

learns it has
ten the love messages for Christian.

Cvrano's

death

scene

is

notablv

Mrs. J':rlynrc.

.

.

....

First Fooliiinn.

.

.

Second t'ooUnan

..Cornelia Otis. iSklnner
..
...Guy. Blake
.^'.Richard Burns
.

.

. .

Mar.Iorie

Rosalie.

Wood

Town

Play Out of

A

Score ranges from so-so to good,
with "Old Fashioned Tune," "Low
and Lazy," "Just Like A Man" indicating a friendly reception. Lyrics
on the whole are not up to expectations. While an occasional sparkle
manifests itself, too many of the
lines are written with rhyme but
without reason. This applies particularly to duds like. "We Love Us"
and "I Says To Him." Dance department shows production's only semblance of maintaining a consistently
satisfactory level. More than once,
terps drag the show up from the
depths where book has deposited it.

.

Three featured cast members, all
good troupers, find the cards stacked
against them. Gene Sheldon provides
'of homespun appeal but loses
Nat Karson production of muskiai comedy ground on vocals which he should
in two acts, 13 scenes. Foa Lures l-lene Shel- not tackle. Walter O'Keefe spends
don. iDolores tiray. Walter O'Keefe. Book most of his time wailing for funny
by S. J. Perelman and Al Hirschfeld: lyrics
lines
wliich
never materialize. Miss
Osden Nash; music, Vernon l>uke: dances
do okay.
job
Homer Curran and associates have ii^red Kelly: settihjfs. Boris. Aronaon; cos- Gray does an all-around okay
Nat Karaon: book directed by Curt within script limitations. Ineidenj
given the play a rich production and tumes,
Conway; ihusicai directoi'. Cliarles Black
Kirkwood
graced it with a fine cast, mostly man; production staKCd by Nat Karaon tally, this is the role Pat
nervous
comprised of British players.. The Opened at Shubert. Now Haven, Oct. 10, had to forego because of a
breakdown. The sponsors of "Sweet
drawing room of Lord Windermere's '40; $4.20 top.
Grover Slump. ............... Robert Straus.^ may have to abandon it to av6id onehouse in Carlton Terrace, London, Don
Fox.
............T.e tiol Oiierli
Miriam /Lavelle comes close t"
looks authentic, and details of that Workman.
Billy Parson
stopping things With her sock dancinterior indicate how carefully the Diver.
li'red
1 lean
ing. Jack Blair and Billy Parsons
Dr.
Mood.
......
.I.r.onartl
.SLoclcer
show was put on.
Miss Parker.......
,,
.-.Kay Iliili likewise
rate
on terps. Winfifild
Staging is on high plane, too, the Secretary .Hi; Televiiiion. .. .Sandra (Jiubell Hoeny efficiently guides an Alco.DprUt York, .roey Thomas
conversation piece moving easily liover."!. ...
holics Anonymous takeoff scene, but
,;.;Cieh6. Sheldon
through the four acts. Most of Oscar Solomon Biintljt;
Policewomen. .Jennie I.bw1b. NVvnda Smiih his rich voice ia submerged by enWilde's witticisms are familiar to Dancer.
,>
., ., ..s
.Hilly Parsons semble accompaniment, latteir being,
the average playgoer but the grace B(?on Pope.
.. Walter O'Kceto
good, however. Robert Strau.s's fil'|:
J'ercy Hflton
with which they are handled gives Brimmer. ., .. ..
weil, and
.DUUtrea <J.ra.v a variety of bit parts
the performance a particularly keen Diana Jatieway.
Mr. Fugassy,
.Nat I>ano Percy Helton, Eleanor French. Le
lustre,
Costumes add to the play Joan
Joahne ,Jnap Roi Operti, Leonard Stocker, Betty
that worn by Cornelia Otis Skinner Bubbles ...........
Betty Ba rtley Bartley, Tom Glazer, Jerry Boyar
..lack
Blair
.,
corstarred with Henry Daniell, in the Stoat
supi^ort.
Miss I'ittman.. ........... .Kleanor French and iCay Rich give adequate
last act is really something to see.
Mr. IMack.
.Leonard Stnclter
Sets and costumes strike a colorWinsome Penelope Ward, in the Neon Flack. .. ....... .. ....... ..Jerry BoVar fully novel chord, and they've as..Kay I^iorroil sembled a bevy of femme beauts W
title part, adds an alluring face and Mrs. Flack.............
Nora
.'Miriani
Lavelle
Kiasform to Broadway. London lass has Dr. Knite
A. Winfleld Hoeny add to the eye-filling reaction.
appeared over here twice before in MaRaKine Kdltor
Arlliur Carroll can sing and dance, too.
,i„(,a
.Tom CHazer
plays whicii didn't click, but this time Tramp.
Staging is erratic, witli v^"??^.
she has a real chance in something
A
peaks.
the
outnumbering
""^^f.'-!,
worthwhile, taking high honors. Miss
Central character of this new mu- act one curtain casts a pall oyer tnu
Skinner is in fine form, too, as Mrs sical is a mild-mannered tree sur- intermission period. The following
Erlynnc, the sacrificial mother who geon who makes his first entrance scene, a lively group number, mih'"
saves her daughter from scandal and out on a limb. He should have be adapted to better advantage as a
kcorts the voune wife from becoming plenty of company, in spirit at least. first-iitapza closer.
.
So far in this young new season revivals have the edge over new plays
and that applies also to "Lady Windermere's Fan," which originated' on
the Coast. It's a pleasant evening in
the theatre, and though a period
curio, it certainly belongs. It should
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whose product they wish,
and have room for few,
if any, more.
As a result, only the
exceptional units are welcome now.

for indies

PlX Censorship Tarn

Life mag is preparing a yaiii on
pegging it on recent
Howard
concerning
Jiiillabaloo
Hughes' "Outlaw'' and the battles of
other pictures with censorship bodies
film censorship,

various cities and states. Aim of
the story is to cover censorship both
within the industry itself, that is,
the activities of the Production Code
Administration, and the bluepencilIng imposed by politically "appointed
censoring- bodies.
Workings of the Advertising Code
Administration are also being covered in the story, which will be

In addition, there is the prospect
that fewer pictures will be released,
.so not .so many will be needed.
Combination of all these personal
tactois and the increased capital
risk, declared Hazen, means that the
cycle that .started three years ago has

ers io insure a steady flow o£ paper
which currently is in short .riipply,
Newsprint cotisumption in the U. S.
is now about 4,250,000 tons a year
which gives the industry a $42,000,000 income boost at new
prices.

OPA

about worked

itself out.

in

New

Snow, of the Life

York.

Jacqueline

staff, is.

doing; the

John Golden on Critics
John Golden has his innings with
the critics in the current (November) Esquire. Tabbed "Performers
for Pennies," the vet producer declares the "only logical attitude to
ward cricks is one of philosophical
detachment." Piece is replete with
nnecdota about the more colorful
aisle-sitters..

Authors League Gets Summons
for
action
the
Unprecedented
literati

nerved,
Loiiise'

SCULLY'S

61

I

I

****

By Frank

'

Scully

Iron, Ore., Oct. 14,

While riding to the Huntsville, Texa.s, rodeo on Don Quixote's burro to
check whether this was or was not the "world's greatest rodeo," I. seem
to have been thrown or cycloned, and the next thing I knew I was in Las
Vegas, Nevada, telling a far from pretty nur-se about the wild days I spent

Reginald

Whitley, film

London Daily Mirror,
Hollywood studios.

for

critic

gandering

Jack Balch, St. Louis Post-Dispatch film critic, has resigned, with
Mylea Standish taking his place.
Dee Lowrance, of Metro's publicity department, resigned effective
Friday (11) to complete a novel she's
been working on.
Cyril Clemens, of Webster Groves,
Mo., collecting Mark Twain anec-

would like to hear from all
who may recall Twain stories.
Len "Traube, legit p.a., has sold
his fourth article to This Month, a
piece on Walter Florell, legit oostumer and milliner, to appear in
Jan. issue.
Story of the Seymour Nebenzal
picture, "The Chase," will be printed
in the November-December issue of

top of sever.l1.

Indie Production
5

Rampart Productions,

just organized
Dozier and his wife, Joan
Fontaine, Hazen. concedes, but their
number wiU be as nothing in comparison with the horde of announcements that, a year ago, were hitting
the tiadepress every week.
Cautious
Bill

On

the financial side, the

recent

break in the stock market has given
would-be indies pause, Hazen nelieves.

*
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Luise SlUcox, as exec secretary of I read in the papers maybe I'd betAuthors Guild and its parent body, ter send you a steak; plenty of them
Authors League of America, to pro- in Switzerland, France an<i Italy."
duce copies of membership lists and
Prentice - Hall ordering another
minutes of Authors Guild council printing of 50,000 copies for 'Rus.sell
meeting. Mis-ses Mally and Davids, Janney's "Miracle of the Bells," raisrepresenting the Committee for Ac- ing the total to 175,000 now in print.
tion, a group of about 100 writers Novel has hit all the bestseller lists
within the. Guild, are anxious to see and is replacing "Huckster.s" at Inc

Contlmied from page

:

.:

Any

dota,

by

They all agreed that the
did question various authorities in the field.
Huntsville show is colorful and terrific draw, that it does bring 80 to 100,000
Continued from page 7
people to the state-pen during the month of Octoberi but its $85,000 gross
distributors of the right to audit gx-. IS topped by several shows.
In fact the greatest one-day gi-o.ss this year was the sheriff's show at the
hibiiors' books on percentage -pictures and thus gain accurate knowl-: Los Angeles Coliseum last Avigust. It brought 72,000 people for one show
edge of his business, which gives and grossed $150,000. Everybody from Roy Rogers and his horse Trigger
them a substantial advantage in bar- to Yvonne de Carlo performed. It had practically aU the rodeo champions
the announcer. Abo is the best in the
gaining: with him as to future terms. in the arena. It had Abe Lefton as
a barker that he is now a
distributor is, of course, inters country, In fact, he has been so successful as
ested in knowing the drawing power partner of Tom Brenaman's "Breakfa.st in Hollywood;''
The .stock was. furnished by Andy Jauregui of Newball and hei has the
of his pictures and they have tradiworld. 'Victor McLaglen was there with his jumping
tionally employed agencies such as best stock in the
their talent around as
Confidential Reports, Inc., jointly team and the champion charros of Mexico threw
owned at the time of the trial by five well. Jean Godshall, Cal Godshall's beautiful daughter, was loaned from
rider.s.
defendants, to check theatre atten- the Gene Autry show to head up the ti-ick
Even
so, the Coliseum roundup didn't top Madison Square Garden as a
dance. Reliance on such checking
makes the rest
and the right of audit granted by show. In fact, the Garden which draw.s 1,500,000 people,
of them distinctly second-runs. In the No. 2 .spot comes Ft Worth, which
their license agreements for assurgrosses $200,000 on its run and averages $10,000 a' day. Salinas is No. 3
ance that they ate receiving fair
and Phoenix No. 4.
film rental assumes that such rental
The Nation of Rodeos
may not be assured by licensing
For color and all that sort of thing, Cheyenne and Pendleton still run
competition. In any event, a .system
neck-and-neck for first honors, but they have skidded far in 25 years. So,
of licensing whereby fair rentals are
for that matter, has PreScott, Arizona, which used to be the No. 1 show of
determined by competition appears the country. Other
good second-class rodeos are Sun Valley, Ogden and
to be the only method of securing
Saugus. But there are literally hundreds scattered over the land. It's a
such assurance which, the Sherman multi-million-dollar biz.
Act sanctions."
The biggest roadshow among rodeos is, of course. Gene Auiry's. It plays
Alternative Difficulties
New York, Boston, Ft. Worth, Phoenix and Los Angelas, among other key
Difficulties to the alternative to
cities, and is owned by Autry and Walter E. Smith,
Oatuiver star owns
flat rentals were played up by the
most of the stock and has many of the other stars under personal contract.
Government in the reply. On per- Pretty good for a guy who started out with five notes-and a guitar.
centage deals, the
of J noted, the
lOGs For Wearing Levis?
major.s would have to permit unsucRodeo champs now make around $10,000 a year as compared to the 50
cessful bidders to know exactly what
bucks a month and frijoles which they would make riding the herd.
the picture brought in at a theatre.
All-around champ among them is Bud Lindermann of Red Lodge, Mon"To make this information available, tana, and the buckaroo most likely to unseat him is his kid brother. Bob
his
(the top bidder) competitors Lindermann. Still up there is Homer Pettigrew, for five years bulldog
would necessarily be informed as to champion and roper. Tom Knight, Dick Slappert, Carl Dossey, Toots
precisely what his recepits were. Mansfield, Ken Roberts, riders, and Frank Finly, fouUdogger, and Buck
Whether or not competing exhibitor.'? Sorrels, a roper, are also $10,000 pokes. All these cpivpunohersiare memwould actually compete in licensing bers of the Cowboys Association which has succeeded the Turtlebaeks, the
films under such a system seems at first union of buckaroos.
best dubious."
Hundreds of cowhands now make some sort of a living out of not brandIn its windup,
the Government ing calves, not counting the thousands who have become canyon crooners
sought to make capital out of- a on radio stations. Autry, of course, has merged his talents to where he
statement by 20th-Fox officials to now is in a class by himself. In fact, he paid $10,000 for a paddled trailer
its stockholders on July 15 which,
to house champion, his glamour horse, and that ain't hay. Champion is
according to the
of J, "referred at home anywhere, even on top of Autry's piano, or at least he was in
to this court's opinion as 'construc- "Melody Ranch."
tive' from the standpoint both ot
Best of the little shows and one that Hollywood regrets to see go was the
20lh-Fox
and National Theatres Victorviiie rodeo, which was held on the Ihmsen ranch. Max Ihmsen was
Corp. and assured them that no the founder of the Los Angeles Examiner.
His daughter, Joey, was in
judgment entered in this court vaude for years. She married Cal Godshall and their daughter, Jeanne,
would make undesirable the pur- is the trick rider in the Autry show,
case of certain stock in National
How to Get Rid'Of. -.fJIcjers..
Theatres then held by its principal
Cal Godshall was the body and soul of the Victorviiie rodeo. It gave
managing agents." This statement, him' as many ulcers as if he had been a Hollywood producer. Strangely,
the .Government claimed, bore out well over 50, he got into the army with thosfe ulcers and finished as a cap*
the fir.st guy I ever heard of who went
the belief among majors that they tain without a trace of ulcers
would be permitted to "continue the into a battle with a disability and came out without it.
Cal conceived the Victorviiie rodeo along unique lines. He decided to
profitable exploitation of their sumake it a strictly amateur show, but run exclusively by professionals. He
perior competitive position."
Attaclting the proposed decree on hired the best stock available. He even put on a show for college kids
other points, the Government as- and was well on his way to set: up an intercollegiate championship rodeo
serted that the majors were seeking when the war yanked' him out of the corraLs.

Flat Rentals

"Mystery of the Month," issued by
world was the subpoena Anson Bond Publications.
(9)
last
Wednesday
by
War Correspondent Josef Israels
Mally and Nancy Davids on II writes from Vienna; -VFrom what

copies of membership list for. elections in December, when 10 council
members are to be elected. Committee plans putting up own slate
in competition with the Guild's.
Committee for Action has beei^
maintaining that Guild needs some
shaking up, that meetings are called
once a year, that little action i.s
taken to help members, that no
minimum basic book contract has
been negotiated, that it has no access to membership lists or council
minutes,
etc.
Committee wants
quarterly meetings, regional chapters- and open council meetings.
Nat
Frankel has been retained as CFA
attorney; Sid Fleisher represents to
Guild.

« 4 *
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CHATTER
Arthur Kaye, St. Louis Star-Times
bu.siness manager, is retiring.
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as a guest of their Helldorado,
I meant to check on Huntsville's claim to the -ivorld's title and, in fact,
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"While grosses are very high now,"
he said, "the crash of stock market
Tom Weatherly on Ponies
Tom Weatherly, who is as.sociated prices during the past few weeks
with Dwight Deere Wiman in the has made all of us realize that anyproduction of the "Fourth Little thing can happen; There was no
show," due after New Year's, con- more reason for the market to break
tributed a race track yarn to the than there is for film grosses sudOctober issue of Go, verifying the denly to hit a decline. The same
fact that anybody can lose coin unexplainable slump could hit picQuicker on the ponies than iii the tures, as hit the market.
"The big question then is what to guarantee further theatre expan'NicC' Casting
theatre. On the day he visited BelWith his departure for the front, the intercollegiate and amateur i-odcos
mont not long ago the nags he bet will be the boxoffice situation in 12 sion. Exceptions to the theatre acon were being nosed out after lead- to 15 months, when the pictures now quisition ban supported by the folded. Though he had such names as Walter Abel, Gene Autry, Dick
ing into the stretch.
Then came a being started go into release? Will majors would permit the latter to Arlen, Rex Bell, Harry Carey, Bing Crosby, Andy Devine, Dick Foran,
$24.40 winner for his two bucks; the independent who makes, his film pick up theatres from current part- Clark Gable, Will James, Buck Jones, Ed Kennedy, Peter B. Kyne, Groucho
which was disqualified after that: during the current period of nigh ners; or to- acquire houses to protect Marx, Joe Louis, Francis Lederer, J. P. McEvoy, Robert Montgomery,
VI
played Johnnie Walker right production costs be distributing it investments or enter a competitive George O'Brien, Jim Tull'y, Jim (Steinheimer) PoUak, Fred Stone, Lewis
across the board and as far as I during a future period of boxoffice field. "Since any expansion in a com- Stone, Arthur Ungar, Rob Wagner a(ld Harold Bell Wright, heading up
can remember he won the ninth deflation? There's plenty of reason petitive field where they now oper- the advisory committee, Cal really did all the work.
Victorville's first rodeo was dedicated to Will Rogers, the second to
in that question for potential inde- ate would
round,"
apparently protect an expendent producers to stick to their isting investment, there appears to William S. Hart, and the third to that peg-leg buckaroo, Frank Scully.
Harry Langdon drew the posters- for the sliow. It was a cartoon showing
present affiliations with major stu- be no form of
N. Y. Times, H-T Plane Deliveries
expansion which is
one amateur roper spelling out "Victorviiie" and trying to catch a calf in
New York Times and Herald dios which have amassed resources prohibited," the D of J. declared.
while another spelled out "Kodeo'' and tried to catch
Tribune have been servicing five out to weather coming economic storms.
Government statethent also tackled the "e" of his rope,
the calf in an "o"'. Both mis.sed the calf. That wa.s Victorviiie all over.
Current jamup m first-runs, which Big Five proposals
Of town cities with airplane delivon admission
eries of first editions and are ex- conlinuos to increase the delay be- prices; run and clearance; and
roadpectant of increasing that number. tween the time a picture is finished -shows.
None of these proposals money on the Met engagement, he Hurok, who knows ballet. Ballet
Currently Cleveland, Akron, Detroit, and the time it is released, further would carry out the intent of the
Ballet Theatre, oh the Theatre is now in Lucict Chase's
isn't losing.
Chicago and Washington have both complicates the crystal-balling on decision, the Government said, but
hand, with a company of .)0, hands, and she's new at the manaHe were devices to further the defend- other
oailies available each morning at 10 the future, according to Hazen.
has a weekly nut of about $20,000, gerial end.
cents a copy as against three cents tilso pointed out that .the present ants' hold on the industry.
and furthermore has to .split receipts
Ballet Theatre, trying this year to
on New York newsstands. Piice in necessity of long and extensive ad
with the house on a percentage basis. emphasize theatre instead of concert
campaigns to get max.imum grosSe.?
Washington is five cents.
Sunday
So, although Ballet Theatre is the attraction, and trying to avoid split
eidtions are sent by train as here- out of a picture lengthen the, period
best trained and most promising of w.eel^s and one-nighters. is being
for 'Which a producer mutit prog'
tofore, but can be had
Ballet
in Chicago
the three companies, and giving ad- booked
through UBO into legit
und Detroit on the sabbath after- nostieate,
mittedly, excellent performances, it's houses around the country.
Continued from page 1
On
Only the Tops
noon.
the only group operating in the red. basis of the N. Y. showing, it's beSingle-selling under the decree or advertise it, apparently, as show
Concert managers explain this on lieved the company will find the go*
has
also
greatly
increased
the
risks
business!
Stage Pictorial Suspends
Ballet is .still an ing tough on tour.
several counts.
Theatres will
The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
Nat Dorfman has decided to sus- involved in picturemaking, Hazen
esoteric art. It may be theatre, but likely prove tod expensiye, too small
pend publication temporarily of hi.s as-serted, and has made wouldbe which started the season by playing
It belongs in
it's not show business.
for
sufficient
audiences, while a
indies ''think, twice because they a 10-day engagement at the City
legit fan mag. Stage Pictorial,
due to
large
auditoriums,
concert
halls,
continued newsprint shortage and know that only superlative films will Center last month for a $60,000 gro.«s appealing to another class than week in a town may prove too long
a stay.
bring in good revenue. If a picture at a $2.40 top, made money on the
upped printing costs.
Sheet, 2^
legiters.
Hurok reportedly is doing business
years old, had its last is.sue in July, is anything but a top A, making it date, and is how out successfully
There is no Broadway audience w-ith Original Ballet Ru-sse at the
touring.
The Original Ballet Rus.'^e,
^ith September issue diie as sub- involves great risk,"
Treasury Department's frown on opening at the Met Sept. 29, iid apparently in a ballet audience; the Met because of ""a) the house (b) a
sequent.
Suspensions likely to last
the capital gains setup under which $52,000 its .first week (due to a $7.?b bulli of it comes from elsewhere. moi-e popular repertoire, and .ic)
•ix months.
Ballet Theatre's engagement is prov- name draws. Alicia Markova, .Anton
the
newmany
indies
night,
and
draw
of
have
been
operating
opening
is
Circulation high for the .>;heet,
Despite critical pans, the
which was a monthly except for also -discouraging entrants in the ballet "Camille"), and grossed about ing that Broadway people won't go Dolin).
field, :Hazen; opined.;
"whether ihe $50,000 last week, its second. The to a legit house for ballet. They'll public wants its "Swan Lakes" and
summer season, was 100.000.
Government wins or Icscs in its Ballet Theatre, opening at. the go to the Met instead. They, want to. ''SylphidOS" and ballets with ..hiusic.'':
see ballet where it's traditionally they recognize, like "Soheherazarle,'';
its
the
capital
gains,
Broadway
Sept.
did
$22,000
fight
against
.set30,
Newsprint Up $10 a Ton
Ballet .Theatre has oiie-shot ballets
Pnce for newsprint sold in the ups," hS; said, "the producer knows first weeli ,and about $16,000 last given, which seems proper.
Ampng ballet enthu.siastsi there the average public won't go to see
that his corporate organization will week, its .second.
S. has been lifted $10 per ton to
Sol Hurok, booking the Original aren't enough customers for two en- too often, like "Fancy Free," "InterB new OPA ceiling of $84 per ton, be challenged and the risk is there
using
a
full
personal
tax,
Ballet
Ru.sse
and
company
gagements
running
OPA, however, refused to decontrol Of, having to pay a
simultaneously. play" or "On Stage." With only 2,3
of 72 at tbO'Met, with guest artists "The balletomanes who icnew the art ballets in its repertoire, and onenew.sprint at this time, although this as well as penalties."
niea.sure was recommended by the
Difficulty of lining up distribution and i^pccia) bookings due'- to the late may prefer the Ballet Theatre; the .shotters arnong them, Ballet Theatre
from
Sotith
average
public wanting ballet will
believed to have made a mi.stake
American
Newspaper
Publi-Shors outlets now is .stiU another discour- aifrival of the company
Assn. Price increase was grantcfl tn aging factor, declared Hazen, since America, ha.s a weekly nut of about go to the Met for the Original Ballet .scheduling a five-week run in New
American and Canadian manufactur- most companies have already chosen $45,000> Although he isn't making Russe' Latter is being managed by York, just to outstay Hurok.
.
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Wednesday, October 16, 1946
with his wife,
billed as James and Pryor. In legit
he played in "Sally," "Rio Rita,"
Louis XIV" and two productions ol
Ziegfeld Follies," and lor years he
worked as straight man with Leo
Errol. In recent y0ars he h?id been

peared

JOSEPH

E. ("DINTTT")

DOTLE
Doyle,

Joseph Edward ("Dinty")

Clark Gable, died at Harrison,
9. In recent years she liad
teacher. During her
career she is reputed to
have sung in 1,800' performances.
After studying for opera abroad,
she returned to the U. S. and sang
with the Chicago Opera Co. for seV'
eral seasons. Later Miss Dillon di'
rected the Philadelphia Operatic So
ciety and taught in the School of
Acting of the Greenwich Village
theatre. N. Y. She taught the opera
Class at the N. Y, Singing Teachers
Among her private pupils
Assn.
were Richard Crooks, Marie Sun
delius. Kathryn Moisle, Rosa Low
and Frederick Jagel.
In 1925, she organized .the Opera
Players at the Grove Street the
Continuatre, Greenwich Village.
ing to each, she then founded the

In vaudeville

2-? Over Columbia)
Mfchv A/a, Texas, Faves

Army

playing in Alms,

star,

radio
column "Dialing With Dinty," died
Oct. 13 in Boston following a heart

tional prominence with

his

(ABC

Attack.
Details in Radio dept.

A. P. KAVE
A. P. Kaye, 68, veteran of both
the British and American stage, died
Sept. 7 at Washingtonville, N. Y.

Among
were

his

Broadway

succes.ses

Tailor-Made Man," which

'"A

starred Grant Mitchell; "The Green
Hat," "Rosalie," "Major Barbara"

and "Wings Over Europe."
Although his full name was Albert Patrick Kaye, he preferred the
professional
for
abbreviated tag
purposes. He made his stage debut
in London in 1906 with Sir Beerbohm Tree in "Cynara." He came
to the U. S.. in 1912 with all-British
cast in Shaw's "Man and Superman."
He subsequently appeared in productions with Mrs. 'Fiske, Helen
Hayes, Jane Cowl, Lunt and FonLeslie
Cornell,
Katharine
tanne,

Howard and Ruth Gordon.

,

operatic

GROVER

C.

WUmer-

-By Harry

Survived by widow.

Me., Oct;

newspaperman who gained na- been a singing

52,

.

LaEOSE

Army

is

Commentator)

Ncftoorfc Sports

once more back where

belongs, at the top of the nation's
Its victory over Michigan last week was not
it

LaRose, 53, booking collegiate football elevens.
agent, died after a heart attack in
only brilliant, but well earned. The Wolverines are really loaded. Army
a gunsmith's shop in St. Louis last
Columbia Saturday in the east's top game, and although the Lion*
week, where he was having a gun meets
adjusted preparatory to a week-end are undefeated, Davis, Blanchard and Tucker should be too much for
hunting trip.
them, Yale and Cornell will be a battle all the way.
LaRose was born in New York
In the middlewest the Michigan-Northwestern game tops the parade.
and entered show business at the
Fritz Crisler's Michigan is comparable to Notre Dame, and Northwestern is
age of 13, playing as a youth in
Broadway shows and later was in updefeated; it won't be after Saturday, Bo McMillin's Indiana Hoosierg
vaude on the Orpheum circuit. Ho have come back with a rush after a shaky starti but will be stopped this
opened his booking otflce in St. Louis Saturday by Eddie Anderson's Iowa Hawkeyes.

Grover C.

in 1922.

Alabama and Tennessee feature the southern picture, with, the CrimBoji
Tide holding the edge because of Harry Gilmer's passing.

His Widow, survives.
'

ABRAHAM BLOOM

Abraham Bloom, 78, former actor
Deenrees theatre at Harrison, Me.,
and produced operas and plays there of the Yiddish stage who later be
came interested in illm production,
Two. other sisters fsurvive.
died in

New

York, Oct.

12,

Bloom was associated with the
importation of the films 'Satan" and
"Quo Vadis," which were shown
at the N. Y, Hippodrome in 1913. In

WI^LMAM CARR IRWIN

William Carr Irwin, 46, veepee of
Station
WSOC, Charlotte
Radio
N. C„ died Oct. 6, at his home in 1931 he was interested in the' mak
Charlotte.
He was widely known ing of the film "Palestin*—My

In addition to stage work, bis in radio circles in Charlotte, New People."
adeptness at makeup was brought York and Chicago, and had been
Survived by widow -.and son.
into play at an Authors' League din- with the station since its opening
ner in New York in 1923, when he 13 years ago.
ELIZABETH M. BERGIN
A graduate of the University of
impersonated David Lloyd George
the
connected
with
his
Tenn.,
Irwin
was
sent
when
latter
dinner
that
at
Mrs. Elizabeth M, Bergin, 77, Holregrets. The impersonation is said National Cash Register Go. and later lywood's leading premiere fan, died
after
which
because
Remington
Rand,
with
everybody
fooled
have
to
Oct. 7 at her home after a brief
the actor had previously imper- he became associated with Parker illness.
sonated the British statesman in Gardner Music Co. He was a mem"Mama," as she was known, at
Shaw's play, "Back to Methusaleh." ber of the sales staff of Station WBT
tended every Hollywood preem for
Kaye came to the theatre after prior to its purchase by the Colum25 years, and was always the first
several years as a tea-taster in bia Broadcasting System.
and the last to leave. She
He was responsible to a large ex- to arrive
London.
always wore the same dress, never
tent for the organization of WSOC
bought a ticket and was content to
in October of 1933. It was through
ROSE MELVILLE
wait outside the theatre and watch
his efforts and guidance that WSOC
Mrs. Rose Hinzey, 68, who as Rose has attained its high standards in the stars.
Melville appeared more than 5,000 broadcasting.
times in the title role of the play
PAUL WEAVER
Surviving are his widow, a daugh"Sis Hopkins," died Oct. 8 at her ter and his mother.
Prof. Paul Weaver, 57, head
home in Lake George, N. Y.
Cornell University's music depart
Miss Melville played the Sis Hopfor
the past two years and
ment
J, MALCOLM DUNN
kins role from 1900 to 19ia before
faculty member since 1929, died
J. Malcolm Dunn, 70, legit charan estimated 5,000,000 persons, which
Monday (14) at Ithaca, N. Y.
w^as a record for that era. She had acter actor who created the missionActive in the. musical field for
originally played the character in ary role in the stage version of
more than 30 years, he was noted
the musical play, "By the Sad Sea "White Cargo," died at his home in
for having made musical studies the
Waves" in 1899 and scored so sig- Beechurst, Long Island, N. Y.,
most popular subject on the college'
nally that "Sis Hopkins" was written Oct. 10.
Bom in England and well-known curriculum with the exception Pf
as subsequent starring vehicle for
•
on the London stage before he came the sports program.

Texas just got by against Oklahoma, but should topple undefeated Arkansas with plenty to spare this week in a southwest feature. Texas A&M
and Texas Christian is another toughie along with Rice-Southern Methodist.

.

,'•

•
:

.

UCLA
maintain

reigns the west, meeting California this Saturday, and it should
Southern California should nip Washits unblemished record.

ington,

'.
.

.

..^.PRO.^.^FOOTBALL .•
National FootbaU League play becomes even more intense this Sunday
with the Giants opening its home stand against Jimmic Conzelman's CardThe Chicago team has enough sound material to give the Giants
inals.
their second straight defeat. Although tied by the Rams last Sunday, the
Bears should assert their oldtime superiority over the Eagles.The Eastern
division leaders; the Redskins, should have it fairly easy with Ted CoUiiufBoston entryi although Boston upset them in the same park last, year,
.

AU-American conference play finds the Cleveland Browns making a runaway of the race, and they will continue their winning ways over the
Los Angeles Dons this week. The Brooklyn Dodgers-Yankees game Should
be hot. Big Bill Daley can make a lot of difference with the Dodgers'
play,

could

and Fireball Frankie Sinkwich, who hasn't played yet this
make a whale of a difference In the stalled Yankee offense.

season,

,

.her.
.

COLUEGE
GAMES

WINNERS

Army-Columbia
Brown-Dartmouth

.

.

..Army

.

Cornell- Yale

Fordham-St. Mary's .... ..
Georgetown-VJllanova (Sun.)
...',.
Holy Cross-Syracuse
.

.

.....v,.

..

.

.

.

.

............ ..v.

^

ODDS

.

.

.

.

..

... 9-5

St. .Mary's
Villanova

.

... 4-1

,

6-5

5-7
5^8
6-5

,

.

,

.

...7-5

,

..... .... .. ...... Holy Gross
Navy-North Carofina ........................... Navy ...
.. ...... Penn State
Penn State-Mich. State
.

... 2-1

......

..Dartmouth
Yale

,

.

i

,

.

.

.

;

,

.

Pitt .....
Pitt-Marquette ........ .... .... . ...
.....
Princeton-Rutgers
....... ........ Princeton .........
...... .Temple
Temple-West Virginia (Fri. nite) .....
Illinois-Wisconsin
.-.s ,..........,». .Wisconsin
Iowa , ......
Indiana-Iowa
....
.

.

.

.

.

8-5
7-5
6-5

,

5-6
5-t7

....... .i Michigan .......... 9-5
............... Ohio state ...... ... 3-1

Michigan-Northwestern
Ohio State-Purdue

to the U. S. 30 years ago, Dunn had
also appeared in films and on the
radio.- He appeared with the late
John Barrymore in the screen version of "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde."
He had been in radio work until he

.

9-5
Okla. A&M-Georgia
^ ...... .
. Georgia
. ,
7-5
Tenn.-Alabama .... ...... ..........
.... Alabama
MAYER KUBELSKl
6-5
..Tulane
Mayer Kubelsky, 78, father of Tulane-Auburn .... .i ......... ..v.
5-7
.,
...... ........ ., ..Florida
Jack Benny, died suddenly of a heart Florida-Miami
Georgia Tech;-La, State (Sat. nite) ,.. .....
LSU ........... „. 6-5
attack Monday (14) in Chicago at
Arkansas..Texas
..Texas
...... 2-1
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Flor6-5
Rice-South. Meth. (Sat. nite)
became iU two years ago. His last ence Fenchell.
Rice
stage appearance was in "This Rock,"
Texas A&M-Tex. Christian
Texas A&M ... .... 7-5
Benny planed from the Coast toi California-UCLA
2-1
(1943), with Billie Burke.
VCLA
8-5
Among other plays in which he Chicago immediately for the serv- Oregon-Wash. State . ...
...
. ..... .... . Oregon
the country. Miss Melville sold the
ices.
Southern Cal.-Wash.
...
Washington ... ... 6-5
screen rights to the play which she appeared were "The Devil Passes"
... ...
7^5
Stanford-Santa Clara
Stanford
had owned outright, a few years (1932), "Black Limelight" (1936),
LARRY T. BRIERS
Anna," "Men Must Fight/' "If I
ago.
stated.)
(Games are played SaUirday afternoon, iinless otherwise
In 1910 she married Prank Minzey, Were You" and others.
Larry T. Briers, 53, Columbus, O.,
He leaves a widow, Violette Kim- manager of the music studios in the
who had played opposite her in the
play. Her last stage appearance in ball Dunn, a writer, and a sister,
Lazarus Co. department store, and
PROFESSIONAL
the play was in Kansas City in 1918
previously with the National BroadLOUIS NELSON
after which both she and her husNATIONAL LEAGUE
casting Co. in New York, died Oct.
ODDS
band, who survives, retired.
WINNERS
Louis Nelson, who had been a pic 9 in Columbus. He was director of GAMES
S-7
Chi Cards-N. Y. Giants
Cards
ture exhibitor for 40 years and the Lazarus Glee Club.
L. A. Rams,........, 8-5
former treasurer of the IndependHis widow, a son, and parents Detroit Lions-L. A. Rams
IRA SCHUSTER
7-5
Philly Eagles-Chi Bears
Bears
ent
Owners
Theatre
Assn.
of
New
survive.
Ira Schuster, 57, widely known
...'. 7-5
Pitt Steelers-Green Bay
Green Bay
York,
died
in Brooklyn. N. Y., Oct.
songwriter; died in New York, Oct
... 2-1
Wash. Redskins— Boston Yanks
v.
Redskins
HARRY A. MOLLOWAY
lOi
His passing stunned the music 10. He had recently retired as treasurer of the Endicott Circuit, which
business since it occurred unex
Harry A. HoUoway, 66, ass't secoperated theatres in Brooklyn and
pectedly at his home late in the eve
retary and paymaster of BBD&O ad
ALL-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
ning after he spent the entire Sockaway, L, I.
"'^
Born in Russia, Nelson came to agency^ died Oct.. 14 in N. Y. He Miami Seahawks-Chi Rockets (Fri. nite)
Rockets
afternoon at the semi-annual meethad been with the company ior 50 San Fran.-Buffalo Bisons (Fri. nite)
8-5
this country as
Fi'an
youth

Born in Terre Haute, Ind., she be
ean her stage career at the age of
17 when she took a minor role in a
rep company in which her older
sister, Maude, was playing.
"Sis Hopkins" opened in Poughkeepsie in 1910 and moved from
there to Broadway, where it had a
long run and subsequently toured
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a
and entered
San
years.
Brooklyn Dodgers-N. Y. Yankees (Sat, nite) .... Yankees
... 6-5
field on the. Coast.
2-1
Survived by a widow, son and L, A. Dons-Cleveland Browns ...........
Browns
His first N. Y. theatre was the How
ard on the east side. He later built daughter.
(Games are played Sunday afternoon unless otherwise stated. )
Carrol!
and
the
Still well theatres in
ASCAP member.
Kccoid:
won,
74;
lost,
ties,
Brooklyn.
pel.,
,726.
28;
JOHN
8;
C. WHITBIDGE, JR.
Schuster
first
started
writing
Survived by widow and four
John C. Whitbridge, Jr., 41, vicemusic in 1913 when he joined the
staff of Leo Feist in N. Y.
president of C. E. Hooper, radio Philharmonic orchestra, died in that
He daughters.
authored a number of successes, the
program-rating agency, died Oct. 12 city last week. Survived by widow,
DALLAS WliLFOgD
Maxene Caramela to Joseph Deat Northport, L. I., from drowning.
most outstanding of which are,
a daughter and a son.
Francesco, Pittsburgh, Oct. 14..Brid«
"Shanty In Old Shanty Town," "I'm
Dallas Welford, 74, retired legit
Details in Radio dept.
has been operating Oasis, Pitt niteryr
Alone Because I Love You," the actor, died at hi.<; home in Santa
since recent death of her father,: Pft
comparatively recent "That Feel- Monica, Cal.. Sept, 28.
Mother of Oriville Crouch, city
Caramela.
ing in the Moonlight" and "I
An
Wclford was born and received his
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Gray' daughAmerican,'' which was quite suc- early theatrical ti-ai ning iii England, manager for Loew's in St. Louis,
Faye Havice to Ross Pennypacker.
ter. New York, Oct. 13.
Father is
cessful at the start of the recent and came over in 1900 as star of the died in her home in Indianapolis last
Lewistown, Pa., Sept. 17. Groom*
all-nite
disc
jockey.
war. At his death he was profes- play, "Mr. Hopkinson," and remained week.
head of projectionist union there,
,;;.,
manager of Paull-Pioneer in the U,: S.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Puff, son.
sional
Ellen Flanagan to John Shelton, in
John W. Robson, 65, film art di- New, York, Oct. 9, Father is manpublishing company.
His comedic talents; rnade him at
Chicago, Aug. 23. He's the Chicago
Services, attended by 800 mem- hbme^ in either farce or rnusical rector for 30 .yeai-s, died Oct. 8 in ager of research at Mutual Broadrep of station WOR, N. Y.
bers of the music business, band- comedy.
He is probably best re- Hollywood following a long illness. casting.
Mary Maroney to James Tapp,
leaders, etc., w-ere held at River- membered for: his performances in
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J, Durnin, son, Nov. 16. Bride is sec'y of NBC»
side Chapel; N. Y., Saturday (12), "The Girl from Rector's," "Madame
Michael Dmytryk, 68, father of Philadelphia, Oct. 6. Father is
Central Division agriculture director.
and burial followed at Cedar Park Sherry," "Tlie Were-Wolf," "Blos- Edward Dmytryk, screen directory staffer.
Everett Mitchell, groom, is an anCemetery, N. J. He is survived by som Time" and 'The Student Prince." died Oct. 8 in Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woodward, nouncer on CBM, Montreal.
widow, son Wally Schuster, also a
Survived by two daughters.
daughter,
Philadelii((iia,
Oct.
5.
Sherli Evens to Edward Plancit,
musi-e man, two brothers a sister and
Mother, 74, of Vincent Price, stage Father is member of accounting staff Jr., Chicago, Oct. 12. Bride is daughALF P. JAMES
mother.
ter of Chick Evens, Chicago
and screen actor, died, in St, Louis, of KYW.
Alf P. James, 81, vaude and legit
*
publicity, head.
Oct. 13.
Mrs.
son,
Mr,
and
Horace
Heidt,
century,
than
half
a
ENllIC A CLAY DILLON
for
more
actor
Mary Foster to Patrick Bishop,
Los Angeles, Oct. 7. Father is former
Enrica. Clay Dillon, 65, former died Oct. 9 iu Hollywood after a long
M
Herbert Butter, violinist and for- bandleader! now restaurateur and Csitalina Island, Oct. 13. Groom
operatic star and sister: of Josephine illness.
news editor at KFl
An Australian by birth, he ap- mer coneertmaster of the Chicago ballroom operator.
Dillon Gable; former wife of film
ing of the American Society of Coraposers,

Authors and Publi-shers at the exhibition

.

.

;

.

'

the Ritz-Carlton hotel.
He was
holder of a "B" classification as a

,

'

:

MARRIAGES

BIRTHS

Am

WOR

'

•

:

-

KYW

.

.
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pany and Diana Hops of New Theatre, London, playing excerpts from
London
Shakespeare at Little Theatre to
Noel Coward taking Mary Martin
Harvey" celebrating lacond «nni packed houses.
!•
Nov.
Don Abelardo; Sanchez Leon, around London to see the bombed
si saicirs
sites.
passed
lather
Peruvian playwright and dramatic
Biuney Klswans'
Dame Lilian Braithwaite opening
critic, visiting Baires to ktudy Arg\vny last week.
gentine theatrical productions and po.s1:-war exhibition of British PupAudre.V Toltei' relui'ning to the
pet and Sfodel Theatre Guild.
royalty protection.
rmst ovor the weekend.
Saturday
Somer.oet Maugham being enterthe
Coast
to
Cohn
i ick
tained at supper by his brother,
ngi lor Columbia studio, huddles.
Gottlieb and
Lord Justice Maugham at the Savoy;
WB producer Alex(Billy's
Miami Beach
sister)
Rosa
Out of 9,000 auditions recently held
bride, Polly
By Larry SoUoway
by the British Broadcasting Corp.,
back to Coast..
,
,t
*
Picture Pioneers annual Harvest
Gracie Barrie reopens Five O'- 2,!)00 have been selected to appear
Dinner .set for Nov. 20 at the Star- clock club Nov. 15.
on air.

Broadway

'

•

.

.

.

Roof of the Waldorf.

Jerry Hirsch, Florida AGVA exec
Ilowai-d
de-. appointed to same position for Theathe Coast yesterday miesday).
tre Authority by Alan Gorelli.
laying l>is departure until Friday
New show at Kitty Davis' includes
18
j;imcs A. Mulvhy, prez of Samuel Pat Chandler, Roy: Douglas and Ann
Goldwyn Productions, left Monday Brewster, with jayne Manners held
wcelc of huddles on the over,
(.14) for a
Italph Edwards setting up stunt
*^°Gc)oa isieee on Toots Shor in cur- which will take in Miami Beach for
lifilrt

Diet/.,

slated to leave for

Quentin Reynolds a mid-November "Truth and Conse*
"Falstaff of the quence" broadcast.
Sv'ho
Fifties."
Dorothy Dey ind Dean Murphy
Eddie Aaron and Herb Nusbaum headed for New York Sunday (13)
expected back at the Metro h.o. about with Murphy set for a Paramount
Oct: 28 utter a tour of the company's theatre engagement.
Coost ofl'ices.
Despite injunctions which prevent

rent Collier's by

him

calls
^

School
Children's
protessional
launching $200,000 campaign drive
Monday 121) with cocktail party at
Gafe Society Uptown.
Television
Ralph B. Austrian,
prexy, to Mexico City on a o.o. tour
of RKO's Mexican studios and Mexican tele enterprises,

RKO

definite plans for reopening, local
casinos, Club 86 and Brook dub refurbishing, just in oa.se.
Dave Sabol, who bought Terrace
club and is turning it into steak
Spot rehouse, will install band,

opens

in

mid-November.

Wometco pic house chain build ing
Uta Hagen, Paula l,awrence and new theatre opposite' Par's Olympia.
Mrs. Stephen Wiman cocktail-party- Possibility of vaude being installed
ing Leon Henderson at 21 next Mon- when house is completed.
day (21) for NCPAC.
Jack Bailey ("Queen for a Day"
Hunt Stromberg, Jr. took over emcee) and the missus visiting nis
John Wildberg's E. 30th st. house
while the Wildbergs are traveling

in-laws, the Claude Renshaws (city
manager of Miami Beach).
ahead of "Anna Lucasta."
Sam Kantor, Brandt theatres field
With the Algonijuin hotel sold by man, in town to supervise finishing
Pi-ank Case estate to Ben B. Bodne, .touches on new Flamingo theatre beCharleston, S. C, oilman, John S. ing completed for the chain.
Charley Barbero, of Detroit's Bow
Martin continues as manager.
Herb erooker, Metro publicity di ery, in town on a hush-hush visit to
rector, expecting to be discharged look for buy-in on a nitery, planed
from St. Clair hospital this week back without any prospects.

emergency appendectomy.
Al Frazen, formerly at Madison

Johnny (MCA) Greenhut

after

to

in

three independent

and merged them
pendent
Casting

the

Downtown

National

theatre.

Martha Dreiblalt replaced Marian
as associate p.a. on "Park

Byram

.

Avenue," latter joining Phyllis Perl-

man

:

new

in

jciint

publicity

office.

Firm already has "A Family Affair"
and "The Haven."
Hotel Astor's

Bob Christenberry's

publicity in connection with "American Action' is further spotlighted by
the fact that ultra-liberal Independent Citizens Committee of Arts, Sciences
Professions makes its hq at

&

same hostelry.
Show: biz is prominent among
sponsors of a "Broadway-for-MeadLehman" dinner skedded for Sunday

the

night (20) at the Astor, N. Y. Among
entertainers on list are Duke Elling-

June Havoc, Paul Draper, Judy
HoUiday Jack Gilford, Alfred Drake,
Kenneth Spencer, Richard DyerBennet, Lew Parker, Dorothy Jar"lc and Hope Fov.
ton,

,

Argentina
Lili
Damita. visiting Baires
tourist, refuses to see press.

Nate Blumbetg, U prex.v, and
Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
J.

By
"Victor
S.tand at

i

,

sUrcjery.

part.

Jay Marshall, who was a big hit
here at Terrace Room and Nixon
Little
signed for "Fourth
Cafe,
Show;'^
Leonore James has resumed "Let's
for third
Explore Music" on
straight year, with Aureen Litt at

WWSW

piano.
Julia Velichko, Bill Feld's secretary at Republic, out of circulation
with stubborn throat following a

tonsilectomy

Alex Kahn and

Bill

Provost have

finished "Meet the Symphony," a
and it's being
children's album,
recorded shortly.

board, while not holders of large
quantities of U stock, hold warrants
permitting them to- buy and thus
exercise their control.
U's buy up of International is subject to liabilities of the latter and
the obligation of International under

Minneapolis
..Bjr.'Xes-Rees'.-.

iVI-G-M club had party at Golden
Valley resort.
Oliver Broughton, M-G-M traveling auditor, a visitor.
,

,

:

,

'

',:•.::';

Harlman

,.:;:

.;;:..:'

:*-:

hospitalized

-:,

^V":':.

for

;

.,:::':--.;:;

^../i

-

Jes.se

;L.

'.

.

up

with

Hot Springs,

.Ark.,

bronchitis.

:

Milt Brown
oh vacation.

to;

Faroiot, Edpuart
.divorce .court.

'

;

:

:

and. wife in
.:

:

:

:

the
:

..:

.:

.

:

:;.

William Wellman vacationing in
''
High. Sierras.:
y
DeWdlfC; to';Palm :Sprihgs:t(}'

tlie

'

'

Billy

soak

.

Pittsburgh Symphony opens in
two weeks with benefit concert starring Morton Gould and Earl Wild.
Ruth Fisher, Dolly Delia, Betty
Heinl and Patsy Brannigan off with
a USO troupe bound for the Pacific.
James Schmidt has re-enrolled at
Tech drama school after the folding
of "Barnaby," in which he had small

.

Don

Doima Drake divorced
Lasky. Jr.:
Michael Cliekhov lai.d

lip .stinshine:

:':,

:

John Van Druten

.

.

;

asking $128 per month for players,
with the Cunard-White Star Company offering $92,, which is the .same
pay assistant stewards are getting.

.

:surgery.

WWDC,

,

,

Lowe

in

town

for hud-

dies with; Warners,

'

:

,.

S.

Borge. makes a one-night
Constitution Hall with liis-

.

with
Bennie Berger circuit managers
agreement
Bert Hose of Mundo scores new its employment
Codcca picture "rtn an Idiot."
Spitz- and Goetz. That calls for each held convention here.
Paramount had invitation screenHugo del Carrll to sing for Mar of the latter to get $2,000 weekly,
ing of "Two Years Before Mast" at
tini Vermouth on Radio Belgrano.
plus ex;penses and travef allowances
Swift and Co. sponsoring Tito while away from home. In addition, Granada here.
W. C. Gehring, 20th-Fox western
Schipa broadcasts on Mundo with
Goetz was to get further compensa- division manager, and Jack Bloom,
institutional advertising.
or such part his assistant, here for sales meeting.
Italian
tenor Carlo Buti closes tion of $150,000 yearly
Plantation Players, little theatre
personal appearance season at Ca. of that as did not exceed the annual
group,
go into Alverdes nitery, St.
fi.np. Theatre with real ovation,
profit of International before state
Blonde cinemactress Tilda Tha and Federal taxes. .That portion of Paul, presenting "Adrift in New
mar, back from U. S. tour, denies the agree'ment will neee.ssarily have York."
Back after four years in army.
divorcing husband Prince Ali Top
to be renegotiated.
Bob For.sythe resuming his weekly
tarn.",
When U bought up all Interna- analysis of Minnesota" conference
movie patrons who
^ Argentine
Jaugh during screening of newreels, tional's preferred and half its com- sports news over WCAL.
Gala reserved seat premiere at
in which government, officials ap- mon last November, it paid $1,400,The 155,000 $3.60 top scheduled for "Sister Kenpear; jailed and fined $100 each.
000 for the shares.
Raul Alejandro Apold, former .shares which it is now getting, back, ny" at Grpheum Oct* 31 night be^
fore start of regular run.
publicity fliief for Argejrtina Sono
in a strictly paper transaction out of
Republic gets its flr.<it picture into
*ilm, resigns to take over manage.shares it is paying for In- State here and Paramount. St. Paul,
meiit of Succsos Argentinos news- the 280,000
ternational, have a current market ace
Amus. Co.
loop Minnesota
reel company.
li ousei-,
< Par'amoiin t )
Oct:
value of about $4.HSO.0O0.
fl rst^ r iiri
Charles Deane of Old Vic Co
.

Florence

.
.

Gloria Jean to TuLsa forjche horse
show.'
Milton H. Brcn being sued for divorce.
Maxwell: Shane I'ficoverinfi from;

'

'

V.

:

Louis King to Las Vegas 'on vaca-

:

at

Herbert Clyde Lewis bedded with
tion.

pact bigger spots for his stable,

Continued from page 3 sss

;

zona.
gout.

town

unissued (and therefore nonvotable) stock is being paid by U
for the asset of International. Since
U owned 50% of International's common and all of its preferred, however, 155,000 of the shares will im^
mediately go back to the U stockThat's in payment for U's inpile;
terest in both common and preferred,
in International.
U has outstanding 824,435 shares,
to which are now added the 125,000
issued to pay off Spitz and Goetz,
making a total of 949,4,'i5 outstandThat gives Spitz and Goetz
ing.
13.1% Of the outstanding shares.
Rank holds 134.375 shares, which
under the old total gave him a bit
over 16% interest and under the new
total gives him 14.1%.

Lynne Roberts to San Francisco.
Lauritz Melchior aired to Calgary.
Horace Hough laid up with grippe.
Bob Reynol(js vacationing, in Ari-

:

Washington, D. C.

I

weekend

casting bureaus
into .new Indebureau at film

capital.

Ned
Beachcomber's
Garden, now in office of entertaining
By Hal Cohen
Yankee pro lootball club and an- Schuyler and Casey Castleman.
Jcthnny Howard, former emceC;
nounces the games at the Stadium.
Ginger Snaps had their option
The Milton Berlcs and Lucy Mon will head up his own spot in Ritz picked up again at Oasis.
roe participated in a vets' Times Sq. Plaza hotel this season; will be
Bert Stearn has returned to Film
rally last Thursday CIO) to hypo called the Coral Room, with accent Row after three- week trip to Coast.
registration for the November elec^
on Latin entertainment and music.
John Wildberg and wife, Ellen
tion.
Roney Plaza reopened with Neal Leeds, in town to Tneet the drama
William Fadiman, Metro's Coast Lang .back, at managerial helm, and boys.
story editor, due' here Mondav (14), Duke Stewart assisting. Roney Gar
Jackie Coogan opens Friday ,(18)
has postponed his visit indefinitely dens Will feature top band this yea at Vogue Terrace with Baron Elliott's
situation son.
until
Hollywood
labor
band.
Harry Brent, former New York
•clears.
Moe Gould, former manager of
personal manager and writer, opened Uptown theatre, in Saranac Lake
Ethel
Small wood, featured so
prano vocalist with the Paramount Exclusive Artists Agency in Grand hospital..
„
Allan Shore has resigned from CoPictures Choral Society, debuts with hotel, with Sy Shapiro', local flack, as
Op Theatres to join Rep staff in
Henry E. Michel (bass) at Carnegie partner.
Ben Slutsky and Murray Weinger, Cleveland.
this Friday.
Felton Pinner, Jr., son of WB
L<>.^n Roth, of United Artists' press- Copacabana ops, in town to refurbish
book department sivcceeda Joe(3ould, spot. Room may reopeo earlier than maintenance head, has enlisted in
resicsned. on national tieups as soon expected with Jan Murray heading the Army.
Gypsy Rose Lee act booked into
as he finishes "Duel in the Sun" book up first show.
Beachcomber's Ned Schuyler re Club Belvedere for two weeks, openhe's now working on.
Broadway wags point out the guy turned from Coast with somA tenta- ing Nov. 8.
Bobby Jule's date at Terrace
who wrote "There's an Awful Lot of tive commitments though nothing
follow Jackie Room cancelled out on account of.
Coffee in Brazil" should come out definite set for show to
in De- the hotel strike.
with a sequel: "There's an Awful Miles-Gypsy Rose Lee opener
cember. Bipest problem is getting
Lillian Schoen, who's writing the
Lot of Meat in Argentina."
"Grand Slam" quiz show for Irene
Harold Lang, of "Three to Make- sack supporting acts.
Beasley, is a local gal.
Ready," to do guest appearance with
Don Metz has closed down nis
Ballet Theatre at the Broadway Oct.
room for duration of power
nitery
Lang danced
20 in "Fancy Free."
strike and running only bar.
Spitz-Goetz
Jn original presentation of the work.

5S

Hollywood

"Happidrome." one of top features own orch on Oct. 31.
on British Broadcasting Corp, during
American Theatre Society's subtwo years of war, reappears this scription lists topped previous recmonth.
ords here with 13,000.
Gigli set finally to make, his first
Ezra Stone, radio actor, spoke at
Coappearance
since
1939
at
London
D. C. American 'Veterans' Committee
vent Garden Opera House, Nov. 4 in meeting Monday (14) night.
"La'.Boheihe."
•'Ballet
for America," initiating
June Clyde replaces Edna Wood,
who is marrying an American officer, commercial career of Lisner Auditorium, clicked
ia, its; two-night
in "Sweetest and Lowest," the Amstand here past week.
bassadors' revue.
Ben Strouse, general manager of
'While Lydia Sherwood was broadappointed to
casting for the British Broadcasting radio .station
committee
her
apartcity
pi&nning
of 'Washentered
Corp., thieves
ment aUd stole $1,200 of her belong- ington Board of Trade.
..
ings,
Tent 11,' Variety Clubs, is sotting
Grace Moore's contract with Har- up booths in the Mayflower and
old Fielding is for 10 concerts, in- Willard Hotels in connection with itscluding one at Albert Hall, at $3,000 annual subscription charity drive.
per concert. When finished^ she goes
Ihgrid Bergman starrer, "Joan o£
to Vienna to star in "La Tosca" for Lorraine," a .sellout tor three-w(:cl<
Briti.sh and U. S. troops.
stint here with only hall of initial
Elsa Shelley, author of the Lon- mail orders filled. Show .skedded for
don hit "Pick-up Girl," is here with preem at George Washington U's
another play, "Open House at Mol^ Lisner Auditorium Oct. 28...
ly's," which Will be done by Peter
Billy Rose's "Cat men Jones," balCotes who was responsible for unlyhooed for the 6,000-seat Uline
earthing the author's other hit.
for Oct. 25, 26; 27, sudThe: Musicians' Union has banned Auditorium
on the denly: cancelled. Reason given is
its members from playing
house
repairs. Auditorium will be
its
Queen Elizabeth when it makes
maiden voyage to America, Oct. 16 completed for "Icecapad.es,'' which
because of salary trouble. Union is bows in Nov. 1..

of
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Always Loved You"

owner and Hollywood producer^ announced here he has. taken over

Square

Mnlly Picon who with her hu.sband,
Jacob Kalieh. recently returned from
a five months' tour of displaced persons camps in Europe, appearing this

"I've

opens day and date.
W. R. Frank, local theatre circuit

:

'

)

(

when

25

Robert Blumofe back in town after

:,;

a Manhr.litn .siesta.

":' ;-;:''

Hal Roach planed to North Dakota
;i hunting expedition.
: :.
Bulee "(Slim) Gaillard sued for di''vorce by Nettie Gaillard.
Brian Aherne vacationing at -the
L»st Frontier Las Ve"as
"jap,, English back on 'the iob after

on
|

i

:

:

.

'

I

j

I

salmon fishing in Oregon
Walter Slezaks celebrated their
third .wedding anniversary.
Gabe Ward bitten on the arm by
a horse on his Encino ranch,
William Holden and Brenda Mar.shall sunning at Palm Spring.S.
Sharaff heading east to buy ftibrics

,

.

,

:

:

for Samuel

:

,

:

Goldwyn productions;

Jane Withers to New Orleans to
start a personal appearance tour.:
Jack Karp back at his Paramount
desk after a tour of the Northwest.
Al Mutter returned to his radio
chores after three weeks of illness.
Buddy Rogers returned from
UnitKd Artists huddles in New York.
Nt't Holt returned to his RKO desk
after a one-month croi3.scoimtry tour,
Ginny Simms and Hyatt Dehn returned from vacationing in Las Ve:

Atlantic City
By Joseph W. Walker
Re-e.stablishment of the Atlantic
City Symphony Orchestra, which
went out with the war, advocated by
Dr. Clarence Whims, local physician
under whose leadership it came into
being a few years ago. He's urging
Atlantic City Forum to sponsor it.

Sunday evening musical programs
to

again

at Jewish Comthis fall and winter.

feature

munity center

ga.s..

,

:.

'

•
.

Robert L. Lippert to Chicago for
the Screen Guild Production meet-

Announced program schedules Mar- ing.
garet Spealcs, soprano, Nov. 10; Ray
Jack Votion, RKO production chief
Lev, pianist and the Gordon String for Europe, in town for studio hudquartet, on Dec. 15; Agnes Enters, dles.
on Jan. 19; Braggiotto and Chaikiu;
Joseph M. Schenck, Merle Oberon
duo-pianists, on Feb. 16; and Bronis- and Lucian Ballard planed to Mexico
law Huberman, violinist, on March 16. City.
.

Preston Crook, local columnist,
predicts that the judging .system in
the Mi.ss .America contest will oe
revised before another contest takes
place. Girls with talent this year
overlooked, and the public itself,
which rooted for these girls who
really had a lot of what it takes to
go over on the boards, was let down.

Catherine McLeod to San Francisco for the openingEof "I've Alwuys

Loved You."
Lenore Aubert mulling an

make

a

offer to

picture in E-ngland for J;

Arthur Rank.
George Schaefer in from New York
to look over recent product of Ro-

may

.:'.::;;'':

Pictui-es.

Arkansas and Miss Atlanta
Arthur Krim in from Manhattan
were favorites with the audience, for 10 days of Eagle-Lion huddles
but not with the judges. Many here with Bryan Foy.
believe the audience through its apWilliam Hartsfield, former mayor
plause should have a hand in the of Atlanta, guesting with Louis B.
judging.
Mayer at Metro.
Bob Denton opened his own pub-

Miss.

.

;

lic

Australia

relations office after 18 years with'

the Union Pacific.
Boris Karloff left on

Warner.-s will open distrib office in after winding his chore
Tasmania soon with George Prince quered" at Paramount.

a

vacation

in

"Uncon-

Lincoln Simonds, western rep for
Stadium management importing Weed & Co., returned from a lour
of the Pacific Northwest.
U. S. fighters for Aussie dates at
Bill Chaikin joins the PRC studio
end of year.
publicity staff while Leon Brandt
Hephzibah Menuhin will give a goes to the Chicago office.
series of recitals in this zone for WilBon Lorber, Universal-Internaliamson-Tait.
tional's insurance chief, in from ManPercy Curtis, longtime publicity hattan, from studio confabs.
Sidney Skolsky returned from New
chief HKO, has resigned. He's going
York., where he functioned at the
on world tour.
Court has granted Aussie ballet opening of "The Jolson Story."
Charles Goldsmith, in from London,
girls an increase of $2 weekly after
en route to Aastralia, as co-ordinaplea by Actors' Equity.
tor for Loew's International for the
Lifting of power restrictions sees British Empire.
night sports back in full swing again,
David Street will be guest vocalist
and cutting into pic biz.
lit get-together luncheon opening the
Dan Casey was hosted by Here Sociiety of Motion Picture Engineers
Mclntyre on his return from U. S. convention, Oct. 21.
after lookse'e for Universal.
Frederick Kohner in from New.
Whitehall Productions will send a York wher« he launched a play, "The
stock company to New Zealand for Boos and the Flowers," in association
with Al Mannheimer.
a six months' tour with legit fare.
Edward Mann returned from New
Eric Porter, indie producer, is arranging the coin for his next pic, York, where he delivered a print of
May seek oversea Seymour Nebenzal's VThe: Chase" to
"Storm Hill."
United Artists borne execs.
talent for this one.
in charge.

Dave Martin, topper of Tivoli loop,
will send the strongest vaude-revue
units to New Zealand for tours of

Chicago

Phil Regan set for tJov.
at the
Williamson-Tait will preem "Fol- Chicago theatre.
Harry Buckley, treasurer of United
low the Girls" at the Royal, Sydney,
in October.
Lois Green will have Artists, in: town for few days.
Eddie Sutherland, director, in town
star role, Fred Carpenter producing.
Joan Hammond, Aussie singing with print of "Abie's Irish Rose" for
star, is making farewell concert tour sneak preview.
Jimmie Pappas, owner of Vine
for
the
Australian
Broadcasting
Commission before going to London. Gardens, in bad auto smash with
continue
British
films
to
di> three broken ribs.
Bill Pine and Bill Thomas, old
record biz throughout this territory
U/S. distrib chiefs are amazed at the B&K alumni, in town hitting the
coin coming for all the James Mason spots with. Jimmy Savage.
Frances Gifford, film actress, takpix,
Jan Rubini in Sydney from Now ing extension courses from the UniZealand to tie up with one of the versity, of Chicago, in biology.
big circuits. Terry Walker, his wife,
Nick John Matsoukas, ad director
is
playing in "Soldier's Wife" In for Skouras Theatres, in town for.
national meeting of Greek War ReSydney.
the big Kerridge circuit.

1:

•

Maud
star,

Jeffries, oldtime Aussie legit
died on her ranch property at
Star first came here

Gundaroo,
_
_

.

in 1898 to play for J. C. Wit)iam.<on
in "The Silver King,"

held this week.
D.'mny Kaye came in early to htjlp
with Community Chest Drive. Kaye
set to do seven .shows daily, ifor Chilief Assii, beins?

I

|

.

cai'n Ilit.itvc Xfith ;inniv(-'' nrv.

,
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Beauty Facials bring

quick

new Loveliness

"You'll be delighted with the

way

Active-

lather facials leave skin softer, smoother-r-

give

it

fresh

new

loveliness,"

charming

Evelyn Keyes says. "Work Lux Soap's
creamy lather well into your skin. Rinse
with warm water, splash on cold: Skin takes
on new loveliness as you pat gently with a
soft towel to dry. I

always trust

my skin to

this gentle, beautifying care."

Don't let neglect cheat you of Romance.
Try these gentle facials Evelyn Keyes recommends. Be lovelier tonight!
In recant taiti of

Lux

specialists, actually three

Toilet

Soap

facials

by

skin

out of four complexions im-

proved in.a short tune!

Srar of

Columbia

Pictures'

"THE JOLSON STORY"

9 out of 10

Screen Stars use Lux

Toilet

Soap

&/r^ ^re ^i^e//er/

RADIO

SCREEN

West
.. --

--.
aecoiid'Olan
MWMltly

Ruliliiitaail

BiktMoa

lit

184
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Vm MUST REFORM-OR
Equity Looks to Hefty

Unemployment

As Flops, New Members Create Snag
the numbei- of legit show faiT- +
contiiuies to moimt it is fsaved
that Broadway will hav» too many

aotoM without engagements durin?
a pariod within tU» regular season
when most legit players are usually,

By GEORGE ROSEN
22.

the

GI Gripe: Pix NSG,

Praise Lee

But Masquerade

As

Ofay in Play Gets Raps
Any idea that Harlem would in"Vade

Broadway, with colored actors

whites on the ba.sis of
Canada Lee's appearance in "The
Duchess of Malfl,'' was dissipated

replacing

show opened last week.
management expected the in-

atler

the

the

Ii"

novation
,

to

Pi'esS reaction,
;
;

create
it

(Con'tiniied

name had been mentioned

taurateur's

that, in their self-appraisal,

many

.

of

key broadcasters are
willing to- concede that the radio in^
dustcy, particularly in the role of
the NAB, is failing to meet the chair
lenge.

the nation's

Too Few

Pronouncements

of the

Army Mo-

SRO For

Quick

,

tion Picture Service notwithstanding; scuttlebutt among many overseas GIs has it that the film industry is holding out on release of top
pix to Army theatres. Common belief is that the majors are refusing
to turn over prints to the service
houses "because there's more money
Rumor
civilian
exhibition."
in

As the NAB convention began to
hit its stride today (Tuesday), William S. Paley, CBS board chairman,
created a stir when he sounded a
note of warning to the industry.
Speaking of the critics, of radio,

Ingrid's 'Joan'

Paley

ca^ltioned

much

that

of

the criticisjn is justified, and .that the.
U. S. bV9?deasters only had tliemselves to Ijlame.
It w^g ofi.ej of the most couragepus
"lef? face it? talks ever heard ba-

which has been met by frequent and
lengthy explanations to the contrary
by AMPS has found its way more
than once in the gripe column of
The Stars and Stripes, Army's over-

After one advertisement in Washington papers the three -"week engagement there of Ingrid Bergman,
in Joan of. Lorraine," was sold out.
The insertion appeared in the Sun-

the

homeless boys in cities
Which the choir is booked. Progo
«> maintain
Boystown.
Planned originally to have a choir
01 150 boys on the
road, but due to
we problem of housing
and feeding
juch a large
body, group was whit''ea to 40.
Choir is booked into Carn«Sie, Hall,
N. Y., Nov. 6. Prior to:

W

MediS of the concerts,
of course,

'

.

"=o"cert
tI",

jw'
tow

date there, entire choir
°« guested at Radio City ML).sic
py. Mrs, Daniel Levin of San
admirer, of Boys-

MBS

.

turn,

pen with

us," but let Crosby &.Co.
(Continued on page 22

Tommy

(Oontifltied

Dorsey Nabs

Whammo $105,000
Net at Texas Fair
Tommy Dorsey's orchestra and the
troupe working the Auditorium at
the State Fair with him piled up a
fantastic gross for their 16-day run,

'House seats around

who

officer

Crosby s Clicko 'Wax Radio Network'

Debut for Philco History-Making

.

projects for

their

Dallas.

Oct.

22.

'

came from an Army

HOME

•Boystown (Neb.) itself, as well as
'he possible
founding of similar

in

1,500, Booking
on page 22)

Washington

BOYSTOWN CHOIR TOUR

40 bo.ys, in a series of 40 concerts.
mtended to .spur interest both in

Latter,

tele.

claim they're only following a sound
economic policy by sitting back vvitij
watch-and-wait attitude now during tele's formative stages..
Week-long course in video last
.spring consisted of a behind-thescene.s tour of the thrc^-N. Y. tele
.studios now in operation and waa
reportedly offered to the film comr'
panics by the video broadca-sters in
an attempt to obtain better cooperation.
Aim was apparently wide of
its
mark, according to'' the video
leaders, since the film oflEicials seem
only to have set themselves farther
apart from tele since that time. De-

theatre at
University.

Lisner. auditorium;

George

tContiiiued on page 90>

,

back

a

'.

day editions. Sept. 29, one month in
advance of the play'» opening at

asked for screening's Of "good old
if
no good new ones are
Tlie majority of movies
available.
being shown in Army theatres in
the ET today are an insult to the
NEB.
intelligence of .soldiers and the Army,
'As:
with Metro's film of the same .as a whole," the looey's peeve put it.
:/.
The Bing Cro.sby disk show for. pattern in brpadba^tin^^
name several seasons ago, Father
(Continued on page llfl.)
Philco— pi'obably tlie mcst piibljcized invite a ma.ss. exodus of radio's top
tlanagan's currently touring choiiheadlmers from live broadcasting to
radio debut on record hit the air-:
01
IS

indusa'ies havi;.

.

movies

BALLYS THE

television

(

.

exceptional, seas daily.
Latest Stars and Stripes soundofl!

failed to materialon page 22)

and

Boston, Oct. 22.
from eacli of the film companies atGaining headway in the Hub's tended a very hush-hu.sh tele sympress is the newly formed Society posium last spring,
While both facfor the Prevention of the Mention of tions point to
the symposium as of-,
the Name of Toots Shor.
fering hope of future cooperation
It
came about as an editorial between the two industries, video
room gag in the Boston Herald fol- chief.s still claim the pix leaders ara
lowing discovery that the N, Y. .res- doing everything they can to hold

by five columnists on one day. This
led to closer check, and discovery
that in past fortnight Shor's name
has been mentioned at least once a
day in one of the dozens of columns
in Boston's nine dailies.
Duties of copy desk are to cut out
elevating the standards of broadcast
service.
What makes this year's all reference to Shor on sight for a
poWWow more significant than per- period of six months.
haps any previously held is the fact

land in

%ows

Recurrent differences between the
film

si

'

Critics

+

Toots Shor Now Even
currently resolved themselves into
despite the disclosure this
Has His Name Rationed stalemate,
week that two top homeoff'ico. rep's
,

Chicago, Oct.

The radio industry is on the spot.
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Vine Street Derbyi -where the It's been subjected ;to bricktoats from
in action. It Unemployment becomes
radio hucksters huddle over their all sides for its alleged failui-* to
911 Equity problem it cannot be envictuals at noontide, was turned in- assume leadership toward creating
tirely because of the crop flop, beto a one-man art gallery to cele- international peace- and understandcause there was a rush to join the
brate Bingday. On every one of the ing, and faces Governmental spankassodtation during ths summer, a
1,104 caricatures of famous folks ing on the home front for what the
record nnmbw of young players havadorning
the four walls was super- Federal Communications Commission
ing been' admitted to membership.
brands as abuse of its privileges.
impo.sed
a portrait of Der Bingle.
Number of newcomers into the
Outside the dOor in 'Vine street the
The broadcasters of America, asEquity from spfing until Labor Day
GalifornSa sun was hitting on all sembling here this week for the 24th
approached 1,000, raising tlie active
cylinders but inside was -heard the annual (and first postwar) convenmembership to the highest numerThe tion of the National Assn. of Broadpatter of occasional showers.
ical level in many seasons.
rival agencies were casters, are taking stock of themhucksters
for
.Nearly all the newcomers came
weeping in their soup,
selves and their contribution toward
from summer stocks, and it's not in
cards for so many embryos to
regular attractions. Not unlikeily
will
consider
that Equity
measures whereby applications for
membership may be suspended for
'\a time, or limitations be established,:
which would result in a waiting list.
Generally conceded that young play(Continued on page 112)

Trying to Retard Video's Progress

AGAINST LAXIT!

Laug^hing: On Outside,
Crying On the Inside

ELSE'

mis NAB Television Toppers Charge Film Biz

PALEY

U

lifes

CENTS

25

—

transcribed sho'v.'s, have an
and a flock of indie iiidre solid ba.siS for argument
Influx Hypos B'way
Wednesday (16>,'And For on the basis o£ Crosby's,
United Nations powwows plus stations lasi
make no mistake about it—il'll' go show — and it was a honey
arrival
Queen
her

UN

lanes via

.

ABC
:

:

.

from

:

GO';, of the gross, the

accompanying

(Continued on page

ID

even

today..

KANIN'S

IniliJil

~ .you

.

'Elizabeth on

of

maiden "peacetime ,, voyage
England with a passenger

Dorsey's band took an amazing
total of $105,000 for its end of the
take, Working with Gypsy Rose Lee,
"Sugar Chile" Robinson, kid bogtjiewopgie pianist; Jackie Gleason and
Stuiii t iMorgan Dancers, Dorsey was
in on a $60,000 guarantee agiiinst

dowii' in iiidustry annals as a prece1'he
dent-shattering event.
long-

can't
that

minimize the importance Of
argument and what it rrtight

aw^ailed "wax-in-your-ears" debut is
fraught :\vith significant undertone^
and overtones; the implications from
a. standpoint, of radio entertainment
are perhaps as far-reaching as anything to hit show business since tlie
*
advent of talking pictures,

Well

do

U-I

TYRANO'

WITH LEIGH-OLIVIER

London. Oct. 22.
entire
Deal i.s und.e:rstood set for Laurnew change in NBC .and CBS policy ence Olivier and Vivien Leigh to .star
regarding their present, ban on tran- in a Universal-International producscriptions. Once the switchover of tion of "Cyrano de Bergerac"
in
top. names from live to transcribed Hollywood late in January. Garson
.shows gets under way— and- that's Kanin will bo the producer.
inevitable
.the NBC-CBS bras.«.
Robert Goldstein, U-I's ea.stern
Tlie boys who long contended that ratVier than ri.sk the lo.ss oC their .sttirtip rep. who returned; to the
Meadows, ^[r
Many fbreigners ;ars taking in it would take no les.s a peisonalily star-studded rosters, will have no U.. S. aboard the Queen Elizabeth
other recour,se but to let dow'n the
their first Atnericanfjighlclubs and,: than the Groaner (and Pliilco and it>;
i.s reported to have set the deairw-ith
bar.s,
with mea't dishes now available, dealers backed them up with .one of
the starii and With Alexander. I^orda,
Today they .still say "it won't hap- who owns the rights to. the, ariginal
many are getting their first gas- the .top coin Investments in radio
sponspi'ship ) to cue a whole new
(Coiilniued on page 30)
tronomic treats in .some time,
Piostand play.

more than

-

list

of

figured to up.
New 'York boxoftice and' nitery
takes, Tile
celebration is bring;'
iiig in many visitors,:; many', having,
arrived on the Queen to attend the
'General .Assembly opening, at
new biiiWing at'. f I'u'ji h i ri g
its
2,000

is

UN

UN

12th

.

'.

to

:

bring about an
.

.

:

,

—

,

'

:

.

.

.
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Gaetk Found Job Tough in Unique

The Berle-ing
^By

Nidbg Hai^^

Broadcast of

Foiflit

MiftOR Berle
Oct. 23, 1946

.

Sports Shorts
Baby Beau Jack, highly touted
protege of the great Beau, made
appearance
initial ,N,: Y.
his:
Wcciiie.sday (8) in the semi at
.latnaiGa Arena, but any resem*
blanee, stopped: with the, name.

|

ARTHUR GAE1H

By

Radio scored again in bringing to
the American public most speedily
the first comprehensive,_ eye--witriess
i-eporl on the suicide of Berman
Wilhelm Goering and the eatecutjon
:*at
(){ the 10 Naii leader?.
broadcast out required the sw-

-

ot

i

"on location,"

dangerous

namesake's

hi.s

.

mouiiUn*

of

many

wl-iicli:

0£

obstacles.

,exr
al-

.

cover

when

jMsfe

would take

place.

Getman

jio

the,

The

and

was

II:

gbod'

fortune-

the e-ight correspondents were
released at 6:15 a. m. Nurnberg time;
three-quarters of an hour later, and
all the XJ. Si networks would have
been off the air so that there would

»

'their deadlines; serviced

'

.

by

Reuters,

some of them published faked
All

ports.

eight

re-

correspondents
for three

were held incomimunicado

'

'

:

hours after the executions to permit
writing stories in a quiet atmosphere, but the Rus.sians in particular resented it. That and failure to
provide them with proper translation of English and French pool
stories caused the two Russian correspondents to withdraw from the
arrangement to share all reports; we
never did see the Ru.ssian texts
which were considerably shorter
than any of the others.
Once the eight correspondents
were taken out of circulation and
had promised to conform with all
regulations
by the ACC, every
facility Was provided for accurate
observation, and as complete as posisible an account of the last moments
in t,he lives of the' then 11 con-

demned men.

on

began her tour

Blackpool, Newcastle on Tyne,
concert in London, witli
others due in Manchester, Leeds,
field,

Sunday's

Washington, Oct

22:

.

;

Berled-'.Eggs

'

.

-

FOOTBALL-

Wlsmer

Army,

Pidc^

Commemtotor for

..,.,.(>..,

Colgate-Penn State .............
Columbia.-Dax'tmouth
Cornell-Princeton
Harvard-Holy Cross
Na-vy-Penn ... .. .'. ..
Pittsburgh-Purdue
Syracuse-W. Virginia
.

Illinois-Michigan

.

.

..

i...

...

.

.

Sydney, Oct. 13.
Sir Ben Fuller told Variett that
he was trying to interest Olscn and
Johnson in making another trip to
the Aussi^ zone, under his management. Dickers are still proceeding
in N.Y, with the comics.
It's about 15 years smce G. & J.,
visited here and turned the town inside out.
Comics played two-a-day
for the Tivoli loop under the Jack

Musgrove management. The oldtime
crowd here still talks about the
backstage parties given by
the
comedians.
Later they graduated
into musical
for Williamson-Tait.

.

.

,

.

.

7-5
8-3

8-5

....

.

,

.

.

;

.

,

.5-8

.

.

-,

. .

.....

...

.:.

.

.

.

.

;

LSU
T.ulane

'.
.

.

..Tenn

i

.

.

.

A&M

.

.

:

.

,

.

.

.

_

.Oklahoma A&M
Alabama .........
Georgie Tech

,

.

....... 2-1
3-1

.

.

.

.

(ire

ff-1

.

6-,5
,.

,

Dame

Oklahoma

.

......... Texas
... ....... .'Texas
California
,

,

......

;

6-5

,

.

11-5

.

.

,

........ .7-5....

.

5-7
6-5
8-5
9-5
8-5

.

.....

,

8-5

. .

7- 5

.

UCLA
Oregon State
6-5
Southern California, 8- 5

"

So. Cal.-Stanford

(Gomes

.

....

6-5
2-1
1-5

..... ... ... Minnesota
...... ..... Missouri

(Fri. nite)

.

Notre

..

.

.

.

........

Indiana ............ 9-5
.

, ,

,

.

8

Syracuse
.Michigan

State-Tulane
,-. ......
Wake Forest-Tehn.
.. .. .
Baylor-Texas
,.
..
Rice-Texas ......
.........
California- Wash. ..............
.,
UCLA-Santa Clara
Oregon State-Wash. State (Sat. nite)

A&M

0&BS

.

Harvard
Penn
Purdue

,

Oklahoma A&M-Texas Christian
Alabama-Kentucky
Georffia Tech-Auburn
LSU-Vanderbilt ...........
Miss.

.

....Cornell

;

.

.

.

Columbia

:

.

:

Penn State

•

.

Mi.s.souri-South Methodist.

Army

. .

,

,

,

FOR AUSTRALIAN TOUR

JVetuJorfc)

WINNERS

Indiana-Nebraska
lowa-Notre Dame
Iowa State-Oklahoma ..........
Ohio State-Minnesota ....

SEEK OLSEN-JOHNSON

ABC

COLLEGE
GAIVfRS

played Saturday afternoon, unless otherwise stated.)

PROFESSIONAL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
GAMEft

ODDS

WINNERI*

Boston Yanks-Pitt Steelers
Chi Bears-N. Y. Giants
Detroit Lions-Green Bay
L, A. Ram.s-Chi Cards .........
Philly Eagles-Wash. Redskins

Steelers

,

..Bears
Packers

7-5
9-5
9-5

Raws

fi-5

i....

..............

Redskins

,

Pitching Horseshoes
By

Billy

Rose

'

About 1,000 people attend the opening night of a Broadway ahOw, I
don't think more than .100 come to .see the play. You see the same »t*l*
faces (mine included) at every premiere.
Let'.s- look at them as they come in:
First in their seats are the four people who. don't consider them.selv«f'
celebrities. Next come the relatives of the cast, wiwtse wild applause for
a bit player will again prove that blood is thicket than usual.
Then the four ov five actresses who read for the part but didn't get ilfc
It's all right with them if the chosen one trips on. her gown and falls In
the orchestra pit. The closer her acting gets to Bernhardt, the closer they,

get to heartburn.

-By Harry Wismer
(Director of Sports and

rather impersonal.
While, we
tense, none of the eight was
extremely aroused emotionally. We
were factual reporters of these
deaths.
The correspondents who

Continued on page 119)

ND.

Lions,

Corneff, Mich., Minn., So. Cal.

Army-Duke

.

.

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke has turned
and Edward Everett Horton. Earlier down an offer of Guthrie McClintid
in the day. she presented a copy of to appear in the Broadway .show,
the official song of the drive, "Red "Violent Friendship," in order to
Feather", to Pres. Truman.
take the star spot in Hunt StromElsa Maxwell is slated to come berg's fllm^ "Personal Column,"
Already signed are George Sandinto town tomorrow to appear at a
luncheon where Mrs. Truman will ers and Lucille Ball, with three
other stars yet to be inked.
be guest of honor.

my

6-5

from vaude and went

For every girl who didn't la^nd- the part there's an agent who didn't lanfj;
the corami-ssion. He comes di.sRui.secl a,"* a human being. Of course, he'll
only hate the play 10% as; much as his client.
The theatre is beginning to ItU up. Here are the set designers who
dSduTt get to do the show^painters who got the brush. Tlie only time
they ever noticed the actors was the night "Our Town" was presented on a
bare stage.
In the aisle seats .you can pick out Die critics. Another show to them
is like a scoop of vanila ice cream to a .soda-'ierk.
They usually eat a light
dinner so as to leave room for t:he playwright. Tough guys respectfully
refer to them as Typewriter, Inc.
Scattered through the audience are talent scouts from the gold-plated
popcorn machine called Hollywood, Tliey are merely killing time until
intermission, when they will rush backstage and disrupt the company by
talking four-figure money to the actor who makes a hit. Their stock line
i.s,
"Thar's CJoldwyn them thar hills!"
Women who dross almost as well as they think they do are pointing out
the famous dres.'! designers as they enter Valentina, Mainbocher, Hattit
Carnegie. Their comments on the clothes they didn't design burn hole'
in the fabric. Let an actress overflow her gown a little and you're likely
to hear, "She's so talented- but in that dress she could use a skinny .spot"

—

—

light."

Down front are the rival producers, who look at the other fellow's plaj:
watches Tarzan try to swing over a stream. As they com*
in they wish the producer luck, the liars. The producer manages a tired
quip, "What have I got to lose—only a- lousy fortune," Usually it isn't
even his fortune: The money was put up by a group of culture loyexs
like a crocodile

who know all about income tax deductions.
V
The author stands at the back, stabbing latecomers 'vi?ith his eyes,; .He
wishes he had a machine gun as he watches them trample all over the flrsfr
half hour of something that represents A year's wotk.
There are many varieties of the insect called the latecomer. There's the
Hollywood' actress who only comes to the theatre to show off her lat^est
husband She's a little miffed that she hasn't been asked to put her footprints in v?e1; cenient 'in the lobby.; Then tliere' are the girls in the minlj
of condition, who "live beyond, several gentlemen's means." They woulct
no more come on time to a play than pick their teeth in public. They
sport pointy fingernails, and heads to match. They walk down the Sis'*
as if a grand entrance were iJicluded in the price of admission. Sontiehaw
-

'

they always turn up with men who are shorter than they are. Its harq
these gentlemen to keep their minds on the play. They're thinki"*
of the play they're going to make later in. the evening.
By the time everyone is seated, the first act is over. The entire audi-,
ence tries to crowd into a lobby hardly big enough for Sidney GreensU'***:
The wits and clamour girls take over:
.''I've had a lovely evening, but this iaii't it.''
"If.anyone in the audience ha(il a fish, what was he waiting for?
,
"I hear. she was considered tor 'Lady In the Dark' until somebody tuvnw
on the lights."
"She's been playing, ingenue parts since 34th street was uptown."
fouzzer an-nounces the second act. They stamp' out their cigatreti*"
and go in, having ruined the carpet and fifty reputations.
^
There were about 75 such openings last season. Pterhaps a baker' ooie
For yea »
of these offerings succes.sfully ran the first night's gauntlet.
»«•
producers have wished they could unveil theit show to the public
»»'
sidestep the.sc cats-and-yammer kids.
But I'm afraid there won't be
change in this setup until someone (iPuros out how to open a show on V
for,

.-

:

.

,

'

'

.

"

comedy

ALL-AflfEBICAN CONFERENCE

.winners

:GAM.E.»-.

MELEASES McCBACEM

„

JULSSBVnCKK FATOBS ¥lC

Smith when singer did a
broadcast from the steps of the
Capitol building with the AiAF band

arrangements at the- siti» of th* exeiculion had been made for such difHowever, no on» became
The wlxole atmosphere, the
fU.
well-lighted chamber aad the efficiently operating equipment reduced morbidity to a minimumi
Sending the men to their death
hooded and' quickly, made the af-

WB

.

U

Got th6 surprise of my life this week. .saw a newsreel that didn't show
Miss Moore has also been louring any movie producer getting an award.
Ut^derstandi Adolphe Menonu has relieved the housing shortage greatly. ..
Europe entertaining American troops
•
he
just rented out half of his wardrobe closet.
perform-,
gi-atis
giving
July,
since
If taxes keep going up the wa>y they have, our new national anthem
ances sponsored by the U. S, State
soon
may be, "My Country, "Fis Not Free."
Depairtnient.

Kate

were

,

saw "No Leave No Love."

.

Tlie Capital's community chest
drive got a big publicity sendoff by

fair

.

.

JiLst

Glasgow and Dundee.

ficulties.

'

,

Observation DepBrtment
Was really impressed hy the piano play,
ing of "Sugar-Chile" Robinson, the little colored boy. Can't understand
how he could find the time toi learn boogie- w«ogie, .. and still turn out
tho.'se' songs for Irving Bcrl'dM.
Just heard that B. S. Pulley is doing a new act. .he's talking out of the
RIGHT side of his mouth.
Morey Amsterdam's Playgoers club is doing very well. they're getting
the overflow from- the 6th a-v*., suhway.
Knew about Btoft Hope's baseball team, but I thinit he's going too far
making his
writers double for a footbaU team.

isles.

Miss Moore

points.

Before the executions, I personally
ability
to take this ord|eal; there was always
the problem of "butterflies" and no

^

.

Oct. 3 in Liverpool, and subsequent
dates took place at Dublin, Shef-

Kate Smith Tees Off
D. C. Coitunumty Drive

Impersonal Affair

I

the British

.

.

had some doubts about

A no-talent actress was brag^ng; the oth«r night that she'ij soon get
ahead. Took one look at her and decided' she needed a body, teo.
There's ffo Truth to the
That Goefing got his poison at the last minute- from Think-a-Drink Hoff.
man. .That Fitstpatricfc is doing a Traveltalk on table-hoppers .That a
moth- is president of the Gryp.^y Rose Lee fan club.
Hcngnail DcsvriptieaB
Nazi mountaineer: Heil-billy ..Liz Dilling: Littl* RED Hiding Hood...
Sneak previcwr oC a ffop.: Peek-a-BOO!. ..Mail erdeir houise for tortuni
tellers: Seeis-' Roebuck. . .Japanese pickup: Banz»idreii«. .Cameraman for
aging actresses: Wizajrd of Gauze.

tion,

.

tlial

have been 110 audience until seven
hours later for such a broadcast.
As it was, the British, French and
Russian morning newspapers missed

London, Oct. 22.
American operatic diva, Grace
Moore, Was given a tremendous ovaand wa.s called back for several
encores, in a concert here Sunday
niKht t20) at Albert Hall. It was her
only London concert this season in a
series of 10 that is talcing her ttirough

-that

:

gramming.

m

with wagers, provided the right
"price" is offered, has been try^
ing to get bookies to lay odds
Army won't lose two games
thife season.
He says they will
and seeks two to one from the
Latter refused to accept
bboivs,
the bet. their idea being that it's
lust talk among friends taking
drinks and gabbing about the;
gridiron situation. Bookies prefer to malce or take prices on
each game, endeavoring to outsmart bettors in the matter of

wanted

therefore kept the^ time and place
of the exAcutions a deep secret
Which threw the; U. S. radio networks into a dither in their pro-

Miami Seahawk.s-Brooklyn Dodgers
Chi Rockets-Buffalo Bisons

(Fri. nite).
•.

..

-.

ODDS'

Dodger.*

Rockets

Ending her longtime complaints N. y. Yankees-L. A. Dons
Yankees
picture work, Joan Mc- San Fran-Cleveland Bcowns
Browns
€raclc«n, musical comedy star in original cast of "Oklahioaial" was hand(frames art played Sunday afternoon unlesn otherwise itattd.)
ed her EcteM* by the Wavn«r stuidio.
Season's
Record:
Won,
Lostj
Ties,
90;
38;
12; Pct.j i71«.
centrSct
did
but
she
While under
(Ties don't emmt)
one fiJrt).

Migaii-nst

'

,

Bumr

GRACE niOORE GIVEN
LONDON OVATION

One observer of footbalJ form
who Mkeg to back his predictions

esseQutions

ACC

dfemonstratifflns

Meow
my

MARK HELLIMGER.

•

Control Council to dis-

Allied

...

My

.

1946"

.

American correspondents had to
contend: against endliess snafu from
the

MURRAY'S
Km
"BLACKOUTS OF
El Capitart Theatre, Hollywood, Cal,
frt.^t and Cuiiny comedy."

fi;;hting ability.

'

Th« Great Wit Way

Rian' into> an: educated '.bum the- other night who has a new pilch. . .this
library book's o\'crdue"
says, "Can yxiu spare a 'dame, buddy?
Allan Walker claims he visited a monarchy that was .so small
they
were looking for a cigaret-sized king.
Department. One actress to another: "You look simply ra\ ishmg,
dear. Isn't that a new expre.ssitjn you're wearing?"

one

"Rxtremely

which seemed to miss from
f very angle, and not much, inBeau Jack, who
has been flghtitig out of town,
wais not in the kid's corner.

lotted one of their places to radio,
«nd that after a long .serious debate
in the meeting, of American corre.spondents at Nurnberg.

WIEK r

22TIH

In beating Broiixite Ernie
Copcland, the Baby, who lia.s 147
pound.s -spread over almost .six
feet, rii.splayed a stabbingly. accurate left, jab, a .clumsy right,

,

.

.

ini

fights.

the four countries allowed to send

two correspondents each to 'the
the Americans
ecutioiis.: only

spite of a record
no.w reads 19 wins in 20

craft,

'

'

'

:

rliis

.

.

The young Jack exhibited, none

"

'

Went to the Gene Autry rodeo. Tie said he couldn't gel Gabby Hayes
.so. he settied for two cowboys with live o'cldcll-'
for the rodeo
Sha<tt»w
He^said lie u.sed to ride the range all day
I talked to one of them.
..\mni
he got a hotfoot from the pilot liglit. Most of the eveiiLs were really
exciting. The cowgirls staged' a roping contest. .looked like Sadip Hawkins Day on horseback. Another cowboy got » bad shock while he was
bulldogging a steer. The steer looked up at him and said, "Take it eai-y
buddy, this meat shortage- is gonna last a. wtiile yet" The only fault I had
to- find with the rodeo was that the cowboys and cowgirls could only use
half of the Garden floor. The other half was being' used by Republic,.,

(Arthur Gaeth. MvtuaVs European^neu-s vhief. wax sole U S. radio rep
lot. Fottow'
tit Nnru berg, chosen by
some
init is orcoittit, firsWiaiid, of
Ms problems):,

2-1
2-1
8-5-

8-5-

A

.«

,

second night.
Coiiyi-igtil,

JS46, Billy Hose

..

;
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SEE K. 0. TO AUCTION-SELLING
,1

an Eye to the Future 'When
Biz Falls Off to Normally

Good'

By

Canniy Sgt.
major company sales execs,
engaged in an elaborate runIf

and-clearance
:

,

ground, was handed the job
early in the occupation period of
German
distributing
pix
to
exhibs.

After the initial handout of
films, the sergeant ordered the
German theatre, ops to return
with their pi
every Monday
morning. Assembling them all
.^c

in one room,

^

.

he called for quiet

and then shouted: "Alright, boys,
excliange cans'." Monday moniing meets became the order* of

Study

.

dis-

want to streamtheir, releasing setup, they
can study the system devised in
Stuttgart, Germany, by an army
sergeant.
This non-cOm; inno-..
cent of any film trade back-

,

reveals that 80% of all
fcudgets went for salaries and wages
and tiie other 20% went for materials, stories and "Other costs." Making up the 80%, was 43% to crafts
fox erned by guilds and' unions and
7% to actors, directors, writers,
execs, etc. Latter figure breaks down
to 15";- for exec salaries and 22'~i
for actors, directors and writers.

for

ti:ibuting films,

,

-

-system

,lihe

•

.Unfortunately, neither majors nor
indies see an^ solution to the high
eosU, despite much recent Studying
Analysis recently, orof budgets.
dered by one major of all charges
against each ol the pix on its entire
slate for 1945 merely reinforced the
opinion many of its execs already
held that most costs have become so
i^xed that little possibility exists of
slicing them appreciably;

:

the day.

Deoree

Strike,

StaHM-GsKern

Since niaterlals ai-e represented by
oiiiy 20'"o. the most rigid economy
douldn't make a dent of more than
a few percentage points in total cost.
6n tlie other side, the 43% tliat goes
First indications that the Hollyto Hollywood's tnore than '50 wellorganized crafts appears unshakable, 'wood labor atrike may hold up rsrWith labor in its present mood; An lease of films was seen this week as
upturn, if anything, is seen hero. Metro delayed booking its top budgActors, directors ahd writers don't
eted musical, "Till the (Zlouds Roll
appear any moi-e willing to accept
By" (Jerome Kern biopic), into
less, either, with the only alternative
being .use of less important players— Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., as
?ind that doesn't pay off at the b.o. that house's ©hristmas attraction.
where does that leave them, protoueers want
Ous'Eysell, Music Hall topper, saw
to know?
the film on the Coast during a re^
47 Vs. 85 Days Shooting:
Much longer production time than cent visit and selected it as his top
heretofore is a major factor in the choice for a Christmas playdate.
Metro, however, has held back on
(Continued on page 26)
booking the picture because the
strike-bound M-G labs couldn't prodiiee a {)rint for general tradeshow-

fiiopic Into

Court Attitude

ing.

gers,

Opens

Way

for 'Duel'

Roadshow

At

Scale

David O. Selznick apparently won
roadshow "Duel in the
Sun" when the Government yesterjlay
(22)
agreed; during decree

his fight to

hearings,

that

request of the pro-

ducer

lor an exception in decree
Strictures for that pic was reasonable.
Special Assistant Attoi*ney

General Robert L. Wright, speaking
the Government, wliile strongly
other roadshow exempthat the ban against priceflKing and long clearance "ought not
to apply to that picture." D of J,
however, could see no reason to apfor.

opposing

tions,, said

M.H.

According to William F. RodMetro veepea over sales, the

company plans
stated

the.;

court.

-

'

decision
June, of not
booking any product for general release until the film has been tradeshown at exchanges.
also

that

Metro

holding back through indecision
on what selling policies will be included in the final decree. Witla
final hearings on the decree having
begun MondSjf (21), it's possible that
fprih

Ekf

ing

cohipetitive

the

New York Monday

Switch
(21).
would .make it unfeasible for U. S,,;
companies to produce in England in
order to use up bloclced, dollar balances, as they have in the past, to
get their coin out via income in tlie

-

S. of pictures so made,
Jarratt, who is on the exee board
of all'of Sir Alexander Korda's enterprises and is managing director
of Brltislv Lion, declared that even
if such a law is passed, American
companies will' still, be forced to
make pictures in Britain to use as a
lever in selling; their Arijerican product. There has .been such a revolution in British tastes since 'the war,
he said, that the English now prefer
the homegrown product to the American every time, all factors being
equal. The preference is growing ph

U.

IdIz there and in
few other key city experi-;
mehts than it has been doing ui.
,

the past.
This will be one of the few
tinnes that a change in title, has
been made after a picture is in
release. It is being distributed

Mayer Wont Quit

an amazing

stand

M-G,HeSez, While

Schenck Rules
t'

Louis B. Mayer, exploded a cur-^
rent Hollywood myth about his retirement from film production and
said, in the course Of an executive
luncheon, that he had no intention
of pulling out of Metro as long as
,

Schenck

.president

is

(Continued on, page 8)

of

time.

Sears' Gunning

There will be a few economic
changes in the (Julver; City setup,

Grad

Sears, United Artists v.p. in
of distribution, shouldered

charge

Mayer explained, but none of them his gun Monday (21)
and set off
"will detract from the quality of the. from
New York for a week of pheasThe new, execu- ant shooting in the Dakotas. He'll
studio's product".
tive -boai-d, consisting of Al. Licht- go from there to Chicago and then
man, Sam Katz,^ Joe Cohen and Moe possibly to the Coast if producer
Siegel, has been appointed, he said, deals now pending out there have
,

Acceptance by Arnold's ATA and to coordinate
other groups except Allied seemed supervise all
more" than likely. Arnold told the films;
aourt that he favored the change but

all production and to jelled jnfficiently.
producers and their
If the situation requires their presence in Hollywood, Sears will ba
About changes in studio personnel, joined by UA prez Edward C. RaftMayer explained that some "B," pro- ery, who will plane out early in
ducers, had been assigned to other November.
duties.
Richard
Goldstone
and
Buddy Adler have checked off the

tContinued on page 26)

Mason Due on Coast
Hollywood. Oct. 22.
James Mason is definitely slated
for a Hollywood trip Soon and Will
stop over in Bermuda en route -for
a short vacation.
Actor

is

lot

while O. O. Dull has returned

to the production office.
Ralph
Wheelwright has shifted to duties
other than those of production, and
Jerry BrcsSlei" has been offered the
choice of returning: to shorts or
leaving the studio.

wrapping up
England and will cOirie

currently

two films in,
to the (poast;

soon alter warcls;;;^

.

Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY SIMB SILVERMAN
Weoltl) by VAhllSTYv Inc.
Sld-SUvermnn. President
West «th St., New rorlt 19. N. Y;
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bidding

Annml

National Boxoffice Survey

—
Biz 'No

before

New

Product

Boosts

Leave,'

'Cloak,'

.

.

.

..$10,

.

.

,

'

^

'.

-

'

INDEX

,

Film ,Revie\vs

George

i,B

|«il in

any manner which tl^ey saw
Wright conceded that certain

Both young O'Brien and Lawler
Vtliiid already been members of the
^«cree provisos could hit indies firm, O'Bi-ien having been taken in
"arder than majors because they as a partner in 1942 and Itawler In'
owned no theatres but argued that 1941. O'Brien js Bi'own .'27 and Har«»C6 monopoly
was-endud the lot of vard Law '30. Lawler Li Princeton
we Indies would improve.
'29 and Harvard Law '32.
-

^•I^otorious"
(2()lh'>.

(RK0i,"»

Little Gtrls"

to. ,:gr.ea.l

"Always Loved You" (Kep),
(M-G) an.d
in Mexico"

.

.

.

.

S

;

,

It!)

; .;.

JO

.

.

...,..„,
.

House r!evie\«

.

/:
'.

2
ifi

'.

.

-.

JIO
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.

.

.

23

.

Inside I+egil

116

Inside Pictures,

i-,-r,vV.^.,

.

11

.

,

:InMdfc Radio;:;;.

1(12

:

Li'gitimalo

.

I.itcrati

;

-.

r.

..

Vv

l!

Homieirie"

"No Leave" actually

is

'20lbi..:

a

Ijit

disi

appointing in- N. Y. and L. A.
''Cloak" also is getting no really big
coin this stanza except iir L.A. and
N. Y. although termed big at SH.OOO
in Louisville. 0(1 the .other band,
with a
"Clementine'!
startiMg
f(ouri,sh this session, beiiig leader in
K. 0, W'itii sock week, and copping
best coin in L, A. with .$74,500. Besides the steady trade "Killers" Is
,

k

.|U'7,0()b

I

-

ff

WAK

Live.s

My

Forever"
Shoulder"

U'owiihue Boxoffice Reports
Pages 14-13.J
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Acts
.
Night Club Kcvimvs
Obituary
r,

while "Deception"
at the. Holly-

money are"Nobodv

^:2-2-:
.

New

high for this
house, "Dark Mirror" (U) is clim.bing near $50,000 oh initial Week at
N. Y, Criterion, aUo sfron.g, "Jolson
Stoi-y", (Coll also is stacking up well
at $Ki6,000 for second frame at N, Y.
Music Hall.
Also-ran.s
just out
of Big Ten

.(WBl and "Angol on

,

.'„.

Music

-

\

looks, to do $52,000
wood, close to old

"Holiday

"Home Sweet

,

.

:

i ,..

(

this week to O'Brien. Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler, That represents the
Statement by Govewimeht wa.s in addition of two new names to the
Response both to the appeal by Selz- former masthead oE O'Brien. Driscoll
Wcks Vanguard Films and the So- & Raftery, since the O'Brien is now
The
:iiety p,f Independent Motion Picture Paul J; b'Brien. Dennis' son.
poducers that "innocent parties" other; addition is Denni.s' nephew; T;
f"Ch as the indies be permitted to Newman Lawler.

.

;

,

Wriglit said, because it would .t^>ke in. many films
made by Uie Big Five.
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he added.

scale,

"American films are now competing against British films for the British market, rather than British films
.competing against Aiherican films in
England, as was the case up until a
fc 7
years ago," Jarratt asserted.
Switch in the average Englishman's
taste came during the war, he ex^
plained, because of the "phoniness"
of Araerican films arriving when
Britain was so close to hardship and
battle. At the same time, he said,
the British were so much a part of

Locw's, Inc., which looks like a long

-

.

:

by United. Artists.

Hollywood, Oct. 22;

on his arrival in

Jarratt disclosed

a

Nick

by American commade in Eng-

land be returned there. Sir Arthur

put the picture on the auction block
'Killers,' 'Sleep,' 'Clementine'
List
for bidding by all houses, or throw
it into one of its own N. Y, houses,
Bu.sineas at film theatres is lobknig still getting despite lengthy run in
prove of a blanket roadshow excepr
such as. the State, or Capitol. Rodtion in the case of indie producers.
Y., it mo\"ed' up into liiird-po-,
:£lurrently,- With; ending ol strike:? N.
up
gerSi :When questioned 'Oh this,: said,
.sition via socle $38,000 done in two
Roadshows meant extradrdiriariiy
was impossible right now to state and i'€fteaye ot-new,: slrphg; p
Detroit theatres, big $24,00(1 in Denlong clearances and extraordinarily il.
what the policy would be. in that boosthig t lie total'. :i;ake; -Old axjom,, ver and fine takings in L.A.
high admission, prices, D of J rep
case;
Real sma,sh .of :w'eek is ;"Blu.e.:
Said, Snd were
.that- there'ive; few^:.situatfQn« that- a
"hardly consistent
wth the objectives of the court,"
good picture won't cure again was Skies" (Pan. whi-cK is sdarihg. to
colossal $140,000 at i^. Y, Paramount,
Aside from "Duel," the Government
b.orn.e .dut,-.. with the public as aleci
breaking' all records for the Par
as ever in :scnsin.g tlie 'weaker' filni.";,
« opposed to any roadshows but
O'BRIEN,
" Aside from several npw .starters, flag.ship.: Crosby ^-A^taire starrer has
f hould the. judges permit tlierh. they
sliould. be
nearly all big. the leadership goes been playhig si.'c stiows daily almost
limited to nOn-thealve
.since opened, willi house .starthi^ its
vwmng (:onnianies,;-,W^^^
this week to "No Leave, No Lo\-e."
added.
With the recent death; of ..Capt. (M^G) althOugli in only two cities. linai stageshow at midhi.£;lit.
«veii Selznick's suggestion that pix
Dennis F. O'Brien,- name .of the law It's clo,sel.v followed b.v"Clnak and
Both j"Mar;!ie" f20th) and "De.ihada before June
11, '46, date of the
firm, speoia'lidhg in .iheatrtcai and
Dagger'' (WB J Others in tiic, first cpptiou" (WBi show rare promise on
..|ntl-ti:ust "decision, should be freed
trom restrictions was unsatisfactory film accounts, which for; niany years lO-lisl are A'Killers'vCiT),' ''Big Sleep", basls-^Of tlieir, .opening, Weeks irt
being; switched as of
he headed.
to the Government,h;:Y\, Foj'mer- iS/ptislirngirlv Vi- Roxy
WB).,': ''barlit>g- Cfementiiie'' :(2()th
.

in the British qrota law in
being talked to require that

coin derived

panies from pictures

potential, gross,

film's

pic does better
'

-

a

British Screeit
is

;

:

producer Arnold Pressburger is
planning to experiment witli a
switch in .the label. New one
that will be tried is "Thieves
Film will probably
Holiday,"
have the new handle for tha
opening in Chicago Oct, 31, with
a general change mad& if the

,

may become

general industry law
Christmas, in which case
Metro would probably be forced to

all

the belief that the title,
"Scandal in Paris," may be hurt-

against any form of arbitration as
not properly part of a decree.
New plan of operation presented
to the court by Whitney North Seymour, of Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, Paramou.nfs attorheyi features
an injunction pi-oviso against the
rrtajors which would require tiiem
to negotiate licensing of particular
runs with any exhibitor who has an
In the event of
adequate theatre;
two competing houses, films must be
negotiated picture - b.v - picture and
regard
theatre-by-theatre without
to such considerations as old customers. Disputes would be arbitrable on run as they currently are on
Clearance under the consent decree.
Additionally, Big Five suggested
that there be inserted a provision in
the decree guaranteeing ''some run"
to every exhib. All injunctive provisos incorporated in the* court's
opinion such as those banning pricefixing,
block-booking and
pools
would still be operative.

last

exists

1948

Midstream Switch
In

.

took

Competing for

Change

Assistant Attorney General Robert
L. Wright opposed the plan brought
forth by the majorg and declared
it would only -immunize them, further from prosecution oii anti-trust

is

sdriie

Now

of the

'Final say on whether auction selling of pix. is definitely" out is expected tomorrow (24) when the
court sits again. Meanwhile, Special

Wright

¥s a Case of U. S.

wobbled

cause of unanimous exhibitor opposition. As the second day of hearings
on the proposed decree neared a
finale, Big Five attorneys presented
a substitute plan for competitive
bidding which they claimed would
overcome the possibility of f avor jtism'on runs, t^ourt insti-ucted the
majors to confer with Thurraan Arnold, attorney for American Theatres Assn. and other exhib group
lawyers with the implication that
should the substitute be satisfact^ory
to exhibs it would be acceptable to

anti-trust

was handed down

Possibility

keystone

sales system,

to continue its policy,

the

after

WIT

towards an almost certain fadeout
as the three-judge Federal court in
New York yesterday (Tues.'j indicated that it would pass ii by be-,

:Violatiohs.

'

New

selling,

new proposed

HERB GOtDEN

WiHi a tarnish starting to appear
on the film industry's fancy-free
optimism oC a few months ago re
jjontiuuation for the next two or
ftiree years of current record grosses,
becoming doubly
are
producers
troubled by the high presentday picThere's growing
tiiremaking costs.
produced on the
being
fear that mms
ourienl financial flood tide will be
during an ecomarket
liittins the
nomic ebb,

Auction

IB.\

of '48 Eng.

Warns

Fihn Coin Freeze;

THIIT ASPECT

Current Fix Costs Worrying Execs
'By

SlY

EXHIBS
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Jarratt (Korda)
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TrMe-Tkeitre 'Outlaw' B'way Dates

New York

City offlcials declared
all-out in a

Week they would, go

Take Back Your Cdde!

to.bar '•The Outlaw" from all

tlie

AAA

Is

with professional sorK'eners embattlad from New York to Hollywood
over the Am»rioan Authors' Authority plan advanced by James M,
Caiii
considerable misunderstanding or lack of understanding— hag been evii
deuced' by both tides on the proposed function of the AAA. Here's Cein's
idea as he has outlined it in the current issue of The Screen Writer, nio'io
with his explanation of a revision he has made in it since his original

—

pro-

posal;-

"The American Author'^ Authority ...

is simply a repository of
oopy.
be voluntarily assigned to It in trust, and to be safeguarded in a
that an individual owner cannot safeguard them. Its activities'
will
epplication for revocation of. the
be three fold: to keep accurate record of the copyright and all trah.siic'.
.fljm's State seal.- Ganceilation plea^
tions arising under it, and preclude the possibility of the idiotic situatfon
•niade simiiltaiieoxisly' with the interthat faces me as 1 write, since I have accepted $250 lor exclusive
reprint
squawks that Hughes was ilvention ol liieense .Commissioner
.right!!.,
to
some
story
olmine,
until
a
certain
.date,
and
Veers
now,
through a dePrestige
legally using the okay insignia.
vBeiijamiji, Fielding in ii court battle
feot; in. my .filing system, I can't ascertain what t'li.'? date is or even
the
Gertiflcate was dated May 23,
ibetweenTJnited 'Artists. pic"s distrib,
name of the story; second, as the legal owner of the copyriglit, to t:il;e
iI941.
Sureseaters
iand Sarfy Brandt would result in «
over all court actions it becomes involved in; third, as the legal owner of
prod uecr 's
Poletti,
Charles
.st^tewifle bim ol "The Outlaw," .if
the
copyright,
maintain
lobbies,
to
and
vigorously
enforce
the rights bt
counsel, in returning the papers^
Dates the copyright in legislation, especially tax legislation. ...
Theatre
successful.
Major
to .ludge Samuel Roseman. atMeanwhile. N. Y. Supreme Court
"Some of the things the Authority will not do is attempt to act a,s the
Spurred by the reception accorded
torney for the PCA, said tlie
Justice, Gan-oll .(J. Walter yesterday
autlior's agent, or do his collective bargaining for him, of have'ahythifig
.'•Brief Encounter," first J., Arthur
seals were being clipped out of
(22) ..reser\-ed decision .on the UA
Raiik pic distributed don^estically to say about prices, wages or working conditions. ...
"Outlaw" prints "as rapidly as
.plea for a temporary injunction' to
Uui-.
unit
of
Pictures
"The alarm over monopoly is in, main part my own fault, and due to a
Prestige
by
it,.
the mechanical work cfin be
restrain Bi-andt from backing out of
ditched mistake. I made, in my origirial article. At^that tiriie, being anxious to
ha.s
versal - International
done."
licensing di?als f6r pfeem of the film
legitimate the thing foursquare with the guilds and allay any suspicion v c
initial plans which called for release
Republic,
the
at
i26)
Saturday
of tlie. British films to intimate art were trying to engorge or .supersede the guilds, I said that the Authority
Gotbarti and Rialto theatres. Brandt's
houses 'Only. Unit which was orig- would accept any work for copyright, but would first in.sist that its author
/Sction was.the result of a w-arning
But the monopolistic possibilities of this were
inally set up because of the belief join the indicated guild.
fcy Fielding and Police Dept. 'reps
that certain of the British pix were pointed out in practically a .shout of protest, from left, right and middle
that the theatres would taee license
(My idea: now is) that the Authority would accept any property, from,not suitable for regular theatres
revocations should they play the
type
of
anybody
at
that
all,
regardless
of its content, but that any writer who wishes'
Swinging
into
now
"Outlaw"
operation and has already closed a s voice in management of tlie Authority must naturally join the ppoper
Petition to knock out: tbe. seal of
number of deals, for its present li.<;t one of the four guilds that will set it up,"
Revamped
approval on the film was' served
films.
of a half-dozen
By-product of the legal tui!.<lc over estimate of the drawing power of
Upon the Ghancellor of the Board of
Regents, the director of the Motion the playing of "The Outlaw" in New the special type films tagged for
Picture Division of the Dept. of Edu- York theatres, but which may have Prestige distribution is due to the
cation, and the attorney general,
showing of "Encounter." In
far-reaching effect on the f Irtu.re of strong
Made in Fielding's name, it charged
its ctiri^ent run at the intimate Litthat local ads, trumpeting the three- film censorship in N. Y. City, is the tle Carnegie (N. Y.) film has yet to
theatre preem, were obscene and in- attempt by municipal authorities to fall below the $7,500 mark.
the
decent. Cited in it were several sec- obtain a judicial puling that Section
below
first
Concentrating
tions of the State Education Law
deals ha\e been
By
SCHOENf^LD
James theatre, N.Y. Drawing, anal1140A of the Penal Code is inapplir Mason-Dixon line,
which permit revocation for obscene
inked in Memphis, Birmingham and
both
made
The war of words over the pro- ogies with Goebbels' system of GerContention
pix.
cable
to
advertising.
pix
or salacious
Mobile for screening the Rank
Authors Authority man literary .straitjacketing and
In posed American
Particular distaste was expressed by' License Commissioner Ben,iamin at full-sized non-art house.s.
James C. Petrillo's control of tine
renewed
with
fury
plan
exploded
over fee, quiz -slogan: "How would Fielding and Corporation Counsel Memphis, Prestige has closed with this week in a complicated three- music -world, columnist Dorotliy
you. like to tussel with (Jane) Rus- John Bennett, and expounded in the the Flexer circuit, a three-house front battle array. At last count, the Thompson charged that the .AAA
sell?" Court &ght between producer city^s brief, it upheld, would permit chain, for the entire British li.st with
identified as the contained a threat that all writers
belligerents
were
Howard Hughes and the Motion Pic- clamping down on a film without a "Encounter" curtain -raising Oct. 23 cohorts of James M. Cain, advocates would be "coert«d into joining the
ture Assn. was referred to by the preliminary conviction for indecency. at the Ritz. Latter house, under the of the plan; the American Writers authority by boycotts of the organpact, a 1,200-seater is being concommish to back his charges. At
ized writers against publishers otAxjgument of city otficials on the verted to a first- run as leadofE in Association, bitter-end opponents of
the satne time, municipal .politicos.
the AAA; and the fop council of the producers who take the work of the
point, heretofore undecided, is that
the town for Prestige films.
were maintaining in court and oiit
Authors' .League of America wivich unorganized." Another blast at the
the Penal section in question appli-es
Policy is the same in Birmingham
that the city .had the power to act
came from Hollywood where a
to live entertaimnerit but not to flick- and Mobile. In the first-named, the has ducked into a foxhole waiting
regardless of any future move by
group of 29 screen witers, including
for the firing to blow over.
Provision declares any persons
ers.
will
play
2^00-seater,
Pantages,
the State Board of Censors.
Zoe Akins, Morrie Ryskind, Rayguilty of a misdemeanor who "gives,
Initial clash took place Friday (18.)
"Lady Surrenders"
mond Chandler, Rupert Hughe.'i and
in B court clash, Edward C. Raf- directs, presents or participates in, "Encounter" plus
and
Marc
Connelly,
between
Cain
In Mobile, the
Casey Robinson, issued a signed
prexy,: taxed Fielding with any otecene, indecent, immoral or and "Captive Heart."
tery,
Screen Writers Guild eastern repre"an attempt to impose a local cen- impure drama, play; exhibition, show 1,600-seat Downtown is ready lor sentative and member of a special statement rejecting the plan.
"Encounter" and "Lady."
On his broadcast, Cain declared
sorship on top of a state censorship." or entertainment
."
License to
Authors' League subcommittee apthat "writers, fear this thing because,
Asking for a dishnissal of the suit,, theatre, section provides, can be repointed to study the AAA proposal.
it
is new, as people once feaicd
Arthur Sheinberg, Brandt's attorney, volted only after conviction for. vioMeeting in the cocktail lounge of
banks and lightning rods and surdeclared: "If we exhibit the film we lating these strictures.
the Gotham hotel. N,Y.. where Cain
$1,600,000
gery.
When you get sick ehoughi
•will then face the prospects of havwas holding a press conference upon
Municipal politicos are maintainyou get operatdd on whether you're
ing our theatres closed.
It seems
his arrival from the Coast, the two
afraid of surgery or not."
Giiin
that we. are the real sufferers here ing that films are pot specifically
script-writers blew their tops at each
denied any "closed-shop" intent of
included and that, under the broad
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
arad aot live plaintiff."
other in a public argument over the
police powers granted the License
the AAA, declaring that his originiil
Brief and affidavits submitted by
Republic is allocating $1,600,000 for postponement of a discussion meet- ailicle
Commissioner, action may be taken
on ,the plan was loosely lorthe city contended that issuance of
expansion ol its Trucolor laboratories ing originally skedded by the Au- mulated
and that he had i,-etre!ilacl
against a theatre playing an obscene
« State lioense did not preclude
in Hollywood and Fort I/ee, N. J. thors' League for last Sunday (20).
from this stand. No publisher will
pic without first obtaining a convicintinicii)al authorities from proseArriving at the press conference
New process is owned exclusively by
be blacklisted, he said, if he deals
tion. In i^ect, power sought would
cutiiig violations of law in con juncRepublic, according to Herbert J. just as Gain announced plans for
with authors not in .the authority.
permit city authorities to step in and
.tion with exhibitiofi and advertising
Yates, prexy, and patents have been another meeting the following day
close theatres without any .iudiciai
of .a .film licensed.
Affidavit of
"Doublccross"
applied for in all foreign countries (5l), Connelly broke into the session
ruling. Point was made in court by
Kelding said that because of "the
where American copyrights arc and heatedly informed the reporters
At the "rump" naeeting held last
Arthur
Sheinberg,
attorney
for
long tmjEavorabte record" of the
that the original meeting was post- Monday night (21) at the I-lcnry
;
Harry Brandt, that the city had legal.
"Outlaw" a private screening was
that Republic poned because of the illness of El- Hudson hotel, N.Y., Cain lashed out
Yates
announced
warned Brandt that it could revoke
attended by police and other officials
will turn out 18 Trucolor features, mer Rice, Authors* League prexy. at both the American Writers Assn.
license without preliminary conwhich resulted in the unaniiiious a
six more than its original program, The new meeting, he said, was being and the Authors' League toppers.
viction.
opinion that the film "was an offense
organized by a. rebel minority that Cain charged Rice and Connelly of
for 1946-47.
against morality, decency and public
Question was recently raised but
had no legal standing in any of the cooking up an "obvious doublecross"
welfare."
not, answered when Fielding shutguilds.
while "pretending to run interferCain Raises Cain
Specifically named as defendants tered the Miami theatre for tacking
ence for me.
Actually they were
N. Y. to
"hot shots" to a film after it had
In the suit were Amity Amus. Corp.,
Passing the lie, Cain told Connelly ready with the old Army switcheroo,
Behrman
N.
S.
owmv, of. the Gotham. Midtown been passed by the State Board' of
and the press that he didn't believe so that one hit me high, and one hit
Joan Bennett
Theatres Corp., of the Rialto thea- Censors. American Civil Liberties
anyone was ill and accused the me low and I went down for awhile."
Mary Chase
hierarchy of the writers' guilds of Cain called postponement of the
tres and 1662 Broadway, Inc., of the Union,' citing llAOA as authority,
Harry Foster
"thimblerrigging" the show out of meeting by Rice and Luise Sillcox,
Republic.
As result of the deal charged that padlock on the house
Fortune Gallo
fear of meeting the issue.
Authors'
Cain, exec
seca^tary
the
made Sept. 18 which called for without Court conviction was invaof
Reginald Gardiner
openly burning tb find the Sunday L/eague, "a calculated, snide, sneaktriple opening Oct. 26. UA has spent sion of personal liberties. Commish,
Joseph S. Hummel
meeting killed after making a cross- ing effort to place restrictions on
over $100;000 on advertisements, the however, obtained a Special Sessions
Kim Hunter
conviction of the theatre op who,
country trip especially to explain the freedom of thought and expres.sion."
complaint declared.
Eric Johnston
pleaded guilty, oefore
A,
plan there, said: "I ain't
Turning his guns on the
Irving Maas
An in,junction against the breach incidentally,
the ACLU could put the question to
amir.sed," Connelly stalked from the Cain asked where their membership
Dorothy Malone
of the conti'act and a further rethe N, Yi .Supreme Court.
conference after telling Cain he ex- was during the recent fight on the
Gerald Mayer
straining oMer to ban the, playing
Writers
pected an apology.
8bast
Screen
led
by
the
Milland
Ray
0/ any other pix in the three theaIn background of the pre.<!S inter- Guild against the "judicial lynching"
Gerald Movius
tres for the period follpwing, Oct. 26;^
view, Carl Carmer, former Authors' of three booksellers for selling Ed-,
L. A. to N. Y.
Pat O'Brien
was demanded. Terms of the licehs"
prexy and present member of its mund ''Wilson's novel, "Memoirs ot
.Toyce O'Hara
Robert Alton
lug contracts, cited in the papers,
Council; novelist Stefan Heym and Hecate County."
"If this American
Norman
Siegel
Leonardo
Bercovici
di.sclo.sG that the theatres were to
mag writer Nancy Davids moved as W'riters Assn. is, as it professes t.P be,
Mrs. Sime (H^ttiie) Silvcn.'.an
Edgar Bergen
receive 15'-.
of the fii-st $10,000
leaders of the "committee for ac- dedicated to the sacred cause of
Joseph Somlo
Russell Grouse
Aveekly and 25'o of all sums above
tion," insurgent rank and. file cau- freedom, why does it take such a
Stona
Andrew
Mrs. Clarence Day
tbe initial lOG.
cus within the Authors Guild press- peculiar way to show it, and become
Lou Walters
Richard Dix
ing for adoption of the "AAA plan. so singularly preoccupied on the
Walter Wanger
Margaret. Ettingcr
N. Y. to L. A.
After Connelly's departure, Heym, only occasion recently when freeAIUtlVALS
Florence George
author of "Hostages," took the floor dom's sacred cause came to its atJoe Bernhavd
(From Europe)
.Hy GUck
to denounce the leadership of the tention?" Cain asked to know where
James M. Cain
Bert Ambrose
-Don Haynes
guilds for pussyfooting and inaotiv- John T. Flynn, Mrs. Clare Boothe
Jack Cohn
Howard Herty
Marianne Davis

Production Code Administra-,
approval on "The
Outlaw" was returned to it last
week by producer Howard
Hughes' attorney, following PCA

in«tropolitan tliealres and in » fol-

low-through

pushed

and produce two

io writCi direct
features for
$50,000 each.

RKO

tion's seal of

three-way

a

.

•

Hen s What

Dos Angeles, Oct, 23.
RKO won a decision in the jrtata
Si(prem« court where Pare Lorente,
director-writer, was denied a review
of his suit charging the studio with
breach of contract and defamation
HKO had won the
(r character.
case in the lower courts.
Lorentz claimed he had been hired

h MSk BetweeB DA and Mi. Cops
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Betty Comdcn
Lester Cowan
Williarii Dozier
•Virginia Field
$i Fischer
Joan Fontaine
Ariene FrRncis
;

:

-

'

Howard
,

,„

Ilfax Youii«st«in

iUbsw

WUliaMa

Norman Moray

.

,

:

William Powell
jj. Peter Rathvon
William Saal

Irving Rapper

Shigrin
M. L. Simon
Joe Sullivan
•Vye

J. White
Mnlscrt'YRtei -

''
'

,

;

David Rose
Nate SpingoM
Jack 'Votion
Fat Wallace

BoUM

Young

-

.*.

Meanwhile, Rice was taken frdm
,

Cain said that
poration

thfe articles. of incor-

fully

guarantees

against

home by ambti- any possibility of censorship over
Lenox Hill hospital in ideas, mode of expression, ar xkAot,
N.Y. Where he Was put under obser- creed, nationality; and political behis Stamfordi Conn.,

.llahce to the

Max

'

'.'r

i

hxpros.<;ing his viewpoint.

Ben Henry
Russell Holman

.

r

[

'^^

Robert Goldstein

..

/

Al Santell
George Schneider

,

:.:,

.

Jack Ilylion
Alan P.Herbert
Sir Arthur Jarratt
William Mollison

Murvyn
Edward

.

j

.,•'„
,

Ben Goetz

.

Moskowitz

Jt)S.pph

'

.

ily,
Cain (jittoed, these seriUrtients Luce, Rvipert Hughes, and Gcfiriie"
and explained that the new meeting E. Sokolsky were during this Pght
was being calle(j by the •"committee for civil liberties.
tor action" to give "him a chance for
Discussing merits of the AAA,
,

j

W. Fredman

Paul Galileo
Gferaldo .'

.

.Charles C. :Moskowiti,
.

,

Weiss

isrnest

:.WiiHam iWarshall
,

Frances Day

•.
:

Liird.say

Bernard Luber

-.,

Marty Goodman
Adolph Green
Bill Mayberry
James A. Mulvey
Robert M. Savini
Arnold Stoltz
Harry H, Thomas
kalTin Wald

Qeoif

Larry Lansburgh

.

^

.

.

.

vation for an
Cain, however,

undisclosed

illness.

queried why Sunday's meeting had to be postponed
even If Rice was ill.
On Sunday (20), while Cain was
defending
his
AAA plan over
WNYG, snokesmen for the American Writer* A»sn, flayed it as a
^ratkct" at a tally held in' the St,

"This plan,'' he
of authors.
"has nothing to do \vith, idea.?.:
Its object is to proin any form,
liefs

'

said,

mote commerce,

traffic,

and

exploj"

tation." Other speakers at the meeting were Carl Carmer and Bob Ne\vman, radio scripter and formef
memljer «I the Authors' League

council.

-,

:
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FILM GROSSES

Strong Likelihood the 1947 Congress

Radical K.O. of 'Cki Release System

Has Industry
down

handed

ruling

decree,

'

last

F.
week by Federal Judge .Michael
Park case,
Igoe in the Jaclcson
to date against the majors

Will Chop

Legalites Jittery
Chicago;; Oct. 22.

Upset hy appeal of the Chicago^

Washington;, Oct; 22.
Likelihood: Is that the .Treasury
Street slump,
Dept., now preparing its recomrhen^
and the myrRepacts Rogell
dations;ihe;
1847 tax bill, will aSk
for
iad of other disturbing trends prevaHollywood,' Oct. 22.
Congress to drop all emergency war
lent throughout the country .during
Sid Rogell, one of the three ex- taxes including the extra 10% bite
the past few months, film grosses
lot,
ecutive produpers oh the
admission
.on theatre
prices imposed,
continue to show strength. Survey of
was handed an ew^ pontract as chieri i-ojig^jng Pearl Harbor. Uirderstood
ttiajoi:- affiliated theatre, circuits, reof a production unit
in Capitol Hill circles that Secretary
veals b.C!. r.ecepits up, on an averCurrently Rogell has 13 features of the 'Treasury. John Snyder shares
age, about 8% over, the same weeks
in preparation for early filmingi In the view previously expressed by
last year.
the last year he .turned out 14 pro- former Sec.; Fred 'Vinson thaf the
Only bearish .factor present and ductions.
wartime added niek on amusements
,

Despite

the clearance or waiting time came
as a sensational climax to Chicago's

Jackson Park case when Federal
Judge Michael L. Igoe last week is.sued an injunqtibft against riihe niajor U.S. companies.
/The decree, as' entered, provides
for no first-run to be held in any
theatre for. Idnger than two weeks,
with allowance.for one more week in
another house owned by the. same
to
precedent iii the courts, may stand' company, and no waiting time for
similar, hold- clearance between first and second
as legal authority for
3imul- runs.ings by other judicial bodies.
pointing
Defendants iri:. the case are RKO,
tsneoCisly, the legalites are
tightest of Loews, Paramount, ^Oth-Foxr Vita.put the Chi system as the
the graph, Balaban & Katz, Warner
left
any dome.stic situation,
hnajors wide open to the judicial Broij. Pictures, Warner 'Bros. Circuit

.,•

:

.

Warner

While courts have previously cut Bros. Theatres, ,In,Q.
Small independent houses will
clearance^, ordered better
even
injunction
the
runs for theatres and awarded cash benefit by
specifloally on
bahn for adjudged violations of the though It was filed
behalf Of the Jackson Park theatre.
anti-trust laws, no decision heretoThis is because distributor chains
fore limited the extent of any run,
are enjoined in the
lawyers say. Should the two-week and producers
from holding up product.
ceiling on' first-runs stand, entire bill
If enough prints of a film are pro^
production system which aims at
in the deheavy budget pix and extended runs vided, there is nothing
cree that says a first-run house canfor them would bei subjected to a
run a film indefinitely. Attorney
severer attack than any yet devised not
tor Jacksoii- Park, Thomas C. McConby the Department of Justice.
nell, said, in interpreting the decree,
Suspension of effect of the decree
the prime factor is. not. to hold up
for 30 days by Judge Igoe to permit
a film.
He claims, in the decree,
counsel to prepare appeal
local
that this is a violation of the Sherman
papers has stayed, temporarily at anti-trust act. McConnell said this
leasti turmoil In distribution of films
will mean, a nev^f showcase for indie
in the Glii territory. Major company producers and theorized that more
lawyers expect little difficulty in ob- pictures will have to be put on the
taiding continuance of the hold-up market to meet the new demands.
order until the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals has its chance to pass on
"the new decree.
Sales execs intiCo.
./mate that no top pix would be reAcceptance of

closer and closer together.
This, trend is disturbing

down on

Day

Im'ed in Chi pending determination
of the appeal if the stay is not prolonged. Receipts under the new sys-

In

tem would not warrant ri.sking Alms
wlien chance-s of reversal are considered excellent.

Feeling

is

strong

among many

legalites that the majors should have
trimmed their sails long before the

One lawyer
system is the

judicial tempest struck.
declared, "The Chicago
hardest to defend of

any ia this

followed

should
have been expected. Naturally, the
court in following up the jury verdict with a decree was going to do
it up brown. .Hard cases make'hard
laws." Others, though not as emphatic, spoke in the same tenor.Chi
funnelled
setup
has pix
through eight Balaban
& Katz
houses, the RKO Palace and Grand,

What's

country.

the Essaness Oriental and the newly
created first-run Woods.
After a
threerweek clearance layoffj films
then percolate down through. A, B
and C theatres before hitting first,
second, third, etc., runs. Films are

backlogged some three months behind national release, it is said, because of narrow funnelling.

Decree an Impetus

To Auctioneering Idea

and luxuries should finale as close to
the end of hostilities as feasible.

,

.

:

by

filed

tossed, but a test case
Sidney Lust, operator of a

which
,

economy

normal ;fadeout
hangover expenses of the war has

of
sliced

theatre circuit in Washington, D. C.,
and outlying territory.: Brief opinion
handed down by the court declared
that it was limited to a consideration of violations of the anti-trust
laws by the majors and that it had
no jurisdiction to pass on specific
appeals from arbitration awards.

Mass Picketing

CSU Strategy
Hollywood, Oct.

22.

staged at
picketing was
Technicolor yesterday (21) as the
Conference of Studio Unions tried
out a. new strategy in its fight to
have major studios and the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees accept an APL directive
on set-erection jurisdiction.

Based on a towering

tres footing approximately 90% of
the totals or $415,000,000, publie
stands to save some $200,000,000
should the admission taxes be halved
next year. Filmeries now pay a 20%
tax, only 10% of which is permanent
in hature.
'

:

,

Lust's plea for an upset of a decision by tlfe arbitration appeals

20TH FAILS TO OPTION,

tribunal was heard by the court impro-and-con
preceding
arguments on the proposed anti-trust

mediately

Exhib's attorney claimed
decree.
that the appeals body had miscalculated factual evidence and disregarded other evidence brought out
before arbitrators in its holding

effectively

Competitive bidding received a blocked entrance to the color laboraboost in the midst of its steady tory until police officers ordered
hammering in N. Y, federal court them to disperse. There were no inyesterday (.Tuesday) as the special, cidents of violence reported although which had reversed the arbitrators'
statutory tribunal admitted amicus one worker' entering Technicolor re- award.
curiae the proposal of the Joseph P. ported a window of his automobile
Day Co. to set up a special non- had been broken. Three home made
for
were
all
bids
"bombs"
found
outside
Conhandle
industry body to
Proposal was solidated but were unexploded.
distribs and exhibs.
contained in a brief filed by JenStudio Costumers union, which has
INDEFINITELY
nings & Kenney, Day's attorneys.
had a charter offer from the Interauction national Brotherhood of Electrical
out-and-out,
Plan is not an
Plan United Artists' owners were
.system but an adaptation of auction Workers, has a meeting scheduled mulling last spring for creating the
Perprinciples to film distribution.
for tomorrow night (23) at Masonic post of executive v.p. has been more
manent organization would be set up Temple, at which offer will be dis- or less dropped as impractical. Alto act as a distributing agency for cussed, although it is not believed though there is a recognized need
all pix through a series of forms for
the local will leave the IA. Same is for additional manpower in the upeither open or sealed bids, the forms true of Film Technicians Local 683, per echelons to relieve company topto ba approved by the court. First lATSE, which also received charterif;pers^- ofr some of their chores, UA'
form would be addressed to this or
offer from the IBEW but declared board has reached the conclusion
ganization by a distrib, who would "we are not contemplating moving that no one is available to fill the
name the picture and the exhibs out' of the lATSE."
spot who will meet the approval of
qualified to bid for it.
Local 683 still has not been for- the three owners, Mary Picktord,
Auctioneer would then advise the mally notified Of the IA trial at Charles Chaplin and David O. Selzexhibs, insert a notice of the film's which its Officers were found guilty nick.
If and when a likely candisale in the papers and fix the day Of actions against International pol- date appears on the scene, the exec
of the„sale. .Subsequent forms would icy. It's' expected that IA will serve v.p. proposal probably will be recontain the bids,, with the distribu
a formal notice of emergency and vived, it is said.
tor reserving the right in all cases that local is to be taken under trusOne of the principal duties for
to accept or' reject any or all bids
teeship today. It is believed, though, which the owners wanted the addi*
within five days, Organization would that notice will have to come tional official was as a watchdog
have' a branch office, iii each: of tiie through the courts as officers of the on expenditures.
There has Ween
31 chief exchange centers, each to local have indic,ated:t,hey .will resist feeling over a period of time that
be headed up by a licensed auc- any takeover by the International.
the distribution system Was operattioneer to conforni to state laws.
John Martin 683 business agent, ing at too high a cost.
It
has
declared yesterday that "we believe reached as high as $90,000 a week.
the majority of the memb.ers of the
Reason for the owners dropping
PITT
lATSE want democratic unionism.
the exec v.p. idea temporarily as
We intend^ to carry on our fight for impractical
is that they don't feel
that kind Of unionism, for free electhey can get a man with a suftions and the right to negotiate our
Pittsburgh, Oct. 22.
ficiently strong personality to do the
own contracts within the lATSE.".
Pittsburgh's four-week; ctfstly. powjob they want and still to get along
Sunwith present UA; execs. It's recoger strike finally came to an end
day night (20) when indie power
nized that he would, have to .be a
union agreed to submit its 'wage
Field's French Prod.
$100,000 a year man or mOre—-and
Costly bedispute to arbitration.
worth that or he'd be worth nothHollywood, Oct. 22.
cause the losses ran iiito: stratoArthur Field, fornler Metro pro- ing to do; the desired job.,
spheric: figures, with arausertient biz
ducer, flies to New York today on
taking, W- on, the chin along with the
was the thing first leg of journey to FranfC where
,

HUROK'S GHOST SUES
Ruth Goode, former press agent'
Hurok and collaborator on:

for Sol

EXEC VP IDEA FOR UA

DROPPED

'

'

'

,

TO FIGHT EVICTION
Operators of th» Little Carnegie
who have been given
an eviction notice for Dec. 1 as result of the sale of the building, are
planning a battle to continue possession of the bouse. They've retained
Louis Nizer as counsel and are said
to be ready to make
a court fight on
the basis that the dispossess viotheatre, N. Y.,

:

lates

OPA

restrictions.

Louis and William Goldberg and
Irwin Lesser have been tlia lessees.
operator slated to take over
fee. 1 is George Schwartz, who also
runs the World, another New York
.

aft

house.

Goldbergs and Lesser
weve served with the required 120py eviction notice, but claim other
ractors

make

^^Offlcial sale

.

.

.

POWER STRIKE

the action illegal.

papers

filed last

week

.

:

.

—

,

.

:

arbitration

others,

Lazar's N. Y. Visit

he will set up indie film production;
Duquesne Light Co. had held out for
unit.
Field has interests in several
but which union steadily refused' to
story properties in France and will
'
a'ccept..

make his films in native language,
Although no operations jn mau-sbut with eye to bi-Iingual treatment
try were curtailed during walkout,
and international market.
theatres, niteries and cafes took it
French coin will be used and
"Self, is turning the film theatre plenty on the chin by trying to make
property over to Little Carnegie a show of biz as usual while down- Field will make arrangements for
distribution after
fealty Corp., of which Leon Savage town was practically pitchblack and studio space and
He expec'fs to
arriving in Pari.s.
weeks,
four
the
of
three
'? prez.
for
Included in the sale are a while,
trolleys stop over in N. Y. for three .days
store jnd 12
apartments' over the there were no streetcars or
prior
to heading for Europe.
woby
running.
'

'

Irving

Lazar,

studio

story

,

last

suing

for $9,625.
claims,, as

that Robert E. Simon, Jr.,
Pvez of Carnegie Hall, Inc., which
includes the adjoining Carnegie Hall

Max

I

Young.stein, pub-ad chief for

E-L, heads for the Coast this
for huddle.s at the studio on.
ing product.

Agreement was

credit lines.
royalties
all

to split

;

from book and film
royalties are not in dispute.
Mrs. Goode claims she re*
ceived $1,500; from Hurok, as ad*
vance against royalties.
She claims further that 20th took
option on book, with idea of buying
same for- $200,000, Hurok- was to act
as technical adviser on the film, as
well as procure the services of
several of his important concert art-

Book

sales.

ists, including Marian Anderson, Artur Rubinstein, Alicia Markova and
Anton Dolin. Studio evidently decided against making the ,fllra, because' option was subsequently let
run out. The $9,625 claim i»;*halt
the $25,000 option money, less percentages to publisher and agent, and
less the $1,500 received. Hurok is to
appear before Justice Bernard L.
Shientag today (Wednesday) for ex-

amination.,

Lasky-MacEwen's 5-10^
Cut for Janney's

'Bells'

Purchase of screen rights to R-usJanney's best-seller^ "Miracle of
llie Bells," by Jesse Lasky and Wal-

sell

MacEwen, producing: partners at
calls for a down payment of
$100,000 plus 5% of the producer's
gross up to $5,000,000. If it should

ter

RKO,

'

go beyond that-^which is considered
highly unlikely
figure jumps to
10%. There's no ceiling.,
Janney, who produced "The Vaga-

—

:

aiwl.

talent chief for EagleiLion, is due
in New York from the Coast, Nov.* 1,
for a 10-day gander at new plays
and perusal of actors lined up for
his approval by Benn
Jacobson,
eastern story and talent exec.

,

flisclose

portion of the house.

ed

ENDS AFTER 4 WEEKS
.

New

memoirs, "Impresario," publishspring by Random House, is
Hurok in N.Y. supreme court
Sum is due her, she
part- of $25^000 option
money paid to Hurok by 20th-Fox
for a film based on, the book,
Mrs. Goode maintains she wrote
the book, based on material Hurok
gave, her, with the two sharing

his

..

'

:

LITTLE CARNEGIE, N.Y.,

$256,4.'>4,000

pour some $461,000,000 into
Unci? Sam's coffe^s^ With film thea-

'

Demonstration

:

shotild

:

trators.

Legal limit of pickets patrolled
Technicolor entrances, while several
hundred others demonstrated beyond the 200-foot liniit from the

costs sharp-

paid out by showbiz for the first,
seven months of '46, complete year

Additionally, court said that Lust
in voluntarily submitting his dispute
with the; majors to the industry's
arbitration boards was bound to accept any ruling as final. Pointed out
was the fact that Lust had signed
the
customary agreement which
waived court action as a preliminary
step to: appearance before the arbi-

Mass

Federal operating

Republican pins, -which seem in
the cards, would strengthen repeals
ers in their push to lift the emer..
gency nicks.

:

At Technicolor

drive; plus

ly.

,

plant.

last year, tried to

Court Rules

,

decision

In

T-men

Vinson's

-

edge Congress into a repeal of the
super-taxes but failed because with
t lie war momentum only beginning to
slow down at tha,t time, and with
Test
Suit
Lust's
In
the services still swollen the politicos
Power of the three-judge statiitory felt ordinary taxes wouldn't pay
court to review awards made by the Government costs.
Success of a
motion picture.t Industry's arbitration similar move seems more likely
tribunals was denied this week in, a since
President Truman's recent

Final,

because

(Cqiitinued on page 11)

,

Award

Arbitrator's

;

.

'

and

,

—

,

admittedly an important one in
smelling out the trend .to falling
grosses which all theatremen expect
—is that the percentage of iherease
over the same weeks of 1945 is getting progressively less,: It's, not a
marked Swing downward, but the
curves denoting last year's business
are getting
as against this year's

.

Corp.,

RKO

RKO

:

Management

,

,

Wall

\

^

.

the

strikes, food, shortages

seveiesl

beating.

20% Amus. Tax Tap in Half

612 CAUTIOUS

,,

Abolishment of the "Chicago system of release" and knocking out

court, is viewed as probin any U. S.
who at
able by industry legalites
note that "hard cases;
the same time
danger seen
riiake hard laws." Chief
the, limitation on
by lawyers is that
first-runs in the Loop
tlie duration of
two weeks, a move without

S

week
Com

bond

King,'"'

revival in

legiter,

1943,

His

.'icreenplay.

in

1925

and a

may work on
partner

in

the
the

"Vagabond King" production, incidentally, is said to be the central
femme chafacter in "Bells.", She was
Olga Treskoff, who came from a
,'

small Pennsylvania coal town, died
in

New York and was

to

her

hometown

was the case

taken back
,

for burial, just as

in the book.

:

.
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ceeded in persuading

Denverites Plug for Govt, to Keep

Hands

F9m

Off

8iv«

to

:

Horseback (Not Jeeps) Like Westerns
tl,y\H01iBi'i-:
'

.

for, Jl

fM

polia ;can be judged by tbcir postptJiVtig. the opening of sct\ools, untit
However,- il it hadn't been
Oct. 1.

:

Deiaver Oct 22
any way you p ease,
,

Ihis^

part

.'

'

:

.

,

i

.

'

we

"As. for- {juantity,

;

.

mpdest

to

Too Many Pix Sold As A's

ot

«

have played

are doing capacity today.
true reissues are frequently
belter than current product, 'b.ut the
over-a'il quality is |beltef.,;
is

.

the
t)>e toot
^^^^^^
^^j^j^^ :up to' lf|45:
..Fid i« peopled by^ men \v)lh foiUiasx^it is -all the housm
ripht views and 'the courage to vpjce
this -areaj, w:iirshow a good profit
thiss
tticni.. Maybe its ihe ^'Ijm^te
(^^^g,^.
books are^-bal-'
a
nii'arly
halt
mtl-i^,^^^^
town
of
ii.ile-hiKii
/
the 'end of the year:
lion. Mavbe it s the seavehhsrht pun
increased prices we
--^^/f"''
b1indins:the «otoinsi;nwrntng: and
iip ours here ni Denver to
|J'l''ked
doven
goes
and
up
nftMc fe lt epraes
for adiil(s---wilh similar hikes
.i.'ie
\\'ilh:W;ban{;.'^Maybe-ft's the towering,
o.l.'iowlun'(~:'-atid' have yet 16 .hear of
firing Roeldos. Wlia.teVor it is Denver
campiaint being: registered.- B;ut.'
and tirindity are as inconceivable a one
when we tr ie.d i o .boost the kid's,'..
mixture as mustard and ice creatn.
adn.iis.sinn.'.j)riG6-;from l,yle. to 16, and
Qne.sucH man -and tjiis roying re-' 16 to--' 2le;. the' pairents --got' up: in
porter inet; ciiougli others to be able
unearthly
ancilet 'out
arm.'J.
ail
to call him a typical Denvcrite-i-is
squawk. Sowe had to give in pronto,
Charles R. Giljn.nrr,' president of
Those ..kids; aire iiiy)ortant :.to::US/::
.Gibraltar. Entecprises, Itic, Snd Tire.s-.
I'toMnns

,Woulcl.

tnisin^s^
It

'

,

Accputit

.

19M,

many

By

pictures.

hay.fe

.i:oo

mean

this I'

too:

A

picture
wrong. You see, an
autoniatically -rates a Sunday playing date in split week houses. Many
of them deserve, to -get only a.Tuesall

plaj;dafe,.

-

As

Urges Long-Range

SKOURAS, GREEK FUND
SpyroB Skouras hB« refianed «s

Wat

president of 'th« Qreelt

Selling for Pix

Relief

held for the
and named board Bdttor, Vafietv;
with William Halis pf
Noted with great intere.st your
New Orleans fiucoeeding him as prez. new special series. It's especially
Skouras and Peter Levathes,: exec interesting to those
of us in Holly,
assistant to 20th sales chief TTpm wood who are
interested in the re.,
Connors, flew 'to Chicago last Fri- latlonship between the
publicity doj.
day U8) for the conclave and -were lar, the advertising' dollar
and iiie
.met thei-e the following day by boxolTice dollar.
George Gerteralis, h.o, trade press
I, hope somewhere along the line
contact yiim t r a i n p d biit. Trio you deal with the problemot lo'ivghuddled' with 2Qth ex.eos in Chi 0
rflnge
merchandishig for motion
Holiday (2li .and were 'dtie: back at pictures. .'This, to my khowledgo,
po.sition he's

Assn., a
last six

yearsj

chairman',

,

.'!);

is;

h.-is

the h.o. yesterday' (.Tuesday).
dinner in honor of Skouras is

A

n?vfer-.,been tackled intelligently by
any ; briihch. pf; 'the.-; ipotrpu -.piOture'
;

.

slated to be held in N. Y. a£te.r
Jan. 1. simultaneous with the launching of a drive to raise $12,000,000
by the assn. Dinner will be ticketed
',.
,:
at $U000 a plate.

We

Sunday
du'ciivg

,
,

companies

,

;

'

,

New

idertt'af tha-' Roeky ,,Motiiitain':T^
tre iOwhers, '& Malifigors A.ssociatiOH.

V

"We

Gifi'ii^/lnfis^eM.ed/im^

;

.spots as far distant trorn

little

Denver as

-need

Theatres Needed

new

.

look Giltnoiir, in their opinion the
outstanding indie of the whole westit^
ern country.

theatres .badly. In
.

operations; are :im.ppssible
.,Take>.',d.ur

sorcalled .flrepr'pof theatre iiv ScCitts
Bluff, Nebraska, the Eg.vptian. Fire

i

leaving only the bare
Walls, We had eight priorities to re^
Gilmour'.s chain of .38. indie houses build it, but it took us 18 months to
is scattered all: pyfir ..C0}.b,rai3b; Wyget the job dpne, Another Are in one
omnig. Nebraska 'and New Mexico, pf our houses in Santa Fe wiped it
key spots being the Grand theatre Out-:three :months, ago. Nothing we've
in Rocky Ford, the Rialto in Love- been able to do to date has suclBn4:- ttie' Graig theatre in Craig,
ih.e Ijprh^ .in Socorro and the Lensic
theatre tin Santa Fe. Says Gilmour:
gutted

it,

'

:

.

.;

..

:.

is

a

.''General policy of our operation
for all of our ace houses to have
set single-feature policy. In our

other houses we give. 'ern doubles pn
Saturday and Sunday when a West-

doing this, and
product than :We

are.

A

:::'

:'
:

"Again speaking for this territory
only, the clearance setup is pretty
well' accepted nobody complaining"
so far as I know. Extended runs are
.not general in .Deliver, although in
the case of the FPx .houses here a.
picture, having .h;aci. its first run in
the Denver theatre, moves over to
the Webber and then tp the Esquire.
But generally at the other two first
run houses* the Aladdin; and thi?
Riallo, most pictures get a one-week
showing. Three weeks is coiisidered
a long run here* but 'Going
Way'
did six weeks at the Denham thea«

—

towns particularly. But: new

building

Minheapolis and .Kansas City had
under existing cdnditiohs;,
tipped o(T your scribe iiot to over-

so there i.s more
can assimilate.

;

Goldhammer
In; a

Joins E-L

move' :to strengthen :-.distribuits product, Eagle-I^ion has
.

San

and

.'.;

tci

'

year

.

picf ui-e-tp-

'

;

"iTiotion

.

pictures are youi^

n-

t

bc-.'-t

.

recently

r^sigiiation

f

rpm Film
.

.

for 14 years.

the time? I'm convinced that if sucli.:
ideas are planted carly.'; -vvith tomorrow's custoi-ners, the film 'w'orld
will be millions of dollars ahead in
the long run.
Perhaps we need to subsidize a
permanent field force, paid on a pro
rata basis by., all studios and exhibitors,., to keep
selling,
all
the
time, the idea of taking the family
to see a shpw, Perhaps we need to
sell a family rate idea for a night
or matinee per week, sacrificing: today's quick buck so we can graD
a deuce tomprrow.
Or don't we want to look that
.

SXIRBALL-MANNING.'S ED

"
^

Wide Open Spaces Knock
Out Exhih Orgs In West

rom

announced tertainment" campaign, '.rheii We alClassics lowed the egg to just lie thece.
where he was veepee in charge of
What is being done to convince
sales.
Prior to becpraing pne pf the people that motiori pictures bf^er llie
prganiiers of FC in 1944, Goldham- cheapest, best and cleanest entermer worked as a ."sales exec in RKO tainment for the whole family all

Goldhammer

his

Arianne Allen has been named
story editor of the Skirball-Maiuung
which releases
producing outfit,
through Universal-International.
Job is a new one, with fprriier
story materials having been handled
for the outfit by the Universal story
ed.
Mi.ss Allen will headquarter in

—

'

-

,

New York.
ern is an ab.solute must,' Fox-West
Gilmour continued:
idependent in the country would be
Coast dpes more double-billiTig than
''As president of the RMTOM as- better
pff,
if
Washingtpn would against this, the system of buying
anybPdy else in this area. Otherwise
singly is ridiculous.
all first-run. bouses in Denver, Al- sociation I suppose I should be in adopt a hands-off policy.
Colorado favor of exhibitor organizations, but
A Constant Rattle Needlessly
Santa
Fe,
buquerque,
"As for percentages, like my ideas
"Take my case, with 38 situations
Springs and Pueblo play singles ex- in the case of our outfit it has been about the excessive quantity pf A
years since we even pretended to pictures, I am apparently in a mi- to buy for. I'm expected to put up
clusiveiy.
function.
We've
been
inactive
for
a
battles on each of the pictOres I
38
to
eastnprity
when
I
say I do not consider:
"It may come as a surprise
erners to learn. Westerns are tops simple reason-^the gre,at distances them exorbitant. Everybody in the want for my circuit. Multiply this
We quit business -producer, distributor, ex? by the .total number, of pictures I've
It may separating our members.
throtighout this territpry.
trying
to
keep
gping
when
we
disgot
to have to keep my house.s going
learn
hibitor alike^wants to make all he
surprise theni even more to
more and more horses are being covered it was impossible to get ex- can. It's only natural Sp why all 52 weeks in the year, and you'll realused hereabouts for recreational hibitors in to Denver, ho-weyer im- these gripes'? To prove my point, ize whati used to be" atile to do in a
to
portant
meeting.
Some
come
the
matter
of a few days will keep me
take
a specific case.
There has been a vast
purposes.
"When we had to play 'Gone With bu.sy practically every day, in the
increase in the past five years, and toWn only once or twice a year;
mild a word;
at the end of the next five I expect some let two or three years go by the Wind' on 70-30 terms, we set up year. Ridiculous is too
it's
crazy.
The result is going to be
without
up.
You
can't
fault
showing
horseback
a
terrible
howl
then
and
proceeded
to see more r eople riding
by this
in this part of the country than them for this; distances in this part to.make more money' with it than we everybody will be. worn out
won't
have accombattling,
and
you
world
are
too
of
the
vast,
are
supposed
pp.ssible.
Even
when
golf.
Ridmg
schools
we
playing
with) "Another thing which might seem played repeats pf this picture pn SO- plished a darn thing.
springing up everywhere
"I went to the first conference of
from 75 to 10'^ kids in a class. And to make me ardent in the matter of SO terms, and bellyached wor.se than
Frankly I was
e.shibitor organizations is the fact ever, we cleaned up again. The point ATA at St. Louis.
it's not only for fun the horse is
But I listened intently
coming back into his: own In this I'm a director of ATA. The truth is I'm trying to make is nothing is skeptical.
When it was
territory. Here the horse is as. es- 1; would be, if I could persuade my- exorbitant if, having paid the price, with an open mind.
sential as he ever was. So long as self any organization could be made you realize a handsome profit on the all over I found myself still skeptito work. I remember I went to New
cal,
r.sfill want to know of one ininvestment.
cattle are worked he will be.
York
dependent
association which ever did
years
ago
when
they
had
the
"All
right,
the
producer
who
gets
"All this talk about cowboys on
5-5-,^ opnference, with Sidney Kent 707p is making a fortune.
But why its members a bit pf good,
motorcycles and in .ieeps is silly. It
the chairman. Npw, exhibitors in shouldn't he'?
He was the fellow
isn't happening, and it won't happen.
Gel Govt. Out
this area were, hotly opposed tp the who took the gamble in laying out
you see, maybe, why Westerns
S.
"In actual practice it is my expe«
idea pf buying five pictures at a a lot of mony in the first place. The
aie popular in this area. Men who
rience the distributor is usually reamake their living working cattle itime. We argued and fought against exhibitor didn't have any part in .'onable, In our dealings with him,
[it to the best of oUr ability, trying that production gamble.
But
it
takes
know .how: big a part a horse plays
we definitely do npt need any help
to point out what they were pro'
people in the business to> understand
in their lives. Who's going to say
It's the guy
the face of the such things,, and nothing is gping tp from the Government.
how much Tom Mix owed to Tony'? PO-'^'"-? ^^s a slap
womW be a terrible be accomplished by .Governmehtal who wants, something for nothing
Can you imagine even easterAeVs linwho yells to have one-sided laws
'hmg
for
the
little fellow, But all
interference.
ihg up at the bokoffice to see^a Westpassed.
If we can get the Governgot
^us
efforts
nowhere.
Divorcement Absurdity
ern star riding 16 the rescue of iiis ffW""..
ment out of pur hair it will be to the
Another Cockeyed Idea
:
sweetheart- in a. jeep?
"Same thing applies to this di- good of the. industry as a whole.
"Now they've started another vorcement absurdity. Without nam"I've had 32 years in the damii
Every Audience Likeis
epckeyed idea, selling pi'ctxires sing- ing names
I can point to the case of
thing, and think. I know what I'm
And again, ,,as alvvays, It's the .John Doak, who is in what amounts talking about
»
when 1 say a certain
Pick Holes in Pix ly,.
!it(;le fellbw who suffers. As: for this
to a partnership with, .say, Par- type pf independent exhibitor has
"The fact Westerns mean capacity auction bidding— tied up with the ampunt, each pf
'em owning half the got the rest of us in more jams than
.business iri the heart of the cattle single selling— I've studied- tlie Govtheatre.
John Doak refuses to sell anybpdy else. What a let pf the.se
country seem.s to me to be important ernment's proposals carefully— and I out to
Paramount. Why should he? gripers dpn't realize is it costs the
to the whole industry; It explains to haven't the slightest idea what it's His half
intere.st
that house is distributor a helluva lot of money
my satisffiction why drawing room all about. .Par as I can discover no- bringing him in a innice
annual in- to sell the little fellows, a lot niore
eomec^es pack r-ew York theatres. body else linderstaods this newest come.
On the other hand, Par- relatively than itdoes to sell the big
Same reason in both cases. People .screwy scheme; What we do know amount is glad to have: him
run. the lellpws. The distributors dpn't lead
like .best what they, know niostj is, producers and' distributors:.. are
theatre.
No paid manager cpuld be with their chin; they know they have
abput. We're all— most of us uncon- designating pictures improperly. Not
counted on to run the house as well, a case.
sciously-^critics. Your cowhand goes only this, they also teir you when
as the guy who pwns pne-half of it..
"There is no question the balance
to see a Western to find out if he >ou must play their product. *Up
Why, thefi, should Paramount lose" of power could be* in the hands of
can pick holes in it. Your Park ave- to now it has -been possible, with
such a profit-maker? It's only down-' the exhibitors, but, while greed mo.nue society folks watch the screen unhampered relations between dis- right greed on
the part of dpg-in- tivates so many of them, you're
to;;see if. thpy ...can catch the Dukes tributor,
and, exhibitor, to make the-manger exhibitors who keep
at never going to get the unanimity
and Duchesses making \a faux pas— amicable adjustments. Under this the Government
to redress their so- which alone can make the exhibitors
or maybe to pick up a new-fangled GPyernment decree np adjustment called
wrongs which
responsible powerful enough, to wield their mass
way of manipulating a knife and is. possible.
for all tliis screwy legislation;
power.
1 say
:his is an impprtant
fprk.
''However, as you say in this week's
'.'Ih:
co,nne;,lion,
tjlis
could any^
"I
wasn't, always an exhibitor.
because anything which aC' VAmnTY, now and again gopd comes
'angl.
thing be screwier than this single^i Once. I was a Fox exchange man,cpunts for people paying to see a „ut of evil, and maybe this is like picture
buying? In the old days you ager. There developed an epidemic
movie is impprtant tp us in the that. But as We see it; We're going bought a. block of 52 pictures. You
of stealing by hole-in-the-wall exbusiness.
to fight it. For the moment we're fought three or fpur days
over de- hibitors who came in to the exchange
"Along with other parts of tile marking time because frankly we tails, questioning the merit of the wearing very
loose double-breasted
country
business, hereabouts
has donl know where we stand. But no- four piclure.s placed in the top class, jackets—
and walkijd out with dozens
been excellent until recently. When body should interpret this as mean- but pretty' .soon you had everything of one-sheets and 11x16 glos.sy
the polio epidemic hit as it all but ing we intend to be shoved around. ironed out— and were set for the prints under the coat. Naturally, we
knocked us out in several situatipns. Washington shpuld realize this is an year. Maybe one or twp pf those tPp got onto, this racket, and put an end
For the first tyne in six years we exceptional business. It we were class four were lousy and were to it. I mention it merely to point
had periods in red. At the moment in selling canned peaches the Govern- wrongly bracketed, but there waS out a fact too often ignored by those
Denver opnditipns are more pr less ment might be able to help u.<(, but just as good a chance .some one or who insist all the evils in the indusbu.siness is
'•tfttlonaryr although seven new case.s the picture
different. more of the remaining 48 might turn try are the exclusive work of pro"were reported yesterday. Hpw se- Npthing the Government can do can out a sleeper—and you'd be silting ducers and distributors."
riously the Denver authorities view help us. On the contrary, every iji- pretty on the year's operation.
As (Next M!eek, Salt Lake and lleno)
.
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Fran-

cisco.

My

tre,"
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'

tion ol
L.. E. Goldhammer .special
sales representative, effective Nov. 1.
Gpl|lKammer' .w'ifl- head'quartef in
Los Angeles atid will supervise ex-:
changes in Salt Lake City, De:iver.

Seattle

Wafe.'i,

.

named

Portland,

:

pictui'e with no thought whatever:.'
being given to the customei-.'s: -ju-xt,
month, next year, next' general ion.
Sp far as I know, this is the only
major, industry in the Avorld .withno overfall iohg-range mercluri.i.dis.^
ing plan of any kind.
What is being done to .sell (lie
idea that the motion picture should
be visited at least once a week by
the, entire family? :AVe ^nibbled' at,
that, npt very succe.s.stiilly, with the.

';:

:

from year

go. along,

peddling; our

.

:

tQ:'glVe::;:t;hem all a
show ing.' Yet all :the pro-

:

'

industry.

:

Its ^inipossitiW

,,
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-

'

.

.

.

:

niany pielures rated as beiiig in the
bracket. This tendency to put ordinary pictures in top brackets, is

.
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"Quality of the postwgf product
is generally improved, i'a say. On
th« other h»nd, picture* are not .be«
ing as elaborately or pretentiously
produced ae before the war. But in
the light of undeniable: facts why
should they be? Pictures which, in

Cowboys On

Biz;

CPA

u« clearance to rebuild thI4

far

'

ahead?
Georfiie Glais.

{Loew-LeWin,

Inc.)
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Jarratt Warns
S Continued from page 3
the

their films accurately reflected public feeling and audiences
began to prefer them for that reason.
That gave British producers a chance
te develpp new personalities, whose

|

.-•:

..

•

.

-.

•

.

j

i

i.s

':

,

,

:

'

,

.

'
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popularity has carried over into (he
postwar: period and is accounting in
large measure for the strong business English pictures are now doing
at home, Jarratt said.
The British quota law which was
established in 1938 and requires that
dome.stic product get a minimum of
17'/ii% of playing lime is beginning
to mean less and less, Jarratt said,
since many exhibs Want to play all
the top British pix they can get.
However, there's the same evidence
of resistance and falling busine.ss in
England as here on mediocre and
Ipw-budget films, British exec de-:
clared,

:

;

',-/;

Reasons
ahead for American product, he explained, was due
because only 156 tpp pictures a year
can be absprbed by the British marketj, with its three circuit system.
(Rank's OdePp and Gaumont-Brili.'.h
and the Warner Bros. Maxwell Associated British Cinemas).
In the-,
past; he said, American companies
sent over 140 to 150 "A" films a

Tough

.sledding

,

—

.

:

,

;

war

could be
Now, however,

.sprbed.

Rank
year,
tro

.

which

year,

will

make

30

readily
J.

ab-

Arthur
next

features

Kprda 10 and Gpltimbia, Meand Anglo-American together.

:

10, providing a tptal of SO
top British films. That means there
will be playing time for only 106

another

:

American pix and ('• '"(' will be.
,cs among
plenty of scrambling fi
all but the toppers.
Big films in. Englanci are now.;
and
K2bQ,nGQ
grossing
between
ili400,000, Jarratt said, the tremendous bu.siness being accounted tor
by the fact that nothing but enter.

:

tainment can be. purchased without
coupoas, since there are still terrific
shortages in food and consumer
gOpdS.

.

.

' ';.

Rentals cpme in more slowly than
normally, Jarratt said, because a
shortage of rawstock prevents the
use of all the prints that would be
desirable. Jarratt, who owns a large
/iln processing lab in England, said
that aside from the fact that the
number of prints had to be held
down, lack of rawstock was not affecting the British industry.

;

PRE-PRODUCTION IVEWS
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BUCKOUT NOW ONLY DIOUT

'B'

m
leans," will go to Mexico on comHollywood, Oct. 22.
key role pletion of his chore to star in his
lilisha Cook, Jr., drew a
own produotion, "Son of Casanova."
Kill," Hakim-Loew
in "A Time to
,
Art Mack' inked as' assistant dicomMetro
RKO...
at
production,
Holi- rector on ftobert Riskin's "Magic
nleted shooting on "Summer
Town." ... Metro sent "The PerEugene
ol
version
film
dav"
sonal Touch" into work, with Lionel
with
Wilderness,"
"Ah,
O'Neill's
Morgan, Wal- Barrymore, Lucille Bremer and
]VIickey Robiiey, Frank
.
.
Maxwell and James Craig heading the cast
ter Huston, Marilyn
Pine-Thomas bought Milton Raison's
Gloria DeHaven heading the cast.
the mother yarn, "Hard Boiled," dealing with
for
inked
Gladys George
workers
Columbia
dynamite
directed
Daughter,"
role in "Millie's
inked Arthur Marx to write the,
by Sidney Salkow at Columbia
screenplay for "Blondie Sees Stars,"
Metro handed Jayne Meadows a fea- corstarring Penny Singleton and
tured role in "The Personal Touch,"
(Continued on page 11)
leaving
since
chore
.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

her third film

Broadway... Warners

la

back
days of extetior shooting on the
White"...
lot for "The Woman in
Walter Lantz's next Cartune in the
will
be
"Musical Miniatures" series
"Die Fledermaus," with a 45-piece
orchestra playing Johann Strauss
commelodies. .Alan Young drew a
edy role in "Chicken'Every Sunday,"
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
to be liilmed by 20th-Fox on location
26.
Society of Motion Picture Enginein Tucson, Ariz., starting Nov,
opened its 60th semi-annual
Robert Montgomery's next two- ers
convention here yesterday (Monday)
way chore as'director and actor at
at the Hollywood-Roosevelt hotel.
Metro will be "Upward to the Stars,"
Precedental assembly has some 250
with Audrey Totter as co-star. Pair
members and delegates in attendrecently completed "Lady in the
also ance during the conclave, which
Which Montgomery
"Lake,"
until Friday (25). Thirtieth
lasts
directed. George Haight will proanni of the organization is also being
duce "Upward."
recognized. Yesterday's initial sesRKO borrowed a TWA Constella- sion was a recordbreaker in attendtion from Howard Hughes for four ance, with more than 400 registering,
days of location shooting on "The almost twice the expected number,
Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer" at forcing SRO on the luncheon and
the Long Beach Airport. Picture co- exclusion of some guests.
stars Gary Grant, Myrna Loy and
In addressing the luncheon group,
Shirley Temple.
Byron Price, veepee of the Motion
Edward Arnold, currently in Chi- Picture Assn. of America, stressed
cago, will appear with Jiionel Barry- the need for vastly increased relatest
more ia "The Personal Touch,"
search program in the industry. He
picture in the Dr. Gillespie series at noted that if sound and color had
Metro... Leon Ames draws a heavy not come to films, they would not
role in "Undercover Maisie" at Re- have survived. Films would have
this
chore
public, his sixth film
remained a sideshow, he said, but
year.,. Clifton Young, spotted by continued development and scientific
Warners scouts at the Actors Lab, research has and will keep motion
the
in
was signed for a featured role
pictures a major public entertainHumphrey Bogart-Lauren Bacall co- ment medium.
starrer, "Dark Passage". .Allen RiyAt the opening technical session,
Still,
kin writing screenplay for "Be
Donald E. Hyndman, SMPE prexy,
My Love," to be produced by Hal announced that Warner will sponsor
Wallis.
a new annual memorial award in
which
Irving Allen, indie producer, pur- honor of Samuel L. Warner,
chased "New Mexico," a yarn by has been accepted by the society.
Max Trell, for production as a Award, probably a scroll, will go
who antinted western with Eddie Albert as to the person or company
Star
Cloud will handle ex- nually makes the most outstanding
. Don
development of
ploitation on "Great Son," to be contribution to the
produced by Mike Todd at Univer- motion pictures.
That was followed by the anJack Cardiff,
sal-International i.
from tlie society's secBritish cameraman, arrived in Hol- nouncement
that three
lywood to take a glimpse at Ameri- retary, Clyde R. Keith,
(Continued on page 26)
Anatole Litvak,
can methods .

Record Turnout
For

.

SMPE Meet

'

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

currently directing "A Time to Kill,"
will take a troupe to France next
to film "Coup De Grace," a
French novel, for Hakim -Litvak
Productions
Maria Montez was
inked by Seymour Nebenzal tbrstar

summer

.

.

.

SUTED

More Hopping On

—

Roundup

discloses at least 225 films
that could be classified as B's are
now in various stages of preparation
for release this year. About half of
these are westerns.
Some of the majors, plus several
of the minor companies, are reluctant to admit any of their product
belongs in the B film category.
Execs of PRC, Republic and Monogfam, evidently out to make a bid
for top playing time in case their

Korda Continues

cluding such factors as budgeting, 000 and the other aroun«l £ 350,000.
top stars, directors, producers, etc. (That's approximately $600^000 and
,

Classification is also based on whether
a film will merit top playing time
in the key city first run houses.

WB

aud U'8 Aims

$1,400,000.)

Low-budgeters, Jarratt said, are
designed solely for the British home
and empire market, from which they
can show a profit. If they turn out
suitable for U. S. consumption, too,
that's all to the good, Korda exec
Low budgeters will be
declared.
dropped altogether after the producer's initial year of operation, it is

Of the majors, Warners and Universal-International have apparently
put the greatest emphasis on ridding
their programs of B's.
claims to
have cut out all B's about six years
ago and thus'' hopes to be all set in
hoped, Jarratt said.
case its pictures go on the auction
First film in the. £150,000 class,
block.
U-1, in an attempt to em^?
wiU be "Whitle Craphasize its concentration on only top- he disclosed,
dle," starring Madeleine Carroll and
budgeted
pix, has sold to PRC the
Exteriors have been
only new" film it considers could Ian Hunter.
Switzerland and interhave been classified as a B. That completed in
shot in Engwas "Brute Man" (reviewed in this iors, currently being
in about four
issue).
"Michigan Kid" and "Vigil- land, will be finished

WB

IN 'AMBER'

AHER

AGAIN

SALARY BALK

A

gamble they'll get
bids in case
the auction bidding system becomes

(Continued on page 26)"

effective.

Twentieth-Fox and Paramount are
next on the A-train, having asserted-

B production off their
order to spread their money,
about A pix exclusively.
Both, however, will continue to release B product of their indie pro^
ducers.
Par will have five Pine-

WANGER, GOETZ MAP

lots in

talent, etc.,

FAMILY FILM TRILOGY
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Walter Wanger and William Goetz
are huddling on production plans for
a trilogy of films, all dealing with
same U. S. family during and after
the Civil War. Purchase of James
Street's "Tap Roots" caused start of
talks, with two other volumes, "Oh,
Promised Land" and "By Valour
and Arms;" slated to be linked in
,

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Screen Guild Productions decided
to up its stock by 50% partially to
finance a hypoed slate of new pictures; Bob Savini's Astor Pictures
Corp. has set up an organization to
make six features as a starter; and
Edward L. Alperson's Film Classics
IS being repeatedly reported as planning to add a group of new pictures
Screen Guild, which

is

principally

owned by its exchange franchiseholders and exhibs, will use the coin
from the increase in its outstanding
stock to step up its sales organization, as well as its production
plans. All of the new shares will be
purchased by present stockholders
and franchise-owners, it was said
at the Chi meeting last week of the
SGI' board.
Upped production activities Will
mean the release of 31 new features
by SGP during the coming yean
Nine of

these'

have alre4.dy been

fin-

.

ished. Under the plan foi* turning
out additional pix, two SGP stockholding exhib groups, one in Boston
and the other in Detroit, have raised

$500,000 each
eight features.

and each wiH make

Detroit

setup,, Melrose Produccomprised of three exhibs, is
headed by Jack Broder, with Sam
Decker in charge of production, and
William Berke, formerly of RKO
an ! Monogram, pacted as producerdirector. The Boston group is headed
by Arthur Lockwood and Sam Gortions,

don.
Savini, prez of Astor, leaves Nc'W
York for the Coast this week on his •
company's plans for original produc-

working with writers.
Alperson, head of Film

Classics,

will
continue
making mediumbudgeters for 20th-Fox release under a six-picture deal he has with
the studio. First one was "BlaoK
Beauty." He's been reported, how-

ever, o.o.ing additional studio facilities and talking with potential associates for turning out a series ol
low-budgeters for FC release. His

main idea before going ahead, he
indicated to Variety some time ago,
w 3 not to enter into production unless he was sure he could line up
enough film to make for regularity
of release.

SGP's New Deals
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Screen Guild Productions handed

new

five-year contracts to John J.
Jones, prexy, and Robert L. Lippert;
and announced an expansion of its
distributing facilities to handle its
increasing production.
Company will establish four
major sales districts with a manager in charge of each division,
working under supervision of F. A.

Bateman,

general

sales

New York

manager.

exchange,' headed
Beier, will open Nov. 1.

by Nat

.

'

.

specialized in reissues took further
action during the past week toward
going into picturemaking on their
own, while a third was reported
heading for such a step. Trio, each
with an exchange setup, holds the
cards for making quite a dent in the
demand for low-budgeters to fill the
bottoms of double bills.

tion. He'll: huddle with Jack Elliott,
who will produce the» first of the
series of six pix for Astor. Bud Polantes Return," both in Cinecolor and weeks.
Korda's initial high-budgeter be- lard, New York director, will meg
both of which might have been on
under his own aegis the film and is currently
the borderline, have been retained ing produced
on the
starring Orson
Coast arranging studio facilities and
by U-I, with the company willing to will be ?'Salome,"
Welles and Eileen Herly and going
top

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
in "Atlantis," based on tljie Pierre
Cornel Wilde» who has been whir- Thomas pix for release this year,
Benoit story, "Atlantida," starting in ling in and out of Aftiber's boudoir
(Continued on page 26)
December.
as if it were equipped with revolvNext Walter Wanger production ing doors, is in again, this time for
under his three-picture commitment the duration of the production. The U's 'Brute Man' to
,to Universal-International
will be peripatetic lover, after twice spurn"Washington Flyer," to be followed ing the embraces of the heroine in
But Hangs on to 2 Others trio Of pictures for Universal-Interby two mi^rc in 1947 ... George "Forever "Amber," has
relented
Aiming to rid its releasing slate national.
Archainbaud draws director chores enough to go through with the chore
Should plans be carried through,
for next year of one of its few reon "King of the Wild Horses," to be for a price not disclosedi
Universal players committed to "Roots'^ would
maining.- low-budgeters.
produced by Ted Richm&nd at CoWilde's first walkout was the re
has sold the negative of "The Brute work in all three films,, and possibly
lumbia, starting Nov. 4
William suit of. an artistic urge. The role, he
a fourth currently being written by
Boyd returned from his Malibu va- cbntend^d, was not Commensurate Man" to PRC. Price was approximately $125,000, which comprised Street. Series would be made in
cation to start work on his sixth with his talent as a thesp. The secTechnicolor. Wanger is endeavoring
Hopalong Cassidy film for United ond lam was financial, accompanied the negative cost plus interest on
the coin U had- tied up in the film. to sign George Marshall as director
Artists release
James S. Burkett by a demand for more coin, although
Deal was made about 10 weeks for initial production.
and Sam Becker will produce "Bells his contract with .20th-Fox has about
ago, following U's merger with InOf San Fernando" for Screen Guild six years to run. The .studio anternational and the resultant deci»
productions with Terry Morse as di- nounced all's well again and that
sion to make nothing but top-budAuer's 2-Ply Rep Pact
rector, starting Nov. 15
Peter Wilde will be ready to leap into
wasn't revealed until last
Hollywood, Oct, 22.
O'Crotty doing the screenplay for Linda Darnell's embracing arms geters. It
his own story, "Daybreak," at Eagle- come Thursday, when the film goes week, however, when PRC -held its
John H. Auer was handed a twotradescreening of the film, 'Which wfls way contract as producer and diLion
William De La Forre, for- into action^ Unless somebody else
produced by Ben Pivar., directed by rector at Republic and assigned to
merly with Walt Disney, was inked walks out.
Jean Yarbrough and features
to animate Trucolor cartoons at Rework on two features, with '^his
Neal. Titles on the pic gave no inpublic.
V
brother Steve as production aide.
dication of its origin on the U lot
Pact starts with "Mike Was a
Lamar Trotti, producing "Captain Only 3 Pix, But Ent
(reviewed in this issue).
Lady," to be followed by "Grime
from Castile" for 20th-Fox, will use
Two other films were 'included iii Passionelle."
two first cameramen instead of one
Has 7 Units Working original negotiations, it has been
to speed up the job. Dual lensers
learned, but U decided to hang on
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
are Joseph La Shelle and Arthur
HELLINGER BUYS 'EAST'
Enterprise, with three pictures ii) to them, since they are both in CineArling. Shooting schedule calls for
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
work, has seven units shooting, color and company figures it could
three months on location in Mexico,
Mark Hellinger bought "East of
justifiably distribute them under the
either on location or in the studio.
with Henry King dii'ecting find Ty"The Other Love" has one troupe new policy. They are "Vigilantes Midnightj'Vi a novel by Forrest
rone Power as star,
filming on the new Siound stage, one Return," with Jon Hall and Mar- Rosa ire, for production at UniversalMarina Koshetz gets a featured at Maunt Whitney and one at Mount garet Lindsay, and "The: Michigan International as a John Garfield
role in "Cabbages and Kings," to be Wilson. "Arch of Triumph" has two Kid," with Hall, Rita Johnson, Vic- starrer.
Picture will follow the New York
produced by Joe Pasternak and di- location crews .at work in Paris and tor McLaglen and Andy Devine.
rected by George Sidney at IVIetro on the French Riviera. "Ramrod"
No further sales of U negatives Homicide Squad story which HelArturo de Cordova, currently is winding up production on the are contemplated, a U exec stated linger is readying as his next proworking in Jules Levey's "New Or- process stagei
duction.
last week.
.

To cash in on currently strong
biz and fill any vacuum left by the
majors moving out of B production,
two outfits which heretofore have

to its reissues.

Producing the Bs

While American majors keep talking of dropping B productions. Sir
Alexander Korda will make them
in England as a subsidiai;y to his
high budget pix, Sir Arthur Jarproduct does go on the auction ratt, member of the exec board of all
block, liave all earmarked a group of Korda enterprises and managing difilms as "specials."
This survey rector of British Lion, disclosed on
gives all companies the benefit of his arrival in New York Monday
the doubt, classifying als an A film (21). Jarratt said Korda will make
any picture that represents the best two distinct series of films the first
effort The studio can turn out, in- year, one group costing about £ 150,-

ly cleared all

WILDE

Bandwagon As

Reissue Firms Go Into Production
That blackout on production of B
pictures, about which soma of the
majors have either been beating
Hollywood, Oct. S2.
their drums in .full volume or mutHarry Stern, film distributor for
tering under their breaths, seems to
25 years and recently associated with
have resolved itself into a dimout^ PRC, has formed Harry Stern Pro-:
and only a slight dimout at that.
ductions, Inc., to make, pictures inSurvey of the 12 chief producing dependently. Release outlet will be
or distributing organizations reveals
announced later.
that exhibs still in the market for B
First picture for the new comproduct of which there will unr
pany will be "Imperial Valley," a
doubtedly be just as many this year,
story about the taming of the Coloregardless of any competitive bidrado river-, based on Steirn's own
ding systems yet to be inaugurated
idea.
will have approximately the same
number of B pix this year as they
had during the 1945-46 season.

PRC

:

'B'

.

.

started

B'S

,

,

,

Rep Sets

8-Pic

Sked

For Remainder of '46
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
.Republic will shoot eight features
before the end of the current year;
completing two thirds of its production schedule for the 1946-47 season.
October starters are "Gallant Man"
and "Along the Oregon Trail."
Slated for the green light in November are "Marshall of Cripple Creek,"
"Bells of San Angelo," "Wyoming"
and "Will Tomorrow Ever Come?"
Rolling in December will be "Virginia City Raidets"; and "Slippy
'

McGee."

,

'

This 2 -page advertisement, appearing in the current
issue, is the first of a series of 2 -page advertiseinents
to appear this fall in LIFE
liadil
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gets the couple together but not
without plenty of complications.
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Plynn's forte is not comedy. Miss
Wflvnfi* Bros, release oC Henry Blanko
Stars Hette Diivls^ Paul Hen- Parker gives role s.a. but otherwi.se
protluctton.
felO, Cliuide Rains; I'eaturps jDhiv Abbott.
has little opportunity to di.splay hisBeHBon irons:. I^Irot'ieil bj^ ,l'rvi.nf!r Rapper. trionic talent. Abetting: yhlickl.es is
.lloi'Cenplivy, .lohn.CoUipr ttntl, J.OR(?ph Than;
S.
Z. Sakall as restaurant-owning
baseil on. plfly. by Louis Vefiieullt cumora,

Miniature Reviews

,

:

;

(WB).
Potent
"Deception"
Bette Davis vehicle with solid
appeal for femme- patrons. Boxoffice outlook hefty.
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB).
Fairly amusing comedy with ErFlynn name for: average
I'Ol
,

friend of the couple. Forrest: Tucker
does well as an over.?rown marine:
who dve.s Flynn jealousy :pangSi
Donald Woods does another .of hjs
stifE-necked
characterizations. LuClirlstine RadeUffe. ........ .J. .Befte Bavte
i .Paul
Henreid cille Watson; Peggy Khud.seh, TomKarel- Novak.
Alpxander HoUeniuji.
.Clttudo Raina D' Andrea,
Hattie
McDaniel and
.. >
,
John Ablvoit
.
fci'traim Gi'ibble
others
are capable,
r&en^o'n.
he Maii!3frrvsnt
* i.
Fonw
William Jacobs' oroduction supers
"Deception," a story o£ matrimonial vision assured glossy physical appurtenances, for dress. Lensing by Arlies that builds to a murder climax,
gives Bette Davis a patent vehicle. thur Edeson is expert. Art difection
and decorations by Anton Grot and
Plot is backed with lavish producBudd Friend, respectively are well
tion, strong playing of a story lpade.d
valued. Running time of picture
with femme interest, and bright dicould be tniiimed to.advantpge.':
rection to point it for hefty boxoff ice
Brog.
returns. Cast is small but the names
of Miss Davis, Paul Henreid. and
A*a« Crosland,

Bi'mist' Haller; veilitor,'

Jr.

'

oriRinal music and HoUpntysV C^ello C^oncorto by Krloh \V"rfBaii(?, KirnBolcl.: Trailcshown Oht. IC, '46, ^RunhlpR time. ,111
:

Anticipating his return to her home,
they seize hjm in a Irite finale.
Producer Ben Pivar, long U's
keeper of the B'a. has done little to

emerges as

make what may have been

company

his last

Film, incidentally, was Hatton's last
pic before his death in Beverly Hills

tady"
(Songs'Xanghlng:
(Anglo-Am.). , Despite
Color)
lack of names this Britisher may
do: well in America.

'

. , .

;

,

,

. . . .

.

,

. .

.

"High School Hero" Songs)
Lightweight teenrage

Xpring Song
(SONGS)
(BRI'riSU-MADE)
London,. Oct.

15.
reUtase

for featherweight gross.

"The Brute Man" (PRC). Dull
meller that's strictly double bill
fodder.

:'

/

.

:'':'

"Sprintr Song" (Anglo- Am. ).
British-made romance of stage
Claude Rains guarantee marquee vol^
LaiifUihin^
yarn; okay for duals in U. S.
tage for an ;situations. Another credit
(Songs Color)
".\niok"
(French).
Fighting
adding to entertain ment values is the
(BRITISH-MADE)
the N. Y, State censors is not
music score, used both as plot motiLondon, Oct. 16.
worth the trouble.
vation and as standout, production
Anglo-.^Jtii'rii'an Film: reioa.'^o of IJrilish
moments.
NatioTiiil pli'ture, .stars Aniie KieKler. wVb"Broken Love" (Italian4((llde)
Role given Miss Davis is less neu- ster Ilpotb: l:e:^turt\<i Feii.v .-Vylnie.r, t^raneis
(Songs). Beniamino Gigli in an
rotic than most of her recent assign- Ij. .Sullivan. Peter Craves. Direeteil by Paiil
i^.
,ste1n^
oppressively-weak story offer?
by Jack WhittinKi
ments. She plays it to the hilt, using ham. IMusiuS<:reenplay:
by 'Han.s :\[a.v. t'iimern. tleofing little for U. S. market.'; ., :,X
full dramatic talent in the reading to frey T'rus.wcvth. .A:t the Palace theatre, Lonplease her large following. It's not don, Hynning- time.HK) .MINS.
jViine Zlou'ler
all her .show, though. Claude Rains Dm I**.,;
Andre.
..
Webster IJooth N. y. Regents may have been fearas her elderly teacher and sponsor ^ir. William Treniayne
ranoia L. Sullivan
walks off with considerable portion Prince of Wale.s.
.....Peter GriU'C.^. fuli though— and justifiably^thaf the
.

Lady

—

•

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

of the picture in a fine display of act-ing ability. His role is a ohoieei One
and what he makes of it adds much
to the quality of this production. By
contrast, Henreid suffers although
turning in a smooth performance in. a
role with not too much color.
Plot concerns deception practiced
by Miss Davis to prevent husband
Henreid from discovering that she
had been the mistress of Rains before

her marriage. Henreid, refugee cellist, is a jealous man whose temperamental instability is reason for the
wife's deception.
Plot suspense is
carefully

fostered

in

excellent

the

script by John CoUier and Joseph
"Than, based on the Louis Verneuil
play. Pickup to story comes with
Rains' entrance and his mad jealousy
over his desertion by his mistress.

To him

falls juicy plums in. the form
of dialog and situations that carry
the story along. End comes as Henreid makes his debut as a concert
cellist playing a Rains composition
after Miss Davis, fearing that her
sponsor planned to reveal previous

relation, kills him.

.

.

Only others credited iii the small
east are John Abbott and Benson
fong. Former, as a rival cellist,
makes the most of the spot and Fong
gives good account to his footage as
Bains' understanding houseboy.
Finesse and understanding insight
of Irving Rapper's direction does
much to point up the dramatic play
and show off the players to the best
advantage. Henry Blanke's production is lush and showmanly, abetted

by fine art direction by Anton Grot
and decorations by George James
Hopkins so eyefuUy displayed by
Krnest Haller's camera.

Music importance is emphasized by
Wolfgang Korngold's score

Erich

and

'

.staging of orchestral

numbers by

LeRoy

Prinz.
Korngold's original
music and the Cello Concerto are
outstanding highlights that will be
fully appreciated

by concert

lovers.
Brofl.

Never

Hiiy Gooilliye
Hollywood, Oct/

19.

Warner Bros, release of "William Jacobs
production.
Stars Errol Flynn. fileanor
Parker; features Luoile WatJson, S. Z. Sakall, Forrest Tucker* Donald Woods, Peggy
Knudeen, Tom D'Andrea, JTattie McDanlel,
Charles Coleman, Paitl I3i:ady. Directed by
James V. Kern.' Screenplay, I. A. L. Dia,

.

mond and James V. Kern; original story,
Ben and Norma Barzman; adaptation. Lewis R. Foster; camera; Arthur Kdeson; muFrederick Jlollarider: editor, Fdlmer
Blangsted. Tradeshown Oct. 18, '4*J. Running time, 96,MINS.
Phil (5ayley...,.....'..j.,....,.,.Err«l Flyjin
Ellen Gayley. .............. .Kleunor Parker
...Lucile "Watson
Mrs. HanjUton
S. Z. Sakall
I.ulgl...
Corp. Fenvvick LbnkowsUi. .Forrest Tucker
............. .Donald Woods
Hex. .......
sic,

Nancy.
Jack Gordon...
.

,

.

.Peggy Knudscn

Tom D'Andrea
.:v.j..
Co2y. i.
..V... .k... Hattie MsDanlel
Withers.. ............ .....Charles Coleman
Introdticing PattI Brady.

"Never Say Goodbye"

is a

Louise...
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.

. . .

.
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.

.

Fell.v

;

Robespierre.

.
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.:^,
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.

.

Pierre. .......

....,.:;,
... ....

. .

.

Lady Lahifley

.:,

.lenkins.,

.

. .

.:.

,

,

.

Boufhier

Pelix

Aylmer

.Ralph Truman
GoUluer
Meltovd

.

. .

.

.Pniil

f

may

official

ganderers to prevent

James Seymour from

Wiiisiei:...
.laiiet

.

.

Carol

i.a

,

;

.

.

.

r.eiii

I-ynn

.Nella \V»eteott

Noreh^>.sii'r, , ,
Airihioiy,. .
...
;

Rayo

wlenoe O' Madden
,

Lady
•Sir

.Peter, CSraves

.

.

Ware.

......

.',

Running

London.

t5rant;
At. the Palace,.
time. «0:MI.NN.

Tony

. , .

iiurno
('alderwood

..David

;

Mary

.N'oi'che.<ter. ..i . .
. Dlaii.-t.-:
.\Fenelll. . . . . ... .. .
.
...M.m AVheatley
'arri lift ton ,.,.,,.:............... Peter Ponn
,

(

Dresser.

,

Hotel: Mai.i.'lKer
I'Obb.
.

.

.
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Mai re O'Neill
Kempinski

.

.(ieralil
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Dancer
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Jack BHliiiss

Louis H. Jackson, production chief
of

charm like
in St. Louis," but

in ho.st'algic

Me

handling

has robbed
pure the original story of any individu-

is

—

—

•

teenster troubles. High spots
are provided by the music'ating
of
Freddie Slack and, Jan Savitt.
Thesning by the "kid" veterans is
good throughout, except for one sequence wherein June Preisser makes
an impassioned speech to save the
fane from suspension. Camera work
IS extremely spottv. with
attempts
one sequence to follow a drum
maiorette's batoneering leaving the
.stock

m

conventional
ality..

r'.i;

;:,".

.

A

have

so far.-

actoe, "Wins great sympathy by his
fine playing, and Leni Lynn displays
h^r coloratura in a couple pf sOngs
that have been, interpolated to show
the range of her voice.
Musically Hans May earns praise
for composition and direction.
He
has given the pictuire a fine melodic
lilt, and numbers like "Spring Song,"

Great

This

"

,:

.

I.ticiano Rlccardl.,.,...,..,.BTOl«mino
.C.lK'il

..i.i,.,iBmmfi ewinintioa:

'

Camilla Horn
Ruth HellbeiK

orjnn.a Delly

(

VIcrl

.Vlljorto

yln

'

Herbert WilS

,

Italian;

Knglish Titles)

"Broken Love," featuring slick production mountings seldom equalled in
an Italian-made film, offers -ample
evidence that the Italian industry is
rapidly regaining its pre-war equilibrium and is, in fact, casting surreptitious glances at the American
market. Ho\vever, bogged down by a
very weak story, incompetent acting
and equally incompetent direction
the film appears to have very little
to offer

American audiences.

It

:

will

probably do business in the Italianlanguage theatres but its value in
even arty American houses liaoks
doubtful.
Pic's chief claim to fame lies in the
Puccini musiCi as sung by Beniamirto
Gigli, the former Met tenor who's
still under a FascLst cloud.
Gigli's

"

age is apparent in both his appearance and voice. He's still one of the
most robust tenors on the screen but
his speaking voice is ultra-poor and
his acting is

hammy

to the extreme.

Music lovers, though, will go for his
Never rendition of the death-bed scene
from "La Boheme," the film's climax.
Story is an oppressive tear-jerker,
supposedly adapted from the opera,
with hardly a touch of comedy or

producers
has she danced better, her number
"Give Me a Chance to Dance" (with
Jack Billings) winning big applause,
Ifeter Graves shows up as an important light comedian.
May soon
rank in popularity with David Niven,
whom he slightly resCT"i"ib]es, Lawrence O'Madden. grand character

"Somewhere in

'-1(1,

18,

laudiu n.ccardl

.

:

Horn.
Directed
bv
Music, Cliacomo Pucclnj.
-Cine VcrdI; N. y.. week oC Oct.
Riirtning time, «», JUJIS.
f

Drignone.

At Arena

;;P

.

Film cost a fraction of sbme recent British epics (.$280,000 ). Never
pretending, to be more than a modest
film,
it
gives real entertainment
value. Should play to hefty, grosses
in this country. For America it may
fit nicely into dual bills. Much of the
action being backstage cries for
technicolor, but wisely hackneyed
vaudeville turns have been omitted.
valuable brooch, heirloom of the
Norchester family, links two periods
1911 and 1946, and two love stories,
in which Carol Raye plays mother
and daughter and Peter Graves uncle,
Searching for the
and neplicw.
donor of the brooch to the Red
Cross, Peter ends up at the stage
door of a theatre, falls in love with
Carol, is forbidden by her father to
.see her again, and the young level's
learn the near-tragic love story of
1911.
But when Carol discovers that
Tony is to risk his life trying out a
new jet plane, she tears half across
England to fall into his arms.
On her showing here. Miss Raye
establishes herself as top newcomer
in British films. She appears destined
Hollywood is
to be a big topliner.
certain to take' more note of her than
British

<3uido

:

anytning light-veined to break the
mood. Gigli is seen as the "world's
greatest tenor," whose happiness in
success is marred by the fact that his
young daughter suffers from a Weak
heart. Latter falls in love with a
young bank clerk and the duo is all
set to marry when the boy's former
mi.stress comes back from a concert
toiir and puts her foot down. Weak-

charactered boy goes oft with the
mistress and the gal's heart condition
gets worse. After another couple of
Big reels devoted to practically nothing,

the boy returns to'her just befote she
dies, with the final scene cutting back
reap a rich harvest.
"The jet plane scenes were flown b.y and forth from the gal to Gigli singGeoffrey
de Havilland; recently ing "La Boheme" in order to point
breaking the world's speed up the similarity between the two
PRC -veiease, of Ben Pivar production, killed
stories.
Cnne.
Features Tom Netll, June Adams, Jan "VVi- record.
Supporting cast is only fair. Emma
ley, Donald MacBride. Rondo Hatton.
Di-

Y^orld" and

Love Again" should

"It's

The Brute Man

Amok'":
(FRENCH-MADE)
,'

:

,'

Distinguished Films release of Carlyle,
production.
Features Marcejle Chantel,
Jean Yonnel, Vladimir Inkijinoff. JOIrected
by Fedor Ozep: -Adapted from;Stefan Zweig
short story.
English titles, Walter Klee.
Keviewed N. Y.i Oct. 18, '-46. RunhinK tlme.
68 MINS.

matri-

by Jean .Tarbrough.
Screenplay,
George Bricker ahd M. Coates Webster from
original story by„Dwight "V. Baboock; camera. Jlaury Qertsman.
Previewed N. T..
Oct. 17. Me. -Buhning timie, S8 ,MINS.
Kial Moffat..;. ,,.,.i.....,...:,Ilondo Hatton
,1-Ielen
i. . .<.,.,. i ,
. ;
.Jane Adams
'"lifford Scott.
.'I'om Neal
Virginia
ran Wiley
rected

.

.

;

(Jn French; EnpUsh Titles)
William Brandt and Oliver Unger,

partners in Distinguished Films, Inc.,
recently-established importing unit,
have been battling the N. Y. censors

.

,

—

:

.

Gramatica as

High Kehool Hero
(SONGS)
Monogram

release -OC Sam Katzman (Maurice Duke)
production.
Features Freddy
Stewart, June rieisser, Noel 'NeiU; Ann
Rooney.
Directed
by
.\rthur
Drelfusfi.
Screenplay; Hal Collins,. Arthur Dreituss;

camera, Ira Morga.n; music. Edward Kay;
Ace Herman. At Fox, Brooklyn,
dual, week Oct. 1* '46. Running time, <!»
editor.

Semi-horror pic, originally produced on the Universal lot, was
turned over to PRC for distribution
a couple months ago in line with U's
policy of no more B's. Singularly unexciting meller is suitable only for
lower dualers.
Replete with chases and murders,
yarn concerns the maraudings of a
paranoic killer known as The Creeper

backed up with
good physical production values and over "Amok." Continuing their efcast works hard to get the antics forts to prove their case— in public
over. Names of Errol Flynn and opinion; at least ^they held a special
Eleartor Parker, plus other familiars, screening last week with the press
lend marquee weight to aid selling. as a "jury." If the newspaper and
Plot deals with divorced couple mag critics agree with the Regents,
who are still in love but unable to cfeclared g.m. Martin Levine, Distinget together again. Flynn is seen as guished will abandon further appeals (Rondo Hatton). Disfigured by acid
a famous artist of the. calendar girl to the courts. While no actual vote in a college chem lab, he seeks ventype whiose eye for the girls origi- was taken, consensus of the "jury" geance upon his former schoolchums
'nally :broke up the marriage. Plot was fairly dear: regardless of the" whom he believes responsible for his
angles,
centers largely on efforts of couple's censorship
"Amok" isn't plight. Hatton's facial features, which
run a close second to those of Frankyoung daughter, Patti Brady, to get worth fighting for.
Since the whole motivation of the enstein's monster^ furnish the film's
her parents together again. Film introduces voungi Miss Bradv but she film concerns a married "Woman's de- few chills.
Unwittingly sheltering The Creeper
offers little more than the usual mands upon a doctor to perform an
abortion before her husband returns from the law, a blind piano teacher
screen moonet ability talent- wise.
James V. Kern's direction works home from a year abroad and dis- (Jane Adams) is promised financial
hard to nut over comical angles of covers she is pregnant, there is cer- aid from the murderer for an eye
Flynn playing Santa Claus and bed-: tainly something to be said on the operation to restore her sight. In
roomisli mixups between him. Elea- side of the censors. On the other thefting je"wels from ex-classmates,
nor Parker and Forrest Tucker. hand, the more liberal and reason- the Clifford Scotts (Tom Neal and
General audiences will be amu.sed able viewpoint pn: a film like this Jan Wiley), he rubs out Scott and
but many of laughs will come from would be to approve it, since, if it escapes with the ice. However, the
imposisibility Of majority of the sit- has any appeal at all. it obviously sleuths discover the link between
uations found in the Kcrn-I. A. L, will be only to the small, select audi- The Creeper and the piano teacher
Djamf)nd .'crint, Story eventually ehces that patronize art houses. The- when she attempts to hock the jools.
is

Dlreoled
by

S<:recnpiay

'

Janet lliw;

.Tohnnie AVare,
Dale. ,:.
A' era

morals and moni- been elevated
that of "Meet

what may be seen and what
not be seen. Necessity of having

tor of

obscenity from reaching the screen
recognized as a justifiable infringement on freedom of speech, but
"Amok" is not in that category. Although the situation set up by the
and Empire markets. This one should author is a basically immoral one,
bring in a nice profit. Like his "Waltz of course, the treatment of it
in the
Time," this should find a place in the film is in no sense
obscene or objecU. S.
tionable—-at least from a moral standWhile the .star names mean noth- point.
ing in America, Webster Booth and
Leaving all that aside, the picture
Anne Ziegler are big concert and
theatre attractions here, and will itself is poor and boresome. It is
bring many additional customers. based on a famous short stoiflr ^by
They have been given some nice Stefan Zweigr—and should have remained that. Stretching it to 68 minnumbers by Hans May.
Based on a radio play by Ingram utes spreads the yarn much too thin.
Scene of the tale is an unnamed
d' Abbes, story is set in France and
England during the French Revolu- French colonial island in which nation. While watching heads roll from tives occasionally are driven "amok"
4he
guillotine^
Charles
Goldner by the wet and torrid climate. After
(Robespierre) offers to reprieve a one such "amok" scene which has
duchess if her son, Booth, can bring nothing whatever to do with the
back to France the "Pearls Of Sor- principal theme—that's forgotten and
row," a necklace given to his mother the conflict is picked up ^between a
by Marie Antoinette and subse- French doctor there (Jean Yonnel)
and a woman from the French colquently smuggled to England.
So he becomes a highwayman on ony (Marcelle Chafatal). The medico
the London-Brighton road, meets at first refuses to perform the aborMiss Ziegler, celebrates with a love tion she requests and then virtually
duet, and finds himself commis- goes "amok" himself in his desire to
sioned to paint her portrait com- perform it. Her pride by that time
plete with necklace—by her rich fu- won't permit her to allow him to
ture husband. As the necklace was operate and the picture concerns itgiven her by the Prince of Wales, sell principally with his efforts to
and theft of it, for some obscure rea- convince her, since he has fallen in
son, would shame her. Booth prefers love with her. She winds up by goto return to France and sacrifice his ing to a native herb doctor and dying.
own and his mother's life. Booth's In the meantime, her husband has reservant, who has stolen the necklace, turned and, to keep him from having an autopsy performed, the doctor
is made to retiirn it to Miss Ziegler
who, learing the truth, rushes to dramatically cuts a cable permitting
Paris and arrives, just as the "guillo- the coffin containing her body to fall
tine is about to descend on her into the sea, knowing full well the
act will likewise plunge him to his
lover's neck.
For their singing. Miss Ziegler and degth.
Booth rate top marks. But their actTechnically, the film is atrocious.
ing sometimes leaves much to be de- Direction and, particularly, cutting
sired. They are hardly cut out for are in the manner of early
silents.
heroic romantic leads. General level The performances and 'English .titles
of acting is first rate, with notable are likewise in keeping with that trawork by Francis Sullivan, Paul Du- dition. All in all, the whole thing
puis, Felix Aylmer and a fine charwould best be forgotten.
Herb.
acterization by Peter Graves.
.•
Cane.

fairly amusing and has sufficient
cast strength to rate average b.o.

Lightweight plot

"

.'rttlly.

'

Hr<kken Love

keeper

a

big-scale Technicolor
costume, musical in 63 days for $400,000 must constitute something of a
record these days here, but indie producer Lou Jackson has a ifine knack
of film budgeting. However, until he
can get international stars, his pictures are of necessity aimed at home

MuntKoillery

.Montgomery

original :story by .Lore and .^taurice .Cowan.
'AFuslo
by. •Hans- May.
lyrirs
Ijy
.Man
.Shanks.
Oiinn'ra.- Brnest I'nlmer, Moray

:

'

,"

bupuia

;..4\...John Rudtlock
i i,. .Ceorge
de Warfaz
........Mary Mnnlcw
.FVedefick Burlwell
.

To make

Lynn.

P.eier. ^iriivcs, l.t'iii
Tuils',

Ititye.

one of Mono's Teen-Ager

•Story probably liappened before
but cinly on the screen. At least ali
the old: gimmicks are used for
me
occasional chuckles that cmer«e
Two highschools have a big footbali
game, but only one has a team worth
mentioning and they're the heavies
in the black jersies. Poor
whitesweatered Whithev High has two
ob,iects in mind; to win the
game
and have a show, in which they
eventually succeed, after taking the
audience, through a succession of

.

„..........Jack:

;

.

.

,

^

,

.Charles

Ltird Barrynioro.
Oilliat.
.Tinville. ......

.Chili

.

monial comedy dealing with a divorced couple. It manages to be
*

,

.

Sroiintroyal.
.
T^ord Mandeville.:. .....,.»..
.sir,

Brili.'-ii

i)y

is

which feature the same
perennial highschoolers in the same

series, all of

British National, biggest indie
British producer who has his own audience a little dizzy.
well-equipped studios, makes films
picture would be advertised and exon a budget calculated to bring profit
'
ploited as lurid, which, actually, it in the home market. Anything extra
""",
-^''
fr(jm abroad is added gravy.
is not. .^:.:,...: ,':.'
But
CCuore Infranio')
Whole dispute, of course, goes back this attitude leads to playing safe,
(ITALIAN-MADE)
and imaginative treatmetit ot any
to basic concepts of frieedom of speech
(Sonps)theme is ducke«V because it might be
and press and the right of any poli- more difficult to sell.
Supraftim rcicitse of ltalaflim produrtion.
tically-appointed body to deign itself
Stars Beniamino Gigli;
features
Hmma
"Spring Song" could easily have: Granitttica.
Camilla
a
of .public

,

.

ol!
Aniilo- Anicrican Film Corp..
.National I'TiULK tilcture.
.Stars (?aroI
'

i

(Mono).

comedy

for

is,

situation
settings.
So,: outside of
Dayroll, film's budget was probablv
negligible.

.

.

Film

February.

last

grosses.

.

.

divertis.seim'iit

able to train early teensters to. make this film series a habit
grosses' will be helped, but
adult
trade will find it slightly boresome

"B" to stand out from similar fodder.
Scripting and acting are in keeping
with the quality of the production.

.

fair

the junior. coke crowd to which it
is
pitched with ever so .slight
a
touch of accidental honesty If the

MINS,:"
Freddie. .1 ....
Dodie...
Betty.........
Addle.

Freddie

, ,

.

June

.Stewart

Prelsser

Noel
.

A., ..

.............. ..w..
.

i ,

wvi

.Ann

Nelll

Rooney

.Jackie Moi-an
.Fi'onkle Darro
l^ee
Warren Mills
ToWlllpy. ...
.
... .... .:;:. , . . . Milt Kibbce
Miss Hlnklennk.........i. ..Belle Mitchen
I

.

maiden

sister

.

.

Jimmy.

Roy.

,

Gigli's

and Ruth Hellberg as^the mistre.ss
take whatever honors can be pas.sed
out. Camilla Horn suffers nobly but
weakly as the daughter and Herbert
Wilk is good-looking enough but too
willy-nilly as her vis-a-vis.
Story is set against a rich backdrop of Roman homes, the canals of.
Venice and Riviera gambling casinos, representing a heavy outlay of
cash. Guido Brignone's direction is
stultified, adding to the film's slow
pacing,

5tal.

.-

.

.

-,

.

New

.

Chi-Chi

............,.....:.

.

.

. . .;....:. ,.; , .Doiigias
Fowley
Mrs,. Roger.s
..Sidy the :Klliott
Prof. Farrell.
.Leonard Penn
Governor TlulTington.....;,. .Pierre "Watkin

Mayor Whitehead:

, ,Dlck
Elliott
Savltt; .
............... ..Ian Savitt
Fiedflie Slack. .............. ...Freddie Slack
Tiny. ......... . . . ,
..... . •
.Joe Derita

.Tan

.

Foreign Film

..r.sa.bBllta

Coach Carter.

'.

»
Freddie Wack "Orchestm
Jan Savltt- Orchestra featuring Isabelita
:

(Unli/cel)/ for

Up and Down")
Ijagrervalt,

Market)

S.

("T.ov*

G«t9

.Stars Kturt
features Klmsis

(Swcditili).

Eva Dahlbeok;

Fyrst, Thor Modeen. John Botvid, H,|oer<li»
Peltersson, AKhefa Dagerfcldt. Bullan Wei.)den; direoted by Rolf HusberKl .screeniiUi.v.
.Sven
in

Monogram might well go into the
adverti.sing business on the strength
of this picture. Cross-plugs come so
fast that it's hard to keep up with

Anglo-V.

"Kariek OcN Stftrtlomt"

Reviewed

BJorkman. Hasse iKkuan.

Stockholm.

Running

time.

.\n.N!»,

9'i

Swedish comedy with strong

in-

ternational appeal. Story is woven
around a young author who's sent by
them, going from Capitol Records a film company to the mountains to
to Koret Fashions, to Royal Crown write a love story with a skiing
Cola ad infinitum, all of which background. While in the hills on
makes the exhibs' exploitation job this job he meets a femme corres.somewhat simpler, but doesn't add spondent who's also there getting
a great deal to the picture's b;o. material. Romantic tale will do well
value. :•"•,,":,•,,
in Sweden although it's too low fQ*
N€verthelc.<!S.
Wi«sthe final product the U, S. market.
.

.

;

.
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Nix 'Ragtime' Appeal

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Produced in cooperation witli U. S. Army Air Forces, pliotographed by
camera units, and supervised by Army coordinator Franlc Lloyd,
"The Last Bomb," Teciinicolor two-reeler released by Warners; tells how
the air forces battered Japan to its knees even before the first atom bomb
With- the Army, Navy and Air Forces jockeywa.'S dropped on Hiroshima.
in)> tor dominant position in armament budget expenditures, the short is a
pilch for public support being thrown behind the powerful infant of the
At the, tradesci'eenlhg
(22 >, air-minded;
/services, sir 'power.
:Cenerals Curtis E. LeMay' and Emmott "Rosy" O'Donhell' were present
answoriUK. queries on the film.
The 20'rainute lealure traces the execution of a major bonibing. mission,
Filrn's
bvel' Tokyo by a fleet of B-29s with P-5Is funning: interference.
hitlh point shows the bortib. bays of the buge airships opening up Oyer

,

Galifornia

St. Louis.
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Holders of bonds totaling $4,900,- Southern, Illinois states that; owners
000 on the -Missouri and; Ambassador of a majorit.v of picture,,, theatres
theatre buildings for which Charles here will pay the recently enacted'P. Skouras representing -himself and city income tax of 1/4% while many'
his brothers have offered- to retire at business houses are withholding pay*
par will pass' on the ,pff er;;' The o'rig-^ meht: pending a court decision on the
inal offer. Which was; aceompa^njed Ordinance's: validity,
The tax, deby $500,000 earnest money, was made -ducted from payrolls, is designed to
to. Clarence'; M,: Turley, secretary of .offset -shrinking municipal revenue.
the two identical companies that
"The motion picture theatre own»
control both buildings. After being ers advocated this tax as a iiubstisubmitted: to the trustees, a vote of lute 'for threatened 5% amusement
a majority, favored the oft'er being; tax," .wehrenberg said.
acted upbn by 'the ,bondholdei;s. The
move to let them, expres.<i their view
PhiMy Changes
on the offer was marie without
Philadelphia.
recOmmehdatibri by the trustees.'
John J. Bergin, Paramount branch
Turley said the amount of the offer
was equivalent: to par.; Since the sales manager, and David Korson,
Skouras' .offer Was made the ;trus,-: Columbia branch -sales chief, hon-.
tees, according to Turley, several .bred by more than 200 film men at a
letters from eastern brokers have luncheon at the Ritz-Carlton hotel
been received stating their clients under auspices of Motion Picture As-;
v'.;
might be interested in taking over sociates.
Switches at Paramount Publix, unthe Bonds but none submitted any
der Harry Botwick, cit,y manager,
earnest money.
Present -securities consist of a who is operating the Tower, Roose$1,000 income bond and a voting velt, Frankford and Nixon are Roy
trust certificate for I'O sharps ot'crihi- Sullender, formerly manager Nixon,
mon stock for each $1,000 bond orig- to Tower; Allen Goodkiui to Nixon;
inally
issued;
Skouras Brothers Charles Carver to replace John Wiloffered to pay $1,000 for each, unit son at Frankford; and Norman, Bai-v
of bond and, stock.
The Oft'er Was ley to remain as rrianager of- Rodse'',,^:
hot cQtitingent on acceptance by all ,V;elt.;
Jewish stage shows' will open spon
or a majority of; the present owners.
If a
majority, accepted. Skouras at the Lincoln, in line with similar
W'ould obtain control of the twO policy during portion of past sevoral
years.
companies. Control of the Ambassa^
dor Building Corp., would ; carry
with; it 52% of -the common stock, in
Vet Mgrs. <,o Chi .Theatre Anni
the St. Louis Amus. Co., which own,?
Chicago.
or operates 25 ; nabes in St:' Louis
Unique angle to John Balaban's
and St. Loui.i county.. The remain- party for Danny Kaye which was
ing stock is owned by the Fanchon prelude to Chicago theatre's 25th
& Marco Service Corp., headed by anniversary, was the attendance by
Harry C- Arthuri'Jr.. who, on several several B&K managers who at one
occasions, has 'jattemjpted to gain a; ,;time or other during the past 25

volving
that
company's picture,
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." Plains
tiff, won the case in trial court but
the verdict was reversed in the circuit court of appeals;
Author charged the, screenplay
was pirated from her unpublished

.

;

'

novel.

the doomed city, releasing; countless missiles that look like matehsticks as
they hurtle to the ground. As they land, liltlfe blisters are' seen to form
on the targets which finally are enveloped in dense smoke and fire, Photography at this poiht is brilliant, although on the whole, the tints are
unevenly processed, going rapidly from bright intenisilies to dull shadings.
Background music atid commentary interlace tightly with the action.

'

'

;
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PRC Dps

"The Windjamber," 56-minute feature produced by Jerry Fairbanks and
flnanecd in part by John Deere & Co.. manufacliirexs of farming oquipmeiit,; was previewed in. New York la.st week.: Starring Bob Burns, fijm
roll.^ up his homespun philosophy along with a few shots of Hollywood

Sales,

Flackery Forces

,

,

Bactoid by heavy
cash outlay
from iPathe Industries, its parent organization, and witifx: its sights raised
to the promising B pix market in the
coming year, PRC has; re:gistered

aimed

at rural audiences.
V Stofy deals with Burns' gift for •making animals "talk."
Exhibition of the
pic, for most ot the first year, will be confined to screening.s before outly*ing farm groups located in regions -serviced by few theatres. EveiitUSilIy
ni£!ht lite,

11

Loo House Bids; Exchange Briefs

St.

Dieokhaus for a rehearing of her
plagiarism suit against 20th-Fox, in-

'

'

Bondholders to Pass on Skouras' I

Los Angeles, Oct, 22.
supreme, court turned

down an appeal by Maria Cooper

conilsat

"
;

Incidentally Fairbanks is the
the theatrical rights revert to Fairbanks.
producer oC Par's "Speaking of Animals" shorts, In addition to Burns,
cast includes Gayle Robbins and Scott Elliott. Lew Landers directed while
Vince Farrar handled the lensing.

pi:obably the greatest percentage expansion in sales and exploitation
forces of any of the film companies,
major or minor, during the current
stanza. Rapid growth, initiated after

the ABC net last Sutj^ay night (20),
Ronald Colman, playing the lead in the kilocycle version of "Th6 Green
GQddess." disclosed that he appeared as an olT-iStage voice in the original
Twonty-flve years- later Colman
legit production, starring George ArlLss.
was still being heard without being .seen.
Play, which grew out of an idea of producer Winlhrop Ames, was w?ritten by William Archer, one of the few drama critics who became sucOther critics who turned creative inclLide George S.
cessful playwrights.
,Kautman. former, ^^. Y.: Times first iiighler, and Jack Lait, forrrier yAniETY

Harry Hi Thoma.s was named proxy
in September, 1945, is oh the upswing

'
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;'

:

'

;
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the Theatre Guild

On

show on

with Six

,

arti.sts:

sphnel;

mugg.
'
.

.

.

;:';

:'

'
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.

.

';
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MEMBERS APPEAL
JOBLESS PAY DECISH

I

,

,,

one-man band with Arnold

Briefs from the Lots
Continued from page

7

Eleven

Extras Guild filed a petition for a
verdict denying -them

•

playincnt compensation because they

.

Jack Baur, with

Enterprise assigned Robert Rossen

refused to accept calls at $5.50 a day.

Ruling of the court was that

"tlie
1

mere, fact that an individual has the
wardi-obe necessary for work at a
U0.50 a day rate does not allow
to restrict his work to that

him

j,

Nov.

Rossen recentl.y corrtpleted a similar chore on "Johnny
O'clock" at Columbia.

Harry Kosiner, European representative for Edward Small, is testFrench actors in^ Paris for the
title role in "The Life of ,Vaientino,"

],ing

.to

Henry

Ely, attorney for the Guild,

said the court's decision declares, in
effect, that a .screen extra is not an

:

wood

.

.

Lewis will
duction,

Adrian A. Kragen, repre-

.

.

Adds 2 More

L.A.

1st

Eagle-Lion, another: Pathe "subsid.
Further growth: is in the wind with
at least three more fieldmen to be
named for the middle south and far
west territories before the year is up.
Sales force expansion while not as
sharp as that of flacks has been substantial.
Personnel boost in salesmen of 50% has been scored by
,

l.'i.

be produced by Small in Holly.John Rogers and Arthur
start their first indie pro"Night After Night," in
November. .Hunt Stromberg goes
senting the studios, stated the de- to bat this week with "Personal
cision "will definitely preclude the Column,"
co-starring Lucille Ball
use of unemployment insurance as a and George Sanders. .Louis Lighsubsidy to individuals, who would ton retired to his Arizona ranch for
rather receive a dole than accept several
months to prepare the
suitable employment."
screenplay for "Tlie Black Rose,"
which he will produce for 20th-Fox
...Marion Parsonnet's first writing

irate."

employe,

l

to direct and, collaborate
on the
for "Burjiin,gl Journey,"
the John Garfield starrer, slated to

start

.

.

unem- screenplay
I

;

.

years, shifted to Enterprise as associate casting director,

rehearing of the district court of appeals

i

i

.

j

;

j

Company,
simultaneou.sly,
PRC.
went about picking up its franchises
this year and currently operates all
exchanges but two, those in San
Francisco. Here, too, exchanges will
operate partly for E-L and further
hoisting of forces is part of the

company's

hlueprinL<;.

a

is whetting its knife to
bigger slice of the B pix

potential
market of 12,000-1,?,000
theatres which the majors, presing, have partly evacuated.

chore for Enterprise is the screenplay on "She Walked in Beauty,"
based on a story by Fannie Hurst.
Vivian Blaine, Peggy

Grosses Up

.

"My

.

:

-

stated after signing the
lease yester-

oay (Monday).

Studio Contracts

amuse-

interest .in .the

years held lesser jobs at the hoase.

'

Present were Ed O'Donnell, Marbro; McNeill Smith, Gateway; Dean
Jones, United Artists; Bill Studdert,
Southtown; Ambrose B. Gonro.y,
Nortown;
of Allied: Gar.rick; Jim Thomson,
fall, meeting
Anrttial
Brandt.
Tivoli;
William
Theatre Owners of Texas set for Oct. George
Roosevelt;
James Cas.sin,
28-29 by Col. H. A. Cole, prexy. The Methe,
recent Federal court decision, CPA'S Maryland; Ted Boisumeau, Belmont;
handling of theatre building per- and RayThom.pson and Charles Nesi
belt
of
the
Chicago.
mits, television and theatres vylll be;
among the. subjects tO; be discussed.
John Paul Jones, former trea.surer
Bcnnin's St. Loo Post
of Prince theater at San Antonio
.Herbert J; Bennin named manager
prior to his service, in the Navy, of- Metros St. Louis: exchange, sue-,
named treasurer of Uptown. foHowT. ceeding J. Frank Willingham, on.
ing his discharge.
Both are Inter-.> Icave becau.se of illness. Bennin's
state houses.
been with Metro for the last 18 years,Chief
Barker
Bob O'Doniiell,. having started With the company as
pf the Variety Club Texa.s Tent, an- 8 poster clerk in the Chicago exr
nounced that the R. E. Gntfith Boys change in 1928. He: was named acting
camp.at Belton and the Boys Ranch, branch manager of the .St., Louis
at Copperas Cove Will be consoli- bj'anch office last June, when Willdated a.s Boys Ranch, Boys Ranch: ingliam became ill. John J- Maloney,
was the locale for the recent IVIctrp Central sales manager, installed Ben*
film of that, title.
nin in his new job over the weekNew 1,000-Seat Hollywood at; Port end. -.-,--;-.;A:rthur, being built by liawrence
Fontana, set to open so.on,
Bolton Joins Gold wyn
Gidney Talley opened his third
Hollywood.
hoiise at Mathis, a 450-seater.; House
Whitney Bolton has joined Samuel
built for $75,000 is called the It theaGolclwyn's flackery unit to handle intre; Leon Coach is manager.
creased, publicity on "Best Years ot

Texas Allied

:;'!;'::

;

Meelr, Oct. 28-39
,,, 'Dallas.

:

,;

:

.

;

;

;

':

;
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-
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Runs, Total 2,510 Seats Cathy Downs,

Ann Garner and Kurt Kruger to
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
-Already head and shoulders above Kansas City for the opening of the
feature,
Darling
any other city as far as first run film 20thrFox
hou.ses are concerned, Los Angeles Clementine."
will add two more theatres to that
Elsa Lanchester will drop her
category next Wednesday (30) when British accent to play a Russian
the IWayan and Mei-Van; with a duchess in "Will 'Tomorrow Ever
combined 2,510 seat total, switch Gome," to be produced by Allan
over to a first run day-and-date Dwan at Republic. .Eddie Cantor's
basis.
Opening will be "Strange forthcoming RKO production, "Rich
Holiday," Claude Rains starrer, and Man, Poor Man." will have 88 speak'Accomplice."
"Johnny
in
the ing parts, with Joan Davis co^louds" is set for the second bill. starring with Cantor and Gordon
Other pictures include "Bedelia" Douglas as director, starting Nov.
:and VHer Sister's Secret."
fetched
his
15, ..Ernie'
Pagano
Sidney Pink, who already had the ''Slave Girl'' troupe back from
Mel.Van,
910-seater,
leased
the Ranab, Utah, location shooting to
Mayan,
former
downtown legit wind up on the Universal-Inter^
house, from Paul Schreibman, gennational lot.
eral manager; of the
Maydn and Be•a-seo.
Pink plans to book films requiring
individual treatment,
he

controlling

ment company..;./

.

Company
car.ve

j

Stpltz,

chief flack, .plus a sec'retary iii the
east and Robert Goodlried, studio
pub-topper, alone on the Coast.
Stafl: has musliroomed to the point
where: it is considered .ample to
handle all dt PRC's exploitatipn, aiid,
a good part' of the grotinijwbrk for
,

Arthur Luke
Metro for 10

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
members o£ the Screen

.

.

I

of the
flacks;

for studio

and

-'

I

;

I

which

:

I

-.'",-.'.,.';

SEG

weeks.

I

,

PRC

flacks ta,gged for

pub-ad; per-three recently added
f ield,m,en,
AU of the ;add.if ions Were
made since S^sptem^er, '45 wii,eH the
corilpany, was operating, almiost as a
five

:

v;v

new

drumbeatihg, in the past two
Present PSC publicity stafl
compares favorably with any
minors now consists of U h.o.

:

Our

Lives."
\
Bolton, former head' of

Frank Murphy Quits I.new's

8%

:

Pittsburgh.

ice

admission prices have been going up

Columbus,

new manager

Penn
here, He replaces Frank Murphy,
is

of

thus, it Indicates that actual '^ho's resigning to operate a ne
w
attendance is slipping beyond what radio station, WSVD, in Dayton. O.,
with three other ex-GIs,
the mere curve itself would make it along
appear. B.o. tap, on the average, is Murphy will go on a roving assignment
for Loew's until FCC gives
year
than
it
was
a
higher
about 8%
the green light.
ago, having jumped from 42%c. to 46c.
D. T. Schultz, with
eight
Had attendance kept pace with what years, resigned, as manager of cirit was;, earlier in the ,year, in com*
cuit's Virginia in Fairmont. W, Va.,
parison with 1945, theatre income and will pilot the Lee, an indie house
in
same
town.
Schultz
succeeds
should be up about 16%- now, inJames H. Brownlee, who was Fairstead; ot half that,
Nothwithstanding .such facts, biz morit city chief for Warners, before
going to the Lee, years ago.
remains terrific, no matter how you
Ken Woodward resigned as manlook at it. Nevertheless, the industry ager, of the Clifton iff Huntingdon,
as a whole appears to have lost Pa., and Maurice Baum, owner, has
some of the optimism which per- stepped in as temporary manayor.
vaded it earlier in the year. GenInterstate Buys In Galveston
eral economic conditions domesticGalveston.
ally and the world political situation
Interstate
Theatres,
Inc.,
has
have caused most execs to lose some
bought two properties adjacent to
of that feeling that terrific grosses
present. State theatre/ one of five
can be expected for years to come. Interstate houses here, and.
plans to;
There's a lot more caution evident tear down the present hPu.se, a
in thinking, with everyone watching bakery
and apartment house to
closely for marked changes in the make room for a new 1,750-seat
house-' .Building now housing the
tide.
StateVwas formerly the Grand Opera
Meantime, with the war over a House, and
over 50 years old. Inlittle more than a year, income re- terstate recently
began building, a
ceived by major, companies from hew theatre ;n. the west end of city,
abroad continues to average about
35% ofr total revenue. That's the
Mike Cullen Upped by Loew's
same proportion as before and durSt.Louis,
.Mike Gullen is new district man-,
ing hostilities. However, it denotes
an actual increase In dollar volume, ager for Loew's, having houses in'
St, Louis and Kansas City under hi.?
since domestic grosses are up too.
jurisdiption.
Allen :Sparrow, who
Terrific rentals that the Ameriformerly covered these cities, will
can majors got out of England dur- have to handle cities in
Ohip, Indiing the war served tp keep up the ana and Pennsylvania.
proportion of half as rnuch income
Hugh McKenzle is; new district
being derived: from, abroad as is re- advertising and, publicity maiiageiceived domestically. Opening of new for RKO with headquarters in: St.
markets since the end of hostilities, Louis. Succeeds' Ed 'Terhune transferred to Dallas,
while British grosses have leveled
Clove Nelson bought the 'iSidell.
off, has pu.'ihed up the dollar volume
Sidoll. Ill,, from Arcliie Baldwin of
to .keep the 35"; figure steady despite Georgetown, 111,
expanding U, S. rentals.
Fred Weln enberg, head q£

and,

Film Pilots Hiked To
$75 Per Day and More

,

WSVD

Columbia
He-

publicity, will work under Bill
bert, Goldwyn publicity chief.

,

William Elder, ju.st out of the .servand formerly with Loew's in

Continued from page 5

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Motion ; picture
aviator.s
were
upped to $75 a day through a new
agreement
between
the
Screen
Actors Guild and the ma.ior studioSi
On location, the price goes- up to

WB

;

$100 daily.
Pact calls for time and a halt after
eight hours and double time on Sundays and holidays.

'

;

COL.'S DIVVY
Columbia Pictures has declared a

:

j

quarterly
j

-

sliare

dividend ol $l,0fi'/4 per
on the company's $4.25 cumu-'

lalive preferred stock.
It's

I

payable

Nov.

holders of record Nov.

15

to

Stock-

,1,

.

Hollywood, Oct.

Huston's Canadian Pic

22.

Rhonda Fleming, Vanguardi;
Daniele Amtithoatrof, compr., U-I.
Elsa Schreiber, test director, U-I.
Jacqueline White, renewed, RKO.
;

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Huston is dickering with
<<uebec
Productions
in
Toronto
on a film version
ol "Apple of -His
"•ye,
legiter in which Huston is
currently starring in Canadian city.
Deal would be for Huston to star
W film version which would be in
;

i.

.

(*

u^**"^

Technicolor.

HHYS WILLIAMS WEST
Htiys

who had one ot
roles in the recently closed

Williams,

.

'*'ad
u'[J
.Mr.

Peebles

and

Mr. Hooker,"
trained to tlie
Coast Saturday (19).
t'Ust for the
past two months, he'll
r,*™*.!! with his family at his Studio
home before resuming work in
J^'ty

Harry Harvey, actor, RKO.
Catherine McLpod, renewed. Rep.
James Francis Grow, renwd., RKO.
Walter Reed, actor, RKO.
Gene Markeyj renewed, 20th-Fox.
H. Currimings, dialog director, 20th.
Barbara Hale, renewed. RKO.
Bill Williams, renewed, RKO.
M. Romanoff', acloi". Enterprise.
.Virginia Patton, renewed. Liberty,
Adele Palmer, designer. Republic,

Howai'd J. Green,, writer,- Col.
June Haver, renewed, 20th-Fpx.
.loseph Kane, renewed. Republic.
Marion Parsonnel, writer, En'prise.
Sid Rogell, renewed. RKO.
Dan Duryea, renewed, U'l.

Tommy Dorsey
^ Continued from page

:

-

'

,

MPTOA

1

s

being paid separately by Fair
promoters.
All told, the bill grossed $167,000,.;
out of which Dorsey got his 105G
and, after' other expenses, the Fair
Operators took a profit of $20,000.
Total attendance was just short of
72,000, and the ^Fair promoters, who
had hoped to br^sk even on the
auditorium operation while profiting
nicely on the crowds brought onto;
the grounds by the show. Were.;
bowled over by the. result,
Dorsey left here Sunday (20)
night after cpmpleting the stand,
acts

1

headed by train for Oklahoma City,
where he opens a six-week concert
tour. Thereafter he is going to Rio
de Janeiro for a' rest.

.

>

)

$74^

D. C.

for 4

LA. Spots; loved You' $34,000 in 2,

Biz

much

Broadway Grosses

the',

fire.

Estimatca Total Gross
This Week

four theatres, ."No^ Leave. No^
i!\
viove," which started .slowlyi did not
recover and will only do dull $55,000
lor initial week in four liDuses.
"Mr. Ace." iilaying in' four small-,
teaters, is clocking a good $41,000:
"Always Loved You":wili:get $34,000.

(Bflijed on., l8

Total Gross Same
Last Week

'

Belmont (FWC) 11.532: 50-Sl)
"No Leave. No Love" .iM-G).. Fair

— "3

$11

Little Girls" .:(20th)

,

(m.b.:).

—

300.

Uiowntown (WB)

American Royal Stock and Horse
:

show sees the city livening up enFox
T\ventieth
;fertainment-wise.
sent in five of its players for p.a.'s
with the Midwest preein ol "My
:

Darling Clementine'' at the Uptown.
IS Off to a sock week, being
day-date also at the Esquire and
Fairway. ''Holiday in, Mexico," at the
Midland look$ fine while "O.S.S." at
the Newman is smash.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox

—

50-$l)
(2d wk).
Steady: $20i.000. Last week, stout $26,(1,800;

WB)

"Cloak and Dagger"
^

100.,

Oowntown Music
f eld)

.

(

(Blumen-

Hall

peacetime

First

City, Oct. 22,
revival of the

"Mr.: Ace" tUA>.
872; 55-Sl)
$22,000. Last w(;ek, "Scandal
)
2d
), faint $7,200.
(

UA

wk

(

—

Esyptian iFWC) (1,538; .50-81)
"No Leave" (M-G). Light $12,000.
Last week, "Wise FOoIs" (M-G) (2d

V

iWB)

44-70)

(1,513;

•Black Angel
(U), Okay $10,000.
Last week. "Sister'.s Secret" (PRC),
$9 500
Palace (Loow) (2,370: 44-70)
'Rage in Heaven" (^-(i) (reissue).
Solid ,$22,000, to top town. Last
week. "3 Little Girls" (20th), $17,000.

—

'

Smooth 23G,

'Shoulder'

Tops Prov.; 'Notorious*

—

Providence, Oct. 22.
Holdovers are really racking up
.sock trade hereabouts with RKO
Albce's "Notorious" and Majestic's
"Big Sleep" on the hot side. Loew's
State looks solid with: "Angel On
My Shoulder," most impoii:ant new

,

"Holiday

.

,

:

—

'

—

.

.

;

:

—

—

'

Steady action here this week with
Out'.:cw State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50entire downtown sector big.
$1 )-^"'Clementine" 20th ). Bi.g $33,000. standing figures are being chalked up
La.^t week, "3 Little Girls" (20th) (2d by "I've Always Loved You" at the
\vk), weak. $15,400.
Mayfair, and "Gallant Journey" at
.Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097; the combo Hippodrome. Also pleasB0-$1)
"No Leave" (M-G). Below ing is "My Darling Clementine" at
average, $25,000. La,st week, "Wise the New. "Loved You" will get Mayyools" (M-G) :(2d wk). faint $13,900. lair a new high.
Loyola (FWC) (1.248; o0-$l)
Estimates for This Week
"Clemeiitinc" (20th). Stoirt. .$9,500.
Centurv (LoeWs-UA) (3,000; 20last week, "3 Little Girls" (20th) (2d 60)— "Boys' Ranch" (M-G). Not getling very far at $12,000. Last week,
.wk). closed with $5,600.
MiUion. Dollar (D'town) (2,420; .5.5- "Su.spen.'?e^" (Mono), $11,300.
85)— "Strange Voyage" (Mono) with
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;;
Efirl Carroll Vanities on stage. Fair 20-70)— "Gallant .lourney" (Col) plus
$19,000. La.st week,. "Glass Alibi", vaufle. Big .$19,000. Last week, fourth
(Rep) with Eddie HeywOod and Billy of "Notorious" (RKO) and vaude,
Eckstine bands on stage, okay $20,600. okay $13,300.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20$1)— "End of Time" (RKO) and 60)— 'Plainsman'' iPar) (reissue).
"Apology for .Murder'' (l'aC). .<3t) Opens today (Tues.) alter 17 days

socko

$8,800:

(

-

.

Strand

(.Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—"Martha .Ivers" (Par). Last week.
'Beaucaire" (Par) (2d wk), good
f8,000. Strong $15,000 or Glose.

—

:.

.

.

Week
$2,m000
theatres)

Broadway - Capitol. (United De(3,400; 70-95)— "Nobody Lives
Forever" (WB) and "Blonde For a
Day" (PRC) (2d wk). Socko $15,000.
troit)

Tops Hub

$32,000

Boston, Oct. 22.
BHie" at the Metro-

Girls' Nifty

13G

Seattle, Oct. 22.

Estimates for This VCeek

;

:

(20th) and "Blaek
solid $21,000.

'Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
"Stolen Life" (WB) and
"Deadline at Dawn" iRKO). Usual
in 3 day;;,: Last week, "Jesse
(20th) and "Return Frank

.$2,300

James"
.lames"

.

tor Herbert"

(

par ) (reissues).

$16,000.

First

issttes),

(RKO)
(RKO)

(2.900; 40-80)—
(5lh wk). Strong

excellent

after

.$24,000

$26,000

on

Metropolitan (M-P) 4. ,367; 40-80)
Girls Blue"
(20th) and
"Dangerous Money" (Mono). Very
powerful at $32,000.
Last Week,
"Beaucaire" (Par) and "Last Crooked Mile" (Rep) (2d wk), .$25,000,
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 40-70)—
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue)
and "Shadowed" (Col) dd wk).
Trim $27,000 on first week ending
last Sunday ('20), La.st, week, "Loved
You" (Rep) and "Dahgerous Busi-

Rousing

1

ness" (Col).

.$24,000.

(1.700: 40-80)—
Beauty" (20th) and "Earl
Qn]y
Carroll Sketchbook" (R6p).
so-so at $15,000.
Last week, "Two
Gu.ys Milwaukee" (WB) and "Decoy" (Mono). $16,000.

Paramount (M-P)

"Black

12G,

'Angel'

Same/HoIiday'14G,2d
Minneapolis, Oct. 22.
Batch of new pictures currently
will help give the public a wide?
choice. However, number of hoMir
overs and a pair of rei.ssue.<r will
.slow tip the overall picture, "Angel
on
Shoulder" looks like best
newcomer grosser, with "Nobody
,

My

Lives Forever" about same,
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Slie-

Wolf of London" (U) and "Singinff
on Trail" (Col).
Reaching oka^
"Shad.S2,000

in 5 days. Last week,

jLoew) (3,200; 40 80)— 'Rage owed": (Col) .and "Queen of Bur(PRC) split with "Partners
(M-G) (reis.sue) and lesque"
in
Time" (RKO) and "Heading
(Col),
First week acWe.st"
•

and

$15,000

holds

as

(Col), trim $2,200 in 8 days.

of

Sunday (.20), Last week, "Always
Loved You'" (Rep) and "Dangerous
Business" (Col), $12,000,
Translux (Tran.shix) (900: 30-74)
—"Gas Hou.se Kids" (PRC) and
"Lad.y and Monster" (Col) (reissue).
Last week. "None
Okay .$5,500.
Shall Enter"
(Inide) and "Night
Train Mcmphi.s" (Rep),;,$5,000.
'

—

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
Sweet Homicide" (20th),

"Home

Fair $7,000. Last week, "Claudia ancj
David" (20th) (2d wk), ,$7,500,
Gopher (Par) (1,100; 44-150)
"Sliadow of Doubt" (U) (reissue).
Hitting good $4,000.
Last week,

—

"High School Hero" (Mono), $3.^00.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Cloak

and Dagger" (Par)

(m.o.). Profltabl*

Last week, "Martha Ivers"
(Par) (3d wk), $5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)

$15,500.

G, Denver;
'Beaucaire' Great 15G

'Killers' 21

)

.

,

.

;

t

"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB ). Fin*
$12,000. Last week, "Time of Lives"
(U), $11,000,

Hadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)-r"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (2d wk).
This one has kept ticket sellers busy,
with fancy $14,000 this frame on
top of smash $19,000 initial week,
BKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Notorious" (RKO) (4th wk). Arinounced as final week for this; scjfK
film, and nice $8,000 looms after
.

strong $9,00(1 for third downtown.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-75)— "AngeJ.
on Shoulder" (UA). Healthy i:i2,00(^.
Last week, "(Jloak and Dagger'
(Par); (2d wk),
^

—

.$9,000.

"8
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 50-55)
Guys Milwaukee" (WB). Fir.st nabS
showing.
Good $4,500,
"Beaucaire" (Par), big

World

(P^ir-Steffes)

Ijast

week,.

.$5,000.

(350;

50-99)—:

Mas
"Dod-sworth" (FC) (reissue).
been brought back many times, bvit
there's still lif? In this at good $3,000,
La,st
week, "2 Guys Milwaukee'
(WB) (6th wk), $1,800,
•

,

.

:

(

)

.

—

i

.

—

$16,000.

Mpls. Better; forever'

—"Three

,

i

Detroit)

(.5th

fourth.

,

1

(United

—

"Each His b>yn"
and "Hearts Growing Up"
wk). Strong $14,000. La.5t

(1.941:

$6,000 on second week.

Memorial
"Notorious"

(

•

;

i

)

.

.

—
.

,

Artists
70-95)

.

;

:

;

United

week nice $10,000 and holds as of (P.ir)
Sunday (20). Last week. "Live Once" (Par)
(UA) and "Pago Pago" (UA) (re- week.

;

,

in

—

(

Majestic (Brand-iVtage)^ (1,500; 40(Par) and "Vic-

80)— 'Beau Geste"

.

,

$2,200

:

,

—

(reissues),

.

:

;

(20th)

'

:

;

—

50-60)

stu-

—

.

v

?:t'''V
High

.

:

Beautv"

$2.40)—

,$5,000,

.

;

$20,000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4.049: 70-9.5)
Little; Gii-ls" (20th) and "Per.sonality Kid" (Col). Loftv .$31.000.
La.st week, "Home Sweet Homicide"

—"3

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034;
7"."^^" Sleep"
,WB) and
dent trade dwindling and end apSchool Hero" (Mono), Stout
pears in sight after 30 weeks. Looks $43,000, Last week, "Janic Gets Mkr-"
to hold out another month.
Last ried" (WB) with Frankie Carle
week. $5,500.
orch,
Johnny Morgan. Mar.iorie;
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 4O78O)— Hughe,'!, Gregg Lawrence, others on
"Black Beauty" .(20th) and ''Earl .«t'^"e. big $37,000.
Carroll. Sketchbook" (Rep)/ Not too
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2jr
potent $9,000. Last week,:. "Two: Guys 97(i- 70-95.)
"Kid From Brooklyn"
Milwaukee"
WB ) and. "Decoy" (RKO) and "Missing Lady" (Mono)
(Mono), $10,000,
(4th wk). Okay $15,000. La.st week,
(1.500;

Just

;

,,

okay

stage,

3 days.

Es(iuire. (M-P)
"Henry V" (UA).

.

,:

70-

(2,683;

Pete"

Boston (RKO) (3.200;
"Captain Fury" (FC) and "Captain
Caution" (FC) (reissues) plus Dave
Apollon, Three Rocket-s, Paul Remos.
others, on stage.
B.teeUent $30,000.
Last week. "Crack-Up" tHKO) plus
Bob Crosby orch, others, on stage,

—

Ij,.

"Cuban

(20th),

;

Blue Mouse (H-K) (800; 45-80)—
"Beaucaire" (Par) (4th wk). Fair $4,Final ID days: hit 500 alter .splendid $5,900 last week.
u-lr ). Near $8,000 in .five days, l-ast of "Killer.s" (U).
Denver, Oct. 22.
\v
$17,000 after sock $19,000 Opening
nice $1,5,500.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
Biz is shdping up iiicely this week,
week.
Pantaffcs (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)
—"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (2d ;*ith
"Beaucaire" and 'The Killers"
Little (Rappaport) (306: 35-66)— wk). Good $11,500. Last week, big
•'.«i.-(er Kenny" (RKO) (2d wk) and
especially strong. "Young Widow"
"Criminal Court" mKO); Dull $11,-; "Portrait of Woman" (Indie). Top $16,700.
and "The Stranger" also will do
trade at $3,500. Last week, third Of
O0;i. :Last w:eek. v,-ith "Step; By: .Step,"
Liberty CI&vH) (1,6.50: 45-80)—
well.' •......;,
"Open City" (Indie), 2.900.
(RKO). slow $14,800.
"Rebecca" (UA) (reissue) and "Sing
ICstimalcs for This Week
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— "Al- While You Dance" (UA). Fair $7,300.
Paramount (F^:M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
"8
Aladdiu (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)
"AlwiiVs Loved You" (Rep.) and "Af- ways Loved You!' (Rep). Breaking Last week.J'fhrin of Brazil" (Col)
Little Girls" (20th) and"Im-(er Cirhouse record with .smash $8,000. Last and "Man Who Dared" (Col), so-so
(aii-s Geraldinc" (Rep). Fair $22,000.
cle" (Rep), after week at De'nver,
"Shouldn't
Happen
eek,
Dog"
(Par) and w
to
,t.:,'..'.t week, "Martha Ivors"
$6,800.
Esquire, Webber, Big $7,000. lyast
"C J. War Brides" (Rep) (4th wk), (20th), $4,100..
Music Box (H-E). (850; 4.5-80)— week. "Cloak and
(WB
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)-7. "Young Widow" (UA) and "Step by and "Great to Be Dagger''
41^:000.
Young"- (Col)
'aramount HcUywood (E&M) (\.- "Darling Clementine" (20th), Nice Step'' (RKO), (m.o.). Good $5,700. (m.o.), big .$6,500.
Last week, "Home Sweet La.sl week. "Claudia and David"
45i; ,50r$l)^"Always Loved You" $15,000.
Denham (CoekriU) (1,750: 35-70)—
(R'jp).
Okay $12,000. .La;st week, Homicide" (20th), mild $8,300.
(20th) (m.o.), .$5,200.
"Beaucaire"
(Par).
$1,5.000
Big
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-74)—
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)— holding, Last week "0,S,S." (Par) and
"Martha Ivors" (Par) (2d wk), oke
(3d
"Cloiak end Dagger''; WB); .(2d wk). "The Bowery" i20th) and "Dixie"
$7,600.
wk) and "AloJTia South Seas"; (Par),
,;K0 Hill.stl-cet (RKO) (2,890; ISO- Holding well at $16,000 after a punchy (Par) (reissiK-s). Fair $7,000, Iiast fair $9,000;
week. "If I'ni Lucky" (20th) and "Re80 —"Sister; Kenny" (RKO (2d wk) getaway to $22,200.
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 35-74)— "The
20Valencia
(Loew's-UA)
0.860;
(RKO).
Slight
Court"
Ru.sty"
(Col),
turn of
okay $8,800.
and "Criminal
Killerii" (U) and "Little Miss Big"
45-80)— "Big (U)i day-date
(2.000;
OrDhfcum
$1 5.000. Last week, with "Step By 60)— "The Raider.?" (Indie), Attractwith Webber, Fine
ed critical raves and likay $4,000, Sleep" .(WB) (2d wk). Swell $13,000, $16,000. Last week, "3 Little Girls"
S' ij" (RKO), ofi- at $19,300.
^titz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l )--"Kill- Last week, "Holiday in Mexico" (M- Last: week, sock $19,700.
(20th) ahd "Inner Circle" (U), also
" ers" (U) i2d wk).. Potent .$8,500. G) (m.o.), $4,300.
Paloihar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)-- Esquire, Webber, big $20,000,
L:i.-t week, .sma.sh $.13,500,
"Black Market in Babies" (Mono)
Orpheum (RKO) ^2,600; .35-74)—
000 in five days, :L;i,';t week, nice .$4,- and "Queen of Burlesque" (PRC), "The Stranger"
stuilio City (FWC) (880; ,50-,tl)
RKO ) and "Bamplus vaude. Fair $8,000. Last, week, boo Blonde" (RKO), Fine S16,000.
^Killers" (U) (2d wk). Good $5,500. 70O.
- t!Wit w(yek:. Stout $7,7fl0..
Wilshirc (FWO (2.29.6; 50-$l
"Heart" (PRC) and "Song Old Wy- Last week, "Coiirags of Lsssie"
"No Leave" (M-G:), Slow $11,000. oming" fPRC) and vaude, $8,000.
liiiited Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; .50(M-0 and 'Faithful in Fashton"
1—
45-80)—
(M-CJ
CZd
wk).
Strong
"Wise
Fools"
iH-E)
(U)
(2d
La.st
week,
Paramount
(3,039;
"Killers"
$1
(M-G), big $17,500,
"3 Liftlo Girls" (20th) and "CrimParamount (Pox) (2,-200; 35-74)—
$15,000, Last week, new house record. wk), down (0 $5,400.
Willern (WB) (2.300; 50-,$l
Good $K,000.. "Young Widow" (IJA) and "Mysinul- Cciurt" (RKOl,
V a( W0W $26,000.
"Chiak and nuyyer" WB (2d wk). Lia.st .week, "YtTung Widow" (UA) terious Intruder'' (Cot). Big $J2.000.
tiptown (I?WC) (1,719; ,50-.$
.
"Clementine" .(20th). HeCty $14,000. .Steady $1.5.000, Last v,:< ck, .-itii'dy and ".Step bv Step" (RKO), fairish I^ast week. "Wile Monte Cri.sto"
$20,000.
!610,700.
: Lii.st week, "3 Little (^Jirls" (20th.i, (2(|
(PRC) aiid "I Ring: Doorbells"
^
Laurel: (Ro.seuer) (;«35; $1.80^2.40)
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— (PRO, fine $10,000.
wk), tliin $6,300.:
Rialto (Pox) (8,78; 35-74)T;-"C!oal<
"Heni'y V" (UA) (191li wk). Fair "Catl.voii. Pa.s.'^aso"
U
8th wk ).
Vogue (-FWC) (88,5; 50-85r--"End
and Dagger'' (.WB) and "Great to
Okay $4,000. I,asl week, fair (64,600.
Of Time" (RKO) (3<J wk), Only $.3,- $3,000. La.st week, near ,t4;000,
.

big $20,000.

—

Heaven"
"Shadowed"

Biz is leveling off for fall routine
with holdovers and reissues hurting
this week. Best newcomeiv is "Three
Little Girls in Bhie,'' only good at

Paramount.

.

Downtown (Balaban)

95)
"Killers" (U) and "Dark
Hor.se" (U). Sock $18,000. Last week,

(U)
with
Henry
Bu.s.se orch, Don Regan. Betty Taylor,
Glen West, Marvelcdes on

ceptable

But '3

La.st week,:

Girls iri
politan leads a.s llie city shows some
signs of coming back after recent
offish weeks. "Rage in Heaven," a
reissue, at the State and Orpheum,
"Black Beauty" is
also looks good.
a so-so Par-Fen combo.
Estimates tor This Week

"Three

in

Biz Dips in Seattle

'

fair $9,000.

Wham

'3 Girls'

State

~

.

,

$33,000,:

20G, 'Sleep' 16G, H.O.'s

.

"

,

.

.'

;

.

eilies, 179

,50-.$1.10)—

Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
"Darling Clementine" ' 20th) Plenty
of plugging on Midwest preem and
star appearances (at Uptown only)
are helping.
May .hit sock $20,000,
Last week,
and cinch holdover.
"Black Angel" (U) light $12,000, 8
days.

.

Total Gross Same
Last Tear

—

44-80)

(1,838;

Midland (Loew s) (3,500; 45-65)—
Mexico" tM-G) and
in
"Dangerous Business" (Col).' Fine
$18,000, and holdover. Last week; entry.
i
"Boy's Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful
Estimates tor This Week
wk), dull $6,200.
in Fashion" (M-G), fair $11,000.
44-65)—
Albee
(RKO)
El Bey (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— "End'
(2,200;
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45o£ Time" (RKO) i3d vvk). Closing 65)
"O.S.S." (Par). Great $16,000 "Notorious" (RKO) (3d wk) started
with $3,0C0 in five days. Last week, Or near, and may hold, liast week, Monday. Solid $20^000 second stanza
steady $5,000.
"One More Tomorrow" tWB) (2d after hitfing astounding $30,000 in
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)— wk). slim $8,000.
first sesh.
"Canyon; Pa.ssage". (U) (2d wk-m.o.).
Orpheum (RKO) '( 1.900; 45-65)
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
Nice $3,0.00. Last week, okay $4,600. "Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and
^"Mr. Ace" ^UA) and "Unknown"
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l )— "Kill- "Vacation in Reno" (RKO).' Mod
(Col) (2d run). Snappy $5,000. La.st
ers (U) (2d wk). Good $5,000. Last erate $11,000. Last week, "The Stran
week, "If I'm Lucky" (20th) and
Week, hefty $8,300.
-ger" (RKO) and "Genius at Work" "Down Missouri Way" (PRC) (2d
Hawaii (G&S-Blumcn£cld) (956; (RKO), slow $10,000.
run), $4,500.
;:
Tower (Fox-Joflee) (2.200; 39-60)
50-$l)— "Ml-. Acc" (UA).. Trim $7.Fay's (Fay) (1.400; 44-65)— '^Home
0(!0.
Last w^eek,' "Sfa)|d;il Paris" —"G.I, War Brides" (Rep) and "Ren- In Indiana" (Rep) and vaude on
dezvous With Annie" (Rep). Okay stage. Nice
\UA) (2d wk), dismal $|.300.
$7,00. Last week, "RenHollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)-^ .$6,600. :La.st week, "Under Nevada dezvous With Annie" (Rep) and
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (2d wk). Skies"' (Rep) and "Wild Beauty' vaude on stage, $8,000,
N( :ir S15.000, Last v./eek, handsome (Ui. same.
44-65)—
Majestic
(Fay)
(2,200;
$2.2,600.
"Big Sleep" (WB) (2d wk). Solid
loHywoort Music Hall (Blumen$16,000. First week was big $19,000.
Ixld) (475; 50-85)— "Mr. Ace" itTA). loved' Record $8,000,
44-65)
State
(Loew)
(3,200;
B.vi,sk $6,000.
Last week, "Scandal
"Angel on Shoulder" (UA) and "LitKa-is" (UA) (2d wk), dull $2,5.00:
Balto; Clementine' 15G tle Iodine" (UA). Fairly healthy
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)— 'Killers"
$23,000. Last week, "Mr. Ace" (UA)
Baltimore, Oct. 22.
(U) (2d w^k). Fine $5,500. Last week,
and 'iUnknown" (Col), $19,500.
Parts"

.in

.

JV. .Y.)

:.'.;',

Metropolitan

Smooth

.

date; at the Adams and Downtown
"Three Little Girls in Blue" al.so
looks likely to have a rousing week
at the Fpx. Top coin will go to
"Sleep,"
with two-house
cumbo
bringing "Killers" nearly as (nuch,
Estimates for This 'Week
.Idams (Balaban) (2,863; 70-95) -t"KiUers" (U) and "The Dark Hoi-se"
(U). Great $20,000. Last wi>ok. "C'an.yon Passage" (U) and "Mv.'-toious
Mr.: Valentine"
(Rep) iGih wk).

including

44-70)—

(1,263;

Film

(

GrossM

City

tres, chiejly fitsi runs,,

"Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk). Holding
its o\Vn at $14,000. Last week, nice
$19,000.

Kansas

Key

Estimated Total Gi'osf
¥»,200,000
Thl» Week
(B<i,s'e(J on 20 eilies, l6l theo-

(UA) (2d run).
Last week, "Claudia and

(RKO)

Keith's

?7.000.

Gnod $6,000. Last week, "Lady Surrenders" (U) (2d wk), light $3,700.
Chinese iGrauman-WC) (2.048; 50"Darling Clementine" (20th).
$1)
Excellent $18,000. Last week, "3 Littie Girls" .(;20thi (2d wk), i'air $J0,-

$7,500.

$24,000.

—

Detroit, Oct, 22,

(Based on 21

David" (20th) rlA run), $7,000.
Karlc (WB) (2.154: 44-85)— "Cloak
and Dagger" (WB). (2d wk). Not-sohot $17,000 after last week's fine

i,3K.C.Spots

,

(

31G

'Girls'

Big news here this;, week is (he
:mash biz being regi,5tercd by "Ths
Jig Sleep" at the Michigan aiid
The Killers," latter playing day-

Widow"

"Young

Xlementine' Hot

:

Week
44-80)— "If

(M-G), $20,000.
Columbia (Loew)

News in Del;

The :nuro'

lhe Capitol,

$25,000,

Week

M ild

tinue as outstanding holdovers, for-.
iiier -doing neat $50,000 oiv second
.frame in three, spots vvhilo "Killers'.'
.will
land strong $39,500 in .,liv?
houses on inltiaj holdover stapzi^..
Estimates for Tnis Week

:

.at.

Capitol (Locw)
3.434;
I'm LuckV' 20th ) with Vatide.: Okay
but noX uD to usual trade
here, La.st week, "Cockeyed Miracle"

S879,000

f/ic(it>e5)

in

Wise.
Last .week, "Three
Fools" iM^GV (2d wk), oke $4,000.
Beverlv Hills Music Hall (Blumehfeld-G&S) t824; .65-$t)— "Mr. Ace"
lUA). Neat $6,000. Last week, "Scandal in Paris" (UA)..l2d wk), $3,000.
Carthav Circle iFWC) (1.518; 50-

okay

pace.
EStiniHles for This
1

$617,000
(Bfisedoii l7 thca\res)

two Paramount locations. "Cloak
and Dagger" and ''The Killers" con-

2 Spots, Bis

the inild pattern of

ber of holdovers also will slow up

»ame as last wee)<. "Durling; Glementine" looks to hit a handsome $.74,500

.

,a.long

recent weeks. Only stahdout is Metro's reissue of "Rage in Heaven'' at
Ldew's Palace, but "If I'm Lucky"
ibok-s:

this stanza

38G For

'Sleep' $43,000. 'Killers

Washington, Oct. 22.
town's main stem con-

tiiuies to. follow

'Acelice41G,'No Leave 55G, Both 4
tJie:mb.sl coin

Mild Albeit

Still

lucky'-Vaude Okay 25G
;

Los Angeles, Oct. 22. t
Weslorns and mfllers, are grabbing.

'

WcdneBflay, Ootober 23, 1946

PICTURE GROSSES
'Clementine Torrid

'

;

(

)

(

Be Young"

(Col)
Esquire,

qller

week

8t

FaiS
Denver.
Webber.
La§J week, "Time of yve.s"
(U) and "Wild Beauty" (U) (rii.O,

,$3,000,

fine $5,000,

—

"The
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74V
Killers" (U) and "Little Mi.ss Bir
(U). alsp Denver. Vine $.5.000. Last
Little Gii^s" (201b); ;8t.ia
week.
"Inner Circle" (Rep), al.so veMtt,
Esquire, big $6,000.
,

.

—

-

.

PICTVHB

1946

Wcidoeadajr, October 21,

miiday' Fancy

Danny Kaye lifts Daughters' to New

li;22,000,

Loud 21G

Buff.; 'Music'

$97M in Chi; 'Ace'-Cark 55G,

High,

Chidago, Oct.

mark

Sinatra's

lop

Ko<M margin. Kaye

is

of $90,000
the obvi^

o'us veal :,araw here.
drieiital is. off to good stfirt with
$53 000 tor "Mr. Ace" plus FranlUe
Carle band. on stage. •.Other new ones
" at the Apollo,
ineludo" ''Big .Sleep
lay ni-eat $31,000, and. "Seai-ching

'

United Artists, doing
$28,000. Holdovers continue good
K.^timatcs for This Week
Winci"

:rt

(B&K)

Apollo
'

(WB). Rousing

Sleep''

''Big

tid,y

biz.

$31,000.

week, "Claudia and David",
(2d wk>, fine $20,000.
(B&K) (3,900;. 95
ChicaKO
(UA>. witli
'.''Bachelor's Daughters"
Danny Ka.ye heading stageshow. No
.matinee pi'ice for this one with
new high
looked
for,
$97,000
smash
Last week, "Martha Ivers"
.here.
(Pai') and Larry Adler on stage (3d
>

:

.

,

.!'wlo,
••
.-.

,—

-

great $53,000.

Civic (Wildberg) (BOO; $1,10-$2.40)
(12th wk).
'^HCnrv V". (UA)
-

Hearty $12,000. Last week, ditto.

—

(B&K) (900; 65-951
Gni'ilok
(4th
Ivors"
(Par)
wkl
.."Marlha
Last week, "Hoiiie
::Trim $9,000.
..^Sweel Homicide"
fat $19,000.

(20th)

(2d

WkK

(RKO) (1,150; 65-95) —
"Notorious" (RKO) (4th wk). Holds
r.iaiid

well with very strong $30,000 likely.
Last, week, lofty $35,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,240: 65-95)

—

"Mr. Ace" (UA) with Frankie
Carle orch in person, Bangup $55iOOO.
Last week. "Holiday in Mexico"
(M-G)' and Del Courtney orch (3d
wkl. great $40,000.
-

'

(RKO)

I'alace

—

65-115)

<2,500;

(U) and "Wild
Beauty" (Ui (2d wk). Snappy $22.Last week, tasty $24,000,
Koo-sevclt (B&IC) (1,500; 65-85)—
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (Sd wk).
Nice $16,000. Last
week, dandy

"Time of Lives"'
000.

$20,000.

(B&K)

S(ate-l.akc

(2,700;

65-95)—

."Anna" t20th) (3d wk). Strong $23.-

week, mighty $31,000.

000, La.st

Uiiiled
9.T)

—

$28,000

estimates,

and "Dark Alibi"
(20th)
(201h) (m.o,). Oke .$8,000. Lastw-eck,

Lucky"

Ai-tists

(B&K)

(1,700;

65-

"Searching Wind" (Pari. Fine
or near. Last week. "Easy
(M-G) (5th wk), big

to
Wed"
$23,000,

—

Wood.* (Essanessi (1.200; 65-95
"Stranger" (RKO). No. stranger in
6th ucek at big $13,000. Last week,
1

hefty $17,000.

loved Yon' Sock

$19M

LViUe

Louisville. Oct. 22.
a liberal showing Of new

ha.<

liciilucky

(Switow)

Wore Boots"

i.^i'iflc

$3,400.

ya ions'
(2011)

Last week, "Without

Maiy

.AndcriiDii

number

(People's)

(1,100:

and Bagger'' (WB ).
in town, and doing

ali this haiise can hold.
Sizzling $11.
.-rWv;, Last week. "Big Sleep" (WB,i
(3d wk ), fine $6,500.
National (Standard) (2.400 60-80)
,;--"Wife '-Montd Cristo" (PRC) and
.•S" I'w. *Bowes Graduates on stage.
:

.

:

Mild $«.0OO; Last week, "Sing While
wance:
(Col) and Freddie Slack
<Jrdi, Ella

Mae

Morse, fancy $.1.6,000.
(Fourth Avenue) 3.400: 40dO)-..'Always Loved You"
(Rep).
1-iiis one is
proving a hit in XouisBialio
.

,

.VI le.

.

Word-of-mouth among

nnlsi-

cal sells helping.
Solid $19;000. Last
vi-eek. ''Time, of
Lives*' (U) and "In.-

side Job" (U),

state

fS',

near same.

Loo w's) 3,300; 40-60)—"Mr.
'UA) and "Great toBe Youna"

..•Coll.

f.

(

Brisk

»,V,">;''"y
,*-l,000,

in
'

$18,000.

Mexico"

Last week,
(M-G). huge

Slrand (Fourtii Avenue) (1,400: 40-

Wii -.-"Black

Beauty" (20th

»

and "One

Week" (Rep). Hoaltliy $«,weplc, "Earl Carroll SkelehK
oooU l'"'?'
iRep) and "G. I. War Brides"

vJt,x-i-Uin..<

'Rep), fair $3,000 in S days.

be^,

cause Friday's rain was no help, and
Thlirsday had ppt been .vespcoially,
strong!
Some- of the longer: runs
dropped further during the past weelc,
with new pictures being rcjidied in
:

(Mayor)

Rialto

35-85)—

(394;

"Raider" (Indie) (4th wk). English
meller still. okay at $7,000 after fine
Holds,
$8,600 done on third stanza.
fifth week.

.

;

several spots,
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2)092: 60-$1.25)-^
'.'Blue
Skies", plus Sian Kenton
band, Kirig. Coie. Trio,: Dean Murphy "Two Years Before-Mast" (Par) (5th.;
and Lane Bros. -on stage will give wk). For fourth round concluded last
(21)
slipped:
night, this
the Paramount 'a colossal $140,000, Monday
making it an all-time high lor the. down a bit but still sturdy at $43.0O0; -.
lSta3's here .for
theatre's '20th anni iselebratioii; .House, third was $50,000.
went to six shows daily after the some, tiine,vet.
..

.

.

000.

'

.."

,

trad-Dp-Jraes

.

opening day last Wednesday .(16 ),
(5,886:'
!9G-$1.20 i—
Roxy (20th
with final stageshow going on at niid- "'Margie" t20lh) with Frances Langr. ^
night and theatre opening at .8 ^a.iTi- ford, Jon Hall, Gaii Ravazza, Har-.',
This coupled with a program that monica Rascals, others., on sta^e (2d.
i-ah less than tliree hours made for
For first ses.si6n ended, last.
wk).
fast turnover.
(Tues.) night, this nice combo struck
Next closest thing to a new rec- a smash ,$117,000. House cracked .its
ord appears to be "Detieplion,'' Bette weekend biz record last Saturday-'
Davis starrer, around. $52,000'. wh lo Sunday. Crix prai.se helping, PreviHollywood theatre hi.gh is $.55,000. cius week,
Little Girls" (20th)
Film broke weekend record for biz aiid Beatrice Kay. Maurice Rocco.
there held by another .Da^,is ]3icture, Marv Raye & Naldi (3d wk). okay
':

)

:

,

,

..

,

i

'

"3

:

:

Loew's,.

•

.

.

Sod 38G,

Estimates for This Week
(Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 46-72)
Come Back"- (U), with
orch, Mischa Auer,
others on stage. Dandy $21,000. Last
week, "O.S.S." (Par), fine $14,500 at
Circle

—"Lover

Francisco, Oct. 22.
Trade continues to lag at most
spots, with only really big draw the
Golden Gate. Spike Jones band
there is boosting "Crack-Up" to a
great session.
Estimates for This Week

40-60C scale.
(3,300; 40-60)

Indiana (Katz-Dolle)

—"Always Loved You"
'

$14,000.

'.

.

Mod"Make

(Rep).

Last, week,

Frisco

San

Tornmy Tucker

erate

"Stolen Life."

:

'

,

V

$73,000,

:

Another weekend record was that
made by the Roxy, with "Margie,"
and Frances Langford, Jon Hall,
This combo will
others, on stage.
land gr(;at $117,000 on initial, week

(Loew's

State

)

:

(3,(1:50;'

)—

43-$l. 10

"Martha Ivers" (Par) '(2d run) and,
on stage. Smith & iBale, JSusan Miller.
Hal LeRoy. .LQn:g.i.un .at nearby:
Paramount for .Elm is hurting but
-

ending la^ night. High crix praise
helped this. Extensive advance bally
for "Dark Mirror" is spelling close
to a sock $50,000 for this film at the
Criterion, not far from the house

going

to

bright IpSOiOOO despite this.

Last week.
'Holiday in Mexico"
(M-G) (2d run) (2d wk) .pflus Milt.'
Britton orch. Paul Haakon, Edith
Follows, big $29,000.

Mine Music" (RKO) and"GI War

60-95)— peak.
Gale
(2,844;
Golden
Strand (WB) (2,756: 75-$1.20)-^
Brides" (Rep), slow $12,500.
"No Leave, No Love," with Les "Cloak and Daggei'" (WB) with Al"Crack-Up"
(RKO) plus vaude
Loew's .(Loew's) '(2,450; 40-60)— headed by Spike Jones tiirch and Brown -band, Henny Youngman. Bill vino Rey orch. Sean (Carroll. Sondra
"Holiday in M.esclco" (M-G) (ad wk). Aileen Caryle. Soek $38,000. Last Johnson on stage, is ;givius the Cap-: Barrett (3d wk). Off considerably
Solid $12,000 after hefty $17,500 first week. "Make Mine Music" (RKO) itol about $97!000, on the -disappoint- this round at $48;000. hut still in the
was fancy $56,000.
(2d wk) plus stage show headed by- ing side for-.-this- latest Vari Johnson chips: second
Lvric (KatzrDollc) (1,600; 40-60)— Prof. Lamberti, Senor Wences, nice film. Sixlh new entrant on Broad- Continues for a .fourth stanza.
Nice $6,000 S26.000.
"O.S.S." (Bai) (m.O..).
way, "Angel on My .Shoulder," at the
Victoria (Maurer) (720: 70-i$1.20)—
Last week, "Centennial
in -6 days.
*'o.\(FWC) (4,651; 55-851— "Dar- Globe, looks good $80,000.
"Westerner" (FC) (reissiae) :(2d wk).
Summer" (20th) (m.o.) and "Ren- ling Clementine" (20th). Great $41,Top holdover is "Jolson Story/' Doing remarkably weill ifor a -reissue,
dezvous 24" (20th) (m.o.), modest 000. Last week. "Nobody Lives For- whicli .shapes to do very good $130,with fine $19,500 in «ight for this
5i5.5()0 in 8 days.
000 oji its second stanza at the big frame after strong $26,'S00 opener.
ever" (WB), fair $29,00().
Wai-ficld
(FWC) (2,656: 55-85)— Music Hall, Hall adds a Salute to Stays third stanza.
"Cloak and Da.gger" (WB). Nice United Nations spectacle to the:stage;Winter Garden (UA) (1.312: 60starting tomorrow (Thurs,).
$28,500.
La.st week. "Claudia and show
$1.20)— "Killers" (U) (9th wk). Still
lOG
'REBECCA'
David" (20th) (2d Wk), $10,500 in 5 Stale, which has "Martha Ivors" sec- making nice money with $30*000 for
ond-run after long run at nearby week ended last (Tues.) Jvijiht; 8th
da vs.
Hal
&
Dale,
plus
JSmith
Paramount,
55-85)—
STRIIOE
Paramount
(FWC) (2.646:
PITT
round $31,000. Continuing.
doing
:

:

BOFFO

ENDS

AS

".'Vlways Loved You" (Rep). Good
$20,000 or over. Last week, "Courage
of Lassie" (M-G) H2d wk), olce $11.-

Pittsburgh, Oct. ,22,
Biz generally is expected to get
back to flormal this week with the
end ot paralyzuig power strike, but
reprieve's too late to do current attractions much good. Biggest surprise is -the f'uiton, where the resocko
issue of "Rcbfcca'" opened
and may even develop into a hold-

House had biggest weekend

over.

000.
St. Fra,ncis-rFWC) (1.400; 55-85)—
"Big Sleep" (WB) (4th wk). (-m.o.).
Down to $9,000. Last week, trim

%vi.:m.
S.lale

(1.700;

aagxis

"Home

(Harris)

Week

448: .55-85)— "Young Widow" -(UA)
(3d wk). Good $10,000 in eight days.

40-70)— "Re-

40-70)

(2.200;

Last week, mild «12.000.

m.im MEAT 1«C
St. Louis. Oct, '22.
Biz. is sagging at the deluxer.'i/after
a splurge caused by out-Qf:.?townei'i5
here lor the baseball World Series.

—

,

'fHonie

on "8 Little Girls"

ofl

end

until

of

power

ii-cissue) did big $11,000.

.

—

*

$13,000.

Swe<?t

Homicide"

teamed

with "Black Beauty" heads the list
w ith a fairly good week. "Notorious,'!
in
heavy sugar 'last week, is alill
nice. "Nobody Live.s Forever" looks
second best this session.
Estiniates for This Week

strike.

goes in tomorrow (Wed),
"Home" won't do too badly at $7,fiOO;
Last week, "Plainsman" (Par)
Latter

Penn (.Loew's-UA) (3,300: 40-70)
"Gallant Bcs.s" tM-G).. Looks as if
M-G's: ettthii.siasnl for this Was a
little misguided. Will be lucky to
La.st
week,
painful
$12;000,
gel
"Night in CJasaWanca" (UA), n,s,h.

Su.saH Miller, is
at $30,000, "Cleopatra." now
dowii to $21,000 at the Astor, hkely
will be supplaritcd by. a hew picture

nicely

house sotting newcomer

.•.odn.

.'\mbassador (F&M) (3,000: 5()-7.5)
—"Nobody LJves Forever'' WB) and
"NiKht Trixin to Memphis" (Rep),
.

I

I

i

i

.

(

Neat

"3
''Slightly

Last -week.

S18.000.

Girls" (2atH> ind
daloKs" (Ui., same,

(F&M)

Little

estimates for This Week
(Citylnv.) (1.300; 70-$l.d0)—
"Cleopatra" (UA) f7,th wk). Still
slipping, and down to modest *21.000
or under; last, week was in same
groove at $23,000. House expects to
set new picture to corae in soon by
Astior

On initial
Bill Johnson on stage.
-stanza looks to go to fine S97.000 albeit a bit disappointing, Hoids. In

Scan-

oi-ch,

last

Friday

re'ach

.

At current

close to

l''ox

'

(5.000:

;

ingly nice. Last week $,3,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70) -tBowe.iy" (UA). (reissue) and:
"Deadline for Murder" (U).' Around
not bad at all. Last week
.$3.i?00.
"Shouldn't Happen to Dog" (20lh)
Doctor's
IVlanhuiit''
"Ci'hrio
and
.

"Tire

(Col), $2,500,

Stanley
of

.

(WB)

(3.800; 40-70)— "End
wk.). Didn't do
stanza to warrant

Time" (RKO) i2d
.

piiou.qh

Openiw,St

but house wantti«> lo hold off
"Cloak and Dagger" fWB) for possible, power resumption. Turned out
to be smart move since getting nice
12.000. La.-.'t week, fahey $17,500,
h.(i,,

.i

Warner

(WB)

(2.000;

40-70)

—

"Night In Casablanca" tUA) tm^o,).
Hcr.e from Penn. about $5,.'">00, rather
thin.

(Par)

La.'.t

week.

"Martha

(m.o.), $6,000.

Ivers"

I

!

-

davs,

—

Loew's (Lbew) (3.172: 50-751
"Mr. Ace" (UA) and '^.Tohiuiv .in
Clouds" (UA); mild $17,000. Last
week. "Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G)
and "Boys- Ranch" iM-G sad $14.;

-

-pace,

it

great $50,000.

week. "Gallant .Journey" (Col

).

Last
only

Ace" (UA)

(.3d

wk).

sliiri

.

but
bit

.

Down
stay.s

okay

to $7.,500' this session
Second stanza
a fourth.
$8,000.

Galdeii (769: $1.20-S2.40 (—"Henry
V" (-UA) ceth wkt. Seventh round

ended last Moiiday (21) night held
up well With $12,000 after Sturdy
week.

(WB)

$.52,000.

In

ahii'ad.

"Night and Day"

12th

week

(WB) was

Orpheutn (Lnew) (2.000; ,50-7.5)—
"Cockeyed Miracle"
(M-G)
and

(R,K,0) ,(1.700:

•

(RKO)
SI.

(m.o.\ fine $12,000.

Louis.

(K&Mi

(4,000: .50-60)

(RKOi.

SH.OOO
grabbed for

initial

taek

cm

—

uki. Will
soek $22,000

(2(1,

the
stanza.

$20,000.

,

-

|

$22,500.

I

Fox (20th) (2.250: 50-94 )-"Honie
Sweet Homicide" (20th). Weak .$l<i.Last week. "If I'm Luck^"
OOO.

;

;

;

-

second week.

(20th). sour $13,000

Goldman (Goldman) (1.350; ,50-94)
—"Martha Ivers" ,(Par) (5tii wk

i.

Fair $14,000,

La.st

week, husky S15,'

500.

:

:

'

-

j

:

.

Karlton

(Goldman) (1.000: 50-94
—"Claudia and David" (20th) (2d

,

,

week.
run),-:
Fair- $6,000.
.Last
"Cae.sar and Cleopatra" (UA). S7,500
second run.
.Keith's iCoktmur, (2.200; 50-94 )--

of:

60-S1..^.0)-

)

O.S.S," (Pin- ) i2d run). Just ,$4,{K)0.
week. "3 Little Girls" ('20lh),

."Sister

WiU

La.«!t

from

hi-ight $7,000.

ing reroi-d. po.'^siblc. In alie^il. "Bean
cairc" (Par). Charlie Spivak orch.
Bob Evan.s, others, robust ,W2.0()0,
Radi0 CItv Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945: 70-$l. 25)— "Jol.son Story"

50-94)— "Gal-

(Col).

Fine.
orch.
$34,000.
Last week.
i"White Tie Tails" (U) with"Star
and Garter" revue on.stage. oke

Sla.SOO

—

".>^o.torio(i.s":

.so-sb

(2.350;

round.
Earle (WB) (2.,700: OO-'flfl)— "Decoy" (Mono) -with Cab Calloway

'

I

•

)

weesk, "3 Wise
$5,300 second

Last

(WB)

Fair
week. "Angel on Shoulder"
(UA), mild, $8,000 in 3 days of fourth

in 8 days.

*ala<«

in

Last

d.4»9: 70-$1.10l

(WB).
New 'feetle
--"Deception''
Davis starrer did rem.arkably well
over the Weekend, reaching iip hear
house niark of $55:000, Looks to liit

to pale .$9,000

(M-G),

"
lant, Journey"

1117.500.

Gotliam (Brandt) (900; 70--$1.40)—
"Bachelor's Daughtei-s" t.llAl.,' i3d

off

.

Boyd

'

Kennv" (RKO) (4th wk).
be clost to $28,000 or not far
last week's S28.500. both nioe.
Pinaniounl (Par) (3.664: 7()$].:!fl")
"Briy.*'? Farm",
(M-C.) (m.o.). Thin
—"Blue Skies" (Par) with -Stan
So.OOn.. La.st week. "Huliday in MexKenton orch. Kins Cole Trio, Derm
ico" (M-G:i (m.o.). $7,500. '
Murphy, Lane Bros, (2d wk). First
Mi,«souri (F&M
(3,.500; 50-75)
week ended last iTues.) ni'ilit hit
"Make Mine Miisic" (RKO) (m.o.) new house record of $14(),OI)0, co,-ind
"If I'm Lunky" (20th). Only lossal, especially big since a nonS7.000. La.st week. "Always Love?i,
holiday week.
Forced to £;o six
You" (f?ep) and "End of Time" shows, and with fast turno\-cr mak).

-

500.

j-yn;

'

:

Wk).

,

Loved

"Always

week,

$7,0()0,

j-jjoig"

(

!

(Qiob* (Brandt) (1,500; 70-«1.20)—
"Angel on -Shoulder "(UA ), S(art,ed
here Inst Saturday (19). and looks
good $3Q.0O0. Molds. La^i week, "Mr,,

.

Arcadia (Sabiosky) (.700; 50-94)—
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (2d run),

may cotj

9 ,dBy.s.

.tSO.flOO in

.;

;,

:,,

(

Last

000.

You" (Rep),
fourth canto.
,

ably well.

:

Aldirie
WB)' (i,aoa; SD-B8)--^''Kid
From Brooklyn" (»K0). Sock $26.-

(M.^G). Paul
Tilton, 'Roddy

and doing remark

(18).

okay.

is

Estiihat^s-ifgir-'aibis-W'edc:

-

,

Hjtllywnod

—

wk)..

Martha

quintet

bow

its

CSd wk), just '$49,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-$1.25)
—"Eto-k Mirror" (U), Teed oS hC.rc

$1,%500 si.xth

(4th

Philadelphia. Oct. 22.
of new pix have hit
toWn this week, with a couple of
them providing a .lift -to. sagging biz.
Best of the lot is 'Kid :a?iram Brooklyn,"
"The Strangear''. also, making

at this week.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,020: 60-$l,10l—
"No Leave. No Love" (M-G), phis
Los Brown orch. Mfenny Youngman.

,50-75)— "Home

40-70)

(800;

Philly:M2i
A

end

"Big Swoet Homicide" (20th r and "Bla(ik
Held over Beauty" (20th). Oke $21,000. Last
here for. second following m,b. from week, "The Kilters" (tJi and "North
Stanley. Looks trim $2,000. surpris- or Sor-der" ilndie"), $20,000 iiv 10

.

(WB)
(WB)

Ritz

Sleep."

Stranger lib,

tltis

v,'ee.k.

ahead, "3 Wise Fools"

Homicide"
(,20th).
Last -minute booking after house de(20th)

LcRoy and

Whiteman
McDowall

LOO SAGS ALBEIT

ST.

Sweet

cided to hold

(Par) (m.Oi), $7,500.

Orjdwuni (Blumenfeld) (2,448: 55B5)— "Mr. Aor" (UA). Fine $21,000.
Last week. "Killers" (UA) (3d wk),
very good $13,.500.
United Avtists (Blumon{eld) (2.-

ballyhoo.

eaUmaites for This

(2.133;

:

Own"

a month. Penn is quietly expiring
with ."Gallant Bess" despite heavy

Fultinn (Slxea)

<FWC)

55-85)— "No-

body Lives Forevei'" CWB) (m.o.).
Thin $8,000. Last week. "Eaeh His

in

-

;

jj'-"')'— "Cloak
Mritte..-4t.

Rescr-

(RKO) and "Dark Corner"

$3,300-

1,

30-40)
(20th) and
(Par). Steady
(1,200;

Summer"

.j-.'CeiVteimial

.

,

spectacle added to gtagebill starting
tomorrow (Thurs.).
Republic (Brani^t) (1,064: 75-$1.20)
—"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue) (4th
wk). Neat $8,000 after fancy, $8,500
third round,: Stays indetiuitely, .....

-

-

2»lh Ceirturv (20tii Cent) (3,000;
Indianapolis, Oct. 22.
40-70)— "Make Mine M^sio", (RKO)
Up for new fare this and "Falcon's Ahbi" (RKC)'). Strong
"Suspense"
iV-pek,
Last
week, although' extended runs will $21,000.
(Mono), just $1S,000.
pull the average down. "iiOver Cpihe
Back," with Tommy Tuclcer band
and Mischa Auer heading vaude at
the Circle, looks top entry. "Always
Loved You" loolcs moderate at Indiana. "Holiday in Mexico" is holding up nicely in second week at

S'i.OOO.

.(ni.o,),..neat $5,000.

'

Is

Anderson.

(RKO) and "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO)

$6,000.

.

loved You' Modest 14G

Trend

uates at the JNational are proving for -two days of runs indicates big
lightweight draw, but "Wile of'lVtonte^ $10,000, maybe more.
Last week.
Lnsto' on the screen ma.v help.
(Rep)
"Rendezvous With Annie"
.Cloak and Dagger" is socko at the
and "Pal Trigger" (Bep ) in f days at
Mary

Week

Trim

(m.o.).

tom Thieif" (Col). Modest: $14,000.
Last week, "Killer" (U) (2d wk), and
"Advetllurous .Night" tU), fine $13,-

Tucker-Auer Bandy 21(1,

ahead

.'which sliot biz far

pc?ti,is

.

.

40-70).— "Big

Lafayette (Basil ) (3,30D; 40-70)—
"Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and "Phan-

Indpls. Picks Up; lover,'

Always Loved You" at the Rialto, becca" (UA)
treissue).
Amazing
and "Mr, Ace" at the State is also
-power sink;.brisk. Major Bowes All .Star Grad- everybody, and despite

IDslimates lor This

(WB)

$7,000.

pr(jduet. and business is on brifiht
side. Word-of-mouth is helping "I've

.^Brown 14th Ave.-Loew's) (1.000;
40-60 1— "Time ocC Lives" (Ul and "Inside Job" (U) tm.o.). Okay' $4,50»,
Last, week,
"Make Mine Music"

.

(1.400;

Last week, "Black Beauty" (20th)
and "Passkey to Danger" (Bep), only

,

Town

.

tm.o.),

:
,

Teck (Shea)
Sleep"

(WB).

Dagger"

"Cloalc find
solid $10,500.

117G

(Col) and. stageshow (2d. wii ). SfiU
very good at around $136,000 after
great fl41,500 first frame although
Stays indef.
a bit below hopes.
Salute to United Nations special

:

-

'

'Sbrp Sn^s

Bette Seek 51!,

,

,

.

.

gross

;

,

Week

BuflaJo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— "Mr.
Way to Love"
With one stage-film combo break(Col). Stout $20,000. Last week. "If
I'm Luclcy" (20th) and "Dark Alibi" ing the all-time record, and two o'her
(20th), about same.
attractions edging up close to old
Great Imkes (Shea) (3,000: 40-70) highs, Broadway first-runs are en—"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G).- Big
this ses$22,000. Last week, "Big Sleep" .(WB) joying real fall prospmiy
Booming weekend trade last
sion.
(2d wk), sock $15,500:
Hipp (Shea) (2,I0U; 40-70)— "If I'm Saturday- and. Sunday was the im-

.

Last

$1M;

Plenty in the Black Record

Mine Music"

This

Ace" (UA) ind "One

as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figure.? 'are net income.
;
admission
.The
parentlietie
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.: S. amusement tax.

.(2Dthi

B way Booms; 'Blue Skies'-Kenton-Cole

made by "Holiday

ISstimoites {or

—

05-9.11

(1,200;

Fine 28G

Grosses Are Net
Film

being

is

IS

CUOSSfilS

,

22.

week here With four new

aiini
sliows. topped by Chicago's 25th
oombiaation of Danny Kaye on stage
bIus '-Bachelor's Daughters," which
fiiay
|jy a

showing

new

Buffalo, Oct. 22,
pix this stanzg. Best

in Meieioo," with ''Make
ia runner !up spot.

ly

Lds^ 3ia

'Sleep
BiK

of

.^Baitch

r

'

.

1

:

Miisfhaum (4,350: 50-94 )—"Nobod.v
fJves Forever" (WB) (2d wkl. Fine,
Ooener was solid $39,500:
,$28,00n.
phis extra $5,000 lor Sabbath showing at Baric,

Stanley

(WB)

I

|5!us

t2,950:

Nice
(RKO).
Sunday show

".Sti-ange'r"
:

$4,000 for

Last week; "Notorious"

50-94 1—
$26,000
at Earle.

(RKO)

soclt

seventh week.
Stanton
(WB» (1.473: 50-94)—
of Brazil" (Col) (2d vvk).,

."Sie.SOO
i

,

I

"Thrill
So-.'io

$9.S00

opener

last

after

week.

great

$15,500

.

CENTURY-FOX
During the Spyros P. Skouras Drive, 20th Century-Fox
has presented a succession of triumphs unprecedented in
boxoffice annals!
"

MARGIE'^

in Technicolor is

Technicolor triumphs at the

CLEMENTINE
Francisco

.

.

.

''

topping 20th's biggest

Roxy

list

. . .

Never

,"

"

money"

SMOKY"

San

in Technicolor is
.*'

. .

"Heading

ANNA AND THE

in Technicolor,

"

CLAUDIA

CENTENNIAL SUMMER"

in the history of the

many

in history

coming!

MY DARLING

in

Continue to set the pace everywhere!

delivered so

Never

first

SIAM ," "

AND DAVID
Technicolor

.

Variety's National Boxoffice Survey says

grabbing

KING OF

,

setting new-all-time records in

is

LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE"
the

**
.

Industry has any

company

great attractions!

has any company such great attraction^

Tyrone Power

Anne Baxter

*

Gene Tierney

Clifton

•

f

Darryl

.

Webb

•

John Payne

•

Betty Grable

•

Dick Haymes

Herbert Marshall

The Shocking Miss Pilgrim

Zanuck's production of

W, Somerset Maugham's

in Technicolor

The Razor's Edge

Ronald Colmah

James Cagney

The Brasher Doubloon
George Montgomery

Carnival In Costa Rica

•

Nancy Guild

in Technicolor

Dick

Haymes

•

Vera-Ellen r Cesar Romero

•

Celeste

Cornel Wilde

Holm

Maureen O'Hara

•

The Homestretch
Diina

Andrews

in Technicolor

Boomerang
I

Gene Tierney

•

Wonder Who's

Kissing

Rex Harrison

Now

Her

The Ghost And Mrs. Muir

in Technicolor

June Haver

Mark Stevens

•

Bob, Son Of Battle
Jeanne Crain

in Technicolor with

Lon McCallister

*

Peggy Ann Garner

John Payne

•

•

Edmund Gwenn

<

Henry Fonda

*

Maureen O'Hara

Chicken Every Sunday

June Haver

Forever

The Enchanted Voyage

Betty Grable

Linda Darnell

•

Cornel Wilde

Moss Rose

^

Mother Wore Tights

Amber

in TechnicokM'

in Technicolor

The

greatest story by

one

of today's

most popular authors

in Technicolor

The Snake
Read by 20,000,000

Walls Of Jericho
The February,

in

Pit

Readers Digest!

Book-of -the- Month!

1947, Literary Guild Selection!

Tyrone Power

Scuddo Hool Scudda Hay
in Technicolor

Captain From Castile
in Technicolor

At the top of

all best-selling lists

today!

,

j.

.

mi

INTERNATIONAL

IIUU*'

Many U. S. Plays Set for New Vienna

Smon

:

II

Vienna, Oct. 8.
Legit theatre scliedules for Vienna's 1946-47 season are loaded with
0. S. plays, being Jar more than last
year, flrst free season Austrian theatre had played since the 1938
anschluss. Dr. Ernst- Lothar, preNazl direotor ot-Josefstadter Theatre
who returned from N. V. to serve as
theatre officer for the Army's Inhas
Services Branch,
forination
placed a long list of American
scripts, mostly well-known on N. Y,
and foreigrt stages for production.
He is worlting closely with .stateside

Arch,

10

Oct.

Homeopathic
Agnew, here

Maxim's Reopens Under

.

.

Depinet, Reisman See

Lush

London

of

Neil

.

in

get Paramount's Carlton for its West
Cloud, Threats
End pre-release, then off "to Paris
Paris, Oct. 22.
Gen,
to launch pic over there:
When Max.im's. restaurant re- eral Film Distributors film "Theirs
opened here recehtiy. it was with is the Glory" has raised $80i856 for
ilea vy police prpteclion and behind
Forces Security Fund by their preem
lowered iron .shutters because of

Fade

.

,

16m Market Ahroad

of theatres and building materials in Europe has made the continent a lush field for 16m films, according to Ned Depinet, president of
RKO, and Phil Reisman, veepee over
foreign operations, who returned

Lack

David Selzthe Sun,'-' hopes to

to launch

"Duel

nick's

in aid
Hospital

':

from

a six weeks' overseas touv last
weekend. RKO execs reported a
tremendous upsurge of- 'ilitereit. Jn
operations.
with
naftow-gauge
:

and subsequent collections ... Ar-

threatening letters, that had been re- thur Loew, prexy of Loew's InterFrance's more than 3,000 16ni hou.ses
'
'•
.:
national, is expected here middle of leading the way.
Threatening notes cam #. from
Also due here soon is
OotOiber
Pressure of demand for films inpeople who oon.sidere<J reopening of
Al Crown, foreign sales manager foi'
theatres have
the oJd, gay deluxe place a scandal Samuel 6oldwyn, who's now in an area where regular
virtually
been decimated is the
are so bad. Tliey also
authorities who are trying to make wlien times
Paris.
greatest factor in the climb o£ 16m
fact that the spot had atiresented
available
material
managers,
numstill, more legit,
Picture theatre
business. Wherever 35m coverage is
the cream of German patronjoyed
representing
here.
bering around 400i and
England,
adequate,
such
as
in
age during the occupation. No unover 1,000 theatres in London and
Principal difficulties have been in
toward incidents, however, have oc- provinces, approved of new rates of narrow-gauge operations are correobtaining translations into German
spondingly curtailed. RKO ohieCs
curred.
pay which will be submitted for said Spain and Italy ace great fu'r
si tisfaotory to all concerned and the
Cinematograph
ratification to the
earned here
ifact
that royalties
ture markets for 16m, and that a cer.Samuel Leoht- tain percentage of the narrow-gauge
Exhibitors' Assn.
must be held in Austrian schillings.
Eier, prexy of La Salle Recreations, houses now coming into existence
This currency though now quoted in
Ltd., one of Canada's biggest theatre will retain their hold even after
local black marlcet at 30 to the dollar
seating and equipment companies, regular theatre construction has reagainst last year's figure of 300, is
After, sev- sumed. Execs added that there is
.
due in London soon
not yet convertible into U. S. funds.
eral years, away from the film, biz, very little theatre building going on,
Some authors are believed to be
Isidore Ostrer is staging a corner and that further construction would
waiting for possible end of occupaback. Has joined his brother Mau- be curtailed until! the housing situation or establishment of Austro-U. S.
Hollywood, Oct. n.
(."Bill")
as chairman of the tion is cleared somewhat.
rice
trade on some basis allowing curFilm production in England is newly formed Priemer Films
rency exchange.
One of Vienna's biggest current entering its healthiest era, competi- A. Russell Borland, considered an
hits is "Jacobowsky and the Colo- tion-wise, according to Harry Foster authority on educational films, has
nel," still selling out at the Kamresigned as director of Scottish Film
of the Foster Agency, London, here
merspiele after 125 performances, a
Council and Scottish Central Film
relatively, long run for a town where to work on. picture deals and line Library, to join Pathe-British In-,
repertory companies with frequent up for England, its flrst "water structional Films as Controller .
which
Foster
is dickering
for
show,"
changes are the rule. Karl Skraup
John Davis, managing director of
t)espite
the
Weissmuller.
all
Johnny
plays the Jacobowsky role created
Odeon Theatres, off to Canada for
by Oscar Karlweis in N. Y. Thomas publicity attending J. Arthur Rank's short visit. Will also visit New
Mexico City, Oct. 22.
Job's "Uncle Harry" is set for addi- U. S. visit last year, the Britisli York.
Biu'sting of the Mexico production
tion to the Kammerspiele reper- filmagnate by no means rules the
roost'ln
said,
citing
that
England, he
bubble is blained for the big drive
toire in Decembeir when it will, albubble is blamed for the demand
ternate with Jacobowsky as long as Associated British Pictures controls
Govt,
Argent.
U.S.,
against
theatres
over
there
as
800
by certain Mexican producers for
the latter's draw lasts.
an exhibitors' screen quota. MexiU. S. theatre officials are disap- Rank's 6.^0.
Rank's films, because of his wideliisputes Not Clipping
can film makers Monday (31) asked
pointed over the failure of John
st«dio_^holdhigs, nunaber 20
the government slap a 50% quota
I)ruten";'to"okay^"yo'ic^'bf' to^^ "
National
is
turn
Bekeris on all exhibitors, making them deTurtle" for locar presentatioh. Last this year. British
Pix
14.'
Ealling
And
ABP
and
vote half of their .screen playing
year when it was thought "Voice" ing out
Political and economic differences
would come here, Josefstadter Ttie- will have U and six, respectively between the U, S. and Argentine time to Mexican-made picture.s. This
That's not to mention Sir
atre snapped up an option on the each.
governments have had no appreci- naturally would cut deeply into U. 8.
script.
Despite the mature appear- Alexander Korda, who's line^ up a able effect to date on earnings of distributor revenue do\yn. here.
While fairly well known for
ance of Paula Wessely, top Austrian heavy schedule with Paulette :Gd(l
American films in that country, acfemale star who was under prohibi- dard, Burgess Meredith, Cary Grant cording io Sam Bekeris, United months that private banker.s had
tion for some months because of and other U. S. film/ stars
manager for the clamped down on loans to native
Another healthy sign cited, by Artists general
Nazi film activities, she is planned for
country. 'He said that the film biz producers, it lyas not fully realized!
the lead. Van Druten has okayed a Foster is the activity shown by there
was excellent, with indications that Mexican-made pictures were
German language version prepared American producers overseas, with it will be better next year.
having such a tough time obtaining
by Alfred Polgar, but only for Ger- Metro :ready to start rolling early
Whole situation apBekeris arrived in N. Y. last Sun- playing time.
many. It's felt that "Voice" would next year and Warners currently day (20) for huddles with hdme-r parently stems from' producing too
getting
studios
totheir bombed-out
be a major addition to U. S. stage
many lacking strong
office execs. Pointing out that there's iniany films,
Latter
able
to:
gether.
should be
prestige here.
never been a quota on the number boxoffice possibllities4 Bankers
year,
start
next
he
said.
This week sees the new legit seaof American films that can be ex- balked, of course, when their loans
Talent agent, who handles some of
8.6 1 off to, a start with newly formed
ported to Argentine, he declared were repaid so slowly.
"Btefanspielers," young, actors group William Morris: Agency's deals over- there's been no move yet to hold
U. S. film Of ficials have felt for
pi'eisenting Emmett Lavcry's "First seas, returns to London, oh first east- down American product.
The, raw some time that Mexican production
Queen
Elizabeth
ward
trip
the
to
of
Legion."
stock situation there now is im- had overexpanded, situation being
gander the new ice show that opened proving, and Argentina should tiun aggravated by high budgets for
Others
two weeks ago under hi.s and Tpm out about 40-50 pictures this year, product that did not measure up,
Oilier American plays set for coniArnold's banner at the Stoll theatre, he said.
and some even hinted that the
ing season include:
IfOndon. House is England's first to
Great upsurge in film earnings in Arnerica,A ; film business ultimately
"Mourning Becomes Electra," at be run strictly as an ice. theatte,'
Argentina can be attributed to the would have to foot part of the bill.
Burgtheatre, starring Helene Thimig This and the upcoming splash
Show
there's more money in cir(Mrs. Max Reinhardt), and Maria illustrate how the Britishers' past- fact that
culation now than ever before. This
Becker.
"Mourning,"
first
seen war cravings foi* spectacles is being
in tvirh stems from Argentina's havhere, was at Burgtheatre
in
1938 fulfilled, he said.
ing built up her indu.stries more U.S.
when the Nazi anschlus.s closed it.
during the war years than in the
Another Eugene O'Neill play "Ah!
preceding quarter century.
Wilderness" w.ill be seen at the
Bekeris praised Argentine: exhib.s
Volkstheatre and a third by Q'Neill,
Vienna, Oct. 8,
for having .Ijuilt what he .termed, the
a.5 yet:; unnamed,
is
scheduled for
Ern.st Lothar, U. S, Army's Thebest theatres: in Xatiri ,.,Aftie,rica and
Studio of the Jdsefstadt company.
U.S. FIX STILLS .said that some could be compar.ed atre Officer for American occupied
Saroyan's "Time of Your Life" will
zone
of
Austria,
has
expressed willfavorably with the rnost. .deluxe
Vienna, Oct. 10.
play the Josefstad with Anton Bdingness to drop previous -U. S. pressAs fall season opens Vienna news- houses in the world.
thofer in the Eddie Dowling role.
ure for change in direction of VolksClifford Odets' "Awake and Sing" stands are showing a considerably
teatre. Gustav Haenel, Nazi-tlm^ diis on' list of Theatre Insel Jn der
augmented number of fan type
Avert French Radio Strike rector of the house, considered the
;:Komoedie for a November date.
leading legit company, liere- after
'.
. ';:
Paris, Oct. '15.
The Burgtheatre I'eper'toire also publications. Opening up of postal
Burgteatre,
remains
in
charge.
Complete shutdown of all French However
includes Patrick Hamilton's "Angel service and improvement of printing
a number of U. S, plays
Street"/ under tag 'of "Gaslight"; the facilitie.s has helped.
Most am- radio jiist before electiQn day, due are included in this year's schedule
return of Albert and Else Bas- bitious newcomer is "Film," present- to a threatened Strike of all em- at the house,, which foi-merly was
serman in P a u 1 Osborn's "On ly a monthly but expected to be- ployeas including technicians was heavy on Sbviet and communist
Borrowed Time" and first local come a weekly when paper
avail- averted by Wladimir Porche, French "rriessage" scripts last sea,soiv.
showing of Lillian Hellman's "Watch able. This one is owned by Willy radio head, who persuaded per.sonr
Volksteatre is located in Amerinel to delay
the walkout.
Men can zone of Vienna, When Amerion the Rhine." Burgtheatre gets Porst, pic director and actor.
Lavery's
"MagniflCeiit
Magazines here claim they need sought a wage hike of about 25%.
cans joined in occupation of Austria,
Huddling with the Finance minisYankee" next spring.
U. S. stills and features tliey can
Soviets already had installed Haeiiel
Lothar is also planning U,; S. pro- translate into German, but complain try, Porche obtained its promise to:
ceived.
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.
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Agent Sees

Brit.

.

.

Prod, in Stride

.

.

.

RKO

1 Quota; Tells

London, Out. 16.
Queen Mary, Duchess of Kent,
Princess Alice, Viscount Lascelles
and several Cabinet Ministers at the
preem of Gainsborough Pictures'
"The Magic Bow," at Odeon, Marble

Despite Coin Restrictions;

By JOSGF ISRAELS

Ratlivon Sees Small Chance for

British Film Briefs

Plan O'Neill Saroyan, Odets Prods.
.

;

:

:

-

studio holdings at
oan-Am.ericatt
near
Mexico' City;
Churubiiseo,
Rathvon was referring to a petition
placed before the Ministry of the
Interior in: Mexico by; native producers, asking that Mexican theatfes
be forced to give 50% of their playing time to Mexican filmiS aiuliially,
Rathvon .said a survey being coivipleted shows that native product
gets about 50% of the overall playing time already.

:

'

:

'

In speaking of BKO'S production
plans south of the border, Rntlnun
revealed that the company will i-elease both ver.sions .of "The .Peai'l,":.

made at Churubusco with a
completely Mexican Engli.sli-spoiiking cast. Also that in January, woik
will begin on "Tycoon," Technicolor
film with an American cast.
Company is also producing two Spani.shlanguage features, made in Mexico
solely for the Latin market, Studip.s,,
which are owned on a 50-150 basis by
RKO and a Mexican group, headed
by Amelio Azcarraga, are virtually
completed, with only the laboratory:,
facilities to come.
The 12 sound
stages already in operation have
turned out 24 :,films so far this year,
almost all of them Mexican. StudioA
will be on a normal .service basi.s,:
picture

,,

.

'

open to any American film: companies" 20th-Pox cuirently i.s shooting "Captain of Castile" on locnlion
there.
John Ford begins Deoember
production on "The Fugitive," scripted by Dudley Nichols, from the book,

,

.

"Labrynthine Way."
RKO board chairman, said thai
Mexican production has suffered a
big dropoff, largely because film.s
were overproduced during the war
years, when Argentina and otlier
Latin countries lagged on production.: Until recently there has been
a backlog of some 40 native pu tin e."!,
most of them of rather weak quality,

Any

'

:

Biz—

Yank

>

.

turned -from a junket to joint Mexi-

50% Exhib Quota

m

Plans

There is little likelihood that government quota legislation, as asked
by a group of Mexican producers,
will be passed, according to N, Peter
Rathvon, RKO prexy who ju.st re-

Mexico Seeking

.

Mox

hod.

Rathvon
being

said,

moved

and they are
off the shelf

curreiitly'.

by

e.xhibl-

"

tojs in rapid fashion.

Production co.sts there ai e inuoh
lower than in the U. S., which, has
been one reason for strong American

,

film company interest in Mexican
studios,
Another reason for the
slide in native film making has been
the recent change, in administration
and the necessity for economy ad-

^

-

.

.

,

by bankers.

ju.'itinents

Rathvon

goes

to

the

Coast

on

Oct. 31.

'

,

.

,

French Assembly Moves

.

,

'

Nearer Nationalizing

Of Whole Pix Industry

,

Paris, Oist.

1,5.

:

:

ARMY WONT CHANGE

-

VIENNA'S VOLKSTEATRE

VIENNA'S FAN MAGS

SEEK

The

,

:

,

:

:

;

'

.

.

:

,

.

,

•

Emmett

,

,

duetions in 'native theatres of pfbviuoial capitals in the American occupation zone, particularly Linz and
Salzburg.
Salzburg's Tribune Theatre is doing Elmer Rice's "Adding
Machine" under the direction of
Stephen Benesch. R. E. Sherwood's
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois" and Sam
Behrman's
"Biography"
are
on
»chedulc/ of Linz
Landestheatre.
Lattr,
Salzburg will see Sidney
Kingnley's "Men in White."
Plays which Lothar particularly
wants for Austria, but not yet
oleared for presentation, are "Harvey," "Mdn Who Came- to Dinner,"
"Life 'With Father" and "Glass
'Menagerie."

.

,

Hollywood press departments largely ignore their pleas.
However, increasing amount of such material is

coming in from Paris, Switzerland
and London. Some, is picked up
bodily from U. S. magazines distributed to .soldiers here.
Mein Film. Funk and

and

(Radio

Film)

and

.

.

Another major publication, Freude
aus Wien is done elaborately in
four languages
German, English,
French, Russian) and include.s much
emphasis on cultural activities as

weU

as fashions.

'

have

'

the

situation adjusted.
The
willing to grant
the government re:

management was
the raise but
fused to okay

it;

and

his

associate Muehlcomptroller of Herworlis in Poland in
Haenel Tan it, for Hitler's
Through Joy" organiza-^

financial

bauer, -former

mann Goering
the house.
"Strength
tion.

Hummel Back

-

-

-

j

.

film business. It will try to coordinate the various branches of the in^
dustry, check financing and gro-sscs,
grant subsidies, etc.
It will be partly supported by tli«
profit made on its own pictures a*
well as profits from deals made in;
participation
with
some picture
firms.

;

This

to Paris

^

,

clearly

points

up

that

Uie

That left Rolf Jahn, pre-anjichluss government
is actively entering the
vecpee ot director on the outside howling, picture business. It's rated the first
Warner International in charge of .lahn enlisted considerable backing ,s*ep towards nationalization in some
Continental Europe and adjacent but whenever American.s indicated
quarters.
countries, winds up Ws h.o.^ con- possibility house might go back to
ferences tomorrow (Thursday) and him, Soviet cultural officers and AusWelles, Hayworth in Mexico
heads back to his Paris headquarter.s-. trian officials under Red ptesSure
Hummel landed here a. month squawked so loudly about "interferMexico City, Oct.. 15.
ago, and huddled with execs on ence in a great Austrian cultural
Orson Welles and Rita -Haywnrth
company plans for distribution ot iastitution" that, the- move \va» arc taking an intensive luontli'.s vacaJoseph

Film

Wienier
Melange are among other publications giving Considerable attention
to U. S. pix. Latter uses some color.

<

,

,

.

-

:

.

National Assembly has voted a
creating a new governnipnt
a.i5ency, to operate under the Inlormation Minister, which will supersede all current official organizations pertaining to film industry. It
will be known as Centre National;
de la Cinematographie and will be
run by a Directeur General assisted
by two committees one of which
will include representatives of the,
various ministries.
other eight.
members will represent management of the industry an.d eight
members will represent the industry's worker's unions.
The Centre will become operative
as soon as a decree has been i.s.sued
in about three weeks.
Wording of the new law makes it
clear that the new agency will not
only enact general regulations, but,
will interfere in the working of the

law

S.

Hummel,
'

:

.

16m

films
quisitions
-plans.

Europe, theatre acand general distribution
in

j

dropped.

Neverthelcs.s llaeners

re-

tion

tention of his post has never been
approved by Yank authorities.

port

at -Acapulco,

favor'i.o

.M.i'Xican

for Hollywoodians iiiul
Americans, between pictures.
.

other

.

,

S. Pix

tl.

hm Gettug

'
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Current London Shows

Incrrasingly

London^ Oat,

New Storm Clouds

28.

S. Disbibs

for

"Better tatej" Garriok/

Leery of

Fdm

Eiir(qieaii

m«ei-it conclusion of
festival in Frano«,
fclttedly bad press for
plus the spread of th«

|H®

Festivals

V. S. films,

lim Festival.
The fact that several of these poslfestivals have been badly manf*aiged. some taking on the appearance
of county fairs or miniature world
has made AmerifciiFii, additionally
ftlm officials ov«rs4as look: askat even entering pictures in
iuoh aifair*. Ther« is a growing suspicion that most of these festivals
obvious promotions, either to
fti-e
laii

Keatoh's 1st

Mex

Film

Mexico City, Oct. 18.
Buster Keaton haji made his first
picture In J^moo, "A Modern gUie^
beard,
whish Alejandro Salkind
produoed,
Virginia iperr»t wa? th« |»mme
lead and Asfijfit (Jafasfi, Mwiaan
comio, team«d with Keaton in aomT
edy sequence*.

2

New

Legiters

shows this year, festivals
have been held in Switzerland and
feehoslovakia during the past .12
.Months. Portugal and Belgium now^

Venice

ttireaten 1o stage festivals soon.

Promotion

Resort

Set for London
Qet. 15.
Emile Littler's ^'^ed Mill" started
this .week,
with <!a»t
rehearsal*
headed by Blfly Milton, Maudie EdIJaondon,

ward! plaving the Odette MyrfcU
role; David Surnaby, Doreen Duke,
Enid Lowe, Julia Bretton, Jack
Mayar and Slim Allan, formerly
It opens at
Vic Oliver's stooge.
Coventry,, Nov. 11, to be followed
by Birmingham in l^ewcastle, with
It comes to
a week In each spot.
London after eight more weeks out

The Cannes Festival, described by
VarieWs correspondent as "two

of town^

weeks of entertainment, cocktail partie*. Riviera merry-making and gen-

Ruth Draper returns to the Apollo
for Littler on Nov. 4, for four weeks

de

eral

fol

jS/IiBS

Festival

including

nation

becompanies did
dause they felt U.
hot send enough representatives to
American
«ie affair. The answer of
film executives on this score is that
ftoy are- busy trying to get play.ilatsg in Europe as the market slowly
opens up to U. S. product. It's rc- Play
jttall|d by American film officials in inces
tiiat the Venice show years
W.
ago was proved to be a promotion

man

there.

present touring the provcapacity biz.

is at
tp-

:

naturally hurts all thethe city in question and tlie
surrounding area. Just now, exhibitors
are not
hurt because they
are enjoying such strong business.

London Friday; Will
Install

Whether

this attitude by European.
film
(Exhibitors
ignoring
this
o£
festival corapetition is shortsighted,

2

New Execs

Group of Paramount toppers
by Adolph Zukor, board
chairman, and George Weltner, Par
International prexy. shoves off for
London Friday (25) on the initial
eastward passage of the Queen ElizaIn the same party will be
beth.
headed

known until biz conBelief of U. S. film
executives is that exhibitors; should
look to the future and what these
festivals wiU later do to their trade.

fcely won't be

aitioiis cliange.

:

James E. Perkins, Par International
new managing director for. Great
Britain; Ray Milland, Par star; and
Frank La Grande,, head of Par's
;

Pathe Delays Shorts

Astoria laboratory.

going across to appear

In

England

Milland is
at the Command film performance
in London Nov. 1.
Besides installing Perkins in his

Spring

Till

Pathe's plans to produce documentaries in England similar to the
"This Is America" series have been
interrupted by bad British weather,
with the plans temporarily shelved
until next April. Phil Reisman, Jr,.
writer-producer of these shorts, and
Gene Milford, supervising director,
both have returned to N. V, Reis^
Unan denied lliat the postponement

new

post,

will
ships

award

French Legion of Honor
I^romotes Arthur

in England when it should
ave gone through channels in the

Loew

Pari,?, Oct. 22.
Arthtir ..Lpew has been promoted
an officer in the Legion of Honor,
Loew's International,, by distributing
.

started

on two

has

.

to

been

subjects, the British

"GoUpi Mains Rouges" ("It Hapsystem and the reported
the Farm") in the U. S.,
ghosts and haunted houses in Eng- pened at
considered as having given French
land. Since most shooting is being is
done outdoors, the four-ply British product considerable hejp. Laudy L.
Franca before the
fog, that came in early this year, Lawrence, long in
since' has been helpful
forced lenslng to be suspended. Plans war and who
to many French people, has been
call for the producers to interpret
Legioh of
the subjects for: English distribu- made a Chevalier in the
tion via three or four-reeler.s, with Honor.
Other American.? on the same
llhe short,s to
be trimmed to two
hohor Ijst are Jack L, Warner,
reels lor U. S. release.
Darryl Z'anuok and Charles Boyer.
Milford and Reisman arei the only
two Americans working on the
project; native British technicians LAWRENCE CHARITY CONCERT
*
and cameramen being used.
Paris, Oct. 22.
.

"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"Under the Counter," Phoenjx.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
^Winslow Boy.v Lyrie.

"Worm's

Viciw;' Whitehall.

Giant Taxes

reveal

.

that producers
there are,
clamoring for an exhibitors quotaof 40-50%. Bulgaria, Italy and Belgium are the other sore distribution
spots.

(or France
Paris, Oct. 15.

:

The French government is balking
on rates for remittance of U. S. film
revenue firom France, seeking to
have all accumulated rental coin remitted at current exchange rate.
American. companies want the money

Before leaving France, Ned Depi- remitted at the rate,
prevailing at
and Phil Reisman prepped two the time the revehiie was piled up,
mora pictures for local production. pointing out that the current i-aie
First is "White Tower" to be made is 118 to $1 (actually 200
to $1) and
in the Chamonix alpine mountains that this is manifestly unfair
to the
by Eddie Dmitryx. The other, to distributors. Reason is that the ac-

n^

likely

start

May

Express,"
Granot.

January,

in

"Berlin

is

made

be

to

by

Byrd

French

Pathe

is

cooperating

in

Force Rio Legit

the

categories:
lated before the

RKO

.

that

(1)

war

,

accnmti-.;*
started, when
.

production

initial

:

'

cumulated coin goes back to the period before the war and falls into
four

:

playing in the south of Brazil.

.

film,

He

Marjorie Lawrence, in Paris for
two w«ak«, sflng at the Palais de
Chaillot for a charily concert to aid

SEIDELMAN TO OEIENT

The
the French Peniciliir. Fund.
Metropolitan Opei'a singer, first told
the audience tjiat havin.i; caught a
.

I

Trip win cover key cities in tlie
Malay States, the Dutch

Philippijics,

I

I

cold that morning, slie had nursed
her tliroat all day and. would have
cancelled the performance were it
not for eharity.

De Rdchemont Raps

new

on Wednesdays. A few companies
give two matinees on the big days,
Saturdays
mainly
and Simdays,
making 18 shows per week. Despite
the number 6f shows, the weekly biz
small.
Player salaries

total

is

ai-e fairly low, and
as a consequence there has been a
steady stream of desertions from the
theatre to radio which pays considerably higher Salaries, ;,^?.
.

Paris Directors

To Test

Actors' Right

To Kick

Paris, Oct. 15.
right of actors to criticize
the pictures in which they

The
freely

ities

'Wrong View' Pix

taxes

recently top price for orchestra seats
was 20c, only going to 30c in the last
In recent months, a few
18 months.
companies, notably Duloina-Odilon

Release in Europe
Two views about the type of U. S.
product that has been released in
Europe postwar, and how future
American product for this market
should be handled, were aired before
an Associated Motion Picture Adluncheon last Thursday
New York, Richard de,
Rochemont, .producer of th March of
Time, was the principal speaker advocating better picking of films to
vertisers
(17) in

reflect

David

.

what was done to American pictures
not long ago in Yugoslavia. There
the current regime appropriated all
available U. S. prints and turned
them over to the film monopoly to
.

This turned out to be
biz
for that government
since these pictures, all very old
ones, are outgrossing Russian films
in this Soviet-controlled country and
piling up sizeable profits for the
distribute.

shrewd

Yugo government.
Both Italy and Belgium have
American life. launched moves to place higher
Loew's International taxes on American pictures. Both
differed' on several points countries represent
strong European

more

carefully

Blum,

veepee,
in the forum session that followed,
,

De Rochement expressed belief
Europeans would^ obtain an
erroneous view of American life
from pix released overseas and suggested that an industry group pass
on the product so that only the better
type of film go there.
Blum, on the other hand, believed
that American producers would be
unable to inject obvious propaganda,
like that of the Russians, into their
screen fare. After all. Blum pointed
out, such a program might leave
American product in the same category as Russians films extremely

that

—

dull boxoffice-wise.

markets for U. S. films. Belgium
has been threatening to place heavier
taxes on Yank product for several
months, presumably eyeing the great
biz done at the theatres there as an
easy source of additional revenue.

'Night

and Laughter'
Sits

Well in London

London, Oct. 22.
"Night and the' Laughter," Emile

mammoth musical
Bud Flanagan and Three
Littler's

starring
Sailors,

which preemed at the Coliseum on
Oct, 17, Was well received, appears

'Weekend; 'Road Utopia'
Clicking in

Stockholm

Stockholm,

.

Oct.

1.

Swedish theatres, closed most of
summer due to a labor dispute, reopened last month for the new season alter an agreement was reached
between the Kinema Workers Assn.
and the Kinema Owners Assn. This
provided a

wage

working hours.

hike plus shorter

set for a long run.
fact that it lacks

This clespite the

enough comedy.

Sailors are outstanding as
Kaye, ballerina from the

Coliseum show, who
ceedings.

is

Beryl
former

tied, up,

pro-

,

"Much Ado About Nothing," which,
came into the AIdw>-ch after a tour:
of provinces Oct. 16, drew a mixed
Starring Robert Donat,
not rated his best effort.

reception.
is

30 Injured

it

When Mex

-

Some 16 new films preemed here
have acted may be decided .soon if
Madeleine Sologne is brought before Including five Swedish pics after
a jury of picture" directors by Pierre settlement. Pacing the hew. product
Chenal, as he reportedly intends were U. S. films with "Lost. Weekend," at the Palkan, mentioned as
doing.
Miss Sologne co-starred with Eric this season's best film.
Another
von Stroheim in "Dream Fair," boxofCice hit is "Road to Utopia."
directed by Pierre Chenal. She is Royal theatre reopened with "Spellalleged' to have said that she is bound" to mark its 12lh week here.
sorjry she acted in it and that Stro- "Cluny Brown'' also is continuing at
the Park.
Walt Disney's "Dumbo,"
heim feels the .same about it.
Miss Sologne. who faces being dubbed in Swedish, is at the Sture..
suspended for a certain period, is "Tomorrow Is Forever" looks okay
reported irked becau.'ie her picture at the Roda Uvorn. but "The Harwas not shown at the Cannes Festi- vey Girls" was turned down by the
win,
,val.
,

:

•

be put in the custody of U. S. authorpending a final decision.
Yugoslav Pattern
This action by Bulgaria' recalli

was extremely gloom.v over th6 fax
imposed on theatre owjiers by ths'
government of the Federal District
have not been paid. New tax went
into effect last Jan, 1 and because
no theatre has paid them, the hou.ses
may be shuttered until arrears are
cleared up, Procopio aascrted.
Proeopio, in commenting on the
poverty of the Brazilian legit theatre, said owners and producers did
not take in enough money to pay
the extra tax.
To illustrate, he
pointed to the theatre where he now
is playing.
The monthly rriunicipal
tax was $3.') up until last January;
now it is $625 per month.
Income and general revenue from
Brazil's legitimate companies best
can be judged by the fact that until

.

Bast Indies and China.

,

-

.jfohpol

Hollywood, Oct, 22.
Distribution problems in the Fair
East will be studied by S. L. Seidclman. PRC foreign sales chief, wlio
leaves this week on a:flve-week tour.

area,,'','-

More

:

erniit

eady

Sydney," Oct. 15.
in five oountries. Probably the most
Birth, Carroll and Coyle, major serious problems are in France and
operators
in
the
film
theatre
Mexiooi because both are held to b«
the
Queensland zone, have bought
Roxy cinema, Townsville, from the vital markets. The difficulty In
France Is over money remittances
Ellis interests.
in
that while dispatches from Mexico City
Roxy is one of top cinemas

RKO Preps Two

,

to obstacles set up by tlie
British government. Pathe had difficulty at first in obtaining ,a labor permit, he said, but attributed
^hi.'! to the fact they
applied for a

air

"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales,
"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
"Shephard Show," Princes.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Skin of Teeth," Piccadilly.
"Song of Norway.V Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.

to

was due

Production

New.

the Paramount officials
26ryear-club member- for "Anna Christie," have asked as
the corporation's British high as $1 for best seats. This perworkers in various parts of England, haps explains why many Brazilian
Party goes to Paris late in Novem- companies give 12 to 15 shows weekThis means two shows each
ber to; conduct iristallation .cere- ly.
monies for John B., Nathan,, new night and three on Saturdays and
Sundays. Sometimes, three are given
manVgi'^S: director in Europe.

I

;

mai'ket

:

f'Inspeclor Callg,"

"Message for Margaret," Duchess.
^'Mnoli About Nothing," Aldwych.
"Niffht and Laughter," Coliseum.
"-No Boom at Inn," Winter .Garden.
"Our Betters," Playhouse.

outlookj saying that the

Zukor,WeltnerOffTo

Free showing of product at these
fitres in

^

Monopoly

storm olouds appeared on th«

horizon last week
with trouble, actual or threatened,

Queensland Expansion
Saville,

goes to the

festivals

,

"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
"Here Come the Boys,"
"High Time," Palladium.
^Honeymoon," 'X'ork's.

New
foreign

,

jprojeolioa of product.
Venice officials complained

a hotel

"Pools Bush In," Fortune.
"Grace of God," St. James,
"Grand National Nlffht," Apollo.

Houses to Close

a promotion for this resOrt
The jury picked prizes so that
would feel slighted. TJie
festival was marred by some faulty

jfcty.

by

it

Remittance; Bulgaria's

"Follow (he Girls," Majesty's.

and release of the the exchange rate was 44 to $1, (2)
"Golden Silence," the money piled up during the war
starring
Maurice Chevalier and before France was overrun, whenseason of iivB matinees per week
director Rene Clair's new femme U. S. films were distributed in Free
She has been appearing in Italy and
But France, (3) the rental money from
discovery, Madeleine Derrien.
Switzerland, and is at present play,
for the other two pictures, no ar- OWI films sent in with U. S. troops,
London will be her
ing Holland.
rangements have been made so far and (4) revenue collected from post*
farewell trip, after which she re
Rio de Janiero, Oat. 15.
by the company with French Pathe. war distribution.
turns to America.
The foreign department toppers in
Phil Oersderf, of the RKO flackXagit theatres here are threatened
•Despite his brother. Prince, own
special N. Y. were informed of a iiJm
with having to closj their doors be- ery, brought over to organize
ing eight theatres in West End of
publicity for the RKO films made monopoly organized -in Bulgaria and
London, Emile is hard pressed for gause of heavy taxes, aoooi'ding to here, returns to Hollywood about that the government threatens to'
Ferreira,
Prooopio
leading
a
actor
theati'e to present Clemence Dane's
Oct 20, leaving Bill Williams in seize all U. S. films in that country.
The seizure action will be handled
new play "Call Home the Heart." and producer here, He just starledf ,charge.
in which Sybil Thorndilce and Gelia a new season at the Seirador theatre
by the Motion Picture Assn. through
Malcolm Keen
Johnson will star.
State department channels, and it's
after many months absence from Rio
and William Fox are in support
likely that any seized pictures will

(mitstedly

jjo

understood

.

Casino.

picking
(non pro)," was adr

rol,

Seen Abroad; France Balks on Coin

Punishment," Oloba,

"Peace to Peckham," Embassy,
"Perchance to Dream,'( Hipp.

(ince

build up resort spots, such as Gannes,
or to drum up business for hotels.
So many have sprung up since the
yiar ended that they have become
Ineaiiingless even as a source of pubflolBing screen, products now rated
the main excuse for entering picBesides the Cannes and
tures.

&

"First Gentleman," Savoy,

fllm«testival

I

''Cvima

Wyndham.

"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.

th« Cannes -f
with an ad-

[Saa to many other European oounLfa«, is rapidly souring American
'3«ture companies oh partiolpation
such events in th« future. There.
pioISO were complaints about U, §.
•« company activity at the Venice

•'Clntterbuck,"

Big Top Collapses
Mexico Clity, Oct. 15.
Soldiers, police and firemen aided
attaches of the Circo Beas,. one of,
Mexico's oldest and largest circuses,
to rescue several hundred children
attending a matinee in Guadalajara
who were trapped and endangered
by canvas falling on them during a

Wild anlmaU:
torrential rainstorm
broke lose during, the yconfasiort.
Thirty children, and ;sev(fral solfiremen and attaches
cop.'.',
diei's.
were slightly injured and the night
show had to be canceled. Show re-,
sumed the next day.

Teanesday, Oetobcr 23, 1946

Irving Berlin^s "Blue Skies'* in Technicolor starring Bing Crosby,

Music by Irving

Berlin,

Produced by Sol

C Siegel,

Directed by

Ff<
Stil

-

To set ALL-TIME
1st

WEEK

HIGH.

N.Y. Paramount!

OUNT
'KAstaire,

Joan Caulfield with Billy De Wolfe. Olga San Juan, Lyrics and
by Arthur Sheekman, Adaptation by Allen Scott

Heisler, Screen Play

Wedneeday, October 23, 1946

UTERATI
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Mac's Setup
magazine '47, planned as

The

directed by

owned and

nuiiillily

a
its

now

has 275 contribuwith about $250,000
r;ii«(-(i through individual sales withThere is
out In-olters' commissions.

((inti-ibutors,

»lill $4.'i.00O

payment

lower

I

Trailers Out for the Nonce
with ,, tele
Film, dllicials. agree
leaders that they'll benefit greatly

Spot.s."'

series.

,.

'

.

thi.s
put as
Bccau.se of
edict aga.in-st

transmission rules
economically.
Petrillo's

C.

-

'\

U.'ing.film :with any soundtrack score
for tele purpo.ses, it> neceas.i'iry to

in
j

Grdup, incorporated

in -N. .3f,Mi.n-

fiction

.

woHsS, which .hav;e been

that can be .dubbed with
Coluinbia took a flyer on
with a specially-adapted trailer
on "The Jolson Story," which was
run the night of the Louis-Maiiriello
teleca.st.
Ben Serkowich, Col's adctit .platter.s

.far.

j

-dir^

iiarne

of

.

Associated MiyJazine

is'
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}

USA About Ready

•

,

A common

^.'iCshai'es

ceil,

lOc. 'p.tr value. IVIag

will

be

stU

for

Clas.s

f(iUr;

cdldr af<d 'two color
,

and the next run

.

prinfing iusi.de, tStafE cprisisti.

,
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.
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USA

in
^

Atlantic

in his 'first novel,
Street" (Dial), has ripped
sentimental: love-story about
that hides its corn under

"Dream

fiwbiz

snappy

Monthly and Life,
some 30

Charging

.style

and

I

I

racy, readable stulT, glibly

Plot, however, isn't too origiwhile the situations, and gspecially the lead character.s, are never
n^.'.

November Seventeen mag.

for the

i

Helen Colton writes about radio
f""°""':"-\and how they ve risen m

!

.

,

i

1

i

this

week.

gnd Stripes celebratbirthday
Japan Oct. 3.
44,6QQ,000 copies rolled off its
at Asahi Shimbun the
year
for
delivery
"-^st
to troops
Pacific Stars

ed

m

Jts first

Over

P'-esses

m

I

'

|

|

Japan. Korea and Okinawa
December Holiday will accent
Florida in color layouts. Three of
the five feature stories were authored by Theodore Pratt.

new medium

life

of Teddy Roosevelt, hardly rated

an indiflercntchar-

.'
'

r.

-

.y

:

In Denver recently .I iTiet Danny Sullivan, 76-year-old Civil Service
Commi.ssioner, who could have added a chase that might have made all
(he difference in (he lite of the play. For Danny, a guy about the brevity'

and broad build of Jim TuUy. once saved T. R.'s life.
It seems Tedriywas sent west as candidate for v. p. to quiet the vvrnth of,
miners ^vho were being asked to take McKinley's Cross of gold lying
down. The Wall Street bunch figured the Rough Rider could handle this
']'
,;
one nicely withoii,t, getting ott' his ,higlv hoi;se,i
What happened instead was that when Terrible Teddy began bis spiel
in Victor, Colorado, the mob moved in on him with clubs instead of cheers.
One grizzly swung a two by four and was ;just about to crash it on T. R.'s
well packed skull when Danny Sullivan, reaching the terrifying scene on
the run, parried the blow with his arm, jerked the lethal weapoi| from the
assailant's hands and began counter-punching with it;
Rough Riding For Teddy
Danny backed T.R. up the hill toward a train which had steam up waiting to take the Roosevelt party to Cripple Creek, and not as cripples either.
Rocks wore Hying. Roosevelt's gla.s.ses were dangling from a ribbon. His
morning coat and striped trou.sers were taking an awful beating. A brick
bounced off his asthmatic chest.
But Danny Sullivan got him aboard the -train still reasonably pieced-'
together. The engineer pulled the throttle. Some rocks crashed through
the windows, but the train gained speed and soon disappeared around

.lilver

s,

,

'

,:

"Miss Overset of 1946"
It started as a gag, cooked up by
the Skirball-Manning flacks as a plug
for "The Magnificent Doll," now in
Hollywood production. The boys offered a silver-plated typewriter as
t" e Grand Prix in a competition to
determine "the most magnificent doll
in American newspapers." They litr
tie suspected the avalanche of entries they had set in motion.
First returns were from Hollyprecincts. Sheila

Graham

led a

bevy of femme entries from the HolNext came
lywood Citizen-News.
Helen Brush from the Daily News,
followed by Virginia McPherson,
representing the editorial pulchritude
of the United Press. While the boys
were staggering under the sudden
impact, Hedda Hopper took a windup and tossed one of her numerous
chapeaux into the ring.
Now the contest is spreading

smong newspaper

offices

throughout

country, and the entries are
in so fast that the boys are

coming

thinking of calling

it

-,

Continued from page

"Mourning

also

did

well

Becomes
in

the

Electra"

acting."

Ward Morehouse in the Sun: "In
appearance he presents a rather
comical figure, although his lot is
one of tragedy. His extraordinary
,

makeup consists of flesh-colored
greasepaint, a thick wig, bushy eyebrows, a goatee and a putty nose."
Robert Garland in the JournalAmerican

thought :that Lee
:

"was

getting even with Al Jolson but
gives the show such vim, vigor,
rigor and vitality as it manages to
achieve."
John Chapman in the
News said: "Lee is a very good

Negro

actor."

Tele Toppers
Continued from page

stalls,

with

in 1933.

Good Housekeeping's Contest
Short story contest for college

only is being
faculty- members
sponsored by Herb Mayes, editor i»f
Go'od Hfiusekeeping mag. Full time
or part time profs are eligible. Contest which closes Feb. It calls for a

SRO

Continued from paee

ot His Kind' in

Why
I

was made because of

New York

of the

a private sitting, last

the course;

May

as part of

,

Film companies, according

additional two months, if not more.
Possibility is that the revival will
land at the Broadway in the event
"Sweet Bye and Bye" is delayed.
Latter musical opened in Phila. after a week's postponement between
tryout dates.
U.s-c of the college theatre in Washington may ease the bookings in the
Capital. There has been talk of a
second legit house there for some
time but university authorities will
carefully select the shows that may
follow Miss Bergman's appearance..
Proposal to use the Lisner for commercial attractions pended for .some
time between the college and the
Playwrights Co., jivhich presents
"Joan."

Playwrights Co., incidentally, finds
the middle of a D. C. controversy over exclusion of Negroes
from
Lisner
Auditorium.
Playwrights Co. was approached last
week by the Committee for Racial
Democracy to canjel the engagement, due to the exclusion policy.
Contracts previou.sly .signed _make
this impassible. Playwrights had advised the Committee that it greatly
regretted the
discrimination, but
since the matter was a local one and
entirely out of its control, it eouldn't
do anything.
itself in

1

sympo.sium are being
kept under tight wraps, but it's understood the film reps looked in on
the CBS color film demonstrations at
tails

to their

sales of more than 120,000 for the spokesmen, are not too much worformer and over 80,000 chalked up ried about tele cutting into their

tor the latter. Present indications,:
Random House believes, points to
"Iceman's po.ssibly achieving a higher figure."
O'Neill was Random House's first
important author, with his "Days on
End" and "Ah, Wilderness'' both
having been published by the firm

Not satisfied with this, he .even sent Sullivan a gold watch from New
York with the inscription, "'To Fighting Danny Sullivan— the Only One

Quick

appeared in last Sunday's (20) ediReviews were critical of the tions, followed by a deluge of mail
ize.
drama, which dates back to the nth orders at the Alvin, where the show
century, though never performed will play. Boxoffice sale does not
over here.
begin until Nov. 4, two weeks in adConceding that Lee is a talented vance of "Joan's" Broadway preplayer, Brooks Atkinson in the N. Y. miere. By that time it will have
Times said:
"He counterfeits a been decided where "Cyrano De
white man about as successfully as Bergerac" .will move. Revival has
a white man counterfeits a Negro,
been capacity for* most performances
which is hardly at all. But that is at the Alvin, where the booking was
only a delail by comparison wilh the limited
to six week.s. Indications are
intelligence, ease and scope of Lee's
that "Cyrano" would be good for an

Broadway

Slid

life.

,

^

1946."

O'Neill Sells Well
Published play versions of most
successes seldom exceed
copies but Random House,
publishers of sJugene O'Neill's "The
Iceman: Cometh" reports advance
eales topping 23,000 copies to date.
Playwright's "Strange Interlude''

tele screens.

First ads for "Joan'' in

1

"Miss Overset

£,000

Squaw Mountain.

at the National,
the capital's regular legiter, which
has a slightly larger capacity.

I

boxoffice receipts. On the contrary,
they bejieve they'll be able to bene-

becomes a nationwide industry, in the same way
Matter came up last week when
they benefited from radio. Once a Vincent de Angelis, LLsner aude
coast-to-coast tele network is estab- manager, disclosed the ban, Saying
lished, they'll be ready and willing, it was the cu.stom of all D. G. theafit

from

tele,

once

it

.

As for the American Federation of
Postmaster Daniel M. Sullivan of Cripple Creek, ex-miner, had saved a
Musicians' ban against film on tele,,
prez's life. Even so he held down a job that others wanted. Some
video spokesmen charge this step future
was taken at the in.stigation of the time^ later the governor of Colorado tried to get him out. "Unless you
sho>y me that he's been stealing horses," wrote T:R., "I'm going to refilm industry when new contracts
appoint him postmaster)"
with Petrillo were being negotiated
>J
What, NO Bo
last .spring. Ban is only a dodge beLater, on a subsequent visit to Colorado, the Prez took a large diamond
hind Which the film men have taken
ring off his hand and put it on the third finger of Danny SulJivan. exrefuge to exclude their product from
plaining to the press bunch that the stocky little ex-miner had saved his

a jam of attractions

Praise

Critic's

I

A

the

before the video cameras.
PlayWrights and producers have also cooperated in licensing their scripts
at very low fees to broadcasters,
they point out.

at the Lisner

|

|

of

stifle

-

the November issue of The Woman.
Mrs. B'rank (Alice) Scully returning on the Gripsholm from Stockholm Nov. 22, instead of flying back

I

—

I

ditties,

ton clearly defined or developed.
iReported Milton Sperling's U. S,
P ::tures paid $35,000 for the rights,
Book's chief merit is its hep leel
as well as its amusing sidelights oh
the nitery scene, on personality
buildups, on showbiz figures, and on
8 lot of the phoniness as well as
appeal ol Broadway. Stjry is that of
a cynical p-omoter who builds jip a
nitery singing nobody into a film
star by phony hypos. But chief interests are the thinly eoncealed figures and places insiders will recogjiize
the ex-cabbie gag writer, the
Vincent's'
sophisticated
columnist,
restaurant and its .legitwise hatcheck
the producer "Bishop," the
firl.
a.yent "Holstein," and the ex-druggist
Bron,
nitery op.

the

naturally

as potential competition, they point
to the fact that some of the top
Broadway legit actors have done
tele shows for almast a pittance in.
salary, merely to gain experience
j

Beatrice Kay, warbler of Gay 90
scribed a yarn about that era

I

its "in.side stuff"

told.

wood

spokesmen

this line of rea.soning.
the film companies with,

attempting to

LeBoutillier
narrated
Me.xico City fashion short to be
shown in 200 department store.s.

j

It's

..Television
don't" follow

comprises

staff

sub.se-

off.

re-

New

Peggy

Efibwt Sylvester,

feci.

format

CHATTER

drama reporter

N. Y. Daily News'

ifs

.

people.

Bol) Sylvestea-'s 'Dream'

a

pay
pre.sent.

its

combination of the

stated

director,

wilh the private

•

director.

El

expected to hit

is

the newstands.

of.. Je-..|

Ellison, editor: Walter Ross,
,John Whitmg, m.e,; Lawrence
LLC. literary ed; Richard Salmon, an
dvrectorv Raymond^Hagel, circulation

romo

0(1'

publicity

quenlly that Cdl appreciated the experience but probably Wouldn't advertise on tele again until jt can

;

and

c(.\ er.

TAuch postponed launching of the

i

E - new Marshall Field-Nornian Cousiiis
ma,?, USA, is finally nearing- reality.
a poekot-sizc: nvdntlily and Second trial Tim of the mag rolled
Will, liave fullv-^
35c.
off the printing, presses this week

and
men. each ?.t

I'lilhcr Was Slugged
Ajsemblytnan .iVlbcrt.Dekker has been playing "Father Vfas President*'
Westwood, Calif., to indilTerent notices, though the play concerns .itself

I

(he film.

oi:;M>l:ing fiction.

i

;

olTering stock as. foU
io\\s; 1.599 shares of $5 prefet^rod
\viUi;iul par value; 1,599 shares Class
Ciinti'ibutOrS,

.

.:'

^

in adiipting the trailers for

uii.-!ound

James

'.

'

'

•

lirfiited

expense
tele:

'

'

the

video'.'!

!

"Ink Simts?" repealed the darling little deuce in spades, "I sing belle'r
than them alrervd.v!"
Sad SiicJi, .I.G.
Schoolboy bugler, j.g,. >vhq ,had been praeiicii.Tg some- populaiv ftum^ors
in his oft hours, -was ..as.si,gned to play '''Taps''; a,t, a ipenidrial seryice;;iQ
..::':.;":
General Patton^
^ .,..':.'.:He got his- cue, but to his' terrified antoni.shment iiwtcad of "Taps'' out
came; the yffrst ivoteis of "Thfe. Gypsy."

their tra rlers «,n ..v ideo.
however, with
present,
audience; the added

f roni. shci Wi ng-

For

According^ to proxy

exct-eding in value the amount Bennet Cerf, "if anybody had told
me 10 years ago that we^d do that
<>[ money they invested in the mag.
Writers each have a single vote, much business in one year I'd have
average of; laugKfed at the idea."
E;'fli ha.'i inve.sted an
contribs running from $500
? 1.000
Peai< gross, is due .mostly, -Cerf
t(> S5.oodi/
iid,
to the record' Siiles of:- non.

,.

,

tiisc;;,

I

:

,

did a record gros.s
of JSOO.OOO last month, the billing.s
including sales, on the firm's Modeirn

many Library

]

Scully

'

.

Random House

i

contribs,; In

their

»

Lieutenant, Col., Oct. 20.
Denver has only. tWo pliic.es where Negroes can go for entertainment.
One i.s the Roxy, a grind liou.'ic, the other Ted Koehler's bowling alleys.
Pin boy in the alleys was .singing louder than the spinning pin?;
"Say," said a visitor, "you keep that up and you'll sing as well as the Ink

-

,

Random. House^s 500G Month

,

:

rates

at

with

nf.

tti

Name

t

aren't in business today for altruistic purposes, they see no sense in
licensing thfiir scripts now for the
few dollars that tele l)roadc.asters
could alTovd to pay.
^
.

v

.

;

» «

By Frank

do irreparable harm to his reputaAnd, since the film companies

goripts submitted at
;:

contributed

already

show today could

t

tion.

regular rates.

(hey get- from other .publiea-

iniitcnal,
tl.iUi

of stOGli left to sell.

have

uriti'i*

buy any

right to

1ii,--sh;u-eholders,

is

in a "rough" tele

$5,000 first prize, *8,000 for the runner-up and JJiOOO for third prize.
Winners will be announced not later
than March iS, Ma^ reserves the

'47

«» »«««
M
SCRAPBOOK

4 »» f

limited to only a minute
traction of the film audience, pix ofrioials claim that a star appearing

Literati
New

«4«*«
SCULLY'S

video

Although the entire

doing.

audience

they claim, to permit their top stars tres to exclude Negroes. "If the
to appear on tele shows or rent out community changes the custom," he
scripts from their oldies for video saidi
"we'll' change
our policy.'
adaptations. As for permitting any Committee had pointed out the D. C.
film that still has b.o. value to be inconsistency,
whereby the Naused for video transmis.sion, that's tional theatre permits Negroes on
obviously out of the question now. the .stage but not in the audience,
For the present, however^ it would Vvhilo Constitution Hall okays Nebe folly for them to cooperate with groes in the audience but not on
television any more than they're stage,

America."

don't things. like this ever get into^plays?
western pictures?

Or even;

for (hat

mat-

ter, into

Denver
It was

discovered the most amazing rath.skeller I have ever
basement of a private house—the home of attorney
Fred Mazzula. On the door to the men's room was a marvelous likeness
of Governor Dewey in western garb and the late F. D. R., al.so rigged out
They were blazing away at each other with six-'
like a cowpuncher.
shooters, and half way between them were two authentic bullets which had
hit each other dead' on and melted into a far from loving embrace.
Inside the room proper, painted over rough -walls, were pprtraits of
dozens of Denver's outstanding characters. They ran all the way back
to General. Denver himself. People from show business took up all of One
wall. The paintings were done by Herndon Davis, with a talent in this
field that makes the Brown Derby gallery look early Metro Goldwyn.
iti
fact, these are paintings, painted right on the walls; which means they
can't be moved short of moving the building.
Ladies Only
On the hardwood floor was an oil painting of Mrs. Mazzula by the guy
who painted the original "Face On The Bar Room Floor." And on the
ceiling above of Mother (now Saint) Cabrini. And on all sides of these
two madonnas were paintings of characters like the Unsinkable Mrs.
Brown, who leaped off the Titanic into a lifeboat, threw $25,000 toward the
crew, pulled out a pair of six-shooters and ordered them to get going;
Chipeta, the Crow princess, immortalized' by Gene Field; Helen Hunt Jackson, who wrote "Ramona"; Polly Pry, queen of sobbers; Josephine Roche,
who tossed $600,000 into a political campaign; Baby Doe Tabor, who got
herself married in the White House during the administration of President Arthur by fraudulent representations to a- priest; Josephine Antoine,
who went straight, from: Boulder to the Met; Molly Mayfield, whose por-:
trait was a composite of Mrs. Frankie Foster and her husband Jack Foster
on account they arc Molly Mayfield; Helen Bonfils, Mary Jane Canary, one
of the disputants to the title of Calamity Jane, and Laura Evans,' the
Madonna of the Rockies.
Of men who had left their marks on Denver were wdir paintings of
Fireman Jim Flynn, Paul Whiteman, Harold Lloyd, Eddie Foy, Fred Stone,
Otto Flpto, Phineas T. Barnum, Jack Dempsey, Young Corbett, Eddie
Eagan, Douglas Fairbanks, Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Damon Runyo)i, Gene Fowler,
Courtney Riley Cooper, Lowell- Thomas, Eugene Field, Fred Bdnfils, Horace
Greeley, Kit Carson, Spencer, Penro.se, H. A. W. (Silver Dollar) Tabor,
William (Bat) Masterson, Col. Wm. F. Cody, Billy the Kid.
Quelle collection! Joe Laurie, Jr. would not have got out of the room
for days. I made it in 18 hours. Rocky Mountain Time, but I'm still reeling from the tornado of incredible and often conflicting tales which accompanied this most remarkable Rogues Gallery ever to decorate a cyclon*
In

seen,

too,

I

in the

,

cellar.

Fs<;e sun On Bar Boom Flo*r
Within 30 miles of Denver is the bar of the Teller House and the
opera house west of the Mississippi." That's the house the miners,
took half a billion dollars in gold out of Central City, Black Hawk
and Russell Gulch, built in 1878 and' then imported stars like Bernhardt,
Salvini, Ristori, Jefferson, Maggie Mitchell and Hose Coughlin as at"finest

who

tractions.-

'..':..-

,'!•

I made the trip up to Central City, now practically a ghost town.
It's
8,5Q0 feet in the clouds. The opera house has been reopened and runs for
four weeks in July and August, with attractions like "Othello" and "La
Traviata," and stars like Paul Robeson and Walter Huston.
But it is
nothing like the old days. Strictly a tourist trek. From 1860 on Central

City had three months of legit and opera— everything from"Sh© Sloops
to Conquer" to "A Trip Across the Ocean" (billed as "a show any lady
can see"). By 1880 the gold-dust kids had steppetf the playing season
up to nine months.
Why not? Around Gregory Diggin's they had the richest square mile
on the face of the earth. Before it was worked out one tunnel alone,
still open for touri.sts. wein 86 miles underground.
"The Face On The
Bar Room Floor" is still on the floor of .the Teller House. They have a
table over it to protect it, and a light to show it off. The bar is clo.sed
winters hut you can look through the Windows at the melancholy scene.'
Well, the painter of it said he once was fixed as well as any one of ui.
Time has brought all Gregory's Diggin's down to our level by now»

.

,

;
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Capitol, N. Y.
Brown Orch

Lcs

This stage show at the Gap, along
With Metro's "No Leave, Uo Love,"
the

that

which

so-called'

reaction

negative

'"name" bands have

been running into recently because,
of their theatre work is an individual
fault stemming from a lack of imag"
ination and an individual willingness
to settle into a too well-worn groove.
Les Brown's outfltj one of the crack
musical combinations available, will
never be accused of being a Dick
Jurgens onstage. It's strictly a fine
musical band. Yet, as the mainstay
of a show here including comic

Henny Youngman and

singer

Bill

Johnson, it does a great stage job.
Striving for audience satisfaction
rather than using its time onstage to
plug recorded tunes, whether they fit
into ideas for stage presentation or
not. Brown's combo does a swell job
throughout. It works the first 25-30

minutes alone and holds the audience
every minute. That's intelligent production insofar as the stubholders are
concerned not merely good music.
BrSwn's sock arrangements are artiuUy threaded through: the 60 minutes from the opening "Beach at
"Waikiki," which instead of blowing
the payees down from the first bar,
slowly builds from muted brass lo a

—

the seats,

till

the ushers
down the

Paramount, X. V.

running

hookey

way through such

the

neat-

ness is evident, with the exception
of the tinale, a classical piece worked
out under the drums of Dick Shannon. Drum solos, unless something
exceptional (and this one starts but
to be when Shannon turns to the
kettle drums briefly, but then fioes
back to traps) are far outdated.
Shannon's okay on the hides, but not
enough of a practitioner to, make the
number stand up. And it's too long.
In between, Brown does his "Firedance" arrangement and a nicely
worked out medley of Jerome Kern
(that too is being overworked these
days; Charlie Spivak, Who just closed
at the Pai-amount, did an Irving Ber-

medley; Alvino Rey, current at
nearby Strand, does a Cole Porter
lin

group).

:

work up

Brown's
doing a neat job of handling, pop
stuff. Jack Haskell is up first with
"September Song." well sung but desingers all

livered rather

Pat Haskell,

stiffly.

who

He

front,

'then joins

replaced Doris Day,

on "Five Minutes More."

It's

cute.

,

tro's frere) for a jitterbug bit that
goes over big.

Henny Youngman, bouncing

into

the middle of the show, comes up
with his usual ".something old, something new, something borrowed" gag
routine. As a headline comic, his ma-

below par, but he gets
constant belly-laughs and a good
audience reaction. To argue with that
terial is far

is like fluffing off

Guy Lombardo

for

being corny.
Bill Johnson, young singer from
the recent musical, "Day Before
Spring," walks into a audience many
of whom never heard of him. Such
is his talent, however, that he has no
trouble at all convincing that he's
got what it takes. Good-looking, tall,
with plenty of personality and a
well-controlled baritone voice with
unusual range, he bangs the bell resoundingly. "To Each His Own" starts
him off, then a bit from "Pagliacci,"
and a finale, "Way You Look To-

Wood.

night'.'

f hicago, Chi
Chicago, Oct. 18.
Dojiny Kaye, Georgia Gibbs, Tip,
(3), Loft' Breese Orch
"Bachelor's Daughters (UA)

Tap & Toe
(17)

;

The

:

Chicago

theatre

brings

in

Danny Kaye' as headli'ner for the
theatre's 25th Anniversary and it's
the biggest thing that has hit Chi
,, since
Sinatra,
The opening day
found the fugitives from Sinatra in
full force, jamming the place and
rooted in their seats. When show
was caught, large percentage of the

,

;

,

aud Was holdovers from the first
ghow and gave no indications of
leaving for several' shows more.
Lou Breese opens show with a fast
rendition

,of

,niood for

what

"Tico Tico" setting the
follows.

Tip,

Tap

&

Toe,

without Toe, rhythm tappers
pound out tap routines on a large
,flrum. stage.
Toe, in the first show
fell off drum and sprained his ankle
putting him out for several shows.

Boys do a precision number first;
then do a shuffle tap and end with
tripifi

.sponse.

roll
•
.

tap
*

routine.

Nice

re^^

Breese bring on Georgia Gibbs,
who sings "Blue Skies"
with a touch of Helen Morgan
lament and follows with a typical
Morgan number, "More Than You
Know."
Encores
with
"South
America, Take It Away" for a begsongstress,

;

,

.

0
,,
'

.

P.fi.,"'..

starts kiddingholdovers, with kids going wild

and throwing candy bars and presKids jumped up and

ents to Kaye.

{20th) , reviewed
RiETY, Sept. 18; 1946.

VA'-

in

Melange aboard the Roxy deck

Newark, Oct.

in the band.

17.

June Christy's warbling clicks
with the customers. Plush, bluesy
tones are turned with style in her
renditions of a skat number without
words and "He's Funny That Way."
In the deuce, the Lane Brothers
flash
some ultra-fancy acrobatic
rope tricks and earn nice mitting.
Comedy routine is good for, light
laughs but teamwork on their stunts,
in which they operate as a single
person, is what butters their bread.
Dean Murphy's comedy bit is a
striking succession of impreshes on

Donald O'Connor, with Gwen &
O'Corwor; Pearl Bailey; The
(2);, 3 Swifts; The Harpers; joe fecher Hmse. Orchestra
Jacfc

Kemmys

r

(11);

:

"Secrets of a

Sorority

Girl"

(PRC).
Surprising juve response to this
straight vaude pitch, with Donald
O'Connor riding high on his cinema
rep. .The slim young song-and-dance
man, just out of service, doesn't just
trade on hisi film position'; Though
that looks strong enough to carry
him.

w.k. names.

anniversary in shbwbusiness. This
duo started out in 1898 as the Avon
Comedy Four with Will Lester and
Jack Coleman as the singers. Since
then Lester has died and Coleman
has retired from show biz.
But Smith and Dale still carry on.
It's one of the few acts that agents

will see of their own volition, and
for many oldtime vaude adherents
it's one of the funniest ants in the
business.
Dr. Kronkheit skit is by now a
classic and there's little doubt that
if they ever attempted to change one
line or gesture there'd be mass protests.
The team has lost count of
the number of times it's played the
State, where they started playing
when the Palace theatre went into
straight pix.
This trip, they're assisted by Allen

Teeing off with Joe E.
Brown, Murphy runs the gamut
through Bette Davis, Ronald ColO'Connor displays a w'ide range
man, Charles Boyer, etc. and winds
of stage stuff here; His hoofing, alup with a sock imitation of Jimmy
though somewhat old-fashioned, is Stewart. For
his encore stint, Murall the better for that. Gives it a
phy made an unusually serious ponostalgic air. He cons a number of
Chester and Lou Lawrence and total
litical pitch for peace via a takeoff
his film song successes, using just a
on one of F.D.R.'s fireside chats. effect of the act is as potent as it
phrase of each for boff returns. His House responds
warmly both to sen- ever was.
backchat with wife Gwen verged to- timents of the speech and
The rest of thfe bill is also in a
accuracy
ward the blue at opening (17) and of the carbon.
superior vein with Hal Leroy addwas cleaned up for the next show.
Winding up show, King Cole Trio ing further marquee lure. His rouLad -has vitality and everything he register with a collection
of their tines are polished and executed with
does, goes over. For a smash climax, most
popular pieces including "It's precision and as usual gets away
he grabs Joe Fecher's baton and Only a Paper Moon," "Straighten
Up with hearty applause.
leads the orch in a fury of arm and Fly Right,"
Susan Miller, another standard,
"Embrace Me," and
waving. Goes big.
"Sweet Lorraine." Guitar, bass, and does a good selling job with a mixThis is Pearl Bailey's first stage piano combo
have a 52nd St. manner ture of rhythm tunes and ballads,
appearance here and for the audi- but despite the big house, go over for a good exit while the Skating
ence's dough she can come early with a smash.
ShbW closes with the Macks (4), three, gals and a guy,
and often. 'The sepia gal, a looker of trio merging into Kenton's orch for make a good housewarmer with
first rank and a really mean singer
their good assortment of roller roua hot curtain number.
fferm.
of down-to-earth madrigals, has a
tines. In the deuce, the Yeary Bros.
wealth of humor to her delivery. She
(New Acts) make with instrumentals
Apollo. IV. V.
sent the lads with "Fifteen Years"
and vocals.
.and "Good Enough for Me," both
Louis Jordan Orch (6)
Johnny
Andre, Andree and Bonnie wind
top drawer in fun, and brought them Otis Orch (17), Phillips & Wall, Edna up the session with a well-paced
back with "Row, Bow, Row" and a Harris, Kanazawas (3), Miller & routine deriving its novelty with the
zany version of "St. Louis Blues." Lee; "Missing Lady" (.Mono).
use of femme dummies to confuse
Sta.shed around the.se first rate
the audience with the mccoy. They
turns are some of pretty fair caliber,
With Louis Jordan's combo top- finish with an applause-getting ex-:
Three Swifts rank high for a jughibit of ballroomology with male
gling turn that has a bit of 'danger ping theTaill, and Johnny Otis' orch giving both gals some good lifts.
mixed with the manual jitterbug- .supplementing as the stage orch, Usual strongarm part of this turn
menu for the Harlefti hepsters at the
ging.
was left out because of a wrenched
The Harpers, three Ifuis with har- Apollo this week calls for plenty of back Andre suffered during opening
monicas, pour into the mike a me- hot jive, and very little else. Rest day.
lange of numbers, most of them by of the bill, except for the Jap acroLouis Basil, house podium occubatic
team,
the
Kanazawas,
is
strictGershwin. Interest centers mostly
pant, gives the show a fast pace with
on bass instrument that looks like, ly in the, lightweight division, not his emceeing and has added the exadding any perceptible punch to the
a shoring timber.
gimmick of a musical intro which
House was loaded to tra
Plenty of fun results from the proceedings.
segues
into the film.
Jose.
Kemmys' aero stuff, with gal twining the gunwales at the preem last Fri'
about male partner like a vine. All day (18).
National, L'ville
Feeling right at home, Jordan
deadpan and underplayed despite
lets
his hair down with a succession
Louisville, Oct. 18.
unusual skill displayed.
Alan,
of hot novelty numbers that has the
Major Bowes All Star Graduates,
patrons stomping and whistling for
more. Teeing off with "Choo-Choo with Crandall Sisters; Rick Layne,
Oriental, Ciii
Teddy Block, Sammy Birch, The
Boogie," he leads into some sizzling
Chicago, Oct. 18.
Oakies, The Crawfords, & Paul Gerincluding
Franfcie Carle Orch
(16)
with double-entendre pieces,
son; "Wip of Monte Crista" (PRC).
Marjorie Hughes, Gregg Lawrence; "Good Time Roll," "Chic-MokeHelcne & Hou>ard> Johnny Morgan; Poke," a Calypso number that
couldn't pass in any other house
The Major Bowes amateur cycle
"Mr. Ace" (VA).
hut this, and a long patter song had its day, but lo and behold, here
called "'The Cat's No Good." Jordan pops up in the flesh seven turns who
The Oriental in competition with works hard to earn the customers' call themselves Bowes graduates. If
the Chicago decided not, to match mitting, not resting on his past these are graduates, maybe they
big star names with Danny Kaye, laurels. Rest of the musicrew com- "should have stood in school." Pretty
but to put on a good show that bine into a tight little rhythmic unit tepid layout, and whole bunch looks
doesn't wear the seats down. Show With topnotch instrumentalists at like lightweight material for even
every sack.
is Better than the spot has had for
the small time vaude of some thirty
Coming out of the west and play- years ago. But this is 1946, and they
several weeks.
Frankie Carle has an unusual com- ing their first date in these parts, just don't measure up.
bination with five sax, three trom- Johnny Otis' band is a promising
Opener, The Crawfords, mixed terp
bones; three trumpets, and four young Negro group which can stoke
rhythm. Also carries an extra relief up plenty of steam. Consisting of pair, try hard, and give their turn a
Height brass, five reeds, and four On little color with luminous costumes,
piano.
Band opens with "Sunrise Sere- rhythm, the orch has a driving, ag- They're followed by Teddy Blocks
personable
fellow who imitates airnade," Carle's theme song; and then gressive styl? with neat orchestral
hits
a medley of "Ro.se Marie," patterns achieved; on basis of good planes and other sounds.
Otis,
ofay
"Diane," "Charmaine," and "Margie." arrangements.
leader,
Femme singing trio, Crandall SisHelene and Howard, youthful works the skins in Gene Krupa style, ters, put their heads together in front
dance team, open with a romantic making with spectacular grandstand of the mike, just as all girl warbling
waltz, and then otit of the blue, the playing in one number with the combos do, and give: out with the
lights down and his sticks luminous- harmony. ITheir chirping is okay, that
girl starts throwing jiu-jiutsu holds
ly beating in the dark. Ht's a solid is,
all over the stage. Aud is caught
gets over satisfactorily.
Pace
agap at glamorous gal pushing the, skinbeater and sticks with the orch through "Song of Love to You," "I
big fellow around. She does some throughout. Rest of .the band is well- Don't Know Why," and the oldie,
trained but contains only two stand- "Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie,"
terrific spin turns and couple end
up in a jitterbug routine to end all out sidemen at piano and .sax. Brass giving this one a lift with a swing
zoot-suit swingers. Practically steals section, spinal column of this type tempo. Caught nice applause. ,;
band, needs to be strengthened. Band
show.
Paul Gerson, harmonica player,
Marjorie Hughes; who is Carle's opened fast with "Block Buster,"
gives his version of Poet and Peasdaughter, scores with "Rumors Are followed with "California Boogie,"
ant, and Orpheus, both overtures.
'Harlem
Nocturne,"
and
Flying,'; and a special song, "Chick
"Miss
Gets quite a volume of tone out of
Mitchell."
Late
in
the show, band
With the Band.*; Gal has a sweet
his mouth harp.
His introes are
voice and nice personality that sells works over a number called "The
Needle" with a corny marching ar- wooden, and only bright spot in his
well,'
Carle then brings on Gergg Law- rangement around the stage that routine is the bit of clowning with
Close in a Sammy Birch, m.c who plays the
rence to croon "Garden in the Rain," 'could be eliminated.
and a medley of Jerome Kern tunes; merger with Jordan's combo for a one note part in "Night and Day"
loud number with a line of four while Gerson fills in the balance of
Lad has a winning manner.
Johnny Morgan, lately of the ra- dancing girls going through the mo- the tune. Birch in his own spot -had
the patrons howling with his hurley
tions.
dio, comes on with some corny gags,
The Kanazawas, Jap risley team, opera singer and comic getup, with
into
song
satire
on
swings
a
but
.housing conditions that panics aud. seen with Orson Welles' "Around recorded sound. His "Figaro" and
Follows with socko impression of a the World" legit show last spring, "Sow Song," with exaggerated facial
and body expressions, pleased the
fiir the bill's middle spot for one
symphonic conductor. Begs off.
Carle gets behind the piano to of the high' points of the show. Team, customers.
pound out some of his latest record made up of three slightly overRick Layne, lately out of the servmidget sized performers, work their ice^ received a nice reception for his
•releases and ends with. 'ICarle Boogie" for solid returns.
feet- j uggling ro utines with phenome'- chatter routine with a dummy, Guy
.

.

,

'

,

,

'

,

'

^

;

,

,

•

this

session leans too heavily to the musical side to be fully satisfying. It has.;
a number of strong individual elements, but added up they don't tally
.

high in the entertainment column.
little of the difficulty is the,,
faltering finale piwided by Jon Hall
in his appearance with his wife,

,,Not a

Show requires a
it off for top reand it doesn't achieve: it.
Hall and Miss Langford did almost
exactly the same routine at the Paramount in October, 1940, and almost
exactly the same thing as was said
Frances Langford.
sock finish to get
sults

'

,

.^^aye follows and

we

,

"Margie"

:

.

Miss Flaherty does a smart lyric and
with more experience will turn out
to be a valuable find. Her costuming,
however, is far out of line. She's
overdressed in a gown that's far too
old and too fancy for her 18 years.
"Butch" Stone is his usual big click
with "Feet's Too Big" and "ChooChoo Boogie," joined in the latter by
trombonist "Stumpy" Brown (Maes-

Ga«
vitch's Harmonica Rascals (9)
Foster Girls, Paul Ash's House Orch;

.

solid fanfare,

AH

Frances Langford & Jon Hall, Al
Bernie, Carl Ravazza, Borah Minei-

Stan

clientele.

23

Uoxy, N. Y,

nal agility. Using a barrel and one
Kenton Orch with June man as objects, other two ^nen keep
them spinning in midair in every
Kaye'-s first song is "Bali Boogie" Christy; Dean Murphy, Lane Bros.
conceivable permutation and combiwith handclapping and stomps from (2)i King Cole Trio; "Blue Skiss,"
nation. Begofl to a terrific hand.
the first floor to the third balcony, reviewed 'in Variety, Sept; 25, '46.
Rest of the show consists of Philshaking the place all over. "Minnie
lips & Wall, a terp team with conthe Moocher" is next number and
Taken by itself, show at the Para- ventional routin that needs polishthe kids know all the git-ga-say
mount is a neat 50-mjnute layout on ing. Edna Harris, emcee of the show,
words by heart for the choruses.
a single turn at warbling
The Flatbush crooner then does a a heavy musical beat. But with takes
Irving Berlin's Technicolor musical "Good News Tonight" with a voice
takeoff on Frankie singing "Night
that's nothing special, although she
and Day" with the juves screaming opus, "Blue Skies," making up the sells the
celluloid portion of a three-hour ernumber with some sexy
like mad.
Kaye does a Bolgerish tortainment
wiggling.
Comic Miller & Lee in
unit,
vaude
portion
one-two to "Swannee River" and
could have been more, wisely tipped next-to-closing come up with a runthen blows three beats on a tromning
bone to "Hold That Tiger." Mi.ss in a non-musical direction for bet- turns gag act about income tax rewithout much tq, recommend it.
Gibbs returns to do a duet with ter total balance.
Show's backbone is the polished
Herm.
Kaye on "Barrel House Boogie,"
with the gal breaking into "I Can't swing rhythms of Stan Kenton's
orch.
Aggregation lof nine brass,
Go On With This" routine. Kids eat five
Stale, N. V.
reeds,
three on rhythm in
this up,
Kaye then pulls a "what addition to and
iSmith & Dale with Lou Lawrence
Kenton's
88occasional
would you like to hear" deal which ing, doesn't
Allen Chester; Hal Leroy,
drive With too much and
stops the show for several minutes
Susan Miller, Andre, Andree & Bonwith kids jumping up and down steam but compensates by tricky ar- nie Yeary Bros, (i), Skating Macks
rangements: and solid tones. Sidemen
yelling their favorites.
Comedian are okay with standout work by the (4), Louis Basil House
Orch;
then does "Melody in Four-F" to
"Strange
Case of itfartha Ivers"'
drummer and bass fiddler in the ren-'
close the show.
(Par).
dition of Kenton's major piece, a
Show runs 40 minutes with six jazz
Kenton's personality
shows set now, but from the mob pays concerto.
One of the most hardy scripts in
off with a few good laughs in
seems that seven will be in order.
his vocal of "St. James Infirmary vaudeville, the Dr. Kronkeit sketch
Blues" against a comedy chorus of as performed by Smith and Dale,
coughs and. catcalls from the boys is this week rounding out its 48th
Adams, IV«wark

come

to

aisles to quiet the

Jack Haskell, "Butch."
Flaherty,
Stone; Henny Youngman, BUI Johnson; '"No Leave, No Love" (M-G),
reviewed in VAiUEiy, Aug. 28, '46.

proves

HOUSE REVIEWS

down on

had

with Pat

(18)

,

about them by Wood in 'Variety's
Acts review at that time can,
be repeated now.:. "Hall comes on
following the singer's opening num-

New

ber and reveals in numerous ways
that he hasn't had much p.a. experience. He falters in handling lined,
." Reforgets titles of tlines, etc.
view went on to say that "it's all
done in a smooth-voiced sort of bashful way which sets him solid with
the audience." Unfortunately, that
latter part wasn't true at the Roxy
session caught last week. Despite the
fact that it was Hall's eighth show
there, he not only muffed one. line
after the other of his patter with
Miss Langford, but forgot the; name
of the house, the name of the tune
.

,

.

they were to sing, and just about
everything else that could be forApparently being entirely
gotten.
unable to adlib or cover himself in

,

any way, result was a squirming,embarrassed audience that wishea

was

the whole thing

over.

Miss Langford, on the other, hand,
a completely polished performer,
or singing. Her

is

whether

chattering
pipes and figure are both as good as
ever. She does a number of tunes
on her own before introing Hall.
They do some patter together; then
wind up in a duet, which isn't bad.
Mainly required are some writer.s to
get them up a presentable routine
and then a bit of cramming by Hall
to remember it.
Al Bernie shows a great deal of
versatility with a line of gags and
talk, including a short session of
working from a piano. He's dropped
the mimicry, which he used to do
almost exclusively (and very well),
but retains a manner of speech that
makes him constantly sound like a

.

.

Ronald Golman.

jtiiiiof

It

.

becomes

tiresome, but otherwise the turn is
strong.

BOrah Minevitch's Harmonica Rascals

and a
used

are doing a lot more gagging
lot less organ-puffing than they
Turn is good for a lot of
to.

;

Johnny Puleo
slamming and .slugging everyone in
sight, but the hossDlay is carried just
a bit too far. Since the boys are

laughs, with diminutive

,

accomplished instrumentalists, they'd
do better to give more contrast to
the routine by turning serious every
so often.

A longtime fave at the house. Carl
Ravazza is back to do his warbling of
pop ballads and get a few ohs and
ahs from the femmes. He's personable and, a capable technician. Gae
Foster gals get off a bouncing ball
routine that is above average.
.

Herb.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Oct.

18.

Ray Heatherton, Bernie & Lone,
Daisy, The Wonder' HorsBi Marshall
Rogers, Carlton & Dell, Les Rhode

House Orch; "Crack-Up" (RKO).
Package here this week adds up
well rounded vaude parley
a
earning maximum response from
to

house.

Topliner

Ray

Heatherton

clicks

nicely with his song selling, blending
in some so-so gag stories to round
out his stint. Projects the Irish personality,

with "Donegal" and "Same

Old Shillelagh" highlights for that
sequence. Does neat job on the pops
to add to overall effect. Had to beg
off.

Comics Dick Bernie and Eddie
Lane garner a healthy portion of
Aided by an; Unbilled femme,

laughs.

purvey

they

a

surprisingly

clean

series of funstering topped by a telebit which gets howls.
Rest of bill is standard vaude,

phone

Daisy,

The Wonder Hor^e with eye-

filling gal trainer,

earned

solid: sal-

vos, with perspiriag pair who provide the front and tail coming out
for several bows.

and Dell do okay with
their acrotaps, while Marshall BogCarlton

,ers

does nicely with his glass-rima neat: musical
to provide

ming

novelty; type of act

which

this house

goes for.

Les Rhode and

comp

in top fashion.

caught,

orch ac»
Biz good when
Lary.

house

is a nice appearing chap, and kept
'em interested with his voice changes.
The Oakies, couple hillbilly characters, brought, out an assortment of
tire pumps, musical saws, etc., anij
livened things up with their rural
brand of fun. Typical corny stuff,
but the audience ate it up.
House not quite filled when caught

(Fri. nlte).
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KEEP YOUR BOX OFFICE EYE ON REPUBLIC!

Yoi
_ Always Loved
TECHNIGOLOR

A Distinguished Motion Picture in

A
REPUBLIC
PICTURE

Romaniic

DORN CATHERINE McLEOD

PHILIP

•

WILLIAM CARTER- MME. maria ouspenskaya
FELIX BRESSART. FRITZ FELD ELIZABETH
•

VANESSA BROWN

•

LEWIS

PATTERSON

HOWARD

FRANK BORZAGE

Directed by
BORDEN C^HA9E * A<lupiea from hi* AmerHMt» Migar^^^

Scneii l^y by
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DeMott-Buddy's Co.
New industrial pix company

Blackout a Dimout

'B'

K.

0.

To Auction,Selling

formed by John A. DeMott and Ned
S Continued from page }
Buddy will be known as S. R. F.
DeMott is resigning from
Pictures.
did not Wish to commit his Five, told the court: 'tSurely, you
an'l three times what last year's Pathe, where he worked on "This Is that he
clients without first conferring with must know that competitive bidding
production costs, indicating some of America" series, and Buddy, who
Hand, presid- is not palatable to us. It calls for
Paramount newsreel chief in theiir. Judge Augustus
these may wind up in the A classifi- was
exhib approval these companies to embark in an
Europe before the war, was with ing, remarked that
this doesn't arduous, difficult and perilous vencation.
DuMont Television on the Coast for was neeessai-y because "if
satisfy them any more than the ture. If you wish to recon.sider, we
United Artists, in its unique role a time.
other (competitive bidding), I don't offer you our cooperation and aid."
as a releasing organization only, is
Initial production, "Singing Wires,"
Proskauer 'predicted
that
the
see why I should fuss with it."
also tough to figure, since it can be dealing with electrification, is being
During the coiuse of considering cross-licensing ban would be "slow
Farm Journal mag.
presumed that its indie producers done for the
the decree, provision-by-provision, death in place of instant decapitaJames Kirk wood and Ann Deere
exhibs tion" and asserted that it was equivprivileges, to
cancellation
are aiming for the A brackets. Comr head the cast.
buying blind was fixed at 20% after alent to complete divestiture. Thepany will release five Hopalong
Loiiis (Schwartz &) Frohlich, Colum- atres would be clo-sed 65% of the
Cassidy westerns this year, however,
bia Pictures lawyer, fought a Gov- time if they could not buy from
in addition to 10 Hal Roach and
ernment proposal for 25%, Indica- others of the Big Five, he said. He
Comet Productions stream-liners,
Pix
tions were that the court wovild argued that the court would effecwhich probably won't get any top
Continued from page 3
knock out the D of J request that a tuate its purposes if it confined itLatter, in fact, are
playing time.
self to enjoining illegal practices
slanted as fill-ins on a dual picture tilt in budgets and is, seen as one six month limit be placed on the ad'
pix could be sold. 'Wright such as price fixing and pools. John
playoff.
partially vulnerable point in the at- vance that

Continued from pace
is slated to distribute six
L. Alperson productitins and
at least six pix turned out by So} M.
Wurtzel. Twentieth, to point up its
own A film exclusivity, has pulled
the regular 20th trademark off all
Alperson and Wurtzel pictures. Latter henceforth will carry only a
credit line to the eflEect that they're

while 20th

Edward

7

.

being distributed by 20th.

Metro reports it will al.so concenfilms only. It's been retrate on
vealed] however, that ,M-G is curworking on several new
rently
"Maisie" pictures and plans to revive the "Dr. Kildare" series. Although neither of these cost as much
as the company's top budgeters,
Metro claims each fllm in the series

A

Costs

.

'

Some of the insisted that a provision requiring
tack on high costs.
prints within 30
reason for >ons studio, for instance, majors to deliver
availability date be kept.
tailing an average of 85 days, per days of
picture ndw as against 47 days a
Little Three's Big' Beefs
few years back, is that more care is
Little Three attorneys let loose atedly be B's. 'Monogram, following being taken in production, although tacks against both the Big Five and
most of it occurs because of a short- the Government and it was difficult,
its usual policy, will release 46 pix,
There's
incliiding 14 westerns. Tfen of these ening of the working day.
at time.s, to determine whom they
are specialsj with two earmarked for some feeling that genex'al inefficiency considered the greater adversary.
might be out down here and savings
lensing in Technicolor,
Thomas Cooke, Universal lawyer,
instituted.
labeled the Big Five rules on clearDespite fears of producers con- ance "absurd" and said that !U precerning increased expenses against ferred tliose offered by the Governpossibly slipping markets, there's an ment.
Frohlich asserted that both
underlying
'conviction
the
busiin
Continued from paife 7
the D of J and the theatre-owning
ness that "costs are sensitive to the companies' outlines were objectionnames, those of Samuel L. Warner, boxoffice" and if and when things able to Columbia,
Ed. Raftery,
E.B. Craft and Theodore W. Case, really look bad, down they'll come. United Artists prexy (also attorney)
have been added to the Society's As one production exec remarked maintained that
could not pos*
honor roll alongside Thomas A. not too facetiously: "When things get sibly operate under auction-selling
Edison, George L. Eastman, et al.
really tough you discover ways of since all its contracts were subject to
New officers for the SMPE, cutting costs. You can always find, approval by its indie producers.
elected at noon and who assume at least, a brother-in-law or two you
Court gradually grew cold to aucoffice Jan 1., were Loren L. Ryder, can fire."
tion selling during the course of the
director of Paramount's sound dept.,
two-day hearing, At one point,
However, All in Ciood Sbape
prexy; Earl I. Sponable, Movietone
Should bad- days come, of coursey Judge Hand said: "Without comNews, N. Y., veepee; Clyde R. Keith, they!ll find the picture business in mitting oui<f^elves, we must say. we
Western Electric, N. Y., editorial the best position in its history to were moved by the wide attack on
veepee; W. C. Kunzmann, National meet them. All companies have been auction selling by so many indeCarbon
Co.,
convention
veepee; busily shearing their debts and bank pendent exhibitors."
Edward A. Bertram, Deluxe Labs, loans and piling up surpluses, so that
Quizzed by Judge Hand as to the
Nv Y., treasurer, and George T. the emergency won't be too hard to distribs' views on the bidding
Lorance, General Precision Labs, bear. Just as they'll take losses on method of sales, former
Judge
Pleasantville, N. Y., secretary.,:
pix made at high cost and sold when Joseph M. Proskaueri attorney 'for
Highlight of today will be the the market is low, so they amassed Warner Bros., disclosed that Big Five
evening session at the Par studios, coin during the opposite proceeding,' Mgalites had been in a huddle all
in which a symposium of four when they sold pix at a high price Monday (21) afternoon seeking &
technical papers will be held. Event which they had made during earlier formula to replace auctions. Should
is titled "Improved servo, mechanlow-cost days.
the court decide to drop that type of
ical and electrical devices for studio
One of the factors that levels off selling— and "we're not asking the
production." Par staffers will star these ups and downs is the industry's court to do so." Proskauer hastened
in the day's events that include method of amortization and account- to add it could be replaced by a
papers on radarscope photography ing. 'With the majors, a particular "tightening
injunctive
pro.of
and the preservation and' postwar film's income isn't credited to the visions," some added protection on
utilization of V. S, Navy combat year it was made, but the year that the subject of runs, and iome guarfilms
the coin actually comes in. There- antees against overbuying;

Columbia will produce at least 26
Screen
get B's, including 10 westerns.
Guild Productions, another newtop playing time is a matter of
comer,
has 31 features slated for rein
Metro
speculation, which leaves,
lease, mpst of which will undoubt-

represents a budget layout of more

than

Whether

$800,000.

they'll

.

:

the indefinite

class.

RKO In Reverse
has riot only admitted' it will
continue malting B's but has earHKO

,

those pictures it considers
falls in that category. Company has
36 features in its 1946-47 roster, excluding productions of Samuel Goldwyn, Walt Disney, etc., and 13 of
these have been categorfeed as B's.
Eagle-Lion newcomer to the producing ranks, has 15 pix slated for
release this season, starting with
•"It's A Joke. Son" after the first of
the year. Air these, however, reportedly will be budgeted at more
than $1,000,000, which theoretically

,

marked

•

I

j

,

makes them

all A's.

Republic represents another case
tough to figure. Company has

that's

a slate of 32 features and
26 westerns for this' season. Ten of
the feat-res have been termed "dewith
Rep hoping they'll folUixers,"
low Frank Borzage's "I've Always
Loved You" into the top A bracket.
company will turn
the
In addition,
out 16 pix in Trucolor, including
tour of the deluxers, plus two "speRogers
oatuners and four
cial"' Roy
special Gene Autry starrers.
PRC will release 36 features this
year, including 14 westerns, plus
eight specials that can be bracketed
as A's, since the eight will reported-

announced

cost more than the entire company roster last year, which inly

as "Wife of
Critso" and "Enchanted ForIn addition,. PRC claims the 22
straight pix will cost between two

cluded such top pix

Monte
est,"

SMPE Meet

UA

|

—

:

money spent in production in
1945, for instance, is charged against
income in 1945 (except for informational purposes, of course).
That
tends to level things off and does,

in

HENREID
Claude RAINS

GARY COOPER In
"CLOAK AND DAGGER"

WARNER

Frmlaced by Vnitod States Pictures

with IIOBKRT AI.DA aniMntrodllcinic
f<»r

''DECEPTION''
Direetad by

Irving

Rappw

Produced by

HMry

llcmli*

Broadway at

FRITZ XANO'

l>r

HI.S

Jmh CARROLL • Sandra BARREH
STRAND, B'way at 47th St.

I,AD
ADD

gtarrliiK

o• BRIAN DONLEiri:
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"^CAPITPIpr«»*si«
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'

•

AM BENDIX

RiVOLI^ Broadway at 49th Street

"

^
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B
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work in February. That will
be followed by "The True Story
of Carmen," starring Paulette Goddard.
Of the producers working
with Korda, Edward Black is making
"Man About the House;" with Kieron
Moore and Margaret Johnston, and
"Bonnie Prince Charlie'' with David
Niven. George King is making "Shop
into

from a current hit
Herbert Wilcox is
making "The Courtncys of Curzon"
with Anna Neagle and Michael

at Sly Corner,"
London play.

Wildberg.

WAY &

4

St

ROSALIND RUSSELL
ALEXANDER KNOX

JEANNE TRAIN

as

^^MARGIE''
A fOrfc Canlury-Fox Pictun in TccAnico/or
rlui
Sl'aie
• Frances tangford
Jon Hall
Carl Ravain
Harmonlea naiialt

—

m

'SISTER KENNY'

Cxttal

At MRNIE

Each producer deal is made separately, Jarratt said, with Korda'S
British Lion company financing, and
providing studio "space and distribution. Black, Wilcox and Carol Reed
have percentage participation deals,
while Kimmins will probably work
on a straight salary basis, Jarratt
said.

ON SCKEEN

\

I

Tliurs., Oct. 24
Y. Sliowlng,

No U. S. distribution deal will be
sought until Korda's own top pix are
ready for release, Jarratt said. Pos-

IN FEBSOU
XHvn«>SEiu.iNtr

STAR

AND

1st

'TKe Cockcytd

GARTER REVUE

mtatW

24 of Amtrica't

Frank Morgan

leveli«tt

Kcenan Wynn
Audrty T«tf«r

Cirii

sibility exists of
nlielmicolor

Goldwyn in a new distributing
company has been talked, Jar-

ratt

admitted,

there
ran ••Hill

ritiM*

Sptclocylar

St(ic|c

Productions

although he added,
nothing of that^ nature in

prexy,

who.'se

distribs in England,
J.

ARTHUR RANK

Preienti

"Caesar and Cleopatra''

ASTOR
profldway and
X*o|iuIur

45lli

—

Fri<:«fl

8trt>et

C'oiitiiiiioiiH

He' said he'll

J. Yates, Reproduct B-L
but that there is
no thought whatsover of any sort
of reciprocal releasing arrangement.
First pic to be released by B-L
in England will be "Corner" .at cud
of February, then
"Cradle" and
"Courtneys" in March and "Man
Aboifi. the House" in April, Jar-

public

StORY"

is

view at the moment.
huddle with Herbert

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL
"THE JOLSON

Korda joining Sam-

uel

wmcum
h

'

Judge Hand Opines

"Administrative
supervision
of
auction selling/' Judge Hand opined,
"may be considered difficult, but we
don't
think
is
insuperable."
it
Main objection, ,so far as the court
saw it, was the 'contention of indie
exhibs that "the competitive bidding
system would leave them worse off
than before because the majors
could outbid them On pictures."
Wright, who opened second-day
consideration of .the derf'ee, was
frequently the target of a crossfire
of judicial questions which indicated
that the court did not see eye-to-eye
with him. Court appeared to differ
with him on the Government's pro
pbsed cro-ss-licensing ban against
theatre owning majors. Wright was
questioned closely on whether he
thought affiliates could fill in playing time if they were banned from
buying product of other theatre
owning companies.
"I'm
just
wondering
if
you
wouldn't be indirectly divorcing theatres with your plan," Judge John
Bright said. "It might well be that
the defendants would give up their
houses in some situations," Wright
answered. Wright insisted, however,
that the companies could find ample
product without buying each other's
films and could, if necessary, increase
their production since there was no
freeze on the number of pix which
they could make. Court appeared
unconvinced and by -play ended with
a remark by Judge Hand that the
Government "should not seek to
destroy these defendants because
they may have done wrong."
Wright attacked all theatre organ
izations except the Conference of
Independent Exhibitor Assns. on the
ground that they were, in one way
or another, tied to the majors. As
•for indie producers, he said their
fears were only consi-stent with a
continuance of monopoly; By taking
strong steps to erase trade restraints,
Wright said, indie producers' lot
.

Korda's B's

ORCHESTRA

PliUS

lAJttBY EITZOERALD
BAItnY
1

'

..-

-

IN PERSON

AtAN

'

lag
period,
depending .oftH
whether general economic conditions
up or down.

ALVINO REY

AND

Piimmount's

.

that

are going

"TWO YEARS
BEFORE THE MAST"

-

except for the fact that wages and
costs in general trail the b.o. and
there's money gained or lost during

Warner Bros.

Directed

HOLLYWOOD

51 >r Street

rAtMBB

XXijlX

BROS, HIT

Davis, attorney for Metro,, sup-

plemented Proskauer's arguments.

:

'

Exhibs Ganged Up On
Auctioning Prom Start
Exhibitor a.ssociations ganged up
on auction selling and independent
producers put in their pitch for
treatment separate from tlie majors
when court hearings opened Monday

ratt said.

would be improved.

While,

(21).

ostensibly,

hib

organizations

to

file

briefs as

amicus curiae. Both, however, came
out

against

the

ATA

.

intervention

with Wright declaring that "it
would hopelessly confuse the case."
Frohlich, speaking for Columbia,

plea,

he had no objection to the lequest and felt that it was a move in
'
the right direction.
Leadoif man in the assault was
Thurman Arnold, ATA mouthpiece,
who lambasted auction selling with
the claim that it is a "regulation for
the benefit of the wrongdoers while
its principal impact is against innocent parties." Arnold's main thesis
was that in a scarce market such as
that ol the film industry, competitive
bidding would, further monopoly
rather than erase it.
said

^

'Generous Cancellations'
Paul Williams of the Southern
California Theatre Owners Assn.,
member of ATA, followed Arnold
with a plea for season block booking tempered by generous cancella-,
tion privileges. Williams, who was
in charge of the Government suit at
its
outset, told the court that he
stepped out: of the case when the
of J consented to blocks-of-five sales.
Stress on the Impracticable features of auction selling was made by
attorneys for the Confederacy of
Southern As.s'ns. To obtain a full
year's; product of features and shorts,

D

an exhib would have to

make from

CSA

200

to 1,200 successful bids,
legalites asserted. Considering, further, the complexities^of bids which

would include length of run, percentage or flat rentals, seating capacity of houses and other factors,
auction selling couid not possibly
work, it was argued.
Chief hope for an industry free of
monopoly is in the activities of independent producers, Morris L. Ernst,
appearing for the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
declared. They were the one "corrective impulse" in the industry,
Ernst asserted, and it was up to the
court not to hamstring them. Confequently, he added, restrictions imposed upon the majors should not be
extended to the indie? who were
innocent 6f restraint of trade prac.tices.

.

Myers, stepping forward for Alremarked that he had heard

lied,

that day "strange voices championing the couse of the independent exhibitor." Allied, he said, was also
against auction selling and strongly
for the cross-licensing ban which
the Government was seeking to
clamp on affiliate theatres. Abolish
percentage rental deals. Myers said,
and the terms of the decree would

become workable.

Now Specializing}

However, re-

quest of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers would let
a defendant, such as United Artists,
completely out since it di.<!tributed
product of these indies .wlel.v.
Proskauerr opening for the Big

argument

was to be on the question of whether
the theatre groups would be permitted to be heard at all, the court
early in the day indicated its, consent to the move and exhib attorneys, in the main, pitched into the
decree itself. Only application to
remain in doubt was that of Amerii
can Theatres Assn. which sought to
intervene as a party rather than the
lesser right of filing, amicus curiae.
Neither the Government nor the
Big Five opposed the request of ex-

.

fore,

Belt* DAVIS. Paul

W.

.

in,

Re/reshment
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on Agenda Forefront, Quality

Dissection

NAB To Lead

Seen as Sad Lag

Still

Chicago, Oct.

BMB BRASS FACES MORE

:

BMB

FM

qualitative research;

sessionsi.

among

hottest in

the

Showmanagement Know-How

HUGH

j;

wide

tei-itis

of

more,

it's

seem

to.

;6.f.
argued, the networks alone sight on failure by whip horses.
have a monopoly on the labor broadcasting to inake an imwings of
thinking; along qualitative research pression on the orthodox
Underscored was lalines, with the advertisers and; the the industry.
seek repreagencies up to now giving it pretty bor-radio's failure to
much of a brushoff. Until such time sentation at NAB; not one member
This fault
as the agencies bite their teeth into was officially registered.
apparent dwinthe qualitative aspects of audience i.? attributed to an
in the
measurement, it's felt, the real dling of enthusiasm for
answers on commercial program- ranks of these public spirited "Johnny Come Latelies" due to the proming will reniain hidden.
receivers
The chief squawk appears to be longed delay in getting

FM

.

KLZ,

$2

AM

market was

glutte.d.

;

listening and types of listeners are
'

itill

lacking today.

'

;

The BiVIB operation,

it's conceded,
industry need, and
current growing pains,
something lasting should emerge.
But here again it's a case of carrying quantitative research into high
industry gear and ignoring the quali-

served

a

despite

real

its

Writers Guild

Clears

Way For

tative angle.

However,

BMB

does provide the

Agency Action

it's pointed out, to move
into the qualitative techniques and
of the

machinery,

do a job that's regarded as one
prime needs of the industry.

action
Clearing the
along the lines of the as-yet-unannounced "stern measures of a
Writers
Radio
militant nature," the
Guild has reorganized its national
executive staff, and selected a naIn adtional strategy committee.
dition, the eastern region, which in
the past had spark-plugged the now
the
with
negotiations
defunct
Advertising
Assn.
of
American
/•
Agencies, met last ;Week,; approved
Chicago, Oct. 22.
plans
Attracted
elsewhere
by more National Executive Committee
glamorous bigtime names, delegates in toto, and named a series of comto the School Broadcast Conference mittees frankly designed to prepare
for a real battle.
xunning concurrently with the
"Reorganization of the national
meet in Chicago, missed a practical
office," which was the phrase used,
course in local educational broad
casting techniques when they failed meant actually tlte resignation-byrequest of Dorothy Bryant, national
to attend an SBC panel on public
Mrs. Bryant had
exec secretary.
service broadcasting in the foreignbeen asked by the national group
language field.
to restrict herself to the eastern
A sparsely attended round-table region job, and she quit." It was
chaired by Robert Miller, manager
then that Michael Davidson was
of WSBC, successful Chicago lingo
made eastern region exec sec. Peter
coffeepot, got down to cases on facts Lyon, eastern region veepee and
of life in F-L broadcasting.
head of the old Four-A's negotiating
Participants besides Miller were committee, is acting national exec
Baoul Cortez of KCOR, San Antonio. sec, but only until a fulltime sucArnold Hartley of WOV, New York; cessor to Mrs. Bryant is selected.
Prof. John Zvetina. of Loyola UniTfie National strategy committee
versity; Morris Novik, radio' consult- is
headed by Robert Newman,
ant; and Stan Altschuler, of WJBK, former eastern veepee, and includes:
Detroit.
Jerry Devine, Stuart Hawkins, Ruth
Cortez described in detaiV educa- Adams Knight (with Erik Barnouw
Studs Turlvel, Rod
ti(3nal efforts of his 2!50-watt inciie, ;is alterpate)

decks

for

•

:

Lingo Walters

Hold

,

Own Meet

NAB RWG

'

Wat'Onality

USA.

made

to

development

of

•

Report Cards
Hartley discussed current efforts
teach Italian parents via
what about report cards.
that considerable riumbere of
kids never bring cards ho:ne for
WO'S^ has a
parents to look at.
counter-measure in form of campaign at each report card time, advi.sing parents to demand cards of

WOV

to

-what's

Seems

.

their kids
Novik stressed need to press FCC
to question new purchasers of lingo
outlets on their intentions re F-L
audiences .stressing that tendency is
to drop F-L in many cases.
control
Altschuler cited the
system to assure proper F-L pro'

WJBK

gram

content.

!,

.

;

Chicago, Oct.

22,

.

'

NAB

headquarters corridors at the
filled with off

Palmer House became

the record protests over the hookr
I'ng of a Tuesday (22) breakfast talk
by Fulton Lewis, Jr., who pulled out
his favorite stops with the clinical
indications of World War III. Apparently the result of a sucker arrangement made by the NAB program committee, the Lewis setup
was presented by the Chicago Radio
Management Clubr local industry
exec group, following carte blanche
given it by the convention during
the planning stage.

Management, and

NAB

;

;

gram

ideas, and generally serve as;
an agency to help utilize American

UNToGetU.S.DX
Transmitters

contended they allocated the time
the Radio Club, and were not
given the program until convention

For

preparations were in the final stage.
Payoff embarrassment to the contention that the talk was not an official
NAB event was listing of the Lewis
breakfast in the offSeial convention
agenda and the inclusion of a twocolor flyer advertising the event in
delegate portfolios.
(Jreat hunks of the visiting broadcasters agreed that, even for free
(ducats were $2 a throw) the NAMminded gabber would be no public
relations bargain for NAB.
Following comment ranging fi-om
gasps of astonishment to open-arms
anger, some members of the program committee learned of it in the
printed schedule. A top spokesman
•

NAB told Variety it was free
draw any conclusion it wished.
Asked whether NAB realized
of

to

it

the position of
encouraging on-e side of a top current controversy, NAB guy gave out
with expressions that indicated NAB
wished it never heard of the whole
-j
business.
itself in

NAB's assumed discomfort, and
the misgivings of a .substantial segot the delegation, were confirmed by Lewis' ad lib attack on
Russia as the root of all evil.
ment

.

.

.

'3
report on the
Washington, Oct. 22.
matter. It is expected that by Nov.
Full schedule of shortwave broad10 of this year their report will be
emanate from the forthcom- ready.
Those of you who have had
ing United Nations General Assemanything to. do with the establishbly meeting in New York marking
ment of even a local community
the first radio .segue on the UN meetstation
can appreciate the many
ings produced by UN "jiei'sonnel
problems that must be solved bewas announced here over the weekfore, a worldwide broadca.sting orend by Asst. Secretary of State Bill
ganization can be organized. But it is
Benton.
our expectation that before long
The U. S. Government is turning
people throughout the world 'will;
over 11 high-powered transmitters
hear the United Nations signal.
for the UN broaccasts which will be
"Under the Charter of San Franused to beam running commentaries
on the General Assembly meeting to cisco, the E'conomic and Social
Europe, Latin America and the Far Council, can accept the cooperation
of private bodies of an international
East. The first broadcast will be of
the
opening
meeting
tomorrow character as consultants- on matters
of their particular interest. This, of
(Wednesday).
Four shortwave stations on the course, includes radio organizations
such as the NAB."
Atlantic Coast will handle the UN
shows for European consumption.
Four other U, S. shortwave transmitters will beam Spanish programs
to Latin America from 9:15 to 10:15
p.m. EST. Chinese versions of the
same show will be fed over three
other transmitters between 2:45 and
3:45 a.m., EST. For technical rea^
sons, Benton explained, the Rus.sian
broadcasts will be carried by two
Chicago, Oct, 22,
Canadian stations made available
QBS has run into a ticklish: situaby the Canadian Broadcasting Co.
tion involving one of its top bankState Department's own shortwave rollers,
Lever Bros. (Lux Radio
program producers will .step up cov- Theatre.,
etc.) over coverage claims
erage of the General Assembly pro- in the
KNX-Los Angeles-San i:)i('go
oeedings with a daily 30-minute area.
radio digest entitled "United Nations
With the advent
the iiew CBS

—

<

.

Lever Bros. Asks

Lower CBS Rate

.

.

•

Review."

The

"Review", will

be

beamed

to Etirope at 1:30 p.m. and
5:30 ajn., to Latin America at 8:30

p.m. and to the Far East at 5;30 a.m.
(all

EST).

In announcing the

UN

radio setup,
»»» Benton renewed his ;t)ledge that the
State;. Dept. stood ready to supportunrestricted distribution of world
news "as one: ot the. vital factors
\
\ looking toward .(sermanent peace."
At; the same time, he came forth
-»-f>-M-»-f-M-Mt
t -t-»- » t > »
f-f-f-M-f ^-M-f
with another plug for a UN-owned
Chicago, Oct. 22.
and operated radio network— a rec-,
James; Fly, ex-FCC chairman, "sitting out'' this one, being among those ommendatioh ;rnade last month by
on the sidelines .RCA grabbing itself lots of billing by televising various both RCA prexy David
Sarnoff anil
session.^, witli receivers planted in tlie Palmer House exhibit hall. .George
the U. S, Commission on, United NaV. Denny a drop-in while .swinging through Chicago with America's Town tions Educational,
Scientifio. and CulMeeting national tour; is planning midwest circuit for show out of Chi- tural Cooperation.
cago next April. .Griping among delegates against clear-channel "special
Reporting the sessions for Mutual
privileges" moijnting ,'. Morris S. Novik in for the
session but staying will, be Frazier Hunt, William Hillover through Wednesday to catch up with ex-TMayor LaGuardia, who makes man, Cecil
Brown, George .Carson
his weekly Broadcast from Chi, where he also addresses the Foreign Policy Putman, Henry
LaCossitt, Cedric
Assn.
Foster and Albert Warner. In addi"Red" James, assistant to the general counsel of FCC, mi.ssing from the tion, Leslie Nichols will interview'
FCC delegation lineup at convention and, recalling those all-night debates delegates and other UN experts lor
(Continued on page 84)
airing on the net.

NAB

Loop

,

.

,

FM

;

it.

now' preparing

casts to

.

Circling the

much about

"A Telecommunication Advisory
Committee has been formed which
is

'

t*»»«t«»**»»«*»»»»»»*»»»» M

that we must have our own worldwide broadcasting and telecommunications services and that we are do-r

ing

World Broadcasts

for

was putting

radio to the fullest possible extent
in the interest of lasting peace.
"This, perhap's, is a good place to
tell
you that indeed we do know

spokesmen

Lewis rambled on and on. When
Holmgren, Ken: Pettus, Milton Mer- someone was beginning to wonder
lin, Maurice Zimm, and Jack Robinwhat all this had to do with radio,
,son. ./
he came Up with a .scheme to keep
At the. 'eastern re.gion meeting, secret aSerits, "diipes," "fellow travHawlcin.?'' and Lyon's reports on the elers," from exploiting the air which;
break with the Four A's Were ap- "I and Kaltenborn and the rest have
proved unanimously. Some Guild the responsibility to use with honmembers brought up the possibility esty and integrity in the service of
(Continued on page 100}
the; people:"
,

.less than a year old. highlight-:
ing cooperation with 32 high schools,
teaching of English and Spanish,
services to Texas Dept.. of Agriculture,' and other good deed.s.
Prof. Zvetina underlined need for
mtor-group, cultural exchange; and
]neces.<3ity ot building .ijp patriotism of
kids by 'teaehing., contributions their

^)lil.l

No Bargain,

NAB Toppers Fmd

FM

answers to "how much" and
"how many," but the genuine
breakdowns on the "why" aspects of

DENVER

Fulton Lewis At

.

the

KLZ

major awards have come to
KT.Z thus tar in 1H46 tor prognims,
pul>lic service and promotion, inoliKiinc the Variety plaqxie award
for "How to Riin a Radio Station."

on the market.
One such interested

consultant
pointed to the cynical prophecy in
receivers
the FM panel that
would soon be available when the

of

l\Aanager

.

TERRY

B.

S<:>v(>n

FM

that radio is being surfeited with
quantitative researching, that from
all corners the industry is getting

of

.

.

'of

22.

token
to
the United Nations principle here;
It sat back comfortably and listened
Chile's
Benjamin Cohen, asst. secto
retary general of the UN, plead that
Chicago, Oct. 22.
As this issue of Variki'Y went the NAB itself "implement its
to press, the center of NAB atten- avowed interest in the United. Nation was on a late Tuesday after- tions by giving leadership to the
noon BMB meeting, and on a radio stations throughout the counwatered-down "Report on BMB try with respect to their United NaStudy No. 1," by BMB prexy Hugh tions broadcasts."
That reference to NAB's "avowed"
Feltis.
While wishful thinkers predicted interest, of course, was noticed by
that strong-enough insurgences from some listeners, although it passed
the floor would lead to a fast fade- over the heads of so many horo who
out of the industry's costly problem couldn't have known what: lay 'be-,
child, insiders scoffed at such a turn hind that ultra-polite, diplomatic dig,
as an implausible finish for the inActually, NAB program planners
dustry's first real effort to map didn't want to touch Gbhen with a
audience areas.
1 0-foot
jjole,
It took considerable:,
The Feltis rep o r t disclaimed urging before; the UN got a place on
earlier prctensiqns that BMB the NAB agenda. It was only after a
measuA-'ments would do everything liberal board; member had called
but cook, following rank and file NAB oKices in Washington and;
pressure, as repm-ted in last week's raised heli because;"no time tan be
Vaiuety. The report credited by found for the United Nations," that'
many delegates, with giving industry Cohen was scheduled at all.
membership the first lowdown on
Of 'Course, it's possible that Cohen
the fiasco into which the $1,250,000 himself, being among the top brass
stake had been sunk.
of the UN secretariat, was; unaware
When reduced to its conservative ot what went on behind the scenes
scope, the report was supposed to before he was invited to go to Chiconfine itself to the map-making cago. However, he did tell the NAB
Even there, convention what it could do— if it means what
functions.
backroom rebellion preceding the' it said when it gave, him the; bid.
bitterness
meeting reflected
the
Special Committee Setup
over the failure of the heavj' in"Perhaps," said Cohen, "the NAB
vestment yet to produce an applic- could set up a special committee
able audience map.
which would serve in an advisory
Also on the BMB meeting schedule capacity to our own United States
was the seleetion- of a 21-wian board Radio Liaison Office. Such a comof directors, with some voices crying mittee could help make program
for the scalps of all incumbents over planners aware of the experience of
the current croppers.
other stations, help create new protions

'

while it's conceaed
broadcasters in attend(once the kinks
an'ce than in
arc straightened out> may lie the

vvere
sentiment of industry the series of meetings to date,
li's
tiie
and operations
thinking here that what qualitative the broadcast plans
Litcrnational
jesearch is available (the Stanton- of such unions as the
Union,
Lazarsfeld CBS setyp vs. NBC's Ladies Garment Workers
Workers, and
Schwerin Reactocaster, etc.) is so Amalgamated Clothing
Workers, CIO, even
cloiely: seated t(S opmpetitive opera- United Auto
tions as to minimize, their value in acknowledged.
Many delegates blame this; overindiistry use. Further-

UN

Oct.

The NAB; went through the moacknowledgment

RANK-FILE REVOLT

NOT THERE AT ALL

Chicago, Oct. 22.
Broadcasters who; expressed open
disappointment at NAB's first full
dress postwar convention lailing to
touch upon serious social challenges
particularly inanswer to radio's long-felt need for to the industry were
given thus far
an industry' Wide: research operation cen-sed at the slight
new-born parfrom a purely quafntitative .stand- to organized labor's
radio. Not even in the
point, radio in America still suffers ticipation in

NAB

from, a lack:

on

Chicago,

•f

LABOR'S NO KILROY,

radio's first .standard coverage map
---^hB^ pwt the whole question of renearth in one of the pivotal spots on
agenda, in session here this
the

And
nmong many

U.S. Stations

t

22.

The wholesale kickaround of the
Broadcast Measurement Burefsu—

-week.

Cohen Offers Oianenge To

;

of
afl'iliate in San Diego, KSDJ. it's reported that Lever Bros, is demand-

ing a revision downward of the rate
for
(L.A.) coverage. LB contends^ that it was paying on the
basis of
coverage embracing
an area that includes San Diego and
that, ;from. .all indications, it w'ash't
getting that kind of coverage,
It's
reported that Procter and
Gamble, another top spender on
CBS, has also registei-ed a squawk-

KNX

KNX

N. Y. to N. Y.
Having

eorripleted thfeir trip 'around

the world,

Norman Corwin, and Lee

Bland are due

to

i-eturn

to

New

York over the weekend, planing in
from Los Angeles Sunday r27) on
Monday.
Corwin was the flr.st winner of the
"One World" award in memory of
Bland
the late Wendell Willkie.
went with him as companion as'
signed by CBS to do wire recording.'
along the tour.

'

—

,
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FCC-NAB BEEFS PETER OUT AT CHI
Clear,

Mum

But
some of

MS

its

By BOTH

NAB; Warns
Chicago, Oct.

22,

Chioago,

Oct.

22.

.

,

AFRA

Blues

Chioago, Oct,

FCC chairman James Lawrence

Fly
the more recent Fly-MlUer.
uds of pre-war NAB meets. FCC
commissioners Charles R. Denny, E.
K, Jett and Rosel Hyde were all on
hand, the first two with speeches

22.

and

and network
veepaes have been asking one
another at the NAB meet to
execs

my

"catch
It's

all

act,"

f

!

calculated to win VCC new friends
in the industry. Though Denny
spelled out FCC policies in
and

part of tha spreading

gag around here that, if the
American Federation of Radio
Artists' demands for scale hikes

FM

are

considered 'way
out of
the- veepees want to be
ready to "double" at the mike.

bounds^

Pubs Love Fax As

Hogan Tells Cast

and, since NAB's and his
own position on it were well known,
he would not go into it further at
the convention.
Broadcasters were urged to keep

.

(Miller,
NAB veepee
Willard, and FCC Oolnmissioner
J. Durr have already gone
on record several times in favor of

torializmg.
Je.ss

Cliftoi'd

juiiking the Mayflower policy, which
oMillei' believes is a direct violation
©t .the First Amendment.)

This

"unfortunate"
Mayflower
NAB president said, is

opinion, the

(Continued on

page

100)

'Daytime Petitioners'

Want Mex

,

Clear's Use;

Hold Chicago Session
Chicago, Get. 22,
Twenty-four broadcasters operatIng daytinje only on Mexican clear
channels used the
convention
here this Week as occasion for second and only fully attended meeting
of the newly-formed Daytime Peti^
tioners Assn.
Group is petilioning FCC for right
to tulltime operation on clear channels now in use by Mexican stations,
•With prospects gobd that FCC will
*ct,^ favorably on their request.
Group, all of whom- operate limited schedules on six channels tabbed
for Mexican clear channel stations,

NAB

.

;

met here yesterday (Mon.) to map
strategy for further breakdown of
limitations
on
their
operations
spelled out in present North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement. The petitioners are headed by
Howard Hughes, licensee of WPIK,
Alexandria, Va,
•

FM

no

Pink for Guests
FCC'ers attending the NAB
convention were chagrined to
learn that they were handed
"pink'' identification cards, while
the broadcasters sported lily
white tickets of admission, and
representatives
press
w ere
adorned with green ones. One
FCC official wisecracked that
the "pink" color had
been chosen with design, reprexy
ferring jokingly to
Justin Miller's recent speeches
linking the FCC's Blue Book to
Communist influences at work in
Government quarters.
Wtiole question was cleared
up, however, when NAB's chief
graeter, Bee Arney, explained
ttiat the pink cards did not signify Government people as such,

great majority of the radio industry. This much became doubly clear

here yesterday (Monday) when 42

AM

FM

and

Beefs Toned

{

Down

NAB

:

but were given to all "guests."
And it just happened that
FCjS'ers formed the largest bloe
of non-paying visitors at the
(ihi Convention.

Txorcise Devfl'

Inventor Advises
Chicago, Oct. 22.
A new drive for more FM channels, and a speed-up in FM broadoast operations throughout the country, is the industry's best chance now
to get a free radio and throw off the
shackles of its own personal devil

—

will be neither fish nor .fowl after
Nov. 1, when their present qua.simembership in
expires. After
that time, 'FMBI'ers wishing to make
use of
services will have to
join up as regular members.

NAB

37 Rebels
Meanwhile, however, some 37 FM
advocates with more due to join
up shortly— immediately put their
heads together in another corner oS.
the room and voted to set up a sep*
arate FM promotion group.
Structure of the new FM baby was hashed
over at a special breakfast meeting
here this morning (Tues.) by a hastily appointed committee of FM's

—

best boosters.

Group includes Hofheinz as chairFCC Blue Book—Major Edwin
Armstrong, PM inventor, told the man; C. M. Jansky, Jr., consulting
the

at a special

FM

tions and Government controls, as
the direct result of its failure to push
back in 1936 when he first developed it, and to force FCC at that
time to allocate more than a niggardly five channels to the new serv-

FM

ice.

engineer; Everett Billard, FM licensee of KOZY, Kansas City, and
WSDC, Washington. D. C; Wayne
Coy, a former FMBI director and

manager

ABC

district

AM

AM

;

MutuaFs Surplus

On

of

WINX

and WINX-FM.

Washington; Stanley Ray, WRCM
(FM), New Orleans; .Gordon Grav,
WMIT. Winston-Salem; E. J. Model,
WCFC (FM>; Ben Beckley; W. R.
(Continued on page 102)

,

Armstrong thus offered the AM'ers
NAB the move: Push FM now and get
meetings
already more
have
service,
channels for the
damned the Blue Book in successive thereby obviating further FCC conmeetings throughout the year, and trols which are fully effective only
any further tongue-lashings were vi'hen applicants outnumber availacademic at this time.
At the same time,
able channels.
Denny's omnibus report to the FM's inventor admitted that, with
NAB membership, scheduled for this FM's more uniform coverage, some
afternoon (Tues.), is expected to
broadcasters would undoubtedly
newly - inaugurated lose their competitive advantage in
FOC's
.=;tress
WQXQ, N. Y.
Though the orthodox newspaper streamMning procedures designed to the new medium. But then, he said,
and FM appll^ they would have less (Sovernment
will undergo format revamp for speed action on
newsstand
com(lack
of
facsimile
interference in their operations.
(Continued on page 102)
petition eliminates scarehead need)
Acting FCC Chairman Charles R.
posithe publisher figures in a key
Denny, in a sprightly question and
Press affiliation will obviate
answer period^ assured the industr.v
tion*
failing
broadcast production; but
that FCC would not change its mind
and require non-duplicated programthlsi it was pointed out, any station
ming of FM outlets. AM'ers were
with a couple of editors and techThe
nicians can turn the trick.
urged to use their standard broadcast call letters, with the FM suffix
possibilities of independent facsimile
'46
new.spaper publication were underrather, than apply for a rapidly diminishing supply of new four-letter
scored for providing minority voices
22,
Chicago,
Oct.
calLs.
in a one-paper town, or a town with
Other Denny revelations: It doesn't
a reactionary press line-up.
Ed Kobak, Mutual proxy, met
The press :servioes- and picture with his board of directors here do applicants any good to invade
agencies were said to be ready to Friday night (18) at a pre-conven- Washington, call the commissioners
session,
bringing the board by tlieiv first names, and exert pres*
sell their wares for faosimile transtion
mission, with the feature syndicates members up to date on web develop- sivres from Capitol Hill.
contemplating special material for ments. It was the last meeting prior
FCC at present time has no intenbroadcast publication purposes.
to the year-end powwow when the tion of reopening the old FM band
Hogan challenged the meeting to annual budget comes up (probably for commercial use, despite Major
Armstrong and Commander Gene
fall
in line because ''facsimile is in December),
creeping up on us" after being
On the basis of Mutual's nine- McDonald 6f Zenith, and their constymied by the war, and predicted moi,ith-period comeuppance, it was tinued efforts to upset the upstairs,
early availability for recording and revealed, the network this year will allocations.
W, R, G. Baker, of General ISecreceiving equipment which, he said, more than meet expenses of operawill plug directly into the going tion, leaving Kobak with: a surplus tric, predicted that by the third
PM transmitter and home receiving of funds to pour back into the oper- quarter of 1947, 30% of all radio sets
Revealing that the New York ation.
would be FM-equipped: by year end.
set.
While not a board matter, tha re- 1947, 350-400,000 sets would have FM
Times' plans for WQXR and
were beyond field tests. Hogan told port spread that both Bob Sohmid, units. However, up to this time, for
ol
promotion,
and Jimmy a myriad of reason.'!, only 79,000 FM
his audience that transmitter equip- head
ment will run in the area of $10,000, James, of the sales dept., were sets have been turned off the lines
and receivers in the FM>-range would skedded for departmental reshuffling. since V-J Day, with
sets totalbe about $500-$6QO.
Kobak says 'I'^int so.
ling well over 6,000,000,

programming of facsimile transmission, with
Crooks joined by W. G. H. Finch,
president of Finch Telecommunica^
tions and owner of WGHF; James B.
MacClean, of General Electric; and
John V. E. Hogan, head of WQXR-

—

NAB

Through More FM,

present unenviable position, circumscribed both by engineering restric-

and

—

.

session here yesterday (Mon.).
Armstrong ascribed the industry's

equipment

Only eight fighting-mad FlVFersV
voted to continue the group as a
separate FM promotion organizatian.
And plainly indicative of the general
apatRy of most AM'FM licensees on
tha subject is the fact that 67 FMBI
members,
including the largest
broadcasters of the lot never even
bothered to show up for the FMBI
meeting.
Militant attempts by Ira Hirscbman,' WABF, New York, and Roy
Hofheinz, KTHT and KTHT-FM,
Houston, Tex., to head off complete
demise of FMBI—with some sporadic, but heated support from other
quarters was quickly voted down

by the membership:
As a result, old FMBI members

ing for an ideal court test to make
final judgment on the E'CC'g Blue
Book. However, off-the-racord corridor statements from
directors
came up with the revelation that
several board members took issue
with Miller on the question of the
Blue Book and were persuasive in
women at a time of greatest leisure. toning down any association proThe symposium considered broad- nouncements at this week's meetings.
Besides, it was pointed out,
casting,

FM

way.,'

,

and-out appeasement measures. This
is not to say that NAB is not look-

NAB

to

NAB FM

NAB'ers assembled

panel claimed through a talk

Broadcasters, Inc.,
of
let FMBI die alfter Nov. 1,
rely from then on on the
on its
dept. to speed

voted to

maybe

NAB

FM

members

Both Government
official utterances were looked on here as out-

NAB

by Elliott Crooks, director of the
Newspaper Publishers' Facsimile
Service. The press, he said, counted
delivery
•lert to new Congressional attempts on, facsimile for spot news
and efforts by state governments, direct to the home, relief from fullto mvade broadcasting.
run publication of minority news
On Labor, Edits
like stock market reports, and prime
"It may be well," Miller said, "to bid
to the nation's heavy-buying
eonsider the advisability of taking a
position on proposed labor relations,''
and certainly to take to court any
case which might upset the force
of the FCC's manpower
decision
banning station licensees from edi-

in

Booster

Chicago. Oct. 22.
,broadcastiiig is not moving
along as fast as FCC or a small but
radio
men
aggressive
clique
of
would like, but it«; progress suits the

FM

Medium Advances;

Declaring he had no desire "to
a personal feud with the
members of the FCC," Miller pointed
to "gro'wing cooperation between
NAB and the commission." He is
now working with both the FCC
and the Justice Dept. to frame a
Chicago, Oct. 22.
new code acceptable to them which
The newspaper publisher is alcan be enforced without violence
to the anti-trust laws. The decision I'eady the most enthusiastic supon the Blue Book, he added, would porter of facsimile broadaasting, an
eventually be brought before the
courts,

AM

uncertain manner, his
speech is expected to make only incidental references to tha Blue Book.
Miller, having exhausted his fire
against the Government's latest inroads into the broadcast business at
earlier speeches, merely reaffirmed
an already well-known position on
the Blue Book and concentrated his
fire on broadcasting's future with its
increased competition and challenges
and tele fields. FCC
in the new
Commissioner Jett, who took the
rostrum here today (Tues.) to outline "the application of war developments to postwar broadcasting,"
steered clear of policy questions, beyond a firm defense cA FCC's many
and
grants and the assurance that they would not cause
harmful interference to existing
broadcast operations;

In his tenure.

create

NeW

But 37 Rdbels Start
.

wasn't exactly a love feast beNAB and FCC. But «ie white
flag of truce was definitely flying
between Government and industry
at the Chi convention tliis week,
with acting FCC chairman Charles
H, Denny and NAB prexy Justin Miller doing a neat job of back-slapping
and presenting a peaceful front to
the 3,000 assembled broadcasters. To
those who anticipated soma heavy
sledge-hammering over FCC's Blue
Book, the NAB meet turned up only
some feeble, side references to, the
industry's current bete noire.
It was, according to oldtimers, a
far cry from the ill-lated "mackerel
in the moonlight"' charges of former

-t

Th«

k

Just as

So FMBI Gets Kissed Off to NAB;

By DOROTH7 HOLLO WAT

Vs. 'Intruders'

Station

FM

It

,

In a speech which met with a
assembled
rousing ovation from
broadcasters here today (Tuesday),
NAB prexy Justin Miller spelled out
in a straight - from - the - shoulder
fashion radio's past accomplishments
and a dozen new problems which
broadcasters in their own
face
business .as well as from federal,
state and international bodies.
Reaction to the speech was quick
and favorable, witli radiomen taking
tha view that Miller wasn't ducking
any problems, was strengthening the
association's hand by explaining its
activities, and, while keeping his
ftiendly tone with the FCC, was
holding out for more freedom lor
American radio. An indication of
the terrific growth of NAB activities
since MiUer took office was the
disclosure that 40 of the 55 NAB
starters were put on the payroll

Boys like

tween

Radio Rates More Freedimi, MiUer
Tells

AM

22.

most important busines*
done behind doscd-cloDr committeB meetings of one kind or anoUiep.
And one of the top secret unscheduled sessions wasva Sunday night
meeting called by the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service,
Representatives of all 16 bigtime stations confessed to having attehded! the meeting, but they shut up like clams when pressed for a
Only this is oertain. A
little more info on- the evening's business.
dynamite-loaded memorandum passed hands, supposedly mapping
strategy for a further CCBS, push for power up to 750 killowatU.
The fact that the meeting headed off NAB sessions lands weight to
the prediction that clears may pull another cat out oi the bag in advance of further FCC hearings on the subject due about January.
lika GongresSj got

Big

ITS SOFT SOUP
Chicago, Oct.

The NAB,

Operation

•

:

WQXQ

AM

Afffliate Cut-in

Revolt Dies on Threat

Of Crosby Disk Denial
Chicago, Oct. 22.

A

minor rebellion of ABC affiliates, stirred up by the network's bati
on local chainbreak cut-ins on Philquarter-hour portion of the
"Breakfast Club" show, reportedly
petered out in a pre -NAB huddle
with network toppers.
At that eonlab the insurgents are
co's

.

been persuaded to stay
in line with the Philco-ABC manifesto by an alleged threat that stations violatin'g the edict would be
said to have

ruled out on time buys for Phileo's
new Bing Crosby transcription show.

The chief offenders h£id been stations carrying commercial plugs for
local dealers.
Twist on the "Breakfast Club"
ultimatum is that the new Crosb.y

show
spots

is

bankrolled

in

by those same Philco

non-ABCdealers.

HUGHES EXITS LA FM,
NOV. HEARING JABLED
FCC

Washington, Oct. 22,
hearing on FM applications

for Los Angeles

yesterday

-

was cancelled here

(Mon.)

when

Howard

Hughes dropped bids for both FM
and television outlets in L.A.
Withdrawal of Hughes leaves only
14 contenders still in the market for

FM

slotx,
the L. A.'s 14 remaining
PCC spokesmen said that, as a result, the commission has postponed
indefinitely an L. A, hearing schcdr
uled to open Nov, 1ft.

;

.

BURL IVES SHOW

Wolfson, Will
Joe l»e Saiitis, Ogclen Miles,
lotte jflollan^, Bob Di jden,
laide Klein, Louis Sorin, Joe

fiilfe
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RADIO REVIEWS

80

*HE EMFTV NOOSE
Martin

Writer: Arnold Perl
Producer: Robert Heller
Director: John Becker
Music: Robert Stringer
SO Mins., Wed. (16), 7:30 p.m.

IS Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m.

Wi»e-

DAVEGA

PHILCO,

boost

(Hittcliiii.s)

Mutual offers an ..Tttraotive quartcr-hbur in its n.evv Burl Ive.s .sliow,
the burly balUideor presenting liis
early song Americaija in his vi.sual
simple style, warm, approach and appealing voice. Brief introduction, by
Ives to his numb.ers is equally inter-

(one

shot)
finstaining:

WABO-GBS,

N» Y.
production
last

.

.

in the proceedings

Only flaw

usually

doesn't

Arthur Godfrey;
.

.

ging.

another,

la.st
Thursday UT) gave \h«
ABO'» Blng.. Crosby show a biy
plug and talked right up for
more waxers on the airi
"Doggone, that was a good

of ''The Empty
by
Wednesday night (16), esting. Songs sung, as judged are
opening program Friday tl8),
OBS may hiave put Itself out on a carefully
chosen, well balanced and
limb. But it was a climb taken with
interest from lageyeg open. There were ideas em- contrasted, to keep
Withi

Noose"

network

one

WOR-Mtltuai, N. y.

show;" Godfrey

said.

"Glad

tliat

Crosby's Glicko

.

.

.

.

music, llei-t Burham
Writer: Allen Sloane
rlce;

Ip'roducer; Beriiic j^rookltjr

:

Here
aboiit

upon

"Noose" went into the contributions to world fascisni by 'five of the
Nazis' top 11. In so doing, it didn't
hesitate ..talking about churches used
by the Nazis as urinals, about ground
skull-bones being superior to toody-

a time

.

.

."

Then

story

moved

into

of Willie Piper's' wedding
day and everything that befalls him PHILCO RADIO TIME
and his bride-to-be. Willie is a gro(Transcribed)
cery clerk who lives with an ancient With Bing Crosby, Lina l^oiuay,
Western Union delivery boy, and
"Skitch" Henderson, John Scott
Trotter
orch;
Charioteers,
Sob
pones as fertilizer, and about other they both share their quarters with
bicycle. Very nervous on
Hope, guest; Ken Carpenter, anthings which may riot add to a lis- the
nouncer
political his wedding day, Willie gets up at
tener's
digestion if his
stomach is weak. But "Noose" did 4:30 a.m., brushes his teeth and be- Writers: Bill Morrow, Al Lewis,
Larry Clcmmons
more than that. It tied fascism and gins a series uf casual escapades that
Nazism, for instance, with labor un- wind up with the wedding post- Producers - Directors: Bill Morrow,
poned for a week.
Murdo MacKenzie
ions; and, in so doing, delivered a
Taylor has written into this pro- 30 Mins., Wed., 10 p.m.
labor union sermon that touched a

draraat

WU

"controversial" issue in gram all the,' homeliness, of the
"Aldrich" show, but has de-emsuch a way as to give any antiunion group the possible right of phasized the obvious. Feeling was
carried
by Dick Nelson,
who
asking for time to reply. It took a
played the lead to perfection. Simstraightforward stand on the fact
ilar treatment was given the part of
that the Nazis started by persecutWillie's girl, Martha, by Jean Giling Communists and «nded by at- lepsie,
Stewart Macintosh, as Mr.
of Chris-

domestic,
•

tacking pious churchmen
tian persuasions. It used words like
"nigger," "sheeny," "dago" to point
up prejudices for which that empty

noose

still

waits.

And

made

it

it

clear that tho.se prejudices are not
rieeessarily latent.

That these things were said

in a

context of top showmanship made
them, of course, doubly important.
That some people may object both
as to content and method of a docu-

PHILCO CORPi
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

tHutchins)

action;

.

:

A

;

KMH

.

.

'

.

:

.

'

•

'

:

.

:.

.

,::

.

,

i

:

Weintrnub)

got just
is a .show, that's
everything a quaner-hour

want

—good,

clear story;

moral intent; and plenty of

traordinarily tight and sure of pace.
As preemed Sunday (20), the
story, out- of the files o.f Sing Sing's

WEAF-NBC,

N. Y.

In addition to its regular weekly
on "Kraft Music Hall" .slu)\v
the King Cole Trio is now spotte^
into a quarter-hour session of it
owjt where it's paying off for half
Ionic purveyors,
Trio's popularify
is presently so well established tinit
it'.s guaranteed a big' listening, aiidi*
ence despite the late ^Saturday afieri.
noon slot which would spoil finis tor
lesser talent. Program al.so featmes

femme vocalist of top ranlt
quality each week.:
On the preem stanza S:Uurd,iy
(19), the trio hevyed closely to iti
best known numbers including "Fiv
a guest

'

>

Minutes More," "Sweet Lorraine
and "Best Man." Nat Cole, trio'i
former warden, Lewis E. Lawes, pivot man, handled the warbling asconcerned the development of a signment with his w.k. offbeat style.
petty punk who grew from purse- Jo Stafford, on lease from NBC'I
snatching to holdup and the tragic "Supper Club," gave a bright rendideath of an niiocent woman. Em- tion of "Sunny Side of the Street,
ceeing the "show, Lawes made the Three jinglet-plugs were spread over
point,
through the drajtnatization, the show but with Cole singing, liiey
that 'victini.s* of. petty criminals' oper- were easy, on the ear.s.
iienii.
rations .sometimes contribute uilwittingly to high felony by failing
NOT BY BREAD ALONE
to have the "little" thief pinched.
With Sam Jaffe, Martin Wolfson,
Lawes, baci?ed by a good cast ably
Adelaide Klein, Joseph De Santis,
directed, spelled it out.
Brina Raeburn, Michael .Artist,
Cy Harrice handled the national
Abby
Lewis,
Patsy Campbell;
conmiercial well. Instance of caremusic, Morrl* Mamorsky
less continuity, however, cropped up Writer: Virginia Wells
in the show's first major plug.
It
Producer: Milton E. Krcnls
came right after a scene which Director: Clay B. Daniel
ended by the young orook's tough 30 Mins., Sun, (30), 12 p.m.
'

i

assertion that people are suckers."
Right on top of that, Harrice started
selling Clipper Cral't clothes. Someone had failed to watch seqvjences.
'

Cars.

iVIOREY AMSTERDAM SHOW
With Liza Morrow, Vic DajivvLne, Joel
Herron's Orch; Phil Gonlding, an-

nouncer
Director: Helen

Ward

Producer: Ray Katz
Mins,; Man, through

!}.'>

this

show

is

.

»»

resortwhich Amsteraam

turned into hash.

I'jeatly

ffeVm.

.

iFollowup Commentl
:

Henry Morgan's

first

commercial

the ABC net for EversharpSchick. Razor elicited for about 80%
of its time on last week's payola
preem (16), and was good the rest
of the trip— whicli certainly totals
to a top score. All over the place
almost 100% of the time, Morgan
kidded himself, mildly ribbed his
own sponsor, did a howling satire
on a commentator at a longhair symphony concert on the air, and put on
a burlesque tearing fllrii trailers to

on

V.

tatters.

Bernie Green's orch

In between,

and the Vagabonds quartet added
the

liveliness,

"fed

JJuslng

did

to

a

commercial through a "shavathon,"
Craig McDonnell appeared as a lush
who's prexy of the Morgan fan club,
arid the screwy doings were fast,
furious and funny. There was; a.
downgrade ijicline on the la.st few
minutes of the show. But Morgan
himself was tops, and his oast on the
whole stayed right in there with
him. It was:an auspicious beginning
on the network sponsor route. If
Morgan can keep this pace going,
radio has really found a new comic
.

personality of coast-to-coast qualil^y.

Eternal I.islit, soCk NBG-Jewlsh
Theological Seminary Suliday sustainer, Slione with bright, fierce glowlast Sunday (20) with an imaginative piece tied to tire net'.S observancie of United Nations, week. Stanley Silvormiin had written a script,

Frank. :Papp direct4(l, abOut
in. a linen duster appearItig .-^t. the UN and raising merry
hell: with a lot'Qf wliat the narrator
on the sliow callGd "preposterous
talk." The talk concerned "wickeriwhicli

an. old

man

:

:

itess

among nations,''

•

do-good outfit had sen,se enough,
when it went into radio, to do d
showmanlike job
commensurate
with its big budget aims. Result, as

WEAF,

fare,

.

iiiformally slappfed to-

gether but manages to eke out a moderate quota of ,entertainment. Both
negative and positive featvires of the
show are ascribable to Morey Amsterdam among whose multitudinous
eggs (laid by him) caa be found an
occasional pearl ot wit. Amstei-dam's
straiglTt gagging routine is stiidded
with bromides, but the program
sparks when he gets around to kidding the plugs.
Clambake la.st Friday (18) included
some acceptable crooning by Vic Damone in an imitative vein oi) "Love
Me As I Lo\e You." Liza Morrow
mooned over "All By Myself" to the
standard accompaniment of Joel Herron's Oi'ch. Largest part ot this 25r
minute session seeme(J to be devoted
to a commercial for a gummer vaca-

»

Sustaining
WEAF, N; Y,
.Federation
of
Jewi.sh
Philanthropies of New York, campaigning
for the neat sum of $12,000,000 tX
help finance its 116 sociaL welCar«
a.ucncies this year, has got itself radio time on local N, Y, stations, ineluding net flagships. Which is eer-.
tninly hot astounding news in itself.
What is surprising is that, for once,
a

Sat., t:06 p.m.

Co-op W-HN, N. -Y.
Lightweight afternoon:variety

.

TOWN

:

N. Y.

tinte :for the 'spon.sOr to sell his. stuff
and to cut in a local voice for the
area pitch. For a capsule, it's ex-

tion

advantages of "going platter;"
i.e., you can eliminate muffs via retakes, similar to pix; you can spot
Bissell, the Western Union oldster,
your show at the most advantageous
was also fine.
time; it virtually solves the probPace, production, and narration
were all on a par -with the script lem of wrapping up guest talent.
As one of radio's top-coin packin the show's preem. Net programrners
obviously knew
they had ages, the Philco half-hour stanza is
That not only
strong material here and gave it top solid showmanship.
goes for Crosby, but in the permaSunday night spotting.
Tomm.
nent cast lineup, including Lina
tiple

Romay, The Charioteers, "Skitch"
MARRIED FOR LIFE
Henderson and John Scott Trotter
Vi^ith Bert Parks, emcee; .lo'hn Larand his orch, as well as the overall
kin, MItzi Gould, Raleigh Bestor,
production under the strictly pro
mentary of this type, there's little
Joan Lazar, Keith Davis
wand of Bill Morrow and Murdo Macdoubt. But there's just as little doubt
Writer: Frank Dahm
Kenzie and the scripting contrib of
that the CBS returnees, combining
Producer: Robert Jennings
Morrow (Jack Benny's ex-writer),
the best in radio with the most en- 30 Mins.;
Sunday, 2 p.in.
Al Lewis and Larry Clemmons.
lightened in citizenship, have put
Sustaining
themselves in the ranks of those who
Show business in general had its
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
want honesty to get network billing
Using: the ridiculous to embellish ears tuned tO this hew Crosby
instead of being confined tQ lowthe sublime, or vice versa, is the gim- show, in view of distributing reports
G<trs.
voiced indies.
mick trotted out by Mutual for this that the Groaner's voice ain't what
it used to be.
However, the Crosby
program, and the mixture should
have the middle-aged mamas in tears three-way vocalizing of "Sun In the
SCOUT ABOUT
Morning" (.with the Trotter orch
:With Hunt Stromberg, Jr., Anna, while the male members of radio's and chorus); "Moonlight Bay," (with
listening
family
take
an afternoon the Charioters
Mary Dickey; announcer, Ralph
and: orch) and "Cynstroll.
never-ending source of
Paul; Sylvan Levin orch.
amazement are the lengths some peo- thia's In Love" (with Henderson and
Writer: Ed Braioard
the band) should put a quietus on
ple will go to get on the air, and
Producer: Frank McCarthy
the rumor mill. If there's any deterthis new aud-participation job is
l.'i Mins., Thnrs.,
10:1S a.m.
ioriation in the groaning dept., it
their latest opportunity, but only for
Sustaining
wasn't audible on last Wednesday's
those couples who don't care if anyWOR-Mutual
show.
one knows the details of tneir courtTliere was, maybe still i,s, a gripe ship.
Format adhered pretty close to the
by sojgie CBS people who claim that
Each couple cho-sen for the ordeal ex-Kraft Music Hall layout, with
new WOR-produced "Scout has its story neatly dramatized be- principal emphasis on the vocals and
the
About Town" infringes on Arthur fore the individuals are presented in the glib Crosby crossfiring (the'
Godfrey's talent scout idea. Regard- person. Then Bert Parks (who alter- Trotter orch and the Charioteers
less of whether or, not the titles im- nates between comedy emcee,
along
mak- have moved over from
pinge or overlap, fact is that show- hlg sly jokes of all the ''just-married" with Der Single).
wise there isn't any comparison, cliches, and Dutch unclej sternly re'Spotting of Bob Hope as gue.star
young Hunt:. Stromberg, Jr., is no minding the two of their marital re- on the getaway show was a natural,
Godfrey on the air. And the show sponsibilities ):takes over for the par- with 'the two Bs .slugging it ptit in
he pilots comes down, to some good ticipatioii angle.
their now standard needling routine
orchestra work under Sylvan Levin's
and chirping a novelty tune,; "Put It
.Initial program featured a warbaton plus Stromberg reading some disabled groom and his bride-to-be There,: Pal" to accent their Pittscontinuity written by someone: elise. 'Who lO^^'cs faifh anyway. After their burgh Pirates vis, Cleveland IndiSins
As heard "on the preem (17), story was dramatized (Only fairly baseball ownership riyalry:
(scheduled lor a week earlier but well) they answered a few questions,
Ken Carpenter does the announcer
bumped try a political broadcast), and another little drama Mas pre- chores. He's as .smooth as ever, both
Stroptiberg's voice and .mike presense .jcnted, looking into the future' and on the script continuity and in the
weren't bad, but he had nothing to making comedy Of the ^individual sales pitch. The Philco cftrntfierCials
say or do. Anna Mary Dickey -sang, IdiocyncrasieS: revealed in the qiies- Weren't coirimercials as such; the
Parlts then remon,straled plugs were so inoffensively inte.^nd sang well,' opening with "Why tioning.
the with the couple,, saying that they grated and so sparsely :u.sed :as to
Was '.I Born," to
gavotte from "Manon" and closing on shouldn't lot little differences break jTiake them an innovation. The Jimmy :'Cahwiii€ weldbi'ne of Crosby to
"All the Things 'You Are." Levih; up their happy home.
Different portions of the .show were the "world's large.st radio audience"
who's as rounded a i-nusical director
as any in radio, made the orchestra bridged hy Keith Davis tcnoring ''O on behalf of Philco was a blending
within the bpundarieS; pre- Promise Me" and like tunes. Pacing of .comtnercial copy with showmantalk,
So the whole thing came was pretty good but the format will ship..scribed.
The rating on: the new Crosby
down to a neat little musical stanza. bo appreciated by t)ie'' femme side
Neither Miss only. Comcdy,was w'cak, It's a totigh .show will be watched closely.
It
But talent hunt"?
Dickey nor Levin needed discover- show to take. And on Sunday, too. will have a lot to. do witli charting
:
-,
Tomm.
-Cars.
radio's new pattern*
Rosei
ing.
,

:

stanza can

guest; Tied Pear,*

IS Mins.; Sat., 5:46 p.m.

WILDROOT CRfiAM OIL

,

TBJMOUNT CLOflllNO

WOR-MBS.

KING COLE TRIO
With Jo Stafford,
son, emoee

.stint

Director: Arnold Micfiaell*
IS Slins., §un., 1 pjn.

.

:

Santos Ortega,

E. Lfiwes,

Arlene t'riedrlch, 'Toipj Gorman,
Larry Haines; announcer, Oy llRr-

.

,

.

With Lewis

to

I've always beeit'
ace it work.
a guy that's said there's no
reason in the world why we
can't transcribe the sliow to get
What's wrong
a better show.

show, subjects dracommercial asjoect,
with it?":
matized; words spolien that one is the topheavy
there being four plugs Uwo for Philco,
ha.sn't heard since the loushest of
the local outlet, in this case
the touRh war plays upon which ra- two for
Stores) hi the..quarte,f*hQUi',
dio prided Itself so-^and so justi- bavega
Wayfarin'
Just
a
"I'm
With
fiably—during .the days of" official
Stranger" for his opener aitd closer,.
international conflict. It's as if CBS'
Ivps also contributed on opener the
Continued from page 1
returnees had stood up to remind
wish song, "Wooly Boogy Bee"; the
themselve.s, and the net's listenersi
Golden Vanitec"; get a flock of wax shows under their
"The
sea-chantey,
that maybe the war's -lessonS' are^of
the mountain ballad, "On Top of Old belt that will pitch in the same high
A lasting nature.
Abraham Lincoln's fa- rpgi.stor as laSt week's, opener, and
Smoky,"
and
after
the
night
staged
the
"Noose,"
Warm, they'll be singing a different tune.
"Blue Tail Fly."
vorite,
authentic stuff, dished Up by an ex'Crosby proved it can. be done, It
Programs are recorded and was argued
pert.
that
wrapping up
Encore!
Broii.
originate from the Coast.
a transcribed show Would strip it
of the spontaneity that an on-theCBS had skedded "The Empty
spot performance before a live studio
Noose" last week (16) for a
WILLIE PIPER
.straight
p.m. broadea-st,
T.ZO
With Dick Nelson, Jean Gillespie, audience invites; also that the ad lib
acrcss the country. When board
Charles Irving, Stewart Macin- quality and off-the-cuff' bantering
Crosby's Kraft Music
chairman Bill Paley heard the
tosh, Barbara: Xownsend, Eleanor that made
early show, he ordered all wires;
Audley, Dantiy Ocko, John Gib- Hall semester one of radio's real
bofts wouU be lost forever.'
cleared for a repeat to hit the
son; Jack McCarthy,, announcer
Coast at peak time and* addiThrough the simple expedient of
Writer: Samuel Taylor
tionally, to give late listeners
Producer-director: Frank Brown
waxing liis shows before an audianother chance. Repeat was
ence, Crosby has invalidated these
Music: Ralph Norman
done at 12:30 a.m., New York
claims. And you can match Philco's
30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m.
time.
No. 1 on the Crosby Disk Parade
Sustaining
with any of the live shows he's done
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
Comedy programs such as "Willie in the past, and that goes for the
death of 11 Nazis at Nurnberg, was Piper" take the onus of "moronic spontaneity, the ad libbing and the
given evening time, "EUery Queen" entertainment" oft' radio. Sophisti- overall free play on the banter.
being cancelled though that's a com- cated in its sheer sir.iplicity, this
Which only leaves as a possible
jTiereial show. Arnold Perl, on the homely situation story of an unspecpitfall
the element of timeliness
top of the day's latest cables from tacular, naive young man and his and topical slant, A sufficient reNurnTaerg, did a documentary that fumble-fingered attempts to do right serve of siibstitute
transcriptions
proHeller's
Under
wa^ truly sock.
in this very best of all worlds has coaid be the obvious solution.
John Becker's direction, been built into a completely charmduction,
The payoff on the Philco preand with a cast paced by Martin ing half-hour of whimsy by writer
Wolfson as narrator and Will Hare Samuel Taylor, former co-scripter miere was that, without, the tag line
revealing, the transcription auspices,
as a questioning ex-GI, the network of the "Henry Aldrich" show.
this might just as well have been
on its own had something to say,,
Intro was matter-of-fact narration
accenting
the
and said it. without' weasejipg or by Jack McCarthy, who confessed a done live, thus
Groaner's own claims as to the miulpuhch-pulling.
temptation to begin with "Once

ployed on

WARDEN

CASES OF

ir.AWEs

sticking his neck 'way out,
in the face of CBS' w.k. anil*
platter bias, and the fact that

Dave Priedkin
Producer: James Burton

Writer:.

Ade-

CRIME

Ask Another

With Hugh Brundigc, Announcer

Hare,
Char-

"let. the

op-

heard on
N. Y, (locally only)
Svmday (20) was a lesson in
to use radio powerfully for a local,
charitable cause,.

how

last

Formula is really simple: put
your show in the hands of someone
who knows how anil let him alonev
That's what, apparfciitly, happened
in this case. Produced by Mil tort
Krentz, who's been spark-plugging
Light"

'Eternal

many

to

kudos,

"Bread" turned into meaty, meaitr
ingful documentary. Theme
dealt
with the work of one of the Federa*
the East Side's Bdttcational Alliance. Story eonoerneii
a kid. who was propelled, throngff
lion's agencies,

the
into

dramat classes at the Alliance,
showbiz and subsequent star.*

Behind the story came Alliance's impact on the comrnunity in
general, and woven into the yarA
was the overall job done by thi
parent group, Federation,
Clay Daniel gave the Virginia
Wells script thoroughly competent
direction, with Sam Jaffe and Martin Wolfson highlighting a cast that
was good except for one spot— on*
of the dames, who played an advise»
at the Alliance, sounded' so hoityi
loity that it's sure the ordinary ,Easi
Side kid would not have listened t6
iicr.
But that was the only sovj*
note in an otherwise top dramatl*
production.
The "commercial" for the Federajdom.

:

tion

is

something

else.

A

veepee

o;

the outfit had to be given abq;^
three minutes at the end tor charii^

He was

plug.

Cars.

stilted.

MONICA'S MUSIC BOX
With

Monica Lewis, Ray Bloch'g
orch; Bobby Doyle, guestar.
Producer: Walter Lurie
Director: Paul Munroe
IS Mins: Fri., 8:18 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
This new song stanza, headed by
songtress Monica Lewis, and bacHt
grounded by Ray Bloch's orch, i*
evidently showcasing with hopes o(
latching on to a sponsor.
Tee-off
night

i=tanza
off

last

okay

Friday (18)
and made for

came

pleasant

listening.

Miss Lewis introed with a neat

arrangement of "Should I TelJ
You," with nice backgrounding from
Bloch and his boys, latter then taking over for fi torrid interlude, "E.kercises in Swing." Bobby Doyle,
guesting, contributed a pleasant baritone to "'You Keep Coming Back
Like A Song" and then ducted with'
Mi.ss Lewis on "Two Sleepy People''
for nice harmpny. A .slick arrange*
rnent of "Put The Blame on. Mamft"
by Miss Lewis rounded out scslfc
Edba,
.

WAYNE AND SHUSTEK SHOW
With Johnny Wayne, Frank Shuslei',
Georgia Dey, Bernard Bradem
Alex McKco, Samuel Hersenhoren
and orch; Herb Mayv emcee
Writers:
Johnny Wayne, Frank
.

Shuster
I'roduceri Jackie Rac
Mins., Thursdays,

pres.sed 'go free," "rieat bread to tlie
hungry,?' "cover ;the naked, .' etc.

M

The half-hour .started much too
slowly,' but' built to :terrlfto impact..
It wound, up as a clear, powerful
warning to the
to
cut (jut
monkeyshhips and get down to the
business of buildilvg a peace, It '%'as'
a fitting o.ponihg for NBC'S 'UjS

(Spifzer and Milh)
Shuster and Wayne are a coupl?:
of clever oomecjy writcv.s. who ^v'spt
to be actors, but they ,slimil(l. iejive
delivery of their lines to compe-^

:

UN

week.

p.m.

!>;;(0

RCA VICTOR CO,, LTD,
C".IBC-CnO, CANADA
;

(Continued on pag^

.
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ED KOBAK'S GOT A NETWORK
A
"This

Study

The ctistorneys haven't
identification, and maybe

i

[

^Operation Grass Roots'

In

Mutual— the Grass Roots

is

Network."

^

Network

12 Years of Mutual

First

Litifkin —-also

Powell,

Wyo!,

Um REGIE

to be beamed .directly not only
to the 32 .principal urban radio cen^
ters in the U.S.A. 'but to about 365
other radio outlets, many of them

and show

Odessa, Tex.* plus Oil City, Pa.,
that, Laurel, Miss., Poplar Bluff, Mo., and
of other places that will
announcer never appear in Hooperate figures

heard

Ed Kobak hundreds

By GEOBGIC ROSEX

When, back in November, 1944,
with small areas ot coverage, many
wiir decapitate the first
Ed Kobak packed .up his belongings
vvho tries to use that tag instead of confined to large centers— but do of them with relatively small numand moved over from the American
But figure,, very powerfully,'- *hc)vever. ber of listeners-— but making up in Broadcasting Co. (then
Mutual Broadcasting Systern.
'

'

,

The story

Mutual Broadcasting
growth
and

oJ!

inception
of- the

SysU'in's
in ikos ioe

It's a story based on a
ins annals.
ciincept Irom which the network
ui-aw its very name—for it was the
initiation of mutal plans to get support financially for wire lines to
«rinip a lot of outlets covering lerthat was
litoi'v of largo stations
into the
evcniually to bring
xnaibr network picture.

MBS

far cry from the Mutual
of today to the 1933 era
with 500,000 watts, was

a

U's

Network

WLW,

when

exchanging some commercials by
temporary wire line with WXYZ,
in Chicago and WOR
Dctioit,
The "Loiie Ranger"
i« New York.

WGN

:

WXYZ and was using
WOR for a bread sponsor

oriiiinated at

WGN

and

Baking. Because of the
watts and one 500,000-watt,
were many prospects. Sitf-

—Gordon
50,000
tlVcre

business

iicieiit

profitable to,
lines instead of!

permanent

in

piit

made

it

temporary lines for the commercials.

Mutual Network was born,
Thos» who held tha first meeting
Included George Trendle and Allen

And

the fact

is-

that the title

pollsters try

Mutual.

fits

the

WXYZ

station

(the

CLVmpbell, of
that only this year was purchased
by the American Broadcasting Co.);

John Clark and Powel Crosley,

Jr.,

to

touch; the pulse of
-'

America,--.

more fascinat- And to the radio industry,, as Well
American broadcast- as tomiirions of listeners aiid. friends

one

chapters in

in."

,

Mutual started as a cooperative
radio
around ".the
country, federation of four big stations that
of
Mutual's extension into America's decided, to feed programs one to the
grass I'oots is a matter of impor- other. 'It's now a skein extending
tance.,
into about 400 communities.
The
Kobak has a habit of tolling peo- ratioiialiiiiers at Mutual will tell you
ple, when he's in his public interest that there is a principle behind It
mood, that "Mutual wants to bring all the principle of tying togethier
the good in radio to that lonely the largest possible number of stashepherd in New Mexico as well tions around the country, including
The
as to the large cities in Oklahoma all the coffee-pots possible.
or Texas." Which a Mutual sales- smart money outside of Mutual will
man, not constrained by the net- chuckle and admit that it's good
business
on
tlie
principle
that
a
work president's idealistic formula.

:

the aggregate a tremendously large
audience* .reaching
.about
evcxy

stratum

to the; suburban
housewife in the lee of a great city.
lUutuat's Responsibility
How this vast mass of listeners is

'

—

being servedr-that becomes a matter of: infiportance to every Araerlcah
student of public opinion, mass education and mass communications;
How well the various types of listeners are integrated though one program simultaneously beamed to all
of them— that is now a matter of importance reaching far beyond radio's

tions,
will
immediately interpret dollar is a dollar even if you make
to read:
buy on Mutual, and it out of a hundred pennies instead
we'll bring your commercial to the of from four two-bit pieces, But
farthest potential customers, in the the future student of the growth and
hinterland as well as in urban and development of American radio will
see
something else in
rural areas." Both the prexy in his probably
Blue Book bib-and-tucker, and the Mutual the fact that iti 12 years it
salesman fairly exuding dollar marks did reach down to the American
grass
roots.
As such, this web takes
and merchandising potentials, both
base tlieir claims on the fact that on additional importance, quite aside
dollars-and-cents
measureMutual can spot »t} aSUiqte in from
Sylacauga, Ala., ai well a> in ments.
Birmingham; in Ltitkin, Tex./ as
For now, it is possible over
well as in Seattle' or Portland.
Mutual to speak to a larger cross-

"You

—

Mutual

is

penetration
audience
increase in the number
It can speak eloquently
coverage and markets, its

record

of

through

its

of affiliates:

about its
potentialities and high
percentage of radio homes reachable
via MBS, All that is well and
good. But Mutual's -grass-roots naretail-oiltlet

ture places upon this network— perhaps more so than on all the other
major webs combined—a great responsibility to show just how responsible and mature radio can be.
Touchinf the Pulse
section of America than over any How well Mutual carries out that
But the important fact is this: other single existing medium. Here, responsibility should become eviMutual does reach Sylacauga and jover Mutual, it ii possible for one dent-^at least in the next 12 years.

(Crosley
Cincinnati
in
to retain 500,000 watts »nd

Or Buy Muzak?
It's

Censors Are

who have

contributed in
line way or another to the development of broadcasting in AmerloB.
Macfarlane and Neff are deoeased,)

500 outlets— or bust

kidding, get a load of this ofTthe-reoord interview:

.

WOR— men

now

Okay Now

"What happens, Mr, Kobak,
when you eichaust your availabilQ.

ity list of

{

Search

Market
The war has brought acceptance
was realized that Mutual's to "ooniiniuty acceptance." Advergrowth depended on getting outlets tisers, ad agencies, even scripters are
in enough major markets to inake It no longer afraid of the "continuity
departments of neta most salable package, and to get acceptance"
into Washington and other cities for works. They used to call them "cenoriginating sustainers and public sors" when they were piolite, and
service .programs as well as comr- worse names oft' the record. Now
mercials. It was never a decision of tliey actually call a "continuity acwhether an established station af- ceptance" chief now and then and

iso-w

stations'?"

A. "Then we'll .start
public address systems,"

taking

It

filiated

another network,

with

us-

ually the Blue, should be added, or
whether a local station of 250 watts

is

work

was

affiliate

Rather, the net^
selected because

Comei|tpaii£e

Via 24 Oudets

of

.

Boston.

The Yankee Network, founded In
when WfEAfl, Providence, and
Boston, were linked on
permanent telephone lines is now
1928

WNAG,

the largest ts well as oldest regional
chain in New England.

With the completion of a new
•
was inevitable that of them.
alignment of stations by the middle
the networks would try to stop the
As far as Mutual is concerned, of October It will expand ita New
atlihates
from taking Mutual hy Miss Kemble'i setup was the first of England coverage to 24 fulltime
wrapping up option time and ex- the kind the net had, and was (like Yankee Mutual affiliated stations
clusive contrjpcts;
One has only to most other innovations) a result of along with two FM outlets, WMNE,
scan through the records of the FCC Ed Kobak's taking hold of the reins.
Mt. Washington, N. H,, and WGTR,
and Senate Interstate Commerce Until then, originating stations were Paxton,
Mass.
Committee monopoly hearings to on their own. WOR, N. Y., or WGN,
Yankee's home-town stations are
understand why Mutual supported Cliicago, or the Don Lee net on the
the FCC through the struggling Coast, each acted as sole judge and all managed by New England men,
commercials.

It

.

-

.period.

-

The
Louis,

network
and in

bought

KNX

expanded
1936,

to

when

St.

CBS
Don

in Los Angeles,
decide whether it would
keep KHJ independent and the remaining stations on 'CBS. Don I..ee
decided to keep KHJ on a network
and thus committed the station and
the whole Don Lee link to become
a Mutual stockholder and go coast-

Lee had

to

to-coaat late in

'36.

Fred Weber, after a six-month Attempt at building the old American
lioad«a*ting Qo.j Which got its lines
to Hot Springs and was on Its way
to New Orleans (a project which

.

,

.

Now steeped in the traditions of this part
,)ury
of network standards.
there is uniformity as far as shows of the. nation, John Shepard, 3d,
are concerned that hit the entire noted radio pioneer, it chairman of
the board of directors and Linus
network.
The reason the war has made a Travers, an authority on spot sales,
with
executive
vice-president,
difference as far as continuity ac- is
ceptance is concerned is that be- headquarters at WNAC.

The complete lineup gtve.<! Yancause, during the war, it was the
nets who were primarily responsible kee eight stations in Massachusetts,
for edherence to the wartime code including WNAC. Bcston, the key
of censorship which they had as- ,'<tation; WAAB, Worce.ster, WSAR,
sumed voluntarily. Everybody ree- Fall River; WEIM, Pittsburg; WHAI,
ogniied the need for those wartime Greenfield; WHYN, Holyoke; WLLH,.
controls, and agencies and clients Lowell-Lawrence; and WBRK, Pittsware too glad to leave that respon- field.
It also provides for four Yankee
sibility to the nets. Thus they got
WICC,
used to having their commercials, outlets in Connecticut

—

the Blue
up the Mutual

take

to

-

Variejty captioned
that "Kobak's Gotta

caution

Have

,

A Network"

ener.al

tecogaition

.

There

'

,

;

.

was a

"

within

the instruggle
eas,y one, that to
bring any measure of success to the
operation would mean hurdling obstacles
that during the previous
decade had
been
almost
insurnlountable.
For one thing, there was no managentient at headquarters; there was
,

d ustry
that
wouldn't be an

>

Kobak's

^

;

',

.-

.

."

no program department; there was
an almost complete lack, of policy
relations. In
the, strict sense of the word. Mutual
wasn't a network at all. What loose

;

threads held it together were sub-,
ject to the dictates of a tew wellheeled directors. By the grace of
their own lucrative station operations, Mutual was being kept alive.

Few were

WGN

willing to deny that
in New York,"

WOR

in Chicago,

;

Don

Lee on the Coasi or the Yankee
Network in New England was theMutual Network, or that Mutual was

>
'

a stepchild of these enterprising
broadcasters,
who more or lexs
.shaped the policies of the co-operative setup.
Small wonder, then,
that many were questioning the
wisdom of Kobak relinquishing a
spot where he was generally conced-.
ed to be the industry's No, 1 salesman, to spearhead an operation that
required an almost complete over-

haul and which held forth, at best,
an unpredictable future.
'Kobak's Gonna'
Within a year it became fairly
apparent, as bannered in Variety,
that "Kobak's Gonna Have A Network.'^ Mutual was on the ^/ay to
acquiring a program departmentmore than that, an editorial concept
was being formulated and integrated
into the network's programming op-

-

.

Inside Stuff
Is it all

sweetness and light in the

Mutual picture? There's plenty of
Mutual affiliate
both, to be sure.
big-wigs, some of whom have been
with the net for a few years, others
*ith basis of comparison as against
other networks— these people ought
know. They're plenty enthusito
But there are
astic about Mutual.

To encourage the
criticisms loo.
free voicing of opinion, Vabieiy: has
assured these people that their

names would not be used. The criticisms, they all felt, are healthy and

a formal presenta-

tion.

Tnose are some of tha conclusions
Dorothy A. Kemble, director o£
acceptance at Mutual.
the Blue station needed and wanted continuity
When she came to Mutual to set up
additional programming.
Also, in many cities, it was strictly this new department for the net, a
a three-station setup, all affiliated year ago last July, she brought to
with the two NBC networks— the the job previous experience with
Red and the Blue— and CBS. And NBC and with the old Blue web.
the Red and Columbia affiliates gen- And Miss Kemble has seen the
erally had less need of programs and changes, has participated in some
should ba added.

Yaidiee Web's

get the stuff past the "censor" even

before there

Mutual:

on the Mutual agenda.
And if you think Ed Kobak'r

the

building an impressive on sales and station

.

knew that duplicating ,NBC was not
tlve best way); W. E. Macfarlane,
Klbert Antrim, Carl Myers and Ed
Wood of WGN, and Al McCosker,
William Neff and Ted Streibert, of

;

sphere.

WLW

o(

wanted

:

.

own

Network)

Kobak 's mythical New Network helm,

.irorri

Mexico shepherd

should be stated.

"The network has improved treThis
mendously," said one ^xec.
one was thoroughly familiar with
one of the other major webs before
he moVedl into the Mutual family,
and could do some matching. "I was
amazed at the way things worked
when I first came in contact with
Mutual," he said. "For one thing, it
to me like too much of a oneoperation. I had the feeling at
times that Ed Kobak, who really is
the best salesman in radio, is carrying too much of a burden, by being
simultaneously the net's president
as well as the net's top salesman.
The question is; Can a guy be both
He's been doing it, but
for long?
in the long pull he may overdo it."

seemed

man

Another affiliate owner, who's also
had plenty of other network experience, surveyed the total Mutuat picture and concluded: ."Putual has
improved 100% in the last two years.
But the crucial period isn't over yet.
.

indication that it's
as a true network
operation.
But that process shoiild
be speeded up. There are still individual Jinks that are stronger or
think V ..•they're stronger—^than the
chain,"
More Key StMtions
As against this guy's judgment,
however^ one of his own colleagues
in the same station pointed to some
of the improved positions,
"More
key stations than ever, you'll note,
are carrying the net's sustainers

There's every
tightening up

—

.

.

Kobak's basic philosophy—
without an editorial or pro-

eration.
that,

;
;

*

can

was beginning to take
From ABC he wooed his ex-

exist,

hold.
associate,

Phillips Carlin, who for
years had shared the same principles

as
Kobak, and installed him as
programming head. Also from ABC
he brought over Robert D- Swezey
as vice-president and general manager.
This was the nucleus of a
"Mutual braintrust*' that eventually
would include others brought in from
outside and men who grew up with
Mutual and elevated to key titled

positions.

Mutual

began

to

take on

added

stature.
More and more stations
were brought into the fold, blanket-.;,
ing rural areas heretofore unfamiliar
with network tpchnique. The salas

slowly expanduig and
indoctrinated with the principles and,
aggressiveness of their "star salesman doubling as piexy," was making an impression on the, web's billing,s,
Some of the top national
bankrollers of raair. programs, who
previously
had bypas.sed Mutiial,
were beginnihg to take notice. .At
the end of the fir.st year o£ Kobak's
regime the- gross time sales had
spiraled by 10%.
The going wasn't easy in those
first
mohttis.
Civilian snaXaes
12
during the wartim';', period meaiit
.shelving any improvements' or expansion where physical or ehgitiocr-,
ing facilities were concerned. And:
in some refipects. Kobak who forced,
to introduce a reverse technique—
siich V as in the -pioniotlori department. J^utuarspvomolion was; good

department,

'

when Kobak moved
:

in;

in

fact

-

it-

was one of the sock operations: withTlia
in the network'.? framework,
musical oontinuitj', and other mate* Bridgeport; WONS, Hartford; WNLC,
rials subjected to the eyes of the New London; and WWGO, Watertrouble was, it was over-promoting,And they bury; one in Rhode Island, WEAN, now," he insisted. "When I was in for Mutual had little worth promot"censors" at the nets.
learned that the continuity accept Providence; four in New Hampshire Washington recently, 1 noticed that ing. The department got word to layWKXL. Concord; WLNH, Laconia; the Mutual position has improved off the puffs and channel its energies
ance people often help keep them
Mutual to organize traffic a« its first out of scrapes.
WKBR, Manchester; and WHEB, there and in Baltimore. Or take inio helping build a network.
paid employ* and his first job was,
But there is another side of. the Portsmouth-Dover;- three in Ver- New England, Yankee has agreed
The Picture, Now
i.0 use lines for exchange of other
-Story, says Miss Kemble.
The. nets, mont, WSYB, Rutland; WWSR, St. to drop loca,l ball games next year,
Today, at lea.-it. the promotion boys
programs, work out rates, uniform too, have grown up considerably in Albans; and WDE'7, WaterbUry; and I understand, for MBS slots. That's have a few things worth bragging
contracts and other details. He be- the last few years, much of the im
four In Maine-^WCOU;: Lewiston- progve.ss for my money."
aboal.; 'Not thiit there's anything
gan gathering a small staff which petus to that growth being due to Auburn: WJOR. Bangor; WMTW,
From one of Die country's radio- that warrants goiir, overhoiu'd. You
(Contiimed on page 32;
/(Continued .on page 34j
(Continued on page 84)
K
Portland; and WFAU, Augusta.
(Conlinued on page S2jt

w»i eventually

to collapse) stepped
into the Mutual picture at about the
time that the first permanent lines
Were installed for the Gordon Bak.jng commercials.
He went into
,

—

•

'

I

.

;

.

gramming department, no network

-

'

,

:
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Signed Affiliations
The

Agency Exec Appraisal:

have

following
signed affiliation contracts and
are awaiting coinpletioji of construction work or line facilities.
Those marked with an asteri.sk
(*>
have already joined the

Mutual's Backseat Video Policy

Cues Queries: Will Keys Hang On

flation.'!

MBS Outgrowing Measles

Mutual network:
Otlober

Or Hop to Active Web Feeders?
BOB STAHL

By

television policy of
and waiting wliile

MuUial's
baelc

ting

through

growing

its

Mutual's-

an

has

pains,

Ripened up two schools oi tliought
on the subject. Will Mutual bent'flt

Adventures

4:30

Sea

the

of

Hound;

hedging and be prepared lo
St«p in with its own network when
the time comes, or will the web's
itreaent radio affiliates be unwilling
to- wait for such a time and sign
on with other video networks in
program feeding
order
to
set

from

a

its

Buck

4:45

Hop Harrigan.
Superman ^Kellogg).

Tom Mix

5:49

Tenn.
Mont.

City,

,

Hendersonville, N. C
Elizabethton, Tenn.

Nov«ml)«r

(Ralston).

.

Network from

,

Bakersfield. Cal.

KPDR

Alexandria, La.
Glens Falls. N. Y.
Welch, W. Va.
Wilmington, N. C.

Midnight

Captain
5:30
(WHnder).

immediatsly'.'

Union

.

So they

;

Billings,

HAKBY TBENNEB

(Vice-Picsident In Churye p/ Rndio, Wni. H. WehUraub & Co.1
call me up and .say "Will you write an »rticle ort the Mutual
a time-buyer's point of viewV"
"What's the simmick'?"
"Special MBS edition."
"Wliatdya want— S Mutual I Love You story?"
"No, say what ya think—and doii't make it all bouquets. Give us a
harsh, cold appraisal."
Tliat's a pretty good starting point— "har.sh, cold appraisal."
I wonder how many times Mutual gets a harsh cold appraisal from purchasers of radio time, I wonder how many times agency executives (account men rather than time buyers) go into the purchase of radio time
with a lot ol! phoney phrases lilie
with a lot of preconceived prejudices
"major and nimor networks" in their minds. How many of them kiiow the
strength and the weaknesses of aU the networks?
Well, let',s get on with the appraisal;
Mutual is the largest network in the world. Largest from' a standpoint
6t numljer. of stations. This does' not; nece.ssarily .mean largest covenige
in terms of number of people; taut it does: mean largest from a standpoint'
of: peiielration of "coverage from within" of a given nuinber of cohimunities. .This point of course is of immediate importance to the advertiser whose problem it is to identify local-dealers in a great number
It is important, too, to the advertiser who is seeking to widen
of' cities.
his distribution. With a Mutual program he can go into a given town and
talk about (ocul support for a new dealer. He doesn't have to discuss with
him the value of broadca.sting in a town three or four counties away.
And in addition to these things, large audiences are acqiiired in small
Special Hooper surcities, e.specially in the one and two-station markets.
veys in the.se .sniall towns reveal ratings ..four .and, five times the figure
...and co.ii'yersely. the. high-rated
that sliows up in Hoop's little grceii .book.
shows that try penetration from the outside show ratings of 15 and 20'i
of their national figure.

Hartsvillc. S. C.

WBEJ-»

Foods).
5:00
5:15

Augusta, Me.
Portland, Me,
Mauchestei',N.H.
Wat'erbury, Conn,
Covington, Ga.

WHKP

(General

Rogers

Austin, Texas.

Wt'AL"<

WKBR>
WWCO*
WMOC*
WRNK*
KBMY*
KAFY

Hovir" wilV be
half long this

"JCicls'

hour and

year:

By

KVET*
WHSC*-

WMTW"

Small Fry Big Biz

(he

new medium

ether nets bring the
lip

sit-

.

WWSC
WBRW
WGiN'I

.

FoHowing through on its
policy^ Mutual has, filed no

.

tion-s for

some

of

applica-

KWK (Mutual) h

Its aXflliatesv
are important s(pcl<-

tele Stations,

Whom

holders in the web, meanwhile, have
filed with the FCC for tele permits
jBiid one of them has already been
granted a construction permit. Most
hope to: hiave their video
,o£..;i,lie,se
stations i» operation by the end of
itesct year and it's already rumored
that some of them have approached
execs of NBC, CBS,- ABC and DuMont lo sign. affiliates of these webs
in order to be fed. the top programs

KODI

Cody, Wyo.
Bangor, Me.

avov^'ed

.

WJOR

•

Charleston, W. Va.
Rbswell, N. M.
Hobbs, N. M.

WTIP

Ark.
Huntington, W. Va.
Elberton, Ga.
Statesboro, Ga.

KGRH
WPLH
WBON

KGFL

KWEW

Faj'etteville,

lOOGBldg. Splurge
Louis.

St.

a building

in the
e.stimated

Paducah, Ky.

formerly used

downtown

by a bank

WWNS
WLAR
WKYB

Athen.?, Tenii.

KWK, Mutual outlet here, last Week
purchased

/

December

district

WKAL
WBBQ

Rome-Utica, N.
Augusta, Ga,

Y

.

$100,000 and will
for an
convert it into one of the most mod.Tiuiiiary ('47)
that will undoubtedly originate, at erir broadcasting stud;iOs in the; midDillon, S. C,
least for the next iew years, from west. The radio station, taking title
Fitzgerald, G<a.
the AVebs' flagsliip video statiqris in in the name of Thomas Patnck, Inc.,
March
N. Y. Latter, it's pointed out, have plans the con.struction of an entirely
the most experience, the best equip- hew floor to divide the building into AndalUsia,:Ala.
mejit and the most talent .available two floors above the ground level.
to make this possible.
This will have two floors and a
in
In Chicago, for instance, WGN, basement with an 87'xl27' area
pwned and operated by the. Chicago; each. The present studios on the
the
Tribune but' a Miltual'' afflliater and eighth floor of Hotel Chase in
£. continued from: i>ag:e 31 ss
west end have long been top small
al.-io one of the web's seven stockwith Mutual but
ites,. not connected,
holders, h^s received its tele C. P. and inadequate for such purposes.

WA1,K INTO

WDSC

WBHB

more

WCTA

GET

:

.

'

;

grants,

';

St.

to all ot this good outlets in the majority of the major markot.s and
you have a medium .that can serve so many pux'poseis that it is entitled to
prime con.>iiderat.ion in the radio scheme of any advertiser. Y'ou have a
picture of important facilities. And tliat!s all you'll ever buy from a network, .. .facilities.
memory does not cari'y. me back to the day when

My

knowing its' operations very well,, any netwbric by itself ever' built' aiv' audiw^
program.. .And no.-,
came these remarks: "All these small body's memory goes back to the day when any network ever built an
stations Kobak is signing up mean a
audience .\vith a sequence Of i>i"Ogrgihs, Network.'! will impose rigid; re*,
good deal, But unless the net picks strictions and standards,' take an agency or advertiser apart if the show
up key outlets, it won't.be ;able to isn't good enough for their network, but they are always .standing upstage
biiild income-^and without income,
taking the bows when the nose counting is over and' the big audiences are
programs will have to .slump; and— recorded. Big prize-fights and World Swies games on Mutual have had
However,
well, finish it your.self.
larger audiences than any weekly program on any other network. Ye?,
tliere's ho doubt Kobak is on the
the.sc arc something special.
The only .point I am making: is that: the.«B
right track. He's really a marvelous same great mas.'-es of people are available if .something
to attract them
leader— if only through the pace he is put on this network. In other words the facilities are there;
If
.sets for his entire org^mization.
I've placed four orders with Mutual.
One advertiser wasn't too happy.
many him;

;

;:

,

a few things too
instead of leaving it. to sbme of
his colleagues, it'.s becau.se there's so

he does
self,,

.

doubt that so many people
consider him. thie real spark plug.
But if he continues to get the support from the big stockholders, that
net is going to make a terrific imI don't think it's going to. be
pact.
the tough competition that some of
the boys foresee. a.s far as NBCT and
CBS are concerned. But it's going
little

:

'

;

Similar
.setup audience.
Show, a five-a-weaker, has drawn to give ABC a terrific tussle. And
other Mutual affiliates
already filed for tele big mail pull, and Mutual v. p. that doesn't say it wiU hurt
C.P..S,
including Don Lee in Sari Phillips Carlin is looking, it over at it means Only (and this, is purely a
Fi ancisco and Bamberger Broadcast- first-hand for the full net. Show is personal opinion, of course) that
ing; in Washington.
held in the Coast studio now, ,but both these, nets are going to have to
Bamberger also has filed for a tele may be moved to the larger Earl work hard in the major league. In
the end, there'll be enough, glory,
CP. for N. Y.. which brings Hp the Carroll theatre.
and plenty of cash, for both, if they
oUicr .school of thought. While it's
play their cards right"
trlie
that Mutpars radio affiliates
may ..join other networks for a few
Martineau's
-Sees FM Future
years, there's nothing to prevent
Mutual's, big chance ahead is in
Ihem from pulling out once Ihe
radio, said another top exec,
Yankee-Mutual Appt.
!N. y. Bamberger station is in opera
with the number of. affiliates
"Why,
Bo.ston.
lion,
They eoutd then set up a
creeping up over the 400 mark, we
Robert T, Martitieau, sales assist^
Mutual \-ideo network, being fed
already have the edge ;bn the other
N. y, -originated programs jU.st as ant to Linus Travers, executive vice- Itets," he declared.
VFM coverage
president Of the Yankee Network,
the radio web gets the cream
for all metropolitan Outlets will be
sliow.s.
Mutual execs, meanwhile, has heen appointed assistant man- substantially the safn.i;. The adyanYankee-Mutual af.Clin follow their, present course of ager of the
tagiB of, the big stations is cut down
H., station
sittiiis back and letting the other ftliale in Manchester, N.
in FM.. Result is that,, in FMj. coverntt."! do
all the expensive prelimi- WKBR.
age comes down to the number of
The new .station began broadcast- outlets— and the largest network, in
nar.v work in tele while keeping an
ing Oct. 1 on a frequency of 1,240
eaftje. eye oh the piroceedirigs!.
will ;be. the mo.st powerful.
fact;
Mutual's policy was highlighted at kilocycles. It is owned by ScoU There isn't ;atly doubt that we are,
the recent .Television Broadcasters Kilgore and William Rust.
and are, going to stay, the largest in
Martineau has, been- in radio 'since number of station.s."
'Assn. meet, by prexy Edgar Kol)ak,
Hart;\vjio. sounded tlie only sour note at 1936 when he joined WTNT,
An opinion that "Overall, programthe prooeedings by rapping tele on ford, as an announcer, eventually
struction:

holds

:

entrenched habit on the Ainerican Main

Add

Inside Stuff

MBS WEB MAY

1

—

aweU

:

Station e.^cecs expect to be in operation by next April, and reportedly
have already conducted preliminary FULL
huddles with DuMont in N. Y. to be
fe<l programs originating in DuMont's
'hEART'S DESIRE'
WARD. WGN went to DuMont,' it's,
Mutual programming execs are
believed, since both NBC and ABC
program,
have also been granted their tele enthu.ted over a new
C.P.s for Chi and because the sta- -Heart's Desire," which went on
tion doesn't believe in the CBS froni Hollywood about four weeks
by
fight for ultra-high frequency color ago, and has since been picked up
84 stations: Program, packaged, by
now.
,Doi! Lee has been operating an Ray Morgan, who also owns "Queen
experimental tele station, W6XAO, For a Day," is complete reversal
People write :in., .Stat^
in Los Angeles for the. Jast several of "Queen."
years and has filed for a C.P. to con- ing what they would like to have it
vert into a commercial operation. given "their heart's desire." and a
-Coast network is also an affiliate and studio audience votes on the Winletter-twriters
with
letters,
stockholder in Mutual. It's foresee- ning
nble, howevei-, that this station, too, (rather than studio audiences) given
might .sign on as an affiliate W'ith prizes, usually something akin to
DuMont, .since NBC and ABC also their- expressed yen. Giveaway is.
have petitioned for their L. A. con- to the listeiling,. not th.e ,studi.O

;

J'AIII.OB

Thet net result of exposure of this kind brings great unpact on the part
of the listener and in behalf of the advertiser. Not only because this is a
localized national medium, but because frequently a Mutual ad>
verti.ser has walked into the local parlor alone
his competition has been
sati.slied to try it the other way and finds himself sooner or later bucking

.

:

MY

for

ABC-

who have

That's batUng 750 and I haven't doiie; any, better elsewhere.
Mutual has its problems. Some of them come at its points of greatest
strength. The autonomy enjoyed by its biggest stations sometimes m,ikes
it impossible to .showca.se properly in the important advertising centers.
Some day, aerhaps, double spotting: between night-time programs, all
'. ;':
night lon.g, can be eliminated.
;And things like the local station and the network duplicating the same
news flash when a program is interrupted twice, just so that the local
news room could beat the network news room (yes, that's happened).
This does not mean that the local station is not discharging its responsibility
to its li.steners. .. .maybe they sliould do things like that.
But it doesn't
help network operation, and thats what the man asked ine to write about,
Mutual is still having a few of the mumps and measles that beset any
healthy youngster, but it is cOming fast and you. don't nail down th0.se
franchises by coming in at tbe last minute, Mr, Filch didn't' biiy his. "free
ride" on NBC last week. In my opinion it is encumbent upon the adverti.s*
ing fraternity to foster healthy competition in media.. Not oilly is the
trading healthier but the fight for the listener's ear Will elevate the .stand*
ard of entertainment. And the more you minimize monopoly, the loss
chance you have of Uncle Sam. stepping on your i\eck.
:
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Ed Kobak's Got a Network
.

:

.

Contimied fi-om page 3t
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working his way up to assistant staIhe public.
According, to Kobak, tion manager. He came to the Yanvideo should live up to its promises kee Network in 1943 as sales sijper-.
cf getting sets out on the mai-ket and visor of Yankee owned and manconfihc its arguments to the inner aged stations.
sanctums of the industry.
it'?

,

ming is still in a bad way" ;came
from one high exec of a Mutu-il
affiliate.
He blamed the condition

knuckles, for overselling itself to

Att-Vet
:;

A

staff

made up

of

war

vctei-iuis

tvill
direct activities of the new
standard station scheduled to
take to the air today (15) KTFS.
Station Will be a Mutual Network
outlet and will be operated by the
Texarkana Broadcasting Co.
David M. Segal is' general manager and Henry N. Fonee is chief
•ngineer. Station will operate full
"time with a power of 250 watts on
,

local

;

1,400 kilocycles,

this ciriticism

was

offset

tioned.

Mutual's Audience Promotion

Affiliate
Texfii-itana.

,

However,

by several others who were quesThey expressed enthusiasm
over "Queen tor a Day," praised the
daily. 4^6 p.m.
and
jvive", strips,

Know-How
Mutual's Texarkana

on the fact that the net has no
0 wned-and-opera^ed stations "where
the real money is."
.:

staffed, by
lOOI'o
Division "is
ex-station pi'omotion managers.

;

^es Moines, and KFJB, Mar-

point^.d to,: the, ;sock Sunday .after*
noon whodunit strip of two hours.
In: general,, the kid shows and the.
wliodunits. elicited the greatest applause from the station people who
were queried. There was also praise
of "20 Questions,", and much applause for "Juvenile Jury."
Finally, a number of people, looking for-both strength and weakness,
pointed to the standard contracts
which goes into effect Jan. 1, and the
.steady elimination of divided a/filiations as moves definitely in the right

shalltown, Iowa.

direction.

Tl.iat

means

tests,

newspaper spotlight

;

airiannouncements, promotion stunts and con;

all

ads,

etc., for station use are prepared
by ex-station promotion man.agers at network headquarters.
Represented in Mutual's Audi-,
ence .Promotion Division are the

ex-prombtion chiefs of affiliates
of all four networks including:

KYW.

Philadelphia; WKRC, CinWCAE, Pittsburgh; KSO,

cinnati;

'

don't speak of Mutual programs, for
ex-imple, with the same enthusiasm
that the Fred Allens,:the Bob Hopes,,
the Jack Bennys, the .Fibber
Mollys engender .on NBC, or the

tag is reflected in the overair operation today as braintrusted by the

web's
Page,

prexy; in Swezey,. (iarlin,
Jess Barnes, Jipimy James,
Bob Schmid, Ade Hult, Schechter,
Duranles, the Dinah Shores, Carl Haverlin; in, Dorothy Kemble,
the Frank Sinatra,? provoke at CBS, the continuity editor, in the soles
That's strictly out of another league. staflr that's now the largest among the
But, within the frrmework of the four webs; in the wrap-up of new
Mutual, operation, with its far-flung advertisers that include such topi
affiliation that looks destined for a spenders
as
Procter & Gamble,
400-station. jiarlay, there's a healthy, General Foods, Coca Cola, Philco,
constructive "we're on our way" etc,; in the continually spiraling
attitude and an administrative know- billings which will find 1946 topping
how that justify the wide belief '45 by more than 20%; but above
that "Ed Kobak's Got A Network." all,: in the fact that Kobak & Co.
During the .second year of the know where it's heading and has
Kobak regime,, things hiunmed along set its sights on a goal.
The operation hasnt. been Wilhoiit
at a more accelerated pace: Mutual
now had a chief eneineer. Previous- its quota of; criticism. To many, Ko:
ly, by the grace of WOR, WGN, etc., bale went off the deep end when lie
engineering depts., programs were permitted Upton Close access to the
fed to the network. Mutual now has Mutual airlanes.
(No other web
its own programs, can do its own would accept him.) It was sti-ictly a
feeding. With FM and television on., Kobak maneuver (a far cry from
the horizon, it was a time for. vision. tha cla.VE when the WGN-WOR,-etc.
Kobak is convinced that, in Esterly chieftains threw their weight around
Page, Muttial's engineering future on Mutual programming), but in the
is assured. The physical layout took face of protests Kobak .still isn't conon a more attractive hue; $2,500,000 vinced that he erred. Kobak says he
was poiu ed into programs and per- took the Close business (he's spon.sonnel. The war's end also paved the sored
by the National Economic
way for the emergence of Abe Council) because he feels all sides
Schechter into the Mutual program- are entitled to their say; when he'si
ming picture, and thanks again to a sold on the right answer as to why
know-how application, it put teeth Cloiie should be kicked off, he'll do
.some reevaluatinjg.
into Kobak's editorial concept.
But not until
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Mutual Marches On in
Newscast Reconversion

MBS

local

By SAUL

;'as^,'Well.',

That's the: opinion of Mutual's ve.epee-gcneral manager,

.

.

into the sparse areas of the land, blanketing them with their
250-watters.
Mutual found through experience, says Haverlin, that
reception from the 10-kilowatters in distant centers was
weak or indistinct, that almospliere noises spoiled clarity of
reception,: so that listen ing. ..was cliscouraged or omitted entirely.
It found, too, that a coffee-pot in a sparse area got
more listeners /than a pov^'er station further away, because
people- preferred listening to the clearer .signal— which ^as;:
'
'.'
usually the home station's.
It was a. battle between clear signaLs and bettor programming, with people listening sooner to. a Stronger local station
than to a better net program because of reception clarity.
Where the four networks were strong in an area, says .Haverlin, the. index of program appeal: ruled the. roost.
Btit in
sparsfe :.Io.caliti.es, the, local, s
more than held its own
.against a hisK-pOw^er:,het outlet some distance away,
'The
situation still Tomains true.'

Robert D. Swezey, who's been in the radio

from 'way back.
Swezey is one
.
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network has nine stations along the whole Pacific
Mutual, through its Don Lee affiliate, has 33. The
same rival net has five stations trying to cover the whole 'of
Texas. Mutual has 30. Ten of them are duals but the 20
others are Mutual's alone.
Stressing the importance of" Mutual's singler,station markets from the point of view o£ listener appeal, Haverlin cites
statistics on various Mutual sectors to prove his argument.
In Kingston, N. Y., .Mutual's one-station-market outlet,
WKNY, a 1,000-watter, rates first in audience draw, based
on a Cohlan Audience Survey made early this year. During
no two-hour segment of the day does a competing station
touch it, despite the fact that four New York 50kw transmitters (75 miles) and one Schenectady 50kw transmitter (70
miles) send signals .into Kingston, Conlan survey last January showed
to be twice as strong in audience draw
as the nearest powerhouse station, with 38.2%. listening of
radio homes to 16.3% -for WJZ, N. Y., or 15.5% for WEAF,
N. Y. Complete survey showed:
- SII.MIK OF Al'DMONC'E
-—

viewpoint on

my
We

rival

coast.

There are people like Cecil Brown and Upton Close;
Friiik Kingdon (oa WOR only), and Quentin Re.vnolds has
been on; Fulton Lewis, Jr.,. and Paul Schubert, Gabriel
Heatter and Cedrie Foster. But if you take our gioup of
newscasters and commentators on the whole, you'll note that
there is balaiice there in political outlook and approach.
"Some of our shOWS serve to reach the same kind of
There is our 'Once Over Lightly' show mornings,
balance.
with Alan Scott, wherein news is handled as indicated—
There isHie twolightly, as beflts that time and audience.
voiced "All |tlie News' at night, 11-11:15, when we try to wrap
up in cap.siile form as many items as possible, rounding out
the day's total events, sometimes gettiilg 100 items onto that
one show.
"Then there are gjiows like 'Meet the Press' and 'Battle
of the Commentators,' on which we present varying viewpoints in such a .way that the listener is really .apprised of
the dilTerences in approach to the same situations.
"Perhaps the most important progress we have made is in
That makes for
.th»' use of the recordeB for special events.
our net.

.,:,.;.:':'':-:.• .-':'.,,
sense;;
r
"I think American industry, as a whole, could pfofltabty
take a lesson from the radio industry as far as labor relations
are concerned. :Sure,;WC had to learn. But we did. .A'i,d the\
people on the union side had to learn too; and they, did. I
wasn't .'born a: labor rota lions guy, nor :clid I take a course in
it-^nor did any of tlu^ b; her people ..who are: reprbsentihg: the
networks. But remember, tlie tinion, leaders weren't borri
union .leaders either, nor did they learn from books.
ail
learned the hard way. But we did learn.
"Trouble with most cmisloyers and union loaders is that
when it comes to collective bargaining for a union Contfact
they lose all sense oj ordinary bargaining techniciue.. They
get red in the face (or look for, red dr black under the toenails of their opponents).
Nothing emotional is cxijeciod. to
enter the' negotiations if, for instance; I should try ;1Q sell Mr.
a certain tinie spot. It would be taken for granted, that I,
haj^e a right to niake the best bargain possible for
organization, and that Ire has the same right oh his side.
give
and take and finally arrive at a price. But let that "sale"
be placed in the labor-industry category, and people ,get
excited,
,

..

Because Mutual has taken in so many small stations.', it
need, says Ilaverljn, covering little markets Chat were not being served: Because the not has more
single-station markets tlian all the other nets combined, it
has performed a unique service to the CQuhtry. Six million
hqmes, according to .Haverlin, representing 20,000,000 people,
get primary service only from Mutual. Advertisers, ho says,
are becottiihg. increasing.ly a'ware: Of small town markets and
of the service Mutual is rendering.
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,

Sifniion

J'-veiiliig

TyKN'l'

Sll.Ki

..

New York ('MBSi.. .,
New York (GBS)...,
..

WOJl.

belter .iournalism, much better coverage. Let's say that
Secretary ot State Byrnes talks a,t 2 p.m. on a certain day.
VVell, it we put him on that hour, live, how many listeners
would we get and what kind? 'There is no doubt that the
»ame sspeech, recorded and played at 8:30 that night would
several million more listeners of the type the Secretary of
fet
tate wants to address.
So, we don't let ourselves be bound
by the anti-recordings fetish, and use the recorder.
"We have also learned how to use the recorder so that we
flan take down a two-hour series of speeches, edit them down,
and. make of them a half-hour show that's well-paced, inclusive, yet fair to all sides. I am sure that's sensible use of
our materials— just as it is for a newspaper to take a 3.000woi'd speech and boil it down to one column.
"The present situation demands a higher and even more
respon-siljle sense of selectivity than the war period did. And
the measure of our success will be judged by the manner in
inrhjch our reconversion of newscasting techniques keeps pace
with the reconversion of America's listening habits."

much
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18.3
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5,4
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WSTV

3.7

In Steubenville, O. local: dra\y Of Mutual's
(250
was twice that of its nearest competitor. Steubenmiles west of Pittsburgh, and 25 miles north of
Wheeling. In spite of such proxiniity, and competition from
two 50kw and one S,000-watt station, WST'V commands local,
listening audience more than 90
of the broadcasting day,
as follows:

watts)

ville is 30

Aftmioon

WSTV

have a

Wff'VA

i.s.s

(AlK')... .......... ..i....
(CB.SJ.......
L,

Mutual's
Kansas, is
station in

31.

•

«,3
4.4

8.11

KSAL

31.1

MBS

shows:
,Mor!»iii(f
(is.Hv;

Stiiiioii

on Crime Consistence

WDAH',

Kiin,«:l>i

City (NS(,'). ......

WLKW,

Tiuwka

(OIJS).

JilveninB

jtfl'ornooi)

,

(i.".7'i

4S.8%

,

31,4

4.(i

....... ....

.

Wk'hila (ABC-M U.'^).
KFir. Wlchltii (CBS).
KI<'RT,

Gop.s^and-robbers .shows and crime prevention program."!—
.
do tha two conflict?
Not according to execs of Mutual,
which has one of the top (and few) crime preventjpn, profrains on the air in"I Was a Convict"— but also carries
/more straigl\l whodunits, probably, than any otlier web.
An.swering charges that Mutual is working at cross purpose,s by stressing crime via the whodunits at the saine time
It tries to prevent crlmer Elsie Dick, Mutual director o.t educational programs, declared that. the cops-and-robbers shows
provide merely good commercial entertainment and do not
Jhegata the .good work done by the "Convict" show:.
As proof. Miss Dick referred to a series of lliree sljows
Conducted by child welfare workers on the Mutual web last
ye<»r, tilled "Influence of Radio, Pictures and Caniics pu
Children." Not one of the welfare workers interviewed on
the show ..believed the three media did any harm to tlvc mopPets', hnorals.
If a child has a happy home life and the riglit
.kind of upbringing, according to the. sociologists, he wiil not
tbrnpted to leave the straight: and narrow, by -broadca.";ts
tvhich, in the opiaion Of some listsinijrs, 'tend: to "glority"
crime. Such shows, it was said, may e-\»eh do good, ..since, if
parents notice that their .qi3^prings;:pr.el,et' these* slK^\v.s above
olliers, they can take steps to correct ihe cliild's till iiilUiig
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Reshapes Mutual Pattern
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"Convict" program, broadca.st as a sikstainor over tli.c nctoil Thursday evenings (and over WOR, N. Y. ila.ciship,
Saturday mordings), has been lauded by crime prevention
show that radio should
take on its slj oiiiders.: Web's programming execj^ o ri .^ nail ,v
tended it to be :just 'ahother "crime dOesB'Vpa.v'' series, but.
.Soon came up with the new idea under persuasion of. Ed\y.iii

Lukas, Dr.: Ralph Baiiay, foT'inc'r cliiel psyciiiatrist at
Sing Sing Prison,' and Cliarlottc Cai-r. di.rcclor ot tho Citizens'
Conimittce, oh: Children. Show points up the fact that crimT
inals arc no difTcrent froni,' oilier people and' cannot bo cut
oft from the. community once tljey've served tjicir. time by
:

;

'

,

.:bciiiB

director of the Society for the Preventic)n..o.t primii:

;

treate(3 as .thtl^s.

.Porum

o;!';

lepers.

:

:

^

.

ence.

'

.

has .tieeiV .specially srlected' from
sociologists .and Welfare, workers.
Lattcv a.sked pertinent
questions, according: to Mis.s Dick, but omitted the, basic
questions, answers to which were already known to them
but that may not be common knowledge to liistcijers! 'To
correct this. Mutual has selected a-- "gadflies'' Jack Barry,
emcee of the web's ".luvcnile Jury" show, and conhiiGntor
Cecil Brown.
Duo is expected to echo the. questions that
would, probably crop up in the minds, of the H.-itening: audiaudieijci^..her(;tdforc

programming.''
^arlin, wlio states he startcid the .policy ..when; l)(^ was vvith
the Blue (ABC I. .says he threw the door wide open when
he came to Mutual, a couple of years ago, Wliere other
webs have hired stafl' proriucers, Mutual has not. contenting
itself wiUi emplo.virt.tf freelance produoer,s and directors only
when needed, .'riii.s, according tp Carlin, has; left the net
more flexible. It hasn't iM.paire(J the morale inside ;lhe 'pr;:'
ganizatioHy with. .'the .iisual:" :i3ickeriiigs and jcyaidusies- ^eiiihinated: It ha» atsn b('en cheaper:.for Mutual, relieyiiig .it of
office space and ntlier iiicidentals ittvolved in a productiori
staff,
Occasionally, fis an exception. Mutual has calledj in a(its N. Y. flaij.ship) director, like Jock MacGrogor: or
Roger Bo.wer. But liic "open door" policy is tlie rutj;.
"We're interested only in selling time," says Carliji. "atid
we don't care where tb.c shows come from— so long as.ltiey'ra
good. We're not ln CD.iinwtition. with the agencies: vye welcome thun-i.. Wo 'pKf'fVn piir .own; shows, of course, but wnitld
just as soon ha\e an agency's. We have the facilities to air
(Contimiod tm pa^e 34)
:

,aiT)6nfi

i ii

Siiow, according to Miss Dick, represents an altcinpf to
point out tliat there's something wrong witii our |)rcscnt
setup, in Which most of the stress is placed uinin law cnfoiX'emeiU and not on crime prevention. Mutual i.s in coui..plete.a'^i:wmeHt with the belief of psychiatrists tu llic vff.cct
tlial 98', of all crimes
committed are duo to distort if»n.s o£
mind in childhood. Potential criminals: are not psycholics-

.

.,

.

Policy'

An "open door policy" in programming— witli the welcome mat put Out for programs on the basis of nierit alone,,
*hether packaged by an outside agency, freelance producer,
web: staffer or .afliliato., station— has been: one of Mtitual's
prime aecgmpli.shm.en(s<; ;and -one the.: web takes src^at pride.
in, accordi ng to Phil (Ips- Carlin, MBS veei3ec in charije of

good
Fprmai el "Convict," o^'hiKh. critics
enlertaihmeht,, cipons witli' a dramaiizfitiph: o£ -the crime lor
which the ex-co,nvicl guw-t was convicted. Cons arc then
questioned ad .lib, by Lukas, followed by a forum discussion

work

and narrator of the present program.
Prevent Distortion

$30,000-$4(),000. for

Open Door

7,

every .period

punisliinent for. eich criminal, indicating that a .trpmendotis public saving/ coiild'.lif' eftocted if
crimes: wci\e halted before llK\ir.:ox'curreM
^

.

:

.il.l

but need just pnij pre.s.suro point to start tliem on their lawAccording to the coiivicts questioned
breaking careers.
anonymously on the .show, it costs the communit.v an average,

.
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Cil.v (XBi'i.,.,
(NHCi.'.,.;

City (CUKl...'i'.

WIMBII: led other stations" audionces 3>to-l:in
"'
of the broadcasting day.

authorities as the type of public service
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.

feed, a

tions history.
"To me, radio's overall relations with: labor is one further:
indication that hfere is an industry that's concerned wit^
something else than showing black on its ledgers. The industry is public service, minded, and as a whole has .shown
that Gousciousnes.«! in its labor relations."

All the above competition con.sists of 5,000-watt regional
stations, though at considerable distance from Salina (Wichita
is 80 miles; Topeka, 102 miles, and Kansas City, 100 miles).
(250: :Watts),
Results at Jopjini Mo., w;lth,:Mlit:u^il's:
•were:

rig'nt to retn.se to

AFM

3.3

(250 watts), at Salina, in the middle of
still another illustration of efficacy of an
a single station market, as the Conlan survey

icsA,r,

Insislence

:

,

15.7

13,

».l
;

.18.3%

2-l.li

:

L"J:S

:.,,,:,,:.

Evcnins

^7:11%

4."..7«i

Kr,iKA (xnci. .............. ......
W.lASi
OUier

:

doesn't bargain with the union. We feel that to yank tliat
broadcast from the alTil late means we are doing the organizing job for the union— and it just so happenji that, that's
their job, not ours. Here is a basic difference,
''We had to learn to work with the stagehands' union—
and tliey with us. Again, thei-e were differences in language
and concept. We have had bur difficulties with the
but, on the whole, the New York situation has never involved
real trouble for either the nets or the musicians.
I won't
enter the realm' of, dealing with technicians, because: Mutual,
owning no stations of its own, is out of that one. And the
field of while collar organization is something I'd I'ather not
touch at tlris point. But the fact is that Mutual as one network, and radio as a wliolc, can be proud of the lalior rela-

'.'i,

LOCAL LISTENING
Morning;

,

AFM—

•

Station

,.;,

•

"Well, we learned.. There isn't any doubt in my mind that
we, on the net side, gave too much in some respects, at the
beginning— and we are paying for it now. For Instance, in
the beginning we conceded a point about paying afresh for
delayed broadcasts.- even though the delayed broadca-st was
made on a platter and the performer had no extra work to
do. We bought a full network broadcast in the first placeWhy should ,\ve pay a second time? We lost that argument
at the beginning.
On tlie other hand, AFRA felt it made a
mistake when it conceded to us that we should, be charged
less for sustainins performances. They claim now they have
a right to the same payment when a performer worlds the
same time, for a sustainer or for a commercial show. Well,
these are just two instances of how both sides fell they overr
did the nobles.se oblige act.
"But there are so m:ny other points on which we have
reached absolutely firm .isroundi We know each other, understand what each side wants and needs. We speak the
same language now. All kinds of details, are entirely out of
the area of dispute.
"Sure, there are still basic differences, For instances, .we,
have not conceded— either to, AFRA or to
that we

S-Mi^o

li.l

L'i.L'
V.l.M

.

:

Profit by MistakcB

WKNY

.

,

:

,.

..

.

,

tween 6'?i and 8% of the radio's time. And the chanse is not
merely quantitative. It is qualitative. There is less news
time on the air— and whatithere is, must be better tlian bcfbre, OF pebijle won't listen. News has got to be made more
inteWt'mg now- It not oAly has to touch on more antf more
domestic matters, it has to^ touch, the human interesl side of
stories a.s weli; 'Tlie resljlt of the cut irt news lime lia.s been
that, on the whole, only the better, people have mana.ged to
stay'on tiie air; But, even these better people have to keep
liustling, or they'll lose audiences too.
"We at Mutual have tried to keep pace witli tliis reconSome of us thinkrat times, that we have helped
version.
One thing is sure, we have
set the pace in sonie respects.
not been jus', relaxing, trying to work an old game—the
Wartime type of newscast in the new circumstances.

:.

plctittre

lab'oi-

of a handful in radio

who've learned about
labor relations the hard way. He was on NBC's legal staff
back ia tbe days when he and Mark Woods— the latter then
a veepee :for tlrat net— first started negotiations witli, :a new
union, the American' FiJderatibn of Radio Artists.
Swezey was interviewed while he- was taking a breather
from the, current AFRA- not negotiations, and so tlio contrast
betweeii then :and now was quite fresh in his mind.
'.'It's di^ferellt nov^^'' ho. .said.
,"We know one another. We
understand each other.
We speak pretty much the same
language. We have our job to do. I'he union felloui- liave
theirs, to do.
sit ..around aind ,,we: bargain.
Which fnakes

.

.

CABSON

Radio can lake: a deep bow, from the waist down, for its
growth, ill the field of Inbor. relations— and, that goe:s not only
.for the pe.opie on tlie:indOstry side but for tho labor leaders

'.

:

;

:

.

:

is

to Carl Haverlih, Mutual vecpcc in
charge of station relations.,;
':
Where other nets claim wide coverage through their use of
high-power stations in key cities. Mutual has not only been
able to duplicate this service, but In addition has gone, put

-

say

stations,

blankef;ing the United State.'? with
supplying a service tliat is ..Unique

among webs, according

news or to
commentary during th« war," he points out. "With 10,of our men and women in the service,
fioO OOO to 12,000,000
everybody, ot course, wanted to know at all time.? how the
war was progressing. And everybody wanted it fast, because there was- no way of knowing when a communique
affect the mgn, of one's own
might cOnT# along- tliat .to
fajnily or the direction of the war itsell,
Mt was naiu'"^'- then, that news coverage and its tributary
programming expanded quantitatively during thie war. From
18% to W'o oi radio's total output was news, in ope. form or
another. Now that percentage has dropped. News, takes: be-

"We can

myriad

its

^'^"It'was no trick to keep people listening to

vaKIExy of viewpoint
that we have a real variety of

Watters Win

By ARTHUR BRONSON
The Mutuar network,

arftinot

'

Swezey Sees Radio Setting
Pace on Labor Relations

In Clarity vs. Strength

in charge ot news, spi'cial
A A Schechler, Mulual's veepee
Jourhalisffl facing its tough-,
avents and publicity, sees r?idio
Not that he calls it "journali.sm"; he uses the
Bsl test yet.
more orthodox terms like special events, news commentaries,
But he talks in terms of journalistic "makeup," "appeal,"
etc
And wlien lie gets
"hutnan interest" and "coverage."
terms into radio, he
through transplanting these newspaper
for those who haven't converted or
sees tough days ahead
reSidy to convert from the wartime thinking to the

33
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Wednesday, October

New System of Maps Will

MBS

2.i,

J<>46

Mutual Production Centers

Inoeption

1^'

Gauge Actual Listeners Coverage
fi.vstcin .lo,

:Ni?\y

discovei'. jUst

how

-i^i

'BHsett-.oit' tlie 'sti'ength 'bf^ its;-

signal

:

^!.l>
fact thai atmospheric noise
le>K in the noi'thv:.:,
llavihg; sstablisixed tfe
intensity of both ; the siSnals iinci
llie various soiirceB of interfeiience,
it
was necessary to determine what
constitutes a usable signal, or how
much interference a listeiier will put
iip with. To establish this, the best
qualified person was seiected-^the

by

niEiny-' l|stt<(iett>'^a- statioii;^^

ieach,

aiKi

slat ic

interfereiice,.'

has

-

;

;

been devised by Mutual under: the
direction pi E. 'C. Page, veepee over

;

i

I

Coiitlniiei) from PAKO 31 as
Where are they now Department; John Clark who wa.s Vice rrps-ideni
and tlie Crosley Radio Propoi lic.;
had never exceeded 80 persons by and General Manager of
rn\
the president of 'TrHns-American radio production firm ..... Fred VftiJmearly 194,S, pribr' to 'the advent of Muttiarg original co-ordinator
and first General Manager, is now 'Vip*
Miller McCliiitbck.
President and part owner of WDSU. the, ABC Outlet in New
Orleans
He is also part owner KIITN, new station located in Houston
It was in that year that Weber
Milled
McCJintock, Mutual's first paid president, has fet up his own
coii.eultina
exited .Mutual to throw in his lot
offices. Has among his clients the Educational Division of the
Enc\-clopacdii
with tlie bpet'ation bf WDS,W;in.Ne\w Britannica and Muzak. In addition he is
moderator on the U S
Orleans—alter a 10-year administra"
tion during which he's credited with
_
writing ona of the most exciting
1940-1944
IS Vice President of the American Institute of Food
ProducCs
chapters
in
U.
S.
broadcasting.
Roberta
Button, As.sistant to the President and Personnel Director of
Mutiiar hai
CWeber is currently commuting, to
speed
construction
of
the
hew established her own personnel service under the name of the Kxeciitive
Service.
..Emmanuel Dannett, Mutual's law contact and ad
KHTB in ^Houston, 1,000-full-time- Placement
visor, has left his law practice to become Vice President
and Gf.nf.i-»l
watter and the most powerful staManager of the Publix Shirt Corp.
tion
in
-

'

WLW

,

.

,

engineerins,
Results of the "potential audience" survey, on which
tile web has been woi'king more than
a, year and wliich employs engineering cornputalions heretofore lacking li.stener himself. Sample recordings
in other audience research surveys, were made covering a wide range of
wiU be incorporated into coverage interference-to-slgnai ratios for the
maps- which, according to Mutual; various types of static. These recshould give the web a more orderly ords were played before groups all
process of adding new afftliates and oyer the cotmtry, who voted as to
whether or not each sample was the
of pricing stations.

.

.

.

granted
the largest city since
.wartime freeze;)

FCC

.

v

i.'i

The rest is radio history—the
Other types of -audience rneastire- satisfactory,
By analyzing the results of ttiese grabbmg of the 'World. Series, prize
such as Broadoast IVfeasut'e/igltts. the successful; outcome of the
merit .Bureau. Hooper's and Conlan's, vott'.'i, it was possible to soiect the;
monopoly
hearings, the advieht-' Of
lalio
required
to
satisfy
the
majorreveAl only that portion of the audiMeCImtock to window-dress— and
ence that may be listening to a ity of iistener.8.for each type of inter-',
tnent,

.

'

.

Where were they then Department: Back

in 1939 the New York Advertising Club presented two gold "rakes" (for those iincier
30 who
scratched for success instead of waiting for it) to members ol
the Enter,
tammeiit Industry. Their selections— Danny Kaye and Bob Sclimid
latter
Mutual s promotion sparkplug.

;

.

.

;

'

.

where

emergence

eventual
the
Rbbak.'-;/

crence.
Siiicfe
the recordings; '.for
the: inost.partj wer.e piayed in larger
f

particular .sliow at a .particular time
of .the;year.wheri the survey is rtijide,
accordirig to .Page/; Likenihg a, station to an "air :theatrei"- ihe -Mutiial
exec declared that BMB- (Jeterniiiics:
how many people cortie to see a
show, whereas the new Mutual syst^m determines the actual seating
..capacity, of the theatre how big it
is and. how many people are in it.

.

-

'

'i

Ed

of

;-

>

radid-

Mutual Odds?

Both Lewis Allen Weiss and John Shephard
(for charity

S*]")!!"!'^
.

reception
usuaily excellent^- the ratio voted
upon is probably higher than it
would have been if the recording
had been played in remote areas
Conlimii'd from page 31 55;
wiiere the' quality of service is'
the war aiso.
For instance, she
iinown to be low.
It
should be remembered, Paye pointed' out, Some of the former bltiejfiointed. but, ;that there is' no sharp nbse
attitudes
regarding
certain
By comb)nmg the potential auui^ 'boundary
w
.v.
^
t.
a* to -where a radio signa 1
.i
II
it J t
uu Tjnr-n
results,- therefore, with BMB
terniihology
or
ideas have been
ence
tJ.
z
or Hooperatings, a broadcaster will therefore,
to determine what per- dropped. Nets aren't afraid to have
be able to compare the number of
centage of time the signal to inter- a show dealing with venereal disease.
;li^teners he' has With the number of
ference ratio should be above that 'W'omen's. programs, now. advise lisli.sie.ners he; w^ould have if he wel:e
required for satisfactory reception.
playing to a; "full house." In this
Three values were thus selected to teners not only about cake recipes
Way, accbrdihg to Page, he "can shb.w
a proper picture, based on the but also about care of children, and
have an exact' measure of how he highest
type, of service offering per- are not afraid to mention either
is doing."
fect .reception practically
the. psychological or physiological proball
Mutual is how completing; .covt.inie,;;/ average
conditions and the lems touching the kids. A show like
station
erage maps for every
towe.st. typ.e showing, perfect recep- "Exploring the Unknown" how deals
and net in the' country, showing
tion an appreciable percentage of with pregnancy in open and frank
three different grades of day and
manner, practically taking the li.stime;.
night hearing, ;broken down into
Coverages developed under this terter into the- delivery room yet
th iriaicimum amouht of I'static, insystem, for a flnaj. check, were then does it with good taste.
terference a listener win put up witl;
mail arid telephone
"NoWj" says Miss Kemble, "almost
before switching to another station,
of various types and,, ae-. anything can be said on the air— if
Maos are expected to be released in
"°««^ » ^^"king the right pej-son says it, at the right
thf near
and w'll S^^^^^
time."
:";;'-.'''''..
believed, a true comparison of the
actual number of listeners each station or net can reach with its transmission signal.
Methods used to
determine the coverage, similar to
the system employed by the FCC in
„
,
Certam
rules developed for radio these early tabus. Then we develits
recent clear channel hearings,
have now been adopted as stand- commercials nearly 20 years ago are oped new- ones. Or else we went olf
J['^ as valid today as they were in on tangents, away from first princiard procedure by the FCC.
Mutual computations are based on i t^e:jndustl:y s ^arly ^dayS. ^It's jtist ples. Some of us developed the 'irimportant now to keep the ap- ritant' approach-^hit the listener on
the belief that the number of poin the commercial direct, to the head, kick him around delibtential listeners for a station will P^^^.^h
^^o'd long commercials, to stress erately, as long as you impress upon
tune to that station
least once
cities

:

Applicadons for Improvements
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.

,
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;
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The following 54 Mutual affiliates, have appliflations pending
with
FCC for major improvements as follows:

the

.

.

Power

;

Alabama

WJLD

Bessemer

WLAY

Muscle Shoals.
Fresno
San Bernardino.,
San Diego,

.

-

California

K,FRB

Florida

KFXM
KGB
KCOK
WRUF

;

.

-

AM

;'

—

Georgia

.

.

.

,

... ,

.

.

,

.

Miami
Ocala

....

-

WGOV

.

.

.

.

;

.';

.

..

Tabus and Snafus

.

Indiana

Valdosta

Kansas
Kentucky

KSAL

Louisiana

'WNOE

.

.

.

Louisville

New

.

'

Maryland

..

...... ...

,

Massachusetts

WGBM

.

Baltimore

i..

WHVN-

Holyoke

WJMS
KVOX
WELO

Iron wood .......

..

KUMO
WMBH

Hannibal

Salisbury
River..

Fall

,,

at

announcer him your slogan, your product..
^^''^
over -a period of time, even though ^^'''^^^"'^
the station might never reach its !<S"'"g .tl^e PlUg act as if he were Some still u.se that technique. Their
entire potential
audience at one talkmg intimately to one,smgle lis- answer is: 'Look at the sales charts,'
time. In addition to a listener's pro-.| tener— instead of orating to millions. It's hard .to knock down such an
These are among many, observa- answer. But 1 still think that hongram preference, the chief factor in-volved in getting him' to tune into tions made by Edgar P. H; " Jilti- esty iri approach to the listener, the
a station is the aspect of satisfactory mie") ,Iames, Mutual's manager.; of intimate tone rather than the shout,
reception. Since the strength of the Sales Operations. James' comments cart obtain better results."
James feels that Mutual has made
ignal and the amount of interfere are based not on hearsay but on his
•nee will determine how many lis- own experience. He joined NBC in progress— and "without being superteners a station can geti oonsequent- 1927 when radio advertising was in patriotic about our own network,
bound to make still greater
ly^ some ratio between the desired its infancy. After leaving the agency it's
•ignal and undesired interference of Lambert & Feasley, where he progress," The reasort, he says, is
that will satisfy the listening audi- handled the Listerine account, to because Mutual has so many men
•nce will determine the "coverage" join Lord & Thomas, the latter out- who have come up with radio from
days, liave helped build
tit sent him to. NBC to act as liaison the early
of a station.
man between radio and advertising. and later tear down some of the
Uniform Standards
No one knew anything about radio old tabus, and are in Mutual at least
The lower the standard of service,
partly because they had wanted a
advertising as such.
Admen
and
or. the more i'nlerference. allowed,
radio execs had to learn, together. freer, l(;ss inhibited atmosphere in
the greater becomes the "apparent
which to work.
"We had « lot of tabus in those
It
•rea served.
was decided at
"We can try things,'' he says. "We
Mutual to establish and define uni- early days,'' said James. "We are not bound by the anti-recording
wouldn't
let Palmolive offer a sam;form standards on an engineering
fetish, for instance.
We are not
ple,
but
finally
oompromised on al- afraid to e.\periment in many
.basis, to be applied equally to all
other
lowing
tlie
*tations regardless of affiliation^ or
sponsor to ofifer to lis- ways. Some
of us are the guys who
a
'.lurprise
location. Through research carried teners
package.'
Of did the experimenting in the older
that
was weaseling, and we days, Weil, maybe some of
out by the web's engineering staff in '^OMrSe
the ear'^new
it
But we were still afraid lier rules were valid
eooperation
with the FCC, va.st
maybe. But
quantities
of factual data were '0 come right out and say that our even if they were; these are difobtained
regarding
the
relative sponsors were advertisers trying to ferent; tlme.s.
•trength of both signals and vari- sell things. No superlatives, no mat"For in.stance, 1 remember when
ter
how
ous types of static.
provable, were permitted to
Ed Kobak came into
from
Web came up -with such facts as o"r advertisers. When the A&P McGraw-Hill, and put NBC,
through a
that nighttime propagation of sky- -'^'•"•'ss were finally permited to mbn- budget
appropriation
for
tradewavB signal.'? in the higher latitudes 1*°" the price of their ketchup, the paper advertising.
Some of us
held
good for daytime only. At cheered
la not so efficient as in lower lati- ''V'*^
when he did that. He broke
tude,s, resuljing in-loCal and regional ''''ght, w-e wouldn't let Cremo cigars
new ground.
It's
that
kind of
t-'^ey
cost a nickel apiece; we
•tations in the northern part of the
ground-breaking, the trying of the
oountry receiving less interference finally let. Gremo say that the cigar new things, the heretofore
unheardcosts:
only 'the price of a telephone
-than;tho.«e in the south. Similarly,
of, that we at Mutual are willing: to
.'the strength; bf signals .'from clear Call'-^as. if people didn't know how
attempt— and are allowed to atChannel slatioiis is /lower in the much that Was. ;;
tempt. That's why Mutual is going
north, allhoufili this effect is offset
"Well, we got away from many of places, and will go further."
i

;

>

.

Michigan .,...;..
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri

.

..

.

. . .

...

..

KFEQ

KWK

1

'

New York
North Carolina,

North Dakota,
Ohio

.

'

Oregon
Pennsylvania

;

.

,.

;

, ,

,

,

Moorhead-Fargo
Tupelo

,

.........

Joplin

..

.

790

N
D

1066

25000VV

N
D

.

,

Joseph.

St,

.

Louis.

St.

Burlington
Goldsboro
Raleigh

Buffalo

.

.

—

;

I

Wilson

KGCU

WHKK

Birmarck-Mandan
Akron

WCPO

Cincinnati

.. .

.

.

i

Cleveland

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

,

. .

]
'

Columbus .. ..
Klamath Falls,

'VVLEU'

fcrie

SOOOw
lOOOw
BOOOw D
lOOOw N
lOOOw
BOOOw D:
lOOOW N
SOOOw D
lOOOw N
SOOOw
BOOOw
SOOOw D
lOOOw N
lOOOw

'i

,

KTHT

Wilkes-Barre
Houston

KPAC

Port Arthur.

,

.

,

;

San'

Antonio

Sherman
Tyler

I

|

Utah ...............

K V NU
KOV©

Vermont

WDEV
KXRO
KRKO

'

I

...........

Washington

'

.

main work

is

ment, with selection of

all

sectors, the

Carlin's 'Open Door Policy'
;

Continued from

iiaee

As

^3

a show and get the public reaction, which an agency doesn't
have, but, there's no competition between u.s."
I

DECISIONS BEST WITH MUTUAL
|

There has been a definite change in selection of the web's
programs, Carlin admits. Formerly, programs wfere selected
by a committee from the shareholders stations. And certain
»t«tions dominated the selections. Tho policy also included
;

picking lip programs from as many points around the country as pos.sible, which didn't necessarily mean better shows.
'web .still picks up fillers, from various

Kow, although the

to

programs

in

done by Carlin's program departshows being in its charge.
general, Carlin sees no radical changes

as he looks back into the history-book. "In this business"
he .says, "you can't say that any type show Ls finished.
As
long as it is a good show, it will stay. We will always
have
comedies, my.sterie.s, audience participation shows. Vfe may
have less of one kind after a time, but a few will always
remain the better ones.
"As to audience participation shows, they're here to stay.'
You can't eliminate the human interest from radio any more
than you can from life— and that's what audience participation is, You may get tired of the formula, as the
giveaways—
so you_change the formula.
Carlin also believes that .'ludio audiences are a ijecessary

—

'

KUJ

l.'ilO

D

680

SOOOw N
6000W
SOOOw
lOOOW
SOOOw
SOOOw D

i:m
910
940
ll»0

620

Logan
......
Prove .........
Waterbury
...
Aberdeen
.

.

i;90

12V0
1420
630

lOOOwN
MOOOw

....

KFJI

KMAC
KRRV
KGKB

1070

D

SOOOw
lOOOw
BOOOw
BOOOw D

,

;

i

j

1460

lOOOwN.

WGTM

WBAX
Texas

790

,

—

|

j

560
6'jO

wN

W1(AL

1

680
960

500wN
8000 w,D
lOOOwN
1000
10000 w

.

.s

11^0

wD

SOOOw

.

WEBR
WBBB
WGBR

WHK
WHKC

.

'

.

.

9.^0

1460

1070

5000w N
lOOOw
SOOOw
lOOOw
lOOOw
5000W
lOOOw D

,

'

r,'';o

lOOOw
50000w
10000 w

,

WBOC
WSAR

1

."i^'O

l.WO
IH80

.

i

(''.iO

l.'!60

1:290

5000w
5000W D
lOOOw N
lOOOw
SOOOOw
5000w
5000

.

Orleans.

ISBO
11-70
.

.;

.

Salina

'

WGRC

b;o

5000
SOOflw

.

.

Hcrrin
^
WIBC,', Indianapolis

;'.;.

.

850
I'teO

lOOOw
lOOOw

.

,

BOOOw D
lOOOw N
lOOOw
lOOOw
lOOOw
SOOOw
lOOOw
5000w.
.^OOOW

i

W,JPF

Illinois

•

:

.

.

.

.;

;

tXe

,

.

..

.

Gainesville

;.

,

I

-

,

.

WDLP Panama City...
WTSP St. Peter.sburg.
WTAL Tallahas.-;ce
WATL ;Aflaiita
,i

.

1

.

Tulare

WKAT
WTMC

.

,

l,ave

,.

Censors

|

:

j

—

..

111

in their, rimipus; rooms, the xiUs oi
^
"
~

)

Ed (Mutual) Kobiik.

.is,{

.

.

640
610
1150

1260
590

790

6.'iO

910
690

610
BOO

1000
..

Everett
Walla Walla....

lOOOw
lOOOw
lOOOw
SOOOw

650
];-.80

1420

—

concommitant of radio for comedy programs, any wa.v— acting as a sounding board, benefiting bott the actor and the
show.
Carlin sees little change in program tastes, saying that
radio has had less changes than has the theatre.
Styles
change, as they do in the theatre, he admits/ There is le.s9
hamming, for instance. But the type—the boy meets girl
frame stays the same.

—

And while on the subject of theatr* and radio, Carlin has
noticed one change. Causes have been introduced as ."-ubject matter. The "message^type" play or radio program ha»
increased in recent times.

were afraid of them.

,

"Fifteen years ago." he

Today they're the

thing."

.'-aid,

"we

3S
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Laurels for our friends
In the past 12 years— while growing up from 4 stations to the

World's Largest Net\vork— we lla^e had the essential and th«
willing cooperation of a great

Without

this cooperation,

distance which
for us to

to

many people and

we

we ha\ e and we feel

it is

only right, at

the singers, actors, musicians, comnienlalors, announcers,

and

writers, engineers, producers

present,

who have appeared on

and

directors, past

our air or have worked

behind our mikes to make our programs

possible.

our stations
whose

loyalty,

cooperation and intelligent hard work have

contributed to increasing our cos crage; and
witlr us so diHgently

of prog)

to

time,

our artists
all

i

tliis

acknowledge our indehtedoess and gratitude to themi

sound men,

to

groups.

could not ha\ e covered the

amming,

and successfully

traffic

who have worked

in handling the

problems

and clearance of time.

our advertisers
and

their

many

Ad\ ertising Agencies — both past and

fine

dentally,

present, for the
I'

programs they have carried on our network. (Inci-

we

think we

deswve a laurel from them for the Mutual

habit of delivering more for their money.

to

#

our employees
laurels

upon

all

their

brows for

tlie

day-b)'-day contribution

which each and o\eryone of them makes
liilllllil

II

our network.

A woBD

*

*

OF THANKS to

all

to the progress of

*

our Stations and friends

who have

taken space in this Special Issue. Without their participation

we
,11

111

coukl not ha\-e had a 12lh Anniversary Celebration.

And

last

I'iml
'l

but not leatl our deep appreciation to the

Variety for burning sunshine and

rnidiiiglit oil

on

this

staff

mbs

of

issue,

Mutual Broadcasting System
WORLD'S LARGEST NETWORK

11!

mm
lijlliii'liilpilll

A BAKER'S DOZEN
in

sH ovKH, ed<;ar,

OR
wanna

i

(;et

into the act

-j

a New York Hotel.

MIDDLE

New

Important-looking
SCENE: The lobby of
t haraftcis flith iVIBS pins in their lapels are charging thru like the
Notre Dame backfield. Music from a 300-piece orchestra drifts
down from the ballroom. Hungry musicians are playing for two
Ncdick hot dogs and a pass to "Quick. As A Flash." Caught in the
crowd, Philips Carlin trips over a spy from; a rival network. Livid
with rage he jumps to his feet shouting "YAHHU!! GO HYPO
YOUR HOOPER!" At which point a little round-heeled guy named
Waybee walks up to Myootch, the bouncer, who has been borrowed
especially for this occasion from "The Case Book of Gregory Hood,"

Jersey

New York

ATLANTIC

WABY

AiBANV;
/.'BJfN

WMBO

'

\

.

WBTA PATAVIA
WEBR BUfFAto
WENY

'

/

•.s;

wwsc

Gfi;NS'FAtt,S:;';;

WENT

GiovfPsviiiE'

and

MIDDLETOWN
NEW YORK City
bGDFNSBURG

WAIL

,

WOR

the world's largest network, of course
bratingf its 12th Anniversary!

'

WSIB

k

•

t •

•

•

•

.•

f

•

•

#

•

•

•

*

•

• • • • • •

f

WSAY :)!6che:terWKAt ROMtUTlCA
WBCA
WOIF sViiACUSfe
WATN WATCRTOWN

• ^

says::

WAYBBE: Hey, Myootch, what's goin' on?
MYOOTCH: Well it ain't Alexander's Mediation Board!
WAYBEE: It looks like a big feed—who's pickin' up the tab?
MYOOTCH: (Kobak's been grooming this guy for weeks) —^Why

WKNY

:

•cigars?,'

EAJTON

WkBO

HARBI5BUR6

ERIC

.

,

.

;

.

.PITTSBURGH

READING
STATE COLLEGE

.

.

.

WAYBEE: Who's the man with him?
MYOOTCH: You mean the one in the loin cloth?
WAYBEE: Yeah
the one flexing his muscles.
MYOOTCH: That's Bob Schmid.
WAYBEE: Oh
who are those two guys he's holdin' up there?
MYOOTCH: One's Hooper, the other's Crossley.
WAYBEE: Who's he spinnin' around on his foot?
MYOOTCH: An eager beaver from BMB.
WAYBEp: How about letting me in?
MYOOTCH: I can't
you hafta be in radio.
WAYBEE: But I'm in radio! I'm not very big, but I make a lot
of noise for a, guy my size.
you know. Queen
MYOOTCH: But this Is for the upper crust
For A Day, Bulldog Drummond, Rigoletto Schwartz, Fulton
.

.

KQV

WHUM
WMAJ

.

.

.

.

OIL CITY
PHILADELPHIA

.

,

Oh, that's Kobak— with him everything is a production
he keeps telling everybody they get twice as much with
,;,.,'.:,
Mutual.:.: ••
WAYBEE: Everything is double, huh
maybe Us an obsession.
MYOOTCH: Yes
he's even got two ears.

lANCASTCR
NEW CA5TLS

WKST
WKRZ
WIP

•

MYOOTCH:

'

WAZl HAiElTON

WGAl

cele-

is

stations that in some time zones we
couple them and run them as an entry.
WAYBEE You don't say— incidentally, who's the guy with the two

Pennsylvanio
WEST
WtEU

—MBS, which today

WAYBEE: Isn't that novel.
MYOOTCH: We have so many

.

WJPA WASH!MG-ON

WBAX V.'ILKES-BARRE
WORK YORK

.

.

.

-.

.

Lewis

Jr.

.

.

^

,

.

.

,

.

..•
,

,

,

just sold him to the National Commercial Bank and Trust Company in Albany.
MYOOTCH: Then page Brink . . . he'll triple their take!
WAYBEE: Pardon me, but who's that shaving under the Gillette

WAYBEE: Him

We

I've got!

sign?

had an

exclusive,

WAYBEE: I carry baseball, too
MYOOTCH: The Dodjuhs, Mac?
WAYBEE: No ... the Albany Senators.
MYOOTCH: Watch it, Mac. No politics
.

in

WAYBEE: Then

Reading's 58,575 radio iiomes

.

.

Three Red Sox left over from the World Series ... we
you know.

MYOOTCH:

MYOOTCH:

me

let

pen in a bucket

in,

.

willya?

.

I

until

wanta

try

the script's been

my new

fountain

of bubble water.

Don't do

Swezey tried

it.

it

when we

signed Petri

Wines.

WAYBEE; What happened?
MYOOTCH: Everytime he dots his i's, they come out bloodshot.
WAYBEE: Look— can you keep a secret?
MYOOTCH: sure, I listen to Victor Lindlahr, don't I?
this is my anniversary, too.
WAYBEE: Good
MYOOTCH: No! You don't say ... how many?
WAYBEE: Twelve! This is my twelfth birthday,
MYOOTCH: But you can't ... we got an exclusive on it!
WAYBEE: Nix ... I even get top billing.
MYOOTCH: How do you figure?
WAYBEE: What does the slug at the bottom of this page say?
MYOOTCH: A Baker's Dozen of Progress!
WAYBEE: Exactly
now how many in a dozen, Myootch?
MYOOTCH: Twelve—natch.
WAYBEE: How many in a baker's dozen?
MYOOTCH: Thirteen—I do declare!
WAYBEE: Then you've got one left over
right Myootch?

THE

.

FEELING'S

MUTUAL
The cream
shows,

number of
grams are

.

of the crop of Mutual

an

plus

already

-

garnering audiences

fast
.

'

.

.

Then

:

you're
.

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12 years of

.

,

too. They sponsor eight,

15?niinute

shows across the board

graras"; than

And

locsil

15-minute pfo-

statiohs

cpmbiried,) 0

we're the 8-week old infant

of the Mutual network!

i

;V

f

v

1240 kc.

bdsic station of The Mutual Broadcasting System

.

.

are you?

.

you

ain't

Queen For A Day

.

.

.

who

this glorious special issue

Let's

hope

Than

Schwartz's

it

meets a kinder fate
t

t tissue!

'T/ie Biggest Little Station in the Country^'

ALBANY

Reading, Psnnsylvania

A

.

.

who

For that you'll have to look below
Old palsy, walsy Myootch.
There's nothing like your system cue,
Even Ashby de la Zooch.
A Baker's dozen you have reached

With

they sponsor on both
^

Incidentally, just

are you?--

WAYBEE:

.

other

,

.

.

local

advertisers,
a

WHUM—more

,

.

good work.

MYOOTCH: It's mutual, Mac.
WAYBEE: Aw, I don't feel
MYOOTCH: Come on, Mac
.

on

.

.

WHUM—

(The Feeling's Mutual with

.

.

WAYBEE: Exactly
I'm the baker
do I get in now?
MYOOTCH: But you look so broken down!
WAYBEE: Yes, Myootch, you're so right!
MYOOTCH: Don't you- have any dough at all, Mac?
WAYBEE; I spend it all promoting Mutual shows.
MYOOTCH: You got any proof, Mae?
WAYBEE: This space, Myootch, I did not get for peanuts
but
that is my pleasure
Myootch, I wanta congratulate you on

local public-service pro-

WHUM

.

,

MYOO'J'CH

sizable

which undoubtedly
proves we've made good on our
HUMming
promise:
with good entertainment."

for

.

.

NEW YORK

WABY

Harold E. Smith, General Manager

1400

KC

—

how

to be one of the

smarkst

people in town
a7i invitation to

join the parade

^

of alert agency people,

and

advertisers

on

scores of others

WOR for facts

to he

who

HERE EVERY DAY come people, by phone
and otherwise. Smart people on the
prowl. Agency people, advertisers and
others plus. More will come tomorrow
and more next day for requests rise

—

steadily.

what on earth brings

this

regiment?

The

fact that
to,

is

exclusive sub-

and analyst

Radio Index,

New

applied to WOR, or other, programming,
they practically guarantee successful
spotting. Ready for WOR's clients, too,
are the findings of C. E. Hooper and the

Pulse of

New

else.

from autos

to

con carne to

And what WOR

lipstick to

show you,
with the calm ferocity
of a Charhe Chan.
turkey

it

can't

will search for

The fact that our flying wedge of
marketing experts are hip-deep in uncommonly sound facts covering more
things than you could imagine regarding
the 7 great states, and 16 cities of more
than 100,000 people each, vyhich

WOR

WOR

of, the Nielsen
York Area. Facts ferreted out by this crack audimeter service
save advertisers time, money, headaches;

scriber

call

found nowhere

some of the lowest costs-perthousand in American radio.
The next time you have a problem
covers at

regarding a time or program, call

The

smartest people are doing

it,

WOR.
and, in

the process, saving time and mistakes that
cost cash.

York. All are grouped,

classified, simplified to

help you pick the

our address

is

-right time, opposite the right shows, dur-

ing the proper seasons with
trouble and

mayhem,

and what

else lures

The

fact that

minimum

success sto-

success
— the greatest
anyever gathered by any
where—are carefully
for compariries

WOR

them?

more than 100

collection of

—that power-full

station

station

stories

filed

son and profit-making study. Everything

at

1440 Broadway^

in

New

York

t
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iTiow;cpiicl ifiore Pil

-

are relying upon KQV«
RESULTS OF SURVEY
SEPTEMBER 27, 1946
PiUsbiirgli, Pennsylvania had been ihrealencd with an electrical
power strike since "early September this year. Finally, the strike
nialcrializcd September 21.

an independent research organization
group of Pittsburgh business men and
hick Pittsburgh Station,Jn
random,
your opiiiioit, gave you the best service during the power strike
cfucij^'ciuics"/ Their answers at that time showed KQV to be
named KQV first.
housewives
and
lopped only by SOkw KDKA
During the

first crisis,

a^^Ucd a rcprc>cnlalive

hou'^cwivcs selected at

The current survey, made by the same unbiased researchers
during the power strike, disclosed even more startling information in answer to the saiue question,, when phrased in the
present tense.
Here are the facts

BUSINESS
646

.

.

.

Interviewed

KQV 50.5%

MEN AND HOUSEWIVES
461
No Opinion

185

.

Station
Station

.

.

W

X

BUSINESS
'351

.

,

.

Interviewed.

KQV 55.2%
295

.

.

.

Interviewed

K.QV 46.0%

125

.

.

.

18.9%
18.2%

MEN ONLY
No Opinion

'StatioAX 17.3%
Station

W

16.8%

Station
Station

W

X

20.9%
19.1%

.

.

Opinion*

Y,7;8%
Z 4.6%

?26 ... Opinions
Station Y. 8.0%
Statibft

HOUSEWIVES ONLY
60 ... No Opinion
Station
Station

.

^235

Station
Station

Z,2*7^
.

.

,

Opinions

Y 7.6%
Z 6.4%

This response from typical Piltsbingliers adds much to
mountain of evidence that people are relying on KQVyim.'

tho)

*Sidlintti-ftti^!:<ml(, Pitt^lnitfih, I'a.

This rating

KQV will

was

established with a 1,000 watt signal,

soon operate on 5 times that power

• * *

ready to deliver 5 times the audience!

MutuaV s 300th

Station

WKRZ

SERVING OIL CITY, FRANKLIN AND TITUSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
Congraiuluiimis to Muiunl on lis I2ih Anniversary

Owned and Operated by Kenneth

E.

Rennekamp

»

When

ed kobak had this piotuhe taken

25

years

ago,

wi| took to the air as

philadelphia's ?i0nes5 voice. you might not becognizs mr. k but philadbl*

phians recognize and regard
^.

.

to

ASK ANY or OUR ADVERTISERS

I

we've .been doing a great

job for 25

years

Direct route to Wilkes-Barre's

Big Buying Income!
W.B.

$1,254
per capita

NATIONAL

STATE

$1,036

$1,015

per capita

per capita

of Buying Power, May,

Management Survey

Sales

1946.

Wilkes-Barre residents spend well over $70,000,000 yearly in retail

sales... have a gross effective buying income of $115,215,000.

Reach 90,322 radio homes

in this important sales

know as

station Wilkes-Barre listeners

market with the

their own..,

WBAX
Pioneer Station of the Anthracite Region
JOHN

Established in 1922

WSIB
OGDENSBURG,

IN

N. Y.

rich

Typical Mutual

ONCE

paid

is
, .

.

* WSLB has lead,
aluminum

Shipping,

pulp,

is

of the

SCHENECTADY . ALBANY- TROY

WKNY

36.1

A

S|-dt.(,n

rich
1

44.1
100

13.2
12,3

'2

i^.

26.2

15

Station

"D"

Stall

.1

1

20,9

?

1

5

15 5

pa-

Olhf,

6,1

6,1

.

7A

7,6

163

10.6

12 2

,7

2

103

WKNY
KINGSTON,

*

has successful

lied industries of

d

N. Y.

pioneer is the
pendent commercial

New
full

WBCA
inde-

first

This

FM

broad-

casting station, and is regarded
with loyalty and favor by an ever
increasing audience.

(vlutual.

as

by
its

affiliation

FM

first

with

outlet.

WBCA

al-

pfpgrfes-

smart, small town.

sive,

from

is
a^
potent medium to
reach an impressive market area.
After three years of operation as
the only FM commercial affiliate
of any major network,
salutes the spirited leadership and
vision of Edgar Kobak and his
splendid staff in pioneering this
advance in the art of radio broad-

and Immigration.

WSLB

the

in

of

received

service

WBCA

.

torps'

farms

District

have

State

FM

Strengthened

head-

Federal Cus-

quarters for

Capitel

since July 17. 1941.

i: 5

'

B

Station

York
time

32.9 '38.2

and

cities

^^Tl"*

MORNING

iron,/

reduction,

wood-

per,

a

not once d year.

zinc, talc mines.

audience

Hudson Valley.

milks

... harvests a crop twice a

month

i

WKNY

250,000 cows twice a day

day.,

Licensee

RiH^t*!^;

Their allegiance goes around the clock, for our
latest survey reveals that
is KING in
KINGSTON as well as all of WKNY's kingdom.

One^Station Market

* The WSLB Farmer

Owner and

WKNY T6ignB:sui>reme witbUiousanda of sublects thot male* u)) the listening

A

H, STENGER,

casting,

* WSLB

,

250

is

:

watts,

Wo

RCA-Ail the Way, with UP;

confidently

tic ker,

locQ

Farm

editor,

'

news

look forward to
of accomplishLargest

many more years

I

ment with "The World's
Network
Mutual."

editor,

.

women's ed-

.

.

LEN

itor.
;

ASCH

The Ta/f Green is mixed
With the Tall Corn af

WSIB
Ogdensbnrg, N.

Y>

WJPA

WASHINGTON, PA.

Mutual Network

Affiliate

Schenectady, N. Y.

•
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HEART

the

of the

FINGER LAKES REGION
Sales Management's study of buying powei- reportsmore spending money than the national average in

Auburn, New York.

We

be glad

will

DAYTIME COVERAGE

to

send figures.

NIGHTTIME COVERAGE

A MEMBER
OF THE
GREAT

MUTUAL
OH Hot

FAMILY
,WA(ii-|«'HM«ie
tToHl.

roMP-

S'TKUBtH SZHUY-l KIMS
LrR

BMB

—

WMBO

Gives

Coverage of

5 Counties Day, and 3 Counties Night
According

have a pop^
ulation of 196,000— and the NAB Market Data Handbook shows they average 91.8% Radio Families.
to 1940 Census, these 5 counties

WMBO

Auburn's Only Station

The Voice of the Finger Lakes

MBS BROADCASTS
RATE 50% TO 100%

HIGHER THAN

NATION-WIDE AVERAGE
IN

SYRACUSE

Heavy year-round pre-announcement and
combine

merchandising

to

carry

over

large audiences of popular local shows.

MUTUAL STATION

IN

SYRACUSE,

NEW YORK
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YOUR MirUAL

This Is

WBTA

WATN

Station

WATERTOWN,

N, Y.

BATAVIA,
fit

the Heart of Northern Netv York's Great Dairy

Farming Country

.

.

.

DAY AND NIGHT,

due

of a Rich Rural Market

York, with a first-class
than any other radio station

to exceptional engineering setup.

CARRIES more LIVE programs
tional

NEW YORK

The Local News Medium

.

.

New

COVjEftS more of Northern
signal,

.

of the agricultural, educa-

and religious organizations of Northern

New

York,

than any other radio station.

OFFERS

the most economical and most effective advertising

New

results in Northern

-

1240 kc

WAIN

-

MBS

York.

-

AP

-

STANDARD

that proves
&

Station Repreientalivs, Helen WeacI

Medium

The Top AdvertUing

250 Worn Day and Night

NAB

Cojton,

New

it

with more Sales

York. City

—
Has CLAIMED

WKST

it

ADVERTISERS'

,

PROVED

1000 W. Day aiMi Night
Ntw Cmite. Ptnna;

.Mt.

It

CONFIRMED

it

around the comer
wh9r»

Ifttmnlng

and buying

10%

Day,

70%

NigKt of

Lawrme* (Home)

Radio Familim Retiilarly

ComparaUo

UitM

Llitanor Loyalty In Fear

»o

wm doil*

COcW?

Couiily

WKST

Mere Cenntlot

BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK'i
REGIONAL VOICE

IN

WESTERN

PENNSYLVANIA

In

CenUa\ /Ma/ne

ANOTHER

miUAl
is

Connecticut
WICC BRIDGEPORT

WQNS

MIGHTY

HARTFORD

WNIC NEW LONDON

WWCO WATERBURY

WCOU

WFAU AUGUSTA
WJOR BANGOR

WCOU

IEWISTON-AUBURN
PORTLAND
'

WMTW

LEWISTON-AUBURN

Massachusetts

WNAC BOSTON
WSAR FAIL RIVER
WEIM FITCHBURG
WHAI GREENFIELD

WHYN

and
•

WllH

HOIYOKE
LOWELl.LAWRENCE

WBRK

PITTSFIELD

WAAB WORCESTER

AUGUSTA

WKXl CONCORD

To Cover the Market

LACONIA

WHEB. PORTSMOUTH

Rhode
WEAN

WWSR

ill

service to

,

:.

/

Profitahlyl

Waters

bury with the World leries

An

auspicious

:dcfaiit.::v'

Island!

PROVIDENCE-

;

WEIM

Vermont
WSYB

WATERBURY
egan

Broadcasts.

WKBR ftANCHESTER

i

WWCO

WFAU

;

New Hampshire
WINH

STATION

With

Maine

RUTLAMD
ALBANS

ST.

WDEV VMTCRBURY

Rspresenttd by

BERTHA

FITCHBURG

BANNON

Boston

A
in

FORJOE

New

IIIH^

York

veteran in service.

First

popularity witii the

•nert

of

Leominster.

Fitchburg

lls-

and

i
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A DOZEN YEARS OF GROWTH

THE YANKEE NETWORK
MutuaPs

GIANT
New

in

East of ths Mississippi, Th« Yankee
Network has the greatest number of
hometown stations In America's largest

broadeasfing system. Here's a fifteen

word fact that packs a powerful wallop. As Variety would say .. ."it's BOFFl"
It
means that, out of New England's high buying power population of

89%

8,437,290,

of the

people

are

Yankee

within the listening areas of The

Network's twenty-four stations.
In this six

ership

states region, with

with

tionsi "This

Is

System

.

work."

its

lead-

radio homes, 2,280,000 are

In

familiar

.

.

Of

neighbors

these

identifica-

the Mutual Broadcasting
This

is

course,
in

linked

New

The Yankee Net-

some of the good
York

/4cce^tM€€

U

State

and

Eiigld^^
Canada get

in on the party, but there's
no charge for this bonus.
Speaking of good neighbors, The
Yankee Network stations are just this
because they're hometown, home influence
. not here and there ... but
in twenty-four key markets throughout
New England, plus the areas reached
stations, WGTR, Mt.
by Yankee's F
Paxton, and WMNE, Mt. Washington.
Every local station makes a produc-

M

tion focal point for point-of-sale pro-

motion, insuring acceptance by listeners
.

.

.

cooperation by merchants.

It all

adds up to the fact that when

you're on MBS, and want dominant

coverage of
the must buy

prosperous section,
Yankee!

this
is

THE YANKEE NETWORK'S

'^otittd^ltiim

!

THE YANKEE NETWORK,
Member
21

BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON
Ill

15,

inc.

of the Mutual Broadcasting System

MASS.

Represented Nationally by

EDWARD

PETRY

I

It

1

lilLl.

iiii

&

CO., INC.

III

iN;4l!riMiill!,i||i|Lr|^'<»«>»'lU
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is

IMtnols

EAST

WGN

C1IIC-»G0

WGIL

GAlESBDiJO

WHBF SOCK

WIBC
;

'

CENTRAL

Genius

INOIANAPqilS

WA5K lArAMTTE
wkiav''

d

ISlAtfe-DAVSNPORT

fndiuna

NORTH

ta

.

,

RiCMVONp!

;

.

Michigan
WATT'.CADILIAC

in

WHDP CALUMEr
CKtW
WDBC
WJMS
WKIA

DETROIT
[SCANABA

the house?

,

,

.

iUCNWOOD

LU01NGTOM.
"VVbMJ WARQUETTE

-

.

•

jMemo

WKBZ MUSKEGON
WHIS PORT HURON

WTCM

.

TRAVf RSE CITY-

.

.

quotes

W

ihem all the facts about
1 BG i
punchy copy 1 1 1 keep It short.

'•Tell

Ohio
WHKK AKPOM
WHBC CANTON;
WCPO CKslCINNATI
WHK C'llVELAND
WHKC columbus

1

1

brief;

'

}

hamilton

W5TV

steubenvill|.-

marietta

WRRN warren"

.

Indianapolis r

•

Wisconsin
WHBV APFiF.TOM
ASHlANiD

WSBR

DUI UTH-SUPERIdlt ;

KFIZ

FOND DU LAC

WCIO

JANESVILLE

1

largest afternoon audience.

WIBC'has

the loiivst feeM
1 1 1 (1070) 1 1 1 the iridest 0.5 millivolt
coverage i t i om' primary and secondary mail
coverage map 1 1 1 (NAB formula) 1 1 s oom«i
coverage
prises 39 counties t j i the

/

WOMT MANITOWOC
POYNETTE-MADl'SON
RAPID*

1

thftt

quency

:

'

WJMC RICE lAKS
WfHR WI5C0NJIN

them

''Tell

WATW

;,W:i8U

WIBC

is 'The Friendly Voice
them that
of The IndianapoUs News,' one of America's
great newspapers; Tell them our Hoopers are
ishowing 111 the fastest grooving station in

'-'Tell

WMOH
WMOA

BMB

.

map

•

fow«t/es dfayrime

(just received) «/joM's

and 39

eounties night.

how we got our reputation as 'The
Indianapolis Sports Station.' You know s s i
Bill Brandt, Bill Fox and Oeue Kelly five days
a week ; 1 1 play-by-play coverage of Muttial's
exclusive world series; football; basketball;

''Explain

tennis; horse shows;

MORE POWER

speedway

race, etc.

with our trade paper lluMne t i i ^Lim
Talent Alive to Your Commercial Objective*
by stressing the fact that we have the Largest
Live Talent Staff in Indianapolis for prOf
ducing 'coHimcrciaZ oi>/ert/ie' programsj

''Tie in

to tho

WORLD'S LAROEST NETWORK

—

''Put in something about the

corder

YES,40QQ MORE

: i i

WIBC

wire res
the only one in Indianapolis s : i

and how we have achieved the reputation of
being the outstanding public service stationi

them how we have acliievcd recognition
programming
and outstanding audience promotion s s . that

''Tell

in the industry for improved

October
ing

; V :

is fast

heading

the largest

in.

l(>\^

''Be sure to congralulate
'baker's dozen of progreng'

"Make

End

5000^ SOON

clever

:

I !

d a record

bill-

AIUTUAIi ou

its

: j :

and keep

it

short:"

quote.

H-m-m!

BASIC MUTUAL

it

ai

the hisiory of the statiom

h there a GENIUS in the house?

mu
JOHN

tim

Mutual
Outlet

in

Indianapolis

t CO,, MATlOKAt REPRESENTATIVES

iiiiiilllllll

J^{«»«lii<>s«lay,

Octolnr 23, 1946

WGN
They
but

HAS

say that gentlemen prefer blondes

we do know

that radio hsteners in

WGN has "S.
dence, because
1)

A.", too

we know

.

.

.

.

don't

Station Awareness, that

show

WGN voted
.

.

.

5)

the answer to that

And we

is!

one

,

.

,

WGN.

say this with confi-

first

as Chicago's outstand-

and,

Chicago's major stations carry an identical program, such as.

presidential speech, special Crossley surveys

audience

know

that:

Personal interview surveys

When

wc

.

Chicago and the middlcwest prefer

ing station, both in 1940 and 1946
2)

.

IT!

.

.

.

show

WGN with the greatest

and,

The Nielsen Radio Index shows

that

WGN

reaches

more

families in

the Chicago station area, both daytime and evening, than any other outlet.
It all

adds up to an intriguing "S. A." for

WGN

aad further proof that

WGN

the

is

radio answer to Chicago and the midwest market.

¥f

A

*»

STATION AWAKKNESS

Char Channel

Station

CmCAGO 11
ILLINOIS

....

50,090

Ways

720

Serving the Middle JFest

On Your

Dial

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
New fork 17, N. Y.
Keonan and Ekkelberg

Easierii Sales Office: 220 Ka.st 42nd Strcel,

West
hwli

23S

Montgomery

(,oasi Kopresent-ativcv:
St.,

San

I'rancisco 4

•

411

W.

Fifth St., Los Angeles

U

\

''

fi

"18 "41

,

We»Ine8day, October 23,

A HIGH "HOOPER" MUTUAL STATION

1

HEWS
on the

Vir

HOUR
BMB

Figures Prove

The Fastest-Growing Stations
in
MirlHIo
In fho
iiic iVliUulo

WHDF

^

"At

Really Blankets

H«re are

f/ie

acfuaf

percenfages of

reguictr-

listening rac//o

homes;

Banaga County
Houshton "
Calumet City

Keeweenan
ill

....llll'l'l'lilllll'
!|li!il»|'hl',|i'

ili

•

Watts Soon

'At

WATW
WJMS
WIKB

THE CALUMET AREA

Day

Kight

28%
80%
93%
93%

Warren-Youngstown

WRRN

IRONWOOD, MICHIGAN

air with

Spring and

—Ohio's

Valley

The

people—1-20,780
retail

wiili

II

than

exceeding

The WRRN,

FM

expected to

lie

lion also
if

Mutual

OWNED AND OPERATED

in

also

expects

offices

WRRN—

$50,000,000 annually.

WHDF

have

the progressive policies of
for the last 3
years a Mutual affiliate.

110^000

ratlto fajnilies-^

Sales

station

and studios
Youngstown as well as
Warren.
This is good news for the
advertiser and is proof of

*

iic

more

3rd mar-

ket.

lo
in

*

will offer

of
Warren - Youngstown
and the rich Mahoning

IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN

Serving

expects to go on
5000 walls in

llie
llic

advertisers expanded and
more intensive coverage

/According to ^W[ti%ut-

vey WHDF's total of
daytime radio homes
is over .... 9,500

for

WRRi

ASHLAND, WISCONSIN

76%
90%
96%
95%

^000

'

Wocf
VVcol

station is
in opera-

hy next Spring,

not earlier.

BY

Upper Michigan-Wisconsin Broadcasting Co.,

Inc.

Calumet, Mich.
Serving Ohio's Srd Market

"5

Wisftonsiii'S

Mm
ill

WIBU
This is the
market. iV'ot
local studios,

1.
iiiiiiiiii'J'i'i

lireniinin-vliiss sonth-eenlrul Wisconsin
conered hy WIBV, but serviced by 5
packnged iulo J slation.

o#i/y

MADISON
Capitol

—

numerous
Wiifi'llll
Li

'

I

i'
lii iii
,

,„

I

J
I

in

—

o£

s;(>al

Dane

— County

State University
Truax
diversiftcd industries.

2.

BARABOO—seal

8.

PORTAGE — seat

4.

BEAVER DAM— seat

5.

POYNETTE— where

—

Stale
Field

—

of Sauk County—location of
gigantic Badger Ortlnance plant.

portaul

rail

and

of Cohimbia County

— im-

indiistriat center.

of Dodge
nalionally-(aniouB indusli-ies.
studios

The Oldest Covers
THE FOX RIVER VALLEY
KFIZ an affiliate of the Mutual Broadcasting system and the
Wisconsin Network, covers five complete counties. Located
in the very heart of the State, KFIZ
has 60,000 Families In Its
primary area.

County—and

an«l

transmitter

are maintained.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM-THE WISCONsiN NjSlf
llllllill

1'*

It siilio l^tatiou Serving
tiie Heart of Wisconsin

lllllllllllliillil

KFIZ-Fond du Lac Wis.
250 WATTS

1450 K. C.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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P%.niETY

The Nation Waits ... for

Down-Beat from Cleveland

tlie

MUTUAL

George

brings you

Szell

Conducting

Ewf Satardaf From mm...miK
• An

expeclant

liusit set iJes

audience ... like an

Again Mutual and Station

over the

sharp rap of the baton bringg the
orchestra lo sudden alertness.

hands of George Szell

downward

.

lift,

and great music floods

. .

Severance Hall and the nation. Once

more

the Mutual Broadcasting System

has inaugurated a brilliant radio series,
bringing Cleveland

Symphony Orches-

traconcerts each Saturdayittto millions
of

homes

from' coast to coast.

irSMIlML
In Cleveland
7/1,

Akron

...

In Cohunbus
ill

.

.

.

W'HKC

ill

iiiiiimiJ

The United Brofuh aslhtg Company

1
L

i<l|i|>'!ii

this

time the world-famous orchestra of

which Clevelanders are

The

pause, sweep

WHK pre?

senl the best in radio entertainment-^

electric shock, a

justly proud.

No wonder they tune in WHK, the
Mutual outlet in this area, for tiieiv
favorite musical, news, dramatic, sport

and variety programs.

Be sure
orchestra

to listen to the Cleveland

«

.

on a nation-wide hook-up

every Saturday Evening from 6:00 to
7:00.

*
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I

i

'

ill

1'.'*

WJPF
HER RIN, ILLINOIS

—

The Voice of Egypt -third most densely
populated area in the state of Illinois
NATIONAL
J o hn K.

WJMC
Rice Lake, Wisconsin

^

The Voice of the
Dairy Country

We

Are Glad
Announce

*A New

m

WGiL
OALESBURO, ILLINOIS

MUTUAL'S
OUTLET
FOR

INVADMO c=-

WESTERN

to

ILLINOIS

Facilities^

450-R. Tower

Good

Programs, experienced management and real "pubiFo service" have built an Impregnable defense against
"outside station" invasion! Even "atomic" 50,000 watters
are helpless against such "big guns" as:

*The Only 5/8-Wave
Radioter on Any
Local Station That

We Know

72.1%

Man About Town 62.S%
S3.3%
SO.T%

Cedric Foster
Pulton Lewis

forward with

Morton Downey' 16.1

Queen for a Day
Tom Mix

• • •

Hunt

Fraxier

%

Top Local Program-

S5.2%
14.7%
10,2%

ming

in

o

servfce

which

{

fwwn^aq*

Netlenal

(isfem'ng aifif{«n««^Conlaii Survey AfrW, If 46 J
Representative—Joseph Hershey MeOtlivre, Inc.

AND
SELLS FOR SPONSORS

and Providing MBS
Serviae on

MOUON

Mw
plui.

SERVES THE LISTENER

MUTUAL
Nearly a

All

tml Programs

Featuring

Of
The Shadow

Mtnig

lll<:i>IIEi«KNTATIVE
e arnou Co panjf

.^0 tf^.

ondWJMC-FM

Improved

f

FM

to

WSTV

QUARTER
USTENERS

WAOV

Steubenville
Self

In Central

Wisconsin

dafesburg

MUTUAL

Has the Aud/ence on

VINCENNIf, INDIANA
OCTOBER. 1940—COMMBNOID OPERATIONS
OCTOBER. 1f44^0INID MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTIM

Buy W«IL-~

Ohio

WFHR
WISCONSIN RAPIDS
With Studios at MARSHFIELD and STEVENS POINT

end!
Hara't

What

Mfind; Bigger ind Btlttr Every Day!
tkOL

HOWARD

N.

•M«ral

VICTOR H. LUND

GRIENLEI

MaRa(|«r

JOHN

ttation M«ii«4*r
i.

»«»

'«

CROSSLEY
Ol

of «h* Morning
U»f*ners

1*!!

WIr*. Wrl»» or Phon*

•

of «ht Aft«rn*on
Lj,»,n,ri

Cash In" on This

PEARSON CO.

Notional ll«pr«iofitcrriv«s

/.V
W 1 AOL

WFHR
ItkOL

IW /O

•( lh» Ivtning
U$f«n«r«

lisfener Loyalty

WFHR

Wiseonitn Rapldli, Wit.
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at

800
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your^ielf in
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TUK VOICE OF WESTERN MICHIGAN

*

LUDINGTON

MUSKEGON

POPULATION:

To reaeh and sell this

194.100

RADIO HOMES:

•7,140

RITAIL SALES:

$96,l«i4,000

PROSPEROUS INDUSTRIAL AREA
THE ASHBACKER STATIONS COVER WESTERN MICHIGAN

WMOH

There Are Many Mutual Friends
With a Variety of Needs in the
Rich and Eagef Buying Market of

It's

On

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN

The liadie Voice
Butler County

Mutual

gJutws,

Oct.

WKBV

Of

MUTUAL StATION IN
HAMILTON, OHIO

Rwch them through—

1450 Kc.

FactI
1,1 944,
had 14

Sponsors!

WHLS

backed up

with inteiue local activity,
»peU LISTENERS. Typical
of the Poptdar Load Pro-

a

— 250 Watts Day and

We

Joined Mutual

Nov.

1,

1944

Night

gram* are:
* City Council meetings.
* Daily broadcast from
Miami University and
Western College.
* Play-by-play broadcasts
of local higb school
football and basketball
games.
* On-the-spot coverage of
Special Events with' wire
recorder.
* Complete, authentic local news coverage.

MUTUAUS

Friendiy Radio Sfaiion in Port
Huron, MICHIQAM, sorving a proven market
smarf buyers where your advertfsinf
dollars ore profitably invested.

On

WKBV

WMOH hag

won

the first award in the Nor
tional Farm Safety Radio
Contests

LISTEN

A

PROVES 74% ef

recent felephon* survey

Huron

llslerters

prefer Mutual'i

964%
and they're

Pert

1490 K6

Harmon L Stcvent, Oyrnir-Manager
Robert I. MacMn, Commcrcfal Manager

Herman
V. 6.

Helen Nelton, Secretary

L

ttevenii

Owner

Crwn, lalei Premotten

Utile Conottt, Chief Engineer
el

coming!

WKBV
—

or thephonc tor ava/iab/utih

Member

ttill

WHLS

*

1450 on the Dial

1946,

A«AiNof

TO OUR WELL-BALANCED PROGRAMS.

wR/rc, wiue,

WMOH

I,

has 135

Sponsors!
ADVERTISING AGENCIES ARE INVITED TO PRESENT THE COMMERCIAL MESSAGES OP THEIR
CLIENTS TO LISTENERS OP WHLS. YOU ARE
GUARANTEED AN AUDIENCE WHICH PREFERS TO

For the tecond consecutive year,

Oct.

of

250 W.

RICHMOND
loitern

Oateway T«

INDIANA

NAB

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiWiiiiiffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuM^

I

TWO GOOD
STATIONS

THEY'RE

GOOD
TOO!

mm
MAROl)EIIE,MlCn.

Serving the Northern Part of th«

LOWER MICHIGAN PENINSULA
"THE PLAYGROUND OF THE MIDDLEWEST"
.

through

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MIDWESTERN BROADCASTING CO.

KVOE

California
KAFY
KHSL

.

KXO

ei

KHi

KMYC
KYOS

KDON
KVCV

KXOA
KFSM

KCB
KFRC

KVEC

KVOE
KDB

"The VOICE

CENTBO

EUREKA
FRESNO

'kiem
KFRE

PACIFIC

SHico;
•,

KCOK ^TUlARE-ViSAMA

KWIL
KAST
KBND

Now 1000
We

how

powerful

BUT— we

cfo

know

County's effectivt buying
1945 was $205,321,000.

County's
to $110,363,000.

GRANTS PASS
' KLAMATH f ALLSPC)RTIAND^.\;

KRNR

ROSEBURG
SALEM

'^z

Washington
ABERDEEN

KEIA

CENTRAL1A:CHEHALI$
EVEREIT

County's population

ers,

and

more

millions

come when our proof

OLVMPIA

Kvi
KFIO
KUJ

seaTtle-tagoma:

WALLA WALLA

KIT

YAKIMA;

is

in

now over

172,-

rapidly.

Orange County

of

inconne

own

fartiiliei

radios.

THAT the above is quite a nice market by itself.
THAT we will deliver many more thousands of listen-

LONGVIEW

KGY

are,

l945vamounted

retail sales in

000 and growing

THAT 97%

KXRO
KRKO
KWIK

THAT Orange

V";;,.'

•

we

ha$ served Orange County for the past
20 years, thru earthquake and flood.

THAT Orange

KALE
,K51M,

know

THAT KVOE

tUGFNE

KORE
KU!N

Watts

yet, just

don't

THAT Orange

AlBANY
ASTORIA
BEND

KOOS COOS BAY

'kFJI

ORANGE EMPIRE"

of the

"/'.^

:

LOSANGElEt
MARySVlUl
MERCED
MONTEREY
REDDING
SACRAMENTO
SAN BERNARCiNO
SAN DIEGO
SAS FRANCISCO
SAN LUIS OBISPO /
SANTA ANA
SANTA BARBARA

in

efFective buyin9 in-

of performance

is

com-

pleted.

,

THAT

SPOKANE
,

Hawaii
KHON HONOtULO

you can have a copy of our coverage map when
completed if you desire !t-^you'll probably get
one anyway..-,"

Our new rofe cord

yours for the asking

is

206 NO. MAIN, SANTA ANA, CALIF.
Representative-^W.

MUTUAL DON

S.

We're just a baby,

s

maybe,

BUT ...

-

our two ant( « half months as Soattla-Tacoma
cutlet for Mutual, our "on tha ball" local lervices plus, MBS-Don Le* shows ara eovehng this

in

around the corner

market of

horn ^v^rywhefe

where

Grant & Co.

LEE AFFILIATE

...rfiat'.

a

million-end-mere with top of the

service.."

listeotng

and buying are done

SEATTLE

THE PUGET

KVI

TACOMA

%o\im^'^t0^mim

CAAALIN HOTEl, SEATTLI

it

HUST BUILDING, TACOMA

RfPWSENTEl) NATIONALLY BY:

GEORGE

P.

HOLLINGBERY CO.

New Yoric—Cli!cfic|a

—Atlanta

IlllilP
'

i

JOHN

BLAIR CO.

—San

Los Angoles
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I D
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194<I

Serving the

the world's largest

^

Heart of a
EUGENE, OREGON

Billion

Miifual's

network

$$$$

.

.

.

makes

Market

station

SPOKANE. WASHINGTON
in

Oregon's

a nei

second

CAPITAL

market!

'-'^

^

-

OF THE

The

of a

GREAT

s

Lumber
INLAND EMPIRE

capitol of

the world
in the heart

of the
Mutual's Voice for

Willamette

Spokano

Valley.

KFIO

EUQEm
OREGON

Rcprosontod by

1450

MC

KG

GILLVRA

BUY MUTUAL?

Virginia

WSAP NORFOIK-PORTSMOUTH
WNVA NORTON
WSSV PETERSBURS

V

:

:

.

MID-

WPUV

SOUTH

W WNR

BECK LEY

;

WTIP

CHARLESTON

;

WMON

PULASKI

WIEE

Hell no,

RICHMOND

want 50

I

K.W.'s!

West Virginia

ATLANTIC

;

WPLH :huntington
MONTGOMERY
WAJR MORGANTOWN

\

WBRW WELCH

;

WBTH WILLIAMSON

V

Bermuda

Misfer, liow mistaken you are! Take us here
•

at

WAJR.

Juil a peanut whistle to time

buyers; but mister, we're

the

home town

sfoh'on to folks round these parts.
'''.Delaware''

"".,'•

WllM WILMINGTON

.

Columbia

\

District of

i,^;^^'"

WbL' wASHiNGTON;

Maryland
WCBM BALTIMORE

;
;
•

WJEJ

:

:

:',';

'

WISE

ASHEVILLE

^:

WBBB

BURLINGTON

\

Ways charlotte
WHHT DURHAM '.'

V

..

'"

•
\

.

WCNC

.:

local

Mister

— There

on

us

like

this

k.w.

—

That's

the local sports coveroge,
local public services gen-

why we have

.-C

the audience.

Nothing high and flighty about us

;:•',,',

'

'

l'

:

i

'

pnxious to serve

you—we're

V; J

^

'

I

.

.

"

•

•

—V

• •

>^

r

\

'

Nf '''V^
•

>.

LUMBERTON
NEW BERN

WRAL RALEI6H
WCBT ROANOKE

;

;

*
'

'

.

WTSB
WHIT

'.

;

•

deliver

WHKP HENDERJONVILIE
WJNC JACKSONVILLE.

I

•

•

•

WHNC HENDERSON

\

;

c

'

— we're

prepared to

.

;

hundreds

does the jobs performed by us

news shows,

erally.

are

Mutual Network.

.•

''
'

ELIZABETH CITY
FAYETTEVIILE

WFNC
WGBR G0LD5B0S0
WGTC GREENVILLE

;

just

"home-towners"

North Carolina
;:'..

listen,

more

No 50

' :''

•

HAGE'RSTOWN

WBOC; SALISBURY

;

And
T.';

'/

',

other

more of America
network.

We

to

mean

you
real

thari

ony

America,

those home-town listeners.

.RAPIDS

WSTP

SALISBURY

WOHS
WENC

SHELdY
WHITEVILLE

WGNI' W.I LMINGTON
'.','
WGTM.'WIISON
"-

".'.';.'

'/General.;

Monoger ...'''.

''

WEST VIRGINIA RADIO CORP.
Morgantown, W. Vd.

r

'
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5000 -watt WOL, key Mutual

station for the nation's capital,

now

delivers one of the nation's top ten markets, at base rates lower

than those

«3f

any station of comparable power

market in the United

in

any comparable

States.

LOCAL ADVERTISERS PREFER

WOL

Washington's most economical station.

Represented nationally by

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WJEJ
HACERSTOWN
SERVING MARYLAND'S SECOND* MARKET

According to

tli*

latest

Hooper

re-

ports, WJEJ reaches More Listeners
than All Other Stations combined.

8 a.m. to 12 noon

56.8%

12 noon to 6 p.m.

57.6%

6 p.m.

to

When you buy

10

p.ni.

53.9%

the vital Hagerstown Mar-

ket, WJEJ delivers coverage of 32,250 daytime and 25,030 nighttime homes in 2 Maryland counties, 2 Pennsylvania and 3 West

Virginio counties.

Construction
under way

vrell

,

jS/o^ 9t
Okay,

0id

y<M4. stack,

YOU THINK WCBT

(IF

IS

itation,

limited-time
Carolina.

in

Suk!

SMALL POTATOES)
WCBT i« • 260 wett.

you want to be technical ebout

if

it,

un-

North

Nortlieaatern

the heart of agricultural

But that's where you can etop ueing the diminutive, brother!
our range Iletene to
We know from experience that nobody withinadyertisere
know It.
ANY OTHER STATION. And best Of all, our
it the WCBT way.
If you want to lell goods in our area you HAVE to_ dp
the spicfiest, ^the rnpst
We sell merchandise in betwixt and between
varied programming you'll find anywhere in pur league^artd that
posy for our Mutual Broadcasting System, brethren.
For between Mutual and our own efforts, our listeners get what they wantl

^Ue BttMUici
Open

the Treasure
Chest of the Great
Southwest Virginia

,

£*e

tboH^'t

\jistens

GET THEM FROM

WCBT

YOUR

Markets
Through Station

FRIENDLY

STATION

ROANOKE

1230

And BMB proves H by

ON YOUR

WRAL

giving

DIAL

RAPIDS. N. C.

* 23 daytime counH«i with

an audience of S5,320 radio

WPUV

homes.

CONCENTRATED
COVERAGE

PULASKI. VA.
lovthwcft Virginia
Induitry

—

I*

*

West

in

Rich

In

AgriculfHrc

In

RIeli

268y061 People
25-IMHe Radius of

CITY

HUNTINGTON

Full Tfin*

On

250 Waffs

A

the Air-Nov.

Program Sfruefurc io Command

Strvet Southwtst

From

Pulaski

MBS

WRAl,Ralei!jh,N.C.

I

Grtof Vludfonc*

H.

Bern, N.

Covering North Caro/ina's

rich coasfaf

Primary Areas contain

1

5(5^000'

Total

*

Total effective buying income topped $175,000,000

retail;

sales

in

,1945

exceeded

$81,00,0,000:

Kiss the Peaks'*
.

For Rates,
Amilabililies and Full infitrmaHon conincl
.

,

WHKP
Mutual's
coviering
ville's

The Coastal Broadcasting Company,

New

Bern, N. C.>—Louis N.

since lepf. i

stands for '^Where the Heavent

people

*

WRAl-FM

file air

Hendersonville, North Carolina

WHKP

market

also
en

WHKP

.

Jacksonville, N.

,

WILSON CO.

National Representatives

Affiliate

WHIT#WJNCC
* Combined

of

WestVa.

This

HOWARD

PACKAGE WITH A SALES PUNCH!

New

fcatit

Huntington

WPLH

26,901

Virginia

solid

file

pepwlorlfy.

250 Watts
1450 Kc

Secondary Covwag*

WPUV

Powerful fecal pregrammfng in ffte publfe icrvice
1«

Homes

1230 Kc.

an audience of 12,420

Virginia's

Primary Coverage

10,929

counties

nighttime

15

radio homes.

LARGEST

,

*

v^ith

Live in a

Inc.

stands for

New

staiion

Ilendcrson-

year-round mar-

WHKP

Btan<le 'oi*

coverage of an addt'
.

tional

000

20,000 to 80,.

families

who

vaca-

fion each year in the

ket.

area.

Howord, President

1
S

FAVORITE VOICE
In
ite

the worldl's greatest tobacco county, the favor^
radio voice is, unquestionably, WGTC— Greenville,

N. C.

85.2%

whose audience share^
in the

morning
87.7%

is

.

.

83.2%
evening

afternoon

in the

WGTC
*C.

MiiiH

around the corner
from everywher*

.

in the

I

g

Hoopar, Midsummer, 1945— M«mfa«r of the Tobacco Network

And hvying or«

doit*

s

mmmm

— —

'
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I DO? EN, Y|AK.i|,:;||Qft^^^

NO
HAS SHOWN A
STEADY INCREASE IN BUSINESS

AND

momMi^

Abouf

If f

WTIP

AUDIENCE RESPONSE.

CHARLESTON. ly^VA.

And
'REDIT IS

Mr

DUE OUR MBS

SERVES

AFFILIATION FOR PROVIDINQ
INCREASED SALES POWER.

West

Memo
FROM THE nrALTIMORR
MARKET, SCENE OF OUR
SUCCESSES,

WE

MUTUAL

HEARTILY

Virginia's fticbesf /Market

from WHION:

1,

The Great Kanawha Valley of West Virginia
ia the coal and chemical capital of
America.

3.

WMON, Montgomery, West Virginia
"Mutual » Voice in the Magic Valley"
delivers Mutual shows and smart local
programming to a market in which more
than 100,000 people in 1945 spent more
than $43,000,000* of an effective buying
income of more than $87,000,000*.
'

—

WISH 1

MANY HAPPY

n lUTUAL

BIRTHDAYS!

—

You can get MORE of this integrated market
—
WMON—^Montgomery, West Virginia.
gales Management Estimates — 1948.

3.

^ADD:

Free

iohn Itmar

&

Oadrg*

Peters, Inc.

H.

Ro*d«r

'

fxc/ui/'vc National Repie^criativei

riie Feeling Ms

MUTUAL
DURHAM

INDUSTRY LEADERS
CALL THIS A

f»

RADIO STATION

North Carolina's

«,

IVo.

****

* Over 44 brands of cigarettes are

IN THIS AREA.

CONLAN
MORNiNO

tit

the richest

S Market

*
LARGER AUDIENCES
THAN ALL OTHER
STATIONS HEARD

Blanketing

made

Durham

* Ycmr

cigarette

WHHT

market
in North
Carolina

is

made

in

Durham

1000 waU» at the Top

MUTUAL In DURIIA>f

of ilie Dial
,

N. C.

REPORTS:
.

.

.

59.0%

AFTERNOON

.

.

59.6%

50.3%

NIOHT

WGBR

ond

WGBR-FM

OOLDSBORO. NORTH CAROLINA
Mutual And Tobacco Networks
RiTAIL i ALES

.$111,126,000

Eastorn Carolina's No.

1

Station

BUYING INCOMEt

In Eastern Carolina's No.

1

Market.

$181|865,000

af

H»r9

th% current

Hooper

HAOID

OWN' VOICE

WBOC

PARK-SALISBURY, MD

lllllll

iFrfv«i|!'|i|a#Plllifl|iii

Morning

AfUrnoon
Bvtning

WGBR

.

.•

WA TTS
KC
BURLINGTON

1000

figures:
S+atio„n

DEL-MAH-VA'S

WBBB

I

All'''

WGBR

X

62.2
70.7
80.9

37.4
28.3

0.0

16.8

2.3

•

Other!
1.0

hat 71.2% of th« Audience from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

920

E.

I.

'/•;««)•'

jonrs,

Mgr.

1

Carolina Contrast

W.

Beckley,

—a

Ya.

new

Mutual Market

WWNR
—a

new

Mutual Station

Beckley,

Coal

known
the

of

fal

as the Capl-

"Billion

Region"

10%

increase

hat
in

Dollar

had a

population

940. Today there are
more than 177,000 people

since

Here's Eaetern North Carolina'B "Statul-out Station." There
leads In 8ale«—
if a difference and the record proves
romotion -and Audience!

71%

Ke9p«r aayt

EMB

lone. Per capita retail tales

WGTM

—

higher
considerably
are
than the national average.

(Day ond NI«M)

.9 eeuntias

says

1

In the Beckley retail trading

Day

WWNR's

coverage

780

homes represent-

retail

It

11.^

ing total retail sales of al-

I CeHRttM Nt«ht

most $55,000,000.

G»t nn

otit-Btanding

Job on CaroUna't Siand-oM

WGTM
WIUON.

AHm Wcmnemolicr,

itatiott

Ortiiwal

WWNR

MaRaf tr

Mutual

T*b«<«« Natwvrh SfvHOB
Mutual IrtarfMttiiiq lyil«m aMIIat*

Beckley,

in

W. Va.

N. «.

WSAP

WEATHER 0
YOU HUVE THE

PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA

ih« T«mi>e-tt. PtUribyig ai«a hai th* w«Qtli«r. Thot't 4fii rtaton ior th« MtlmoUd
100,000 winrer viiitort In >hl> orM annually; winUr i«(ld«ntt who er« your pottntlol (ut*
teintn ttoyina hf Ft uii montht out of th* yMri |M9pl* wlif «om« horn «v*ry iloto and
Qsnedo. And don't forgot th« 384,117 yogr roMqd .roidcnts who constitute th* numlior

on* Florldo mark

•

•

»

Covers the important

Norfolk-Portsmouth market

B80

10,000
WATTS

m

SOOO

sJWATTS AM>

/TAMPA
f

ail

Mutual network

for the

AC

ALSO OPERATES WSAP-FM.

rcicrssDUKO

PORTSMOUTH'S ONLY FM STATION
A MEI^Bei\%l> THgafajfe^g FAMH.V

'
.

YES

KING COAL
MAKES

Williamson,

W.

1

1

Va.
IN

WBTH

delivers H...

Bifuminous coal

It

one of the nation't basic indui'

ifhs-^and Williamson, In Southwestern W. Va., It In
the fteorf of one of the world's richest bituminous
cotti belts. Williamson and Mingo County total 18,*
i60 radio families tBMB 19461 and retail sales or*
over $30,000,000 ISales Managemenfl. WBTH DBLIVERS THIS RICH MARKET.
.

WBTH

IS

IHUTUAL 1N

WIIUAMSON

THt WBALTHV

WILMINGTON MARKET
in

WILM

BASIC MUTUAL IN WILMINGTON.

DELAWARE

'

—

)

,
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WRUF

Florida

WIRA fOn PIERCE
WRUF GAINESVILtC
WJHP JACKSONVILLE'

WKWF

SOUTH

KFY W[ ST

-

WDIP PANAMA CITYWfSP ST, PETERSBURG-TAMPA
WTAl TAtLAHASSEE

GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

,'

ATLANTIC

:

VOICE OF vi.munA

Tsaii

WKAT MIAMI
WrMC OCALA

'

Georgifi

The

WAIB ALBANY
WATL ATLANTA

Radio

University

Station

WBBQ AUGUSTA

WMOR

BAIKS^IDGE

WMOO

BRUNSWICK

WBHF

Cartersville;

WMJM- CORDCLE
WMOC COVINGTON
WBIJ DALTON

';

WRUF, being

.

WMtT

DUBLIN

WBON

elberton

WBHB

FITZGERALD.

WOGA

GAiNUSVILlE
GRIFFIH

WKEU

station, is

.

•. .V,

;

;

:

the University of Florida

unique

in

Florida's stations.

,

service programs

.

WIAO LA GRANGE
WNEX MACON

its

its

It's

is

prestige

range

of

among
public

unusually wide

popularity high.

WMVtt MiLLEDGCyitCE
WROA ROME

WCCF

SAVANNA!!

WRIC TOGGOA

WOOV

WRUF,

the powerful Mutual station,
covers the very rich all-year-round
North Central Florida territory.

'

WWNt STATESBORO,,

:

'

VALDOSTA

WAYX WAYCPCS5
South Carolina
WKIX COLUMBIA
WlAt CONWAV

.

WDSC DIILON"
WRHf

HARTSVitlE
ROGK HILL

WFliS

SUMTER

;-,WHSe

:

SOOO watts

;

Day^

on

850 kc

* 100 wcrtts after

Denver sunset.

More

for

Advartisers Use Valdosta's

WATL

WGOV

18

than use any other two stations

in

in

GEORGIA'S

I

South Georgia

or on V ether »f ation any whcr*

in

fteorgiq

MUTUAL
in

jMond Aiarfeef

SAVANNAH
A

BOOSTINO A BIGGER & BETTER MUTUAL

ATLANTA

Over

City of

150,000 Population

Serving the City

WMOG
95%

It't

WGOV

Valdostas

in:

Mutual't Affiliate

That Serves the South

BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA

Brunswick and Glynn County
(Daytime)
'

,

8%

WCCP

y/e

.

-

SAVANNAH, GA.
DIXtl

in

and G!yp,n Caunty
(At Night)

.Brunswick

bsjidvd

'gi-edtiy
'

Mutual

'

;f r6grammi

responsibia for

High perforraance.

thi$: ;,'v
;

BROADCASTINO CO.

Ocersk

Itat*

Bank

I!<ili'i

Bidg.

WMOli

ii/''iii'iiiiriii:;iimill!C'!PH
!i,,...iii,infii

"ilNl«t;;;j|:iy

Jim r.

MUTUAL

IN

BRUNSWICK

JT'oodruff, Jr.

Waller P. Speight,

Jr.

60
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STATION

A MUTUAL

ALL-OVER
WJHP

COVERAGE!
WJHP

Wilt Service

New Day

Listeners,

and Night Coverage

A JOHN

H.

WSTF

A

HERE'S

1/TTLE

STORY

WE OVERHEARD ON
THE STREETS OF ROCK
HILL

Salisbury, N.

DETROIT

Morning...

and

More people in the entire
LaGrange area listen to

CARO-

lion dollar bleachery, six

WLAG

UNA'S FAVORITE STA-

Sir,

I

tell

TION.

large cotton mills, a tug
mill. a yarn mill, a hosiery

Combined primary and

lar

secondarVi 350J82 radio

way and the cotton crop
looks good as 'L" The
only thing we need to
add
RoctHill has the

homes.
fertile

and

thickly settled section of North Carolina.

^ With one million people

one

oi

.

.

percentage

of

sales

em

WRHI

a supreme test
market and a bargain
is

in (loch cUill

buy.

FM license granted.
New studios in the

State

Theater Building.

"MUTUAL FOR UPPER
SOUTH CAROLINA"

BURN SMITH

W

1340 Kc

CO.

COVINGTON,
GEORGIA

Afternoon

65.8%

Evening

53.6%

Entire Day

60.2%

This

coverage which

makes

s

8

DAY

—

.

TIME

TWELVE

COUNTIES WITH

221,568 Population

the type of domi-

is

nant

PRIMARY

COVERAGE

WLAG

for the

a better buy

advertiser and

which delivers to him
"More, For His Money."

Nine Cotton Mill Villages

—Seven Corporate Towns
Within Twelve Air Miles!

Atfiliated with

MUTUAL

The

in

LAGRANGE, GA.

around the corner

buymg are

WIMOC

63.2%

Morning

MUTUAL

vmii

AFFIlUTt

A New
Broadcasting Station

Here are the figures from
the Conlan Survey condueted in LaGrange, week
of -December 16, 1945.

WLAG

National Representative

250

MUTUAL

.

radio homes in the state
of South Carolina!

states.

^ WSTP

rayon plant on the

highest

per
capita than any county
in the S o u t h e a s t
retail

than to all ether
stations combined.

a 46 million dol-

mill,

within a radius
hundred miles.

%^ 14 90

Night...

SINGLE-STATION MAR-

* More

CAnnouncin^

Afternoon...

«IIYOI)ltlltt

ANOTHER MUTUAL

''r

CHICAGO,

you tos/ness is booming in Rock
Hill. We have a 20 mil-

* Serving the most

Goes

Watts Soon

DORMAN

C.^

"Yes,

KET... CENTRAL

It

PERRY. JR.

General Manager, BILL

YORK,

When

5000

PERRY STATION

Viee-Prcfidcnr. J,

Jacksonville, Florida

NEW

*

Friendly

Broadcasting Service to Increased

WJHP

I'r

Worm,

Will Give

672,801 Listeners Wirh

IN

and same ewnttship

COVINGTON NEWS

COVINGTON. GEORGIA

The WALTON NEWS
MONROE, GEORGIA
The

CONYERS NEWS

CONYERS. GEORGIA

NORTHWEST GEORGIA

WRGA
ROME, GEORGIA

cfoite

"HAPPY" QUARLES
General Manager

WRGA-FM COMING
^^^^^^

I

—

IN

DECEMBER

WKAT

blankets— engulfs— swallows Miami and the surroundthe combination of ^KAT local programming plus
Mutual's network jprogramming captures Miami listening and attention.

The

stgctal

ing territory.

Advertisers
ally

and

And

who want

efficiently

to sell

with

Miami

in

a big

way

.

. .

can do

it

economic-

WKAT.

ACCENTUATING THE POSITIVE

The "principal ingredients" of a network are
Ihe principles of the people

who are Mutual.

The. principles and integrity of Kobok and his

people are a banner

WKAT

.

.

;

we

are proud io carry at

and wc take pride

in

being asso-

cioted with these high-principled people-—

from top brass to low man on the totem pole.

(A Special Foolitote for this Special Issue)

WKAT-MIAMI and MIAMI BEACH
Population of (1) Dade (2) Broward and (3) Palm Beach counties 497,000
year-round folks. The tourists are an uncounted PLUS. All this— within
reach of the *KAr« paw.

—
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HARTSVILLE, SO. CAROLINA

WLAT
CONWAY,

S.

Eastern Carolina'% City of The Future

Agriculture - Education

C.

JLr

Located in and covering South

JL

Serving

^

World's
Tobacco Market.

Lonrgest

the

Your Dollars Make More

Conway's Myrtle Beach

is

Atlantic Coast's
popular Beach Resorts,

the

of

WLAT— Bonus

AP News
COX

and

of the

IN

Pres.

Macon, Georgia

.

.

.

where

citizens

hove

ihan the stofe averoge te spend
.

.

.

L«ads

Mutual

in

WNEX

in Local Soles

Middle Georgia

WNEX
Macon, 6a»

WALB
ALBANY, GEORGIA

CITY

1000

FLORIDA
A

.

CAMPBELL,

RAYMOND CADDfeLL. Gen. Mgr.

Station

NO. GEORGIA

WDLP
PANAMA

on

.

Bedspread Center
World.

BUY DALTON FOR SALES

Kc.

voice
.

continuing to provide coverage
for the

Thesaurus.

C. H.

TANZ

each year
.

Dollars

1450

LOCAL LEADERSHIP
In

North Georgia

NBC

Service,

Represented NatienaUy by

nalton, Ga.

MUTUAL's dominant

Industry

75,000 population within a 23-mile radius.

53% more

in

-

WHSC WHICH COVERS MORE THAN

one
most

with Mutual's Southeast Group

WBIJ

Commerce

WHSC

250 Watts

Carolina's richest county.

-

WATTS

The only daytime signal
that can he heai'd throuyhout SotUhtvest Georgia. No

John H. Perry Station

station of equal
within 91 miles.

Serving

Mutual

power

Northwest

closer

FLORIDA
with

Radio S+afion

MUTUAL

WAYX

Waycross

The Station conceded to have the most appropriate call letters in existence, is observing a double celebration this week—
the 12th Anniversary of its affiliate Mutual—and its own

—

m

10th Birthday.

T> reach the radio

listeners of this section

most

efFeetively,

use
,

Nariondly

The Vofee of

Re|tr«senf«ii

Radio Station

Soutfi

Georgia-

WAYX

Waycroi*

/o^ WdUami,

John H. Perry Associates

miiiMi

PrMldMr.

Wiili'ii

ill

illiii
Mil

IlillllM

niWIijIIIIMmnn

f

m

Alabama
WCTA ANDALUSIA

.
'

EAST

WJID

BESSEMSR

,

WTNB BIRMINGHAM
WMSl DECATUR

WAGF pqTHAW'v

SOUTH
CENTRAL

^

I

WJBY

GADSDEN

WBHP
WKRG

HUNTSVlLLI
''^
MOBILE".

WMGY

MONTGOMEIlV

WUY

WUSGLE SHOALS

WJHO C'cUKA
WHBB SELMA.
^

.

•
,

WFEB SYiACAUGA
WHTB TALtAPEOA

THE NE'W

Kentucky
WIBJ

BOWLING GREEN

'

VOllCE

MOBILE

IN

v:

WFKY TRANKFORT
WHIN HARLAN
•WSON HENDERSON

WGM

ioWsVllLE, "
OVVENSBdSO;--.
:

WOMf

.

WKYB PAcucAH
Mississippi

WROX
WCBI

.

CLARKSDALS

WCMA

COLUMBUS
COSINTH

WJPR

GREENVILLB

'

A

:''

.

WJXN JACKSON
WIAU LAUREL

WMOX MERIDIAN
WEIO TUPELO

WKRG

Tennessee
WLAR ATHENS

WA6C CHATTANOOGA
;

WJZM
WBAC
WDS6

CLARKtVllLS

CLEVELAND
DYERSBURO

;

WBEJ ^LIZABETHTON-JOHNSONCIIY

WGRV
WHBQ
«^ilX.

GREENEViLLE
V.FMPHIS

:NASHVlk| ..(:,::

'

"

WENK UNION CITY
^-

f. E.

•.

Contact

Butby, Gtn. Mgr:, SOS Oavtrnmtnt
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COVERING THE QRtAJ TSNNESSEt VALLEY

This

is

MUTUAL
It-ftti.Owi
>HII*jVll,Ll

_

III

Twin

,

Serving

43%

of the

"ROUNSAVILLI STATIONS"

Area
FIVE

Power

aiicl

AIL

RADIO HOMES

118,120

OUTSTANDING STATIONS
GREAT MARKETS

IN FIVE

MUTUAL

United Press News, Lang, Worth and N.B.C.

mU STATIONS

THE

BOU MoBjIKKY,

(iciivnil

AFFILIATES
WITH

A COmiNATIOI\ YOV CAmOT BEAT

Thesaurus Libraries

Manager

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON COVERAGE,
INDIVIDUAL

MIDSOUTH NETWORK

WMOX

WCBI WELO WROX
TUPELO

COLUMBUS

CLARKSDALE

SELMA, ALABAMA

WHBB is located

the

MUTUAL

Belt"—one of the most
productive farm areas
in the

World.

Here too

is

W. ROUNSAVILLE, P. 0. Box 677
CLEVELAND, TENNESSEE

Godsen^ Alabama

"Black

the

of

heart

in

R.

MERIDIAN

WJBY

WHBB

OR PACKAGE RATES

Write— Wire—Call

WMSL
Decalur-Alabama
Covers thu Heart of

ALABAMA'S
TENNESSEE VALLEY

3,000 Industrial Workers

250 Watts

1240 Kc

(Total

of

12,000 people)

located the
330,000 population

Staff

School

U. S.

Army

of

the
of

Air Uni-

WSON

versity.

WHBB became

IS THE CLEAR CHANNEL VOICE IN THE
EVANSVULE-HENDERSON TRI-STATE AREA

affili-

ated with The Mutual

WMSL't

now

1,

area

is

constructing a $1S,-

more

to spend.

System
1941.

Rich, Populous Rural Section

Highly industrialized, big payroll area.

Completing Our
6th Pleasant Year

With

m/v

000,000.00 plant in Decatur, Ala., to employ 3,000
workers . . . WMSL will
have more listenera with
millions

Broadcasting

on January

0.1

Wolverine Copper Tube

MBS

,

AdYertisers swear

hy

SON

,

WSON-MUTUAL
860 KC

Henderson, Ky.

To

Cover Thu Rich
Market , , ,

not at usi

EvansvUle, Ind.

BUY MUTUAL
and WM81
(Mutual since 1940)
|:~i;^:!>|<;':i|;i!|!lliipi>:si<!ll'i!i<l!!i||||l{w

Mi

I

,il

I'T

'I

!

''
II

TEAMWORK
This

fWGRC
11 U
V

winning

11

mutual

con,b,„a,/on

means more

m Tl><k UIAI If CD Am
1 The WALKER Go.

sales

(MERCHANDISING

in Louisville

Let

SUCCESS

IS

Us Prove

MUTUAL

It

.

.

.

Ask the Walker. Co.

IN LOUISVILLE,

KENTUCKY

THf VOICf OF THf TR/-CfJlfS

WKYB

BLANKET
SOUTH EASTERN KENTUCKY
SOUTH WESTERN VIRGINIA
WITH YOUR SALES STORY

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
1,000

•

WATTS

WHLN-WNVA
-

800 KILOCYCLES

HARLAN, KENTUCKY
"

DAYTIME MUTUAL AFFILIATE SERVING
37 COUNTIES IN FOUR STATES

WFHG,
Population of 474,247 in Basic Area

On

the Air With Mutual
About November 15th

National Representativt
Burke, Kuipers & Mahoney. Inc.

NORTON, VIRGINIA

A DOUBLE BLANKET SOON
1000

Bristol Va., Tenn.

WATTS

8«0 KILOCrCLES

GROWING WITH MUTUAL

BLANFOX RADIO

WLAY

CO., Harlan, Ky.

WOMI

MUSCLE SHOALS, ALABAMA

GiVes You OwensJboro, Ky., and

Rendering Primcory Service to the

According

FLORENCE-SHEFFIELD-TUSCUMBIA
Primary Population Secondary Population

BMB shows

-

-

108.436

-

-

243,610

coverage in 9 counties

of 3 states

86%
70%
50%

to the

WLAY- 'The voice of the Tri-Cities"
i
III

Ill

iiiite

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

More

survey,

WOMI

of the
of the

TotoF credited

—

reaches

in

2 counties (Day)

in

4 counties (Day)

in

5 counties (Day)

—

by BMB 14 counties in
and 6 counties at night.

"Dominant Coverage of a Rich

&

Populous Region''
III

i«

I

BMB

homes (or better)
radio homes (or better)
radio homes (or better)

of the radio

the daytime

iiii

Atue/i

Tri-Cities

I

iiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii''"""'™™

ii'i'k'm'Ii'I

|l'l'^!,
nil
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Thanks To

WJLD
BESSEMER

ALABAMA

Its

800 KC - Clear Channel Frequency

WMGY

Is the

ONLY

Station

Reaches

WMGY

HOLDS

the Listeners Because

.

low only ONE short announcement
between programs.

WAGF

and embar^

DOTHAN, ALABAMA

BIRMINGHAM

•

refuses all objectionable
rassing announcements.

•

uses 51 newspapers in 36 counties in

voluntarily limits

3 slates to

its

promote

• uses

direct mail to
homes in this area.

To

Sail

•

BOTH MARKETS
PROFITABLY

WJLD
Ask Sears & Ayer

BMB

savs

95%

advertising to al-

WMGY

reach

1

programs.

•

RADIO HOMES

LOGO rural

18,170

features music programs, placing listener-interest above all other consid-

RETAIL SALES

^

$27,165,000

erations.

doesn't hesitate to tell its advertisers.
"Sorry, we have already sold our max-

imum.

Buy

WITH

It:

•

•

ALABAMA

.

BESSEMER
and
(BMB)

SOUTHEAST

COVERING That Rich Market Area

Retween Rirmingham, Mobile and Pensacola

And

MORE SALES
FOR YOU IN

We

soon as
Montgomery's

will

we

work

for

you

as

just

fOR COAIPIETE INfORMATrON
WIRS, WRITi

can,"

MUTUAL-MUSIC

Dixie Broadcasting Co.,

Montgomery

4,

WAGF

Station

Ala.

NaUonal Representative: RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
York - Chicago - Los Angeles - San Francisco

OR PHONE

DOTHAN, ALABAMA

New

the world's largest

network

.

.

.

makes

HOW

GMN
IS

Bowling Green

a neighborhood
Listen to

OUR
VAIIEY!

WLBJ

Busiaess

is

in the ricli

Valley

go

Good

nation

.

You can

.

to this

Itooiiiiiig

Tennessee

market

l»est

with

Listening!!
for

Good

Salds RESULTS
Us*

WBHP
HUNTSVILLE,

WLBJ
Mufuai Broadcasting
System
Bowllag Green, Ky.

ALABAMA

"Dominating Huntsvr/le
in

fhe

Tennessee Valley 4rea"

1«

.
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.aaldMiiiH

WCMA

WHBQ

Watch Corinth Move Ahead
CORINTH, MISSISSIPPI
The Salesway

GI^OWING.

is

too!

North Mississippi,
Southwest Tennessee and North Alabama
AfRliated with

to

Daily Corinthian

file

WHBQ
Opening October

gives you
Memphis

21

WENK
Studios

in

1,295
rodio homes for

ONE

Dollar!

in

UNION CITY AND MARTIN, TENNESSEE
FULTON AND HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

The next best network
station gives you

1,135
adio homes for

Two Great

Single Station Markets Serving A
in Excess of One Half Million

Population

Affiliated

With

ONE

Mf

dollar

on

Based

.

)u\y-AuQust

HOO/>ER-I rime Clasi (A)
Break

Chain

Rale

used

—FLASH!!—

W. H. BEEC1XE

HM'H

jtiKlience Itcmirt jVn.

29

NlKtwH

]

a

irili

total

nilRQ'fi

ndditlonal

3 states

t*oiiiiti«H in

IfittCHlial of

mak-

radio familr:
238,180 within
atto.

andlence

Mutual Broadcasting System and the
Dixie

AARON

B.

Network

ROBINSON.

Vicc-rret.

More Radio Homes
It

Gm.

This

Mfif.

tht largest concentration of radio

-it

state,

in

homas

the county where buying power

ii

in the

highest.

The obove figures are based on the over-all Hooper
ratings, not

SECOND
TO NONE

There's REJOICIN'
in the

. .

Audience Report

CLARKSyiLLE, Tenn.
the strongest selling

trade area with a

vith 12 counties
having a total of
68,280

RADIO HOMES

77%

audience

—

BMB.

Regular Listening

Day—33,790 ramilies
Night-<~21,620 Families

*
in

AP News
Sports

* Tops in Public Service

^

New

WHB9

Way

FM

has

Advertising,

Memphis

That

station.

won more
Fublic

industry awards for Promotion.

Relations,

stations combined.

than

etc.,

all

other

'

More Promotional Know-How!

30 counties in 3 states
ALL THIS, AND MEMPHIS, TOO!
'

WHBQ

WJPR

Your MUTUAL Friend
Memphis, Tennessee

has just installed ne>v RCA
eqaipment throughout

Represented by

RAMBEAU

Studios

A 1000-Waft

WHS9-

local commercial

BOB ALBURTY, Gen. Manager

* Full-Time Mutual

Tops

Memphis

than on any other

Delta's Station"

force in the Clarksville

* 24-Hour

more

carries

More Awards

"The

to

WHBQ

Credils

GREENVILLE, MISS.

listening
according

advertisers realixe the value of

the reason

programs than any two Memphis stations combtnedL
Memphis advertisers spend more dollars on WHB9

WJPR
is

any isolated segment of time.

Station Acceptance

Memphis
Is

BMB

*

DELTA

More

on the

For further information
call—

SEARS & AVER

New

York

•

Chicago

•

Hollywood
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FOR CAPITAL GAINS IN KENTUCKY
Use

WFKY—^Frankfort,

139 % higher than

make

79%

WFKY

more than
hometown

the

is

where per capita

the stale average

.

.

.

are

retail sales

where wage earners

the state average

.

.

and where

.

station.

WFKY, FRANKFORT-Voice

Kentucky's Capital

of

EWING BROADCASTING COMPANY

COVERAGE PLUSW.
%i\3

all

Radio Homes

NEW, MODERN

WJXN

area

in the

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

served by any Chattanooga Station are concentrated in the primary service area of

MUTUAL

WAGC.
Ask Mutual or Rambeau about
Promotion

STUDIOS

$50,000

WAGC's

In

One

of the

SOUWS

GREAT GROWING M4RKETS

Plus.

NETWORK^^^^

TRIANGLE

WAGC
Winning

A Greater Chattanooga

•

•*><••

*

HOTEL PATTEN,

Chattanooga

OF

MISSISSIPPI

A 3-STATION BUY

WGRM— Greenwood

WJXN JACKSON

••••

Tennessee

1,

Arkansas
KAMD CAMDEN

WILLIAMS RAMHEAU CO.,

^\

National Representative

.

KGRH FAYETTEVILLE
KfPW FORT SMITH
KHOZ HARRISON

KHh

HELENA

KWFC HOT

WEST
SOUTH

'

SPRINGS

KBTM

joNESBORO.

KXLR

LITTLE

KOTN

PINE BLUFF

;

ROCK

:

..

-

.,/

Louisiana
KPDR

IS

ALEXANDRIA

WNOE NEW ORLEANS

,

;

MUTUAL

IN

^

OklaKonmi

CENTRAL

KWOr*

BARTLES'i^lLLE^ ^ ^

KAS/i

ELK CITY

KOCY OKLAHOMA CITlf
KHBO OKMULGEE
WBBZ PONCACrrV
KOME TULSA

New

.

Orleans

Texas
KRBC
KVET
KlOX

ABILENE
AUSTIN
BAY CITY
BIG SPRING-

KBST

THE SOUTH'S NO.

1

CITY

KBWD BROWNWOOD
CORPUS CHRISTI

KRIS

WRR

DALLAS

FORT

KFJZ

WORTH

KlUF

GALVESTON

K6VI

GREENVILLE

KTHT

HOUSTON

KSAM HUNTSyitLE
• •

KPAB
KFRO

•*
,

^

—

• L

Mufual's progress

.

has

increasingly

LAREDO
'

KRBA.

LUFKiN

This

KRIG

ODESSA
PALESTINE

KPIT

PARIS

.;

:

KT^M
KCMC
KGKB

'

SWEETWATER'

become an

important station

In

Most Important Market.

IN

NEW ORLEANS, TOO, MUTUAL GIVES
MORE FOR THE MONEY - THROUGH

!

'.TEMPLe

:

.

TEX^rKANi^
lYLER

KVWC VERNONv
,KVIC

Programming

PAMPA

KVOP PLA'NVIEV/
KPAC PORT ARTHUR-BEAUMONT
KGKL SANANGELO
KMAC SAN ANTONIO
KRRV SHERMAN-DENISON

KXOX

in

WNOE

"

LONGVIEV\f

KNET
KPDN

helped

'

.

V'

VICTORIA

KWTX WACO

iiiiiiili

WNOE

1946
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DALLAS and FORT WORTH TWIN MARKETS OFFER
MUTUAL ADVERTISERS TWO BILLION DOLLAR BUYJNG INCOME

Careful anolysis of the

WRR

Hooper Rating end

Rate structure

is ftie

best Dollar per Listener buy in Dallas Market.

will

KFJZ

the

WRR

WRR

conclusively prove that

That
lent

Mutudl's great job

in

listening habit of the

WRR

the Dallas' area through

evidenced by the fact that

this

station

is

"buying mass" of the Dallas market.
c

I

INDEX

is

in

the

in

WRR
'.

MOIilHMlN.

W.l

wniniMUt

ItkO

iyMAV **TII»tW«H
TIM (tOOH-W '-^

U.S

UnHMfPMTIMI

U.4

5000 Watts
1310 Kc

U.S M.7 n.x
t.«

'.

INDEX

10 .0 28,3

U.S u.e

t.I S£.7

U.S

4S.5

a.i

3l;.S

Si.t

ii'JZ

Sl.S lE.S

:i.s 17.S

25.5 21.8 12.7

E

lfl.7

28.7 U.6 ir.e

W.6

26.7 15.0 ii.a

17.8

31.3 17.2 IS.4

£3.3

7.iS

42.1

JUL'

WKBAV AnilHQOH
IM« H00h"*iMPA'

1270 Kc

n

C

xs.a

'

5000 Watts

«.7

.(«.«

nm HOON-r4«) f
•uumMiwft'

B

'

MON. TM«u" ni.

KFJZ

T.S «7.» IS .2

for their excel-

trading area.

in this rich

WEUDAY MOOHIN*

M JLN."l3iea HOOH

at

August-September Hooper.

KFJZ and Mutual

program schedule.

B

c

Worth

the dominant No. 2 position in Fort

a tribute to both

KFJZ's enviable share of the Fort Worth audience plus
their conservative rate makes "KFJZ the station to buy"

consistant

is

is

periods, as shown

all

lATuitDM MY1IMI

32.3

3.9

32.6

Sot Rat*<) Ln Po t VO) tk

FOR SALES POWER IN THESE TREMENDOUS MARKETS BUY WRR AND KFJZ

DALLAS AND FDRT WORTH ARE THE HEART OF THE INDUSTRIAL ^AND AGRICULTURAL SOUTHWEST

200,000 luiefteU Wide

VO/CE OF

WELCOME

$70,000,000

GAS.

OIL.

RETAIL TRADE

CARBON BLACK, CATTLE, WHEAT

at iUe *7o^

^e^cja6^

KVOP
LAND

KRBA

HAS MORE THAN

Texas delivers the
primary signal in

Lufkin,

only

Texas area

.

.

$09,000,000

MUTUAL

the hub of the great East
.

To Spend This Year

FOR THE GREATER AREA

PAMPA - BORGER - AMARILLO
Coverage of over
last Texas counties.

A

—AND—

12

Only Your Mutual
Station Covers ALL
Of This Important Area

potential audience of

150,000 people
Per capita retail sales tn
Lufkin 36% higher than
the national average.

of

48%

at night

its

.

.

the coverage of

KRBA

BMB

credits

and 2 more

.

Home County

(Day) and

that, according to

KHBG.

KHBG 6

And

BMB,

is

in addition,

nnore counties (day)

counties (night).

LUFKIN, TEXAS
Affiliated

w'Hh

Mutual Broadcasting

System

ill

KHBG

OKMULGEE

AGHtCULTURC

OKLAHOMA

mSUSTRY

•

'

OIL

LIVE ST OCK

.

W««lnea<lay, Ociober 23, 194fi

MORNING
AFTERNOON

ADVERTISERS

and NIGHT

INTERESTED IN

KMAG's Rating shows

a definite increase.

THE SOUTHWEST
Will want to take a long look at the growth of
Temple, Texas and Us surroundlmg area . . . hub
of livestock and (arming in the Southwest . . and
.

home

of

KTEM.

POPULATION
1940

15.344

1945

25,000

BANK DEPOSITS

San Antonio's

Apr. 1942

$6,825,423.00

Apr. 1945

$25,816,872.00

KTEAI
... a

Slalion

liomes

Mutual Station

serves 7 counties, with 30,050 radio
territorjr spieMuliiig $48,287,000 in

retail sales.

Here's a hig selling oi»{K>rtuiiity at a

low selling cost for advertisers using

HOWARD W. DAVIS
Owner

KTEM

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

TEMPLE, TEXAS

MUTUAL VOICE
atl

important link

in

the mutual chain

in the

HEART OF EAST TEXAS

KGKB

KGKB /fm
Station

TYLER, TEXAS

KNET

PALESTINE, TEXAS
Tht leading Texas market outside
the greater metropolitan areas . . .
Tyler alone has 1,160 radio families.

Reaching th« most productive part of the
nation's greatest state with programs

make

that

jitmsrv (r.

Ulmer and Jarjtes G. Ulmer
OWNERS AND OPERATORS

it.

SPRING-BOARD TO SALES
ii

ARKANSAS

affiliate in

IvIVC I

TOPS

and influence

Gordon MicLandon, Managing
/. Brown^ locaf Manager

Hot Springs—

r0ach 12,900 radio homes (BMB) , . .
plus a great bonus market of over half a
million visitors every year fo Hot Springs
National Park.

FORT SMTfH,

in

KFPW'«
I\
J. J.

is

T

f

)j

66,2

M.

Night.

KFPW

with
Mutual Broadcasting
affiliated

System

TOPS

.

share of the audience

Day and 55.9

That Makes Mutual and

KWFC

Director

Joe

and

250 wdtts
1340 kc

Sales!

According to a recent Conlan Survey,

KWFC
Hot Springs, Ark.
Buy KWFC, Mutual

I^f^irf

.friends

in

VAIUE!!

'

71

A DOZEN YEARS OF

GROWli

mmm\&

FIRST STATION IN THE

MARKET

FIRST

Station KTHT, Houston

IN TEXAS!

which leads all network connpetition straight through day and evening
l+'j

.

.

.

Texas' biggest, wealthiest market.

In

PERCENT LISTENERS TO EACH STATION
,:KTHT

1

10
10

6

A.M.— 10
A.M.— 6

P.M.

P.M.— 10

P.M.

-

|:

Station

Stdtiqn'B-:

1

44.0%

18,1%

r :42.7%

,|:

1

K7.0%
18.7%

SURVEY BY HOOPER-HOMES,

INC.,

C

18.3%
20.7%

i

P.M.

13.9%

1

D

Station

|

19.6'c-

1

19.6';

1

1

19.6:c

JULY 30TH, 1946

Behind these figures is an amazing story of news
scoops, front-page public service effort, powerhouse programming. For full facts, figures and progrcon availabilities that will go to work for you,
write or

stotion

KTHT
HOUSTON,

KASn
Elk City,

Oklahomd

phone today.

Represented Nationally by

Weed &

KPDR

OCTOBER
1946

ALEXANDRIA, LOUISIANA

BIGGER with
.

A Buying

the thriving Western.

yearly
tolals

$60,000,000

.

282,000

.

Ctntral

Iroodcatfing Corporption
Sludiot: 1710 Joclaen Sfneti
Alexandria, louhiana

louiiiana

Offices

.

t

ket.

Here are a few
figures

.

Roger Mills "
"
Washita
Custer

"

:

61%
60%
46%
40%

And even BIGGER

TOMORROW!

Your
Best

.

BMB

,

Anniversary

1

covers the mar-

Beckham County

10th

KPDR-FM - ,000 watts now - 10,000 watts soon

.

.

Public of

retail salcSs

exceed $40,000,000.

KASA

KRRV

12th

,

income

farm

MBS

.

Oklahoma area where

and yearly

1490 ke • unlimited time

VOlOE OF THE OONVENTION OITY
Serving a Trading Area With

MUTUAL
In

•

2S0 watts

GROWING

Co.

TEX.

KVWC

Bu/

ihe
RED RIVER
in

VALLEY

VERNON, TEXAS
More than 100,000 people

KVWC

in

the

—

primary service area
23,000 radio homeB^retail saleslaHt

year totalled

more than S3S,000,000.

KRRV
Sherman-Denison,

Texas
Western Oklahoma's
ani/ sfaffofl.

Servintf the

Rich west-Texas Area
1000 watts

III!
nHIMlMlilllMI

910 kc

RICH-is the word for

GALVESTON
REACH

for

the Veterans' Voicfr

It's

KLUF

KAY- VET

According to Sales Management's new survey
of buying power, Galveston is one of the notion's
most prosperous markets with a pent-up spending potential greater than that of most cities of
a comparable size in the country. Here are a
few quick statistics:

—

Galveston Bonk Deposits
(Sept. 30,

1000 Watt$

-

1300 Kc

Owned and Operated

$99,301,000.00

Entirely

by

1946)

Gross Income from
(for

Texas

In Austin,

IT-is the watch word

all

WORLD WAR

$90,417,000.00

sources

VETERANS

11

Galveston residents)

Effective Buying income

$1,044.00

(per capita)

Compared with

Per Capita

^^/^^ ^^^^

Buying Income of

West South Central States

$836.00

of

BUY KLUF-to blanket GALVESTON

ARK.

In the Heart oi

KXLR—Less Than Sbt
Months Old Was
Awarded

Contract

for

U. of ARK.
1946 FOOTBALL
By Reynolds Metals
Set

Up

7-Station

to
Ar-

kansas Network.

Now On The
Folks Listen to

Because

I

li

e y

like

In the Heart of Greater Little Rock

TiXAS

INFLUENCING

$60,000,000
Retail Sales in
6th

WACO

Alone

INDUSTRIAL CITY IN TEXAS
j'

_

Norional Representative:

HOWARD

H.

WILSON CO.

Backed by 25 years of public service

Glowing with

Entertainment

NORTHEASTERN ARKANSAS

MUTUAL
Both Are Growing!

ARKANSAS

.

,

h

the Held of

.

LONG TEXAS NETWORK

K10X
KVIC

and

KBTM

KWTX

Air

KWLm^

JONESBORO

WACO

KXLR

KXLR.

And How

MUTUAL'S STATION
FOR CENTRAL TEXAS

RSAM
KNET

^^'^^^

^^^"^O^^^'

TEXAS

HUNTSVILLE; TEXAS
PALESTINE, TEXAS

Mutudl's "Yovngsters" are doing a

Market

BIG job

in

a

HUGE

.

^^.'ednesday, Octol»er 23,

1946

I

iMiiiii

HI

II

77%

t

M

ill
|i.l!<iiJ

Y«», tKof« KPAC's success ftory for the

nine
months «f 1946 as compared Vith the lome period
first

of lost year.

There's something behind a story like this. And,
better j^et, there's a ploce in this story for the alert
time buyer seeking an aggressive medium in o
mighty market.

KPAC, Mutuol's outlet for the Gulf, Coast of soothe
eost Texas and south-west Looisiaiioi, serves en oil,
rubber,^ industrial, shipping arid dgricuifural empire
of vast and growing proportions.
There's no secret to our story. Ifs simply good progrommlng and solid promotion.
Mutual supplies the fine basic program structure
ond KPAC delivers the punch in audience promotion that surpasses the combined efforts of oil other

iliiiir
•

i

i

stations claiming coverage in this area.

For Information and availabilities phone, wire or
write John Leftus, Manager.

ii

1.1

„

1000 Watts ... 1250 Kilocycles

o ooo

PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS
A

Dcpartmtnt •f P*rt Arthur Gelleg*

Serving Beaumont, Port Arthur, Orange, Lake
Charles, La., and the 6utf Coast

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

SERVING OKLAHOMA'S QUALITY MARKET

KBWD

KWON

Brownwood, T«xas

UEENVILLE, TEXAS

X"

BmtlesviUe, Qklahoma

serves

the rich central

First in individual

income tax percent.

Highest percentage

Texas area

THI BLACKIST LAND
THI WHITEST Piorii

of

radio

homes.

Cradle of Southwest Oil Development.

yelSi^

-

-

with
AitUiateil with

The Mutual Broadcasting System

KGVL

/s serving a twenfyeount/ indusfrtol and ogricuffura/ area with a ha/f

1.

tite

Strongest signal

amongst the Yearlins 99

—

ODESSA, TEXAS

in
tlM bust in programs
1.

Texas' fastest growing city.
in papulation since tV40.)

1.

ttnth In the state'!

1000 watte
Brownwood, T^xae

new

(An increai*

of ever

300 par cent

conitructlon.

i.

Treding Center of the PIRMAIN BASIN with more than 1S,OtiO producing Oil Weill!

4,

40-years ef "filMn"

drilling

it

7.

Leeation Of the annuat Sand Hlllt Hereford ihow.

LIES WITHIN KRIG'S

lOOOWattf

M K Iv
KRIG
I

ercof-

annuat

retai/ sa/es.

'M uf ual" and
•T.S.N. " programs of-

With

'

funed fa the listening detires

of

KGVL

is

this

rich

area,

Mi^ietinq "Safes

Results."
250 Wotli

1400 Kc.

i.

TMW WEALTH

$75,000,000

ing

predicted.

The Nation's largest DQMUTIO Oil Wall Supply Oenter—on
"Iroadway of Amerieo"— OS 80.
Site of the World's largeil Corbon Black Plant.

t.

KBWD

popufafi'on

mi/f/on

'*There*8 hell
2.

Affiliated with

Mutual Broodcatting System
Texoj

Stote

Nctworic

PRIMARY AREA!
1410

KGVL

k.c.

Greenville, Texas

'Mutual'* Outlet for the Ffrminn Bnsitj'*

liiilWMIW
'l||i|||B{l|

ii
111

iliill

Wednesday, October 23, 1916

KOCY-FM

NEW

OKLAHOMA'S

Jlai Been

AMed!

WBBZ

FIRST

FM STATION
NOW LENDS EMPHASIS TO
KOCY--. OKLAHOMA CITY

Ponea City
Oklahoma

LAREDO BROADCASTIJNG COMPANY

KPAB
MBS

The Voice at Northern Oklahoma
and Southern Kansas ...

ISATIONAL LISTEISER RATINGS

FIRST on Cecil

10l7fl Voire tor

SALES to a
Radio Homes

THIRD on

Marhet oi 32,700
and $€Sa40mO in Retail Sales

Brown

Cunningham

Bill

"Serving twit Nations*'

LAREDO, TEXAS • GATEWAY TO MEXICO
HOWARD W. DAVIS, Pren. MRS. DOANE CHAPMAN, Mgr.

,1

Arizonti

Colorado
KFEL

DENVER

KFXJ

GBAND JUNCTION

Idaho
,

KID
KRIC

lOAHOfALLS
LEWISTON

KFXB

NAWPA-aOISE.

KV'MV: TWlSifALLS

KWAl WAUACE

.

Montana
KBMY

BILUtJG:

KRJf

MII.F3CITY

KGCX

SIDNEY

,:'

.,

;

.Nevada
KBNE
KATO

BO-JlOr? CITY

New

Mexico

RENO

.

'
.

,

AtBUQUI'RQUE

..KOa

KICA

CLOVi;

kwew

.

KGFl

hobb:
sotvvri.1

KTNM TUCUMCAy

r

Utah

'

.

.

.

l^ho

KVNU

lOGAi;

KIO

OGni.r;

.

.

KFEL has

station

Denver ov*/

KOAl PRJCT

for

KOVO PROVO

since the

network

SAITlA'YCiTV

KALI

expanded coast

Wyoming
KOFN
KODI

bMn

basis Mutual

a((iliat«

'

"

CAt»f R

CODY

KPOW

POVJC'l

KVRS

poccsfpifio:

tQ-coast on

December 29, 1936.

Managed by GENE

0 FAUON

Th« lengrftentel

Shoda^

sintp

of

1923

m.^ wdo

.

Re;>r.srntcd by BLAIR since 1937

KNOW HOW

*rtm tXPtlUfNKt

;

^

KALL oiSaUlakeCd^ LEADS
Hooper- measured share of audience growth!

in
TofBil

Rnfcd Tim*' P«ri«f{«
.

4 K»»warh kalian U>t»ii(ng

Ml

lull* tlfy

KALL
t>eo. '44
Jan. '48

May

'45

'46

'45
'46

May

'46
'46

16.4

'46
'46

17.3

'46
'46

19.9

16.1

Aug.
4ug.

'46

21.2

'16.3:

thru

8.2*
12.1

14.4

15.5

1S.8

31.2'

;

30.7

3E.i,

21.1

Lake

listeners glue dials to

for local hit

shows and
Per-

160

promotion and programming are aimed toward
SHOWMANSHIP ... scoring
hits consistently. Newest KALL

month on the

show-hits are the 4 Intermoun-

sonnel,

cent of
first

ait,

1^ <ll

I

Key

Station

mK§%W^§m

h

mm

of

the

tain

the

trail

of prog-

Empire daily radio ediLake Tribune-

Telegram, produced and
broadcast from the specially
constructed radio news-booth

Main Street window of
those papers. In Salt Lake,
KALL leads with showmanship.
in the

Progressive

intermounfain

IS-Station

Network— Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Montana

OF A PAIR

KFXJ

KVMV

MUTUAL

The Key Voice of Mtigic Valley

f

WESTERN COLORADO
GRAND JUNCTION

-

ore

left

tions of the Salt

SERVING THE RIQH FRUIT BELT OF

1926

the

ress.

KALL

3S.9'

Tnuox

+

at

Hooper indexes for total rated
periods in Salt Lake City recording KALL's

leading Mutual features.

KALL's

Shown

between Denver ond the coast

Salt

froni

change

Wyoming and

KALL = SHOWMANSHIP!

nfi
.

Utah, Idaho,

Montana.

basic market of over a million

%u

16.1

Hooper July-Augr.
Slatlon Llstoniub

t'er

Network covering the

in

,

'

Qomputea

October,

15-station Mutual (ntermounta'm

Feb.

July

ctir

945, as the Key station for the

Oct. '46

Dec.
Apr.

July

1

Not
on air

thru

Qot. '4B thru

June

KALL went on the

r-

m

Not
on air

Sept. '45

June

Here s Why KALL Is Your
BEST BUY IN SALT LAKE

lnif«}(*t

ksn*

1000

W-920

OUR TWENTIETH YEAR

-

K.C.

MUTUAL

in

TWIN FALLS,

Idaho

1946

ONLY PRIMARY SERVICE

Boomtown

Bulletin:

Provo, Utah,

STATION

KOAL
Prfce,

is

rapidly

becoming established as
ihe

."Steel

center of the West.

Utah

Provo's only station,
Reach this imporfant minrn^, tiv«ifo«k rctising ond
wholesolt trade orta wffh euHf tfndtnf network and
'"Relghberhood" pro^roms.

KOVOj^

offers advertisers

dominant coverage of

booming

AfRUated with

llllMk

m

"this

area.

MUTUAL BROADCASim« SYITEM
lilii

lilii

ill

"'i^mwt

i''Vi"'.i'';?:':':i¥iiiriiirHii:!i!.,

«

;

Memo

I hp IPXLY Market
Ol H» Kind . . .

KICA

from

The

M.

Clovis, N.

tilar

markets

in all

ttie

prestige she;

nov/".'

West Texas,

then. if9ii"dafi:l3e,i^^

boasts,

EaSte.Fn

in'

outratSis. flli^^netwbrfcs ;and:'it ain't

-

|taii8ion

power and

New

even dose."'

may

and

not cut

:

'

a

figure in your World's Largest

fhiS: ,250

IS
working

merchants every^ month,; But we want some
We have one rate card, the Big
Boys paying' the same the
We hope the
fact that the merchants who live with us and listen, to
us, pay almost 75 cents a month for every person in tiie
county in radio advertising,; jwill ctause;sppt tiuyer^^
investigate hov/ few people in our city hear .their spots
on regional and clear channel stations.
obliged

for

and

the Judy

at

KICA

in saying, "let's

is

.
,

ISEVADA

join the 3.50

a

of

.

to

.

for the takings

One Rale Card .
number
.

home

ours

.

.

.

telephone

om:

14utual."

One

.

.

.

—

to the com-

m unity
SPONSOR.

Manager

.

objective

.service

R. B. McAlister

and the

Write or Phone
Boulder Cftu 247

Radio Station BCICA

STATION
SILVER

virgin

practically

roinprises 35,000
permanent residents
.
2.000.000 annual visitors
a market thatV Yours
inai'kei

.

bride in '.Church.

odd Mutual buddies

keep backing

'riiii*

closer

deal and for Burl lyes.

Jill

Both local dealers are as happy .ds

we

.

.

"National'' Spot Biz.

So

.

watter.' grosses- ahout^

local

Much

.

ll.>0 KC—250 Watts
BOULDER CITY

.,

Network, bu.t.jOst the same ^'w

youngsters,

industrial cxr

sensation

For

^

:
.

ning".job.
Thankaf to your good, programming.,; and our 2

.

Stmthevn IVevada'*

,

o:

.

the

"YnnrMuiu-alStailon

Mutual

"Heart's

New

much

.

KBNE

.

mystery lineup; ,Iri; other, words, Edi,
Mexico, with some 18,000 people,

:the

in.Gldvis,

.

served hy

Mutual favorites wlh KICA"'s 16,000 radio families :inDesire,"

.

.

Mexico, a.nd.

elude. "Queert," "Smile Time," "Spotlight Bands,

.

moat Kpcctac-

play Bection

8utuli west's

Dear Ed;

When Mutual packs

KICA

—Las Vegas area

nation's

liit^

Boulder

spotlighted

Dam

K

WAL

BROADCASTING COMPANY,

INC.

EXCLUSIVELY SERVING THREE SMALL

METROPOLITAN AREAS

WALLACE,

MULLAN,

KELLOGG,
IDAHO

LocafeoT in fhe R/chesf

WE'VE

GROWN

IN THE PAST 5

Mining

UP

Th* west's largest livestock area, your meat market,

MUTUAL STATION

BOISE VALLEY

still

listens to

KRJF
Phono 1340

thm Unitmi States

NAMPA-BOISE, IDAHO

outgrown our communify'-^'their wishes art
our commands.
bavcin't

MILES CITY.

in

YEARS

But
We

District

Providing unmatched coverage of Idaho's rich and
responsive Boise Valley with $100,000,000 retail

volume

NEW FM STATION BY NOVEMBER 1ST

MONTANA

B00iTiN9 TO
1340 Kc.

AM

1,000 WAITS FM AND AfA
AT SaO WtOCYClES

—
VTednesday, Octob«r 33, 1946

4

STATIONS THAT ADD UP
TO HALF A STATE

KPOW
KWYO
KDFN
KVRS

network

Powell

50%

.

. .

makes

Sheridan

a neighborhood

Casper

Rock Springs

of a

cover

of Wyoming's

the world's largest

s

RADIO FAMILIES

2

4 cities, per capita retoi) soles are
almost double the national overage.*

In 3 of these

why more and more

That's

Wyoming Group
Wyoming consumers!

Mgtoal's
of

And improved

eream

to reach the

facilities

greater coverage

KPOW—increase
KWYO—^increase

advertisers ore using

tlian

now mean
ever

.

.

to 1000 w. just
to 1000

.

granted

w. just granted

KDFN-1000 watts
KVRS-250 wotts

BUY THE WYOMING GROUP

TRIE ...WE HAVE THE PROOF

IT IS
In

November

Growing
will

have

Fastest

City

its first

radio station

RODI
anil

a

it

will

'''The Voice of the Lower YeUowslone
And Upper Missouri River Vnlleyt^'
most popular station in twelve Eastern
Montana and Western North Dakota counties.
jVliilnal's
varielyj and their high quality proIs

CODY
Wyoming's

M

be

/1
\.'

now

Y
A

the

^raniniing is generally accepted by sponsors
liironghout onr coverage as tops in this area.
KGdX's broadcast revenue for the first six months'
of 1946 was 98% above the last six months of 1945.
We owe this phenomenal increase to our affiliation
^^ith the Mutual network (December ISlh, 1945).
IvGl^X, in its 2l8t year of service to tlie listeners In
Ensiern Montana and Western North Daltota. Is
lo«Fay. as always, the real "Goniniunily Station."

1000

watts

KGCX

1480 he

STUDIOS:
SIDNEY, MONTANA - WILLISTON, N. D*

MUTUAL

REACH
Idaho's third
largest city.

IDAHO
FALLS
With Idaho's

most powerful

affiliate.

radio station

• • •

're

You 're
ABSAROKA
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Opening

in

November

darn

tootin

KVNU
LOGAN, UTAH
UTAH'S FARM STATION

KID
5000 Watts
1300 on the dial
Owned tfnd Operated by
KID BROADCASTING CO.,
tNC.

Reed Bullen, Oen. Mgr.

:

'

W«clnMd«]r, Ootobsr B8, 1946
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miOZEN-iliiiiloWIH

GOING UP

fort oojGi

kvfd:

MAR5IIALirQ',','M,

QIiUV..VA

SIOUX citY

:.i

TO

Kansas
KVAK'

atciii';q-i,*

5000 WAHS

;

KttWf / EMPOifiA
GAROi-i a:x
KlUL
KVOB GREAT Bt.rW
.

-

Sending
solid

Minnesota
KODI

rEPOU'i TAfii

WIOL M.INNPA^0LI5
KVOX MOOBIHAO

ST.

Dakota's

PAUl

MUTUAL on

a

North
wheat and

signal

into

rich

.

cattle land.

Missouri

KHMO
KWoi
WMBH
WH»

HAi;\

)•>;

:

j6FrF??o;;

citr':;

JOPI.I;:

•KANSAvCiT-'

KCKN

ID)

KWOa

KAHSAS CWi' IN)
POPLAR Bl;liF.F

KFEQ

sr. JOS'.Pii

KWK

ST.

KLPM

;.

KDRO

LOUIS
SEDAllA

KTT*

SPRI-JO'IEIO

>

.

;

.

'

'

Nebraska

MINOT

KORN FREWONi;
KHAI

HASTiMG-:

KOFW

KEAR-irr

KFOR

LINCO

-:

KBOM OMAHA
:

,

North Dal<ota
KOCU

BiSMAPC-:'vi-;i)AN:'

KDIR

Kta

DEVILS :.*-.E
JAMESTOiV;f

KIPM

MIMOT

K0V6

VAlLf.

.

-.V

Soutll Dal<otct

KABR

ABF

WNAX

YA\>.= 0-.

Now

ST.

JOSEPH,

WLOL

Concentrates

5000 Watts

Missouri

en

MINNEAPOLIS
Bringing Mutual's fine programs
.

to

one

of

and

.

America's richest farm

SAINT PAUL

areas^Northwest Missouri,
Southern Iowa, Northedst Kansas

24 Hours a Day

and Southeast Nebraska.

WLOL
Basic

680

kc.

5,000

Mutual— Unsurpassed Coveraae

watts

Genaral

Mana^M-^-NOItMAN

of the

BOGGS
COMPANY

National Re|>re(en»attve-s|OHN BLAIR and

iMiiltiiitiii

lillllllllllllll

liiilli

IffluilIllfflfllRlllilli'Bllllnlfff

iiiiMlMiiiila

iL

1
M

1

'

'iii
'i

i

i

iii'

Hi

mm

|{iiIii<iiil;,'iU»

n

Twin

Cities'

Weclneetlas, Ocloher 28,

1946

79

TO

42.6
/

NETWORK
»TATION

PROeRiSS

B

i

(SHARI OF AUDIINCE)
*

;

26.3
*24.2

NETWORK
STATION

NETWORK
STATION

*20.6

C

KWK

*2I.8

B

NETWORK

c

38%

*ll.7

KWK

76%

NETWORK

i

STATION

*I5.3
NETWORK
STATION

10%

STATION

D

35%

b
J

i

1

1946

1941

These comparisons are based on the average hourly percentage of audience according to C. E» Hooper
morning, afternoon and evening indexes of June -July 1941, and June -July 1946.

In January, 1941

KWK became the exclusive

St.

Louis outlet for the Mutual Broadcasting System.

PAUL

H.

RAYMER, REPRESENTATIVE

HOTKL CHASE,

ST.

LOUIS
ill

11
.I'll

.,'1

III.

III.
III

iJiil

ll,'

'II

k

III
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:*:iiiiiiilipp.'^«owTH
J

MBS

FARGO

MOORHEAD

KVOX

North

Dakota

MFD

Minnesota

^

FORT DODGE, IOWA

Serving the largest rural trade center in

the U.

S.

A. (U. S..Dept. of Agriculture

Year Book).

^

Covering nine counties of the richest
farm land in the world (BMB Station

Audience Report).

Winner of the first place awards from
Billboard and Radio Broadcasting.

^

Holder of two special merit awards

from Ralston Purina
First in listeners in Fort

Dodge and

sur-

rounding territory morning, noon and
early evening (Conlan, 1946).
Is

happily a

member

of Mutual, the

world's largest network.

FARGO,

D.—UNRRA

N.

the wheat farmers are

KVOX—In

Chief LaGuardia knows where
and how to reach them.

the heart of the

Red River

KVFD 4 FORT DODGE ^
Iowa

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
NORTH CENTRAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

KDLR

22 Years

The

BMB

in

Operation

7 Years Wjth MBS

of

Home County—96% Home

^ More than 50% 9
Radio Homes
^
in

20,770

THAT'S

Corn Network

MAKE BETTER USE OF YOUR TIME!

Report Gives KDLR:

19 counties Day^16 counties Night

1^ 95%

Tall

Mutual Broadcasting iSystem

the Right Network

DEVIL'S LAKE, N. D.

^

Willi

Valley.

HANNIBAL,

City

BLANKETS A 36 MILLION DOLLAR MARKET

counties
in

IN THE

Primary Area

COVERAGE THAT PAYS OUT

The Newly Reorganized

MUTUAL!
[

NETWORkJ

Into....
.

For Best Results at Lowest Cost in Tapping This
Rich Market, Beam Your Message Through KGDE

.

THE

WHEAT
BELT

Commnnity

Mutnal's Western Minnesota Aifiliote
Coverage in Three States
250 Watts-1230 Kilocycles

.

BUCKLE OF THE

FERGUS FALLS, MINN.
In the Heart of a Rich Funning

^

(lepJuei^4Uedl4f, JOHN

Worth Looking

GDE
Fast Growing Station Located in

HANNIBAL > QUINCY AREA

AND
MBS-i

KOVC
VALLEV CITY. NO. DAK.

E.

PEARSON

81

Wedncfiday, Octolwr 23, 1946

J
^ie Swing is
COWTOWN,U.

S. A.

Occober 19-2(5, concurrently with the N. A. B. convention in Chicago, the world's second biggest
livestock exposition is being held here iii Cowtownthe 48th annual "American Royal Livestock and Horse
Show." yf/nh showmanship plays ji part in this
important community activity, with our prexy, Don
Davisy as chairman of the American Royal Coronation
Ball and advisor to the Junior League in producing
theit "Cowtou>n Carnival."

WHB's Dick Smith is producer and M. C. of the
which crowns the 1946
American Royal Queen. The livestock exposition
colorful coronation pageant

testimony to the fact that animals ate
business
When it's round-up time in Texas,
market time in Kansas City, the world's largest
source of stocker and feeder cattle. Om w////o» head
of cattle are slaughtered here annually, and more
thza two million head are shipped out for fattening.
Figure it for yourself, and you'll find that's a lot of
beef, Chief— a lot of premium-priced Kansas City
Sirloin for your table in New York, San Francisco,
or wherever. Naturally that's a lot of dollars, too,
in the pockets of Kansas City consumers. And if
you're considering a roundup, via advertising, of
itself is living
big:

.

.

.

it's

Kansas City consumer cash, select a medium that
will rope, tie, and put your brand on the whole
herd quicker than you can clog our a chorus of
"Ei Rancho Grande." Choose WHB, Kansas City's
Dominant Daytime Station, and rest assured of a
full corral. <.
:

WHB

DAYTIME STATION AUDIENCE MAP
4

was

MONl.
[UNION
OOHtBY ADAMS
1

CLARKE

LUCAS

MONROfc

C)[CA''UR

WAYNE

NOOSE

"

tPSON

G) J

eo

/
1

«
HtHONT

^Af

TAVtoJgSS

E

APPA.

van'
DAVIS

turn

lb
91

9:1

95

let's face Figures!

94

t\

LED

1

LAND

First

seven months of this year Kansas City:
.3,970,057 head of livestock,
of $1,000,000 per day.

Received8 value

•

at

2,199,3S5 head of livestock, at
Shipped
a value of $700,000 per day.
•

Slaughtered

2i08i,64i ht»d of live-

stock, at a value of $5OS,0eo per day.

DON
JOHN

T.

DAVIS

SCHILLING

BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK.

w
KEY STATION FOR THE KANSAS STATE NETWORK
KANSAS

CITY

fMI>0«IA

w

SAUNA

CHAT tENQ

WICHITA

^oux <:Mutua[ Station

in tfit

^zo^xajifiicaC Ctnt&x of

6\%.
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II50

tfisL

<±NatLon

O/SJ

X-

SALI N A

KANSAS

^5000 WATTS
APPLIED FOP^

587,136 people with 407,066,000 dollars to spend
JOHN

CONLAN SURVEY
PROVES!

PEARSON CO.

RADIO STATION

CLINTON, IOWA
Leads State
Leads State

^40%

KTSW
EMPORIA KAN5/\S

in Building Permits
in

%

ef

Employment

Leads State in-Population increase

KWOS

E.

/ncreaiie Since

MUTUAL+

1946^
• LOCAL

NEWS

—

in Missouri's Capital,

Best Roil, Water and Highway

FadUUes

7:00 a.m. 1st Edition
12:15 p.m.^Noon Edition
6:15 p.m.— Late. Edition
10:00 p.m.—Pinal Edition

WITH BOB MOTT, FULLJefferson

the

is

City,

right

TllVie

KROS
CLINTON'S ONLY STATION

key to use

KTSW NEWS EDITOR
• SPORTS

ALL

Emporia's Football and
Basketball sohedul*, including
games both home and away:
Kansas State Teachers, College

of Emporia, and

to unlock

165 Active Local Accounts
the buying power

47 National

anil Regional Clients

Emporia

High....

WITH VIC PECK, FULL-TIME
KTSW SPORTS EDITOR

* ENTERTAINMENT
IVIusical

shows programmed

for

variety dramatic features written, directed and produced by
the
staff special-events
;

in

the wealthy

.

KTSW

"Heart of Missouri"

Doing a

sales job for

Mutual iu

Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois

Market
THE MIDWEST'S LEADING 250 WATTSR

"This

Is

Mutual"

J

coverage in the interest of

Em-

poria and east-central Kansas.;

0R/GfNATfN6
DA/LY FEATURES
TO THE vims^%
STATE NETWORK

.

Xf/tBi6
Mutual Broadcasting System
great bend, kansas

^Ut/€STGCK

5000

9^

JOHN

M

"Timebuyers^

(SUCCESS STORV-REVERSE ENGLISH)

JV 1

BM

Hi

says

SIOUX CITY, IOWA

22,110

SHHHHHHH!
This
,

,

.

sort of a secret, but

is

you

well,

know.

may

as

well

looking for
don't buy us—

PEARSON

E.

REPRESENTATIVE

(mm
Betvare''!

WATTS

DAY and NIGHT

-IlIuS""-

rich

If you're

C()VEKAGE.

NOW! CORN is SOOO tall in
MARSHALL COUNTY and
surronndinsr area this year
that our signal can't get

BASIC MUTUAL

IOWA

thru.":'"'

But come late fall and corn
pluckin' time and we'll again

"HEART

the

cover

IOWA"

the

like
.

.

KNOW

distinguished from

pays off

.

FARM

OF

proverbial

You see, we
blanket
that CORN (the .80
bushel per acre kind), to be
.

equals

PROGRESS

*

FAMILIES
art'

"CORN,"

delivered by

,

Merely contact Don Cooke,
New York, Chicago, or
George Webber, Dcs Moines.

'100% INCREASE

KICD
Spencer-Estherville

KFJB

IN AUDIENCE IN

Marshalltoun

TWO YEARS

"In the Heatt of

Iowa"

1230 KC

Mi ri AL—of

course!!
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COUNTIES IN SOUTH AND
NORTH DAKOTA AND MINNESOTA ARE

FIFTY-NINE

HOWDY, FOLKS!

SERVICED BY THIS STATION. 1946
RETAIL FIGURES SHOW AVERAGE INCREASE OVER 1945
OF 21.3%. SOUTH

WELCOME

DAKOTA 31%

TO JOPLIN, MISSOURI,
THE GREAT SOUTHWEST, ONE OF THE FASTEST

AND

5

GROWING LITTLE EMPIRES IN
THESE UNITED STATES. WHERE
THE SUN SHINES A LITTLE
BRIGHTER AND THE BIRDS SING A
LITTLE SWEETER. WHERE OUR STURDY
FOLKS EAT AND SLEEP, AND YES LIVE,

Full

K.W.
Time

ABERDEEN, SOUTH DAKOTA

BUT CONSIDERABLY LONGER. MANY
MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS ARE CASHING IN ON THE WEALTH OF THIS LITTLE EMPIRE BY CONTINUALLY TELLING OUR FOLKS OF
THE THINGS THEY HAVE THAT WILL MAKE LIFE A

IN
;

THIS;':

•r'^

NON-COMPETItlVE
MARKET SUCH POTEN-

MORE PLEASANT.

LITTLE

1420 K.C.
Mutual

kaBR

TIAL

FIGURES

ON

RETAIL

SPEAK VOLUMES FOR
THOSE SEEKING OUTLETS FOR THEIR
VARIED MERCHANDISE
HERE IS YOUR STATION
SALES

SURE THEY USE

M
The

H

B

WE

New

York

-WALKER COMPANY -

Chicago

BPSINESS

Home

Station that has been tested and tried since
has been our privilege to grow with this Empire.
proud of the fact that a great many local merchants and fnanufocturers have been advertising over
WMBH day in and day out without a miss from 8 to 16
years.
It is our belief that they are
not doing this
just because they like us. We believe that we have produced results and made them money or they wouldn't
continue using our facilities year in and year out.

1926.

It

We are

WSBR
Mulual's
affiliate

A

recent survey of listener habits by Robert S. Conlan &
Associates shows that in this little Empire,
has an
average rating of 45.7 from 6:00 A.M. to midnight.

NEW, FULL-TIME
in

Duluth-Superior

WMBH

We

Bringing to fht 70,000 radio homes in its coverage area,
the full schedule of Mutual programs.

could give you a lot of success stories but you would
think we were only bragging. We will say this, however,
that if you want to reach the people of Joplin and this
little Empire,
is the proven answer.
Don't take
our word for it; write to any local merchant in this area.
We are proud to be a member of the Mutual Broadcasting
System. It has been a privilege to grow with a network
that has made such progress in so short a time.

Delivering to the advertiser, coverage of this important
twin market at a new lower cost per thousand.

WMBH

MBS

WSBR

ss More /or Your Money

RADIO STATION
"HAPPY HUNTING GROUND"

J

II
WE

,

In

.MAKJS

,

,.

BlfSINKSS

Serving the rick, ttgrimUural center nf North Dakota,

H
HfM'

known

nationally

as

a gportsman^a

Paradise

* • «

,

STATION KGCU

Continuous Operation Since 192&

Owned and Operated By

Bismarck

THE JOPLIN BROADCASTING CO.

—Mandan,

N. D.

Whose' fine programs provide accurate marksmen
indeed for advertisers aiming at this 4th market in

FRISCO BUILDING
JOPLIN, MO.

the stale

.

.

.

and 2nd greatest wheat producing area

of the nation.

"Brick" Poynor, Mgr.

IliiilB^

lliiilllllillillll^^

.

.
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A DOZEN YEARS OF
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GROWTH

KDTH...

Dubuque^ /owa
//I

'

CRUN

wisconsinST'

Heart of the Rich

the

Mississippi River Valley

Serving Parts of
WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS AND IOWA
KDTH—^first

The radio audiences turn +o
choice

News, Sports, Enfertainnnent and

in

Public Service.

KDTH

is

recognized by dealers everywhere

as an integral part of th» best merchandising network.

For Dealer and

Consumer acceptance

it's

ILLINfoTs
•

»»|«o^ Jo*'*

KDTH and MUTUAL
Area

In the Tri-State

Garden

Kansas

City,

— a gorden-spof for more Sales

KIUL
—
an

Garden City

effective economical foof

making

profits

KIUL covers 20 counties
and Eastern Qolorado
.

families

(\NUh

45.2%

of the Audience

Day and Night)

To

and $49,995,000

sell this

.

grow
in

.

.

for,

...

Western Kansas
writh 24.260

radio

in retail sales.

sales-garden, prof itably

.

.

.

BUY KIUL

'
,

STATION KGFW
'The Midway Station

of the Nation"

'/,.,.

'„'

\

.v/.'/./,...S

around tha corner
ftom everywh^t^

where Kshu^ng
For personalized, aggressive, result-getting service to advertisers aiming at the

rich

agricultural

areas

of

central

and

Itvyin^ or# «fMttt

and

southern Nebraska and northern Kansas.

KGFW-Kcariiey, Nebraska- 1340 kc

06RI^1'

!
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POPULAR PRODUCTS

RIGHT

e •

t

in Poplar Bluilf, MiBsouri, ar« thos« that

advertisers

sell

via

this

thriving

towu*s

own

favorit« station

KBON.
March,

and

its

1947,
Fifth

KBON

OMAHA

c«l*brata«

III

KWOC

Fifth v«ar<

POPLAft BLUFF. MO.

year with the Mutual Brocidccistitts

System. Fiv* years o{ steady growth in th« rich
central Missouri Valley trading areoi

AfHUaM

with fh» Mutual BeoadeMting System

KBON-FM
BIG-TIME

COVERAGE

At low Time costs on

A
HASTINGS,

NEBRASKA

Located in the best

soil oonduotivify region in the United
ifHAS serves an area eontainincr almost 60,000
radio homes ... an area where $104,15&,000 in retail sales
are spent yearly.

States,

MBS

WFIIIATE

On
17

this

page you will find the slogan-stories of

Mutual

City"

Measured

in watts, they "re not big stations.

measured

in influence they are big

in their-communities.

and

station

to

the

and purchasing power.

Ydu

will

find.,

in these big stories in little space,

City"

many and good

—from

"The

you "more for your money."

why

reasons

WKAL
IIO.^IK.

New

Mutual's

WBBQ

\\

.V.

On

the World

the Air

Programs

•

^

^^^^^^^^^

^^^Kr^^'

'

Georgia's

;

,

Market

3rd.

;.

WSGC

WHTB

£I.BEnTOX,

TALLAI»EI^A. ALA.

X. Y.

Soon—Bringing Mutual

Low-Cost Coves-age

'

;

wwsc

to

'

Voice in the Mtihawk Valley

GLKNS FALLS,

these stations give

AUGUSTA, «A.

City Station

Whose Products Serve

Mutual

—and buy the products that are advertised

From "The Copper

"Prosperous Coosa Valley"

The Copper

They are

to their

by Mutual's sponsors.

important—individually

are

too,

the "Nations Southernmost

to

are markets of people and industry

markets in which people listen

In fact, 14 of the 17 are the

in the aggregate.

— these

find agriculture

But

and important

only stations in their markets.

The markets,

TVA"

Heart of

stations.

Another New Mutual Station
,

A N6W

Serving

Mutual Station

1400
in a Profitable

The Prosperous Cocsa

Market

Valley

Kc— 250 Watts—Full Time
& Tanz

National Representatives: Cox

WNVA

WALL
MIDDLKTOn X,
"

BMB

In the Rich, Densely-populated

Mutual Basic Group

with 18,244 Radio Homes in the

WRLC
TOCLOA,

]\OIITO>, VIIIOIMA

N. Y.

n>v

Area

Jx8.alO

y

WRLC
o iZU

JNlgxlli

WGNI

WIRA
FOOT PIEIM E,

Survey Gives

rLOmeS

»YEllS»riU;, TEXX.

FLA.

WILMIXCiTOX, X.

C.

Serving

The

Nation's 1000th Licensid

Station

7,090

Radio Homes

in

Dyer County

35,010

Radio Homes

in

Daytime Area

ONE GRAND STATION

One

of Carolina's Great Vacation Spots:

A

Berving the Wonderful Indian River Area

WLAR

WKWF
KKY WEST,

Mutual's Southernmost Outlet

The

Rebirth

One

of Mutual's

KGRH

KVIC

FAYETTE VI LLE. AHH.

VILTOIIIA, TEX.
•

The

'

Covers Northwest Arkansas
Cattle,

ALL WAYS A GOOD BXJY
Nearest

MBS

X. C.

One -Station Markets

Center of the Rich Tobacco and

,

EXCLUSIVE PRIMARY COVERAGE

(EMB)

Joining Mutual in the Near Tuture

LUMBERTOX,

TVA

Where Good Government Was Given

Nation's Southernmost City
Listeners

WTSB

ATUEXS, TEXX.

FLA.

In the Heart of

91% Day and Night

Thriving City Of Over 55,000

Growing Territory

KGFL
KO^WELL,

XEW

3IEXICO

City of

Second Oldest Station

Cotton and Oil

Station Is 100 Miles

Away

One

of

in the State

Mutual's Newest

Stations

;

Nhitual

is ft<jgfy g

.

t .

and

to

w«Ve had

twelve y«ars

time to do and to team a lot o! things about net-

work broadcasttag' Wliat weVa don«

What we've
become a

learned

Is

history.

Is

mor« important -ho\\'

to

better network -.by living up, better, to

our responsibilities to our

listeners;

Opportimities to artists and wi'itersj

providing

by dehvering

improN'ed seiTico to our stations, sponsors, and
is

Tomonow,

th« experienced

it

out.

ha\e been with us

responsibiUties,

ever-widening choice in hstening

and educational
programs.

and

We

writers

in public service

and de-

will continue to seek out

and

an

as well as sheer entertainment

new programs,

velop

to

listeners

to

to atti'act

encourage

top-name

We

have another responsibility;

it

so

to

many

— become

stations

most one-station
until

we reach

basis, Tliat is

cities.

all

We

phig our weak spots and add to our strength.

Our second
sor's

goal

money. This

i$

w«

tO delivar

more

for the spon-

ar« already doing

-and

OUR AFFILIATE?
siles,

h.«

the network with the

adding

the people,

affiliates,

made

Wa

Niutual a

have more,

than 359 stations and the siz« of our av erage sponsored hook-up has increased «ach year.

We

it is

may some day have 400
In days ahead,

wd

or more

will

We hope and expect you

1

goal here

is

work

top markets

— in

others, competitive.

ticularly strong in

station" markets
nation's radio

We

at tlwse pledges.

wijl hold us to tiiem.

FCC

many

are par-

Mutual

more than 220 Mutual "one-

which account for 24.8% of

flue

Broadcasting System

homes and where we capture more

than 503 of th^ audience, day and night.
that

iiv

grants are on tlie

way-we

And

v\ ill

mv,-

be able

we

stations.

to deliver coverage where

most productive. We are very strong

will

continue to be this kind of network, so that

FOR SPONSOR AND AGENCY
Our No.

will

continue to do. In »von larger measure,

better net^vork for our

we've added

will continue

com-

c to onr

stand behind our Pledge.

all

Our programming and

to bring net-

why

tlvsy are al! ali\

we'll

communities which had ne\er had

on a satisfactory

dwy

-but

artists

new ones, And

continue to give right-of-way to free speech,

work radio

Many of our men and women

for years -others only a

parati\'ely short time

Always we have worked to give our

w« hav«

Happily,

people to carry

THE LISTENER AND ARTIST

our Pledge for

advertising agencies. Tills, then,

WORLD'S LAROEST NETWORK

.:,
''.

.

Vi't«ln*'8<Tay,

iiahio

October 23, 1946
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AVCO Lends Hubbard $850,000 to Buy
KSTP, With Right
Washington, Oct. 22.
TUll details on pending sale of
KSTP, St. Paul, to its iongrtime
manafier. Stanley Hubbaid
j<(-n*r«l
with option for eventual resale to
the Aviation Corp. were revealed
litre last vs'eek, when formal sales
ajiijlitation arrived at FCC offices.
interest focuses on a
'l'l'init;3p«l

Buy

to

John

St.

|

%

In Later

Washington, Oct.

for a tour of the Balkans,
about his discharge from

pig station— and then back

liistead, .he,.said, his Spot

by

'

.

been consummated.
FCC gives its approval to the
double-swap, AVCO will have a

.

and

busted

third 50

kw

outlet

Plan

on a regional network
its own. The company bought WLW,
Cincinnati, last year and recently
WPS given FCC okay to buy WINS,

New

UAW,

.York,
'Vr^'-^
Teems, of the original sale call for
Hubbard to pay $825,000 to the
trustees of the Shields and Brown
estates (late owners of tlie station)
for 1,,')00 .shares or 75% of the station. Hubbard and his wife, Did-

Bid,

'

:.

in llth-Hour

For Det.

Loan
Hubbard,
rangement,
from AVCO

the loan

does not approve
Hubbard's resale -of KSTP to CrosIcy, AVCO will extend the loan an
acidilibnal six months to give liim
time to find another buyer. FCC's
principal anterest here is seen to focus on fact that Hubbard will pay
$.".35,000 for control of KSTP while
f.x or seven months later AVCO
m.iy exercise its option to buy the

,

"

be hiked

application

gays,

if

Still

more,

the

U.

S,

Treasury refunds part of a tax ^ay,

tices..

its hometown of Detroit;
licensed to the Chicago Federation of Labor, is the only other
union-owned station in the
field.
UAW, which up to this time- has

The.

UAW's move

,

FM

is still some
as recognition that
distance off and that ownership of
a standard outlet is. the only: sure
way to reach its 300,000 Detroit
via radio. The union ali vembers

ready has a conditional grant for »n
FM outlet in Detroit and has bids
in for Chicago, Cleveland and Flint,
Michigan FM stations. It recently

withdrew FM bids in Newark, N. j.
and Los Angeles and, it is under-

mrnt made by the station last year.
While FCC spokesmen iitimediate-

the question of "trafficking stood, expects to plow some of the
the application makes cash earmarked for those stations
into the Detroit
operation.
if clear that Hubbard will not lo.se
his loan it FCC refuses to let AVCO
fold FCC it wanted a standin as majority owner of KSTP. And ard station because its member.s had
theoretically,
a competing buyer been "unable to purchase
re»
may enter the picture and match the sceiving sets at reasonable prices at
$1. '200,000 figure. If FCC continues
the present time and will undoubtto exhibit less and less concern for edly be unable to purchase such sets
sales prices of radio stations, it was in substantial numbers for a conindicated that AVCO could rea.son- siderable period of time." (It was
ably expect commission approval of the
which first raised charge
licenses,"

AM

UAW

.

FM

On

;

Buy Green

;

.

Two

„;;,

member store's commercials will be
Washington, Oct. 22.
heard in market in which that given
Apparehtly abdi.ta tin|: &\i concern store operates. To listeners in gny
specific locality,
each department
for soaring, sales "prices of radio stastore will receive full impact and
;

.

FCC

in

a surpri.se four-to-one

prestige

vote here last Thursday (17) okayed

Philadelphia

Million $ Biz

among AM'ers and set
manufacturers to delay FM, a charge

of collusion

Red Bait Vetoed

currently being investigated with
little or no success at the Justice
department.)

th

price of $6,000,000.

time and talent.

tion

:,;;

tem, Inc.
Orr, who

is on vacation,
up his own agency.

is

is

interpreted to

have given up any

Philip W. Lennen, prexy of L&M,
and Ray Vir Den, executive veepee,
announced that their firm's billings
this year will still reach $15,000,000,
without the Jergens-Wpodbury business.
They have recently added
Ruppert Brewery, James Cagney
Productions and Maxson Foods Sys-

ByAFRAinNl
Only

146 members of American
Fi»doration of Radio Artists were
williiig. to vote for a so-called "antico.nmunist" resolution put to a ballol
last w eek at a special meeting of the
J^'tw York local, although the petition calling ;for the special session
had. Icon signed by 315 members.

.

-

.stations

for Detroit can

UAW's program format

match the

in "the

pubr

UAW

interest." The
will operate
non-profit station. With no more
than 50% of the time sold, and remaining 50% widely distributed
among community groups.
lie

a

mean

that,

Kentucky U. In

they

preten.se of cheek-

ing inflationary sales prices of radio

Censor Tangle

Cohn & Marks,: attorneys for the
purchaser, said that J. David Stern,
publisher of the Philly Record would
take over active management of the
stations around Nov.. 18.
Dr. Lton
Levy and Isaac Levy, principals in
Broadcasting Co., will confContinued on page 96)

Nashville, Oct. 22.
of Kentucky ha»
new kind of censorship on
and WSM. which broadcast
the
Kentucky-Vanderbilt
football
game from Lexington Saturday 19)4

The University

impo.sed a
radio,

WCAU

setting

The

soap: opera

Thursday

real loss of a loved ohe "with resolution and. courage" because the soap
operas had presented; a pattern and

Ahead."
Leading spokesman among the ihtellectuals to support radio's perennial serials .was Prof. Lyman Bryson
of Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

given theiti time to think it out.
Predicting that perfection of ,FM
broadcasting will enable radio .systcjins to: pi'es.ent tho:.usainds of addi-

:

'

,

;

_

,

tional programs, Bryson said the.se
will include; works of a higher eultural level than the prcschtatiohs
which are tied do\\'n.by the itiaterialistic interests of the network show
sponsors.;
FM, he said, will give
"m.inoriiy
ciiltui'iil
intei'ests" : a

.

who

is

director of education

i

,

;

time, when
AFRA is negotiating n«w contracts,"
ine special meeting beat the resolution by a vote of
198 to 146.
The re.solution now goes to mail
i-

c.v

,

at

this

:vndum. of the -New York

bcr^iuix
,

tactic

,ripd,

FCC gives
The, application— an-

argument made on earlier
union requests— .say.s that over 81%

ticipating

Of its iiicmbership
citizens.

are

Americafi.

,

.mein--

programs"

what

chance.

'•educatiorial

they; listen to, he;p'pintefl:

millions answer "Life Can Be
Beautiful" and "Portia Faces Life."

out,

.

people

.

AFRA

.

force-s

contend,

most of the same

university.

The

.

i

•

Br.yfion's denial that .art

could not

be slipped into .foap operas was in
answer to a statement by Dr, Arthur

sored and sustaining programs."
"I queried Mr. Sulzer," said Harris,,
"and' found .the uiiivcrsily I'naintainsv
the right to censor broadcasts of
football games.
He a.ssurcd me that
'a fine station like WSM' need have;
no fear, that the stipulation was
aimed against stations that might
not use the discretion demanded by
the univensity.
:For instance.' he
pointed put, they would never stand:
for mention on the air of drunk.s in
the .stadium.
"When l a.sked if such censorship
was requjred of newspaper reporters'
covering the. game, lie an.sw(>red in
Ihe negative, undertaking to explain
to me the difference between. a raI'dio station and a 'newspaper.
In this
.

;

I

,

I

Although terming such programs Sphhabel, 82-,vear-old Au.strlatiU'orn-'
"beiieath contempt" from a; critical T poser, that '•art;;cari ;heve£' -be -takien .;insU(nce.;yi ;'cept!iitjly ;'tliink 'the:**!.;:?!"
art standpoint, Bry.son asserted they da\vn\vardR."
no difference. And I, know that file.
Contending that lush art will Univ. of Kf'nlucky would not dare
can be used to bring higher art to
tlie masses as well as to teach valid :<,tand on its own, Bry.son declai'ed
undertake ten.sor.ship against the
that the radio advertiser should try press."
lessons in living a fuller life.
Bryson recalled that early in the nipre often to reach his audience at
In order to get the football game,
w ar not one .soap opera had rpferred its highest level of interest. Bryson on the air. Harris accepted the rut*'
.•^aid it has been .hi,"! Ihepi'y that the
ing.und(;i' protest. But, he has .Writto the dealh of .soldiers in action. aU
though this was an experience which Metropolitan Museujn shpuld be, ten 10 the National A.s.sn. of Broadwas to come to many families. The olown up and its picUires hung in C'a.stei-s' requesting that the
deal
the bar.':, poolroom,? and .subway sta- with the ejccculivrs of the university
net(yorl<.s callod in program sponsoi's
aiid'talkcd it over, he sajd,: with the tions of New York. "Tlieii trust the "v.-ho aie probably in ignorance of
wotk .of art tp appeal to the hunran the" implicjiHpris of ..(heir censorship
rp,>.ull .that all.but;()ne .sponsor; agreed
being," he added.
mandaic."
that such material should; be worked
|

'

who

are pres.sing for the resolution are the same who previously
liad taken the "ivory tower" position
wc ''c.solution were Ben Grauer,' na- against injecling politics into AFHA.
'I'Jiiiil
AFRA veepce; Frank Butler
The fact that 3]i5 .nl«mber.S signed
aiM Ernie Stone<
to have the re.4)liilion put on the
The resolution, denying that
agenda, while only 146 voted for it,
iit-'ommunist-dominated, in effect is cileri as proof of genuine democr^y&ca a denial of something
that racy inside AFRA, where people
^Vi
sn, and merely raises
a bugaboo, were willing to ha^e n jubject di.sihe iinti-rewlutio-i
agaln.st
T.L'ading. the

-iney point out
that

people, ars ssked

!

.

forces for the resoui.-'il were Alan
Burice, Tom Shir.Jp and Staats Cotsworth. Opposing
.

;

them, the

the

for

:

.

scholars attending the Princeton Bicentennial conference on "The Humanistic Tradition in the Century

versity,

director

clause read: "The Univ. of Kentucky,
When this was through its radio director, reserves:
J., Oct. 22.
into the scripts;.
was defended here done, he declared, serial devotees full and absolute right to approve all
by some of the, Were better able: to cope with the phases of presentation on all .spon-

and postwar studies for CBS.
DcnDiyiced uniformly by AFRA'"The people who listen to the dayinternational UAW, has advanced
ite.s
for various factions that had
time radio serials believe honestly
for part of the stock and
.previou.^ly clashed on political mat- $5,500
that they are learning ways to live
ready:
to
.underwrite
purstands
tei-!?,
as being, essentially "a unionWhen
a better life," Bryson .said.
Splitting.;

not taking this interference lying

down. ;.
According to .lack Harris, asst.
gen mgr. of WSM. a .special clause
was in.serted into the contract sent
Ihe station by Elmer Sulzer, radio

Arty Group Thinks Life Can Be
Beautiful with Soft-Soap Operas

The application indicates that the

cha.se of the rest, in event

;

1

is

.

.

.

sponsorship,

country will provide the pro-

prop£i-ties.

Princeton, N.

attorney Ernest Goodman
.sought to: consolidate the union's
bid in the Oct. 25 hearing on ground
that none of the existing -or proposed

,

,

gram with a tremehclous advertising
FCC^Commissioner Paul: A. Walker fanfare. Macy's has signed as sponsor:
Robert W. Orr, for 22 years With, stuck to his earlier dissent in the in New 'York.
Lenneii & MitcheU ad agency, lat- AVCO case and called for hearing
William Morris agency is ha'ndling
terly veepee and account exec, for on the Sale.
He would undoubtedly talent for "Big Show" which, in
the highly profitable ,Tergens-Wood- have been upheld in this view by conception and format, will be "iri
bviry account, has quit, taking; the Commissioner Clifford J. Durr, still tradition of such outstanding radio
J-W business with him.
absent at the "big five" radio parley programs as the old Shov/ Boat and
The radio billings alone for J-'W's in Moscow, Both held in the AVCO Kate Smith hours.
major airers, including Walter Win- decision that FCC had not only the
chell and Louella Parsons on ABC, authority but; .an, obligation to fix
and "Mr. and Mrs. North" on NBC, ceiling prices on i-adio stations.
amount to close to $2,000,000 for
However, the FCC majority's posi-

NoH-Profit Station

UAW

individual

Fact that each store wil- back up
the show, which will be "live,"

means the concerted promotional effort by member stores throughout

WCAU

UAW

:the iransaetion;

of

and

Philadelphia, to the
Record for a; record

without hearing sale of

WCAU-FM,

was. looked on

.

.

Light to Big Sales

OrrExitsIlMWith

.

:

eommcntator, "The Pied Pipcr.s"
singins .£;roup, plus lianie band, and
lop annoinwcr... as. yet unnamed. Top
guest stars will also be featured.
Big
Show was conceived; by
Schwimmer & Scott of Chicago,
working with PJadib Features,; a ip:cal prodiictioiV outfit. The sponsor-V
ing organization is how i
process.
Of compK'tilion with manj' major
markets already inked; on i52-\veck;
cphtracts and others in negotiation.
Although program will be simuU
taneou.sly aired in all markets, only

into

tions,

AM

beeri concentrating its efllorts in FM,
do battle with three other comparties for use of the 680 kc wavelength at an FCC hearing skedded
for. Friday (25) in Detroit."

.

wotild be deliberately goad-

adverse action, it's hoped,
and upon, refusing a station license

ly raised
irt

WCAU

'

FCC
ed:

watter in

.

AVCO may

the

FCC's 4-1 Okay

WCFL,

The

to

AM er

•Will

.

'

would precipitate a test case. Litigafirst CIO union to, try
break into the standard broad- tion, would thereafter positively determine FCC scope, and .eliminate
cast field here last '(veek \yheh it
doubts that keep industry on edge.
filed an llth-hour bid for ,ah AM

'

75% for $1,200,000.
application points out that
the $1,200,000 figure will reflect incica.sed earnings of the station over
1h(> six or seven-month period when
Hubbnrd is in full control. The price
siimc

FCC programming

standards or
otherwise to conform to FCC prac-

The United Automobile WDrkers

FCC

if

:

,

tioned, or who.se re-licensiiig is .in
setious .d0:Ubt for failure, tb conform

:

;

partnient Stores."
s
Vehicle will be known as' "The
Big Show," and negotiations in:e
progressing for network time. I vmanent stars -ill be Mickey Boonpy,,:
Grpucho M.irx. .Frances Lahgfoi'd,
supported by Ilka Chase as fa.shioii

among .the ri'iaze qPface.s
try iflg to spot a needle in;
'i//':'
a haystack.
V

off

1.

Entry of departnient stores into
network radio has been achieved by
creation
of
heW; prga.ijiza.tipn
a
known as "America's Leading De-

is like

to

is off.

However,

hour's

timers"

becarhe the

underwrite his purchase of KSTP, If FCC does not
okay the purchase within 180 days

Sometime around Jan.

'

'Washington, Oct. 22.

to

huge advertising spending power to
advantage by launching a full
coast-to-coast network show

fullest

ahd, for the first time, poses: the
question of where future powwows are to be held.

:

to

first

.

has become as unwieldy -as an
convention
Legion
American

headquarter
in
permanently
Chicago or move, into coiivenlion hall in Atlantic City. Trying to find .the industry "old-

;:

;

is

Second step is to select a borderline station whose license is ques-

Joins Fight

.

a minority 25%,
Off in 180 Days
under an escrow aris
borrowing $850,000

President
'

discussed

port of plan and, if; losiUi', pay
guinea pig station owner,

to

own

rikke, already

under
:

being

raise a fund via pro-rata contributions of all stations and broadcasting
groups .with which to guarantee sup-

and a good

start
operation of

NRA

the

Roosevelt.

talk about facts."

If

which

Chicago, Oct. 22.
Loodina department stores of the
nation, boasting the staggering advertising budget of $307,000,000 in 52
cities alone; will try through the.;
meditini of radio to harness their'

:

;

Because' of spade; restrictions,
it's
considered likely that Ihe
convention may have to either

necessary,

if

a challenge similar to that

in

:

I

Supreme Court

the

.

was

Olmstcad,

'^iiQ docs somethirig similar to
what I did, except he talks about
fiction,

ha.s

Nelson

to vir-

it

tually limitless financial endis, clear

;

1

filled

power-

being talked

is

NAB

,'

about that would set up a guinea

a breakfast club.

.

industry lobby

ful'

A

shaping here.

stations, is

for

Chicago, Oct; 22.
With 3,000 delegates ,jampackfng the Palmer :Ifouse,. :Hd(ls.:.of
the NAB convention, the confab

or will go in exercising control over

Asked
NBC,

he pointed out that the net
dropped him on the grouhds his
time spot would be absorbed by

SRO

test of the authority
ends to which it can

FCC and

of

Robert St.
land speaking engagement, said
he would leave in two months

for Dept. Store

Coastwide Full-Hour Show in January

22.

A showdown

Cleveland, Oct. 22.
John, at a Cleve-

provision' of the contract between
lUibbartl and AVCO, from whom he
money to buy the stai.s getting the
tion. This gives AVCO's subsidiary,
the Crosley Broadcasting Go., the
right to buy 75% of KSTP between
liie sixth and seventh month after
Hubbard's purchase ot the station

mm

ifiim
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it

even when they were

in substance.

,

:

'

'

.

:

;

.

NAB

.

.

,

;.

.
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NAB»

Trade

Paky s Primer on Programming

A

\

hope, help us to face them and deal with Ihem."

and

f ft*ff

They asked

up.

year-round

a

oil

Miller agreed

that

.'

pronto,

basis.

the gi-.ipe
.,1

.

.

lies in

same time he buys

growing volubility of pur
critics cannot be disposed of simply
by deciding in the privacy of our

"The

,

the writing."

oificps

A

:

,

today.'"'
'.'As a network operator, I would like to see widespread developof local talent, because in thi.s- way a reservoir will be created
for supplying the needs of nationwide broadcasting.
However, we
stations exist, not as schools for would-be
musicians or actors; but as a service to listeners."

for the best will no longer do. The
fact of the matter is that a medium
which gives most of the people what
they want most of the time is being
widely attacked."

ment

must remember that radio

"I suggest that we have reached a point where it is incumbeiit Upon
the whole industry to be concerned with the good name of the whole
industry, and, if that means pointnig directly to certain units in the
industry, let's not be afraid to do so.
have a right to protest
when critics don't dififerentiate between station and station, program
and program, and level their charge not against the actual offender,
but against all radio."

We

"I w.ant to emphasize as strongly as I can the importance of encouraging intelligent discrimination.
I should
like to see people angry
when they are angry at particular stations, particular programs,
particular offenders, and not at all radio."
,

Jurisdictional labor disputes,

eral

points

stifle

which

television at sev-

during

the

last

few

months, are among the chief factors
holding up commercial use of Paramount's intermediate film method for
large screen

tele.;

Unlike other disputes in the past,
however, which have involved two

Radio Placed on the Spot
Continued from pase 1

NAB conclave from an in- have worked on the speech for
weeks and destroyed at least one
dustry chieftain.
complete draft before whipping it
Brickbats
At the .same time, key figures in into final shape.
around
The CBS board chairman charged
th« radio World were tossing
some oflf-the-cufi corridor appraisal that radio broadcasting was guilty of
«f glaring omissions within the in- "advertising excesses" and "too high
dustry in failing to build a stronger a percentage of commercial copy on
organization and do a better job on material which is irritating, offenbehalf of the American listening sive, or in bad taste when projected
public chiefly. They argue that tire into the home of America." He conNAB has fallen down oi^ three im- tinued:
portant counts;
"Competition for economic sur(1 ) The Assn: has been lax in fail- vival does not excuse questionable
ing to lay out any constructive plan advertising practices, and radio staof strategy in dealing with the FCC. tions and networks are both at fault.
Government
In the- face of the
It is not the advertiser's fault but
body's charges of abusing privileges, the broadcaster's."
it's pointed out, the NAB this year
Paley stated that the cure for
above all should build the strongest
these questionable practices is an
in
any
programming department of.
industry-wide code of standard.s,
fore an

,

.

I

the organization's history,

It's

said

:

strongly
.supported
and strongly
publicized by broadcasteis.
'Our
real task is to earn and hold public
confidence by deserving it, matching with our own responsibility the
responsibility we ask of critics," he
said.

:

.

Can't Happen-r-n
Discussing the threat of Governoperation of another o&o station,
and that the NAB was in a position ment program - censorship, Paley
can never occur without the
to set up regional groups within the .said it
American people.
indu.stry for a constructive exchange consent of the
Therein lies our real Court of apof ideas but failed to do so.
peal, as well as our ultimate sotirce
About> Miller
'

their re-appraisal of

NAB

praxy Justin Miller a y«ar after
assuming office, tliese key figures
are of th« opinion that, though he's
a good chairman and judge, real
leadership is still lacking; that while

.

judiciary appraisal is okay; it's more
.important to see whafs wrong, and
remedy those wrongs.
V3) The whole concept, of NAB
public, relations has been bad. Cited
as. an illustration is the ]L,azarsfeidField NORC study in.spil^ed by CBS

prexy

Frank

confidence.
However,,
is
it
equally true that a free radio cannot
survive without public, consent and
approval.
Such, consent and approval can be seriously endangered
in my opinion are being endan-^
gered today both by valid criticisrn
which goes unheeded and by maliciou.s
criticism
which gbes unanswered.!'
of

.

—

—

Much criticism against radio, however, "is shot through with obvious
self-intere.st

and

sen.sat.ionaIism,"

Stant'on»-^& .yigoroB,'; Paley said.
In characterizing FCC's
report and proppse(i. .procedures rewhich the NAB wanted to lating to radio station schedules as
merely as a promotion "the! most direct threat made yet by
and which required herculean Government to interfere with pro,«ft'orts to give it wide public dis- gramming,.'' he stated: "I don't be^
:

defense of the industry in terms of
researclii

,

brusli
piece,

off

.

'

semination,
that,
Ftn'thermoi'e.
it's
argued
within the NAB personnel hierarchy
itself, only one man, A. D. ("Jess")
Willard. iWiller's assiMant. has a station background and is familiar with
Icnow-hdw technique.
Paley's Bomb
PaJey's talk started the convenWherever
tion buzzing in earnest.
Mtvaral broadcasters were congregated the emphasis was on the CBS
ohiAftain's
kickaroutid of current
radio abuses.
Paley iii known to
.

unions

the

in

the grumble of tired husbands and
bored moppets.
Story's plot concerns a New York
woman who seeks escape, after her
husband's death by visiting some
relatives' estate, only to find them
middle class farmers with outside
plumbing. On top of it all she finds
herself liking the adopted farm boy,
who's been promised to the farmer's
daughter, and things begin to get
tangled, at which stage they will remain until the last show, and if the
program's a success that might never
come. Gaps in the action are bridged
by a voice which talks to lead Flora
Campbell, telling' her what's she's

lowed

it."

Advertiser's Bole

In discussing the role played by
the adverti.ser. Paley said: "Let our
critics ponder the fact that the advertiser supplies the dollars without
which we cannot have a free radio.
The advertiser buys freedom for the

»

I

M

«

«

n ^.

FoUowup

WNBT

Thur.'sday (17) night.

Spotting gagwriter Leo ("Ukie")
Sherin and comic Danny Webb ill a

hokcd-up magic act, Herrmann liad
Sherin "disappear" right
in front of the audience. Stunt was
probably effected by training a separate camera on each of the: comics
and then merely dissolving "UUic''
out slowly, while holding Webb on
the screen. It was well done and offered a good example of somethin.if
tele can do on the spot that can onl.y
be done in the laboratories for mo-

Webb make

tion pictures.

"Hour Gla.ss," which received a
TBA award as the most entertaining
tele program on the air today, certainly merits that distinction. Show
gets better every week, as the agency
and network staffers collaborate on
sinking more production effort into
it.

Emcee Helen Parrish

is

.

probably

as well known to tele audiences to-,
as the top radio stars :to radio

day

listeners.

ELECTRONIC TELETINT

TESTED IN

L. A.

LAB

Hollywood, Oct, 22.
Another dark horse looms in the
teletinting field here.
For the past
several months q.t. experiments have
been conducted by the Los Angeles
Times' technical director, R. A. Monfort.
Though reluctant to talk much
about his system, it's reported that
considerable progress has been made.
in developing an all-electronia process which, incidentally, is the same
tack the Coast Don Lee interests are
pursuing in competition with CBS'
mechanical method.
Like others here. Times has onl.y
an
experimental
permit and ia
awaiting word from the FCC on

theatre's projection booth, as well as lustrate sequences; e.
g., a train in
the actual transmission of the images the first installment,
onto the theatre screen, projectionThesping is not terrific, but done
reportedly claim jurisdiction with competence considering show's
action
and
more
than occalack
of
over the entire affair, "Video lensers,
however, realizing that their posi- sional dull lines. Entire quality is
diminished by poor pacing, which
tion behind the tele cameras is the
means production will have to be
focal point in the system, also claim jerked up by the bootstraps or licensing for commercial operation.
jurisdiction. And Par, like others Caples' video director David Lewis' To date its color has not been aired
who have been faced with similar baby is not long for this world.
at all, but is being lab-worked on
Tomm.
problems, is left in. the middle with
pipes.
;

,

,

hands tied.
System was reportedly

its

-

all set

for

its first public demonstration at the
Paramount, N. Y., at time of the
Conn-Louis fight in June, when Par
could
have benefited greatly by
latching onto the fanfare given that

event. Paul Raibourn, Par veepee
and tele chief; announced officially
subsequent to that that the demonstration would be held in August

RODEO
With Win Elliott, Johnny Faulk, announcers
Producer: Herbert Bayard $iropc, Jr.
120 Mlns Thurs. d'}), » p.ni.
:

WCBW-CBS, N. Y.
CBS took its new Image

Sabion Variety

Show

PreeiningonWCBW(CBS)
New

Sustainini;

television variety show, titled
"Saturday Review," is scheduled for

:

Orthicon

launching Saturday (28) night over
(CBS, N. Y.), replacing the
the rodeo as the first in the series of station's Saturday night "News of
sponsored by the Week in Review" show. Series,
but the .labor monkeywrench again Garden events to be
Ford during the coming winter. on a sustaining basis, will be distepped in to jam up the works.
Ford's schedule calls for only about rected by Paul Belanger,
Recent reports on the system have three remote.'; a week, however, and director and winner of an award
the time lag between ,i'eception of on interim nights, CBS goes into 'the from the Television Broadcasters
Garden on a sustaining basis. Rodeo Assn.
.the' images oh a tele screen and their
for his dance shows,
transmission to the full-size theatre telecast last Thursday (17) night
Tee-off
program stars French
was rung in at the last minute as a
screen down to anywhere from 90 .to replacement for
the Society of Ama- singer Jean Sabion and Ellsworth
45 seconds. Reports of several other, teur Chefs show, which was post- and FairchUd, dance team.
Show
methods of full-screen tele projec- poned because CBS programming will also feature a fashion demontion have Par hoping its difficulties chiefs reportedly didn't consider it stration, with rodeo olothes designed
can be worked out before another ready yet,
Cover girl
With several previous rodeo tele-^ by Justin McCarthy,
cornpany steps .in to: steal, its thuncasts under its belt, consequently, Bijou Farrington is slated to tali*
der.
the
staff now has its cover- over as permanent emcee on the
age of the various events down al- series as soon as present commit-

cameras into Madison Sq. harden,
N. Y., several weeks ago to pick up

WCBW

WCBW

.

,

WCBW

most to perfection.
Two cameras
.used give both a longsbot and close-

Frisco in Second Video

ments permit.

WCBW,

in

a

general revamp of-

up view and producer Herbert Bay- its Saturday night schedule, ,will go
Operation With
ard Swope, Jr., knows when to cut
from one to the other for beat re- on the air half-an-hour earlier this
Washington. ;!Dct. .22.
sults;
On the bulldogging events, Saturday (26), starting with "King's
San Francisco picked up its second for instance, Swope used liis long- Party Line" at 7; 30 p. m. "Saturday
video operation last Thursday (17) shot camera to follow the rider and Review" follows at 8, with a feature
when FCC handed out a construc- calf out of the pen, cutting to a film skedded for 8; 30 until the 9:4jV
closeup
.shot as soon as the calf was slgnoff.
tion permit to Associated Broadcastroped.
Supersensitive I.O. camera
ers, Inc.. license of KSFO, Fri.sco.
penetrated the lighting of the GarWesley Dumm, president of the sta- den to such an .extent that
viewers
Okay« T«I« Outlet
tion, was authorized to, use television could almbst see: tlie
bristles on the
channel No. 5 and to locate his calfs, back^ For Twin Clti«s'
Novel announcing combo of Win
studios in the Mark Hopkins hotel.
Minneapolis, Oot. 22.
The San Francisco Chronicle is al- Elliott, a ringer from the radio
WTCN's television plans moved
ready in process of building, a tele- waves, and Johnny Faulk, who also ahead this .week following FCC per;
had hia own radio show on CBS last
vision station in the Golden Gate
summer, added much to the tele- mission for the ABC's Twin Cities
area.
Applications for new video cast's color,
Byplay between the affiliate ,to construct a video outlet.
stations there are also on file from two, with Elliott's staid Bostonlan
John Beck, WTCN tele director,ABC network. Don Lee, Howard accent and Faulk's slow Texas drawl, oxpresse^hopes that Minneapolis
Hughes and Dorothy Thackrey, pub- was pleasing to the ears, Elliott and St. Paul would have television
lisher of the New York Post.' Action handled the straight reporting, with programs within a year and anon their bids is held up pending Faulk coming In to point up signifi- nounced that arrangements hi>ve
cant facts to each event that are
decision in the Los Angeles video
little-known to the eastern viewers. been completed for erection of anhearing. .
CBS cut in on the rodeo at just teune. on Forsbajr Tower.

KFSO OK
/,

'

lieve that a Government docunnent
of that .sort could possibly have
growii out of soil that was not well
fertilized by the stream of propaganda that preceded it and has fol-

dollars.

Actually the program didn't -look
so bad, although a half hour is a
pretty stiff dose; A quarter-hour,
.well-occupied by a synopsis of previous events and a couple of commercials would probably conform
better to housewives' program habits,
and leave them wanting just another

ists

.

;

much more—by

American
Federation of Labor, Par is con- thinking.
Production-wise, "Faraway Hill"
fronted with two different, factions
suffers from the same difficulty exwithin the International Alliance of
perienced by so man.v WABD draTheatrical and Stage Employees. One mats: cues are too slow, causing acof these comprises the lATSE fihn tion lag, and title cards are held too
projectionists and the others are the long. Result is a bad slowup in pace.
Fact that this can be easily cured is
lATSE tele cameramen.
the program can
Since most of the work under the an indication that
provide entertainment of a type.
Par method would be done in the Films are used where needed to ilseparate

I

.

to see what happens next. For
it's to the hausfrau that this show is
pitched, and when da.ytime video becomes a reality this type of program
will fall into its own niche, safe from

Bar Par Tele

have helped

I

;

peek

Labor Disputes
StiU

t

point where star Gene Autrv
With Flora Canipbeil, Mel Brandt, was putting his triclc horse, Chaiii.
^^nn Slell, Lorene Scott, Frederic pion., through its paces.
Autrv
Meyer, Melville Galliarl, .facque- works to the music of a gtotiD oe
line Waite, Jack Halloran, Ben live musicians, which have
been
Low, 'Vivian Kin|r, Bill Gale, Eve banned from tele, but the musie
McVeagh, Julie Christy, Hal .Stu- came in clearly over the video mikes
;one CBS rep put it, the broad-*
dcr, Barry Dolfr. Mtinro Cablercas1.er can^t help it if there
Writer-director; David P. iewis
happens
to be an orchestra playing in the
:{0 Mins.; Thursday, 9 p;in.
same arena.
WABD-DuMont, N. Y.
In toto, the rddeo makes for good
iSustainIng;
Caplesad agency, which buys .time' tele, entertainment and: the public
desiring to see it that way can ci ron DuMput for experimentation jput". tanily
save them.selves a lot of pu<;hposes, has walked Whei'e other video
ing
programmers feared to tread. The the aro.UMd. from the capacity crow cis
GbWbqy.^ are drawing to the Garsoap opera blight,. Ion.!} confined to den
nightly.
s,„|
radio for lack of greener fields, lias
spread to the infant medium, television, and if the same ihlimunity
from ill effects apparently' .enjoyed
Tele
by daytime radio Jiiitfeh.erS; cah: be
built quickly in the; televiewer it
will mean, dollars. Listening taste
Seems to disappear like tlie good
Harry Hermann, J. Waller Thonip;:
fairy during radio's daytime grind of son producer,
pulled a novel stunt in
tragedy, becau.'Je the programs sell the Standard Brands'
''Hour -Glass"
product for sponsors. If the same ef- show over
(NBC, N. Y,) last
.

.

that the areas of mishandling have
been wide> and nothing constructive
has emerged, Industry people claim
that the NAB could have taken a
leaf from network opei"ation, whei-e
programming ideas are borrowed
from one owned-and-opeiated station
strengthen the program
to

^ t t t f t t t >

the

that they don't know
what they're, talking, about. ,,;"It is
fruitle.<is ;simpl.v to desplore the lack
of discrimination of these critics
and their tendency to blame all
radio rather, than the, specific of-,
fenders. A policy of having no public relatioiis policy as an industry
policy of fect can be achieved in. television,
•will
no longer do.
philosophical resignation and hope the medium will be enriched that

own

and

'•Turning to the .field of public service programmings, :pcrhaps our
real fHilure hiis been in not devoting to them the same high quality
of good writing, of ingenuity and imagination as we devote to entertaiiiment shows. It is possible to inf tise mo.re and more jpublic aflfairs
and educational broadcasts with broad nia.s.* .app0al. The application
of new and sparkling idea,s in the presentation of educational, docuone of our greatest challenges
Kientary and controversial issues

at the
talent.

M ^** ^

.

he would act

I

time and

« *

M

,

copy

wa.s justifiable; tha^

************

"FARAWAY HILL"

will, I

in tlie niethbd

problem

set

relations

Television Reviews

I

Miller,

Justin

.

prweiUod—
real

on

Miller to Consult With the' NAB
Board of Directors for establishment of;; a' permanent Setup out
of New, York for a free flow of

listener

The

Chicago, Oct. 22,
tiada press guys

prexy, prior to today's
(Tuesday ) convention opening,
and griped over the NAB public

"It is argued, superficially, that such piograms rerim.e and mystpry
sliowsl conti'ibute to increased jyveiVile delinquency. To ban the mystftry show from radio lyould. in. niy oijiniop, be an unsound and .re:-,
pressive step in tiie f.ac.e of the Wide ;appcal which this type, piE fiction
{vrovides in books, magazines, and movie.-ii as well as on the radio.
Our problem is to present my.stery dvaiiia., in stiCh a manner that w«
cahnot.be accused of contribulinf; .to a very "resil national problem.
The solution does not lie in the number of .such programs, or even in

the time iiv» which: they are
the foimat which are used.

up

Flack

NaS

,

criticism.s agaih.st: radio,

at: lea.st. iBonsplidaied^

of

flock

ganged

Chicago, Oct. 22.
Th* ci-ado ,0ft programming set forth by William S, Paley, CBS
Boai'd abAirman, in his talk before th« NAB oonvention, could well
»«rve'a« a pattern fov tiie Industry. Variations of the phrase "this ia
There were
wl>al the 'broadoasteMi needed" frequently popped up.
niany requests for printed copies following the talk, and it was generally expected that CBS would circularize' the entire industry witli
reprints. Here are some highlights;
"While I am in fundaraenfal opppsitiori to the ba.sib premise ot.the
POC Blue Book that a Government agency should have tjie power to
blueprint the kind qf radio programs which the American people shall
h«ar. 1 do not feel that the Blue Book, is without value to us. It has

(2) In

.
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TELE: RADIO'S
Spread

Chi

Field; to

Itself in Telecast

22.

CBS

has equipment ordered

to telecast in color, by
the first of the year.
NEC's plans for telecast advancemerit locally inoliJde placing a trans-

and expects

mitter atop the Civic
with studios

•building

Opera House
in the, Met-

Programs will be
chandise Mart.
patterned after parent NBC in New
Yorlc. In the field of color telecasts,
NBC strings along with RQA in New
York who claim commercial color
video packages are fiv? years away.

Video*! Pug Plug
Mike Jacobs may be

afraid of
if all reports are true,
evident that the Madison
isn't afraid to put
the medium to work for him.
television,

but
8q.

it's

maestro

Recent example came when
Jacobs was viewing the NBd
telecast

of

the

fights

at

St.

Nicholas arena (N. Y.) a couple
of weeks ago. Fighting in one
of the bouts was Ruby Kessler,
a pug who had been up and
down several times. Kessler
was having an up night that
time, because Jacobs, on the
strength of the lighter's showing
as seen through the telecast,
signed him for a feature bout in
Madison Sq. Garden.

FCC Delays Rule

CBS, on the other hand, has placed
orders for color television

and expects to

equipment
a mobile
deems

telecast, via

iinit transmitter, all events it
worth videoing.
already sold time for every
that it will televise.

On 28-Hour Week

WBBM-GBS

has
event

Zenith Radio
E. R. McDonald,
Television prez, thinks television in
eolor has advanced so rapidly that
he says it will "absolutely replace
Zeall blaclc and white telecasts."
is working out Uie bugs
•nCQuntered in perfecting color-tele

nith Co. here

-

cameras.

WON

will begin televising as soon
98 equipment is received and will
have studios in the new addition to
the Tribune Tower building and
studios.
The first few months of
telecasting will be
experimental at
with electronic black and white
videos.
Cclor-tele will not be used
Programming will
at the outset.
consist of remotes in the .news and
•ports fields with variety programs
coming: at
later date,

WON

Eddy, WBKB television direcis expanding studios
by con-

Bill
tor,

new

Washington, Oct.

1870 sq.

ft.

22.

FCC acceded to request Of the
Television Broadcaster.?' Assn. here
last week and ruled that television
stations would not have to program
a full 28-hour week until Jan, 1,
1947.
Present language of ECC's
rule on minimum operating schedules

called

for

28-hour-a-week

schedules beginning Oct. 31. TEA
had asked for the reprieve on
ground that forcing broadcaster^ to
program four hours a day when no
sets were yet in hands of the public
would be unnecessary hardship.
At the same time, however, the
commission nixed a request of TeN
evision
Productions,
Inc.,
Paramount's Coast subsidiary, that experimental stations wliich put on
regular live talent shows for sponsors be allowed to charge for the
service. The Par letter pointed out
that its L. A. station- W6XYZ is regularly producing such shows "for
free" and. may encounter some difficulty in making the sponsor fork
over the big rponey tor the same

studio
be completed by the end services when FCC gives
mercial permit,
of this month. Eddy said that "construction of this added studio will
result in effecting better production,
additional rehearsal time, and elimination of iterim breaks, with a total
Overall increased efficiency in schedstructing a
which will

Outstripping Radio, Say Execs

it

a com-

Btrange phenomenon ol a network
competing against itself has crept
into the broadcasting picture, as
broadcasters,
convinced
television
that the cream radio time is also
peak tele time, schedule their top
shows for the same hours in which
radio features its best programs.
even more
considered
What's
strange is- the fact that advertisers,
reaching that same conclusion, also
directly
competing
shows
against each other as far as time is

have

concerned.

What

this

will

conflict

mean in the future is anybody's
guess, with neither radio nor tele
execs willing to go out on a limb
by predicting that one medium wiU
have to give way to the other. One
thing execs of both industries agree
on, however, is the almost certain
reality that coverage of sports and
special events, in which the networks
have also been competing against
each other, will result in tele taking
over to the almost total extinction of
radio for this purpose.
Queer competition probably doesn't
count for much today, with the tele
audience limited as it is to only a

few thousand people. But according to tele spokesmen, the situation
programming
of
presages plenty
.Combinashuffles for the future.
tion radio-tele sets now being manufactured enable a set owner to
switch from one mediutri to the other
with merely a" flip of his wrist. Once
there are enough tele sets on the
market (1,000,000 have been predicted for 1947 distribution), both
broadcasters and sponsors will be
forced to choose, with the choice

Mowrey Heads Up

R&R

Of

Gabbers

WBKB

"Mr.-

Mergenthwirker's

L.obblies"

WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) several
weeks ago, has beeh signed by Jphp
Garden Hockey Videos Golden for a part in the Broadway
Announcer Win Elliott has been producer's forthcoming "Made in

Do

over

«igned

Heaven,"

all

(3olden signed Manson on the
basis of his tele appearance, having
never seen the actor in person. One
of the top producers invited by
NBC to sit in on the show, which

to do the play-by-play on
hockey games telecast from,
Madison Sq. Garden,. N. Y., this
Winter by WCBW (CBS, N. Y,).
Hockey series, to be .sponsored by
Ford Motors, tees off with the N. Y.
Rangers-Boston Bruins clash next

Wednesday (30).
.Elliott, announcer for the "County
fair" 'Show on the CBS radio netr
>s an old hand
at hockey. He played
the game a?, an .undergrad
at the
umv, of Michigan and later deSeribed hockey to radio listeners in
Boston, Baltimore and Washington.
,

'

smash.

Mexico,

t>Iaza

the

new

its millions of listeners
facilities, will undoubtthe top position for a
(Compleof years to come.
tion of a tele network from coast to
coast has already been predicted for

Radio, with

and network
edly

of

RCA

St.
St.

hold

number

And if
the end of 1948, however.
production of receiving sets keeps
pace with the coaxial cable program,
the choice may: have to be made
within the next four or five years,
Stanaard Vs. Standard

it's still available at low
standard Brands, for example,
sponsors a 15-minute tele show on
WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) at 8 p.m. on
Sunday nights, same time that S'^B,
sponsors the Edgar Bergen radio
show on the NBC radio net. S-B's

other top tele show, "Hour Glass,"
NBC video waves at 8 p.m.
"Aldrich
Thursday nights, with
Family" holding down the spot on
the radio net. Latter show is spon-

hits the

sored by a different advertiser, but
affords an example of NBC competing against itself in radio and tele.
CBS is also faced with the same
situation, although it has no sponsor
competition with itself.
in direct
Top CBS video shows are aimed at
the Thursday and Sunday night slots
between 8 and 'jiSd p.ni. CBS radio
on Thursday nights (jffers "Suspense." "FBI in Peace and War" and
Dick Haymes. On -Sunday nights,
CBS has "SaA Spade," "Crime Doctor" and Hildegarde in the top hours.
Competition between ia web's radio

Louis, Oct. 22.

spon.sor

.

.

.

\

Buyers' M.irket

between

Reason for the large gap between
radio and video time rates in the
future will be logicalj say chiefs in
the new medium.
With almost a
score of radio -stations in each of the
iTiajor cities, and even several in
each of the smaller towns, there are
plenty of stations waiting to sell
unions last week pi-e vented a tele their time to sponsors, making a
broadcast of the .Veiled Prophet ball buyers' market. In tele there will
be only a few stations iri'the large
in the Henry W. Kiel (municipal)
cities while some of the minor marauditorium.
ket centers expect to be completely
without video facilities for some
the
was
between
ChiThe muddle
cago local No. 666 of the Interna-- time to come, and when they do go
into operation will not have more
tional Photographers union, affilithan one or two stations. •
ated with the lATSE, and Radio
Also, the majority of radio staEngineers union, local No. 121'7, of tions air about 18 hours a day, leavthe IBEW.« The photographers de- ing plenty of time Open for purmanded that they should operate the chase. At present, tele station operstation's tele cameras instead of the ators don't expect their medium, to
station's engineers who belong to provide a continuous flow of proIBEW. After huddles that lasted all gramming during the daytime, but
day failed, members of lATSE re- rather to pitch their shows during
fused to turn on the public address Special time periods, totaling in the
system in the auditorium and threat- neighborhood of nine or ten hours
ened to turn off the lights.
Outlook is for two or three
a day.
Rather than interrupt the ball, hours of morning shows, a couple
which highlights the local social sea- of more at noontime, and the rest
son, George M. Burbach, gen. mgr. saved tor the fat evening period beunions, unless ironed out,

j

tween

of KSD, called off the tele broadHovveyer, before the critical
cast.
stage was reached, KSD enginecr.s
.succeeded in producing nearly 60
minutes of clear tele images at the
scene of tlie ball but not of the ccre-

These were reproduced on
two receiving sets at the auditorium
and also relayed by special coaxial

tnoriies.

cable to

KSD.

studios several blocks

Co-op Program Group
Planned for Coast Tele

and special
events coverage, however, is anothei-

10:30.

grainming will be the result of »
simple economic formula, with a lot
of buyers and no time forcing prices
up. Already the top hours on Sunday and Thursday nights ar being
.sewed up by some of the big names

.

tele staffs in sports'

and

Video men say the limited number
program hours will prevail because the medium will not sustain
prolonged viewing without lagging
rTttention and some discomfort, and
that listeners will probably tune in
only to their particular program
preference. Also, where housewives
can continue with their work during
the day while listening to the radio,
television requires presence at the
receiver, and undivided attention.
Consequences, then, of this limited
number of hours available for pror

,

;

5:30

;

of

.

and

fill

eastern net, N, Y. video stations are
charging between $300 and $750 an
hour for programs which are sold to
sponsors with the pitch that here is
a chance to 'experiment and learn
by making mistakes while costs are
cheap. This is in sharp contrast to
radio's early days, when broadcasters were virtually begging for sponsors to pi'ogram their shows at practically no chai-ge for the time used.

Loo Tele

squabbles

Jurisdictional

to

every major market.
Current prices for video segments
are a fair example of what's to come.
With less than 5,000 sets in New
York area homes, and only a lew
hundred more scattered along the

AFL Unions

Snag

time

in

•

Rival

television

wants.
In New York, for instance,
there are some 28 radio stations oper ting in the metropolitan :\ica,
while only seven video channels are
available.
Similar situation obtains'

60,000-

seat arena six miles away. R. H;
Hooper,
showman,' directed
the exhibition.
He came here
from shows at the Iowa State
Fair.
The pictureSj clear and
strong, revealed the natural alliance between bullfighting and
video.
Show proved to the
radio meet's delegates the' boxoffice value of television..

by KSD, owned and operated
by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer) and skedded to start next
March. A flareujp between the rival

M

Elliott to

a

AFL

On

Puckster

was

Seven thousand saw it at the
to which video cameras
brought the night performance
by novice matadores at the

hotel

interfere with television broad-

cost,

Chicago, Oct. 19.
to fill the needs of
Paul Mowrey, ABC national teleexpansion," Eddy continued,
vision director) headed a list of
"is on order, and the future picture
speakers who addressed Ruthrauff &
will find
equipped with the
Ryan advertising agency's two-day
newe.st and finest equipment on the
(Oct. 16-17) television symposium,
market."
first of its kind "ever held by an
WBKB hopes to increase program advertising agency.
ming time to inee* FCC standard 26
Agency heads said Mowrey, who
Hours a week, and, with the increase
the commercial aspects of
in programming time, believes, the discussed
video, was selected to speak because
increase of sponsored shows wiU be
of his reputation as the outstanding
proportionate.
EdUy said that the
figure in commercial tele. Also on
addition of color in television is in
program were Paul Raibourn,
evitable "'and will be welcome when the
president of Television Productions,
it is technically practicable/.'
Other interesting tele-first in Chi Inc., and veepee. of Paramount PicAdrien B; Rodner, Commontures;
include videoing the Tarn O' Shanter
of
golf tourney, a double relay deal wealth Edison Go.'s supervisor
Ruthpovering 14 miles; a telecast show television, and Fran Harris of
Ryan.
rauff
&
.With screen in a downtown department store window; and the first'
demonstration of the Galvin screenanson
said to' be the latest development to Golden Inks
date in projection receiver.s-r-^at the
Tele Appearance
Ruthrauff & Ryan television symwho
played the
Manson,
Maurice
posium.
role of the newspaper publisher in

Bullfight video

for a regional network telecast, with
the ante goii.g up even more tor
full net programming when the web
becomes a national reality. Other
predictions range around $15-20,000.
Video, heads say it's as simple as
the law of supply and demand; that
with a maximum of seven channels
allocated to each city there won t be
nearly enough good audience houis

casts

in Chi time while

programs."

"Equipment

highspots of RGA's video exhibitions at the Hotel del Prado
here,
feature
of the
Inter-,
American radio broadcast convention.
Exhibitions drew 20,000 cash customers at 20c. a
head.

rival

likely dependent on which
will offer the largest audi-

AM

and sand show has been televised.
Tiiat was one of the

may

most

One of the chief motives for an
early entry into television advanced
by the present top video spenders
has been to sew up the cream tele

studio

22.

For the first time in the long
history of bullfighting a blood

ence.

•

List

Mexico. City, Oct.

'

Television time costs will .soar sky:
high, surpassing the price for radio'r,
top evening hours by several times,
once video set. circulation is on a par
with that of
broadcasting, according to some of the industry's lop
spokesmen. One local net exec .said
that within the next few years video
time, will climb to $25,000 an hour

Tele Throws the Bull

medium

.

uled,

Will Soar, Far

+

thorizing them to build television
transmitters and/or stations in Chi^
cAgO-

Time Costs

Give New York Video a Run

Chicago, Oct.

Future plan* in the telecast field
and WBKB here indi.ty major nets
New York
cate that Ghi might give
some real competition in the video
ABC, according to Ed Boroff,
field.
Central Division veepee, is pioneering over other webs in advancing
Chicago television.
ABC and NBC have received eonstructioh permits from llie FCC aur

.

Tele

i

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Video, offering a visual
question.
An attempt, at stimulating greater
'as well as aural description ot the distribtitioh of, video receivers on
proceeding.^, is already favored by the Coast, and at the same time
the public now owning eombinatiph bring all telecaslers in the Los Anradio-'teie sets. Cooperating of close geles area into
a regionally coopto 85 racked up by the touis-Conn erative group, will be made, by Hoytelecast is ample evidonoe of thi^. land. Bettinger, tele programming
For the future, consetiuenlly, ; it's, consultant to Howard Hughes inalmost certain that a wob wiU ho
,

in advertising.

-

.

,

longer broadcast an evrnt over both
radio and television, as both NBC
and CBS liave done with football
games during the present .season.
Emergence of teleyisiOii. as the
was corsponsored by the Dramatists
Guild, Golden viewed it on his own top sports reporter will .;als6 probManson, to ably ;result in a reshuffle of network
receiving set at home.
date, is, .the only one in the show, personnel, with radio speciareven'ts
directors and announcers jiiving way
that's! been inked for the bigtime.
Author Nelson Bond has received to the video ttew'comers. Latter are
several nibbles from other pro- getting a tight foothold in the new
ducers for the script but hasn't Sold medium while the radio .'^taflnr.s conitinue in their, cho.-en professions,
yet.
'it'
'

.

It's

a certainty that

when sets hit mass circulation other
ad biggies are going to want in, and
will be willing, to pay .for the ,priv.-

'

ilege.',.

terests,

Bettinger feels' that the present
lone wolf tactics and reported enmities that exist between present and
prospective operators are retarding
progress particularly in programming and the training of personnel.
He believes his step may even lead

Detroit Gets First Tele
'

Detroit, Oct. 22.

.

Detroit's first demonstration of
television was, postponed a day aiid'

then held only after:
chartered
a
special-

WWJ

(NBC)

two-motored
an agreement whereby program- plane,The demonstration at the
ming if and when licensing day ar- Postwar Products Convention in
rives—may be staggered, instead of Convention Hall was originally
being wildly competitive' and all i.-ichedulcd Oct. 19-27 but opened next
to

I

—

I

I

"

i

airing

at-..siUYie,

time.

-

.,

ifhiy-

'2»h

:

p^^iSff
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Noi^ember

2nd

Colurribids

key

changes

call

its

station

WABC to

from

WCBS
For the listener^ America's foremost station thus becomes
liiimistakabiy associated with the netwoi

itgreat.

k which has made

.

WCBS

advertisers, local and national-spot, will profit

from the explicit linking of station-call and network-ealJ
station

./.

program and network program. ..station prestige

and network

prestige.

CBS network advertisers^ too, will share new advantages
froin

ifliis

reiiiforceU identity

local outlet.

in whatever form^ is
localized

between network program and

For instance: national program promotion,

now

aH/fomatica/ifj translated into

promotion for more than 13 million people.

Sponsors and agencies alreaidy have recognized the compelling logic in this change.

Some of them ask why we didn't think to make

it

years ago.

"^t should have.

Still
Still

880 on your

died.

the key station of the

Columbia Broadcasting System

On

iTie

same

da»e,

WABC-FM

c

hanges

1<»

WCBW, Colunibia'8 New Yoik TdeviMoii

WCBS-FM.
Slalion,

.

Ij^nges to

WCBS-TVl
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Knight," an early aycm platter and comedy stanza,
Committee
on Nov l....Lynn Stone chairmaning a Radio Writers Guild
planning a cocktail party for members of the Guild's Eastern Region early

"Good Morning,

It's

ABC Eyes New Tag

November,
Donald Buka, radio and legit juve, hits the jackpot with appearances
on each of the four major webs in one week. His sked calls for roles in
1 1
•Accent on Youth," on Theatre Guild on the Air, ABC; "Grand Central,"
on CBS; ••Lora Lawton," on NBC, and ••True Detective" over Mutual..,.
Alexander Scoui'by replaces Sam Wanamaker in "Lone Journey," with
^
r/V
^
dep
director, advert^ising and PromoUon
Wanamaker down for the load opposite Ingrid Bergman in "Joan of LorZ. Kaplan is new assistant
">
to take Anny flack PO";^
"Portrait of a Girl," one of the Carrington
-WFAF replacing Jack Newman who left Maxwell Anderson s new pUy raine" ... .Winifred Wolfe's
Playhouse pri7.e winners, selected by Tufts College for permanent filing in
Berry Kroeger pacted for role in
Korea
.There'.s another Fred Stone in show biz now, only he's closer
its hbrary
Rev. Cypi'ian
to radio. The name's been given to Paula Stone's new son
Truss, WWRL religious commentator, back from 11-week lecture tour
3one.- while Jtme Stev^^^^
^^^^^.^^
r
ua|
Britain.
.W. Ward Dorrcill, in charge of staSquire added to Young Wiaaer fliowii. v
D„h Wolfe through Canada and Great
^^^^ ^
.Walter
tion subscriber relations for G, E. Hooper, Inc,, is a veepee now.
Hackett, former NBC staff director, has had a one-act play, his 25th, pub.,
.Dale Kennedy, radio
"Winter Dust".
lished by Baker of Boston. Title

;

From

^

»»

YORK CITY ...

ISEW
Ln

in

the Prodaction Centres

j

.

.

.

.

.

.

i.s

.

.

.

director'of the Serutan Co., celebrating his 17th consecutive year as announcer for Victor Lindlahr, nutrition commentator, this week.

HOLLYWOOD ...

his CBi. vweo snow
•AnMntv Fair" emcee televising three press agents on
-^o^st for h,s
Benny Goodma to fly in from the
October 24;
Sulhvan,
t

lis
Esty Agency's Don Bernard and the missus vacationing, with chores on
New execs
Mobilgas «how Monday (28)
"Life Of Riley." "Blondie" and Abbot and Costello show divided between
°'
ff™"'^
& Bayles are Thomas E. Victor, SSC&B,
Andy Potter, Irving Brecher, Johnny Greene and Marcelle Mitchell. Pot^
nas
at last,
Holmes, from Compton.
ter and Brecher are on ••Riley," Greene on ••Blondie" and Miss Mitchell
rauft- & Ryan; and Beth
Ira Joel, exec veepee and g,m. for Whitehall Pharmaceutical
telephone of its own.
,„v ,
i„„„on on"A&C"
married last Friday US) o Jeanett (Anacin, Baer, Bi-So-Dol, etc.), stopped over enroute to Honolulu and
CBS producer Robert Heller was mag....
Joe Creamer, director of ad^ gandered some radio properties. .. .Ginny Simm.s and spouse Hyatt Dehn
She's on the staff of Look
CoUhfs
Donald
looking for an assistant
WOR,
for
Francisco
to o.o. his GI housing project there. .. .Arlene Harris got
San
to
promotion
and
sing
ve
chores, has new ^"'^
.f^^;._J°" green light from: bankrollers of Fanny Brice show to hold down steady
Woods east from Warner Bros, film
radio series was as lead in Those spot as "Mommy" to "Snooks;" She's one of three who^ tried out for role
Describe It" making rounds. His last
baritone, signed to term contract as this season.:
concert
Morgan,
^ac
Love"
We
Massey
f
\n MRr-r "Cities Service Highways in Melody". .. .Vera
Abe Reynolds swings over from comicking on radio to comedy part in
because of
Sed^out^Tthe AnTosturTshow after Saturday's (19) show,
Virginia Jackson leavRoy Del Ruth's "It Happened on Fifth Avenue"
"
pressure of other work.
ing Margaret Ettinger flackery to marry Ira Cook, KFAC disk jockey....
^
Rogers
"Buck
Mutual's
in
villain
as
(Wed.)
r.r-i Pmnrv starts today
Jack Benny will do "The Man They Couldn't Kill" for Lux Radio Theatre
Helen Traubel
with
sing
to
signed
Dallas,
from
.... Shortage of vino prompted Peralta Wine to cancel "Count of Monte
Xpollo Boys choir,
air^r
penned
.Bret Morrison, the "Shadow, has
Cristo" as of Oct, 29; Don Lee carries it as fiouse job.
.Ed Cashman;
on ••Telephone Hoitt,- Dec. 23.
Campbell into the cast of named agency contact and supervi.sor of Academy Awards Theatre for
?Longs for projected legit musical. .Patsy
radio actress and an accom- Cornell, Geyer & Newell.
••Rosemary'-.. .Doris McWhirt. herself a
in the Country
House
"A
NBC's
of
cast
the
Mutual's "What's the Name of That Song?" starts its irOadsho.iA'ing at the.
nUshed artist has cartooned
Mary
and
Host
.Elaine
.,
Guild.
Directors'
Golden Gate theatre. San Francisco, Nov. G. .. .Negotiations between GBS
fo the year book of the Radio
being considered by Vinton brass and Radio Directors Guild interrupted by, departure of Don ThornH ,l re^larly in radio and television, area forthcoming
..Frank
legiter
.Passing of "Dinty" Doyle a shock to
burgh, v-p, for NAB convention,
F eedlev for his "Temporary Mrs. Smith,"
last Thursday for a
many hucksters here. .Story is going the rounds that Coca-Cola will
BohTens taken to the Hospital for Joint Diseases
C"-"'^and
writer
radio
not renew"SpQtlighl; Bands" when the. present cycle is up on iJec. 27
minor operation..,. Ray Knight,
"7„
jj^f, f
the air on his WJZ projUain,
G, A. Richards' KMPC is asking the FCC for permission to use a direcproducer, celebrates first anni of his return to
tional antenna for nighttime-operations when it ups its power from 10^000
to 50.000 watts to avoid interference with WOR, New York and KRO,
Seattle, which share the 710 band with KMPC.
.Video circles are excited
about the new "Signal Orthicon" camera tube that promises considerable
improvement by combining the best feature of the Iconoscope, Orthicon
and Image Orthicpn. .To prove that its pix as well as its signal is reaching San Diego, 115 miles away, Dpn Lee's W6XAO photographed a model
from the screen o£ a receiver at reception's end.

T~ay

For N. Y. Hagship
call

and

WEAF,

.

.

.

over

WCBS, on

NBC

the

flag,

to

its

Nov.

flagship,

1,

be-

,

Broadcasting Co.

is

biding

its

time

l»eIore making overtures to change
to WABC.

WJZ

However, within the next nine
months or a year, look for a definite
bid on the part of ABC to acquire
the WABC call letters. That the ABC
w;eb has the change in mind for next
year's agenda was confirmed here by

Ed Noble; the network's No.
Noble

.

.

switching

letters,

coming WNBC on the same daymoves that had been iti the works
for
several
years^the American

New York

,

station,

new

SlaufTer. Colwell

.

WABG, CBS' New York

With
ship

is

1

of the opinion that

minimum

WABC

to lose its identity in the

of six

man.
will
for

it

take a

months

CBS

pattern, and that to act sooner would
orly make for confusion. But he figures that, within a year, the listener:
will have completely forgotten the
WABC-CBS link, and that's when
intends moving in on the call,

.

•

WJZ

letters,

.

.

MFBS. SALES PITCH

.

,

.

.

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

WDSU

.

IL
at

.

I

W

I'],

.

.

Stick Your

.

I

Nose

NAB Loop

Circling the

Orleans

I

.

,

New

AM

.

.

and FM
Latest trends in
broadcasting techniques and latest
info on sound facilities were outlined
Western Electric-Graybat
the
at
sales confab last week at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Meeting was first of its type held.
and Graybar since the end
by
of the war.

Continued from page

In

'iS

Columbus, Ed Kobak's thankful that he'll get some sleep this week.
Frank Stanton headed straight for Chi after winding up four-week motor
around country.
On hand at the convention is Joe Brechner, chief of Veterans Adminis-

Our

trip

Presents

Radio activities, who has also just won a permit for a new
standard station, WGAY, in Washington,. Brechner has sold the story of
the trials and tribulations of getting a station to the Sat Eve Post. His
piece, one of the first of its kind in the Slick paper mags, will be called
"How We Did It,". .CBS delegation -arrived at Palmer House in style—
CBS programming
llock of limousines awaiting their arrival at station
veepees Dave Taylor and Ed Murrow, suckers for autumn foliage, came
out to Chi via the leisure route by auto. .. .This is the most jampacked
NAB convention in history, with Palmer House crowds overflowing into
Stevens hotel hdqs. annex. Lots of gu.ys arriving Sunday morning had to
"sit it out" until rooms became available Sunday evening. .. .Mark Woods,
ABC prexy* had to talk his way on to the 20th Century Ltd. in New York.
He lost his train ticket and he and Ed Noble had to do some fast talking
.Ed Noble, Mark Woods and Bob Kintner three of the happiest guys
at the convention, accepting Congrats on the opening Bing Crosby rating
.New York Times has staffed the NAB convention, with Jack- Gould in
attendance, and overall interest of mags (Time, etc.) and dailies reflects
the wide attention being foeussed on radio today as compared with previous years. .. .Though ABC has stubbornly turned away all NAB overtures to climb under the tent, top hierarchy of ABC officials holed out in
a suite on the 18th floor of the Palmer House and: saw the entire proceedirtgs via an RCA television receiver... ."TM privileges and none of the
headaches," wisecracked one ABC exec
.New bouquets for Major Edwin
[Armstrong came here when it was disclosed: that the daddy of FM also
built the equipment which recently made radar contact with the mbon,
Armstrong, .a pure scientist of the old school, turned up with a Phi Beta
Kappa Ph. D. from Columbia as his personal press agent. Gent was none
other than Millard (Tex) Faught, who authored "the care and feeding of
.:'•;..,:',:
executives:"
tration's

i

.

"REMEMBER WHEN"
(A

Mirtical Toart to Yesterday's

.

—

Pan Alleyl

Tiii

Business

I

INVESTIISATE

.

.

... Remember the days

of Ruth Etting.

Noro

1

Baycs. Al Joison. the other never-to-be-forgotten

at
stars of Show Business? ... You hear them
their prime, singing the songs thot made them

famous

in the' program.

"Romember When."

.

.

. .

1

'-'.'''.^

Format feotures rare collector-item

Heard Monday thru

with historical highlights.

Saturday at 1:15
sponsorship,

P.

M.

records

.

.

.

CBS Gets

(Available for

M

Demand,

November IstJ

HOOPER SETS ADVISORY

Pay Hike

COUNCIL AT NAB CONFAB

C. of L. Raises,

.

Other

UOPWA

Requests

A 35% pay hike is one of the demands made on CBS last week on

•k

WDSU ...

is

-k

-k

the only local 24-hottr Radio StationI

5,000 Watts, dolivering 20.000

populated areas
P.

of

the

Watts

Gulf Coast

in

the

States.

M. Conditional Grant.

Carries

BOTH

E,

NAB convention,
networks, vagencies^
advertisers, stations and station reps
to put the finishing touches on advisory councils composed of repreAmerica (CIO)
sentatives of all of those- groups.
In addition, the Guild asked for
The organization of this council to
"an automatic cost-of-living wage
control the practices, set standards,
the
length
during
adjustment"
and educate buyers and sellers in the
of the contract, and the adoption of
use of audience materials was one of
a job classiftcation plan in which
the objectives set up with the CAB
the lowest pay for any category is.
Board of Governors prior to Hoop$30 per week.
er's taking, oyer of -CAB'S rating
Other requests included a five-day service.-..' :
week, Mon.-Fri., for regular employees, With time-and-a-halt for SatDetroit Don Wattrick, sports editurdays and double time for Sundays; 10 holidays a year; no dis- tor Of WJR, will air a capsule recharges without "good and sufficient sume of all Detroit Red Wing hockey
National Hockey
the
of
reason," and then with severance games
League at Xl:15 p.m.. after the
pay starting with four weeks tot
employee with the net between nine games; The program format also inand 12 months, going up to one cludes interviews with various playweek's pay for each additional six ers and other personalities, impor-

behalf of 800 white collarities as
the net went into negotiations with
the Radio Guild of the United Ofand Professional Workers ot
flca

Hooper

service.

1280 DIAL
Afliliaf*

JOHN

the

BLAIR. Reprssstf/ative

m

months' employment.

Radio Division
1SS N. Clark Str««f

with

—

:

ABC

at

is

huddling

:

Associated & United Press news

The W.E. Long Co.

Chicago, Oct, 22,
Hooper's absorption ot Cooperative Analysis of Broadca,stIng
has gone into the working stage.
C,

'

tant to each event.

CHICAGO

Local anci National
Spot Advertisers

than any other

Chicago Station

W-l-N-D
560

Kc.

5000 WATTS

P^HIETY

WcJneBday, October 23, 1946

9^%

of the advertising on

WCAU

^*

is

on renewal contract

WCAU
S0,000 .WATTS

ir

CBg AFFILIATE

PHILADELPHIA'S LEADINB RADIO INSTITUTION

Wednesday, October 23, 1946

RADIO

96

Superman

Detroit's

Bok Fights NCBS Affiliates bi
Effort to Retain

Network Control

sympathetic word. He's Dick Osgood, who has 16 radio shows
a week, 15 of which he writes;

22.

as well as broadcasts.

His
day,

programs

three

Monday thru

every

Boler's action came like a surprise inasmuch as he had agreed la.st
August to place in escrow his stock
KVOX/ Moorhead, Minn., and his

tion

Dodge,

declared that during the
week of Oct. 7, four days before the
federal court grant, a large majority
of NCBS creditors were contacted
and assured him of their continued
support and cooperation, permitting
a reasonable period of time for the
corp. to make a -settlement on their
claims.
Assurance came from approximately :35 stations, Boler asserted, with some stations even of"fering to cancel their claims in an
etTort to aid continuation of net

Boler

operations.

la.

It was also agreed that if, at the
end of 90 days from Aug. 15, Boler
had completed refinancing, the stock
he placed in escrow would be returned, the trustees' committee -would
be dissolved, and he would again be

given

operational authority

of

the

regionals.

Fahey's Stand

Wolf sohn Bureau Handle
Revived by Col. Concert

To

countersigned by himself, Russell
and Breen, were returned :With
The net prexy admitted the prob- changed signatures. The committee,
ability of a thorough NCBS reorhe said, had control of North Cenganization with changes necessary in tral's bank account.
the affiliated station list on or beThe returned checks were accomfore Jan. 1 in order to streamline panied by a notice, Fahey revealed,
and solidify it by retaining only that the. correct signature was that
those members willing to give the Of Boler, Don Clayton, NCBS veepeci

Streamline Ahead

.

:

Stress Radio Talent

Columbia Concerts has revived its
Wolfsohn Musical Bureau for the
purpose of helping, radio-made talent to branch out into the concert
field. Walter Preston and Larry Fitzgerald, who handle radio bookings
wiU be in
artists,
for Columbia
charge of the bureau, while also
continuing their former activities.
Through the bureau, they'll offer
complete management to young artists formerly only on radio, or to
new talent they pick up on the airbe
lai^es. Radio
talent will thus
made available for concerts through
regular booking facilities of 6olum-

managers

Your

whom

intimation

have never

I

my

that

choice

was understandable — because Gillette wanted a Boston reporter and
had to take the only one available

— hardly

is

consistent with the facts.

Allen; the series of Army Emergen-^
cy Relief football games carried by
MBS and sponsored by Gillette in
'42 (in which I handled all
two
play-by-play);
Army -Navy
games in 1938 and 1939 for the full
NBC network— prior to my naval
and the July 9, '46
enlistment
All-star game, with Mel Allen, and
the '46 Cotton Bowl game, both for
MBS, following the war. None of
those events, by the way, was even
Sept.,

—

slightly

panned by your

staff

CO.

vFriaar'^BS--9!S0 p.m., EST
H-n-M-^'lIUs Time for Keeps"
lit Happenea In Brooklyn"

"Supreme Court,"

used in rare

is

by parties

stances

the

in

in-

various

Evelyn MacGregor, contraltos; tenor
Nino Ventura, and pianist Milton
Kaye. Move to revive Wolfsohn is
outgrowth of Preston and Fitzgerald's radio work, as well as a complete switch on the usual procedure

neither have
necessary to stoop
practice of faking
boners?

toppers

handled.

concert

American tours of Caruso, Rachmaninoff and Heifetz were under its

it

Corp.,

(CBC's

pre-

decessor) had years back leased site
for a station. Litigation concerns a
lease for the former Toronto station
CKGW, which the CRBC had contracted back in 1933.

I

zine),

yet found it
the clever
camouflage

to
to

,

.

First

Okay for

^

PC ruled that CBC must rnakfe
clau.se
in
lease of defunct
requiring: them to keep the
premiseJS as "let," modern and in
good

CKG W

good repair and operating

condition.

The transmitting

Bowman-

station St

hasn't been used for years
and has been almost destroyed by-

Cases had been dragging for years
and in 1942 Ontario Supreme Court
upheld the G &
stand awarding
it $25,000 for breach of lease which
meant yearly $12,000 payments. PC
ruling makes CBC pay rent at original rent till tenancy is terminated.

lined it indicates how little you liked
my reporting. But the fact that I
apologized for the error indicates,
does it not, that while I have not
yet attained the Bill Stern standard
ot omniscient reporting (Life maga-

Concerts^ biggest concert .man-

Radio

Broadcasting

said it, just as your spelling
of Dom's first name with a "K" was
a newsprint typographical error.
The mistaking of Partee for Culsli.), if I

four years as the "Vivien" of Phil
Spitalny's "Hour of Charm," is first
Others
artist signed by Wolfsohn.
include Jane Lawrence, Anne McKnight,
Ruby Mercer, Winifred
Smith, sopranos; Shannon Bolin and

The Aberdeen exec said that
creditors would meet in Chicago to discuss latest developments.
Indianapolis Robert L. Lamb has
joined the sales staff of WIBC, Indianapolis, having recently returned
from Army service. He succeeds
Jack V. Porter, now a radio sales
rep of the William G. RamTseau Co..
Chicago.

LOU CLAYTON

22.

ville, Ont.,

"eldest"

agement in the field.
HoUace Shaw, soprano known for

Minn.

—

Mil.-

RNITKD BEXALL DBDG

Montreal, Oct.

Looks like Canadian Broadcastinj
Corp. will have to shell out quite
n
chunk of coin as result of a Privy
Council ruling few days ago in Lon.
don, Eng.: It's' an unusual case since
the PC, being the British Empire's

reference to Dom DiMaggio as
ball-playing DiMaggio,
rather, than Vince, was a tongue-

A

the

. However, as the filler from
Dizzy Dean's home tow.i put it;
and Florence Tibeau, secretary.
"Don't burn your britches about it,
Fahey said that he immediately of concert artists going into radio.
The Wolfsohn Bureau is the oldest sonny boy. They DID spell your
filed
suit for KABR against the
Jim Sritt.
North Central account, and that ad- musical agency in the world, having name right."
ditional suits were filed by KGCU, been founded in 1884, and having an
KVFD, and KGDE, Fergus Falls, enviable rep since for some of the

NCBS

CKGW Lease Clahn

had previously covered two Sugar dominions.
Bowl games for ABC; an East-West
Winner of the ruling is
game for Mutual; an AU-Star base- ham 4t Worts, Ltd., liquor Gooderdealen
ball game for MBS; with Elson and
from whom the Canadian

berson was, on the other hand, one
nightmarish errors for
ot
those
which I accept a full degree of reportorial and criminal responsibility.
The fact that you virtually head-

bia

A. A. Fahey, meanwhile, revealed
in k statement in behalf of the comthat the first inkling the
niittee,
group received of Boler's action was
on Oct. 12 when NCBS checks, all

Loses Out On

I

,

•

Editor, Variety:
Apropos of your criticism of the
recent World Series broadcast, much
ot th^ sting ot it has been amply*
counterbalanced by a flood of favor-^
able reactions from MBS local sta-

met.

he'll last.

in

equity in KSJ A, Jamestown, N. D.,
but without transferring votingrights
A hearing on the matter was set or controls. He had also agreed to
trustees to
foi- sometime within the next two the appointment of three
temporarily run NCBS and the
weelcs..
The
Network.
Mississippi Valley
Receiver was appointed by the
composed
of A. A.
committee
was
federal court to handle the corp.'s asFahy, of KABR, Aberdeen, S. D.;
sets, but Boler emphasized that the
Walter Ru.ssell, of KGCU, Mandan,
receiver would have no power to inN. D.; and Ed Breen, ot KFVD, Fort
terest himself in the corporation's

Boston.

ar»

Friday,

'

management.

CBC

Scores Hit on Games List

"Around the Town," "Show
World" and "Eyes of Tomorrow."
On Sunday he is emcee of "Radio Schoolhouse" In his time
off he worries about how long

.

straining order preventing network
creditors from filing suits against the
well in what Boler charged were
'attempts to place it into receiverand ultimately into bankship,
'
ruptcy."

Self,

Detroit, Oct. 22.

WXYZ

(ABC) has a man in
Detroit who claims some .lort of
a record for keeping busy—^or
de.serves!, at least, an occasional

necessary cooperation for best servJohn Boler, president of Nortii ing net clients.
None of the numerous propossals
Central Broadcasting System, has returned the fire of several NCBS af- for reorganizing that had been reseveral
during the past
filiates who had filed lawsuits against ceived
the network by obtaining federal months had been favorably received,
court permission to reorganize the Boler said.
shaky net under the Chandler hank-:
Through a refinancing plan to exruptcy act.
tend ovjer a three-;year period, Boler
Federal Judge Bell at St.' Paul, said, he was confident he would be
petition able to liquidate all indebtedness,
Holer's
accepted
Minn:,
which was accompanied by a re- possibly within a matter of months.
Chicago, Oct.

Bat for

Eritt, at

vandals.

W

WB

ASKS POWER HIKE
Washington^ Oct.

22.

Neville Miller, onetime FCC chairman and now Washington attorney,

has been retained by Warner Bros,
station
in Lc
Angeles to
make application for upping of stations'
power from present 5,000
watts to 50,000 watts. Station simultaneously will ask for frequency
change.
Should; petition be given green
ligHt,' Warners' station will be on an
even basis with KNX (CBS) and

KFWB

.

KFI

(indie affiliate of

•

looks complex but

NBC).

WCAU

j(Ci>ntinued from page 89);

direction. Name was discontinued in
1928, when seven fittns merged into

Philadelphia Rectiiitie
present Columbia> ConcertSi but. was ord newspaper-radio operation.
The $6,000,000 sales ticket includes
legally retained.
stations but all
radio
the
not only
liquid assets and bank balances in
BroadcastColumbus, O. ^Heart of Ohio, Inc., the name of the
Columbus, 0„ has asked the FCC for. ing COi Price for stations alone is
authority to operate a new standard tabbed somewhere in excess of $2,radio station.
As of
500,000, it was understood.
in the

new

—

WCAU

May

WCAU's

18,

were

liquid assets

$3,250,000, principally in cash and
Government bonds. For the
year ending December 31, 1945, the
profits of the station before taxes
topped $625,000.

U.- S.

Transcribed Stories From

Annenberg's Buy
nearest
Curiously,
cents sale which also

'The American Notebook"
Written

dollars

-

and-

went through

FCC without hearing was transfer
WFIL and WFIL-FM Philadelphia,

of
to

Walter Annenberg's Philadelphia InAnnenberg paid $1,900,000
quirer.

two stations. Durr dissented
to price being paid there and wanted
full facts developed in hearing.

for the

and Narrated by

More

Robert Waldrop
With Music Under the Direction of

FCC

called for
hearing into ABC's purchase of the
King-Trendle Broadcasting Go. for
Hearing established that
$3,650,000.
American was spending $2,800,000 for
radio station WXYZ, Detroit, a regional station, plus authorizations
for .FM and television operations
there.
In this case, both Durr and
Walker dissented; principally on
ground that
had no business
putting this kind of money into
when
would do a better
coverage job there at !i fraction of
rece'ntly,

;

ABC

Mark Warnow

WXYZ

Another recent big-money sale was
that of WINS, N. Y. to Crosley
Broadcasting Co., for a final cash
price of $1,700,000.

f

Current// Presented

in

RUTH GIRARD

fhe (nferesf of

\i,

S.

Savings Bonds)

TUNE IN
"The American Notebook" Story

"THE RAGGEDY
6 P. M.,

E.S.T..

MAN"

Sunday. October 27tb. Station

WNEW,

1130 ke

clarification

.''in

the. publitf interest."

Des Moines— Betty Wells, director
of women's affairs for KRNT, here,
has found that her weight Ion is her
listener's gain.
Casually mentioning
on a Women's Club program that she
had shelved 20 pdumls, KENT'S mail
brought an immediate flood ot inquiries from femmo listeners who
sought
Miss
Wells'
slenderizing
tormiila.

Company men know
know

the people.

if

you know

Weed and

the ropes and

,

WEED
(:(;mp,\.\^'
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Ntw Ytrft • ItitM • CM«i|* • AUnU
Oltnlt • Sm FrMtltt* • HtMjWMi

FCC demanded

hearing and rehearing on this tramaction in order to satisfy itself on
financial details of the sale. Durr
and Walker both dissented to th«
final terms, taking view that price
Was out of line and that the contract
had some fuzzy clauses which needed

945 Stations
Directed by

it's sinii)Ie.

FM

the cost.

Are Broadcast Weekly on

It

the ropes

CHICAGO

BLACKHAWKS
HOCKEY
1944, '45-'46 and '47 too!

W-l-N-D
560

Ke.

5000 WATTS

1

.
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Comedy 2

s

It

RADIO
They're Off!
ABC

to 1

day

Top 16 in th» Hooper parade, now that the fall season is in
»wing, are comedy shows, according to the latest figures. Sole gabber
i« Walter iVinohell, in sixth placs with 20.9.
fi» hi«h
liSafling the Un^ is the Fred Allen show with 25.6, against competition
ol^rime Doctor," which got 10,8. The ratings, with the opposition listed
*nly in cases wher* th« Hooperating was 8.0 or better, are:
TOP IS
COMPETITION
t'eh of th*

full

25.6
Fred Allen
fibber McGea and Molly...... 24.9

Hooe
Bnh
Bob Hope

Charlie McCarthy Show
jack Benny

Valt«r Winchell
Screen Guild Players,
Radio Theatre

An&

Amos
Bandwagon
'n'

.

;

24.7
24.2
21.0
20.9
......... 20:0
19.9
17.7
17.2
16.5

Red Skelton
Mr. District Attorney

10,8

.

night

Its

Bing

new WednesCrosby-Henry

Morgan parlay by garnering

citleSi

in

and Morgan got

40.3.

"Sets

use" on both were: Crosby,

39.6;

Morgan,

27.6.

PIH'S SHO-BIZ-QUIZ
Man. Merry-Go-Round,

SHOW'S LEASE ON LIFE
;

10.4

Blondie

12.1

Pittsburgh, Oct. 22.

Show'Biz-Quiz got a new lease on
at last minute: last week, when
Candy Shops, which had

lite

Dimling's

Songs by Sinatra ............
F.B.I, in Peace and War.

8.8

12.2

sponsored
program for last 17
months, decidedJlQ keep it going, but
under a new setup, despite critical

shortage of materials that had originally prompted bankroller to drop it.
Show switches on WJAS from its
Bodec
Radio
half-hour evening spot at 10:30 Tuesdays to Sunday afternoons at 2.
Dept.; Rockwell in
In
addition,
been
music has
Ben Bodec, head of the radio de- dropped, eliminating Buzz Aston,
singer, and Harry Walton, pianist,
partment of General Artists Corp;,
and other items have been done
has resigned effective Nov. 15. He away with to shave cost.
Three
intends taking a vacation after that critics remain Karl Krug of Sundate and has not as yet made further Telegraph, Kap Monahan of Press
plans.
and Harold V. Cohen of Post-GaHis spot at GAC won't be filled. zette (and Variety's Pitt mug!?),
Thomas G. Rockwell, GAC prez, will with George Held as moderator, Rethereafter supervise the radio arm viewers will provide a guest each
of his outfit, with the assistance of week) someone in show business
Dan Hollywood and Warren Cagney. playing town at the time.

Vamps GAC

CBS in Charlotte

Gap

Tags ABC on Bing

—

Charlotte, Oct. 22.

Unusual situation has cropped up
whereby both the ABG station
.(WAYS) and the CBS affiliate
(WBT) are carrying the Bing Cros^
Here

WAYS

by show for Philco.
the program at the usual
10 p.

carries

Wednesday

m. network time, but

WBT

NBC Weaving Idea Into Week s Scripts
With the United Nations General Broadcasting Corp., U. S. State dept.
Assembly scheduled to open in New shortwave, CBS shortwave and NBC
shortwave. WWRL and WHN are
York today (Wednesday), U. S. ra-

down for shared booths (not with
dio has put itself down as ready to each other)
do the job of telling American and
All four nets will carry the open*
world listeners all about the doings
ing of the General Assembly, inat the Kite where the New York
cluding the speech by President
World's Fair held. forth a few years
Truman. From that point on, sched»
ago.
ules will vary, Some of the N. Y.
total of 451 radjoites has re- indies, however, plan to carry the
ceived accreditation to cover the full voicecasts from the General
UN, as a result of a revision and Assembly. Among these are WNYC,
expansion of the coverage list ar- WMCA, WLIB and WQXR.
ranged by Christopher Cross, U. S.
CBS has assigned Larry Leseur
radio liaison officer for the UN.
and Charles GoUingwood to head its
Largest single number of radio
coverage, and will use also Eric
coverage credentials to any one orSevaried, Bill Henry, William N.
ganization went to NBC, which got
Shirer, Bill: Downs,
Ned Calmer,
67. This net is putting on a big seJohn I^aly, Winston Burdett and
ries of events in connection with its
Quincy Howe^ ITverett: Holies^ of
United Nations project which is beWBBM,
Chicago, will cover the
ing observed all of this week. Next
for his station and will also be on
largest single: group represents the
the CBS net at times.
U. S. State dept.'s shortwave: operaWhile CBS, too, is giving a numtions which has been issued 60 creall of
dentials. Mutual got cards for 55 ber of time slots to the
people, ABG for 52t and CBS for 39. this week, the biggest radio show of

A

UN

,

WBT

:

UN

is being put on by NBC, with
N. Y. flagship, WEAF.- going stUl
further than the net.
NBC has- arranged a schedule of
its own booth and separate booths events that started Sunday (20) and
being assigned to WMCA, WNYG, runs through the entire week's pro-

fitted

all

for the radio people at the Flushing h.q. of the General Assembly,
each of the four major nets having

its

Fourteen booths have been

WLIB,

WQXR,

WINS,

Canadian

ABC

North and South Carolina
.a
market of 25 Philco
whereas there arc 350 Philco dealers in the two states.
outlets in

only reach

Philco pays the tab for the ABC
program; but in cases where indies
and stations of other webs carry the
show, the dealers plunk down the
latter

case,

there's a live

commercial for the dealer as well as
the show's transcribed Philco plug.

WMCA

Hypos Sales Setup

Through

;

New F&P

Tie

The N. Y. indie situation, boiling
over for some time now with keen
rivalries and some uncertainties, has
ht.d another factor added through
WMCA signing up witli Free & Peters as station's rep in the New York
area as well as nationally.
as

With Herman Bess recently signed
WMGA's sales director, and F&P

brought into the local picture, the
has almost doubled its sales
staff of seven. New station rep will
Use eight account execs to supplestation

ment Bess' crew for local coverage
of potential
alone.

bankrollers in N. Y. area

The inking of the F&P pact, acOording to Bess, is for the purpose of
;hyp<)ing th6 station's billings on national iaceoiShts. National advertisers,
now, said Bessi make up 42% of the
Station's billings.

Public service &6ws/ ih which
has iBpecialized, will be of^
for
IBcludihg
sponsorship,
Five Star Final," "Halls of Con-

WMCA
lered

gress,'

'

,

(Continued on page 99)

THEY'RE GOING

dealers,

In

and Don Goddard.

WFBR- Baltimore's

one

living,

breathing radio station -Radio
City

in replica.

MEMBER^ AMERICAN

BR0ADCASTIN6 GO.

*

UN

,

it

tarrying such advertising.)
Deal with SO,000-watt
was
maneuvered by Philco distributors
in N. C. because of limited coverage
of rival ABC station in Charlotte,
and because of fact that the six

coin.

Reporting Job;

is

Thursday night at 8, the
open evening time.
station's only
(This is due to fact that the regular
Thursday
at 8 "Suspense'' show
CBS
is sponsored by Roma Wine, Carolina law preventing stations from
carrying

UN

:

9:9:30 11.0

Vox Pop

Radio Readies

97

a

Hooperating of 24 for the Groaner and 11.1 for Morgan.
The Groaner got 60.5 of audience share in the 32 Hooper

8.1

......... 16.1

........ 15.4
Tavern
George Burns and Grncie Allen 15.1
15.0
Eddie Cantor
Duffy's

Crim« Doctor
Hollywood Players

started

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE— JOHN BtAIR

«

CO.
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A

map may hold

pin-point on the

the day's

A name

most fascinating human interest story,

may be

buried in a bulletin
national intrigue.

the cue to inter-

But the urgency

news seldom leaves time

of the

to cover all

for the stories

behind i^e news. Front Page Features
minutes,

FRONT PAGE FEATURES

necessary time. Related

famed on the Goast

dpwn the news

and

—

15

takes the

by Knox Manning

as a radio

newsman and

— it gives perspective

motion picture narrator

pins

—

Monday through Friday

color to the terse black-and-white phrases

of news reporting.
ties.

Map

disaster.

Names become

personali-

dots reveal scenes of triumph or

Each world event becomes the mov-

man

ing story of a

or nation.

Front Page Features

is still

another example

of the Columbia Pacific Network's ability to

bring the march of news into dramatic, needle-

sharp focus

because

.

a knack that

production

the E.

li.

doubly

effective

facilities

and the

skills.

Front Page Features

by

is

possesses the Pacific Coast's

news gathering

finest radio

finest

.

.

CPN

solidly sponsored

is

Bruce Company*

(MWF)

.

and

the Washington State Apple Commission*

(TTh). But Columbia

Pacific

developing new programs
ideas that

claim

.

Radio

To

.

.

.

is

constantly

smartly planned

no sponsor has had a chance

to

reserve one for you, call us

or

Sales.

\

I

int placed through

C/i/i 'iansen Advertising

Agency

Account placed through

J.WalterThompsonCompaw/

SYSTEM
4*1'^

tiadli

SalU, IKt SPOT IrUlewUlU DivltUli •<

CM

^

;

:

RADIO
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G.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
-

power

CharlPs Liecn,
Evansville, Ind.
Evansyilk-on-the-Air,
nvesident of

WEOA

operates

which

was

recently

Wright,

and Charles

secretary,

CBS

Clarli, treasurer.

incrca.sed

to

5.000 watts.

J.

David...

Stern,

publi.»:her

^

99

Foreign-Language

in San Anton'
San Antonio, Oct; 22.

:'

.CBS

Problenhs of

the of the south w-est

of

Hold

Powwow

JPhiIa4clphia---Two neyvs roeri iiave

been :a(jdea.;1;o. the .:staff': of WCAXj.'
They are Paul Capron, son-in-law ot

and

Affiliates

.

.

I

Outlets Meet,

affillale. stations

Too

divisio.n. /were dis-

CKieafeo,;:ect. 22.
Philadelphia Record rind new o\vn- .cu.ssed at a meeting; held here iast
Foreign language broadoasleis mu.st
Minhtapolis— Randy Mei'riman Has
Station men were hosts of
cr (Vf- WCAU;. an^i, Bill Campbell, week.
a
resumed ?'Fun FOr Your Money"
fonroanv has Mgned
KTSA, local CBS afTiliatc. Repre- deliver more and better program,'-' for
siJciriKcHster vfbrmtjrty with WIP,
^'Saso of WTMV, East St. J.oui.s broadcasts over KSTP,,show running
senting CBS were J,. kel'ly S'nith. their foreign-speaking audiences in
order la justify their existence. aC-/
250-walt station, for $;!20.000. live days a week at ll a.ni.. aiul
ttr
San Ajntonio—Yoiaijde'; feldelback;' stat ibn relations director; / William cordi:ng to Morris No\'ik, public, s&rv-'
in, 1935 and featuring ,i|a§ xonle.^ts for autUcnce
%TMV was established
been nanied; plibIU'.(ly;.'directai" Fi.neshfiber, /asRistant director tit ico
hi,.s
radio oon,»tiltant and .former dl*
ana opt^ratcd lsr the! participation ^^al1d liberai givoawavs.^
ov^iied
,vi;s
cif WOAI. here.
She repiiib^s-'ii/Iarcfa;: progl-am?.' and Charles E, Midglcy, rector of WNYC, NeW Yorl^,; '
jBrQacJcrisling :Co.,

WGBF

:.

that the
conliact for

announced

here,

j

.

i

.

.;

:

'

:

.

,

:

;

.

^

.

:

!

Mississippi Valley

:j

Show'; waS:,sch«haed^''i^

resunipafter full iscason la.st year, in
AufiU.U, •but " p:olid -cpidemit;, /pr^-

Birenbcrg,

i

Inc.

the nct-

Jr., salc.s.servlce niana.ijc.r of

V

•

Na\'ik spoke Hero ye'sterday (Miai.i
.fti'st'. iinpbtranf
get-togetltcr .(if
forei.iiin
lan.nuage br6adcaster.<-: siiice'

.

.
'

tiou,

\vork.

'

.

at.

—

San .4.ntonio New fti'i<>? of te.cnagfr ..jjv6grajns;;;.has: '.dt'bvited over
WOAI for a full hour each Saturd ay;

.;

.In attendance were. George Johnson,; manager; .R6x; Pr;o.s, GommerV-J Day. Th(- .session ,wa.s held iii.
,cial manager,, and lyrferrill Myers, Conjvmciitm \vith the ainiual Sch.i^pl:
:prbgram :direetor,. of .K'TPA; Kenyon B.r6adcast^'rs' Co.nl.pr('nc'e. nl< otiiig
-Marjori^: HUrt- TO
Brown, "general manager. KdiMA. this week .at. the .Corif iiif ntai hi''tel.
to acr
for 18 mondis at WCCQ. ha.s /.beVn :'borec'' p^^^
"':'''/'
two teen agers. Oklabbmii City;/ Troy MeOaniclv licro.
:".': '
13.118
K(lUaTe-|
coverage^ Ot
ciiiii'e
named director of education for con- tiSr m.cs. They are George Perriii .Uoneral mariagor. KGB,'^. Hai'lingeii:
Meet was headed tay Robert- Milli' t,
l5y Ra<li:i
miles. StationOiSr- operated
.Iral division of CBS.
..' and Patty Stone selected from
iidiBill
Roberts. commercial nTanager owner bf/WSBG, Chi foreign^lanV
Ohio, Inc
"-^^'
lions
in
which all local Schools KRLD.': Daijas: Bill HugheS, gen.- .atiage outlet. Arnold flarllcy, WOV
Seattlc-^-PernviSsion ;1o^ ^bnild arid participated.
News,
ciiar.er
ai.d manager,
KEYS, Corpus Christi: 'N. Y.) .progi'am director, advised
,Sc^,^¥la*J--qale^ P^inev^^rcw - operate; an lEM^.station .here :Kas' been;; music for. the toen agers"
Frank Junell. commercial mana,ser, broadcasters on ways and .means to
S^vairfed:.^
;.eofflM: to;. WGY-^taff, ;has M^n^ap-^^.^^ Westefti. Waves. Inc.; a inew
.KROD.. El Pa.sp: B. F/ Grr, gen. liypd their present program foS'mat.s.
pointed actmg djr^ctor of. science
which: .filed, -for it .last
.St/ Louis-^Jlihri Raleigh, foriinerly manager. KTRH, Hou.ston; J,. C... Keli- Other speakers were Raoul Cojtei',
programs^(prfsenled by the X^eneral c;pi.j„g.
Officersv 'are: "^Mrs.: .SCott with WGCQ. and CBS overseas .c.br-' lam, gen; manager KTBC. Austin; KCOR. San Antonio, Tex.; Stanley
j
pEijjinally. di
Electric Company),
lullitt, prosidenf; Henry .£!;. Owens, respondent,' has .joined... -KMGX as' H.
iLdck'hatt program director Allschulcr. WJPK, Detroit and Dr.
rection of science^and ...agricultural: vecpee
and
manager:
Fi-ederick news /gabber, and analyst
.k;EYSV' :Cdi-.(>Us..';.G.hnsti .and ,iohn .John •Zvetina. of Chicago's Loyola
broadcasts : was in /the hands cif,
Stim.so.n. assistant manager; Raymond .\ov,.4. /
.::/'::''-.
, :
/.-../.':/'./
Esau., gen. manager. KTUL. Tuisa.
pn'iversity, /
/
Emerson Markhanii how niahagcr
of WGY. WGFM and WRGB
Bob Childs coiitinues. under new
setup as director of farm stanzas;
including the daily "Farm Paper ql,
weekly "Farm
the An" and the

0 FM

now

and make cha ii.ues
XtffMmMKr .system .in order
mittor.

FCC

has asked the

•'ti't'Ofi.

authyi'iiy to install a

{(St

n

.

.

'

'

[

trans-

i

^

.

.

Minncapoli.s— K

j.

iU

\

rector of education

W. Z,cbailh. diand prodiHlioil

:m(irnij!g>"

undjJFiVihe

dircetipn

.of

:

:

.

;

,

;

.'
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-

:

i

'

.

.

;

;

;

.

:

.
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;

'

.

;

'

.

,

i

:
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,

,

:

.

^

^

:

:

:
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'

j

.

'
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;
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'
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.

.

;

;
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Foruin."

KRNT

Moines— WHO,

Des

KSO, are cooperating
,

in the

and

housmg

drive for veterans now under way in
Diss Moinfesi .iVientions are roadfc on
station breaks
ali news /programs,
.

:

are frequent and interviews with
homeless vets are .highlighted on
numerous broadcasts.
In keeping
with, the drive's purpose of getting
'

a

home

for every vet.

by Christmas,

announcements are using parodies on "White Christmas" for theme
music to good effect.
spot

MiiincapoHs— WLOL
all-night

first

has

program

to

started

emanate

from Twin Cities station since

when

days,

WCCO

and

KSTP

war

main-

such service. Feature calls
six-hour stint by Glenn Harris,
emceeing a record show and putting
tained
lor

some 60 commercials on the air during the period. Service puts M'LOL
on the air 24 hours a day.

Station's

UN Reporting Job
(Conlinned from: page 97)=ss

gramming.
:

many

While

events, to be staged
PlazB, N. Y., will be

of
the
in Rockefeller
purely of a lo-

nature, a large number
of them will go out either on the
web or over WEAF.
cal,

visual

Commercial sponsors of some ot
NBC's leading shows have agreed to

UN

recognize
week in their scripts
during the week. Among the.se are

Fred Allen show, Jack Benny.
Edgar Bergen, "One Man's Familv.'
the

Music Hall, "The Fabulou,'Tweedy," lour of Sterling Drugs'
and a number of other heavy

Kraft
Dr.

shows,

banktoUers.

The

NBG

schedule

is

being backed

by

the Americati Assn. for the
United Nations, National Education
Assn., and 85 other natioiial busine'^s,
civic, education and religious groups.
A number of the week's shows
will originate with NBC affiliates
outside of New York, among these
being WRC, Washington; WTAM.
Cleveland;
KELO, Sioux FaUs;

wGBP,
«nd

Evansville; KHQ,
Portland, Ore.

Spokane:

KGW,

Ben Grauer heads the
announcers

who

list of

NBC

emcee

tbe
doings, both over the air
and at Rockefeller Plaza, Others are
Clyde Kitten, Charles McCarthy. Tex
will

various

Anloine,

Ray Barrett, Radcliffe Hall,
Jack Gostello, Ed Herlihy and Kien«eth Banghart.

You'vt been heoring so much lately about the good o/d days (°Thc First Quarter Century of
Amarican Broadcasting"), we wont you to know that making touchdowns is still the order of
bw*|nM»~Orovntf KMBC of Konsas City.

RAMO

100

CBCs

Wednesday, Oclolter 23, I945

'Menacing Change in Radio

—

Toronto, Oct.

22.

Because o£ its ''mehacing'-ehsitige
in radio policj'," the Canadian Broadoastlng Corp. should "either returti
:•

exclusively non-commercial
public service operation (as in other
units of the British Commonwealth)
or it should be turned, into an brdinar.y tax-paying corporation without
subsidies and without monopolistic
riglTts."
This was the recommendation of tlie Radio Committee o£ the
its,

Canadian Daily Newspapers'
in
.

pointing, put

that

Assn..

CBC

the

has

abandoned its early^ claim of being
non-commercial undertalcing and
is now a subsidized and non-tax paying body that is reaching out more
and more, .to snare sponsor advertising from private radio stations in
a

Writers Guild
('ontiniied

RWG

ot strike,

.squelclied

excess of $500,000 from commprpial
also coupled with
sources." This
thel olaim of Leonard Broclcington,
CBC chairman, that a certain amount
of commercial programs had to be
talcen by the CBC in order to build
up revenues but that a maximum oC
:

.

policy is "unfair,
affected only one member. Leon
with a vengeance." the it
petition
chairman o£ the grievRadio Cortimittee's report IVteadow is
ance eommittce, with the members
stated that "there has. by stages debeing Mathilde Ferro. Dave Driscoll,
veloiiod a' situation in ^whic.h a. Gov-:
.

,

CDNA

.

;

,

C

.

'

Mema

Qtt!

;

.

ASCOT

RITA

Hour"

PORTRAYED FAY

year, the licenses totalled $3,783,452
but, far froiTi using this increased
revenue for the 'elimination of com
mercial advertising, the CBC has in-

in

"Ma

Perkins"
1936—1944

creased commercial revenue seven
fold with $3,500,000 in revetiue last
year but which will reach at least
$5,000,000 this year.

Press Representatives

DUTTON'LIPPOLD

Lardie Kudosed in Chi
Chicago, Oct.

22.

Katlileen Nichole Lardie, Detroit
public schools' radio supervisor and
president of the Assn. for Education
by Radio, was. honored at the annual
banquet of the 10th School Broadcast
Conference here with the conference's 7th annual Award of Merit
for outstanding service in the field
of educational radio.
Banquet climaxed three-day session

THAN ANY OTHER
CHICAGO STATION

which was attended by more than

W-l-N-D
560

5000 WATTS

Ke.

700 educators, school representatives,
radio execs and manufacturers reps.
Various panels covered use of radio,
televisionj facsimile and other modern aids to. education.

Run-off election held by ushers in
four CBS theatres to determine
whether they, would join a union affiliated with the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage E-mpToyees
was held in New York last week,
with voters rejecting the union. Of
,

WANTED:

resigned after

the

He

the script department.

yesterday

(Tuesday)

.

returned

f r o

m

the

Wheelock h. o. in Philadelphia,
where the deal was set up, and is
for the Coast on
Nov. 10, where he will headquarter'.
When with J.W.T., Carroll scripted

slated

head

to

and produced some of'-the top radio
commercials.
Wheelock. currently has two shows
on the air, both sponsored by Campbell Soups. They are the Hildegarde
and Jack Carson programs,

Radio Reviews
Canliniied from paiie 30
tents.

They

;

their original writ-

sjot

ing experience in preparing, sketches,
for the Uniy. of Toronto "Follies,"
later appearing in selt-written parts

Army Show at a time when
would-be-actprs were even enli-sting
in Order to get on, the stage.. This is,
their first postwar radio show.
The Shuster-Wayne writing is a

in, the.

strictly

p,rofcssit)nal 'fob

that

shows

considerable talent and delivery po.projection suffers
when the writer-actors themselves
their
depreciate
self-consciously
lines or the story situati()n. This may
bolster the ego in its defensive soltapology but, psychologically, the
listening audience miglit al.so be persuaded to string along; with the
team's self-imposed opinion nf ittentialities; but.

it's

Scene,

New Weekly

Walter

J.

Thompson agency, has joined the
Ward Wheelock agency as chief of

Column

Detroit, Oct. 22.

Detroit, long notorious for its low
radio-flack potential, has at last
made a red-blooded grab for Hie
bull's horn.

Only one Detroit radio columnist,
Herschell Hart ot the Detroit News]
among the major Detroit daille.s',
plus a general policy of practically
no radio publicity without a promotional

in

of frustrated

press agents.

However, a measure of relief appeared; suddenly last week when an
entertaining column, "Weekly Radio,

Orams," by Jim Hen'ryi appeared in
16 of the better Detroit area weeklies.
Investigation
revealed Jim
Henry to he the pen name of

WXYZ—
beater;

(ABCs)

energetic

drum

them

made

tour

Result:
tries.

Only two rejections

Now

in

.

everybody knows

WBIG
means good broadcasting

by the tumultuously-reccived

5000

WAUS DAY &

NIGHT

Columbia afDtiat*
gfeeniboro, n.

e,

repreiented by bollingbor/

—

"A mighty

colorful

«mce*"

:

;

'

'

John Tiilman
Matter of Ceremonial

CB$ Color TelevUion

release" and came
through solid oh their respective as-

Victor

record

;

Oemansiratlent

signments.
Herb May, as emcee,
Was a pleasant butt for the nonsidesplitting yaks.
McStay.

THEY DON'T GET AWAY FROM

NAB

Cleveland's

Continued from page 29

Station

the best example of the things he
objects to most about FCC procedures. This is its habit of spelling
out in a routine opinion "legal
philosophies
and
interpretations

The best Disc-Jockey
business ...

at variance from
Congressional intent, and conflict
with the Constitution." In this category Miller included FCC's recent
ruling that broadcasters who give
time for religious slots must also

which are widely

New York

open their mikes to atheists.
Another case Miller hoped would
be taken to the Supreme Court was
the question of FCC's right to accept evidence on a newspaper's edi-

Independent StationI

,

torial

polity into a license hearing.
referring, of course, to the

He was
Here'si the mosf outstanding opening

in

radio

record-spinner.

today
If

for

|ockey, I'ncome vnlimited.

a 15-mjnute

a

crack

you're

that

Rush us

transcription at once.

Deadline November 8th.

Box 97. Variety. 154 West 46th

Nevf York.

recent New York Daily News controversy with the American Jewish
Congress in connection with the

FM

News'
application.
Miller also warned broadcasters to
stave off attempts at state legislation to regulate E'M, .FAX, and television, cm grounds that their signals

were

intra-state; to

their

program format and commerand to support the UN-owned

cials;

work

to

Day

after day,

Monday

thru Friday,

daytime dialers per dollar

in

WJW brings in mor*

Cleveland

tliajn

any other

improve

regional station.

Better local programming

is

the bait

and operated radio network, Which,
he said, cannot conceivably be iti
competition with a free radio.

that gets profitable results along the Cuyahoga.

Cleveland— Murray Young, WHK
news analyst, is at United Nations
h.q.. Lake Success,
where he will

ABC Network ll|f . I

St.,

BASIC

make a

recordings to be
played back on a 15-minute news
spot at 12:15 p.m.
series of

MAM IMAJI

REPSESENTEO NftTIONSLiy

B?

Wlf

'

18

sixteen papers with a
of 405,000 carry the

weekly feature.

British films; this segued into the
-solemn proceedings of Britain's Parliament regarding a da.y of national
thanksgiving for the outcome of the
war years. This was climaxed in bad

much. Samuel Hersenhoren's orch
and the singing; ot Georgia Dey fortified the program' in. their' periodic;
interpretations of "another great

.

of

toTal. circulation

Topical but' somdtime.s sophomoric
its treatment, the first situation in

tinguishable adds to the confusion
of the audience. The boys write well
but the.y shouldn't try to do too

'

publishers
armed' with statistics proving that
radio columns enjoyed
high
a
readership. He told local publishers
and editors that the column was
designed to entertain and attract
new readers and '' the service would
be free to them.
a

.

Meeting on Coast
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Radio Writers Guild here will hold
general membership meeting Oct.
25 for the purpose of nominating a
Slate for elections to be held next
month.
Though the remainder of the slate
appears now to be wide open, it's
considered very likely that incumbent prexy, Sam Moore, will be
asked to run again, or be drafted if
refusing. Membership is convinced
he's the union's best bet, due to his
having been a very active leader.

'

James Henry Quello.

Quello seized upon the idea Of
writing a colurnn for Detroit weekly
and; community papers.
He wrote
two columns in advance and with

their program dealt with the Shuster-Wayne attempt' to break into

taste

.

has long made the

tie-in,

Motor City the enigma

self.

.

Milter at

for a major

with

years;

14!^

who

News

Long Anti-Radio, Gets

Ciiief

that-: Shuster
and
49 individuals eligible to vote, some announcement
Wayne were not coming to England.
47 cast ballots.
Their next situation dealt willi their
Results showed 29 in favor of no
difflculties in Still being unable to
union, .while 18 voted in the affirmain
1959:
this
delivery
buy a car
givtive. Election grew out of indecisive ing the impression that it Was just
balloting some time ago when ushers being tossed to the listeners and to
had a choice of an International hell; with it;
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Their closing announcement to
union, lATSE, or none at all. Voting the emcee "Well, there it is"—
at that time showed 21 against any seemed to indicate a brashoff opinunion. 22 for the lATSE and two for ion :of their own writer-actor efforts,
a: verdict' that possibly sold itsoU to
IBE'W.
listeners. The fa.ct that the pair's
voices sound so alike as to be indis-

.

in the

Carroll Carroll,

:

Stein and Addy
ernmGnt-owned body, 'subsidized to Julian Funt, Joseph
V ;.
Richtoii.
to the extent of some $4,000,000 a
committee

A large membership
year and paying no taxes, and endowed with the most far-reaching was created to push "recruitment,"
Joseph: RuscoU .and Nora Stirling
^^
Pomihion's. dailies ad- and- extraordinary powers (including ar.. co-chairmen, others in, this group
iriittedly
dye radio .appropriations monopoly on network broadcasting), being, Michael Sklar, .Ted Ferrp,
with'eiivy, they are correct in their has become an important, large-scale,
Max Ehrlich, Ben Kagan, S.vlvia
opinion that tlie pyesent actions of hation-wide. cominercial competitor
Berger, Ira Marion, Jean Hytone,
the CBC are in direct reversal to; With,.ail advertising media for ,a suband Peggy Lou Mayor.
the original policy, embodied in the stantial share of advertising approGeorge Lee Layton was, named
Radio Broadcasting Act, and later, priations."
chairman of the finance committee,
olahns of Hon.
D. Howe, Canadian
It was pointed .but that CBC proif may be in the neaf
communications chief, that "it is not motion, far from eliminating 'com- whose job
raise tlie coin tor "the big
the desire or intention of the CBC .irierci'al .advertising from (janadian future, to
fight." .Serving With her are Prisat any timfr to obtain a revenue in radio.
substituted
"unsound
Has
Tex
Kent,
Milton
Lewis,
cilla
despotic powers" which threatens, in
Woiner. Peter Martin, and William
the .nriatter .oC free speech, not only
TodiTian.
Canacliah daily newspapers and the
Other committees are; Research,
private stations but, the interests of
Bill Morwood, chairman; Jane Lyoii,
It was .noted;
the general public.
SigtYiUiid Miller, and Abram Ginnes;
the CBC sought comthat,., when
press and publicity, Joseph Carroll^
mercial reyehiie firom outside sources
chairman; Paul Adams, Marold Marof a sum not in' excess of $500,000,
and Ed FrisAUNT RITA ON
the $2.50 license fee paid by set- tin. Vincent Dempsey,
"Aunt Rita's Children's
owners totalled $584,611 but, last bey,
No Union for Ushers
Canada.

..

Detroit

Wheelock's Script

from page 28 ss:

but leaders of the:
such discussi.Q.h a3../I>i'e-,
'.
mature.
../^'i
Guild Girds for Baltle
It was clear, however,/ from the
number oC old committees revived
and new ones set up, that the Guild
was girdijig itself for the big battle
against the ad agencies. A strong
was established as a
$500,000 had been set and tliat he committee
group, arid it was hinted
g'rievahce::
elimination of
the
"looked.' upon
commercial advertising from the broadly that from here on in this
would
be expected to
CBC as part of the ultimate policy.." comniittee
push every grievance, no matter
Claiming that the. present CBC
small; and even if
subsidized com- howyintrinsically

PoGcy Rapped by Can. News Group

to

Be

Carroll Carroll to

'

5000 Watts
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isn't true.

Trade names ot

stores, atrictly local

WRR

or regional people, product »nd places are others.

Inside Stuff-Radi

When Martin

People" moves to Hollywood Nov. 10 tor :a' one-sliot: originaentire time will be given over to 20th-Fox"s "Razor's Edge."
agency and .sludip reps are now working QVit final
delails of the stunt that will put Darryl Zamiclr, Edmond Goulding, Tyrone
Power, Gene Tierney and Lamarr Trotti' on the, show, along, with wardrobe, niakoup and other personnel concerned with the produCtiDn.
Probability is that the show will be .piclyeci up, at. tHe C,B3 studios rather
than airing from ,a.sputid staSe at 2bth to permitvan audience The talent
for tlio
liul is reportedly, being borne by 2tSi\\}. While ihe^ sponsor pays,
It's also possible that a local L. A. outlet will also be arranged
tune
althpugli tlie'. sH6%v npfmally ii hot h<'ard. on Coast, due, 'tP G'-'tf Oil not
'•We. the

tion wlH'ii

its

& Rubicam

Youiis;

Block gets

(MBS) Switchover

To ABC at KGKO Expense

Hollywood and KFWB, hi.s operations will
an agreement signed between Al Jarvi.s and

to

be somewliat restricted due to
suit
the Warner station. In an out-of-court settlement of his $1,000,000
against KFWB tor using the word "baHroom" in its disk marathon, KFWB
has agreed to refrain from all mentipn of "Make-Believe BaUropm" or
refrain
agreed
also
to
station
has
titles.
The
"ballroom" in any program
from the use of such expressions as "On the next bandstand, .,," and "We
" chatter purportedly originated by Jarvis.
hand the mythical baton to
Block show will be tagged "Mai-tin Block Presents."

Denied by Execs
Chicago,

in Chi

Oct.

22.

been some talk here that
Jolnmy Norton - Gene Cagle

'There's

the

"

'

would evolve

friend.ship

itself

.

.

.

iii 16

a deal whereby ABC would tie: up
have recorded flve-rpinul? sports spots for the: with Cagle's WRR in Ft. Worth inTwelve prominent
U. S. Ticasury, to be lused in connection with tlie savings bond campaign stead of its present affiliation with
Harold Hough's KGKO.
'7.
Lou
Rice,
Eddie
Dooley,
Mrs.
are
Gran-tland
Participant.s
Nov, ll-Dcc.
However, ABC execs vehemently
Gehrig, Jim Crowley, Jack Dempsey, Sid Luckman, Bill Slater,: Ted
distributing there.
deny that it's so, that the longBishop, Kirny Hirsch,: Bill Tilden, Ted Williams, Thomas j. 'Watson, Jr,
standing
KGKO -ABC affiliation
part
existing
spprts
broadcasts
of
already
Spots which can. be used .fls
Bing Crosby -records the tunes lor his PliiU'o trahscriplion serie.s in a
would
continue. Gagle's station is
prepared
Savings
by
U,
S.
Bonds
Division
or as individual features, were
unique way and the method proves the value of recprded show's. As far
part o£ the Texas Quality Network,
radio section, headed by Brent O. Gunts.
as the music for the. show is.conccrnod, it's done in a studio, wnlhout an
:is closely- linked up with ABC
which
audience and each piece is dbhe over until it's pcrfcfct, both, vocally and,
:Habit of iiidio stations, of prbgramm.ing: flve-minute newscasts every programming tie-in.
instrumentally, similar to the practice: followed by the makers: of pop
Cagle is currently linked with Mubefore hour and, in some cases, every lialf -hour 'round the clock, is causing
hi.<; gLieBts,/jet ,.al., dp the entire show
Then: Crosby
recprditrgs.
.switch in network routines. Lots of listeners, it seems, tune in the indies tual. Latter network has been having
a sludia audience.
some tough going bringing WRR
for news, figuring they'll miss only opening commercial on' web show,
:.in the :event that One of the nnniber.q' performed before the audience
into
line on signing up: all affiliates
in
latter
after
boning
and then dial
up bn current events. As a result,
has somt! mHslcal- or vocal fault, it Ls evused ..from the master disk and the
under a standard contract basis,
.Jtiore. and more, net formats are being, re-designed .tp tee oft' sans! com-;
sanie'^timc; dptie porfcelly beforehandv^s dubbedi. It .asS1.tres.4he singer of
mercial.«. which in iiu'n are being relegated to the five-minuteS'after-tlielliougix it's got nothing to do with
the best nuisical performances possible.
":
''.;
;-;
.':.
'-.'
:
:';'
:':
rumor.
switchoveigun spot. :!':.:
:.
the
/-'^'i'..'-':'

=

.

-

figures
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;
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:
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•

.

.

'

.

-

.

.

:

.

.

•

.

:

:

,
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inlere.sting,' .ill viovv of Bing Crosby's breathlessly awaited debut on
eleotricaT transcriptions, is Comparison ,oI rates quoted a few years ago
with those of today. Just four years, ago $15 a platter for a 15-minute,
'

,

threCra-week show was considered a. prctt.v: good figure— if the e. t. guys
oboldn't get $20. .Now ,$250 a di.sk'is aiiything but a rarity. And hp\v the
can bpom: iurtlier,: with' higti-priced ':talcht: eyeing the Groaher's:
ratings avidly, is being demonstrated powerfully by Crosby, since base
.Post :.loi. his bnGera-weelf .half-'liour layout'is $24;000. .Thatt's under a f hreeyear contracit with PhilCb for 39 platters anntiall.Vv:and:;pn..the ABC web
of about 200: stations, Howe vev, if they're usPd. 6n 600 :slati,pns Cfvill .net
^
plus 400 :in(iles)i-CostV:per show ups to: $3
i
:

'

Barry Gray's verbal pokes at Leonard
see his lawyer. about action against the

r.',.

Lyons has sent the columnist to
(N."y.) disk aockey. Lineup
four N.Y. cokunnists down on Gray for. latter's air criticisms,
namely Ed Sullivan of the News. Dorothy Kilgatlen of Journal-American,
Harriet Van Horne of the World-Telegram, and now Lyons."

WOR

npw has

"costs

Denver, Oct.

The Curt Freiburger

die of its own weight was apparently shared by many other erstwhile active members. Also consid^
ered significant was tlie fact that not
even the full complement of broadcasters already on record as favoring
Too liberal use of local tfii-minology and other indigeiious gag-butts, of give a
actions in the AM-FM field.
which writers on both ends of the continent are guilty, it; causing wonder- FCC
a new FM promotion drive took the
ment as to effectiveness of such malorial. Frequent references on Holly- Stressi ng part icula rly those policies trouble to vote on the FMBI motion.
which
favor
an
of
acceleration,
acFor example. Major Edwin Armwood end to the "smog" and "Griffith Park." etc., are a couple. They are
tual
FM
operations
throughout
the
strong and Zenith Radio Corp.'s
tossed, around with the air that smog is as familiar as London fog— which
country.
WEFM, Chicago— though both osIt i,sn't-:-Tand ditto tlie f toiliayity .with Whic H lin es deal on GritI th Park—
The acting FCC chairman's ret- pbtised, a; strong independent FM op-\
which isw-'t: ^: Ceritfal" Piaik! the foregoing two are standing, ili. A.isms.
and there are others on the Coast as well as in New York. In both, cases eranees to the controversial Blue eration—^did not participate in the
conclave.
the: assumption miwt be that Joe Public is as well travelled' as the .aver- Bb'pli are expected to be adlibbed in
line with Miller's earlier pronounce-,
From the outset, FMBI prexy;
ments and, in arty event, to be mere Damm made it clear that hC: and
featherbcdding for
iiis:
principal other board members were sold on
theme o£ what FCC is doing to help handing over the reins to NAB.
Also clear was NAB's position that
broadcasters.
it could not use funds collected from
Paley's Criticism
its getieral iriembership for any outPerry Comb! hais been renewed for
Irony ot the NAB speeches thus
another 26 weeks on the Chesterfield far is the fact that Bill Paley's (.CBS) of-the- Way promotion of .FM. FM'ers,
Damm said, could not expect- to get
and W.E. Equipment
program on NBC effective Deo. 8. speech represented by. far the single
,

FCC-NAB Peace

:

Conlimicd from page 29

to

'

At the same time, he will
complete status, report on

cations.

..

,

.

;

,

i

'

:

;

,

.

,

;

.

CHESTERFIELD RENEWS

CHICAGO'S

MOST MODERN

COMO, CBS LOANOUT
'

Renewal puts an end to consistent, greatest criticism of program job
rumors that the singer would retiirn radio is doing, while. FCC, which
normally leads the. name-calling
to CBS by demand at the end of his
current 26-week cycle. He's under campaign, has sbft-pedalled the dan-

Wall

Poly-cylindrical

Sound Treatment
Currently recording
Bob Elson on the Century

contract to CBS and. is on loan" to
NBC for the cigaret show.
At the same time. Chesterfield renewed Jo Stafford, who occupies the
clggie time two nights weekly (Tues.Thurs.) while :Como. handles the
Her
othar three (Mon.-Wed'Pri.)

and on
American Air Lines Flagships

We

operate our own

Another indication of Denny's, deand make up with the

re to kiss

NAB

the all-time record attendance of FCC men at the
sessions. It is understood that Denny
agreement was :extendecl, .-for 18 .tlrged: all commissioners' to attend
months, renewable in '26-:Week seg- and dispatched some 20 :othee FCC
ments.'
staffers tp Chi as ambassadors .pi:
goodwill. During regime of former
FCC chairman, James* Lawrence Fly,
Siepman, Chandler
few if any FCC members were seen
Glevc's 6th Conference at NAB's annual get-togethqr.s.

Chicago

Pressing Plant in

gers of pver-cpmmercialism, spelled
out last spring in the Blue Book.
si

KGA

within two days after the; quarterhour broadcasts were made, available

The

to sponsors.

ing for the past

'

is

NAB

:

newscasts, sustain.-;
-were Sold

:i2 yeai-s,

Tivoli Union Brewing Co. took the
11-11:15 a.m. .spot, Mon,-Sat. SecuriCorp. bought time TueS.,
and Sal., 7 to 'i!:15 a.m. Cen*
tral Bank Trust Co. look the Sunday
evening time.
\;NBC-iNati:o.nai Spot sales sold Itlia..'

ties Credit

..

Thurs.:

moriiing: Post news, Mon.-Wed.-Fri,
to Peter Paul, Inc.. completing the
sponsorship of all 13 newscasts.
The Freiburger agency placcl the
local Denver business through Dinir:
can McColl, KOA account exec.
the Wofcester area,
-

services without paying for
them, and could not 'have their cake
and eat it too'' by using
services, on the oiie hand, and remaining outside the;, tent on the other.
Jolni 'V. L. Hogan's suggestion that
promotion be done locally in
communities whei'e there were independent
Dperation.s also fell
by the wayside in favor: Of a fresli
start witli, a new leadership.

Hooper

overall

the'

NAB

listening Index, Dec. '45
'

NAB

thru Apr, '46, looks like

;::iflilli;SiSliiil*llSii

WTA<S

FM

.

<
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.

S2,9.i
'

Sfotion a

SfofioH

FM
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YQOR INSPECTION
UNITED
64

.

,'•

COMPANY

BROADCASTING
Chlcaqo

INVITED

IS

Lake Street

E.

Cleveland, Oct.

22.

Absent from

NAB

were liberalCommissioner

oft-dissenting
FCC
Clifford J. Duir, still abroad attendGreater Cleveland Radio Council ing the Moscow International radio
will hold its sixth annual regional parley; GommissiPner- Paul A. Walkconference Thursday (24). Among er, who eoncehtrate,s his. energies on
those scheduled :to .ajp.ear: are Gloria common carrier matters, and RepubChandler, radio' ebnsultant. New lican: Commissioner Ray C; WakeVork Assn. of Junior Leagues; Dr. field, who was ipi'Ce.d ito skip the
meeting- 'in'; a iast-minutc
L Keith Tyler, Ohio State; Dr. Warren Guthrie, Western Reserve Uni- change of plans.

Featuring

^<M Schedule
NORTHWESTERN

U.

three

.

serninarS,/

...the

.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

NA"

W-l-N-D

versity
rector,

and Charles A. Siepman, diNew York Univ. Film Li-

Whether or not former FCC Paul

A. Porter returns to the FCC— as
he ha.j indicated on several occa"Evaluation of sions. Ire may— it's a good hunch that
Radio Programs," "FM, Radio's Sec- Denny's speech at this weelc's: conond Chance" and 'international Ra- .ventipn.- has put .ftim^: in solid with
dio."'
the industry for the perrnaiient slpt
as FCC chairman.
RECORDINfi • MOTION PICTURES • ^

brai-y.

CHICAGO

Subjects

,

include

:

560

Kc.

REC0RDIH6

5000 WATTS
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MOTION PICTURES
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Head ABC

Coast Waxing Dept.

At

FRankliR 6001

1. III.

Hudson

l|uss

vHo]ty.wood,'.bct. 22.
or-

Hudson heads the newly

ganized

western division recording
department of ABC. He was appointed this week b.\- Larry Ruddell.
national recording manager, prior
to

the latter's departure;

convention and, after
:

York

W
W

the, NAB,
his New

for,

,'t'hat,

0

A G

T
R

C

E

S

T

was

,

.

nc

VOICE OF TH£ PAlAi BEACHES

FMBI Dies
:

FM

licensee'.

The committe has already polled
prospective members for attendance
meeting in Chi or Washington.
days h.cnce, ,whe,n name and
45,
prospectus of t!;e nev\' promotion
outfit will bo formalized.
Death at $7,800
Meanwhile, FMBI expired with a
at a

mere

CiNEMART
•

'

Call

•

Moat motlem

recordlflt equipment, of the hiiliest fldaKty

Hiuhly skilled technical staff

Efffcieitt, friendly

in

itS;

treasury, part of

it

with varialils ilvtness

•
•
'

;::

,,$7,60p:

due in refunds to mertjbers*, and
a vote ot thanks to FMBI proxy
Waller Diimm. general manager of
WTMJ and WTMJ-FM, and vCepee
Wa.vne C;oy.
Coy. incidonlally. voted to dissolve
FMBI. but promptly joined up w'ilh
the new F^l promotion group. Hi.s
explanation w-as that lie felt bulk
of FMBI niembers were, no longer
interc.stcd :TO::.i'M .and a new group
was needed to revitalize FM promo-

offers vou-

lafie; acousKcallj' o«fr»ct recardlnii slum*

service

PLaza 3-9172 today for rates and appointments

.

CINEMART

111

Park Avivai

*

Niw York

tion.

17,

N.

"Next time you take a

.

Coy's jfceling IHat

FMBI was

readj-

and

w.ill

continued from page 29

.

R

TiradAtreet'meet ^
y/coper anaCrMHey?

Dayid, General. Electric Co.; Fraiik
A. Ciunthpr, veepee of Radio Engineering Laboratbries, and Raymond
Kbhri, Allentown,, Pa.,

E

WW
'Wnere Dun

oflice.

Hudison's appointment
a result of his liaving cinched the liighly
contested recording deal attendant
On; the Bing Crosby shbw.' It was
Hudson's plan of a polished and complete service that sold ;Philco on
ABC facilities, and the appointment
was apparently his reward: for keeping Crosby a house package.
He
continue, in his present capacity
as sales service manager: alsp for
the western division.

not

.•

to the following firms;

RECORDING STUDIO
RCA

22.

agency, placed

;

'

:

:

Two Days

Newscasts in

10 Den\'er Post newscasts over

'

,

KOA

Freiburger Sets 10

girl on. this ride,

you better

;

'

:
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RADIO
KIAC IS LATEST COASTER

Japn Via Newsmen

TO GET POWER INCREASE

IntnnidatkHi, Charges CBS Reporter

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Dorothy Thackrey's KLA6 here

New

the latest of four stations permitted

a power hike,
Station has been
Bill Costello, CBS correspondent were either Communists or anWf
given the FCC's gfeen light to jump
from 1,000 to 5,000 watts, arid will do in Tokyo, last week made serious American or both.
"Last week, ;;Army officers tried to
Ankles Coast CBS
so by the first of the year,
It's charges of censorship by intimidatighten their censorship of news at
almost automatic that a rate in- tidn being practiced against Anierlsource by starting an investigaTo Be Indie Producer crease will accQmpany the iump, can correspondents in the .Japanese the
tion to trace news leaks. They sirw
despite the station having already capital. On his regular 8 a.m. show
Hollywood, Oct, 22.
moned a Chicago Sun correspondent
upped its card some 25';i> Sept 1. originating by ramotie. from Tokyo,
and tried to compel him to give seEffective Dec. 1, Charles "Vanda,
Others .recently
jumped were over CBS Thursday (17), Costellp cret testimony.
executive producer with CBS, exits KMPC, 10,000 to 50,000; KFVD, liOOQ
declared:
"The reaction among correspondthe network to open his own indie to 5,000, and KFAC, 1,000 to 5,000.
"In recent weeks, it has become ents was immediate.
A dozen of
production ofllces.
He left here None, however, is utilizing the apparent to correspondents stationed them called in, a body oh the public
Friday (18) to conclude deals with increase at present but all expect to in Tokyo that an invisible, yeil of relations officer. Gen." Baker, and in
several prospective clients in New be in full power swing by year's censorship is being drawn between sisted on a clarification of their
the Allied occupation and the public rights. The feeling among correYork, and to make arrangements for end.

Foi'Wula to beat the FCC's Blua t
over-commercializaBook frown at
Vanda
of the airianes, and keep up
tion

revenues at the same time,
been hammered out by James

jtatioii

has

of Macdirector
Sheldon, radio
agency, with
Farland Aveyard ad
approval of net-work execs.
full
Answer lies in the bankrolling of
service programs by induspublic

which would
try-wide associations
informalive and
agree to propagate
helpiuMacts about their respective
industries in such a way as not to be
construed as out-and-out plugs.
Cuwent example, cueing a possi-

|

i

i

,

-.

an Eastern rep. His man oflice will
be in Hollywood where he will
personally headquarter.

:!

FATHER

SLAVIN'S

at home. It's true there's no interference with cables or broadcasts

RETURN

which the nets are giVng
Troy, Oct. 22.
The main reason for leaving the
maximum encouragement, is the net after 12 years was his inability
Rev. William M. Slavin, chaplain
UnderFire
of
National Board
at
Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Instiproems to accept profitable outside requests tute, returned to the air via
writers' dramat show which
for his services, he states. The neton Mutual, Nov. 3. Purpose of the work
would not permit outside WTRY, Sunday (20), with "News
show, which is seen within the Blue chores and that represented a con- from a Catholic Viewpoint," after
public servan absence of three and a half
Boolti'i classification of
siderable loss.
reduction of
years while serving as a Navy chapice programming, is.„the
inculcating radio
Father Slavin
lain in the Pacific.
U, S. Are losses by
Galveston— Grant by the FCC for originated this IS.^minute commenaudiences with the idea that carestandard broadcast station tary on WABY, Albany, in 1939, and
lessnftss- may bring death and de- a new
struction of property; Fact that the has been given James W. Bradner continued it until. May,' 1943, under
purpose of the show is in direct coOr Jr. of Waco, a planning and consult- the auspices of the Catholic Radio
profit - and - loss ing engineer. Station will operate Quild of the Albany Diocese.
with
formity
sideratioiis of the 200 fire insurance with 1,000 watts power on 1,540 kilo-The Rev. John O. Tracey,. who
companies sponsoring the project in cycles daytime only. City has one^ took his place as Catholic chaplain
no way> reduces the public gain to be other standard station, KLUF, which at RPI, handled the: program for a
derived from it.
operates full time.
time.
ble trend

;

;

.

because Gen. MacArthur promised
at the beginning of the occupation
that there would be no censorship.
Only gradually and very recently
correspondents realized that there is
another and much more dangerous
kind of interference.
"It consists of: an atterhpt to cut
oft the flow of news from the source.
It is imposed indirectly.
Ofiicers
and War Dept. employees are ordered by their superiors not to talk to
reporters.
Their movements are
watched and their acquaintanceship

spondents

is that, as the eyes and
of the American people here;
they cannot allow themselves to bt
gagged even indirectly. They intend
to take, the matter to Gen. MacArr
thur and, ^if. necessary, to -Sec. of
War Patterson himself.''

ears

,

.,

Sheldon,
to
the series, the

who

investigated.

I

Book Show Stays
]

|

'

According

As

Educational Format Seen

Payola Answer to Blue Book Bite

is

Reporters^ themselves,

are watched. In one or two cases
high officers have engaged in whispering campaigns
against
correspondents by spreading reports they
<

Book

Month

Club, which
had planned to drop its sponsorship
of "Author Meets the Critics" for
budgetry reasons, has reconsidered,
and renewed for 13 w<eks, .starting
Nov. 21. liast broadcast under old
contract was to have run out week
before (14).
of

the

,

Program, now heard over
N. Y.. has been sponsored
for over 18 month.s.

is

identical
handling
line of .sponsorship reasoning could
be sold to a half-dozen of the naas
industries such
largest
tion's
railroads, aviation, steel, meat, etc.
In this way,, he says, institutional
ndvertisihg, which took a steep drop
since the war's end, could, be revitalized as a heavy source of revenue for: broadcasters.
Indie stations and the nets, both
eager to adhere to the Blue Book's
ukase against the offending-type
plugs so long as their exchequers
are not squeezed too tightly, are reported ready to make big concessions in time costs as bait for this
,

.

::

type of industry-educational proLively bidding took place
grams.

among the nets for the Fire Underwriters, show, each of them ready to
treat the program as a pet baby for
come-on

appeal

trade

other

to

groups preparing to

make

a plunge

Shortly, in this space

into the kilocycles.

WMCA,N.Y,toPreemNew

to

developments here at

we hope

WINS

to call your attention

during the

Single-Voice Disk Idea
A ii^W single-voice, story -telling
tabbed
stanza,
platter
16-minute
"Out of the Well," has been developed by John E. Glbbs and Norton
Belth, and will preem' over
Idea is to have one
(N. Y.) Nov. 3.
actor, backed by music and sound,
tell
a story brought up from the
"well of a people's heritage." Device
permits low-cost production, but impact is achieved through careful
scripting with emphasis: on pacing,
tempo, mood and change of tense, to
permit the one voice to add color to

WMCA

his story

telling.

Fir.st script recorded for the show
was voiced by Alexander Scourby.
Martui Magner directed. Story is a
special radio version
of "If Not
Higher" by I. L: Peretz.
Belth is publicity director for the
Jewish Education Committee of New
York.
Reason he had the stanzS
recorded, instead of putting it on
,'ive, he said, is because organization
intends to distribute the platters
through similar local organizations
for airing on other station.s around
the country.
:

:

of oivnership by the Crosley Corporation,

a number of

Rehearsal Hdll?
FOR YOUR BAND
RADIO PROGRAM

We

will

expressed in the tangible

list

representative advertisers

whose confidence in the future of the station

is

being

form of contracts for time and

for programs.

A

50,000 Watt transmitter has already
been installed and is being tested. A new
been issued to take effect
November 1, 1946. In some respeas at
rate card has

it represents a rather unusual, but
hope, sound concept of Independent

least

w«

Do You Need
a

and

responsible

initial weeks

The

WINS

New York
full

tive

staff,

rather every effort has been,

and will

continue to be made, to strengthen

it.

we

on

its

own, with

in Cincinnati can give

it,

all

but

will not be run by remote conttoL
is

a big market;;. we

know

Well that Ive are dealing in teems of
months, of sound and construe*

years, not

Station rate structure.

No deletions have been tnade in the WINS

station will stand

the help

growth before either

station or our

company

WINS

as

ft

as the licensee

can consider that our obligation to the
people of

New York

is

being fully met.

LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION
Wt hava available a large ballroom

— Monday

to Friday morninqt and

ofternconi.

STASS 36x12
WITH PULL B<?UIPMENT
REASONABLB RATES
CONVENIENT LOCATION
fhon* SU. 7-3000. Bonquef

Department

RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL
25S

WEST 73RD STREET
NEW YORK

NEAR BROADWAY,

CROSLEY
CROSLEY

CORPORATION

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

WQXR;
by

BOM

104
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AFM-DISKERS' WHODUNIT DEAL
Wali Reisman Involved With

On

Crosby

AFM

Over Payment

in Snarl

OF

For Music on

N. Y. Retroactive Scale Boosts
[

Thei's are two muddles currently
before the American Federation o£
Last week's meeting in Chicago
Musicians executive board whieh
Fields Deal Alive
between executives of; the recording
have their immediat* origin in the
companies- and: the American Fedecomparatively recent scale jump for
Again for
Isle ration of Musicians' executive board
which actually
If, Y. locations, but
Negotiations
between
maestro has posed a bewildering picture for
item Irom the wartime machinations
to avoid the effects of Shep Fields and M. L: Dezutter,
of the
some of those interested in the resalary stabilization rules on name holder of the lease on dilen Island sults and
a big laugh for others at
Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y., have
bandleaders.
what either side was trying to prove.
been reopened, and a deal for
Cases involve maestros Jerry Wald
It seems Petrillo and the diskers
Fields to take over operation of the
and Leo Reisman, both of whom
"made a deal." And the deal doesnit
possibility,
Conflict of
have refused to pay the differences spot is a
do credit to the AFM, not in relation
between what they paid their men ideas, whicli first killed the negotia-' to what the disk companies expected
between the two more than a
during N. Y. location dates on the tions
to.
Whether they admit it or
week ago, apparently have been not pay.
old local 802 scale and the additional
.they .gpt- off lightly.
Petrillo
eliminated and discussions were recoin the men should get on the basis
had also pitched a crack that his
sumed-middle of last week.
men also deserved a portion of the
of the boosted scale, which v/as reDezutter's lease on
Glen Isle, royalties
Normally,
under the
troactivci
accruing
to
whatever
AFM'S Form B, the employer, not owned by the Westchester County maestro or singer they worked with
Park Commission, runs for several on disks. ,.
the leaders, would be' responsible
more years. If Fields takes over he.
for the extra mon-ey, but not in these
Mystery is that following the
will have a five-year agreement and
cases.
meeting some of those disk execs
the
years
ago,
hfW, will operate with name bands.
Several
returning from it emphatically de.'
found its name leader members in
nied that Petrillo had ever detrouble due to salary stabilization.
manded the terms printed in last
Buyers of the bands, to avoid vioweek's Variety, requiring a boost
lating the law, refused to pay more
from the old $30 per^man-per-threeoil repeat dates than what they paid
hour session to a flat $50 an hour-ri-for the same bands prior to the
or $150 for a three-hour session.^:-

Cork O'Keefe Acquires

Shep

Words and Music

Qen

Francis

.

using .subistantially the same

started some
six years ago by a group of top
flight orchestra leaders,: including
;

Fred Waring, Paul Whiteman, Abe
Lyman; Giiy Lombardo and several
others.
They have held control of
the outfit ever since, though noth-.
ing much was ever done with it;
O'Keefe took over by acquiring the
stock of each in separate deals.
.

-

rule.
To counteract
.AFM got Trea.sury Departofficials to rule that some 60
bandleaders' were "name" maestros
As
and '"independent contractors."
employers, rather than employees,
there were no restrictions on .salary.
This rCile still stands.
Now, in case of Wald and Rcisfman, who worked the New Yorker
and Waldorf-Astoria hotels, N. Y.,
respectively, th« fact that they are
makes
contractors"
'•independent
them, not the hot-els, liable for the
Reisman had a
retroactive salary.
large band at the Waldorf, paid all
the men scale, and is stuck for quite
a sum. He doesn't want to pay even
half of it (Waldorf offered to split it
with him, though the hotel was not
responsible). Wald had only part of

ment

Washington, Oct. 22.
A report on the development of
performing societies in the Western
Hemisphere and a sharp jab at
Broadcast Music, Inc., will be made
by John G. Paine, ASGAP general

;

men working

his

at flat scale

manager

at

Thursday

(24) session of

the Confederation Internationale des
Societes d'Auteurs et Compositeurs.
Week-long session of the Confederation opened here Monday in the
liibrary of Congress with delegates
present from '22 nations; It is the
first meeting of the Confederation
ever to be held in the United States.
Paine disclosed that he will call
tlie
reestablishment of "ofd
for
thinking" to preserve for authors
and composers the rights in their
works which are threatened by "new
In the forefront of
philosophies;"
this new movement Paine will name
BMI and the American Performing
Rights Society.
Paine will warn the delegates that
"not;. for generations have authors'
societies been so formidably opposed" with a real threat to "recreate the authors' serfdom that existed in the past." His report will be
one of the convention's highlights.
Opening meeting Monday featured
welcoming addresses by Leslie Boosey, (Sreat Britain, president of the
Confederation
Internationale;
Luther Evans, Librarian of Congress.
Geysa Boscoli, of Brazil; and Deems
Taylor, ASGAP president.
Business sessions opened Tuesday,
continuing into the afternoon.
.

and is
but

stuck for only $1,200 or so,
clahns he hasn't got the coin.

'

PIPERS

MUST ANSWER

HUDDLESTON'S SUIT
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Judge Alfred E. Paonessa overruled demurrers filed by attorneys
for the Pied Pipers and Jo Stafford
in
Los Angeles county superior
court to two civil suits filed by war

Johnny Huddleston. Answer is
expected to be filed by the singers'
vet

:

attorneys this week.
Suit.s—«ne for $150,000

damages

and another demanding accounting
of
profits—-were leveled against
preventing
allegedly
troupe
for
Huddleston from rejoining them on
his return from Army. Vet, who also
wants to know what they earned
during his stretch in service, was replaced by Hal Hopper, and Miss
StafEord's spot taken over by June
Ilutton. Other two male singers are

,

.

Chuck Lowry and Clark Yocum.

A

bid to make it a fivesome, with Huddleston the fifth member of the act,
has been nixed by the Pipers.
Possibility that there'll be a sfettlemeiit out of court. Huddlestott has

RAY EBERLE EMBARKS
ON MAESTRO CAREER
I

:

:::

Ray Eberle, vocalist pre-war- with
the late Glenn Miller's orche,stra, is
setting out on a career as a maestro
himseif.
He is putting together a
which will
12-piece combination

In

Two-Year Deal

crease, then dickered until the final

boost was arrived

figure,

which

is final,

Tex Beneke-Glenn

at. Latter
gives recordittg

.

signed or was about to sign, with
the William Morris agency.
GAC
has the band for everything except
theatre dates, which will be handled
by Harry Romm, who recently set
up his own office in New York,:

copy of PetriUo's original demands
for the $50-an-hour price, handed
to all disk men as they entered the
meeting room. Why the cloak was
thrown aroutid this in view of the
final settlement of $41.25 for three
hours is one of those things that has

Several weeks back Morris had
booked the band on three onenighters in the' south, dates which
are still in effect and from which
Morris will receive commission, and
the circumstance caused talk that
Morris had taken the band from
GAC. This Was furthered by the
fact that the late Glen Miller had
signed his band t" Morris wiiile in

some guys wondering what it's all
about. There may be some connecremark one disk exec-

made when asked about
He said something about

utive

the
the
disk companies and the AFM being
in business together, referring to the
royalty the union collects, on every
recording sold.

meet.

Miller orches-

tra last week signed a two-year
contract
booking
with
General
Artists Corp., finally laying at rest
rumors that the band had been

musicians an increase of $11.25 perman-per-three-hour session, with all
other aspects remaining as they are.
As a matter of fact, VAniETT has a

tion with the

-

uniform

and would have worked

out of that agency upon his return

One

aspect of the meet with which
diskers were in complete accord
was their new evaluation of Petrillo
himself.
All labeled him a great
guy, sincere and hard working.

from

-

'

service.

Over 28G

Onc-NUers

in 6

Hollywood, Oct.

22.

Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller orchesis that Peasked them what kind of tra rang up a string of one-night
a boost they thought was fair. Thig, gros.ses last week before going into
brought a 171/2% bid from the for^ the Millon Dollar theatre, Los Anmer, which Petrillo ridiculed and geles, which made promoters in this
countered with the 50% demand. area think the war was still on. In
dates,
Beneke grossed over
This was followed, the diskers as- six
sert, by successive offers by them of $28,000.
20%, then 25%, and their final acWorking on a $2,500 guarantee
quiescence to the 37-','4%. That's their against 60% basis, the band drew
sitory, and the/'re stuck with it.
$2,100 at San Bernardino, $2,600 at
While the shenanigans were going Fresno, $4,700 at San Jose, $3,700
on in Chicago, ail: of the- .diskerSi at Stockton, $5,400 at Sacramento
All figures
after the first day, (14), were frahti-- and $3,900 at Oakland.
Upon complecally laying in stocks of ma.sters, a ^re net, after tajte.s.
circumstance more than anything tion of tlte dates, Artie Malvin was
replaced
as
\'0calist
by
Gary
Stevens
else that substantiates that $50 per
hour demand. Vocali.sls and band- and a new, unnamed quartet took
leaders were pushed into recording over from the Crew Chiefs.
studios -SO' fast ^that arrangers in

DECCA ALL THE WAY
BY DEC.

.

BG

For

Life in

Sunny

Cal.

'

Hollywood. Oct,

Art

Lundi

.singer

-with

22.

Benny

Goodman band, walked out on the
outfit and has taken up permanent
iei,idence here. Step, aaid to have
Chicago, Oct. 22,
contract
inked
between been motivated by film and radio
Filmack Trailers here and Sam FoX offers, may result in litigation, since
Mu- ic Publishing Co. of New York.
Lund's pact with Goodman still has
I' Kiliaet calls for masic firm fura year to run.
"i
N' all mu.sic used in Filmack
Outfit i.i now one-night!ng and
jt'a I'ji-s
as well as Filmack's new head.s East for opening- at 400 Club,
prevue ti-ailer service.
N. V. Lund hasn't been replaced yet.

Fox's Filmack Deal

New

^

.wmewhere between $25,000 and
from the show when it

$30,000

eventually hits the full
coverage planned for it.

broadcast

Following his conversation with
pubs, Everett Crosby went to Philco,
to talk the situation over and possibly arrive at a revised deal with th§
spon.sor covering the added costs.

ARA ARTISTS TIED UP
PENDING LEGAL DIDOES

AFM

insLsted on its $50
there's no.cjucistion

.

-

bankruptcy court
as.sets,

as the

now,

and

wliich include artists'

eontract.s, are frozen until

company's

.affairs

such time
are ironed

out.

Hoagy Carmichael, now
with
Decca, is one of the lucky ones w-hb,
got out of the mess, inasmuch as
his pact ran from Aug. 1, 1945 to
July 31, 1946, and ARA failed to
meet certain of its conditions. Otheri
on t^ie list, and almost all with dif»
tercnt kinds of contracts that may or
may not bind therh till bankriiptcy
proceedings are completed, .are Jan:
Garber, Skinnay Ennis, Judy Ganova,
Phil Harris, Joe Reichman, Frances
Langford, Smiley Burnette, Ghu
Chu Martinez, Bob Crosby, Art
Tatum, Ginny Simms, Earl nines,

Hula Honeymoon
Band Accomp

Dra'ws Full

Hollywood, Oct.

22.

.

60c Decca already -was .sellipg three'quarters of its stuff at 75c.

>

Altman' named director of
.sales promotion of Black and White
Records of HojUywood, according to

Paul Reiner.

in

ARA's

Unusual honeymoon trip is in.
tagging first its "Personality''; series
and other releases featuring coupr -store for Charlie Barnet and Rita
who were married last
lings of top arti.sts at that level; Merritt,
Changeover from 50c was done so week. .Maestro and his actress bride
gradually that by' the time RCA and are flying to Honolulu with Barnef*
the others got round to increa.sing to 19 sidemen for first -weekend stand

Bruce

firm's head,

went
is

effect when the- company
into receivership recently. Case

in

to: (5c

;

tiitie.

up

still

After that date virtually, everything
marketed .by the- manufacturer will George Je.ssel and Jan Savitt.
retail at the '.«!ix-bits figure in: con'
trast to the 60e tag recently placed
on all pop disks by RCJA-Viclpr, Barnet's
Gapitbl, Majestic, Mercwi-y, et al.

Decca began, raising its retail price
during the past year or .so,

per hour demand,
but that there would have been a
prolonged strike. Such in increase
would have completely wiped put
any profit the majors make, not to
mention the minors that would have
been- pushed over the. brink on
which .many have bteh hovering for

some

Hollywood, Oct. 22]
Talent orl the defunct ARA Rec»
ords i-oster get a bad break. They
with
are prevented fi'om lining
other labels for the time being because their pacts with ARA were

,

I

Lund Ankles

;

.

'

the

ON 75c DISKS

selling

'

Had

1

Decca Records. which has been,
approximately 70% of its disk
output at 75c during recent months,
intends going whole hog on Dec. 1.

.

,

sought to get publishers to agree to
the use of their music for free.
This the pubs couldn't see, pointing
out that "synchronization'^ revenue
must be .split with songwriters on a
50-50 basis and that if they allowed
Cro.sby to use -songs without payment they would be liable to- 50%
of whatever he might have paid to
authors of tunes used.
not
Too, the publishers could
agree with the idea that thjey should
absorb the loss of between $2,500
and $3,000 weekly, considering the
unimportance of that amount com>»
pared to the overall cost of the show
to Philco, or the overall profit to
Crosby, who's figured to net him.self

Stories disk execs tell

.

condition of court calendar indicating :it won't come up till early next
'.iS^Px, Tliere's also a Suit pending in
"Federal Court, filed under Selective
Service Act.

,

-

trillo first

turned

,

to straighten things out.

It .seems that when the Crosbys
closed with Philco for the new show,
both sides were unaware, or had
forgotten, that for every piece of
copyrighted music performed on.
transcriptions: a separate .deal with:
the publisher must be made. .Contract between American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
and radio interests does not cover
the situation.
Transcripton uses
come- under the heading of "syn-

all

•

down $7,500 -offered, holding
out for ,$10,000 on basis that there's
plenty oif merit to his claim, if only
because $7,500 was preferred him.
His suit alleges he has a 10-year
pact from July 1, 1943; Pipers have

.

closeted with most major New York
publishers at one time or another
just prior to the transcription debut
last Wednesday (16), in an attempt

emanating from films or stage shows.
When the Crosbys discovered
Crosby
their
problem,
Everett

.

debut next Tuesday (29) at Post
Lodge, Larchmont, N. Y., on an in- .some ca.ses went 'without sleep for
definite, run.
24 and more hoiirs, \vhipping up maBefore Miller himsfelf went into terial to get into the can before a
uniform, Eberle was in service. Since passibliB strike, 'this didn't. only ocbeing discharged, he has worked as t-ur in N. Y., it went on in Chicago,
a single at various clubs and thea- Hollywood, etc.
tre.").
His brother, Bob Eberly (they
In N. Y., for example, Sammy
have always spelled names differ- Kaye, Perry Como. Charlie Spivak
denied it was signed, and claim that ently), who was with Jimmy Dorsey,
and other artists did hurried dates
when Miss -Stafford left the troupe went into service and out again; is
for Victor and other companies.
to solo tlie complete partnership was also working as a single.
He's Some of the material laid in
was
dissolved.
handled by William Morris while the cut. in such a hurry that
it wasn't
Judge Paonessa is expected to .set embryo maestro is with General Art*'
,
up to snuff and will be discarded or
a trial dale this week, with crowded ists.-:
re-reoorded now that the heat i.s off.
.

GAC

Beneke,

with recorded music produced dutv
ing .that time reduced, from 14 minutes to five. Each seems to have a
different' story, the gist of which is
that Petrillo a.sked, first, a 50% in-

37%%

Radio Series

chronization" rights, for, which the
standard rate is 25c per-station-persong, and 50c similarly for .songs

CiSAC Meet

Raps BMl, APRS

stabilization

staff.

Words & Music was

'

.this>the

per-

Eugenie Baird, et
al, has acquired the major: poi'tion
of the stock of the Words & Music
music publishing company. O'Keefe
intends soon to begin building the
firm into a major pubtishii-ig outfit,
orchestra;- singer

-

D. C.

Control

O-Keefe,

(''Cork")

manager of the Glen Gray

sonal

AFM

New

Overlooking the fact that music
publishers must be paid separately
for every piece of copyrighted miisle
used on a transcribed radio program
created a problem last week for
Bing Crosby relative to new disked
series on the ABC net for Philco.
As a result, the singer's brothermanager,
Crosby,
Everett
W'a«

ever

made by a mainland dance

band on the

islands.

^

It's
also first time a band hai
flown almost 4,000 mile« for such »n
'Woody Herman'E band woimd up engagement (only three days) and
.stint in "New Orleari.s'' imd lett-f«r probably first time 19 guys ever acnioftth's theatre tour in itxaa.
companied the bride and groom.

—

i

,

106
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4IKlllli:STKA$.!HIIJ!$l4:

TJ)/t Terpa7 Uses

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Wfffc Ending Oct. JO)

London, Oct.

Snatra May Set

High School Eds in

11.

Gay

You

BJess

23, 1946

Waxed Air Baflyhoo

Wright
Primrose Hill
Sweethearts Never Old.. Strauss
Leeds
Down in the Valley
Ciiappell
So Would I

Thiough llie Day
Let It Be Soon ,.
All

-Chappa:!!

.

.

Loii Angeles, Oct. 22.

Promotional tieup with 120 California high gchooli to hypo busmess
and afford fodder for bally over
KGFJ has been effected by Tommy
Dorsey .s CflBino Gardens ballroom.

D

& H.
.Morris
You Keep Comin g Back Berlin
Straiiss-M.
Harvest Moon
Laughing on Outside. .Connelly
Chappcll
Aren't You Glad

Way

'Ariipstead

,

F,

.

:

.

.

. .

.

,

;

:

:

EGA-Victor

is

planning 4. new
al Cahrions-

.

kids, puts o:Ut a .ctilfo -cUiuier to participants, pays for line to Radio Reoord€r.s Studio in Hollywood, where

.

I.

.•reeord:-pr<jcessirig plant

burg. Pa., .about 40 rnilee frbm PittsIt's asserted the, site' for the
factory has been acquired and Cotistruction will start soon on an installation that .uall have an annual
pTOduCtion
capacity
.25.W0,!000

burgh.

are made, and underwrites

platters,

cost of pla tiering. Station then spots
result in special half-hour slot called
'Hi Time" on its regular Saturday

Variety Hall" two-houi program.

;

.

di.'iks.-

New plant would become RCA'sfourth; At the moment, the majority
of the company's output is Irom its
main Camd-en, N^ J., factory, with
.

'
Hollywood, Oct. ZL
others in Los Angeles and Chicago
Maurjce
Coben, Palladium top.
Cannohshurg, incidentally^ is the per, }iead!> east tomoirow (Wedaeshome town ol Perry ComOi RCA's day) to line up bands for the 1947
top sates artist.
cai-d at* his Sunset Strip tettpalace.
,

M

.

Songs With Larger Raifio Audi^ces

have

will

And Then

Heaven.

It's

— f'Blue

.

Skies"

i

...

v.

.........

..

:

its
.

siniilarly

to

-

own
the

stafl,

way

and operate
the.

cui-mit

Burke-Van Hcusen outDl I- run.
Meanwhile, Sluati'a's attol:ney.s and
legalites representing Bartoii MusiCi
hi which Sinatra still has an interest,
are busily worldng at smopth.ing out
Sinatra difflculties with Bon, Bartoii,
axid Hanlt Sanicola. It's possible that

the argument, between the two factions will he settled to the point
where Sinatra will retain his holdings (331 '3%) in that firm. In that
event, the. iVIorr is :di2al ,w'ill .s
go
through, it's said.
,

'

.

Tar

The top 31 songs oj tJie lOpcTc tMised on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survev oj Popular Music BvoOidsMM mi Radio N^etworks, Published by t)i* Office of Research, Inc.
Svn^V Week of Oct, H-17, 19*6
Blue Skies

MS

«Fiifra«tr

Wmmmm

.Remick

,

»

1

.B^

Song — "Gopacabana Bewie"
..v..
^.-.Valiant
What Comes NaturHy—*^"Aimi£ G«t Your Gun"
Berlin
Five Minutes More
.... ... -Meteose
For You For Me Forever More
.Chapell
.J

,,-,..:,y

.'v..

Cojffee

Hear

PERRY

Doin'

COMO

1 Marry. The— ""Annie Get Yiour Gun"
I Doat Know Why— rTaithf-ul In My Fashion"
f ve Got Sun Jn" the Morning—*"A'nnie Get Y*)ttr Gun"
I'd Be Lost Without You
-

Girl That

I'm

If

Introduce

Berlin
Peisl
Berlin

Advanced

Lucky— t"I{

I'm Lucky"
the Only Giil

Triangle
Mirtual
.Leeds

You Were
a Pity To Say Goodnight
Linger In My Arms a Little Longer Baby
If

It's

Bourne

My

Thafs the Beginning of the End

F«iKt
,

the Chesterfield Supper Club

.

:

South America Take
Surrender

They Say

It's

...Oxford
.Crawford
Triangle

— ^''Thrce Lrllle Guls In Blue"
Away—*"Ca]l Me

It

.

Witmark

Mister"

Sa.ntly-Joy
Berlin

.

Wonderful— *"ATime Get Your Gun"

Always— f'Three

This Is

This Friday Night (Oct. 25th)

Burke- VH

Passe

Sowtewfeere In the Night

On

Capitol

Sugar Is So Refined
Ote Buttermilk Sky— t"Canyon Passage"

Rumors Are Flying
Septeas^jer Song

BVC

Little Girls in BllJe"'

His Own—t'To Each His Own"
Under the Willow Tree
Whatta Ya Gonra Do

Paramount

To Each

Who

Told You That Lie-

Peter Maurice

BMl
Stevens
Eobbins.

.

Whole World Is Smqing !VI\ Song
Why Does It Gel So Late So Early
You Keep Coming Back Lake 4 Song— fBlue Skies"

Harms
Berlin

amige vr<e ihnse that Aid not htive enough performance crediU
mi Ihe meidz to be vnelitd/ed in &iit top grmi^p. Thesy mo^tXy mre iv,nes
rtsmg in popularity.
A Garden In the Rain,
Melrose
Cynthia's In Love
ABC
Either It's Love Or It Isn't—-f"Dead Reckoning",
Mood Music
Everybody Kiss Your Sweetheart...............*
.Feist
Don't Know Enough About You.....,........../..,..
C-P
I Guess I Expected Too Much. ....................... v.
.Beverly
I Guess I'll Get the ftii»fixs and' Go Home ........
........ .G-P
f'tililowivg

I

.

.

.

.

i

My

Fickle

Eye

...... .. .Shapiro
...... Criterion
Saintly .^Joy
....Mills

.*

.

.

—

Stars Fell

On Alabama

That Little Dream Got Nowhere
1'hings We Did Last Summer

Two Silhouettes
Vem Vem
Wherever

................

.

.

..........

........ .Chas. K. Harri'

.Pemora

of

10 Best Sheet

South"

iWevl Evdviy.

Oct.
,

.

.

Music".--.

.

i

.

.

Tak«

..Witmark

It.

And Then It's Heaven. .Bemick
You Keep Coming Back. .Berlin
Guess I'll Get Papers
C-P
.

Surrender. ........

.

*
.

.

.Republic
.Southeni.

Santly-Joy

____

19)

,

.

.Santly-Joy

.

Coming Up
Pretending

Mine

Sellers

Rumors Are Flying.
.Oxford
To Each His Own ... Paramount
Old Buttermilk; Sky. .Burke-VH
Five Minutes More
Melros*
If You Were Only Giil. .Mutual
So. America

for t>ew wfist <Qapk» «*kI
Drrofigemefits, write 9r ptiomt

Famous

Heart"

* Leuii Ml/.'jicai.

PiJmimcai.

HOWARD LeROY
And Hit
Society OrdiMfra
Featuring

MADEtftNE ClAUDET

COMMODORE FERRY HOTEt
T«l*d«, Ohio
Starr ItMord* ExelHitvcly

.

,

.

.

.

...

...

.Criterion

.

^VC

Always
Linger In My Arms.

This

My

.Morns

Me There's You,
(Ties Palabras)—t"Mal£e

Zip-a-Be-Do-Dah— t^'Sonfi
1-

— t'Cross

Tliere's

You

Witliout

SanUy-Joy

,

Old Lamp-Lightei'
Pretending
Sooner Or Lai.er T"Song of South"
.

It,

.

.

..Bournfi

We Did Summer, .Morris
Somewbefe In Night... Triangl*

Things

White Xmas. .....
.Berlin
Girl That I Marry.
Berlin
My Sugar So Refined. .. .Capitol
September Sons.
..Ciiappell
.

I

Don't

Know Why

Fcibt

;,

Ocean Park. Deal brings school dling for several weelcs on a doal,
paper eds to lerpery «vBry Friday and 'there's a possibilitv papei'?
wiU
where station announcer Ted
be signed this: week. Mori;i,s, how^
Lenz has, jriterviews with current
bandleader put on a transcription ever,, has no comment to make 'on
Tor broadcast iollbwing .day, Satuj* negotiations with Sinatra,
day, permitting lci.d.s chance to he^r
If plans jell, Moins will set up a
themselves.
completely new firm for Sinatra,
Ballroom pays tor bus .to haul
probably called Sinatra Sonys. It
night,

RCA PLANNING NEW
PLANT NEAR WTTSB'GH
.

Moms

Firm Wilh

Frank Sinatra may align his hew
music pu'blikhiiig company under the
E. H. (Buddy) Morris banner. Singer
and his attorneys have been hud-

ASSOGfATED BOOKING CORP.
JCl &LASER,

Frei.

:

4

- #

4

.

h

GREAT STANDARD SONGS

^

^ IVIUblv
IVilLLb

1

Hill

J-

I

IS

RtAllY

2o 1
l*JMi^ji|,'|.|

Now A

TO CAPTURE THE NOSTALGIA
OF THE PERIOD

SUNG by AL JOLSON

Hollywood Picked

ROCK-A-BYE YOUR

ea + ured

in

ttie

tcotured

,

..

.

c.-!

BLUE"

IN

YOU

IF

MELODY

DIXIE

CAN'T GET A GIRL
IN THE SUMMERTIME

BIG FINALE of

the

in

.

20th Century-Fox Technicolor

"THREE LITTLE GIRLS

BABY
WITH A

.

This Ail-Time Favorite

"THE JOLSON STORY"

A Columbia

Picture

YOU'LL NEVER GET A GIRL AT ALL
,VS0 sung by

JOLSON

Dcccc Album t;469

in

EXRMMTIMmimB

Ail

All over fhc Country

—A

MafMW AvaihMi •

Mew

Recenlltiieaset

The Production that Steals the Show

Record Hit

JAM SESSION

WHO'S SORRY NOW?
SONG HIT of tho new MARX BROS Pic uro
Uew production)
A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA" (A David
T-i-

IN BRAZIL

Batacuda)

(The

+

LUCKY"

from the 20th Century-Fox Musical "IF I'M

L.

I

iMi'IiIIUm

I

MOVIES

•

RADIO

•

STAGE

LOOK TO MILLS MUSIC for the Always Featured Songt

Ifiir

TRANSCRIPTIONS

•

tuch «t the five song*

above—currently

productlon»»«nd such immortal i ongt the world

Tq

wntho 0 pafHiil IMIng from Me QRBAT CATALOG
I CAN'T 6IVE

STAR DUST
eiRl OF

TM

NY DREAMS

SHEIK OF

I

UDY

forever tinging.

GREATiST SON^WRUm.
STORMY WEATHER

ON AUBANA

HOME

^

'

GOODBYE MY

YOU

CARRY ME BACK TO THE LONE PRAIRIE
BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP BLUE SEA

HOST BE TRUE

JULOUS

UDY LOVE

BUGLE

TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME

HANDS ACROSS THE TABU

!

CAU RAG
DARDANELU
MOONGLOW

lETASMILEBEYOURUMBRELU

SWEET LORRAINE

DINAH

DKADIGADOO

DOES YOUR HEART BEAT FOR Nil

SNILING

I'M GEniN' SENTIMENTAL OVER

AM'T MSBEHAVIN'

ii

counfry't

SURRENDER DEAR

WHEN YOU'RE

NARYIOU

IT

MILLS by fht

YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE

STARS FELL

ARABY

SONIISTICAe

of

ARTISTS

•

featured In Hie lop^budgef Hollywood

NOBODY'S SWEETHEART

and hundreds of others

'4

>«n<f for your yeor'by-year cata/cg of h/f r«vlvaft

ChUog*

SidNyMHI*

For All the Songs fo

Fit All

the Occisions-For Mitorlil

nVIHt UUHAN

•M.rrtf.N|r'
Write

Wire

••

i

Phone

U
MCKMIIU
Pres.

Mills Music, Inc.
1619 Broadway.

New York

19.

N. Y.

IRVING

SOIOHON

MKU

Vlt«-Pr»t.

>

ORClIESTnAS-AIIJSIC

lOS

W«dttMdMf,

P%!RIEff
Too Many Tootert

Survivmg Indie Diskers Find

Woody Herman

ARA

record

(.'onv

.necessarily

ty" in these parts.
MuiJicians in tlie

and royalties are

.sold,

Hollywood, leaving music payable only on Uios§ actually dis^
publisliefs holding the bag for over posed of. At any rate, Fox does not
1165,000 in royalty monies, has made intend to allow royalties due to become part o£ a liability listing by
it ^ bit tougher; all-around for surpeiny

ii\

where

of Local 47

h<f

I

OotoW

t8, 1946

at Hatel B.O/s

could

rind a trun.peter and was told to
take his pick of the 1.000 or
more looters who are "at liber-

ARA

Toii^kr With Blowup of
of the

Bands

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
iisked an of-

It

llcial

Blowup

.

ariti William*.... Wttldarf (40a; t»)

Henry King..
Rooaevclt (400; |l-f:I.SOi) .......... ..
hat Elgart.^. ..... .Mew Yorkwr (460; f I-fl.M>
Clauda ThornhUI. Pbniugrlvatnia (800; |1-|1.IK»
Vaughn Monro*. .Commodore (400; |a-tl.BO)

have

local

increased ta 13,00a

.

I

f

t,aTi

i

%ta9

f^g^

4
^
|

t.a^
i;8M

a,4Ti

4,600

'

M. Y.

I

viving independents. Hereafter, small small outfits ipiat,.raigHt
di.skei'.s Will be forced to, put up a
g into the tank.

New York local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians and
Walter Douglas, chairman ot the
Music PubU^fflES- FfOtective Assn.
are aLg^in. negotiating on a new contract covering publishers' arrangers,

.

.

i

1

'

zation matters, tliat they are rospphj>ible\for fbyaities. ;And they'll
have to take such steps befoic being
issued license to record the tunc.'!
they want.

publisher.s, a considerable siim
royalties,
artists
in
linpaid

-

.

FoK hSs

:

:

method

outlined, -a

tO' its

.

of ad-

smce

looking

for'

singer

Abitht (Ambassadoo:; 900; |l-$1.50; indwf.). Biz i» what opg like
term "lun-be*or*-the>-storm"-ish. Fair 4,000.
Buss Morssn (Biltftiore; 909, |.1-$1,50; iad«f.). Coflv«a,tions b»lp«di hoiat

it

to 4,700.

LocatMD

replace Betty Barclay, vvhoV'lea.vijig

Gene Knipa (Panther Room, Sherman Hotel; 950; $l:30-.$2.5ft min.).
Joint iurraping with Sn» j8i000i
ttfOv llf«eoy (Boulevsrd Roam, Stevens Hotel; 700; ¥^$3.30 min.). MoCo. Coy ia big; dfaw Txero. Fine 4,800.

Wins Restraint

Order Vs.

Am

Soi$

(Lot Angeles)

Al Donakije (AvotJon, B, Los Angeles, 3rd wk). Puny 5,000 in first
Sniith in the New; Jersey federal;
court restraining Eleanor Filak and stretch for 'Don'altue'.
Jan Garber (Atagon, B, Ocean Park, 6th wk). Weekend parlay of GarUniversal
associates
the
in
her
Writers of America from using the ber and Spike Jones resulted in fine 12,000.
Eddy Howard (Casino Gardens^ B, Ocean Park, 3rd wk). How low can
name of Irving Berlin to solicit
bo. get? About 7,000.
memberships in the organiiation
Harry James (Meadowbrook. B. Culver City, 2nd wki. Tilings got so
Suit was originally instituted for
Beirlin by T. Newman Lawler, of rough at this foiu:-day-a-week stand they've chopped it down to tWO:
Jimmy Jamea (Trianom, B, South Gate, 2nd wk). Dribs and drabs her*,
O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler,
when several people (jueried Berlin, too, with only 3^800 on hand
Jftery
(Psdladimn.. B, Hollywood, 2nd wk). Trend of afltairs ballabout UWA, from which they had
received
membership solicitations room-wise pointed Up by teeble lii.OOO here.
signed wi^tb his' name;, ' Berlin immediately Sbtight damages and a re.straining order.
,Suit was handled' in Jersey becaLise that is the residence ot Miss
.

siuisum?
*SMUBI BACKWARDJ MfANS

Get retief this pruven woy

I

SAtESI

.

.

.

,

,

CALDONIA
Mi -

'

•

,

;

'A^

who had been operating L'WA
from a New. York office..
Pilajc,

:•:

.

BUZZ ME
ELLA

Casino Gardens May Sue
Mclntyre on Fluffed Date

vi= vZ'i:i -

Loui: .0?: IN -

Hollywood. Oct.

LOVE YOU WANT

S

IF IT
woe;'

.

WaW

.

SOW

Miiihiis

H4<V< n; _

-

saby that

me;

s

:

AIN

THAT JUST

T

LIKE

YOUNG TO

THAT CHICK'S TOO
LOU

WOMAN

A

.Z'-.--'

;

.

;

FRY

22.

WHEN A WOMAN
LOVES A MAN

i

1

Possible court action looms hetween* Hal Mclntyre and Tommy
Dorsey's Casino Gardens ballroom
as result of Mclntyre's refusal to
play a stand at Ocean Park spot
starting Nov. 15.

LOU

Hot in Hoteb

Chieago
Berlin

Permanent injunction was handed
last week by Judge William F.

ERSK Sc

lobff)

j

down

LOUIS =9

South sid# spot had a nic« w««k with

Lot AngdlM

.

„to

fO.!K^-|l,15).

Fredlity
to

tactions last year for a one-year
period, and current talks are on a
new deal.
Details of the new terms have not
tully been decided.

:

Sammy Kaye

Art Kassel (Trianon;
16,000.

copyists

manufactured are not after Meadojvbrbok date.

all disks

lff,000.

An agreeand pianists.
ment was set up between the two

etc.

There's some $260,000 worth ot shellac among the residli? of the defunct
outfit, but against, .that there is a
$60,DdO bank: lien'.

vance payments baaed on production
potentialities of tfcie clisker.s applying
for licenses.
Exactly how this will
be worked out is So far iiot deiihite.

Saxie Do welt (Blackhawk; 90O; $2-|a.50 min >, Laot we«k »f Dowsll not
so big 4,4001
Oidk Xarseiu. (Aragon; $090-$il.lS). Jurgsna' last w««k bar* mdl stilt an«

AGAIN TALK l«EWE»EAL

i

of royalties in advance or
;!ARA eilectSi incidentaily, went
Fox:, of the
under fhie hajtaiher yestetday iTUesMusic Publisliers Protective Assn., day) in HoUywood, From the coin
who's al.sd agent and trustee for pub- realized, a number of debts await
lishers in mechaxiicarand synchronipayment, among them the 85G owed
poi'lion

otherwise assure Harry

AFM, MPPA

the future,

ill:,

i

MERCf

,

Orrm Tucker is coming in instead
of Mclntyre, with latter baclcing out
of date On claim he wants to play
beach spot in spring or summer instead ot fall. Mclntyre didn't sign a
contract, but terpery's management
13 waving what they claim is: "substantiating
correspondence"
maestro verifying; date.

HANI6HEN, JENKINS

from

j; -

BANANA BOAT
THE ;-4i.

GOOD

LET THE
LOU

•

.;<:

a.-.

- :

TIMES ROLL
Berfo Mrnnt, Jim Cohkling, Iksnrw K«pp, Bi
MBiiam Rtitbm, Manim Sodbi, Bmn Selvht

:

.

YOU SATISFY
JtSs;

'

"

Z:

AMITA BOYER

- Capilol

GUESS

I

"EC S'^HOL',

-

Wp-:,:

man

agree

HERMAN

MS y^^^^^

wt^n Mature
Pon't let up
new me-titts!

down-Try
RISE

these

TO TEU

l»Y

THERECOOLIS

MCK

OETERWINATIOH

-

BREEZE

b; Alsfont

by SUNNY SKYIA*

w**U 0.-

NO

LOVE
THE FLAME OF

TO

.

b,

• • •

AIN'T BEEN LIVING RIGHT
WOOC

,
'

and many

Cflbtnfvlft,

I'chon

HI-

DEAD
JACK, YOU'RE
DICK MILES

BISHOP and
by WAITER

^HEEMAUKHHJJDAH^^^

SONG!
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OXFORD MUSIC—

a

off to

flying start with

RUMORS M FLYING
No.

SELLER

1

OF THE NATION

now

offers

Novelty love Song by

this bright

BENNY BENJAMIN and GEORGE WEISS
Writers of

OH WHAT

Voa'U See

A

What

DE/'

and "SURRENDER'

Kiss Can

BENNIE BENJAMIN and
GEORGE WEISS

>^>

Wby diould

I

climb

U«> tigh

For when youVe

-

mown

ett

to
w

myann.

in

y

my fhould

GUY LOAABARDO
ARMSTRONG

I

s*ini

-

taiVi.

prove Uiat

prove that

in

myarma

you,_

CAN DO,.

I'u

be

true.

m

7
.ForHh«nydui«

HOWARD

love

riv
to

DICK JURGENS

I

vinn',w„..-.
—TODLL
SEEWIUr AKISS

.nigM

- niirlit

the deep-est

»o

LOUIS

EDDY

Do

Words and Music by

Refrain
1

"RUAAORS ARE FLYING,"

SEEMED TO

IT

to-night.

YOU'LL SEE

WHAT A

KISS CAN

DOI_

SKITCH HENDERSON
2

TONES, BENNIE and GEORGE
LES

-

BROWN

HAL BROOKS

don't

the.en«i„

be.ingr,ek-le«__ ju.tbe.
cauw

7T"
ro-maace has be -pin,

got

ife

to

show

my good

in

-

leo -tion«^

«

kiM can

turn the trick

and

it's

a

lot

more fun,

iJotliw'* no

HULBERT

GEORGE TOWNE
NAT BRANDWYNNE

need

for

you

to

won

di-ri

how much

1

go for

you,

For »hon you're

A

12:

in

inyarm*to..ieht

CpTrlyht

0xfovh
con

imby

VOO'LLSEEWRtTA KKSCANDO

—

^

^'
'

WhyjhouMI

i

.„

OXFORto MUSIC CORPORATION.
1610 Broadway. New
York.M. Y,

ilujSic (Corporation

MOADWAY. MIW YORK
H«iivw««4«4iiuv

ff

.

NORMAN CLOUTIER
MEN OF MANHATTAN
LEE

I

GEORGE

If. H. Y.

Mvw York—EDDIE JOT

ARTIE

VALANDO

JOY, rrcti^eM

Chicago—TED mAVEKI

Wednesday, October 23, 1946
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10 Best SeOers on Coin-Machines

Jocks^ Juices anof Disks
1,

Rumors Are Flying

2,

To Each His

,,

.

(

lO xtoidi

(41

...

Tommy

has

Dorsey

Georg^e Frazier

a

lot

to

vocal

popular---the

it
j

group.

who

tor.

More.

Mliuili?.s

„

11
rr.
A
South America
Take

,

4.

I

I

Five

3,

It

started the

in the nights o£

(13) (.Parainount)

,

(Melrose).

(lOl

It

Away
\

.

"

(

Ink Spots

;

—

Guess

Get Papers

I'll

5.

I

6.

Blue Skies t3) tBerhn,

i

+

Frank Sinatra.
Tex Beneke,
Crosby-Andrews

|

cugat-Clarke

(

\

(C-P)

)

they

Yqu Were

If

7.

their thighs, arid march to the cenThey would
ter of the platform,
lock armis and proceed to smg, and
until the day he dies, Tommy will
never be able to atone for it. They

I

'

them

.

i

I

back?
Take, foi' example,

ters.

you

chocolate
They acted
as it they loved one another and
maybe they did. But now the years
have pa.ssed and their influence is
stiil with us, and it's godawful. Maybe somebody did it before Tommy
Dorsey, but he is the man who made
,ioin

Record Master
Phonograph Records

Orchestras - Combos

bid Buttermilk

9,

Surrender 04) (Santly-Joy)

(2>

Choo'Ghoo Ch' Boogie

10,

ALADDIN
.

....
.

Perry Comoi
Dibk Haymes

:

.

.

.

Victor

...

.

Decca

.

.

King
Gold Seal
Continental

(Victor),

(Decca),

Shanty

Specialty Records

We

operate our own Chicago
Record Pressing Plant
10 in. and 12 in. Shellac
Pressings -•
Inspection

Invited

The ComplefR Record Organtzation

Master Record Company
64 E. Lake street
Chicago 1, ill.
FRimklin tOOl

in

.

,

Victor

^.

.

.Columbia
Decca
...

;,
.

.

.

.

.

We Did

Gill That

Smith. Inc. (.Vocalion).
"The Half o( It Dearie Blues"
—Georae Byron (General).
"At the CodOsh Ball"— Tommy

I

„
Summer

La,st

.

.

.

Mairy

.

•"

•

..

Linger In

.

(Berlin)

My Arms

I

(Bourne).

•

'

•

•'
I

Heart Belongs To Daddy iChappell).
More Than You Know (Miller)
Begin the Beguine (Harms)

Like Mike" by Fran-

tunes— "My Wonderful This Is Always (BVC.)
One"— is tine, but you cannot approve of the company she keeps. Somewhere In Niijht
That company is a groiJp called, tlie
Starlighters and th^y sCiUnd Very:
one of

Peggy Lee
Louis Armstrong
,

it,

at,

their

oWn

(

•

r

Hillbilly items sound terribly alike
to
this
department, but "Stay a
Little. Longer" by Bob Willis and
his
Texas Playboys
(Columbia)
.<!0unds a.little sprightlier than most
of its kind. The reverse is "I Can't

Go On

This Way" and it's apparently
intended to be very torchy.

•

•

•

Speaking

Frank Sinatra
Harry James

is

that

in

should

.flicker

they sCalp The Satisflers,
Just whom do they satisfy?
If the jukes Want 'Buttermilk," they
Connee Boswell's
to
better stick
Decca.

Then there is Ole Buttermilk
Sky" and "Let's Sail to Dreamland"
by Helen Carroll and The Satisflers
(Victor).

knows by now,
from "Canyon Passage" and the

Indians

be forgiven

"Die Buttermilk Sky," as

it

;

humorous. They're

Thenr— Korieit

.

.

An AU'Time

.

.

.

.

to

(ifOdl—^there

:is

,a

The reverse is "No Don't
and it's not nearly as funny
Manie Sacks apparently thought,

Norvo.

that there aren't many
is
disks worth recommending. If this
piece seems to jump salty, let the
record companies get on their horse.
Neither jukes, jocks, nor just plain
diskophiles want to be steered to
things they are bound to regret. Out
of; a rather sizable batch of di.sks
delivered this. week, this department
flinds one thing that is genuinely exB'act

.

A DREAM

,

Music by.

,

.

JIMMY MeHUCH
Shapiro-Bernstein

.

,

LISTEN

TO

SAMMY KAYE
MANHATTAN MERRY GO ROUND
EDDIE CANTOR SHOW
—-do—.'

''She's the Darling
of the

Team"

The great novelty Football Sonq

TOBIAS & LEWIS Music Co.

Week

—

Favorite

ON THE SUNNY
SIDE OF THE
STREET

. .

group called The Campus Kids! They
sing with Kay Kyser and if he pays
They insert themthem, well—
selves into, Kyser's "Huggin' and
It
is
Claude ThornhiU's
Chalkin'" (C<3lumbia) and somehow citing.
"Yours Is My Heart Alone" and
fail to ruin it as a juke potentiality.
The. "Gotta Get Me Somebody to Love"
This face should do terrific.
band plays the way Kay Kyser's (Columbia). This is a fine band and
band is expected to play, but the its taste is above reproach. Neither
wordage is rather cute— and rather face is particularly danceable, but
enormously listenable.
are
vulgar too. This is positive for the they
The reverse is "The Old "Yours" is an instrumental and
jukes.
played with rather rare Sensitiveness
to musical values. Reverse is from
"Duel in the Sun" and Thornhill
Best Bets of the
gives it the cowboy treatment, with
Little
"Stay
Hitlbilly
a
a vocal group and so forth, but the
Longer" (Bob Willis).
Ballad— "Gotta Get Me Somebody to Love" (Claude Thorn,

not.

Top Tunes for Your Books

Victor

Stop!"
as

Timmie

intention,

Victor

Musicraft

;

•

of

Rogers' "Fla-Ga-La-Pa" and "Good
Whiskey and a .Bad Woman" (Majestic) are obviously supposed to be

'.

.

•

.

cally,
they're nothing much,;, but
"Kiss" has a danceable tempo that
should make it especially big in
college towns.

Columbia
.Columbia
Decca
; 1^
I jjJpIj Tfiayjiries
Columbia
( Frank Sinatra
Victor
\ Betty Jane Rhodes

^

everyb(»dy probably

risk.

.

seems unduly presumptuous.
Dick Jurgens' "Passe" and "You'll
See What a Kiss Can Do''. (Columbia) sound like juke items. Musi-

,

milch in need of medical assistance
Still and all, though, this job on
"Wonderful One" should do all right
with the jukes, plsk jocks will play

out With

...

Shaw-Kallen
Perry Como

....

the

.

is

number by Frankie

..Capitol
.Victor

,

Tex Beneke

(Jewell)

My
I

.

(

,

:

•

Majestic

fare for jukes.

accompanied
Laine.
by
Mannie
Klein's AH Stars. It isn't very good
and calling Klein's men all stars

(

V

.

For Sentimental Rea.sons (Leeds)

Woodchuck Song'
One" and

Frank Sinatra .f. .Columbia
Victor
Tex Beneke,...

Johnny Mercer. .,. .Capitol
Decca
Johnny Long
Boswell.
... .Decca
j Connee
.... .Victor
j Vaughn Monroe,
Frank Sinatra ... Columbia
Monroe .....Victor
| Vaughn
Frank Sinatra ....Columbia
Capitol
King Cole Trio
Fitzgerald ..... Decca
j jgng

,

(Morris) ....

,

ces Langford (Mercury).' Miss Langford is an accomplished singer and

.Capitol

Russell

j^^^^^

So Refined (Criterion). .
Old Shaftty Town (Witmark)

Is

Told You That Lie (Stevens)

Things

.

SME ME

:

.

Who

—

Georg Brunis
"Ugly CKile"
(Commodore).
"Lady Be Good" — Jones-

1

;

.

That Ju.st Like a Woman" has a
Flowers vocal and is substantial
a version of this

:

Andy

.

,
(Mm
no

My Sugar

.

".'\
Faded Summer Love"
Bma! Crosby (Brunswick).
"Honeysuckle Bose''-^Mildred:

Bailey

„

Knou

.

1

—

O'..-0ii

(.Crilerioni

Coffee Song (Valiant)

(For Disk Jocks)
George
"The Varsity Dr»gr"

tul

.

Coming Up

Suggested Program

at least slightly (juestionable. "Ain't

.

Perry Gomo ...
I Wqodjr Herrhan
Louis Jordan

(Rytvoc)

(1)

"My Wonder-

out clients are

HY-TONE

.Decca

^'G^od^man-Vcolumb"

(

Dorsey (Victor).

RONDO

Victor

.

Columbia
Decca

Bros

,Burke-VH)

8.

Pretending

a

We

Among

,

Sis.

.

of.

for
malted at intermission.
to

I

sey accountable for a good many
great things, but of all his crimes,
the vocal group is beyond question
Can't somebody
the most heinouii.
do .soniethlng to get the Boswell Sis-

sweetness and light,
and you felt like askin.s

full
those kids,

.1

the Only Girl (7) (Mutual)

:

'

were

-Cqlumbia
,

.

i

boys straightening their ties and the
girls smoothing their gowns against
,

.Majestic

'.

{

I

.s-ignal,

.

;

;

,

Mills

i,

sjiven

.Columbia
.Decca

. .

..Decca

(

'

Mu fi \
(Witk)

(10)

.

,

...

Andrews Sisters.
Eddy Howard. ...

'•

You

was he, God Wot, riierely have to, play this week's rewhole thing. Back leases to realize the enormity of
you
.Every
crimei
our innocence TD T.D.'s
and it waiS stuniblfi over the vocal groups and
vocal
group,
had tlvat
they sound so miserable, They are
They sat there—
i't;aUy .something.
either The Satisflers, The
jcalled
ijirls
and boys flanking the Starlighters or The Blue Flames,
the
band on either side, and' then, at a but tliey all sound alike. The cause
would rise, the of popular music holds Tommy Dor-

account

Own

Frankie Carle.

I

I

By

thing is handled nicely. This looks—
or rather sounds— like a jukeroo
"Horizontal" and "Ain't That just
Like a Woman," by Pat Flowers and
His Rhythm (Victor) are bot^ fairly
obvious juke bets.
"Horizontal,"
despite the billing, is practically an
entire vocal by Bunty Pandleton,
with Flowers (piano) and his group'
providing the background. She sings
in a lazy style that should attract an
audience. The lyric, by the way, is

U74

B'way.

New

York

bill).
.

Rhythm— "Huggin'

in' "

Direct From a

and Chalk-

(Kay Kyser).

Novelty

—

"Horizontal"

.

...

Record Breaking Engagement at the

(Pat

Flowers).

Dahfrew "You'll See What
Do" (Dick Jurgens).

a

DLUE ROOM

Kiss Can

of the

ROOSEVELT HOTEL

NEW ORLEANS,

Lamplighter" and apparently he is
old enough to be eligible for retirement.
The Tune-.Timers manage to get
themselves into "A Flea and a Fly in
a Flue" by Louis Prima (Majestic),
but they keep a respectful distance
and the face has a measure- of ap-

LA.

DEAN HUDSON

,

Prima sings engagingly, the
tune is novelty-wise catchy, and the
]Ukes better sample it. The reverse

and HIS ORCHESTRA

peal.
j

"Nosy-Body," in which Prima
duets with Judy Lynn, and this, too,
is a strong juke bet.
That sterling, exponent, of re-bop
Woody .Herman, has his
music.
group too. They're called The Blue

A

Great Band and a Great Show, Opening October 29th

is

Flames and, if you're interested, you
can hear them singing with Herman
in
"Heaven Knows" (Columbia).
This isn't typical Herman, but his
name will help it on jukes., Hot fans

ROSEUND, New York
Manager
JERRY KENNELLY
Personal

Press Representative

DIXON GAYER

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

will probably

be interested in the
vibraplwne bit— presumably by Red

LISTEN

LISTEN

LISTEN
.

WHY

DID
On

MUTUAL MUSIC SOCIETY,

His

I

JACK SMITH

LISTEN

HAVE TO FALL

OXYDOL Program

1270 Sixth Avenue,

New

via

CBS

LISTEN

introduces

IN

LOVE WITH YOU

Thursday, 7:15 P.M., EST, Oetober 24, Coast-to-Coast

York 20. N. Y.

UO

TALENT, Viec-Pres. and General Manog*r

.

WftJneeday, October 23,
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MIAI'S 'GOLD RUSH' FOR TALENT
Mass. Employment

Bonifaces ScramUing For

N. Y.

nf

ttiita^:?n Their rorHum^'s"^^^^^
war.

the
the beginning of

of the basic reasons for this

One

shopping

condition is the increased
around for entertainment values by
Most people
the buying public.
,

spending important

aren't

money

:

as

SOLLOWAY

By LARRY

Top Spots

Balto's

Top

Agree

:

.

,

:

.

'

.

mum
ly

and has underlined some equalpotent big-money attractions to
,

Ralph. (Latin Quarter, Chicago, and
partners) attempted this week, to
take over the landmark (with Lou
Irwin, to stage show) but failed. Buy
was stymied by the unsatisfactory
financial setup offered, with Schuyler
and Castleman deciding to go ahead
:

Meanwhile, witlx, business al a low,
the Cafe operators are looking high
and low for talent to pull them
through until the really bad times

follow.

•.

r:

i-'-iy-

'

':

Club Charles and the Chanticleer
town have countered
with Pearl Bailey, Al Bernie, Billy
Vine, Joey Adams and Jan Murray
plus additional acts and chorus lines.
in the heart of

La MaHinique, for example,
on their own.
has been shopping around for' a
Though there is nothing set in the
It's evident
Minimum in these spots start at $1 way of definite lineups aiter their,
topper lor some time;
that the spot^: main competition, the for weekdays at the Chanticleer, to
first show, they feel they will be
Copacabana, had taken away a con- $3 at the ' Charles, where food Is
able to come up with enough top
jiderable portion of their business featured.
New entry aimed at class talent to do okay. Jackie Miles and
when Joe E. Lewis opened. Copa, trade is the reopened Charles Room
Gypsy Rose Lee: (at $4,000 each)
however, is doing s.r.o. business. in the Sheraton Belvedere hotel,
head up the preem show, Dec. 19.
That wasn't the case during the sum- where Joy Hodges and Phil Wayne's
Tentatively skedded to follow is
mer, and it started in stride only orch are featured,
Martha Raye. From: thereon, the
when Feter Lind Hayes opened
Myriad of cocktail lounges, musispot is wide open. However, tho.se
.there.
cal bars and other floorshow layouts
sky high figures won't go here. The
In the other eastside spots, Cafe plus a goodly number of honkeytalent will get whatever they've
Society Uptown is doing spotty busi- tonks in the tenderloin section of rated elsewhere.
There might be
ness with a show that has no out- town offer additional nocturnal action some dough added) when figuring
the
stsnding names; Versailles is in the in this boom town, where oldsters higher living costs in this part of the
same category with only one act 'on in the. biz say a dropping off in the country during the season, but that's
heavy wartime .spending has already
th« bill, and the Embassy, which
all.
Only other tOpper practically
opened three weeks ago for the sea- made itself felt. Meanwhile it's still ticketed is Willie Howard. For the
payday at the mines for the actors
«on is doing fair with most of the
rest, the feelers are out, but that's
draw concentrated
on the Noro and musicians.
start.

,

..

Root Boston,
Unfair by AGVA

Bradford

Carnival where Milton Berle

is the
The Biamond Horseshoe with
show more than a year old is doing substandard while the Zanzibar
(see separate story) really has a
problem on its hands.
lure.

a

in Slate

filed

Election

at

AGVA.

failed to come through with
the coin, spot was listed unfair, with
agents and performers notified they
cannot do business there until unlatter

committee has selected John
W, Frederick, William
Mark Leddy, Nat Lefkowitz,

Dugan, B.

fair action is lifted^

Harry Lenetska,

Harry Moss, Phil
Art Weems
and Charles
As reps of associate members,
Jonas and Sam Rauch have

{Jave

Lena Home's 15G Unit

™en nominated.
.

^°]5?i"ating

committee

is

Set for

replac-

5-Week Tour

ing

Nat Kalcheim, William Morris
Lena Horne has mapped out a fiveJKency, who will be replaced
as week tour starting at the Earle,
"^^surer; Joe Flaum, Eddie HalPhiladelphia, Nov. 8 and continuing
'on, Eddie
Riley and Eddie Smith, with the State, Hartford, Nov. 15;
^ew namps
submitted by the nom- Chicago, Chicago, two weeks start™atmg^ committee
are
Lenetska, ing Nov; 22; Downtown, Detroit,
.Offin, Jonas and Rauch.
Dec. 5 and RKO, Boston, Dec. 12.
Kent is expected to be re- Bobby Sherwood's band will tour
,
t,.!!
,"amed
president.
as part of her package.
She's getting $15,000 plus coverHilde
ages, out of which she'U pay sur-

™

egardeBaektoN.Y.
Persian Room on Nov. 7

Hildegarde

is

at

the

Persian

Room

of
|

'"6

Plaza

Nov.

7.

hotel,

n".
•

Shp'ii Kn..

B.^

I

,

^

backgrounding her.

Y,

<!tarting
..<

Unsettled state o{ industry has
caught up with the lucrative club
date field. The lush oesual dates, an
important source of revenue for acts
and musicians, have been dwindling
in both frequency and tfae amount of
money being spent.
The field has dropped an estimated
30% since last year when many
industrial firms and organizations
promoted shindigs frequently to

promote good wiU among employees
and to reduce income taxes. Purpose
during the war and immediately
afterward was to get rid of excess
monies so that total tax take would
be lowered.
These days,

however, most industrial firms aren't spending unnecessarily. Many are fearful that
a depres^^ion's coming and .want to
build up as big a re.serve as po-ssible.
Consequently, they've called off
many employee shindigs.
Another factor hitting the field
is the scarcity of hotel space which
rounding talent and orch.
.has
prevented .'many conventions
from coming into N. Y.
SALLY
However, .club date industry is
Sally Rand is being submitted for still bigger than it was before the
nitery dates in the East as -head of war aiid many regard present re11 -people package. Unit is being cession as: temporary. Once prices

EAND NITERY PACKAGE

making a return apj

Pearance

DropOff

::

.

:

.

peddled at $4,500.
Frederick Bros,
unit

settle
is

handling

the

are

down

to

norm, and goods
they figure the

ea.sily available,

field will .start

booming

again.

agents

out

are

booking acts in
being asked to

booking licenses in

that

Letters were sent last week
most Gotham: agents informing
them that henceforth it will be

state.
to:

necessary to get a licen.se costing
$100 and post a $1,000 bond if they're
to continue to do business there.

However, there's little likelihood
that Massachusetts will get many
$100 fee sfrom N. Y. percenters
despite the fact that there's considerable business being done in that
.

;

.statci'
I. Robert Broder, executive secretary and counsel for the Artists
Representatives Assn., agency organization, declared that those who
personally solicit in that state vvill
have to take out the license, as

such activity comes under ordinary
peddling statutes. Otherwise, those
percenters doing business by telephone or letter, need not comply
with that laWi Also olHces with corespondent agents in Massachusetts
will not be faced with the necessity
of Massachusetts franchises, as the
in-person business is already being
done through a licensed party.
The law under which Massa-

;

:

:

chusetts gets the licensing authority

wa^ approved June 14 of this year.
personal
agent,
booking
agent, or actor's manager, shall obformer post in Cleveland.
During London's ,: absence from tain a license from the department

to his

duties

Cleveland,'

-

of

supervising

of public safety, called the licensing

Great Lakes area will' be divided authority, to engage in the commonbetween Al Lo Castro and Lou wealth in the business of booking

By Happy Benway

GubB

take

Area

in That
Y.

N.

Massachusetts

Miami branch: when London returns "Every

&

plaint with union, which in turn
notified nitery that singer must be
paid for the unplayed week. When

Several replacements are indicated
from current set of officers. Nom-

{^ent,

'

will take over similar post for. Florida territory for winter' season with
headquarters in Miami. Jerry Hirsch,
who has been in charge of that territory remains as chief aide to London, and will resume as head of

,

When Roof management failed to
come through with promised engagegagement, Miss Blaine filed com-

_

WHin,
^atei.

Due to increased activity in Miami
Beach area because of Florida bistros
readying for coming season in December, Sam A. London, Great
Lakes regional director for AGVA,

'

portedly agreed to pick songstress
up for another two-week's engagement later, which was agreeable to
the thrush, according to complaint

Election of new board of governors of the Artists Representatives
Assn., N. Y. agents' organization, is
slated for Dec. 2. Elected board will
then select officers from the board.

^

Head of AGVA;

Hirsch Remains as Aide

Row

With search for headlihers at its
PMk, it's seen that prices for top acts
will zoom upwards, but bonifaces
plan to save on surrounding acts,
and consequently prices in other
brackets are set to drop.
Monte
Proser, Copa op, has already put
that plan
into effect.
Aside from
.Lewis, no act on the bill is getting
more than $350.
The other clubs
Will follow suit.

inating

Florida

The Copacabana and the Latin
Quarter seem to be in best shape at
Cited
the moment. Lou Walters, who re- Star
Garter, Chi,
turns to Palm Island this season has
In Thrush Payoff
given Up the big name idea and will
Drops Burley Shows
Bradford Roof nitery of the Brad- present the French show -he- is, planChicago, Oct. 22.
ford hotel, Boston, was declared un- ing to Paris to book. Confident that
Fourteen stagehands and 9 musifair by American Guild of Variety he'll do okay with the idea.
Artists last week, for failurn to adCopa ops Murray Weinger and Ben cians, along with a chorus line,
just a
salary claim of Dorothy Sutsky are probably the only boni- proved too much a load for the Star
Blaine, songstress, on an unfulfilled faces who 'can definitely announce & Garter theatre, which shutters
contract.
bookings.
First show opens about Thursday (24) after eight weeks of
Miss Blaine, currently at the Glass mid-December with Jan Murray, burlesque.
Warren Irons and Harold Clamage,
Hat, N. Y., had been booked info Carlos Ramirez, Paul Haakon, Paul
the nitery last July on a three-week Sydell and dogs, Ralph Young, sing- owners, plan going back, to pix.
pact. Upon completition of her sec(Continued on page 113)
ond week, management wanted to
install an entire new show and reSaranac Lake

,

AHA

Sam London Appointed

Smolev, worki ij out of the Buffalo,
N. Y., branch of AGVA.
Switches were effected last week
by Matt Shelvey, national head of
all.
What concerns the 'comber ops AGVA, prior to planing for Romo.st is the lack, of good supporting chester, Minn., where he entered the
Mayo Clinic for checkup anc': treatacts.
i
ment,
Copa, Latin Quarter Set

Morales orch.
In the Broadway sector, majority
cf the trade is at the Latin Quarter
with the Ted Lewis band and the

Changes

20% Wage Hike

.

The public has become more
clioosey especially since rise in food
prices has forced family budgets upwards and with it came a downward
revision of entertainment budgets.

Of Coming

Book Acts

to

Miami, Oct. 22.
put of the welter of press releases,
inside tips,, news stories and rumors,
Baltifnore, Oct: 22.
anent the coming of the "last season
Three-way battle for top name^
Follies' Cast, Prods.
of the big spenders" in the Miami 'Ice
on the local nitery front reached a
area, the picture cleared up' conclimax this week, with the newly
siderably this week, .with nitery: opV
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
opened Walnut Grove offering a
erators returning from the Coast and
Ariierican
CJuild of Variety Artists
--''-^tion of Harpo Marx, The
New York .with their .prospective and "Ice Follies" management have
Slate Brothers and Tony Pastor's
lineups and budgets almost set.
concluded
negotiations
calling for
orch against Harry Richman at the
Despite reports, those sky high
Glub Charles and Bert Wheeler at figures for. talent take on a more 20% increase in wage minimums
and clariflcation of present basic
the Chanticleer.
practical turn in the reporting.
agreement
which
has
two
years to
Since its 'opening last month, : Clarified, it resolves itself into the
run.
;Walhut ' .Grove, .under ownership-':
bigger spots not going overboard as.
Cast of show has okayed proposed
management of Francis McLane, has much as' reports would indicate.
changes,
route
document
is
en
and
topped his 900-seat suburban nitery The Beachcomber, which has been
to Matt Shelvey, AGVA. national
entertainment budget with combos
on the block, will again be operated director, for final okay.
':
of Lou Holtz and Vincent Lopez orch
by Ned Schuyler -and Casey Castleand Willie Howard, Frances Faye
Probably the
man this season.
and Johnny Long. Has been reported largest
as regard^' seatihg: capacity,
drawing good response at a $3 mini-

Angle for Names

.

indiscriminately as they did during
the war,, and want to be sure that
they'll get their money's worth.

Nick

Out-of-State Agents for $100 License

Names to Bolster Declining Nitery ffiz
during the past
Drop in nitery biz
bonifaces on the
months has sent
drawing names. They
irowl for top
nothing wrong
declare that there's
that a good topwith the industry
That fact is incure.
liner won't
York scene
dicated by the New
.the majority
where the spots doing
powerful draws
the business have

Law Would

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Oct. 22.
Dr. Harold Rodner, head of the
Will Rogers Memorial in to ogle
lodge, took time out to mitt the
patients and hand out good cheer.
Louise Barnes, formerly with Hippodrome, Marietta, O., shot in at the
Rogers for rest- and checkup.
James McCarthy left on i 10-day
furlough to the Big Town.
Meyer Kessler ("Amazing Mr. Ballantine"), who has been doing a bed

actors, actresses, musicians, entertainers of all descriptions, or any of
them, for vaudeville, banquets, and
other stage performances, including
floorshows, so-called in restaurants,
clubs,
beer gardens and similar
.

Law proplaces of amusement."
vides that anyone booking his. own
spot need not take out license.
The Massachusetts authority to
license bookers has already been
established by such important precedents as the Nebraska flour-mill
case in the U. S. Supreme Court
ruled that the state has the right to
regulate employment agencies within its boundaries, and the Hart vs.
Keith-Albee case which declared
that the booking of acts^ comes under state regulation.
.

that many larger
It's
eviderit
agencies will have to get Massachu- licenses since much selling is
done in that, part of the country.
setts

Talent agencies faced a similar
problem, some years ago, when
Pennsylvania decreed that any theatrical
bookings there must go
through a licensed Pennsy agent. As
a

result,

many

have

oifices

co-

respondent agencies there.

Union Cashier Indicted

On $3,200

Theft Charge

Marion Marlowe, former cashier
routine for five months is now re^'
spending nicely and flashing good of N. Y. local of American Guild of
reports.
Variety Artists, was indicted for
Dorothy Nolan, former legit ac- grand larceny in first degree last
tress, received her go-home papers week by New York grand jury for
She'll return to N. Y. to
last' week.
theft of $3,200 from the talent union
resume work.
John Farmer, RKO exec, planed in last August. She will be arraigned
to visit Daly Kiel, new arrival^ who for pleading and setting of trial date
is responding to routine like a vet- later this week.
eran.
Defendant was indicted: under her
Lillian Bcrgson, of the N. Y. Paramount office, perking up-nicely after marriage name of Mrs. Marion
She had been a vaude
long siege of bed routine, elated over Cusick.
dancer
under the Marlowe tag berecent visit from Jean Bergson.
Albert Guffanti's clinic report so fore her employment with AGVA,
good he's been iipped for all meals;
According to the complaint of the
ditto for Sam Lefko,
Bert Jeter pleased over splendid union she had theftcd the monies
progre-ss and expecting his go-home from dues payments and repayment
papers any day. He's now directing of loans over a period of several
a Noel Coward play which patients months before .shortage was depresent
at
the
will
Rogers on tected by AGVA's auditors. When
.

,

Hallowe'en.
Carol Phelps,

who beat the rap:
hcre, is now running a taxicSb busi^
ness downtown.
Among others recently upped for
meals are Dickie Moore, Sig Mealy,
Ben Schaffer, Eddie Slagtis and
James McCarthy.
Al Brandt, who
.

recerftly

returned

a breakdown, planed back
Big Town on all-clear.

here after
to the

(Write to those

:

whA

are lit)

confronted with shortage by Matt
Shelvey, national head of the union,
she is alleged to have made a confes.sion,' subsequently
repeated in
N. Y. district attorney's office, which
ordered her arrest.
In both instances she

is

reported

have stated that she had merely
'borrowed" the money to finance a
small nitery band.
to

.

-

,
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Wednesclajr, October 23,
and her gyrations don't need • gyroto make the patrons crane
their necks.
Shaded blue spot permits her to strip as far as possible

scopa

Night Chib Reviews
Kmbassy^

IV. V*
Fonchon,
Martinez,
Cabol & Dresden, Woro
Orck (13:), Irwin Kent Orch
'

C/iucho
£,s-(,ciita,

MwHes

pets,

four

opens

arrangement

with his
Triste."

and

trombonita,

Krupa

rhythm.

four

under

New

that's

good.

"Valse

Acts) round out, the

Carolyn Gray, vocalist, has a
(8); $3.50, $4.50 Tninimtttiis.
throaty style of singing and gives
At this club's fall reopening a out wiJji "He's Funny That Way" and
oouple of weeks ago, only two acts "Boogie Blues." Gal.'ts a looker and
were spotted but Bill Miller is cur- niftily gowned.
rently plunging on a bill ol four
Jazz trio con.sisting of Buddy Eaneturns in addition to retaining the la on piano, Dick 'Taylor, trombone,
musicrews of Noro Morales and Ir- and Charlie Kennedy, alto sax, stey
win Kent. Stronger entertainment out to join Krupa for "Dai-k Eyes"
policy in gear with tasteful decor that's plenty solid.
and good cuisine is in line with this
Buddy Stewart, an old Krupa
east side bistro's pitch for the haute
standbye, comes forward to croon
ttionde trade which never ventures
west of Madison avenue. On the "Come Rain, Come Shine" and
This?" Boy has ttne A'pice
new show's preeff. (17),,; however, "Whaf^
tliat projects nicely.
the reaular Broadway clientele was
Show closes with Krupa ppinKiing-.
there in serried ranks, making with
.several inin-;
south-of-the-border dancing to the out "Drum- Boogie" for
hot chile rhythms of Morales' band. ute.s with terrific riff rolls.;

Frank Shepherd's Dancers (8) tap
and soft-shoe their way through two
production numbers in okay fashion.
Art Waner's orch backs the show

_

nicely and Waner himself shines in
pianistic accompaniment to the

his

WLUir Davis%

•

-

pleasing
pitched

manner and
voice

that

earned him a nice hand. Bundle of
atomic energy, Estelita is a striking
looker, flasliily gowned, who sells
her numbers in a combination song
and shimmy style. Vocal apparatus
is
not standout but the femme's
dynamism on the floor hits the customers favorably.
Other two items are terp stints
with Fanchon doing a solo turn between Estelita and Martinez, Gal
dancer has a sophisticated jazz ballet
technique well adapted to the dancefloor space limitations. Opened with
a dance impression of Gershwin's
music and registered strongly in a
.

llooni, .S. F.
(PALACE HOTKL)
San Francisco, Oct.

Ciiorles

Orch

Treiiet,

(14)

;

Raymond

18.
Scott's

$l,50-$2 cover.

I

which^ lie is
noted. Charles Trenet, despite slump
that has gripped mo.st, of the town,
has filled the 500-seat Ro.se Room
nightly since his opening, (Oct. 10),
aided nicely by the competent backing of Raymond Scott and his miisic
men,,
All of Trenet's songs, With the exception of his iSnglish "I- Don't Know
Why" are his own compositions—
"Bourn," which is his biggest reque.st
number, "Le Grand Cafe,""J'ai Jamais," and ".le Chante," with score.';
heavily in the first show., Trenet
sings different tunes each show.
Scott's crew does niftily, both for
Trenet and customer dancing, Ted.
for,

.

,

Loon

&

Y.

.

of acrobatic

ball-

New show at the visiting firemen's
roomology that garners plenty oj
favorite 52nd street bistro follows
mitting and an encore;
Show' is backed by Kent's middle- the usual Leon and Eddie's format,
with co-boniface Eddie Davis holdsized combo in competent style.
ing down his accustomed comedian's
Herm.
post and the rest of the setup comprising a group of faces new to ManPantiier ttoom, Chi
hattan's niteries. Only exception in
this case is Sherry Britton. back
(SHERMAN HOTEL)
after a long hiatus at the spot where
Chicago, Oct. 15.
luith she first won fame as a stripper.
Gene Krupo Orch (17)
Davis, too, took a vacation but his
Carolyn Gray & Buddy Stewart;
was only a one-week layoff. The
$1.50-$2.5O mitt.
way the Leon and Eddie regulars
Gene Krupa returns for his yearly greet him the minute he walks on
engagement in the Panther Room, .stage is ample proof that he was
Krupa has always been a welcome missed, jpractically unique in his
double role of owner and star, Davis
fixture here.
.

-

.

'

Band

carries five reeds, four truro-

McKecsporl, Pa., Nitery

regularly uses a floor show.
Don Metz' Casino in Oakland has
eliminated shows altogether during
the
emergency, closing the cafe
premier and operating only tlie front
bar and Melody Lounge, employing

ments as of now, but does not

in,
terfere with current acts in, including Jack Durant and Donald Novjs,

whose

engagements

Nov,'7.,,V-,

terminate
:

:

still

imparts

the

the

Only the outlying

to

put layout ihto the, solid class,
,

Rov Douglas and

his ventro stuff

really socks here. Closes show, and
it took him some minutes to get aud
palm-doldrums (could have
been blamed on previous act— he's
since been shifted to next to closing
spot) but once those giggles start
coming he gets over some solid
woik. Encores with a femme dummy, aided by gal. Aud was still try-

Jack Irving to FiD In

As AGYA Coast Head

Vogue

spots, like

Terrace and Club Belvedere, are
maintaining a business as, usual
policy since they depend chiefly on
automobile trade and that hasn't
been importantly affected yet.
'

off their

Bearded Ballet Terper
Sues Geo. Price for 50G

Hollywood, Oct.

22.

Jack

Irving,
Chicago head of
American Guild of Variety Artists,
will come here Nov. 1, for stay of
about two months, during which he
will take over as Coast regional director,
spot recently vacated by
Arthur Kaye.

Matt Shelvey, head of AGVA, is
to
expected
appoint new Coaist

Eric Victor, bearded ballet dancer,
regional director Jan. 1, with latter
suing George Price for $50,000, slated to take
over increased operaclaiming breach of contract.
he bowed off.
<
tions here..
During Price's tenure as manager
The Haydocks, trim looking pair it's claimed
that he worked only
ot youngsters pace proceedings in a
fashion which made it difficult for one major date at the defunct Lon- Trenet
at
Y.
Sock out some don club, N. Y. He laid off at a saltlie others to follow.
better cla.ss tapology, topped with a ary, otherwise.
Despite Previous Hassles
rope dance that had them pounding
Price, it's reported, wanted Victor
Charles Trenet, the French singfor more,
to get rid of his beard and devi.se ing
import who bowed to N. Y.
Pat Chandler, who emcees affably, more commercial routines, which the boites last season at the Emba.5sy,
leads parade of the special material dancer refused to do.
and who during his prolonged run
contingent. He's a nice looking lad,
there
gave Bill Miller, the cafe opthe
full
and once he eases up to get
erator, more headaches than any
value out of his stuff, he'll probably Lost
performer to play there, has been
do okay. Some of the material went
Picnic in €al.
Gags, too,
re-signed for that cafe. He'll start
over customers' heads.
though well thought out and showLos Angeles, Oct. 22.
Jan. 7 at $3,500 weekly.
ing topical tinges, were delivered a
Food must be available for service
During the Gaul's tenure at the
bit too fast.'
at all hours in California drinking
E?mbas.sy
Ann Brewster was in a tough spot places, under a ruling by the Su- numerablelast year there were indisputes. Case eventually
in following the Haydocks but man- preme Court.
Decision upholds the
went to American Guild ot Variety
aged to get by nicely. Also does im- contention of George
Stout, State
Artist.s, which affected a compromise
preshes, which didn't help Chandler Liquor Administrator,
that hotels
Trenet out a few weeks beany.
Presentation of her special
and bars must have eats handy letting
Persongs are carefully worked out.
fore final option period expired.
haps her stuff was a bit too smart whenever they .serve liquor.
In recent months various spots
tor the tourist trade currently attracted here. At any rate, stint war- have been shutting down their eatranted better reception than she ing facilities at 8 p.m., while keepgarnered in first show.
ing their drinkerics open until mid-

ing to figure out

who was who when

is

N

Back

Emb

Weekend Must Be

Bars

Tall Jayne Manners, held over,
purveys material as broad as she i.s
luscious blonde pulls no
delivery, both physical

night.

long.
The
homey ' but sock punches in

comedy

that's

raft

word-of-mouth

of

same type— at any rate it took
two standard vaude type acts
on the roster to add the sock needed
of the

.

E4iili4t'N, !V.

number called "Park AveEddie Dauis, Sherry Britton, Aninue Boogie." Her specialty is a difflcuU whirling dervish routine that ory Quartet, Dick Raymond, Lee
leaves the customers, slightly dizzy Noble, Val & Joy, Broviley Si Barfrom following her.
Cabot and rett, Art Waner Orch tS), Line (8);
Dresden open the show with an eye- $3.50 minimum.
exhibition

I

I

Exuding the charm

satirical

fllling

IN STRIKE CRISIS

1946

Down On

Pittsburgh, Oct. 22.
Nitery acts are still taking a bad
In Pact, Bond, Tiff
licking here as a result of the comClub Belvedere, McKeesport, Pa.
bined power and hotel strikes.
Nixon Cafe, long town's ace. spot, is has bean cited unfair by American
tlie
late.st
to
cut down, slashing Guild of Variety Artists as of Nov. 8
shows from four and five to two for failure to pact minimum basic
acts. Nixon's big trade comes from
closed shop agreement and post tli»
William Penn hotel transients just
customary cash security to cover
acros.s the street, and that inn's been
closed for three weeks as a; result ol weekly talent budget.
employees' walkout. At least three
Pre-dated action does not allow
acta are also losing out weekly at
William Penn, where Terrace Room agents or artists to accept engage-

Current lineup probably looked
on paper, but in the running it a pianist. Villa Madrid is down from
doesn't come oft too strongly. Per- five and six acts to two, and
other
haps it's that overload of special
Golden Triangle niteries are dittomaterial used by the acts; perhaps
conflict
in booking two gal acts ing.
till"

.

Rose

:

into the cafe's L.atin-American aura.

singer has a
romantically

$3 -$3.50.

Union Cracks

fine

Show's headliner Chucho Mar^
tinez, and his wife Estelita, whocomes on in the deuce spot, fit nicely
customers'
Martinez quieted
the
buzz-buzz with ^orrie mellow cropn^
ing of a mix of pop American and
Mexican ballads including "Without
You." "Calisco,""Don't Take Your
Love From Me." "Noce de Ronda,"
and "To Each His Own." Diminutive

Miami

Miami Beach, Oct. 16.
Roy Douslas. Jayne JHanneis, Pal
Chandler, Ann Brewstert The Haydocks (2), Johnny .Silvers Orch (7),
Freddie Calo Orch (5); Minimum

:

<

Stal.

Davisantics.

'

,

bill,

NITERIES CURTAIL

SHOWS

—

York's blue laws and
Amory Quartet, Dick

show Raymond, Lee Noble, Val and Joy
and Bromley and Barrett (all New

the
of

Pin

clientele.

Johnny Silvers and his unit eut
Freddie
the show in top fashion,
Calo and his rhumbaddicts attend to
the dance seshes in zestful manner,
getting them on dance floor in large
numbers.
Lary..

Yanderbilt
OCEAN—
ON

Equity Looks

given the place its and lyric.
advertising

throughout the country^
Gimmicks
like pa.ssing out birthday cakes and
introducing visiting celebs may be
corny to sophisticated Manhattan
ites but not to Leon and .Eddie's

20th-2lit

STS.

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
Swimming

Contlnuca Irom page 1

Priv'ta

are a "must" to show business,
so the apparently impending no-job
situation promises to be i delicate
er.s

Curly

P«»l

Biwh

—
—

Ctbana ColAny
Olnlni Riim

Rmmitlmt

SugiMltd

;

matter to adjust.
New .season has been slow in
reaching its real stride but taking
in several summer casualties only
.

Davis introduces a bunch of

new

Fort

HELENE and

HOWARD

*Como(ly Dunce AiitlcB*
OCT. »»

WKKK

ORIENTAL THEAtRI
HELD OVKR, CHICAGO
Dir.: MATIX ROS£N

N.

material in his closing spot, all of nivit'ra.
Lee,
J.
Which gets solid returns. Parodies
Ross
Wyse,
Jr.,
with
Peggy five out of 15 new shows have suron "Sun in the Morning" and Gil- Womack; Fisher & White, Ramos &
vived, while Ave revivals out of
are Nanette, Kathryn
bert
Sullivan material
arid
Duffy Dancers (6)
standouts, both containing some bhte with Joan Barry; Bobby Ramos eight are lighted. Fact that six attractions folded during their tryoutS
lines that are easy to take via Davis' Orch, Ralph Font Orch;
$3.50^$4.50
ingratiating style.
He also does a minimum.
emphasized the employment situastraight version of "To Each His
tion, only one of the sextet being

Own," demonstrating he can rank
up with the balladeer^ on the

Bill Miller's plan to keep this due to resume.
Summer stock season was "the
swank spot, formerly a summer,
stuff.
Miss Britton lookf luscious as ever operation, open throughout the win- best e^er known," according to
ter, with a more modestly budgeted Equity. There were
99 stocks playshow *han obtaining in regular sea- ing on an average of 10 weeks each,
son, when top names held the ros- that
total not including the major
trum, seems to he paying off. While
musical stocks such as the St. Louis
biz is so-so early part of the week,
terrific weekend biz more than bal- Municipal opera, those in Pittsburgh,
ances the take, according to Miller. Dallas and Louisville, where play-

right

pop

ers,

Current

while

were paid the highest

JOE
VILANE
DANCE

lacking
Figured that the stocks afforded
1,000 weeks of engagements to members, whose total Mlsries topped
"Follow the $1,500,000.
Equity, in reporting on the sumGirls,'' toplining the stanza, keeps
diners in merry mood with Ivis zany mer stocks, stated: "It brought in
a
anticsi hoofing and satirical acro- lot of new talent
and demonstrated
batics, aided by Peggy Womack, to that
the theatre has
garner sock mitting.
Guy works the new audiences kept its hold on
which the war
hard to please the customers, pracprovided. It gives US a right to a
tically knocking himself out. Fisher
and White, male comedy team, con- certain optimism tor the new season,
trib their standard foolery and vocal if and when a few good plays come
layout,

BOSTON, MASS.

of potential drawing power,
up as a neat package that
makes for pleasant divertLsement.

turns

adds

Ross Wyse,

costumed. Miss Barry clicks
individually with some clever aero
dancing that merits heavy response.
niftily

.

Bobby

Ramos

neatly, with

Special Thanks to:

GEORGI

Jr., late of

calisthenics for solid returns. Fisher's along."
satire on "Figaro" still provokes the'
WhUe USO will continue to send
loudest howls to virtually stop the shows overseas
to occupational areas,
show,
that source of actor employment
Ramos and Nanette click with cannot be counted upon as much as
their class ballroomology via paso heretofore: That is
indicated by the
doble, waltz and tango. Pair make lesser amount
of money in prospect
nice appearance, work smoothly and
for that purpose.
However, some
provide a touch of class to the prolegit players are again touring in
ceedings.
USO hospital entertainment units,
Woven between specialties are instead of waiting arouiid for legit
the Kathryn Duffy Dancers, sextet engagements.
of lookers fronted by Joan Barry
(not the Chaplin protege) for a trio
of ensemble numbers, done well an*

orch cuts show
maestro also 'handling

qmcee chores in glib style. Ralph
Font's crew is the alternate band for
the Latin tunes.

£dbtb

STYLIST

LATIN QUARTER

salaries.

LIBBY

STEVE EVANS
HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
Curi'ontly

SOS

CLCn, 8.\N FKANCISCO
MATTK 1R08KK

DIR.:

FAIRFAX BURGHER
Mstlnarulfihed

NOW

and!

MILES INOALLS

Actor iind MaitMnn

IN PINAL

:

WEEK-

COPLEY-PLAZA HOTEL. BOSTON
AvallaMe NoT«mlHir

lai

.

VAUDEVILLE
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Canada Sniiday

Law Clampdown

(liasnig Nitery Trade to
Montreal, Oct. 22.
ar« beefing to
Nitery operators
authoriticE
provincial and municipal
pigs,
the resurgence of blind

Ihat
clampdown on
caused by « stricter
is badly nicking
nitery closing times,
their biz.

been a headache to nitery ops
since a series of
over « long period,
to
campaigns have been launched
First major effect
clean up the town.
the coppers
came months ago when
decided to enforce the Sunday-noshow and liquor statutes, by prdering
performers off
spots to have their
Saturday— and
the floor by midnight
till Sunday midto keep them off
It's

night..-..,

HesuU has been that the boites
been running their second

have

Ravazza's Roxy Deal

H

p.m. which
iSaturday show at
means that the usual late spenders
are now anltling to the illegal spots

''Gold
-

Pigs

Rush"

Frances Faye, with Haakon, Young,
Mims, Blentones, line and bands held
over for season. Benny Davis will
stage new productions with preeming of new stars every three weelis.
Interim before, the incoming Milton
Berle show due in February has not
been set.
Berle comes in with several acts
under an arrangement in which he
guarantees not to use any of the
talent utilized at the Carnival (NY).

As regards those $15,000 salary reports, Weinger states that it can be
show clampdown, spots reached on a percentage arrangearound the no-selling-Jiquor- ment, but that the guaranteed figure runs some thousands less. HowaIter-12 law by having the customers
ever, h.e. stated "If any act can gliar-.
order in advance and delivering the
antee us that figure, we'll take him
drinks after the deadline. It wa.sn't
in business to make money,
unusual, then, for elbow benders to on; we're
and we feel that Berle will easily
be seen in the bar hours afterwards.
New enforcement, of which ops make that $15,000 figure. If he does,
were given warning few days ago, we're making money along with
him. Our arrangement will work to
says that nitery doors must shut by
J a.m., and everybody's got to be mutual benefit. As for the rest of
thr talent being booked into the
out of the place by 3 a.m.
Varietv learned that the provin- Copa. they are getting .salaries comto
what they made elsecial liquor police, headed by Direc- parable
tor Arthur Lemay, were none too where in this country. Some, in fact,
This
pleased by the conditions blamed on are even working for less.
politicos and sections of the clergy, business of. the Miami operators paywhose influence in the 70% French ing those ridiculous salaries is just
Catholic province of Quebec is hard that ridiculous. We're in business to
Liquor laws are under the make money, not to lose it,- and
to beat.
eye of the Quebec Liquor Commis- we've, got to work closely to do so;
we havn't casinos *o
sion, and it was the Church that pre- remember,
vailed on the commission to tighten make up for the club's losses."

or home.

After the

got

:

Weinger

also

revealed

that

the;

Sunday liquor law, under which Copa will remain open all year, with
beer only can be sold within the a healthy budget for shows. Checkhours of one and 9 p.m., is also being showed an 80% average. Budget for
enforced.
Paiijidox of the situation the room will be based on how those
averages go through the supposed
is that there's no law against nlteries
operating on Sunday and no restric- "off" months.
Broward county will again see the
tions on dancing.
Bistros usually
opened for dinner on Sunday; liquor up of last summer's biz in hotels
Colonial Inn as the key spot for
is to be had, and the shows come on
shows. The chance casino will reat 12:05 Monday a.m.
Ops are basing beefs on premise open around Dec. 26, with Jane
that spots
are well-policed, good Froman heading up the production
quality liquor is served, and in the to be joined by another big dough
Room can easily afford to top
past they were allowed to remain star.
open, until near dawn.
By these any offers down Miami way, based
Spot made close
means, blind pigs were kept to a on its operation.
minimum and a generally-better to $2,000,000 net least year, and that
moral tone of night life was obtained. despite outlays of $30,000 for shows
Meanwhile, it's been learned that weekly.
Small Spots Anelinc
proposed openings of new spots have
Smaller
rooms hereabouts are
been deferred until, the situation
themselves for the trade
clears up, and present ops, who in- girding
.

.

tended increasing their show budgets are also awaiting developments.

Alzira Camargo's Single
Alzira Camargo, who's been a fixture with the Ciro Rimac band for
several years, has been booked as a
single for Kitty Davis', Miami Beach,

Nov.

10.

However, her bow as a single will
have to be delayed as the nitery
bought the Rimac band as well for
the

same

date.

COMEDY
Not.

rmchet

NOW

THEM NOW!

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
Vol.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock P<irodi«»-*$10.00

NO.C.O.P/S

PAULA SMITH
200

W.

S4th

St..

New

York 19. N.Y.

Ui Your

Maxie

sle

Baer

Ro.senbloom and Max
Clover Club is set-

at $3,000.

some top show.s with a
upped budget to meet the
competish, as is the Club Bali. Even
ting up
healthily

Bill

Home AddrM*

inr

t-iMt

.

Result has been the lowest grcsses

four.

in the: spot's
history.
Zanzibar
its showgirls after Saturday
night's performance, and is continuing with the ponies.
-

City,

Oct.

dropped

22.

down the boardwalk one
summer Joe DiMaggiOi the

Strolling

night last

Yankee

star,

H wood Preem Aura

Joe Howard and Carl Erbe have

and Ted Husing, radio

commentatori were attracted by the
"Toots Shore's". In they went,
but they weren't greeted by Toots
nor by any of the famous New York
place's
atmosphere. Instead, they
found a small sandwich shop with
four waitresses.
Back in New York they told the
real Toots of the place here and as

For

Bernard Rowland, proprietor
resort place, appeared in

a result
of the

Chancery court

Camden (17)
New York man sought, an
at

the
junction

as

into restrain Rowland from
calling his place "Toots Shore's Restaurant."
.

DiMaggio,
testified

appearing with Shor,
that the reputation: of the
spot was hurt by the At-

New York

lantic City eatery.

They pointed out that the New
York place had a national and international reputation and attracted
persons of prominence in social, lit-

250G
Even

been shopping around for paleface
policy, but are presently unwilling
to book without a
central idea.
talk that they've

Argentinian's

.sign,

Philly Nitery There's been some

.approached Earl Carroll to lake over
production
chores,
and
another
rumor reports that they've ap»
proached several Hollywood names,
to take over operation on a percentage basis. There's also been some
talk that the spot will do a qujet
loldo, but this has been discounted.

niteries are going in for
oars for newspapermen to

.special

cover
an opening.
First
press
junket by a nitery. is slated for next
Tuesday (29) when Prank Valentine, who's opening the Mocambo,
Philadelphia
will
transport
the
fourth estaters by special train from
:

N.i.Y. to

view the preem

At its peak, the Zanzibar grossed
around $60,000 weekly, but grosses
now reported to be considerably

of his club.

Valentine has taken an old bakery
building on a side street in the central part of Philly and Paul Berner
tricked it over at a reported $250,000
cost.
It's'reputed to be one of the
gaudie.st spots ever. Jackie Glea.son,
at $1,500, tops the show.
Donn
Arden produced, a line of 10 gals
and six boys going with the show.

are

less.

Even with the declining take, spot
continued to run shows that cost
about $15,000 weekly. Present ishow
topped by the Ink Spots, Thelma
Carpenter, Peg Leg Bates and the
Ralph Vinson and Claude Hopkins
bands. With production, costumes
and talent, the nut is one of the
most expensive in N. Y.
is

It's Valentine's first show biz vencommer- ture. He's been in this country 15
cial, official and cinematic circles.
years and is a native of Argentina.
In face of decimated biz, such
They contrasted this with the small
outlay isn't deemed feasible under

erary, artistic, professional,

resort place.
Rowland told the vice chancellor
that in the first place he didn't call
the place Toots Shores restaurant

but Toots Shores Sandwiches.
He
said he never heard of the New
spot until he was served with

York
the

suit.

said he

named

the place
his wife,

first Toots, in honor of
Helen, and secondly Shores because
it is at the shore.

Jan.

change its name and will undergo
a change of decor;

Having bought Barry .Gray's confrom agent Jerry Rcsen. Paul

tract

Small

Rowland

present policy.
New policy is set to start around
3.
When that happens, spot will

BARRY GRAY, DISK JOCK,
AT $1,750 AT N.Y. STATE
moved

fast

in

aligning

Two

the

WOR

all-night disk jockey on vaude
and other dates. Among them is a
week at Loew's State, N. Y., for Jan.

Majties Into Loew's
State,

N.

Y.,

Dec. 19

Max Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom
have been set for Loew's

N. Y.,
now has
booked most of the acts to take the
Other dates lined up for Barry in- house into next year.
clude the Adams, Newark, at $1,750,
Among its bookings are included
and a string of I/jew one-nighters Benny Fields, Barry Gray, Bert
in the New England area at $250 Wheeler, Henny Youngman, Dean
nightly.'
Shores sandwiches.
Martin and Jerry Lewis,: Dave ApolVice Chancellor Albert S. WoodMeanwhile. Small is arranging for lon, Harry Babbitt, John Boles,
ruff is pondering the case. But the Collier's to do a profile on Gray as Benny Rubin
and Dick Himber'»
odds are on the New York Toots.
a symbol of all disk-jocks.
band.

David

Wilentz, former state
attorney general, who was counsel
for Shor, made Rowland admit that
prior to the opening of the walk
place he had heard of Shor and
therefore changed the sign to Toots
T.

23,

at

Small's

$1,750.

with Gray

is

for

new

contract,

starting

two years.

Dec.

19.

State,

Theatre

.

^.te's Son,

AjMT

for sale*

if

the.price

is

;

It's

hell

*lnst

€onelad«d 18 Iplorious Wot'hA at

Now
St.

set

San Francisco, Feb.

J9.

not yet determined whether
date&

i^lay further

•

YoHnu

•

Uetrftthing

right.

offer of $215,000.

theatre,

Bright

MORTON

Hotel ops report they'll be filled
from early November this year,
which may provide the chance for
the nitery group to make some
dough this year. But they've gotten
plenty cagey about big dough for
They can't .afford to take
talent.
any chances. The fresh partnershiji
dough just doesn't seem to be
Seems the boys want to
around.
buy outright, not in; and most every
is

•

GARY

Mcst lost money, and
of them all, the Copa was the only
one to wind up in a healthy black
on the ledger^, thanks to the Ritz

club

^^^^

''^er the

for the ops.

Haymes' Coast Date

ARD GREEN .AGENCY,
n, y. ^ ^uim hm

Jughead's Joint

Jordan and

Dick Haymes, who recently

4amt..

St.

Atlantic

the smaller clubs are going all out
to get whatever top names their
budgets can afford. One good bet
among the cognoscenti hereabouts is
that
rooms will definitely
three
make money again. They're the
small, intimate drinking rooms with
Park
all-season faves back again:
Avenue Chib and Charlie Farrell.

the record at the RKO theatre,
Boston, with a gross over $70,000, has
been aet for the Golden Gate
e.

—

Kitty Davis' has set Myron
at $1,500 starting week of
Dec. 15 (he drew plenty for them
last season) to be followed by Slap-

down

M

Slst

four years in the' Army, finds
that sbowbusiness hasn't changed
a; bit
with one exception.

To determine an act's present
salary, he says, just take his
pre-war take and multiply by

ShoreV Ain't The

'Tools

Cafe Zanzibar, N. Y., top employer
of Negro talent in the U. S:, is ready
to drop that policy in favor of paleface acts. Heason for abandonment
of the colored policy is the shortage
of drawing talent in that field. Every
topliner played by this spot has
been repeated several times since
the cafe opened at its present site
a little more than two years ago,
and as a result present leaders in the
field aren't pulling in trade anymore.

Here

Cohen

Only club ops who insist they're not
for Sale are the Copa and Beachcomber. Copa duo recently turned

ix-$«rvic«nMn Subicribert:

tmd

\

Husing and DiMag Say

Bros.

$2.00 «acli— Ooubl* Scripts

p«

for six

they're sticking to figures based on
year there's, still plenty of worry

CAXCH Cr ON BACK ISSUES!
3 VolHme* al 525.00

Ravazza played the house
months last year.

last

of Thegtrlcall

thru

^.^li^'"*

Inflation's

Fred Elswit, who returned to
the William Morris agency thea^
tre department recently after

battle.

Bar of Music and

13 or $1.05 each or
13 Scripts for $13.00
Noi. 14 thru 20
REAOYI
1

After Running Out of Negro Talent

Famous Door with Don Richards.
As for the big rooms, even though

PATTER
for All

Zanzibar, N. Y., Dropping Sepia Policy

dates.

(Continued from page lll)-

er; Marvis .Kims, dancer; the Blentones, a singing quartet; Noro< Morales and Dave I'yler's bands and a
line of eight. Replacing for the next
show will be Harvey Stone and

the laws.

Carl Ravazza and Roxy, N. Y..
have: mutually abrogated agreement
which called for singer to play the
house for six; months out of the year.
Instead Ravazza, in the current Roxy
show, is in for tenure ef that stanza
and will return between March and
May of next year and make up contracted time in the course of several

lis

Charles

New Orleans
Week Oet. 23
Per.

IVational
LAulsville
Oet. 31

Week

Mgt.>Irving

.Scaro4»n

Manor, M. V.

Starting Theatre Tour

Romin

'ildams

Hipp

..

IVewark

Week

BTov.

14

Daltimore
iVov. 21

Week

lenO nrandway. New York 1», N. Y.

.

.

'

Wednesday, October 23, 1946

Variety

Bills

WEEK OF OCTOBER

New

OBITUARIES

Acts

23

AMOBY QUARTET
mnMetlon

Hatuerati In

nrltb

bill*

whether

below IndloaU opening Anr

.fall

or

Ktm

Johnson

Ella Mae Morse
K Carol & Ross
Lionel Knye

H

:

Brown

Menny Younffuian
Music Hall

Maison

Gil

Ijobort

Mtti'slmil

.

Cole

3
llui*i>liy

Klliff

l>ean

Dick Buckley:
Marllee Kckols

,

Bros.

Iiarne

Roxy

(I)

MinevltcH

Hal

MIAMI

S6-«7

(I)

&

Koh't

BnyllM

.S«

(I)

T & P Robbina

.

Circus
Arthur T^a Fleur

Bob Karl

Ming

.'Phil

Editv.

.

Patay Lane

Tex Fletcker
VillHKe .VunKunrd
Leeds
ChUtison S
Dor&thy Douglaa
Eleanor Bowera
Don Fry

Curbello Ore
CoptiCQDnna
B.

WIvct
Bob Lee
Gertrude Hlld
Jean Afnslle
Francisco
Bruce Norman
Vivian Nickolson
D'tllvero & Belm'te

Ann Rooney

JEFPEItSON HOTEL.
Weeks of

St.

Ronny & Ray
Olga Sunr6K

Frank Marti Ore
Oiamond florseKtioe
Watson. Sis

October 25^November

Fritzi

1

&

Collins

Joe

SH-30

RMly.Sis
Al Nesor
Kfewpie DoUs
(two to fill)

PHILADELPHIA

Fitzgerald
Ore.

Carman <!) 24
The Mastelloa
Ijora

24^36

T-ee

Barriie

Barbara
A I Neaor
Kelly

&

AV

Roy Maurice
Bin.,

•

27-30

I

Payne & Foster
Lawrence
Lavere & Hanflman
Jjly

Kay & Kay

BOSTON

BoHton (K) 24
Mickey Rooney

Pearl Bailey
3 Swifts
.

Lois

Broolc

Lessellia

(I)

3<i-27

to flin

(3

TowcrH (1) 25-27
Byrne Sis
Sr
DuprKiLn

Johnny
Anthony & Rogers
Dudleys Midpeta

SAN Ji'RANClSCO

Pete Nugeirt

svRim; FIELD

OHICAOO

Court
iThe Glenna
T)ick Tisne

Avalonl
ft Roberta

.71m

Chicnifo. (V) 25

T Thorn
Lcxins

Gibbs
Tip Tap & Toe

2

<»rh>ntu1 (I) 24
.Tranliie Garle Ore
J'oluihy Morgan
Ho\vard
Higlene.
,

&

VmlMf

»4

(K)

<t Keardojl
C)lvmni'''!^

WAKHINOTON

H
4

Franks

^C'

Jftnyce

CINCINNATI

A1Im?6
!i*red(1ie-

<K) 34
Slaf-U.' pre.

Williams

3

Yeary Bros-

Davis
Andre, ATirt'e & B'e
,

WOONSOCKKT

New Park

Noncbalantfi

P

34

(L)

Capitol

LeP-

Ore

Jfbuis Priiiuv

24-37

(I)

H(»

Danny Kaye
Georffia

Marion' tes

(UihUm Unto (R) 23
Count Biisie Ore
2 ZephyrsCole & Atkins

Duke Art

His

StaU

in

1938.

JACK WEINBERG

(4)

EDWABD L. KUYKENDALIi
Instrumental-Vocal
Edward L. KuykendEill, 59, long10 Mins.
Sinclair & Alda
Helen Wenzel
liee Noble
State, N. Y.
time exhibitor and president-emeriOlga Orlova
Val & Joy
Yeary Bros, on their first major tus of the Motion Picture Theatre
date in the east impress as needing Owners of America, died Oct. 20
CHICAGO
routines acceptable to a more cos- after a protracted illness at Colum3 Pitchmen
RIacklinwk
mopolitan trade. As shown at the
Martin Bros
bus, Miss, He was president of the
Rush Carlyle Ore
State, the act is for audiences with
1 aiorroccans
Mage & Karr
years and stepped
strong bucolic and unsophisticated MPTOA for 14
Latin ttmirtor
Al Roberts
ill(Jlivz
Puree
A L Simpkina
strains.
Their numbers ha\ten't the down from the post because of
Latin
Lovelies
Sophie Tucker
savvy of a Spike Jones treatment, ness at the windup of the theatre
Wesson Bros
Bobby Breen
staged last June
convention
satirical
and
until
they
can-achieve
a
group's
Geneve Dorii,
Willie Shore
rural
:&
another
Mardorii
Itouise
approach,
they're
just
town.
home
at
his
Adorables (12)
Paul Carleion
combo.
Patricia Adair
Kuykendall; widely known to exBuddy SImw Oro
Gay Claridge Oro
Act is composed of bass, banjo, hibitors throughout the country bePalmer House
Lucio Garcia Oro
guitar and fiddle with all contribuEvelyn Knight
Colosimn'B
cause of his leadership of MPTOA,
Freddie Nagel Ore ting at vocals, although guitarist is
Jackie Heller
operated
the Princess theatre tothe
piping
Roily Rolls
entrusted with most of
Slate Bros (2)
Blackburn (2)
Fay Carroll
They're okay in both depart- gether with an amusem,ent park and
jobs.
Abbott D'ncera <12) ments, and with revised approach
Athena
had an interest both in the Gilmore
Rio Cubuna
Colosimo Models
and routines can make the rounds hotel and the Columbus Dispatch.
Jackie Mjles
Sol Feola
Clark Bros.
Hotel Btsmnrck
of the deluxers.
Jose.
He had been in the film business for
Shernxan Hayes Ore Anne Russell
Nancy Doran
Nelson Puppets
35 years.
Don Bradfleld
Dell Welcome
VAL & JOY ',
His show biz experience dated
The Lpyeliea (10)
Harvey Crawford'
Dance
Cee Davidson Ore
back to the early films, "The Great
Shirley Dickinsoii
Hotel Stevens
8 Mins.
Betty Hill
Train Robbery" and "Boer War."
Clyde McCoy Ore
The Martinia
Leon £ Eddie^s, N. Y.
Calgary Bros
Originally,
Eddie Fens Ore
he entered the entertainA couple of personable young
Nelaon Sis
Hotel Congress
The Abern
terpers trying to break into the big- ment field as an acrobat and put in
Milt Herth Trio
Camryn & Reilly
Kiki Ochart Ore
time via Leon & Eddie's proving stints as a balloon ascensionist and
Dennis Kelly
Lettv Barbour
grounds,
Val
and
black
Joy
make
good
face
comedian. He also did
a
rs
Boulcvar-Uea
Hotel Blaekstone
first
impression.
Their routines, chores with a number of medicine
Vine Oardeni
Phil Regan
Jessie Rosella
Mel Cooper Ore
however, are ordinary. They have shows, carnivals and circuses before
Snsan Kins'
\
Hotel Continental
the necessary polish in what tbey do stepping into
Mara & Maiirlca
the film business.
Jamea Sykes
biit need something more novel to
Phil DeRey
Joe Vera Ore
Kuykendall was born in Muncie,
Larry Boss
set them apart from the run-of-theKaren Ford
Ind., arid attended business college
H Kdjfewoter Be'cli Joa Kfflh, Oro
mill dancers.'
Stepheit Kisley., Ore Mel Cole Ore
As with so many other terp acts, and law,, school while earning his
the male half of the duo is the bet- livelihood as an entertainer. He, is
ter: dancer,, but the gal dresses the
survived .by widow, a son, Edward,
act vvith her good looks and pleasant Jr., a foster son and daughter.
Dorothy Kingsley to W; W. Dur- personality. Best part of the routine is their first number in which
ne:,-, Monteclto, Cal.j Oct. 15, Bride
NOBRIS WILCOX
he does a solid, tap while she spins
is a screen writer at Metro,
around him.- Second number, a balNorris Wilcox, ,66, former office
Harriet Scherr to Dr. Morton Tan^ let tap, is okay but nothing special. manager and director of personnel
ner, Plttsbui:gh, Oct. 20. Bride's on
for New York office of United
.

Amory 4
Bromley & Barrett
'

(I>

.

,

..'

24

<1)

BOUND BKOOK

Pat Turf
Faye Bros

,

B &

KO('KJ*ORf)
Palaoc

Kurt Rolini
Alplionae Barge Co
Dell Breece

'

,

mike.

YEABY BEOS.

MakHla.
Bela
Paul Arnold

,

I'ltOVIDKNCB
Mot <T) 2B-.27
Oab CallowEiy Ore
Moke & Doke
Peter KIs

Abigail & Buddy
12 Roxyettes

Sherry Brltton

Zsiga

J'anczi

•

Lewis & Van
3 Arnauts

Miller

Connie Haines
Leonard Sues
Will Mastin .3

Gene Kardos

Jacob; (Jack) Weinberg), real esexecutive of the Stanley Warner motion picture interests, died
Friday (Oct. 18) In his sleep at Jefferson hospital, Philadelphia, of a
heart attack.
In his work for the motion picture firm he traveled throughout the
nation, handling real estate transactate

tions.

'

Lee
Trent
J Brown
Karle (W) 35
Donald O'Connor

Beth & Martin
(I)

Florenz

Hearts

3

Eddie Davis
Konni Hale

:

Don Rice
*^

D aillespio
fhe Elgins
Stute

&

Martin
Z4

(I)

Mack & Desmoncl
Arnaut Bros
Genft Sayloa
3 Harpers
Royal (I) 35
Ella

White

Olive

Bialley

Allen

BALTIMORE

Hii>i>otlromo

Eddie Vinson Ore
Pee Wee Mnrquette
Clandn Hopkfi)!> Of
Ziinmermnn's

Jacqueline Hurley
Michael Edward
Leon & Rddie**

VATERSON
(I) 24-37
R & M Norman

and

Nyoka

Willie Solar

MajeHflc!

ZiinzTliur

Ink Spots
T Carpenter

Peg Leg Batea
Hot Shots

Scheff

Ann Pennington

Ver. Mtrt.; KIHHK SMITH
3.101 Hrtiiidwuy. New York.

$.vlvia &• Christian
Diane Berry

Ore

.\richael Dui'so

Lqiiii

;

Eddy Manson

Lewis

Ertdie Fiaher

LOWE, HITE & STANLEY

,

;

T^itig

Jose
•Toe

.

Plijl

Tai Sings-

Betty Reeves
AVayne-

23-86

S Rosors &

LIEBERT

DM

Jimmy Nola

,

MEMORIAM

SAMUEL

Garlands
Alicia Wallaco
Bert Stone

Ben Yost Slngera
Miriam Gwinn
MIrinm LaVella
China I>oll

announced as brothers, is undoubt- ment from
Theatre Wing and its servicempn's
edly the top new act in the current been a guest at the Percy Williams canteen.
Leon «c Eddie's show. Their pipes
A son and two sisters survive.
individually are excellent and their Home, East Islip, L. I.
After
having
made
his
debut
stage
the
way.
all
clicks
close harmony
Boys start out With a Negro spirit- in Augustus Thomas' play, "The
JOHN T.
ual, with their inflection and har- Burglar" in
1891,
he diverted to
John T. Doran, 63, film studio
mony making it racially authentic, dramatic stock, appearing for sev- manager, died
at the St. Claire hosalthough they're ofay.
eral seasons with' the Girard AveThey then demon.strate a nice nue stock, Philadelphia, and later pital in N. Y., Oct. 21.
For the past four years, he was
change of pace with: "C3ypsy," in joined the Woodward Players at the
studio manager of the Filmcraft
which the baritone, who soloed in the
Kansas
Auditorium,
City.
to
one
first number, dittoes in this
studios in the Bronx, N. Y., and was
For a number of years Macy, a veepee in the Motion
soma fine backing up by the other
Picture Asthree. They wrap up the routine sol- teamed with his wife, Maude Hall sistant Directors Union, lATSE
local
idly with "Swing Low," with the bass had toured the top vaude circuits 161.'
^
doing the solo honors. Latter's boomr in a series of sketches, of which
Prior he was a.ssociated with Paraing voice should be held farther, their "Magpie and the Jay" is probback from the mike— otherwise, it's ably best remembered. Macy later mount and other major companies
as studio manager.
good,'
appeared subsequently in a vaude
Survived by widow and brother,
Group demonstrates good management and training throughout. Their act with Al Lydell, billed as "Two
begoff here is proof they're ready Old Cronies."
JACQUES L. GOTTLIEB
Between vaude appearances he
for any vaude or nitery date. Staf,
Jacques L. Gottleib, orchestra con-,
h d also appeared in other legits,
ductor and music director for the
LEE NOBLE
USO and Jewish Welfare' Board,
Magician
died last week at Brooklyn, N. Y;
IN
10 Mins.
Born in Russia, he was brought to
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
this country as a child, and after
With a nice line of patter and
are
sleight-of 'hands
that
some
studying music, had been violinist
BROTHER
ELOVED
enough out of the ordinary to keep
with N. Y. Symphony Orch and later
1945
Oelobw
24,
the customers guessing, Lee Noble
formed his own orch which he direclooks to be ready for the standard
May Hb SqhI Rmt in Pmc*
ted for several years. In 1927 he was
vaude or bistro dates that feature
Anna Liebert, Sarah
director of the Neighborhood Sym»
such acts. Emphasis is on comedy
phony Society.
Kashins. Ida Walker
and the magico's dead-pan chatter,
Three sisters, and a daughter surcoupled with a group of hoked»iip
Unv«ilinB» Sunday, 12:30 P.M.
tricks, elicits the necessary laughs
vive him.
Oclbbaf 27li>,
from the audiencei
Ml. Lebanon Ctmcltry, Richmond Hill
In white tie. etc., Noble starts out
CAROLINA A. LAZZABI
(78tli St. Entrance)
demonstrating tricks he doesn't want
Carolina A. Lazzari, 57, former
Officiating:
Rabbi Abraham Burilein
to do because everybody's seen them
contralto with the Metopera and
of Jewiih Theotrical Guild
already, meanwhile performing therti
voice teacher for a number of stage;
in deft fashion.
In cox of rain, poitponed to Sunday,
He then attempts
and screen actors, died at Stony
to show the payees how they're done
Novombor 3d, somo hour.
and naturally comes up with unexCreek, Conn., Oct. 17.
pected results. It's sock stuff.
During operatic career she had
At one point in the proceedings, including "The Woman," "Seven also appeared with Chicago Civic
Noble leaves the mike to step over Keys To Baldpate," "Girl Crazy," Opera and as soloist with St. Louis
to the edge of the stage in order to "A Pair of Queens," ^'Skidding,"
Among her
rope a rinssider into the trick. "The
"The Philharmonic Orch.
Lily"
Scarlet
Others in the audience miss the Trouper." He had also appeaded in pupils were Judy Garland, Dennis
point because they can't hear his several films, including screen ver- Day, Irene Manning, Ilona Massey,
voice.
He should do something to sion of "Baldpate."
Mitzi Green and Frank Parker.
correct this, possibly via a hand
Mother and two sisters survive.
wife, Maude Macy Hall, died
.

,

Haro
^
BJlly Kelly
Zeb Carver

George Watg Tr
Fcahcea Chun

& While Robertas

Sis

Milton Berle
DJlIy Ardelty

,

I
;

Duslc

Villntcti

Marlon Colby

Harryette

NEW BEDFORD
84-20

Marie

Coke & Poke
Henry .Kelly

&

Carl

30^2%

(I)

:

Verdiiinei-

Stan Plaher
Cnrnlral

NKWARK

Adams <I) 84
Hampton O

Ql'KKNS
Jumalea

Day Dawn

Franclji
Jerry (irov

Lionel

:

Dwiglit Fiske

Paul White

Red & Curley

-

Paul Villard.

.

Jean

Mischa AUer
The Albins

Ijuyke & Lea
Bill Russell

r-

.

llleu

Wanace

Codric

Bola

Gall Bennett
Slrkl Do Vysertot

MINNEAPOLIS

Bert KlTie
Jidward Sla
Virffinia Austin

Du

war

'

.

Oiiiirtev

professional appearances, but had
been active in little theatre work
many years. During the recent
.she was active in the American

for

.

I-ee

Wally Blacker
Muriel Gainea

Triplets

:

.

.:

Henry LaMarr

Kulmn

85, chai-actor actor
legit,
died at Bay
Oct. 18. Since retirethe stage in 1938 he had

and
I.,

.

,

Kildie,

Elroy Peace

Orplieum (R> 84
Orrln 'fucker Ore

BRONX

Windsor

Lntln

Mack

Gene i-ltaylos
Hal AA'inters
Duffv Dancers
Diana
EdwardH
Rali)h Funt Ore
Bobby Uamos Ore
RoKfers Corner
Korn Kobbicrs
Lanl Kuni
Don Baker
J*anana«' Ore
Steve Ricbards

Ted Lewis Ore

Radio Acea

Harris

Catherine
Wells.

Marllnlqno

r>a.

Geraldino

Duval
Canfield Smith

:

.Machito Ore
Pupf Cnmpn Ore

Harvey Stone
Irene BrooU.s

Bob Mitchell

Del RIos
Dick Berk

.

(1)

.'4' nimaa
Lynne Fader

.

Olympln (P> 88

Coke {fc. Poke
Morey & Eaion
Jlnimy Slieridan

Vnldes

Shore, L.

:

Rlvteru

The Va^rabonds
Tex Kendrick
Val oiman pro

Weorse Prentice.

.

BROOKLYN

Flatlnisli

Clwle (I) 34
Mclntyre Ore

Martha Tilton

Danny Drayson

H
.

;

INBIANAPOl.IS

Rascals:

RavaKza

Carl
Mhite (L) 2i
Star & Garter K^v
Stnlnd (W)
Alvino Rey Ore
Sondra Barrett
Jean Carroll

.

Joe La Porto Oro

JSstelld

87

(I)

Hilt Brltton Ore

Hall
AI Bernie

•Ton::

C'oUettc

Arena

Yiiliej-

Alice King
IJobbv Harrell

Stable*.

Mlffuelito

;.

HOI-YOKK

?,»

Frances Tjangfovd

t

.Harvey

Jiine-

hilUps

Baiili.s

Uulph A-. Ktleen
Xina Dover

Henry Rod Allen O
Mary Osborne
J C Higrgen but torn
La Conarii

r>eHi

i

vaude

of

DORAN

"

Old BomcmlnD

Iceland
lielly'fl

State (1) 20-27
Arnax. Ore

Paruinount (I*) 23
Stan Kenton Bd

O

'

S.tbpni;V

Sadie

Revue

Ice

IIARTFORI)

Ciirlo

nasparre

Jacltiv;

Paul Draper
Emll Coleriiah Ot'O
Miacha Bon' Otc

,

Monte
Koberu'.

:

Wiildorf-Afttorln

Herb Shriner
Kitty Kallen
3 stooges

'

rinza

Cornell

Hotel Taft.

& Hae

lAtnvry

Schneider

Club
do Ballet

(!oi|)s

Hymph Ore

Hotel

De Mar.coa
Enoch Light Ore

Keiths (R) 84
SensatlonnliHla

Lawrence NIckol
(jloe

Eddie's, N. Y.
This group of four young singers,

Leon &.

Dick Raymond
Art Wauefr Ore
Dlcit

Chan Reader Ore
Lillian

DAYTON

Olive BbuelK
Frances li^hnerts
.t'red

Nilsaon Twins

rulncp (K) 2B-S«
Slim Galllard 3
J 'Scat' Davis Orq

84

(I)

Nelsen

Nil)

Hotel l*onni»ylvanlH
Cl&uao Thornhlll O
Hotel Pierre

COLl'MBl'S

Carleton Macy,

lO'Mlns.

Loowt

.

I'DKK CITY

Ottpitoi (1)
Lisa,

Sill

Songs

•how,

nt

week

split

letter* In parenthesis indicate oircait. (I) Independent ;
(JP) rarnlmmPt; (R) RKO; (W) Warner
.

CABLETON MACY

27

'

.

.

MAHRIAGES

'

.

Monpgrain Pictures staff in that city,
Marion Barton: to .William Thor- BROMLEY
Both are Acrobats
TO^n, New York, Oct: 19.
in publicity dept. of

RKO^ Theatres

7

Artists,

& BAKBETT

died in New York Oct. 22.
half-brother of the late

Ha was a

Douglas Fairbanks,

Mins.

Leon

tired
ary.

..
.

&

Eddie's, N. Y.
brace of powerful

from

Sr.,

post' -with

and had relast Janu-

UA

He was a native of Camden,
and was well known in film,
and sports

EDWABD
Edward

J.

circles.

MUELLEB

Mueller, 57, pianist
and organist at the old Majestic
theatre, Milwaukee, died at his home
there Oct. 19.
For many years a member of the
Milwaukee Musicians' Assn., he had
played piano and drums in the late
George Gerber's orchestra and later
J.

'

formed

his

own

orchestra.

He leaves widow, two sons, mother^
three brothers and two sisters.

DONALD BOY CORY
Donald Roy Cory,
cameraman, died Oct.

20,

assistant

15 in AcapulMexico, following a heart attack
while lensing a scene for Columbia's
"Lady From Shanghai" aboard Errol
Flynn's yacht, Zaca.
He was the son of Raymond Cory,
special effects chief at Republic.
co,

EBBA ANDBUS

.

.

Rol)ertaH Circus'
(two to flU)

J.,

political

.

:

Boh Sargent
.lack Pai lier

N.

iibba Andrus, 45, legit actress, Who
in private life was Mrs. Frank Lloyd,
died in New York Oct 21. She. had
retired from the stage after her marriage some years ago.
Among productions in which she
;

appeared were "Experienee," "Scandal" and "Ladies Night."
Husband arid daughter survive.

JOHNNY HABEIGAN
A
muscle-men,
Wilcox had entered the film biz in
Johnny Harrigan, one-time vaude
Cleatus Caldwell to Bob Hutton, Bromley and Barrett demonstrate
Las Vegas, Opt. 19. Bride is ex-Wife excellent control in their acrobatits. 1917 as office manager for Para- partner of Red Skelton, died recent^Emphasizing new feats and contor- mount and in 1925 shifted to UA to ly at the Veterans Hospital in Aspinof Ken Murray; groom .is actor.
tionistics that set them apart from become its Brazil sales manager, a ,wall, near Pittsburgh.
Duke Ellington Ore
Irwin Kent
BIuo AnKCl
the ordinary, they draw consistently post he held lor a: number of years.
Burial was in his home town, CanUonica Lewis
40(1 C'lul)
heavy applause: throughout their He later returned to, N, Y. and asElohard D, Bennett Randy Broojvs Oro
onsburg. Pa.
short stint.
irwlti Corey
llonclilto 11(1
sumed post from wfiich he retired.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert -Weitnian,
Boys use their feet and legs, as
ftuart Ros9 3
(ii'wlcli
Vjlliij<:ft
Inn
Funeral services will be held at 10
Ills Lafhln
Benjamin Levin, film pioneer and
i>Ianii <\)urtney
daughter. New York, Oct. 16. Father well as their arms, in throwing each
elta Rhythm Boys
iJob Karl
other about and balancing on each a.m. Friday at St. Ignatius Loyola father of Jack H., veepee and genonto Boclotj
is managing director of the ParaI'e&sy >lt*Cue
(Uownto'vnl
other's bodies. They're costumed in church, 84th st. and Park ave., N. Y. eral manager of Confidential ReJack Cai'Voll:
mount theatre, N. Y,
Tlmmle Ilopreta
jumper type suits that cover them
Widow and brother survive.
(UiaVez t>r(*
ports, died Oct. 19 in New York. In
Susan Reed
Mrs.
Shoengarth,
JSTc'd .HfM'Voy Ore
Mr.
and
Bruce
from neck to ankle.
Attire that
fjllft JaoKuon
1912, he operated the Lenox Film
Huviinii-iTailrid
son, Hollywood, Oct. 14. Father is would reveal, more of their muscle's
.Peta Johnson
Exchange in New York,
MRS. CHARLES H. RAYMOND
Dean Marfiji
J C Heart! Oro
.special eifects chief for Seymour would nndowbtedly serve to perk the
homeoffice.

NEW YOEK

'

Aquarium

;

CITY

.

;

.

Cabot & Drcsdi-n
NOro Morales: Ore
Pro

,

BIRTHS

:

'

.

'

•

Cofc Society
(Uptown)
Jack Gilford

Patricia Bright
•

Dorothy Jarnao
Hope Foyo
Kdmtind Hall

PaM

Martin 3
Eddie South Oro

David BrooKS

Chu

Kmbaaay
Ctiu Martinez

Jorr.v

i-cu

iy

Sergio Orliv
C.tHnVuo Ore
Carlos Varelu Ore
llotoJ CoAinioilttre.

Vauffhn Alo)i?:iif» Or
Hole] Dixie
l''tml:. Oro

JE-arfy

Kay

(.'ipmitniU
Sciicf

J

r.ou

Oorin
tinli*)

a-

U;i V

\i<n

Nebenzal.

act.
;

.

.

.

Mrs. Jiauretta Jefferson Raymond,
Mother of Ken Hoel, publicity_ didaughter of the late Thomas
Jefferson, actor and son of Joseph rector for Harris Amus. Co, in Pittshome
Jefferson,/ who immortalized stage burgh, died last week at her
version of "Rip Van Winkle," died ini Akron,: O,
in New York Oct, 17. She was the
Mother of Michigan KroU, radio
widow of Charles H, Raymond.
As a child she had appeared with script writer, died in Buffalo, N,
her grandfather in "Rip," her only Oct, 18.
62,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jarema,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 12. Fath- daughter, Holly wood; Oct. 15. Father
er's with the Mark Lane orch.
is a director at iSnterprise Pix.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Miller, daughMr. and Mrs. William Witney, son,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 10.
ter,
Father's Hollywood, Oct. 15. Mother is the
wil'i th"
ni'«'y, Walton band.
former actress, Maxine Doyle; father
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bosseni is a director at Bepuhlic.
.
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S«lznick Lends Actor

Fay Committee

Equity Explains

For Wiman's

Ouster; Greaza s Anti-Red Stand
explains

jiiiltee

junior
posal to revise lije

m^mb

'

.

,.

largely to' turn the' assOcia-

apci-ilied

subversive

to

;"tion

-He indicated
niiued to oppose

•

my

present method
.b) tter

.'aroused

.

:

pi;:TO-''CS.

.

.",:V^

revision of; the
vhis diatribe
'

resentment

in

.-i,

1

a i-ge

m

'

'I'liumbet of the; Eqiiity
-(wWch led to the ouster pctitioii),"
his de''Ill
the' ai-ticle went Oil.

.'

fense Fay clainied he was merely
exercising his right Of free speech
on an isSUe. .he believed pi paramount inip-nrlance to the association
ami the theai'-re; and that he spoke
only ais -afl .individual 9nd not, as a
councillor or as a member of that
And that he believed
com^mittee,
his'

Vi'ere

charges

true

,

.

.

claimed the right to speak
mind at all times and under any
circumstances. B^ut Fay disregarded
for which
... his responsibilities
his

.

.

.

.

as a; member of council, should
His
careful.
most
been
charges without any supporting evi^
dence were broadcast to the public

.he,

have

.

.

.

as

which no doubt accepted them

.

proven

.

was that
membership was placed
.

the result

.

the .junior
before a large puBlic in .aii unfavorable light on charges -which neither
could be proved nor disproved . .
he ignoied his constitutional prerogatives ... on an issue that was
still
before the council, and on
.

which he was one of the judges. In
so doing he maligned a large section of the membership
and the
good name of Equity and his responto both."

sibilities

,

At the recent Equity quarterly
meeting Walter N. Greaza clarified
of Equityites who for
years disliked and opposed the Communist
label
which rightly or
-wrongly had been pinned on Equity.
He Said that the use of ''Actors
Equity Association An'ti-Communist
League" was unfortunate and there
is no longer any actual organization
of that name from which members
could resign, as ordered by the council
There is a group
recently.
which is called the Anti-Communi.st
Actors and he urged players to report any attempts at discrimination
or. intimidation in connection with
signers of petitions opposed to '"radithe position

This Season; Keeps Skeleton Staff

^

his

debut in

film

Trucking Strike

.

one perforiiiaiice a
daiicers. .fr.oin the,

;

and will tonflne hi.s
Hollywood, where he
scheduled to produce twu ftlm.«-f«'.
.season
activities to

ured

.

oit

.

movements.

presenting

a,

;

on the
and t]p-

numi-or

.of

;Wh.le

his.

.hoAVs ...dvirihg 1046 -4.7.
forte is, musicais,
'Todd
.

wii.i

.

.,

1,,^,.;;

dp

I'o

plays this .fiiil.
jcvcrtcd to .thi^ it^.iliws;

;;stra).gh.t

\\'o

;

;

ume

;,u-ned back. ;si.ii-)(i
last we,.!?' "Cii'i jiisi'l,:.''

ago and

.

School

"of

bw Movements

Ameri-

.'';;;'''";'-:/

the

Srldev"-

Ai'te.r;

it'

'slipped

(he

reat-'-ios

bac'Ir to

.Roy

nai',yr;n'e.

lii

Greaza

read a proclamation dethe undersigned (members of Equity) believing
in the
constitution of the United States of
America, do hereby proclaim ourselves anti-Communist; and pledge

"We

.

/

.

.

ourselves
as actors to work
against any individual or group of
individuals within our association
.

who by word

.

.

action advocates the
of our Government or
the disgrace of Our profession."
or.

overthrow

Greaza also reported the finale of
the Equity Members in Service Cbmwittee,

which

magazines and
to

sent

newspaper.Si

Christmas packages

members

in the armed forces. In
$27,000 was donated by
actors for that purpose.

lour years

forking
.«Uth

.Hammond, of the committee,
praised for her efforts.

the

^English

-vet

showman

;

.

George Balahchine,-

Staff iiiGiudes

(iireetor; Leon. Barzin, mudirector;
Lew Christensen;
master;
Lmcoln Kirstein,
exec
secretary;
Michael Hainer,
maiiager,; and Jean B;pse,pthaii'' 'teehi
nical supervisor.
a'rti.<;tic

:

Latest .managerial worry

York's trucking strike,

sical

ballet

,

USO Decides,

Abroad,

at

least

of

town

..is'

New.

movement

'

.

of

two new shows going out

'

'

;

,

;

,

'

I

;

,

;

.

•

been

,

for tryouts having already

hampered.

Shows'

had not

beeil liiterfered with' until late last

Week, when pickets appeared in
yards where theatrical 'ba.ggage bars
vi^ere- spotted, and the trucks with;

Will Continue Legits

VM

UCgUWI

;

,

|

.

"Up

i

:

Most

sprinj;.

Tlag' After Minimums

is

"A

mostly in week

>lalcd

sea.'^.en..:

for

one

st'ai'Kls.

nighlers

and'
next,

'-

Continuation oh Broad way of
..lames. Cplligah,; general jnaiiager,
Flag Is Born", originally scheduled
for TPdd.'fi^hCTitro aetiviti.c.s.-i'emajriii
for four weeks, has been acco.niehirgfe:.,'Wiether.Todd, .wh0..at-.
panied by -a ;new deal for. most ot
tractcd
much ;.a,ttention with siloh..
thA „r„,s,.„anri=
Ii(«cn..:rt„np»rnflri.
propaganda
those concerned .i.nv
in the
five boroughs of Greater N. Y.
miisicals
as, ;"Spmethins
for: the
drama -in -aid
,
,,
Mexican Hayl-ide.
"Star
Managers were advised t hat League tor; a Free.iPalestine. There,
^°J''„
and Park, wi 1 retrucits with productions -were to be
are uPW; '22 in the cast receiving If "^.i f^^iier^
loaded on cars in Nassau county, regular salaries, whereas oriRinally ;'''"'« ^° *h^' '^2'* f''^''^ appears__to .dePend
upon
Jiis
..success
with
the
pie;(Long
Island)
for
Pennsylvania all players worked at the Eq'uity
^reat <)n and ,m
^"'^s
movements, while those; routed over minimum.
In addition, the press.f
the New York Central or Hartford agent arid company manager are reC^'^Y''°<°!S"^f
i^^^^°j:i>^;?|
Baseball
Team.'- yadmtood_ .;t^^
lines would
load in; 'Westchester diving the
.
scale, pay.
the
^"'^^ rolmquish his mtere.st
county.
Earlier in the strike teamRita Gam, who started as an extra, ^J'
Oelmar racetrack, near San Dicgo,
sters had been ordered by Dan
is now playing
the part of King
Tobin teamsters boss, not to break David in Ben Heeht's play, having Cal.
Bill
Doll,
who
handled
publi--'
the
contracts such as exist between the replaced
Alexander.
her brother
union and scenic artist plants. How- Explained that it was the original city campaign for the Hollywood
Bowl showing of "Park." will reevef, pickets took in more territory,
intention to have a girl in, the part,
pressuring to force an ending of and it was then hoped that Helen main on the Coast with Todd. Mort'
Nalhanson, who was his associate,
the strike.
Hayes would be able to accept,
resigned some weeks ago and is
Quentin Reynolds has withdrawn as
with the N. Y. office of Liberty
narrator, with Ruth Chatterton tak- / ^A'j^.
ing over this week, and it is expected that other guest names will
follow in the assignment.
During the four weeks at the
B.O.
Alvin "Flag" earned hack its $4.5,000 production cost and had arontid
and. trunks .were -diverted.
Railroad men quickly. Solved the
prdblein. when learning that the
strike did not extend beyo.hd; the
settings

'.,:

;

;:

.

End

Until

of

Year

i

.

f

!

has been definitely decided by
USO-Camp Shows, to; continue sendGIs abroad,
to
ing legit .units
familiar plays requested by the men
being chosen, "Your Uncle Dudley"
is currently in rehea-rSal and, among
Is
other
favorites
is "There
a
Family". Plans call for discontinuing the USO attractions in the European theatre of occupation at the
^nd of the year, the Army then
taking full charge of recreation, with
men in uniform replacing profesShows, bands and
sional actors.
vaude will continue to be »ent to
the "Japanese area through 1947,
however.
Curtailment in USO activities is
of money
drive for $19,000,to be raised,
000 is being set, to be used for all

indicated by the

amount

A

USO

activities
units.

was

including domestic
Last year around
earmarked for over-

seas units alone.. There ic no indication of USO activities after the
coming year: but entertainment for
hospitals will be continued indefinitely.
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Arbitration For

BALLET THEATRE

ATAM

Snarl

Broadway showmen, who expectto settle the new row with the
agents and managers union, were
ed

In addition it was es-^.
tiniated that collections from audiences amounted to $60,000 during
It was figured that if
that time.
Hecht were compensated for his
drama and many other usual cost

PERKS, STAYS 6THWK.

$.5,000 profit.

Ballet 'Theatre, ehcouraged by
creased business for its current
gagement at the Broadway, N.
extending its run for an extra,

.

ineri-

Y.,

and

agreed-upon new
•"^'''th week, through Nov. 9.
Gross
boosted wage scale will go to arbi-'^st week, its third, was reported
tratipn. anyhow,
while the new- items were not cuffo, "Flag" might '^^
$24,200, for an increase of $1,400
DECISION IN
blood provision has been discarded, have cost inore than $100,000 to
Luther Adler over the previous week. Belief is
for this season at least. Board of 10 reach the boards.
with oppo.sitipn from the OrigiSUIT comprising the directors of the who replaced Paul Muni in the lead, that,
$100,000
worked gratis in staging the play, nal Ballet Russe gone (latter vacates
Decision in the $100,000 damage Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Manand many others in addition to the the Metropolitan Opera House tosuit of Universal Art, Inc., against agers unanimously voted for arbinight (Wed.) after a threeTweek
players labored at minimum pay.
tration,
thereby
backing up the
the Original Ballet Russe was reThree-week engagement at the stay), Ballet Theatre's gross for the
served in N. Y. federal court Thurs- union's officers.
three weeks will take a
ATAM informed the League of Adelphi was also highly prpfitable remaining
day (17), with Judge John Bright
substantial jump. The six-week stay
now expected to hand down decision New York Theatres of the board's since attendance approximated ca- at a legit house will in itself constipacity.
"Flag" moved to the Music
action
and
asked
that
an
arbitrator
within 30 days. Suit revolves around
tute a record.
Box
on
Tuesday
(22)
under
a
rental
be
selected.
Morris
Jacobs
will act
the ballet splitup in 1938, when the
Company is then going on lour for
two companies, now known as Ballet for the union, and if he's not in deal for four weelcs plus two addi
tional weeks on option.
In the new 30 week.s, starting ui Philly Nov. U.
Russe de Monte Carlo and Original agreement with the League's represpot, show, now in its seventh week, Tour is being booked for the first
Ballet Russe, were formed as result sentative in selecting a third man,
can operate for $4,500 less weekly time by MCA, with eight of the 30
the
American
Arbitration
Assn.
will
of breakup of the old Ballet Russe.
than in the first two berths. -While weeks set in legit houses through a
Universal Art is the holding com- make the choice. Union explains its
UBO tiein. Tour will al.so be impany for Ballet Russe de Monte stand by claiming procrastination the Music Box is smaller, "Flag"'
can turij a weekly profit of $6,000 usual,, in that the company will play
by the League.
Carlo.
if playing to capacity.
full
week engagements for .seven
Milton
-Weir,
attorney
for the
R.
Specifically, the suit cpiicerns cerweeks,
instead of three as in previou.?
J. J. Leventhal is
the
principal
League
and
also
the
Shuberts,
was
tain ballets in the possession of
hacker of "Flag".
Plans are still .season.s, and will do only .30 oneOriginal Ballet Russe, which the working on phrasing of revisions in
nighters as against 50, previou.sly.
formative
about
touring
the
show,
the
basic
agreement
when
the presBallet Russe de Monte Carlo doesn't
Longer
.stands,
it's
and
believed, will
if the' present, outfit continues
ent
argument
arose.
Real
reason
for
want the former to use; claiming
into the Winter, it is possible that a benefit performances through easing
them as its own. An English court the blowup was objection to a prostrain; on artists and stagehands.
road company may be formed.
has already upheld Ballet Ilusse's vision pertaining to press agents at
Management
will
the
end
play
the Bo.ston
of
Broadway
runs. -When a
claim. Present suit is to uphold the
'Flag' Lifcely for L.A.
Opera House two weeks (as against
English decision, with $100,000 foe play which spans a year or more on
:Los Angeles, Oct. 22,
previous one-week stands), and two
damages for performances already Broadway is ready, to tour and .the
Ben
Hecht
play,,
Flag
"A
Is
Born,
weeks
in
Washington
N.
agent
at
does not go out in adthe Llsner
y.
held on the ballets in question.
Its " longest previous
vance, the ba.sic pact stipulates that currently showing on Broadway, is Auditorium.
an advance 'man be on the job two likely to be presented on the stage D. C. stay was three days. PreferDissolve Par Pact
ence for legit houses in eight cities
weeks in advance of the out-of-town here this winter.
Rose
Keane,
a.ssistant
producer
is
of
explained
on
ground.s
Opening diite. That means that two
of Improved
With Coast Theatre agent.s
would be on the payroll for the. drama, is due in town this week sight lines and more comfortable
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
at least one week, and the. Shuberts to confer with Mrs. Leo Spitz, one surroundings for audiences; better
Sam Rosen and Paramount and objected, -some other producers sid- of the play's sponsors.
hanging of scenery (previously, usthe
Phoenix - Westwood theatre ing with them. ATAM declares that
ing Constitution HalJ in Washington,
reached the parting of, the -ways, point is not to be arbitrated any
for in.stance, group: could hang no
Life of Burns Slated
with the theatre reverting to West- more than the new blood clause.
scenery at all, due to hall restricrebuffed,

so

the

!

!

!

RESERVE
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BALLET
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|
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;
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wood community

New York

IN BLACK;
PECK AGAIN SHEPHERD

iu"^'

its

annual meeting

la.st

week

t^anibs
club's financial report
indicated that the
organization operP''°fitably throughout the fiscal
v»tvi
jear.
Also stated

that the

number

tion,

'

;

..

.

was higher tion of the agreement. Lapsing of
and there is a waiting the lease also aided the foldo.
"St oJ applicants
to be acted upon.
Ro.sen, now recovered in health,
Peclt
was
reelected will' return to Manhattan in DecemRhl'T"'^^^
His wife, Anne Revere, will go
Harold Hoffman as Boy. ber.
btho.
back with him and appear in his
memberships

lh=.„"*'^
jnan
usua

.

SGrrpt=?^'*'^^T"'

^^tllil: r^^*
"'^er.

^°^^y

Clark, corres.

Whiting,

recording

Walter N, Greaza. librarian.

productions if slie can get a
leave of absence from her film contract with 20th-Fox,

stage

As Broadway Musical

as a village club-

Sam Rosen going back to
to resume stage producwhich was interrupted five
years ago by liis illness,
Rosen leased the spot a year ago
and later entered a pact with Paramount to use the bouse as a. dramatic showcase for young; studio
talent, and to develbp new scripts.
Friction wound up with a dissoluhouse and

LAMBS CLUB

.

iihandonin;! the latter piny it' was
.cluimed that the rit'M actor eoiiid,plans, to visit Broadway, /"hunfiry
Pwt Js:,
^ /o^^ the 1 fad;
for the. sight 'Of niy old friends;" ;he
.^^,^gud fp^"f
.be
lOTgor .^^
recently wrote.
';
'
Todd s N. Y. offices W:ll coniinuf to
function
biVtv
oniy,
a.'.K.kf^^^
•
fi
'i-i
I
has been, retained' to; 'handle ,.t'ie
Rpcrillar
SaiariP* For
lar Salaries
JdmUt-a
l Ul
toui-s
of
in
Comral PiVrk-';^
aiid "Hamlet"
(Maurice'. Eva;;.- v.
of Personnel In
--Park" has been booked un'il the

boards

i

claring:

.

biitli..

was

''Galileo"

I

cal"

i-

He moved

Universal-Interoational.

to elaborate N. Y. oihres
upp,cr East Side last wiivlri-

.);

'

utilizing

riiorith,:

,

.

.

can Ballet buttres.ied by a few.pro,

Charles B. Cochran, fully recov-,
....
,
ered frpm, to operation ,m; :Loadon
just prior "to- the; premiere of' "Big
BPn'i;' his curreijt success over there,
another musical by IhP
'iS' ready ins
same, authors, Sir Alan
Herbert
and Vivian Ellis. Herbert; Member
of Parliament and author-of "Helen.
also a Cochran success, and; Ellis
arrived in ^NeW; York, -Monday 121
aboard the Queen Elizabeth.
New '.show;.- -will be called "Bi'^ss
.

Hampers

Finally

..

j

.

Mike Todd V/ill npt participate; in'
new legit productiph on BrpadWa.V
thi.s.'

.

;

:

'

Musical

.

'

.':

I

New

Cochran's

.

Andes makes

organization, joins

:

+

which will how

tlie
already crowded field -when "Katie for Congress."
Ballet Society bows in N, y. Nov. 20.
Group, wljich wi)l be non-profit; is
half-amateur, with, however, some
important
balletomanes
included.
Company -ft-ill be experimental
rathpr than commercial,; with.,, no.
ticlcet sale to ihdivWuai perform-,
ancus, but; adniissipri to; members- .pii.
.subscriptloii billy.: Plans
call.' foi

.^16,000,000

Reflect All Opinions

,

ballet

hospital

Explained, too, that it was known
that Fay oppo.sed any changes when
he was named but it was felt that
the committee should reflect all
Shades of opinion in the council.

.

Another

It;

,.

:"He
.

Another Toe Outfit
:

fessionuls..-

he was 'deter-

tliat

hearsals-.for revival,
in Philadelphia.

..

whereby newer members
more quickly qualify- as
dotiW
Jean; Nathan
seniors.- While George
was 0" vacation,. Fay wrote a guest
column .wWch^PP^»^^<* i"
Journal- Atnerieati and .which w^s "a
the entire junior
.•jbitter atUicJc upon
niem'bersliip, whose talent he depremotive for obcated" and whose
was
senior .inombership
taining
6hjp rulop

of Legit Production

of "The' Chocolate Soldier."
Baritone leaves shortly to start re-

why Frank Fay

council comwas removed from the
that is-stm. consiclering a pro-

'

Todd Out

tion

monthly

current

in

Equityr
piajjaziiie,

'Soldier'

Hollywood, Oct. 22,
David O. Selzniok ic lending
Ketth Andes to Dwight Deere Wlman lor latter's. Broadway produc-

tions), etc.

I

Ballet Theatre expects to set preqStanley Gilkey aiid John Murray
are working on a new edents through its stress on legit
musical based on the life of Robert houses and full-week stands this seaBurns, titled "Auld Lang-Syne," and son. It will have (a) better presenr
Folds
in
written by Ander.son
and H.ugh tations in the phy.sical sense, ib)
Mu.sical
First, choreographid casualty on Abercrombie.
will
be in tcxpan.sion of its field to attract legit
the i-oad is Ballet for America, which operetta format, with familiar Burns "s well as concert audiences, (c)
better promotion, and (d) use of the
stopped Saturday (19 ) in Atlanta, af- songs as basis.
ter appearing only five weeks.
Musical is being prepped for late Theatre Guild's mailing list.
As a
Although the outfit had but a dozen winter on Broadway, with two- >pecial favor to its subscribers in
dancers it is said to have ended thirds of the $15(l,00t> prod ucition cost various cities, the Guild is sending
letters of recommendation on the
$70,000 in the red;
Ballet without already reported in
. ...
;,'-;,^.
1.,,,..
an orchestra is regarded as inefballet, subscribers getting a 50c refective but this troupe carried, two
^ .'Hamfet' for Toledo
'duclion in tickets and preferred lopianists, paying for 60, mu.'.-icians as
cations.
Ballet Theatre is paying
Tolcdo. Oct, 22.
required by the union.
Town Hall has booked a weeks, 0"'y for physical service of mailing.
Backers were Bert Herbert, jewel- run of Maurice Evans in "Hamlet,"
Gi'oup's plans, according to execury merchant, and Charles lzi!o, in Nov. 11 to 16.
tive manager Peter Lawrence, also
the textile biz.
Current is "Anna Luca.sta."
include anpthpr European tour.^
^^
i

Ballet for

Anderson

America

70G

Red

.

1
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.
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Review Kaufman Verdict

Producer Wildberg s Mission to Meet

The Road' OK

His Customers; Finds

Others just don't Rive a duin. They
\Viva a job. which they do just to
pass the time aiid that's tliat. IE you
are un<ortunate enough to run, into
one or more of the latter,, look for
troulple and if you aren't perspnally

(John Wildberg started out being
Jwnt the producer 'of "Anna L\u-astn,"
current' Broadway hit. He's now iilso.j
advance man for the road companij)

i

\

By JOHN WILDBEKG
Last season we realized that there
a human dynamo, look for lagging
was more to Show business than boxotTice receipts.
I
ma.v
We name some names; tipLater
Broadway and the West 40's.
you oft to the
toolt the original company of "Anna
the baddies, because I
Lucasta" to Chicago.

and

was

I

Windy

next Show
and,

it

i£

goodies and
think that \5(hen you come out on
the, road, such a list would be inI wish I had such
valuable to you
a thing when 1 first started out.
I have just started this trip, but to
date I have learned that you can't
sell a show sitting in an upholstered
I have learned that it's fatal to
office.
be smug about your hit. You have to
come out and meet the people who
will epntinue to keep it in the hit

ran 44 weeks
with the

show town

that

open

my

going
any good, we'll form a
to

is

is

It

impressecl

so

City as a

New

.

there,:

second company
I later decided that I wanted
to,

play

,

t
[

Yorjc.

.

to.

get a broad, picture of the conditions
affecting the legitimate theatre frorii,
one end of' the country to the other.
I Wanted to find out if people-.want
to see shows in Missoula and iiayamie., .1 wanted to, find out why a
show dies on the road after it is
smash boxofltice in the Big Town.
I ,,w'jaBfed to; personally investigate
the /p.l'Omptiooal possibilities of a
proiucet traveling with his unit-

class,

,

:

show.

,

Now

that

I

have been

,

out' for

a

'

'

-

;

,

ATAM DRAWS PACT

couple of weeks I have received
some of the answers. I intend to
:

stay

the
will

out; a

couple: of .years

FOR CONCERT

during

0.0.

more than 400 towns "Anna"
A.ssn. of Theatrical Agents and
play. The boys around Sardi's
Managers has been at work since
kftor

contend rthat show- business,
the lush war years, is.on the way
"The- road is through," seems
out.
Take it from
to, be their pet phrase.
nie— they are dead wrong: People
aren't tlirpnging every boxoffiee the
moment it opens a window. The
lines certainly aren't as long as they
used to be, tiut there is still plenty

contest was a summary judgn-ient
against the estate, of which Louis
Lotito is executor.
Attorney Milton M. Mound, acting
for Lotito, petitioned the Itigh court
on the ground that the lower courts
were in error.
,

,

'

New

31

Offerings

'

Planned for

L A.

'

Los Angeles, Oct. 22.
town is getting the Iseneftt of
an upswing of legit production, with
Thi.s

'

nine production ilrnrts: presenting ,31
stage plays in the various theatres
of this area during the coming, year.:
A little unusual tor Broadway critics accustomed to writing their drama
About 60% of the plays will raiige reviews at one and the same time^ without regard of time for each other's
from comedy to tragedy and the opinions, was Louis K'ronenberger's
review of "The

lPM)
Duchess of Malfl"
last week. (In the last two seasons, PM has been printing its drama re*
views a day late, or the second day following an opening,) Kronenberscr's
tart opening paragraph read:
"The.; way some of my colleagues laced into, 'The Duchess of Malfl,' you'd,
imagine it aspPrsed the, honor of their womenfolk.. They niade it sound
'much less like, .a classic than like a crirnej, or at lepst as though, the two
shown by St'ai'light Theatre Produc- words were synonymous. It is not for me to dispute how awful an evening
tions in the open air Greek theatire my confreres had, but I have a feeling that rather worse plays have come
of! with lighter drubbings."
in Griffith Park, starting with the
warm nights hext spring;
Theatre ticket staff for the Armed Forces, and United Nations has moved:,
: 'Tenth
season -of the Civic Light
Opera Assn. calls for, four operettas, offices: from the Commodore hotel, N. Y., to Broadway., Quarters in the
formerly operated by Pepsi-Cola, at the corner, of 47th street,
to be produced by Edwin Lester at canteen
the Philharmonic Auditorium. The have been provided: by the Hospitality Commiitee; o£ UN. American
producing combo of Jack Present Theatre Wing is in -charge of the, ticket sale, having' taken over from
and Harry Zevin is cooking up four the former Officers Service ComTnittee.: Not only offtee,rs in the services
plays at the Mayan theatre and two and those in UN, but GI's also will be accommodated on tickets at boxoffice prices. In the case of GI's it's possible that some tickets will be
more at- the Musart.
rest will consist of musicals.

Total of 10 plays will be staged at
El Patio theatre where time will be
divided between Players Productions
and the Sol Cornberg-Everett Wilde
combination. Six musicals will be

.

,

,

trying to organthe music field similar to legit.
A committee consisting of Gerald
Goode, Oliver Sayler, George Ford
and Margaret Hartigan (last two
being ATAM members in the music
division), has been working on a
minimura basic agreement to present
tt
to date
Umon
to m^is'c managers,
of life in the road. The Nevv York
members from
With "Obsession,!' "Lady WinderTimes lamented the condition of has signed about 20
pressagents, mere's Fan" and "The Hasty Heart"
showbusiness last Sunday. Well, if r the concert field, either
managers,
on the road, the Russell Lewis-Howcompany
or
house.
it's slipping, maybe it's because proard
Young combination is figuring
beconcert
field
in
the
Conditions
ducers are afraid to think of new
angles to cultivate business. There ing so radically different from legit. on two more plays during the comare other ways of selling shows than it's expected that: it .will take six ing -season, one of which will be
stagedin association with Homer
satisfactory
a
Maybe they months or more before
methods.
line
old
v
think that going on the road they agreement is ready to be presented Curran, for the Theatre Guild,
Three other producers readying
their shows is a waste of time. to music 'managers, Whereas, when
eight
for
one show apiece for the coming year
Maybe they think that using new a show opens and continues
or
agent
is
to
week,
an
performances a
are Franz Steininger, Paul Schreibdevices to hypo a production
no avail. I don't believe it. One house manager has steady ennploy ^nan and Ralph Paonessa. "Queen of
of the reasons .I'm on this trip is to ment, the concert field .presents a the West," a musical, is Steininger's
prove to myself that the legitimate different picture, with artists idle cpntributipn. Schreibman will imPeoria
in
alive
much
of
engagestage is just as
one week, doing a. couple
port a farce for presentation early in
as Manhattan.
ments the next wfiel<, in sporadic ac- January and Paonessa will stage
,Of course, public interest is some- tivity, to make: it difficult to judge "Liebestraum," a musical.
thing which has long been a i'asci- 5,0^^ f^uch tp pay a p.a.
When we Were in
nating puzzle.
multiple
concern
Other probleiins
"A current employment, as how many artists a
Bridgeport recently,
smash hit had just pulled out after p g pan handle;: whether same scale Marianne Davis, Hylton
an engagement. I started to ask of pay should apply to a man han
to
and
much
grosses
about
questions
dling one artist as to one handling
Gander N. Y. Legits
my.astonishment found that it fell on groups, choruses, bands and orchesMarianne Davis, operator of three
its face in a small town. I have no tras, etc.
legit houses in London's West End,
answer to this now. Maybe before
who arrived in New York Monday
this trip is over I will have the soQueen Elizabeth,
last spring, quietly

,

:

ize

Inside Stuff-Legit
Sidelights on the .early manhood of Eugene O'Neill, whose ".The Iceman
Cometh'' Is the talk of New York, continue to crop up, especially about
tli« days and nights .spent in the .saloon of the Garden hotel, located near
the then Madison Square Garden at 2()th street and Madison avenue, N. Y.The habitues were of well-to-do families in the main, the bunch being
described as "educated failures," mostly lushes.
O'Neill was a taciturn type, while his brother, Jimmy, was loquacious.
They lived: with their father, James O'Neill, a legit star, in the Gardeti
hotel.
So did Gebfge Jean Nathan, who alwa.vs was on the dramatist's
side through the years. And still is.
Sunday C20) followup comment on "Iceman" ran to exceptional length
Critics who hailed the premiere dein th« newspaper drama sections.
voted themselves to further plaudits to O'Neill and his lengthy drama.
Th« few dissenters, also, wrote columns, and although again pointing out
what are faults,, in their opinion, treated O'Neill with respectful ad-

miration.
At the Beck theatre, where "Iceman is running, it was stated that nPt
a single: seat has been unoecupied since the debut,
the play. The book version went on sale the day the show opened.
Marian Spitzer, visiting from the Coast, went to: "Iceman": and because
of the drama,5s extreme length, which requires an afternoon- start of the
performance, she's suggested an easy way to see the O'Neill play. Read:
the fltst, act. Miss Spitzer suggests; have dinner in the usual leisurely mjin-,:.
ner, then go to the theatre at 8 p.m. when the second of the four acts
begins. She pointed out that all the same characters are on view thrpugli

,

you have to keep the. interest
alive, and I can think of no better
way than to have the audience meet
the guy wlio is responsible for the

,

^f, Y'. slate court of appijals has
granted a petition to review decision
of the lower courts in the matter
of the e.state of Harry Kaufman, formerlv connected with the Tyson Co.
ticket agency and also an associate
The decision, in
of .LeiJ Shubcrt.

.
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Switch was pulled by Philadelphia Record Monday (21) when sheet
sent its drama critic and feature writer, Edwin H. Schloss, to interviewS. J. Perelman, co-aulhor of "Sweet Bye and Bye," opening in Philly that

Perelman interviewed Schloss iiistead, with a byline piece. Gag
was carried further^ with: Perelman interrogating Schloss on latter's quali-r
fications as a critic, rambling off into Perelman trying to bribe Schloss to
him (Pei'elman) write the review of the show, and Perelman threaten-

night, and'

let

bump

ing to

when

Schloss oft

'

latter refused.

i

'

\

.

Although there are only a dozen in the cast of "Three To Make Read.v,"
revue's operating cost has been high, especially during the early
weeks of the current engagement. When Arthur Godfrey was in the show,
the management assumed payment of gemote wire charges required by the:
radio commentator, that item being $1,500 weekly. Musical opene(i at the
Adelphi, N. Y.j where exceptional grosses were registei-ed, and it moves
back there from the Broadhurst, where "Happy Birthday" has been booked.
the

-

,

|

—

lution.

doors

(21) abroad the
will be Pn the lookout for American
plays to take back to England. Miss
Davis, one-time colleague of Jane
Cowl, operates the Duchess, Sayille
and Duke of York's theatres.
Metropolitan Theatre board.
Jack Hylton, British bandleader
Opener this fall was the final The- and legit producer, also arrived
atre Guild presentation of "Hasty
aboard the Queen Bess to buy and
Scaled
from $3.75, the sell shows in N.Y. Hylton's already
Heart."
week's gross was a good $18,000. negotiating with the Shuberts for
Currently, "Up in Central Park"
possible sale of U.S. rights to his
brings new scale to the burg, being "No Room at the Inn," which he
from $S for orchestra. Biz looks produced in London in association
oke. '.':,-:
with Albert de Courville. Play was
Penciled in for the fall and winter scripted by Joan Temple.
season are the following: "Life With
Hylton will also attempt to sell his
Father," Oct. 26-3; Katharine Dun- French Ballet and Italian (3pera to
ham, Nov. 14-24; "State of Union," American producers while here.
Dec. 8-21; "Rose Marie," Dec. 25Gar-

What clicks? They smash the
down to see "Kiss and Tell."

Seattle

night.

seem

Sked Hefty

Seattle, Oct. 22.

to standees every
smart, youthful comedies
to have the edge out of town.

"Harvey" plays

Fall legit season here looks hefty,
with name attractions studding the

The

Yet "Lucasta" and "Harvey," which
are certainly sophisticated fare, have
been doing great business.
Meet Your Public
Another reason I am taking this
The
trip is to meet the people.
average producer doesn't- know his
audiences. They are just boxoffiee
figures to him.
He is unawai'e of
their likes and dislikes in the thea-

want to
I want

talk to these audiences.
to know their preferences.
I think in the long run
that I will be a better showman for
I think that as a result of the :Jan. 4; Veloz
it.
and Yolanda;, ';'Lu,te
knowledge I will have a better Song," Jan. 13-18; "Student Prince,"
tre.

I

Margery Sharp, British novelist whose "The Nutmeg Tree" was dramaproduced over here in 1938, is seeing Broadway shows. Her
"Gluny Bx-own," has been filmed by 20th-Fox, eliminating it for
legit.
Mrs, Sharp recently received a refund of $19,000 on American taxes
collected on the book's royalties but rebatable under the reciprocal noncitizen agreement between America and England. A goodly percentage bt
that motiey is payable in British taxes.
Her latest novel is "Britlannia

tized and
bestseller,

'

Mews."'
There's an agreement between the Dramatists Guild and Equity on
experimental -setups, drawn up in 1940, which agreement has to be reactivated yearly.
Agreement, however, hasn't been since 1944. Equity
recently appointed a committee of Philip Loeb, Carol Stone and Myron
McCormiok to report on such reactivation; The Dramatists Guild will hold
a similar meeting in. about 10 days. Action is expected to be favorable

on both

sides.

Actress 'Virginia Field's mother has returned to Europe after
to ,Las Vegas to be with her daughter while the
vorced Paul Dpuglas ("Born Yesterday") there. Mrs. Field has
Paris to rejoin her husband, while the acttess returned to the
film appearances.
>

from England

clippering
latter dito

hopped

Coast for
'

.

-

.

Fredric March has grown a mustache which any truck driver would
envy. It's for character purposes, as he will play the father in "Other
Years," sopn due in Boston, with Florence Eldridge in the opposite part,

Play is by Ruth Gordon and is biographical. It- was tried out last spring
under the title of "Mi.ss Jones."
Opera, current at the Covent
den in London, stars Beniamino GigUpon his, retiirn from London recently Gilbert Miller regaled friends
li, whose alleged pro-Fascist collabJan. 23-27; Maurice Evans in "Ham- oration: during the war may hold up with stories of things he couldn't get to eat over there. First item on his
agenda upon arrival in Manhattan was to repair to a cafe that specializes
let;" "Blossom Time," Feb. 1-9.
the; sale. Hylton was accompanied
in
beefsteak, and he proved he's a two-steak man.
his
to the U.S. by William MoUison,
musicals,
associate
producer
on
Newark Gets 'Ruth'
"Carmen Jone.s" will not play the Uline arena, a Washington .skating
who's planning to give current
Newark, Oct. 22.
rink, after all. Pro.scenium would have had to be built, and when Billy Ro.se
Broadway shows a 0.0.
Danny Hope, sponsor of last year's
found out that it would cost $15,000, instead of the $2,000 first estimated,
19-week legit season at Opera
he cancelled the- three-day date.
House, formerly the Orpheum, will
resume operations Nov. 4', .with
Le Borg East for 'West'
Bookings are going
i'Dear Ruth."
B'way
to See London Play
'Voice' for Interstate
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
through United Booking Office.
Dallas, Oct. 22.
Brace (Jonning will produce Ro-<
Reginald Le Borg, currently diHouse is off the beaten path in
"Voice of the Turtle" will tee pff
Newark arid for' years has suffered I'Ccting: "St.ork Bites Man/' will de- land Pertwee's "Pink String and:
-

chance of producing another hit.
The promotional possibilities are
.

'

unlimited. The local radio stations
are. very interested in a visiting fireman, especially if he is connected
Their
with the Broadway scene.
listening audiences are large and,
what is more important, this audience is composed of the people who
go to your show. If .he has the
stamina, a producer could easily do
three broadcasts a day in each town.
The local drama editors eat up any
news of Broadway given to them
They want to know all
first hand.
about the show you have with you.
It is not diflacult to get several good
newspaper features in each town
That is a terrific: hypo, to
visited.
any production. An advance man
Clan -line up these promotional deals

:

^

,

;

,

the handicap of a rundown neigh- sert HPllywbod temporarily for a
borhood. Until Hope began putting [fi^g a* Broadway legit with "Caraplays in last year, the theatre had a VPl West."
P'ay w.ll be staged by Le Borg
checkered .career including stock.
long ago;- sepia burlesque, fly-by- and Theo Duks, who collaborated
authors,
night operas and Italian-language
films and plays. More recently, the
interior was redecorated.
Kit Cornell's
III
i

,

,

I

Sealing

Wax" on Broadway

son,

estimated prPduction cost of

ait

this sea-

|

$50,000.

and when the producer comes to the
toWn, he's welcomed royally by: the
"Yvette" Preem
press and radio. That, to my mind,
Bridgeport, Oct. 22.
will help any boxoflice.
World preem of a new 'musical
The success or failure of a show
ex
great
comedy "romance, "Princess Yvette,"
out of town depends to a
based on George Barr McCutcheon's
tent upon the manager of the thea
tre in which your production'ns Graustai'k novels,, will be given here
houiicd. Some of these boys are go- by the Bridgeport Operetta Guild at;
getters. Who Will break their necks Klein Memorial Auditorium^ Oct. 25.
for you. They are on their toes and with two more performances Sat.
Blert to anythin;? which will help. Oct. 26,

of Victorian middle-class

Katharine CPrnell

is

ill.

,

I

is

Representatives
atre

of

19

groups will hold

little

\

28.

include Fort

Worth,

Orleans Sked

New

Orleans, Oct. 22.

Irwin Poche has lined up a schedfor the Auditorium here this
fall, with the Original Ballet Ru.ss^
booked in Nov. 30-Dec. 1, followed
by Fritz Kreisler and "The Voice of
December
Turtle"
among
the

ule

'

the-

a thrae-day

career managed the conference at Cornell University events.
A Straus festival directed by O-scar
Friday, Saturday and Sunday (Oct.
Star theatre here,
of the
Miss Cornell, although a Buftaio- 25, 26, 27)i Community drama, bu.si- Straus Was opening number
to canian, was born in Berlin, when her ness and technical problems will be series last week (14), playing
pacity audience.
discussed.
father was a medical student there.

.arid

,

who

Latter, in his 80's, gave
tirtie ago.

up medical practice long

Theatre Meet

Ithaca, N. Y., Oct. 22.

here visiting

her father, Dr. Peter Cornell,
critically

Little

-•'dates

San Antonio and Houston.

New

don, with world film rights sold.

Oct. 22.

Melba Nov.

Austin,

has already been staged in Lon-

Dad

Buffalo,

1

I

Comedy
life

at the

Other

He'll also direct.

I

;

he Inter.state Circuit's legit season
It will begin its, tour here

this fsll.

during

hi.s

,

C

)

.

:
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'Mam' Opens to

L.A. Legits StiU Off,
'20fli' Finyes, ^VzG

Qi

Fair $17,000 in

Dream'18&'Harvey24G,'State'2iy2G
t-

Chicago, Cot. 22.
AFL conT.OOP f uU of delegates to
«omg all
vention kept pasteboards

houses lighted, legit business was
still in the doldrums last week, although: two fi-esh starters, plus the
opera, were expected to help the
f(iotlight

W

ETUs-Huritt' ISG,

week with lew empty seats to
Remember
found. Opening of ;'I
Kitima" nroved fruitful.
-Follow the Girls" starts ofe at
Shuberl Tuesday (22) as "Bloomer
bows out with biz still ter-

Biff.

Maviric* Slyans in "Hamlet" at the
Eilanger last week, for five pecfoiTnances at $3.60, did rousing $15,000.

Other new ones expected are
and
'Born Yesterday," "Hamlet
"Apple of His Eye."
Estimates for Last Week
''Bloomer Girl," Shuberl i8lh wk)

ritic

BUsine.s.'i generally along Broad'
notices and cold boxofllioe.
Century" slipped in its third way continues to improve though
I'aiat El Patio, but did $6,500, the quality of new shows is
under par. Revivals continue to top
ofE^ the: nut. Show finaled
with $21,500 for three weeks and new production; one oldie arrival
gave way to "Blind AUey." Ken Mur- last wisek should click. This week's
week,
ray's "Blackouts of 1946" repeated arrivals, arid those due next;
most
$17,000 on the 226th stretch at El figure to be much better than
Capitan. "Hasty Heart" bowed into of the recent entrants.
Revival of "Lady Windermere's
the Bijtmore last night (21), bringbut
it
received
well
very
Fan"
was
downing emphasis once more on
was thumbs, down for two other
town legrt.
.vintage attractions, "The, Duchess of
while
"Lysistrata,"
Malfl"
and
"Loco," a new comedy, also drew a
very doubtful presB."Malfi" got
very good monej'j however. "Lysislifts;
trata" stopped abruptly; "Bees and
the Flowers" slid out; "Obsessign"
ends this week,
Esidmwtes f orb Last Week
Kcvs.- C (Comedy); D (Drama)
CD iGomedi/iDroma), R iRCDue),

(Period Covering Oct. 21-Wou. 2)
.

Amer,

Kep,

Co.—Colonial,

Bost.

(21-.2).

"Anna I.,ucast»"—Town Hall, Toledo (21-26); Hanna, Cleve. (SB-J!).
"Another Part «f the Forest''
Playhouse, Wil. (1-2).
•'Apple of His Ey«"—Hanna, Cleve.

—

.

to' Kct .at solid $24,000.

,

Mama," Studebaker.
•'J Bcroember
Opened Tuesday (15); $17,000 for

(21-26); Nixon, Pitt.

seven performances.
(5th wk)
"tliklaihoma:!" Erlanger
(1S34; $4.20). Doesn't stray from

"Bal

(•28-2>.

Nesre"—Aud.,

capacity $32,000.
"State ol tbc Union," Bhick.stone
<24th wk) < 1,338; $4.20). Good rise

(22-

(24-26);

Dav-

St.

23); Parkway, Madison
idson, Mil. (28-2).

.

Paul

REVIV.VI.S'.
."Piayhov of the Western Wo.rld,"

stanza

Booth (0-712;
Theatre,

urday

,

1»46"—El Capitan,
—
Hollywood
IMA CLAM-mKNESS' [c^tTS^.''^-^'^
'"''"•^
™' Cincy
Bloomer G4rl"-^Aud.,
NEAT 11€ IN NEW HAVEN
,

M

$21J)00.

"Cyrano de Bers'crac," Alvin (2d
week). (D-1,331; $4.80). Best grosser
ariiong the new revivals; climbed
.

towar(ls

Oct.

22.

"Sbo-w »oa!t," Ziegfeld (41st week)
New musicals are
S6).

(M'l;623;

'

;

,

!

,

nearly $31,000:
Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (113th
Picked up
wfeek) (D-1,041; $3.60).

.

and

topped

arises

,

:

]

long-staying,
faring well, and

^12,000;

mixed-ca.st drama
so is the house.

Harri.sburg (28); Aud.,
that bettered AUd.,
Aud., it hard. But it idid biz from the
four shows ai ter (29): Aud., Rich. (30);
outset and topped takes for straight
Raleigh (31); Aud., Norfolk (1.2).
legit^ so far this season.
"Come On Wj)*; Playhouse, Wil
"Come On Up" is current lastOnly opening this week was "John
half attraction (24-26), then comes (21); Ra.iah, Reading (22); Lyric, Gabriel Borkman," third of Amer"'Student Prince" for Oct. 31-Nov. 2. AUentown (23); Shubert, New Ha- ican Repertory plays .at the Colonial,
Following week gets "Magnificent ven
24-26 ): Acad. Music, N'hamp- which bowed Monday (21). But next
Yankee" for three days (7-9) and
ton (28); Avon, Utica (29); Temple, week looks like most hectic of sea"Call Me Mister" is due for hreakin
Binghamton (30); Strand, Ithaca son, with Ballet Russe in for a week
Nov. 13-16.
at the Opera House on the 2ath;
(31); Erlanger, Buff. (1-2).
"Toplitsli^y of Notre Dame" at the
Richmond Shubert on the 30th, "Years Ago,"
Rirtih"-^LyTic,
"l>ear
Sliiie fafls
l^tt
(20-25): Acad., Roanoke (26); Center, Copley. Nov. 2; "The Patal WeakNorfolk (27-31); Aud.* Trenton (2). nes.s," Colonial, Nov. 4; and "The
"nreaanOW"—Selwyn, Chi. (21-2). World of Christopher Blake," PlymIKp
'^Fatal Wieatofiss"—-Walnut, PhUly outh, .Nov. 5. After that come "The
Pittsburgh, Oct. 22.
Magnifiocnt Yanlcee," Colonial, Nov.
(21-2).
Power strike didn't -make any dif18; -'Apple of His Eye," Plymouth.
•^Follow the Girls"— Shubert, Chi.
ference to "Anna Lucasta"' last week.
Nov, 25, and "Call Me Mister," Shubert, Dec. 2 or 9.
Touring version of Broadway hit (21-2)v"
"Hamlet"— Cass, Det. (21-26); Roy'Estimates :fDt- iLast Week
rung up smashing $24,500. top figAmerican Repertory Company,
lire this season .so far for a nonr al Alex., Toronto (28-2).
musical. Show gtrt a break early in
"Haippy Birthday" Shubert, Bost. Colonial (1,S0D; $3.60). "Henry VIII"
and "What Every Woman Knows," in
"week when trolleys' and buses re- (21,26).
repertory,
last week gained .slightly
isumed operation, since lack of transHarvey"—Harris, Chi. (21-2).
over fir.st week, getting $13,000. Addjiortation previously had been .one
."Hasty Heart" -^Biltroore. L. A.
ed is "John Gabriel Borkman" Monof the obiitacles facing show biz as
t21-2),
day (2), •alternating with others tor
usual during the emergency.
Kiememiber IHama" ^^Studebaker, final week.
righl
built
steadily
"Anna"
._
,
„ T.T-,1.
J
onn
through the engagement, and by last Chi. (28-2).
r'^'V''"/ tiVrn^ri
"« the Shoe Fit*" ShubCirt- t3.m, Stayedf at estimated
$17,500
couple ot performances a scalper
nn third
(hirri wP„k
PVHSt. with improving
imnrov.nP
on
week, great,
couid have made himself a lot of Lafayettc. Det, (21-2).
Lot
on
weekend indicating
coin with well-located ducats.
Soogs -Ballet-^Royal Alex;^ Toronto bu.siness
furthei- gains.
of ci'itlcism was heard against the
(21-26).
Happy Birthday," Shubert (1,590
roiife-planners -for not allotting Pitts"Ijife
With Father"
Orpheum $3.60) Held to excellent takin-^s:
burgh two weeks, since this i.s and
.always has been the kind of a .show Ogdcn (21); Chief, Pocatello (22); iround $26,000, estimated, very snapPinney, Boise 023); Teipple, Tacoma py. This is the last -week of tryout
that goes over locally.
with very considerable revision and
Nixon currently has "MagnifleeiTt (25); Met., Seattle (28-.2).
Yankee." which is launching eight"Xiutc Sons" ^liyoeum, Minn. (21- little resemblance to opener. Chances
month tour here, and, as of now, 23); Aud., St. Paul (24-26); Radio, for N. Y. b.o. success much improved
house is booked solidly through end Des Moines (27); Paramount, Omaha both on Helen Hayes' draw and
play's tightening and revision.
Ot next month, all with sinple-week
(30); Masic Hall, K. C. (1-2).
attractions. "Apple of His Eye" next
"Present Laughter," Plymouth (1,"Ma^rntfioent
Xankee"
Kixon. 200; $3.60). Caught strangely divided
week, then "Rose Marie," the Mae
West .show and Gertrude Lawrence Pitt. i2r.^6); Erlanger, Buft. (28-31); notices considering wow audience
Aud., Poch. (1-2).
reaction at opener. Did biz from
in "P.ygmalion.'"
"Mary Had a Little"—Erlanger, out.set, however, touching estimated
Buff. (21-27); Empire, Syr. (29-30); $16,000, okay for straight legit in
'Mary' S^sG, ladpU.
this hou.se. Final week, now current,
Erre, Schent'dy (31-2).
liidianapoUs, Oct. 22.
looks even better.

Critics

should help;

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
week) (M-1,427; .$6i60). Ad-

panned

week)

——

the

press,

"Oklahoma!"—Erlangetj

Chi;

(21-

"Sons;

of

Norway,^ Opera House

(27th

'Paii Ave.' Neat

Hoad company

(R-1,142; "$6).

being readied for GI revue that's
cleaning up; rated close to $33,000,
capacity.

.

"Carousel," 'Majestic (79th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Business in big house
varies but back into the big money,
with takings again going up; $43,000.
"Deep Are the Stoats," Fulton
New
(56th week) (D-968; $3i60).
drama ("Another Part of the Forest") due next month in this house;
business of current attraction again

around

—

iti

$9,000.

™

"Dream

1

Girl,"
Coronet
(35th
(D-1,037;• $4.20), With June

w

business holds
jj^^ g^^^j

;„

j^^^.^,^

|

j

j^^^j

again around $17,000,

"Gypsy Lady," Century
!

(5th

week)

!D-l.-6™v*4-8">- Theatre parties are
helping boxoffioe but the spurt to
fine $36,000 indicates musical's staying chances.
"Harvey," 48th St. (103d week
London may soon
(C-925; $4.20);
see smash that is„cleaning up here
and in Chicago; pace is capacity;
$19,000.

"Icetimc," Center (18th week) (RRadio City and ice
2,994; $2.40).
.shows- seem perfectly suited as indicated by the big" money drawn
here; around $44,000.
"Ijife With Father," Biiou (359th
week) (C-613; $3.60). Run leader
always gets a share of visitor business and plenty of repeaters; around
;;

.

.

...

^

NEAT

mm

—

—

'

•

Philadelphia, Oct. 22.
of the new musical,

The

failure

"Sweet Bye and Bye," to open last
week gave "Park Avenue," the new
Max Gordon tuner, the field to itself,
and that new one, although i)lenty
x.- pped in many quarters, turned in a

''
grabbed 2).
(3,000; $3.60). Sagged on sixth weel<
"Mary Had a Little
::.^
:.;:
Original Ballet RuMerr^Dpera Hse.. t;o estimated "$27,000, despite improve- $9,000.
the biggest three-day take of the sea"Loco," BiUmore (l.st week) (Cment around town. Final week cur- 920;
bouncing $9^500 in four Boston (28-2).
$4.20).
Panned: business Satur^
performances at the English, Oct. 14"Par* Avenue"— Erlanger, Philly re^nt.
d;iy eneoiuaged management; nearly
16, ;at' $3 top. playing to capacity at (21-26),
$7,000 in fir.st five time.s; fair.
*1] but the matinee.
"i*resent Laughter"
Plymouth,
"Made in Heaven," Miller fC-940:
Advance is good for Musical Rep- Bost. (21-26).
$4.20).
Presented by John Golden:
ertory Company in "Eose Marie" and
written by Hagar Wilde; was known
"Pygmalion"— Niit'l, Wash. (21-26):
"Play, Gypsy," Oct. 24-26, v\'hen it
a.s
"It's a Man's World"; open.s tobenefits by state teachers convention Shubert, Pliilly (28-2).
morrow
(24);
"Song of Norway" Opera House,
here; traditionally a big time, for the
"O MistrcsE Mine," Empire fSOth
San
Francisco; Oct. 22.
.Best. (21^26); Forrest, Philly (28-2).
house.
"State of the Union," now in its wp(?k) (CD-1.082; $4.80). One of, the
"State of the Union"
Curran, fourth week at the Curran^ featuring outstanding; winners from last sea.-^
Frisco (21-2).
Germaw Comedy Tryout
Oonrad Nagol, Irene Hervey and son .that continues to sell out all
"Is Geraldine An .Angel?", new
"State ot the Union"— Black.stone, lieni-y O'Neill, held to a neat $24,000 performances; over $24,000 indicated.
"Obsession," Plymouth
(D-1.063:
eomedy by Hans Jaray, will be Chi. (21-2).
la.st week.
"Glass Menagerie," starring Pau- .$3.60). Final and 4th week; two-perstaged next month, in German, at
"Student Prince?'
Fords, Batto.
.son drama started fairly well but
the Barbizon-Pliiza theatre, N. Y., (21-26); Lyric, Bdgport (28); Court line Lord, now in its second week, at
dipped under $7i000;. will tour;
•with Oscar Karlweis. Lili Darvas, Sq., Spr'gfield (29-30); Shubert, New the Geary, did a fair $14,900 last "Present Laughter" next week.
week.John Wengrad and Jaray in the Haven (31-2).
"OkUhoma!" St. James (lOlst
leads.
"Sweet Bye and Bye"— Forrest,
week) (ffl-1,509: .'^.80). Regularity
with which this mu.sical HoUs out in
Philly (21 -20, V
it.s fourth year is something for the
"The Glass Menagerie"
Geary,
records; $30,000.
Baltimore, Oct. 22.
Frisco (21-2),
in Rehearsal
"State of the Union," Hudson (49th
Thing's look a nice turn upwards
"The Haven"— Playhouse. Wil.
here last we(>k, with "Dear Iluth" week) (.CD-I, 0.57; $4.80). Nearing the
"Bcfrjjar'B noliilay" ("Tlic Bepgars 26); Nat'H, Wash. (28-2).
giving: the castoraers at Ford's, the :.52-wcck mark and still selling out:
Opora" )— Dale Wassermaii and Percy
"Topjitsky of Notre Dame"— Shu- first break of the new season,, hith^ 'statcmeiit.s
.show
gro.s.s
close
to
Watkin.s.
iTto loaded (Jowh with bEi<3 tryouts; $25,000 weekly.
"Another Part of Whe Forest" berl, Bost, (28-2),
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (2rl
<
"Tobaoco Boad"
Davidson, Mil. $14,000 reported in the till for th'c
"Origin of the - Species")— Kermit
w{»ek) (D-l:214:^ $5.40).' First full
(21-26); .^nlorican, St. LOui.s (28-2). [week.
Bloomgardeni
'The Student Prince" IS currant, week isix time.s, no matinees) the
"Call Me^ Sister" fri5ad)'^Mclwy!i
"I'P in Central Park"— Met., Seat.strong advance action i-eported. gross was $24,500; will get 2G more
Douglas 'and Herman Levin.
tle (21-25): Mayfair, Portland ('26-2). with
when sub.scription period is passed.
"The 'Woi'ia of Christopher Blake"
"Voice of the Turtle"— American.
"The Voice of the Turtle," MOrosco
—Joe M. Hj'man and Bei'nard Hart.
12G, Toronto
St. Louis; (21-i26); Orpheura, Sprgfld,
(133d week) (C-939; $3.60). Picked
"iTcars Ago"— Max Gordon.
Toronto, Oct. 22.
up further and the. gro.ss last week
(28);, Lincoln, Decatur (31); Moscjue.
"iloan of Lorraine"
Wrights
PJcy
Walter Huston in "Apple of. His approximated $14,500 -for three-perCo.,
Peoria (1-2).
''A Family
"Voice «f *he Turtle"— Locust, Eye" grossed a disappointing $121- son long runner.
A{Iajt".^Jesse Long
here,
'?Xhree to" Make Beady," Broad»iid Edw. S. Hart.
Richmond 000 at the RoyaJ. Alexandra top.
Lyric,
(21-26);
Philly
hur.st (33d week)
with 1.52S-.seater sealed at $3
(R-1,160; $4.80).
"Toplltsky of Natrc
Dame"
(28-2),
Piece biiitt but not last enough for Virtual capacity for revue, which
William CahnCopley Sq., Bost. the week's engagement, though it's must move to Adelphi next week to
"y*Br» Ago"
'Sweethearts" d'evival)
PaulB
hometown.
make
way for "Happy Birthday'';
star's
the
Stone end Michael
MHLIII.
^

old

draw

spring.
terially last

the toppers; $21,000.
"Call Me Mister," National

—

Although

s

"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (38th drama and olio in old film house;
week) (C-993; $4.80). Weakness of played to audiences at tables, wl>ere
new shows strengthens position of liquids may be im&i

.

!Bon here, a

very

holdover standouts, this being among

'

•

this

week, when talcings ap"Bees and the Ftowers." Taken
Booth Saturday (19) alter very proximated $32,800; best .figure since
three and one half weeks. -spnitg.'
"Naughty Naught," Old Knicker"Playboy of the Western World"
bocker Music Hall. Ancient meloopens here Saturday (26).

—

—

^

seven times nearly

weak

Ijica^/ 24}€

—

like

off at

Fower

—

.

first

"The Kcd Mili," 46th Street (51st
week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Jumped ma-

(23d

(

'

stick for tirne;_$12,500;

<iidn't

meUer but Elisabeth Bergner
$19,000.

500; standees all times.

—

,

may

The duchess :of Maitti," Barrymore {1st week) (D-1,064; $420).

vance sale approximates $275,000 terially last week, when -takings goand the weeldy gross is nearly $45,- ing close to $33,000, best ilgLu-e since

gross

was

To

Siit-

lacitig,

,

'

fine for
$3.()0 (tax incl.) top.

•

Yanked

urday; only four perfprmarice-s for
colored cast .show which drew press

•

estimated

approximated

capacity;

-first full week.
•'Lysistrata," Belaseo.

$28,000

-

Boston,

''''''
Substantial uplift on the rialto
(21
this week with end ;of series, holidaysi unseasonal heat and general
New Haven, Oct. 22. . 26); Cass, Det. (28-2).
"Blossom' Time"^Shubert, PhiUy sagging of biz all around; and all
Combination of Ina Claire's name
legit
houses showed -encouraging
Philly (28-2).
in « Theatre Guild production meant (21-26); Locust,
gains over recent doldrums. "Pres"Born yesterday"—Wilbur, Bost. ent Laughter," Noel Coward show
substantial boxoffices at premiere of
; .'
"Fatal Weakness" .at Shubert la.st (21-2).
at the Plymouth, opened on Monday
word(17-19).
Notices
,and
weekend
"Carmen .loncs"— Park, Youngs- (14) and drew curiously uneven no«f-mouth were oi.ly so-so but cash town (22-23); Aud., Wash. (25-26); tices, some liking and some, espewas already in the till via, advance.
Lancasr cially Norton of t:he Post, smacking'

An

Cort
Wt-l-

pflSs^^^

(Miisicaiy, 0 (Ppereita)
again tardy in arriving, which bene"A Flag Is Bora," Music Box (7th fits stayei's: like this one; rated
week) (D-979; .$4.80). Moved here around $36,000.
"Xhe Front Pagi!," Royaie i7th
from Adelphi .alter. "Mr, Peebless
md- Mr. Hooker" was yanked; at the Wee.k) ;(C-1,084; $4.20). Doing fairly
larger house taJcings^ were.' still big: well and unless booking pres.sure

,

,,$11,000

Fan,"
$4:.20).

;mghters
arid rates among the worth'vvhUe revivals; first week cj^cellent gross of
™mfed-; by;

,

Boston

RapsButSW

:

(26).

"Lady Win&ermcris's
(1st week)
(CP-l,0(i4;

,

•:
(21-26):
"ftlackoiits of
(21-2).

io $21,500. -

,

Presented by

$4.20).

strong past for, J. M.,
in Sat-

Inc.;,

Synge drama, which bows

'Lai^€r' Gets

"Ballet Rnsse'f^Music Hall, K.

,

at

areat S31,500.

,

"20th;

which was
,

Current Road Shows

$42.S00.
fZlOO- $4.80). Sensational
(7th wk)
•'BO-'eam Girl," Selwyn
n nOO- $4.20 ). Sub.'rtantial at $18,000.
-Harvey," Harris (10th wk) (1,080;
«4 2[)) Pace steady with seats hard

,

Feeble starter was "Bachelor's
Women.'- which opened at the BelasWednesday night (16) with frigid

press

,

ftirr'

ey Newies;

bouses this week.

co:

Buffalo, Oct. 22.

ie

Up^ Despte
kmm No (M to

B'way

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
With one weak eniay -and two other

xobust $29,500 in its second session
at the Shubert. Also, as-predicted, it
moved to the Erlanger for an addi-

week.

tional

Mae West once again went "against
theatrical laws

all

of

average,

or

what-have-you, by running up a
goodly $15,500 in her second week
at the Walnut in "Come On Up."
That was 'in the iaoe of definitely <tiverse notices and no heavy advance

•

:

splurge.

"The Voice of the Turtle" got comparatively mild $11,500 its 7lh week
at the Locust. It moves out this Saturday but is skedded to return to the

,

January.
Last night .saw three openings
(third time this season), with Ina..
Claire in the Theatre Guild's procity in

..

.

duction of George Kelly's new comt^dy. 'Fatal Weakness," at the Walnut, on American Theatre Society
.siib.scription.

"Sweet Bye and Bye"

.

,

at th(^ Forrest, and a return of "BlosTime" at the Shubert.

.sora

Coming schedule has been
w(ill

pretty
ironed out now, with no fiaos

Nekt Monday, the Theatre. Inc.. I'ovival ol Shaw's "F'ygmalion." with Gertrude Lawrence,
opens a two-week stay at the Shlibert. and on Tuesday, the operetta,
"Song of .Norway," j.s listed, for 'the.
Forrest,
where it plans an indefinite
"
discernible.

stay.

:

::

-„

.

-

"

,.'::,::<.

',

World Series Balls Up

,

^

w m Mo
.

—

%ows

;

'

'

—

:

,

..

,

.

Huston

:

—

—

—

Sloftue.

—

'

*Smc^! 17€in
St.

St.

Loo

Louis, Oct. 22.

The baseball hysteria that gripped
burg during the' windup of the

this

-world's championship ba.seball series,
cut .into the gro.ss of "The Voice of
(ho Turtle," which wound up the third
ot its four-iW'eofc 'stand at the American theatre Saturday (19).
The 1.700-seat house, scaled, to^
$3.06, gi-;ibbed: approximately $17,000
I'ur
cl^ht .porforma rices.. The prospf't'ts are bright for a swell ftrial :se.s'

:

sion'.

'Father' $6,800, Troy
Troy, N. Y., Oct. 22.
the -finst
"Life
With, Father,"
.^raight .stage play offered in Ti-oy
lor the past 10 years with a proites'sional cast, played to a smasmn*
$6,800 in two performance! at Pi^fl*
.tor's, a Fabian theatre, Scale *»«
$1.20 to $3, including tax.

Larry CO-wen booked 'Tfthur" iBdcr a tleup. with the Tvoy tttwrna
Club,

.

Vedneaday, Oclober 23, 1945

LEGITIMATE
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clarity but allows lengthy dialog too

Plays Out of
Tli« Fatal
New
TliVairs
Mifsii

Ibon

Haven, Oct.

17.

lim" Cliiirci 'feature's. Madge J'Junis,
Howartl St,
UoukIiiss,

Jolni.
gtiiBfil \\y Ihf nulhor; fettiiiK acsltineil "uil
Hiililoa Ijy IKiiiaW Oeiisliigcr; coslumos sanoi'Viapil li.v Bianca Stroock; produiiion uiimnievvi.'<iwi, (ft LaWteilce LniiRnor and

MuvitarlH

,

.

.

.

.

Vernoli

'lOsiirushaacs.

.

Hasi^clt

If .this

Kvan-i

MailKC

.

.Ilow'ard S(. .lolui
..Jplin Larson

.GliiW produc-

not eventuate as a

siib-

iiantial click, its fatal weakness will
be in a script that coritains iriove
words than a dictionary and less actjon than a Stepin. Fetchit saitnter.
Still in the formative stage, play is.
a two-and-a-half hour, stretch of
constant conversatioh that is goin.?
to require considerable pruning and

:

,

brightening before it can be completbiy satisfying. Iiidications are
that solid acceptance will depend on
stellar playing of the lead, inasmuch
ais script, per se, is liglitweight.
Playgoers anticipating a brilliantly
vivacious piece of stagecraft .will not
rtnd it here. Instead they will find
a play with potential interest values

.

centered around the problem of a
matron who suddenly discovers, in
middle life, that she has become the

.

'

hypotenuse of an eternal triangle.
Her handling of the situation, to the

accompaniment

of alternately wist-

ful, pithy, sentimentali and pungent
sequences, is what constitutes the
play's progression.
Mrs. Paul Espenshade (Ina Glaire)
is
the matron who receives an
anonymous letter telling her of her
husband's affair with a lady osteopath. Calling in a divorced friend,
Mrs. 'Wentz (Margaret Douglass),

'

,

'

of his shift in affections,
the wife passes up her chance when
a
sentimentality overcomes Iter
sentimentality based on the sound
of wedding bells and the reading of
.marriage vows,: Later, how.over,; she
and clinfexes the
divorces him
script by setting out for. his wedding
—a situation that gives the play its
title via her fatal weakness for Btof
weddings,
regardless
tendin,E!

who formerly was

a top ballroom
dancer, For that he disinherited her
but softens up upon learning she's to
have a baby, 'ihe new son-in-law
pops in, having planed in from the
Orient. The lad won't have anything
to do with the old boy, and calls him
a so-and-so more than once before
vamping. To top it all Loco comes to
his oflice and turns down his Offer
of any coin at all.

«lolin <aal»ri4>I Ilorkntan
(REVIVAL)

enacts his wife to fair ptirpdse. ..Si
Vario, however, as the, boy who married the poor little rich girl, hasn't
,

.

;

for advice, the

two cook Up

a

means

.

;

.

.

. ...

.

:

..

.

.

,;

i

.

i

.

.

.

.-. .

.

,

.'.

.

.::

.

.

,

.

.

.

ments: give optimistic,., evidence of
good things to come.
Miss Douglass does a thoroughly
capable ,iob. Madge Evans is sufficiently obnoxious to make interesting the role of a modern, advancedmarried daughter who,
thinking
mdntally if not physically, flouts
marital vows at her own convenience. St. John provides a good pic-

.

.

,

;.

vniiolii).

...

,

.

.

,

.

i

.

;

Duchess

.Ernost: Ti'uex

.

Paui.

Ciiinner

rosounding boxoffice flop.
Ibsen's treatise on the perils of capitalism., untomperedbj,' the milk :of
h.k., told through the stor.V of an
idealistic dreamer who embezzles his

Mali

ot
tfireo-act
Webstor, aclniited bv

pr'oitUi'tion ;

by 3n}\n

melodrahia

Doublfiil entry for this solid out-

little

;

,

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

..John Carradlne

.Kllsabetli .liergnor
Wlliftield Connor
,

,

l^lchard

,

Do

Paniel

Newton

Caiiaila l.ee

.liu.«olii

Ken Mor.se. Mieliael Bey,
t.awronee Kylo, Uobin Mor.se

wrficcr.'i,

1

.

,

,,.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

,,. . ,

.

.

.

, .

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

i'.:, .:.

.

.,'.

,

symbolism, and
about the whole

tle pu/izlod

:by; play'.s

none too

happ,v

,

.

.

tiling,

PrieslT

Chief interest lies in characterizations ol principals, which' are, to a
in fact, in'ipression is that actors, are laboring
for love and for. benefit of themselves rather than for the audience.
As the: gal :*h6 didn't get' John in his
pre-prison years, and who now tries
to get his son, Miss LeGallieiine turns
in an extremely sensitive, "and elo-

.

Madnien--

.Waller Percsoii
Uohert t'iKe

(.'<in.i;'cr'i:

Ijawyer
AstrwloRor
Doe! or. ...

Ti'redprio
liown.t
ifiiiy Spanll
-

John Webster's ICth century melodrama, ''The DuohosK of Malfi." produced by Paul Czinner and starring
Elisabeth Bergnor, marks the first
time that the Jacobean horror play is
being done on Broadway. And ineffectively, too. Webster's saga of hate
and revenge must incvitabl.y call for
braoketiug
witli Shakespeare's traquent performance. Carrying the
burden of the sympathy to staunch gedies because ol its blank ver.so and
period setting. But not fortified with
effect, as. her sister, who did get
John, worse luck, Margaret Webster any of Shakespeare's writing genius,
there remain only lust, tragedy, and
is powerful stuff. As John himself,
Victor .Jory glowers cryptieally and a succession oC killings that wind up
dies in Norway's sno'W nobly and in a third-act finale that induces
and unsuppressed—
skillfully. There's an extraordinarily suppressed
touching
performance by Ernest laughter.
Truex arid naive bits by Mary Alice
After a wholesale slaughtering,
Moore: and William 'Windom, last- each dyin'g man raises .himself to
named characterization, though, tend- spout Elizabethan bromides, putting
ing to mannerism, is potentially dra- off his death agony long enough to
point the moral. Couched in uninmatic, stuff, of the first Water,
Sets, cofturries and production in spired verse and lacking any depth
general are rich, handsome, and as that could justify its resurrcictiOi?i
eloquent as the plot itself, and often "Duchess'' as dramatic fare is unex^
Its Broadway chances are
a good deal more interesting. Nice citing.
man. excellent. So good,
,

,

..

.

''

—

,

'

,

.

.

slim.
all around, in short, but no
Miss Bergner by her very warmth
customer's dough, seems headed its
and interpretation brings all that
Elie.
way.
anyone could: give to the tKankless

Work

:

and operation

her

of Jules Pfeiffer.
.Ted liari'i's pi-odtU'lion of lhrof>-;ict

one of the finest in the
available for all types of at-

This theatre is

country

and

is

straight plays, musicals,

tractions including

Albert.

Htaf^-C'd

Donald Oonf^laRfr. At BiUinora,

comes

.Bovoi'ly ,Ba.vne
.Hari-y Keltey

..

.

l.bco ^Pemp.soy
(linger. . ......

summer week

in

June.

i.

... . ,

.

.

,..;,..,.

"VS'Jiite.

.

.

....

..ray .iraH.fett

.

.tean

.

Pamela BrewslPr.
Nicky MarUnez
Jtiss

.

Morgan Wallace

Matron.
Eben.

hot

Y.. Oct.

....Holni Mlirtloch

,

SItinner.

tJELVid

The terms will be satisfactory and equitable. There will be no slugging over the skull
because of the theatre shortage. "The Naked
Genius" rolled up a weekly gross of a cool
$23,000 at this theatre, and a turkey called
"Maid In The Ozarks" did $16,000 during a

.V.

to, '40; if-l.ao top.

Alma. Erew.sloi-.
Naomi BrewKtev
Melntyro .'.
^^'aido UrowHtor.
.

operas, ballets and anything that
under the heading of amusements.

ron\p<l.v

Dale riunsoii and K'atlicrinc
i)y
iire.^fntor; H-^Uinj^-s., by

b,\'

.

.

.

i

Parker

.Mario Dwyor
.Darin .lenninffs
Fennrlly

..PariiC'r

........... .T'llaine

s^irlteli

Si Vario
..... .Ijani'f'Ka :Maxino
,

,.,

.

,

,

.

,•,

.

,

showmen and

producers write, phone

or wire your propositions for The

THEATRE
Radio

MARYLAND

to Jules Pfeiffer, c/o Consolidated
30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.

Artists, Inc.,

.Ivlnesia.i.

,,.

...

.

.

TryseiM

,

..Kninry

l,>-I«on,

.
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JULES PFEIFFER.

,,si,inev
.4,

Poliior
Hi( Iiardson

way

last

week

iii

That

iiaive

a

as

Wnli Strpolcr eniild
Waldo Brewster is

stretching the imagination. The fellow isn't supposed to know abotjt
party girls or anything like that, so
falls ftir. Loco when a friend date."!

her and another model at a cafe, Ho
iquickly proposes that his new friend
accompany him to Maine, where he
has a hunting lodge. No sooner do
they reacli the place than the lass
develops the measles, or ht least so
the liandyman diagnoses the case
after talking to his old lady over
the phone.
So after about lb days thoy go back,
Waldo contacting his office und tollitig his secretary to tell his wife
that he's

in

Washington on a big

Back home he fiirds his daughter returned from a USO tour to
Japan, where she had married a GI
deal.

.

sion produced by

to Broad-an. all-colored ver--

James Light and

and Greeks were not

Jelin,

phanes, in

-

it.

situations that have lost their
Spice for these times,
Etta'Moten plays the title role, and
gets mo.st out of the classic sex farce.
Rex, Ihgraiii, .ffredi, Washington, Leigh

arid:

role of a co-villain in the
two conspiring brothers,

pay

•

Whippor, Mildred Smith. Mercedes
Gilbert and Emmett "B;ibc" Wallace
are others featured to more or less
advantage.
Kalm
(Closed after four performances.)
,

the

Paris, Oct.

Impresario Jules Borkon brought
the Negro Ballet from London to
the Theatre dcs Champs Elysees. a
de luxe house liere lacking the intimate atmosphere best suited for it.
Berto Pasuka, the West Indian star,
drew raves from all erix, but others
of the cast and the monotdnoits tomtom music under West African,
maestro Wladipo Adokoya, did not
satisfy the sophisticated,, audiences
thftt paid $6 for best seats.
The ballets were rated a freak ^novelty here,
.

,

but unduly long.
After 10 days in Paris, the Ballot
goes to Bordeaux. Also set to play
Belgium and Scandinavia. Company
of 17 plus six musicians, comes, from
West Indies or West Africa.
-

THEATRICAL FABRICS
for

COSTUMES
DRAPERIES

STAGE CURTAINS
Maharam

supplies ovary Fabric need

leading
Broadway
and Hollywood studios.
for

r^e Houie

130 West
E.

Lake

production$
of

Serya

New York
lOS ANOELCS
1119 So. I. A, Si.

4itli Street,

CHICAGO
6

St.

Producer Wanted
type
huntor —

For laroo that couUl bo a

New

oi:

Tnu.1ical,

Sftmi-sltip.'itieli,

N6\'el vHituattona. I'oji radio comedian
saya, "Funny. ^' Critic aay.s. ."Too 'li(!lit:
and .silly.".
Will aulimlL .wriiit to
reputable pi:6ctueor or eoiuedian, .:

Custom quality shoes from the hands
of master shoe craftsmen ..> made
in classic
flive

up

as well as unusuel ttyl«i to

you the fineJPin footwear for

only a

little

more than ordinary ihoBi,

lolcoui4^
400

MADISON

AVE.,

NIW YORK

:,

Negro Ballet No Hit
With Paris Audiences

of the

gives

most Understanding and believable
the male performances.
Unfor-

of

-

.

exaggerated posturings in the
and too-cloying accent only

tend to point up the play's artificialities,
John Carradine, making his
Broadway debut after a Hollywood
semester of many years, plays her
brother, the Cardinal, giving a cut
and dried interpretation in a sketchy
and rather mild part. Donald Eccles,
as
the Duke of Calabria, twin
brother of the Duchess and most
loathsome of the villains, gives an
uncontrolled,, and unconvincing performance in a part that seems at all
times beyond his depth. Canada Lee,
who dons white makeup to play the:

tlit'

only ones with a word for it. This
Greek cornedy, :by Aristoits current vbrsidn; xe(juires Spartaii courage to Sit through
clas-sic

,

,

Sincerely,

Smti
Ollbei't

.

jtanrieo KJn,

.

came back

"Lysistrttta"

;

late!

..

,

Kiklaa,

PolydorUB,

m

.storv;

wait or you'll be

...

.

tunately, the profundities lie has to
Maybe this error was good enough mouth aren't .worth expounding, yet
reading in short story form, from he is at home and case in, the cosViniKltii
Mi>troi(oHliin
Wcirt?!,
*/«
which it emanated, but as a play tume melodrama. It \vas a novel arid
.\((v. CO.,
noil Ave, Now \orii
"Loco" doesn't, qualify for Broadway. courageous bit of casting, that gives
"Loco" is the front monicl<er of a
Cono'ver iTibdel. arid in the alluring
person of Jean. Parker, the girl, Loco
Dem.psey, is the only excuse for its
showilig;. Miss Parker is a redhead
filrnitc: from the Coast, and:'if 'she has
a yen for: Broadway there should be
plenty oC offers, for -other legit shows.
It's an audience part she's a,ssigned
If YOU'RE THE CUSTOM SHOE TYPE
to now, thatpf .gii'l: who. goes off with:
ah. a,b. itiillionaire. thfeh crosses the
dope by, refusing' to. blaclfmail him,
May we direct your attention,
.let alone just take coin frpm the guy.
fo a dffferenf shoe ettabllshment?
Tiiere is little credibility to the

be so

Remember—don't

.

..Hniinett "Balie" Wallaeo
.John de Biittlo
.i..my Wtlli„„B:

-

Phone CO. 5-3580.

^\V.I;hl^;S

..MefcedPR

,

,

So,

.

.:.

P.uvay ..,.,

Kjiariau

first act

Plays on Broadway

£J(;ene[4j

Fcefll

.

..

,

Leader of Old Men's C)i()rus....TjeiKh W'himii',,
Prciidenl oC tho, fienato.
.Rex liiBf',,,,

However,

role of the tragic Duche.ss.

(six

Kalontka:/;

Clairii,.

Myrrhma, .,..„:,;.,..„,., -Mildred
Ijiniinto.

.

^

The p'rodticers have used the "modern' version J)y Gilbert Seldes,' and
Light has done the staging with a
cast of good principals, weighted
down, by generally inferior direction

C.M-dinal.

iovanna:

Aulonio Kolotfiia

,

The MARYLAND THEATRI in Baltimore,
Maryland, is now under the exclusive control

'

'

'

,

Oetv 17. .'-Ifl.
.V
Ijeader ot .Olil WoiiVf)i'a(;ivohis.Peiu-|

The
(i

I'olio

.Ilelh Ifolland. Diana Kemble
bank's funds and tramples on all his I.adit'.«.
Oariola.
.Patricia Calvert
associates to. float, grai^diose schemes, Old
Lady,
,Mifheleitc Hiirani
runs 110 minutes without intermis- Kodei-iKo.
.Ittifiert Polo
sibh iri fivo .(juick-change Scenes in .b'iriil Uuard....,i...:..,....wiillnm Dayton
.-.Wrfdorie Dowim
Miss LoGallicnnc's treatment. This KecMaid (taard,
ture of the man in his fifties who is artistically defensible, but play it- Julia. .... ..
.. ..............
.'....Sonia Sorel
;i :iiiiehael- Kilts
returns to the '.romahtie fling of ht» self is of such Unrelieved gloominess ilonlc.
I'llKrini
.i ,,.., ....
Jack I'Dok
twenties. Cast is completed Ijy John and
ends oil such' 3: note' of fuzzy Anionio'.s Son.
..jilnurieo CavMl
Larson, a definite Hollywood pi'os- thinking, aiidipnce, is more than.a lit- Anionio'.'i UanKluer.
i, .KlitMleen
i\foni,ii

SHOWMEN...

S:

•

Muu'?

liltta

Max

,

•

and

.Ifeatlires

-O'hipper, .l.>edi
Smitli,
Mereede.s

Mildred

W. H. Aucle.n, Stars :mi.'!al)etli HerKncri
feature.") John Cavrudine, Canada lioe, Doni vii'f oleil
ald Kocloa.
by Gcoi'Ke Vlyliindfi;
Svenery liy ll:irry Hennelt.
At Ethel liartynuiro theatre, (>i-l. .15, '(«; IH.W top;
$.'.S0 openittg niKbl.
l''crdinand
,-. .Poniild
IJecles

.

PRODUCERS

Selde.s.
i.oIkI,

lusrani,

inston,

.

,

,

'

pe6t who registers, siibstantially in
a brief role, and Mary Gildea, who
wrings some real substance from the
part of a maid.
Staging draws script out with

em

(ttlbert

Hex

.

.

,

appeal,
fit,. Play jiisthash't enough
and Avord-of-mouth reports can be
but gloomy even if it does click,
added playing. Even in the face of as: sn artistic success, which it more
under-preparation, her surer mo- or less is. It seems destined for a

been sounded, and- it can becotifte a
very fine role for Miss Claire with

Mby,

.

.

:

development of the loadin.i;
role— there's more to the role than
mcl the ear, or eye, of lirsl-nighters.
In brief, the depths have ,not:.as yet

ijiRIu and Max J, Jeiln nvoihirai™:
A,.i,,topbaneH' comedy In nio<
™-

,

Boston, Oct. 21,
much, to do, .but does it. well and
'AnT^rU-an Ili*'iH'rtoi'.>- ..Tli«.^!iii'o .iirtiiluctio.n
should get bietter parts, Barry felley
of (iraiiia liy Jh'e> a(''ejiPE!.-, by :;He!irik JUsen.
l)ircHvlii,)ji
uiuV lim'nsUiliun by ^Kvii . JE.e.t^al- quit as understudy to Paul Douglas
lioma'
Slorrisfi'tK*r.v;.4iVi(J cysuimt^H. Paul
("Born Yesterday") to take the butinil.'^ir.
KuKt'l.
'Colonial.
Haii;
J.olin'imi
At
they
be.
whose
may
ler's job in "Loco," but he doesn't
nosuin. cvi.: I'l. 'Hi; $;i.m) top. .,
Miss Claire returns to the stage MrrtI
ttppear to have benefited himself.
IJurkiuan
.. .MnvKarot Wcltstpp
after a lapse of sOnte five years. A Mal^m^
.M-avion l<:venst»n Attractive Elaine Slritch has small
line from the play. 'There's more Una,.. ...... ..
Kva LoCailUnino part.
.\
Ibee.
Williihh WliKlonv
..... .vV, ..
..
to that; reraark than meets the ear," I'Jrlvai-i
..Mav.v .VHOO Moi-it
Kalinj-:.\\'ilU'ii. ...
might well lie paraphrased as criti- .Tolm
..
ClaliiMi'l
Morliiiian
\'k loi- .Tory
cal application to. Mis."5 Claire's pre- Frula. ...
.Ann J'aoI>son
of
iniore

Rose,

'.
':

James

;

.

,

a fine Ne^ro actor an opportMnlf»
'"'"''""'ty
stripped of color tabus,
Lighting and scenery are eflcctivg
though not too well integrated.

Gllbo.i
Most of the characters act like Kmmett Babe Wnlia. e. -staged hv
Unlph .Alswani?; co.ttnme.s, nil'
automatons, including Jay Fassett, aettinKS.
llpKclanoft
,cl)Oi-60Btai)hy,
Follola
.Sorrtwho plays Waldo. Beverly Bayne maale, irenry; .Brnjit. At :BeIa.'i(;o.
K r

,

new Theatre

tion docs
.

A

—

.li* I'lnil' Kaiienstiade.. ....... .Ina CUiii'C
.WlUT alldca.
Alliia. ;.,
.Mfli-Koret .Douglas.*
.Mabel WPiUz
Isti's.

Ponn\
Me. .i'aul

Town

knowledge

Hellnil'ii.

i'>rcsa

a characteristic that
seems to accompany an author's own
staging of his play. Story builds to
a logical but extremely weak ciirtain and sends 'em ovit mindful of
the expres.sibn, "building up to a
single
pronounced
letdown."
beautifiil apartmoht: interior makes
a fitting background for upped mi4dleclass display, and femme apparel
meets with general audience apBoiip.
proval.

ot shadowing the husband (Howard
St. John) and, in the proces.s, tliey
learn that he is planning to spend
weekends in the mountains with his
new love. Afforded an opportunity
to confront her spouse with the

Weakness

prpauotton ot oonicilj hi
(Uvo scciici) by Pei5rg8 K'Mli'.v.

fiui'W

»i'is

much leeway,

\f

M8»«
#21< SA

.

;

;

.

Broadway
JolDrboldeii forced abed last

week

thence to Rome, his

(22V.

Tue.'-dii.v

visit in 10 years,

fii-ct

lao hotel after completins »hots for
English adventure pic in Brazil.
Heads for Coast in about two weeks.
Bill Jordan's Bar Of Music reopened with Jordan teeming with
pave Bl.li(2jt at the twin pianos, plus
Beth ChaTlis, Chet- Gale and Arne

John Snagge, BBC's ace commenmonth's rest, on doc>r.'

weeks

scvonil

"

N

les

Km

"Apple of His Eye."
Larry and Jules

.;:..',./,^.

John Suttons divorced.
Alan. Ladd laid up with flu,
Vimcssa Bro-wn laid up with flu.
Paul Jones goes on vacation Nov, 1.
Michael Chekhov recpv.eririg :fi'ortt

have

Swartz

119

Hollywood

the drurn.s for Walter Hustor show,

tator, takiiig, a
tor's, orde'rs,':..

Oscar Serlin;V off tb Paris to/
cloised their upstairs Band Box on
range staging French version of Ndrthside except on weekends
Sultan.
.!
Al Weiss, Olympia theater's vet "Life with Father" there.
.-Bill Eythe writes frotn England
manager taking over radio show
Harry Sado has Sold his least oi. he'ij return ;With stars g(3ing..,Qver
"Backstage At The Olympia" as the Cafe de Paris to Mecca cafes- who there foi: Command Performance:
talent and emcee.
Broadcast over CBS outlet expect to open, again early- next
Cy (Juinn, formerly of Penh theaplay about

.

.

-

.,

;

,

:

Totter baclc
M..UO aotrcss Audrey
commitments
the Coast for pic

l„

Mercur Music Bar po.stponed until
power strike, ends.
Forre.st Crosman in town beating

London

',

-

CHATTER

W>tlne»day^ Oct«*l»er 23, 1946

Paris
^^•'ilVlune'ciam; cUpper.d_ to

-

east.

Wells looking tor
on a mixed-cast
wiled "Muggers."

financhig

WQAM.

Mother. Kelt's .reopens for seasaft
& Gorreturning for their fourth year.

,

whose neck was
upon some weeks ago, ^till

'Frank McCoy,

di)" rated
(Un- medical,

observation
Koal Fact Comics has forir-page
.Robesoread in Nov. issue orl "Pattl
Citizen."
s 'n AlUArtierican

CMord Whltely expects
New York m December

-

tomorrow (24r with Carroll

man

,

new

who

tre staff,

year.

to go to
to stage

George

.

Ivor

.

Frank

mammy,

aift,.,

,

.,

Guatemala on

to

:-:.;-:

.

iiifection.

:

'

''.:.

Norman

,

:

'

''

'

-t-r

J
^^^y^

:

from

recovering

'—
;'.
vacation.
Eddy Howar.(} bedded With -throat

"^^"^

.

.

"

,^

Vincent

Dennis O'Keefes

-

,

,

in-

surgery.

.Dave -Tyson, Jr..- .son of -,„,,,c!,,r
WW^^^
chief announcer, }u.st oiit of havy.
^ 11.;.. 1,-has enrolled, ati Ur.^inus.
Ur.si
College, JiiS

'

.

'

.

up with

(i)'Hanlon laid

fluenza.

decorated Club Belve-

?°-5^S"*
Cumberland,
Md.

m

:

on Broadway -by

revue,

Supporting show includes Sandra No.vello
:
Shaw, Toby Stewart, Ben Tracy and
,
«^
J.'
i
Jiihen Ducles. ^director-' ;Of_ Ca.^uos..|
Ruth Webb.'-'. -,..>
at Deanville and Cannes, d.ire here
..Copacabah.a.-vifill- definitely reopen
FranOct, 15 for. loDksee;/at. new attracEiuK 6£ femme impersonator
Dec. IS; with Jan Murray, Paul Has/-^
being written, by Corine kon, Carlos Ramir.eis and' Paul SydelJ tions, in London:
cis Renault
Km« Fea- heading up show. Ralph You.ng will
Bob Barn:ett,,. eobwner «i;Eh-i^:b
t'lw lor syndication by
head up production riiaitibers, staged and 400 clubs, has' brought Sno.w-s
Stars and
former
hou.se
famous
chop
from
Harry
Brad-:
Hector,,
Bob
Benny Davis.
Jacob.wn by
stripes 'staffer. jomed^Spl
Michel Rosenberg, Jewish, stage bury Pratt for $200;000.
apprentice p.a. on "Three to Make star, new partner in Mociambo. Spot
H. M. Tennert, Limited, iTa."; acwill be reopened with three bands quired English rights to Now York
Ucnion Runyon, confined because and food policy Top tinit will be hit: "Deep Are the Roots." by Arnaucl
fully recuperated and ve- Enric, Madriguera,
(hi.
c-i
with Sacassas d'lJsseaii, for- the West EMd.
yesterheat
t'.irnecl to his columnist'
unit and gJ^pSy ensemble added.
Charles Cochran bfl' to Paris to
day. tMqnday ).;;;;;
Colonial Imrt rtay b'e the' oaly big look for French comedienne and.
Manart Kippen back on Broadway spot running in Broward county. this male comic for his ne-sv revue, vvhich
after eight years aolihg uv Coast season. Big casitiO akeddied! to- reopen
he has retitledi "Bless the Bride."
-films ("Mildred Pierce," "Sotig 'ot Dec. 26, with Jane Froman almost
Ministry .Of Woi'fcs., ha:S. permittisd
V ..set as first topliner. Another pos,
Bornadette," etc).
^
Theatre
Royal,
of
Copagal Toni Kelley signed to a sibility (as co-headliner) is Joe E. management
Drury Lane, to spend $22,400 on re2()th-Fox contract as the result oE a Lewis,
to
join:
show in January. pairing the bomb' damaged theatre'
plug in a Damon Buny on column Pick Gasparre's Orch will be back.
while
housing ENSA.
\
Lewis.';,
^
about Joe B.
Margaret McGrath f torn, the WindGcorgie Price joins ranks of actormill revue company, married Mit
authors with new book titled "BroadChicago
chnel Rennie in London. Groom has
way and Wall." Ijatter refers to acHerb Kalmus, prez of Technicolor, just signed .a $12,000 film contract
^
tor's Wall St brokerage.
'with Mauri-ee .Ostrer:
Youns American Repertory Group in tor quick lookse^.
Kingston on,-Thames is first LonAlexander Kirkland's
George Taft taking in the sights
precm
to
don suburb to have, an open- ait"Summer Scene" at Cherry Lane of town the; last, few day,s,
I,

^

illness.,'-:"

.

;..

Corwin

from

returned

j.jo,i^jyj^i^

,

,

:

bedded

Schildkraut

jb.seph.
bronchiti.s.

^

with

,

:

^

Al Rogell back tO; work after, fight- :;.
-.,::.::..
ina.-otf flu.
Robert Fcll6.ws;vto.. Saw FVanciscb
'.":
:
on. business, '-,:

Washington, D. C.

,.

,

By Florence

:

,

:

look-see.'

Nov.

.

;

;

:

,

.

':

.

:

.

.

.

arrivals on the

of

Flood

Queen

gave
(21)
flizabeth Monday
'illiam Morris agency, a rough
in getting thenr. set in hohtels.

the

time

lighting of
at Shubc?rt was

Fjrist
¥i!;n

"Park Avenue"
supposed to read

presents but the. "p"
was dark, so the switch was quickly
i

,

ginning or the End," GbKsidihe's ;;piC
cn tlie A-Bomb.
farewell
Toots
Shor throwing
bon-voyage party for Pat O'Brien
lo.iiiorrow night (.Thufs.)., prior to his
departure following day to London

,

There

a free

\va.s.

25.

Manila

,

TeSsie Arrastia and Pancho

,

Command

Performance.
show on Broadway last week when paint on the Astor Roof caught fli'e, causing smoke
Hiul-'flanies which drew an estimated
for tire

lona,

society.,

gals,

Maga-

appearing

in

"Prima Donna."
Gregorio Tieman, actor-director,
ne'w prexy of Philippine Cinema
and Stage Actors Guild.
10.000 spectators. Damage was slight.
Leopoldo Salcedo acting m "Fort
Howard N, Carnow moves from Santiago" opposite Vida Florante.
Warner Bros.' pressbook staff to He's veepee of Excelsior Pictures.
pressbook editor for United Artists
Rebecca Gonzales, -vet nitery voRoth,
Leon
."iucceeds
He
.Nov. 4.
signed for femme lead in
calist,
iippiid to national promotion man"Happiness" opposite Angel Esmer-

Company agreed' to
demand which was $128 per.

Elizabeth.

Ed Sullivan (not the columnist),
who's been hand.Ung N,. Y. hotel re20th-Fox
for
visiting
eervations
studio execs, will probably succeed
jWelva Lachman (resigned) as 20th
h. o. columnist contact.
Otto E. Koegel,, new 20th -Fox
cliief counsel, hosted United Nations
delegates Sunday. (2t}) afternoon at
1,200-acre Westchester estate as
part of his move to -welcome the
to a potential Westchester h«adiquartcrs.
Maria Gam.barelli, former premier
ballerina at the Metropolitan Opera,
his

is

.

UN

emer^sing from retirement to ap-

pear in a ballet recital at the Met
Saturday (26) for' Italian relief.
She's also slated for forthcoming

,

New Orleans."
Judy Abbott and Jackie Kelk
among the 600 gue-Sts at the Tootsie
Roir 50th anni party at the Pierre
hotel. Brawl was one of mo.st expanaivtt since .viaK with two bands,
..several bufTets, champagne, entertainers, etc., and la.sted seven hours.
musical, "In Old

.

.

'

Miami Beach
,

.

•

:

Gl Gripe

their
:

last year in protest against ENSA's
'Title
of book will be
activities.
,

'

95%

,

,

-.:

.

moon,
':;;.;::
Dorothy Lamour returned to work
in "The Big Haircut" after a Jihort

:.'

-

.

Gaeth Found Job

.:

'

:

.

the

.'but

(Clover Club) Goldman's activity which I had experienced
..Hickory House on the Beach ready made that impossible and Dr. Gasto open.
ton yUman, Munich commentator,
Latin Quarter will reopen Dec. 20, delivered my text.
The CzechoWith an all-French show, according slovak Radio also used my script
to Lou Walters.
which was the only one prepared
Hal Herbert readying his exclusive

fold,

The situation promises: little imAmerican skaters demandod higher
bonuses.
Members." were getting provement, with scheduled, arrival.?
$.64 per Week, pllis bbrius, which in an-d departure.s at the big 'Y'bkbKama
many :ca.ses amounted to over $120 dock.<! showing more USO personnel
per.
They asked $200 per guaran- leaving than dLsembaTking,.
teed,

which was

fliitly

turned down.

Pittsburgh

"

,

.:

(60-scater) Sirloin

Club for a No-

,

for radib.'

Fifteen minutes after the eight
correspondents had been, released
Wardi
the
in
the Allied pre.ssroom
to
.Show to be added later.
Palace of Justice, I was on the air.
Harry Friedlander (former Pad- How to keep my report from be-nock op) opening Pan-Aitiorican
for radio, was
morbid
too
coming
room in Blackstone Hotel.
The manntir
Lou Zisscn, who operates the my. constant v/otry.
Bowery in Hi&mi, readying a series and conditions under which the
of ads patterned after the BUly Rose executions were carried out helped
column idea.
The curtains
problem,
solve
my
to
Joan Adair, Louis Lemeont and
trap and platform hid
j^en Jones heading new show at Ben around the
from view until the RusJ-'aine.s Blackamoor room, Mel Mur- the bodies
the
examined
ray. held ovei'i
.sian d()ctor entered,
,
e>abu in town, vaca.shing at Cadil- bodies and pronounced them dead

vember opening.

Selker's, unit into new
Gras in /Vanderbilt hotel.

Michael

=

.

.

'

'

,

.

,

,

By Hal Cohen
Bill Green's Ca.sino

celebrates

its

17th anni Oct.. 30.

illness.
Fritz.

in

Mary Lou

Williams*

booking

at

-

-.,:;.:

;,,;:::

'teroa-tlonai;

-

,

Stanley Shuford, Paramount homeoffice manager, in town for studio
conferences.
Ned Sparks, returning to Hollywood after three years, up against
hotel trouble.
Gone Lockhart cancelled his trip
to New York to take a role in "The
Rich Full Life" at Metro.
Billihg.sley's Bocage opened with
Triola,- Clark Dennis and Page.
Cavanaugh topping the sh&w.
Gliarley Fo,y opened a new show^
t liis Valley Supper Club with Joe
Fri-sco and George Beatty held over.
Ruth Southard and Doyle O'Dell,
of, Republic, announced their engagement to wed in San Diego in Jan-

Anne

!;.'.'

.uary;:

Bucks County, Pa.
By

Sol Jacobson

Theron Biuiibergers shopping
homestead hereabout!?.
'Mos.s';Hart.eomrauting to Philly

for
.to

gander "Park Ave." with George
Kaufman. Don Walker, the arranger,
ditto;
Bill

:

Kane back

at Morri.sville home
after trek to coast. Has .severed con-

with

lifctioh.s

RKO

in

Trenton and

looking for legit p.a. chore.
Loring Dowst, Holiday, editor, ...new
homeowner at Furlong; .Bought ad-

man Tod

Gle.ysteeh's: hom$. G!ey-<
atcon has acquired: adjacent farm.

Richard Tauber doWn for preem ot
films.. at Playhouse. British-

-16 nlin,

made

starrinjg

"Pagliacci,"-

.

tenori

opened scries of Friday and Saturday

:

band.

::„':

'

Bar.
Olivia DeHavilland in from New
York for huddle.i at Universal-In-

.

Elliott's

fall.

Show

'

at-^^^;e'T^;;acc!lS'v"^ttrS^

a.

Dave Barry took; over the Cobar
and renamed ft Dave Barry's

Clirb

'

the States in October,
The Don Co.ssack chorus, on a
"SO tour since June.^i. pre,
[paring for a State.side tour following
Philippine performances.

:

High

Cornel 'Wilde Isald up for JO days
by a wound on his eyelid, sustained:,

.

its

pro-

bii film

Mann

Horace

at

Council.

:

in

-

Nan Blake guest speaker at theSouthern Galifornia Motion Picture

"Boy Meets Girl, Second show of
'":'
Playhouse sea.^on, opens on Nov.: S, .opera-:.
Classical music followers, well fed;
Ted Malone coming back to (own
Tuesday' (25) for his network broad- during: the summer by concerts by
cast'
the Nippon Philharmonic, directed
Etzi Covato into the hospital for by Dr. Joseph Rosen.stock; Leo Sianother checkup, second in less than rota,, Austrian pianLst, and- Prof,
a year.
Eddie Peyton Up: from Miami- for Klaus Pringsheim, Japanese musical
few weeks of night club work director the past 15 years, tightened
their belts for the forthcoming winaround town.
Johnny Harris back trom Coast in ter when these three departed for
time to ."iPC his hockey club
home opohcr.

Lang lecturing

duction
School.

tion somewhat by opening up Jap
theatres, which are bfl-limits the remainder of the time, once or twice a
o n ( h to Allied Personnel lor Jap
Pfvductions of ballets, concerts and
.

..'

:

;

Tokyo Army Educational Center
has attempted to relie-ve the situa-

m

Lennart and John Harding

.Isobel,

returned from their eastern honey-

'

Jack

.

-

published reply points out
of all 'A pix. are shown in

-

ver.sion

hotel.

•

j

(

.

AMPS
that

"Eusa Follies."
Army houses. : Since some 200 films
Several Americans living_ at the hit' service screens annually and the
.elda.
Savoy hotel co-mpelled to 'liiieup at
Ex-Sgt. Manuel Oieda shuttling LyohsV eatery across, the hp'tel for majors cinly make some 60 As,
between set of ARVI Studio'.? "Pri'ma breakfast due to waiters and staff AI\ipS .says, remainder .of pix must
Donna" and rehearsals, of "Song of having declared strike on the charge be drawn from Bs and even. Cs,
Bernadette."
that the company prevents them Moreover, statistics based on^.careG.I. Ben Dunn Montage, who's ap- from joining union. :
tabulated
reports: compiled
tully
peared in several {"ilipino films, may
On- suggestion of Vincent Massey,
.become a permanent resident, He former Canadian High Comrrfis- from soldiers' reaction "show that as
a rule revivals of old prdducts are
reeently wed a Filipino .eirl.
sioner, actor Donald Wolfit has been
Espanita Vldal, Spanish aetre.s.T. planning a Shakespearean tour to not favorably received."
'Oft for Mexico via San Francisco to
Canada.
But will have to foregoappear in « Mex film there-. She trip due to refusal ol British Coun*Tokyo"* USO Beet
made her screen debut in Manila. cil's support and sponsorship.
Tokyo, Oct. 15.
While London hotels and nite
'spots are still undecided as to- their
It's lean pickin'a lor tjis
future
cabaret, policy,
provincial flesh shows while policing.: the Pahotels are lining up band.s and ca- cific, vs/ilh only six: sliows touring
baret, acts as a weekly feature. Japan
and a like nomfaer tnaking
Continued n-om page 2 sjb
Those already in line are Brighton,
Folkstone the rounds of Korea.
T6rqu,ay,
were not. present created the stories Botarnemouth,
Five of the dozen shows are vaand Margate.
about the executiong being InexMarianne Davis and Eddie Horan, riety bflterings 'with USO troopers
pertly handled.
heads of Edmar Productions, which, featured. The other seven; are plays,
Technically RCA and Press- .'Wir.e-: had lease oh the Duches.<; theatrei, and
include
"The Eitst Year,"
with Margaret "Junior Miss," "Night Mu?* Fall,"
closed
deal
less provided me With 'tdp taeilttieS have
so that good 'radio transmission to Rawlings and Robert Helpmann to "The
Bi.«hop ,Misbehave.t,''
"The
run a new repertoi-y company there,
the U. S. was possible. My broadcast
with first .show to be revival of Pa.tsy.'V "George Washingtbn 'Slept
was also piped to Fi-ankfurt and Webster's old cla.ssie "The Duchess Here" and "The Male Aiiihiial."
Paris for broadcast to the American of Malfi."
Officers, who generally stick fairForces Network, -wbich carried it
Norton. Wais. who br(>ught. oyer ly close to their own clubs, book one
My icript was trans- speedway skating at Hairririgay all-Jap show a week for their ertierthree times.
lated into German and used oh, the Speedway Skating Rink, which has tainment,
Several ex-Ringling acts
had
German network in the Arnericah proved si reat moneymaker, has
have been spotted by big top fans.
suddenly because the 14
.

:

,

.

ones'?"

Dean's personal assistant, resigning

to

..

^-

,

By tarry Sotloway
Juan Pineda's runback set for Albion hotel.
Dennis Si.slerg clicking at Don zone, the responsible people feeling
that the Gernians needed to obtainRichards Famous Poor.
Henrietta Kamern, organi.st, set ..the story
from ah eye-witness.
for cocktail lounge of Capacabana,
.(Originally, it had bden decided that
Freddie Calo leaves Kitty Davis I would personally give the Gertnan
scion to take his orch into, 'Versaille.s
36 hours of tense

'

'

-

.

Inside story of ENSA is finally to
be publLshed, Author is Herford
Jones, who was for many.years Basil-

.

a.t'er.

.

,

published
Lawrence. Wright
by
music .company. Wright expects to
publish the other two.
Dispute, between the Musicians'
Union and the Cunard White Star
Line has been settled over musicians monthly check on the Queen

.

.

.:

:

,

,

London, sailing Oct.

:

:

',

.

'

-

:

:

.

•

'

,

The Bob Considines squiring the
Jim (Metro) McGuinesses around
town.
Latter produced "The Be-

.

:.

Scarlet Lady," wttt not open before
Al Borde buying out 400 seats for 'GhrJstnias due to trouble wftb. the
his friends opehing njght. of. "Fol- ..roof, wbrehj wss est;en:si"vely .dainaged
by air raid during the war.
^
low the Girls:"
the
English
Cecilia
Colledge,
Eddie Dowling bringirig his new
opus, "Mulligan's Snug," to :the Civic champ skater .who 'turned professional to- .star in Tom ArnoWs ice
theatre, Nov. 27.
Elsa Maxwell in town again trying show at tlie StoII, gets $l,20O' per
to set talent for her Opera Ball week, .*rith 52- week guarantee.
While" the Old Vic Co. is absent
here next, rrionth.
Joe E. Brown, all set ,to be first on its guest visit to Paris, the Briscivilian to, fly in. Navy -helicopter tol Old Vic. Co. will fill in at the
up to Glenview for Navy Day cele- New theatre for one week with
Ron'ald,
Cow's adaptation of "Tess of
bration.
Walter Wanger and the frau, Joan the D'Urbervilles."
Nat .Jackley, London Palladium's
Bennett; Reggie Gardner and his
spouse; Dorothy Maloue, Norm Sie- top com ic, has written three .songs
gal, all ChieBng in on their way to with one '-Walking On Air." already
pitalization.

'

pulled.

,

.

,

.

Max Gordon

.

.

big theatre on the style of Regent's
holding
Thumpers
Tub
Parl^ with local council having voted
Thumpersboard shindig next week.
Ralph Bcrger back at the l.atin $20,000 for the purpose.
Noel Co-war<rs new operetta. "The
Quarter after, his Galilornia hos-

,

John J. Murdock, former partner
of E. F. Albee, sold his home in
Larohmont Manor,, N. Y. Ha.s been
longtime resident of Beverly Mills.

school teachers.
Marie McDonald to Las Vegas to
First P- ei theatre to put MPA'S divorce Vic Orsatti.
Children'^s Film Library plan to test
Maxie Roseribloom back in town,
which mulling a: film oft'er.
'Warner's Metroiiolitan
is
bobs -up : with a special: moppet
Ed Meaghei? joined the Bernie Mil-:screening of "Prince and the Pauper" :ligan publicity: office.
next Saturday (26) ayem. Idea garHarry Brand vacationing' at Arnering plenty kudos from press and rowhead Hot Springs.
civic groups.
Frank Capra celebrating his 2(lth
President and Mrs. Truma,i helped year as a film director.,
launch season's National Synnphony
Manny
Wolfe
returned: ,from
series by their presence at the first Broadway play gander.ing.
caicert last week, featuring the
Jeanette' MacDonald in from the
British piajiiste. E mc Myra Hess. east to resume film work.
LoKg-hair entertainment off to a
Opie Gates' wife and new daughbang with the. Symphony series com- ter home from the hospital..
pletely sold out for season.
Peggy Cummins returned from a
JO'ha Bradley, filni head of Library ranch siesta: ih New, Mexico. ;
::..
of Congress, currently in Hollywood
Maxwell home from the hospital
.for raeetin^jOf SMPE, of which he is
to recuperate for two weeks.
a fellow, plahs to make hay for L of
Tay CSarnett robbed of $500 worth
C at the same time. Bradley will of clothes, parked in his Car.
pow-vs?ow with studio biggies on
Eddie .Sutherland returned from,
in
plans fbr riiutual cooperation
business huddles' in New York.
Library's expanded filnn program.
Barbara French joined the Harpo
Marx troupe on a 12-week tour.:
Rex Harrison and LiUi Palmer- in
town after a Manhattan holidaj'.
Frank Sinatra planing to New
York at the end of this month.
Continued from page 1
Prof. Yves Baudrier, Parisian composer, gandering the film, studios.
"I believe the greatest single step
Buddy Rogers aired to Claremore,
the .'Vrmy pan take in controlling Okla.. for the funeral of his. cousin.
VD iS' to show some films that are
Smiley Burnette slightly injured
not just a waste of time. If Special by .a fall from his horse on location.
Del Goodman returned from ParaServices cannot-obtain Current grade
distributibn
huddles in New
A pictures, why nc>t some of the good mount
'
York;
old
.

'

.

theatre, N, Y., Oct. 21-27.
Banshee.-^ will occupy the WaldorfAstoria's Starlight Roof for luncheon
No\-. 6 at which time cartoonist Milt
CanilT will be giie.st of honor.

.

:

the.

:'

.

.

.

.

:."

v:

,

•

':

,

:

with: bronchitis.

Laraine Day motoring to .the ::':;-'-.
Grand Canyon.
hotels
.Miliza Kofjus sued for divorce by
bars for show Dr.
Kuno: Foetech.
with P. C. bookings, pro\-idGharles, Stahlman- to, Washington,
ing they ;do their own chores.
D. C, on business.
Hazel Mai'kel, -director of ComMit(ih('ll,
Leisen
vacationing oil:
munity Service and Education for his -.seagoing yacht.
:,
WTOP-CBS, heading first radio
Jim Luntzel joined: 1;he: Hunt:.
course ever given for P. C. public St.-omberg llackcry.

down

letting
peofile

,

'

:

Sam Katztriah to Lone Pine to:
.: r
scout locations..
Stanley
Clements
hospitalized
'

war

plugging,

Managers of strike-bound

.

-

:

:

nlinor. .surgery.
;

near $30, ""OO.

S; Ti'-easu.ry: for
bondis'.in his'acti

U.

'

.

7,

Rex Webei",, vaude singer, at
Loew's Capitol past week, Cited by

.

:

"Henry:

V."
.skcdded for 285-seater Little theatre
for

-sale

:::

:

-:

'

-

^

Advance

:

Bo.b .:Graham returned from : an:
eastern: toui-.
Borne Wilkiiis! odnvalesoing after

.:.:

.

:

:

Lowe

Jo.seph R. -Vogel'. and Harry .;$iIo.S..
kowitz, Loew execs, in toV"- ior *

:

:

S.

.showings Oct. 12. Biz

Bowles

Chp.st(-r

•

speak

at

.

rally,

in

for.

n.s.g.

Sunday (20) to
boyhood chum

Hriiry Chapin. Democratic congres'

f;ii-iclidatc.

at

;

pia\ house,

houK- Curp.'

Chapin

is

Bucks County
proxy of Play-

120

Wednesday, October 23, 1946

Music is undoubtedly the greatest ally the American broadcaster has.

famous Program Service, designed to provide broadcasters

Through its wise use, radio builds dreams,

interesting, salable programs.

romance, echoes memories, and

Appropriate music

is

easily

ASCAP

always able

suspense, provides

to attract

an audience.

the one ingredient of showmanship uj»on-

which the broadcaster can
Ill

is

create!?

al\va\s rely.

It is

timeU'SS

and universal.

radio has the finest reservoir of all kinds of music,

and immediately available. For more than

Society's repertoire has

the very best in

The problem
to the Society.

all

been increasing, so

music

of radio

thirty years, the

that today

it

re]»resents

More than four

The American

years ago

ASCAP

interest

originated

iC^

Avith

satisfied broadcasters

are using this service today.

The thousands

of dollars worth of research which has been

accumulated through the ]>roparalion of
\sitli

our vast musical repertoire,

and advertising agencies, to aid
radio shows.

ASCAP

fields.

programming has always been of

More than 600

We

inusi'c is

believe that

is

now

in the

tlu;se

development of worthwhile

good music makes good radio— and

the best,

Repi'.esentihg the i^uislc creators, the So<?ielv

the music users.

programs, together

available to broadcasters

\

is

at the service of

\

Society of Composers^ Authors and Publishers
30

Rockefeller Plazo,

New

York 20, N,

Y.
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;
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BLAME RADIO FOR CRIME WAVE
M
aOOOmOOO
1!
Danny Kaye s $79,000 Take in 1 Weeks

At the Chi Theatre an All-Time Record

Danny Kaye

Iwo-weck datp at
which
will Ije concluded tomorrow night
(Thursday) is -slated to wind up
with more money than any other
..performer earned in two weeks oE

No Moos

Is

BuU Market

LOOKS OTHER

in a

tb^ Chicago Iheati-e, Chicago,

N. Y. City Tourist Business Set For

BOT liUSTR!

Tourist business in

By GEORGE ROSEN

Bad News

Metro Sees Double, In

At approximately the .same hour
that NAB pf exy Justin Miller was

For Devine Airport

in

New York

is

expected to hit an alltime peak in
with as

1947,

much

as $1,000,000,000

Cutting Prod. Costs

,

estimated to be spent by the infiux
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
of vacationing travelers from all
Opening the 24th aiinual
Metro execs,: who've been on the oyer the U. S., Latin America and
In the fortindustry convention in Chicago last
personal appearanees,
night's engagement Kaye will coT-.
week, the independently-owned Chi- pi-owl recently for methods of cut- Europe; It's the city's fourth largest
hit
on
ting
production
have
costs,
industry. Theatres, niteries and bars,
lect in the neigliborhood of $79,000,
cago Times hit the street, throwing
'the
Devine
hiS:
partway—
using
against
Andy
and
at
least
sure
one
v-ill get almost $300,000,000 out ot
Kaye'.s deal
similar to that
smack into the collective puss of the
is
the total sum spent by the Gotham
whicli Frank Sinatra got wlien he ners in the Whiteman. airport.
nation's broadcasters a front-page Same sets fot. two pietufes,;
Plaintiffs
declare the
roar of scare banner captioned: "Blame RaIt's
bein* accomplished: on the visitors;.
.played
Guarantee is
that house.
of the gross ot planes causes their cattle to lose dio Thrillers: Girl Killer, 12, Sobs next Lana Turner starrer, an as yet
$25,000 pUi.s 50";
Those estimates were made this
their
appetite-s,
sleep
and
health.
untitled
murder
mystery
which;
in
For Dad." Two days later; the same
take over $60,000. During the first
week by Lynn Farnol, "publicity and.week, house grossed $92,000 for
sheet tossed a new One at the broad- the dastardly deed is done amidst advertising chief for Samuel GoidWhieh Kaye gets $+1,000. while seccasters,
blazoning
"Blast
Radio the sets in a film studio. The sets wyn, in a personal, sparetitne 21just
happen
to
be
those
"Green
of
ond .stanza: looks like it will take
'Who-Dun^Its' " over, the front page
page study, with charts and maps, of
:•' ;:
$8fi,000 for a reluni lo the coiilic of
Hlfealth' in type that was as subtle as a 24- Dolphin Street."
New York's tourist industry. An
sheel.
updating of a sinailar study Farnol
$38,000.
Kayo's personal lake V has been
did in 1937 for General Motors and
To achieve thejatter headline, the
.aroplified by the: 'fact: that his suvRockefeller Center, it was made in
Chi daily did a bit of ingenious jugcon-ipuratively In.rQUHdliig show
cooperation With the N. \. Convengling of text which represented a
.expelJsivG.
Out Of lil.s cut, he pays
tion & Visitors Bureau, Port ot Nww
virtual' distortion of a talk given;
Cicorgia Gibbs and Tip. Tap and
Y'ork Authority and Mayor's Bu.siearlier, in, the day before the NAB
Toe. House band was used on this
ness Advisory Con.mittee of the City
delegates by Dr. Paul Lazarsf eld,
engagement.
of New: York.:
the Columbia Univ, radio researcher.
Comic beat the record previously
Port of New York Authority osllThe
two
specific items were seen
held by Sinatra vv'ho scored $91,000.
With the war over more than a
males are that about 88,000,000 vis-'
(Continued
on
page
42)
;.:Ahdrews.- Sisters pripi- to that held year, the myi'iad of amateur talent
itors poured into town during 194;?,
the house high with $90,0()0.
that glittered.; in locally-pi-oduced
which, despite the fact it was, parMickey Rooney, who's winding up camp shows and proA'ided entertaintially a war year-, is of course the
a date at the RKO, Bo.ston. tonight ment for troops in this country and
London, Oct/ 29,
last one for which complete figures
Europe Full of Longhair
(Wednesday) i.s similarly slated to abroad has failed to. ttu-n up the exJ. Arthur Rank announced at a are available. The number comparcis
wincj lip in lUe tall cbin.
Eooncy, pected quantity of big-money pros.
meeting toda.v iTue.sday) of Cine'sia with 55,000,000 tourists in 1937.'La.5t
Talent
Waiting
figured
All
who's in on a 50^; deal, is
the former GIs now in pictures,
Television, in w'hich Gaumont-Brit(Continued on page 62)
radio, vaude and legit were pretty
to wind up with $27,500 on a $55,000
i.sh has:
big holding,
.

,

.

;

officially

.

,

:

:

:

Loi; Angeles, Oct. 29.
Discontented cows form, the basis
of a $1,000,000 damage suit filed by
154 residents o£ the Van .Nuys area,

:

;

;

;

,

,

.

,,"„:,:

;

;;

.

:

Expected

.

.

,

Rank

Of GI Talent So

,

i.s

Predicts

'.

Far Hasnt Jelled

:

British Theatre

,

:

Tele in 1947

,

.

Just

However,

gross.

:

he's far froni

were

in

while

vacalionhig,

who matineed

the

First

.iuves
to

PUBLIC'S BALLET-FULL

many.

going to

iiiake,

The only
.biz

ballet this year, says Sol
.:The vet ballet iinpre.sario
claims there are too many ballet
companies, both in.Kew' York and "n
the road this soa.wn, aiid (inly a limited, public for the art.
The recent

out

ol'

New

.

Vork-

,

the

public,

three

who

one
major
at

can

lime,
ballets,

on.

of other
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VICTORY
:

Likened to Prohib Days

take just so
Including the
there are 14

—

bootleggers look like Elsie Din;-niorc" to .quote one liquor expert.
.

"It's all 'legal' all

brewed and

right,

..;f

bottled at the sfjurce

:

we

road, to a loss ot$70;000.
Hurk thinks ballet iinprcsariO.«, Including him.Melt', msde a itiistake

distillcrif.s,

:

out

f.-ill
N. Y, bookinc;.^,
His Original Ballet Russe. which fmfehed a> three week, (ive-dav en^agc.rnent tit the
Met lust Wednesday
J. .although
returning for thi-ce

In

iM

The
i

.

did

.app^^^^^

makes

that:

Scottish

and .with-

fast

Snd
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so;M :ah

.a;
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viciou.s circie.'i.S: the
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top price and; (b)
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more

Obeyis the law
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;
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fwhicd by a
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vS^iBday
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the-

raokcti»ers\ tiithornS .by conipar

he continues.

,

« '0 000

aiscriniinalio;!.

price

Jrowding their:

in

produced

theatres,

nite-

and hotfls to
of mu.sic in
With; laws' bauililig the Ariier-:
ican Society of ComRo,scrs, Aitthor.?
&. Publishers iKi.s
beetr
h.-jndcd
down here by (he U.
Circuit
Court of Appeals, The loderfil court.
ill
the first appellate ruling of its
kirid, upheld the right of rau'-ic publishers, members of ASC.'VP. to bring
individual actions fpr copyright in'

;

,*;tates

Today'i; Scotch^weak. anemio.- too
young.; atid.'or cut at the .source in
Scotland
"makes the Prohibition

dance troupes booked to tuur this
:s.eason, although one of them. Ballet
or America,' has already .folded on

,

Lincoln. Oct, 29.
decision which af-

rights of radio,

ries

:

In

-so:

.

ASC AP

iiitmbei';,

of

wliiclj.

had

ni usic per-:
tiefeiidants;,

t.vp'Cal

a

liow r< nenlcd.
the federal court

.statutCi

holdiii.g.

declared that it v\as proper I'ur the
society to turn back rirjlrfs held b,v
on mu.sic so far a.s Neijrnska was
it

I

:(iriit,:ih,rcp

W:,hfv.snpticd

wt'ks.

while avid yV'merican mcrclruKi' ira \ v- days pb'nt, yiiith cbiisumer
'tlcs
u hifh

concern,ed.
Whelhor the plaintill.s
continUrcl as- liierabe^^s nt ASG.'\P or
quantities of] 'llmt the :socicty .ocvnlinifes its, acr:;
.'
:
(Contunicci on page 15)
.'I'utns; wines. and the like/
[i
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loir iht^ lost

to a $22,000
addi(ien."l

ftx'tf

;

f

k

(Continued on page 22)

Hurok

,

:

:

:

'

jjicl:p;urtliiHd uiivi;vnt('ii

TO PRODUCE
Pari.s,

IN U.S.
Oct.

29,'

Though Sacha Guitry has not even
applied for a U. S. visa, the French
Union of Intellectuals is protesting
his reported plan to produce hi;?,
play, "10 Words of English" in the
u.'s:

Guitry, under a Nazi cloud,, has
not been active iince the war, spciirling hi.o time writing several plays
.

NEBRASKA

IN

Par rpachiag

Parliament,

Later, at the Radio Industry Club,
Rank said, ,"It,'S sure BBC won't get
cooperatioii from the film industry
unless they allow private enterprise
to televise a free program to theatres
(CJontinued on page 62)

ex-

fiH'tvS

PROTEST GUITRY PLAN

that

stated

television,,.

ASCAP'S IMPORTANT

Today's Poor Scotch

companies booked, 'into New:: York
within a month: have only coiif used

:much

Nmnber

(Continued

also

the-BBC monopoly on large screen

on the Kate Smith radio .show.;

screentests,

.

Rank

film
interests
will press for the right of pri-pate
enterprise to screen television shows
in theatres.
He, added there's no objection to rnpnopoly in home broadeasts but the filni industry ;oppOses

(Continued on page 63)

has high hopes for Parr and
sending him to t^he Coast for

would probably be
broadcast from the company's own
studios, with outside evenis taken

when BBC charter renewal comes

RKO
id

ot

.

show

a
that experitheatre television will beBritain within a year.
In-

in

shp\YS.

European from BBC.

a fine Austrian baritone singing at
the Salzburg festival, whose name
she could not recollect at the moment. San Carlo Opera Co., at present playing to capacity business in
London, has a top singer in Signor
Silveri, a tenor who .should be aeclaimed in America, when the. com-

as a result of wartime' activities

shotsi:

the balletic."
now that two of the three cnntoslants. have cleared, out Of the field, is
proof of his point, he siiVs.
The public, according to Hurok. is
getting it.s ballet-full on a wholesale
scale; and; resehis It.
Th,i'«!e inajor
'.'battle

recent

In

door

American diva has discovered before

'ithe

:

,,

.in

on her

ments
gin

29.

concert;: talent

itinerary.

is Harvey Stone, who ha.s been appearing in vuude ;and nitery dates
and is doing a regular:;gerieji' of guest

Illirbk.

.

waiting
to
be discovered,
That's, the reaction of Grace Moore

acquired

real exception to lack of

GIs who've made a mark

money

of

full

is

only

rceently done several

He's

guest' shots.'

CRIMPS B.O.-HUROK
is

Europe

artiong-

play hookey.

:No ore

London, Oct.

important film possibility
GIs who came to attention in
the service appeared last week with
the optioning by HKO oC ,lack Parr.
He had been a Cleveland radio announcer before the war, but was
shot into prominence by his work on
the Armed Forces Network in Ger•

Rooney had

for

Discovery—Grace Moore

well-known professionals before they
went into service.

the

August

by Dick
Haymes who pulled $70,000 on a 50";;)
deal. In comparing llie two gMSSBs,
Haymes appeared when school kids
record

high

:

'

which he can't produce here.
wouiti

explain

his

Thi'j

desire to go

,t(j

America. He has; been engaged; tor
time to Miss Eva Marconi,.

.some
This

would be

his fifth marriage.

.

-

.

,

.
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By SIONKY SKOLRKY
"
.
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York and
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Hollywood.
returned from New
ha\'e been stories,
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ftjllcjw

Ihiiigs straight I'd
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about >few York,, and
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glass of beer
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back had started to go Coney
Island.
Now it has surpassed
-

I don't write this disrespectI write this as I. would
of an old, former love.

You

it;

'

fully.

WRITE

I

to

the

*

this,

Broadway

*

partly addressed
Association, hop-

(Continued on page 22)

say. that

Harpo

To Enjoy His Works?
By

the Marx Bros., you would know
that Harpo's reason for going to Detroit is not to garner a few paltry
dollars, but to buy a Ford vegetable

(From N. Y. Sun)

day

(27)

morning

Sunday

of his old

Winter Garden
tang on his night oK

'night

last Sufa-

when

stint,

who

Hollywood, Oct.

Ned

Sparks,

Mayor Fletcher Bow-

ron,

Jimmy

Scriber,

Jame.s Kerns,

Fred Howser, Dennis Morgan, Guy
Kibbee, Peter Godfrey, Jesse L.
Lassky, Walter MacEwen and Fred
Niblo at the speakers' table.
.

;

;

,

M°w'ay

By Harry Wismer
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(Continued on page 63)
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PROFESSIONAL

To Force Lease Renewal

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
G.-IMES
tiled suit in Federal Chi Cards-Boston Yanks^
William Haines, to Green Bay-Chi Bears
force the latter to renew a lease L. A. Rams-Detroit Lions
of t|je home he now lives in in N. Y.Giants-Philly Eagles: ...
Brentwood Heights. Composer as- Wash, Redskins-Pitt Steelcrs
Cole Porter
court against

»*rts

.

.

Brown

(28)

discovered that a home listener picked up the first part of the show on a
home recording device,: -and w,iH buy
that platter. Mutual plans to put out
the entire proceedings in a fourrecord album for sale to the general
public, proceeds to charity, if Jolson
okays it. Jolson donated his services
on the show but Unioh '^^SulationS
prohibited Akst from dbing so, Accompanist therefore received $60 for
the Sunday morning broadcast and
$340. more for the Mohday repeat,

ABC

WINI9ERS

morning in a special Indiana-Pitt
repeat performance. Mutual has also Kansas-Okla.
,:

•
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GAMES
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Lush: What, and break up six business transactions?
brother (the one who's been picking- up time. .and wrist watches
now owns a steak house only I think he's got the horse before tlie

My

.

—

,

.

-

::

— By
I gues.s
lo resent

I'm getting old.

I

Ruse

Billy

«•»'

'

i

:

"

'

.

.

find myself saying things I used
thought the fellows who said them

must be— I

hearing twenty years ago.
were fuddy-duddies.

I

:

Like, for instance, the other night we got to t£ilking:aboUt: At Jo.tePh..:/
Jackie Gleason, a young comeaian. said he was fed up with the Jol.son
legend. He had neVer seen Al work, but he doubted whether the Singing
Fool on' his best day could fracture an audience: like Frank Sinatra. I
took the floor, and told thi.s talented tot that Jolson coming down the runway at the old Winter Garden wa.s like the Twentieth Century making up
time on a level stretch of track. And then I caught myself— "Rose, youj e

You're talking like

tl\e

whiskerinos

Harry Lauder and Honey Boy Evans.
it'll

rest-y.Du."

who used

to rave about
of tea

Order up a nice hot cup

.

But I guess When you're up around the halfway mark, you cling to an
old favorite like you do to an old' easy chair. Last night I went to the
Music Hall and saw "The Jolson Story." Al doesn't even appear. He's
portrayed by a charming kid named Larry Parks, but whenever Parka
goes into a song, it's Jolson's voice on the sound track. It's the slickest
dubbing job ever done by the movie magicians. Al, by proxy, sings some
of the great songs of the past twenty years. And for my money, Al by
proxy is ten times as exciting as Crosby, Sinatra and Como in per.son. I
guess I'm getting old.
Maybe Td feel different if today's singers had a 'crack at yesterday's
songs. With few exceptions, I don't get much of a lift out of the current
crop ot ditties. I don't think there's been a knock-'em-down, kick-'em-inthe-subco!iscious song written in years. Over There, Smiles, Let Me Call
You Sweetheart, Down By tlie Old Mill Stream— I've seen crowds get
drunk with the sound of them. I've seen them stop dancing, sing together,
laugh together, cry together. Tin Pan Alley these days writes for the
dance band rather than the songsinger. Little boys and girls with trick
adenoids whisper the words into microphones. I don't think one out of lea
could earn coffee money in the old days. I guess I'm getting old.
I feel the same way about today's producers,
There are a dozen good
I don't
craftsmen, but name me a single great showman on the street.
think the Cautious NelUes of 1946 (me included) measure up to inspired:
maniacs like Ziegfeld, Dillingham, Gest, Belasco, Roxy and Thompson
ana Dundy of the old Hippodrome. These were impresarios in the grand
.sense,: wild', extravagant, toiiched-in-the-head,
Their shows didn't suc-^
ceed or fail. They exploded above the clouds or went down like the
"Titanic".

.

^

,-

I'm writing this piece in Ziggy'.s old theatre. I'm here because I bought
it— not because I rate it. What piece of madness can I look back io that
compares with the story of Ziegfeld and the petticoats?
In one of his shows, the Glorified Girls wore petticoats of fine Irish lape
that cost .$600 apiece— about two thou.sand Truman dollars. The audience
never got to see these hand-tatted petticoats— they were hidden by huge
bouffant skirts.
When one of the backers—I think it was J. Leonard
Replogle— beefed about squandering that kind of money for an item the
audience never saw, Flo smiled and said, "My girls know they're wearing
Irish lace, and it does something to the way they walk."
I thjnk Rogers and Hammerstein are di.stinguished producers— but they'r*
:

:

not Ziegfeld. I guess I'm getting old.
fve got another beef. There isn't a matinee idol on Broadway. Tiie
gals around here could use a couple of one-chin, original-teeth-au^l-hair
actors. As soon as a guy with that certain thing shows up, a movie scout
hits him over the head with a sock full Qf gold and mails him out to Louis

A run-of-the-male lad called Francis Lcderer hit the town a few ."-casons back, The critics so-so'd his show, but the gals finally had .someone
to go gaga over. To accommodate the chicks who wanted to see a romantic
rooster, he wound up giving four matinees a week.
When that Englishman Olivier came over, a lot of guys named Herman
couldn't figure why they were being called "Laurence" as their girls
kissed them,
It isn't that the theatre faces a manpower shortage. There are plenty
boys around, but no Barryraores; plenty of actors who can make the girls
applaud, but none who carl make them whistle'.
,
,
OK. OK. I'll go quietly, Where does a fellow apply for Social Security.
Getting old.
Coiiyi'lght, 1K46, Billy Rose

ODDS

.

'

9-5
4-1
8-3

...

-^:

B. Mayer.

:7-.5

,

.

.3-1

he leased the mansion two

ALL-AMEEICAN CONFERENCE^
years ago with idea that lease might
be renewed each year if 'a 60-day GAMES.
WINNERS
notice were filed. Haines suppo.sedly Brooklyn Dodgers-Chi Rockets (Fri. nite)
Dodgers .... .V;
BulTalo Bi.sons-.San Francisco (Saturday)....
did not receive notice in time.
San Francisco
Porter asks that renewal be farced Cleveland Browns-L. A. Dons .......:.,,.....,., Browns
another year, declaring he has put Miami-N. Y. Yankees
Yankees
Season's record; Won, 121; Lost, 51; 12 Ties; Pet., ,703.
Jn .$20,000 worth of improvements
(Ties don't count)
in addition to f6,600 annual rental.

.
'

:

table again,

getting old.

Imh lO-I Over Navy; Uons,
WMca\s, Ga., Tex., UCLA Faves
(Director o/ Sports and Gom7nentotor /or

Berled' E-ggs

Pitching Horseshoes

FOOTBALL-

Army-West Va. ....
Brown-Holy Cross

.

•:,-,

new fountain pen. ..this one just doesn't write.
review of a recent flop: "Something old, nothing new, plenty
borrowed, and the laughs are few."
Nitery prop to lush: I hope you're not going to wind up under tke
Critic's

29.

Charles, Coburn, retiring presiof
the Masquers Club, was
tossed a testimonial dinner.
Jack Warner toastmastered, with

,

almost every song in his repertoire
for two hours. Gray turned over the
entire show to, himj cutting all commercials with the remark that "this
will make radio history"— and it
apparently did.
Last part of the show, in which
Jolson sang, was recoided by Mutual
and was replayed on the Gray show

short.

Just bought? a

a-la-carte.-.;:

—

viewed by Gray, Jolson turned It
Into a real songfe.st when, after an
hour of talking things over, Gray
asked him if he would sing. Since
his' accompanist,
Harry Akst, was
with him, Jolson consented. Gray
immediately moved from one studio
to another, which had a piano, and
from 3 a.m. Jolson gav6 out with

him he's

dent

i.Continued on page oj)

he,'

for, the benefit
couldn't get to hear
him during the week and the results are still the talk of* Broadway.
Originally supposed to have only
guested on the show to be inter-

of those

-

.

:

Masquers Feed Coburn

Chico was in Boston because he is
crazy about Harvard and baked
beans.
Besides, he had a lot of
money bet on the Red Sox aiid he

Series.

'V.)

plays produced,

of

one that has been dead 30

either

years or one that, should have died

Don't answer.

As for me, I have no desire to ever
again see the Middle west, except
from: an airplane that is on its way,

(Mutual, N.

two kinds

only

To enjoy the, theatre nivist a guy
be either an idiot or an old-timer
with a chronic case of nostalgia?

AI Jolson pulled a repeat per-

WOR

PHILLIPS

I.

to,

wanted to.be sure that Ted Williartis
would hit fto left :field :in the World

formance on the Barry Gray Show

H.

To Any Braaaway Showman:
Look, mister! Why is there some
sort of a rule now that there can be

Detroit to play there. If you were
as familiar with the, automobile situ^
ation as you are unfamiliar with

May Be an Album
aver

.

.

will

truck which he plans to present to
iii.<; wife for Christmas.

Jolson-Gray Show

That England's biggest labor trouble is when Big Ben: strikes .That
'ig, "Save Me a Dream," has been printed on sleeping tablets.;
th.
'ly car sold under tlie table is an Austin. .That Loew's Sl»te
be tne 49th state... That Superman will only wash himself with:
Super-Suds.
Now that air mail rate has been reduced to 5c., Jerry Beii»en expects to commute to the Coast regularly;
Saw "Angel On My Shoulder'', .quite an improvement over dandruff.
Know a comic who's: been running: into a lot of trouble because of his
height;
He lost out on a Broadway show because he was too short and
also lost his girl friend because he was loo short. .: now his bank tells

my new

in rehearsal?

going

is

to

That

To Be Dead 30 Years

Is much more than they are earning
at present; and why don't they 'work
together again? Apparently you arc
under the impression that the only
thing that matters in this world is
money. This is quite true and since
we are all enormously wealthy we
enjoy the luxury of not having to
look at each other.

know when I
many restaurants,

«

Does an Author Have

the items

all

a wieek wofkirig as a unit; that -this

delicatessen shops and cocktail
bars along. one street. Broadway,
when I had left it gome years

.

assume that

I to

Variety are as inaccurate as the
thai: I know :soinething about?:
For example, this r week you. itate
that the Marx Bros, can get $20,000'
in

don't

have seen so'

Variety:

;eines

The pitchman has taken over
Broadway, whether he is selling
you jewelry or a movie or a
sahd,wich.'

'Hollywood.

\

you how high up mv

tell

see my play?"
"I've got a cold, and the doctor advised live to avoid crowds."
.Tockey to horse: "Vou're a fine horse, comiu; in liStb!"
Horse to Jockey: ''Can I help It? Tfairleen is my unlucky number!",
Understand three 52d street orchestras have just added a weed section.
There's No Truth ta the Humor

"What brings you

JACK BENNY.

Hawaiians/ Groucho Marx
Editor,

The Great Wit Way
Navy-Penn game last week. Can't

the

,

a (jueaWon of time-—
everybody has to see this show. It's
..:,..:,-.lop.S.":

Won't Imitate the Four

.

seat was> but everytirae I blew out. smoke, it formed the words, "1. ,l. iFax,'"
They were talking about an actor the other day who was so dunil). , .it
,,,:.-:':,-..•
took him two weeks 1o rohcar.se a pause.

Just

"It's

.

'

;fre,e showO, there is the smell
/of popcorn, stores with open.
fronts which sell cheap jewelry,,and trinkets, there, is a shooting gallery and an amusement
arcade. Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!

Saw

1946"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

I

..

(come in and
and see a

barkers

have a

Why

•

!

KEN MURRAY'S

;

'And That's

cheap,
gawdy carnival
It is lined with, hot dog

stands,

WEEK

228ni

Walter
end

the.

'

"BLACKOUTS OF

.

But' BroadW'ay
is

Ktreet.

i

"

of next: week.

,

cals.

from London to Rome.
provided by Cardinal

MiUand, Joan Bennet and
Wanger, will leave England

also

Broadway fTieans show business.
Broadway means the greatest amuseinent street in the world. Broadway
means the goal of everyone who is;
setting out to make good ih theatri-

.

:

out songs for musical comedies. He could dash off a verse in no time, but
lot of trouble with' the chorUS; .none of them would go
out with him. Understand one of Tin Pan Alley's inhabitants wa« recently called. to Hollywood to do a five-mmute spot in a picture. They
suggested he play a medley, ot his hit tunes, wonder what he did for the
other four minutes? But not all composers are sticcessful. I kjiow one
songwriter who has a lot of trouble getting: a plug. ..his only outlet is an
AC circuit. Never realized before how important inspiration is in songwriting. Why, I just learned how one of George ML Cohan's tunes got its
name. He was markins; up a tcleplione pad when an Indian saw htm Snd
grunted admiringly, "Ugh ..Yankee doodle dandy!"

he always had a

Francis. Spellman, of New York,, with
an: introductory letter to the Pope.
They will, return oii .the Elizabeth
Nov. 2J. Others on the junket, Ray

a symbol to the'iiiatiwi;

,

stance,

:

j3road\va.v in particular.
1 liked N(V\v York, and think it 1.9
bright,
a
vital,
stirnulating
city.
However, I was disappointed in
'Broadway, a.'ihamed of it. If.I didn't
love Broadway so much and hadn't
been a part of it, perhaps I wouldn't

have been so disappointed.

stick to the same topic,
P\ir in.
one tunesmith wrote about nothing bvit mermaids .until hifi wile
took away his underwater fountain pen. Knew one compo.ser w^ho turned

Funny how some songwriters always

Reginald Gardiner and his wife,
Pat O'Brien and his wife, and Dorothy Malone, who were among the
contingent of eight Hollywoodites
who went to England abbafd the
Queen- Elizabeth last week for the
Command Performance -Friday .,(1),

printed and verbid, that I didn't like
the plaGe--,j.s if Now Yprk cared.
However, I do care, and being a
"like to

-By Milton Berle-

Thesps' Vatican Mission

:

,

'

;

:
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PICTURES

SHOWBIZ POLITICOS' HARD HGHT
Ooe-a-Year Roadshow Concession By

Johnston's Hands-Off on British

Gov't iLO.'s 'Razor's Edge,' OK's Others

'Washington, Oct.

roadshow

one

each

iliein

itiiMiiiK

piotuve a year, creates a paradoxiof the distribs
cal situation. Canvass
lliat virtually none has a
on hand or i;i prospect soon
feels strong enough tor road-

discloses
film

that

it

iieauncr.t.
cOneessiori

jhow
,

.

Blaiiiket

on roadshows

Special- Assistant

tro:r,

cairie

General Robert

torney

ti.

At-

Wright

ofthe request of David O,
Selznick for permission to give special trealmenl to "Duel in the Sun."

as result

Only other pic that's an immediate
possibilily for similar handling i.s
Samuel Goldwyn''s. "Best Years of
Our Lives." Goldwyn forces are now
'consiacring'the. idea.
Had the roadshow agreement with
the GovGrnttient been made earlier,

^February.

Tuesday

:

too

now.

late

.

;

by

Company

lias

ahother pic comiug up, though, that
certainl,y, will be given strong, consideration for roadshowing in;:1947.
That's "Forever Amber."
;

radio

KFWB

writer

jock

Fritz'

Anson,

Bill:

story wijl feature, eight name bands
arid five well-known disk jockeys
from N. 'y., Hollywood, Chicago,
New Orleans and Atlanta, according
to co-producers,' "William Stephens

and George

J.'.>Schaerer,

M

U

which have been men-

flliiis

road.sliow. possibilities inelude "Arch of ffriumph," being pro(Continued on page 31)
tipiied

:a.s.

-

Censor Group;

Quits

Bonus

Now that the .Uniyersalflnterhational (Rank) merger plans are on
paper, and J. -Arthur Rank's chief
attorney, G. \. "Woodham-Smith, and
.

on 'the
his aides. have returned
(3ueeh Elizabeth;, arid John DaviSj
Hank's operating- head has Hown
hack to England, U prexy Nate
Blumberg reviews the outlook anew.
veteran showman poohpoohs
Tlie
any likelihood of U. S. coin freeze
in England but, reiterates that the
American picture business must
thaw, out so far as its attitude to
British films is concerned.
,

Charged With Trying

To

Sell

Luster

Exhib Insurance
iVtilwaukee, Oct. 29.
a political

Bradshaw,

J.

insurance salesman and secretary of the municipal motion pictur« oommLssion, resigned from the
latter Monday (28) after a theatrefigure,

owner charged that Bradshaw had
•tlempted

to

.sell

him

insurance.

Mayor John Bohn accepted Bradshaw's resignation immediately.
The matter came in the midst of a
tampaigii; to pass a strong motion
picture censorship Jaw^a law which
would give the commission legal
powers to enforce its censorship de-

,

sniartest showrriaiv in Amermoney," says
today,
for my

"The

ica

Bluniberg, "is Charlie Skouras, because it cost him a voluntary $50,000. ,He didn't have to do it :but
after his Fox-'West Coast theatres
played 'Tire Seventh Veil' he tore
up our contract and sent in an extra
50G, paying top prices for this Rank
ftlnv because it did top biisiness for
houses.

Ere-electipn prognostications
indicate that' of, the eight w.k. show
,

Washington^ four should be returned

:

ably be defeated, one has about an Lorraine."
even chance for reelection and another one has bowed out of the
v

As is usually the case, particular
attention is being paid the Congressional elections by .all phases of the
entertainment world, since it's' to
the retired actors and actresses now
in Congress:, tha't shbw bi?: laeders
look to carry their p&rticular probleiTis,
to
the: Federal
lawmakers.
Former show biz personaWties consequently form- an unofficial lobby
for the entertainment industries and

;

,

;

Action

fee
come
a
20% .distribution
($280,000) and 10% for prints and
advertising ($140,000). These figures
subtracted from the British gross
leave Rank with a $980,000 net.

;

'

,

,

:

THOSE SOUNDMEN

WANT

SCREEN CREDIT TOO

Gamble declared.
Once ATA has: realized
:

,

It'j

can

a

make

or break a star, but the

ide* of putting a
;Up there

.hasn't

soundman's credits
with director, writer, etCj

ever

been seriously eonsid-

'Witha].

some

of the engineers

attending the Society of Motion JPicture Engineers' convention here last

week voiced opinions that that knid
of a break in the near future for the
«uy3 with the earphones isn't too
t«r-fetched,

considering the terriflc

things done

f;8r

Bing Crosby in his
and for Al
Jolson in "The Jolson Story" and
ma new Decca album.

new

plattei'cd

Voices, like

them,

air series

Biz

AMUS. TAXES REFLECT

the people

who own

have the

unhappy habit of
nobody would ever know
achieved by the
rechnicians in cutting up and piecas'ng, but

" from

elTccl^s

>W together

the best phrases of the

ssme tune .sung a dozen times bv
not only the
Groancr and Jolson but
other names.

"Some day the real story will be
one engineer, "but

wiitien." .says
'ight now it's
m,';..'"""^

"'^

too touchy a subject
a^'tist'S-

And

don't

'
:

About

90'(

li,Surcd to

of the admi.s.'iions. bite'

come from

fllmi?.

Bi'Oadxyay, following the national
trend, also reported a "fine month.
Thealrt ticket jadhiissibtiS fot the
3d Internal; Revenue District o£ New
Yoi-k, all pf Manhattan above 23d
St.. amounted to an elegant $5,050.,

561.,

with $3,437,065 for
and $5„t82.027 for July.
IVTanhattan niterics paid
.$416,532 in: 20"c bit? on

contrasted

A,u.!iu,st.

1946.

IJncle

1945,-

The

Sam

the tabs, which
tional,

1945.

although

'

\vas;

nothing sensa-

ahead ot Augu-xt.

its f uH

Tone Improves

Release

Washington, Oct. 29.
Further proof that show biz Is
headed toward its first $2,000,000,000
year al the boxoflfice was given. heire,
today when the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, disclosed tax collection fig''•,..-:
ures for August.
The Federal 20% bile for that
month was a sock $38,559,484. almost
.S9,000.000 ahead ot the $29.589.5(i8 for
.Au'g,, .1945, and only iSl, 000.000 be1945.

gross,

of $1,000,000.

Rest of the world will give a
gross of $400,000) according to best
estimates. From this must be subtracted 20% for distribution ($80,000)
and 10%, for prints and advertising
($40,000), leaving a net of $280,000.

worldwide

income

Total

tallies $2,226,000.

po-

RKO

ending- next December. Corporation
showed $1.80 a share in 1945. Fact
that all preferred .shares have been
converted or retired places the common in a favorable position, it's
pointed out.
Absence of the excess profits tax,
which, due to the large theatre
holdings hurt RKO in 1945, Will
make this big 1946 possible although
a sizeable increase in gross intake
is looked for.
;

thus

From this must be
Shaw and 10%

taken the 10% for
:

for

of approx$450,000, wliich leaves, the
net at approximately

Selznick,

imately

world

a.^

total,

Subtracting that from the
$4,800,000 negative cost, result is a
(Continued on page 29)

— 'No

Leave,'

'Jolson,' 'Margie,' 'Skies'

B.O,

hind, the terrific collection for July.

S.

Becau.se anticipating nearly double its 1945 net profit,
Pictures
looking for nearly $3.50 per common share for the 12-month period

is

Traflo Marli neelsiorefl

FOUNUBD

,BY
n'oiiki}

i-lllilislipi)

SIMB SILVERMAN
VAHIKTI, Inc.
li.T

Sid ^Silverman. PresUUnt
154 WosI «Clh St., New fork 19, N. T

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual.

PorelKn.

.110

.

.

.

.

,

key

.-ieveral'

VARiSiV

of

:'

is

new,

.

cities

.being

strong

fare

covered
reflected

-
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Milton Berle

tha

Ivers"

"Notorious"

(Par),

(RKO) and "Mr. Ace" (UA).
Showing by

and "Jolson,
of lesser pictures, which six months Story" was made entirely on great
"Margie" hit
ago might have done okay, are strength in N. Y.
fourth
place
via
N.
Y.
and CincinIt's
being pushed around badly.
noted, too. that there are fewer big nati: dsites, big in each. New- films
extended runs, present lineup '.of counted on to go places include
"Mast,"
"Margie"
and
"Deceptioiii"
product :shoiA;ing how evenly divided
,

".Skies"

:

biz is after the first six-top grossers.

'

"Clementine.!'

"Lady: tuck"' (RKO which comes
Leading the boxoffice parade this
week is "No Leave, No Love" into N. Y. this weelv, shapes as
iM-Gi, playing in seven,' 'cities moderate $39,000 in L.A. "Mirror"
climljed up into the select circle as,
It's light in
tiioUgli a bit spotty.
Los Angeles, a disappointer in N. Y., resuU of strong showings willi bands
nice in Boston, good in Providence in, two spots.
"Home Sweet HomicideJ' (20.th)
but sock in Baltimore, gfeat in
Louisville and lusty in Cincinnati. is merely dragging along "'this' sesOthers in the Big Six are "Darling sion, behig only $19,000 in San FranClementine" (20th'l. "Jolsori ,St<jry;; cisco and low $7,000 in Seattle.
(Coll, "iVIargie" ,(2pth), :"Blue Skies'"' "Rage in Heaven" .(iM^Gi,. a reissue,
(Pari and "Big Sleep" (WB).
is tossing its weight around in se\:r
i.

tbe list of first 15 but doing era! locations, this frame, 'ivith betaround $100,000 or less are "Cloak' ter than $51,000 in sight,

58

Chatter
Film;

,.

(WBi, "Deception"
Dagger"
(WBi, "Black Angel" (U), "Two

(Co?)i!>Ie(e Bo.'ro/,i'ice Reportit 0)i
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Bills

years Before Mast" (Par), "Killers"
"3 Little Girls" (20th), "Marby (U),
this

No. 8

INDEX

'Clementine,*

Pace Field

in

stanza in an improved tone nationAl the same time a number
ally.

,111

.

Cnnln

SlJiBlo Cople". .......... .....25

.

erad.

as has been
stated, will be $2,500,000 or a shade
less. Against this is charged UA's
30% distribution fee ($750,000) and
30% more for prints and advertising.
Subtracting these two sums from the
gross, gives a net in this country

U.

National Boxoffice Survey

he -feels that, each problem Will be
met as the crisis is reached..

BULLISH AUGUST

,

$1,810,000.

;

(Continued on page 29)

'

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
bromide that the engineers

The

RKO's Double Earnings

.

:

As

;

entire
industry,
costs as "the:
industry's next big problem-'' The
sta.y
cost to,,
in, businessi he slresseS,
is something which is worrying the
entire industry. But, philosophically)

;

,'

,

Political

the

first

,

-

:

to

Britain's

;

"And

applie.s

was

that .what goes into British piclures;
is strictly
He
a .British problem.
said be thought, it v/ould be pre^
sumptuous to tell the English liOw
to make
pictures, and hinted ha
feared charges' of "interference"' by,
the Am;erioai.i., despite, request,: of,
.some British execs for presence ot a
U. S, Production Code rep on their

:

Gamble Urges Exhibs'

Blumberg' sees labor

Red

Into the

,

Johnston's expressed opinion

,

'

;

$3,0M

Xleo'

,

..

:

major Technicolor
spec, "Caesar and Cieopatra,'' will
lose its producer. J. Arthur Ranjt,
approximately $3,000.06(). That was own territory.
:,,,'';,"''' :',;';:,
leaders have already turned ovei; learned this -w'eek in the United
Whether he accedes to the resi'zeable contributions to campaign
States Vfith the tallying up by the (juest, Johnston said, will be deterfunds to help get their favorites re- ipicture's distributor here. United^ mined, by discus.sions he will h<jld
elected.
Artists, of estim ated American gross. during this week and next with Brit^
With less than a week to go be- Pic, UA reported, will get approx- ish: industry leadeis. He left littl«
fore the voters go to, the jciolls,; here's, imately $2,500,000 in this market.
doubt, howfever, that he was cool
the way the situation, shapes Up:
Negative cost of the film was to the idea. His attitude iS: takeii, as
Hollywood cccc
Rep. Daniel J. Flood (D.) of the 1,200,000 pounds (about $4,800,000 at reflecting
top
coal mining Wilkes-Barre area of current rate of exchange). Addi-^ opinion.
Propo.sal for appointment of a PC
Penns.ylvanii), a first termer, is ex- tional charges, it is revealed, inpected to be beaten .next Tuesday. clude 10% of the proceeds to George rep in England was conceived durHe formerly played in stock in his Bernard Shaw for the story and '10% ing the presence there recently of
Production Code Administrator Joe
part of the country.
to David O. Selznick for ajppe<vrahce
Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas (D.), in the film of Vivien Leigh, who Brcen, who visited London at the
request of British producers and
of Los Angeles, former stage star is under Selznick contract.
(Continued on page 29 j
(Continued on page 29)
British gross on "Cleo," according
to latest and most liberal estimates,
will total $1,400,000. Out of this will

du.itry

it

David Lewis, producer, and Lewis

director
accepted
the
the. fort in' Milestone,
award for Miss Bergman, currently
to the 8Qth Congress, two will prob- in. the east for her play, "Joan of
'

Industry Ojiinion wa's divided this
week -on attitude and motive behind
Eric Jbhnston's clear indication, before he, departed for Europe Friday
that' 'he held little sympathy
(25)
for the British re(juest that he ap«
point a Production Code rep in London to advise English producers on
What w'ould and \vOuld not; be ac-.
ceptable In U. S. theatres. In many,
quarters the attitude of the Moti,oh
Picture Association prez was taken
as indicating British pix were final-.:
ly, carving sufficient impression on.
the American market to make U. S.
producers feel it would be folly to
give further aid in building up. competition to themselves.
,

,now holding

biz figures-

that's what our^ entire inCurb on Theatre Taxes
should do and mu.st do," he
E.xhibitor Inaction on a national
conliinies, "because it's to the best
leVel during the current political
interests of Anierican pictures to
campaign was hit by Ted Gamble,
giye pur British cousins an opporboard chairrnan of the American
tunity to crack the American mar-cisions. Heretofore the dommission ket. I've said it before and repeat Theatres Assn., last week as the pay^
liai
been an advisory body. The that we just can't expect to take off of the present weakness in ormayor postponed all action oh the S.'i millions out of England without ganization of exhibs throughout the
country. 'With discriminatory .taxes
.censorship lav\-.
.<»iving back some dollars. And if we
-::
The charges against Bradshaw don't get that 8.") millions from the against the theatres on Federal books
w?re made by Andrew Spheeris. co- British market it's truer than ever and more threatening in many locally
owuer of the Towne theatre, -which today thai it must mean a reduction ties. Gamble said, exhibs, if organwill
soon open downtown;
The in co.st and quality of our own ized in strength, would be carrying
TOwne had planned to open with American-made movies, and you on strong drives for political treat"The Outlaw." but on Sept. 24 the can see how slich a move must tear ment the theatre business at the
showing of "The Outlaw" was dis- down the entire economic structure." same level as other businesses. With:
the chips down in the current elecapproved by the mayor's commisApart from the strong Anglo- tion. exhibs,
should ba canvassing
sion.
American tie, specific' as regards U's
On Sept. 30, Spheeris declared, hookup with Rank, and general as candidates' altitudes towards taxation of theatres but they're not.
iContihued bn page 18)
:
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tions.;

,

:

his

Hollywood, Oct.
:

-

.

Other

:

'

Skouras Hands

50G

Bergman^s Foreign Kudo

Congress are slated for a tough fight
Ingrid Bergman was awarded a
statue by the Hollywood
for reelection in the voting next gilded
Foreign Cojrespoir^nts as their
(5), from present indica"outstanding film actress of 1945."

race,^

'

,.ured

Several of the erstwhile show biz
personalities in the ihcurnbent 79th

given serious thought to the .policy
Razor's Edge." However, with
for
tiie preeni set for Nov.: 19^ it's figi

29.

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Ma.yro Picture.s -has purchased
"Disk Jockey," to be produced as
liigh-budget
in
musicat ^starting

20th-Fox would have

liitely tliat

.it's

Pic on Disk Jockeys

Authored
Biockl and

Pix Standards Puzzles the Trade

OF REELECTION

Agi-e^iwnt wfon by majors in the
arguments last week, pei-

anti-tiiist-

In

....,.

.:,

v.\itiKrY
[liiilj

V'.inVi.i-.

VMr— *n'

Weill
I.lrt.i

l>J
:

FoiPiEn

53,

4
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BARBARA

ROBERT

YOUNG HALE
FRANK

MORGAN

JAMES GLEASON-DON RICE
HARRY DAVENPORT
Ixftcutive Producer

Directed by

EDWtN

ROBERT FELLOWS
L.

MARfN . screen

•

piay

Produced by

vtm root

WARREW DUFF

mm mim

set

in tliat gayest of

^ay tesort cities, Las

Vegas

— wkere

any-

tkind goes! Tlie gloriously reckless love
story of a girl

wko

never gamkled

and

a

man wko

always

took a 'ckance.

?

J^te-5a^ THROUGH ADS IN
NATIONAL MAGAZINES TOTALING

81,247,429
CIRCULATION!

— including
R K

O

RADIO

Life (6 insertions)

Woman's Home Companion

—

(5 inser-

— Look (5 insertions) — Saturday
€vening Post — Cosmopolitan *~ Red*

tions)

book

-

Esquire

Liberty ~
— True and

Collier's

the Fan

-

List.

Pic

-

piCTunns
Kern Biopic Xmas

Despite Likely Auction K.O., Distribs

To Retain Plans

Up

Set

for System

selling ot pix

•Iimin-

will

Hub Tax Takes

ated from the flnal decree, consensus

Among

top

industry

that

production

plans

made by

sales

and

execs

under the competitive bidding system will continue. Reversion to
old-'time showmanship and exploitation on the part of both exhibs and
distribSj for instance, is expected to
continue to be emphasized. In addition, the major studios are expected
to retain their emphasis on turning
out as many lop budgeted pix as

Although nightclub,

legit

and

of

IS

policy,
pers.

.

,

Course on
;

I

months.

their old customers,
with far more .shifting around of
product than has been the case here-

no longer favor

essary by Par's toppers because longterm and circuit deals formerly set
by the h.o, have been judicially ruled

Exhibitors

Predicted competition should make
necessary the revival of top exploi(ation campaigns, according to industry observers. If an old customer, for example, who's let his business slide into a rut, wants to con-,
tiniie buying first run product from
a distrib. he'll have to go all-out on
selling the picture to the public it
he wants to continue getting that
product, else the distrib will sell
away from him. In addition, the
sales chiefs think, they'll be forced
to provide some run for their product to any house that wants it, so
that many theatres who never played
product from certain of the majors
before will now get it.

and

and

costl.v

3 Pix

in

will
to

now

find

it

How

reconvert.

Four-way^ scramble among RKO,
;Samuel Goldw.Vn and David 0. Selznick. teps and the, A.stor theatre,

Eagle-Lion

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
handed a producer

contract to Leonard Picker, who recently held a similar post at Metro.
Picker is looking over E-L story
property to pick his first production.

Y., management WHS in progress
up until la.st (Tue.sd:;yJ night to see
whose pi.cture- would ,§0 into the
Wilh tl-e current "Caesar ond Cleopatra'' apparently net

likely to hold its own at the house for
more than another couple of weeks
Bt the most, deci.sioh on the succeeding film must be made immediately.
James P. Mulvey, Goldwyn prexy,
is hot after the Astor management to
get "Best Years of Our Lives", into
the theatre, Robert Moehrie, RKO
general sales mana.sier, wants "Sinbad'tlje Sailoi*" in and Neil Agnew,
Selznick distrib chief, wants the
hotise available by Dec. 24 .so that
"Duel in The Sun'' can start its N. Y.
preem b.y that time. Maurice Maurer,
Astor manager and fourth man in
the fracas, is the onl.v one who'.s
seen all three pix and he reportedly
favors "Best Years" to go in at once.
Both "Sinbad" and "Duel" are in
Technicolor, .so that neither RKC
nor Selznick are certain they can get
a print into N. Y. in time to follow
"Caesar" because of the current
labor tieup at the Technicolor labs.
RKO ha.s been n.irining teaser ads on
"Sinbad", in the N. Y. dailies for the.,

of

20ths 'Auction

to

compel

a sale-

co-partrierKhip interest by a theatre-owning dethe same token, would be axed.

Picture-by-picture and theatre-by-thcatrc selling and coupled with it, an injunction against any
form o£ block booking.
3. Prohibition
again.st pooling arrangements and
4.

was

.

small town in northern Maine has
disclosed that ^Oth-Fox salesmen,
from whom he'd never been able to
buy product before, asked fqr bids
from him on the tc ir 20th pix released in September, Exhib competes with another house in his
town, which had liad all 20th product for years. Four pix in the September release slaie included "If I'm
Lucky," "Claudia and David," "Black
Beauty" and "Sun 'Valley Serenade,"
:

reis.sue.

Exhib clnims the 20th salesmen
denied they were operating under
auction selling, h Jt were merely indulging
in
"competitive negotiations.". He a.sserledly mailed in bids
for two of the pix to the 20th branch
manager in Boston but both bids

".some

Grant

provision compelling the majors to
run" to every exhib.

of

limited

exemption

for

roadshow.s.

Probably, one pic per year to each major with the
added proviso that negative costs must exceed
.f3,000^0()G on any film designated: for roadshowing.
6. Clau.se making the decree effective as of June
1,

in the field.
for Metro, the company^^ had
its testing several weeks

completed
before the

final hearings on the decree begun last week. Despite indi-

(Continued on page 27)

1.

Plan,

i

product that's been built up.
Paramount,
for
instance,
has
been stymied at several time.s in the
past in

releasing a film nationally
it had to wait for playing
at the Broadway Paramount,
N. V. showcase house. -Warners
has experienced the same trouble
with the Broadway Strand and
Holl,ywood.
Metro; which fries to
get its top product into Radio Gily
Music Hall, N. Y*. often ha.s (o wait
for other films to fini.sh their seven

because
tinje

its

and eight-week

where

coffljietitlon

would be furthered^

Limitation of decree's effect to U. S. continental
boundaries.
12. Provision continuing jurisdiction by the N. Y.
di.strict court so that the Government would have
the future right to plead anew for divorcement
Should it find that the decrfee fails to erase monopoly.
13. Proviso extending power in .some form to the
Government to inspect books and records and take
testimony to determine that provisions, such as
partial divorcement, have been carried out.
11.

run.s

in

that

hoii.se.;

Other Factors

Many first runs, on the other hand,
are extended in the Broadway showcase houses long past the time they
merit merely becau.se the distribs
want to pad their ad campaigns and,
possibly, thd. amount of percentage
they can ask from exhibs outside the
keys, it is held. Fact that a picture
has played a certain number of
weeks on Broadway,

for instance,

Ned Brown
David Diamond

Bette Davis

Pat Duggan
Margaret Sttinger

Marvin "AaxM

Danny Fisher

proposed by Big Five as substitute for

auction selling, which would enjoin
ing one exhib over another

.so

them from'favor-

far as

run

is

con-

James A, Fitzpatrick
Kim Hunter
Donald Hyde
Richard Kennedy
Otto Kruger
Joan Leslie
Jules Levey
S. Barrett McCormick
Colin Miller
.

Morrow

Marcella Napp
Cathy O'Donnell

Maureen O'Hara
A.

J.

O'Keefe

Olive and George

Abe Olman

cerned.,

Leon Schlesinger
2.

to

.'Arbitration system, al.so propo.sed by Big Five
supplement run injunction, to determine comon tuns and make award.?.

3. Exception of westerns
and shorts from block
booking ban. United Artists will push for this in itis
proposed decree.

ALMOST CERTAINLY OUT

1947, or thereabouts.

7. Sale of a full season's ptodaci. in advance would
be permitted.
8. Exhib canceUatSon right te'20% of product sold
in advance.
9. A ban against price fixing by the majors.
10. A freeze against further theatre expansion by
the Big Five. Mth inclusion of exception for special

cases

harm arising from the sitas far as distribs are conis the
fact that elTeetf of

.

men
As

1.

Government supported ban against

ing of product

by

cro.ss-licens-

aftiiialed theatres,

Buster Shaver
Bart Sheridan
Irving Tishma?i
Phil Wa'xman

N. Y. to L. A.
Lee Ephraim.
Peggy Ann Garner
Geraldo (Gerald Bright)
Joan Harrison
Erich Wolfgang Korngold
Dorothy Manners
Leo Morrison
Eli Oberstein

2. Auction selling, at least in the form suggested
by the.'courf's opinion, which made competitive bidding the norm for licensing transactions. Should it

-survive at all,

it

will likely

be highly restricted

in

Irving Rapper

Roy Rogers
Arthur Schmidt
Ja'mes E. Strpock

David

E.

"Skip" Weshner

application.
3. Any
exceptions to liquidation of partnership
holdings of Big Five, Paramount urged sOch exceptions for hardship cases.
'

4.

Flat rental provi.so in an.v

form,

Government

with such a provision for competitive bidding and hesitantly proffered it during hearings.
flirted

'

big

A mandatory

grant

run

his mind to b'ook the picture, resulting in the" big backlog of

'Kidding'

Metro

plaints

franchises.

5.

tiii-t

makes up

To Be

2.

:

city

nationwide e.vploitiuion
campaigns, set to break with a film's
release date, are u.sually dis.sipated
by the time the picture get.s out to
the smaller towns. .In addition, release of many top pix is held up
until a first run exhib in a key city

Experiment' Held

DOUBTFUL PROVISIONS

fend;ai.t, b.y

:

alread.v inve.sted in advertising, consequently, figures greatly in
its pitch.

Government attempt

out to them.

1

:

two week.s and the amount of

THE DECREE:

Partial divestiture provision which will' permit
the Big Five to buy out indie theatre partner.s or. sell

fr,

key

is

always a pertinent point in ad campaigns and in Selling the film else-,
where.
While distribs naturally favor the
extended runs, there's also - talk- of
to
were turned down, one because it attempting to revise the situaticn
was "inadequate' and the other be- make possible a nationv^ide playott
(Continued on page 31)
ing termed "ridiculous." Twentieth
h Oi! execs, questioned about the init.
L. A. to N. Y.
Sweigert, mid-eastein topper; J. J. cident, denied any knowledge of
Donohue, central division head, and They declared their salesmen might
Sidney Bidden
Georgia A. Smith, western sales chief. only have been kidding the exhib,
Earl Blackwell
since the raft of speculation that
Libby Block
"had arisen after the auction bidVictor Borge
ding plan was proposed had led
Jerrold T. Brandt
Picker Joins E-L
tff plenty of kidding among all sales-

1.

Astor next.

money

Chief

Bill

IN

always

e.\ten(ied

.

their

the Decree Shapes Up: 3 LikeUhoods

ALMOST CERTAINLY

were

nebulous.

cerned,

Although

the

in

situations have made thenv progre.ssively less meaningful, according
to
industry sales chiefs. Dating of
pix
has deteriorated until lodii.v most
distribs earmark pix only, b.v
the
month of release, and even that is

uation,

With the ocean of legal verbiage from Government, major defendant and exhib lawyers over the dam at
the windup of three days' hearings on the anti-tru.sf decree, provi.sos bandied back and forth in court fall
inlo three brackets— the almost certain, the doubttul, and those almost certaitlly out. .What the decree will
contain will be the result of some heavy judicial wrestling in the future, but utterances from the bench make
the following likely conchisions:

4-Way Scramble

playoflfs

duction program of four
over a period of three .vear.s.
First venture will be "Of Human
Kindness," authored by Donovan,
and second wiU be "The Archbishop's promise," ba.sed on a yarn
by R. H. LeMes-surier.

latter a

dates

sitting,

profeatures
a

difficult

For N.Y. Asior Booking

last

29.

the only
company actually to test auction
selling ot its product after the anti
out.
Under revamped blueprint, its un- trust decision was hand'.d down last
derstood
that
the company
has June, it's now l>een revealed that
bracketed its films into a number of several other of the majors thought
categories running from the doublc- enough of the plan to get their, toes
A for top-budgeted pix down to the wet in isolated instances of experi,
Pine - Thomas type ot action Bs. mentation. V
Indie exhib operating! a house in a
Huddles between division chiefs and

Exhibs in their efforts to capitalize
on the wide-open run situation
presaged by the future anti-trust
decree have already started to drive
rentals on .films sky-high, Paul Williams, general counsel of Southetn district and branch managers have
California Theatre Owners Assn., been to fix minimum rental terms
"I have seen for each type of film in individual
declared last week.
Breakdown of each theatre,
letters received by exchanges on the houses.
Coast submitting outrageously high an exhaustive job, was staged durterms for pictures provided a better ing these conference? to determine
run goes with the license," Williams minimums with the rest of the
said.'
Sale of pictures in blocks, chores left to the .salesmen and maninitiated
by the consent decree, agers on a basis of flexibility of
drove the rentals up substantially, treatment.
but single .sales with runs open was
Company's leadoff pic under the
going to pressure percentages up new sales policy is "Two Years Beeven further, the SCTOA exec pre- fore the Mast" bracketed in the
Exhibs Must Proe:ress
dicted.
double-A class. Pic was treated as
Number of exhibs on the Coa.st an individual ca.se, with the toppers
Probability that the old customers
were alrecdy privately offering their puzzling over, what the traffic can
will no longer be favored is expected
Williams said. bear in each theatre. At the same
for
sale,
to result in many exhibs seeking theatres
the proper level at which they're They were frightened by the chaotic time; minimums set in its case will
best designed to serve the public. If situation in the industry and the hold for all other AA's.
an exhib who's been dealing with realization that their standing as old
Huddles were initiated Sept. 30 by
one of the majors ever .since nickel- customers with' majors would not Charles Reagan. Par's veepee Jn
odeon days and ha.sn't done much to guarantee their previous run posi- charge of distribution, and then
improve his house, projection equip- tion nor the availability of product. taken over by Hugh Owen, eastern
ment, etc.. since that time now finds
Williams has headed coastwards and southern division chief;-Earle W.

t>etition

:

and branch managers which
last week.
N'ew selling

method which calls for an individual
pic-by-pic
and theatre-by-theatre
breakdown on terms was found nec-

the product being sold to a more foUo'wing his participation in antiaggressive competitor with a better trust decree hearings.
Unofficial
theatre, the former will be forced estimates are that thousands of run
into a subsequent run situation if situations will be thrown into the
he's to stay in business. This is one open
market following a decree
ot the basic concepts of economics, which will inevitably call for resales chiefs' point out. and it's about vamping ot the entire run .system.
time that it reaches the film indus- 'Pointed out that after arbitration
try.
system on clearances was set up unStudios are expected to retain der con.sent decree, some 400 extheir emphasis on top budgeted pix, hibs took their cases to the board.
Run is considered far more imit's pointed out. Simply because they
have already been yeared to that in portant than clearance by exhibs.
preparation for auction selling eom-

^

a radically changed distribution setup which stresses decentralization
on the control ot licensing terms.
Policy was outlined in a series of
h.o. confabs between the company's
four division sales managers and

the

artificial, even in
new indie out- exhib could book the days when an
Raymond Lewis and product at one an entire season's

wound up

Potential Panics

Many

Although

Prefacing its swing into fuU-.scale
decree selling. Paramount has rigged

di.strict

New 'Better Run

New Pix

years have rendered

practically worthless the meaning
of
any national release dates on
pix

Studios,

organized by

Henry Donovan, announced

this plan, distribs will

.tofore expected to result. If a theatre that has never before bought
product from one of the majors puts
in a bid for a picture and can prove
to the satisfaction of the distrib that
he can gross more with the film than
the old customer, then the distrib
will in all probability sell to him.

Hollywood, Oct.

Vermont

Theoretical

boxofflce earnings diirinn
the

last five or six

Indie,

Announces 4 Pix
fit

according to the sales top-

Under

Top

New

Vermont,

Broadway

Par Plots Sales

Showcasing

Make a Natl Release

play and best-seller.

film

come the most important new~sales

.

P.

hit

biz is generally off around the Hub
—with the niteries taking the worst

Single-selling of pictures, which
the court has indicated will be included in the final decree, should be-

.'

John

Marquand's

B way

Extended Runs,

been set on "Apley," screen version

'45

belting they've had in years— tax
takes here for the first nine months
of 1946 were reckoned hiked by
more than $12,000,000, much Of the
hike being credit to amusements
and sporting events.
$65,000,000
were
returns
Tax
against $5.3.000.000 for the corresponding period last year. Report,
issued by local internal revenue
of
increase
noted
also
bureau,
12,000 business firms locally in last

possible,

•

Over

Boston, Oct. 29.

distribution

the majors to operate

Rawlmgs'

Soar

$12,000,000

is

RC

the Hall's Chri.stmas attraction.
'"VTeailmg." from Marjorie Kinnan
Pulitzer prize noyel, is
.scheduled for early 1947. No date has

Despite tno probability that «uction

at

Music Hall has booked "Till
Clouds Boll By," "The Yearling" and
"Late George Apley," the first being
the Technicolor filmusical based on
Jerome Kern's career and slated as

N. Y. to Europe
Mary Chase Coyle
Walter Gould

Europe to
Thomas J. Brandon
Hy Daab
Louis Dreyfus

Y.

,

:

.

PRE-PRODVCTIOIV RiEWS

VedncsJay, October 30, 1946

RKO 2d only to UA INDIE
British

Labor s Tom O'Brien Deplores

UNITS

'S 11

lA

Jurisdictional Strife, Endorses
are six times higher than
studios, according
th6se in British
head of the National
to Tom O'Brien,
ICine EmployAssn. of Theatrical &
counterpart to
and British
ees
lATSE's Richard Walsh, who recent-

Still
With the addition Qt three neijv
units to its lineup in the past month,
RKO definitely talces a place second
only to United Artists as an outlet

Exhibs Launch
Production on Coast

2 Pitt

,

Pittsburgh, Oct. 29.

for indie

Harry Hendel, owner of New
Granada theatre here, and Bert
study of
Steam, head of Co-Operative TheaLopsided
tres, are going into production on
the Coast with Maurice Conn to
said,
turn out a series of low-budget picnow' negotiating for wage boosts. tures for the double-feature trade.
Despite far lower scales, UK's film They will be released by Screen
industry has not been plagued for Guild.
many years with the jurisdictional
Deal was set with Conn, who'll be
jousts currently crippling American the
producer, when Hendel and
'film production, O'Brien noted.
Steam were on the Coast recently:
ly

ratio

conditions.

studio

production. Tlie Jesse L.

Lasky-Walter MacEwen, John FordMerian C. Cooper, Independent
Artists setups coming into the RKO

completed a month's

Coast

Good for Some Pix ^ut H'wood

N. Y.

S

HoUywood's wage scales fpr thet
crafts

cut down some, he
since unions in England are

may be

fold give the
outside units

cpmpany

a total of 11

producing for its realthough not all of the indies
at the mo-

DISTRIB

Best 'Carnegie Director
New York

Kahane Given More
Duties in

New

Col.

7-Yr. Pact

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
New seven-year contract, calling
for wide expansion of duty and authority, was signed by B. B. Kahane,
veepee and general executive on the
Columbia lot for the past 10 years.

Under the new pact Kahane will
Ulmer expressed high enthusiasm
take over supervision of all produc- last week for the speed and low cost
tions in the studio not handled per- at which he was able to complete
ment.
United Artists has a total of about sonally by Harry Cohen, prexy, "Carnegie," but he feels that that
while continuing his chores as chief was largely v because the picture
30 units on its list, although, as with
matters. was a natural for shooting in New
RKO, all aren't in production at consultant on all production
'"'^
York. Although Boris Morros and
^V
British film industry's answer to Latter will retain their local enter- once. Indications from- the current
William Le Baron, partners, in 'S!eA-.'
lineup at RKO are' that the indies
civil strife is the Special Disputes prises, but Hendel plans to shuttle
era! Films, which produced "CarCoinmittee which passes on juris- back and forth to Hollywood while will provide, during the coming
negie,"
have indicated they may
year about half of distrib's top-budgdictional, wrangles between unions. the pictures are in production.
make their next film in New York,
et releases. That means around 12
Committee, which paSses on juristoOj Ulmer said he thinks it unlikely.
pictures,
Trade Union Congress, is a form of
Pic, which Ulmer is pacted to diLasky-MacEwen's deal calls for
O'Brien
arbitration,
compulsory
rect, is "Carmen from Kenosha."
three pictures delivered in 18
said, since when one union submits
Megger said he wasn't looking formonths. Unit has in preparation
its side to the Disputes Committee,
ward to shooting it in the east beVincent Lawrence's "Intermission,"
other unions involved must appear
cause,
unlike "Carnegie," it had
John
Galsworthy's
"The
Apple
rulings.
"Amerits
by
bound
and be
many elements that would make
Tree"
and
Dorothy
Caruso's
"Caruso
declared,
O'Brien
unions,"
ican
Hollywood
facilities
preferable.
Sings Tonight." Independent Artists,
Vcould well profit from the experimembers of which are Rosalind RusCurbed by strike-bound Holly- However, he declared, if a layout
ence gaincS by the TUC."
sell, Dudley Nichols, Frank Vincent
wood studios, high domestic pro- were provided in New York or
in England are
Artists' salaries
and Fred Brisson, are to provide two duction costs and foreign quotas on vicinity w>th three ample-size sound
just as high as those in America,
pictures a year for five years. Tee- U.S. pix imports, an increasing num- stages, he'd be anxious to shoot all
O'Brien said. Working conditions in
oft flick will be a Russell starrer.
ber of American films are being di- his future pix there.' He suggested
Hollywood studios, however, are
Boston, Oct. 29.
Ford and Cooper's Argosy unit verted to production in studios of that New York's Mayor O'Dwyer contwo to three times better than those
tinue his efforts to make the Army
starts
shooting in November on "The other countries. Latest to begin the
in Britain. All other production costs
Major companies have lost their
Signal Corps' studio in Astoria, L. I.,
such as rawstock, materials, etc., are perspective in giving up B produc- Fugitive." It will be made at the switch is Columbia Pictures, with its
recent appointment of Gregor Ra- available to feature producers. In
(Continued on page 31)
tion to' concentrate on 20 to 25 A Churubusco Studios iH Mexico, with
his opinion, that's the only setup
binovitch
produce
to
pictures
on
the
Dolores
Del
Rio
probably
starred.
pictures a year« Arthur Lockvvood
that provides sufficient space ixft
continent
for
Columbia
International.
Outfit
has
contracted
to
four
make
and Louis Gordon declared this week
Former United Artists producer, full-scale production.
in explanation of their turning pro- films for RKO.
(New studio being erected by
Walt Disney has "Song of the Rabinovitch will make six pictures
duefer. Owners of S chain of 16 New
for Col underVresent plans with the Pathe in Harlem, which will be
South"
ready
for
release
and will
England theatres, they've joined
first,
"Manon Lescaut," starring
(Continued on page 14);
with Robert Lippert, who has a cir- come up with two more before 1947
Danielle
Darrieux,
all of them on a
is
out,
They'll
be
"Fun
and Fancy
cuit of 26 housei\ in California, in
straight partnership basis. Col will
putting up $500,000 of their own
(Continued on page 14)
retain
world
distribution
rights.
coin to make a series of 12 films on
First release is set ior mid-winter.
the Coast for release through Screen
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Seymour Nebenzal was among the
LIKES
Guild.
first of the top indies to lay groundThis week's shooting schedules on
"Being far away from Hollywood,
work plans in this direction when
the lots of Hollywood dropped to 40
we can keep our perspective here,"
STUDIO-INDIE
he outlined a project, currently in
features, three less than last week's
the pair said, "while the big outfits
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy^ the mill, under which Joe Popkin
and the lowest number since the first seem
to have lost theirs in concenweek in March, when there were trating on A's and selling them in leaves New York tomorrow (Thurs- would head a group of staffers overHollywood, Oct. 29.
day ) after a 10-day visit. He'll stop seas to build an international locaOnly 36 pictui'es in front of the
the big towns at their own terms,
Officially, "Forever Amber" carat Denver on his way back to the tion organization. Nebenzal will then
cameras.
take it or leave it. Who do they
Coast to visit his daughter, who at- send Hollywood troupes over to film ries a budget of $3,500,000, but unTen production* wound up their
think is going to take care of the
tends the University of Colorado, a schedule headed by "Mayerling" in officia^ spokesmen for the company
camera work last week and were reindie exhibitor and give him prodwhich is also his alma mater. Over Austria, "Atlantis" in the Sahara indicate that the picture will cost
placed by seven starters. Newies on
uct he knows he can seU at a price
the 20th-Fox lot are "Forever Amthe weekend he visited his son at Desert, and "The Tempest" in Italy. between. $4,500,000 anid $5,000,000
he can pay. It's got so that the bigber" and "Mother Wore Tights."
Cornell in Ithaca, N. Y.
Other producers who have moved when it is completed, making it the
(Continued on page 27).
Metro gave the go signal to. "UnderRathvon said' this week that he to locations in the U.S. outside of most expensive production in the
expects about the same quantity of Hollywood have openly admitted studio's history. Currently the ree-^
cover Maisie"; Paramount to "Vaproduction at the studio next year that one of the big factors behind ord holder on the Westwood lot is
riety Girl"; Republic to "Gallant
as this, which, would amount to their plans is labor difficulty in Hol- "The Razor's Edge," which cost $$,Man"; Robert Riskin to "Magic
about 37 pix. First part of the year, lywood. With RKO-Pathe opening 900,000.
Town," and Hunt Stromberg to
however, virtually all studio ac- elaborate New York studios; CarFilming of "Amber" calls for a
"Personal Column."
tivity will be given over to produc- negie Hall, N.Y., having finished its 108-day schedule but it is understood
Metro leads the major lots with
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
tion of "The Robe," which wiU re- tenure as a location for the Federal the studio will be satisfied if the
seven films in work. Warners has
He Film pic of the same name; 20th- shooting is finished in 120 days. And
six and Columbia five.
In addition to his regular chores quire tremendous stage space.
as production Chief at Eagle-Lion, said he was well satisfied with the Fox's "Boomerang" lor Connecticut costs of production have skyrocket-,
Bryan Foy will take over production balance between indie and studio production and Louis de Roche- ed in recent months.
An idea of mounting costs may be
supervision on 10 top pictures of production for the company's re- mont's next scheduled for Miami,
Each of lease, and anticipated continuation Hollywood looks to be losing the gleaned from "Smoky," and "Bob,
PRC's 1946-47 program.
(Continued on page 31)
Son of Battle," both made by 20ththese features will cost more than on the present proportion.
INDIE
Fox in Technicolor, "Smoky," one
$150,000.
of the cmnpany's big money makers,
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Sigmund Neufeld, currently comwas filmed 18 months ago for $1,Sidney Biddell is checking off the mitted to six westerns a year for
300,000, Added to the cost was the
Columbia lot on completion of his PRC,»is expanding his program with
high salary drawn by its star, Fred
twa-picture deal calling for the pro- eight: features. Meanwhile, PRC is
MacMurray. Without a huge salary
duction of "Thrill o: Brazil," now negotiating with Universal*Intemaready for release, and the Humphrey tional for the purchase of four serial
for the star, "Bob" cost $1,900,000.
Bpgart-Lizabeth
Archainbaud directing ... William
co-starrer, properties to buil*up its cliffhanger
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Scott
"Dead Reckoning," currently in the schedule.
Hal Wallis moved his "Desert J.' O'Sullivan starts his six-picture
final stages of production.
Town" troupe into the Paramount fall and winter producing program Cabrini Biographical
Meanwhile, Biddell has acquired
studio to wind up interior shooting at Republic with "Whispers In the
screen rights to "Woman At Bay,"
Third of Gene Autry's
.
at Dark."
1st at N.Y. Pathe Studio
after three days on location
In
a magazine serial, for independent Sherman,
Palmdale ... Knox Manning will series of musical westerns at ReFirst feature film scheduled to -Ije
filming.
do the narration for "The Race public will be "Robin Hood of produced at the new RKO-Pathe
Biz Rider" at Warners .
Indie
Hunt Strom- Texas," starting Jan. 3 ... Enter- studios, N. Y., will be an indie
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
berg moved out of General Service prise inked Richard Hale, Broadway biography of St. Frances Cabrini,
Fanchon
Marco) Set
actor, for d featured role in "The
New indie outfit headed by Ran studios because of labor conditions
Elliott producing and
George Marshall with Clyde
Republic Producer som Sherman ^nd Manning O'Con- and will make his forthcoming pic- Other Love." .
and his son, George, Jr., will work, Harold Orlob writing and directing.
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
nor will make a series on comedy ture, "Personal Column," co-starring
Film will also be released indeFanchon, of Fanchon & Marco, was shorts, starting in January at Gen- Lucille Ball and George Sanders, on together for the first time in "Vari- pendently.
signed to a term deal as associate eral- Service stifdios, with the re- the Goldwyn lot
Ruth Terry ety Girl" at Paramount, senior as
Working on a budget of about
producer at Repuhlic and assigned lease outlet still under negotiation. and Wee Willie Davis were inked director and junior as thesp. ,
Harry Beaumont celebrates his 30th $175,000, Elliott, former Chicago
to work under supervision of Allen
O'Connor will produce the series, for featured roles in the Jack El- year
showman, plans to begin lensing
in pictures with the start of
"The
Wilson.
production,
western
with Sherman functioning as writer, liott
about Dec. 9 and finish the studio
"Undercover
Maisie"
Metro.
at
the
Metro
gave
First production under the new director and star.
Ring."
.
;
Danger
work in about two weeks. Backpact will be "Books are Lighter
Second indie production by Fred ground for the picture has been laid
gun to "Undercover Maisie,'-' starThan Rifles," based on a story by
ring Ann Sothern.. .Howard Hawks MacMurray will be "Innocent Af- with several months of research and
Thomas St. George.
borrowed Colleen Gray from 20'-Fox. fair," based on a yarn by Joseph aid from Catholic Church people,
Jessel's Off on 'Sunday'
John
Wayne
in
Hoffman
opposite
and
Lou Breslow, slated plus some documentary scenes cut
to play
"Red River," currently on location for production at General Service out of an older film called "The Life
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Ray Nazarro will studios. Filming starts when Mac- and Times, of Blessed Mother CabLends Goldsmith
George Jessel was handed produc- in Arizona
direct the next of the Durango Kid Murray winds up his current chore rini" which Elliott bought up and
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
tion reins on "Mine For Sunday,"
Columin
at
"The Egg and I" at Universal- immediately shelved.
J. Arthur
.
Rank is lending orie of filmusical currently in the writing series, "Prairie Raiders,"producing.
International.
bia, with Colbert Clark
his producers, Isadore
Entire cast is being booked by the
Goldsmith, to mill at 20th-Fox.
Doodles' Weaver checked in from Max Richard agency, with lead role
tagle-Lion to handle the "reins on
Preston Foster draws the male
Filming Starts when Jessel comOut of the Blue," based on an un- pletes his current chore."Dancing lead in "King of the Wild Horses.'' New York nitery chores to start not set as yet. Girls bearing some
work in "Variety Girl" at Para- resemblance to the recently canonpublished novel by Vera Caspary.
in the Dark," formerly titled "Band starting this week at Columbia with
Latter will write the screenplay. Wagon.'*
(Continued on page 29)
Ted Richmend producing and George
ized "little nun" are being tested.
lease,

have pictures shooting

'

'

•'

'

'

Strikes, Costs

,

Prod.

'Majors Have Lost

'

Insists

provides an excellent

locale for production of feature pix
which happen to be particularly
suited to the facilities it offers, but
Hollywood is still the place to: make
the general run of films. That's the
conclusion of Edgar Gi Ulmer, who
has just cofhpleted directing "Car.*
negie Hall," first feature to be shot x
completely in the east in the past
eight years.
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6-Man Unkm Committee

Uughton's DOS Pic

to Pick

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Charles Laughton has been inked
one of stellar spots in Alfred
Hitchcock's "The Paradine Case" for
David O. Selzniek. Laughton joins
group consisting of Gregory Peck,
Ann Todd, Louis JOurdan and Ethel
for

Way

Labor Arbitrator Points the

To

Strike Settlement Tiiis

Week

Barrymore.
Laughton's

Latter will portray
wife in the film.

Producers had 'previously
unions.
offered to bear, all the expen.sq.

Hollyvvoocl, Oct. 29.

With possibility that all parties
After one year of working under
might be agreed by the end of the such
'fornaula, gbyeriiing Iqcal.'j bewetek and that unionists would re- longing to the AFL, independent
'

,

k,:

May Have To

U. S.

Step In an Labor

select, a

film

labor, arbitrator.

A

.

six-man committee, c'on.sisting ,:.6f
Herbert Sorrell, Joseph Touhy, Roy The parade started in front of the
Brewer, Matthew Mattison, Carl Columbia studio, where police orCooper and John Dales, Jr., in ad- dered the demonstrators to break
arbitration it up on the ground that they had
dition to drafting an
program, also plans to settle the no marching permit.
question of Film. Techticklish
Instead, the strikers toured the

i

;

,

:

No

was reached

as,

into waiting patrol wagons', later
to be transferred to Lincoln Heights
i So
many paraders were flung
into the clink that the rest, of them

jail,

disbanded.

The ruckus broke out early Saturday morning (26),. only a f,ew hours
after a meeting of opposing labor
gave
which -apparently
leaders
promise of an early ending of the
strike.
At the Friday night (25)
meeting, arranged by the Screen

;

Actors Guild, the conferees longdistanced W. C. Birthright, in Indianapolis, and Felix H. Knight, in

Kansas City, members of the American Federation of Labor arbitration
autonomy, and ratified by our committee, asking clarification of
members."
their work directive on the HollyRoy M. Brewer, lA's international wood strike. The verdict was that

local

representative, pointed out that tentative acceptance of the arbitration
plan in no way involves the Local
683 problem which is a matter for

the Alliance to handle and which
will not be discussed with the CSU.
He also declared that matter ol
L. A. replacements now on lab jobs
is something that will be handled
by Richard Walsh, International
prexy, "at the proper time." This
subject also will not be discussed, he
With Carpenters and CSU
said.
agreeing to abide by the Dec. 26,
1945, AFL directive governing jurisdiction on set erection, and arbitration machinery in throes of establishment, question of contracts .lor
CSU locals looked bright.

Sorrell stated yesterday that he
believed all CSU contracts could be
cleaned up in three days if negotiating committees and producers
set themselves to the job. With contracts and arbitration out ol the
way, the only stumbling block to
labor peace' is disposition ot the film

jurisdiction over 350 carpentry jobs,
the cause of all the trouble, belongs
to the International Alliance of The-

Stage .Employees.
Herbert K. Sorrell, pi%sident of
the Conference of Studio Unions,
accepted the decision but declared
the strikers would not return to
atrical

;

work until two more points were
settled.
CSU, he said, wants signed
c^-ntracts for 12 labor unions and
the appointment of a salaried czar or
arbitration board to handle similar
disputes in future.
Roy M. Brewer, international representative of lATSE) expressed his
approval of the verdict. He said:
"This

completely

,

vindicates

our

position.
The strike was. a trick to
rob us of our jurisdiction. It also
proves the irresponsibility of the
men who call strikes without know-

what they are doing."
About the CSU demand
Brewer said;

for arbi-

"We approve of arbitration, all
right, but we want to know beforehand how this labor czar or arbitraWhile negotiation for peace went tion board will work.
on yesterday so did studio picketing.
Meeting was arranged by a SAG
Token lines were maintained at ma- committee consisting of £dward Arjority of the major studios while
nold, Gene Kelly, George Murphy
mass displays showed up at Consoliand Ronald Reagan.
dated and Pathe Laboratories. Police
.reported severe beating of two non-<

'striking union workerjs by unidentiInjured
fied -strong-arm
squads.
-

were William Heathervallcy, Paramount engineer, who was slugged by
four men who ripped the top of his

lONDON' GOES XRAZY'

AT POLL'S SUGGESTION

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
convertible Eiitomobile to reach him;
Unfavorable reactions of potential
and Val Bradley, non-striking Pathe
technician, whose car was forced to audiences to title, "London Town,"
the curb on Lexington avenue by a has caused UniversaUInternational
to change name of British-made
group of eight men.
Formula for peace was laid at a Wesley Buggies pic to "My Heart
meeting between representatives of Goes Crazy" for U. S. distribution.
the International Alliance of Theat- Title comes from one of the songs

cals

Conference of
the
Screen
afternoon. It
condition of
picketing lo-

and reemployment without

dis-

crimination as of Sept. 3, 1946, that
involved, including producers,

"London"

tag.

Film; a Technicolor musical starring Sid Field, has another unusual
angle in that three of the songs are
on current British bestseller lists
but two haven't as yet been heard
on this side, despite fact that the

salaried permanent chairman would
be chosen with power to give onthe-spot decisions on jurisdictional

two guys who wrote them— John
Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen—
have never been in England.

flareups.

,

'

in film.'
There's too much antiBritish sentiment in this country
currently, according to report made
by research outfit making the poll,
due mostly to England's Palestine
policy, to take chances with the

will enter into a formal contract to
abide by decisions of an arbitration
committee and prevent work stoppages over future jurisdictional disputes. It was agreed that a high-

all
,

.

Hollywood's unions don't

settle

disputes,

Fed-

jurisdictional

may do

it

If decision is not acceptable to a\l
parties eonoerned matter wiU then
go to a three-man board or the
American Arbitration Association
for a final and binding ruling from
which there is to be no appeal. Cost
of the chairman's salary and other
expenses is to be borne 50% .by the

"Crazy" got

its

on Bing Crosby's

initial

New York

ciation

prexy,

Friday

125), prior to his

in

said

and "The 'Ampstead Way."
Remaining Burke-'Van, Heusen songs
from the pic are "You Can't Keep a
Good Dreamer Down," "Hyde Park
on a Sunday" and "Any Way the

major companies and 50% by the Wind Blows."

:

.

because the .picture

is

anybody

Santa Fe a chance to see

a better-than-average western^r-^and' becaus^
me how to run
husiness— I'm giving

my

tell
it.

;

.

"A Governmentar

bureaucrat, confronted with a .situation of this
kind, would imdoubtedly prevent not only Santa Fe, but the whole of
New Mexico,- from seeing 'The Outlaw.' It's the dift'erence between
him and me. I'm not a politician thinking in terms of votes."

departure

Despite N.Y.C. Ban, Hughes

And UA Sue
'Outlaw' in

20th Racing

To

to Distribute

New York

State

United Artists and Howard Hughes
will battlie Friday (.1) to retain their
right to distribute "The Outlaw" in
all of New York state except N.Y,
They'll present their arguCity.
ments in a hearing before Dr. Ward
C. Bowen, acting director of the
able at any time on 24 hours notice motion picture censorship division
to fly back to. the U. S. from abroad of the N.Y, State Board of Education.
Benjamin Fielding, N.Y. City license
if his services are required in the
Hollywood labor difficulties. Other- commissioner, and reps of the City
precounsel's
office,
wise, he'll be gone about five weeks. corporation
He'll visit England, France, Italy, sented arguments last Friday (25)
Germany, Czechoslovakia and Hung- in their plea for revocation by
ary. Also perhaps Yugoslavia, Bul- Bowen of 'VThe Outlaw's" N. Y. State
'
garia and Rumania; all of which are censorship seal,
clearly in the Russian orbit and
Even if Bowen refuses to yank the
which exclude American pix. John- seal,
will be unable to open the
ston said he had no plans for visit- pic in N.Y. City, since Fielding has
ing the Soviet, but it Ls understood threatened to revoke the license of
that if the Russians extend in in- any house that plays it. UA, in an
vitation he will go to Moscow.
action separate from the censorship
In England, Johnston stated, he seal fight, is appealing the refusal
last
week by the N,Y, Supreme
is planning to study the successful

Beat

Labr Rap

nioment

he has no idea of exactly what form
it could take, but he feels that unless unions in all fields solve their
jurisdictional problems, public opinion will demand legislative action.
Johnston said he would be avail-

.

.

UA

.

scheme worked out by the Trade Court of an injunction tO; force
Unions Congress (counterpart of the Harry Brandt and Arthur Mayer to

Hollywood, Oct.

29.

Striving to wrap up lensin,i» on as
many pix as possible in view of the
current labor strife, 20th-Fox has
brought into the cutting room all
eight films slated for release during
the first quarter of 1947.

Now

ready for editing are "Homestretch," "Brasher Doubloon," "Bob,
Son of Battle," "I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now," "13 Rue Made-

and "Carnival in Costa Rica."
preview has already been
given "The' Late George Apley."
Technicolor studio now has the negative' of "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim" and geneval release of the
picture will depend ori whether the

leine"

Sneak

strike situation clear.S;
Only other
film on the roster, "Boomerang," is
still before the cameras but it's being shot at Stamford, Conn., where
the strike will not cause any diffi-

culties.

Other productions, meanwhile, are
carry out their contracts for playing
slated to get under way this month
wrangles have "The Outlaw" at their Republic, and
may be held up by the strike.
been practically unheard of in Eng- Gotham and Rialto theatres on
These include "Forever Amber,*'
Appeal is slated to be
land since the TUC plan has been B'roadway.
"The Ghost and Mrs. Muir" and
heard either Nov. 8 or Nov, 22,
in effect.
"Chicken Every Sunday." Director
Johnston is being accompanied by
Fielding and the reps of the cor- Henry King is presently lining up
Joyce O'Hara, his exec assistant; poration coun.sel, Dan Rosen and locations in Mexico for "Captairi
Gerald Mayer, his foreign aide; and Charles F, Preu.sse, based their revo- from Castile,"
Gerald Movius, who does special cation demand Friday almost solely
writing chores for him.
on the picture's promotional campaign. In addition to page ads from

AFL)

to arbitrate jurisdictional dis-

Interunion

putes;

N.Y. CoUarites Spurn

10% Till, Want 15%,
Or Else
strike

talk

is

Will Strike
among

mounting

Hearst's American Weekly and other
national publications, they produced
news stories from various tradepapers,

Edward

C. Raflery,

UA

and

prez,

Charles Poletti, coun.sel for Hughes,
will present arguments at Friday's
hearing.

front office workers in the N. Y. ex-

changes

of

Loew's,

20th-Fox

UAi,

and Columbia as negotiations between the companies and the Screen
Office
& Professional Employees
'

Guild over salary increases broke
down last week. Authorization of
strike action by the SOPEG mem-'
bership is indicated by all signs after
the union meeting skedded for today
(Wednesday) receives the negotiating committee's report on the ex-

Alleged breach of contract suit for

damages of $160,000 was filed against
Columbia Pictures in N.Y. federal
court by Hollywood Plays, Hopwood
Plays and Myra Wood. Latter alsold

tional Assn. of Broadcasters convention last week. Emmet La very,
Screen Writers Guild prez, stated in
a telegram to Price that there was

basis for expressed fears of
control arising from the
plan's operation. Lavery pointed out
that the first meeting ot the
proposal voted unarfion the
mously for a special guarantee of
freedom of thought in all scripts
handled by the Authority.
Wire, Which was sent to the Coast
director of the Motion :Picture Producers Assn. last Friday (25), chal-

thought

SUBJECT OF 150G SUIT

legedly

WITHLAYtRYONAAA
Answering the attack made by
Byron Price against the American
Authors Authority plan at the Na-

no

COL'S 'LADIES' DEAL

legit farce,

PRICE NIXES DEBATE

screen rights to the
Night, Ladies,"- to

"Good

SWG

AAA

change

situation.
Col on or about, Ma.y 12, 1943, and lenged Price to debate the issue in
After the exchange white collarites claimed Col broke the contract on public. "I feel," Lavery's message
unanimously rejected an offer of a Aug. 6, 1943.
read, "that the last paragraphs of
flat 5% raise made by the four comPlaintiffs moved for examination your speech in Chicago convey such
panies last month, the union mem- of Col prexy Harry Cohn and all a gross misrepresentation of what
bership took a vote empowering the telegrams and coramunication re- American writers are after in the
exec board to call a strike if and garding the contract.
AAA that we both owe it to the inwhen negotiations collapsed. In sub"Ladies," adapted by Cyrus Wood dustry to
the parti<:_ular
clarify
sequent talks, the companies upped from the old Avery Hopwood-Gharl- issue of control without delay." In
their offer to 10% flat but the ex- ton Andrews farce, "Ladies
Night," issue of control without delay."
change employees turned it down, was first produced in San Francisco Replying to Lavery's challenge,
terming it inadequate. Union negoti- in April, 1942, by Howard Lang and
Price said he would not enter deating committee is holding out for a Al Rosen. Play later moved to
Chi- bate with the SWG prez on ground!
minimum 15% wage hike which was cago, where it had a run of more it would not be proper since pohiawarded to SOPSG employees work- than two years before moving east. tion of the
is one for detering in the home Offices of the majors Farce then came on to Broadway,
mination solely by its members,
la.st month;
where it had a short run at the
Meanwhile, the faction fight J"
Clarence Hill, 20th-Fox, Hank Ro.yale, starring Skeets Gallagher
of America
League
Authors'
the
Kaufman, Columbia, and Harry and James EllLson,
simmered as James M. Cain, origBuckley, UA, represented the exinator of the AAA project, returned
change companies, while the SOPEG
a terrific
causing
to Hollywood after
committee consisted of national reps
Farmer's
Spill stir in NeW' York literati cirdes last
Otto Langer and Sidney Young and
to
.lohn A, Farmer, office manager week. CaiA is -currently reported
John Cuniff, Loew's chapter chaira dewith
for RKO, was injured slightly last have presented Lavery

SWG

Suburban

week when

Levey East
Hollywood, Oct.

U. S. plug

ABC waxed show

for Philco last week.
Other two
British toppers are "So Would I"

'

.

it

for them,

Erie Johnston^ Motion Picture Asso-

ing

tration,

technicians problem.

Kmployees,
Unions, and
Studio
Actors Guild Sunday
based on
provide."!,
signed contracts, for

And the ban is still. on,.
The Outlaw' wiU roll up an aM-time high when I
in Santa Fe^as I definitely mean to do. The decision was not
made. It would not. have been made the way it ha.s been—-if
'The OutlawV was one-tenth as sexy as the ballyhoo has. painted it.
"So, ot cour.se,

to. tior.j at

candidate for;, arbitrator post, although several possibilities were
Main feature of meeting,
discussed.
was making minor changes in &r:bU,
tration agteement heing draftedmediation meeting it
morning
At
was decided that other studio locals
will not interfere in matter between
Sorrell
the lATSE.
683
atid
Local
stated that, although the matter is
between the local and the lA, his
would
Unions
Studio
of
Conference
respect any picket lines technicians
might put around studios. Russell
prexy,
local's,
rebel
McKnight,
said, "We are going to stay out until
we get a contract with the proA contract made by our
ducers.
own elected officers, under our own

rical Stage

If

their

eral legislation

town and made further dcmonstra- aboard the Queen Elizabeth, for EurParamount, RKO and Tech-,, ope, Johnston explained that the
nicolor. Along the route marchers
producers have no plan afoot at the
were jerked out. of line and tossed
seeking legislation and that

nicians tocal 683.

decision

Row^Johnston

says indie exhib Charles

easily

I refiuse to let

.

Wyoming and New Mexico,"

stayed away.

It's

.

:

braska, Colorado,

R. Gihnour. "All along the line this picture is approaching 'Smoky'
grosses, up to now the biggest ever. But along comes the Archbishop
in Santa Fe with the announcement, if 'The Outlaw' is shown there,
he will instruct every priest to forbid his communicants seeing it.
"So I staged a private showing of 'The Outlaw' in Santa Fe, inviting
the Archbi.shop, the priests and ministers of all denominations to ,>;ee
themselves.
it for
All the Protestants accepted, but' the Catholics

play

th- month-old film
in 130 arrests last week, while more.j
paraded the
pickets
than
3,000
streets of Hollywood, armed with.j
loudspeakers, banners and placards,

Outlaw' Versus 'Smoky

Denver, Oct. 29.
a concrete example of the absurdity of Governmental or church
edicts trying to run our bu.siness let me cite what's happening iil the
moment with 'The Outlaw' now playing 37 of our 38 houses in Ne-

'

taken in if they so
turn to studio posts- in full strength unions will be
desire.
next week, union leaders sat do-w-n
Blgi^est Demonstration
together yesterday (Monday) in. preBiggest public domOnstration of
liminary steps toward settling presstrike re.sulted
the
ent difficulties in studios and at
same time, in an initial aUempj;. to

The
"As

Jules

Levey leaves

for

29.

New York

today (29) to huddle with UA chiefs
on production he plans to make ih
early spring of 1947. Film will follow "New Orleans" on his produc-

pu.shed from a moving
train as it was corning into the
station at Hastings, N.Y. Both of his
legs were hurt, but he was able to
retj^tn to work Monday (28) after
se^veral days of rest and x-rays.
Parmer was standing on a car
platform, wailing to get off the train

mand

he remove Marc

Coij^

that
as eastern rep of the SWt«
council.
the Authors' League
Connelly, who has been siding with
AL prexy Elmer Rice in his treatplan, was accused
ment of the
the
of a "double-cross" by Cain. At
'

nelly

on

AAA

AL national headquarters in New
furon his way home when the accident York, a spokesman declnird no
for
tion slate,
occurred. As he lighted a cigaret, ther steps were being considered
'»
Latter film winds up shooting a number of boys who were standing discussing the AAA until Rice
'•o"'*
.shortly and will be preemed at the behind him jolted him and he fell discharged from the hospital
New Orleans Mardi Gras next year. off the slowly-moving train.
time, next week.
,

,
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I/iiii-uiir ^'iii-i'"iKi>.
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niliH
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Kwili

Maiv
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'lliii-.v
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Biriti.sft

sliln

,,flim.s;

were di.seovcred—-having any noticeable
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"Woman

Woman"

to

the

(Anglo-

of,

of

"Tlife :Straiige Woinaiv" is sot tov:
bcfxofflce.. Thi*- highly clramatlc
theino, dcaliiig With a lu.^;!!'!!!, .sadis.schcmei', au,£!ui:s bri.^lat potic feiii
hiiti.
.tpnlials. Wliile not al\\'a.vs the stx-png,
iiriootK toafurc; it shoult'l. be, larfiely
.

.

.

tOB

me

Ho

and disillu-sibned
and burdened with the care of a
Sdue^tio inept ca«(;iiTg.;iu: a, tojjj m^
crippled sister, aeceptg, an offer of
spot. ne\-oi-theless. the nain(\s o£ Hedy
from a dour .Cprni.sh
Laniacr, GeoKc Sanders and Ljbuis niaiTiage
gives
fariner.
tvp the stage, and
Sh<3
HaySyiu'd arc tui-sky enouHli to insure
moves into a puritafiicul home with
iftitirii' puJl;'
Eased oil Ihc Ben Amos Williams, a bigoted man to whom, .she refuses
RcMol'.sofiil- Wilding
best-scir^r, story deals w itli .strong- to be a wife.
willed jenny flaSer who, uses men tiirns up in Cornwall,, and the jeallovers
for per.sqnal pleasiu'o and as .stepping ous hiisband spotting the two
kills his
stone,s to wealth, It's told a,!jaiH.st a talkihg by the /seashore,
bacligrovin.d ol Bangor,' Maine, in the wife.
.Miscast in the, first place. Miss
1840s, itself, a: lusty, t),ravvling .town
in the throes o£ growing pains. Set- Gray can put little lite, into the puptings and costumes present, a secm- pet figure of Jenny, and Wilding is
ingly authentic picture of the period as unfortunate, with the incompre-

—

\siiler

Busch states that "directors arc necessary anti useful people.
but, bv
and large, the most Overrated clt^inent" of the industry. Uhle.ss he is cif

be.vond ordinary .coirtpetence, Bii.^it'h declares, "a modern (lii-ectiu' i.s
(he
chief, of a higliiy-tralned .stall, which undel' "most ,eircum.stniU'<«.s
cair' co-'
ordinate itself without him;, Jje is surrounded by expert-s- wlro can operate
pretty effectively, on their own."

TnrniH|i$ Point
(SOVIET-MADE)

rpIiMip

.\flkIno

"

suiiHoa

LpiifiUii

01*

-DiMikhail UPriiha yiil.
Fri'iUn-ifk
lii-inlpr.
Si-i-ppliplay.'
Hoi-is, CliirsK-ov: (.aiiipi-a. Arraily
i-Calt^alyi
I'opiiv:
iiiusip.
r.rpK(u-y
lOuKlish
iIUps.
CIiai'li'B ClPtnpnt.
.Slanley. ..S'. Y,. Oct.
•'-

Bu-sch's prihcipal squawk over the "director myth" is that 'meggers
ai-e
considered to have Such great imp()rtance that younger nreii have
an
almost impossible, time getting starle^ in- the profession. ProcliKei'.<; lefu.ie
to take a chance: on them, he declares,, despite the fact that tlie

o.v

rcrlpii

naoiling

'4ti.

I.ipiit.-Clpn;

l.tput. -(ten.
.

Ml.NS,

younger
in, ha ve,| all niade gopd: Billy Wilder, Joliii 'lhiston
Vincent Sherman, Delmar Daves, Joli.n Farrow, Andre de Toth,
Jacques
Tournour, Edward Dymyiryk and others. In this connection, Busdi
quotes
an '-old, guard",: inegger who, \yhen. asked the toughest p'arl of tlirecline
replied: "Getting the job.''

i^t'r/.niiyiii
..MiKniiii
.Mikhail IVi'zluiyin
;l'ayiil .Viuirit'ysky
Viiiit" '-'If »\T It'll iif\*j^t»
... .Xwyl .TiiUlbi'yev
KrlvonliO.' ..;i.^ntIroi ;AVirlk«.'*pv
.l'iiiitPU\vinA ICKci-. SCViiKliPl'aky
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men who have broken
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J'^rf^>iii'i1i-ln
T n'l'T'.^i*
(Vinirado
T.ayrov

.MinulUa.

Km

lliiip.

Col. -don. M\u-a\'yp\-T
Col. -(Ion. A'inoKi-ailoy

-

,

pi-o-

.star.s

lUii-tiiiii.

,

,

up

af1,'ect on
it
to aii(i,jli)-,,||j,)j;,
of the previt'w," Tliiifs tin' opinion
"purely person;;!,". He siiv.si^
Bu.sch, in a yarn lamiwi-. "The. Myth.', of the 'Mo\-ie Dii-ei'liH''''
in
Harper's. Bu.sch "d (is: "1 admit prejiidico beoau.se I'm a

'

The

.

leaves, her.

iiiglit

Niven

.

is

She
take care of herself.
ineets MichStel Wilding, a: sculpior..
becomes his model; falls in love
w'itli him, but refuses to live with

in'

;

looks sure bo.xofIiee but only for
duals in U, S.

corps de ballet at-the.iOrient.

.she- can.

l-uuit-

and writers; and direelorx iiiiA-crbeen^.W
tired, polite a;!d sunirliti^v
sullen and' uneQmprpniiwilbfe .teiid' c^;er ..siiiGe. ceUtilOid learned-, tii lalli."

.

e\Tn ,\vliere an innocent ballet,
was the top attraction. Born, In tlie
sluiny, Sally .Gray graduates to the
to
prolog- leading; up
Ignoring hor
unnece.ssary.
n-iotlier's warnings, Miss Gay pin-sues
her quest for a good, lime, confident

ilu-ii-

November

Michael Morton play by British

lialls

Lengthy

directors practicing

bi,g-iuune

luii'iiber ,of

who cmild (h-op di>ad on the .set on tlie fiiv-l ijay hI shoniwitliQut d()ing an.Y daniHge io the picluw, or in fact— •inile«-.! the buiUes^

iiig

,XJ. ,S.

Am). Third screen version

are a

,H(illywi)ii,d Idiiiiy

(GFD),. Not, liltei.v
quality average Of

chances.--',

.

this

194("»

Sii'ong, nuirciuee

is

-:

vji irnX;.

October 30.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

"The Straus* AVonian" iU.^>.
names and hl^ly
cimlrnt augur stui'dy b,o.
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Miniature Reviews

the key lo tlie faiUnx' \\h;i'h,- \villi a
better script and more: iniai^iiialivenii.glVt Have lieen a .-.:triireetipn
ces.s. :-A.s it is. the niedium N'ar iiaines
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.\lin.lnH.
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wikcs

their behavi'br; aiui little

i;«iuii
llilLii-y
:.Mu-
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*l;!i.i.-.
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WoiTiieBiIay,

excoption ot roles donu by Stanley
llolloway ai-irt .Mn-hail ('lai'ke appears crcUiWc, Tiu're's .no >v'ii<.' lo

,<i,-.i,,v.

1-iiiii
iM -in, ulivH. RliikjuA
Ui-nniH
JM.in .\;i|H.T, Ilia Krilh. IHii'ri.Ml iv\
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Un Russian;' English Titles)
Winner vof the Stalin prize and
laward recipient in the recent Internatiohal Filtri Festival at Cannes,
long Russian picture of a documentary nature purports to give the lowdown on how the Russian high command

plotted out the victory of Stalingrad,
With ,judIciouSi, cutting to
up action and narrati'i'e, film

.speed

-

and

other, production vbaeking sup^
plied by the Hunt Stromberg produc-

.

,

'

Woman

Woiu»n

;

;

-

,

'

,

hensive lover.
Stanley HoUoway, may make a possible, entry for hciuses
fine character actor, can only sketch other than foreign-language situations,-'
tion, produced by Jack Chertok, is in his part as Jenny's shiftle.ss father,
Revealing a frankness that's rather
while the hamming of Bernard
strong to carry oft the story:
Miss Laniarr .scores as tlie schem- Miles, as the farmer, is more comic .startling for the Soviets, film shows
In toto, a pictui-e; of that much "dissensioh existed anjong
ing Jenny Hager. Two-sidod cliarac- than ti-agic.
top generals of the Red Army, who
Cane.
ter obtains piehty of realism in her missed opportunities.
differed
as to the choice of tactics
hands. Her capacity of appoariivg as
necessary to defeat the besieging
<o
a tender, administering aneel and Of
Nazi ai:mies of Gen. von Klaus. Dettiirrioring sadistic satisfaction in the
(BRITISH-MADE)
spite, the brass' occasional lack of ac;
rriidsf of violence bespeaks wide talLondoili Oct. 23,
-Vnglo-AiHfi-ican Kitnis relfasc of British coj'd, story's underlying theme is the
eiit' range! Not SO adept are Her maleco-star.s,
although Hayward gets .Vatiftn.'il iinnlnc-tiiin. iStar.'^ DouKlaW^ iUml- grim detevmination and inexorable
fiomery. .Joyce 11 ow-arri, Yyi)niii>: Arii.'tuil.
will both of the Red Army and the
across the weialdinf son of Jeiiny Ha- Aiiclc Ui.-con. Directed
liy itaolean Jloftei's;
first
husband wl-io is finally Adnplo-l liy .Mar.iurie IX-iMls I'mni .scvocn- \\'orRers themselves to crush the fasger'.s
driven to suicide by the evil woman. iilny liy .JamO'^ .Spyi-nuiir: i-ainora. J'hti'ks cist hordes.
With the,, exception- :of a few
Sanders -is out of his depths as a shy, Wilson. .\t .Fidace .flicau-e. l.uailuii. Oi-t
'4ii.
VlujininK .liriie.. !»» .MFN'S'.
graphic scenes of actual combat, pic
backwoods character who becomes V'ayiil
.-.:.-l>oiii,-Ia.v«
NlohtB-oim-r'v
is Weak in action, with better part of
toss Lamarr\s second husband. Por- .N'ii-olotlp
Jon-p
i<i\vai'il
footage devoted to staff conferences
trayal is indiffei-en't and makes for a S,vW».-'i
A.li iP Di.vi.ti
Yviiniii' Al-ilaliil
around map-streWn tables. Strategy
v.-cak link that liolds film back from; Heni-iP'tUl..,
Davlit .ruilror:
..
I'aill T'llliilx
.\.
for Russia's eventual victory began
overall ..sOck rating. Gene Lookhart, Df, (iuvron.
...... ..... .,l,ihn ^Vlrnvil•k
.
with appointment of Col. -Gen. Muras a rich;' aging Bangor merchant. iVm-fewe
...«,,.... vl-.T.il.v Kaiin
a vyev as supreme commander of the
who becomes Jenhy'S first hushandd TOllHnp;
»i .,t<!iy, ToullK
...
;. ... P;ii!.'fne Htckprs
front, supplanting Col.-Gen. Vinodoes a standout piece of work.. It's T)e llMluc.
.Ifihn .Mpi'pdilli .....;..,.'.
..Alan Sfdijwli'k
gradov, who became his superior's
tlcftly shaded to get over his desire rostmari...
.....
,

,

Reason: Why "Sonny ,BOy", was iiot,;in,cUided in "Tlie Jolsoji Storj-"
was
disclosed by Al ,Iolson on the Barry Gray-WOR radio show la.st Sunday
(27) mouiing. According to Jol.son, the song was originally in the
pieture
When the film was sneak-previewed in Santa Barbara, Calif., tlie Columbia
execs were surprised to find the majority of the audience cried during
the
sequence. Producer Sidney Skolsky thought this would break tlie
general
mood of the picture, so decided to cut "Sonny .Boy" from the fini.shed
product.
Jolson also told how Larry Paries, who plays Jolson in the lilm, showed
up on the set one day with a bad cold and a gag routine, refusing to do
any work since his sore throat might have interfered uitli 1^1- ringing
when Buddy Clark" was suggested as Parks' vocal double for
another film. Parks complained; "Clark Wasn't my style; I m more the
Also, that

'-'-.

Jolson. type."

.

Originally an industrial picture, made four years ago for General Molois,
"Strange Holiday" will be sent into general release early next inonlh by
PRC. Film, starring Claude Rains and featuring Gloria Holden, was written and directed by Arch Oboler, for exhibition to General Motors
employees. PRC bought it some time ago for its entertainment value.

.

RKO's Indies
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..srai-tln
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('ate. I'l-oDrtotor..

...lii.farii

-Wiloi'
Ki'itiBiiiski

.Marapl Jp Kars
time protect hi.s pecketbook, June Hotel nprk
Storey is another, who shows up well
An old silent nicture suoeess has
in supporting roles, portraying a
bosomy barmaid friend of Miss Ha^ been du.sted off and refashioned into
a hit. Third screen version of Michael
gei-'s;
Plot concerns a girl, beautiful but Morton's play 1 924,: -Betty Compson
willful, whose driving ambition- is and Olive Brook 1929. Betty Gomp,iften and wealth. Novel's implication, son,
George Barraud). has been
of niental incest between the drunk- brought up
date. Although there
ard father and daiighter is only are no important marqiieo; names, it
lightly touched but other :sex moti- is definitely a woman's pieture and
vations in tHfe Williams' story, as .should benefit from Wouth-to-mouth.
sfi'ipted by Herb Meadow, are made Should find a good place on dual bills
full use of. Hillary Broolce is seen. as in the U. S., and sure to go big here.
Fine popular entertainment, it
the girl from whom Mi.ss Latnarr
steals Sanders.. Rhys Williams, Mo- could have achieyexi distinction liad
roni Olsen, Olive' Blakney, good as a a little more cafe been taken with
housekeeper; Dennis Hoey, the sod- some of acting, notably that of Dougden father; Alah Nanier and Ian lass Montgomery. His overplaying
Keith, latter as a hellfire and briiri- occasionally throws the whole thing
-

'•

1

:

,

.

^

•

;

.

stone-shouting travelling evSngelist.
niea,sure up to all the dernands of
their roles. Moppets who portray
stars as yotirigsters ate un credited
biit serVe to establish characteristics
,

.

-

.

of elders.

Edgar Ulmer's direction gel.-^ much
.from most of the ca.st. He displays
much skill, particularti' ihiWliss: Lainarr's intense scenes; and •spnerally
points up dramatic cim'teiils. tucien
.

Andriot's lensino'

and

Prot'lnctiin

fine.

is

by Nico'ai
Ecmisoff 'and the niiisic-al score by

dcsi.en

.

-art

clire'';l«ti.>

'

,

.

.Cjtrmefl-Ijragon aiso are deserving of
credit.
Brog.

4'ariiival
London. Oct.
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Original vcr.sions h.ad the hero un-
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Tirrnanl: Mllp.s'
.fpSi-n:
Kpiit

.

the

girl.

With

Present

Dou.gia.ss

.story

dancer

tiro

begins

Montgomery

,r-.iliPi-inp-,T.a'i'py

.

.

,

in 1940

as a

Ca-

.

.

.

.

could have directed at a brisker pace.

New

Foreign Film

;

(.liKln

Pai'ty")

(iTlie
Oay
Europa I'Vlm pro-

Kulunet"

(SJVKmsH),

ana

I'dlpase.

Stavii .Siekeii criu-ls.ion,

olyf
T\'il^nel•stranO^
features
M«ria«ne:
I.opferen. .Sven Linilbcvs, -tlioe lialjjs. &at
Jlolm, Diiginar Kbbesen, Uoiiglas ItaKe,
Allan Bohlin; (Vim-toil by Bqiigt Kkeccth;
fd-reonijlay. Syen Gufjliivsson: inilslc, Kric
liaunian and Xatharl tSaei'llnK; soi)g,s. AJipo
Babs; caiftei'a, Itarald BerBlunrt; vevlewetl
in Stoukholm.
Ilimnlng time, »U MINS.
;

,

.

Debut

of

former

actor,

.V^^i'vn.

.^
1
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Uii.ijp

<'aiipen|Piv<.W)m:-;|Jp
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A.i^nino.tia

T)p

f)a|lP't

rtolniiil
'.

(,SWK1)ISI!).:

.inoiion .aial,
soil;

.Svonisk

i-olease;

Pilmirniusi i-i proMal-Hrilt NilS'

litai'a

Air Kjpiiin, leaturcs Mariaime LoefWiiiner.itfand,

Hile .rsorVPl,
Nicolctte. Kventually 'he fmd.s her iiH-aii wiijBo. Gcorg
Funkauist, gven Hergin London, -where she is a magnetic Mll:
vlleriapd
Dy
Guslav
Molamlpf;
star, but their liaRp'iii'nK.s i.s short- .vi-rpf>npHiy, Rtnie I<ln(].'itroprti p,Tmp)'a. Ako
ifi'.pn,,

iJloi:

,

;

-f^eenncl ver'sion of
Icenzie's novel (fir.st

;

Comptnn Mncwas made by

Lady"

Cane.

ALBANY VAEIETY TO ELECT

Anthonv

A.smrith ns "Dance, Pretty
19.'?1). this will not raise
Htp ciiialitv fiverage. of recent Bi-itish
and
production
film.s.
Scrint
troubles have resulted In a disjointed,
rii.spirited picture,
Nonc .of Uie principal characters, with the po.s.sible
.

lived.

in

.

,

Albany.

O^'t.

20,

Albany Viiricly Cl.ib i,'.'"is On
Nov. 11 lo (lo- 1 a "er(---.v" of U caiivassmen. tiiitt
the, iic w erew will
'

select

Its officers.

Raymond Hakim and Ana tole Litvaic
now shooting "A Time to Kill"
may have another for the RKO

and

next season, Robert Riskin i.s
preparing
"Magic
Town"
with

slate

'

Jimmy Stewart

for

RKO

while

release:
,

shortly

;

:.

I.,

'

'

,

.

:'

Sol Lesser, who makes his "Tai wan", series for RKO, has virtually
finished "Tarzan and the Huntress"
and probably will deliver one more
before the year is over. Robert and

,:

.

•

;

.

Ekeroth, as directoi:, finds hini turn- production, activities ouf.-i^le
this
ing out a good comedy, Olof 'Wincountry. jolin Steinbeck lia.s comnerstrand and Sicken Carlsson do
well in starring roles. Alice Bab.s, pleted :':The Pearl" at the Cluirubusco
fave Swedish singer on jive disks, is Studios In, Mexico in both Spahi.sh
excellent in a couple numbers. Lens- and, English, and -"'rycoon,-" 'techniing of Haral(i Bergluhd is also top- coior special with an American ca.st,
flight. An okay grosser here,' film 'Starts; -in January. In France, RKO
lo<)ks likely for some arty spots in has in production
"Golden .Silence"
u;-s.,
with IVIaurice Chevalier, and v\ill
make "White Tower" and "Berlin
".Voiileciliisiiio" (llillilin).
PilsIov to'oiliiollon aiiit rplPiiHp; slai-H .\!ti<,-i-io c. 1,,:.lii.,
Express" there next year. Adrian
I'balilu- I..ay; I'eailU'Ps Xora i'rr/.Y.ii, I'lPtlo
Scott in England has just turned out
UiKPrriii;, .wi'il,tPn anil oii-PiHiiil liy A'ruiro
(Ji niiiiiu.
.llevfiwiiU in A'oiiioa.
KuiiiiinK "SO Well ReTttembered,"
i;inp.,9.j MISS.
Unlversal's 8 Units

:

.-.

.-. „,.i'-.-i-.,.-i

.

'

.

-

:

Frank Ross starts shooting
on "The Robe." Leo McCarey's Rainbow unit is coasting.
Aside from the Argo.sy picture.
RKO will draw probably at least
Bengt three films during the yeai' from

'

.

'

.

-

,

iliiotioh

7

ready early next mpnth, will have
three good size sound stages and,
according to its owners, every facility of the, most modern Hollywood'
plant. Ulmer said he hadn't .seen it
Capra's "It's a Wonderful Life" at yet, but didn't believe it would be
the finish line. Capra is. planning large enough for the t.ype of operanext "NOvOther Man," from the Al- tion he referred to.) \
fred Noyes novel. Stevens is preMany Plus Fai'lors
paring "One Big Happy Family.'!
"Carnegie," the dirt^ctor .-aid, co.^t
Wyler has been fulfilling a previous
commitment to Samuel GoldWyn and about $1,500,000 to produce and
had to be budgeted at
very likely will have nothing fin- would have
almost $3*000,000 in llollvuood. An
ished for Liberty during 1947.
important factor in the didevential,
Goldwyn, Lesser,'^ Et Al;
he stated, was that it took only 62
Goldwyn is about to deliver "Best days. of shooting against an esliinated
Years of Our Lives" and also has 90 to 112 days in Hollywood. Speedvirtually completed "I Wake Up
up was possible, he dccUucdi beDreaming" (nee "Secret Life of Walcause all the craft unions he had to'
"Bishop's Wife" and
ter Mitty").
deal with were members of the In"Earth and High Heaven" vvill also
ternational Alliance of Theatrical
be released in 1947 in that order.

are
"Dot

;

.

'K'inn.v,

H'wood Best
Continued from pa Re

7

,

(Unlikely for Anglo-U. S. Market")

.

,bii'th of their son.
i;
Mrfi.,nalp.
V
): .u'. ,-VM>irI<>>Au|f'
v..
KIsio nr.'nvftirfl ....;..;.... ..\'ivuinl-i IC"ilpy
Years pass ahd the .soldier returns
..ranipi" l.-,.vtPi. a hero minus an ai-m. seiU-ehing for
..Srailao tVil.xoii
,

supreme commander, does perhaps
the best job.
Frederick Ermler

1

,

-

BsIIfiiiiifi,

,

their lines in a stoic, deadly seriousness. Mikhail Derzhavin, as the

nadian captain (to account fpr AmerN'aiT-y Pricp
Sfoi-y .deals vvith the siege of CasSir
ican necont) uttached to Secret Serv- sino during
(;;/p1 I'oiirt
that pijrt of Itatitin cam..^Ii.llnr.l ;<navkf
ice. Estranged from his cold socialpaign. Pitiful scenes of the sick and
.. Ili-pjlila Tiriu^p
ite Childless wife Sylvia he accepts
harried populace plus romance under
.:..Vi,'l)liiliy
iri-il|p~
a dangerous mi.s.^ioi). goes lo Paris to trying
,l:iiii!ll.}
conditions: in the shadow of
-WiiiM
await zero hoiil-. ahd fails in love the town's famous
Jliu-li'r 111!;..
abbey looms as a
with Nicolettc, a lalentcd dancer, doubtful entry in,
Iti-ui-e Wiiistaii
America. Forn,
.-.Piiiiiii^
Ai'iiinlPll
When he, leaves Pgri.s and the Naisis
l'l,,i'lll
.Mnnki-iiaTi'
.Mil)
.Mortell" ("Mv MoiIpI")
Smv Vpiip'.<is arrive, .s-ho-; ?bes to London for,- the
- "Dot
;

,"^'i

.

.

.

in iParis..- itnd, gave great' prominence
to bi.s amnesia bof^ore, he again meets

|i,i«e

Free" and "How Dear to My Heart"
"Midnight and Jeremiah.")
(nee
Liberty Films, comprising tlie talents
Wyler,
of Frank Capraj William
George Stevens ani^Sam Briskiii, lias

:

•

,

.

.SliiillKjimp.

harliialil

.

.

•

,

tics.

Production values contribute little
to the pic. Sound track is noi.sy, while
print itself appears to be in poor condition. Aready Kaltsaty, reportedly
the Soviet's top lensman, turned in
only a fair job. Acting for the most
part is of the typical Soviet school
stern-visaged
characters
speaking

,.

-('IhUiiiian.

ru-ciilin
,
la.-k l)>iiil>.y,-..

W

.

who

,

/i-|)p'r HiLiiliy.

.A iinl

.

.

..-...'...

.

y. ..Sally .Opiiy

itl.-h K't. Willi 111 ff
.Siiiiili-y IIolI.i\Viiy
i

.

llapliurri.

Fi:/«.

.
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.-.

.

I'n.'ivliPila..,;.
.

..;,

-.

.

^I;:v

i

,

.

Wi;,.-;

;\(',,inlii-'

Cam-

Ma!^-i-li\i'it--^,

lU-raiK'Pit liv I'Tpd;.t
N'p\v (.In llpl-y.
auiiiiilli.liiuo
»H

chief of staff. New commander disclcses his master plan before his associates
thre.sh out its chances
of success with spirited discussion.
On the whole film should be of great
interest to students of military tac-

,

married ;when he meets
.

TiTw(ipi|,a, ...
JVPn.0 -l> -iP. ....
J*''li)n'l,'V

:

Stan-

rniiiiilon -Mac-

i,i.nv.-,
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AilaiJliilioli l-',-W'
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n-npl

I'iiiy

dip <'ar|)nn|f>r,
:t.iiii,liin.

.Two

'.Mirliacl-

fi-;Miir(^' Staiili-y lloUnwn.v.
.I'-iin
Ki-nl.
Pirci-liil hv

.\!llp,-.

Jcpa/.lp;
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m-i.v iiml

Sa'll.i

15.

)-<.|i-a,w .if

rjlsirii)i-il.,i's

.Slavs

filii'i.

out of balance.. Restraint in gesture
and speech would have made a
mighty difference in .some of .the
scenes. Too often he confuses mumbling with emotion.
Rediscovery of the picttire is Joyce
Howard. Having gained something of
a reputation in "Love on the Dole"
and "The Gentle Sex," producers
made little use of her obvious talents. Being cast as the Trench ballet dancer gives Miss Howard a real
opportunity.
Outstanding: as chief seehe-stealer
is Yvonne Afnaud. who gives a -perfect study as a chaperone, and who
has; a fleeting moment to sliow her
excellence as a pianist. Her rare appearances on the screen are a, condemnation
of
Briti.sh ; producers.
Notable, top, is Eugene Deckers, stage
recruit,
makes his screen debut.
It is .safe to surmi.se that some of
Adele Dixon's best scenes were left
on the, cutting room floor; hut she
gets what she can out of the wife
,

(BRITISH-MAnr.)
fJi-horiil

,

'WildliiK:
;'

Continued from

I

,

liitblttulsl;

,revI6we<r

MtiiB time,

98 JIIN8.V

:,in

.StBoklioliii,

''.
,

.

:trtuversal-lnternattOrial meantime
is also building itseif up a lormidiible stable of indies, although most
ot them operate with greater de;

Stage Employees and: .there::-w.ere
none of the minor jurisdictional
facets among crafts Ihi.t slow down

Hollywood production.
A more important faciei-. hoAvever,
in saving coin by Now York sliooting on "Carnegie,'' was tlie fact that
most of the orchesiras and arti.-sts
used wore headquartered there and
transportation and living facilities
did not have to be provided. N. Y.

:

Philharmonic orchestra, for instance,
WHS employed for 48 days, which
would have entailed tremendous expense had it been moved to Hollywood. In addition, local, ."-fandbys
would have had to been paid for the
:

entire time.
ATailabllilie.s

On the other hand, he declared,
the fact that the city is so big and
offers such a Wide choice oC what-,
is needed,, whether it be extras,;
costunies or highly-lalenfed actors,
is a great :advantage. In the niatter;
of extras, he pointed out, the same
faces must be used over and over,
again in Hollywood, wJiije New York
ever

interminable Chang*''''
.In the matter of cosluhie,^, .Ulmer
be would have had^ to pay
Western: Costume, whicli has mc-^t

offers
_

.

'a.sserted,

,

,

of

the:

Hollywood business sewed, up,

each for tlie 18,91 affairs he required for the audience, in one. of
.$3,5

pendence on the parent company his scenes. As it was, he fir.st failed
than do the U,A and RKO units: Brooks in New York and got a bid
Eaves then cahie aibng wit li
Majority of them get ,:studio space of
bid'of ;$7. Meantime,: Shubefts heart!
and, full or partial finaficlng.
U-r has eight utiiis Itneti tip. Tiiey he was shopping, and: Qfl'crec) to::ppen
,

;,

,

:

include Walter 'Wailger, -W'hb's scheduled to -make 'three ,pix in ;the next
year, before he departs; to concentrate

his

activities

for

UA; Diana

in which 'Wanger is
partnered with his wife, Joan Benhett, .a.n,d Fritz Lang, and which is
slated for two films next year, be-

Run- „ProdUetions,

Swedish comedy has young acti'ess
Maj-Britt Nilsson in her fir.st good
fore -it likewise in all pi-obabil ity
role. :Film registers another success
for seripter Rime Lindstrocm. Yarn moves to "UA; Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.; -Nuiinally Johnson, Mark Hellis about a sculptor, his model and a
momument unveiling coinwiitlee. Has iuger, Bill Dozier-Joan Fontaine,
fair appe^.
Skirball-Manning hnd Mike Todd.

the stock in their .warehOvise; .to hiin,
at $.5 each. He finally got them from

Brooks

at $4.

,

TINLING- HOSPITALIZED
Hollywood, Oct.

28.

,'

Eugene Forde has taken over

di-

fur,

Sol

rector tasks on "Eyes -.^Idne"

Wurtzel.

.

James Tinling, who ,5vas to have
piloted
which rotl.s >fov. S. tos
been hospitalized for an eintrKenty
operation.

mm

:

d
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PICTIJBES

M(Nre Brasshat Vs. Trade Tiifing

Oiler Plans Jnitialer

On

.

Century's Schwartz Deplores

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Jack Wrather, Texas oil man who
recently formed an indie production
conipany, will, make "Tixe Guilty''
as his first film.; venture, starting
Nov. 11 at the Rockett studio.

Choice of Fix for Occupied Countries
.

Exam Denver Books

areasDenver, Oct. 29.
Korea
Germany, Austria, Japan and
U. S. District Judge J: Foster
—inly 19 features have been given Symes has granted the request ot
and
areas
European
20th-Fox, RKO, and lioew's to exih« nod for the
internal
Much
18 for the Far East.
amine books of the Broadway theaon the past tre here
battling lias been going
distribution In the occupied

as a prelude to the trying of
a $3,000,000 damage suit in a U. S.
Court in DelawarCj where two of the
defendant companies are incorporated.
:Cinema Amiis. Co., operator of the
Broadway, claims inability to get a
suitable, run for the theatre, and
avers it's forced to use reissues exclusively. The theatre was operated

accessions to
six weeks over further
or less, now
the list, but peace, more
uravails and it is expected that in a
films may
nioiith or so about 25 more

.

added.

tie

was reported- that a three-way
was going on among Pare
head of' the Army's motion

It

struggle

torciilz,

pictur* section of the Civil Affairs
Division; Information Control ol<icer* in the occupied .areas; and the
M6tion Picture Export Association,
wliicli- represents the American film
companies. The State Dept. was said

formerly by Fox Intermountain Theatres as a

calmly to be sitting outside the ring,
confident in the knowledge that no
matter what the others say or do,
Its stamp must toe on any picture before it can be sent into the occupied

Monday

(28)
trivial

as

battle

pooh-poohed
and nothing

from, the list is so big there's really
no reason for much disagreement,"
Lorentz stated. "After all. if a picture is good we don't care if it is
four years old or brand new.
We
appreciate that the companie.'s want
to get
their older pictures
disi

.

tributed first."

No New Faces
understood

have
been some squawks from the major
It's

that 'there

that the. War Dept. was
tending to skip practical considerations in choosing films.
Principal
beef is that the Department is hurtins the chances of building up new
stars abroad by not showing the pix
distribs.

:

which they appear
were made.

in

in the

order

the" films

Building up star values, of course,
an academic matter right now,
since coin in all occupied areas is
blocked and under the
setup,
all rentals go into a central pot.
anyway, and are divvied on the basis
of each company's domestic income.
However, producers are worrying
about the future, when free, coftit
merce again prevails.
is

MPEA

ings on oldies

wherever

possible.

There has been only one addition
to the German and Austrian list
since the original bloc of 18 okays

ASCAP's Victory

—

^

Continued from page 1
was given about two months ago.
New one is RKO's "Major and the livities in other states where its
Minor." Two pix were added to the operations are not Illegal is no con-

Japanese-Korean

of Nebraska's,'" the opinion
flatly declared. Moreover, the court
said, fact that plaintiffs had not
complied with Nebraska statutes was
not important since they had refused to do business in the state.
In this regard, tb
opinion pointed out that Remick Music Corp., M.

"Gaslight" and
"Random Harvest," both Metro. The
Navy's "Fighting Lady" was ap-

cern

file,

proved for Korea only.
German - Austrian list now is;
Fox— "Laura." "Jane Eyre." "Keys
ol the K ingdom" and "Sun Valley
Serenade": Warner Bros.— "Story of
Louis Pasteur," "Adventures of Mark
Twain" and "Gentleman Jim"; Paramnunt—"Union Pacific" and "Great
Victor Herbert"; Metro— "ftandom
Harvest." "Shop Around the Cori:er," "Ziegteld Girl" and "Lo.st An-

,

in the suits, had avoided
printing or selling sheet raiisic in
Nebraska. Music dealers in the State

had purchased the sheets in Nevy

Columbia— "My Sister Eileen," York and musicians who performed
"Can't Talce It With You," f'Adam the compositions acquired the music
Pad Four Sons" and "Mr. Deeds from the dealers in Nebraska, the

sel :

court found. "The refusal of llie
appellees (ASCAP mernbers) to en-

Goes to Town"; RICO— "Suspicion"
"Major and Minor."

gage: in business in Nebraska on the
Col— "You terms offered them by Nebraska did
were Never Lovelier," "Adam Had
Four Sons" and "Together Again";' not confer upon appellants (defendants) the right 10 pirate the plain,Metro--':'Music for Millions," "Gastiff.s' musical
compositions."
Ji^lil" and "Random
H'arvesf: ParAtternpt by Interstate. Hotel Co. of
Holiday
Inn"
and "Medal ' for Nebraska, Peony Park and Lloyd G.
Be'in.V;
"Suspicion" and "En- Fox; defendants, to win dismissal on
chanted
Cottage"; 20th-Fox— "The the ground that' the publishers had
^ullaghters"
(Laurel
Hardy), waived their rights to perform pub^Moontide" and "Jan. Eyre";
licly for profit by selling copies of
That Ghost" and "Christmas the miisic was given .short' shrift.
Holiday"; WB-"King-s
Row," "Con- "Tlie right to publish and sell copies
Slant Nymph"
and "Rhapsody in of copyrighted musical woi^k and the
right publicly to perform the work
for profit are Separate and distinct
rights separately granted by
the
Caster Quits
Copyright Act," the court ruled.

_The

.

U, S, release of Alexander
KOrda's ;French picture distribClting
company, TricolOre 'Films, Inc., will
du
Paradis"
"Leg' Enfarits
be
It will
(.''Children of Paradise"),
be -.booked independently in art

Japs are seemg:

.

To Double

&

U-

Metro

,

Hollywood, Oct.

Anti-ASCAP law

29.

Mel Ballerino is retiring
from
wptios <,asting department Nov.
Ifi
» loui his wife in her clothing bUsi-

advertising, execs, network and local
-station brass hats, radio actors, legit

managers,

theatre

and

-

owners.

nightclub
-

,

-

,

Jules Brulatour Dies

At 76

New

in

York-

Pioneer of Fihn Biz
Jules E. Brulatour, 1%, film business pioneer, who for years had been
distributor of. raw Stock for Eastman
Kodak, died Saturday night (26) at
Mt. Sinai hospital, N. Y., after an

1

in

force

its

entirety in

was

;jtatute/-

6 Major Distributors

Century wa.s tor competitive bidding originally suggested by the Federal cpiift: because it felt that such a
systern Would give it an opportunity
to bid against the Loew's and RKO

Chicago, Oct. 29,
against the suit filed

circuits in Brooklyn and Long Island, Schwartz said. J|n arbitration

Retaliatory Suit Vs.

,

Retaliating
against him

by

major

six

dis-

film

Van A. Nomikos announced
Seymour
attorney,
his
through
Simon, that he is about to file suit
against the' plaintiffs charging restraint of trade in the Chicago area.
Ndmikos, who is being suSd due to
an accounting of percentage receipts,
said, "Since the distributors have
seen fit to attempt to use the courts
of the U.' S,, to permit thern to conduct indiscriminate fishing expeditions through exhibitors books, 1 intend to present the six distributors
with a law suit that is well founded."
tribs.

.

:

setup passing on rUns would be "alright provided the arbitrators act
without selfish motives," he added;
The difficulty, as Schwartz see.s it, i«
that arbitrators drawn from the industry may be motivated by extraneous eircumstaiices, while ihose
from without would have insufficient
Icnowledge of trade practices to rule
intelligently on dispuates.

president.

He

in

1838, he at first

was associated with

the Manhattan Optical Co., of Creskill, N. J., manufacturer of photographic paper, cameras and lenses,
traveling- from Maine to California
as sales representative. Subsequently he became sales chief for Lumiere
North Arrjerican Co., which had
Company
headquarters in f'rance.
established a branch In Vermont, to
handle photographic plates and mo-

With Lupicture raw stock.
miere, he sold raw stock to all independent film producers or all nonmembers of the patents group which
were being sold by Ea.stman. His
activity led,to his being elected president of the Motion Picture Sales
Co., comprising a group of independent producers. He gave up the
Lumiere agency to go with Eastman.
tion

Many myths have grown up about
how much Brulatour netted for eijgh
foot of film he sold, ranging from a
half cejfl, to one penily per. Actually
he -received many times less than
either figure, his big profits stem-

ming
quick

immense

frorri

volume

'

Ricordi Co., Music

Ofladame

Pub

Butterfly/

'

resigned after a

short time to devote all his energies,
to the sale of unexposed rtiotion picture film. Origmally coming to N.Y.

.

:

His wife,

States Too Few
Seats in So. America

Power

Denies Nebenzal Deal
Denial has been
cordi &, Co. of

made by G. Ri-

New York

;

to reports

from Coast last: week that Seymour
Nebenzal had purchased world righti
to music of Puccini's "Madame But-

new

terfly," for a

fllrn, version

of the

opera. Ricordi Co. owns all the copyrighted music of Puccini for the U.S.,
and Ricordi in turn is owned by the
U.S. government through the Alien
for seats, actor Tyrone Power stated Property Custodian, who seized the
;
on return liere over the weekend property when war broke out.
frorh 21,000-mile air junket below
Both the Alien Property Custodian
the border. Actor, who flew his own and Ricordi Co. have made strong
plane. "Saludos Amigos," was ac- representation to Nebenzal. followcompanied on the trip, which started ing release of the story. Ricordi Co.
Aug. 16 and covered every South claims Nebenzal has never been in
American country but Venezuela touch with them. Furthermore, It
and Bolivia, by Cesar Romero, star's says the story has hurt it with pendmanager, William Gallagher, and ing negotiations with other film comJim Denton, of 20th-Fox publicity panies. Deals have been pending
with both Metro and Selznick on
department.
American films are in great de- purchase of "Madame Butterfly,"
mand but not the dubbed versions, hitch being that film companies want
according to Power. Reason for re- world rights, and Ricoidi controls
sentment of such treatments is that only U.S. rights.
Similarly, deal in Puccini'.s "La Boaudiences feel stars' personalities
are lo-st in the dubbing.
Another heme" with Gregor Rabinowich fell
difficulty is that prints are slow in through last .year, Ricordi reports,
because ot world rights angle. Ha-.,
arriving.
Power will return to New York binowich took option on opera, which
from here for short stay prior to expired,
heading for Mexico and start of

Hollywood, Oct. 29,
South American picture business
has too few theatres to fill demand

;

'

20th-Fox's

:

:

From Castile"

"Captain

and

U'S

turnover

plus his intimate,
of the then-pioneering in-

!|;5

EARNINGS AUGUR

DIVVY BOOST OR BONUS

Col/s Capra Reissues

Universal is looking for an estiHollywood. Oct. 29.
"Frank 'Capra Festival" may be raatcd $5 per common share earnwhom he had acted: as agentj in 1923.
He had been married twice before, set up by Columbia with re-release ings in the fiscal year ending tomorbolh marriages terminating in di- of director's: top, film.?, whicli he row,; Oct. 31. according to predic-.
Brulatour's activity as: ari made while under that banner. Al- tions in financial circles. It will be,'
vorce.
agent took Miss Hampton into mo- though Capra, has been off .stiidio recalled that the corporation showed
payroll for years, the director'-i 20th an increase, 6f 2.3 "< in net income
tion pictures and opera.
over a y.ear ago in the 26-week peSurvived by C, Jules iBrulatour, anniversary, with accruing publicity
riod ended last May 4, this being
Mrs. Harry C. Mills and Mrs. F. W. this year, has germinated tlie idea
attributed to lower taxes and closer:
Cochran, all children by his first wife, that there is nice slicfe of coin in
check on costs. If U is able to show
bringing
back
his
film.*;.
Clara Isabelle; two brothers, Henry
close to $5 on the common, either a
Mrs,
R,
Pictures which might
bat'k in
and Thomas, and a sister,

He married

Mis.?

Hampton,

lor

:"•

,

;

,

,

,

for

Posllethwaite.

":Mr,

Lambs Club Biography
Planned by

Waxman

Hollywood,

Oct,

tative.,

,
,

Picture will be filmed

in

A shnilar idea
the Friars Club.

is

Goes-

Happened

to

:

to:

'Town,'-

Wa.shington,"

"Mr,
"It

One Night" and"Lady
-

For a Day."

•

Holly-

being, mulled for

boost of the present 50e^ quarterly
dividend or a year-end 6xti-a melon
is

looked- for.

Showing- by

Handel's Latin Research
Dr. Led Handel, head of Metro's
research bureau, is slated to fl.y to
Cuba Saturday (2), in the fir.st step
to expand audience re.search to the

foreign market.
eign countries

American

With almost all fornow reopened to

believed that
most majors will project their audience sutveys abi-oad in order to take
full advantage of the markets.
Dr. Handel may tour severjil oth^r
Latin' American countries before returning to the h.o.
films,

it's

Universal

made

after givins;

toily

heavy

co,>ts

effect

is

being

to aclmit-

resulting

from

production policy; and
Uniy:ie^sal»
into
the Consolidating
International in i-ecent months.

changes

29.

Lambs

Club- wiU be
motion picture by
A. P, Waxman, indie producer, in
assoGiatiori with Harry Brandt; film
house
chain
owner, and: Frank
Satensleiir, Brandt's legit represenHi.story of the
turned into a

go,
'IjOsl ,Ho,rl?ion.''

showings ai'e
Deeds Goes

Sniitii

194i),

and the court treated the
under the

que.stion of parties', rights
I

t

sive of trade practices.":

Nomikos Reveals

,

first

;

,

.

Simon, who will represent Nomikos
illness
iii
both suits, is a; former special
former actress Hope Hampton, was attorney in the motion picture secat his bedside vizhfen he died.
tion of the Anti-Trust department of
Brulatour was one of the organ- the Department of Justice.
izers of Universal Film Co. and its
of about a month.

^

:

'

Anticipated that the present membership of 450 will rise to 1,000 with
men from fields other than pictures
coming in. These will include radio

The wood. New York and -London with a
and various
$2,000,000
intrin,gem6n;ts complained of, how- budget of
ever, occurred while the statute W'as Lambs in the ca,<'t,
repealed in

^feiHerino

has been one of Bill
wi'ady's aides for past four
years.

in this state

.

.

,

Size

.

RKO—

sooriet,

,

Chi Variety Club

Witmark & Sorts, Chappell & Co, knowledge
T. B. Harms Co. and Jerome Kern, dustry.;
plalntiifs

Assn.

or later -"wiU ba rendered asunder*;;
because of its entry into the trade
practice field. Fred J. Schwartz,, Century Circuit veepee and one of th*
founders of the organization, pi'edieted last .week,
Explaining his
resignation as i-egional veepee o:f
ATA, Schwartz declared the unit's
intervention in the aiiti-tru.st suit
houses in New York, Hollywood and was £! direct violation of its constia few other key spots, with results tution and laid the groundwork for
determining
whether a broader a split, of clashing interests in the
form of distribution will be sought. future.
Chicago, Oct, 29.
Second film will be "Panic;" diVariety Club of Illinois is skedded
"Once the ice i.s broken, by a move
to blossom out with probably- the rected by Julien Duvivier, and third into trade practices, there's no way
most elaborate quarters of any "Les Portes de la Nuit," directed by of shutting that t.vpe of action olftent in the U, S. when they move Marcel Carne,' who also did ''Les later on," Schwartz said, "My resTricolore is. an, American ignation was not Caused by Century's
into new space; at Continental hotel Enfants."
here. With sweeping $38,000 remod- company that is the counterpart to favoring competitive bidding, which
Inc., it does, but hecau.=!e ATA failed
Productions.
Film
eling job under way, plans call London
to
Korda's
British- carry through on the framework set
handles
for
private swimming pool, bar, which
steam cabinets, and the tent's own made product here,
for it in. St. Louis.
There's still a...
masseur. Streamlining task will be
need for a national theatre organizacompleted about Dec. 1 when club
tion to speak for exhibitors exclu-;

Korda's First Gallic Pic

Initial

'

i

Theatres

-.

.

Deleterious effects of the Technicolor studio tieup by the Hollywood
labor strike were revealed again
this week as 20th-Fox ruled that
all bookings of the company's topsjrossing
musical,'
"Margie," must
henceforth
be
approved by the
homeoffice directly. Move was necessitated by the, fact that only a
limited numbor of prints of "Margie" are presently available.
TJntil the normal number can be
supplied^ the exchanges, 20lh's general sales manager W. C. Kupper
will personally pass, on all booking
applications.
With the film Chalking up higher grosses at its preem
run at the Roxy, N, Y., than any
20th picture since "Leave Her to
Heaven," company execs are reportedly worried that much of the
audience penetration publicity .that
could be basod on the Roxy run, will
be dissipated before the film" can be
brought into other key cities. Kupper, therefore, is reportedly aiming
his bookings where they'll do the
most good.
Declaring that the strike had
caused an "emergency" in the normal flow of prints to theatres, 20lh
sales execs warned their field staffs
to be prepared to take every step
necessary to assure the availability
of pictures to 20th customers. Salesmen were asked to take inventory
of all prints presently in the branch
office vaults and to try to push new
pictures that haven't yet played certain territories or. get repeat, Jjook-

Lorentz said he had no dispute with
Control of Acers,
the Information
s n ce they were on the seen e a n
murt naturally have the final word.
'•With all the pictures made during the past eight years to choose

American

picture vvili be directed by JObh
Rejnhardt. with Bonita Granville
and Don Castle heading the cast.

moves from Congress hotel.
With news of the new setup, new
memberships are already pouring in.

Technicolor Tieup

than could be expected with

the film companies naturally worrying about certain commercial aspects
of the choices, as against the War
Department's concern solely about
effects of the pix on the population.

..

'

'Margie' Bookings

Rationed Because Of

Lorefnti!

itiore

'

trial.

cones.

the

moveover house.

Thurman Arnold,, one of the attorneys _for the theatre, is in Denver
currently collecting material for the

ATA s

Entry Into Trade Practice Field

'

With okays needed from at least
toefore a fllpn
four different source*
approved list for
can be added to the

IS

in

Cohen, E-L Part
"
-

Holiyivopd, Oct.

29.

Albert J, Cohen, producer wh»
joined Bafcle-Lion four months ago,
obtained an amicable release '.from
his contract.

Under.stood Cohen wanted his fre»to negiotiate another, producwr

dom

connectioji.

-

;,
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IT

THANKS

Biggest Hits

6th sock

week

at

RIVOLI

on Broadway

as Xew \'ork goes
gaga about this famed
adventure saga! Pre-

Today

town toj)ping everv-

release (lares out-of-

Will

2

thing!

Be Your
Biggest

Holiday Shows
PLAY

From
Paramount

IT

XMAS
New

all-time

record-holder

at

PARAMOUNT
3rd tremendous week

starts toda>-

!

First

engagement proves
it"s

the greatest of

all

Paramount musical'

^

'

•

«

»
if

t

W«Hln«««1ay, October 30,

PICTURE GROSSES

IS

'END OF TIME' HEFTY

L A. But 'Lady Luck' Okay

H.O.S Clip

fw

I Spots, llage'

At lOG; 'Rancli Sluggish
Los Angeles, Oct, 29.
Biz at firstrvins .stiU is below aver»Se,:geB*raUy' :^his Session, with .ex-

ing up

m4

among new

entries.

dp sock $M).000 at 900-seat Fbut Star
alter new house mark for
"Lady Luck" and
opening day.
theatre

(820,

(2d
t'20th)
"Darling Clementine"
wk). Neat $13,000. Last week, off
to big preem with 20th-Fox players
in tor

;

Newman (Paramount)

with $31,000,

locations,

,

Balto;

and stays an extra five days. Second
round at "No Leave" looks light

leave 20G

:

$36,000 in four hou.ses while second
gf "Always »Loved You" will do
$26,000 in two spots.
Estimates for This Week

Baltimore, Qct.^ 29.
Best action here this week is being chalked up by "No Leave, No

,

{

Love"

at

Loew'S Century and "Mar-

Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)— tha Ivers" at the Staiiley. Rest of
"No Leave, No Love" (IVt-G) (2d town is ju.st so-s() with "Sister
Slow $4-,500. -Last week, fair Kenny" tied to vaude at the eombO'
Hippodrome Way below expectancy.
wk).

$7,000.

.

Beverlv Hills Music Hall (BlumenEstimates for This Week
feld-G&S) (824; 65-$!)— "Mr. Ace"
Century (Loew'.s-UA) (3,000; 20(UA) (2d wk). Near $3(000. Last 60)— "No -Leave, No Love" (M-G).
week, ofce $5,400.
Big $20,000 and h.o. Last week,
Carlhav Cifote (FWC) (1,518; 50- "Boys' Ranch" (M-G), thin $11,200.
$1)— "3 Little Girls" (20th) (2d y/k)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
(m.o.).
Sad $4,500. Last week, fair 20-70)— "Sister Kenny" (RKO) plus
$5,600.

,

Chinese (Grauman-WG) (2,048; 50Clementine"
(20th)
Down to $lliO00. Last

$l)^"Darling
(2d wk).
week, good

.$17,100.

vaude. Way off in spite of considerable ballyhoo and good critical reception. iJisappointing $16,0,00 about
all to be expected, La.st week, "Gallant Journey" (Col) and vaude, sat.

Oowntown (WB) (1.800; 50-$l)— isfaotory $18..300.
"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (3d wk).
tattle (Rappaport) (306; 3,5-66)^
with $13,000.
Last week. "Portrait of Woman" (Indie) (2d
nifty $18,500.
Holding very well at $2,600
Downtown Mnsic Uall (Blumen- wk).
after fine getaway to $3,300.
feld) (872; .55-Sl)— "Mr. Ace" (UA)
M*yfair (Hides) (980; 25-55)— '^AlFair $15,000. Last week,
(2d wk).
ways Loved You" (Rep) (2d wk).
below hopes at $19,300.
Biggest thing in hou.se h!,stOry with
Egyptian IFWC) (1.538; 50-$!)—
indicated after
"No Leave" (M-G) (2d wk). Slow resounding $6,000
house record at £8.600 for arst r-'jvr.d.
Last week, light $12,700.
$8,000.
New (Mechanic) < 1.800: 2(IJ-60)—
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l )— "Boys'^
<2a
WiY.i
Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful in "Darling ClemtnSkie'
Fashion" IM-G). Off at $3,500. Last wk). Ma:nti':!-j:.'3g go&a pat* to ,S9,00D,
week, "Till find of Time" (RKO) (3d after iltativ isaiifej stanza at 513,800.
25-74)—
Staniey ,<WBi
i^SXfii
wk-5 days)., $2,900.
Ringing
"Mir',r.ii I-,--.--?<.: .
the
Four Star (UA-WG) (900; 50-85)—
at ^Z'!
Li-", -.vo-'-k, .second of
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reisstjei.
WB), .strong
Sock $10,000. La.'t week, -"'Canyon "Cte* i ; T^i?S!;r
P;i,ssage'' (U) (2d wk-5 days) (m.o. i. ,f!5^^,'.
Finales

(FWC)

50-Sl }-^"KjJ3-

(968;

ers" (U) (3d wk).

Okay

La.t

$3,503.

week, good $5,000.

n

"Captain Caution" (FC) and "Captain Fury" (FC) (reissues) plu.s Dave
ApoUou, Three Rockets, Paul Romos,
others, on stage, $30,000.
Washington, Oct. 29.
Esquire (M-P) (1,060; .$2.40)
Town's big houses are following
"Henry V" (UA) Holding at, $4,500,
the pace of past month, but there's 31st week, after
$5,000 on last, ;Stu-.
(Mono) and ''Hot Cargo" (Par). not a bell-ringer among them. Hotel dent trade gave it eomeback.
Moderate $6,500. Last week, "G,I. strik% now in its third -week, tuiFenway (M-P> (1,373; 40-80)
War Brides" (Rep) and "Rendezvous doubtedly is hurting.
"Three Littie Girls" (20th) and
"Martha
Annie" (Rep), near same;
"Dangerous Money" (Mono). ComIvers,'* at the Earle, is showing nice fortable $10,000. Last week, "Black
returns, with "Three Wise Fools" Beauty" (20th) and "Earl CarroU
plus vaude, at Loew's Capitol, a Sketchbook" (Rep), $7,500.
Pitt Recovers Slowly
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,.500: 40good runner-up for top honors.
80)— "Kings Row" (WB) and "Wild
Estimates lor This Week
Bill
Hickok"
(WB)
(reissues).
Albeit 'Girls' Robust
'Capitol (Loew) (3,43:; 44-80)
Meagrs $6,000. Last week, "Beau
"3 Wise Fools" (M-G) with vaude, Geste" (Par) and "Victor
Herbert"
Nice .$27,000, Last week, "If I'm (Par) (reissues), $5,000 for second
Lucky" plus vaude, $26,00-.
week.
Pittsburgh. Oct. 29.
Columbia (Loew)- (1,263; 44-70)—
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-80)—
Ebcpected recovery following end "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G)
(2d "Claudia and David" (20th) and
Average $7,500. Last week, "Step by Step" (RKO). Only $22,000.
of power strike has so far failed to run).
(2d
run), La.st week, "Notorious" (RKO) (.5th
materialize. Everybody had hoped "Young Widow" (UA)

'«!:
(G&S-BlumenMsl
50-$l)T-"Mr. Ace" 'UA' <2d -.-.3;,.
.

Hawaii

—

for boom after the mo.ith of semidarkness,- but it's slow in arrivirig.
Some figure, however, that it's just
part of the general decline. Best biz
by far is going to "3 Little Girls In
Blue" at Harris, which got away
fast since the fir.st house to come
in with a new picttire after strike
folded.
"Canyon- Passage" also is
clipping strong at the FijJtQn bUt
.

,

"Cloak and Dagger"

chty

3;(.

;'.('.

—

to .518,000. Last week., Motk"
hopes here at $30,600 but atill hefty,
Los Angeles (D Sf-v.r-WO <2.097;
.50-$l)— "No Leave" 'M-G^ (2d wk).

Lait

v.'eek,

Iri Blue"
which means

Girls

"Home

week,

modest

(20lhJ,

a holdover.

Homicide"

Swefit
$7,500.

Last

,

;

.

.

:

(Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)
— Penn
"Mr. Ace" UA). -This house has
this

,

.

:

;

Paramount (F&M)

(3,398;

,

$20,300.
,50'-$l

)—'lAlways

(Rep) (2d wk). Nice
oke $12,000.

(1LiOved .You"

$10,000.

RKO

Hillstreet

"Crack-Up"

E.stimates for This

.
•

$8,000;

\

.

,

/

.

Brandeis (RKO)

"End

of

(RKO)

Lasit

$8,000.

Week

(i,500;

16-65)

—

Time" (RKO) and "Bamboo

Blonde"

(2d

wk).

Week, big

$9,500.

Fine

"Big.
"Devil's

Mask"

(Col)

(1st

run).

Last week, "Time
(U) and "Strange Mr.
Gregory" (Mono) (1st run), $9,500.
$10,000.

of Lives"

Kitz (FWC) (1.370; .50-$!)— "Killers" (U) (3d wk). Sturdy $7,000.
I^st week, great $1.0.000.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—

15G

'Rage' 17G, 'Time'
St..

'

Biz

Louis, Oct. 29.

off on the; main stem;
lots of new films, grosses

is' still

and despite

000, in 3

Tvanslux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
"Strange Holiday" (PRC) and "Blue
Beard" (PRC) (reissue). Customary
Last week, "Gas House Kids"

are barely above average. "Deception" teamed with "Little Miss Big"
is the best with a moderate session.

$5,000.

Runnerup

Tremont (Brand-Mage) (l.!500; 4080)— "Uncertain Feeling" (UA) and
"Second Chorus" (UA) (reissues).

is

"Bage

Heaven"

in

dualed with "Freddie Steps Out."
"Notorious" still a good bet for third
Week.

(PRC)
(Col)

and

"Lady

and

Monster"

(reissue), $4,800.

,

Few

takers at $5,000. Last
(Par) and "Dixie"
(2d wk), $4,000.

"China"

Week

Estimates for This

Loew's (Loew) (3.172; 50-75)—
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) and "Freddie Steps Out" (Mono).
Good $17,000,
Last week, "Mr, Ace" (UA)
and "Johnny In Clouds" (UA), about

:

'

days.

week;
(Pari

(reissues)

'Crack-Up'-SIack

Wow,

.same,

Orphenm (Loew)

50-75)—
and "Johnny In
'

(2,000;

"Mr, Ace" (UA)
Clouds" (UA) (m.o.).
Oke $6,500.
Last week, "Cockeyed Miracle" (MG) and "Boys Ranch" (M-G), $5,000.

Abbassador (F&M)

50-75)—

(3,000;

"Deception" (WB), and "Little Miss
Big" (U), Moderate $19,000.
Last
week, "Nobody Lives Forever" (WB)
and "Night 'Train Memphis" (Rep),
$17,000.

tox (F&M)

"(5,000;

of Lives"

50-75)— "Time
Angel"

(U) and "Blaitk
Mild $15,000.
Last

286, Cincy; 'Leave' 15G
Cincinnati, Oct. 29.
Stage shows, resurrected at the Albee last week after an absence of two
seasons, are hogging the downtown
trade.
This stanza the house has

"Crack-Up" and.Preddie Slack k band
vaude topper. "Margie" has
the Palace in clover, and the Capitol is velvety with "No Leave,, No
as the

Love."
Estimates for This

;.

,

.

Week

Albee
(RKO) (3,100; 55-95)—
"Crack-Up" plus Freddie Slack orch,
others, on; stage. Sock $28,000. La.'^t
"Black Beauty"
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— week, "Home Sweet Homicide" 20th
and
Three
Stooges heading vaude for
"KUlers" (U) and "Nobody Lives
Forever" (WB) (m.o.), Stout $11,- revival of stage layouts here a fter
(,U),

,

"Home Sweet Homicide"

week.

(20th) and
(20th), thin $1,3,000.

(

-

-

two-season layofT, sensational $3(),n00.
Capitol (HKO) (2,000; 50-70)— 'No
Leave, No Iiove" (M-G). Lush $15.000,
Holds. Last week, "Rage in
$14,000.
St, Louis (F&M) (4,000: 50-60)— Heaven" (M-G), $13,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; .50-701— '-3
"Notorious" (RKO) 3d wk).
Still
strong at $10,500 after neat: $14,500 Girls in Blue"* (20th) (3d wk). Solid
second stanza.
$7,000
after great $11,500 second;
tast week, ''Make Mine Music''
"3 Little Girls"
(3 days)
(20th) "If I'm Lucky" (20th) (m.o.),

500.

(RKO)

round.
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,540: 50-70)—

CExhIb Insurance
S

Continued from page

3

^

"Rendezvous With Annie" iRt'pl,
Sorr.y. .$900 for threo day.?, replaced
by ''Stella Dallas" (PC) (reissue) for:
nine days, which looks near $8,000;

:

-

.

;

wk-.')

days), oke $2,800,
.

Wilshire (FWC) (2J296: 50-$l)—
"No Leave, No Love" (M-G) (2d
wk). .Weak $7,500, Last week, $11,(U) (,3d wk). Neat $4,500. 300.
Wiltern
(WB) (2.300; .50-$!)—
I,a.<t week, good $5,300,
United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100; 50- "Cloak an<l Dagger" (WB) (3d wk).
)— "Killers" (U) (3d wk). Big $12,- Off at $9,000. Last week, neat $13,600.
$1
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1.80-$2.4O)
CPO. Last week; sOck $16,400.
V"
—'•Henry
50-$!).:(UA) .i20th wk). Bet(FWC)
(1,719:
Uptown
"CJementine" (20th) <2d wk). Aver- tering $2,000V La.st week, $3,000;
"Killer.s"

—

for that stretch.
(RKO) (2,890; .50- age $7,000. Last week, under hopes
Theatre darkens
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65) Bradshaw, met him in a tavern and Nov. 4 for redecorating. Last week,
(RKO)
and at $11,700.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)— "Boys' —"Somewhere In Night" (20th) and sugge,sted that with three deletipns; "Walls Tumbling Down" (Col), fair
Trim $20,000.
(RKO) Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful in "Wild Beauty" (U). Lively $13,000. "The Outlaw" would be acceptable $5,200.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-70)- "Of
Court" Fashion" (M-G). Light $4,000. La.st Last week, "Plainsman" (Par) and to the commission.
Then, Spheeris
week, "Till End of Time" (RKO) (3d "Biscuit Eater" "(Par) (reissues); fair
Mice and Men" (FC) and "One; Mil-

Luck"
(RKO).

$14,000,

.

(Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
(WB)
Sleep,"
(m.o.)
and

Last week, "Sister Kenny"
wk) and 'Criminal
(2d

(RKO),

—

Omaha
Healthy

La.st

w(»ek,

80)—"Ladv

fine.

stout

'

Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 44-65)
Ivers" (Par) (2d wk) began Monday. First week was stout
S15.300 to earn bdldover. In ahea(J,
"Beaucai.re" (Par) (2d .wk), good

—"Martha
I

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
4.')1;

(UA)

'

$23'000

50-$l)—

"Alway.s Loved You" (Rep) and"Arfairs Gcraldlne"
(Rep) (2d wk).
Near $16,000 on blowofit. Last week,

Two

.

(TjA) and. Little Iodine"

400.
,

(4.367; 40-80)

'

'

.

.

Metropolitan (M-P)

at $34,000 or near. Last week. "Three
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)— Little Girls" (20th) and "Dangerous
"Time of Lives" (U). Sturdy $14,000. Money" (Mono), $28,000.
Last week, "Stranger" (RKO) (2d
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)
wk), $13,500.
"No Leave, No Love". (M-G). Shoi;ild
•Metropolitan (WB) (1,513: 44-70) do better than the, $30,000 it is doing,
—"Thrill of Brazil" (Col). Modoate but no complaints. Last week, "Rage
Last week, "Black Angel" in; Heaven" (M-G) (reissue) and
$8,000.
(U), $9,500;
"Shadowed" (Col) (2d wk); $6,000
Palace
(Loew) (2,370; 44-70)— in: 3 days.
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue)
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80 )—
('2d wk). Good $18,000. Last week,
"Three Little Girls" (20th^ and
stout $22,000.
"Dangerous Money" (Co'l) ini.o.).
Nice $18,000. Last week, "Black
Beaiity" (20th) and "Earl earioU
Sketchbook" (Rep) $15,000.
St. Louis Still Drags
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)
"No
Leave, No Love" (M-G). Excellent
$18,000 and h.o. in sight. Last week,
But 'Deception' 19G,
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (rei.ssue)
and "Shadowed'' ;<Gol), (2d wk). $4i-

Loyola (FWC)
50-$!)—
(1,248;
"Clementine" (20th) (2d wk). Good
$6,000. Last week, socko $10,400.
Million Hollar (D town) (2,420; 558.'))— "Dangerous
Business"
(Col)
with Tex Beneke and the Glenn
Miller orch .on- staqe. Strong $30,000.
La.st
week,
"Straitge
Voyage"
.(Mono) with Earl CarrOU Vanities
imit on stage, $19,100.
,Orphenra (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55.$1)— "Boys'
Ranch"
(M-G) and
'-Faithful in Fashion" (M-G). Faint (2d wk). nifty $16,000.
MetcopoHtan (Snider) (3,100: 66'Night' 13G, 'Dagger' 12G
$11,000, Last week, "Till End Time"
(RKO ) and "Apology for Murder't 85)^"Fred.dte Steps Out" (Mono)
Omaha, Oct. 29.
and Cab Calloway orch on .stage, for
(PRC),(3d wk-5 days), .good $8,300.
Better weath„..- means .better box*
Paiitages
(Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)— threeTday weekend run. Nice $8,500, office this week with "Cloak and
"Lady Luck" (RKO) and "CraCk-Up" Last Week, hou.se (iark.
Dagger"
at the Paramount heading
..State (Loew) (J.200; 44-65)— "No
(HKO). Nice $19,000. Last week.
for a trim stanza, "Somewhere in
"Sister Kenny" (RKO) (2d wk) and Leave. No Love" (M-G). Good .$21,- the Night" at the Orpheum al.so is
"Gi'iminal Court" (RKO), disrtial $9,- OQO; Last week. ".Angel on Shoulder"
conventions are helping.

,

wk.); strong $24,000.

—"Big Sleep" (WB) and "Down Mi.s.souri Way" (PRC). Powerful draw

$16,000.

—

dull $25,-

600.

,

Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)-T"Mar.
Last
week, "Cloak and Dagger" '(2d wk),
tha Iveis" (Par). Neat $23,000.

found George Raft b.o. poison, and
is no exception. Desolate- $13,000
seems inevitable. Last week, "Gallant Bess" (M-G), $12,000.
(WB) (800; 40-70)— "Big
Bitz
Sleep" (WB) (5th wk). Third .stanza
for this one here; had two previously at Stanley. Should wind up
downtown run at okay $2,500. Last
<
week, socko $4,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
Last week, "Notorious" (RKO) "Captain Fury" (Indie) and "Capday,.
(reissues).
Caution"
(Indie)
carried over third week to eight tain
Last week, Nice $3,500. Last week, "Bowery"
days for nice $15,000.
(reissue) plus "Deadline For
(UA)
smash $18,(100,
Carleton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) Murder" (U), $4,000.
Stanley
(WB) (2,000; 40-70)-"Big Sleep" (WB) 3d downtown
wk). Nice $.5,000. Last week, "Mr. "Cloak and Dagger" (WB). Not doAce" lUA) and "Unknown" (Col) ing the usiial Gary Cooper biz at
(2d run). $4,500.
$21,000, way below looked tor total.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Red Last week, "End of Time" (RKO),
Dragon," (Mono'V and vaiide on stage. (2d wk), $12,000.
Fairly active $6,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— "End
Last week,
"Home'In Indiana" (Rep) and vaude, of Time" (RKO) (m.o.). Maybe
$6,500. Last week, "Night In Casa$7;000.,
Majestic,
(Fay)
(2,200;, 44-65)— blanca" (UA) (m.o.), $7,000.
"Black Beauty" •(20th) and "Home
Sweet Homicide" (20th).. Neat $14,OOO.
Last, week. "Big Sleep" (WB) Weather Boosts Omaha;

Down

$16,000.

40-70)—
(2,200;
(20th).. Fjne $18.-

(Harris)

Harris
"?,

-700,

Hollywood 'WB' '2.T5'J; 50-11
At 151G, 'Beauty' 14G
"Cloak and Daggsr" 'WBi 'M wk?.
Near S9,000. Lasl wM:it. ntril S14.%0.
Providence, Oct. 29,
nollywood H«gi.(' Usii ;£S'jjr.enLoew's State's "No Leave, No
feld) (475; 5(5-85)— "Mj. Ace" lUA) Love' is leader this week, while
looks
,t2d wk). Ok.ay Xi>m. tssi week, Ma.ie.stic'i?
"Black Beauty"
neat So.iSlM.
fairly good— "Martha Ivers" is big at
.%-85)— "Killers" .Strand.
Iris (FWC)
Extimates far This Week
(Ul (3d wk). Good $4,000. Last
44-65)—
iBKOl
2,200;
Alkee
we,ek, fine $5^.
L«ew'i State iLoew-WC) tiAtH- "Si«ef Kenny" «RKO) and "Crimi.W-$l J— "Clementine" (20th) f2fi'«5iJ J52.J Court" (RKO). Opened Wednes-

Slow

40-70)—
(1,70C;
Fulton
(Shea}
"Canyon Pa.s.sage" (U). First real
break hou.se has had in some time,
and deluxe western looks better
than $14,000, great. Last week, "Rebecca" lUA) (reissue) fell off to

>

'Ivers' Nice

Good 21G,

way below

is

expectations at Stanley. "Mr. Ace,"
at the Penn, is barely gettirfg, by.
Estimates for This Week

>

v,-(:tk

$6,500,

S7,5()0 in 8 days.

W.l «
OsaV
.J With LcaVe

,

18iG,?assage'Hotl4G

'

Fair $4,000. Last

—

.

—

'

t\l

Pj-Qy.

likely will get $59,000, terrific, but
just under Sinatra's mark. Last \veek,

Time' Big 14G

D.C.;

(WB) and "Vacation in Reno"
(RKO) $11,000.
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,200; 39-60)
—"Don't Gamble With Strangers"

—

$2,900.
Guilil

is

No Love"

State,

45-65)—

(1,900;

"Big Sleep"
'"No Leave,

—

"End of Time" (RKO) and "Criminal
Cdurt" (RKO). Only new topnotch
entry.
Giant $16,000, and holdover.
Last week, "Nobody Lives Forever"

,

'

and Orpheum,; but both had
been figured to do better. ''Claudia
and David" looks no go at Memorial.
Other bills about average.
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO)- (2,200; 50-$l.lO)
"Bamboo Blonde"
(RKO)
plus
Mickey Rooney, others, on stage.
Won't touch Dick Haymes' man>
moth house record of $71,000 but

,

Ivers Lofty 23G,

,

Orphenm (SKO)

Ivers Holsy 19G,

week, but house
a huge margin.
excellent at Met and
looks fint- at

this

town by

tres, chiefly firu runs, including
N. Y.).
Total Gross Samo ITeek
$3,89«,000
Last Tear
(Based on 23 cities, 184 theatres)

.

45-

(Par) (2d wk). Okay
Last week, solid $16,000.

$10,000,

"Killers" continues strong in third
five

(1,900;

65)— "O.S.S."

|

,

RKO

leads the

,

.$18,000,

i

'

frame,

Big. $20,000.

p.a.'s.

Midland (Loew's) (3,500 45-65)—
'Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) and,
"Dangerous Business" (Col) CIA wk).
Last week, rousmg
Fast $12,000.

record

Estimated Total Gross
$:i,801,200
This Week ,
(Based on 2,2 cities, 192 tfteo.

45-65)—

700:

2,043,

house

Mickey Rooney's stage appearance

City Grosses

at the

Estimates for This Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

(Basect O'n 17 lAeatTcs)

,

"Cracl{-.tFp," in two' spots, js ^shaping
up £or okay $39iOOO but not rated
big,
"Boys' Ranch'' looks-: very dull
Second
118.500 in three theatres.
•vreek o£ "Clementine" in lour houses
will be close to a nice $42,000.

Bp.ston, Oct. 29,
in
view for
:

No

Key

Orpheum, Wednesday looks
good for nice money, and holdover.
the

at

Midwest)

Estimated Total Grasa
$64»,»00
This Weelt
(Based on 18 cfieotres)
Total Gross Same Week
$606,096
Last Week

It Wilt,

Hub; 'Sleep Noisy 34G, 'Leave 48G

has a rash of holdovers this
All
big bill.
do nicely and better than recent
"Till the End of 'Time,",
Qffi.'ih weeks.

Town

will

;

reissvie

Oct. 29.

City,

week with only one

Broadway Grosses

blaming product now for
ebsence of potent trade, Ofily the
ol: •'Rage in Heaven" is shapr

hibitors'

Rousng

W

Tilts 'Blonde Terrif 59G,

16G,K.C.;US.S; 10G,2d
Kansas

1,000

Rooney

1946

$11,000.

ajiserted,

•

Paramount (Tristates)) (3,000; 16,
65)— "Cloak and Daggef" (WB).
$12,000 in sight.
Last week,*
"Big Sleep (WB), $11,800,
State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)
"Canyon Fa.ssage" (U) and "Crime
(Rep).
Looks last
of Century"
$3,500.
Last week, "O.S.S." (Par)
and "Wife Monte Cristo" (PRC).

Ti'im

—

.

$2,800,

Bradshaw

solicited

him for

Sweet
his
theatre
insurance
business. $7,500. Last week. "The Killers" U)
Spheeris complained to the mayor, (3d wk), okay $6,500,
and his charges were published SunPalace
(RKO) (2,600; ,50-70)—
day.
Bradshaw's resignation was "Margie"; (20th). All right S J.5.000.
given the next day. Brad.sha\v in Last week, "Sister Kenny" (RKO)v
slow $10,500.
his letter of resignation declared
Shubcrt (RKO) (2,100; 50-70 )—
that he had written no theatre in"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (in.o.),
surance of any kind while he was Faii'i,sh $6,000. Last week. "Nobody
on the motion picture commission. Lives Forever" (WB) (m.o.), $5,000,
lion B. C." »(FC)

(reissue.').

i

;

—

)

1946

Weilnesday-, Oclolier 80,

'MAST' TALL $20,000,

SOG, Gii;

19

N. Y. Spotty Albeit 'Skies'-Kentm

INDPLS.; 'LASSIE 16G
Indianapolis. Oct. 29.

'3

'Miiior' 30G.

PMJTURE GROSSES

P^niETY

'U AngeF-Prima Sma^

;

Both Big

Girls' 25G.

Chicago, Oct. 39.

Film

-f

HaO

Terrif $120,0i, 'Margie'- Jon

aided by influx of teachers
for their annual state convention and
two dayji free from school for kid-s,
is better this week.
"Dark Horse,"
with'Hal Mclntyre band and Martha.
Tilton on stage;' is tops at Circl<e,
"Two Years Before Mast," at Indiana;
biz,

.

Holdovers are bringing in tha lush
biz this week with Danny Kaye at
CRiioago boosting "Bachelors DaughIgrj" to huge. $75,000. Sams combo

new high

tilt

at

Grosses Akc. Net
Film gross estimates; as reported harewith from thtt various key citias, ar« net, i.e., without th» 20% tax. ^Dis'ri'5"to'"s
shai'« on net tsike, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures :ar8. net income.
The
parehthetic
admission

$92,000 last wee]!:.
is fancy $25,000

%liree Little Girls"

"Dark Mirror" lool^s
the small Woods.
'Black Angel" and Louis Prima
band on stage of. Palace for 20th
smash
at $50,000. "I"oSniii looks
Roosevelt.

«t

fi'eat $30,000 at

and "Courage of
both are strong
fllmers,:.

at Grand, is still great at
for tifth week, with extra
shows; helping.
Kstimatcs for This Wtek
"Big
Apollo (B&K:) (1,200; 95)
Sleep- (WB) (2d wk). Robust $30.with no matinee price. Last
OOO.
week, wham $31,000.
t'hlca(fo.(B&K) (3,900; 95)— "Bach-

however, as indicated,

prioesy

$30,000

elude the U.

:S.

in-

.

anfiusement tax.

.

Week

(Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 48-74)
.—"Dark Horse" (U), with Hal. McCircle

orch, Martha Tilton, others,
on stage. Extra good $22,000; Last
week, "Lover Come Bacit" (U), with
Tommy Tuckei:,; orch, Misbha Auer,
others, on stage, dandy .$22,500. ^
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
—"Two Years Before Mast" (Par).
Sock $20,000,: and holdover possible;
..

—

last'

To

Sails

Last week, "Always Loved Y(i!U''
(Rep). Mild $13,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450 40-60)—.
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G). Solid
Last week, "Holiday in
Mexico"
(M-G)
wk), good
(2d
;

,

Daughters" (UA) with Danny

High $36,000, Det.

topein.ij stage bill. Smash $75,record at colos000. Ijast 'week,
sal $92,000.

Kaye

straight

I-ntyre:

late;

elors

Loew's

and top

Estimates (or This
'

.

;

toiioiLs"

Lassie,'! at

.'-

new

$16,000.

$11,500.

Detroit, Oct. 29.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
Big news here cvu-rently is the "In Old Sacramento" (Rep) and
sock business being registered by "Night Train Memphis" (Rep), Oke
"Two Years Before Mast" at .the $7,500. Last week, "O.S.S." (Par)
Broadway Capitbl,"Mr, Acc" is only (ro.o:.), nice, $6,000 in 6 days.
passable at the Fox birt "Searching
Garrick (B&K) (900; 65-95)
''ftlarthallvers" (Par) :(5th wk) split Wind" is doing nicely at the smallweek with "Darling Clementine" .scatei.' United Artists. "Big; Sleep"
(20th 1 open in.i; Wednesday (30) for and "Killers" both are staunch on
good $16,000. Last week, fair $9,000. their second weeks,
Grand IRKO) (1,500; 65-95)— "WoKsUmates for ,This Week
lorious" (RKO) (5th:;wfc), Territic
Adams (Balaban) (2.863; 70-95)—
$30,000 with about same last week.
"KineFs" (U) and "Dark Horse" CU)
OrieiUal (E.-faness) (3,240: 65-95)
(2d wk).
Big $16,000. --Last week
"Ml-. Acc" (UA) and Franlde Carle
great $20,000.
orch gn stage (2d wk). Snappy $40,Bi'oadway-Gapitol (United Detroit)
Philadelphia, Oct. 29.
000. Last week, strong $52,000.
70-95)— 'Two Yeavs Before
(S.'fOO;
Palace (Rl-iO) (2^00; 65-95)
Biz :is oh. a slight upbeat this sesh,
IWast" (Par) and "Little Iodine" (U"Black Angel" (U). Twentieth anni A
Sock;. $36,000, -Last- week, "No- but there's still a hango'ver of holdjubilee has Louis Prima orch on
"Holiday in Mexico" and
body Lives Forever" (WB) and overs.
stage for one week, of vaudeville
Blonde for a Day" (PRC), (2d wk), 'Deception" are toppers on their
back at Palace. Smash $50,000. Last i-oii.sing '$15,000,
opening cantos.;
week,, "Time of Xives"
Downtown (Balaban (2,683; 70(U) and.
Estimates for This Week
"Wild Beauty" (U) (2d Wk), slick 93 )— ''Tiine of Lives" (U) and "In
Aldine (1,303: 50-94)— "Kid From
$20,000,
Okay $14,000.
Old' Sacramento" (R).
Fine
Brooklyn." -(RKO) (2d wk).
Kooscvcit (B&K) (1,500; 65-951
Last week. "Kijlers" (U)'and "Dark
$19,1500.
Last week, great $23,500.
"3 Little- Girls" (20th). Fancy $25.- Horse" (U). sock $18,000.
Arcadia
(Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
000, Last wcclc, "2 Guys iMilwaukce"
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) "Cloak and Dagger" (WB)(2d. run)
(WB (3d wk). okay $16,000.
"IMr. Ace" (UA) and "Down Misdays).
(6
Oke
wk)
$5,800.
(2d
S|ale-Lakc (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— iiouri Way" (PRC).
Passable $22.-.
Opener good $6,500.
."Anna" (20tlv)
Last week, "3 Little .Girls"
(4th
wk). Hearty 000.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "De$22,000. Last week, $25,000.
(•20tlr> and "personality Kid" (Col),
ception" (WB). Husky $34,000 plus
Uiiiled Ai-lisis (B&K) (1,700: 65. lofly $31,000.
additional $4.00O for Sabbath show95 )— "Sparchih.c Wind"
Mad son. (United Detroit) (1,866; ing
(Par) (2d
at Earle.
Last weelc, "Gallant
wkV. Healthy $22,000.
Last week: 50-60 )-^"O.S.S." (Par) and "Three Journej''; (Col), mild $19,000.
loft.v $25,000,
Cab.-illeros"
(RKO).
Usual $2,300
Earle
(2,760; 60-99)— "Down
Woods (E-ssaness) (1,200; 65-95 )— for 3 days. Last week. "Stolen Life" Missouri (WB)
(PRC) with stage
.Way."
'Dark Mirror'' (U). Newspaper pro- iWB) and "Deadline at Dawn" (Rshow headed bv Donald O'Connor,
motion i.sliot on this, and helping to KO), $2,100 for 3 days.
Fair $22,000,
Last week, "Decoy"
great $30,000. L-i.st week, "Stranger"
iMIi'liisan (United Detroit) (4.100;
(Mono) and Cab Calloway orch,
70-95 )— 'Big Sleep" (WB) and "High
(RKO ) (6th wk ). weak $9,000.
husky $30,000.
Sciiool Hero" (Mono) (2d wk). Good
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-94)— "Darling
$28,000.
Last week, $43,000.
Clementine" (20th).
Neat $26,000.
Paliiis-Siate (United Detroit) (2.Last week. "Home Sweet Homicide"
Grid Season
976: 70-95 )— "Well - GroOmed Bride"
Help
(20lh). pale $15,000.
Money"
(Pai-i
and
"Dangerous
Goldman (Goldman) (1,3,50: .50-94)
(Mono). Tepid $17,000. Last week.
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). Sock
'Black Angel/
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO). and J;33.000. Last week, "Martha Ivers"
"Missing Lady" ((5th wk). $14,000.
(Par) (5th: wkl $13,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)
Tucker-Auer Fast
Kai'ltoh (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—
(1,941;. 70^95 I— "Searching
Wind" '!NotoriOus" (RKO) (2d run). Looks
Minneapolis, Oct. 29.
Bombshell"
(Par..), and: "Bowery
Another football exodus, this time (Mono),. Loud $20,000; Last week like bright $11,000 despite long run
at Stanley. Last week, "Claudia and
to the Minnesota-Ohio State game
'Each His Own" (Par) aid "Hearts
(20th), sad $5,500 second run.
at .^Golumbus,
undoubtedly
hin-t Gi-owing Up" (Par)'(5th:;Wk); strong David"
Keitli's (Goldman) (1.500; 50-94)—
weeteid biz. The aggregate show- ."il-l.QOfl,
"Angel on Shoulder'' (UA) (2d run).
ing, however, was respectable. Orrin
Thin $5,000.
Last week. "O.S.S."
Tucker band on stage plus. "Black
(Par).
second run,
$4,000
Angel" will put the Orpheuni out 'Clementine'
31

Civic (Wildborg) (900; $1.10-$2.40)
V" (UA) (13th wk).
Last week; solid
$11,500.

—•Henry
Sturdy.

-

..

$12,000.

-

'HoGday' Giant

,

:

—

$33,000,

PhiUy

—

)'..

:

•

,

)

—

I

,

:

.

:

.

No

—

To Mpk;

;

Wow

G,
Mastbaum (WB) (4,350;
"Nobody Live.s Forever" (WB) (3d
Denver; 'Fools' Fast 17G wk
Fair $18,000. Last week, okav

front.
Other tipwcorafers furivishint;
nice totals are "Two Little Girls in
Blue" and "I've Always Loved

).

..

\ou."
Estimates for This Week
Aster
30-44)— ".Toe
(Par)
(900;
Palooka. Champ" (Mono) and "Tni .

.

,.

zati'and

Grpon

.(i'e.l.ssuo)..

Okav

"Shadow

of

Goddess"
$2,nO0

in

5

(Indie)
davs,

(Mono) and

,Mi,'iory",

Deadline" (Mono), opened
today (Tucs). Last week, "She-Woir
.Of London" (U)
and "Singin? on
."B*lo.w

.Trail" (Col), Sl.SOO in 5 days.

Century

(Par)

(1,600;

:

Denver. Oct.

•'Home

1822,500;

,

FouU"

also is nice.
lOstimatcs (or This Week
Alatld'n
35-74)—
(Fox)
(1.400;
"The Killers" (U) and "Little Mi.ss
Biy" (U), after week at Denver.
Esquire, Webber. Good $5,000. Last
week. "3 Little GirLs" (20th.) and
"Inner Circle" (Rep) (m;o. ), .big
,

;

50-70)—

$7,000.

"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (m.oi.
Still rolling at $7,000 clip. Last week-.
$6,500.

29.

".My Darliiig Clemeiitine" is .easily
top money here this week,
three theatres. "Three: Wise

talcint;
pl.';yiiig

Oenham (Cockrill) tl.750: 35-74)—
"BeaUcaire" (Par) (2d wk). ;Big
Homicide"
(20th). $M,,300 and liolding.
Last week, big
$15 000,
(Par)
44-50)—
(1.000;
35-74)—
Denver
(Fox)
(2.525;
Carroll Sketchbook"
(Replv "Darling Clementine" (20th) and
'

Sweet

Gopher

"Eari
Light $3,000. Lg.st week,

.

Doubt" (Q)
.iXyl'ic

"Shadow

of

on Shoulder" (UA) (m.o.). Virile
$5,000.
Ln.'il week. "Cloak and Dagger." (Par) (3d wk), okay $4,500.

'

—

.

..

,•,

"Hiah

„ Orphcum. (RKO) (2,80"0; 50-85)
.?lack Angel" (U) and Orrin Tucker

orch, Mischa Auer, others, on stage.
Sti'ong $20,000 or better. Last week,
•Noiiody Lives Forever" (WB), fine

E.squire, Webber., Big $19.Last, week, "Killers" (U) and
":Vlis,'5 Big"
(U). also Esquire, Webbei'. fine $16,000.
35-74)—
K.sqiiire
(Fox)
(742:
"D: rling
Clementine''
(20th)
and
"Wish School Hero'' (Mono), also
Denver. Webber, Big $6,000. Last
week. ."Killers" (U) and "Little Miss
Bia" lU). fine $4..5O0,

COO,

'

•

'

SI 3.000.

Orphciim

Radio City (Par)

(4,000;

Cj-70)—

(Mono), day-

School Hero"

wth

date

(roi,ssuc), .good $4,000.

(Par) (1.100: 50-70)— "Angel

(RKO)

"3 Wise vFooIs":

3.5-74)—

(2,600;

(M-G) and "Step By

Little Girls"

3

(2Dth). Fust $16,000. Stop" (RKO).
Big $17,000 or near.
week, "Holiday in Mexico" (M'' Last week. "The. Stranger" (RKO)
(2d wk.i, brisk .$13,50n.
and "Bamboo Blonde" (RKO), fine

La.st

Stanley
"Stranger"

(WB)
(RKO)

50-94)—

(2.950;

—

:

World (Pai -Stcm-K)
:

:^Nol)ody
(m.o.>,

;

Live

'Nicv

»1

!)0o'^'°'''''^''

(350; 50-99

>—

Forever" .:(WB)
Last \vepk,
(t-eissufi',
mild

"MM.
"'''''^

;

(m,o.), fair $3,000,
VVcl>l)er
(750;
(Fox)

-

Buffalo, Oct. 29.

Too many holdovers and mild,
tures

new

Angel'' took top

being

pic-

holding down' pace this
"Gallant Bess" and "Black

ai'e

I'lame.

entries, neither

bitf.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
"Gallant Bess" (M-G) and "The Unknown" (Col). Hu.sky $18,000, Last
week. "Mr, Ace" (UA) and "One
Way to Love" (Col), stout $20,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-.O) (2d wk)
Bright $16,000.
Last week, great
$22,000.

.

:

]

(

.

)

.^v74)—

."DnrliiH!
Clementine" (20th) and
"lii"h School Hero" (Mono), also
P " ver, [')squiic. Big Sli.OOO, Last
v,;i'
Killers" (U,i and, ''Liltlc Mi.-R

Bia

'

\Ui, fine $5,000.

)

>

—

.

—

,

000.
"Ndbbdy Lives Forever". (WB.);
and Lionel Hampton orch heading'.;
fourth session and probably longer.
Secbitd week of "Deccp,tion," at stage layout opens next Friday (1)..Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-.'$1.20 <-^,'
the Hollywood, will be robust $41,000
below initial "Westerner" ,(FC) (reissue) (3d wk).
considerably
albeit
frame's pace. Same is, true of "Dark Holding up in grand fashion, being
Mirror." at Criterion,, ,-with $40,000 strong $18,000 this' session, af t(Ji! fixie
for second week. The long run of $20,000 on |econd, Holds.
"The Raider," at Rialto, winds up
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60with the current (5th) -w/eek, making $1.20)— "Killer.s"
(lOth
(U»
wk).
unusual profit for aii indie British .Dipping on 9th round ended last
release.
(Tues.) night to $26,000 or over
"No Leave. No Love" plus Les while 8th, was $29,000, both nice^
Brown band, Henny Youngman, Bill profit for this time Of run. Set to
Johnson on, stage is a disappoint- remain here for an 11th week.
ment, being modest $72,000 on sec- "Notorious Gentleman" (U), origond round at the Capitol but sta.ys a inally set to open Nov, 6, now comes
third frame.
in on Nov. 13 .because of decision, to
"Lady Luck" opens today (Wed.) hold "Killers"' an extra week.'
at the Palace after four days ot fifth
week for "Sister Kenny," which had
"Nobody
great
run.
not
nice
if
a
Lives Forever" with Lionel Hampton
band heading stageshow, starts. Fi'iday (1) at the Strand. "Killers,"
'wiiich ended its ninth week at the
Winter Garden last (Tues.) night

tinues' stoutly at $130,000, It stays ;a

:

;

;:

,

,

:

,

'

.

'

;

.

;

.

Tacation'-Basie

with $26,000. ;a-nakes way foi- "NotoGentleman" on Nov. 13.
Estimates for This Week

Nice 30G, Frisco

(1,300; 70-$l,40)

San Francisco, Oct. 29.^
Count Basie band is pushing "'Vacation in Reno" to -a nice session at

rious

(Citv
—Astor
"CleopatraJ'

Inv.)

(UA) (8t)i wk). Just
holding on. Only $19,000 on this
frame compared with Thin $21,000
last

week.

Golden., Gate, but takings are:
anything but strong' elsewhere again

the

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10 )— this stanza.
The number of holdr
"No Leave, No Love" (M-G) plus overs is slowing pace. ''Hpme Sweet
Les Brown orch. Henny Youngman, Homicide" will reach a mildish' figBill .Johnson on stage (2d wk). Runure at the Paramount.
;

nhig, far:

'

sti'ong $48,000.

-

Globe (Brandt) (1.500: 70-.Sl.20)
"Angel oti Shoulder" (UA> (•2d wk).

Good

$25,000 alter fine $31,000
week. Goes, a third,

first

14G

)

;

(Col

.

.

'

.'

Okay

:

).

,

>

and Aileen Caryle, big $37,500.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 5.585)— "Mr. Ace" (UA) (2d wk). Weak
$15,000. Last week, $21,000.
Paramount (FWC) (2,646: 55-85)—
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th).
Only $19,000. Last week, "Always
Loved You" (Rep), good $20,000.

"Thrill of Brai'.il" (Col) and "PlianKmi. Thief" (Col ). $13,00().^
20lh Centur^ (20Ui Cent.) (3,000;
40-70 )--"Makc iVTinp Music" (RKO)
-Mibi"
'Falccn't
(RKO) (2d
a'ld
' k,>,
SiuKi S' ' 'i').0 or near.
Last
week, lully $20,500.

to get solid $41,000 after great $50,000
Stays indef.
initial week,
Palace (RKO) (1,700: 60-$1.20)-

"Lady Luck" (RKO).

Tees

off

(Par).

(2.1.33;

.55-85)—

N.s.g. $0,300 in.Six da.ys.

Last

WB)

(m.o.), only $7,800.
St.

Francis

(FWC)

(1.400; ,55-85)—

"Always Loved You" (Rep) (m.o.).
Modest $9,000.
Last Week. "Big
Sleep" (WB) (m.o.), $8,500, on tourtli
downtown week.
VnUed Artists (Blumenfeld) (2,-

55-85)— ".Tohnnv in
448;
Clouds"
(UA).
Sad $15..500.
Last -A-eek,
8
here "Young Widow" (UA) (3d wk
days, mild 410,000.

Final four days of
(Wed-.),
5th week for "Sisster Kenny" (RKO),
ended last (Tues.) night; was okay
$12,000 after fine $24,000 on fourth
week. This made a profitable. albeit
not a great run.
Paramount (Par) (3,664: 70-$1.20)
—"Blue Skie.s" (Pan with Stan

today

(FWC>

Stale

"Laura" (20th) and"Last; Weekend"
week, "Nobody Lives Forcver"(

1

I

(WB

:

;

,

'^"y Milwaukee"

.;

^

ford,

showing of "Cockeyed Miracle"
.iash $117,00!) opener.
the vaudfilm State. However, this is $107,000 after
not preventing the Paramount, Roxy Some idea of this combo's stayiii.*
and Music Hall from cornering; the power revealed in last Sunday's flg;,7
uresi biz beating previous Sunday,
bulk of downtown trade.
which was part of a new weekend
plus
Paramount, with "Blue Ski<;s"
record.
Stan Kenton band, King Cole Trio,
State (Loew's
(3,450; 43-$1.10
Dean Murphy, Lane Bros., continues
smash at $120;000 for' second Week "Coclceyed MU-acIe" (M-G» (1st run)
ended last (Tues.) night after hitting and "Star and GGarter" reviae with
Herman Hyde, Chaz Chase, on stage.
a new all-time high of $136,000 on
Strong $30,000, with little held from:
fust stanza. Roxy, with "Margie" and
Last week, "Martha Ivei's"
stageshow headed by Frances Lang- film.
(Par) (2d I'un) plus Smilii &: Dale,
ford, .Ion Hall and Carl Ravazza, also
Susan Miller, Hal LeRoy, $31,000.:,;.
on
is maintaining the strong pace set
Strand (WB) (2,756: 7 $1.20)
the initial week, being $107,000 on
the first holdover frame concluded "Cloak and Dagger" (WB) with Aivino Rev, jean C*(r roll. Sondra Barlast night.
Music Hall, in third week with rett (4th-final'wk). Down .to. near:
"Jolson, Story" and stageshow. con- 838,000 on blowofV; third okay $41,-

''

,

t^t^A

,'

Down
(2d wk).
Opei\er was fine $25,500
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$l,40)—
with $3,700 on Sunday showing at "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) (4thDOw)i to $6,500 on finale
Earle.
final wk).
Stanton
(WB) C1.475; 50-94)— attei' okay $7,500 on third. "Plains"Crack-Up" (RKO).
Sad $10,000, man and Lady (Rep) opens next
Last week, "Thrill of Brazil" (Col) Saturday (2).
(2d wk), slightly better at $11,000,
Golden (7()9; $l,20-$2.40)— "Henry
V" (UA) (9th wk ). Eighth session
concluded last Saturday (26 shows
English opus still In chips at $13,000
Buff. Mild; 'Bess'
after fine $14,00.0 last week.
Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 70-$L10)
—"Deception"' (W;B) '2d wk). Slid
At $18,000, 'Angel'
off markedly on first holdover round

•

:

weeks..

Boxy (20th) (.5,886; 90-$l. 201 ;^',
"Margie" (20th with Franctis Lang-,
Jon Hall, Carl Ravazza, Harmonica Rascals, others; on stage
Second round finished
(3d wk).
night held to 'great
at last (Tues.)

.

to $17,000,

-Hipp: (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Mr.
G
Ace" (UA) and "One Way Love"
KKO-l>an (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)
siii.ooo.:-.
Notorious" (RKO) (5th wk). Bin
IMramount (Fox) (2.400; 35-74)— (Col) (m.o;i. Strong .$10,000, Last
».000 and may hold over sixth week. "Black Angel" (Uj aiid "Personality v.'eek. "It I'n-i Lucky" (20th) and
La.«;i week, big $8,000.
Good $10,000.
La,st .-Dark Alibi" (20th ) (m.o. ), fairish
Kid" (Col).
State
(Par)
50-75)— "Al- week, "Young Widovv" (UA) and $7,700.
(2,300;
Teck (Shea (1,400; 40-70 )— "They
way.s Loved You" (Rep), ..Prai.se for ;'iVlvi,'teriou's. Intruder"
(C-ol),
big
picture
Were Sisters" (U) and "Devil's
and
favorable
woi'd-of- ,$12.000:
moulh helping to nice $ll;00O. Last
Rialto (Fox) (878: 35-74)— "3 Lit- Mask" (Col). Soft S4,!)00. Last week,
,.^\;eek, "Angel on
3d wk ).
Shoulder" (UA). tle Gii-is" (20th) and "Inner Cii'clc" •Big Sleep" ( WB 1 (m.o.
.ditto,
(Rep), after week at Denver, Es- $5,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3.300; 40-70 J—
€plown (Par)
.50-55)— qui)e. Webber, Aladdin. Good $4,000.
(1,000;
Courage of Lassie" (M-G). Firsl Last week, "Cloak and Dagger" "Black Angel" (U) and"Wild Beaunabe showiiv-;. Good
(WB) and "Great 'To Be 'Young" ty" (U). Nice $14,000. Last week,
$4,000. Last
I

weather and Monday (28) iiight, sagged a bit t(»
$36,500 but still nice proat; fourtli
robust $43,000. Goes at least eighS

below hopes with initial
Estimates (or This Week
holdover sagging to $72,000 or conFox
(FWC)
(4,651;
55-85J—
siderably less; opener was good $80.(20th)
"Darling Clementine"
(2d
000 but \vay off fropi expectancy;
wk). Dropped to $18,500. Last week,;
Stays a third (Jespitc 'this, with "Rage
terrific
$41,000.
in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue) and new
60-951—
Golden
Gate
(2.844;
"Vastage bill opening Nov. 7.
plus
Count
cation'
(RKO)
Reno"
60-Sl,25)
in
(1,700;
(Loew's)
Criterion
—"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d wk ). Hold-, Basic orch on stage. Nice $30,000.
ihg nicely witirnear $40,000 in sight Last week. "Crack-Up" (RKO) plus
50-94)— for current session: initial week was vaude headed tjy Spike Jones band

20G

.

Bigl07G,2d;'Jobn'130G,3d,Sock
Unseasonably

wariTi
product are blamed for the extreniejy
spotty business at Broadway ftrstruns
this week. Extended runs for several
attractions that are beginning to Sag
badly, is held accountable tot the
small overall total.
There is hot a siiigle new entrycurrently excepting the first-run

Kenton orch; King Cole 3. Dea(V
Bros,
(3d ,vvk).
Muriphy.
Lane
Terrific biz, «'ith secoi'd wecic elided
last (Tues. ) night hitting $120.000:
First .stai')za super-colossal ,$136,000
here.
records
break
all
previous
to
.

).

Warlleld'

(FWC)

(2.056;

.55-85

—

"Cloak and Dagger" (WB) (2d wk).
Mild $20,500. Last week. $28,500.

'Anna' Hot 20G, Mont'l
Montreal, Oct.

29.

"Anna" looks like the best bet of
newcomers this week,
to
"E-asy
Wed," .;at Palace, tops the holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol
35-63)
(CTl
(2,700:
"Searching Wind" (Par). Thin $11,-:
000.
Last week. "O.S.S.'" (Pan (2d
wk), okay $11,500.
Palace (CT (2..'500 35-63;— "Easy
wk).
Continues stoutly, this week to Wed" (M-G) (2d wki. Okay $12.(3d) b(;ing,.very good $130,000 not 000 after sock $15,000 opening week.
far from .strong $136,000 reached on
3,5-67)—
Loew's
(2,800:
(CT)

—

Set to stay eight or nine weeks.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke70-$1.25
fellers)
"Jolson
(5,945;
Story" (Col) arid stage show (3d
)

se'("ohd.

HoWs—hatch!

(1,064; 7a.Sl.20)
(reissue) (5lh
wk). Nice $7,500 after trim $8,000
for fourth frame. Continues.

(Mayer)

(.594;

)

'Anna"

'.

(Brandt)
— Republic
"Pautasia" (RKO)
Klalto

.

—

35-85)—

"Raider"
(Indie)
(,5th-final
wk).
Sturdy
fof
$6,500
English Films
meller after $7.?00 in fourth, "Decoy" (Mono) opens Friday (1).

(201 h).

:

Smash

$20,000.

Las);

week; "Night and Day", (WBi. bi?
$11,500 for third u'cok.

—

35-,53)
(2.,300:
Princess
(CT)
'Manie Gets .Married" (WBi antJ
"Great To Be Yoling" (Col ). Nice
S8,000,
Last week. "Last Chance"
M-G and "Lcttei: for Evie" tColi,.
'

(

)

$7,500.

Rlvoli (UA-Par
(2,092; 00-S1.25
--"Two Years Before Mast" (Par)

Imperial iCT) (1,850; 30-.50 -"Old
Sacramento" (Rep) :and "Gl War
Brides" (Ren1 i2d ivk ). Trim $4,000

(6th wlj).

or near.

(

On

fifth

stanza ended last

i

Last « eek, big $5,200.

UNITED STATES PICTURES PRODUCTION

S

MADE THE BIG

MADE THE
U)

DAY"

-

iB'way In Particular
Continued from pate 2
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In

Long Argent. Union Radio
Montev ideo,

Oct. IS.

Ai'semiiie
radio musicians are
•till out on strike, after six weeks
during which the country's web.s
have had nothing but canned music
to broadcast, apart from soap operas
and any other uoyeltiei. All the
other radio guilds, actors, announcers, technicians, etc., are back on
the job, and muttering imprecations
under their breath agaiiist the inusicos for hi-jaeking theni into their
quarrel.
Many are completely disillusioned with unionism and have
been resigning from their guilds.
Some of those who were on .strike
have' lost
supplementary assignments which gave them nice fat
fees, while others have been switched
to the le.ss favorable time segments
or shifted to less important programs. These penalties have been
imposed by the Broadcasters Assn.,
acting in its turn on orders from the
Labor Secretariat and 'Radio • Con-

Martin'ri Plii«r, TmfHlaritr

81.

Dance Bands

Classical Musicos Vs.

To $124,000,000 in '46, Seen in Offing

Strike

Mexico City, Oct,- 22.
Peak of the lush Mexican tourist
which may hit an all-time

trade,

Opera

Seek

high of $124,000,000 this year, has
been reached according to lastest

pear cheap and dirty; The good
restaurants are there and so are
the class night clubs,- Practically
everything that one writes about
when one writes about Broadway
is no longer on Broadway but
on the East Side of town. That
is everything but the legitimate
theatres. They are still on the

Granada Starts
liim Film Units
29.

Granada

iheatees,
after
months of preparation, started 16m
exhibition yesterday
Mo(Mon.).
bile units will operate under the
name of Century Mobile Cinemas,

subsidiary

sidestreets off
I

Smugness or confidence that nothing is required to draw touri.st.': because of Mexico's climate, ho.'spitiility,

who hurry hurry hurry

beauty and charm, and reported-

some government

hostility to

vi.s^

itors are blamed. Latter apparehtlystems from the belief that tourists
are harming Mexico.
In well informed circles there is
fear that unless the country places
its tourist trade on a modern biz
basis pronto via service, efficient
handling of guests and intensive art.
vertising, this highly remunerative
trade will start to dwindle seriously.
It's felt that competition from Eu*
ropean countries, especially France
Toronto, Oct, 29.
A four-year plan, whereby the' J. and Switzerland, which really are
Arthur Rank interests will erect 64 experts at handling visiting firemen,
new theatres across Canada, in addi- may soon cut in. 'i'he trek to Cuba
tion to
the
105
they now have rather than Mexico also is reported
through the Paul ^Jathan.son part- serious.
Also it's cited that U. S. visitors
nership deal, was announced by John
Davis, managing director
of the have come away from here comi
Rank Organization, here for his sec- plaining about prices, feeling that
Mexico has become worse than
ond ^^)sit, this year.
Overall cost will be .1:6,000,000, this; France in its palmiest days. This has
leading off with Toronto's new com- been denied here, and with the new
bo first-run" 2,300-seater and two campaign to bally the country' as
buildings to house Odeon's Canadian ideal for tourists, steps are being
headquarters. About 15 new houses taken to remedy the impression.
Drive to elicit support from busiare now under construction from
coast to coast. The Toronto unit, next nessmen is running into oppo.sition
door to; Maple Leaf Garden, will who are holding back financial aid
cost $1,700,000, without furnishings for the tourist campaign either because of indifference or belief that
or equipment, Davis said:
With all first-run theatres to be it is a waste of coin when Mexico
tagged Odcon, the British film in- naturally draws tourists. On the part
vaders expect to have their Toronto of some, it's a matter of open hosflagship ready early in 1948. In ad- tility, with some native biisint-.i.siiuri
dition, there will be three Toronto not liking foreigners tripping around
suburbans with about 1,100 seats the homeland.

'

Canadian Houses

New York
people
along the

of

Broadway Boardwalk are not the

lem;-'',;,

the road dur- people who frequent the legit eiheThe theatregoers, for the
ing the next few weelcs bperating atres.
in areas covering the home coun- majority, manage to get to the theThen
ties and .some further afield sur- atres, generally in taxicabs.
rounding large towns where Gran- hurry away from the theatres after
adas have their own 35m theatres. the show, generally in taxicabs, to
their favorite night
The Direccion de Radiodifusion All sites selected are at least three the East Side to
from any static theatres. club or restaurant. No longer do
ha.? cancelled the radio licen.ses of miles
unit... will V opyer
one circuit, they stroll along Broadway, no
all those known to be in opposition Sach
longer are they part of the -street.
to the regime.
The public in gen* weekly, some showing on six differI am for making Broadway, Broads
eral does not know this, and the ent sifes and others f pi? more than
The way..
press, if in the know, may not pub- one day at individual sites.
lish the true facts.
E far all ap policy is not to change admis.sion
explained to me, the real
IT
pedis made to influential govern- Priees to facilitate seating. Average
ment or army members have been f^apa<;"y of *e halls is about 250. estate and economic reasons, .why
Some months ago, an extensive most Of this change on Broadway
nixed and it looks as though few
will be able to get the ban lifted. survey of more tiian 350 villages was took place. I don't understand those
thing.s very well, they're too comThe appeals must be lodged in the made in the southern; Eireas.
try to relast instance at the Senora de Peron's .schedule showing population, capacr plicated for me. But I'll
42nd
office in the Posts and Telegraphs ities and seating of. halls,; -lighting late it as simply as I can. Take
facilities, etc., was prepared and the St.
The once proud theatres which
Administration.
and the
mo.st suitable villages were de.sig- housed
.";hows
Ziegfeld
Some Overtures Made
nated. Every effort was made not "Front Page" and the Noel Coward
Some ov6rture.s have been made to disrupt the norrnal .social func- revue.s and "The Royal Family" are
talent,
to
the
blacklisted
giving tions of the communities.
now movie theatres showing double
them to understand that all refeatures, Olcl decrepit pictures, many
straints would be lifted if they
of them with new titles. Yet there
stifle their fconscielices and underis a shortage of legit theatres for
British Film Briefs
take to participate in government
shows. These theatres cannot be reinspired propaganda. Such broadconverted to their former glory, becasts would have to appear voluncause, believe it or not, as cheap
tary and by this means the regime
movie theatres they arc coining
London, Oct. 22.
would attract sympathy to itself
J. Arthur Rank is planning ex- more: money than they ever did with
through the popularity of thC'e pub- tended trip to America in the Spring hit shows. The cheap shops and conlie favorites.
Replacing the banned
Wesley Ruggles and Buster Gol- ces.sions along Broadway pay more
taJent, a number of Peronist artistes lier are back in London for retakes rent; and also the big revenue from
from
the
have appeared on some webs, their of "London Town," as result of sev- most buildings come
bad ta.ste electric .signs,
incorporation being a "must" unless eral sneak previews in America. gawdy.
the respective outlets want trouble. Film will be retitled "My Heart Goes which are often piled .on lop of
Thus Pierina Dealessi, Tomas Si- Crazy" for America
Mary Mar each other,
mari and Julio Vial have yanked tin, here to star in new Noel CowThis is the current situation, ecothemselves on to the air and are ard operetta at the Drury Laiie the- nomically. as it was told to me.
working hard to form a Radio Ac- atre, is making a tour jf all the However I believe there is more; at
tors Assn. with them.selves an hegds. English
cathedral and. university stake than just present profits. If
In opposition to the guild which towns,
and has already covered someone doesn't take the long view
consented to join in the .strike out Canterbury, Oxford and Cambridge, about Broadway, and look upon it
of a sense of loyalty to the musiEagle-Lion .distributors has ap- for its own good, it will disappear.
cians.
pointed Air Commodore F.M.F.jWest, When building conditions are better
The Musicians' Union last week managing director of the company and proper, the legitimate theatre
voted to continue the strike. The with Ralph Bromhead, director and modernized, comfortable and con-;
Labor Secretariat sent along in- general manager. John Davis and venisnt, will get in the parade with
spectors to control the voting, be- John Woolf also were elected di- the rest of Broadway and move to
lieving that a large proportion of the rectors of the coinpany, E. T. Carr thje East Side of the town. I will
rnusicians were opposed to staying has resigned his post of managing write more about Broadway and
out.
However, a majority voted to director, but remains on the board New York, for don't get me wrong
continue the walkout. This is due
Sir Michael Bruce, technical ad- I enjoyed my visit and liked the
to the fact that member? of the viser to Edward Black Productions' people and the place. It's an old
popular dance-units are far more film "Bonnie Prince Charlie," was love- of mine.
numerous than the regular cla.s.sical married to Margaret Binns, formerly
(Reprinted Bj/ Permission)
musicians who have nothing to gain
Steven PalloS here to
.
from the strike.
The classical film Robert Hichen's "The^Call Of
musicians form part of the APO, the the Blood," which will be made In
old union which early this year Cicely, with English backing ;
Ballet-Full
merged with the. Association de Powell and Pressburger's latest film,
Continued from pace 1
Musicos Argentinos, a -more recently "Red Shoes," will have Anton Walcreated organization which takes brook as Diaghileff, with film to be adn»ils he didn't make money on the
care of popular musicos.
shot at Monte Carlo.
engagement, although breaking even.
Alexander Korda will personally He frankly expects to lose money on
Cliissical Musicians By-Pa«sed
APO members, now regret this film contract calling for $20,000 per the forthcoming nationwide tour.
merger. The radio outlets granted picture and one a year, for three He's doing it, he said, to protect
Sheila Martin,
local bookings made last year; for prestige
•11 the APO demands early in 1946 years
and the APO members have re- Dublin office gal) whom Gabriel reasons, etc.
ceived from their radio employers Pascal had pencilled in for "St.
Hurok says business this year alaU the benefits decreed by General Joan"; role, has been given seven ready shows itself to be not as good
Peron's labor laws, due to the fact years film contract by J. Arthur as last year, while next year's biz
Universal International will be less. The
that the APO musicos figure directly Rank
war boom is over
on their payrolls. By the merger Pictures Corp. throwing cocktail high cost of living has hit most
with the ADEMA, the .-;PO men party at Savoy to meet Bob Gold- people; they will spend less On
are taking the rap for the more stein, their New York representa- amusements. This applies especially
numerous
men, in a quar- tive, and Robert Lantz, their Eur- to ballet, he says, which isn't essenrel which may well result in dis- opean representative.
tial like legit or concerts.''

Seven

ly

Rank Plans 64

Broadway.

noticed, during my
that the majority

visit,

handling

organization

^

biggest bonanza hotels

as well as nightclubs and many
other branches of show biz ever
enjoyed has -started to show definite
signs of wobbling.

.

,

London. Oct.

The

reports.

j."!

The

Biz,

'I

Copenhagen

Board,

flqur*

Peak of Mexico's Lush Tourist

I

ing that the situation can be rectiThe members of this associafied.
tion .should take a vacation for a
+
few months. Then return and walk
along Broadway, They would probTather'
Hit ably be shocked, tor they have been
Aussies
Italo
too close to the street to see what
Copenhagen, Oct. 15.
Sydney, Oct. 15.
Williamson-Tait are dickering in
A long rim is forecast for the happened. If they don't change the
Danish
with street for the better they, might bfe London for an Italian grand opera
version
"Life
of
that
Father," which recently preemed surprised to find it disappear;
troupe to visit here on major' tour
here at the Folkteatret, with Henrik is in value, prestige and glamour. of Down Under zones. Depends on
Bentzon and Else Skouboe, Heti- For how long can you go on fooling whether the government here will
mark.'s strong acting team.
Though the out-of-town, visitors, and the okay venture. Bids are to be made
Broadway to U. S. and British opera stars. W-T
the American hit drew a lukewarm people who look toward
for their dreams and aims,
cri.x reception, biz is strong.
got the red light during the war
years on this type entertainment.
''Father'' replaced another U. S.
I believe that the genuine New
legit
sui:cess,
"Arsenic and
Old
The Fullers are reported bringing
getting wise to it. Let
Yorker
Lace," which had packed houses at
in a Russian opera g.o, group in the
me cite some facts and jlUi.slrathe Folkteatret for mbnth.s.
near future.
Broadway is moving to
tioris.
the East Side of the town, the
section of the town that; has
some distinction and doesn't ap-

Apart from this, listeners are
puzzled over the continued ab.sence
from the air of many, popular voice.?
including Mundo's star news cpni.^
mcntator,
Carlos A. Taquini;
"Blackie,'' musical comedy star; Pedrito Quartucci, actor and emcee;
Jaime Font Saravia, most popular
emcee and also prexy of the Radio
Announcers' Union; Luisa Vehil,
Miguel Faust Rocha and Santiago
Gomel'. Cou, all top-notchers.
They
have been banned in ompany with
other major broadcast entertainerfs.
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Davis

said that first-run houses
started in Montreal, Victoria,

are

Despite Anti-Foreign

I

.

'

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

London, Guelph, Vancouver, Sydney
and Winnipeg. Construction has also
begun on four Montreal suburbans.

.

.

TO ARMY

,

.

ADEMA

'

big draws

film

i..

1,5.

\

Vienna, Oct.
has been set up
for reconstruction of the state opera
building, badly hit by- bomb.s in the
war. Costs of repairs and new construction
are
figured
to
cost
five year plan

$3,000,000,

A

similar five year plan was antiie Burg Theatre, legi-

nounced for

timate house.

feeling

grosse.>i

is

to slide

that territory, ac-

natives are extremely fond of their
own music and dancing, neither of
which are understood by Americans.
But in the event they cannot get
their own type of music, he said,
they'll take any kind of musical pic-

For that rca.son a film like
"Bathing Beauty'^ was one of. Metro".s
largest Middle Eastern gross-

tore.
I

]

,

I

ers.
i

I

Metro exec .said that Egypt and
Palestine, formerly fine markets for
American pix, are going native in a
big way, with result.niht damage to
U. S. film incomes in those territories.
Two important factors
have brought about this change. One^

that there is stirong anti- English
feeling working again,st American
Second is that the number of
films released an-

is

pix.

Current London Shows
Londo". Oct.

"Away From
"Olutterbuck,"

It

29.

All," Embas.sy.

Wyndham.

"Crime & rimishment," jlobe.
"Cyrano de Berserac," New,

more pop native
.

nually has multiplied .several times
in recent few years. Nationalist sentiment is reflected in generally poor
acceptance of U. S. product.

Egypt is a case in point. In that
there were approximately
native films produced per year
before the war. During 1945-46 there
were more than 20 native films
"Fools Bush In," Fortune.
made, and the 1946-47 season will see
"Grace of God," St. James.
about 100 pictures made by native
"Grana National Nijrht," Apollo,
producers.
Trend's result is that
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
many
houses
play
excltisively
''Here Come the Boys," Savllle.
Arabic pictutes, leaving only a few
"High Time," Palladium.
which play American product at all..
''Huncymoon," York's.
In Cairo, for instance, six of the
"Message tor Margaret," .Duchess. seven first-run
houses are playing
"Much About Nothing," AldwyCh.
native product and the seventh, the
"Night and Laughter," Coliseum.
Metro, is owned by Loew's Interna"No Room at Inn," Winter Giirdcn. tional. When the three theatres
"Our Betters," Playhouse.
which were closed during the -sum"Perchance tn Dream," Hipp.
mer reopen, more than halt of the?
"Piccadilly Hayr:de," Wales.
playing time in Egypt will still be/
"Poltergeist," Vaudeville,
taken up by native aims.
"Sbcpbard Show," Princes.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Skin of Tcclh," Piccadilly:
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.
"First Genllemun," Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.

country
five

:

.

Hurok, however, denies he's going
to give up booking ballets, as has
been rumored. He's going to follow
up* his recent book, "Impresario,"
with ^nother, next year for Random
House. Significantly enough, however, if.? ii'olative tj'tle is 'To Hell
With Ballet."

anti-foreign
S.

Middle East, filmnsicals are

in- the
still

REBUILD VIENNA OPERA
A

'

ADEMA

causing U.

AUSTRIA

pointment of Erich Kutter as chief.
Huttter works under Wolfgang Woll,
actlhg Film OfTicer for the Army
who oversees whole operation.
Before (he war, Hutter represented
20th-Fox in Austria.

;

solution of their guild. The
Von Sternberg to Mexico
members arfe in a completely different situash as they work for the
Mexico City, Oct. 22.
band' leaders who si£n up with the
Fanamerican Films has inked Josradio outlets.
As the government eph von Sternberg to direct a new
has declared the strike illegal, the version of the Di'etrioh-Jatinings
APO musicos have no one to whom J "Blue Angel" in Mexico. Star will
they can appeal.
be Maria Felix,

IN

Vienna. Oct.

.

,

Middle East,

Film exchange part of U.S. Army's cording to Dave Blum, Loew-InterISB Films, handling all zones except national vcepee. Blum said that on
Soviet in Austria, announced aphis recent trip abroad he found the

,

.

Although

2DTH-F0X'S HUTTER

.

WAAF

in

U«S. Filmnsicals Click

I

.

Trend

"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambuss,
"Under the Counter," Phooni.x-.
-**Wiltderaiere's Fan,"
;

Haymarket.
"Wlnslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View." Whitehall.

Cafe Anglais Sold

Cafe Anglais,, famous both sides of
the Atlantic, has been sold by owners Harry Sado and Maurice King tu.

Harry Massey, wealthy gown

inariu-

facturer,

Understood deal involves

$800,000.

8

7

8(>

llutlli'a Flnce,

Yank Stars

INTERNATIONAL

TrAtalnr SqdMM

at 1st

m'

Cnnnnnd Fik

Aussie Hit

Sydney, Oct. 23.
"Follow the Girls," Broadway muhere by J, C, Williamson Theatres, opened last weekend
to anthusiastic response and looks a

2S

Honeymoon Over for Mex Producers;

sical offered

Slow; U. S. Acts for Variety Benefit
Official list ot
ish film stars
flrst

Koyal

London, Oct,

22.

American and

Brit-

who will appear
Command Film

E,

at the

Sparks Old Vic's

J,

ly for the U. S., being dua there
within the next six weeks.

Jailed for Upping Rent

Taps on Gambling
In Rio

Shutters

Swank Niteries

New Paris Season

William Eythe, 20th-Fox; Pierre Aumont, Metro; Dorothy Malone, Warners;* Maria Montez, Universal-In-

Looks Very

ternational.

U. S. companies are sending their

Walter Wanger comes over as representative of Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences. Americans in London also; to appear at
this shindig are Wesley Ruggles,

Luise Rainer and Bessie Love.
The stars of the film, "A Matter
of Life and Death," which is being
specially preemed for this occasion,
are Kim Hunter (American, coming
over specially for this), Roger Livesey and Marius Goring.; They will
convey apologies from the other two
stars, David Niven and Raymond
Massey, who are unable to come
over due to picture, commitments.
:

Two American

surprise visitors are

be Franlc Sinatra and Joan
Crawford, if they can get over in
lilcely to

.

time.

'*
.

Jean Gabin and Jules Berry are
coming from France to represent
French films.
Total receipts from sales and advertising exceed $80,000, besides donation of $8,000 given by Mrs. John
Maxwell. It's expected that the total
intake will top $120,000.

.

Yaiik Acts at Benefit
Annual Royal Variety Performance, to aid the Variety Artistes'
Benevolent Fund, being held at London Palladium, Nov. 4, has biggest
list of American acts ever assembled.
They are the Three Sailors, Three
Ross Sisters, Bob Bromley, Gill
Johnson, and Harry Lester and his
Hayseeds. Latter has been standard
act here for years, and was once of
the team of John, Harry and Burton
Lester (father and two sons).
Besides, the Americans, the International lineup of names reads like
a UN session. These are the Gairor>

.

Conditions

Dull

Paris, Oct. 29.
in -Paris are not au-

spicious for tha coming season and
grasses arc slipping. Besides- inflation and: a food situation getting
worse daily; ther« is now such a
shortage of electricity that the supply has to be cut off for one hour on
alternate days, resulting in blackouts.
A special effort had been
made to keep Paris polished tip during the Peace Conference, last week
of which coincided with the Motor
Show which had brought in a lot of
peasants, but it is all over and the
town looks blue.
Electric signs are now prohibited.
Montparnasse, former bright spot on
the left bank, is now dead after dark.
Montmartre, at the other end of the
town, is way below par. With the
only night life left in the city now
centering round the Champs Elysees.
During the UNESCO season, Laurence Olivier will bring the Old Vic
Company over for one performance
of "King Lear."
Other shows set
for the month include Martha Graham ballet, Ann Brown and Stockholm Opera ballet. Also longhair
concerts by orchestras from Prague,
Poland and Belgium. At the Opera,
a full dress policy has been reinstated on Fridays for boxes, balcony
and orchestra, but Parisians have
lost the habit.
Other theatres are
making no attempt at present to fol'

low

...

suit.

DISTRIB OVERSEAS
Motion Picture Export Assn. is
considering the distribution of 16m
films in the 14 countricis now under'

Maas, MPEA
lis
(Italians),
Robert Lamouret general manager, huddled with 16m
(French), Alan and Blanche Lund chiefs of several majors before sail(Canadians), the Wallabies (Aus- ing for England last Friday (25),
tralian), Halama and Konarski (Poand will investigate the distribution
lish), Koba and Kalee (Indian), and
of narrow-gauge product in Europe
Oscar Natzki (Czecho-Slovakian),
during his trip.
That talent is sometimes ^herediBecause ot the wider audience
jurisdiction.

Irvinti

proved by the inclusion of that can be reached through 16m
Woodrow, son of Stetson, standard prints, it's believed their use in Gerjuggler in most European capitals,
many and Japan might aid in re-and America; and Rene Strange, careducation of the people in those

tary

is

toonist daughter

of Leslie Strange,
Who played on Keith- Albee circuit
wiien Eddie Darling was their chief

booker.
Of the English names, there' are
Sid Field and Arthur Askey, both
getting their second Command; Nat
Jackley, Jewel and Warriss, Nat
Mills and Bobbie, who have played
the U.S. in 1936; Terry Thomas, new-

poses.

to vaudeville; Marian Lincoln,
stooges for Jackley in current
•Palladium
Maryv Naylor,
show;

London,

Ocft. 29,

Robert Helpmann, leading English
dancer who also doubles in
has formed a producing partnership with Marianne Davis and
Michael Benthall. Trio will go into
with John Webster's
production
ballet

legit,

CHAS.

SKOURAS MAY
DOWN UNDER

Urea Casinoi Hotel Quitandinha
Grill and the Casino Icarai, owned
by the RoUa interests, have closed
while the Casino Atlantico and
Casino Copacabana remain open
with a curtailed scale. These five
spots, which prior to the war imported top acts from over the world,
have found it impossible to, finance

URCA

Artists,

production, with, resulting
reduction in number of lesser. filmSi
quality

.

just how badly producers have been
hit here was attested by the plea
this week for an exhibitors' 50%
playing time quota. Feeling is that
many local producers are stuck with

..

,

;

mild product which is having a.;
tough time obtaining bookings to
pay off. These film people figure the
50% quota will provide the means of
unloading the product.
This reorg being undertaken by
buy the dining room furniture for most producers, some with the aid
$16,000,
It is worth only a fraction of bankers, points up that there will
be fewer features turned out in
of that amount.
The Celeriers are wealthy, and Mexico next year. The alert native
own Phoscao, a big cereal concern. producers are gearing their product
for the boxoffice, striving for quality
and watching their budgets.

Mason to Jackson

WB Prod. Deal

In

London, Oct.

29.

New

deal that Lou Jackson has
made with Warner-Pathe takes in
James Mason, British popular star,

producers, who formerly
prolific, are reported planning
only six or eight next season.
This so-called birth control idea
now prevalent with many producers
obviously does not please the picture
labor
unions,
including National
Cinematographic Industry Workers
and Picture Production Workers,
since they fear it will bring unemployment. Fear of being forced out
of jobs has prompted some lesser
elements in the industry to plan formation of production co-ops. How-*
ever, these groups are reported

Several

were

•

to find the same trouble as
Mexican producers ran into recently,

likely

many duds

too

for

both the

home

and

foreign markets.
The co-op
units are figured being unable to
surmount the very thing that persuaded the big producers to hold
down production, a surplus of medi-

ocre films.

,

With the move to curtail production, producers also are mulling a
which Rose was unable to revision of the old plan of inking
fulfill. Rose is ex-Paramount produc- promising talent to exclusive pacts.
Their experience has been that some
tion head in, England.
ulations,

Now reported that gambling may
return, at least to houses away from
the coast. If this happens, now that
transportation has improved since
the end of the war, there's a
possibility that Rio again may become the focal point in South AmerBut just now the
ican night life.
nitery biz, as typified by the elaborate shows, has completely disPerhaps hit the hardest
app'eared.
was the Hotel Quitandinha, huge
hotel-resort' in the mountains of
Petropolis, and said to have rivaled
Monte Carlo. One of the smallest
boites is kept open there during the
week with a skeleton orch and three

James Masop

is

due

wUh-

in N. Y.

in tlje next 10 days.

MEX. EXHIBS WOULD

high-priced stars turn out weak
pictures, leaving the producer saddled with an expensive player that
he doesn't dare use in another picture.
.

Just

grown

FIGHT 50% QUOTA

the plan to ask the Mexico
government ,for a 50% exhibitor
quota not yet formally pre^*ented,
word in N. Y. from Mexico City is
that exhibitors themselves are girding to contest any such plan formulated by a group of producers. The
»
singers,
quota proposal would force all exIf gambling fails to return, its ex- hibs to devote half of their annual
pected that new types of niteries will playing time to Mexican-made piccome into existence to cater to the tures.
whims of patrons and to absorb
Angle which the Mex exhibitors
talent released by the closing of the take is that such a high-percentage
casinos.
quota would force them to play
many films lacking boxofflee draw.
As long as they are to operate profit*
Franciska Gaal
ably, exhibs believe they should be
able to pick their own product.
to
They fear that slapping a 50% c(Uota
Budapest, Oct. 15.
place the
Franciska Gaal, Hungarian stage on, would automatically
in the doldrums. This is particb.o,
and film player who was stranded in
aver, because
Budapest at start of the war, has ularly true now, they
picMexican-made
quality
of
the
finally won papers allowing her to
return to Hollywood. Gaal, shortly tures is at a low ebb.
after a featured job in Cecil de
Mine's "Buccaneer,". Went to :her native Hungary to visit her ill mother
Until
in 1939 and couldn't get transport
Copenhagen, Oct. 15.
back to the U.S.
Don Redman, currently swingAfter Budapest's "liberation" by
countries
Scandinavian
through
the Soviet, she haunted U.S. diplo- ing
mats and newsmen seeking permis- on an extended concert tour, played
recent ap?
sion to return to Hollywood. When to heavy business in his
engagement
here;
Local
papers weren't forthcoming in 1945, pearance

^ith

how
is

far the co-op idea has
the fact that

shown by

Roberto Saavedra plans to register
as such soon and that Virginia
'

.

Fabregas, vet Mexico actress, is organizing
another picture, group
which she will head along with her
stage work.

'

Korean Pix
Brightens,

Situation

Mayer Finds;

Distrib Increase Likely
Motion Picture Export Assn,

may

.

Okayed'

For Return

HVood

Redman European Tour

Nov.

Extended

she went under Soviet's cultural
wing, accepting a Russian invitation
for a tour of big cities in the Soviet
Union. Kusskis saw to it that she
was heavily featured in controlled
Hungarian Communist press, but
didn't go through with originally
announced plans to star her in a
Hungarian pix under Kremlin direction.
Gaal expects to start for

"The White Devil," starring Help- U.S. early in 1947.
mann and Margaret Rawlings, for a
March opening at the Duchess.
Sydney, Oct. 15.
This will mark Helpmann's first
Charles Skouras, head of 20th-Fox
Pacts Brian Hurst
theatre setup via National, is due venture into legit production. Miss
London, Oct. 29.
to visit 'Australia early
next y&ar Davis and Benthall were associated
J. Arthur Rank has given a threefor a personal closeup of Aussie With him before, as writers of book
year pact to Brian Desmond Hurst.
conditions, Skouras naturally is in- tor two of his ballets, "Hamlet" and
Deal calls for«;five films, with first
terested in the Hoyts circuit opera- "Miracle."
One to be story with Swiss backtion Down Under
becalise of Naground titled "The Abyss," which
tional'.s holdings
in the Chain.
will star Luise Rainer, 'This will be
Skouras would make the trip by 'Vanity Fair's' London
followed by "Mary Magdalen," starPlane, requiring only about three
29.
Oct.
London,
ring Margaret Lockwood.
days instead of nearly as many
of
adaptation
new
"Vanity Fair,"
Third Pic will be made in U, S.i
weeks. His trek is reported to be
at
opened
Thackeray classic, which
probably for Universal;
toe first of several planned
well
rewas
by big Comedy on Oct. 29,
u. s. pic
Films 'Will be made for Twoexecutives who figure a ceived but looks unlikely for long
visit to Aussie
Cities Films, with General Film Diswould be as proflt- run.
aoie as One to
tributors releasing.
Europe currently.
it stars Claire Luce.

VISIT

Rank

Bow

.

.

,

as associate producer-actor when the
company starts functioning. Robert
anything except mild: entertainment Donat also is likely to be signatured
with the coin available from present in a similar deal.
Charles Laughton Is expected over
dining customers.
here also, to star for Jackson in
Many flrst-class artists under con- "Henry VIIl's Fourth Wi'.e," tentatract to casino owners, out in the
tive title of contemplated produccold since the ban was imposed,
tion based on the life of Anne of
have drifted to other fields. For- Clevesi'.
merly the highest paid entertainers
The Mason-Jackson hookup apin Brazil, they're now working in parently washes out the Mason deal
radio, a few in legit but a majority
with David Rose entirely. Underof them have staged a musical revue, stoon that the Mason-Rose arrangeVolta Ao Mundo," company being ment was contingent on certain stipcalled the

City, Oct. 22.

With reorganization of the Mexican film industry in its quest for

soon

increase

its

distribution

in

it was revealed last
week after Charles Mayer, MPEA
managing director for Japan and
Korea, returned to Tokyo. He had

South Korea,

been on a 10-day survey of th«
American military-controlled zones
of that country conferring with top
military officials.

Mayer's report showed that Korea,
which had been annexed as Japanese territory back in 1905^ now
has been practically restored to Koreans. Thousands of Koreans who
fled China, Singapore and Hongkong
during the Jap occupation have been
repatriated.

About 98%

of the the-

formerly Jap-owned, hava
been taken over by the U. S. Army
Custodian and Korean managers installed. Many of these managers ara
Stangerup
Richard
handled
by
was
inexperienced and have been resortand' Timme Rosenkrantz, who are
managing the band's dates through ing to odd biz practices such as demanding a split of receipts as a conthe Norse countries.
dition
to their Jsuying any films.
bring
Redman's
Negotiations to
MPEA is distributing films in
outfit to Europe began nine months
ago when local bookers dickered Korea on a limited basis but most
pictures
now in circulation are a
with Jimmy Evans, bandleader's
They posted a sflrange collection of new and old
N. Y. manager.
$10,000 guarantee in a U. S. bank sound pictures, some being undoubtand the stick-swisher arrived in edly smuggled in from Japan. MPEA
Denmark by plane early last month. h4s offered rewards to natives for
Originally booked in Scandinavia recovery of contraband prints, with
atres,

.

Into British Production

who

Reggie Redclifle, Jackie, the
Granadas and Henri Vadden.

.

English Ballet Dancer

comer

«;nger;

Germany

has plenty of
narrow-gauge projt tors available
since the Nazis relied a great deal
on 16m films for propaganda purcountries.

Others are attempting
to shutter.
to maintain a front with unpretentious dinner shows/

Paris, Oct, 22,

Georges Celerier, composer, and
his mother, a "lyricist and pre-war
producer, have been jailed for attempting to take advantage of the
housing shortage in a manner much
practiced nowadays. They tried to
rent their apartment to General
Chabaud, controller of the' French
Army, on condition that he would

^

MPEA MULLS 16M

its

Mexico

Paris Composer, Mother

New Hit

London, Oct. 29.
Laurence Olivier, Margaret
"Cyrano
d«
Bergerac,"
which
John Mills, Stewart came into th« New theatre on
Lock wood,
Oct.
Eric
Redgrave,
Granger, Michael
24^ looks a real smash, with the
portman, Viaiene Hobson, Diana
Richtheatre
sold
out
for
run,
Ralph
the
entire
Neagle,
Wynyard, Anna
Rosamond
Roc,
Patricia
Ralph Richardson, starring in the
ardson,
John, Sally Gray, Anton Walbrook title role with the Old Vic company,
was widely acclaimed, his performand Sid Field, all British stars.
Appearance of Field is an all-time ance being rated as his: best acting
Royal
effort to date.
record since appearing at two
Performances in two days. His secRio de Janeiro, Oct. 15.
ond is the Royal Variety PerformFigured to spell the death-knell
ance at London Palladium Nov. 4.
to importation of high-priced forAmerican contingent includes Ray
Paramount;
representing
eign talent as well as the use of local
Milland,
stars; recent ban on gambling has
Joan Bennett, Walter Wanger ProReginald Gardiner and
forced some of swank niteries here
ductions;
Leigh,

stars over at their expense, which
will eost them around $40,000.

of Pix Setup Irks Unions

Tait, ona of Williamson's
directors, will leave short-

managing

Richardson's Xyrano'

Per-

formance, to be held at Metro's EmVivien
pire on Nov. 1 includes

Revamps

hit,

week period plus options,
has picked up additional
expects to remain in
November. He'll appear in Belgium, France and Holland.

being recovered already in this

for a four

12

Redman

manner.
Mayer's survey sliows that there
are 96 theatres in South Korea but
many are in bad physical shape. Of

and

dates

Europe

until

3d Mex. City Vaade House
Mexico

City, Oct. 22.
of 2,000,000
enjoying its greatest prosperity
support three frontline vaude-

Proof that this

now

city

Seoul's 16 houses, about half are in
good condition.

i'RENCH OUTDOOR AD TAX
Paris, Oct. 22.

Show business, which makes conrevue theatres is seen by tha big biz siderable use of outdoor advertising,
being garnered by the 'Teatro Tivoli, is hit by a new tax here.^;
which a Mexican syndicate operates,
Tax on posters: is raised about
It is fronted by Manuel Medel, the 400%.
The tax on luminous advercomic.
tising is about doubled.
I

ca'n

,

,

24
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The entertainment world's salute to the bad

CENTURY- FOX
in fioiior of

Mevtr ffl fke industry's history has any company delivered so many great attraaions

MARGIE

for your hoxoffite!

"J

in Techni color

Smashing 20 year records at the Roxyl

MY DARLING
New

CLEMENTINE

all-time highs in hundreds of .datesi

ANNA AND

THE KING OF SIAM

King-size grosses everywhere!

THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE
•..Variety Reports:

"At the top of the

list...

in

Technicolor

Grabbing

CENTENNIAL SUMMER
20th*s

SMOKY

BIGGEST big-money Technicolor musical!

in

Technicolor

...The boxoffice

champion everywhere!

first

money

Wad—idiiy.

ing

Qctoby

SO,

IMff

company

world of enterfainment!

in the

NOVEMBER

WEEK,

28th

Spyros P. Skouras . .

Never

in the industry's history has

TyroM Power
Anno Bixtor

•

Gent Tiernty

Webb

• Clifton

•

*

any company such great boxoffice

BOB, SON OF BATTLE

John Payno

Herbert Marshall

Darryl F. Zanuck's production of W. Somorsot

attractions coming!

Maufbam's

in Technteolor with

lum McCalHster

Pegfy Ann Gamer

•

•

Edmuml

GweM

THE RAZOR'S EDGE
Jeanne Grain
Betty Grabie

•

•

Henry Fonda

Maureen O'Hara

•

CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY

Dick Haymes

THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM
John Payne

•

June Haver

in Technicolor

THE ENCHANTED VOYAGE
Jamet Cainey
in Technicoior

RUE MADELEINE

13

FOREVER AMBER

Ronald Colman

in Technicolor

THE LATE GEORGE APLEY
Introducini Petey

Cummins

•

Linda Darnell

•

Cornel

WHde

Betty Grabi*

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS

CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA

in Technicolor

in Technicolor * Dicl(

Haymot

•

•

Vera-Ellen

Cesar Romero

•

Celeste

Holm

MOSS ROSE

THE BRASHER DOUBLOON

Thefreatest story by one of today's mast iMiwIar authorst

Georfo Mont|omery

Cornel Wilde

•

•

Nancy Guild

THE SNAKE PIT

Maureen O'Hara

THE HOMESTRETCH

Read by 20,0II0,IN)0

in Readers Digest! Book-ef-the-MoMhl

in Technicolor

WALLS OF JERICHO
Daha Andrews

The February.

BOOMERANG

1947, Uterary

GuHd

SelecliORl

Tyrone Power

I

WONDER WHO'S
in Tedinicolor '

June Haver

Gene Tierney

THE GHOST

KISSING HER

•

•

NOW

CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE
in Technicolor

Mark Stevens

Rex Harrison

AND MRS. MUIR

SCUDDA HOO! SCUDDA HAY!
in Technicolor •

At the ton of all best-seinni

lists

today!

HOUSE aEVlKWS
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Wednesday, Octoljcr 30, 1946
the trumpet
other tunes.

on

IIKO, Boslon

IV

tuous version. This and a mercifully
IV.
"Star and Garter" revue with Her- short arrangement of *'Hey-Bob'-aBob'' add little of note to the
man Hyde, Chaz Chase, Bobby Ree
Winters, Sparky Kaye, Vanderbilt center section.
The leader, his infectious smile and
Boj/s, frank Brooks, Uelaine Jarrow
Miracle' his cluster of hot players around the
"Cockeyed
Line
(.20);
the show. Badly spotted
(M-G) reviewed in Varietv, Vuli/ mik^are
and not too well chosen are such un17, '46.
Hampered tunes as "To Each His
Own" and "It Had to Be You," sunn
Idea of condensing the legit muGreen, and "Got the Sun
Madeline
by
sical "Star and Garter" and touring
in the Morning'' and "South Amerit as a vaude unit must have read
It Away," show tunes suited
great on paper, but in the running it ica, Take

Stntc,

Boston, Oct. 25.
Foster
Gae

in

several

of

Million Dollar,

the

I.. A.^

Los .Aneeles, Oct. 25.
Pan Merryman handles vocal on
Wonderful" and then gives out
Tea: B.eneke'& Glenn Miller Orch
with neat terping. Best was her im- (31); Joon Lorrv & M.ello-Larfcs (3)
Leonard Sues, Connie Haines, Abi- pression of the Cakewalk done in Gary Steiiens; Artie
Donn, ChesterBlonde"
gail & Buddy; "Bamboo
1946 style.
Dolphin; "Dangerous Btwiness"
(RKO).'
Red Norvo .sends with a neat ar- (Col).
rangement of ''Man I Love" on the
Terrif vaude show with Mickey electric xylophone,: Is alsoi heard in
B.o. outlet is favorable this \Orfk
Rooney a- personal wow from start "Night and Day" and "with the at this downtown vaude
house,
reto finish and supporting' acts okay Woodchoppers in "Fan It" to display
sult of the old Glenn
and providing added lift. Even be- his talent for swi c and romantic fronted by 'Tex Beneke, Miller orch;
presiding on
fore the customary cutting and tight- lune.s.
stage.
Using Miller arrangements
Winnie Brown's vague voice.
ening of the routine, show never let
adds up to strictly so-so divertisse- to
four
and
ex GI's
The Blue Moods,
and know-how, orch does a smooth
Carl and Harryette, boy-and-girl down though it ran well over 45 minSans Gyp.sy Rose Lee and
ment.
a girl, are a close harmony group job of selling variety of number to
ecutes.
Bobby Clark, jstars in the original dance team, and Red and Cur ley,
which has only been organized. thoroughly please ticket-buyers. It's
Rooney's pn most of the time, in- Group should tiiid a niche for themMike" Todd production, this 60-min eentric comedians, are there mostly
a fast hour's stage entertainmciit that
to give' the band a rest. It needs it, troing the acts, horsing them up, and
ute version has nothing to compen
selves after several months. Do nice- gets over big.
Bran,
and
then.
now
exuding the well-known personality ly with "Night and Day" and. "Sursate for the glamour of the svelte
Band opens with "In the Mood,"

Mickey

Roxyettes

Roonev,

(12),

Will

Ma.stin

Trio,

"It's

,

.

,

a.'i

,

I

I

,

'

,

;

"

:

throughout the layout. It's a sharp
piece of showmanship, timed to perApullo, .'M. Y.
fection and conveying an easy-going
ylddison Carey Dancers (12), with informality that proves plenty infecr
Frenchie, Phyllis. Marshall; -Coler- tioiis to the customers (of whom, inidge Davis-Hardy Bros. Orch (15) cidentally, there were plenty
at

or the vet comic's solid
it, the show has a strong
£unch.
tinsky flavor, with lots of bare midF/.rry How:rifif, bumps and grinds.:
ard operates the unit .'iolo,. having
bought the title "from Todd, who's
gut of the. operation,
Curtain-raiser is a conventional
*vertiire featuring the line of 20
gal's, all lookers, iri a song, and dante
routine that sets the pattern for' all
the subsequent production numbers.
Scenic layouts and costuming are
lirst-rate— and that's the most that
Choreography and
be said.
cain
jni,us;c are lack-lustre and repetitious,
trading on as much epidermis as the
legal ukases permit. Five numbers
are spotted evenly throughout the
show, some of them too long, none
of them too short, and all of them
keyed to that cornted "Powder My
Back for Me" style. It's polite burlesque, and burlesque that's polite is
neither fi.sh, fowl nor good old-fashstripteuse

As

:

.

u?itft Joe Boilej/, Tino Dia:on; Leon
Collins, John Bunn, Sybil Lewis,
Frank Wilberjorcc, Johnny Moore
& 3 Blazes; "Below the Deadline"

,

.

,

I

(Mono).

•
.

,

,

.

Old

hait

comedy

of

puny man

stanza, opening with Basic's "Questry," which didn't sound like what
the Count intended, and then into
"Whistling at the Ballet," with a
couple of fair tenor solos. Band's
chubby chirp, Tina Dixon, comes on
for "I'd Like to Be Like That" and

fight-

ing a tough "pug, after being promised a setup, is played lackadaisically.
This type act was okay as a filler
between strippers, but standing by
itself,
it
doesn't have much to

recommend.
The other two comedy acts feature Don't You Know," both blues tunes
Chaz Chase's human garbage pail with bluer lyrics which, get over
routine and Herman Hyde's curio neatly. Returns for re-bop. ericore.
Instrumental horseplay. Chase eats
everything
in
sight
except
the
in Louis Basil's orch.
His stuff continues to be consistently
good for laughs. Tops off turn with
a takeoff on a stripper that nears

torcher

Sultry

Phyllis

Marshall

of line to intro production

comes out

.

number with "Can't Help Loving

French horn

Gal is lush looker and
well enough to be given better

That Man."

sings
spotting.
Sybil Lewis, usually reserved for comedy stints, also feaas
routining
narcotic
in
tured

vulgarity.

Hyde, working with tall blonde,
funny as ever, but too drawn out.
Brings on a series of battered musical instruments with Rube Goldberg
contraptions.
In line with rest of
the revue's comedy, Hyde is in the
slapstick burleycue tradition that
seems funnitr in the reminiscing
than in the seeing.
Juggling act by Bobby Winters is
one of the bill's brightest spots. Time
could be shaved a bit for more sock
but 'Winters handles his routines
flawlessly, mixing some laugh-get-

"Mother Blues" and does nice job.
Line can't dance too well but num-

is

bers are nicely done.

Johnny Moore and 3 Blazes are a
palpable following on the King Cole
style trio, featuring piano guitar and
bass. Moore does the crooning on
"You Are My First Love," "Silent
Love'' and "C.O.D " Heavy grimace
ing seems to go over, Finish with
"There's 'No Greater Love."

Tomm.

gimmicks into his eye-filling
stunts.
After working with tennis
balls and tenpins, he comes up with
a set of tambourines for a neat fln->
ting

Circle, Indpls.
Indianapolis, Oct. 26.

Hal Mclntyre Orch, with FronJcie
Jarrow,
femme lead, Lester, Johnny Turnbull, Nancy
during th« production Reed, Martha Tilton, Danny Draysome warbling and son, George Prentice; "The Dark
dancing specialties. Her terping, far Horse" (V).
superior to her singing, registers
okay and she earns strong mitting
Hal Mclntyre is testing the roof
in the "Ballet in Blue" piece. John at the Circle this stanza with his
Barry, baritone, has a strong set of brassy jump style jive in a show
Pipes but handles them without dis- that's' loaded with talent on the

ish.

,

Helaine

.comes

on

numbers

'

for

tinctiv* style.

Herwi.

Adams,

vocal side.

.

Hampton Band

(19),

While Martha Tilton

is

billed as co-feature, the audience is
up to its ears in songs when she
comes on, after listening to McIntyre's battery of three chirpers
earlier in the show. The Tilton per-

TSewartc
Newark, Oct.

Liojiel

24.

Mil-

ton
BucJcner,
Ci^iarles
Fouilkes, sonality saves the day, but it's still
Arnett Cobbs, Madeline Green, Win- too much of a gcxid thing.
nie Brown; Carl tt Harryette; Red
Orch gets in solid with the kids by
t'Curley; "Strange Holiday" (.. .)
riding hard on rhythmic arrangements of "Blue Skies," "St. Louis
Minor riots both sides of the foot- Blues" and "Cherry Lane Flip."
lights are sending this setup solids Parade of vocalists includes Johnny
Hamp's familiar and always success- Turnbull, who clicks with "My Sugar
ful wow technique, responsible for is So Refined" and other current
several Adams records in the past, tunes.
Frankie Lester also imhas not wilted despite the heat of his presses with "Embraceable You,"
exertion.s. It adds up to a botf job, "My Blue Heaven," "Five Minutes
with helpful audiences revving up More" and "The Girl That 1 Marry"
the atmosphere to something ap- and Nancy Reed gets nice returns
proaching hysteria.
on her own accompaniments while
The revue, as such, is not spaced singing "I Can't Give You Anything
with any discernible showmanship. But Love" and "Sunny Side of the
Not that it matter."!. The lively Hamp- Street;'' The cumulative effect, how
ton gives 'em a taste of his super- ever, is top heavy by the time it
heated steam in the first stanza, "Air comes Miss Tilton's turn.
Mail Special." Then everything else
The Tilton- gal makes them sit up
is a stage wait until the band gets and
show appreciation when she
back into the brimstone sector for a sings "Come Rain or Come Shine,"
final 20-minute jamboree based on "Honeyfoglin'- Time,"
"Somewhere
"Flying Hotne, No. 2," and "Hamp's in the Night" and '"Just The Other
Boogie," both played longer and Day" with a pretty 'bounce.
louder than ever.
Danny Drayson provides an acHampton, a fast boy with a buck, ceptable comedy punch in his roudoesn't' mind how many sidemen he tine of gags, monkey-shinej and
hires. His two bass viols are wired dancing. A pleasing novelty touch
to 'amplifiers to make noises like a is added by the George Prentice
tuba. Extra reed and trumpet men puppet show, based on the Punch
give the band a peculiar drive that and Judy idea with a couple of new
becomes especially vivid under the characters in the traditional lineup.
Bill. looks to do, well at boxoffice,
goadings of the maestro's relentless
'

drum bfeating.
When it comes
_
if.

in

Body

since kids

were out

of schOol here
Friday while teachers
there with something sweet, held state convention in town.
Corb,
and SouJ," in » quietly tor-|
to vibraharp,

is

^he .show with

comic tat Henning

impressions

of

film

his. antics

with vocal
Best of

stars.

then slides into "Foolish Things,"
both rating good returh.s. Vocalist
Gary Stevens is liext out. with easy.
warbling of "Louise" and "Only Girl"
to solid band backing; Standout is

were Wallace Berry and Lionel
Barrymore. His comic patter had "Red Cavalry March/' featuring
opener).the audience begging for more.
Beheke's sax-noo<illing in rh.ythmic
Show opens with dance routine by
Mary Ann McCall is the band's style, A Glenn Miller medley
of
Foster gals, who are skilled terpers other vocalist and turns in a neat
as well as lookers, and who make the job warbling "Dream Your Troubles "Eighteenth Century Drawing Room,"
"Five Minutes More," ''Don't Be That
layout seem lively even when they're Away."and"Rhapsody in Blue" .show
n(it doing one of their three protlucWoodchoppers entrib"Fan It" for Way"
Orchestra's
ability
and rated
tion numbers. Will Mastin Trio, wow nice applause. Group is composed off
Beneke
colored acro-terp act offering a nifty of Herman and six other members plenty of palm-pounding.
took vocals on "Five Minutes." He
imitation of Danny Kaye by one of of the band including Red Norvo.
the trio, follows and lifts the already
Maestro is heard in several vocals also lends his peculiar but pleasing
stiff pace.
Leonard Sues.s next with including "Hey Baba Be Bab" and vocal style to "Hey Ba Ba Re Bop"
latter
-working
and
"Kalamazoo,"
extremely sharp work on the trum* also slick licks on the clarinet.
with Joan Lorry and Mello-Larks.
pet in "Blues Prelude" and "St. Keeps show moving along nicely,
Louis Blues," meantime handling
Nice lighting and stage setting Quartet of one femme and thi;ee
males do "I Know'' as their other
conducting assignment for house- adds to the presentation.
band on the .stage.
Capacity at matinee show, with tune with average results.
Artie Dunn, comic, and Chester
warbling long lines waiting for following perConnie Haines next,
Dolphin supply laugh turns to the
"Five Minutes More," "That Old formance.
Andy.
bill.
Dann is socko with gags, imFeeling," "South America, Take It
pressions, etc., that make full use of
Away," and a riotous duet with
JMpls.
elongated probosis. Act was a Big
his
Mickey on "Can You U.se Me." AbiDolphin is
seller at show caught.
gail and Buddy, Kay Kyser hillbilly
Minnenpolt, Oct. 29.
juggler who makes fun of
comedy
team, follows with incredible vertuith
Tucker Orch (15)
Orrirt
sions of "Begin the Beguine" and Scottee MflT.sh, AlMns (2), Mischa his trade for sturdy customer amu.seBros.
ment.
"Might As Well Be Spring" with Auer: "Btacfc Angel" (V).
Rooney gagging it up even further.
For his own stint Rooney does imiThis is plea.isant, if not too pulseOlympia,
tations mostly, winding up with a quickening, entertainment, currently,
Miami, Oct. 25.
radio drama involving Lionel Barry- with such contributors as Orrin
more, Clark Gable, Jean Arthur, Ed- Tucker's orch, now back in the
Radio Aces (3), Canfield Smith,
ward' G. Robinson, etc., and gets the theatre by-ways, and Mischa Auer Del Rios (3), Diclc Berk, Ade Duvul,
biggest beg-off around here in some of the films. It's a stage show that Les Rhode House Orch;"Titl the
time. A very shrewdly planned lay- stacks up fairly satisfactorily.
Time"
(RKO)
End 0}
Tucker is the same personable
out and a credit to a film star who
for once, in contrast to most screen emcee and conductor who serves as
Smooth running layout current
personalities who hit the vaude cir- his own male vocalLst and also does adds up to satisfying parlay for
His seven brasses, vaude fans in thi.s area.
cuit, has brought with him a sock a brief sax stint.
routine as well as a supporting show four saxes and three rhythm comDoubling from Clover Club, Radio
orchesprise a sufficiently adequate
that complements his own stuff.
Aces get maximum response for their
House propably won't break Dick tra for the assignments, but which special material numbers.
They
Hkymes' record of $71,000, but should are still feeling their theatre way. lampoon radio commercials, and
overtake Sinatra's $60,000 with right The music and renditions follow a others to keep 'em happy and ap£lie.
conventional pattern, except that plauding.
break in weather.
arrangements of the tr'ed-and-true,
Pacing proceedings, Dick Berk
sure-fire numbers, to which the band turns in some whirlwind tapology
Palace, €lii
sticks, are, for the most part com- which shows plenty talent but neChicago, Oct. 29.
binations of sweet and hot, thus ap- gates overall effect with a dead
Louis Prima Orch (17) with Judy pealing to. varied tastes. Tucker ab- panned personality.
Lynn, Jack Powers; The Noncha- stains from' the extremes on all
Ade Duval purveys a deft turn in
lants. Perry Franks & Janice; "Black scores and his
boys never blast magitrickery. Sleight of hand stuff
Angel" (U).
away. The result is tunefulness and includes the standard multiplying
these

,

I

With no names to draw thO ofay
downtown, this week's
Apollo bill, shows refreshing orifjinality and consequent entertainment
among the secondary listenings. Adtrade from

dison Carey's terpsters toss in a couple 'of neat production numbers as
the chief ingredient. Line intros the
Coleridge Davis-Hardy Bros. band.
Output doesn't show much individuality, but has brassy drive which is
always acceptable in this house, Joe
Bailey, with much femme appeal in
ioned flesh.
the way of looks, is weak- voiced in
Acts, which are sandwiched beCynthia"; fakes well with falsetto.
tween the production numbers, tee
Tapster Leon Collins is a finished
off with some neat acroterping by
Act opens product of experience on the boards.
the Vanderbilt boys.
are clean and powerful with
Taps
slowly with a standard tap routine
but warms up to a strong finish as enough aero to sell without overNever rest as band segues
tile boys go into their head-over-^ doing.
Earn nice from one song into another, and gets
head balancing tricks.
applause. In the ''Touch of Harlem" off to nice retorns,
number, Frank Brooks comes on for
John Bunn, Sybil Lewis and Frank
a brief specialty dance, registers Wilberforce spotted in short blackout
nicely.
skit, replacing the usual incumbents,
Sparky Kaye, first of three comics Pigmeat or Tim Moore.
with the unit, rigs his stint in a fight
Hardy-Davis group is given' long
ring that's laid out on the stage.

'

-

render."
Stealing

Hamp Thursday and
j

',

,

!

,

'

Orphonm,

.

Miami

.

:

,

Louis Prima's band is a favorite
with the bobby sox brigade and his
gravel intonations of Italian funny
words go over strong. He opens
with "White Cliffs of Dover" in a
swingy manner and segues into
"Angelina" for top returns.
Perry Franks and Janice do a
precision tap routine, topped with an
Astaire version of "Piccolino" to
good response.
Jack Powers, crooner with the
band, does okay on "Sorrento" and
follows through with "To Each His
Own" an!P "Gypsy."
Band then jumps into "Sing, Sing,
Sing," featuring young Jimmy Vincent on drums, which goes over with
a bang. Judy Lynn, songstress, does
neatly on "Begin the Beguine." Tune
Timers,
youthful quartet, follow
with slick arrangement of "South
America, Take It Away."
The Nonchalants click with mixture of comedy and aero stuff, nicely
balanced to gain hefty applause.
Prima and crew take over for
"Robin Hood" and "Flecia" in solid
style.
Winds with '-Hey Ba-Ba-BeBop": to vociferous applause, r

MaJesAie, San Antonio
Son
Woodi/

.Antonio, Oct: 26.
(16) with

Hermon Orch

Red Norvo, The Blue Moods (5),
Mary Ann McCall, Joe "Flip" Phillips, Pete Candoli, Bill Harris; Pann
Merryman, Pat Henning; "Faithful
In My Fashion" (M-G)
Interstate Theatres open their fall
stage season with a bright and brassy
50-minute stage show headed by
Woody Herman and his orchestra
with enough variety to please all
types of modern music lovers with
a rapid paced, and
loud, revue.
Based on Herman's draw among the
bobby SOX brigade, and the fact this
is one of those few and far between
stage shows, SRO sign should be
dangling for the run.

From the opening song by Herman
of "Caldonia" to the closing strains
of "Woodchoppers Ball" the joint is
jumpin.'
The band is given wide
latitude to exhibit its wares for the
'gators and cats. With several topnotch musicians making up the
band, Herman at the licorice stick,
there is nothing lacking in rhythm
or arrangements to show how this
band has made its way to the top.
Band has four trumpets* three
trombones,
five
saxaphones and
four rhythm.
Band gets fine inning on "Caldonia" with Esquire Jazz Poll winners, Joe "Flip" Phillips on the tenor
sax given the 'spotlight in "In Cerrento,". Bill Harris on the trombone
in "M(^an to Me" and Pete Candoli

listenability, but for theatre dates it
would seem that more noveltyt
vocalizing and specialty stuff would
in order to create distinctiveness

be

and

liveliness.

The opening serves to introduce
"Surrender"
the band members.
features Blaise Turi and Dub Wood
on the trombone' and trumpet and
itj like nearly all the numbers, has

eggs, colored kerchiefs, disappearing
milk among others, all of it done in
slick fashion. Earns solid salvos.
Patrons here always go for ventre
acts and Canfield Smith and his
Snodgrass do okay though some of
the chatter could be sapolioed for
family trade. Lad works glibly to
garner nice returns.
Straight adagio trio, the Del Rios
.

sweet start and swing finish. The work through the usual fling and
Albins are a comedy ballroom dance whirls winding up in strong manner
team with some original business with stunt in which one male handand several difficult feats.
stands on femme while second male
Carl Erca provides first-rate trum- understands for both.
pet solo work during "To Each His
Les Rhode house ork leader emOwn." The band's only vocalist, cees capably and outs show in top
aside from Tucker, is Scottee Marsh, fashion.
Biz good when caught.
a youthful brunette, who handles
Lary.
"Give Me Five Minutes More" medley,
"That Old Feeling," "South
America, Take It Away" and ''I'm a
Earle, Philly
a

.

Little Too Young" in a way that
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.
brings hefty returns.
A Cole Porter medley is one of the Donald ^O'Connor, with Gwen
band's best bets and has Tucker solo- O'Connor, ^Jack O'Connor; 3 Swifts,
ing on the sax. Mischa Auer, who Lewis Ic Van, 3 Arnauts, Pearl
recently played s night club here Bailey, Lou iSchrader House Oreh;
and who is funnier and more capable "Down Missouri Way" (PRC).
on the screen than in person, gets
some laughs with his songs and patMerchandise here this week add*
ter that proclaim Russians are hap- up to a pleasant session of vaude
piest when suffering. He also plays with special emphasis on effervesa piano concerto with grape fruit. cent young Hollywood player Donald
His act was well-received at show O'Connor, fresh out of army unicaught.
form, taking top honors, but with
Tucker," finishes Off with three Pearl Bailey crowding him on the
songs, "If You Were the Only Giri;" applause meter.
"She Don't Wanna" and "I Need
Show is backed by Earle orch,
Lovin'," which he puts over in fine under baton of Lou Schrader.
style.
Rees.
Lewis & Van, persosable pair
dressed in blue and with black bow
Balto
ties, work well in iinision on tap
routines; energetic lads, and get the
Boltiniore, Oct. 26.
from aud.
Gene Boi/lo«, John & Rene Arnaut, kudoes
Three Arnauts offer two guys and
Macfi & Desmond, The Harpers (3),
a gal, all with fiddle.s, in comedy
*;elice lula Hoiise Orch (12); "Sisstuff such as jazzing' up "To a Wild:
ter Kenni/" (.RKO).
Rose," holding fiddle bows between
knees, holding bows on heads, a
Standard
layout plays well see-saw stunt, and a demonstration
enough paced nicely by Gene of how two can play on one violin.
Baylos, a frequent repeater here and Wind up is whistling novelty that
always good for ample laughis. Mack seemed to please the customers.
Pearl Bailey gives out with "Fifand Desmond youthful mixed diio of
hoofers give out with okay tappery teen .Years and I'm Still Serving
on the jitterbug side highlighted by Time,'' interspersed with patter,
some swingy ivory tickling by the plus "That's Good Enough for Me"
male. The Harpers next are a trio and "Row, Row, Row." Encores with
of lads tooting harmonicas in a gypsy' "St, Louis Blues," unconventional
dance; a Ger.shwin medley; "To version, for a' solid send-off. Three
Each His jOwh" and a swing sesh SwiftSi comedy-juggling act, toss
quips and Indian clubs; line perthat goes over well.
formers; good act.
Baylos nexl; has a good routine of
Headliner O'Connor, aided by his
gags livhich he sells swiftly and brother. Jack O'Connor, and wife,
surely and contributes some funny Gwen
O'Connor, cute blonde, click
busine.ss with a violin.
Makes a with soft shoe dance to "Swanee
good spot for John and Rene Arnaut River" and warbling of "If I'm
in the family trademarked fiddling Lucky." Folks
who like to see filmand bird fliftation.
Makes good people in the flesh got big bang out
closer to brief but entertaining set- of O'Connor, and he seemed to satisfy
up.
although he doesn't do much be.sidcs
Biz all right.
Burm.
display youthful enthusiasm Shul.

Hipp,
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more

of it, and he must have It
quicker,"
It is obviously not for the passer-

Lake Exhibs Blame Bad Biz

Salt

through

On Too Few, Too Poor
for this, everybody

By Hayden Talbot
Sectiotialism

you leavt tlie
a term
tiiati
Horace
you,;-,
betiind
Mississippi
Greeley let It go witti a mere sugonce

but today's descendants

gestion,

the

quondam young men who
tiie

New

York:

they

look

upon

of

correctness

foresight;

editor's

toolc

keen not only to prove

his advice are

th«

ol

Milwaukee as an effete eastern city.
And for no group o£ industrialists
in

6t

the entire country has this state

mind more..significance than for

the makers of pix.

Omalia made your roving reporter acutely

aware

of this.

In Denver

—

exhibs
local leaders of the industry
and distribs nl ike— made it sun-clear
ftlmgoers of

the

wide open spaces

want nothinfi on their screens except fast moving action pix, preferably We-Sterns. In the big cities there
a minoritv ready to .spend money
to see class product, but elsewhere
the demand for- this' type pic is nil.

known

In

undoubtedly

it

well

is

New York and Hollywood,

the fact would seem to. need stressing the vnst majority of picture
Wusfes in this part of the country
cater to' the taste of people who live
in towns of from 1,000 to 2,500.
"Duel;'

Gxcitcs

West

—
—

opera.
StatlRticians
district

know

In

to

Times Square
an ounce how much
the

—

—

coming.

Here, summarised, is
knowledgable guy's view of the

uation in the

Return

Mormon
to

capitaliT^

this
sit-

"Few towns
sewed up than

I

'

Bank

Niefats?

know

of are tighter

Salt Lake. If the present trend doesn't stop, there'll be a
retrogression to the bad old days of
bank nights and free ehinaware and

the other boxofflce lures to boost
falling business,
is not only the
multiplication' of counter-attractions;
the basic trouble is the poor quality
and the insufflcient qiiantity of prodall

U

Subsequent run houses here are
operating under handicaps tougher
than those I know of anywhere else
in the west. It's a pity nothing is being done about it, and there seems
no likelihood of anybody's starting
anything to help the little fellows.. As
,

for so-called

Governmental

aid,

it's

the last thing these independents
want. By long experience they know
there's no help coming from that
quarter^ only more and more re-

—

have happened if the city fathers
hadn't suddenly discovered the local
movie houses were grossing a substantial sum of money year in and
year out. Not only in Nevada—every-

—

wiiere I suppose- municipalities are
forever on the lookout for new
sources of revenue. So, when they're
tipped off to the flourishing business
the movie houses are doing in their
'

strictions.

"Stage shows are not a satisfactory
of
the
problem.
'When
was on the wane and
showmen tried to keep ^eir houses
oiit of the red by long hours of continuous grind with flickering tworeelers to fill the gaps it didn't work.
One of the two forfns of entertainment had to take the count. So now,
where movie houses are trying to
attract business with vaudeville acts,
the policy is bound to prove unworkable. What happened before must
happen again the independent ex^
solution

vaudeville

town they slap on a tax!
"For this state of affairs I put the
whole blame on Warner Bros. If this
sounds unfair, look at the facts. It
was Warners who gave us talkies.
And until talkies came along the
stilfest percentage terms were 20%.
Now it's any figure, the, ri-ies coming
gradually from 25%. to. 30% to .'55%
and so on. ThrouK'h the checkers
especially when they were local appointees with pals in the City Hall^
the important details of our business

—

If Competitor Takes Loss

To Outbid Exhib-Too Bad!
—

—

*

;

.

Draw

Books Vaude

—

.

,

.

New Wonte

of Lensing
Hollywood, Oct.

Jolsori

29.

Aerial cameras, whizzing through
projectiles
and rocket
space
in

Loses Tax Plea

Al Jolson has been turned down
by the U. S, Dept. of Internal Revenue on his request that his earnings from "The Jolson Story," in
which he has a 50% equity, be construed as capital-gains and therefore
.subject only to the

planes
like

'."

Jolson,

25%: capital gains

of

.

pro .'ements in their relalionship: to
the motion picture industry.
Convention was the most successful in the Society's 30-year history,
with a total of 460 registrations from
practically all sectors of the civilized world. Future development ot
the organization was assured by: 90
new applications for membership,.,

many

them

of

and

Mexico

from

South America.

Wartime aerial cameras reached
ihe highest point of development in
technical history, but will soon be
outmoded, according to Col. G. W.;
Hanson, who predicted that they will
look

soon

and experimental

crude

comparison with equipment of tomorrow.
In his talk on "Showmanship Side
of Theatre Television," Ralph B,

in:

:

'

Austrian referred to film industry
leaders who .once spurned sound
pictures and likened them to today's
producers who hold the same attir
tude toward television in the theatre.

Reno

theatres.
He is Ted .Tones of Roswell, N. M.,
head of Western Amuse't Co. now
operating hou.ses in New Mexico,
Oregon and California, The projected
theatre will be the chain's only house
in Nevada.

He recommended more
hindsight.
Certificates of

foresight

,

and

less

ship

SMPE

in

honorary fellowwere presented to

.

'

RKO

Television
Ralph B. Austrian.
Corp.; Edmund A. Bertram, De Luxe
Laboratories; John W, Boyle, Metro;

According to Reno oldtimers who
consented to break away from crap
games and roulette tables long
enough to exchange words with your
scribe the entrance upon the scene of.
a "foreign" showrhan is a direct consequence of the second of the two
happenings. At flr.st glance there
would seem to be no cormection, but
as put by the.se old school gamblers

Thomas

'

T. Molton, 20th-Fox; WilOffenhauser,

liam
H.
Broadcasting

Columbia
Lawrence
and Abe Shapiro^

System;

Sachtlebeii. RCA,
Ampro corp.

Announcement was made of the,
new Samuel L. Warner Memorial
Award, to be presented each year to
the person making the outstanding

who divide the world into two categories-square shooters and crook.s
the connection becomes apparent.

Nilery-Filmery Nixed

—

the 60th semi-annual conference

during which 63 technical
were read in 10 .sessions.
the suhjects under consid*
eration were television, both at
home and in the theatre; 10m films
and numerous wartime camera im-

to

:

at

Among

.:.':.'

It began when Tony Pechetli, who
for years has run the El Patio-Ball
room in the heart of Reno, tried to
get a license to equip his dancehall
as a picture theatre. So far as his
friend could see, there was no good
reason for Reno's City Fathers refusing to grant the license. But that
is what happened
El Patio could
continue as a dance hall, but nix on
pix for Tony.
So, not unnaturally, rumors began
to spread. Boiled down, they pictured Pechetti as the victim of skullduggery on the part of Reno's theatre operators, coupled with venality
in the municipal government. Whether there is any truth in the rumors,
there is no question about their having spread. Spread, Reno-ites: insisj,
as far away as New Mexico. And the
net result of Pechetti's frustration
and the entrenched theatre operators'
temporary victory this, mind you,
according to tho.se oldtime habitues
of Reno's g'ambling halls is the
promised intrusion of an Independ-

week

papers

returning to the Coast yesterday
(Tuesday), said that Internal Revenue chief Joseph D, Nunan seriously considered Jolson's premise
that a person's biography could only
be filmed once, but Internal Revenue
Dept. attorneys ruled against the

man

the proj-

gineers,

and Washington before

the long established

;

'

among

but they were

the Society of Motion Picture En-:

who commuted between

star.-

sound

speed,

ects discussed seriously last

tax.

New York

supersonic

at

whimsies of a fevered iraagina-

tion,

will be a 1.200-,seater, and will open
its doors next May.
Uenoi Says LaBalUster;
Can't Take Opposition
"Cutting the cackle and getting
down to brass tacks, {he worst night"What: uhdoubtedly leads': these
mare afflicting independent exhibi- other showmen here
to the errOneotis
tors all over the country is unquesconclusion this: is some kind of a
tionably the checking system arising
blackmail stunt is their complete uriout of percentage deals. And, so far
preparedhess for real opposition. Up
in your articles in 'Vauikty I have
to now they liave been able to ofler
failed to find the one phase of this
their patrons inferior product at exsystem which seems to me by far the orbitant prices— and get away with
most insidious danger exhibitors it. Presently
they are going to disface, I raean the always present poscover they've got. to- compete with a
sibility
of civic, authorities being
lirst-run house with tie-ups with ace
tipped off as to a house's take. Alproducers."
ready in this part of the country
From other sources this mugg. has
theatres In Chico, Marygville and
been able to unearth the identity of
Tulare are city-taxed. It would never the
who plans
give battle to

weight western exhibs total in relabecame known to the men in a position to other sections of the country.
tion to grab off a bit of percentage of
Whatever it is, there is no question hibitor
must get. better product and their own in the form of taxes,"
about what is wanted in the area.
Curiously enough distribs with whom,
this: mugg has talked do not limit
it desirable product to westerns ex.cUisively, The term usually heard is
"outdoor action" pix. So, it's fair to
assume, there is a potential audience here for a good pic with a
State of Maine lumber camp as a
La Ballister continued: "Next tional information was Wanted it
background. A Cape Cod fisherman's
gripe,
so
far
as I am must come from the chain's head ofbattling the sea would go down well biggest
fice in San Francisco. So— for publiwith these ranchers, according to concerned, is the Government promen whose jobs depend on their of- posal we bid for each picture. It's all cation this was as far as LeBallister
would go. But— oft the record he
fering exhibs the kind of product
well
very
to say the wise showman loosed enough info about two current
their patrons want.
It isn't then,
westerns as suqji Ihey go for; it's will sit back and let the inexperi- happenings in Reno's amusement cirany kind of story in which physical enced newcomer outbid him—until cles to arm this mugg with definitely
provocative material.
action is the keynote.
the newcomer goes broke; but what's
One of these developments U of
But, again, let the men who matter
going to happen to you in the mean- flrstrate importance to Reno's reguspeak for themselves. Introducing
time? Quality product is difficult lar citizens—the 25,000 who wax
VF; D. Butler, manager of the Lyric,
Salt
Lake City, an independent enough to get as things are; you sim- prosperous on the comings and gohouse combining vauSeville with ply can't afford to sit back and wait ings of visitors who average 12,000 a
for the other fellow to go bankrupt. day every day in the year. It is what
single features. Says Butler:
On the other hand you know by long Reno's present theatre operators call
experience the approximate gross the "threat" of an out-of-tOwn syndiPix Alone Don't
any given picture will do. .in your cate to build a new house in the
house. This knowledge determines, town. As for;thls "threat" (translatExhib
the maximum figure you can bid. If. ed it was obviously intended to be
"Salt Lake with 175,000 is not
the other fellow— either through ig- read as "bluff") let's let the attorney
pverseated. Only two houses in the
norance or because he has money for the newcomers speak, his piece.
town with mora than 1,000 seats— enough to operate at a loss long
Says John S. Sinal:-^
the bigRest a 2,.100-seater and the
enough to put you out of business
"I can quite understand the attiother holding 1,170. Even so, business
outbids
through, lack of product
tude "of Reno's entrenched showmen.
Is 'way oil.
In "my case I have to play you, you're licked.
They've had everything their own
Vaudeville because, frankly, the ftlm
way so long, and feel so secure in
Foresees Oepression
product available is iO lousy
field here, they
couldn't get 'em in on the strength
"As for the future generally, of their dominating the
of the screen attraction alont. Gen- course We're headed for a crash. And can't bring themselves to believe
ew"y» business is not what it was a this time it will be thicker and wider anybody would seriously attempt to
year ago, the reason being the re- and tougher than '29^ Tliat's why the batlle them. So they push aside preopening of the beach resorts—closed policy of this chain is bound to prove liminary annoimcements of my cliouring the war— and the immense wise— keeping every one of our 100 ents' intention to build a competing
popularity of night baseball. Just my theatres in tiptop iihape so as to be house as merely a move in a war of
had lucki most of my patrons are ready for the coasting period. Next nerves, In other quarters it is sugbaseball fans who roll up to the tune to the Fox-West Coast outfits we are gested the wrhole thing is nothing
more or less than a real estate
of from 6-8,000 a game— at
a time the biggest operators in this part of
when otherwise they'd be lining up the coimlry with houses from Klam- squeeze— a devious means of appreciating ground values in a given disat my boxofflce.
ath Falls to Tulare."
But such charges are untrue.
"Besides
the
At this point LeBallLster stopped itict.
revival
of
these
.counter-attractions, conditions gen-' abruptly. For the second time during This is the real thing.
ei'ally in the
"At the moment I am not at liberty
trade are bad for the this trek your reporter was up
independent exhibitor. Take all this against the self-imposed ban local to disclose the names of the princitalk about auction
bidding. If that managers of circuit hoases think it's pals for whom I am acting, but I can
'snt a cockeyed idea I never heard wise to put on their chin wagging .say the site has been selected and
of one. Worst part is no
system in the with fact-seeking scribes. LeBallister building operations will definitely
world would help me to get product him.self made this clear by volun- begin in January next. Plans of the
—When product is not theie, And as teering an explanation. If any addi- new house have been completed. It

So

Reviews

,

—

.

SMPE

Annual Conference of

fiOth

how

knows the

uct.

in'
Specifically, "Duel
the Sun"
(which has had an enormous amount
of advance baltyhooing) has got the
whole west on its toes. A newly
di-scovered Wagnerian opera could
not excite Metropolitan regulars to
a higher pitch than have the advance blurbs for the Selznick western, so far, at least, as westerners
are concerned. Is it possible^ as lias
been pointed out more than once,
there has been a greater improvement ill the quality of westerns than
in any other type pic?. Certainly nowhere in the country are westerns
more surefire than in the regions
where every man and boy and
most of the women folk, .as well is
equipped by first hand knowledge
to spot the tiniest flaw in a horse

judge

artificial

is

Although

attempt to

real lowers play- in the Cityis activities
shortage.
generally. So, even to the most un"Paramo\mt i.s tops here. They observant of rovers,. Reno must come
don't go in for extended runs, but as the last word in contrasts, 'Wherethe many move-overs have more or as in Salt Lake you have to buy a
less the same effect on subsequent permit— cost 50c— with which to pay
run houses. By the time you get a a fancy price for a bottle' of hard
class picture it's been milked so thor- liquor, Reno's saloons are wide openoughly there's mighty little left for 24 hours in the day seven days in the
the little fellow. But so far as I can week— and prices are lower than on
see there is no new building being Broadway.
From the showman's
planned hereabouts
and effective standpoint Reno's counter-attractions
competition between two or more of -from gambling to watching the
the niajor' companies does not look! newest Hollywood eiitrants in the
probable for some time to come. In- Alimony Stakes parade through the
cidentally it's just that kind of com- Riverside hotel's Peacock Alley
».
petition which gives the, subsequent offer an almost insuperable barrier;
run hou.se a chance to get worth- But, as it happens, business is good
while product. Salt Lake would be a In "the -biggest little city in the
lot better catered to, if such compe- world."
tition came into being here."
Evidence of this was forthcoming
From another .source In Salt Lake from Homer LaBallister; district
—given: on the understanding the manager for the T. & D. Jr. Entertalker should not be named-—confir- prises, Inc., of San Francisco, with
mation of Butler's gripes was forth- headquarters in the Majestic, in

cause of this

Reno, Oct. 29.
something more

is

Piclures

to

inuch sImw. business in Salt Lake
City is influenced by the Mormon
Church, but there is no escaping the
dominant part Brigham Young's fol-

I

contribution to the motion picture
industry. It consists of a gold medal
and a framed certificate and will
be presented for the first time at the
convention of
semi-annual
62nd
SMPE, slated for October, 1947

B's Perspective
t'ontinned

from pase

ger a picture you play, the

make on

it,

We

want

to

1

^ssiil

less

you

make good

small pictures to sell at a price the
indie can afTord to pay. We figure
we can do that right here from Boston, After all, you don't have to live
in Detroit to order and pay for a
car,"

Films will

Gordon

all

be kept within the

Lock wood

bracket.

$100,000

said.

Their aim

is

to

and
spend

as much of the coin as possible for
talent and cut corners elsewhere.
They leave all production details to
William Berke, vet
and Para-

RKO

mount producer and

director,

who

.so has an Interwithin the
budgets.
Hub producers' dealings with JHolent operator who makes no bones
about his Intention of jacking up the ly wood are largely confined to telestandard of movie entertainment in phone conversatiorjs. Their turn to
Reno to a level: worthy of the town. production marks a trend this year
to revival of the old. First National
{.Next week: Spokane 'and Seattle.)
setup, in which exhibs not only
financed production, but likewise
cashed in through partnership In
the states rights exchanges which
distributed
the product
Screen
S» Continued from page 6
Guild is such a distributing organi'cations, that auction selling might be zation.
It has about 1,000 indie thethrown out of the final decree, Metro atres affiliated with it. Lippert is
h.o.
execs are still pleased they prez and Lockwood and Gordon- are
conducted the test,s, since it provided among the stockholders.
them with a bulwark against any
Trio early this<' year organized
eventuality.
Screen Art Pictures, Inc.; and AfTIUActual cost of the 'Experiments ated Productions, Inc., as their picwas negligible, probably less than ture-making companies. They issued
$50 for the paper work involved, no stock and have no backers as
so that Metro didn't lose anything
such, aside from a California bank
money-wise from the te,sts. Company which put up about $800,000 against
might have gained by getting more the $500,000 they themselves adfor its product under the system vanced.
Five other Indie producthan it would have through an out- tion units of the same nature ,ar*;
right sale, but it's still too early associated with Screen Guild.
to determine that. In. Philadelphia,
Gordon and Lockwood sSid their
for instjince, Metro accepted a bid companies operate on a strictly "cash
from the Goldmstn chain tor "Holi- on the line" policy, having all the
day in Mexico" over the Stanley- coin, in the bank before production
Warner circuit. Film doesn't begin begins, so there's no question of
its Philly run imtil this week, how"That more than anything
payoff.
ever, so that the earnings won't be else," they said, "has got us off to a

—

shares
est

In

in

the profit,

keeping

20th's Auction

known untilnjme

time

later,

swell stnrt,"

costs

WELCOME INGRID AND
DONE SUCH
GREAT BUSINESS IN
EVERY T'EST ENGAGEBOB! YOU'VE

MENT THAT NOW YOU
PLAY BROADWAY'S
BIG CAPITOL

THEATRE!
(First

time in the

M-G-M's
Ace Broadway house
that they book a
history of

Reprint but the
business is so terrific
it's

a

MUST!)

M-G-M re-introduces INGRID BERGMAN • ROBERT MONTGOMERY in "RAGE IN HEAVEN"
with George Sanders • tudte Watson • Oscar Homolka • Screen Play by Christopher Ishctwood
•n4 Robert Thoeren • Based on the Novel by James Hilton • Directed by W. S: VAN DYKE II
PMHittCcd bj GOTTFRIED REINHARDT • A Metro- Goldwyh- Mayer Masterpiece Reprint

.

'

;

'
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Mel Ferrer's 3-Way

Stiff Fight for Politicos
OmUaoed frem

Contract Wifli Selznick
Hollywood, Oct.

pace S

Bulk of the early contributions
and wife oi Meland opera singer,
consider- this year from show business people
vy n D»i*glas, is receiving
dislrid but were donated to the Independent
able opposition in Ber
WashingtonCitizens Committee ot the Arts, Scireaching
report
eveiy
ences and Professions, of which
will t>e reelected.
is that she
Emily Taf Dougla* <!>.) Con- Fredric March is treasurer. Some
gresswaonan-at-large from Illinois, of the cpnlribuHofs:
actress,
will
stage
foriBer
YORKj William Morris
and a
probably be beaten since Blinois is 41,000: Lillian S. Waldman, $100;
expected to turn over and vote Re- Annie Laurie Williams, $100; Barney
Josephson, $1,000; J. H. Hirshliorn.
publican on a statewide basis,
•

NEW

Ferrer directed t^yraqo De Bergerac" with Jose Ferrer and will
siart work shortly on an F, Scott
Fitzgerald story for films.

'Cleo'

$1,000; David Sherman, $1,008; Walter
Kirschner,
$5,000;
Lawrence

Schwab, $100; Alfred K. Stern.
$5v000; I. Bogosin, $l'eBO, plus $3,000
loan to he repaid.
have maminaJted John Uavis Lodge,
PHILADKUlIiA: Lillian Helland
screen
.act«n.
Stage
former
a
man $100; Zero Mostel, $100; Mr, and
that
who is cicpBCted to win
Mrs. Meyer Davis, $150.
CormBCtdcut.
V;
ot
trirl
HOLLYWOOD: Kudy Vallee, $100;
Arch MciDcoiald, itShe i»iiio sportsCharles Vidor, $100; Claude Rains,
caster, bolds the Democralic nomi$100^ -Gr^ory Peck, $100; Ben Zu'BHi Bastrict ®J Marynation fer
kor, $100; Betty Zukor, $100; Mr. and
now
toeld
is
lihe
.seat
WcsStt
land.
Mrs.' George Bums, S25D; Mr. and
'Sown bjr a Xtej^litcaiii, McDonald, a
Mrs. Sidney Buchman, $100; Joseph
colorful CBitnpMiener, is CMioedeill
Colten, 5M)0; Lester Cowan, $i)00;
about an even chance of winning.
Rep. .Sol Bloom il3.), a-bose roots John Cromwell, $500; Julius Epstein,
SlOO; Joan Fontaine, $100; Mr. and
for
half
back.
business
show
in
Mrs. John Garfield, $500; Ira Gersha century, is flgured to be reelccled
He is win, $1S0: Mr. and Mrs. Nat Goidin his New Yoilc distiuct.

Howthe HOiUse leS. BcgpteBentatives.
ever, in toer place, the BaqMjMicans

.

m

.

*e

Koaise Omumiitee
on Fot«9Sn ASaars.
S. D.),
SenaHw CSian G-uraey

'chairman .id Stte.

formerlljr oiperator d{

a CBS

affiliate

radio statkra in his borne state, is
not up fiwr ireelecticm tbis &nm. Also
safe for four imiare yeacs in (be Senate is Glen H. Taylor (D.. Ida.),

former

Tnaffio

earlier

jBks*A

shows.
In the

mnger, -who even
iank towms in tent
•

^

of cam.pai'^ oontr^jntions, litiJe is kno«m of diie £ifts of
show biz jieople to the current election csfflJipaaigns mnce reports liave
been filed mdy up to abi»ut Sept. 1.

way

stona
$300;

Prances

$150;

Henry Hathaway,

ing Hayden, $100;

Al

G,

Jarvis, $a00;

Harry Kumitr,

Hadcett,

$180; SterlJaffc, $200:

Sam

Roland Kibbee, $150;
$250; Ring W. Laiti-

Frank Loesser, $100; Arthur S.
Lyons, ^^00; Dorothy McGuire, $lflO;
Gwnmo Miarx, $200; Zeppo Marx,
$190; E. J. Mayer. $200; Boris Morros. S200; Irving Moss, $200; Nat
Penin, $100; Irving Pichel, $250; Allen Rivkin, $125; Jtore Schary, $100;
Sol C. Siegel, $250; Frank Sinatra,
$250; Mflton Sperling, $100; Louis

T^bok, |T50; Daltfin Trumbo,
However, these disi^ose a ^Z^HW
ItSie Deaawciatic Nar
OnmniiiUieB

]«^

Aleiieask

$l,O0ft.

ink

entry

JOINS

WB AS AD M6E.

Samuel Goldwyn, and JtSOD to the
same oommiibtee i£rom Karl Hoblit-

,

'

1

Red

fxam pace
of 2^proximate!y

.

president oi

&e Intetstate

|

i

,

Fenton

,

.

.

Columbia handed Jim

Bannon a support; role in; 'TPhey
Walk Alonei" co-starring Glen Ford
and Janis Carter.

0

Johnston-British

i

Continued from page 3

to da a public relations jiA
behalf of the American indusBritish have frequently extry.
pressed the opinion lhat the PGA
was being tougher with their Hlbsss
$550,000. after house rentals, salaFranklyn Farnum, James Ford and than with Holiywood^s output' Mid'
ries, advertising, printing, fees to
Breen's task was to coniince them
Reed Howes
the "Rieatre Guild and other exthat wasn't so.
Charles Hoffman's production propenses have been paid. "Iliat means
Bremen came back highly enthused
that aim rentals, if the pic were go- gram at Warners was increased to
with the idea of apptiinting a rep
five
with
the
.addition
of
"Ihe
Uning out in general release, would be
suspected," to foe filmed under the in Britain and most film moguls
well over 50%.
banner of Michael Curtiz Produc- have figured it would be good buancss to help English pix in any
tions. Others on the Hoffman slate
y

.

also
in

.

,

Gamble Urges
CoaMnned Irom pase

I

:

tential strength. Gamble said, it was
his aim to work out a national
strategy /lor elections wluch could
"smoke out" political :aspiiants. At

present, scattered

work along

those

lines are being done in< some of the
States, he said, such as Massachusetts, but to be trnly rftective it

must be handled nationally.
ATA would organize delegations
on candidate and determine
whether sujtport should be oSer«d to
them or withheld on ttte basiti of
their stand on the amusemoit indus-

are "The Hasty Heart," "Ships in
the River," "For Sentimental Reasons" and 'A Kiss in the Dark"
Beacon Productions will start filming "Copacabana" Nov, 18 on the
Goldwyn lot \ ith Sam Coslow producing. Alfred Green directing and
Garment Miranda, Groucho Mant
and Andy Rnssell topping the cast
...Richard Ney drew one of the
three top roles in "Ivy," tj be filmed
by Inter wood Productions for U-I
release
Edith King inked for a
featured part in ""Blaze of Noon" at
Paramount.. .£agle-Ldon, cramped
for space, is nioving its flackery into the paint shop, which is being
.

.

.

.

:

.

MR. TED LEWIS
NEW YORK

LATIN QUARTER.

Dear Ted:
forgot

my own

Am

.

lie

:

.

Hall.

,

'

;

'

I

Bruce Bennett, currently working
in "Night Unto Night," drawc «
featured role in "Dark Passage,"
Bogart-Bacall starrer, at Warners,,,"
Walter Catlett inked for a character
role in "I'll Be Yours" at U-I. .Alan
Ladd's next action picture at P«tamount will be "Saigon," a t»le o£
the, Far East, to be! dlreiied by Les-

i

.

I'm sorry

7

in Trucolor.

i

Cir-

brating

|

.

Holly )voad, Oct. 29.
Aubrey
Allan Warsauer is moving to War- try. Gamble said. "We're not asking remodeled for offices
.
.
ners Nov. 4 to be studio advertiislng for any form of favoritism towards Schenck Is doing the final editing on
cuit.
Darler/X. Barron, .lioew'i re- manager nnder Alex £velove. War. theatres," he added, "but we do want "It's a Joke, Son," Kenny Delmar
gional namwger in, the Wa^nston, sauer has resigned as studio adver- a Government policy of no special starrer, at Eagle-Lion
Richard
.
D. C, area, is lieted as tireasurer of tising manager for Sagle-Lion.
It's time Webb drew a key role in "Build My
taxes or discrimination.
the Jadkson Bay Oomnuttee of T3. C,
Prior to joining £-L he was in Me- the politicians learned that thi film Gallows High" at RKO ... Roy Rogers
which jcabed lilSSgOBO for itibe Beow- tro'iS advertising department tot sev- entertainment is the potH' man's starrer, "Bells of San Angelo," orig•eral 'years.
inally slated for blade and white
form of amusement."
zclle,

paise

treatment at Republic; will be fiilmed
j

.

j

to call

9>y

'

mnuni. .Leo WhitCj who was introduced to' show business by Joe Weber about 48 years ago, will impersonate his old boss in "My Wild
Republic
Iri-sh Rose" at Warners
gave the go signal to the Frank
Borzage production, "Gallant Man,"
with Don Amecbe, Catherine McLeod and Boscoe 'Karns in principal roles; ..Pine-Thomas is making
a trailer, both in color and in black
and w^ite, to plug "Adventure Island.". .Ray , Nazarro
will direct
"Prairie Raiders," next picture in
the Durango series al Columbia, with
Colbert Clark producing . . . Harry
Joe Brown shifted his *Twia Som-^
breros" troupe into, the Goldwjrn
studios for interiors after weeks of

On the other hand. Bank has already received $225,000 as his share
from United Artists of X5, S. income
on "Henry V." Pic, being roadshown, 1
has done phenomenal biz for this location/ ^shocrtihg
type product, having piled up. a theFilm veterans of the silent era are
atre gross of $1,100,090 in 12 aties.
mingling with a flock of moppets in
Of this sum, $410,000 has been garthe Hal Roach f>roduction, "Who
nered in New York.
Killed Doc Robin?"
Profit to the proaucer and distribElder thesps in the ca.st are Jean
utor out ot Uie total gross has been
Acker, Eva Novak, Gleo Ridgely,

Abe LastfogeL $100:
Charles Lederer, $100; Sol Lesser,
$250;

i

$3,000,000.

ner, Jr., $lie;

contfibuttvm to
tional

red

In

From the Lots

Continued from
'

nick.

,

Rep. Clare Boothe tioxx tR.\ w.it.
leplay wriSb't> 5* ™»t » taaifliiltate iCor
electioK aifter serving *w» terins in

Briefs

29.

Mel Ferrer will direct "Tender is
the Night'', as his first chore under a
three-way acting, directmg and producing contract with David O; Selz-

.

. .

but

I

was so busy cele-

anniversary at Radio City Music

sure you understand.

corn a cliche, "better

late, etc."

However, to

way possible to find a market here
the income taken IrcHn &e
U. S.<by Biiia^ fifans is inconsequential compared wilb what Bollywood product gets out of England.
since

Any British retaliation for alleged
injustices here could be very seiious
income from abroad.

for American

fETEQitr SCHENCK^ BT PIOXY
Hollywood, Oct 2i.
Testimonial dinner in recognition
'

in heading the suo
completed campaign for
$1,000,000 for the United Jewish Appeal welfare fund will be given
Joseph M. Schenck and Max Firestein at the Biltmore hAtel Wednes*
day (30).
George Jessel will emcee. Fred
Meyer, of 20th-Fox, will accept th*
testimonial in behalf of Sduaick,
who is out of town.

of their

cessfuUy

work

.
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George Peters Elected to Odecm

Board in Bragg Spot; Xchange News
Arthur Rank

J.

Boone,

cess,
s

la.,

ness; succeeded

to enter other busiLeo Peel, former

b,y;

dislrib

as

tlie

,

toTats to fill vacancy caused by -death
Odeon and
of Thomas J. Bragg.
General Theatres Corp., Boards also
made him a director of the later
;
.toWia,« company.
Peters became executive as.?i slant
death
to Paul Nathanson after the
of the latter's father, N. L. Nathan,

,

Cresco, theatre, C!resco, ia^

Dale

Kemp named manager

Gem, Charles
Jerry,

yet

Long

Metro's "The
Charles
Chaplin's

set;,

and

:

Verdoux." Last-named
would be eliminated,
however, by the one-to-a-oompany
provision, .since Chaplin's product is
T&ased by United Artists^ which is
also handling Selznick's "Duel." In city
of addition,: ,UA toaS a roadshow cur- ing,.

serviceman,
Don Rundle, manager of Grand,
Oelwein, Iowa, resigned; succeeded
Odeon Theatres (Canada) direc- by Karl Underwood, fbrmerly of

ctjmparatively
placing
nolicT
toung men in key spots in Canada,
George W. Peters has moved into
ot

3 ss

duced by Enterprise, but with no
Yearling"

Toronto.
In keeping with

Rank Concedes His British Pix Too

Roadshow Plan
S Continued from past

City, la.

rently operating in *'Henry -V," al.

British pix of J. Arthur Rank, in
instances, are heading for th«
operating
table before; they
hit
American screens. In an effort to
speed up their pace, the fllm.s, which
average 104-108 minutes running
time in
houses, mil be cut in
the U. S. in a reversal of a hereto*
fore imposed bianket ban- against:
Yank surgery. Tlie move,, which has
been brewing for a considerable,
time, came to a head last week following critical reception of Rank's

many

again.n other films.
Wright, in agreeing to the roadshow concession, hedged it, however, with a number of provisions,

Foreign Prod.
Continued from

pag-e

exclusive', hold

its

7

on film mak-

UK

RKO

Among the majors,
leads in
foreign production, with "Golden
Silence" shooting in Paris under
Rene

Clair, with Maurice Chevalier
starring;
"So Well Remembered,"

.

,

under Edward Dmytryk, just completed in London, with twb British
Denver.
one being that the, negative cost and, two, American stars; two MejtiInformatively, novel develojHnent must be over $3,000,000, That auto- can features already finished for the
in the small theatre industry will be matically eliminates- all but a few Latin market; "White
Tower," origunveiled here tiris w6ek when Fox pictures as possibilities. Definition inally supposed
to be finished in
Intermountain Amus, Corp of Denver,
of the term ^'roadshow'- in the agree- California with Swiss background
opeiis "Theatre of Tomori:ow" in
suburban Aurora, Colo. Hbuse seat- ment, however, is considered liberal, shots, will be w'ouhd up: iij Paris,
ing 670 represents one of most since the only requirements for such according to current, plans. At the
Plan 2 More Cmi. Drivc-Ins
are
that
admission
studios in Churubusco. Mexico,
elaborate postwar adaptations of engagements
Vancouver,
Quonset buildings. scales be raised and time limit be set a double version of "The Pearl" is
SureebS of the three drive-in thea- war-developed
Faclory fabricated by Great Lakes before which the pic will not go being completed for release in both
tres in Canada has led to plans for
40"
into regular release. In general trade markets.
tw9ethers. Recently Steel-Johnston Steel Corp. Standard "Quonset
lire-safe
uSes
minibuilding
which
Cascades
here
the
interests opened
Dave Blum, Metro's International
parlance, roadshowing is also underof materials needed for housing
and are doing sock bizi The other
stood to mean a reserved-seat, two- publicity chief, recently returned
two drive-ins in eastern Canada, both was made into a theatre by Fox aday
policy.
Selznick,
however, from a European trip, made with the
the construclion
operated by Skyway Drivein Tliea- Intermountain with
wants to run "Duel" on a grind ba- purpose of surveying production
of a brick front
tres. Limited, Torontio, are reported
sis and apparently convinced Wright prospects there. Paramount'S Russell
to be doing big business.

and then assumed the same post
with Tom Bragg when young Nathanson had to resign because of his
were induties
Peters'
health.
creased when Haskell Masters, orij;inal general manager of Odeon in
Canada, resigned to become Canadian manager for Warners,
son

Fex Opens Novel Denver House

while roasting it for overlong, slowpaced sequences.
Rank has agreed to dispatch one
of his top British editors to supervise the celluloid surgery on future
releases of his films. Undestood that
the supervising cqtter will' he»d for
the U. S. within a matter of days^
Heretofore U. S. execs' hands have
been tied by a ukase of the British

'

mum

Legion Names Larry Cowen
Troy, N. Y.
Commander Larry Co-wen, managing director of Proctor's theatre.
Howard DeBold promoted from Troy, and upstate publicity director
assistant at Warner to manager of
for the Fabian circuit, has been electW^'s- Shadyside theatre, replacing
of Troy Post, American LeBroudy, who is on indefinite ed v.p.

QX't M«ve

.

Cjp in

Dave

for outNew manager at WB's gion, and awarded a citation
the past year.
Saul Wiesenthal, recently standing service during
Cowen was a Naval intellisence officer for five years during World War
II and also was in the a»med forces
George McFadden, separated from during World War. I.
Navy, is now boolcing and buying
Texas Sales Changes
for Riaho in .Renovo, wliich is owned
Dallas.
vet
by his iathefi J. J. McFadden.
'
Neal Ef. Houston named to succeed
...ekhitt.
Irving Stein,
ex-GI, upped to Connie Dreher as western Texas
I»oolring department at 20th, with salesman for Republic. Houston was
Dreher
goes
Gayiiord, night inspector, suc- formerly with 20th-FoK.
) John
ceeding hiffli op shipping staff. Lat- to Screen Guild as salesman.
James Pritchard, of Memphis, beter's
Bernard
old po^ goes to
comes manager of Universal exSkerba.
M. A. Silver, zone manager for change here replacing E. S, Olsmith,
Warners, appointed chairman of the ill after a heart attack.
Tom Kirk succeeds Russell Brown
film group for the local 1946 ComMorris as manager of Republic exchange
munity Chest campaign.
Finkei heaJs exhibs and Sam Fine- here. Kirk comes from Memphis.
berg and Saal Gottlieb the distribs. Brown becomes local manager for
Ricliard Harper, Metro salesman PRC...
I.
B, Adelman and Harry Sachs,
attached to local office, for several
who have one nabe house under con-,
months,' transferred to Cleveland.
Construction here, plan another.
struction on proposed 1,000-seater
Mandell's E-L Spot
as .conditions permit.
Harry. L. Mandell tapped for post starts as sooa
Pair recently bought the Metro at
special sales representative for
Sick leave.

Centre

is

out of Army. He was Charlie Eagle's
right hand man at Stanley before
going into the service.

'

:

.

,

of

Eagle-Lion,

.iob

super-

for

calling

exchanges in Chicago, MilMinneapolis, Detroit and

vision of

waukee,

Indianapolis.
Mandell will h.q. in
Chi.
He takes over Nov, 11 after
leaving Film Classics. Mandell prior
to 1944 was with the Warner Bros,
sales department for 15 years.

Itosenbaum With Universal
After 14 years as field exploitation
expert with Columbia, Ed Rosenbaum moves over to Universal this
week in similar capacity. He will
be field exploitation manager covering Baltimore, Washington and
Philadelphia, with headquarters in
Pliilly.

.

Aai-OM Tops

WB

Club

Stuart H. Aarons, member o£ War^
ner Bros, legal staff, elected president of the Warner Club,

NW

Variety Gives S353,8,',3
Minneapolis.
Althpugh the Northwest Variety
club already has turned over $253.B3;{ to Minnesota U, a sum larger
than pledged, to build and equip a
,

rieart hospital

Holman

on the campus,

Will
launch another campaign to raise
additional funds via theatre collecit

O'Brien on Strike

^=

'

on materials, there, simply isn't
enough trained men to permit the
growth which it ordinarily would

Amus.

of

owned and operated at Bryan
The Palace will be reCo.:
The
a 1,100-seat house.
Dixie and Queen will be remodeled,
A new 900-seater to be known as the
Circle will get underway soon.

have."

-

train

stated,

.

on

the

alier

Queen duced "Colonel Blimp." UA secured
two permission to put the "Colonel" on

its

own

liqnidati<fn."

American
Original
decision
of
Federation of Labor committee investigating the dispute w&s that lA
carpenters should handle erection of
O'Brien said, Conference of
sets,
Indiana Exhibs Meet in Nov.
Studio Unions subsequently jacked
Indianapolis.
Associated Theatre Owners of In- out a change of stand' on that point
diana will hold first two-day conven- by "irregular and fantastic means."
tion since the war here, Nov. 19-20. "Jurisdictional strikes are deplorable
Speakers include four national althey do harm to labor -and it is
lied execs. Jack Kirsch, Abram F.
that the AFL finds
Myers, Sidney S. SamueJson and my fervent hope
some elfective machinery to end
William Ainsworth.
Nick Boila and Sam Roberts plan the.se," he said.
open Keith's, now undergoing
O'Brien made his declaration on
to
,$75,000 face-lifting, this month. Art the eve. of; sailing Friday <25). While
Baker, manager of Circle before he here, he addressed the AFL Chicago
was. in service, will be in cliarge^ convention as official rep for British
Whether house will go back to com- labor.
bo shows is still undecided pending

o.o,

—

—

.

-

New

York Theatres

JOHN GAtHELO

Claird*.

In Wariisr Bro«. Mil

LIVES FOtEVER"
with

.'.

Walter BRENNA»(-fay«
Iji

WAKNER MOS.

ia

HIT

''DECEPTION''
by Irvfa* Hopptr
Produced by M«Hy. llaRk*

Dlractad

HAMPTON

LIONEL
X*il

EMHtSON

Person

and HlN OfV)li«wl.rH»l.M)i!t
and Ctirlcy - Th* OtmvmUammn

STRAND. B'way at

HENREID
RAINS

Bctt* DAVIS, PaMi

GERALDiNE FITZGERALD

"NOBODY

47tli St.

HOLLYWOOD

5Ur»«V*

rnmiKHmtit**

•TWO YEARS
BEFORE THE MAST"
Slarrifiit:

I<ADn • BMIAN DONXETX
W1M..IAM nKN'ltlX

ill.AN

RARKX

ini'Z<3ICKAl.D

SIVOL1. IroMiway •»

4Vlli

Street

.

.cause

&

—

^

Nat'l Release
ss

Continwed ttmn page S

1

KADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL

,,

'

tions.

at one time in order to take advanPreviews
tage o£ the nationwide ballyhoo camHollywood.
paigns. One alternative undef con- A 'iOth C*nh0rf^mK ^thtn m.Tthnteolpr
Frmou laifiii^' ^ i9H Hall
StKBD
Marquis theatre has been renovat- sideration is turning second run fl»B ^C«rl
Itmnnv n .H«nMiijtM ftii«e«1»
transformed
into
the
Acaded and
houses in the key citie.^ into first

Acad Theatre

3

Iowa Managers Quit

'

.

,

I

:

built into

o£ film situation.
More money is needed be- clarification
Local Tent No. 10 of Variety,
of higher construction and
closed all summer for remodelling,
.eauipinent costs, Abbott
Costello
stag party; New
coatributed their services for a reopened with a
leattircs will include screening fatrailer made gratis by Universal.
It
ser\(icei
be stown in nagWiig the collec- cilities and, food
tions.

,

of the European situa
tion where he dickered for lot space
for Par, among other things.
Hal
Continued from pa.se 7 sssi
Wallis is due overseas early in 1947
roughly equal to those in the U. S. for production of a film to be dis(Labor costs to U. S. film crafts tributed by Paramount. 20th-Fox is
represent some 43% of a pic'S nega- readying its English studios for production of a series o£ films to be
tive outlay.)
Biiiish Labor Shorlag-e
rnade in England, although nothing
One of the major factors hamper- definite is, set as yet Warners, acing booming British' film production cording to latest report, is still getting its British properties back into
is the current shortage of 'skiUed labor at the studios, CBrieft 'said. shape after a bad bomb: battering
"British produetioB would double it- during the war, and will be ready
a year if there was to roU there early in 1947.
self within
enough manpower available to it,"
O'Brien said. "While the GovernJOHN McGRAIL'S.FA CHORES
ment is now strongly in favor of the
John McGrail, who joined United
industry and has granted- it priorities
department

houses

A

,

week

last

typcboii against Yank cutting, The
British ban was imposed several
years, ago after United Artists sliced
a healthy chunk oflC the Anglo-pro-

the operating table, but the- British
thereafter squawked, claiming that
Yank cutters had butchered the pic.
Rank has heretofore recognized
common U, S. beefs against British
films as being overly long and 'leisurely.
Magnate has attempted to
overcome that hurdle, which has always slowed down ibe take from
U.S. tills. But his studio efforts haive
been only partially successful (Uonsequently, the films which are up the
British audience's alley as is will be
hypoed here before Americans see
them.
"Johnny Frenchman" will be the
first of the British pix to be cut before further distribution.
Pic, now
running 104 minutes, will be whitfled
Artists'
h:0.
publicity:
to about 90, with an eye to overcomMonday (28), will be given the as- ing criitics' cracks. "Pink String
signment of analyzing scripts for and Sealing Wax," ako Rank, for
publicity possibilities and will han- early release, will likewise go under
dle -contact with a liumber of top the knife. U. S. execs point out that
slick
mags.
He'll
work under even "Brief Encoiinter," which runs
publicity manager Tom Waller.
only 88 minutes and received uniMcGrail recently completed three formly good critical reaction, was
years service an the iMavy and before described as typically British in its
that was for four years with the leisurely plot, development. "Brief,"'
Hays' office Advertising Code Ad-' however,, won't come in for any
ministration in Hollywood;
slicing.

months'

Efforts are being made: to
men in studio work, O'Brien
but it would take many years
before the demands of British producers will be met.
Pitching himself into the midst of
present Coast labor battle, O'Brien
declared: "I think the lA is putting
up a magnificent fight on a fundaihental principle. The lA is exclusively concerned with the entertainment business and has the right to
organize all sections within it. Once
it recognizes in Hollywood or elsewhere that it hasn't the right to organize one particular branch of .show
business it recognizes the principle

Abilene.
The Wilshire, Interstate Theatres
eleventh nabe house, opened here.
A feature of
J. AUard is manager.
the opening week were telecasts
fitom the Interstate television station which were picked up on two
receivers in the lobby of house.
$250,000 improvement program
has been announced for the three

returned

Elizabeth

Tcnna.

Pittsburgh.

.

Des Moines.

.

Forrest B. Soreason, manager of
Palace, Burlington, la„ resigned to
go into photography biz at Ames.
Succeeded by L. A. Miller, formerly
ot the Strand, Ft. Dodge. V
Marvin Low resigned at the Prin-

emy Award

''MARGIE^'

for

theatre for the exclusive
.and trade previews,

use' ot :,press

in

order

to:

.

.

IUVXriG BKRI.fN'S

ON

,

:

:

FOR RENT-SALE
800 fcti complete, authentic picturn Philadelphia New Year's Mum'
ffler

parade 1946

21

ttrinii

clewnt,

& W.

16mm.

1.

8,000

dancing

costumes,

celorfiif

in

bandf,

darhit

floatt.

WMTI

RUBE ROBINOVITZ

Ill-E.\hib tights lipped
S.

E. Pirtle,

Tax
Louis.

chain of

picture theatres in Southern Illinois,
ha.s.

obtained a temporary re.strain-

ing order: against city fathers in McLcarisboro, 111., from enforcing the
terms of a recently enacted ordinance which would boost the annual
amusement tax for his two houses

ordinance would fix the
annual tax for film houses at $'?50.
Pirtle now pays .f 150 annually on his
there.

'The

for the McLean,
Pirtlft has attacked the bill on the
lii'ouQdS al uticonstitutiOaaUt^,
that its terms are excessive.

Capitol

311 East Skelden Street
rwiadelfWa 20, »m.

owner

St.
of a

and $200

STORY"

boost the

If a
"houses.
with admission by, invitation only. number of first run
Nearly all major .<tudios Will hold circuit operating three houses in a
their important press .showings there. key city will attempt to book a top
"Hii- picture
and
"DeoeptioiV'
"Warners'
into one of the smaller
moresgut" and J. Arthur Rank's houses for an extended 'run, iiiStead

"Notorious Gentlemen", already hai^e
been shown at jiouse.

"THE JOLSON

:

run showcases

of

waiting for the "A" hou.se, this
to case the situa-

-III-'*' mTSchmColor

fJ

would do much

,:,!-,Prfedjcted building of many new
houses is also expected to -ease. tlie
however,
Construction,
situation.
will have to await the lifting of
the Civilian Production Administration,.

tion's

o^:h!

'

SCKEKN

7m

BOB HOPE

l-KICSO.N

I.N

CHARLIE

^Jf"'rhurs., 0(v(/ 81

VKNTI
ami

lii.s

Joan Caulfi«ld

-

building

exhibs

are

frte/.e,.

finding

it

Meanwhile,;
'

TjKi

,nL mo

fM

FAR BORROWS BAXTER
Hollywood, Oct.

29,

Paramount borrowed Anne Baxter
from '^.Oth-FoXi as femme topper in
of Noon,"
slated to .start this
!'Elaj;e

'

aviation

picture

week.

Top male roles will b" played by
when the
nationwide campaigns have become William Holden, Sonny Tufts and

tion campaigns for the stix
forgotten.

Stirling
:

Mrirlorii

Reynold-

'MONSIEUR

It.V

,

H'li.l.l.VM.S

IILVAMN

BEAUCAIRE'

incre.asingly

to get a nationwide playoff for a film at one time and are
forced,, consequently, to the added
expense of reviving their exploitadifficult

;

(H-i'll.

BOB

1

jmamm

Hayden.

,

"Johnny Frenchman,'' preeming at
the 55th St Playhouse (N. Yj, which
toasted the pic's artistic endeavors

RKO

.

OKs Pruning

for U. S. Fans,

"Monsieur

apparently

Greenebaum. named; mana- though since that ,pr64at"6s the dei,cree it undoubtedly wouldn't milita

ger of Burlington, Iowa district for
Central States Theatre Corp., succeeding L. J. Wegener, now at home
office in Des Mpines.

31

PALACE
Robert

B WAY &
47th St.

YOUHQ • Barbara HAIC
Frank MORGAN
'

'LADY LUCK'
Am IHiO

:JbMll*

rMm

•

WedlieBtlay, OoIoIh'I' 30,

BOOKED and SUPERVISED

by

1946

3S

All Girl Orchestra and Choir
DIRECTED BY

PHIL SPITALNY
BROADCASTtNG
Every
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RAVIO
3Wtation Industry, Result of

FM
To

Expansion, Will Force B'dcasters

^

Republicans to

FCC

After

They Get Control of Lower House

If

Washington, Oct, 29.
Congressional investiga-

_

t
Chicago, Oct. 29.
radio is going to increa.'je tlie
nu:nljer of stations in tliis country].
ivom 1,000 to 3,000 and will affect

FM

1)

be

I

2

1

two ways:
The economic pie
in:

J

will

have

ut into thinner slices.
Programming will have

lo

to

be

n.voie imaginative.

of the fuiui-p
given here off the record

Th»fs the analysis
situation

j

.

the industry's topnio.'il
by
known that
It's
overall experts.
niftmbers of the FCC have had this
nianii viewpoint projected before
and they
few—
And
those
them.

one

by NBC
blUepeneilled
bra.ss shortly before the show
went on the arr.
Net s action brought cracks to
the effect ths^t "it's about time"
from trade dopesters, who had

j

i

weve very few—among network and

been wondering what happened
to NBC's ban on cross-references following cracks about
Crosby being plattered on the
.lack Benny, Bob Hope and Ed

operators attending the
convention here last week.

station

big

^fAB

heard about this man's'analysis.
Viere none too happy.
In effect, the analyst told them;
Until now we've been coiniag big
dough with relatively small costs;
\i-\\o

that's

Radio

over now.

in

Gardner showSi
Despite Bing-ban on the

ma-

its

.

might have ignored them.

Some of the radio leaders griped
FCC's present policy of indiscriminate grants will make radio
or FM
broadcasting— either
economically unsound because there
will be 3,000 broadcasters competing for the business now being done
by 1,009 broadcasters.
But t!ie analyst had his answers.

Up

Nets Gang

.

Radio, unlike railroads or public
for instance, are not a
"natural morippoly." Radio, in fact,

In

Ring's Hooper
j

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
has capital eosts which are nominaj
in relation to revenues and income.
Networks opposing ABC are rollIn the case of a "natural rnonopoly." ing up the old sleeves to sharpen
duplication by another competing their
Wednesday night programplant is urieconomidall.V unsound: ming, figuring on building up aUdi-

.

.

,

enue would be

less

when the num-

is doubled from 1,000
and still less when there
But radio can still make
money if it enlarges its economic
pic by going after untapped sources

ber of stations
to

2.000,

are 3.000.

of revenue.

enCe.s

who'll

stay

away from

the

Bing Crosby show through exchange
propositions designed to build suspense from one show to the next,
and thus make the dials stay put.
Battle plans consist in ganging up
oo the Groaner with swaps through"
out CBS' Wednesday parlayr-consisUng ot Jack Smith, Jack Carson,
"Dr.
Christian."
Frank
Sinatra,
Dinah Shore, "Academy Award
Theatre" and "Information, Please"
-—and NBC's "Mr. and Mrs. North,"
"Gildersleeve,"
"Duffy's
Tavern,"
"Mr. District Attorney," Frank Morgan and Kay Kyser— both inter- and

These untapped sources lie in loadvertising.
Radio has been Ultra-network.
pampered.
Radio has had th.reeProgramming execs are at work
fourths of its income from national now, as a result, leafing through
advertising, and only one-quarter scripts in which listeners are adfrom, local advertising; the exact re- vised to stick with CBS throughout
verse is true of America's newspa- the evening, inasmuch as Smith,
pei S; which derive three-quarters of Carson, Sinatra,
etc, will all be
their revenue fi-om local adv^ertising. guests on Miss
Shore's airer^and
Better Shows Needed
likewise to abide by NBC, to (they
In, order to tap the local adverhope) Der Bingle's embarrassment,
tiser, radio will have to build local
with the Norths, Gildy, Ed Gardner,
programs of worth and interest, and Morgan .,and
Kyser engaging^ as
tlnse won't necessarily be ot the one example— ill
a manhunt with
'escapist'' type leading the Hooper Mr.
D. A.
parade on the nets now; The new
And. despite their mutual dislike
stations,, and some of the old ones.
for erassTcIcrcnces, so hefty is the
,,\«?ill
have to Use local or regional, threat
from ABC's
cal

.

:

,

:

,

.,

;

Trickling In For

Industry Survey
Radio personages from European
are beginning to tricklt
back into the United States for pur-

countries
of

people,
urgent.

are. in essence:

In the case of radio that doesn't
hold.
All radio has to sell, the analyst
.continued, is time— and that's limited to 24 hours a day, Competilig^i
is
for the broadcasting industry
therefore economically sound as a
matter of principle. Per-station rev-

O'seas Radioites

and contact.
They are perhaps somewhat tardier
in arriving than theatrical and film

Steal

Effort to

utilities,

:

KLZ, DENVER.

poses

that the

;

;

Val--

Indications,
accordingly,
are
that NBC Coast toppers got to
Vallee but that the guys in N. Y,
couldn't reach Hope.
Or Hope

More Competition

Here they

.OWELL WATTS
KLZ FARM REPORTER

Aficr only iux months oh the air,
Klj'/.'x farm pros rani Vila ced second
In llie 1 to 10 kw, division of the
national farm safety radio contest
sponsored b.v the National Safety
(."ounc'il
"for intelligent plannlnR.
promotion and presentation of a
year-round canipalgn."

however, Hope catne
through again for his, sidekick
on his N. Y.rOriginated show last
week, also on NBC, in which h«
plugged Crosby in an exchange
with guestar Clifton Fadiman.

—

AM

Praiced by Safety Council
J

absence of helleri usually associated
with get-togelheri in this bigtime
wild-and-woolly convention town.

But NAB'i belt laughs came from
and, gadgets
a yawn on the

stunts

little

:

most of which ended up in the tUIs
ot cashier and newsie. Pe^-shows
had their play on the temperate
Biggest gripe was exhaustion
and pocket lighters before
convention formally opened.

side.

of Kilrpy

reasons

their

being

less

iocai or regional advertisers.
:

Ill

.

that

the

reshufl'le,

some

will

there

drop out

is

no doubt

in the face

But that
won't hurt radio: or the country in
the long run. Radio will be a more
vigorous, and healthiei", an'd more
of

,

competition.

stiffer

plattered series
the two majors are 'also' talking
over swaps, with
Sinatra
mentioned as a moveover from CBS .for
a guest '.shot with Gardner, .bri N$C.
and similar exchanges.

Needs

New Format

Bob Hope confessed

;,

;

malture, industry
when there are
3.O0O stations instead ot 1,000.,
It
will also be more profitable than
;how— although that profit 'ma.v be

spread thinner among some individ'

iial

stations.

the analyst's thesis, and
none of the handful of radio leaders
who are aWare of it are as yet ready
to argue wftH the guy.v They know
he's got something -there, hope the
PCC doesn't accept his reasoning in
toto— and are for the mome/it a bit
Tliat's

:

soared.

GERBER-SCHMERTZ TEAMCP
Alex Gerber,, ex^vaude show producer, and Charles Schmerlz, former

Paramount talent scout, have combined to handle talent and package
•hows for radio and tele, servicing
agencies mostly.
Mont recently both

nected with

»

men were conUSO'Camp Shows, boak-

inz talent and vaude aiivwa.

Is

Big Gridcast Issue,
,

Wisffler Gets

Army-Navy

Clash of sponsor products, between
and Colgate Shave Cream,
has resulted in Harry Wismer, ABC's
top sports annpuncer. getting the
call ov^r NBC's Bill Stern for the
latter network's signal-calling of the
Gillette

.^rmy-Navy football game

in

Phil-

Washington, Oct.

29.

Failure to report full facts on a
station's stockholders arid corporate
setup justifies denial of a license, the
claimed here last week in a
brief, filed with the supreme court,

FCC

in defense of its refusal to renew
the license of WOKO, Albany.
The high court will hear both
argument some
sides of the

WOKO

time next month,

it

was understood.

refused a license to
it failed to report a

WOKO
24%

bestock

ownership by Samuel Pickard, former Federal Radio Commissioner
and CBS exec. The Court of Appeals upset the FCC ruling on
ground that WOKO's excellent pro-

service contest.

But

portance than
info on

its

choice, as
a result, for the straight reporting,

and Bill Corum, New yorjc JouinalAuiericau columnist, has been uam«d
to handl« the color angle.

week

that

tiine and again.
Fred Allen,
Jack Benny and others were using
the same routine, he said, and it
was "tired and pretty formalized."
Hope pleaded guilty to the charge,
"You're so right," Hope said. "We
go down a formula.
Now, I'll tell
you a funny thing. We're in 'great
trouble how as far as our show is
concerned.
For this reason.
For
about four and a half years, we
played in camps and naval' bases.
(Continued on page 45)
'

WHBC,CIO-PAC Clash

its

On Broadcast
For

stockholders.

Long-Tiine Fee
Richard Wigglesworth
long-time

Maiis.),

and one of the

foe

of

the

GOP members

Cox Committee,

(R.,

FCC
of the

understood to be pulling for another probe
of the radio agency. He has already
authored one "free speech in radio"
bill which went, by the boards last
is

Rights

Politico

Wigglesworth, a member of the;
Appropriations Cbmmittce,
I

House

played an active role
in paring
funds,
The Massachusetts Congressman also demands
of FCC every year lull information
on stations which are bought and
sold, and the sales tickets of each.

FCC

.

He

has berated the commission both

tor attempts to invade the program
field and for failure to keep prices
of radio stations in line or to pre-

vent what he calls ''traft-icking in
licenses."
He is one of the few
GOP .House members who has Iccpt
a running dossier on FCC actions
and employees, and can be expected
to play a prominent role in any Republican investigation.
Political observers believe that
the House will carry the ball on an
FCC inquiry, on the assumption that
the GOP is less likely to take over
the Senate, 'Whatever the political
complexion of the upper house,
Senator Charles Tobey (R., New
Hampshire) has promised he will
reintroduce a bill to investigate

FCC's

FM

policies and particularly
its decision to mo;ve
upstairs in
the spectrum.
The
resolution was introduced during the last two weeks before summer recess and never got
out of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. If Tobey is successful in getting action this lime,

FM

FM

FCC

have to review

;will

its

entire

Spiels aUocations in the FM field. Major
29.
Edwin Armstrong and Zenith's ComCanton, mander Gene MacDonald are known
to be sympathetic to the Tobey resthe CIO
..:;

Canton, Oct,

A»serin§

DX

WONT

SELL INTl

WHBC,

had

that

refused

to

Clevelahd, Oct. 29.
Radio's potentiality in the realm
of international goodwill was challenged here last weekend by Charles
A. Siepmann. author of "Radio's

five

15-minute

Abel.

PAG

sell 'to

Committee time
broadcasts,

chairman

Ohio Congre.ssioual
station

advi-sed

in

I.

the

for

W.
16th

him

that

they did so in programs under

auspices

mann pointed out that radio's international influence is handicapped
by the very few radio receivers in
foreign countiies. In America, too,
lie declared, only 1% of the dialers
tune in on shortwave.
There is a
definite
need for more relayed
broadcasts, and foreign transcribed
programs, of cultural ai)d, goodwill
type to be catried by chains in U, S.,

Eugene Carr, radio director for
Bru.'ih-Moore Newspapers, Inc., owners of llie station, denied Abel's assertion "that the station was seeking
to' "silence" PAG, and said the st.alio;i had even offered the group free
time for non-political broadcasts.
''We have offered free time to the
PAC lo answer the charge of Com-

said.'

'Notebook's'
Wilh

996

Stations

30 additional stations signed
the U. S. Treasury's "The
Anvericaii Notebook'' program for
the Nov. ll-Dec: 7 bond campaign,
total of .stations Ijroadcasting tlie
ti'aiisci-ibed l.'S-minul* show Will he
,

to

take

m.

PROGRAM BRASS

PAC

Second Chance."
Speaking
before
the
Greater
Cleveland .Radio .Council (24), Siep-

he

NBC JUGGLES COAST

District, said the

leaders would be permitted to speak
if

of

a

recognized

political

party, candidate; or committee.;

-;

if it deisired to do so, and
also for a broadcast to explain the
program and purposes of the PAC,"

munism,

lloUy wood,, Oct.

Lewis
v-p

Sid

,S.

Frost,

StrotS!,

assistant to

29.

;

NBC

and western pro-,

gram manager, has been uppcd

to

the; position of supervising all PP",,
erations for NBC iu Hollywood and
San Francisco. Robert V, Brown,

formerly asst. program manager,
succeeds Frost, as program manager
as of Nov. 1, Other changes in the NBC bra.ss
setup include the transfer here' of

Wendell H. Williams, program manin San Francisco. He becomes

age;;

program manager and will also
manage program package sales dept.
in the absence of Alex Robb, now
were ill, Harry Bubeck, NBC. director in

Carr said, adding that tliese
two ob.iectives Abel had outlinectHo

As for political broadcasts, the
third objective, according to Carr,
the station advised Abel that PAC
leaders would be permitted to speak
if they did.so in programs undet
sp6nsai'Ship of a recognized party,
^
candidate, or committee,
him.

,

,

olution.

Political Action

LOVE, SEZ SIEPMANN

Gillette's pur-'

show for Colgatcs.
Wismer was the Gillette

last,

tine

of greater imfailure to give full

'

chase of the football time this year
precluded Stern's pos'ition in the
anriouncer's seat since Stern has a

Administration,
these
same observers report.
More to the point, GOP Committee Chairman Carroll Reece. Clarence Brown (R., Ohio), and Joe
Martin,
House Minority leader,
have already gone on record against
FCC's Blue Book as a form of program c«isorship expressly forbidden
by the Gommunications Act".» Taking a page from NAB's batUe-cry
of 'Save free speech in radio" for
their own public statements, the
GOP leadership can expect plenty
of cooperation from the assn. and
from broadcasters generally.

in tlie past has

gram service was

:

adelphia on Nov, 30.
Stern in the past dozen years has
edrisisiently
broadcast -the annual

Period

WOKO

,

Colgate Vs. Gillette

Cox

session.'

Peace

For

FCC

that;

,

some of whbfn are
smarting under what they call
Democratic "whitewash" of the
alias Lea Committee findings
on FCC's performance in 1943-44
are sure to seize on the FCC as one
of the best ways to embarrass the
Republicans,

still

Rep,

Hope Confesses:

the British radio bi'okcrs operating he is in trouble, trying to find a
English language program on Radio suitable postwar formula for his
Normandie in France. Lamping is radio show. Jousting with Bennett
enroute to Trinidad on his present Cei f and Russell Maloney on "Author
crossing
where he'll spend six Meets the Critics" (WQXR, N. Y.)
months on a radio survey.
Thursday (24), in connection with
his new book, 'So This Is Peace,""
Hope pleaded guilty to Cerf's
charges that his programs have been
Sticks to Guns
corny and following a narrow formula, stating however, that he was
Denial For
In
trying to do something about it.
Hope
Cert
complained
about
Stock Info 'Secret' doing the Bing Crosby insult-rou-

cause

sion.

a

ill-fated

Recent radioites to hit Manhattan
from across the pond have included
Leslie Mitchell and Alan Towers of
London. Paul Meyer-Gutzwiller and
Arno'Huth of Switzerland and Hermien Domisse of South Africa.
Frank Lamping arrived on the
Franconia"Oct. 28. Before the war
he was assistant general manager of

FCC

be one of the first orders of business on Capitol Hill next January
according to political dopesters here!
Their prediction is based on a probable Republican majority, on theHouse side, where several GOP'ers
have already announced their intention of going after the commis-

observation

,

sources of programnriing to get their

that

home

wouldn't sitfle
grounds.
Wintier by wide margin was Kilroy, the little plastic gargoyle whowasn't there, Radio Transcription
Service's bid ;for- the tag of Elmer
Associated Program
of the NAB.
Service's Yellow Dog ritual had the
corridors filled with finger-wiggling
and getting the kind of giggles only
such a clambake would permit.
WENR and ABC had a good oneday stand with semi-clad dames
dishing out midget-sized lighters and
25,000 Bing Cro$by^coat«d pennies,

,

,

29.
alleged attempts by Goveriimeiit to
NAB's invade the radio program field, may

of

drab days hert were the modest efforts of gimmick-minded promotion
lads from the salei display rooms.
W«ek'g shindig wai remarkable for

lee show,

turity cannot operate on a principle
of rich returns for poor investments;
we'll have to expand our advertis-in? markets, develop local programming, and nurture local advertisers.
The going will be tougher, and some
ot us will fall by the wayside but
America and American radio will
gain in the process..

tion of FCC, due to hammer away
at the controversial Blue Book
and

Chicago, Oct.

showmanly try

Most

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Fears of the networks re
Iran.scribed shows were never so
much stressed as last week,
vi'hen several gags about the
Groaner's transcribed series for
Philco which were to have been
used bh the Rudy Vallee layout

were

oi;

Modest Peeps

Bing Banned

j

!

radio

A new

Advertisers for Revenue

Tap Local

Scalp

asst,

Chicago, transfers to San Francisco,
replacing Williams. Robert E. Howard, manager of national spot sales
for western region, is prompted to
the network sales dept. .Lathrop
Mack, of the national spot sales section iu Nov/ York, becomes manager
ol national spot sales in the west.

-

WiMlnesJay, October 30,

—

.

,

RADIO

1946

.
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BAITERED BMB RIDES NAB STORM
Lobby Hobby

UN

Vs.

NAB convention in Chicago last week had more than its
quota of depressing moments, but none to match the performance on the very morning that the conclave got under way.
wasn't a few hours old before the assembled
convention
The
broadcasters displayed a preference for making a hobby of the
lobby routine as an alternative to sitting in on a vital address on
broadcasting's role in world understanding by Benjamin- Cohen,
Asst. Secretary General of the United Nations.

FCC WonVBleach' Blue Book, Denny

E

The

usiial

on the convention agenda, followed the
overflow reception which marked CBS board chairman William
was greeted with a parade to the exit which
S. Paley's talk, and
continued until a bare handful remained at the finish.
Goheii; spotted early

,

The NAB was none

too keen about the original arrangements for
Cohen to address the meeting. Plenty of side-liners burned at
t^ie walkout, appraising the incident jas a reflection of the industry's negative response to UN and to UN's chronic hat-in,
hand approach to broadcasters.

Tells Industry in the Nicest

OUTFIT

filVEN

The' controversial and
chaotic
Broadcast Measurement Bureau— in dustry, Frankenstein of th,» NAB's
,

own

creation

— has

NAB

annual

emerged from

convention

listing

.

'Sweetheart' Soap

empire.

closed doors post-convention

its

huddle in Chicago Friday

The fact that BMB didn't go comunder is considered in .some
quarters something short of a miracle. For the NAB board, as it went
into session, was armed with a resolution that, in effect, raised some
doubts as to the continued existence
of BMB. However, the heavy bombardment fizzled Out.
The

Chicago,

Oct.

Hand

board
revamped the
resolution
which gave BMB a new lease on life.
The BMB is still alive because
the industry's first coverage map is
not only considered a step, in the
right direction, fulfilling a long need,
but despite the widespread dissatisfaction over BMB's initial brainchild, the
board and even its
severest critics are convinced that
there is too: much real stuff mixed
up in the flaws to justify killing it

29.

you start fooling around with
the pattern of radio advertising— Eddie Foy, Jr., Inked
and that goes for advertising in all
media— tlien you're playing with
For
Vice Horton
NAB
dynamite and hitting a blow at the
Eddie Foy, Jr., has been pacted to
foundation of the nation's ecoHoray
take over the lead comedy role of
itself. As sucli, the whole structure
Jan. 1, sucafter
Kraft Music Hair
of radio advertising projects itself as
Everett Horton. off.
ceeding
Edward
a force for public' service.
Latter returns to the Coast for pix
The NAB board's dissatisfaction
.sums up the
That, in general,
Commitments. Meanwhile Foy will v.'.th the BMB operation mounted
credo of Ntles Trammell, NBC prexy,
do some guest shots on the show be- throughout the week of the convenwliose tallc grabbed the spotlight at
tween now and the first of the' year tion. There was talk when the NAB
last Thursday's (closing day) lunchshow's
integrate
himself
into
the
to
directorate convened that it would
-

II

KMH

NAB

defense of

the status quo

greater ovation

caution
convention

of

lay

Eddie Duchin will stay put as program's emcee.

BMB prexy, whose administrative
wrapup of the industry-wide measurement study has been subjected to
considerable criticism. FiTrthermore,
the NAB board wasn't any too happy
with its own representation on the
BMB board. But what provoked the
real bib Woff was the actual conduct
of the
session itself on the
opening day of tke convention, when

'

a

from the broadcast-

mob than the

ing

won

pattern.

"let'Srface-it"

note

sounded earlier in the
by William S. -i^jiJey,

Coca-Cola Dousing

CBS board chairman.
Here are some highlights of Tram-

'Spotlight'

mell's talk:

:

Nov. 11

it

line

Hugh

to

ing ever

BMB

made his "Report on
(Continued on page 45)

".

I

.

.

we can and must

think

boldly say that:

become one of

is

dropping sponsorship

of "Spotlight Bands'"'

on Mutual

af-

Advertising- has ter the Nov. 22 broadcast.
The
strongest moti- three-times-a-week half -hour show,
our economic and spotting Guy Lombardo on Monday

(1)

tlie

vating factors in
social progress;

Coca-Cola

Advertising, be-

(2)

Xavier Cugat on Wednesdays
cause, it has made mass consumption and Harry James on Fridays, will
and production possible, has raised wind up a 26-week cycle on tliat
our standards of living and increased date.
Program represents a
employment; (3) Advertising has $2,000,000 time-and-talent nut, with
(Continued on page 42)
coke outfit plunking down
the
$15,000 a week for the three bands
nights,

alone.

.

There had been considerable speculation of late over "Spotlight's"
fate, in view of the current sugar

Qikago Radio:

the
company's decision to drop the top

the -chief

famine,

Wistful Vista

factor

in

budgeted program. After Nov. 22,
Coca Cola will spotlight attention

ou tiie Morton Downey cross-theChicago, Oct. 29,
This burg might have been tagged board show on Mutual, which will
Wistful Vista during NAB week. stay put.
When and if production snafus are
With Chicago civic and radio leaders
pulling out all the stops in a pitch Straightened out, the coke hierarchy
io have broadcasters
give a piece says it'll come back into radixj with
of bigtime radio back to the town a similar top coin splurge.
tliat cradled it.
D'Arcy is the agency.
:-

,

.

-

Mayor Edward f: Kelly Was tlie
tearful
whistler-in-the-dark
*ith a plea that originating radio
8ive: heed
to
Chicago's limitless
racilities.
Members of the Cliicago
«aaio

Management

sponsored

-

Club,

BBC Dance Policy For

which
Fulton

Latest Audience Lag
London, Oct. 29.
Broadcasting Corp.'s .claim

the

ill-timed

gabfei3,t,

Brlti.sh

that

tion.

there

is

a

dijitinct falliiig; off

of listening: public foV,' donep ihu.sic.
^.t •airafe lime persistent ..Teport
has:-, caused plenty iieartbijrn- .among
;:«ad _Ma Perkins joining
the parade
the English band leaders.
of departing
,

Jess

network sliows, with
than fJsUul remaining in Chi.

Novik's Bridgeport Bid

Figured that reiison for falling Off
is due to BBC'.s attitude in booking
band combos, with only bands of
outstanding quality being Geraldo,
:

•

Ted Heath, SquSdronaires, and Sky
Bridgeport, Oct. 29.
Rocket.?.
The rest of Die bands are
Alorris S. Novik, e.x-Mayor La- mostly mediocre, failing to attract.
truardia's
radio aide and public
Policy of BBC to give prominent
service consultant,
heads a company bands eight weeks' booking, comseeking a
740-kilocycle daytime ex- prising three airings per week, is
"aler
Bridgeport.
Application now intended to be, dra.stically cut,
guesses- forums and
.social service with no replacements talked of.
•

m

•programs,

which Novik lias chamMeanwhile, llie quality of band
his radio career.
music has deteriorated to such- an
Novik, brother of IVIorris, extent that listeners hayfe- been
Fred Schwarzkopf, Bridgeport switching over to the American
"ly clerk, are
associated in venture. Forces Network,
.

.P'oped, in

'

^ntt

and,

lost

and so did Rafferty

the

for

the

time,

flr.st

alarmist

Denny

no

reports

to

the

Blue Book
demands on

said, the

unusual

,

Denny then proceeded

Corwin Trek Cues

FCC
the
cies,

CBS Switch On

to detail
fronts, running

on nine

policies

gamut from AM licensing polithrough FM, television, clear

channels, political broadcasts, transcriptions and money give-aways, to
use of the 540 kc. wavelength in the

standard broadcast band.
Progress

Anti-Wax Ban

On

AM
AM

the

wound up

back, and CBS
has got the recording blues. The
net's star, writer-produeer-director

Norman Corwin's

FCC

front,

work

11 years

months,

12

has;

in the past
stations

new

with 448

(Continued- on page 46)

Sunday (27) from his
as first winner of the
"Willkie
"One
World"
With him was Lee Bland,
who represented the network on
the tour. Between the two of them,
with Corwin as interviewfir and
Bland as aide and technician, they

returned
global

trip

Goldman Eyeing

,

,

Philly Outlet

Rule Questioned

in Cleve. Grant

:

..

may have

to spell out a

new

policy

AM

on multiple ownership of

wat-

ters in the same general service
area.
The commission, in a propo.sed decision earlier this month,

WGAR

tlie
gave
coveted 1220kc
wavelength, despite tlie fact that its
service area would overlap considerably that of its sister .station. WJR,
Detroit. WADC waS; denied because
it
proposed to carry straight CBS
net: .shows, eoihrnerciaj and sustaining; with ho local progra,mming.

manager AII011 Sinimons,
his
lawyer, Piiifl .Serial.:
proiiiplly callrd for rcflcfinilioii of
,

the commi.s.sion's nuiltiplc o\vnoi-.~hip
ruling, a.sked for oral |i\-,!jiniu,'nt. and
filed a memorandum in siippoi't of
his right to the channel ovc'i' WGAK.

Segal charged

WGAR

went

four and a half month.s,

communicado

right after he landed

tli!:t

use

o'f

!

scquonl-runnor.

built,

would

I

in

-'•

;

;

Oct.

;

license for
:'-'"-':"
':

for
he.:

Goldman

crash into
purcha.se

to

would have

to

.stations.

Three

the local outlets are now operated
nRw.-,papers (WPEN,
and
A fourth, KYW, is part of
Westinghouse
chain.
WIp,
Mutual outlet, is Owned by the Gimbel interests, and Ben Gimbel, Jr.,

ol

I

WCAU

liv

I

rWFIL).
the

j

WIP

prexy; denies there is any deal
cooking for his statioln.- That leaves

WTHT

f(

I'adio,

one of the present

,29,

have
Springfield radio, .-itatioiis
been .strohgly castigated, in a- signed
article in the liartfoi'il .'tin-ie.s for the
inferior and pobr job they are doing
in ncwstJcipcrics.s' Springfield. Timts,
here,
which is the ' owner of
is IcnoWn to be anti-radio.
However, a survey ainong Ilart-

'

another

:

Paper Shutdown
Hakford,

giant

Thus

|,

''

.:'

the

FCC

believed that the

isn't

iPhiliy.

On

'

News

it

I

for Failure

of

)ircspnt situation, with nine station.?
in thi.s area, and a 'lOth soon to be

Springfield Stations

Rapped

Because

1

rd newspapermen and radio perWilli 50kw would tlupiicati: service sonnel indicates that the paper was
frOm WJR, Detroit; al.so (nvni3d by right in taking Springtteld radio staGeorge Richaxds.
Whal's move, tions to taiik, Th e rna jor pbrtioit .0 f
Segal clairtred thai, whilo FCC fe- their news coverage, has bi;ien obitufu.sed to' give a slalion niore than
ary reports, etc.
50kW, it w'a.s abctlinfi nionopoly in
Seems to be a lack of efforl or inthi? case by giving Richards two ability to actually give a news cover50kw outlets with contiguous cover- a-„c of city. As a result, radio there
age areas, blanketing the riclifcst has been struck a .severe blow, Ilartregion in the raidwe.st.
t<5rd newspaper; -and radio newsmeh
FCC Uiay -see fit to enlighten in- are of opinioii that the three Springdustry on its new concept of .mul- field stations could have got together
tiple ownership in view o£, Segal's and hired some sort of staff to give
kick. It was poiiited out that, while coverage.
the commis.sioli originally had too
The four Springfield newspapers,
strict a' view of \vhat constituted ownership of which Is not too clearly
duplicated -service, it recently gave defined, have suspended as a reJofin Fctzer a Grand Rapids '.station .sult of International Typographical
whose signals overlapped to the Unibn.-V demand.s.
Sprihgfleld radio
two-millivolt contour .-ervice of an- stations are
WMAS,
and
other Fctzei' station.
WBZ-WBZA,
,

•'radio center", drawn for the site
of his present Keith's, mid-city sub.T

in-

(Continued on page 46)

:

ihrougH

likewise .recited
:'h
detail the
advantages of- the
Windy City for broadcast produc-

J-eWis,. Jf.,

makes

broadcasters.
According to him, it
merely requires: a licensee to make
reasonable attempt to live up: to
his
program promises; to devote
some time to sustaining and live
shows each day; fo use his mike for
information as well as entertainment
and to shave down specific advertising excesses. If radio is not bvercommercial, he declared, ''let's have
the facts which prove it."

recorded 100 hours of interviews.
Philadelphia, Oct. 29.
CBS has been, until now, in the
William Goldman, who has reachanti-recording
ranks,
along with
NBC. Mutual has long' permitted ed the goal he's been aiming at
the use of recordings, and ABC fell top indie film exhib in Philly-^is
eying
the
radio
industry.
headlong into that practice when it now
signed up the Bing Crosby platter Though, as usual, he's clcso-mouthed
show for Philco. Now, with Corwin about his plans, Goldman is known
to be dickering with a couple of inon
hand
with
valuable
wire-recordWashington, Oct. 29.
ed materia], it looks as if CBS too die outlets with a view toward buyFCC, goaded by a scrap between will abandon
ing them out, expanding facilitie.s
the anti-wax fetish,
WADC, Akron, and WGAR, Cleve- leaving NBC alone
and going into the ether biz with
in that category.
land, over which station comes off
Corwin himself, tired after his both feet."
with a prize 50-kilowatt assignment,
He already has the blue prints of
45,000-mile jaunt, which look him

WADC

Band Leaders Blame

.

V

Multiple-Owner

,

most

He

is).

a-Ward.

,

also."

prexy Miller.
Despite
contrary,

came
"Cavalcade of
Sports"
through as a musical program.

Wendell

In Sugar Shortage

States,

,

'

Feltis,

BMB

Feltis

and -wlien advertising and sellslow down in the United
the dynamic productivity of
our free economy will slow down
"If

on the

,

court decision to that effect.
In an overwhelmingly friendly address, hailed by NAB's Justin Miller 'a.'s opening "a ;new era in, FCC?
industry relations," Denny stood pat
on the Blue Book but assured broadr
caster.s at the NAB convention thai
all differences could be worked out
to "peaceful solution"— partiCUlariy
in view of the "increasad :Coo.peralion"
between himself and NAB

coast-toof the bouts at
'

Dunphy done his darndest to
drown out the chorus but no
soap— (Gillette brushles.s, that

,

meet here.
eon of the
It's significant commentary on the
itself
that Trammell's
convention
all's-well-on-the - commercial - front

(25)-

'with,

NAB

Paley s 'Beware Gets Biggest

night'.<!

cbaster via ABC
St. Nick's in N. Y. combined a
singing along,,
little community
Don Dunpliy's lilow-byblow act with results little shbrt
of hilarious from the loud-speaker end.
Several times during the
'"fight" pitting Milwaukee's Doll
H'afferty against Billy Graham of
Gotham the gallery gods went
into a Fred Waring routine as
they joined voices for "Let Me
Call You Sweetheart"—that's the
kind ot a "fight"' it was.

pletely

,

Trammeirs Status Quo Defense Vs.

:

^

Friday

(25)

.

:

Next Petrillo move, it's rumored, will be in the direction
of Mike Jacobs and his boxing

from the heavy artillery, aimed at it
by the NAB's own board of directors
at

Washington, Oct. 29.
Acting FCC Chairman Charles. R;
Denny held the olive wreath out
to NAB and the industry in Chicago
last week
but at the same time
made it 'clear: the FCC will not
"bleach',' the Blue Book short of a

tlie

to
port side, its hulk still showing signs
of damage from attacks, particularly
.

Manner;

Quite Possible

'Peaceful Solution

,

1

WDAS, WTEL and
waiters.

I

I

Goldman

It's
is

WHAT— all

tiny

one of these three that
probably dickering for,

!

'

.j

but neither he nor

-.Bixecs

:

of these

,

,,

.

i

.stations will talk aliout

it

,

-

,

,

PROBLEM FOR ANTHONY

'

'

,

WSPR

.Agony RouUiie Sells No Pills, Who'll
Peddle Carter Next?
:

The Carter Co. has decided that
John J. Anthony technique

the.

dbe.sn't sell little liver pill,'!, so it'.s
planning to yank 'im off his Mutual
network show. He's: been on for the
past year on a IS-minutc c'ross-the*
board basis.
However, Carter wants to stay
.

in, radio. Outfit is currently looking
for
another show, preferring to
switch over into nightime program^
iniuig,-

;''.!' ^,
:;-

:!'

'

:.--'---^'^'

''-.

'

,

-

'
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E^tmal Ban May

Radio s

ABC's Crime Payoff

Get

Heave-Ho As NAB Gffds (or Action
Washington. Oct, 29.
Should radio licensees bi* aHowcd
to
lalte
to" Hieir
own mikes .to
espouse a lavorita cause?
Sliould
tliey be permitted to conduct fidi-'
toi'ial campaigns over the a ii' or go
on record in favor of particular

Denny, Miller Go Steady
Acting

.

candidates?

The

entire
question ol "editorial policies" for
radio ops may boil over soon, if top
Jeadership has its way.
For, nanlcss FCC moves to wipe its
Mayflower opinion of 194101^ the
books—<« to clarify it to the satisfaction of
and the industry—
the whole issue may T»s passed on
to CoBgress with the recommendation that the GoHiniuJiica^ons Act
be amended to provide for quick
court review o£ FCC rulings of the
Mayflower type.

political

NAB

,

NAB

:

Definitely out to upset the editorial-ban as counter to the First
'

.

Amendment

NAB

prexy Justin
Millea* and NAB executive veepee
Jess Willaxd, both of whom used the
NAB conventasn last week, as a
sounding board for their views.
Wiiiiin FCC, Commissioner Clifford J. DmoT is already on record in
favor of letting licensees conduct
their own "editorial pages of the
are

,

any par-

•

Duirr would also ina^e it necessary
for lioensees to give dissenters time
on iSae air to chaJlengc tJieir radio
edit'oxials.
UnliJce Miller and Wi!lard, Durr doesn't see any Constitutional violations in the Mayflower
ukase, but takes view that licensees
already exercise ^iscietion
their
choice of lalent, newsiiaeD, commentators, and the like and ^Ovld do
it in ihe open, $o ev^yfeody fenows

wher« they stand*
Acting FCC Chairman Charles E.
Denny kept mtim on the subject until
the Chi convention last; week
where he admitted that the Mayflower opinion could stand some reviewing. His and other FCC opinions are known to hinge on fact that
bi'oadcasters—-uralSce newspaper edir
tors^are using a public -wavelength
and therefore have no right to grind
own axes om the puEiic's either.

their

NAB
So

Heads Active

biggest push for upset of

fai',

Mayflower opinion

the

from

has

come

NAB

leadership, with Isulk of
broadcasters concerned only with

their theoretical right to "editorialtee" btrt not partiCTterly anxious to

taki advtmtage pt the fact according
to NAB spokesmen.
Willard, for
one, is oiE the opinion that only a
few Vicensees are far enough along
to adopt vigorous editorial policies,
but is willing to go to bat for their
right to do so if they choose. Biggest support within the industry is

known

come from newspaper-

to

radio ops who agree with Willard
tliat radio would increase its prestige if given editorial privileges now
accorded the press.
Biggest industry gripe comes from
broadcasters who want to go on
theit own stations as commentators:
but whose 'lawyers have counseled

against

it,

opinion

is

so long as the Mayflower
on the books. Inside opin-

ion at FCC favors some clarification of the Mayflower ruling on this

'

count at least, with most FCCers
taking
view
that
broadcasters
shouldn't be the only, guys without
a radio voice of their own. So long
as balance of opinion is maintained,
FCC members indicate little concern
with the todvidual licensees's radio
sUnts;

NAB

prexy Miller favors legislathe subject, because "the
present scope of judicial review Is
so narrow to make appeal of such
tion "on

questions

difficult."

He

advocates

amendment

of the present radio law
to give' anybody right of court appeal on any FCC rulings "which in
any way tends to violate the Constitution of the United States." The
next Oomgress, heavily/ s$affed w'ith
COP'ers antagonistic to FCC toppers,
ma.V go to bat for Miller, according
to observeis here.

Ctiarlei

'

•

'

'

-

;
.

'

NAB Resets

Code

As Implement To
Blue Book Ideas

'

Chicago, Oct. 29.

Hie NAB,

in convention assembled

week, backed prexy Justin Miller
on his idea of re-estabUshii)g a Code
of Standards of Practices. But how
far that code will go, and whether
it will have the kind of sharp teeth

last

Cry Wolf at Threateied

B'casters

Censorsiiip,

Milleji- would like to see-—tlial's
in the lap of the «ommittee that's
work on it.
However, the principle of a new
code has gone through. A resolution, unanimously adopted, declares
that the Assn. "strongly commends
the action of the board of directors
in creating a committee to establish

that

Ciidi's

Oae-Shot

Christmas Club, sponsored by savings banks, is taking a one-^shot 15-

minute program over the full Munetwork Wed., Dac. 4, lo promote the Christmas Club Savings
P\an. Program will be a iriusical.
wifii concert orchestra and a Metropolitan Opera star.
tual

Want FCC Edicts Curbed

still

to

Spmisors Double

UponGan^Cost

Electrical transcriplioiia, argued
'

Army-Penn game on Nov. 16
the
Penn-Cornell game on
Tliank^iviug Day itNov. 28J wUl be
the

and

relayed from Philadelphia to N. Y.
via the Bell System's coaxial cable.
Atlantic Refineries, which sponsors
all Penn games over WPTZ, will
plug its product on the Fhilly station, with Goodyear Tire and' Rubber
cutting in between quarters on the
N.Y. end.
Possibility also exists that the
games wUl be relayed from H. Y. to
(GE, Schneotady.), in which
case Goodyear would also pay the

definitive standards of practice
for the guidance of the industry as a
whole, and urges that the work of
this committee be done as expeditiously as possible,";

fomnally about

But

tlie

tti«

program

FCC

Blue Book.

dept. is one answer.

The WAB, while continuing to be
anti-Blue Book, is nevertheless going
to try to help local stations to im-

prove programmiftg through the program dept. an^will, at the same time,
try to set up a new Code that could
implement some of the Blue Book's
ideas.

of

Most of the other resolutions were
a formal nature, like thanking

show

'

While the human error is
eliminated through repeat cuttings, some of the e.t. proponieDls
forgot about the inachines. Last
week's Cro^y show was moving
along smoothly enough when
the turntable developed a "woo."
Humming sound resulted from
overheating, which changed resistance in the lines and caused
a variation in cuirent Ajs the

program neared

finish

chine got hotter and
got louder, until the

N.

various

convention here

last

Akron,

expressed

etc. )

satisfaction with the

thorough

amount of

free-

dom enjoyed by liieir two media.
But A. D. (Jess) WHlard, exec veepee
of NAB, couldn't go along. To
laixl radio is the only one of -tbe
major media that's hobbled, atid
there oughta be a law.
Official

^

"Do

mahumming

of the session was:

title

We Have

Freedom

Speedh

of

the United States?" Willard, the
of the! three scheduled speakeis,
set the tone by setting radio aside as
something different. If the questd'on,
ho said, is meant '"in the limited
sens 9^ unamplified word,. y«s, we
do." But if the query includes "all
amplified forms"
the answer is
''much less emphatic."
in

first

Groaner

was flatted completely as lie
finished up the closing tunc with
Spike Jones' orch.

;

committees, speakers, elf.
accounts, indicating that the partici- There was a resolution touching on
Television Reviews
pation setup may be merely an inter- labor, but it didn't say anything beagency deal.
yond endorsing the action of NAB
WPTZ will also feed the N, Y. ofticiate and pledging support to their L'MTED NA'nONS GCNEKAL
Giants-Philly Eagles pro game to labor policy-—which wasn't spelled
WNBT on Sunday 13), but that will out except in the case of a speech ASSEMBLY
WilUaan Oarien
be carried on a sustaining basis. On by Richard Doberty, chief »£ the Prodnccr:
ajn.
150 Minit.; Tlnrsday <S4),
the other end of the coax, WPTZ Assn "s employee-labor relations setSusiainini:''.".
will be fed the Army-Notre Dame up.
WNBX-NBC. N.*.
One of the resolutions touched on
from T7. Y. on Nov. 9, since Penn
Television's getting a chance to
the snafus brought about by changes
has an open date on that day.
demonstrate its true wor-Uj as an
Bob Stanton, NBC tele sports an- in time zones. This one endorsed the honest reporter of news events via
nouncer who handles the Penn and principle of uniform time systems in coverage of the United Nations GenPhilly Eagles £ames for Philco, wiU each time zone and politely asked erar Assembly,
do the play-by-play on the three the networks to stick to the idea of
Tele's most valuable contribution
PhiUy-originated
games.
Ca s s broadcasting on standard time only. to culture and establishment of
Another resolution sets up a New w'orld peace supposedly lies in its
Adams, regular announcer on the
Array games, will continue for the York oSice for the MAB's ptiblic re- ability to depict, things when and
lations dept. This office will deal how they happen^ thereby overcomArmy-Notre Dame fracas.
ing the foreign language barriers
primarily with the trade press.
If coverage
Finally, there was a resolution con- experienced in radio.
gratulating prexy Justin Miller on o£ the UN meetings is any iiidica'Winters' to Stay on
ti-on. video has a unique role .aliead,
finishing his first year in office.
which will point, up the slogan ot
The most important question— "Uniting All Nations,"^ banner of
Softening of Soap
NAB's relationship to Broadcast both the TBA and UN.
Measurement Bureau, Inc. was left
NBC was on the air for almost,
Situation Cues Switch to the board of directors to wrestle three
hours at the opening day's
Easing of the soap situation has with.
ceremonies Wednesday, (23) at the
old World's Fair grounds at Flushcued a whole new program rning
ing. N. Y., with 'five Image Orthieon
setup for Manhattan Soap. During
cameras.
<CBS was also out there
Safari
the productiMi snafu, the outfit told
with two I. O.'s. on opening day.)
CBS it was. cancelling out on the
Viewers were brought interviews
GToss-the-board ''Evelyn
Winters"
After MacPhail Ends
with delofjates and visiting celebSi as
show, effective Nov. 22, but the canhandled by Ben Grauer, and were
cellation was rescinded this week
In Cold Runaround then given President Truman's
and "Winters" stays on.
speech in its entirety.
Saga of the trouble that television
"Barry
Cameron,"
Manhattan
On Thursday and Friday. NBC
Soap's NBC serial, was skedded to broadcasters have to go through in .us<-;d two I.O.'s to bring viewers picmove over to the 2:43 CBS time, but their efforts to get the jump on com- tures 'of the assembly's proceedings,
sponsor has decided instead to drop petitors was revealed this week with Ben Grauer again doing the anat
completely.
"Winters" moves with disclosure of the attempts oX nouncing. WN.BT, the web'^ N. Yv
from 10:30 a.m. to the 2:45 slot, with CBS television to sign for, coverage tele outlet, was oh the air from 11'
a.m. la 1:30 p.m. and from 3 to 7 p.rri.
Manhattan buying a new show from of the N.. Y. Yankees' baseball on
botli days. Radio, of course, could
the Hummert mill to put into the games next season.
have done just as good a job of preSeenas that Ijarry Lowman, the senting the
morning CBS period.
.speeches. .Tele added to
web's tele veepee, and Bob Edge, lliat job, however, by
showing the
sports and special events director, other delegates' reactions as they
Horses, Horses
first went tO: theOTankees' hbrnelistened in.
In one .^pot. for in-^ilance, during
Opening of the National Horse office in N. Y., where they were told
Show at Madison Sq'. Garden, iPT. Y., that hothiiig could be ftnali7.ed with- Sec. Geii. Trygve Lie's welcoming
next Monday (4) night will lie tele- out permission of the Yanks' owner. address. NBC producer Bill Garden
vised by- WCBW. (CBS, N. Y.) as .So the duo last week hopped a plane -swung his caniea'as away from the
.speaker
down to the audiewee.
part of the "Ford Parade of Stars" to Montreal in search of Col. Larry
Vyacheslav Moiotov and Andi'ei
series, ..JacTt Cramer, radio .writer
V'Cair 'Me Chloe") MacPhail, who Gromyko were diligently following
arid- author of several articles on
was on a hunting trip in Canada. a Russian tran.slation of Lie's speech.
horses for various mags, is slated to
From Montreal, Lowman and Another member of the Russian delannounce the show, with Lucy Edge chartered a private plane to egation, however, was diligently filCochrane, w.k. society horsewoman, fly them over thc; Canadian wilds in ing his fingernaiis. Moral to this is
covering the women's angle.
a
hunt 'for MaePhail's hunting anybody's guess, but it spotlights
tele's all-discerriing eye—sometjhing
With Ford deciding to sponsor camp.
Blinding snowstorm came
that politicians
the future will
only tJie first night,
will also up, the plane got lost and the CBS have
to. contend with before attemptparry the show on Friday f8) .night chiefs got frostbite, And, from re- ing to pull any wool over
the Collecon a sustaining bjutls.
Bob Edge, ports, ttiey didn't find MacPhail.
tive eyes of the public.
Lowman, -when tiue.stioned about
CBS television's director of sports
Coiit of setting up the relay link
and special events, produces.
the incident, declined lo comment.
(Continued on pa^e 43)
freight.

NAB

the

of

week, when Hist subject was kicked
around by reps of the three princimedia—press, films and the aii'.
Byron Price, Coa»t rep of the Uation Picture Assn. of America, and
John C. Knight, head of the Kni^^t
newspaper chain ^Chicago, Detroit,

Wednesday

last

29.

pal

(23).

new program dept., will lielp local
stations develop' new programming
"in the public interest."
Nothing -was said in the resolutions

WRGB

W; Ajer handlsi both

Crosby

Part of the Code idea is being
undertaken by another committee.
This one, working with the NAB's

'

Chicago, Oct.

Radio stood out as the "iCreeidbJm
of Jipeech cry baby" of aU inaior
communications media at a cession

'by many.' to.' .be HtC' '-answer tothe problem frit flnSless programs, can hit a clinker now
and then, too, as was painfully
discovered by WJZ <N. Y.)
platter turners during the Bing.

new
In one of the first inKtance.s of its
kind in television, two different
sponsors will participate in .|>a)r4ng
the freight for coverage of football
games.
Under terms of a deal recently
signed between WNBT (NBC, N.Y.)
and WPTZ iPhilco, Philadelphia),

By SACt CA«SON.

.

.

Bing Pitches a 'Woo'

.

U

.

CBS

As

—

:

.

Lowman-Edge

FCC

Hits
in

;

BlncBasinf;

Willard held that in facsimile and
filims-used-fbr-telcvisi'Dn,
there

was no freedom of expression under

FCC regulations. In fact,
he insisted, the commission <c»uld
stop newspapers from broadcasting
t};eir editorial pages.
In tele\'ision,
he held, the commission's principle
of ordering program balance would
result in FCC insisting that "a showing of 'King of Kings' in the theatres
by television put an obligation upon
the motion picture industry to produce a spectacle for atheism in answer."
The rest of this speech followed
this thesis; That technological adexisting

have made it mandatiDry
upon those who love freedom of
expression lo do something about
curbing the FCC.
A number of people at the dinner felt that Willard's examples of
vances

-

;and

iacsiniile:

films-for-televisiori

were straw hors^, set up for the
purpose of being knocked dowia with
great- vigor. Willard demolished the
setups thoroughly. He .couldn't even
agree that the technical fact of frequencies needing allocation
which
isn't, true
either for the press or
films
made any real dMerence.
Said Willard:

—

—

'

.

:

i

,

;

.'

'

.

:

.

.

.

Xnias

Pock') Kobak

Puck of the NAB GMiventioB,. shooting, barbs at any and all, was
Mutual's prexy, Ed Kobak. When Kobak got through ribbing c'vei vbody concerned, at the Wednesday night <23) "Freedom of Speecii"
session, an NBC veepee said; "Any time he quits being a president, he
can go on our net Sunday nights as a comedian. Maybe in view of
the number of Mutual affiliates, he better come on now."
Among the sock Kobak ribs at tiie Wednesday night meeting was
the one he took at Colonel Robert R. M<^rmick, heavy stockholder
in Mutual, owner of WGN, and publisher of the Chi Tribune. In introducing John C, Knight, one of the speakers, Kobak used Knight's
military title, which is Colonel, then added: "^niis one wasnt in the
artillery; thia one is libera! and indepeBdent."
And a few minuteis later Kobak gave the formula for the perfect
radio station, Ha said he and Waiter Bitswn of l^rtanburg, S. C
(father-in-law of Secretary of Stale James Byrnes) are going to erect
a new radio station. Said Kobak:
"It will be in the middle of aa area of 13 square miles, whei-e
there
are no people at all. Chairman Denny of the TCC gave me approval
in the lobby, today- -verbal approval, but TU hold him to it. The station will operate on 25-watt power. It will have no people, no
call
lettei-s, no net affiliation, no advertising, no public service
shows
Incidentally, it won't have to broadcast."

'

tery..

or prospective broadcasters.

the Mayifiower opinion notwithstanding;,
ffis iiieory is that the

thgir schedides in favor of
ticular point »f viewi

Chairman

ment-industry repreiientativeB in
the future. Denny made tlie announcement at the Chi convention last week, sayiiig; "Jud«e
Miller, has suggested that X
should have luncheon at yom.expense, not .just once each year
at an NAB convention, but oiice
a month."
He was immediately taken to
task by some industi-y wajts,
who reminded him that only tli«
day before, addressing an FM
seminar, Dem-iy implied tliat it
was "improper" for Commission
members or employees to be
dined or wined by broadcasters

air,"

statutory obUgatioa to have wellrounded parogram {ormaits will prevent broadcastecs fxom 40verlioading

FCC

R. Denny, Jr., and NAB prexy
Justin Miller will break bread
together at llincheoti onct .«
month as part of th« new "cooperation" planned for Govern-'

Me

Ed CCail

The ABC net, doing two solid
hours of crimo Saturday nights to
Hooperate payoffs, ha» sold a
half-hour for the pre-Sabbath
eve slot, 10-10:80 p.m.
New purchaser i» Winegrowers
Guild which has pacted the time,
through Honig
startini?
Jan.
4,
Cooper
w agency in' San Francisco.
Siic
will he a psychological myssolid

fifth

WCBW

m

.

Tea Few Channels
"Haere are those who throiigh
ignorance or indiflercomplacently accept a theory
tliat the guarantees of our fijindamental freedom of expression caniiot
be fuUy extended in the field of telesell-itjterest,

•

ence,'

fcornnlunicati'Otis beeausc there are
not enough frequencies to accommodate every person who might conceivably want to become a br oad
caster. This is a most dangerous
conviction. ... The ultimate possfi:

,bilily

of

tlie

our means

of

impaii-meiit ol

all'

of

communication by the

wide-spread application of such a
theory is somewhat less than' remote."
What to do about all these dan-

gers was n-ot stated too explicitb'
by Willard. But he hinted. He favors
a U. S. Senate resolution which expresses American "belief in the
world-wide interchange of new.s
by any means, without discriminatioiu" And he concluded by pledging
his own backing for protection and
furtherance of freedom of exprcs(Continued on page 45)
.

.

•

.
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NATIONWIDE AFRA STWE LOOMS
AFM

iTTIlLKS

Tells

House

Won't Provide

Odds Are on

Off,

Fiscal

Data to Congress Unit

BBEIIKOOl
A nationwide gtrike by members
of Raof the American Federntion
dio Artists

four

i»

facing the

definitely

major networks, and the

strilce

also include transcription firms.
Those are the: net results of a full

may

month of negotiations, begun Oct.
gotiators

contracts
'

and two sets of nefor net. and transcription
which expire Oct. 31.

Talk? between the' union and the
on the commercial -code
l<';
to be implemented after Oct. 31 ber\cl'v()i

came deadlocked Monday

(28).

negotiations broke down
nets irtsisted that
tine Clause in its proppsed
affiliate
affecting
tract,

when

C. -Petrillo'i

AFL

yesterday
questions

APM

26.

effect this

was one

unions which itood pat

and refused to answer
by the House Campaign
Commijtee on the

Expenditures

Joseph

Padway,

for both the

AFM

general

counsel

and AFL, said the

would "do all In their,
power" to defeat Congressman Clarence Lea '(D-Calif.) author of the
so-called anti-Petrillo TdiU which is
musicians

The now receiving its te.st in Chicago.
the Lea has both the Democratic and
withdraw Republican nominations.
new conPadway referred to the commitstations tee's questionnaire, which the AFM
which have no contract. with APRA, refused to answer some time back,
refuse to negotiate one. "in good as Vmere meddling."
He claimed
'

AFRA

or

faith,"

refuse

arbitrate such

to

refusal.

After nearly an entire month's
talk, it developed that the two sides
have as yet got nowhere on that
one major dii^pute. AFRA claimed
that it does not want its members,

BMI

WEAF
WABC

week

When

the musicians union hasn't spent a
dime on the election so far, and
Hatly refused any information about
the union's financial status on .the

Now

for

Present

New

Term

9-Yr. Pact

Expires in 1949

(1)?
to

Chicago, Oct.

WCBS—

Broadcast

each of the flagship call letters
to be tied in hereafter with the
net's tab.
But
brass is

ASCAP-war

Music,
baby,

29.

industry^

Inc.,

looking ahead

is

to license negotiations

WEAF

with Tin

Pan

Alley for a shot in the arm. In a

announcers will fluff
back into the WEAF
groove
when doing station
breaks. So manager Jim Gaines
sure

Girds

becomes WNBC, and
changes

the

right

union's political activity.

1,

AFRA

between

Washington, Oct.:

James
of four

.Fluffs

How long will it take the announcers at WABC (CBS), and
WEAF (NBC), both N. Y„ to
get used«to the new call letters
of both stations, which go into

which owesi stature

,

ASCAP

going to give a prize. The
announcer who keeps his head
on his shoulders for three whole
months, to Jan. 1, will get a
"Fluffscar"
award for being

in

battle of 1939,

Sidney M. Kaye

part' to

BMI
week

last

tion decision made the BMI pitch a
natural, with ..Caye suggesting BMI
type license be made the yardstick

ASCAP termination rolls
round. Referring to ASCAP's '.stianglehold" on industry music output,
special benediction for
BMI's lenient policies permitting FM
non-commercial broadcast license
without fee.

NAB, when

report of his stewardship: to

is

arbitration—-which cannot cut to «
lov;er rate than present fees.
Industry fears of adverse arbitra-

the

vfiepee
set the

stage for a showdown by underscoring
society's
anthe ' tunesmith
nounced desire to open confabs for
fluff-proof. With the award will
a new nine-year pact, though curgo a cash prize of $100.
rent term holds till Dec. -3, 1949.
Recital of ,BMI growth in catalog,
licensing operations and savings to
ground that it would place the mu- member stations underscored indussicians at a. disadvantage in future try buttress against demands by
collective bargaining,.
ASCAP for heavier cUt in radio revLowry Goe, committee counsel, enuci ASCAP must give notice of
said the questionnaires were "in such intention by end of 1948; to
order" and had been answered by such a manifesto, station ops hjiiye
200 other organizations, including choice of accepting, cancelling ' licenses on expiration, or moving into
the NAB, AFRA, ASCAP, etc.
'

:

Kaye claimed

Buy

Symph Gab

Maazel's

Lorin Maazel, boy musical prodiwho made his debut as a longhair conductor eight years ago at
the age of £ight,_ hrs been picked as

gy,

commentator of" the weekly KQV
recorded "Sunday Symphony" from
2
to
every Sunday afternoon.
3
BankroUer is the Nationa' RecordMart.

Deal with Maazel

is

for 39 week.";.

be fed via network
to outlets which boycott the
To continue to allow AFRAannouncers, singers and actors
to be fed by the nets to such sta-tions, AFRA held, would be to continue "working against ourselves."
Increased;
scale
demands 'by
AFRA, the i.s.sue of whether Chicago
or Pacific Coast codes are to be netotiated separately
these went by
the board while the nets refused to
consider the affiliate demand.
The
webs held firmly that if they were
to cut net feeds from non-AFRA
affiliates "we would, in effect, be
your organizing committee."
Finally,
on Monday, the arguments came to an impa.s.se.
AFRA
in the future, to

lines

union.
ite

—

negotiators
.

George

Ray

Heller,

Jones and Claude McCue, with their

Henry Jafle and Mortimer
Becker, told the net reps they were
through talking and were iready for
consultation with the membership
about strike action.
Before
the
negotiations
were
broken off. both sides agreed orally
that the old contract would stay in
force and that any agreement that
might be reached later would be
made retroactive to Nov. 1. That
assured continuance of
members' work on the nets for the time
being.
»
Meanwhile, calls for special meetings to consider possible strike acrfion were sent by the
negotiators to the New York, Chicago, Los
counsel,

AFRA

AFRA

Angeles

and San Francisco chapThe meetings Will be held on

ters.

Nov. 8 or as close to that date as
meeting halls can be obtained in the
four centers.
As for the transcription negotiations, AFRA says that the transcription firms have offered no proposal
lyorlh considering agreeing so far
enly to a 10% pay hike against
AFRA's demand for 35";^, and "in
some instances offering even worse
v^orking conditions than under the
old contract,"
"We are giving them until tomor-

row (Wednesday)
brass tacks," said
exccsi

to

down to

get

one of the

The Yankee Network announces the

KADELL KEEPS COAST
AFRA POST; BACKUS V.P.
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Carlton Kadell has been retained
prexy of the local chapter of the
American Federation of Radio Artjets,
defeating
announcer Frank
as

when the

fJarton
:

final

vote

tallied.

was
^

Georgia Backus was named first
vecpee. Other officers include Ken
carpenter (national AFRA prexy),
second vccpee; William
Gould, third
^eepee; John Heistand,
fourth: Erie
awowdcn, recording secretary; Stanley tarrar,
treasurer.
Elected to the board

fo^n. Gale Gordon,
*rank
rene

"ank

Barton,

Carpenter,

Arthur

and Kadell, announcers;
Kiiynnond Clark and Ray Linn, singl^f.

stations as full-time

WMTW

Portland

WFAU
WJOR

Augusta
Bangor

Yankee brings to Maine Mutual coast-tocoast and Yankee proqrams, the complete
day and night schedule of music, drama,
sports, mysteries, quiz programs and news.
The addition of these stations is a further
extension of Yankee Network's home-town
the direct, local impact which
coverage

/4ce€^kt^lHCe

U

gives listenership in city, town and neighborhood shopping centers throughout the
state.

Through these stations and its other
WCOU, Lewiston. The Yankee
Network delivers Maine's key cities and
suburban trading zones on a full-time basis.
affiliate,

THE YANKEE NETWORK'S '^^itHdcUiOH

were John

Elliott Lewis.

Ncl.son. Earle Ross and LuTuttle,
representing actors;

^"more

Maine

acfdifion of these

Mutual- Yankee afRliates:

AFRA

THE YANKEE NETWORK,
Member of

and Roy Nerwin, sound effects
11 iHOOKHNe AVINUi, iCSTON

15,

MASSACHUStnS

inc.

1h» Mufua/ BroodcasHng S/sfem
hprasmteil N«flch«Ky by IPWAIM)

m«Y t

CO,

Wedne»day, October SO,

P^ntEfl/'

SS

STORY OF AN AMERICAN OPERA *
Btdtcher," "Flop-Eared
in

Mule"

"Chittlin' Cookin'

'"Cross-Eyed

echoes with the laughter of listening millions

Time DowA

nize in the

Cheatham County," '*No Drunkard Can Enttr There,'*

"Rabbit in the Pea Patch"— these are a few of the hundreds

of native arias lieard nation-wide
opera,

On

Grand Ole

in

that great American

Saturday nights

when

the fiddles scratch

tlie

and Red

Grand OlcOpry, something

refreshing happens throughout America.

when

In Manhattan,

the Old Hickory Singers render an old<-time ballad,

tired cliff-dwellers

pause to

the Grinders Switch Gazette and Whitey Ford, the

Paducah, a good-nalured
life.

recog-

reflection

of their

Duke of

own way

Throughout the great Middle West, Saturday night

of
is

party night and in millions of rural and urban homes the fiin

Opry^.

Foley's cheerful voice opens

who

broad humor of both Minnie Pearl, reporter of

listen

and dream of the farms^

lanes and woods they wandered as children .T^c Deep South

is

enlivened with the music of the

Dancers.

where

Grand Ole Opry Square

Over the ranchlands and the

desert of the West,

miles separate homesteads, the songs of

Red

Foley's

Cumberland Mountain Boys and^Wally Fowler and the Oak
Ridge Quartet banish loneliness and bring good cheer
of the nicJht,

Up and down

dim Paaific Coast

AMKnrcrs

no.

i

—

trail'*

out^

end

mrwonK

of th«

Covered

Wagon —millions more Americans

the beloved old folk tunes

thrill to

strummed out by the Turner

Boys on their guitars.
It

started in

Jimmy Thompson, who fiddled
plied a

circuit

of

NBC

shoe of the
an

for

running line of patter over

In October, 1939,

NBC

NBC affiliated stations.
How to build an American institution?

stations.

homespun

talent that

American customs. Circulate

In 1943 the Dixie Horse-

Grand Ole Opry curved from

coast to coast

on

of the

it

NBC

Network. Send

it

J.

Reynolds

who

in

to the vast

with the support of other great

become American

it

with the

the traditional

on the powerful

it

institutions.

NBC

has known, or would like to

NBC

facilities

audience

shows which have

The

eagerly anticipated— and listened to

nation-wide nietwork.

Found

makes up the Grand Ole

a spojisor who believes firmly

Opry. Give

WSM in Nashville.

Grand Ole Opry went on a sorghum

southern

hearty,

an hour while Hay sup--

Today, under the sponsorship of die R.

m

states

with the fragrance of Prince Albert Smoking Tobacco,
piped to 145

November, 1925, when George Dewey Hay,

Solemn Old Judge, introduced 80 -year-old Uncle

radio's

Tobacco Company, Grand Ole Opry covers the 48

result: a

program

by every American

know

rural America.

—a

HtrSING'S

jocks get on th« Bir «nd ilap platters on th« turntabU haphazardly.
Husing seems to pact hii artistJ and
tempi very well and. In addition, is
using an idea during th» final 15
minutes' of his showi callid "Hu-img
Specials.'' They're particular records
that he leans toward and the idea
It
will work into something good,
can be duplicated somewher* else
along the line with recordings just

BA^NDSTAND

hrea «nd Halt Hours

(10 a^iu.'12
iioon-S-S:!* p.m.) , Mon.-dlit.

(!o-Op

WHN., N. T.
In

WeAneadaj, OclolM;r 30, 194$

rahio reviews

40
fED

hiring Ted

HuSing

to

m.c.

a

show occupying three

jiew recorded

daytime hours,
WHN is one of the few radio outlets
released.
in key cities that seems to recognize
WHN extended itself in launching
the importance and place occupied Husing. It went in for large newsin modern radio by the socalled disk paper display ads, car cards, tieups
with Loew theatres, with which the
is
joclcey.
The New, Yorlc station
outlet is affiliated, and even such
paying Husing a sum that can, de^
unusual items as bands that circle
pending on sponsor reaction, go up the old man's shirts wheh they come
into the $250,000 class yearly. That's back from the laundry,
Loew's is
not tin for riding herd on a session even planning a screen short depictof platters and bespeaks as much as ing Husing's metamorphosis from

"Bfid

a

haU

of

its

,

.

•

•

,

anything can the evaluation
places on the disk jock in the

WHN

That's a
sportscaster to disk jock.
lot of attention to the subject and
clearly points up the position of irnportance occupied in today's radio

cur-:

rent sclieme of things.
It also points up the regard N; V.
radio has for a guy. who helped start
the whole thing—Martin Block, director of WNEW's "Make-BelieveBallroom," a disk-flipper who has
liad things pretty much his own way
with N.
audiences for years and

by the guys who'

at

one time were

Wood,

time-flUers.

MARY JANE JAMBOREE

SYMPHONIC NOTES
NBC SYMPHONY OBCHESTKA
iVIth Artura ToMMlnU ««B*»tor; With. Sylvan Xavin «a4

HOAOY CABMICHAEL
With Shirl«e Turner, Buddy Col*
Producer:
Writer: Hoafy Carmiehkel,

Ben Graver, annoaamT

Ed Caih-

man

COUGH

LITDEN'S

WABC-CBS,

DItOrS

N. Y,

(J,

M. Mo(he»)

Hoagy Carmichael, who recently
adding to his statura at a
songwriter with film appearances,
looks like he's going to make good
in another direction. His air appearances indicate he's not a singer nor
an accomplished pianist, but gives
the impression that he's a guy who
likes to bang at the piano and give
out with vocals. There's contagion
in his efforts that will be conducive
to repeat listener trade,
The writer of the evergreen "Stardust" and a long list Of pops that's
topped by his current "Buttermilk
Sky" gives out with a lot during a
brief 15-ininute stint. He has as gabbing partner Miss Shirlee Turner,
who abets Carmichael's line of inforn»al chatter about his songs for
started

With Joe Grady, Billy Marshall arch'
Carol Reed, Bab Shannon, good results,
(5),
The tinpan's voice 1s on the cracked
Arthur Murray dance instructors
who wil! be a tough nut for Husing
side, and the ivorying is reminiscent
They're 25 Mins., Sat., 10:05 a.m.
or anyone else to crack.
of the kind heard in a Tenth avenue
opposite one another and so tar, even MARY JANE SHOE STORES
bar (it's actually two pianos with
the networks haven't been able to WPEN, Phlla.
break Block's hold on the local audiThis is another one of the clam- Buddy Cole at the other Steinway),
ence when he's riding.
Whether bakes beamed toward the teen- but if he did put on the polish, the
Husin? can do it is problematical.
agers, which: have created quite a singular charm of this session would
be gone,
In grabbing off Husing, WHN se- vogue in Philly. This one is broadLuden's cough drops, sponsoring
cured an established mike operative. cast from the baseryjnt of the sponCarmichael, might have made a betHe's
personality,
a
distinctive sor, the Mary Jane Shoe Store, in
a
by ter impression by getting a vocallyMaestroed
voice, and seems to know his records. midtown
Philly.
On opening shows, he seemed a bit Philly's premier disc jock, Joe polished gent, but Carmichael's name
stiff and
unaware of the peculiar Grady, this jamboree keeps a fa-st and bright informality will aid in
tricks of disk jockeying, but he dis- pace with music dished out by Billy reaching a wider audience. The complayed enough to portend a new disk Marshall and quintet; Gimmick is mercials prpvide the sales message
name on the N. Y. horizon. He can't free dance lessons by Arthur Mur- that Carmichael's pipes miss. Jose,
miss.
Where he was particularly ray instructors, described by Grady.
short was in the delivery of com- Best dance couole gets gift certifiOUT OF THE DARK
mercials.
They're too obviously cate for Mary Jane Shoes.
With. Dr. Sam tarker, George Hogan,
read. That, too, will be overcome in
Another feature is election of
announcer
time'.,'
"High School Star of the Week," Producer-Director: G. Hogan
Husing's forte at the moment, as who also gets prize. Make* pretty
15 Mins.; Sun., 2;1S p.iii.
mentioned above, is a good knowl- good listening even for p6st-.te«!n Sustaining
'

;

,

'

/

Too many disk

edge of records.

Shttt.

agers.

WOK,

N.-

('

p.m.,

Jay jTaeknm, anHonaoor
Praiaeert Kogar Bower

Sub.

Writor: Steiphoa Siorao*
St Mini.; Sun;, 7 p.m.

to give a practical insight
into the difficult science of psychiatry, the net result, judging from the
initial stanza last Sunday
(27), is
is

Suimninf

out aacolades for utilizing radio "in th«
public interest," NBC can tako som*
justifiable bows for freezing th* 5
to 6 Sunday afternoon time for the
NBC Symphony series. Particularly
when, a; on the auspicious preem of
the new season last Sunday (27),
Arturo To-scanini is wielding the
baton.
It's one thing to grab yourself a
cool
million-and-a-half
a season
from General Motors to ring in tha
commercials, and another to maintain
the same high artistry and
achievement on a sustaining basis
and turning a deaf ear to prospec>
five bankroUers who would grab the
hour-long spot for their own ideas
about programming.
Announcer Ben Grauer's own midway commentary (replacing those
ex-GM Kettering capsules) perhaps
best summed up the web's contribution when he sounded a plea for
patronoge of NBC's 61 advertisers
on the basis that the collective revenues from these .sponsors makes the
Toscanini-NBC
Symph sustaining
series possible,
It lends added support to proxy Niles Trammell's contention (in his Chi NAB' address
last week) that advertising, too, plays
an important role in the public serr

WOR-MBf,

ter with William
viola player.
It

performance;
Toscanini is

has an interesting idea.

two substantial works of ona comone composition being wall-

poser,

familiar, while enlarging the average
listener's

Program's premiere Sunday

was devoted
w.k.

Producer: Dick Berlrandias
Mins.;

Tnes.,

Thnrs.,

AAS

overture,-

"Hamlet" work sounded remini.scent,
derivative, with a good deal of the
flamboyance and too little of the contrasting tenderness (as well as Uie-;
matic Clarity) of the; preceding" "Ro?

meo and

:

^
Sun., 3:45 p.m.
MARK HOPKINS HOTEL

.luliet"

(N. Y.) music director, and his orchestra, an expert group of musicians he has been carefully selecting
and grooming for months.
The

that

Bill

(27)
to Tchaikov.sky, to his

"Romeo and
•

Rose.

With Ted and Dorothy Friend,
Roddy, announcer

Juliet,"

Levin also did narration on the
compositions, the talks, however, being too skimpy and brief to be outstanding. More detail; or possibly a
more critical point of view, would
be preferable to the casual quick
intros given this time. Levin, however,, speaks well, -with the ring of
Bron.
authority.

p.m.;

KPO, San Francisco

Despite the announcer's opening
blurb about this program being an
to the gratuitous advice of excursion into both the "trivia and
significant
fabulous
of
this
airlanes' whilom psychologists the
than to science. But in this case, the world," the amusing chit-chat by »••••••
•••*«•
•
ilaw doesn't lie in the qualifications this Coast marital team is strictly of , •
• «.
of the program conductor, Dr. Parker, world-shaking unimportance. Show ,« « • •
who, besides h'aving an imposing aca- caught was pleasant, informal, inincidemic pedigree, is director of psychi- nocuous ramblings into life's
dentals
two
people
with
lively
by
atry for the New York's dept. of hossenses
humor,
modesty,
of
and
expitals and a member of the American P.sychiatric Assn. Flaw is direct- cellent vocal deliveries.
Similar in form to other husband'
ly traceable to the format, which in
trying to simplify the problem has and-wife tete-a-tetes, the Friends
only succeeded in over-simplifying divide into the male and female
on such subjects as namethe psychiatric approach to the point viewpoint
changing, returning purchases to deo£ distortion.
personUsing fragmentary dat^ from an partment stores, etc. Guest
alities al.so visit on the session to add
actual case history, material on the
their comments. Plugs for the sponintroductory jJrogram was projected
sor are neatly integrated into the
via a dramatized interview between
body of the show.
an actress portraying a young married woman and Dr. Parker. Instead
of presenting the facts straight, the LOVE STORY THEATRE
program resorted to a bogus' "real- With Jim Ameche, Sylvan Levin
orch, others
ism" vvhich transferred the dialer
right back into the mood of a John J, Producer: Waiter Luria
Anthony session with all of its peep- Director: Carlo D'AnfcIo
hole sensationalism, tearful declama- Writer: Noei Gerson
j
tions and unctuous paternalization. 30 Mini.; Friday, 8:30 p.m.
It
was an over-dramatized, catch Sustainin;
penny affair, which by its nature WOR'MBS, N. Y.
"Love Story Theatre" on a valucould not illustrate the problem at
able nighttime network slot, reprehand.
Inadequacy of the dramat format sents a move to lower the evening
was sharply borne out in the doctor's level of radio listening to the daylight
soap opera standards. Title is
conclu
summary analysis where the
sions seemed to be pulled out of a obviously an appeal to the Bernarr
readership,
with yarn
hat without discernible relation to McFadden
the given facts. Perhaps the full ca.se content and writing filled with sufhistory supported the doctor's con- ficient cliches to be aime4 at the
clusions, but the listener had no way housewife who hasn't had a glut of
slush in the afternoon.
of knowing.
Opening stanza had an obvious story
Dr. Parker is challenging an enorconcoction dealing with a youthful
liiously difficult task in trying to pop'
composer' of light mu.sic who under
ularize the complex, convention-de
the influffnce of a wealthy patroness
lying tenets of psychiatry. But bet
ter to turn away 89 dialers, and edu- attempts serious music with disascate one properly, than misdirect the trous aiftistic results. The outcome,
telegraphed in advance, has the
^
whole 100,
Herm.
maestro going back to his own true

more akin
the

Kids write
in

the summer, foo!

10,850 Proof-of-Purchase
Replies.

WLS
May—

This year, the amazing mail-pulling
kid

show

did not leave the air in

new

sponsor carried

and

July

it

right

on across lune

—drew the same strong response
'

10,850 youngsters yrote for various pre-

miums and each one had to write a
and include PROOF-OF-PURCHASE.

Summer

WLS

letter

or -winter, children or adults, the

audietace

RESPONDS!

proximately the same

summer

During apperiod, 15,823

.

housewives were writing in

gram

to

another pro-

{or free

canning booklets; 13,000

were entering a

letter-writing contest.

Bill

love.

K. Burt

Bryan,

Sloan,

Kmmett Ward

lis15

teners

,

SONG SOUVENIRS
With

Mins,; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 1:15
•(CST)

GULF BREWING

p.m.

CO.

KZXY-Lone
From

Star Chain
the studios of KXYZ, IIOus-

Jim Amoche gave a tortured peras
the young composer

formance

with all stops out.'getting the most
out of every hackneyed line. Rest
of the cast performed in the same
vein.

According

to

WOR

release, orig-

inals, of yarns to be adapted on this
comes this opus wending its way session are recommended
by a list
over the Lone Star Chain on behalf
of authors which include Fannie
of Grand PrizH beer. Programs feaHur,st, Faith Baldwin, Paul Gallico
ture songs by Emmett Ward and or- and Fred Wakeman, Tieup of
Wakegan music by K. Burt Sloan, with man, who took a whack at the inseveral poetic readings by Bill Bryan, tellectual level of radio
in his recent
Coming as it does after lunch it is a book "The Hucksters," with a prorestful interlude and ^should attract; gram
of this type, is somewhat surlisteners. The women, too, should
prising. He'll have a lot of explaintori,

Summer

or winter, for child-appeal or

grown-up type products,
SULTS!

WLS GETS

RE-

find pleasant listening to the

lis

well as the

poems

songs

a pleasant voice and
well with good voice range and
of presentation. On airing
heard, was best
"It Had, to Be

manner

You" and "Blue
50,000

WAHS

«90KllOCnES
AMERICAN AFflUATH
by John Blair
and Company. Affiliated in
Manag>m<i# with KOY, PhoMix,
and iha ARIZONA NETWORK,
ft«pr«>*ntod

ing to do for this one.

read.

Ward has

sffigs

m

Skies,"

Sloan

is

Jose,

SAGUENAY VALLEY
Prodticer-Director: Rupert Caplan
Writer: I1iij;h Kemp
Music: Allan Mclver
30 Mins.; Wed., 8-8:30 p.m.

.

the organ as accompanist to
Ward and for the poetry of BVyan. Sustaininjr
Sliould be given a solo Spot, to, break CBC-CBM, Canada
Rupert Caplan again hits the jackllie inonotony. Bryan gives out with
pot with an imaginative and intlie commercials as •(veil as in several piirms. He has a good voice and genious piece of work, this time in
was heard to good effect in the the form of a radio documentar.y
poems "Simple "Things" interwoven that's certainly as original as it is
in the .song "Home," and a bit titled effective.
Caplan picked as his theme the
"Farewell,"
Coinmercialg are in good taste and Saguenay Valley in Quebec's Arvida
are ihterwnven neatly in the contin- district where the aluminum industry rose almost overnight to become
uity. Theme is "Among M.y Snuvesuch
an important factor in the Alnrrii,"
Program is fast moving and
(Contittued on page 44)
Andy.
shows good production.
lieai'd at

'

and the lesser-known "Hamlet" overture. Both works were brilliantly
performed by Sylvan Levin, WOR

the great inter-

THE FRIENDS

acquaintance with a com-

poser's works, also presents an interesting study in contra.sts, in styles,
in suggestions of derivation, growth;
etc. It also might answer the question why certain works of the masters aren't more frequently heard
the answer likely being that they lia
justifiably neglected.

.

anew

revealing
still

being

It prasenti

known, tha other being rarely-heard;
The juxtaposition of familiar and un>

Primose as^solo
was an inspiring

preter.

to

welcom* addition to the growln|
list of symphonic hours on th* air,

'

.

N. Y.

Tiui program, in addition
s

vice scheme:
Toscanini's initial program comprised Wagner's "A Faust Overture"
and Berlioz' "Harold In Italy," lat-

15

Y.

Although the aim of this weekly
series

6* Mins., S to
Sustalnlnc

WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
When it comes to handing

Sunday, 5:30 p.m.

15 Mins.;

t

•rchestnu

OkUhoma

* *

A homey and who'esome comedy

. .

.

deftly written

and well acted/'

—New York Daily Newa
WItUE PIFER
With Dick Nehoii,

Jt»,u

Citlctpit,

Irvlnir.' fltewwt MfMlnB*rbar» Towntcnd, Eleanor
Audiey, Danny 0<l(o« J«hn Gib-

Charles
to(b,

McCarthy^Miwunecr
Writer: Samuel Tkylov
son; Jacii

Produeer-direeiori Frank
Mniic: Ralph Norwan
39 Mins., Sua.,
Sastaininc

Browa

WJZ-ABO, N. T.
Comedy progvama such

as "Willie
Piper" take the onus «t "moronic
entertainment" oft radio. Sophittl-;
cated in its sheer simplicity, this

homely situation story of an unqpectacular, naive young man and Ms
fumble-ilnsered attempts to do right
in this very best of oil worlds hM
been built into a completely charming haU-hour of whimsy by \yriter
Samuel Taylor, former co-scrlpter
of the "Henry Aldrlch" show.
Intro was matter-of-fact narration
Jacic McCarthy, who confessed a
temptation to begin with "Once upon
a time . . ." Then story moved into

by

dramat of Willie Piper's wedding

day and everything
and his bride-to-be.

that befalls

him

Willie is a grocery cleric who lives with an ancient
Western Union delivery boy, and
they both share their Quarters with
bicycle. Very nervous on
the
his wedding day, Willie gets up at
4:30 a.m., brushes his teeth
begins a series of casual escapades that
wind up with the wedding pottpdned for a week.'^
Taylor has written into this program all the homeliness of the
"Aldrich" show, but has de-emphasized the obvious, feeling was
carried
by Dick Nelson,
played the lead to perfection. Similar treatment was given the part of
WiUie't girl, Martha, by Jeaik Gil'
lepsie. Stewart Macwtosb, •* Mr.
Bissell, the Western union oldstert

WU

Wd

who

SUNDAY NIGHTS
6:30 to 7:00 P. M., e

was

also fin*.

Pace, production,

and

narration

wero «U on a par with the script
in the show's preem. Net programmers, obviously knew they bad
strong material here and gave It top
Sunday night spotting.

st.
— Variely

And look

at this.

A

sustaining program with a 9.0 rating

Dashiell Hammett's

FAT

MAN

This top-notch detective-mystfejry show jus hit
a 9.0 Hooper!

And

try to find a single sustaining

program on the air w th a rat ng that can top it.
In the hands of a smart advertiser, the fat man
could become one of the hi^est things in radio.

MONDAY NIGHT >• S : 30 - 9 : 00

P. M., E. S. T.

9.0
HOOPERATING

Presently carried by 105 Stations— 25

^f\^ mV\L
P

^J

Hooper

Cities

American Broadcasting Company
A

NETWORK OF

220

RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMERICA
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Unions' Othei' Cheek

'Use Syrup

As Union Antidote/

possible, and to build up
station personalities. On tlie latter
point, he drew chuckles when he
stated: "I appreciate that there is a
potential danger in appealing to tlie
ego of individuals, and building them
up so they assume personal levels of

wherever

Chicago, Oct. 29.

The NAB's \staiid on labor unions
convention last week. As stated by
Richard P. Doherty, NAB director of
employee-employer relationship, here

Of Bain as

importance."

But the upshot of his advice was:
Improve morale, develop a sense of
personal loyalty, but keep away from
duct his enterprise without the pres- the unions it you can help it.
ence of union. We will find it easier
This advice from the labor head
to make our decisions and plan, our of NAB came as a surprise to many
activities -without being obliged to reps of large stations and some of
conform to the dictates of others."
the network people who either heard
M Doherty was addressing the ''small the speech or read the transcript.
markets!' session and directing his They were of the opinion that Justin
remarks to the pettier watters around Miller's "industry united front"
the country-^the places, precisely against labor started with the premwhere unionism is at a minimum or ise that trade unionism as representnon-existent, where AFRA is prac- ed bv AFRA, AFM. Writers Guild,
tically unrecognized and even the Directors Guild. IBEW, lATSE, etc.,
was here to stay. They thought that
AFM has made few inroads.
natural that the aver-

And

stand

Etoherty's

was

.

ments and to make announcements,
blew up.- They pointed, out according to Mason, any hotel wKich paged
Cause 'Ballroom' Shift a guest via the system, would be
forced to use an AFRA announcer,
Los Angeles, Oct. 29.
instead of the usual telephone op-

Early-to-Bed Angelenos

erator's call.
out,
Matter
was straightened
though Mason insisted he was in the
right.
Climax came when he became involved with Paul' Bruun,
local amusement commentator and
columnist, when Bruun went on the

plain.

,

surance," rather than dealing with ter-hour a night because
unions when it's possible to avoid the change, inasmuch as they'll
only 15 minutes.

of

:

V

I

before

AFRA

:,

from 12:30-1 a.m. on "KECA-ABC
The NAB labor group wants what to 10;45-U p,m. on KHJ-Mutual.
.Avodon plug will lose a full quarDoherty called "labor relations in•

1945,

AFRA's local unit's headaches
started with election of Lee Mason
as president. He insisted, via phone,
that all hotels using a public ad^andress system use an

Miller was only uniting the industry
On the theory that nothing can
on the labor sector to get better ever change Los Angeles from being
terms from the unions, not to fight an: early-to-bed town, Evondon Ballunionism as such.
room is switching its band remotes

But

to

."

nouncer.
Hotel owners, who had
been using p.a.s to intro entertain-

,

m

1943

heading overseas.

it's

meeting where they heard Doherty set the line against unionism.

from

locally

these posters that
greeted the small market operators- as they filed out of the

„

AFRA Head

Miami, Oct. 29.
Murky situation as regards American Federation of Radio Artists'
local here on execs, which came to
a head two months ago, was cleared
up today with announcement that
Balogh Bain, local radio
Leslie
news analyst, had been reelected
president of the local for the ensuBain thus resumed the
ing year.
position he held for the radio guild

from which

age businessman would prefer to con-

In essence, Doherty advised the
coffee pots to adopt certain steps
which are usually referred to as "paternalistic"
employer-employee
relationship. He told the small station ops to provide little personnel
services for their people like hospitalization plans and accident insuriance, to interest themselves in the
personal problems of the workers

Calmed by Reelection

,

up their attractive posters ii\
the convention hall lobby, boosting Chicago as a swell place
to originate good radio. It was purely a pitch on behalf of the radio industry,: coming from two of- the industry's
unions.

•

it' :is:

"It IS only

Trammell

Chicago, Oct. 29.

Dick Doherty's anti-unionism
stand at the NAB convention
here received, by accident, an
immediate labor answer. It so
happened that the Chi chapters
of the Radio Directors Guild and
Radio Writers Guild had just set

NAB Labor Head Advises Smallies
received clear expression, here at the

Stormy Miami Waters

now

the
get

latter step.

air via

ing

WK AT

that

else.

,

rnnt,inii»ii

become one

f rom

page 25

-

'

,

of the essential elements

our society because it gives expression better than anything else
to the hope, the enterprise and
the
ambition of the American people."
of

".

.

Small Ad %
There is criticism

,

that there

too much advertising on the air.
In the case of the great majority
of successful newspapers and maga-

is

zines, 50% or more of their total
space is occupied by advertisements.
In the case of a network with which
I am familiar, only 6.8% of the
network's total program time is devoted
to commercial announcements."
V.
Among those who do not
care to listen to the radio, it has become the fashion to jeer at radio
commercials and some of the pro.

.

grams

sponsored

by

advertisers.

Soap advertising is a favorite target.
In this connection I am reminded
of an old European proverb that
the culture of a nation is determined
by its use of soapr-and that the
United StateSj with 6% of the
world's population, uses one-third
of the world's soap supply.
"Broadcasters are mindful of the
fact that the
sponsors; of serial
dramas pioneered in thf daytime use
of radio. They helped broadcasters
build a new daytime service; and in

(MBS) Mason insistBruun join the union- or doing

they brought pleasure and

so,

from drudgery to millions of
American housewives. Criticism of
these program pioneers overlooks

relief

,
,

their contribution both to the American system of broadcasting and to
the American housewife."
"... To be etTective, the commercial message should be as welcome a
guest in the home as the program
itself. If as much brains and experience and creative ability are put
into the advertising message as are
put into the radio entertainment/
both advertiser and public would

benefit

Blame Radro
il^^

Continued from page

as part of a

has hit

among

'

I

growing campaign that

m

crescendo
recent weeks
dailies throughout the coun-

its

Only a week previously, a New
York murder gave the hate-radio
boys plenty of ammunition to fire
try.

at the

"i
'
i

,

S, the

19th letter of the alphabet^ begins more

words than any

otiier.

Among these words:

medium when the

investigat-

ing authorities linked the crime to
the cops-'n-robbers stuff on the air.
And out in California, the candidate
for prosecuting attorney of Los Angeles County has been getting a free
press ride by campaigning against
crime shows in general, as contributing toward juvenile delinquency.

,1

sioueh-on

Stations

-

Here, then, was one of the most
realistic

Stability.. Service.. Satisfaction.. Sales

-

of anti -radio presentations

confront the NAB in years. No
time could have been more propitious than last week's assemblage of
America's broadcasters to collectively arise and defend themselves. In
view of the mounting, and widespread criticism of crime airers, the
feeling is that the NAB gravely
erred in failing to take of ficial cognizance of the charges against radios
There. might have been a time when
th. industry considered the charges
as unworthy of being dignified with
a retort. But since the hate-radio
campaign seems to be gaining momentum, it obviously cannot be annihilated by the donning of blinkers.
William S. Paley, CBS board
chairman, spotlighted the issue in his
talk before the convention last Tuesday.. Buti in effect, he tossed the
blame into the laps of the radio
writers rather than something for
the entire industry to tackle, with,
the assertion that: "the real problem
lies in the writing."
Hooperatings Count
While Paley argued that the whodunits must be examined one by one,
and that "a deaf ear mast be turned
to any promises ci increased ratings
at the expense of social responsibility," nevertheless the records fail to
yield a single instance of a Hooperatmg being bypassed to meet the
to

Westinghouse

Stations,

stability in six

symbols of broadcasting

major markets, are giving service to

public and satisfaction to advertisers,

based on

a

lixe

satisfaction

sales.

When

Suggestion:

t

planning a 1947 campaign in

the busy areas of Boston and Springfield;^ Mass.;

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Fort Wayne, Indiana; and
Portland, Oregon., for positive
.

results,

''

,-'„"'X',

include

Westinghouse

.

o

'

stations

\,

on your

schedule!

HELP CELEBRATE
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Stmt

Mu

*
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"social responsibility" obligation.

Perhaps the most realistic approach to the whole problem was
brought to the convention by George
Jennings,

director

of

the

Chicago'

Radio Council^ who told delegates
to the School Broadcast Conference
that the question of children's radio
shows should be reviewed by the

broadcasting execs. However^ that's
as far as it got.
It's felt that if there's justification
for the mounting squawks that the
radio whodunits are getting out of
hand, the industry muffed a real
opportunity to inaugurate corrective
.-.if.-.

measures.

.

We«Inefi<1ay,
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News

Radio

4S
Transcribers

Directors Organize

Petrillo

Own National Group in Cleveland

by 70 deleJohn Hotian,

officers
ejection of the

Presidnt

gales here,

WCSH;

'

titsi

is

WCCO; second
Shelley, WHO; John

veepee,

Mickelsoh,

Jack

Sig

viecrpresident,

Miiiphy,

WCKY, treasurer, and Edward Wal-

sion,

Superpower Push to Give All U.

the group held the following

Areas 4-*Program Cbices^

board of directors: Hogan,
Murphy; Jack Krucger,
son, Shelley,
WT^MJ• Tom Eaton, WPIC; l^ob Ma-

Washinjjon, Oct.

KWKH;

Knutson.

Milo
honey,'
WGR; Soren
JCPBI- Leslie Ford
WOW;' Ben Chatfield,
Munk'hof,
WMAZ, and Dave Kes.sler,

WHAM.

order to establish new.s

In

a.s

a

separate and independent identity
resolved that an
ef radio
selected,
education committee be
with the duty of compiling, and distributing a bibliography of literaAt
ture in the Held of radio news.
the same time, the establishment of
radio' terminology, as distinct from

NARND

newspaper terminology, was recommended.
The group also resolved that the
autonomy of the news director and
his news department be recognized
by each radio station; that the news
director be responsible only to his

and
the general manager
prineiples

journalistic

and

to

station;

that

all

Iocall.y

ideals
of the

originated

news be gathered, written and produced by station personnel trained
in news writing and evaluation; that
all news be written and presented
accurately
as

form

and without

many

as

bias,

to

possible,

in-

and

rem^

within the bounds of
good taste; and that statewide or
tegional organ izalions be formed
along the general lines of the na^

should

tional

group.

The board of directors was also
empowered to select a committee to
determine awards to be given to the
test news shows.
:.

In the course of the thrccrday ses-

participating.
Messages of congratulations on the

—and
which
a

Increases are retroactive to Oct.
date of expiration of old con-

prcxy,
C, Petrillo,
successfully held out for a one-year

Farm

pact.

correspondent.

Negotiations on the new pact had
been going on since Oct. 14, when
AFM called a confab ol record firms
and transcribers in Chicago.
The

i

Directors.
Highlight of the three-day meeting was the Friday evening banquet
and talk by William B. Downs^ CBS

Tele Reviews
between Flushing and their N. 'Y.
was borne entirely by
and CBS. Two webs deserve a
nod for helping break in; tele'."! pubtransmitters

NBC

service benefits.

N. Y.

Sf«I.

HERALD-XKIBUSlE FORUM

With Radcliffc Hall, announcer
Producer: Noel Jordan
lOS Mins.; Mon. (28), 8:1S p.m.

Transcription increase comes immediately after disk firms settled
for a 37'/4% hike. Petrillo held out
fo-' the higher figure for the transcription firms, as it's his contention
that only a .small percentage of disks
go into commercial channeKs, whereas transcriptions are used exclusively
for displacement of live musi-

San Antonio

N.

After giving yeoman service on
coverage of the United Nations
sessions at Lake Success last week,
NBC television turned its cameras
Y. Herald
this week on the N.
Tribune annual forum on current
problems from the Waldorf-A.storia,
N. Y., for another public service
show. WNBT, the web's N. Y. tele
outlet, covered the fo'rum Monday
(2S) night, Tuesday afternoon and
evening, and will repeat with the

—(jcorge

T. Ca.se will

leave here to assume duties as genmanager of WINK, Fort Meyers,
He takes over on Nov. 3. Case
was former program director for
KABC and currently with the radio
program director for the local War
Assets Administration office.
eral
FJa.

;

FM's City

push of the
superpower.
top-.secret
I

bigtime
It

was,

session

of

stations

for

drawn up

at a

the

16

|

The CCBS

this time, individual

memo

discusses the

ad-.;

recpmmendation

chanAngeles:

(KFI, Los
stations
Chicago; WHAS, Louisville,
have asked power over .iO kw,
but no blanket or specific recommendation had been entered at FCC

WON,
etc. 1

I

..though

it

;

,

nel setup are in the offing, Denny
said, but criterion on which they
will be made is "relief for people
now without radio," not additional;

radio signals in urban areas already
covered.
He said Commission was
stuviying a re-allocation, advantages:
of superpower and of breakdown of
the -clears, and might conclude job
could best be done by one or a combination of all three moves.

Only Kllroy Was Absent
Everybody tried to get into
Y'. Herald
Tribune forum telecast Monday

%

the act during the N.
.

(28) night.

WOR (Mutual. N. Y.) carried
first hour of the forum on
radio.
At 9 p.m., when it was
time to switch networks, Mrs.

the

Ogden Reid, one

of the sponsors,
there would be a
short wait until the lines could
be cut over to WJZ (ABC. N.Y.).
There was then about 20 seconds
of dead air time, with the television cameras focusing on Mrs.
Reid without a sound. That is.

announced

•

liadcliffe

until

Jiall,

NBC

tele

it was time
"Oh.
too.
"This telecast

announcer, decided
to get into the
yes," said Hall.

MONDAY THROUGH

act.

WNBT,

is being brought you by
the National Broadcasting Co."

C*lebrating

My

SATURDAY

FIRST

7:15 to 8:00 A.M.

takes full advantage of tele's sight

up viewer interest.
Video viewers undoubtedly got more
factors to perk

ANNIVERSARY

WJZ New

out of the speech delivered at the
opening night'.? session ef the forum
by Prof. Robert Gardiner, a native
of Africa,
radio
'

s/iir ly^^e

crv

for

instance,

than

York

did

li.steners
by being able to
watch the colorful Gardiner in acProducer Noel Jordan also
his cameras around the Waldorf ballroom during the speeches

tion.

panned

to show
tened..'

the attendees as they

lis-

NBC used two Image Orthicons
which brought in clear,
sharp images, despite the only normal lighting of the room. Camera
range was limited to three views,
including a long shot, a medium
Long shot
closeup, and a closeup.
wasn't very e/Tective. since the
images lost clarit\ when the cameras
for the show,

RAY KNIGHT

GENUFLECTS TO:

had too much territory

to cover. Best
shot, of course, was the closeup of
the speaker's face.
Announcer RadcliflFc Hall, with hif
deep, sonorou.s voice, added to the
dignity of the proceedings with his
introduction and side remark.<; on

each speaker.

SATURDAY tVENING rOST

A»*Y

^

Stffl.

TBXANS' ATOM TRY
Texans

Hollywood, Oct: 29.
will participate in the Na^

(iohal

Education

when

a

special

Week Nov.
broadcast

is

1(1-16,

HALO

given

from Radio House ef the Univ. of
Texas campus, according to T, D.
Rishworth, newly announced director of Radio House,
"Education for the Atomic Age" is
theme for the week. That idea will
be emphasized in the broadcast.

•IT

GOOD MORNING

IT'S

KNIGHT * A

!

:

Clue to FCG's view on clears
was spelled out in acting FCC
chairman Charles Denny's .speech at
the NAB convention last week.
Definite changes in the' clear-chan-

As with the UN coverage, the
speeches could have been carried
just as eflfectively by radio, but NBC

..

'

seri-

is

ously studying advantages of power
in excess of 50 kw for a couple of
areas badly in need of more radio
signals.
One FCC member pointed
to the Commission's heavy cmpha.<!is
on "local" service over out-of-town
and out-of-state, signals.
He suggested that .10. local stations might
be preferred to: do the job proposed
for one all-powerful clear, adding
that/ the 10; would not upset eco-;
nomics of station earnings to extent
a 750-kw operation nearby would.

tonight (Wednesday I.

final session

;

Observers point out that FCC will
never go along with the full CCBS

CCBS

for entire CCBS membership.
Needless. to sa.y, the networks.. W'hp
will certainly h?ve a lot to .say on
the question, were not represented
The CCBS
at the CCBS meeting.
proposals are the work of Vic Sholis,
CCBS director; Louis Caldwell, attorney, and CCBS engineers John
DcWitt and Andy Ring.
A power hike to 7.50 kw for the
16 CCBS stations and four other 1-A
outlets would give virtually all U. S.
areas four program choices during
the nighttime hours, it was understood. Lesser power boosts, are also
urged by CCBS for I-B stations'and
for local and regional waiters which
wish to step up their coverage.
Some 1-A stations will not have to
render a secondary sky wave .service, CCBS points out in: no ;unccr-!

sig-

FM

cleiir

nel

some

.Service

vent of FM, pointing out that most
its members have already filed
permit.s. but confor or obtained.
cludes that FM is essentially a city'^
service and cannot be counted on to
serve rural area.s.

members during NAB's Chi convention last week and voted unanimously by those in attendance. Up
to

only a

of

|

cians:

Snstaininjr

WNBT-NBC,

AFM

James

transcription firms capitulated when
Petrillo warned that a strike would
be called if contracts were not
signed by Oct. 27, Pact followed.

Continued from page i6

lic

tract,

i

sumes hearings into the clear channel problem next January;
The CCBS plan is first concerted

Although transcription firms
attempted to get a two-year con-

Lausche, and Herb Plambeck, president of the National Assn. of Radio

d rect ionalized, could spill
nal over the borders.

NBC and CBS—
be made by the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service when FCC reexpense of

will

20,

tract.

affiliations
network
in
and Mutual will pick up

ABC

couple of the top-power stations

at the

delive,r

powerful ground wave signal during
both day and night hours.
A 750-kw transmitter, located in
the middle of the country on a good,
virtually
low
frequency
could
blanket the entire U. S. and; if not

a corresponding reshuffle of

present

may

tain terms, but

29i

power

for each of 20 clear channel stiitions

utes or less.

group's organization were received
(rom President Truman Gov. Frank

for 750 kilowatts

A- drive

"Writing

Newsom, UP, and Bob Brown, INS.

in Offing

strike in the electrical transcrip-

tion Aeld was averted Saturday (27)
when the American Federation of
and
Building
NeW.'S
Broadcasts,"
with
Jack Shelley Musicians and transcription firms
chairman; Mickelson chaired session agreed to a 5D%. increase for musion "Pensonnel Problem."!, Newsroom
cians. .
Management
and
Organization";
New pact calls for a flat scale of
"Special Events Techniques
Employed., in News Broadcasts," Bill $27 for an hour,, which permits 15
Ray, NBC, Chicago; "Shall We Edi- minutes of actual recording,. Retorialize on the Air" r. E. Burris, hearsal scale has been upped from
KSO;".News Gathering and Cover- $12 to $18 an hour. Overtime re^
age." Soren Munkhof; "Contribution hearsals were scaled at $4.50 each
of the Ptess Associations to Radio quarter hour, while; overtime recordNews," with Tom O'Neill, AP, Phil ing was sealed at $9 for five min-

panels:

'

WTAM, executive secretary.
The folIfwi"S were elected tp the
Mickcl-

lace,

S.

Looms,

Strike

Sign Pact for Pay Hike

A
Cleveland. Oct. 29.
National
*he
of
OrganiM*'""
Nrws Directors wa.>!
Assn. of Radio
weekend with the
realized ever the'

Bow When

RAYMOND KNIGHT

ASSOCIATES PROD'N

-

RAMO

44
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191,6

the point, concerning the variouj! automotiva aids the sponsor has to

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

offer.

Radio Reviews
L

Continued from pxit 40

lied

presented

'^iMi

war effort Documentary was
in two separate 30 min.
airers, which was a wise iTiove, since
the most interesting documentary is
liable to lose audience appeal when
thei-e's no story to. tie it together,
Saguenay Valley is actually an
audio record of the valley through
24 hours of the day. Again, wisely,
Caplan did not restrict himself to
featuring particularly the activities
around the aluminum plants, but
rather took his listener on a tour to
witness the, social, industrial and
spiritual side of Shipshaw life, where
the Ijroadcast was made.
Airor was particularly ingenious
,

,

in

tlie

manner

It

was produced, Cap-

lan and his engineer took themselves

up

to tlie

Saguenay

district

and made

on the spot broadcasts on the farms,
in the- aluminum, plants, at the school,

in the churchi interviewed farmers
-and' 'Workers, -and disked the stuff
right there and then. He took all
this back to Montreal, fitted in the
musical .score (a soclt ,iob by IVIcIver) and put the whole thing on the

air.

.•

•

moved exceptionaUv

Airers

well

in view Of the difacult' editing, and
timing chores. Kemp's script clicks
for the most part, except for the odd
lag which picked up in the second
;

Ociflc 3 s t

All in all. it was a socko experiment that's well wortli tollowing up.
.:L0ZO.

HoUeron has a neat delivery, keeps
tlve prograiTi moving along welli and
seems to know the world of sports.
In about 12 questionii used, the board
only misised one on the first airing.

;

THE PAL SHOW
Commis-

Babe Ruth, PoUce

sioner Arthur W. WallSknder, members of PAL, Stun Lom»x, emcee
Director: Roger Bower
Min«.; Sat., 10:S0 a.in.
Sustalnint:
WOR, N. y.
:{0

Under

,

,

aspects of the PAL.
Pro,gram .opened with a

ficial

spirited
choral rendition of "Joshua Fit the
Battle of Jericho" and segued into a

six-minute dramat, enacted by -the

PAL

radio wbrlcshop,; which recreated the fence white-washing scene
Antoinette
from "Tom Sawyel'."
Cicciamarra, 15-year Old pianist, followed with a polished performance
.

Showing another
of "Malaguena."
facet of PAL activity, program featured a three-minute spot recorded
a pro football game last week
which was attetided by 5,000 PAL

at

youngsters.

soprano

.

Ferguson

Helen

interpretation
serious
of
a
Mozart's "Hallelujah" and joined the
chorus at the finish in "The
Prayer;"
Ruth answered
some baseball queries posed by a

gave

PAL

'

Lord's

few

then made a simple

kids,

spirational

pitch

the

for

in-

"straight

and narrow." Stan Lomax emceed
the show in good form, giving maxi-

mum

play to the juve performers.

SO YOU .THINK
SPORTS?

YOV

KNOW

With Bob Holleron, Harold ScherwitZi Claud Kellam, Bill Osley,
M. P. Wilson, Don Emmiek

Writer-Producer: Holleron
30 MIns.; Thurs., 6:30 p.m. (CST)

GATTO & PUTTY

KTSA, San Antonio
(Newman)
season under
full sway, KTSA' Sports chief Bob
Holleron has unwrapped this opus
which should h-ve the sports fans

With the

ropes

listening

fall athletic

and

participating

in

the

question bee. A board of experts
with only two regulars, Holleron as
m.c. and Harold Scherwitz, sports

»

Andy.

•

^Followup Comment I
t

the auspices of the; Police

Athletic League, this show is intended to showcase the juvenile talents in the PAL membership, as part
of the org's many-sided programs of:
crime prevention. Bait for dialers
was furnished by Babe Ruth's guest
appearance on the initial stanza last
Saturda.y (20) but as it turned out,
the kids themselves delivered a
Wholly delightful variety program,
N. Y. Police Gbmmissioner Wallander also spoke ;briefly on the bene-

Young

»»»»»»»

;

Louls^Six appeals for blood campaign last May, some 100 live
donors over KXOK for a young boy shows ot various types
have been
suffering from a rare type ot anemia
St.

resulted in 175 volunteers rushing to
the Barnes hospital her« to make
their contribution.
After the sixth
announcement the hospital authorities requested the station to discontinue tlie appeal.

WB's Jake Wilk's son. Max Wilk,
-a good "Suspense" pUiyet for
Susan Haywaid on CBS, well proSt. Louis— Frank Eschen, Special
duced and more than siistaining the Events Director of KSD has intitle.. Edward augurated a special program of "Prewhodunit
series
Evereil Horion was more at ease, on views ot the Symphony," weekly
the Kraft show, opposite Eddy Du- program which summarize the concerts to be presented in tjiie .Henry
William Pdwelli who
chin, than
W, Kiel auditorium the following
seemed casual and onl,y concerned week. Thumbnail sketches
ot the
with traileriziiig "Life With Fatlier." guest artists, feature stores,
etc^
make up the 15 mins. program.
Vauffhu Monroe's new Camel scries
on CBS Saturday evenings t7:30
vChicaeo
WMAQ. NBC'S basic
p.m.), following his summer string
Chicago outlet, this week inaugurated
for the same sponsor, adds up to a
swell package Of entertainment. It's use of mobile radiotelephone in its
a smobtlily produced and performed news and special events coverage.
half-hour which should get the band The plan, announced by Willtam Ray,
a sizable enough rating at that hour, NBG: central division news and spewhat with the type of .guests used cial events director, will enable speand the seneral click nature of the cial events crews to go on roving or
show.
special assignment in the Chicago
Writing is good, Monroe's band, area* and permit immediate
relay
now plus fiddles which ;make a good of news tievelopments or new asframe for his vocals, sounds better signments,
by constant two-way teleon this program than otherwise. On
(19) stanza maestro had bandleader phonic contact within a 25 to 50Randy Brooks and Vera Vague as mile radius of the Loop area.
guests. Brooks inserting his brilliant
trumpet into Monroe's arrangements,
Kan.sas
City— Herbie Kratoska,
and Mi,^ Vague doing a bit similar KMBG's plunking ban joist and comic
tA the "she-wolf" routine she does of the Texas Rangers musical
unit,
with Bob Hope. All in all, It added is doing a protean
act between his
up to a very commendable perform- musical
assignments during the Philance, and one very much to Monroe's
harmonic concert season. A buffoon
credit.
in the Rangers work, Kratoska wipes
off that grin, dons tux and plays
ABC's "Warriors of Peace," for
which the net gives time to an Ayer- banjo straight in the Philharmonic.
agency-produced show boosting Army
Raleish, N.
The FCC has tenrecruitment, is one of the few warthemed programs staying on the air tatively authorized the operation of
and maintaining a decent Sunday a new station at Morganton, N.C.,
afternoon rating (3.1). Last Sunday's by Nathan J. Cooper on 1490 kc, 250
bioon
a
(27) stanza, given over
watts power and unlimited time.

scripted

,

;

•

.

—

editor of the

This in addition to sev.

hundred st'ation' break announcements on Are perils, etc. Co-

ordinating the station's efforts with
public and educational agencies
ij
'

Bernard Mullins.

-

Regina; Sask.

School broadcasts

presented by the Saskatchewan gov-

ernment
are

being

department of education
heard in classrooms in

more than 500 schools throughout
the province five days weekly. The
series presents stories from history,
studies in natural science, dramatization of*books, French pronuncialioo
and music.
Forth Worth—Bill Hightower has
been added to the announcing .staff
of KFJZ,' key statioij of the "Texas
State Network.

MUTUAL STATION
PROMOTION MANAGERS

C—

graphical dramatization of the life of The
decision is subject to appeal
the late General Joseph W. Stillwell,
was an illustration of the reason this within 20 days by Beatrice Cobb
who applied tor the same facilities.
show is holding up.
The Commission also authorized
Scripter Joe Liss wrote, and Earle
stations by Parker
McGill produced an"Uncle Joe" operation of
who came through as a brasshat guy Bros:, Ahoskie, N. C, and Eastern
who didn't try to bfe democratic, but Carolina Broadcasting Co., Goldswas; who really loved and respected boro, N. C.
whom he
soldiers
Chinese
the
trained; and who took genuine pride
Minneapolis— Latest additions to
in his foot-slogging infantrymen. At the
announcing staff ot WCCO, CBS
the end, this show— though sponsored
by the Army pulled no outlet in the Twin Citifes, are Gordon
punches about the tragedy of Still- Eaton and Rolt Hertsgaard.
Eaton, recently discharged from
well's recall from his post In China,
speaking of his "hatred for pussy- the Army after 18 months' service
with unusual franl«iess. overseas, was announcer on the CBS
footers"
Walter Abel as narrator gave the top net programs "Inner Sanctum" and
script sock reading. And the Army "Calling America"
prior to his enbrass in charge had the good sense tering
the army. Hert.sgaard was
to avoid a recruitment commercial,

FM

San Antonio Light, is
featured each week trying to answer
questions on sports sent in by listhe ropes it's ftimple. Weed and teners. Questions that stump the experts are worth $10 in merchandise
Company men know thnt ropes and at the sponsor's store.
On the airing heard, Bill Osley,
know the people.
prexy of the San Antonio Mission
Baseball team, Claude Kellam,''liead
of sports in the San Antonio Schools,
and M, P. Wilson of the local Golfers
Assn., were guest experts. If this is
With
from 1942-44.
sticking only to what amounted to
a sample of the experts to be heard
AH-in-s
"institutional'' mention.
each week, Holleron has rung the an
Meiiu>his-=-Witson Northeross, analt it was a well-rounded stanza,
bell and should provide fans with
some interesting dope; on all phases ranking with the better wartime nouncer and baritone with
shows.
both before the war and since 'servof sports,
ic:!
discharge, is quitting radio to
9uestions used on the first airing
(
(),\1P,\.\^
Paul Lavalle, who celebrated his join his father in the fancy brass
we're informative, and the informal
third year with Cities Service (NBC) and mantel business.
ity of the participants aided in mak
of
bit
a
ing what would seem an all-talk ses- last Friday (25) evening, is
RUlO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
what
get
must
be
to
magician.
He
A
sion move rapidly. Between ques,
Hamilton, Ont.— As part of its
N(W Yiik • RtttM • Ckicait • AUtMi
tions,
Holleron asked informally he manages to draw from a band promotion
of the NBC transcribed
Oitnit • Sm FriMltct • HillywNd
about sporting events and gets some composed of 37 strings and French
His is one of the most at- series "Th« Wife Saver," CROC had
horns.
neat responses from the experts.
Don £mmick is heard from in the tractive musical shows of its l"' on 350 placards with Allen Prescott's
commercials, which are short and to the air, barring none, for its simple picture distributed to the entire
appeal to people who like good Hamilton grocery trade. Air promomusic not overarranged, but beauti- tion carried actual cuts from
the
fully embroidered for the layman Prespott
disc and was tied; iii with
ear.
special newspaper advertising.
Lavalle opened his last show with
a up-tempo arrangement ot Irving
Pittsburgh
Bill Martin, with
Berlin's "Cheek to Cheek" (which
•
in Harrisburg for some time,
is
where the magician comes in
since he gets a rhythm beat out of has returned to his home- town to
Harry C, Butcher
Staff
strings that few maestros ever at- join the announcing staff of IVWSW.
tempt let alone achieve). All the Landed his first commercial, too,
4000 •
S
7389.
wav down the line, including a after being on the job .locally
only
writing
"Meditation,"

• It looks complex but if you know

ethered.

eral

FOR BEST
STATION PROMOTION

—

OF

THE

WCCO

WEED

.

WMG

SHOW

AND

RADIO KIST

SANTA BARBARA:

&

of

SIXTH RICHEST PER CAPITA
MARKET IN THE UNITED STATES
in

Los Angeles

a

fine

a week.

show

rSther heavyhanded commercials spreading the
gospel: of Cities' Koolmotor oil.

Oct.

Inc.

THREE
UNIVERSAL CAMERAS
$85

SIX $35 ROD
REEL OUTFITS

AND

commercial and

DeWitt

Minneapolis— Sigfried Mickelson,
news director of WCCO, has been
first
vice-president oC the
National Asssn, of Radio News Directors.
Selection was made at a
meeting in Cleveland.

named

programs comeducational and musical pro-

grams.

1340 KC

the

ment, Schenectady.

its

gets the 6 a.m. to 7:15 a.m.

time formerly had by KUOM along
with its other periods. It also has
been, assigned
p.m. to sunset.

Sundays from

I

3:30

Hartford— Policy of an all-yearround Are prevention campaign has
been instituted by station WTICStation is endeavoring to inculcate
botti teen agers and adults with
perUs o£ fire. Since the start Of the
-

j

I

START NOW!
stations are divided into 3 classes, and
all

from

father of a daughter, Alison Swift.
Mother is former copy writer of
General Electric publicity depart-

KUOM

250 Walts

in

shifts

has opened

Syracuse— Rod Swift, news announcer at WSYR, Syracuse, is the

,

WCAL

office

1,

.

KUOM

Company

Albany

Jan.

29.

Under the new schedule
signs on at 10:30 a.ni. for a full
day's broadcast until the sign off at
local sunset time.
Station is non-

AfPiliafed with Nationol Broadcasting

CBS on

Clinton hotel. Marion Baker, who
served as secretary to Manager Wil-

Univ. ot Minnesota station
gets on the air fuUtime, starting next
month, instead ot having to share its
wavelength with WCAL, St. Olaf
College, Northfield, Minn./ as before.
FCC ftnally issued order for which
has been striving for years.

prise

to

liam A. Riple at the Troy station,
and Dominic Tovina, accountant,
have charge of the new quarters.

KUOM

Son Francisco

.

Albany-rWTRY, which

ABC
an

Minneapolis.

National Representativ*

Chicago

is

GOES SOLO NEXT MONTH

A QUALITY MARKET
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA,

result

tlie;

was the same. His
interrupted only by

MINNESOTA U;S KUOM

THE QUALITY STATION

York

ZENITH RADIOS
-A

:

TELEPHONE
TWX BAR
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BUILDING

New

$232

$135 PLATT
^ THREE
LUGGAGE SETS

—

WHP

CALIFORNIA

THREE

Mutual stations, irrespective of siz»

or established merchandising facilities, have an equal opportunity to win-

COMMITTEE OF JUDGES
staff Members of Broadcasting IVIagazine:
Maury Long, Business Manager

Sol Paul,

Bernard
•

New York Advertising Manager
Piatt, Director

and

Readers' San^lM

Circulation

Winfield R. Levi, Promotion

Manager

Send record of your promotion in scrapbook form to Mr. Harold M. Coulter, Manager, Audience Promotion, Mutual BroaaNow
ca sting System, fnC, 1440 Broadway.
York 18, N., Y* Contest closes Midnignl.
24^n.
Dog. 14th. Winners announced Dec.
For furthorinfortnation write to Mr- Coul'^J
OT
of MBS or Don H. Collins, Director
Advertising,
In Evcut of Ti«, Duplii-ale •'"•••n

Bb Awarded

^

HASTINGS MANUFACTURING CO.
THE CASITE CORPORATION
HASTINGS, MICHIGAN

<

NAB

-

)

;

—

'

Wields a Yardstick, Too

Hope

BMB

FM

s

sss Continued liom pace 31
did a certain kind of. humor
that the boys liked.
They were a
different kind of audience, and a

NAB

it the text of the oTiginal resolution of the
Board
over the coals and reflecting the temper
Direetors takiriff the
fit
direetoTOte over the station measurement yardstick operaJf the

The following

' .

And we

NAB

Promotion Group Calls

First

Fund

Huddle for Nov. 9; Sees lOOG

;

that BMB can bfi and should be made a g3:eat instrument for the good ol the broadcasting industry and for the cementhelpful cooperation between broadcasters 'and adverIfif wf souiad,
broadcasters
of America owe their industry and to themThe
tisers.
the responsibility fbr making BMB a success.
;^je.]j^e^ individually
BJHB has accomplished' one result; it has perhaps established a
jnethod. for measwing the liatenable area, permanent or otherwise, of
a broadcast station. It has a long way to go. If the NAB Board were

wonderful one: They were interested, in their camp, their marching,
Sparh—aiiything. but the headlines.
"That's all over now, of comrse.
And we. have to get back ..to civilians
Coiitlmied' rrom page 3S
and play for civilians. Ybu're ab.soeoinmunllutely nght about that. We're trying sion ''by whatever means
to do that, how, We may not have cated'' -r- meaning radio and video,
succeeded so far this year, but we of course, and ..hitting obliquely, ai;
are; trying .to get a little different
the' FCC.
formula.''
It was with amazement, after WilIt was Cerf*s contention that if
dan-,
anybody in the country was going lard's beef about radio, being in

*"w« do believe

Cry Wolf

endorsement

to

BMB

at this juncture,

imply the belief that BMB has fulfilled it.^ purpose completely; that
job physically; that its performance leaves nothing to
it has done its
desired. We do not believe such endorsement is possible at this
time.

.

to change the radio form.ula of insult that's been practised by Hope,

;

last!

strategy

in .Washingtorii. undj^t

leadership, ol

temporary cbairman.

Roy Hoflieinz, KTHT and KTHTFM, Houston, Tex,, it was learned

ger /of shackling; that the
,

NAB:

:

this

lis-

teners heard Knight and iPrice expre.'js thorough Satisfaction with' the

,

.

,

—

FM

,

the book to really touch
serious things.

in

:„•'

pn

But Knight came right out and
some
said, "the Amerioan press is the
"And although he kids about them freest in .the world." And Price, who
and gets off corny gags about them,
was head of "the wartime censorship,
Ihe American public will listen to
said the same thing for films and
the Bob Hopes of the world when
press. Price warned that "if censor,

make
is

Reeommeudations

tions,

he

.said.

Meanwhile, commit-

have been appointed to work on
a constitution for presentation at the

tees

Nov. 9 meeting,
Everett Billard, engineering con:

sultant

and

FM

licensee of
stations
City, Mo., and WSDC,
Washington, D. C, is chairman of
the "objectives"' comnsittee, whicti
will decide whether the group takes
on other
services Or confines itself to promotion activities.

KOZY, Kansas

they talk about concentration camps,
ship is -ever tried in this country, it
when thej'- talk about the housing is likely to appear first itt radio.
situation, when they talk about raThe FCC in wrong hands could Cencial prejudices, where they won't
sor^the power to license is- the
Gordon: Gray, WMIT, Winstonread .the. editorials by about 100 power to censor." But he saw no
.Salem, N. C, a former FMBI memgreat editorial writers. Boy Hope is
censorship now.
ber, heads the financing committee.,
one of the few people, fev/ comeAs a matter, of :irfct, Price Went Leonard H. Marks, acting general
dians on the; radiOj- who always 'gets
something gopd-.Jii .on every: bifpad^ out of his way .to ;c6ropliment the counsel to the group, also heads the
FCC (under the chairmanship of legislative committer, which is now
cast!";
Cerf also
Complimented Hope James Lawrence Fly) for having it- working on a con.stitutron and op*
when the discussion got around to self opposed the Government's tak- crating rules.
radio during, the
Other prominent FM'ers '#110 have
the New Yorker rnagazine type of ing over of all
humor, "I'd like to explain a the- war. Such a plan was advocated by thrown their support behind" the new
ory about' the New Yorker humor, people high in the late President FM promotion org. are: Wayne Coy,
which I appreciate -and approve of Roosevelt's administration during^,.-manager of WINX and WINX-FM,
the war, Pricfi' said. He opposed it, Wa'shington; G. M. Jansky, Jt^ con*
just as much," Cerf said. "I think
suiting, engineer
and operator ot
about one in 100 is up to the New and so did the FCC unde.- Fly.

FM

;

(1

that the name will not confltse itsidentify with predecessor organiza-

:

'-

,

,

and

jt

the

.for

gets on.- .The part, that I
ology a: e relevant matters: when, the
think is the best thing in this book
eiaminatsoll is ctinand it's the part that makes me love; applicant's
.;:.
to hear Bob Hope on the radio
is Cernedf.
that he mariages in each program
Radio Mil- First

.

to the Vttehtion. ol

first

,

BMB

Toward these ends we commend

its

meeting Nov. 9

.

.:pa.id.

BMB

hold

:

BMB

BMB

will

vyeek,

,

BMB

the national buyer of radio facilities desires and uses
to
more effective purchase of radio facilities; (2) that
valuable .sales tool lor use with local and regional advertisers.

Broadcast-

convention

,

BMB

for the

FM

,

BMB

•

NAB

;

BMB

to broadcasters that

at the

.

BMB

must immediately prove

radio
the last eight years, it
.

bigwig

BMB

BMB

B^nny and every other

Allen,

•

feel that

following demise of
ers, Inc.,

week.
The neophyte FM group has already had pledges of financial assistance from FM inventor Major Edwin
Armstrong, General Electric, Stromwould have to be someone like Hope, freedom given their media. Both berg-Carlson, Zenith Radio Corp.,
"you've, got the HOpper, rating," he. men, f dtlov^ing Willard's thesis,, said
and othei' set^inafeers, it was under.said.
"You could really get some tkey hoped that fadio's .freedom stodd. It expects to set up a fund of
yaung- writers Who have, some iresfe would not, be endangered. Knight, in from .'675.000
to $1QO,60« to push FM
fact, thought that .the FCC ru!:ns»
ideas and give theni a chance/'
on both local and national fronts.
Talk between Cerf arid Hope was in the case Of the N. Y. Dally News' Forty-two, members have: sigHed up:
,sei-iQus all. the way. Cerf paid Hope application for FM was a dangero^is
to date.
a big tribute earlier in the program precedent Un that case, the comMo'fhe'inz :said that the group, tern-;
in di.scu.ssing the comic's book, when mii5Sion agreed with one of the Daily
News' opponentsi the Americaa Jew-^ porarily dubbed "TM. Gonstnittfie"'
he said:
Will .select a name at the Nov. 9
"I'd like to say a. word before ish; Congress, that the riewspaper's.
meeting. Members wartt to be sure
Hope
really editorial pones' and political ide-

BMB

We

'.^-^

'

are being voiced among the broadcaster.s. They
Griticisms of
argue that refinement and modification of the research technique are
necessary to produce audience area maps which refi:ect to a much more
exact degree the relative density of .station's actual area of influence,
jianv condemned the fact that maps and; figures produced are not acstandards of interpretation so as to assure unicompanied by
form interpretation in application, rather than numerous interpretaaccording to the whim or discretion of various
tioilis in application,
(tations and advertisers and agencies.
Squiiwjfs .lustified
Many criticisms are serious and understandable. They warrant immediate action. The Broadcast Measurement Bureau must accept critiVeisni,- analyze it and act upon .it with; an objective cjinical jphilosophy
which should characterize its conduct at all times. We are asking
Board of .Directors to understand nnNAB appointees to the
./ resePvegly ithal they, h.ave taken oi» a trusteeship and a responsibility
wtiich' will require very sxibstantial sacrifices of their time and energy.
Board mu.st accept appointment on this
jjAB appointees to the
measures
basis, We believe they are capaable of seeing to it that
up to the reasonable expectations of its subscribeirs. The value of the
either submaterial already Supplied to the. broadcasters by
lantfally duplicates, information heretofore made by networks, to their
affiliates without cost or by standard engineering or other surveys.
maps is so great that reThe temptation for the misuse of the
strictions on their use or their complete withdrawal are matters for
is to succeed, it must anticipate the
urgent consideration. If
ftiture participation of large numbers of broadcasters. Obviously, such
support by the broadcasters must be pledged at a reasonably early
diate and before the broadcasters can fully comprehend and utilize
studies for. which they have already
the potential value of the;
'

;

group, which sprang, into existence

,,

'

would

it

Washington, Oct. 29.
new I'M promotion

;

,

:

to give unqualified

The brand

'

.;

,^

BMB

.

.

'

of Directors the following procedure:

'
;
.

1.
The advertiser and the advertising agency must have available
the data on percentage of listeners in such f®rro as to make for radio
reference and usage and
should establish a uniform determination of listener intensity to meet the majority of agency requirements.
2.
The broadcast station subscriber must be fully instructed in detail on the use and misuse of the material now in his hands. He must
h« implemented with additional information, to expedite his employ^
ment of this data by his sales force in such form as will he useful and
understandable by the local advertiser. The Board of Directors of
NAB feels a deep responsibility to the membership of its Association
to see the fruition of its desires to establish a uniform and continuing method of determining station listening areas. Therefore, the
Board of Directors of NAB requests all BMB that a report be made
at the, next rneeting of this Bo^^<J on what steps have been taken
toward the accomplishnlent of the purposes herein suggested and the
Board of Directors of the NAB reserves'the right to approve the dates
for the future solicitation of subscriptions to BMB from member

BMB

,

.

When the speeches were over, ra- Washington''s pioneer FM outlet; W.
Yorker type of hunror in America
and likes and appreciates it. The dio stood put as the ^6nly one of R. David, General Electric, and Ir«
other 99 go for Bob Hope and I the three media weeping about cen- Hirsehmann, WABD, New York City,
AH four are former FMKI' directors.:
sorsliip and its dangers.
think I'm one of the 99."

—

:

stations.'

BMB

Do You Need

^Continued tiom page

IS

'',a

Rehearsal Hall?

Study Number One" presentation to
the assembled delegates.

The anticipated fireworks

FOR YOUR BAND
RADIO PROGRAM

come 00

r-MoHrfay !• Ftiday moriniigs
•ftanaem.
STAGE 36x12

nd

WITH FULL EQUIPMENT
REASONABLE RATES
CONVENIENT LOCATION
Phone SU. 7.3000. Banquet

Deporfmenf

the

at

it

of the

into approval via the filibuster technique, with reports that the- whole
ball
strategy on "carrying the

BMB

over" had been pre-arranged the
night before. The NAB board was
plenty disturbed over the- widespread, claims.
Nfi

,

small

factor

contributing

in

toward, the BMB, criticism,: it was
argued at the convention, was the:,
promotion given, its coverage map
by WOR (N. Y. With industry observers contending ti.at it- was a misr
take, in view of the fact that it
hadn't been properly qualified.
At any rate, the NAB wants a
,

,

RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL
WEST 73RD STREETNEAR SROAD'WAY, NEW YORK
25J

failed to

delegate. meeting,

was argued through the length
Palmer House corridors that
the BMB report was steam-rollered
and

LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION
We lMW« «iaiM>te • lai^* baKreom

study made looking into BMB's
shortcomings. Just what it means is
for apparently there's
nebulous
nothing the board can do about it.

—

there's littie doubt on
board
two. points; (1) The
killed; it feels the
doesn't want
industry is entitled to further opportunity to get some good out of the
to date;
$1,250,000 invested in
(2) NAB, on the other hand, isn't
to.
going to wait forever for
get down to making the kind, of con
trib envisioned for it.

However,

NAB

BMB

s

BMB

BMB

"»•».' tm CLAYTON
DNIXJSD BEXALU DKUO CO.
JVIauy— CBS— »:ao u.m., KS'r
Time for Kei'ils"

M-e-M-rr"'rhiB

_

"It llaiHK^iieil

ill

Urooklyifc"

RADIO WRITER
«<>'>)«l3'

filieeinllst

ilcslrcs

,

.The

next board meeting

of

the

NAB

will be held in San Francisco,
on Jan. 5. While no one said so explicitly, the understahdihg. is a clear

one;

on

it

BMB

and NAB's representation

muist

progress

is

show by Jan.

5 that i'eal

Ifominat Salary
ttau Gradin
Write Box UB. VAUdTY, 1.14 Went
*«th Street, New Yark 1»,
Y.

'

rates high

If
Sti Louis—Rex Davis, newscastei
and analyst at KMOX, has been
upped to news director, replacing

Guy Runnior

"Wake Up New York" is a carefully planned show that
among early morning proems.

From 7;00 to 8:30 every weekday morning.

being made.

"•""«<'•»» with contract writpr, paohBo, or aieiM^.

'

,

la

doing a great job for participating

sponsors.

A

four

spots are available.

Woduesday,

RADIO

46

O«>t(»l>or

30, 1916

Ralnsford. ariist. of same shop, have been transferred to this branch
Wilt CJunzendortcr, of KKOW, San Francisco, elected secretary of Northern
Donald Oxford, of NBC's eastern video
California Broadcasters Assn
John
depii'rtnient. shifled to radio; production section in Hollywood.
Cniilliuied from paje 35 iiLucas i.s rcplac'cment for Jbah Shelly in ABC's copywrithig 'department
\
as latter takes ntiptial vows aiid relii-cs froni busuicss.-. .Barbara Eiler at LaCJuardia Airport (N<:
"?.)V
.Bob Seal. fOrnierly he gave reporters
has replaced Sharen Dou.qlas in "Life of Riley" cast.
a brief interview
writer-producer vvith Ruthrauil & Ryan, is now with Foote, Cone & Beld- touching chieily on political
matters'
ijv
liiii Youh.i.',,; of J, Walter Thonipson shop, in for cwiferences,.:
ihg
He will make; no public announceRadio Direcloi-s'GtiiW resumes ,wage-ebnditiQns neg.otiatpivs with CBS on ment of his plans until a
Henry Morgan to emcee show al Radio Directors C'.uikl first postwar
combined
Cornwell meeting and press
ball at Waldorf-Astoria nighl oC Nov. 25. .. .Carl Jampcl, ^criptcr of NBC's Nov. 15. when Don Thornburgh returns from hon'w.' ofVicC visit
conference sched'Archie Andrews/' became the lather of a daughter. lus second, la.-t Jackson. Coast v-p for J. Walter Thompson, to New York for confabs on uled to, be held Nov.. il at
the jiVen-'
Actor -aanouhcer Jack F' Curtis, has written a singing Lux, Ford. El,i>in and Chase^^^^&
Thursday (24).
dell 'WiUkie MeinOrial,: ijitildiiig i^:
.George Wallacli dirccied; special radio editor of Time mag. resigned to lake post on' city desk of the L. A.
cohtViierciaV for, Topps Chewing Gum
N;- Yi'.
127).
Dail.v IVcws. ...Ral.i)h Edwards and a group of friends producing platter
Navy DayrUSO salute on NBC. net
But: W'ord; .of Gorwin'.s, plans
Ed jurist, resigned- as NBC 'script editor-writer as oX Nov. 1. to aid show for polio-slrickCn Mel "Viekland. which the ajuHnnicer h'ad readied cated tlt-at he inlend.s; to .nvake indiwide
Norman Tokar^ on "Aldrich Family" scripts. .Belt.v Roaolt appointed when, .^stricken ... .Frank Berand, manager of net sales, and Bob Mc- iis.B; pf his vvire-recorded;
material,
.TIcnry Untcr- Andrews, -ad aiid promolioii. head, will rep NBC-:- at -pacific. Council, Of
director of radio guest division' c)f USO'.s N. Y. drive.
and CBS -lias:' comMitted Mtself: tp
r>ie.yer,
soccial events director, recently received Brcjnw Star medal America n Assn. of Acj vcrtising Agencies, in Santa Bartlara. I NOA'. 4-f5
Bing- CrOsby due back from, his- Nevada i'ancli No\'. 9 to cut .seventh and such usa.sje by the :vei-y fact that iffor' Jap broadca\sts. ... Jane TirtanyWagiier, NBC director: of hpme^ ecosent Bland along ,witi,r,.Co.r»4n td';'
-Martin Block, of
(N.y..'),, due; here
nomics, to be .main speaker at St.. ElizbbtHh's Col:lege,; Gonvoht, .N,. J:.,;horae eighth platters for PhilcO.
:,:: -:;---',-.
get the material.
conference Nov. 9
Pat Dolan, Foote, C»ne & Belding London mgr.. put Dec,' 7 to start grouiid work of his activities for K,FWB. He i-eturns to
Just how many snp\vs;CQ;rv(^iri'will'
vCoinpteheiisivc analysis of, New York in early March for WNEW's anniversar.v celebration., and comes
in charge of all agency's-Europc*^^^
Inc, back hero immediately after that event, Probabl.N' starts regular platter, dp; as a result of his triij is .some;.,
slated for Harper-Zeiscl stiidy on radio mca.surcment at Pulsc.
.Frank MuUciu NBC exec, y-p, due thing. he will announce at.the Hov, 8
.Tomorrow's cThurs.) Town parade on Warhcr station' in March.
.luncheon at Biltmore tomorrow (Thurs.
niectin.ti'. But it's, kiiow'n that he will
Meeting of the Air will be the annual tru.slees' gcl-togcther. \yith ex-Qov, here.Nov: 4 for confabs with Sid Strotz, western v-p.
- Billy May signed^^,.
Watt Disney to do scries of quarter-hour e. t.'s on do between eight; :and 13 half-hour:
Edison, Walter Rcuthcr. Mark Starr, Rov. Robert Gannon. Mrs. Simbn
:airprs. 'xyith vfhe
in radio campaign: on the p'ic. .,
proliablc nuaibCT
Guggenheim, and others, attending, tov debate on displaced persons. Col. score Of "Song of the; Souths
'
Paul H. Griffith will argue against, and Dr. James G. McDonald tor, U. S. Opie Catcs, Johnny Lake and' Harvey Brooks eoHabed on new tune, "Why being .ten-.
During/ 'the lou^.- Corwin ihter^
opening its doors now to DPs. with Frank Kingdon and Rudolph Rcimer as Is the Sky So Blue'.'". .. .Lena Horne did "Squeeze Me" and "Whisperine"
Booth Tarkingtoii's for Black and' 'White, w-ith Phil, Moore, who scored, conducting and' 88iiig, viewed not only leauci's of govern-.
o£
interrogators. .'. rSylvia Bei-ger's d
Judy Garland -and Dick Haymcs, accomped by Gordon Jenkins, teamed' jneiits, prime niinisters, famous sel.K; P. H.
"S'^vehteen" brt .CBS's Theatre of Romance, tonight (Wed.),.
Technical Research Com- for "Aren't You .Kind of Glad We Did'.'" and "For You For Me Forever- enlists and artists, etc. He also put
James. MBS manager of sales, appointed to
mittee. ...Bill Cunningham, MBS commentatoi-, to be principal speaker at more"— for Decca. ..AlJolsOn and Harry Akst entered ranks of .song- down the voices and the authentic
-BGrdcn'-S has bought half and full-, smiths .who :an,=;wered call, of Chct Erskine and Fred: Kinklehoff for theme background sounds Of many little,
Pittsburgh Ad Club, Pitt. Nov., :5.
people. -—
housewives,; laborers,
last two weeks, due to current milk bottle shortagCv song for '.'The E.g.g and .1."
minute spots on
Walter Donaldson oldic,:"At Sundown,-'., being revived by Leo Feist, for dpcliiiands. iorigshoremen. miners,
to appeal, for return of bottles to all milk companies.,; Using, three spots
.George factory workei's, ,ctyHis recorded
a day.... Ethel Intropidi .lOins ca-M of "David Harum" ... .Arthur, Kohl to tie4n with release of Charles Rogers' "The Fabulous Dorse.Ys".
Berle Adams back to Chi- intervicNvs cdrry 'his- own voice; the
'Loren?;© Jones" cast, and William La/.ar and Barbara Weeks to '"ifoung Joy in town on confabs with Disney Studios
Widder Brown" players. .. .Ethel Wilson. Paul Dubov, Sandy Strouse and cago after Mercury recording sessions with Tbiiy Martin. v.Joe Nadell of voice of an interpreter, arid that Of
Chappell Music rccupittg at home following operation at Cedar.s, of Lebanon the 'respondent. Often an;' interview
Margaret Draper added to "Front Pa.sie Farrell" ca.sl.
Mack Goldman, assistant to Herman Stan'., Warners': music prexy, due lasted from 15 to 20 minutes. In .the
Dexter Masters, former editor of Fortune, Tide,: etc.. and recently Cpnin Nov. 13 for looksee. .. .Billic Holliday opened at Club Savoy.-r. .Al case ot Pandit Nehru, new Nationeerned with' the atomic problem, has closed a' deaV tor a prograrn series via
Jarvls doing preface for: Frankie Lainc's new Mercury album.
ali.st
leader of the Indian govcrnNathan Straus at WMCA...,Lcni Hoffman, wife of the CBS program
Andy and'. Delia Russell treated to frrsl anni party at Cocoahut Grove nienl, Corwin obtained 45 full miu'
writing division editor Elwood Holl'man. had operation last week on ankle
by:,Bullets Durgom. Russell's .manager
..Harry Ruby vvriting a,hOveUy utcs of; give-and-take, in English::
bone. .. Jerome Sill's book on '-'Station Management" is due on stands any
tune for "Copacabana"
William Steinberg batoned second movement of
Corwin expects to; distill these inday after long paper shortage hold-iip. .Mrs. Lou Ashworth, whilom
Brahms First Symphony for "A Love Story "at Metro. .. .Frank Sinatra terviews: to iibou:t four' hours: of: lifia-:
secretary to Norman Corwin and more recently acting, as a reader for
and Jimmy Durante recorded "I Believe'' for "It Happened in BrOOkiyu" terial for broadcastirig: Much of :the
"Columbia Workshop." joins Simon & Schuster promotion department
Metro, with Johnny Green on podium,. ^•Otto Klempei'er. guest con- rest is usable only as backgrouird
Mrs. Francc.s at
Nov: i .,. iVi^endell Adams has forsaken hi.s- ehih whi^s^^^^
ductor for Vancou\'er symphony orch, resigned.. No reason given for stuff. But niuch
as in the case
.Wilder left over weekend for Califoriiia. Due back at CBS around Dee. 1
bowout.
.Nancy Sinatra goes to Honolulu; for few weck.s' rest w hile The of the Neliru interview, or one with
....Joseph Graham from Hollywood has set up shop in Manhattan to
Voice, does; Ivi.s chore at the Waldorf-Astoria,: N. Y, Couple's children will President Bones of Czechoslovakiapeddle radio packages ... .Elisabelh Bcrgner being offered around town as
be left- with their governess,
is considered valuablc historical ma-,
star of dramatic series with her hu.sband Paul Czinner as producer....
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Frederic Mathor and Don Agger have been set as scripters on Mutual's
National Board of Fire Underwriters dramal: show prceniing Nov. 3,
.Felix Holt,
Betty Garde and Luis Van Rootcn will be cast regulars,
"Lone Ranger" scripter, writing another western package starring legit
actor Berry Krocger.
.Bill Morrow, producer- writer for Der Bingle's
/Show, in tPwn to sign talent for forthcoming Crosby layouts.
.Raymond:
Bud Ganable, Du Mont television producer, and Paula Seligman haVe just
completed a script for television. "Wide Is the Gate."
Joe Moran, Y&R associate director of radio, to speak at Pacific Council,
of 4-A's radio convention, at Santa Barbara Nov. 6.
.Bob Kirschbaum has
joiiied WLIB writing staff',:. .Harold Day appointed, sales manager of ABC
co-op program dept., ..Jean Tiglie signed for Angostura Bitters Mutual
programi Saturdays, at 5:41) p.m.
E. Seluiyler Ensell joined Boiling Co.,
radio station reps.

terial.

CHIC AGO

The full \'ersions of the 'rccorded
lis
.
.
.
NBC's central division press chief Jack Ryan's ci,nlil-ycar-old daughter interviews will be platlered a;nd bEis expected to recover from attack of polio
ABC's Breakfa.vt Club,~orig- tercd by CBS,:; to variod.s national
organizations,
and soitte of it xs'ill
inates from Stevens hotel Grand Ballroom Nov. 5 before an audience of
be kept on tile at CBS for possible:
Super Market conventioners
la-ycar-old Patsy Lee of San Francisco
provcxj such a hit during her week's guesting on Breakfast Club that she use' with shows 1,o be done b.y otherwriters
or
producers.
was held over this week
Back at NBC's central division sound dept.
One problem facing Corwin is the
after :i8 months' service with the Army's oSS is Robert Graham .,. :Mary
Kirkbride is new Secretary to Howard Luttgen.s, NBC central divi.sion use of music which he had recordengineer, replacing Lauretta Cooney. who was married Oct. 28.... Jules ed. In a good many places, he canned
Herbeveaux, and Jack Ryan,; both of NBC. will have important conimlttec au thcnt ic' local times, and fhe.se can.posts for annual convbntion of Sigma Dell-;i Chi., national journalistic not be used: on (he air because Of
James C. Pctrillo'.s ban again.st ninfraternity, scheduled for Chi Nov. 22 to 25 at, the Stevens hotel.:
Bob Elson. sportscaster, will handle mike chores tor WIND'S exclusive sic originating abroad. But Corwin,
broadcasts of Chicago Blackhawk hockey games, with Initial show Wediies- it's understood, will use the original
lis
.
.
.
day,
Oct.
when
30,
Hawks take on Toronto Maple Leafs. .'.'Virginia Payne, material as melodic Ruides for his
Bill Morrow off to Gotham on combo business-vacation leave from
own composers, who will then write
Crosby writing ranks.
.Jimmy Parks ot "Quiz Kid.s" show back in Hol- who portrays Ma Perkins, will lecture on radio acting at Odt: 29 session scores, for local origination:
lywood after a month in Chi
."Mac" RainboU. Y&R copywriter^ coming of Stephens College Radio Advisory Committee's conference on college
His aeries, as yet untitled.; is exand
university
training
for radio,
.Singer Don Reynolds, who has been oh
in from east to address L. A. Ad club. Ted Pettinger, copyi-nan, and Guy
pected to start between Dec. 15 and
staff at WIND, has, been signed by WBBM program director WaltM- Preston
and starts Nov. U
Producer-director Ted Robertson of WBBM is re- Jan. I.
covering from aj.nervous breakdown suttered imitiediately after Wciboldfs
Tollinger Mutual's
"Melody Lane" show Oct. 21. At first he was believed to have had a heart
attack but physicians diagnosed case a.s a breakdown.
.
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New

Coast Program Manager
Hollywood, Oct., 29.
the Pot O'Gold show, which ABC
Post ot program coordinator has
wants givena clean bill of health.
been created here by Mutual, and
Political Time High
^Conliniird froni |);ii;e 3.1;
Ned Tollinger, formerly a producer
Broadcasters were Commended for
with Young & Rubicam. has been
authorized-^just three short of the ,the,ir
handling of political radio
appointed to the position, via agreenumber okayed in the past 11 years. time in; rebent ;;elections,
ment between Willet H. Brown, v.p.
but wei-e
The Conimis.-iion, Denny said, is not lu-ged to reconsider
the prevalent
and assistant g^m. of! .Don Lee, and
restricting wholesale licen.«ing bePhiliips, .'Carlin,
Mutual v.p. in cause it is without power to do and practice of charging twice as. much
for a political slot as for' a regular
charge of progi-amming. :/
wants no part of any piove which commercial show. Radio
should not
Tpllingei:,,'will cpordina^^^ Mutiial wpuld :place Gpvcr rtrnent in control
programming "in Hollywood with ot the accounting procedures, sal- only treat all candidates on same
basis. Denny said, but has the "afCharles Bulotti. Jr.. Mutual-Don" Lee aries and return of radio licensees.
firmative responsibility" to make its
program chief here. .He started in
Denny' urged broadcaster's to i^flv^ facilities fully
available so that the
hew job last week, The job is, in 'ahead into FM. "the finest aural
electorate may be fully informed.
effect, that of western prpfii-am 'man- broadcast s.ystehi attainable in the
FCC has pushed back to Nov. 25
ager for Mutual,
present state of the radio art." Manits argument op a proposalto relax
ufacturers are not ".sabotaging FM,"
its
pre-sent
rule:
on
identifying
MOTION PICTURES • ^ he told the NAB audience, but need
REC0RDIN6
'
^ some: urging from FM broadcasters announcements foi';:;: transcriptions,
Denny said, so that everybody can
to .get sets ;on the n'larket.
The AM broadcasters need have coine, in and blow off steam. Participants in, the hearing are expected
no 'fear that Ihej; wilt be forced to
to: niuitipjy in view of
the longsell their standard station, once they
range implications of Del- Single's
are licensed FM operators. "As w'e
recent, debut on wax. with the Iwo
see it today," Depny said, "the AM
ma,1 Or networks and Petrillo together
broadcaster who goes into FM 'will
'

FCC Won't

,

.

.

;

I

'

HIRES TO YAV"

;

.

S<

RECORDING

•

MOTION PICTURES

•

i

continue
until

FM

to

in that .area.*'

for oneejin, favor of full ,;and freqiient indenlification of all disks.

FCC

On another from, Denny promised

opeirate his

replaces

AM

AM

(He was referring, of course,
Commissioner CliiTord J,

station
to

be given 'equal
Pu,rr's everybody would
reeonimendation: that :aU, AM-FM- lir chance for a clear channel allocation,
censees be required to forfeit their depending on the outcome of FCC's
AM licenses at the end of a: certain present: inquiry. And. in: any event,
the clears will only be rearranged to
time period.)
Looking into his cry.stal ball, the give radio to people and ai-eas: nb<v
:'':
FC.C chairman pronounced television without it, he said.
"the most powerful. communi.Kati.o,i,is
in conclusion, Denny told broad-:
tool'' of the:future, but refused; fm;- casters, that the 540 kc wavelengtli.
t.her. comment: pend-iug outcome of a
turned oyer to standard licensees
Dec' 9 hearing into the where and by, the Navy, won't be available for
when of color video.
regular u.se for at least another year;,
New rules and regtilalions to guide
bi'oadea.stei-s
decidiiig vJhen a
ii\
;

.
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Call

PLaza 3-9172 today

CINEMART

Itl

for ratss

Park Aviaai

S

and appointmontt

•

Niw York

17,

N. Y

Mema Oh!
BETTY RUTH
SMITH
JANE

;

FIVE

f

:

money-give-away show is or is not
Ft.
Worlh--Sheb Wooley, new
"loUery are upcoming at FCC. Western sin.ger. has 'been added to
said, and when the suggested the stall' of KGKO and:, will be heard
rules are out broadcasters will be daily in a quarter hour of we.'tern
given oppori unity to coinment. He sonys. Author of over 300 song.s. he
did not elaborate on any FCC plan is a real cbw'boy. having worked onto hand down a specific ruling on his fathers ranch iu OUIalloina.
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BANDS WARY OF
Waltz

Me

Around, Willie

|

For soine lime promoters of one-night dates and owners of localion
bookings have been trying to get bands to solt-pedal their stuff, pointpatrons now want inore: ballads than jump musie. Their
ing but" that
last weclc a band-buying committee from
pleas are often unheeded,
Virginia Military Institute made sure its request would be honored.
a clause in a contract with Tony Pastor's band legally
It inserted
tunes to one jump turie.
forcing the band to play four sweet
This action, which one-night bookers assert they've never heard of
before, was based, on the fact that the committee at VMI had' recently
bought a band on the leader's promise he would perform mostly sweet
tunes. And he didn't live up to the promise. This time they made sure.
One of the reasons given by the committee for demanding such a
percentage of ballads as against livelier n«iterial is, of ftU things,
because of femme party dres-ses. It's their contention that jitterbugging in the floor-length gowns is too difficult.

•

JQ

Thus Nipping Boxoffice Novelty
Hollywood, Oct.
Current slump in band, business
boxoffice has become so.sha;rp that'
tor the first time the topmost marquee names are being generally at-,
fected, public reaction to their bands
dropping to an unexpected minirnum. As a result, the leaders, who
have been accustomed to demanding
everything that the traffic will bear
from band-buyers, are getting a bit

Though

b.o, in all fields are all
the wartime boom period,
proving that the band - business
.slump is part of art overall pattern;
the top maestros seem for the first
time to be busy thinking about
where they're headed. Ahd agency
S.
men and other bandsmen feel that
the cogitation may finally bring
Washington, Oct. 29. +
about what they've been trying to
Apparently harassed no end by
impress' on some maestros for some
Louis
Dreyfus
Sailing,
here
all
of
last
strike
hotel
the
time—«a revised approach to ..the
week, which made it difficult for
entire business.
Sir Louis Sterling
the International Condelegates,
They want asking prices to go
Louis Dreyfus, London head of down.
federation of Authors and PublishThere have been several
Chappell,
«ail3
American
Society
on
the
Queen
Elizathe
hosted'
by
ers,
minor trends in this direction since
beth
Nov.
his
Autliors
and
Publish8
on
first
visit
to
Composers,
6£
the end of the war, but each petered
year.
little
legislation
America
in
Last
he
very
a
time
completed
ers,
out.
That prices must go down,
came
over
was
when
his
brother
importance.
During
the
any
of
however, was brought into Sharp
week-long session of speches and Max, U. S. head of Chappell, was ill. focus by several occurrences during
proposals, perhaps the most importSir Louis Sterling, w.lt, ih the the past surrimer, notably skidding
ant item to come up was a blast at
music trades and former busine.ss one-night tour of Harry James'
the U. S. Government for alleged
associate of the Dreyfusesj has been band at $4,000 guarantees. They, feel
failure to protect the rights of authat the continued high operation
in N. Y. several weeks,
thors and publishers in allowing the
costs of the top bands, which often,
free use ol music in coin machines.
agency men feel, are unnecessary, is
CISAC recommended action.
going a long way toward stymieing
Otherwise, the work accomplished
the development of young bands.
,

below

International Confederation Blasts

Jukekx Use

for Free

ballroom and location biz in arid
ai'oiind Hollywood, aside frOin the
general b.p.: slump. is held to he the
penchant of top band maestroes to
stay in the area.
It's pointed out
that Harry 'James, Tommy Dorsey;
SI an Kenton, Woody Herman and,

uted. to dealers.
Jimnoie Hillard, musical director of Mercury Records, recorded "Yes,
Have No Bananas,"
with the Star lighters and before
running out of town his secre-

several others have spent the maior
portion of the past two years on the
Coast, and that by now, as far as,
band followers in this locale are
concer ned, they are local bands seen
so often that they are no longer a
novelty at the 'b.o.

,

.

We

tary asked
composers'
call

..

i

Lyon and Heally (large
music house):

week the

by the initial meeting of GISAC in
this country ran to resolutions (a)
to study, from an international viewpoint, television and the rights therein bf authors, composers and publishers; lb) rights of first translators
oi foreign
works with regard to
secondary translators; and (C) to, call

Split

Songwriter

Promoters Lose
This

Faction Indicated

on Even

Break

occurring, it" pointed out,
due to the fact that guarantees for
the top bands are so high that prois

moters cannot make enough profit
their bookings unless they do
good business. Every time a top
band does a brpdy the promoter sufattention to ma tte rs. of taxatioji with-;
fers enough, even if. he breaks even,
in various countries in order that
to prevent the establishment ot a
income from intellectual works will
A line of offense that songwriters financial cushion with which to play
medium and new bands. And withreceive more favorable treatment.
will put up against publishers, in the
out promoters with enough of a
Pitch on point (c) grew out of the
event the' Songwriters Protective financial backlog to take a chance on
fact that in Bi-azil and Ar|entina
them, the embryo combinations and
authors, composers and other cre- Assn. and tlie Music Publishers Prothe medium-priced outfits cannot
ative artists are not required to pay tective Assn, ever come to a show(Continued on page 52)
incpme tax on creative works.
down on a new contract, i< being

on

.

,

.

.

U. S, failure toprotect

(Gontinued

Robbins

Buy

rights

oa page

of

52j

indicated to varioui pubi currently,

They are constantly being approached by individual songwriters
and teams sf writers with large
numbers of new songs which pubs
are urged to accept for publication
With the admonition, "you'd better

Wood
Thru

Falls

Pubs

In Bids to

,

After having posted his check for
as binder on a $7(He00 takeover deal for the 100-year-old B.
$5iO(IO

take 'em now at current rates because after Jan. J (when current
pact expires) they'll cost you more."
In

addition,

some

have urged publishers
to

writing

of

the

to sign

contracts

for

teams
them

various

Wood Music Co, at Boston, the lat- terms to avoid the increases the SPA
te.- bowed out
of its deal with Jack is seeking and which they unquesRobbins. The vet music publisher tionably will secure to some extent.
had agreed to advance money lor Pubs feel if the writers act as they
accounts
receivable,
making the do now, a unified front within that
gross
money transaction $140,000, faction will be impossible in the
but at the last minute Danford W.
event the SPA and publishers come
Coiiunsv Bostoji

attorney for Harold
Robinson, Dean Prescott and Neal
Lang, of the Wood finn, told Bobbins

a

showdown involving

after Jan.

a strike
'

1.

'

\

he was "embartassed" but they

had decided not to sell.
Robinson owns 85% of
.

>s

to

direct

nal B. F.
;ii-chief,

Wood and

descendant of the origi-

Wood, and Prescott, editorowns the remaining 15%.

TRIBUTE TO IRV BERLIN

AT ROOSEVELT DINNER

iy4C

CONCESH

IN

DISK CLEAN

SWEEP
Securing of royalty concessions
from music publishers by the disk
companies,
which hopped retail
prices recently from 50c. to 60c., is
virtually a clean sweep. Cracked by
the deal Herman Starr, head of the
Warner Bros, music firms, when he
was the first pub to agree to give
RCA-Victor a l%c. rate as against
the 2c. demanded by the higher retail tap, the line momentarily thrown
up by the publishers against the'
concession
been completely
has
swept away. Any disker can now
secure the l%c. price.
While the publishers themselves
were pulling a bit of a dipsy 'by

Irving BerUn,/along. with Generals telling all and sundry that they
Eisenhower and MacArthur and Ad- hadn't agreed to the lower rate, but
would go for it if the diskeries could
irom entering into the
and Halsey, was
reprint and mirals Nimitz
get other majors to agree, they were
standard music field. He's
also con- awarded the
TheodeSfe Robscvelt 'advising": the recording firms in
centrating on Hanutton
S. Gordon,
droves that the lower fee was okay
for
Medal
Service
Distinguished
'nc, the sacred
and standard music
by them. Two of the la.st signers
house he just bought.
1946 at a dinner of the Roosevelt
to the concession were Robbins and
.incidentally, a new: tack in the Memorial A.s.=:n. held Sunday night
Irving Berlin. These occurred last
standard business is G. Schirmer's (27) at the Roosevelt House in New
week.
Key city franchise
to individual job- York. Presentations were made by
Ders, one in
each locality. This is Will H. Hays, veepee of the assooeing done
to offset the big national ciation.
SEAL
WILL

i'Spg is the sales manager.
This isn't deterring Rabbins

& Sons

•

:

:

CAMPAIGN

^*>'''''"8

h„
-If
oesittes

houses,

some

Of which,

selling all publishers' music,
into direct competition by re-

Songsmith, whose award was

for;

"distinguished public service by .a
™ier
private citizen," was introed as "an
.r'"™2 standard music, school
American by choice and the compulpieces, and the like. The
n,
sion of the American spirit, a paPublishers never liked
this practice
on tlie theory
triot Who shares with hi* countrythey don't go into
wmpetition with the jobbers by sell- men his gifts, his time, his energy
'ng music in
and his earnings, a singer whose
job lots.
songs warm, the hearts of. the 140:
.

:

orchestra,

,

^^"^

^''''^

?ntn
nto the Biltmore
f^oom, which has

« now

waiting
to go

weeks
hotel's

Bowman

been under

repair,

scheduled for a Dec. 5 open-

million."

Accepting the award with a short
sjpeech of appreciation, Berlin then
moved to the iJiano where he played
and :Saiig some of his own compositions.'

PLUG 'LAMPLIGHTER'
Hollywood, Oct. 29.
Christmas Seal campaigners are
going into the songplugging business
this year, with the anti-tuberculosis
association making a tie-in throughout the country for disk jocks to
play Hal Drewin's Capitol recording
of "The Old Lamplighter," plus a
gratis pitch from the jocks for seal
purchases.
Song dovetails with patnting of an
old-fashioned lamplighting scene on
the 1947 stamps.

:

'

.

•

to the indifferent one-night
grosses turned in op and down the
Coa.st by some of these :bands as due
to the .same reason.
When they've
covered the Hollywood scene ^thoroughly, out they ^o up toward San
Francisco, etc., and they've done it
so often that by now they're dead

also

re-

new

record
came out and ASCAP now has
two more members, for the
composers' names on the recordings were Lyon
Healy,

Last

:

Hollywood ballroom owners, point

Hillard, not sure, replied,

titles.

tail

him to furnish the
names for the disk

&

wood.

That the Coast area

is still good
names making, the
a year or so is pointed
by the succes.ses of several
bands which go west only occasion-

diggings for

b.o.

British Decca's

circuit once

:

•

'

Chicago, Oct. 29,
First instance in Which a music and music instrument house
:was given disk credit for com-,
posing a tune showed up here
last week when better than .2,000
Mercury records were distrib-

Here

,

29.

One of the prirtiary causes of the
currently bad slump in name band

New Tune Team

of Music

.

SLIDE

B. 0.

Coast Surfeited With Same Names,

J(jp

worried.

U.

47

out

Lewis Reviews

^

ally

Benny Goodman, for example,
Meadowbrook

.

did fairly well at the

Gardens recently. Tex Beneke hit
some high admission notes at the

Disk Outlook
Despite high

cost

of

Palladium Ballroom; as a matter of
he did better than any band

fact,

since the

raw mate-

rials and fact that most pressing
plants and equipment are in a bad
state of repair, E. R, (Ted) Lewis,
president of the London Gramophone Corp. and head of the British
Decca Record com^ny, declared
disk
last week? that the English
manufacturers are pointing for a
market of 45 to 50 million platters

year.

Election Slump* Too

Poor biz in local terpalaces, blam-:
ed also on pre-election slump nationwide, seems to be getting proworse, with operators

gressively
taking terrific beatings in the five large
terperies
that,
are
open,
here

throughout the week.

in 1947, Even so, this heavy production will not satisfy the strong domestic demand since some 50% of
production must be earmarked for
export to maintain a favorable e.x-

change

wartime period. Sammy
in good grcs.ses once a

Kaye turns

Culver

City's.

>

Meadowbrook Gardens is now open
only, Friday and Saturday, with
Harry James, though

it's going back
on a six-a-week basis Nov. 7 but
not because operator Joe Zucca figures things will be belter then. He's
bringing in a new band, fronted by

rate.

Controlling the rights to a newtype recording method which is said
to be superior to conventional pressing,
British Decca recently concluded a deal whereby di.sks made
under its full frequency ^ange technique will be distributed in the U. S.
by American' Decca, according to
Lewis. At this time, he added, he
does not expect to license any American companies with the new pressing process.

—

(Continued on page 52)

Boat Tourism
Scale Upped

Any phonograph, Lewis said, is
adaptable to use of the new platter.
(Continued on page 52)

There's been quite a change in the
American Federation of Musicians'
rules covering the use of musicians

on steamships plying coast-wise to
the West Indies, Bermuda, etc., a
field which maestro Al Donahue had
pretty much sewed up before the
war and which he's going into again

ABELES CALLED IN TO

APPEAL SAM FOX AWARD
Judicial confirmation of a special
master's award of $38,625 against
Sam Fox and Harry Fox's Publishing Co. has been asked by Fjank J.
Pallma, Jr. and Stanley Warner in
an application filed in the N, Y. federal court.

Award was made

when

next .ipring

the lines reopen.

To begin with, the scale has been
boosted from $26 weekly, plus first
class meals and accommodations, to
:

$42.

after

In addition to scale increases there
allegedly owing to the plaintiffs on have been changes In jurisdiction.
Pallma's compositions which were Pre-war; all musicians working such
sold to the defendant in 1928. Suit ships -were under the jurisdiction of
ofiice;
Now they
arose out of A deal in which the the national
alsO
music publishers, will be shepherded by the local conplaintiffs,
transferred their catalog to Fox in trolling the city out of which their
exchange for an agreement by the .ship woikis. And all must be Local
latter that plaintiffs' creditors would 802 N. Y.) members whereas' before
be paid in addition to payment of they could have been members of
any local. All tsixes (1%) nuist be
royalties.
Decision of Judge Samuel Mandel- paid to the individual locals. Conbaum which ordered hearings before tracts must be filed with locals on
a refereg on royalties found for -the jobs calling for more than one lull
defendant on other charges. Plain- roundtrip.
tiffs had claimed that Fox failed to
Most
vacation
coastwise
and
pay creditors and* had not pushed steamers won't resume until spring,
publicity and advertising' on the mainly
because the Crovernment
Pallma compositions. In this regard, stiU controls bo&ts they took over,
court pointed out that the written or the latter have been turned back
contract was not signed until twp- and won't be reconditioned for pasand-a-half years after the deal and senger service until then.
that the plaintiffs, if aggrieved, could
have refused to 'ink the 'deal.
Greatest part of the awards to the
Eitpic JVIadriguers's orchestra goes
plaintiffs was fixing of $22,(i40 for
into the Capitol theatre. New York,
bulk ASCAP revenues and $18,750 Nov. 7 following current Les Brown.
for synchronization revenues. Julian Band is in for three weeks. ThereT. Abeles, called in for argument of after goes to Florid*, opening Dec.
the motion, will oppose the applica- 12 for four weeks, with four-wetk
tion while X.,eonard Zissu Will argue option, .at the Mocarabo restautajit.
for it,
.Miami Beach.

prolonged hearings on royalties

AFM

'

I

.

,

:

^

.

.
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Co.oa'Cola, ,oiio of the la j'Hpst buyti'iJiiseriiMloh/ptrr.
ei'si of irrtiisic for
posijs; alojiH with several others, assertedly ha\;c raised a liefty squavvk
and
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possibility
over, the
Crosby mi.ahi get their, iiiusic withThey have.- paid. Minout ciiargc.
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riot
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.
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Oii;
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froe,.;i-'-

im.|>oi'ta'ht

if

over a
such a deal with

causes oilier users to stop
payments, then tliore's hound' to' bo
an explo.'^ion. The Jaw .states that
the writers must fiet 5l)'; of such
revenue to publishers., and with thilt.
there's no ar.rauiient.: It. miist' be
Pliiicd:'

.

".'

Ins. ftiolblill: j;asn(>.:

In other
sin

riototl.

celebrants

and destroyed
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police
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which
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Coiive Closer To Me,
In Love in. Viiin, ...
1 Fall 111 Lo\e With
.
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killed

l>y
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To prevent

this.,

now

.thai tlie VVis-

Slump hillinrbail:

.

.
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.
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Location Jobs, Not
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iCiro's, N, TJollywOod.
Ara>!0ii. B. Ocean Park. 7th
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to be; titled^
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.Harry .rames (Nleadowbiook, 'B,. CulV?!'- (Tlty, .JJrd
Down to two
'';
liishls' a,' W,eek, with only 2.500 showing; up:,Jfixy Wald iPalladiiiHi, b; Hollywood; :3 rd wk:l; Terrific d rop
to 12.()fli);
;•"
Heiw lbu- for spot,
;

'

.<

.

(Cliu-aoo)

Russ (.arlvle

George taken,

Kn^^

.;JerQii'io;

Hotels

wk.).

<Icl\

.

;

slieli:

:

:.'

5th

;draSSed,;:ofit bis t3.()00.;
HoiV.ipd (Casino Claidens. B Qce-an P.iik. 4lli wk 1
and: dailies,JCainEVaigit--^i):iiis. pabes.:all- ovei-; the 'iGt-^^avdilc^
I

Termer v\'ill be inaugurated by recording sessions at Carnceie Hall.; N. y.. Nov. 12 and 1,).
during which eight ,,.;id<?s (or
alb'^iiii usin;,?' h'itis.ie 'of llte pop: mas^
tei's,.

:

in

Anacici!)

Cayailiii'«

Garbcr

Jones parity

WITH M-G DISKS

CH-r!»h.wh\,;'ChU>.'

;

:

hold.:

I

BlaCkhaWk

Fine-

.5()0;

;$2-$2;;50.'min.V

Ca.i'l.vle

scera,s

to

:

have

.5.500.

nick .liivgeiis (Triinon; SO.OO-il.lS adnV.V. ,Jur ens switched, with
;Kaisel;.
and dirt fine 20-.0on:
:,;:'','
Art .Kassrl (AiragO)i; .$0.90-$l.l5: adm,>
Kassel nice 18.000.

;:.

Warnow

will use a -50-picce combo
clioir.: ; Belly. Mull i;^;
CJlenn Dai'win will luiiidlc

1ti-\ ()iCe

«oioM.;..

,

.

Tommy

Tucker, Perfumer

Bandleader Tomm.y Tuckeientered the cosmetic field; with
Timer, a perfume featuring
:

FB'S PITT

BRANCH

.sc-nils.

Chicago. Oct. 29.
Frederick Bi'Others" Chicago- office
;

:

.

liead. Milb: Sff-S,;!!! leaviiig for :Pttts-

b.urglv

Nov:.

I

Lang

wit'?;

Thon'.p-

two

tabbed .swing and sweet, for
^arly

niarkeling.,

.

ui

son to c\s.tablish
agency.
,;

After'

'a nevvv.ofi'iec for :1he

7013

EITHER irS LOVE
OR IT ISN'T''
MISiRLOU"

"PLEASE BE KIND"
"HOW HIGH THE MOON"
National Record
70 15

:

J--'

wiU return

leaving Thoir,p.<oii in

and W»

'

V'

•

t?feli;iiiliiar.V.^

pli.=hed S'.elt

Chicago,
charge.
to

Debbin Leaves Famous

iias!

Eddie Wolpin, general maiiageivxif
Paraniounl; and Famou.s piil)r,

Two

November,

the

now

both,
.latter

by.a..:musicai ;%tiin',.v;;'.:

Debbin

;;;

-

;

Famous

oiit
:.'.'.

i*iivih.g.- .;';

:.;

.sbnietifiie
'•;.:'•'

,nexl

left as

had

performed

the

Faraour- p.m.

Dcbbin'.s move wa.'; followed by
others. ;Ed iJ:cGas:k'ey.' conies iwfo the
Staff with Mack Clark. whil«;
f.oui.s -Comito moves into .Paranunint
in: place o.t Abe Farman. nlso out.

:,V:Marking i*ucKer's,fii-st^atteinp
peddhng co.smeties. he. also' plans a
bri.hg;.

is-

Wolpin

chore on Par only, as well as
siipervising both, but. last week Nat

iiiie oif huut;H.fbiIetries. wlilch, tit :-ex:p.eel,s.; to;

Paraii-iount Pi\-:sub-'
professional manager o'^

firms,

lishin.t;
sid.'.-.

Boltkv aie deeOiated with Tutkei ^
ti;adeinai'H. a ^el^cl^oo>:ci0ek; followed

,

Bc.K.d b.

iiidof.').

.

,

National Record

6,»73

)

'

;

i,-,0

925 ,^ld;4dU

1,875

;,..

';.or iiot<:';

pne of .flic loaders hi his troinbohe will calf the students
concession,
oil tWe^.sli'set ah<3 li'ito the ticldihftusc,
this; is.;- said .'to b« H?i-riian- .'St arr.
head of the W.iiner Bros combine .He'll be .Silesr;()f liijiibr af -the Wisof p.ara- coivslii-Iowa gaiiie SiUui'da.v, Nov. 9,
:: .-What lirvakes the situation
moiinf •irnportance i.s the ev.er-,£>row.-. and tbcw pliiy Ij^' .'Wi.scon.sin's HQnieing trend ol. top radio shows toward conilns b:allj-:the" fulst since the war.
tvanscnptinns. It s; indicated in tlic Sat ui day ni!,hl, No\ 9

41)0

7

27i

1

'

Mark Wyrnbw contracted with the
new Metro reeordin,!;- sul>,sid, M-Gr:M

ner; aiid

v.'helher the. pliblislier collects: consiii studeijt-. bo.d.y is; at an;iiiHtnie
"
of 18,700;.; the:-uii.i;Vei's:lt.y and,
lii}«li
There's a lendericy at the moment police have booked T: D. at $7,000
anions some publishers not to .give fur two coiuvits. He'll pl;Vv a 'con^
Philco the music for .free, but at cert, at a general scale of $1.20. foileast, as a favor. to Crosby, to give a
lo\vin,i; the bonfire, and it is Imped
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1

:

;
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$1
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Rumprs Are Flying

Frankie Carle.

f

(Oxford)

(5)

Frazier
2..

South America Take

3.

To Each His

Away CM)

(Wit'k)

(

(Paramount)....

S

Cugnt-Clarke

(

The record companies liave been tually above reproach. For tho.se
gqing steady with girl singers for a who iusit came in, she is a hefty
iong time now, but each week tlioir .colored girl who has been working
progressively Lin Kansas City for years. She sings
.infatuation
grows
more starry-eyed, This 'is rather a with, the same forthrighthess that
pity, for the girl singers p{ 'today, was a {,eature.,of fiessie Smith's syle;
taken as a group, leave plenty to he If, as Capitol's publicity releases apdesired. It would not be so scandal- pear to imply, she is the pianist on
ous if the record companies were a thesie- face.^, she is great (Her, stufT
little rtiore' discreet instead, instead oii "ftliies". is really something). It
of being promiscuous with practical- spes Witliput saying that both faces:
ly every girl who ever took a les- will be smash hits in race Jocations;
son from Al Siegel. There are some but, given the proper exploitation,
good girl singers, but you'd be llvey ;can easily ,;becomc socko on
inclined to doubt it from li.^tCiiin§
to the current rccord.s.

.Columbia
Decea
Sis. .Decca
.Columbia

.

.

.

Andrews Sisters
Crosby-Andrews

i

By George

Cosmo Blows Point

10 Best SeDers on Coin-Machines

Jocks, Jukes and D\sks

..

,

(14)

I

Eddy Howard.

Ink Spots .....
Fra nk Sioa tr a

)

.

4.

Five Muiutes More (11) (Melro-se),

5.

Choo Choo Ch, Boogie

(

...

.

...
.

.

.

.Majestie

.

Decca
Col u mbia

.

.

.

Tex Beneke

1

Victor

:

6.

Die Buttermilk

7.

I

8.

Pi'eiending

Guess

(Burke-VHt

(3)

Get Papers

I'll

,

t

,

,

,

,j

(

Bros
.......Decca
Bing Crosby, ...v.... .Decca

j

Andy

Mills

i.

....

.

.

,V;

.

.

one would be silly enough
deny the frankly commercial ap-

..cause no_
to,

,

and

of the Shores, the: ,:staffords.
the .Whitings. But this shpuld
us all the more grateful for

a girl like Julia Lee, who came out
on .GapitoJ with two, exciting faces
a few weeks ago and is back with
two more this week.
Miss Lee is wonderful and her

"When

a

Woman

".JuHa's

Blues"

MILLS

MUSIC

Loves a Man" and
(Capitol)

Week

(Wesley

•'Texas

TornaidP".

—

j

i
'

.

.

.

Tuttle)
( J i

,

m

We

Things

and
y

Summer

Did Last

|
:

;

I

!

;

i

I

.

.

.Columbia

Tex Beneke
I Andy Kirk,

.

,

.Colijmljia

.

.,

.

"

•

Ella

My Arms

Woodchuck Song'
Is

(Bourne)

,CJewell)

Always (BVC)

,..

, .

,..

.

.

Tex Beneke
.Victor
Columbia
"^'^ /ames
(Dick Haymes
..Decca
Frank Sinatra ... .Columbia
Jane Rhodes
Victor
( Betty
Johnny Mercer. .... Capitol
Frank, Sinatra
.Columbia
Frank Sinatra. ... .Columbia
Johnny Long ... .. Decca
Connoe Boswell
Decca
Vaughn Monroe. .. /Victor
Perry Coijio
Victor
Victor
Tex Beneke. ...

.

,

'

.

,

,

(

My Sugar

(Triangle)

So Refined (Criterion}.
.i.
Begin the Beguine (Harms)
.
r.^
Girl That 1 Marry (Berlin)
Shanty in Old Shanty Town (Witmark) ..
Is

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

;

.

.

.

.

,

Special— "Silent Night'' (frank
Sinatra).

.

.

;

^

.

(

Told You Tliat Lie (Stevens).

.

(

If

I'm

Lucky (BVC)

Passe, (Feist) ........... i..i,:.,<.„i

selves and an added inducement to
hot fans. This platter is recom-

If? HMVen
(Remirk)
Heaven (KemicK)
And ThPn
Ihen Us

.

mended

.

(
(

Suggested Program
(For Disk Jocks)

"Lies"— Julia Lee (Capitol).
"Lullaby of Broadway"— Hal

Direct From a

Kemp

(Columbia);
the Real Thing Comes
Crosby
-Dixie
Lee
(Decca)
Xavier
"Medias de Seda"

Record Breaking Engagement at the

"Until

Along"

the

ROOSEVELT HOTEL

—

"McSorley's

"Monday

DEAN HUDSON
Great Band and a Great

;

,

Two

Date"— Earl

picked

"Texas
jukes

;

DIXON GAYER

/lne>

a

which

called

Last August Cosmo records sought

back the factory and offered
However, Allen Corp.'
Cosmo wouldn't sliell
an additional $30,000 to cover
inventory and operating losses.

(Decca)i

a
thing,

It is

cia imed that
:

out

Top Tunes for Your Books

An

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,.

.

;

All'Time Favorite

ON THE SUNNY
SIDE OF THE
STREET

Music by.

.Capitol

,

*

JIMMY McHUGH

The

reverse,

as
well
''Blue,

as

No interference: with
great Football Song.

Blue

is pleasant ..enough, but pretty
run-of-the-miU,
>
Bing Crosby and Jimmy Dorsey's
band are out with ''Sweet Lorraine"
and 'The Things We Did Last Summer'' (Decca), The possible popularity of "Last Summer" makes it
the more logical bet for the jukes
(although it won't click the way
version
has),
Sinatra's Columbia
"Lorraine." on the other hand, is
one of the top standards and, as
such, should sell.
Capitol, with its customary re(Continued on page 5(J)

'She's The Darling

Of The Team'
Get your copy and score

TOBIAS & LEWIS Music Co.
1674 BVay. New York

QUEEN OF THE NAME BANDS

:;\

HUTTON

INA RAY

Hines

—Tommy

And Her Great New

All-Male Orchestra

DANNY RICARDO
CURRENTLY

BAND BOX, CHICAGO
IROAOCASTINft NI9HTLY CBS NETWORK
CONCLUDINft NOV. (

mm.
EXCLUSIVE

attraction

catchy

%

enough

the

majority

For another,
:

number

to

it

MANAGEMENT

is

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,

Pres.

of
is

745

Fifth Ave.,

New

York 22

be

/Innxumce ^Ae AfifixUntme*U 6^

PAULL-PIONEER MUSIC CORPORATION
iil f

II

this

(Dec-

very pleasant item.
it
is without the

of
hillbill,y releases.

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

:

Allen $12,500,

much

',

hillbilly

fearrjerkiness

Pleaded

fur

to take

FRANK KELTON
1657

deal'

,

Byes,"

Jimmy Wakely's "Texas Tornado"

a

%e

Allen Corp, leased, the plant: froin

Cosmo on

to take over ppcration and
press platters for Cosmo. Gontraet.
however, had a clause, which Woitld
enable Cosmo, to take back the plant
in the event Allen's lease payments
were in arrears, by giving Allen
$12,1)00, reimbursing the outfit tor
any losses sustained in operation and
payment for inventory. Cpnlract
also had a clause which specified
arbitration in, case there were any
disagreements on the takeover.

Columbia
Mercury

;

The other

For one

GENCRAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

..

lessee

The reverse is "I've Loved You Tao
Long to Forget" and it's pretty rou-

Press Representative

:

tlie
,

up by the, dahee bands.
Tornado" belongs on all

— metropolitan

rural.

Children Allowed" (Capitol) is a
real v/eeper that should have them
sobbing into their corn likker. It's
about the housing situation and, in
its sentimental fashion, not without
validity and pertirience in our tiities.

Show

tine,

Manager
JERRY KENNELLY

.

Featuring

29tli

of

arbitration.

Shapiro -Bejrnstein

Beautiful

(Hot Record Society).
"Once in a While"
Dorsey (Victor).

ROSELAND, New York
Personal

,

''^'^^^

and HIS ORCHESTRA

Opening October

,

Martin

cai

A

bperalors

—

Cugat (Victor).

LA.

Twins"^Pat Harrington

'

ruled that iits
against the Allen

cPiirt

suit

present

must go tp

-

W

of

,

Ma rgaret' Wh iting

^

.

NEW ORLEANS,

dispossess

.

.

*

without
to
reservation
everyone who enjoys good music.
But if Jiilia ,Lee is marvelous, she of the parody. The reverse Is "If
MILLS MUSIC, Inc.
a little dismaying top, fpr her It's Love You Want" and Herman
1&19 Broadway
•
New York 19 i.s
abundant talent only serves to show himself handles the vocal. The
up some of the other gals. Mary pleasantest thing on this side is Bill
FOR SALE
Ann McCall happens to be one of Harris' trombone. It's .difficult,
Times jjquttre Vicinity
11
(.Krtween R'way and 6tli .<%<•.»
them. Miss McCall is heard in though, to arouse' much enthusiasm
'• tS'xlOC ftri«k BldK.
0 o d y
Herman's "Wrap Your over either face. ..
• USER'S OrPORTlNITt
In Dreams'"
(Columbia
The hillbilly field offers two
rvRik xtore and !i lirt»
IS Troubles
and witljout bringing much credit strong candidates this week. Wes$65,000
rrincipals Apply
11 to herself. If Billie: Holiday is a bad
ley 'jultle arid His Texas Stars' "No
H. N. VO&EL
parody of the Billie Holiday Of 10
ISI >V. m\\ St.
(11. 4-««(iKl5
years ago, Miss McCall is a parody

BLUE ROOM

,

.

jukes everywhere, The tenor saxophonLst and. trumpeter who play
witii her are pretty special them.

N. .Y. supreme
.Corp.,
.plant,

at Massapi-qua,

Justice Sheuitag. of the

,

.

'.•
.

Who

ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY
WITH A DIXIE MELODY

,

plant

its

.

.

—

MARGIE

,

.

when

I.,

'

.Reeoi-ds failed to recaptijfe

on

L.

)

..

.

Somewhere In Night

Capilol
......Decca

Fitzgerald

[F^SSyL^^ ....... ..Capitol
Louis Armstrong
.Victor
I

.

This

Victor
Victor
.Decca

...,.<..

,;,

™o

'
I

Linger In

^,

.,. .

(

\

:

For Sentimental Reasons (Leeds)

(Bing Crosby).

ALABAMA

(Mprris)

;

Novelty.— "The
Christmas.
Song" (King Cole Trio).
Ballad
"Sweet
Lorraine"

I

Knpw

and

Blues"

"Julia's

.

,

Siwatra ;
( Frank
I Vaughn Monroe

(Morris).

ra

v;'.
,,

,

Woman Loves a Man"
and "I May Be
(Julia .Lee)
Easy, But I'm No Fool'' and
"Ain't Got No Blues Today"
.(Cootie Williams).
Dance— "Gershwin Selections
Distress'
from
'Damsel
in
iFraiikie Carle) and "It's a Pity
to Say Goodnight"
(Ella Fitz-

ON

.STARS FELL

Frank Sinatra

Children.- Al-

,

lowed"

Wakely).
Hot
"Wiien a

are prac-

STANDARDS

(
•

.

,

Coming Up

i

gerald),,f,

for

— "No

Hililjilly

1

}

peal

make

.

Best Bets of the

.

.

.

Coffee Song (1) (Valiantlf /.-.•--•..

Russell; ...... .Capitol

Perry Como..
...
.Victor
Woody Herman... .Columbia

(

'

10.;

Decea
Columbia
Decca

fKay Ky.<ier
j Con nee Boswell

(C-P)

(5)

(Criterion

( ] )

Louis Jordan

(Rylvoc)

(2)

Surrender: (iSv (Santly-Jpy)'

9-

,

Eyeryihing:' considered,,, there is ,a„disturbing sameness to the girls, who
do most of, the singing on wax these
days. This is an artistic be^f, be-

Cosmo

lease

.

.

I

j'

In Factory Suit

.

,

Own

MAX

MAYER,

President

PL.

5-5572v

.

Wt«ln*

.

:

.

10 Best Sheet

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

Sellers

week, hased on the copvrUjhted Audienre CouerPopular Music Broadca'st on Radio NeltrorX's. Pitbfh«'

-ol.

ftf(>"IiKto'^!'''''™

m^d

f"' Office 0/ Rcstaicfi,

1)1/

Heaven
And Then
^Mics-t-pvue;

fiic.

.

Sides"

Blue

.;

.

.

.

.

.:.

.

•

......

;

.. v;.

.

V
Me Ferevcr More.
Dont Know Why—. Faithful In My Fashion"
Get the Papers and Go Home
Girl
Only
ihe
Were
If You
Goodnight
Ifs a Filv To Say
Longer Baby
Linger to My Ar)ns;a Little

For You For

.

.

.

.

.

.!;:.

.

.

.

iv-

.

,

.

.

:.

Ole Buttermilk

Qn

the

.

Boardwalk—

Passe
Pietcndnig
.

,

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.:.

:

,

.

.

..

.

,

;^ .i,

.

/;

.

Sky— -f"Caiiyon

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.\

.

.

'

.

Blue'';;.,.

,

,v-.

....

:

.

.

.G.-P

Hollywood, Oct.

-

.

vi':

.

.

Ziggy
,

.

.

.

.

.

World Singing Song

.

.

icist
Criterion

,

.

_

^

signed

-

with

.

;

has

j

contract

recording

.a

wiDi

,

M«G-M- label,' lie* diskery subsid
He'll begin cutting
of Metro films.
:

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

for
first

'

new

the

outfit -soon

after:

means

an

overalL

operating-cost boost for all recording outfits of approxiirnately $1,600,'This figure unquestionably will
000.
be pared down as time goes by du»
to the deliberate use of fewer musicians on certain dates.
These will

mainly be the background combina-

.

.Robbins
Somewhere In Night. Triangle
Linger In My Arms,
.Bourne
For Sentimental Reasons Leeds

,

tr^
telm#,
orchestra
Dorsey "s

,

Tommy

3'?'.i%

companies,

uig

29.

',

.

;

;:

-

Always:
'.

-

.

...
.

.BVC',
Criterion
...
... ... .Valiant
September Spng ......Crawford:
Old Lamplighter.
.Shapiro
Things Wd. Did Summer. .Morris
Is,

Pretendi-ng
Goilee Song

.Burke-VH
.jBVC

.

Witmark

Increase

let
increaiie
.scale
recording musicians, agreed to
foi might ago by the American Fed*
ei alion of Musicians and the record-

Ziggy Elman Set
With Metro Disker

.Mutual

,

AFM

in
The

Coming Up

:

This

Capitol
.Shapiro

.

;

tions for singfirs, the cost of which
is ..borne
by tlife companies them*
selves. -Instead of large groups with,
large string sections,, tlie tendenqy

the

of the year after - formation of

his .orchestra.

Elman will be handled by Music will be toward fewer men,
Corp. of America.
He had been
Of the $1,600,000, approximately
signed to General. Artists Corp., biit Jf.'iOO.OOO of it will be borne by RCAwhich still produces the
the contract was .purchased by MCA Victor,
from GAC:' sonie monilis: back for largest amount of disks annually and
".:•
:"^
:-,
$10,000,does a heavy classical business^
,
Close on its heels will come Columbia, with added salary costs of be.

Oxford
Crawford

Fumors Are Flying
September Song
Spntfi\Vhere:In' the.:NigKt—-i-''Three Little, Girls

South America Take
Surrender

It

Away— *"Call Me

Iii Ea.ae'*. V.

Witmark

IVIister"

.

Things

We

Always— -f'Three

^

.....

.Famous

.

.Berlin

v

.

.Morris

Did Last Siinimer

To Each His

Own— I'To

WEEKBCASH

.Santly-Joy

-Little

Thi.'i Is

.

'HORN' WILL TAKE SIX

:Triangle

.

.

Dream Got Nowliere— f'Cross My Heart".:.
They Say It's Wonderful-^*''Anni-e Get Your Gun";

That

For Diskers Seen

.

;

.Bourne

.V,

:T.

.

.

Passage"- .-.
f'Tliree Little, Girls In

You Were Only Girl.
So. America Take It.;,
Guess. I'll Get Papers.

:

Mutual
Leeds
.

.

U
:

C-P

.

Su^ar Is S<) :R<;flnccl..
Lamp-Lighter

.Melrose

Girl That I Marry. .... ..Berlin

.Melrose
.Ghappell
Feis,t

I'Giiess 111

Oicl

.

,

1

mV

.

,.

,

.

Berlin
.Valiant
.Berlin

.

Uy—* Annie Get Your Gun",

Nalur

,

You Keep Coming Back. .Berlin
And Then It's Heaven Rernick

Romick

...

.

Revij^
.Coitee Sons^".ebpaeiJbaiva
noin' What ComCs
Five' W!Hn>t«s More

Five Minutes More,

Ola; .Butterm{ik Sky;; Biiirke-'WH

it's-

:

Over-All $1 JtOOO Operating Cost

(Weqiv Endirig; Oct. 26)

Rumors Are Flying,
.Oxford
To Each His Own.., Paramount
.

fofi.zi-h'ti&i.

SI

4>ni:iiii:$TiiAS-MiJSic

UKfUETY

Ot tolx r 30, 1946

8<'«y.

:

Hollywood. Oct. 29.
Harry James' band will not be
permanently broken up. Although
rumor had it ^that James was un.^
happy about results of his last tour,

^

....BVC
Paramount

Little Girls in Blue".

Own"

Each His

...Stevens

Who Told You That Lie?
Whole Woild Is Singing My Song
Why Does It Get So Late So Early
You Are Everything to Me
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song^t"Blue Skies"

as well as current biz at Meadowbrook Gardens, Culver City* stand,
having strong motion,
picture actor leanings.
Combination of things was supposed to be
leading to. dissolution of standing

Robbms
Harms

in addition to

Paramount
..

NOV. 25

.

.Berlin.

crew.
Folloioing songs are :ihose that did not have evough performance cfediU^
However, Monte states band will
on the week to be uichided in the tap group. They mostly are tunes temporarily disband Nov. 25 for six
v
Tisiiig in pppidarity.
to: eight weeks to permit holiday
Mood
Music
vacation, but will reorganize around
Either It's Love Or It Isn't— i"Dead Reckoning"
Good
Music
Everybody Loves My Baby
flrst of new year for new 20th-Fox
Berlin
*
Girl That 1 Marry, The— ''"Annie Get Your Gun".
picturCi
In December it: will do
I've Got Sun In the Mornings ''"Annie Get Your Gun'-'. ... ..Berlin
some recording for Columbia recWilliamson
ords.
I Haven't Got a Worry In the World
.Advanced
I'd BeLost Without You. ......
BMI
.Tsimcs Would Locate
It's All Over Now
Southern
v.
v.
Rickety 'Rickshaw Man
Harry James intends- coming east
Barton
again next summer, he telXs friends,
So They Tell Me
Mills
Stars Fell On Alabama
but when he does he'll have no part
Dorsey
Bros.
This Time
of one-night bookings. If and when
.E. B. Marks
the band makes its annual trek east
Too Many Irons In the Fire
.Peter Maurice in '47 it will stick to location dates.
Under the Willow Tree
.Femora
.-.
Vem Vem ......
James' one-niglit roiite in the east
.Republic
Wherever There's Me There's You
this past summer wasn't healthy due
..Southern
Without You (Tres Palabras)— t"Make Mine Music"...
to a combination of too-high b.o.
.BVC
You Make Me Feel So Young. .......:.>.,,
prices for his wares and some brutal
.Santly-joy
Zip-8-Dc-Do-Dah— t"Song of South"
weather. He did extremely well on
southwestern one-nighters several
weeks back.
:

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

;

:

;

:

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

;

:

FRANKIE CARLE FINALLY
COLf DISK PACT

SIGNS
Frankie

;

.

Carle's

orchestra

,

.

was

,

finally resigned to Columbia Records
last week after a long period of dickRenewal, which replaces an
ering.
:

agreement that expires around the
next 10. days, is for three years and
said to represent a substantial increa.se to the piani,st-maestro who, in
point of sales, is one Of the, com-

is

pany's top names.
Carle had been approached by theM-Gi-M label on the possibility of
hitching to the new disker, and had
also had talks with at least on 3 other
Columbia rival. Manie Sacks, Columbia's hea(J of artists and repertoire, signatured Carle in Chicago on
his way back to N. Yi from a brief
'

Hollywood.

trip to

Jack Kearney, formerly one-night
booker with Frederick Bros, in
York, has joined the Harry
He will concern himself mostly with bands but will work

Moss Agency.

in other fields also.

MOss Agency is the newr agency
setup by Harry Moss after he separated from Music Corp. ot America.

19

:

:

:

disks this year.

Green a Promoter

Bill

: Pittsburgh, Oct. 29,
--v.Bill Green, night club owner, :i»:
turning
impresario.
With Ralph
Harrison, local book^ig agent, he's
.sponsoring a concert by Tommy
Dorsey's band here n8v. 20 at Syria
Mosque, Pittsburgh home of longhair music.
Dorsey's getting $3,500
tor the night against a percentage.
Harrison was also in on the promotion recently of Sugar Chile
;.;

,

•

.

woi-k, the boost is indeterminable. Decca is not an adher6nt to the practice of using large
bands behind vocal names ,and::
-therefore will be clipped for perhaps
$200,000 extra.
Capitors boost, too,
is difficult to figure since a majority
of its recording work is done with
singers whose background music can
be made quite flexible^
Remaining coin will be assumed
by the many minor labels, .whiehj:
together, will not turn out 35,000,000

'

,

New

Y,

classical

.

:

Kearney Joins Moss

799 Seventh Avenue, N

Iween $300,000 and $450,000, Columbia also puts out an exten.sive line
of longhair material under the Maslerworks heading.
As for Deccai
winch does comparatively little

.

•

Robinson

MuRRAr baker

unit, also at

p,oi

Mosque.

Mr,'

-

'

OltmRSTRAS-MriTSIC

B2

ARA
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SHEP FIELDS LOOKS

Creditors

SET FOR GLEN ISLE
Shep. FieWs'

operation
Htdb-w'OQd. Oet, 29.
Bid of $255,000 for assets oJ: ARA.

on hand,

inidMding

raw

recbrdt

stock and plant and of-

in'

material

was

equipment,

down

turned,

of

The Blues/ an Aotobiog

to take ovei- the

Glen

island.

Hollywood, Oct, 29,
Manie Sacks, pop platter olvieC for
Columbia Records, is barreling lor

Of Riffs and Reefers

Ca.siivo,

R6chelle,..;N: :Y.,>*pp?ars to. be-

Barnet Cits 12 Sides

Sans Disk Connection;

For Salt to Anyone

IVfezz

Arrangements hava b?en c-pmpleled with M. L. Dezulter, ourreht

.

fice

'

flttal

COL PUSHING PLANS
FOR HOLLYWOOD PLANT

^Really

By ABEL GKGON
Beating the hike, in musicians'
citiick consli-uction of disker,v'8 new
(born Milton) Me7.?:row, w.k.
combo studio-factory-ofTicc building scales for recordintf Charley Barnet
(.larinetist, already a legend within
recently cut 12 sides independently
at Beverly and Robertson,
his time amomf the jazz fraternity,
Sacks,
visiting
here
from
N, .Y,, on the Eoasl, six of which were with
lessee of rthe .Spot, arid it rernaiiis; lias written one of the frankciit au.said Col is. anxious for a vgO-ab(jsd
Martha Raye. Along with six nia.sonly for completion of a new, fiv.o- tobiographies to get between covei's, .ijgiial
becasuB biueprintB include
Blue.s" (Random
t«rs returned to him from Cotnio
year lease between Fields ai.)<J the titled "Really the
living quarters on top of the buildis
acWestchester County Park Commis- House; $3). Bernard Wolfe
ing for Col execs and employees, Records, ha expects to peddle 'elh
credited co-a«thor and it's a tribute
.sion to make it final.
and for visitii;g recording artists off to the highest bidder,
to the ghost that ht has so realistiCasino,
the
who
hold
on
Dezutter's
can't find hotel rooms.'
cally captured Mezziow's style, life
Bandleader's attorney, Lou Ranlong regarded as on* of the most at- and times as to
be more, tlian merely
dell, who planed to the Cosst last
tractive suburban band spots, in the
a literary alter ego. Told in th^e
Friday (251 -will handle whatever
country, runs for another four years. first person, without any editorial
building
the
oh
grip
deals come up for the masters. Only
His Wi?iiag Ws
footnotes, apologies, or puTlin.E;: of
other stunt similar to Barnefs is
oVer. to Fields, subject to tlie Park punches, it's
Continned from pace 4;
really the l^lii s.as Mezthat of j^rtie Sha-w, who cut a numCommission's olsay, involved ai1 iin- zrow has lived his jlife,
disclosed sum, >.-hi'Ch is likely to be
Vido Musso, former tenor-saxist ber of sides some time ago on his
in its inIt's
raw
raucous
and
operate
.will
Fields
around $75,080,
with .Woody Hermaii and other own and 'disposed of the masters to
formal but highly informative low- names.
Because names haven't Musitraft when he subsequenHy
the Casino with top naiiie bands,
aiithor-inusician's al
diawn well at spot, Zucca figures he signed with that label,
probably buying them for four down of the
in synweeks at a time rather than' for most fresco existence. The sin
will do better with less well-knowii
Verbal deal Barnet originally had
the
existence;
copation;
the
nomad
next
mUsici'ews..
of the season. He would open
with Cosmo called for a guaranie*
gangof
naive
acceptance
almost
the
retaining
meanwhile
spring,
Only 150 couples went through the
of :$60,000 yearly for his services-^
sterdom-bosses make foi' a rich and wickets at the Palladium,
weekend policy now in use.
last Wedpayable quarterly. On the basis ot
revealing tale in tlie patois o? rifis nesday (23) to
hear .Terry 'Wald'S or- this
prelioiijiary
:aj(r.eement
tlie
and. reefers.
chestra, and it was almost as,- bad
bandleader cut six sides at the waxBiit against it and behind it all is the rest of the' week, although Friery's N. .Y. studios, but tiie sides
the rebellion bl a KUssian-American day and Saturday were fair. Operawere to be held in escrow tmftil Uie
Jew who "crossed the line," in re- tors are singing the blues on the
Continued ttvm yiife: 4' j
first $15,000 was laid on the line,
verse—not like the liglit complected weekend score, too, however, points
Cosmo's reiwirted finamcial straits
composers in juice boxes caused one Harlemese who "pass" as ofays but, ing out that the past weekend's take
stymied the deal.
of the major uproars oS the conven- who, in this instance, lb\'e:s and lives was 50% ot what it was two monUis
Uruguay.
Italy,
from
Delesates
tion.
with Negroes, anc; marries a colored ago.
assailed,
hotly
Argentina
Brazil B»d:
woman. Mezzrow screams his rebelTrianon,
Avodon, Aragon and
the U. S. as "a nation out of step lion against repression and suppi-es- Casino Gardens are
also way o£L Atwith tli« n«w world." It was claimed sion of his colored colleagues in pax- tendance at these spots the
same
that the U. S. appropriated artistic ticular and the Negro race in gen- night the Palladium
was checked was
counother
citizens
of
of
property
eral, citing how the Jim Crow bar- 90, 170, 110 and
120, respecUvely-^
enter"commercial
gave
tries and
riers ensnared, him ei-en Iwto. list- including soiigjpluggers and others
for
works
to
th«se
access
free
prises
ing him as Negro in his musician's with passes. Conces-sions are being
personal .gain."
local, on. his prison paiwle. card and hit, too—rit not wiped out in some
Said one angry delegate: "J^ny law even with iQie draft board.
cjjses— as result of the big dip, which
which says an author can have an
It's not a
pleasant book nor is operators blainfe on curtailed ex-

New

:.

Mezz Mezzrow's

,

in

bankruptcy court
pi

receraljHJetidation

last

Mix

/week on
Fink,

at-

tfeiey far creditors .of ARA and loiQiTer
the trustees in bankruptcy.
for plattery was made by auctioneer
t)avid Weis7,

amount —.net
which

tlie

who guaranteed

that

minainum

for

—

assets

as

would l»

Maestros Wary

sold at

Claims of altnost $1,000,000
have been filed by creditors, with

auction.

ARA's comwlete

'

inventoj-y evaluated

:

at $670,000.

First lien against ARA to be paid
out of whatever it's sold for is the
government's, which amounts to

'

.

covering withholding and
Second is
brought
by Union Bank and Tmst Co., who

$ll'fl!,08t),

tW

eKcdse taxes.

ARA

loaned

^il

Karris', $80,080;

$14,000-

'

;

Hoagy

Irving

:

.

Judy CanCarmichael,,

Ginny
SinmiSj $6,fl0» with stnaller amotmts
i«r Frances l.angfbrd Joe Reichman,
Art 'TatUHi and others.
$12;fli9B;

Beiflin, $12,000;

exclusive right .to publicly perform
in oii« paragraph
copyfighted
in the next say th« performance
a coin operated machih« is not a
public performance is not only not.
Uiiderstafida'ble but is unlriendly."
CISAC delegates pas.sed a similar
resolution protesting the section of
the Canadian copyright laws which
restricts rights of authors and composers on all mechaTiioal .«se«^ol

woA

and
of,

,,

.

;

'

worlds.

their

composers from

box

tjse of

An

distinctly bars
collecting for juke

This

their .muistc.

expected merger of

Mezzrow altogether a pleasant character, considering his frank confession of being an opium addict and
a convicted dope (marijtiana) peddler in Harlem, But it is nevpr dull
and, in its way, will take its place

penditures for luxuries, in the face
«f the cost ol living boom.
Hotel spots are also being hit,
despite coiiventlons, with Ambassa-

dor hotel's Cocoanut Grove moving
its cover charge from 9 p.m,: to 7
p.m,
Contactmen, especially, are
taking it on the chin on this score,
inasmuch as formerly tliey could get
in to see maestro Fread,ij; Martin
about their wares over a cuppa coffee and get out before the convert
went on, now itll cost them. $1 extra

among unusual Americana, perhaps
as a semi-historical cioseup on our
life and times, as seen through the
personality of one rather wild fiigitive from fhe Petrillo world. In its^
way, too, it's the best cioseup on ja-zz
arid jazz musicians than all the
Hugues Panassies from here to
;

^

weekdays, $1.50 weekends.

CISAC and France and Belgium and Le

the Federation of Inter-American
Societies of Authors and Composers
failed to jell although greatei' boop;

Jazz
Hot. BecaiisB it's a solid sender of a
story, personalized around an individual.

—

eration was voted by other organisations which were, ift session here all

P.S.tr-There's a glossary, and the
reader will need it. It's also a ready
pasture for one H. L. Mencken, who
At &e .conchisMm of .tjie sessions inay find a couple or: three new
it was announced Uiat John Paine of words for his Glossary 'of Slang.
ASCAP will negotiate with NAB
on a oew contract for the use of
Bob Hiiele, pijexy of Signature
ASCAP music (see radio section I.
Several foreign groups were voted Records, on the Coast inspecting
sites for a plant and offices in the
into membership of CISAC.

.week..

BOURNE,
'99

Inc.

SEVENTH AVE. NXW YORK

i9

N

.•.

ASCAP-CISAC

raw ma-

Others owed, and amounts,

terials.

are
ova,

$60,000 against

'

Y

,

band business is obvious. In the, end,
even the top maestros must suffer.
That the young bands are at the
moment in dire straits is no secret.
Music publidiers, personal managers
asd anyone connected with the band
business -who appears to have a wad
stashed away, has been plagued the
past few weeks by young bandiead-

Los Angeles area.

er.s

Britisli

Decca

with a rei^onse range of 30 to
cycles per second,

graph
"York

lihe

some

carry

They

many more

However, his Ijondop Gramophone
Corp, has developed the London
Fidl-Fre»iuency Eaoge Reproducer
whidi duplicates extreme lower and
upper sections of the ihusical scale

Ijeyond

seeking financial aid to
through the crisis^

them

haven't been very successful, except possibly on a small scale, and
than the few that have
already given up are due to do so if
they do not get assistance.
All this adds up to one thing,
bandsmen feel. There has got to be
a .sharp revision of ideas and costs.

Continued from page 47';

2

Coast Bands
Cuiitiuued from |>age 47

stay in existence. What such a situation portends for the future of the

.

At the moment,

.ttiere isn't what
might be termed « "no. 1 band in
business," and there ii little
:

9,000 cycles

range of existing phono- -the

New

units.
Previewed in
last weric, they're priced

at

and upwards.
No machines of any -description
were .jiiede through the war years,
1939-1946,: I<ewis said, and record
$li*95

prodsiiclion vms jilso drastically curlaiied.
Consequently a tremendous

backlog, has been built up. No sales
probtet exists since dealers' »he9v*s
are empSed almost as soon as Uaey

evSmped ia the iMind
business T?y itlie ptAlifc Ask almost
anyone conneicted with the field
the title of and She Eame of the
maestro involved with the last bigselling record Uy a "name" orcliestra
and ht won't be mble to remember
<and tma doesn't actuaMy noean
Franide Carle's ^iano rwords accompamieid hy 14 mnsiciaias)
inSierest being.

.

.

i

«re fQled,
•

is

of feitish platter production
concentrated with Blnglish Decca

Biiilk

and Electrical Musical Industries
which markets disks und«;r siich
trade naiaes as flis Master's Voice
and Columbia. Main damper on increased ciattiijg oot onJy is the Mortage of materials but the high cost of
wjiai is available. Shellac, for example, is excQstionally high on the
British market, I,ewis stated.
.

Hea.r ColuTibia Record
that

we

are

r370yA,

:.

zz-^i

iustified in protesting this censotsn.p.

W':k.

figure

in

circles, Jicwis is

British financial
also interested in

a ,newi navigational

*The ballad on the other

side.

device which
eliminates the stacking, of planes
airports
api)roachipg
in
thick
weather,
His Englisli Decea firm,
which was instrumental hi setting
up American Deccia some 15 years
ago, still retains a small interest in
the latter con^jany, ;I^wifi said.
Here since last June, l^e expects to
return to England some time in November—possibly on the Queen
GUzaiiwth.
;

.

CHARUNG MUSIC CORPORATION

WHEN A WOMAN
LOVES A MAN

.

MERCER, HANfGHIN, JiNKINS

'

:

.
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Troika, D.C., For Sale;

More Fib Names

Kt

Op

to

H«sponse

to
fllm player«

agency

pitches

to

make vaudc junkets

idleness caused by
during enforced
Hollywood studio strike, is
the
thea-rowing. Latest to sign for a

tre tour in

Kathryn Grayson, Metro
been booked for the

singer who has
Oriental, Chicago,

She'll be on the
Johnston,
johnie

starting Dec. 20.

same

with

bill

Metro

another

weeks ago was
singer, who several
previous date
foiced to postpone a
at the

Capitol theatre, N. y., because
of shooting schedules.

of disruption

Talent agency spokesmen declare
high-salaried stars are more amenon vaude touif
able to going out
the Ia.'5t
than was the case during
jurisdictional ti/£ between the International Alliance of Tlieatrical Stage
'Employees and the Conference of
this
year.
Studio Unions, earlier
They ascribe two reasons for the
change, primary cause being the retaxes
which
federal
in
duction
makes it possible for an upperbracket star to retain more' eaincase pieviously.
jrigs than was the
The other reason is belief that current wrangle will continue tor an
.

indefinite period,, consequently, the
desire to secure dough elsewhere.

The William Morris agency
bei'n

using these

sales

talks

has
with

Consequently,
results.
excellent
thej^'ve sent out a sizable list which
includes Miss Grayson, Danny Kaye,

Haymes,
Dick
Rooney,
Frances Liinglord and Jon Hall, and
Leslie, Music Corp. of America haS'set L^na Horne.i
Mickey
Joan

Soph Tucker, Martha Raye

Miami

Set for Beachc'ber,

Village Vanguard, N. Y., is pick
ing up acts that have worked the
Blue Angel, also N. Y.
Herman
Chittison trio has already made the
downtown trip, while Maxine Sullivan, who starts at the Vanguard,
American Guild of Variety Artists
Oct. 31, will follow with an engage^
Helen Hamilton, who operated the ment in the Blue Angel.
is
progressing rapidly with plans
Richard
Martinique, N.Y., Seeks tcfr its forthcoming convention set
Troika, «aid her plans are indefinite, Dyer-Bennett is also slated for both
but she is. mulling another cafe.
for Chicago latter part of Decennber,
spots, which are operated by Max
Acts in Booking
It will be the first hittional j:ollialj:
Gordon (not the legit producer ot
itself in of the yaude taient union and will
La
Martinique,
Y.,
finds
N,
the same name).
one of the toughest situations since also signal return of autonomy to
GUILD
However, alternating of acts be- its opening. Dario and Jim Vernon,
the union from Associated Actors'
tween both spots is not indicative spot's operators, are faced with the
Artiste.s of America, which took
NITERIES of a policy, as not all acts are suited necessity of lining up a new- show and
it over in 1942i when union had acSeven Bridgeport, Conn., niteries for both cafes,
in about a week's time, .since cur- crued an indebtedness of $71,000 to .
were pactcd to closed-shop agreerent layout ..with Harvey Stone exits sister, unions within the ("our A's.
next Wednesday (5), and so far no With indebtedness paid off some
nnents in an organizational drive by
new talent has been pacted.
talent: union in that area handled by Dorothy
iiionihs ago, the union, via JMatt
Collins In
Emil Lowe, of the N. Y. local of the
Dario Is considering Freddie Bar- Shsiyey, its hatidnal direotdr, ili^s
union.
tholomew, who is currently breaking pfetitioned for jrettirn of afttononjy
Top Spot at
Spots, involved, and all of whom
in a new act written for him by and independence.
posted cash security covering talent
Morey Amsterdam. Former film jive
lAC VA's attprneys, Jonas T. Sil'With Skelvey, Fox 111 IS reported
budgets,, are Walter's Tavern, IWelowilling to play the cafe. verstpne and Mortimer S. Rosenthal,
dy Club, Howard hotel, Club FairDorothy Collini^, coordinator of adhave completed rough drafts of
Deal
fell
Jerry
Lester
with
way, 616 Club, Hollywood Club, and ministration /at. national: headquar- through last week becau.se of price. the by-laws and con.stitution, upon
The Lodge.
ters of American Guild of Variety Comic held out for $3,000, while which they will huddle with SheiPeggy's Diamond Horseshoe, MilDario offered $1,000 less, Dick Him- vey for final okay when latter re^
ford. Conn., was cited unfair for re- Artists, is sitting in top spot of the
ber's orch is also under considera- turns to New York Irom. the Mayo,
fasal to negotiate pact and bond: coin. talent union during absence of Matt
where he's .undergoing
Clinic,
tion.,^
checkup, .tlijs week or next.
Shelvey, AGVA's top man. and Dave
Fox, his Chief aide, both absent beNew' setup calls for election of

Washington, Oct.

Vaiide Trail

Sophie Tucker and Martha Raye
have been added to the li.st of lop
cafe acts signed for the Florida seaBoth have been set for the
son.
Beachcomber, Miami Beach, with
'Miss Haye opening Jan; 9, while
Soph follows in Feb. 5.

'5!!lS'^ ....JAGVA Formulates Plans For

Mulls Another Spot
29.

I

Troika club which closed last winter as a result of a $200,000 Are, will
not reopen because of intended sale
of th« building. Site has been up for
sal* at $600,000.

FordicoiningXiii Convention
.

La

Jam

.

PACTS^N

:

,

AGVA

;

.

;

:

:

,

'

Evelyn Dall Back for U.S.

cause, ofillness.

Fox has' recovered from recent
operation and recuperating at home,
while -Shelvey
is.
undergoing a

Dates After 11 Years
Evelyn

who

Dall.

clicked

m

American, songstress

London and stayed

checkup at

Over there 11 years, including the
blitz, returned to the IJ. S. with Bert
Ambrose, the British maestro, and

now wants

to

work

in

America

Dorsey, Decorator

ter,-

the: IV-ayo Clinic,

Settle

That goes, also, for Am- again to continue whate:- er treatbrose excepting be must first get ments: prescribed foij, him in the
American Federation of Musicians clinic report.
okay becau.se of his nationality. Her
Miss Collins is handling routine
a change.

I

of

.

amount is due on remodeling and
redecorating Dorsey's Casino Gardens ballroom, Ocean Park.
Total bill for work done on spot
was $30,000, according to complaint
filed in Superior court here, vifith
Dorsey, who left on a band tour before suit was filed, paying only
$18,000 so far. He's reported to have
complained there was- more work
done on the spot than he ordered;
however, Appell has indicated matter will be settled out of court.

:

,

situation is easier.
Miss Dajl started

to

29.

ment

'

matters, of the 'union, in addition to
her regular task, but with controversial matters being, held in abeyance until return of either, Fox or
Shelvey.

ditto

Branch

iBliEicers;

by the mem,

bership at the forthepining convention, and a boai'd of governors. All
elective o.ffices are to be honorary
Such as obtains in other talent
unions, with po-st of national administrator,, currently held by Shelvey,remaihing an appointive salaried
post.
Currently the jiatipnal board
of the Four A's function as officers

Quietly

week If Fox is well enough to re- torney
sume work Shelvey may be out George

lor

chirping with
Ambrose's band, graduating to London films and legit (loiig run in
"Follow the Girls," doing the Gertrude Niesen role). She would like

May

Bill

own

iihibh's

Corifabs for out-of-qourt settleare now going on between atfor
Tommy Dorsey and
Appell,. counsel for California Decorating Co.
Latter sued
the maestro for $12,000, claiming

Minn., but'expects to return to
and union duties next

New York

12G

Hollywood, Oct.

Roches-

the Ethel Merman role in
"Annie Get Your Giin" but Rodgers
Cooper's N. Y.
& Hammerstein are indifferent^ at
Montreal, Oct. 29.
the moment.
Roy Cooper, operator of the ParaBoth came over on the Queen
mount Entertainment Bureau, is
Elizabeth last week with Jack Hylopening a New York branch Nov. 1,
ton, ex-maestro, now a No. 1 London
Beachcomber mana^ment, with iegit impresario, here on play deals, to be headed by Jerry' Gjrossman.
Cooper at present handles bookaddition: of these names has ap- and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bright
parently abandoned idea of selling (he's Geraldo professionall.v); lat- ings for the Esquire, Val D'Or and
other spots here.:
the spot.
ter making their first U. S. visit.
.

-

.

BRIDGEPORT

.

AGVA^

:

When constitution and plans for
convention are finally formulated
and okayed by Shelvey, they must
then be submitted to the Four A'a
for additional peru.sal and greenlight to go ahead with the conven,

"

tion..-

'

,

Hope

Miller's

Cafe Debut

Hope Miller, ex-pix and legit, is
being groomed for class niteries by

MCA

(via

Henri

Gine

with

doing her special materiali
prior to her N. Y. cafe debut.
She's the 19-year-old daughter of
Henry Miller, director .of advertising
and public relations for the Essex

19.

House, N. Y.

Moritz

-

i

:

MURTAH
SISTERS
America
FOREMOST COMEDIENNES
NOW

IN THE 6TH

WEEK BLUE ANGEL, NEW YORK

OPENING

NOVEMBER

7th

OPENING

NOVEMBER

28th

CAPITOL THEATRE,

n. y.

STATE THEATRE,

n. y.

(Thanks to Mr. Mervrn Sehcneft aiid Mr. Sidney H«rmonil'

Sf^H a MOMCCO cum,
(for

Personal Muageneiit

PAUL SMALL ARTISTS

Ltd..

Al

Helen Forrest pacted for the Dick
Haymes show at the Golden Gate
theatre, San Francisco, starting Feb.

MON^EM. OVB«C

two weeks)

1m. 201 West 52nd

St.,

New York

City

|

Weilnesilay, October 30,

S4

DAVIDSON TAKES OVER

Gerstiey Reelected

USO-Camp Shows To Be Routed From

Philadelphia, Oct, 29.
E. Gerstiey, businessman
art patron, was reelected to anoncryear term as president ol
Rpbin Hood Dell Concerts, Inc. It

Henry

and

Mostly Vaude,

Toido- 37 Unit^

Othiir

Set

be his fourth term.
Miss Gertrude Ely, Menry P. Mo-

will

USO-Camp Shows

plans a change

lautiiig starting Dec.

ill

Pacific

so that all

1,

AFPAC

MtDPAC

Ilhenhy' and Frank B. Murdoch were
reelected vice-presidents.. E. Rayrnond Snedak'er will again be treas-

that, there's

entertainments

there to keep the Gls amused,, ansi
Camp-Shows, consecjuenliy, can conserve its dwindling budget for the

m

aUernate between the

felt

commercial

enough

uiiits will first report to Tokio and
be <li'stribvit,ed .from that area. Units
will be dLspatched so that most iri'stallations
the Pacific will get a
show every 10 days. Layouts will

Its

areas.

where entertainment

Pacific areas

needed

and

The Army^

areas in 60 day stretches.

ag

making some enterby hiring

is

arrangements

lainnieiit

and David Hocker continues as
board secretary and general man-

urer,

is

,

mo.<i.

.'r.

CHI MISSION REVERTS

Gurrently, Gamp Shows leport
civilian entertainers for its installathat 37 units are operating in the
Currently, a Dutch variety
tions.
Pacific with 15 diowing in Japan.
by Army
unit has been formed
Ave in Korea, nine in the Philippines Special .Services for a tour of bases.
and Okinawa' and eight iri the
.

TO NITERY AGAIN

'

MIDPAG

sector,

which

Chicago, Oct. 29,
'to a missionary, center
reconverted to a nitery
history of a building, on ChiSpot; forcago's near '.north side.
merly housed, the Hi-Hat Club prior
'

Nightclub

compri.se,s

the area around the Mariannas.
Mo.-;t iif lhi2 shows are variety unU.s
legit being kept at 20% of the
layouts on display. Smaller percent-

with

and

New

Yorker Hotel, N.Y.,

is

I

Resuming: Ice Shows

i

1

age' of legiters was made neces.sary
by the fact that it's' not feasable to
transport sot.'; by air, as most travellin.n ia done that way.

'

New Yorker

hotol, N, Y.. will reshow.s fatter part of next
Inn
December..
or
early
dropped, the' Made displays .early
September, when -tank needed over-

month

to June. 1943, wheii it 'was purclVa.s-ed
by the New Tribes Missionary Center
Protestant
various
by
supported

:

.

Camp Shows

will retire from the
ol operations D.ec.
concentrate on. the

European theatre

Purcha.sed last May. by a local
food nian for $6i,800 to be turned

31,

and'

will

liauling,
j

on a siraight band.policy

It's ijieen

I

,

,

lafsl
restaurant,
an Italian
minute deal was eiVecled yesterday

into

.5tn.ce.

,

brothers,
Jacob.son
the
owriers of the Rio Cabana, take over
the club on a 10-vear lea.'-e with an

whereby

annual

*

We fwe y0u,
for

''

Eddie Leonard,

booldng us into the headline spot in your Spa

i

^

The Red Caps ...
The Picadilly Pipers and Dee

as the Jones Brothers

Brown Dots
Lloyd McKaye.
.

.

.

.

.

and Mr.

Claster, for booking us into the

drome Theatre in Baltimore
up bur option
tlurd

Mr. Rappaport-

i

for a second

and

.

.

week

.

Hippo-

and picking

.

,

.

and then a

from opening to

for switching us

G wich

*
*
*
*
^
*
*
*
*

clonng spot.

*
*
*

sajrang

(New

acts,

October

solo of Gershwin's

?ampini
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Book Show

Barry and Frank Farrell, after flopping as a Swedish nitery, is undergoing extensive alterations, iricludr
ing new decor and will reopen latter part of next month.
,:

,

,

Operators inteiid expanding talent
budget, with initial attempt being a

Conklin; package
Bobby
"Greenwich Village Nights''
cast

new

ol

faces

titled,

with

and old-timers.
,

be a bcok show, with book and
lyrics by Conklin and music by

It'll

who

also front
will
Conklin will stage it.

Lee,

*
*

Breezy Alibiography

Joey Adams' alibiography, "From
Gags to Riches" (Fell: $2.50), puts
him in a class with Gypsy Rose, Lee,
Bop Hope, Milton Berle, Eddie Cantor and George Je.ssel as an exponent

show

of

biz

belles

lettres,

And it's one of the brighter contributions to come from a vaude comic.
It's
well-written^ and carries the
rosy-hued viewpoint of a man who
has reached his goal that of living
at the Waldorf and eating regularly
at Toots Shor's.
When a.vauder
reaches that state of affluence, he
has every right to a viewpoint that
ail's well with his world, and may
well: choose the prerogative of viewing the domain o£ showbusiness
from a lofty viewpoint.
Adams' "Gags to Riches" is not
too filled with
the first person,
dwelling largely on -his contemporaries in the theatre and newspapers.
He's liberal wiih the bonmols of others (with proper credit),
discusses Broadway haunts and. persorrslities with a nicely ingrained
sense of- humor, and gives a bright
picture of those following the anything-for-a-laugh school that prevail in the vaudeville and nitery
trade.s.
In fact, he ha.s enough
cracks in this tome for several

—

vaude

acts.

The chapter on the handling of
hecklers has enough insults to carry

He tells o£ showand
friendships,
most pungent
.jibes and discusses every press agent
in town but his own.
For added money's worth, the
Project Calls for similar schools in book is profusely illustrated with
downtown Los Angeles, San Fran- cartoons by Al Capp, Xavier Cugat,
Portland, Seattle, Coronado Dave Breger, Ham Fisher, Rube
cisco,
Goldberg, Otto Soglow and others in
and Long Beach.
Meanwhile, the pair will continue similar economic brackets. For the
sake of distinction, forewords are
to appear professionally, with their
by F. H. LaGuardia, Toots Shor,
next nationwide tour slated to start
Frank Sinatra^ Gypsy Rose Lee and

Los Angeles, Oct. 29.
Veloz & Yolanda Studios, Inc., was
launched into the instruction business with the preem of its first
purchased from
recently
school,
Charlies Baron, In Beverly Hills.

Policy Switch

Zanzibar,
N.Y.,
hitherto
on a
Negro attraction policy, has modified
sum. Sale becomes effective Nov, 2.
its stance to the extent that it will
However, one of the; sale stipula-L. •attempt to get headliners of either
tions U the booking of Morris acts race,
on concert tours through the new
Modification of policy has been in
-setup.
the wind for some time. Joe Howard
New tag for the outfit will be the and Carl Erbe, spot's operators, have
Davidson Concert Bureau.
appioached talent agencies for top
Davidson joined the Morri? office talent, but .so far nothing satisfactoi-y
in 1944 to form the concert division to them has fumed up.
after having been an indie concert
There's possibility that the Zanzimanager.'
David Hocker, Sylvia bar will use a mixed show; such as
Wright and Mildred Schagal will re-, the Copacabana, N.Y., did several
main with the new setup. However. years ago when it had the Ink Spots
The'a Dispecker leaves the Davidson in an otherwise ofay layout.
office when
new setup goes into
Business at the Zanzibar, as in
effect.
most N.Y. spots, is heaviest on weekends and the average Saturday
evening has them handling 2.200
patrons, with Friday night second
Adams' 'Gags to Riches'
best with 1,700.
Other nights have
them serving an average of 1,000.

a high-market value to the layman
Yolanda Open
who always wishes he'd thought of
Bevhills Terp School that statement when in an embar-

in January.

rassing situation.
business
feuds

the

quotes

Earl Wilson.

critics'

In

Adams

fact,

everybody get into the

Tunesmea

is

&

Veloz

Variety, for

virtuoso stuff right off the top shelf

talent.

Club, Greenwich 'Village,
Little
N. Y., nitery which" recently reverted to its former owners, 'Waller

Harry

We fove yoitf

$50,000 on
policy will

Village Nitery

Spotting

dance band.

*

Jacbson

$18,000.

remodeling the spot. New
include floor shows and name

.

We h¥e yoUf

of

spending

plan

*

Musical Bar ... where you play such topnotchers

*
*

rental

brothers

agency

Morris

,

I

;

'

William

getting out of the concert business.
The 'W'M concert bureau has been
sold to James Davidson, head of
the operation, for an undisclosed

A

denoiniiiatious.

'

.

tli.e

I

ice

.siinie

!

Itnally

Zaiizilnrs(N.Y.)

MORRIS CONCERT BIZ
The

act.

Management spokesman

I

i
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Import French Guitarist
For Ellington Concerts
D'jango

Hoboken,

guitarist
,

to

become part

Duke

of the

Elling-

ton concert troupe.
He'll remain in this country after
the tour to work with other combos.
•

TO TED LEWIS
Dear Ted: Congratulations on
your thirty-fifth year and third
week in show business. Pardon
the lardy felicitations but I must
echo, the
cry of L/S,'M/F/T
which everyone knows is the
Still
abbreviatibh for, "Lewis
Means Fine Talent." You might
be interested to know that wTien
I get down to that part of my
act where ^he audience requests
imitations, if is Ted Lewis three
to one. This is highly embarrassing since I've never imitated you.
,

However, if you have an old orchestration ot "Baby Smiles At
Me," let me have it because the
Lewis requests are getting stronger and my excuses are aelting
weaker.

I

tore

up my

orchestra-

tion of Baby Smiles in 1920 when
Tilzer stopped paying me
for plugging it. I hope I won't
have to return that twenty-five
per week to sing it again. Good

Von

to you, Ted, and here is my
answer to that famous query of
YES
Everybody IS
Happy,.
Happy to know that
you are still around and a bigger

luck

yours

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

attraction than ever.

Cordially,

Georgie

Price.

lets

Hoboken, N. J.,
Adding Vaude Shows

N. J.,
which has had divers policies, ranghis old pal, Howard J. Haines, Whom
he had not seen or heard of in ing from stock to opera, and currentoperating
ly
witii
pix
policy,
is
years.
Beh SchafTer emceed the anni- planning to add vaude bills.
New policy is slated to go in tWo
versary party tendered to Sam
Schulman. Entertainment, was given weeks hence, with five acts of vaude
by Sig Mealy and Victor Gamba.
on last halt of week.
experiment
Isabelle Rook, pianist, who was pays off, house may adopt split-week
floored by pleurisy recently, handed
policy, playing same number of acts
a good clinic report and allowed up
on
both
ends.
once a week to see films.
Booker for house has not been set
Charles Kaufhold plenty happy
over visit from wife who shot in yet.
from Harrisburg. Pa., last week.
A. B. "Tony" Anderson, manager
of Pontiac theatre, appointed^ Mayor,
filling vacancy caused by resignation
of Mayor George Carson.
Joe Taft, technician, shot in to
bedside and his frau. May Taft, who
is
perking up O.K. with the rest
theatre,

hot

Reitihardt,

and member of the quintet of the
Hot Club of France, is being imported by the William Morris agency

ALWAYS WORKING

'WHITEY' ROBERTS

RialtOj
Rialto

also said

that a $200,000 bid for the cafe plus
an additional $1)0.000 for inventory
was turned down.

Jose.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
saranac Lake, N. Y., Oct. 29.
Via an item in this column James
Wotton, Rogerite, was reunited with

1946
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*
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Clarinet

*
Drums

Vocal

Herman

Miller

routine.

,

alumnus of the Col
cited for his war work

Willis,

ony who was

J.

&

«t..SlrK

H.

KLEINMAN

Mtk Kind, I^nc bland

JAMES BURRELL

now

,

Among

those

clinic reports are

over good
Charles Michalski
Earl

elated

Opening Thursday

(Oct. 31st)

Mos Gould, Walter Hoban and
Hart.
/
Dr.

»

.

Homer McCleary. Rogers house

medico, back after a months vacash.
Frank
Scheedel,
RKO staffer
check into the Rogers for observa-

Bill Miller's

RIVIERA

Ft. Lee, N. J.

tion.

•J^

^

Personal Direction of
.48

Phillip

&

W. 48th Street, New York

Weber ...
City

Clt>'^

studying at the University -of
Maine, In spare time he directs his
own orch playing in Bangor^ Me.,
is

nitery.

Piano

LIST!

Special Cowle'i C»llt cri»ii. $S

.

Dick

Danny Bridges
;

STECIAL MATERIAL

FREE

:

*
^

Johnny
manager

Highland,
of

Room Tavern

ex-pug,

now

the St. Regis Green
took time out to bed-

Whitey Matlsews and Bobert
Conn^Uyr lATSE boys doing nice
comeback.
WriiK Uiose who arie 111.

side

'-

DIRECTIONi JACK LEJWY

PAUL SMALL ARTISTS

LTD., INC.

.

Wedneeday, Oclobcr 80,

194*
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Herb Caeli

SAN FRANCISCa "CHRONICLE"
"Those Foolish Things: J. Garay's Copacabana reopened
Tousingly Wed. to a full house-rand once again the ageless
Duncan Sisters proved that they can be sentimental enough
to please the glubbiest' San Franciscan; when the Topsy'n
Eva kids sang 'Remembering,' there wasn't a dry eye or
glass in the house."
-

:

.

fred Johnson

SAN FRANCISCO "BULLETIN"
"Bosetta's dialogue on King Carol in Mexico tops the hour's
laughs. The Duncan Si.sters cTopsy and Eva) routine is anartistic essay into pathos and comedy— which convinces the
Duncans have brot with them thru the years a routine
subtle and always splendid professionally."

Held Over

^

.

•

Show Box
SEATTLE,

WASHINGTON

^ Paris Inn
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

^ Club

Kona

EL CERRITO,

CALIFORNIA

ALSO

HORACE

HEIDT'S

Nevada Biltmore
LAS VEGAS,

NEVADA

WITH LAUeHTER.,
WITH JEAR.^ ...
HOW WE MAPE 4;000,000»00

FILLED

FILLE D

HOW WI LO*T 44-.OOO,O0O.0O
HOW WE'LL MAKE AHO"[«ER.

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE

WESTERN MANAGEMEMT

•

M.

C. A.

;

VAUI»EVIU.B

B6

Wednesday^ October 30, 1946
over the small stage. She sings
along with the number but though
her language is a jumble, her mean-

all

Night Club Reviews

ing

is

Disk Reviews

clear.

Paul Carleton, barito.ie, previoustaps through several routines
production line vocalKst sings
ly
Diane Courtvey. Bob Karl, Jack for fairly good results that might be "You" and "Wonderful" in good
Carroll. Phil Foster, Peggy McCue, improved with more careful costum- voice but needs more volume,
ing.-.
Guy Martin Gtrh (.9) Ned Harvey
Ijine has three numbers that do
Line
of
live
ponies
and
four
showOruh, X'^hurez Rhumba Band; miniMarlowe,
credit.
Miss
producer
gals, produced by Guy Martin, is
rtiiinii $3:50.
Starting with a Mexican hat number
close to the pathetic side.
It's like
with 50 gallon sequined hats it is
Greenwich Villas; Inn, after being something that hasn't been seen in still a tough job to get 1,6 girls on
shuttered for the mummer, relighted these parts since Mayor LaGuardiii the small floor that this spot has
Thursday
(24)
evening.
Rocky shuttered Minsky's. One of the gals aiul in addition to try to do large
Camera, who manages the spot for chewing gum and ail ot them wear- routines. Miss Marlowe does both.
lag costunie.Sj that certainly came out
his brother Ed, has installed a teeofY
Her finale features a candy striped
theme.
show that's somewhat longer on of the. wai'ehYju.se are the' tipoffs.
Ned Harvey's orch makes tlie sing- beribboned Mardi Gras
quantity than quality. It's aimed for
Buddy Shaw, limited by space
ing turns a contest as to wliether
the tourist trade which has prevailed
and with only eight
the audience is. going to hear the allowances
at the Inn thi'se past few years, and
warbler or the band. The band usu- mu.sicians, does: a nXty job of playapparently meets

4;'wi«h Villajife Inn, X. Y. McCue
,

:

.

"with, at least moderate approval of the hicks, who still
come to tlje Village in the liope of

"Bohemians," although
it
would certamly die before any more

seeing

ally wins.
of muting.

It"de.flrii1;e|ly, need.-i

It's

rhumba

the last edition of the "Zi.egfeld FoUie.s." She's inodcrately good
in the pipes department, not-bad on
looks, arid .sells fairly well,:but makes
no great imprpssipn on the auclience.
Best number is an interpretation of
a number from "Carmen" as' Bizet
originally wrote it and as it was done
in ''Carmen Jones."
.Comic Phil Fo.ster i.s the individual
high scorer of the layout, although
that doesn't mean too much. He does
a ratlier good routine of humorous
reminiscing of bo.yhood events that
rnpst spectators: will remember and
be able to identify, with themselves.
However, the grease-filled hair,
sharp clothes and other marks of the
ruri-of-the-nitery m.c. type comic
militate against any overall sock.
Bob Karl does a weak ventrilo
It's
turn, with a trio of dummies.
heavy on singing and light on comJack Carroll displays considedy.
erably better than average vocalizing ability in the Sinatra-Crosby
genre, but loses out In the selling
,

.

.

.

Rather grotesque

department.

iro-

that that windblown bob
gives him doesn't help. Terper Peggy

pres-sion

outfit.

Herb.

Lniin Quarloi*,

f'hi

Chicago, Oct.

25.

Willie Howard rtiitli Al-, Kellu.
Harry Carroll Sc Polly Baker. Avialia
Aguilar. Paul Carleton^ tine (16),
Buddy Sliaw Orrh (8); $3-3.50 7»ii7i.

Howard

Willie
roll

up

for

the

a

and

Mardi GrSs

carnival of entertaintnent.
nevv* sl.iow with
Howard

;

timated by producer Selma Marlowe
have cost $10,000, plus top
to
routines definitely put the chorus
in

the .big-time bracket.

Howard

t>egins

a

Mexican

in

keeping

with

number

ambassador

theme

of Mardi
Gras. The old routine of the Lou
Holtz quickie of the Hindu prince
is used but aided by the Spanish
interpretation of Al Kelly which
gives it a different twist to bring
down the house. Next skit has Al
Kelly, a client, coming to see the
novice
lawyer,
Tyronne Shapiro
(Willie Upward), and subsequently
double talking Howard into a daze.
Howard follows with a ela.ssic. He
and the Shed House Trio— one
missing because he tripped in the
shed house sing "April Showers."

with the show's

—

WKiICK OCT. »t
MUFI'WI.O, N. r.
IHr.r

BUTTY

UO.«lH:«

.Hunt.

Slapsy Maxim's, H'wood
24;:

Phil Si luers, Patti Moore, Ben
Bine. Ben Lessy, Louis DaPron &
4 Lovelies, Eileen Barton, Professor
Belanhead, Saul CfiopHn, MaCtV iWal-

neck's Orch, with Milton
no cover, minimum $3.
It '.s

Phil

Silvers

all"

DeLiigg;

way

the

at

Slapsy Maxie's with mo.st of the
other performers doing a little un-

different

with

the

King

gets a chance to get
the act and even after the sotrio get off the floor he is

not particularly recotnJocks will

but

stuff,

mended

to disk buyers.

them

spin

plenty, of course.

This is a coupling of "In
The jukes are certain to give a
the Cool o£ the Evening" and "The tremendous play to Andy
Ru.ssell's
Christmas Song."
"Cool of the "The More I Go Out With SomeEvening" is a Nat Cole composition. body Else," which is coupled with
It
is
a mood instrumental^very "You A.re Everything to Me" (Capipretty and very subdued— and a tol). "The More" is One of the most
cinch for big sales. The reverse is successful things he's done in a long
even more of an experiment, for a while. His chore on the Hit Pairade
choir backs up the trio. is buildfng his popularity and
string
has
There have been a lot better Christ- made him into one ot the jukos'
mas songs than this one, but the better bets. There are those who do
novelty aspect, together with the not count Russell among their favorpopularity of the King Cole Trio, ites, but it must concede his pull
should make it a juke box staple. with the zazus.
For jocks and disk purchasers, howSkitch Henderson, a man whose
Evening"
Cool
Cole Trio,

ever, "In the

of .the

the recommended face.
Jo Stafford has four new faces out
week, "This Time" coupled with
"Promisp" and "White Christmas"
with "Silent Night". (Capitol). The
pop faces are good Stafford, which
is

,

this

means

they'll

sell.

"This Time"

.sounds lilce the more popular face
Paul Weston's ork acot the two.

companies. The Lynn Murray Singers back up Miss Stafford in the
Christmas faces. These are certain
to sell, if pniy because of their seabuyers are caucapable of, from straightaway gags sonal puU, but disk
and some of the mezzanine stage tioned that they're simply not in a
waggeries,, through his own rib. rou- class with such interpretations as
tines at show business and finally Bing Crosby's.
Opening night was
his clarineting.
"Adeste
and
Night"
"Silent
strictly a showbiz crowd and the
humor was aimed for that consump- Fideles" by Frank Sinatra (Columhit
tion, most of the cognoscenti having bia) make .up an unquestionable
The Ken Lane Singers and
heard Silvers do similar roundups disk,
on vaudeville, agencies, legits, etc.. Axel Stordahl'S oric accompany in
in his Copacabana stand, but they
the first, and just the ork in the
roared from start to finish when he
second. Sinatra sings both numbers
held the stage.
with feeling and almost humble reBen Blue, Patti Moore and Ben
Inevitably,
spect for the lyrics.
Lessy delivered, as usual, their zany
comantics to .good eftect, but they paled ot course, they are bound to be
slightly
by comparison, just this pared with the Crosby versions. This
once, to Silvers. Louis DaPron and reporter happens to prefer Bing's.
Four Lovelies offer something a lit"Winter Wonderland" and "A Gal
tle new in terp tap chorus routines
in Calico" by Johnny Mercer and
in a small production number effect
Weston
that looks likely for bistro trade. the Pied Pipers, with Paul
Eileen Barton thrushes, at times backgrounding (Capitol) are 'both
raucously, but the audience gives juke
"Winter"
an
naturals.
is
her encouragement. Milton DeLugg oldie revived, presumably, for sea-,
leads the band and, with composer sonal appeal, but Mercer has done
Saul Chaplin at the stage piano for
more
satisfying jobs. "Calico,"
many
the show, aides as straight mat* for
on the other hand, is much more
Silvers.
At the show's preem, Frank Si- suited to his style. But both faces
natra and Judy Garland each joined seems to demonstrate the fact that
Silvers for one show. This, added to Mercer should be more selective in
the alreadjr 'superb work of the his material.
When he does a
comic, was just short of burning the
Pretty Doll" or a "Lord, I Give You
place do\ivn for a topper.
Huts.
My Children," he is a very special
man and almost without a peer at
.

in

'C»ined.v l>niioe Antics'

the

providing

bit

little

.

called

BUFFALO THEATRI

and

t'iat the old timers: distinguished dowiirield blocking for
Silvers
teach the younger genera-; this, fullback funnyman.
tioh a few tricks^ Th
line in the. burns up the hardwood turt. with,
sliow features the most elaborate the funniest routines ottered in any
costumes seen in a loop nite cUilj local night club in a long spell.
for a long time.
The outfits, es-: There:'s very little he seems instill

hexed by an off, stage mike. Finally
he gets a Chance to do hi.s imitation
ot Jolson and even though Howard
is in his 80's, the crowd is taken
back to the old Winter Garden days
in New York when Hov/ard used to
follow Jolson and caricature his
numbers.
Howard's
performance
ot
"No
would be complete without his
"Quartet from Rigoletto." With prop
mustache and bulging eyes tiie
comedian convulses the audience as
he and his indiscreetly gowned
blond toil exchange
gorgeous
glances and bows.
Harry Carroll and Polly Baker do

HOWARD

show

t"'ovi'iS

!(.gain

Can

Howard never

HELENE and

the

dance music.

Hollywood, Oct.

In top spot is Diane Courtney,
warbler wlio's been around for a
long time in radio, night spots and
in

ing

satisfactori-

is

demanding audiences."

was

plenty

okay for the patrons'

dancing, however, and
ly spelled by Chavez'

M

Continued from page
sourcefulness, has tried something a

main publicity up to now has resulted from his dating The Face,
does "If I'm Lucky'- and "Save Me a

Dream" (Capitol). Henderson pls^ys
enough piano to get by without any
reflected glory. His band, which .includes four French horns, is Certain
be compared with Claude Thornwhich is probably unfair.
Very few bauds can bear that comto

hill's,

parison favorably.

The

point

that

is

Henderson's group can stand on

its

own feet. It plays with taste and a
feeling for musieal values. "If I'm
Lucky" has a Vocal by a girl named
Eileen Wilson, who is not bad at all.
Reverse

an

is

adaptation

wow

the

of

theme from Tschaikowsky's
"Fifth Symphony" and is sung by
Ray Kellogg. It's hard to find fault
with these sides, but it's also hard to
predict terrific sales for them. Henderson's name needs a lot of jplugging.

.

.

.

.
,

JOE
VILANE
DANCE

STYLIST

LATIN QUARTER
BOSTON. MASS.
Special Thaaki

toit.

AEORGS LIMY and
MILES INGALLS'

.

;

Eddie Condon's, X. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

this

.sort

of

thing.

"Wonderland"

and "Calico," however, merely show

that he is not quite the all-round
Fats Waller protege, Pat Flowers,
was originally booked in here as a singer he apparently considers himspecial comedy tunes that Carroll
self.
Amazing gimmick is that FiUin between the jazz tootling sets
wrote.
of
Kaminsky,
Tough,
et
Max
Dave
If you want to hear one of the top
Carroll looks about 40 although
several tunes that he wrote such as al., but now it's even up as to who female vocalists in the business,
Always Chasing Rainbows'? provides the best entertainment.
"I'm
lisien to "For Sentimental Reasons"
Flowers is a self-effacing young and"lt's 3: Pity to Say Goodnight"
and "By The Sea" are over 25 years
Miss Baker, sweet and sexy, man who can play the Waller style by
old.
Ella Fitzgerald and the Delta
laments successively; th« New York with the most eclectic of musicfans,
dame who wants to go back to a but is certainly not obviously imi- Rh.ythm Boys (Decca). The tunes
farm in Oklahoma; Paris to-day tative. Into each of his sessions he are fine and Miss Fitz brings to them
with French postcards; a stinko tosses a "Georgia Rockin' Chair" or all her wonderful 'vocal equipment.
evening at ths Savoy, and a takeoff "Ain't Misbehavin'," to be sure, but
Frankle Carle's "Either It's Love
on the local small bistro entertainer. he also spends the greater portion or
It Isn't" and "It's AH Over Now"
Carroll plays his old timers and of his time fingering in a very defi(Columbia) are competent if not
nostalgic crowd sings along as he nite style of his own.
in.spired dance jobs.
"Either It's
plays.
Act gets terriiie applause.
Personable newcomer moves from
Amalia Aguilar is a torso twisting boogie to semi<;lassic with equal Love" is from Bogart's forthcoming
lass from Cuba who .shakes her hips
pic,
"Dead Reckoning,"
facility, and, although his forte is Columbia

chorded
certainly the beautifully
and ^styled po]^ standards, he's finishing 'up classical studies at an uptown school. Guy sings, too, but
policy
of
Condon
because of the
straight instrumentals to avoid addi'
tional taxes, stays away from chirp-ing. Already a top entertainer, the
facile Flowers should go plapes.

and will have plenty of promotion.
Marjorie Hughes and Gregg Lawrence do the vocal. Reverse is a
catchy number that Miss Hughes
sings.
Both^ laces are strong juke

STEVE EVANS
offering

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
OiKHiiiijf Nov. H for Z IXtaekm
LA.ST FRONTlUJt. I,AS VKCJAS, NEV.
OIK.: MAl'XX BOSJSN

WANTED
PUNCH AND JUDY MARIONETTE OR
PERMANENT WEEKLY
ENGAGEMENT..

PUPPET ACT.
Mr.

3i14 W.

Fi«har,
'
.

Jafferton,

Uf

",'Ang*l«,...CaL

Tomm.

Chantielecr' Balio
(FOLLOWUP)
Baltimore, Oct. 27.
Battle for names has this class spot
laying it on the line heavy for curvent layout.
Bert Wheeler, Yvette,

Maurice and Maryea and a flashy
of six ar» drawing strong re-

line

sponse in spite of heavy competition
at hand,
Wheeler dominates the doings with

SONDRA
Barrett

;

deadpan comedy

th'at

registers

and

provides legit entertainment above
the blue level usually set bjr nitery
comics; Crossfire with stooge heckler and sesh of dishing the dirt about
management and the other acts is
good tor plenty of laughs, with baby-

DANCING DELOVELY
m

,

talk stories a perfe.ct clincher.

Yvette gives, out on an^interlude
of .songs, including "No Business Like
Showbusines.s," "What's .the Use of

"Doing What Comes
Natur'lly," a French ditty, "South
America Take It Away" plus request i)Umbers.
Has customers in
complete control from walkon, with
a definite style, legit pipes and smart
salesmanship, all adding up for plenty
palm-whacking.
Maurice and Maryea contrib nifty
ballroomology, and the line ot lookers cavort nicely in ensemble num-

Wondering,"

bers.

Burm.

Now

in

4th

New York

Managemmt:

Week
Strand

MAHY

ROSEN

,

VTcdneeday, Octoher 30, 1946

Hotel Strike

Pitt

Pittsburgh, Oct.
costly

Although

power

over, continuation of

29,

stiike

is

hotel lockout,

major hotels,
with blocking

shuttering town's eight

much

ha«l

to do,

recovery in the amusement bist. Inns
affected are William Peon, Pittsburgher, Roosevelt, Keystone,

Schenley

Pitt,

Fort

Henry

Webster

and

dragged into

Strike

Hall.

its

fifth

week last night at midnight and so
far there hasn't even been anything
resembling

faintly

in Plea

TOIC FOR WOUNDED'

For

'Red-White-Blue' Vaude

Nips Nito^ Biz

hais

VAUDEVILLE

Frank Fay

a

break in

the

Impasse.
Walkout, o£ course, is keeping lot
of acts and musicians .-out of woi k,
but it's playing havoc otherwise,
.

At NVA's Verdi Salute
Joe Verdi (Clark &), National
Variety Artists chairman of welfare,
was kudosed at a special show giveu
in his honor in the assem.bly hall
of the club Sunday (27) night.
It
was in the nature of a salutie to the
vet comedian for his accomplishments as welfare officer and other
duties at the NVA.
A. turnout of
250 members attended.

Frank Fay,

"Harvey
among others who dropped
star of

TEES OFF

L.A.

"

in

to

felicitate the guest of honor.
After
paying tribute to Verdi, Fay addressed the group, claiming he was
certain that vaudeville is coming
back. "But when it does," he continued, "keep it American and sans
Red, unless you have the white and
blue with it. Keep it clean and free

N. Y. Cafes Won't Hike Prices;

SEASON

Hollywood, Oct. 29.
of Los Angeles' Musicians
A.ssn.'s 1946-47 scries of "Music for
the Wounded'! .concerts at Birmingham General hospital, Van Nuys,
teed off last week, with Jack Haley,
Lucille Ball and Eddie Paul's orch
Fiist

Fear

Plays

Show, and subsequent layouts,
which are made possible by coin
m for the union's Hollywood

ten

auditorium and heard by bed
patients by means of bedside network, which provides earphones for

.

:

Hardest hit of the cafes is the
Nixon, right across the street from
William Penn, which has alway.s depended on transients from hotel for
-

,.

Lou Handin, prez of. NVA, presided and made a gift presentation
Entertainment was in
Verdi.
to
charge of Lester Rose;

at least half of its trade.

BERLE SET AS FRIARS

Main reason for adherence to the
Down OPA
price line
the fact that dur-

Biz

"Home

is

is

his-

Away from Home
the USO)" (Harpers;
it.

se,

impressive and dignified; but completely lacks lustre

'Great BalsamoMHIcCoy

Magi Novel, Sez Laurie
ito;.s

:

Verdi and head up a stage show of
acts.
Others on bill included Bessie Clifford Harlan Dixon, Betty Clark, Jim Hines, Howard
Kent, Benita Jade and others.

Administration last week.

(The Story of
$2.50) as an historian might do
It's a
good enough work, per

those cofifined to their ciuarters,

any foreign ideologies that have
sneaked into other branches of

some 20

Show

Mrs. Julia M. H. .Carson

.'50

to the hotel situaof conventions have
been cancelled, which means lost
trade there's 'not a chance of recoveing, and loSs in reveflu^i to inns
themselves has been staggering.

Dozens

tion.

menu

torian for the -USO and she hss writ*'

withos-

pital

of

that

"the hero,

semblances,

is

despite

certain

re-

not a lightly doctored

version of any famous magician.

,"
.

pretty easy to recognize, the
very .dim shadow of the fabulous
But Zolotow has waved
Houdini.
his magic Wand of wbrds and clothed
is

it

New York niteries won't
prices despite the lifting: of
controls by Office of Price

Most
raise

taken

:

almost entirely

Would Scare Off Trade

Book on the USO Story

among the downtown
AUhough Maurice Zolotow wi
niteries, so many of which depend
showbusiness."
in his introduction of "The Great
Cafes of late
on transient trade.
The pe,renhial team ot' Smith and Balsamo" (Random House; $2.75)
have been anywhere from 25 to
Dale was also on deck to felicitate
per cent off, and they attribute it
particularly

Tilt

supplying entertainment.

Bowl show last August, are
was nessed by wounded vets in the

57

very dim shadow of Houdini
with a different family background,
a different youth, different loveis and
vicissitudes, and; right- before our
eyes it becomes 431 pages of swell
this,

and misses the
which it might

color, verve and fire
have captured if dignity were
thrown out the window and personalities were accented:
The USO-Camp Shows chapter
alone would have achieved that naturally
and without forcing but,
seemingly, Mrs. Carson elected to
treat even that show bi^ phase Of
the USp's fine work with ah academic typewriter. There's nary a
persoBality mentioned; no salute to
Abe Lastfogel, LawrSnce Phillips, et
al.; nothing about, the Joe ;E. Browns,
Hopes, Jolsons, Bcnnys, Fromans,
Lisbon casualtie.s, and the like. It's
done impersonally, almost as if the
author wanted to sneak that chapter into her treatise,
As result, unlike Hope's own goodhumored "I
Never Left Home" of a couple years

ing current slump they 're. fearful of

whatever

losing

with

menu

remains
Regular custom-

business,

hikes.

claimed, will flee from any
spot that tries to raise either liquor
or food tariffs, and they feel that it's,
not profitable to lose the regulars
even if they can get added revenue
from the tourist -and occasional cafegoer trade.
ers, it's

The fact that they mean to hold
the present price level, is indicated
by intent of some bonifaces to boycott serving of scotch if that liquor
continues to rise. Operators .say that
they can't raise the average price of
the import to $1.10 from the present
90e-$l.
Coas^quently, they'll try to
get by with domestic drinks onlyi
'

.

Monica Boyar's Hub Betuni
Songstress Monica Boyar, who
at the Coronet Club,' Phila(29) returns tO:.
Nov. 17, for her second

opened

delphia, last night

Boston,

Beantown engagement

in less tlian

Roof.

".
,

.

;

She closed at Boston's Hotel
reading!back, Mrs. Carson's "Home Away Touraine on Oct. 20.
He takes little Barney Gros.sman from Home" is stodgy— a good liABBOT, VICE
(later to be known as The Great brary item, where the theme was deSiieila Barrett inked for Kitty
Milton Berle is set to suc<5?ed Balsamb, master showman)
and serving of wider audience.
Abel.
Davis', Miamr Beach, starting Dec. 1.
Mike Todd as Abbot of The Friars starts him at Bath Beaeh, near
in forthcoming election tomorrow Coney Island, 40 years ago, where
Since there's no oppo- he lives with his family in a very
(31) night.
sition ticket Berle's practically in poor flat.
It is here that Barney
now. Todd, who has curtailed legit gets his grounding for his future
production activities in New York magic career by first learning how
to remain on the Coast, could not be to palm pennies left on the local
a candidate for peelection'.
newsstand, then in matching pictures
Joe E. Lewis was nominated to of actresses' and fighters that come
succeed Lou Holtz as Prior, with in cigarets, he gets the edge on the
Damon Runyon renominated for other kids by practising the "toss"
Dean. Alan Corelli, sec'y.; Louis P. for hours. He gets in with a cheap
fence named Quirk and his assistant
Randell, treas., and William Bran
dell, exec director; are also up for The Gimp from whom he gets an
idea- how to steal and also how to
reelection.
open
handcuffs.
He learns some
New candidates for board of fiovernors for two-year terms are Ted card tricks from old Prof. Floto, a
Coitey
Island barker and with this
Lewis, Fred E. Ahlert, Dan Shapiro,
basic
knowledge
becomes an aphe
Harry Suber and Rocco Vocco.
prentice for a hardware man in
Paterson. N. J.
For board and $4
a week he works in this basement
store and learns the secret of many
Joe Marsolais Back
locks and
also
sex ending
up
eloping with Lami, the boss' vvife.
With Frederick Bros. They
join a cheap carnival, do a
Joe
Marsolais,
who rsicently magic and mindreading act with a
rented space in the Frederick Bros, handcuff escape thrown in.
They
office, has formally joined that out- get in with a couple of guys runfit and will handle band and talent
ning a "flat game" or crooked ball,
deals for the agency.
get in a jam and go to pee- wee
He now gets rid
Marsolais was at one time head vaudeville dates.
of the Frederick Bros, cocktail dept., of Lami and hooks up with Myna
and left to join the William Morris Wilcox the beautiful half of a sisDates for mindreaders
agency.
He later joined the Moe ter team.
Gale office, and recently resigned were few and far between so they
to go on his own as a personal man- went into the "Ghost Show" racket
ager.
He's giving up his personal which is the fake medium racket-^
managemeni: 'biz to make the move. trimming poor suckers until they
,

\

TODD

Nashvine Nitery Gets

,

Uiiiofl

Nod on New Setup

Club Zanzibar, Nashville, which
had been cited as unfair by American Guild of Variety Artists for failure to pay a salary claim to "Rubberlegs" Williams, .sepia comic, and

was okayed last week when
Banks took over from former

dancer,
E. J.

owner, Billy Hayes.

New

operator pactcd with union
and deposited cash .security for incoming show but, of course, would
not assume claim against previous
owner.

,

Union will level against Hayes for

amount due.

the

COMEDY
PATTER
13 at $1.05 aach oi
13 Sertpti for $13.00
Not. 14 thru 20
READY!
1

thru

NOW

$2.00 taeh

— Doubt*

Scripts

SKND FOR THKU NOW!
CATCH Vr UN BACK IS9UKS!

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
3 Volumes at $25.00 ptr Vol.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sack Poradies—$10.00

NO

C.O.P.'S

PAULA SMITH
200
i'

W.

S4tli St..

New Yarfc

«.

—

For All Branchei of Theatricals
Not.

FB

is also set to open an office
in Pittsburgh with Lang Thompson,
formerly of the Chicago office in

19, N.Y.

Ex-S*rviMiiMH Subscribert:
Send th Your Honie Addre»

—

got into a jam.

It is

then that the

Balsamo really starts his
artist, and becomes tops in his profession until
success comes so easily that it becomes monotonous.
Follow Sablon All through the story you get a
Sinatra
liberal "gimmick" education.
You
At Waldorf, N. Y., Nov. 29 get the lowdown on mindreading,
Deal is in the works to have fake mediums, card tricks from the
shuffles,
Frank Sinatra make a repeat stand mechanical grip, false
at the Wedgwood room of the Wal- stacking, crimping and hand passes.
dorf-Astoria hotel N. y. Probable You practically go into jails and
cells and learn how the Great Baldate is Nov; 20 fot foyr weeks.
samo puts the gimmick on the locks
He'll succeed Jean Sablon who
and handcuffs to get out, and how
opens tomorrow (Thursday).
charge.

Great

career as an escape

,

May

LEONARD CRFFN AGENCY, inc.
E. 87tll St.. N.Y.C.
MUr^Y M.n l.tKAV

lj»

he

wiggles

out

of

strait-jackets

and sealed boxes from under water.
You will like Papa Grossman, who

STARLET

JO-ANNE WHITNEY
mj%lCAl COMEDY

CHICAGO
R*p.:

ta:

DICK HENRY,

SAM BRANSON,

SID HARRIl

BUDDY ALLEN. 1454 WafhingtOM Am., Miami

has the habit of not finishing his
sentences;
you will love Mama
Grossman, you will laugh and cry
at Barney's graduation, you'll like
Mike Flannagan, you'll be interested in the card sharps, thieves and

kcwli, Flo.

CURRENTLY

suckers, you will marvel how easily
people are fooled, and you'll have a
swell time reading a .swell book
that should make a swell picture.

The author

CHEZ PAREE
Thanht

a:

month, when she opens at the Bradford!

is

pretty autlicnlic

on

most of his show stuff, but there
is one thing I can't go for.
That
the part where the Great Balsamo comes back off the road and
gets $400 from his agent which is
"back pay;" In all the years I've
spent in show business I have never
heard of that sort of magic.
An
agent taking $400 from an actor
when he comes off the road YES
but an agent, giving an actor $400.
NO! No! Sez,

COTILLION
PIERftE

is

Jm

Laurie, Jr.

.

.

HOTEL,

a very successful vaudeville

iusf coftc/ucfecf

four wit/i
'

GENERAL
.

ROOM

NEW YORK

BOB HOPE

Manogertient

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

•

"

.

.

Wednesday, OctoI>er 30, 1946

ss
legit for 20

years prior to going to

Varietv

the Coast in 1924.

OBITUARIES

Survived by husband, Henry Herbert.

BKULATOVR

JULES

RENE

E.
E. Brulatour, 76, wealthy
pioneer in the film industry, died in
York Oct. 26 after an illni>ss of
about a month. His health had been
failing for some time.'
Furtlier details in Pictures Sec*
J

Jules

New
,

W. VINCENT

Frank W. Vincent, 61, veteran talent agent and vaudeville booker,
died Sunday (27) following an op-

time of his death.

eration at St. John's hospital, Santa

agency business.

c'itcv

.luhnson
Younjjiiian

Ititl

V

Horton reportedly open the first
nitery in Memphis, the old Eureka
Club. He built the first, hotel in
Crittenden County, Ark,, The Crittenden at West Memphis. He also
operated other niteties, including
the Showboat, Riverside Gardens

(I) »l

Tomv

Carol it Hoaa
Paul Anni'hell

CUMlMlll

OUvi-

IViliice

Doilflli

I'liniinoiiut <i*> 30
WLaii Kpnt.i>n .Bd^
lvlli,s?
Colo ,1
.Denn AlurpUy

in^

Co-

Margaret Adele Coleman, 27, radio
writer, died Oct. 23 in Hollywood.

.:

:

inevi toh

Carl Ita va'/,7.a
StutK (1.)

C

:

Wnlura

llamplon Or

I.Minel

Ho'l
TliP

.Star

nuoNX

Cliaz

.Hobby

I'^alon
.\!nrco Itosale.-i

"

\Vella
Crllierino

Trjii'l-'s

mtOOKl.YX

18 Mins.

riiitbiiHli

a new type of stint for Harpo
strictly on the credit side. First
attempt at a nitery slot registered

Tex Kendric'k
VrI Olman Ore
Bob I\ritchell

&

t'umuU'll

(I)

&

Tanner

Tlioinaa

Sz

IMTHHSON

SIlLlmtle

:iO-'j

Cireua
showmanly handling of the trade- 1Uil>ertn.s
,I>ebonairf*
marked panto and legit instrumental- R & M Korman

Kay

(I)

.Hl-S

Kay

Si

.Taniea

.Teaao

&

T^avere

>

llaudutan

Tjep Trent
ism familiar to followers of most .tacU -Beleon
The tiiai'otts
other forms of theatric presentation, Uud Harris Co
4-0
Dancing Orftwfords
Employinf; Lydia Balalova and Cuitl'yf Midgets
niclc Lane
ixc\
i/in- Tom. &
Barbara French, both lookers, to H:lHe:nl»
Kayr.e & Foster
foil for comedy bits, the former as l>;ri-. T ane
nobby ^larg-ent
Coco Steve ik Eddy
ne lo nil)
a singer during a funny dress-cutting bit and the latter for a highlighting piece of business wrapped around
a card playing blackout, comic garners a steady stream of laughs which
holds solidly throughout balance of
routine which includes such familiars
EARLE THEATRE, PHILA.
as the dropping of knives and the
handling of numerous funny props.
THIS WEEK
Really gets into the groove with
a legit sesh of harp playing and a
t>«r. MKi.: C:i>I>Il!: SMITH
funny race with the orch in a clarinet
IROI Bron<Iv,'ay, New York
solo spot. Added clowning at the
piano and a participation in the rest
of the interpolated show rounds out
•{\ I.TIMOR K
rlin.ADKM'IllA
an act that should prove a refresh-

the company, lumbus. He owned a number of resVincent joined Harry Edington, af- taurants there.
He is survived by his widow, four
filiated -with the Stewart agency,
and the Edington-Vincent-Stewart daughters, four sisters, mother and
agency was formed. In 1937 this stepfather.
company joined with several others
HAROLD B. SHER'WOOD
to form the -Faftious Artists combine,
but later pulled out, and
Harold B. Sherwood, 55, advertisEdington and Stewart left, Vincent ing manager of the Daily News, died
continued on until his death as head in the New York hospital, N. Y., Oct.
of the Frank W. Vincent agency as 28, after a long illness.
For many
well as director of the recently years, he was chairman of the board
formed Independent Artists, Inc., of Metropolitan Sunday newspapers
and Thalia Productions, Inc.
and was instrumental in organizing
In addition to his brother, Walter, the' American Newspaper Advertispresident of Actors Fund and vice- ing Network last year.
president of Consolidated Films, he
He began his newspaper career 35 ing note to cafe floor divertissement
leaves a daughter, Mrs. William years ago on the classified ad staff that has taken on a rather stereoGoodrich, and three other brothers, of the Chicago Tribune but had been typed form of late. HarpQ Marx
potent
Howard, George and Erne-st. Op- associated with the News since it name on marquee is -provingJBMnji.
draw here.
eration of the Vincent agency will began publication.
continue without interruption under
Survived by widow^ two sons, and DICK
the supervision of Frederick Bris- a sister.
Songs
8 Mins.
son, formerly associated with VinLeon & Eddie's, N. Y.
cent; Leonard Gesas, office manager,
GEORGE HAMILTON BRI ANT
Dick Raymond holds down the
and Donald Sharpe, in charge of
George Hamilton Briant, 24, stunt emcee spot in the new Leon & Edradio.
flyer for Paramount Pictures, crashed die's show, doing okay with a minito his death in San Antonib on mum of effort.
His solo singing
HENBT
stint, however, reveals that he needs
Oct. 22.
Briant was filming shots of the more voice training.
Henry Bergman, 76, screen actor
Lad has a nice range, from the
and restaurateur, died Oct. 22 at his forthcoming, "Blaze at Noon" story lower baritone
depths to a moderof the early days of the airmail serv. home in Hollywood following a heart
ately high tenor. His voice is clear
attack. A member of Charles Chap- ice. He was a former Army alrforce and he has nice phrasing technique,
lin's stock company for 31 years, combat pilot.
but he hits too many clinkers. This
He escaped injury several weeks may have been the result of opening
Bergman was better known throughout the film industry through his ago when his plane crashed at Stin- night shakes, but they were certainly noticeable.
restaurant, an all-night spot estab- son Field.
Raymond also should steer away
lished in 1925 and patronized by film
from the foreign-language songs.
including Chaplin,
left

I

RAYMOND

:

.

.

BERGMAN

.

Douglas
AL ROSENBURG
Fairbanks, Joseph M. Schenck, Jack
Al Rosenburg, 53, secretary-treasWarner and Sid Grauman. His spot, urer of Evers^reen Theatres Circuit,
known as Henri's, was a favorite died in Seattle, Oct. 21, following a
••
Hollywood boulevard haunt until its heart attack.
lease ran out several years ago.
Rosenburg was born in London.
During the years he ran his restau- He was engaged in film sales busirant, Bergman continued to act and ness in his early career with Mike
write for Chaplin, whom he joined Rosenberg, his brother. In addition
in 1915. In. 31 years he appeared in to his theatre interests, he was acevery Chaplin picture except the re- tive in horse racing in Seattle.
cently completed VMonsieur VerWidow and son survive.
doux," which he passed up because
names,

,

The

.1

:'.

LEWIS and VAN

lliu!'(Hlruine

:.

31

<1)

3

\\\<i\'--

Anibasaa-'ors
Tja>loa

yoat'.-;

(!"n.u
I'at

mWi Co

.

.John.aton

Thomas
31

Of/rwlna

Bronk

(I>

'i-S

'

,

CllivaKo (P)
Phil Resan
.

BIRTHS

K

Al

Wynn

Dann

IJTICA
Ntanley

(D

Talbot-Martin

JS-t

I'JIIeen

O'Dare

(3)

Letty

Oriental (I) 31
WASHINOTON
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rogers, son,
.loan Tjoalie
Ouiiitol (I.) 31
Los Angeles, Oct. 28, Father is film West
.Tohnny. Ladber
& McQlnty
cowboy star.
Marshall Brothers
Ray* & Nurdo
.Terry "Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Girt Anderson, l.lbonati 3
Itexul (P) 31
Tjorraine Roffnan
daughter,
Hollywood,
Oct.
WOO'NSOOKET
h Milllnder Bd
3
New Park (I) 3
of illness.
Father is a cameraman at Columbia. .Slam .Stewart
GUSTAVE KNOLL
TiiTt * Viviaii
Mimic Men
Born in San Francisco, Bergman
Mr. and Mrs. George Coopeii son, At *. Bob
Gustave Knoll, 60, retired vaude
Billy Gilbert
V riNc;iNN.*Ti
Wally Kibbler
had a varied career in show business. performer, died at Union City, N. J., Hollywood, Oct. 24. Father is sound
Albee (K) 31
Hlo * Rita
He appeared as a grand opera singer Oct. 23.
engineer for Columbia Pictures.
Ljoula Prima Ot*c
Dorothy Dcerlns
in London, New York and Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel Scognamillo,
He had been in vaudeville for
and for a time performed as a more than 25 years, appearing with daughter, Santa Monica, Cal,, Oct, 24.
weight lifter in a circus. His film divers partners and foi^ several years Father
an art director at Metro,
Cabaret Bills
career began in 1913 with Pathe- prior to retirement had worked dub
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Catizone, son,
Iiehrman, and two years? later he dates.
Pittsburgh, Oct. 19. Father's with Al

(tlO>

Bros

Nelson Sis

The Ahern

Herth Trio
Ochart Oro
Barbour

Camryn & RetUy
Dennis Kelly
Boulovar-Deara
Vine Garden!
Roselln

Jessie

Susan Kii

t

Mara & Maurice
DoRey

James Sykes
Ford

Anne Russell
Nancy Doran
Don Bradfleld
Ths Lovelies

Calffary

Ifotel niackstone
Phil Rogran

TCaron

Jackie Miles
Clark Bros.

Goe Davidson Oft
Hotel StevenH
Clyde McCoy Ore

Mel Cooper Ore

H

Blackburn (2>
Abbott D'ncers (12)
Klo Cabnna
:

Welcome

Joe Vera Ore

}

Roily Rolls

Claire

Betty Hill
The Martinis
Eddie Pens Ore
Hotel Confcress
Milt

Affnilar

Evelyn Knight
Freddie Naffcl OfO

Shirley Dickinson

JCikI

Howard

Buddy Shavr Oro
Palmer Ilouw

Hotel Continental

Don CumminKS

Gordon

Latin <tunrfet

Carroll & Baker
Paul Carl«tQn

Harvey Crawford

Ray McKinley Ore

Pitchmen
Bros
Morroecana

Amalia
.;

Coloaimo Models
Sol Fcola
Hotel Ulsmnrck
Sherman Hayes Ore
Nelson Puppets
Dell

31-3

MoUe & Poke
Sherman B St Tes'ie

31

Aeromanfacs

i

Willie

Trudy De King:

VRANOISCO

(iolden Out* <R) .to
Glenn Miller Ore
Tex Benelta

Sq (I)
Lee
The Maxelloa
Al Nesor
.T & B Payaee

S

Latin Tioveliea
Al Kelly

Tucker

Bobby Brecii
Willie .Shore

Merrlffals

.SPRINOl'IKM)

CHICAGO

Stal.

& Brady
& Willis

Court

.

:

Aldal

IVIartin

Roberts
Cliez Pare*

Lucto Garcia Oro
rolosimo's
Nino Milu

1

(1)

Sis

T.ora

'

lish lyrics.

'

&

fitnelair

Helen Wens^el
Orlova

Olpra

CHiCAao

Joann Whitney
Gay Clarldge Ore

fill)

HOOKt'ORD

Artie

1-S

<I>

he demonstrated in Fayne & Foster
"J'Attendrai" was slurred and in- Kelly SLs
distinct.
Song sounded much better Ked Caps
Ijano
when he switched over to the Eng- 2DIcU
Ve.ipera

Makula

Bela
Paul Arnold
Zj3l(!ra

.

.Hunter
Tables Davis

5IophLQ

ChoB(er Dolphin

0.4lMI>IiN

Towers

French

.Taoks
(two to

2

.S.%>r

BlIFFAIiO
Buffalo <r> 31
Frankle Carle Bd
,Tohnny Morffan
fteleno & T^oward

Aiarqucttt

Zlininermnn'ii

Janczl
v

RInokhawk

Tanner & Thomas

Iiloyd

.\Tavfalr Sla

Wee

I'eo

Claude Hopktnt* Ort

Geae Kurdos

.

Ruus Carlyle Ore

3

Robbing & Ralph
Slim & Sweets

.Tudd

lilll

.

IMnmoiiii .Horsesliop
SIri

Al

Barton

The Marroa

.

.

Olpa SunrCK
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Martt Ore

MaRO & Karr

DeT.iaine

Paul Brilliant
Charlea Stuart

ZniiKlluir

Ink Spots
T Carpenter
Pepr Lepr Bates
Hot Shots
NyoK'a
Rddic Vinson Ore!

^

Roxyettew

PuIaFD

BROOK

nOILNn

'.

Gertrude Hlld
Jean Atnalla
Francisco
Bruee Norman
Vivian Niekolson
D'Rivero R- Be1m't«

Tnl .Sinjfa
Minp, Tjinff
Jose Curbello Ore,
CoiMieiiUana
Joe Ei. T^ewls
Ann Ilooney
Rddie' Fiaher,
Ronny & ftay

Frank LIbuse
Marprot Brand«r
Turner Twina
BIMy Banks

Uennelt

3

«lvel
Bob Lee

Frances Chun

AhlKail k liuddy
Will Mastin 3

t'uilltol
(I)
.Tarlc Parker

liOSTOX
Boston (K)

D

Chlttis^n

China Doll
GeorjTO Wonc Tp

l'.\WTIJCKET

Carroll

B Wood ;& P Kelly
.Veil Stanley
Tiuclenn^ & Ashour.
S

Edwardii
& Model' lies
W«rle (W) 1

RulliVati

JUchard

T-Ial

Herb Howard

.
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&

VlllnKV VunsriiDTd
Phil Tweeds

^Maxine

Berle

Elly Ardolty

Marion Colby
Ren Yost S(nf?«r«
Mtrfam Gwlnn
Miriam r.aVell*

Rooney
Connie Hainea
Leonard Sues
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"
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Mickey

Hearts

A *

Gail Bennett
Slrkl Do Vysenof

.Tune

(I)

Stitte

31

(I)

Carver
Garlandn
Alicju Wallacs
Rert Stone
Patsy Lane
Jimmy Nola
Tex Fletcher

KIroy t*edce

.Vlllton

Kelly

llltly

'/eh

'Triplets'

i*aul Whilto
Jean Francla
Jerry Grev
Stan Fisher

llnrn

AilliiKe

Ore

T.e\vlg

Byron

Ruth Wynif
Paxton
3

Ciirinun
Raj's

VeffiuIMfi*

DwiRTlU Fiske

Oiiartei
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Muck

•

Villard

i'aiil

Day Dawn Dusk
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Bananas' Ore
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Ted
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Don Baker

Muriel Gainea
Cedric Wallace I

Arnaut Bros
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Fvorn Kobblera
Lani Kuni

Henry LaMarr
Rubnn Uleu

'

IVfartIiil(|ue

Irene

lilllisa Hl\
(I)
.Tarii Parker

Kdrtv

(leorffe Kos.s Co"
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it HaVel

here from, the teeoff and'built. to a
finish via skillful .timing
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TVene Wiley
Jean T>awn
Coco Steve
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.

(Corner

|C4iKorh
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Steve Richards

Harvey Stono

Vince Pelleffrinl
Helaine .larrow

The

,

Kivleru

Buylos
Hal Winters
Duffy Dancers
Bdwardfi & DIan«
Ralph Flint Ore
Bobby Vinnioa Ore
tlCTie

Miffuolito N'aldcs
Katelle & nitnas
Tjynuo Fader

Lii

Harrc'll

Jof La Porte Ore

Kmll Coleman Ore
MIsoha llorr Ore

MaohKo Ore
iMipl Cnmpo Ore
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Sparky ivaye
Winters
,Tohn Barry
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At Garter Rev

Ourley
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J

'
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Ore
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Henry Red Allen O
Dollio Reld
ilary o.sborne
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Iju ConicH

,
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Doreae J>rew

Oennia Kia
.*acU Waller
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Acts
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Nina Dover.
Alice Kins

^
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Kex Weber
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.
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,
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&

Dick Tiay?ivona
Art ;\Vaner Ore

1'cniiH.vlvuiitla

Oe Marcos

Barbary Cst

Uu-scais

Sunny Rico
The I'^ontainPs
l,il.vann Carol

smasho

AVliitmer
IVavls

IIOI.YOKK
Arena (I)

Viilley

AVarren & Jenil
.Mai IJallet Ore

.

.

Barr0tt-

I*ea- ]N.obIe
Val
j'oj

Ore

ilotfl

l.>esniond

Ijexliipi
.M

ll(»tel

V^

.'

*

Bromljey

Nilsaon Twins
<:iuis llouder Ore

Hobliy .rule

Hull

:

launching a housing project

any

Tiee
.

(I>' .so

Itux.v

.Ion

.roll

Ken

L.Vmory.:.-i

Charlie Kplvak Ore
Hotel Koosevelt
Guy Lonibarilo Ore

O'Connttr

Ray .McKlhley

:

^

Sherry Brlttoti

New Yorker

Hoi«l

ttoo OUion

H.VH'rt'oKn
stilted) 1-3

t>iH'

Sisaie Ore
I.eon A rrtrtie't

Kddie j)avif)
Konni Halp

Dean & Ray

.t-0

I'emjy Ryan
swifia

I^Jillet

(U-

S.vinith

Noble

,

ii

.Jaolc

Club

.(!U>e
'o.('i)s

(It)

& Rqdy

.Rlnald

Vautfhn Monroe Or
Hotel nix1«
Larry Funk Ore
.Kay Ilaniniond
TjOU Soilei'

S

r)onald O'Connor
Merry Madcaps

Kiibor* Mai-nlian
l''i'en. Hohin'iiier'
I 'iwroiti't' NU'luil

,

KKO: (W) Warner

Gatnlino Ore
Carlos Varcia Ore

Hotel Commoilorn.
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M

.

Nplsen

.Vi)<

With Lydia Balalova and Barbara
and Reno's Club Harahan.
French
At the time of his death, he was

»

(It)

I'll III <'e

'

Hull

MitHll'
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:Hwcly.

Sisters haU been a feafor years on Keith and
Orpheum Circuits and for a time
had been teamed in a revue flash act

IIARPO

nyce

.Ta

Fi-eiUUe Klaelt Uro
IStla .Mae Morse

titrun.v

act

New

&

I^ninlcs

Xoneluilant!?
C'I.KVKI..\NI>

SI

(1.)

.

operator of night clubs in Memphis
and in Arkansas, died Oct. 7 in. Columbus, Ga.

rnrniiioiint: (R)

(I")

('ill>ltol

Walnut Grove, Baltimore

When Gardner

•nnrntiilon Willi

Id

yobk

m;\v

with William and Gordon Dooley.
theatres.
He was a member of the In addition to vaude. Miss Morin had
Motion Picture Theatre Allied Or- appeared in several musicals, including John Cort's production of
ganization.
Surviving are his widow, a daugh- "Just a Minute," "Ziegfeld Follies"
and"ZiegfcId Midnight Frolic."
ter, two sons, and three sisters.
In addition to husband, she leaves
her mother, two sisters and a
JAMES HENRY HORTON
James Henry Horton, 60,' former brother.

Vincent, a native of Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin,
started
his
theatrical
career with the William Morris
oflfice in Chicago in 1905, leaving
shortly thereafter to go east with
the Orpheum Circuit, where, he
worked directly under Martin Beck,
eventually becoming general booking manager.
Liater, following the merger with
Keith. Vincent became vice-president and director of the organization.
He left the circuit and went
to the Coa.st in the late 1920's, and
there rejoined the circuit as western division manager, succeeding
Harry Singer. In 1932 he left it
again and went into a financing setup with Joe Toplitrky. Shortly
afterwards he went into partnership with Jack Gardner in - the

30

blUi below Incilcnt* onrnlnf day at ilion
wliedirr fnll or upllt week.
Mtlrr* In iHirrntlwsIs IndU-nIs clrvalt. (I) Inddprndcnti (L> (.nkur,

Numrrnlt

The Morin

tured

;

During World War H he served as
chairman of the motion picture War
Activities Committee for suburban

Monica, Cal.

'

SR,

Brunet was a native of New Orleans, where he estsiblished a nickelodeon there in 1907. Later he opened the Harlequin and Imperial
theatres, which he was operating: at

tion.

FRANK

BRVNET,

J.

Rene; J. Brunei, Sr., for nearly 40
years a leader in the motion picture industry in New Orleans, died
at his home there Oct, 23.

Bills

WEEK OF OCTOBER

BESSIE MORIN
Joscpliine Singer, 50, known professionally, as
Bessie Morin and
member of the Morin Sisters, stand,
ard vaude act. died in New York,
Oct. 27. Slie was the wite of John
Blue, former orch leader at Proctor's 23d street theatre, N. Y. and
later for other Keith-Albee hou-ses.
She had retired from the stage some
years ago.

Phil

*

.

Be'oh
Stephen Kialey Ore
Eilfrewatrer

Iiarry Ross
Job Klsh Oro
M*l Cola Oro

.

2,'5.

,

MARRIAGES

-

.

,

Artie
.

i.s

joined Chaplin.

Marsico band.
CHARLES A. FEINLER
Mr. and Mrs. Jack GreeUi daughSOURKES
Charles A; Feinler, 78, retired ter, in Pittsburgh, Oct; 10. Father
Sourkes, former nitery opera- theatre operator, died in Wheel- manages his brother's (Bill Green)
•
tor in Montreal, died in that city ing, W. Va., recently.
nitery.
Oct. 19.
Feinler first entered show busiMr. and Mrs. Paul Christopher
He had operated the Chez Ma.urice ness with the old Grand Opera Meyer, son, Memphis, Oct. 20, Father
nitery in Montreal but sold out just House," Wheeling. He continued with owns
Belinda theatre,
McCrory,
before the war.
the Grand until 1908, When he built Ark.
Three' brothers and two sisters sur- the 'Virginia, which he operated un- .Mr.
and Mrs. Leopold Atlas,
vive.
til he retired five years ago.
daughter, Hollywood, Oct. 22. Father
Is a screen writer.
HARRISON H. cyNNING
MRS. HELEN HERBERT
Mr, and Mrs. Leonard Sherer, son.
Harrison 'H. Gunning, 86, fprmer
Mrs. Helen Herbert, 73, stage and New 'York, Sept. 1. Father is radio
advance man for many years with screen actress and aunt of Dan Cur- announcer.
Barnum and Bailey circus and the yea, died Oct. 27 in Hollywood. She
Mr. and Mrs. 'Harry Feeney, son.
New York, Oct, 28. Father is in
Bliflalo Bill shows, died Oct. 19 in was formerly in David Bela^eo pro^
ductions and appeared in Broadwaj? publicity dept. of CBS,
Toledo, O.

Shaw

to Kathleen

Mexico, Oct.
orch leader; bride

Juarez^
is

Wiasor,

28.

Husband

is

author ol

"Forever Amber."

Bobbe Fidler
Vegas, Oct.

John Sutton, Las
Bride is the former

to

22.

>

NEW lOEK

MAX

Max

.

,

.

.

I

-i

•

,

.,

AQuarlam
Duke

BllUnffton

Blue AnK«l
Monica Lewis
Robert Maxwell
[rwin Corey
Stuart Ross
EUis Larkin 8
Delta Rhythm Boya
C'Rfe Roulety
(]Dovrnto';rn)

dUminio

Mimi Boyd
Vegas, Oct.

Chu Chu Martinez
Eatelita

Cabot Sc Dresden
Noro Morales Ore
Irwin Kent Ore
400 Club
G'wU'li

VlllaffA

O
Inn

Diana Oourtney
Jtob Karl

Jack Carroll
Ciin vez Ore

Cafe^ Society

<1Tptown)
Jack Gilford

N«cl

Ilnrvey Ore

Hiivann-Mndrid

Patricia Briflfht

Dorothy Jarnao

3

ISddie South Ore
DtlVld Brooks

Benny Goodman

HoKen

Susan Reed
cure Jackson
Peta jTohnson
J
C Heard Ore

Hopfl Foye
ffldmufld HaU

Wife of Jimmy
screen actor.

CITY

Davo Martin
Ore

:

Dean Martin
Jerry Lewia
Serifio

Orta

man.

19.

Fidler;

to

Ray

Groom

groom

is

Zeleski, I<a»
is

a camera•
,

Eleanor Teeman to Joe Sully, Hollywood, Oct. 19. Bride is dancer;
groom is with Music Corp. o'
America.

Katharine Stroud to Bob Tobey reAustin, TexaSi CJroom >s

cently in

promotion manager of KNOW there.
Jerrine Bearden to Harold Yates,
>s
Washington, D. C„ Oct. 22. Yatei^
an NBC etn^ineer in Washington. The
bride was formerly in vaude.

.
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Advance Sales on Shows Stay High;
Visitor Influx

Hypoed by

UN

Currant N. Y. legit season
looms lik* a heady on* for the

Staffs

tickets t
Drders lor Broadway show

and

filled. months

continue to be filed
generally
advance, with business
abroad lor
osperous. Influx from

t

Scene-Painters Union

mushroomed

metropolis and naturally
1 me in the
lor tickets,
increased the demand
Presstandouts.
especially lor the
has mcreased,
•ure on the agencies

brokers, however, being inclmed

too

favor their regular customers,
ol the man.avine that it's the duty
tickets, lor
agers to provide

to

UN

patrons,

Estimated that the

number

o£ lor-

UN

sessions is upward
eigners to the
inclusive ol delegates, their
c£ 15 000,
but it's problemstalls and lamilies,
will seek entertamatic how many
such as legit shows. Quite evi-

ment

among
dent that comparatively lew
that contingent understand English,
ot
at indicated by the translation
speeches into loreign tongues when

UN

uttered. UN-ers,
chase tickets at

however, can pur-

boxofftce prices,
they being available at the bureau
now located at 47th street and

In Pay Hike
Broadway managers'

Demands

latest headache in rising production costs sailed
lor a showmen's huddle tarly this

week over demands

of the scenes
painters union, which seeks approximately S3
more pay from the
scenic contractors. Painters have set
Friday (1) as th,e deadline, and a
strike is possible on that date, which
could hold up new productions now
in rehearsal or about to try out.
Union wants $4 per hour lor a
seven-hour
day.
Understood the
painters: first asked for a six-hour
day, with the wage at |8 the hour,
and the union thinlcs its present demands constitute a compromise.
Amount of increase in the cost of
painted settings if the wages go up
was discussed at the managerial
.
meeting.

%

the

bibulous

rounded by

Quick lys Fiz
Stirs

Latest
performances on that day.
switch to Sundays are ''Show
Boat" and "The Red Mill," both
long-running musicals.

macy,'' produced by them last season, proved a dud on the road, show
reportedly ending $60,000 in the red.
That ate into their profits from "The

between Eddie Dowling and

Split

to

Menagerie,"

Glass

Singrer into

show

he had bought

business, although
in on a couple ol

flops previously.

Stop Limits

Dowling became engrossed in di"The Iceman Cometh" and

recting

recently,

when asked about

his erst-

while partner, replied: "Oh,

Continue in N. Y.

I

don't

have anything to do with that man
any more." This is taken to mean
that beyond "Menai..arie" their busi-

High stop limits continue to be
stipulated in. rfiost Broadway bookings, $14,000 being the figure lor

ness dealings no longer: obtain.
Last year, when asked how come
he teamed with Singer' in producing
"Menagerie," Dowling answered, "it
was from hunger." Singer's vocation

straight plays, and il the gross falls
under that figure notice to vacate
may be given either by the house or
show.

is factoring, and he attempted to use:
commercial practices when he became a manager, with the result that
a series ol rumpuses, some with at-

First show to be affected by the
stop provision this lall is the revival
of "The Front Page," which started
quite well then slipped towards the

tendant legal proceedings, lollowed.
Dowling tried to keep out of Singr

with notice promptly
given by the Shuberts, who booked
Fatal Weakness" to replace
it at the Roy ale.
It had been th.e intention of the
$10,000 level,

arguments and finally tired ol
becoming involved in disputes started by the latter.
er's

jn"The

To

the abrupt closing
cast

"Lysistrata,"

Equity,

alleging

-

of

the

.

celled, three ol the four players in
the cast were -awarded two weeks'
salary.
They had been given contracts for this season and, under
Equity rules, two weeks' pay is re-

Six shows are definitely
slated to leave the list soon but it
probably won't be long before a
house shortage will exi.st, that conailion being chronic on Broadvifay in

unlighted.

.

'

quired

if

the management, which
represents an additional week
and a half's pay, on the grounds that
under the rules the actors must be
guaranteed two weeks Irom the date
ol
public performance.
the first
While the play only lasted hall a
week, it had used up its rehearsal
period, full salaries applied lor a
week and a half prior to the bpenShow was heavily panned, and
ing.
as the guarantee pay deposit was
used up. Equity advised Light and
When
Jelin to post more money.
that Was not forthcoming, the show
was declared closed.
Actors filed protests with the National Society For Advancement of
Colored People and the State Commission on Discrimination. Both organizations formally complained to
Equity, which is expected to explain
that the "Lysistrata" actors appear to
have conceived some bizarre ideas as

from

sum

to their rights in this instance.
"Lysistrata's" failure added to the
flock ol flops that were housed in the

With Union

the play be abandoned.

Dowling didn't

figure in that case,

Laurette Taylor, who cowith him, did not appear
during the arbitration hearing; nor
was she awarded compensation as
wero the others.
It appears that
Mi.s-s Taylor liad first waived a claim,
then
changed her mind. Singer
argued that no coin was due her.
IN N.Y.
and the board of three arbitrators
Publicity department for 'Naughty voted down her claim, 2-1.
Naught '00," a very old turkey, plus
Road company of "Menagerie,"
some vaude, which recently opened headed by Pauline Lord, has been
in an abandoned grind film house on
faring well on loUr.
Second avenue, N, 'i., in the 50's,
was paging customers la.st week.
Such admissions it was figured
Pro Kid School's
wouldn't be entirely on the cuff, be*ai,- - those who see the meller ot
Russel Grouse, chairman of the
"dirty work Under
-.- the Yale e)m.s' .theatre committee of the Profes.*'t at tables where booze,
beer and sionai Children's School's .$200,000
:so lorth can be had at the usual development fund drive, has set half
saloon rates.
the sum, or $100,000, for his comBecause the venture looked like mittee's quota, as"the theatre's rea bloomer soon alter debut, Paul
sportsibility to these children."
Killiap and Oliver Rea, new tb show
business, attempted to reduce the
nut but went up against union road
Dullzell Recupes
blocks. They were inlormed tliat if
Paul Dullzell, executive secretary
"1* show was re-classified as a cab- and treasurer of Equity, was back
*f«t, union requirements
for legit on the job Monday (28) after being
Would be dropped. That was done absent with flu for three weeks,
eliminating the boxoffice, taking the longest period he has been away
Show out of the legit directory block from the association since joining
the dailies and placing such the staff.
He was a delegate to the
publicity among the nightclubs.
two- week: eonventiort of the AmeriNaughty" is the r&mt show that can Federation of Labor in Chicago,
put ort in a former East Side and was taken ill there.
«;iurch nine years ago
He reprtspiitecl the Assoiiated AC"
by John and
I'erald Krimsky,
and il flopped even tors and Artistes of America at the
with beer and
pretzels.
convention.
while

recent seasons. "Page" is slated for
the road alter the first of the year.

B'way Costumers
Settle

starred

BEER-PRETZEL MELLER

WOOS PATRONS

,

Aim

.

i

'

;

,

.,

Eq.uity's

lap
:

assigned by Equity to

consider the matter appears not to

have made much Dro.?ress,
rea.son
Alfred Hardini;

for
hn.^

which
betn

.

sent to Washington- to .survey public

.

it.

opinion. The agitation on behalf ol
TTiere were no ads in the dailies
colored people is centered in the
early last week but theatre parties
capital at this time.
tended to protect the boxoffice. Cast
Equity man will interview offic:als
onecut
of
take
salary
a
agreed to
of the District of Columbia CommisStein
consent,
Equity's
with
third,
guaranteeing that the engagement sion, which' is the city government;
would continue for at least four showmen, civic leader.s, Ne<jrc leader.s, clergymen and others in an atmore weeks.
tempt to get a cro.ss-.section of (he
It's understood that members of
.situation.
The result may be used
the crew who- were getting over
in discrimination problems in border
the scale agreed to drop the overcities as far west .is St. Louis. Negro
age during the engagement, or unplaygoer difficulty does not appear
til such time that business becomes
to include Broadway. AJthou,iih .•ome
profitable.
colored patrons are seen on orchestra

Dispute between Broadway theatcostumers and their employees
union has been settled, and so the
scheduled arbitration ol a wage
Plant
boost will not be required.
owners have agreed to tilt the pay
$5 per week per person, or approxiscale
12'/4%
above
the
at
the
mately

rical

Overall wage
union was $40
weekly, that including a boost last
spring of 10%.
Union based its demands on the
increased cost ot living since the
date when the first increase was

start ol the season.
lor those in the

conceded in March this year. Agreed
that the matter of wages shall not be
considered until the present contract expires next August; and only
merit or reclassification adjustments
will be dealt with in the interim.

floors,

tively,

Equity Pay Claim
Claims lor one week's salary by

"Come On Up"

players ot the

.

Harlemites ar» compara-

scarce

among

audjences.

Dramatists arc intercKted in the
problem, too, as indicated when Robert E. Sherwood, of the Play wri.shts
Co., protested the refu.sal of Washington boxoffices to sell- tickets io
colored people, current case being
"Joan of Lorraine," which opened
there this week. Maxwell Anderson,

Mae West Show In

discrimination

but not clearly establishing the
grounds for such a charge. Cast received two weeks' salaries. Equity's
minimum requirement, but the actors felt that Equity should have
obtained more guarantee pay coin
from James Light and Max J. Jelin,
who presented the revival.
Equity has demanded around $7,-

but no other theatre

There are now 31 attractions on
Broadway, only a few theatres being

Into

issue in the Dramatists Guild.

A committee

which

late fall prior to

19.

be an

That "Loco" continues on Broadafter a weak press is due to the
perseverance and confidence in the

duced

tossed

some months ago, remains on* of
its major problem.?, and it may. also
;

Of Faith and Hope

-

the
Singer
recently
disputed
claims ol the original "Menagerie"
Belasco during the past couple of
cast, which was supposed to reasseasons.
Theatre is under lease to
semble for a repeat Chicago engageJelin.
ment. He succeeded in riling Equity
people who pressed the claims, evenarbitration.
Alsettled
by
profit recently anyhow.
"Weakness" tually
though the Ghi plans have been canis not due on Btoadway until Nov.

"Page" management to remain imtil
going to' the road,
was promised,
SO' it was decided t9 end the Royale
date next week. Indications are that
the revival has not operated to a

loco' an Example

.

Raps Vs. Equity

brought 500

which

Actors

B.O. Problem

Discrimination against Negro theatregoers,

play's chances by Beiv Stein, general
manager for Jed Harris, who pro-

to

Leuis J. Singer has been in the offing ever since "St. Lazare's Phar^

Dramatist

way

burlesque bar

scene in
"Call Me Mister," and the first
and last act barroom scenes of
"Anna Lucasta."

After

In Biz Break-Off

Equity,

Force

N.y., the actors violently protested

visitors will preler shows on Sunday, il deciding to
patronize Broadway, but there is a
limited number of legiters giving

Negro Uscriminatiofl Remains Big

Francis' third-act drunk bit
in "State ol the Union"; the Air

Kay

colored

UN

note
already
such standbys as

lasted only four days at the Belasco,

Dowfing, Singor

^

liikeiy that

librarian
who wanders
into a saloon and gets tanked.
New arrivals only accentuate

'

Broadway, formerly a canteen hosted
by Pepsi-Cola. It's the same service
offered to officers and men in unilorm, distribution point having been
at the Commodore hotel during the
war.

tMrrooin boys, with the recentlyarrived "The Iceman Cometh"
ssatteriKf lushes all over the
Martin Beck, stage, and tomorrow's
(Thurs.)
premiere
of
"Happy Birthday" (Broadhurst)
introducing Helen Hayes as a

prim

p

Nations assemblages has
ihP United
the usual visitor vol-

59

Lush Season

his associate, who wrote the drama,
is reported readying a resolution for
consideration of the Guild whereby
authors would refuse to permit their

ca-st

have been filed with Equity and are
due to be arbitrated, as the show,

Mae West, is playing small plays to show in Washington or .simknown ilar stands unless Negroes are placed
on a parity with whites at the boxBroadway booking.
office.
Whether such a drastic step
During the summer, whei); "Come" would be backed by other dramatists

starring

stands in the east, with no
definite

played Portlandi Ore., the following

remains to be seen.
Robeson's Attitndc
Leader among colored actor.<; in
the Negro audience discrimination
Colored
situation is Paul Robeson.
star, when appearing in "Othello,"
insisted that Negroes- have the same
His
right to attend performances.
contract stipulated that there be no
segregation either on Broadway or
on tour, and he reserved the risht to

week's date at Vancouver was can»
celled on account of a luml>erman's
strike,
and the show laycd off.
Equity takes the stand that the lost
engagement was not the fault of the
actors, as with the "Annie Get Your
Gun" company last season,. SO that

salaries should

have been paid.

Show was produced by J. J. Shuwho is said to have ordered the

bert,

ring down the curtain if, when looking over the: audience, he perceived

cancellation on the grounds that the
strike would affect attendance. Contracts call for continuous play-andpay once shows are opened. If there
are extenuating circumstances lead-

ing to cancelled performances, it is
within the Equity council's province
to. grant concessions whereby salaries would not be payable, one
notable-instance being Helen Hayes'
"act of God-baby" 17 years ago during the run of "Coquette."

mitted to the legit theatres.
All-colored cast shows have played
such .stands, however. "Green Pasture.s,"
for one, was presented in

A special Sunday per'formance limited to Negroes was^
given and sparsely attended. "Car-

Washington.

'

.

Prior to the fir.st announced opening of "Annie" a backstage mishap
resulted in a four-day layoff, although the show was shifted to
Philadelphia the next week.
Management claimed it was an unavoidable accident and declined to pay
the cast for the half week involved.
Council ruled that salaries were due
and insisted that the coin be paid

pending arbitration,

which

men Jones" was

performances for Negroes in som*
and, ordinarily, there will be
segregation, as has been the cu.stom.
Understood that it's propo.«ed that
Equity adopt a regulation whereby
no manager may use a white actor
in a part intended for a Negro player
by the author, such as butlers, wait.stands,

upheld

'SWEET BYE-BYE' IN
N.Y. THEATRE

CONFLICT

"Sweet Bye and Bye," Nat Kar-

new

musical,

currently

ers and maids.
There can be no
change in the rules, howeveri during
the life of the present pact between
showmen and Equity, which does not
expire until next summer.

i

I

in

Philadelphia, was supposedly booked
into the Broadway, N.Y., but early
this week the contract had not been
signed. Show moved from the Forrest to the Erianger for further try-

out

Monday

<28).

"Toplitsky

Hurok Bringing Habimah
Theatre to the U.S. Again

of

Notre Dame," which opens in Boston Thursday (.)!), is mentioned for
the Broadway, too, as is "Cyrano De

slated for the capi-

but could not obtain booking,
yet has invaded the south, playing
Richmond, Raleigh and Norfolk this
week.
Matter of Negro patronage
appears to have been settled to the
satisfaction of colored chambers of
commerce.
There will be special
tal,

Equity.

son's

:

an attempt to prevent colored pa*
Irons from getting preferred seats.
The show did not play Washington,
where colored people are not ad-

Plans are under way to bring to
the U. S. the Habimah, lamed Hebrew art theatre group now in Palestine. Plan is to import the group
next fall for a 15-week tour, to include Ne-* York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Washington, Lo.s An-

;

j

Bergerac," click revival now at the
Alvin, which it must vacate by Nov.
16 to make way for "Joan of Lorraine," debutting in Washington this
week at the Lisner auditorium of geles, and San Francisco. Committee
has been formed in N, Y. to underGeorge Washington University,
Billy Rose Lifts His
Because of a change in the. male' write the project: Tour wbuld be
Vs. Mpls., Sets 'Jones' lead of "Sweet,'' show Jayed off one managed by S. Hurok.
Minneapolis, Oct. 29.
week in Philadelphia, which added
Hurok brought the group over ^n
his
ban
on
Billy Hose has lifted,
around $18,000 to the production 1926, when it was headquartered in
sending, any of his attractions to cost, what with the ca.st under full Moscow. Next year, 1927, it went to
Minneapolis. "Carmen Jones" will .salary plus added backstage expen.se. Palestine, where it has been active
Minnebe first of his shows to play
Understood that when it was de- since. Group was loundcd by Nahum
apolis since "Crazy Quilt"' days, he cided) to
replace Gene
Sheldon, Zemach, with assistance of Gorki,
having signed with C. C. Milkes, whose' voice was unguited to the Stanislavski and others. Belief arnong
local impresario^ for its enga{;ement. show's numbers, he was given two prominent N. Yi sources is that thi.'
at the Auditorium Dec. 6 and 7.
weeks notice, also pay for that i.s a good time to bring Habimiih
Rose's ban was impo.sed after city, period. That proved an error since back, as an example of Piile.sfine
at llth hour, barred "Crazy Quilt" Sheldon was free to walk, wl-iich he cultural life and as one of the best
When reformei's Rrote.sted to mayor. did, and Erik Rhodes, the replace- art theatres in the world. Hurok,
Show then hurriedly bein,s( moved to ment player, was not up in the part. who lost money on the 1926 engapeLa.«t season Rose played Why the necessity to replace .Sheldon
St. -Paul.
iricnt, says that group was 20 ,yeiirj
'"Cai'mcn Jone.s" in St, Paul, but was not detected during rchcar.saLs aliead of its time, but shoul<l click
passed up Minneapolis.
isn't explained.
now.
I

I

-

Ban

i

-

,

,

;
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:

I
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edy, Meredith brings a

.\li.iill"t(in

makes

.Tln)ni.n.s

laugh play change o£ pace from

"conii-clean" shpw.s that: John
Golden used to; present in .seaspn.s
gone b.v. "Made in Heaven" amu.seci
nighters generously, and should
do welt enough. It's easily: the be.st
comedy this, session up to the date o.t
fifst

'

.......

|

\

Cornedy by Hagar Wilde is
on one ot her magazine storit'.s.

baj^od

;

Xt'.s

husband and his

va

,|

:wiie, so it's not-

Ural that they quarrel now and then.
There's another hubby, too, who .Moes.
to. Philadelphia for his philanderin.!<:

Also there's a girl, who doesn't want
tb get married because she contihnously sees couples in. niarital combat, but finally squawks herselt into
wedlock- There ar^e also some other
.

femmes who

like to drink, etc.

Elsa has been married to Zaek
Meredith, an ad agency head, for 10
years, and they get along very well
until she goes into a tantrum. So he
Scoots to the city, where he has a
hotel room on tap anytime. In the
bar he picks up a dame, and she goes
upstairs with him. It doesn't appear
that Zaek' is even slightly amorous
lor the new' redhead, and anyhow
the door is always unlocked, permittins anybody to get into the act.
Elsa dolls up and hies to town,
too, escorted by a foreigner whom
.

she knows

.

.

is

saMy

Irish Writers, lay bare tlio.
weaknos.ses of their people witho.iit
a shred of .hope to sUstain
lliem.. Syli.ije's coniedy na.ys human
li'ailtip.s till' they find their counterpart in all peoples, regardless of the
tact that in "Playboy" he spotlights
his compatriots: That'.s why. it can
be justified .as a re.x'ival, supplement-,
t'd b.\» the fact that \vithin;the frame-,
work, of the three aclsi Syngo ;has.
analyzed ail his characters ily a bitin'j.
cryslal-clctir exposure with a
bare, minimum, of either words or
deeds. The structure: of the play does
much to add to tliis achievemoiit,
with the third act completely juslifyiag the need of thfe first two .slower-'
mtiving stanzas.
"Meredith docs much to. give the
character of the "greatest playboy of
the western world" a universality that
the deeper qualities of Sj;nge's comedy emphasize. As the Irish country
boy, he never gives the impression
either bv brogue or characterization
.

:

a

dotnestic coniedy with a .suburb'in
background, atid mo-stly deals with
.

stage.

rs'tainin.!*

the

\.:debut.:.'

perrprm-

Cursed by the drivins force that

'I'ht>ni.l>HiiH'

.vnn

fine;

Broadway

aiieS to tlie curretlt

MiiMsiilj

....... .... ..MJUiric'iv

Kar. ......... WIttiinl

Hi"

June. ..................
'.

,

i

;

M. Kerrigan,- J. G, Nugent and
Fred Johnson, as three cronies, lend
color and able suDoort to the performance. John Boyt's single pub
setting and costuming have a genuine
Rose.

touch.

Town

Plays Out of

a Man's World."

"It's

I'je?.

Playboy of the Western

World
(REVIVAL)
Theatre, Inc.. production o£ J. M. SynKe's
drama in three acts. Stars Burffesa Meredith; features Mildred Natwiolt. j. M. Kel-TiKan. Kithne Dunne, J.
Xuffent. .Slaved
hy Outhrie McOllntlc: acenery and costume.s.
John Boyt. At Boolli theatre, N. Y.. Oct.
It), '16; $5.80 top ((7.40 openins nlsht).

C

Eithne Dunne
Marffaret Flaherty........
Shawn Keosrh. ..... .
.Dennis Kinf;. Jr:
Michael Jamea Flaherty. ... .J. M. KurrlKati
Philly Cullen. ........... ..Barry Macolluni
. . .

Jimmy

.

.

Farrell..

..T.

Nugent

Burgess Mereditii

Christopher Mahon.:..
Quln.

.Mildred Natwlck

Susan Brady.

. . .

Widow

.

... v,

, , .

Honor Blake.
Nelly
H?,ra
;

C.

.Old

.

.

Mary Divcny
Keddy

.Shelly

..I.ulie Hatris
Tanacy. ............ .M.aurppn .Stapletrm
... .Fre!3
Johnson

Mahon

.

by William Saulter.
A uniformly good Cast manages to
overcome the handicap of staid dialog and static situations. Top'hoqor.s
to MelviUo Cobper:.;as.,.a:: lawyer,

e.'ceellcnl sett ing
.

w

who

the wife

turns detecshe disaiipears. His suave

fi'iend ot

tive when
m.iiiner and

knowing way

hanr

of

dling lines savc.,iTiah,y a scene, \
Ivan Simpson, in a brief appearance as the coroner, earned heavy
applaitse at the preeiti, and the role
of the nei«hbdr is played to the hilt
by Viola Roache. As the wife. Valerie Cossart makes her best impression in lier quieter moments. Eliza
Stitherland. is
attractive
as
the
tri"nd. and the housekeeper role is
well presented for its comedy values

(iuild

music

i^tories;

:l>ool<.

Loewy;

stafied

and

25.

iproduction

f

..

...William Kullivan
............ .KoKcr Richard

.

iMll:

sel-

costumes. KiiLhryn

Kd\vard:Gill)erl;

lings.

Weidman;

t'hitrles

Kiihn;

musical director. \ViIt Irwin.
Hhiibcit -Lafayette; Detroit. Oct. '.il. '4«.

At

Tom

Kearns
Appledody... . . . .
. .Allen
Cinderella
..... ....... . . .. . . .Ijeila Krnat
Spratt. , ............. .Ethel Levey
.

.

.

Mi.iiress

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

Prince: t-harmins:. ............ .Edward Pew
ICrtlp.
.
.. .>....,.... ..... Barhara Perry
King Kindly, ... ......... ...ISdward' Lambert
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

;

KctK^rS" Sieve

.Vlor-ericc

.

Korona
Ondek

Canlbb
.Xed Kichardson

........

Willi:iiii

JluUin./-.

flnard.

hy David P.aHkhi; lyrics by June.t'ai'^
(.lioreo.tjraphy.

...... .Steiibcn

'.

.

Sioldier.
I'riru-c

Detroit, Oct. 24.
r.ciinai'd
Sillnuin iii'oUuction of mu.sical.
T.iiuk l)y .I.uuf ('aiTiill .and Robert UuUe;
iiilisiu

'a Slier

T>ancers;

.:. ...... ... .llichard
.Pa liner
i'rince (iab.riel oc I)a\v.sl>erKen. .Ted Iluerfiles
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hard to imagine anything
Broadway needs le.ss than "Princess
Sailor
..
.....
.Adriennft Yvette." Advertised as the preem of
Widfiw Wilhtw
.Jack Willinnis an original based on the "Graustark"
Brodcrlcli.
romance. Ben Loewy's operetta has
Set in Middle Ages, "If the Shoe managed to include everything that
Fits," sprightly musical comedy, teed is bad in the fictitious kingdom cata(24) log.
off
at the Shubert-Lafayette
with a splash of dazzling color, more
Guild,
an
Bridgeport Operetta
than competent dancing and music amateur self-sustaining group which
that destines it for success.
came into being quite successfully a
Leonard Sillman is producing this couple years ago with "New Moon"
musicalized story of Cinderella which and followed with "Rio Rita," made
moves along at an unusually lively a costly mistake in undertaking the
pace.
all-Loewy opus. Author-composerLeila Ernst is superb as Cinderella, lyrici.st-stager-conductor, former N.
while Edward Drew, the Prince, is Y. radio singer now working for Coadequate. Miss Ernst's changes of lumbia Recording Corp. in Bridger
mood, ranging from pensive to pert, port, botched his job completely with
are accomplished with a minimum of exception of one first-rate melody,
effort as she flits about, a brilliant "Just Like a Dream."
actress with a sweet voice, without
The libretto about the princess
which the role would be incomplete. whose little Balkan country faces
One of the show's strongest points foreclosure unless she weds an unis Florence Desmond, as Lady Eve,
desirable prince from a neighboring
the fairy godmother. The character- land, and whose heart belongs to an
ization is one that offers limitless American, can do without paragraphpossibilities,
Desmond ing.
and
Miss
makes degianding part a full one.
Gladys Kolletar, in the title role,
She scores spectacularly with the and Frank Parry as the romantic
tune,. "Take Me Back to the Bottom Yank have good voices, but their
of the Garden."
performances, like all the others, are
Comedy is in the competent hands nothing more than valiant. Elem.
of Joe Besser, barrel-chested, amorous coachman.
Charles Weidman.
Barbara Perry and Richard D'Arcy
Ita(;li4>l4»i*'s
furnish the dancing, which is On par
Los Angeles, Oct. 17.
with the remainder of the show.
K. O. Caram production of three-act (one
Other music for "Shoe" includes setv Tarce by Robert .Sheban. Pealures Kose
Hose and J-tcic Davis- Direcled by Rob"In the Monling." "This Is the.End:
ert
SI.
t'lair:.
setting^
Richard Jackson.,
of the Storv," "I Took Another Look,"
Openeil at Bel.isco. I.. A., Oct.' 16. 'ilS:
and "I Wish."
.:':•
S3 top.

The Wizard...
.

.

.

; .

.

, .

.

.

:

It

.Frank Millon
.Richard D'Arcy

is

;;.:*

i .

.

Theatre, Inc., which heightened last
season's Broadway fare by bringing
the Old Vic repertory outfit over
from London^ has inaugurated its '46'47 semester with a sensitively staged
revival of J, M. Synge's "Playboy of
the Western World-" Last presented
in this country by the Abbey Players
of Dublin, back in 1937, "Playboy's"
current revival stars Burgess Meredith and features Eithne Dunne, of
Costumes are gorgeous, and the
the Abbey and Gate TheatBCS, mark- ensembles are far above average.
ing her American debut. Synge's
Holl.
comedy will have a limited audience
appeal. But on the strength of the
Thvi
Meredith tag, combined with the fact
offers
that "Playboy"
a rewarding
Wilmington, Oct. 25.
evening's entertainment, it should
\'iolla Rubber and Johnnie Walker pro<liii'tit»n ot uiyStpr.y play in two acts b.v Deii-'
garner some healthy b.o. grosses.
Hoey; based on novel by Anthony GilAttention was focussed on the .ills
lie rl.
l<*cHtiires Melville Cooper. Staged by
present revival on two counts: spec- I'Jaiencp Derivent: aBlUns. William
SatiUer.
ulation a.s to whether Synge, the At J'lnyhouse, Wilmingtoit, Oct. 23-28, '40;
tuil.
playwright, temains good theatre toRnrwanl..
..DenirLs Iloey
day, and from' the standpoint of Kdinund Fiirlies.
AKalha
;.
.Valerie C'osanrt
.Miss Martin
...Vfnla Ronche
.

.
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-
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..iV.f'harliitte Fletcher
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M.ifiev

Johnson
Rose

.Ilai-j'J'

;(Ipovr:o
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Speivln

..Jamea StoUt

.
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.

Mrs. Mart. ..
Arlhur ('(iiilr.
Grace :Knowi™.
,

SAMUEL FRENCH

.Melville Cooper
.BliKa Sutherland

.

Inspector Ramsey..';.
Charles Francis
CoHslable Miller.
........ .Darby SummeiM
Reporter.
...
.Koltli T'nimer
.Ivan !!impson
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SINCE

'

1830

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Represcntalives
Went
nil

481 li

Wett Jth

Street, New Yo'Vi
Street, Los Angel**

.

..Queonle r#i>HaW

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

I'urouer.

A brief career looms for this slowmoving, talky .mystery. Dennis Hoey.
plays the villain, adapted it

who

from a book by Anthony Gilbert;

it

Inanely writ ten .and dully directed,
"Bachelor's Women" which bowed
here at the Belasco, is hardly worth
incnti'bning. except for the record.
Robert Sheban has written a sill.y
story about a writer who can't keep
women away from him. Four of
old flames show up from his recent and allegedly rakehell past
to try and win a place in his bed.
The wrilor, .who has a deadline to

meet

Cor a

magazine

'

:

:

Under.studies have gotten the breaks in "Born Yesterday." as indicated
last week when Yolande Donlan was selected by Garson Kanin, aftef
he
saw her in ohe. perform'anCe out of town as the lead in the fortlicoiiiing
London company. Mi..s.S Donlan understudied Eleanor Lynn, who plays the
part in the Boston "Born" company. Mis.s Lynn was the standby lor
Judv
HoUiday of tl|e Broadway cast. Latter actress joined the comedy during
its tryouti!, supplanting Jean Arthur, who withdrew because ot illness
Miss Arthur was starred when the show first played Boston, Kanin having
authored and directed the Max Gordon click. Incidentallyi MiSs Lynn i.s
quitting. She turned in her notice to the producer last week, but
will
remain with the company for about five weeks more while he obtains and
rehearses another player for the role. Mi.ss Lynn is resigning because df
interference of the lengthy tour with her domestic life. She's the wife of
Morris Hclprin, v. p. of the Alexander Korda film interests in this country.

;

'

Although the American Repertory Theatre has won a good press for
its three revivals, bvisitiess out of:to.wn ha.'; been under expectations; When
bows, onto Broadway at the International, Columbus Circle, capacity
business has been assured for the first four weeks, gross to approximate
$109,000 on the basis of the advance sale.
ART has been selling tickets on the subscription plan, each patron being asked to buy tickets for the all three plays. Next week's openings
will be devoted to ART, "Henry VIII" bowing in Wednesday (6), with
"What Every Woman Knows" listed the following evening. "John Gabriel
BorknaaiV is the only opening premiere listed for the week of Nov. 11.
it

Freddie Schader,

who

is

agenting "I Reinember Mama," booked

in-

deflnitely at the Studebaker, Chicago, arranged a

promotionar deal with
the Chicago Terminal National Bank whereby the latter got out a folder
soliciting savings accounts and exploiting the play. Bank agreed to mail
100,000 folders and, in addition, supplied 80,000 more for distribution in
the Selwyn, Harris and Studebaker theatres at no cost whatever to the
show.
"Mama" w»s adapted for the stage by John van Druten from Kathr.vn
Forbes' series of stories, of "Mama's Bank Account." The mama of that
play extols the value of a bank accounUJiough she nevet is able to have
u
one herself.

Lawrence Langner, directional head ot the Theatre Guild, teamed with
Theresa Helburn, took the limelight in patent news from Washington
last week when it was announced that he had invented a devibe to destroy
land mines in advance of troops. The invention is operated from tanks.
Langner turned the invention over to the Government gratis.
Showman is also a patent attorney and he was frequently in Washington as consultant on munitions inventions during both world wars.
He is also a dramatist when having the time and urge.

KuffKTles

'I'pd,

.\ttendanl

Bornwaii

Duke

In the^eck theatre lobby there's a li.st of nearby restaurants but nearly
the proprietors say they^are always filled with regular customers', so
they can't take care of many of O'Neill's hungry patrons.
One of the oddities of "Iceman" is that only a couple of the characters
ever smoke, one down-and-outer rolling his own. There is a baker's dozen
in the stage crew, two deckhand!? being assigned to mix the "liquor" .sup.
posedly consumed. Only one sale is made in the stinko saloon where it
ali
takes place. A guy orders a couple of snorts and a cigar for the barkeen
tab being 15c:

all

oE

Ben
and conducted by Loewy;
by

lyrics

Inside Stuff-Legit
Announcement that the dinner intermission for "The Icemaii Cometli
Eugene O'Neill's Broadway hit, had been lengthened, as the script had
been cut, is inaccurate, Nothing has been deleted ffom the drama
as
played on the opening night. Second act is supposed to ruig up
at 8
p.m. but actually the curtain at the preem didn't rise until more than
10
minutt\s later and is now regularly scheduled for 8:15. Final ciirtaiir
is
around 10:50 each evening.
Because of the day and night performance, audiences have trouble getting dinner in the nearby eating places, one drawback to the long
p^ay

'

Bridgeport, Oct.

^

Bridjr^l>oPt;:Ot>PreU(V

llii.'He: acts <seycn
scene's) lia.seii
on tleurse Harr MvCnt'cheon's "Graustavk"

opereila,- in.

Vlairont.:.

.

Martin Manulis staged "Heaven,"

tale of

Qiiinno\.

ihv Shoe Fits

If

.

title,

to a

imirder ;vnd the means by which
the slayer is brought to jvLstice. Even
the earefuily nurtured ''atniosphere"
-^that of a lonely house on a fog(illcd niarsh— I'aits to ctipk despite an

.

.M.'l

.

down
a

technical director, .Kobert T. Vopol: orchesh;U arra nfieni.ent.s, Bennet Williams. Ilenry

.

ds he did last summer when the play
was tried out at Westport under the

it's all

Xaf?oc!<a. At :JCleln Memorial Auditorium,
llriilpeiiurt, •t'rtnn.. .'i)i!t. 25. '411.
top.
.Sciviinl ......;.:.
.:....,.., Wallace llurd

. . i

.

audience wonderhig wliat

I.

.

to marriage, alter
swearing she won't, does much better. Lawrence Fletcher is likeable as
the guy who goes to Philly now and
then, Ann Thomas does well by the
pickup girl, who is confined to two
scenes, and Louis Borel is okay as
tliey guy with a dialect.

lie

being indelibly Irish alone.
Miss Dunne as the barmaid who by Queenie Leonard.
Cteronce Derwent is credited with
recognizes in Meredith her' "playKlep.
boy .'^ yet because of conventional the staging.
morality lets him go by. is warm and:
real and ably complements Meredith.
0'

Marilyn Day
with restraint, being meticulous in Delilah.
.Shorle XJorlh
.. ...... ..
letting the supporting cast get the 'Xhnis.
Hive.
.....
..Florence jDe^imOnd
Cai-men I.ady
best out of their lines.
.Herman
.Joe .ilesspr
.:;..:. ....'i... ...
Mathews does well enough by Elsa. Airanacr.
Fin Olsen
...
.. ..........
... i
Youka Troubetskoy
but Katharine Bard, as her sister,
Jor Dnmo.

who succumbs

t

about.
Laelving suspense and with nothing
mtieh happening, the play set tle.s
pedestrian, routine

.

wed. They even-

tually drift to Zack's room, finding
the strange gal who is talking her
own language to some unseen lover.
Elsa scoots back home and slarts
packine for Reno but in the morninjj
in strolls Zack, who has spent the
./night getting her sister married to a
guy who'll doubtless find out what
a-prize he picked, for Nancy hus a
flair for squawking. The iWerediths
are about to split, having divvied up
the furniture, but there is a pre-curtain clinch, for they are still very
mii,.ch in love.
Bonald Cook, excellent as Zack.
His timing is admirable and he plays

Hoey reveals himself as a better
actor than ptuvwright as the blackhearted kniive who marries a girl

.

,.

;

Broadway

to the

solely for her money and doesn't
stage. As tht^atte, "Playboy," despite
hesitate to commit min-der to further
it.s diflifult County Mayo jargon and
his plans. The wife does a disappearslpw fii'st two acts,, weaves the .spell, ing ael
and hubby is .suspected as the
cit'ates the suspense and gives the
s'nyer. She tlirns up at tlie inquest
.satisfaction that only real theatre can
hul,it dt<velops her mate, murdered, her
CapUiriiig the metaniorVifhieve.
best friend to keep the latter: from
plia.si.s of tiie lonoly Irish "playboy''
suillii.ifi the beaiis,: In the final .scene
N^'ith 'understanding,
projec.t.ing the
the villain drinks ihe poison which
part with an utter simplicity of manthe wile had prepai'ed for herself.
ner, yet giving full sway to tlie draJtislice;,triumplis a!;ain.. It's presented
matic quality of Syngo's bitiiifi comwith an air of coiitusion that leaves

i>y
Marl hi
Uiil^Uvjisst'iv

Cnuli.
Siiiwl
I.a\M'PtH'S

.

Meredith returning

iiV
oC comtMiy
Jlnsiir Wllilo;

pruiluc'.Uoti
(iolilen
liy
(I'our tu-ls)

enough stamina for

doesn't have

jii.st

JoHu

,

.

,

article, tries to

shoo the damsels out of his country

Mary Coyle Chase, the Denver piatron who wrote "Harvey," has been
standing by in New York for several weeks with her three young iJons
and husband, out-waiting the shipping strike. They are booked to sail on
the liner America for London, where her hit is due to reach the boards
around the holidays, possibly at the Haymafket;
Brock Pemberton
"Harvey" producer, will stage the comedy over there, leaving for England
by plane when final arrangementis are made.
Roy Jones, who was back with "Ballet For America," relieved himself
of his bankroll of $2,700 by investing it in the dance attraction. As manager he was aware of the outfit's financial condition, and putting up coin
to keep the troupe going came as a surprise, Jones has no recourse from
the Assn. of Theatrical. Agents and Managers but his salary was protected
by a bond required by the union. "Ballet" flopped out at Atlanta ifeceotly,
Margaret Perry Fanning, daughter of the late Antoinette Perry, has
gone west to dispose ot her 400-acre ranch in Idaho. She is selling the
place because she plans to bring up her two tots, Toni and Stuffy (Karl),
in the east.
Nearest phy.sician to her place lives 35 miles away, and
schools are even more remote.
In recent Variety review ot "Fridolinons '46,"
musical by Gratieii
Gehnas (Fndolin) in Montreal, credits inadvertently exclud'ed names o£
Jacques Pelletier, who created the settings; musical director Maurice
Meerte, and costumes by Laura Cabana.

place and .still get the article vvritten in order to keep hi.srjob. It's not
a plot and the scraps
Of humor hung over it rely on double
entendre and bedroom boisterousness

very much of
fpr

laughs^which

aren't there.

Jack Davis portrays the author
with little conviction. Rose La Rose
does okay as a burley stripper, which
was a piece of type-casting, Miss La
Rose being one of the Main street
regulars in the ecdysiast circuit. Dave
Anderson,. birother of Eddie "Rochesiter" Anderson, is rather amusing as
the man-of-all work. There also was
a huge beast of Great Dane antecedents which got the only real laughs
opening night from the audience
when he was dragged on stage, much
to his displeasure and the first-nighters' delight.

The rest of the cast fails to shine
through the opaque direction of Robert St- Clair. Richard Jack.soh's design of the one set was probably all
right on paper, but they shouldn't
have used the same material for construction.
Huts.

Coast Lineup for Spec
Los Angeles, Oct.

29.

Cast and chorus ot 200 are being
lined up here 'by Charles K. Peck
for the stage spectacle, "That Wa
May Live," to be shown at the
Shrine Auditorium, Dee. 17-18 for
the
Palestine
Emergency Fund.

Show was presented last year in
Madison Square Garden^ N. Y.
While on the Coast, Peck will newith film producers on a
pre-production deal for his new
legiter, "Filly JProm Flatbush."
gotiate

Shows

Rehearsal

in

—

"The Big TvHi"
Elliott Nugent
and Robert Montgomery,
"the .Eagle Has Two Heads"—
John C. Wilson.
,

"No Exit"

("Huis-Clfts") -Oliver

Smith and Herman Levin.

Actors Lab Renews Lease
Hollywood, Oct.

29.

Actors Lab will continue to pro-

duce

legit

plays

at

Las

Palmas

theatre, under a new lease calling
for six more months.
Group IsHn ing ujj a new drama
to be staged late next :inonth.
.

"Beggar's Holiday"— Dale WasserWatkins.
t «
"Xhc World of Christopher Bl»*«

man and Perry

,

Hyman and Bernard Hart.
Jesse Long
".\ Family Affair"
and Edw. S. Hart.

—Jos.

"Call

—

Me

Mister": (roadV—Meivyi'

_

_
— Jr^u"

Douglas and Herman Levin.
"Sweethearts" (revival)
Stone and Michael Sloane.

-

-

;

;

:

.

1

.

;
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On Bow

Breezy $27,000 ID

'Girk'

In Four at Mpls.
:Scription

+
Chicago, 0<St 29.
here last week,

replacing
Girls
ftoomer Girt" at the Shubert. DeNSG first-night reviews of
sniff
»how sttXMj up well for first
Ths

•Follow

trix,
^^

sitM &mm

Negre," also scaled at

INWEEKATPTTTSBURGH
Pittsburgh, Oct. 29.

M

Louis Calbem
next month are
expected
cent Yankee" clocked fine $20,000
Yesterday" and "Hamlet." -last Week at Nixon, much more than
Onlv one in town with tremendous show was figUJed to do. Advance
rerfiams
capacity hoBses each night
sale hadn't tjeea. so hot, and house
-Olilahoma!"
anticipated only a few grand over
,
,
,„
EstiiOatM t9t I<.^»t. Week
the $9,000 already in the till from
"Dreanl Girl," Selwyn, (8th wk)
-

:

-

nnps

(2100- ,$4.80). Opened TitSsrfay (22)
seven perfor e.xceUent .$27,800 fi-om

fttaoBefS.
"Harvey,"
.

_

:

Ha

,,,,

,

r. ir i

(1 000; $4.20 ). Still
.flight drop to

very

,

,

w)i)

(1 1th

?

"I

,

'Norway 11^/^

,

Huston

'Walter

,

(«24e; $4.20).

,

deern't vary.

„

t>i

<

of "The Union," Blaekstone
wit) (1,358;- ?4.20l. Remains at
,

'•State

$20.000.

Coirmng Oct. 28-JVo(i)'. £f)
Krp. Co.— Colonial. Bost.

(Period
.Vmcr.
(2«-2).

,,

:

•'Anna Lncasta" —- Hanna, Cleve.
Cox, Cincy (3-9).
"Another' Part of tjie Forest"
; v/
Playhousej;mi:': {i-2;),
"Apple of His Kye"— Nixon, Pitt.
(28-2);

—

:

—

Mil

(28-2).

4-Week

Loo Run,

St.

"Blackouts

1946"— EI Capitan,

of

'

Hollywood

too.

128-9).
Blackstone
Ford's,

29.

"Song, 6,t Norway'' soaredi on -final
,w:eek:here to make, an otherwise of.

week look good. "John Gabriel
Borkman," added to",the American
fish

.

Repertory

repertory

Theatre's

this

failed to provide^ any b.o,
sock for this outfit, and illness; of
Clifton 'Webb, a relafise ot his previeus
illness
in
(Salifomiia -last
summer; cut four: periormances biit
of "Present Laughter," -which was
headed for hofto. "Happy. Birthday"
also- dipped a little on: liiiaile.
Only
:

.

sello-ut.

was

drew mixed

:

''Born Yesterday," very

no-,

but comedy should make the
grade. Only other opening last wei&
was :another revival, ."The. Playboy
of the Western World," the -i-oldies
,

still having
shows so. far

a distinct .ed^e'
this season;
'

.

oii,

new

'

.;

,

.::

Estimates tor,< Last Week
Keiy."!; C
(Comedj/), D (Dra7Tia),
CD (Gomedy-Dranta), R (Revue),

M

(Mitsicai;),

"A

,Week,

:

p

(Operettrt).,

Box
.Moved,

Bom,'' Music

Ftay

St.

Louis, Oct. 29.

time in the

in

Week

Final

in

first

legit

this

hisr
a nonthe
of

Iciiig

burg

big at the Wilbur,

:

and

capacity

the

gross

rated

'

at

'
'
'

,

,

:

,'

.

"Cyrano de Bcrg:era«," .\lvin (.7d
week) (D-1.331; $4.80). Must vacate
house; itter aho'iier three 'weeiss
but doing, so well that it's likely to,
winter;
this:
,

play through
nearly $28,000.
"Show- BOat," Ziegfeld (42d week)

getting profit-,
throtngh

Still

$6).

and

able atteridattcO

is al-ated

,

,

'

'

-

.

.,

:

,

.

,

'.

,:

,

.

;

—

:

:

,

.

—

like stayer, with attendance cfese to
,$21,5fl0.

.,

town

(

"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
(2d week) (CD-1,064; $4.20'). Looks

here: winter; pace -arbUnd $35,000.
week) (D-979;' $4.80).
from Adeiphi last week;:, business,
"The Front Page," Royale (8th
fairly strdng,. and :another pro,fitable w-efefc) (e-1,084:;
"The Fatai
$4,20).
week Vegistered'.at ai?o.Und -$26,000.
Weakne.sS" booked here in three
"Anna Lucasta," Alansfield (IWth .weeks; revival -.may tour; slipped:
::;
V
week) (0-1,041; :$3.6<)'), Report of to $lOiO60i
"The Duchess o£ Matfi," Barrymore
another shOw in. this spot next month
denied; coloredi-east drama making (2d week) (D'-l,064; .$4.20). Despite
weak press, oJdie doing business
niOney; $12,509- estBBiatedi
••Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial principally with help of theatre
paxties; over $20,560- estimated.
(litth week) (M-1,427; $6.60>. Nearly
"The Red MjU" 46th' SUeet (52d
six months to standee attendance;

—

'

.

ited stay; generally, favorable press,

,

—

Rajah,

,

REVIVALS

"Playboy of the Western World,''
Booth (0-712; $4.20). Irish dnwna,
opened here, Saturday (28) for liru-

(M-l.fi2a;

(8th

Opening this week -are the Ballet
Balto (28-2)
RuSse, at the Opera House, in for a
Heading (4); tyriCj Alleh- full week with a nice advance.
(,'")-6); 'Playhouse, OTlm,
(7-9>,
"Toplitsky of: Notre Dame"^ follows
nearly $45,500.
at the Shulbert and
(28-9). on Tuesday
"Bloomer
Girl"—
Det.
Cas^,
torj of
"Born Yesterday i" Lyceum (39th:
"Blossom Time"
Locu-st, Philly "Years Ago" next, with Friday night
niusiCar piece "The Voice
pre.ss party p-review at the Copley. week) (C-993; $4.80). Drawing many
four consecutive (28-2); Ford's, Balto. (4-9).
Turtle" ran for
Formal opening follows Saturday repeaters, and business as- strong
•weeks, at boftb biz, .''Turtle's'' last
"Born Yesterday" Wilbur, Bost. night.
Monday (Nov. 4) brings how as any time' since Opening;
weeK at the America* theatre wopnrt (28-9).
*
around $21,000.
"Student
Prince"
back:,
to
Opera
the
up Saturday (26) with an' estimatecl.
•'Carmen .lones" — Aud., Harris- House and "The Fatal Weakness" to
"Call Me Mister," National (2oth
gross of $19,000 to briag the totaij
The 1,700- Burg (28); Aud., .Lancaster (29); the Colonial: "World Of Christopher weeic) (R-1.142; $6). Lookjf like
for. the stand to- $77.a00.
Blake" next at' the .Ptyniouth on cinch through new sason; 'Standees
Raleigh
(31);
Hich.,
Aud.,
(30);
Aud.v
:$3,66.'
scaled
to
house
wasseat
open- at most performances; gross ap'Tobacco Koad'.' returned to the Au5., Norfolk, 11,-2); ,Aud.i Charles- Tuesday. Nov. 5, making six
ings in one week, very big here.
proaches. $33,000.
American Sunday (27) for the Hth ton 5) ; Hartman, Col., (6-9).;
Est 'mates far Last Week
••Carousel," Majestic (80th week)
time and its 20th week .since its deAcad. Music,
•'Come On Up"
American
Repertory
Company (M-1,667; $6). Commands great busbut.
Last season the management N'bamptopi (28); Avon, Utica (2.9);
Colonial
(1,500;
,$3.60),
"John
Ga- iness, with takings around $42,500,
annousaced that "Boad" was making
Strand,,
Binghaiuton
Temple.
.Borkman."
(30);
briel
"Henry
'Vfll"
and
amazing for, run musical at this
Its farewell p.a.' here. However, tlie
"What
Every
Woman
Knows"
now
Bug.
(1-2);
Ithaca
Erianger,
(31);
profit
stage of run.
.piece will leave town with a
Aud.. Roch. (4-5); Shea's, James- in repertory, but gros& for last week
»5. a stuirdy demand for ducats, is
"Deep .4re the Roots," Fulton (.i7th
a mea.ger estinfited $12,000, not
Being made \vith the house seated town (K); Shea'.s, Erie (7); Colonial,
week) (D-968; $3.60'). Now in last
good. Final week current.
to $2.',. VAkron (8>; Park,, Y'ngstown (9).
"Born Yesterday," Wilbur (1,200; three weeks; has excellent run to its
"Dear B-uth'^ i-r- Center, Norfolk $3.60). Fourth week reinained very record, with bushaess last week
(28-31); AudO Trenton (2); Play- lively estimated ,$17,000, best biz around $9,500..
"Dream Girl," Coronet (36th week)
getter in town.
house,; Newark (4-9)..
LA. LEGIT STARVING;
"Happy Birthday," Schubert (1,590; iD-l,Q37; $4.20). Has good chance:
"Dream G^trl"
Chi,
Selwyn,

196

For the

'

:

:,,,

'JVIade in Heaven''

Hub

Boston, Oct.

(28-2)t Nat'T,v 'W'ash/ (4-9).
"Bal
Negre''
Davidson,

Ends Record

12G,

tices,:

Current Road Shows

,

'Turtle'

ART NSG

in

'Bern' 17G,

Doing well

'

-

,

games.; Foireign delegations here fbr United Nations Conclaves hikes the demand for -tickets.

,ma.iO:r'football

"Apple Of His Eye."

$23,000
Studebalcei-

with tidy $17,000.
"Oklahama!",: Erhuiger (Oth wlt v
$32,000
Capacity
$4.28).
(1,334;

(2i)th

,,

going great with

Remember Mama,"

(2nd wk)

'

This was 'first
Gmtd-American Theatre Society play
of the season.
Nixbn currently has another subplay,,

1st Foiff

good $9,000 in Lyceum. Attraction:
Broadway business fbr the favor- through another season; takiiigs:
opened to light house, but,: 'helped ites holds to excellent, proportions. close to $14,500.
hy reviewers' raves and favfjrable Ther^ is- little doiibt that, the paucity,
"Three to Make Beady," Adel.phi
word;Of -mouth,; hullt ni(;ely.
",
oi n'ew hits is ai'iding attendance to f,mh week) (R-L434;' $4.8a). Agenthe run successes. Pressure On agen- cies have been selling out' the hotise
cies
and boxoffioes for weekend nightl;y at the last minute; around
tickets is! becoming, exceptionally $30,500; great money for intimate
heavy, what y ith .erowdis. in N. Y. or revUe that moved back, here Moii*
.:::,:,:„'.:",
in tiowns, not far away to-' ,witnfess day:,(2»X,

.subscription auspices

scription

XIM m

&a^,

MakiDg

.

hit a

.$3.e&i,

Boffs; 'Heavien

.

,

.

B way

For Current

.

,

'

(1000; $4.20). Fairly good $17,000.
Shiibert
the Girls,"
•'•Follow

Socks Keeps B.O. Big

.

,

•'Born

:

New

Lack of

.

were lavi.sh.in- thelr.praises;
For the same numher of performances
Katherine Dunham's "Bal

'YANKEE' FINE $20,000

good pace with
New'
ior few shows.

Biz' reniaining at

$12,000

Minaeapolis, Oct 29.
"Lute Song" Theatre Guild subSeason.'
offeriag
here,
flashed throflg^ to good $12,800 for
three nights and matinee at $3.60
top in 2.100-seat Lyceum. Critics

Kz Ebwhere Holds

Despite Pans;

«i

ijscii'niiA'ns

Good

'Lute'

:

week) (M-1,319; $4.80).
Bettered
year's marft .wftiett. i.s sonrrething for
niusical that originally came in with
limited booking; $33,000.
,

"Naughty NauRht," OM Knickerbocker. Music Hall (Ist week). Getting little; in oia picture, ll«iase oh
Second avenue reela.ssified as cab-

.

;

aret: :"
,

:-',':;.
,

Ina Claire-^Weakness'

W

,

$1930 in Pbilly;

Neat

Bye^ $17,500

Philadelphia, (Det. 29.
I^git biz has been sliding perceptibly here of late, along with iEtlm.
houses, fiaprooms, department stores,
etc. It seem.s to be a .steady trend',
with One possible explanation- being
are withholding spending
tlirough winter a.s goodly money he-, people
ing regi.stered for holdover play: money untiil Election.
,

,

ONLY 'BLACKOUTS' GOOD
I.OS .\ngeles, Oct. 29.

exception of Ken Muiri-ay''s
standard returns for "Blackouts of
1918," town's legit is strictly troiii
hittttgerL Even with rave reviews {0:t
two newcomers, grosses were at the:
nadir and house, rnanagers /iiahg the
hlues like r.o time in Uie past five
years.
*Hasty.

the

Heart" took

first

week

to,

if

on the chin

maybe

ISS.oeo

at the Biltmo-re, a

for

new

house, although the show
papers.
the
acclaimed
in
Women'" was strictly noat the Belasco boxoffice,
although the producer steadfastly refused to put ap a ns>tiee; $4,000.
Murray was the only one who had
amy kind of moola at the gate;. He
reported another $a7jQC0 for the
227th week at EI Capitan.

low

at that

was

•'Bachelor's

dongh-Joe

;

Hanna,

^

Alex., Toronto

Cleve,' (4-9),
Chi. (28-9).

"Harvey"— Harris.

Haven, Oct.

29.

.rated ' the

attraction ".strictly for
Mtighs,"' stjow.bwilt to
and left
town -With, a good estimated $11,000

SRO

till

for four performances at

(tax

incl.)

top.

Shubert management burned tho
wires trying to arrange a Sunday
holdover but the Equity rtiling regarding a weekday lay off to com
P?"sate for Sund y
performance
n»xed the idea as show' was already
Booked solid for some time to come.
6>how will not hit Broadway till
revisions and possible cast changes
nave been accounted for.
Current bill is "Student Prince'"
«>r last half (31-2)' and next week
gets "Magnificent Yankee-" for three
Oi^Fs <7-3). "Call Me Mister" plays
.nve shows here Nov. 13-16.

—

BiUmore,

L.

A,

'Ruth' lOG,

Richmond

Richmond,

(28-9).

fall

—

"If
the
Shoe Fits"
ShubertLafayctte, Det. (28-9).
"Life With Father"— Met., Seattle
28.-2) ;s^Mayfair, Port.
(4-6); Aud.,
(

Sacramento (8-9)^
"Lute Song"- Paramount, Omaha
(30): Music Hall, K. C. (1-2); Amer-

— Erlangex_

"Mai^nificent Yankee"
Buff. (28-.31); Aud., Roch.

(1,-

-

At any

$17,000.

"Gvpsv Lady," Century (6th week)
Plenty of theatre
(D-1,670; $4.80),
parties^ but the weekly statement
shows plenty Of coin; estimated

,

boosting final, week- to
estimated %mjiafk Ballet Husse here
now for eight performances.'

(1-2).

taker,';,

(31).:

'

—

"Pyxmiilion

—OpOra

H-se.,

LAWRENCE

IN

?YG'

Shubert

Philly

(28-9).

Norway"
Fori'est,
<>l
"Sonir
Philly (28-9).
Curran,
"State el the llni»n"
Frisco t28-9).
-Stat* of tl^ Union"—Blackstone,
Chi. (28-9).
"Student rrincc"— Lyric, B'dg'porl
(28); Court Sq.. Spr'g&eld (29-30):
Shubert, New Haven (31-2); Opera

—

House, Bost.

-

(4-9).:

"Sweet Bye and Bye"
Philly (28-i).-

"Tbe Glass
Frisco

(

Jtienaceric"

— Forrest,/
— Geary,

D. C.

Washington, Oct. 29,
the first time in almost a
decade, D. C. has two legits running

For

—

Road"

••Tebacce'
Loui.s

American.

St.

(4-9).

(28-2); English, Indpls.

—

Va., Oct. 2».

(

,

WRVA

'

•

,

:

—

(

.(4-9).

"Year*
(28-9).

.\go"

— Copley

Sq.,

Bost.

at

George Washington U's

Li.sner auditorium.
Latter, here for
a three-week pre-Broaqfway :run, was
a .':eIlov,it weeks agov

Meantime, season s^tos to have
hit its stride at the National with two
.sellouts in two consecutive weeks,
Gertrude Lawrence to "Pygmalion,"
which clojsed its week's:Stint here the
pa.st Sat,
(28), had the
sign
out before it opened. Did $2^,500.
,

SRO

Walter Huston itt"Apple Of His
Eye," finst show of the Guild-American Theatre .Society subscription
season, looks solid for its two-week
stand 'At the National, ;:beginning

Nov.

$2.40).

Great business

;

flye legit hiOeises
&r.st

time this

:

A^

con- shows, itt fact, soared Friday and
Saturday ai^ Penm-Navy football
game brought plenty of out-of-town-

tinues for iceskatijig revue; looks set
into next spring; $43„000 quoted.
"Life With Father,"' Bijou (.360th
indication.?
week) (C-613; $3.60'),
are that run leader will play into
spring; business satisfactory, with

4.

'Stude Prince' I9G, Balto
Baltimore, Oct. 29,
"The Student Pvince" paid an oi^trepeated vi.'-it to Ford's la.st week to
get a rousing :$19,()00. In ciurrontly
i<;
Black.stohe'.'s magic
show, with
good advance.
'

'Bliwsbffl;
low, agaiitil
.

Tinw"Lillian

is

slated

,

to

Helljittan's

,l!pl-

hew

One, '-'Another Part of the Forest."
presented by Kcrtt3,it Bleorrtgarden:at
he rc(ipc'iied Marylahd.
,

,

(

,

ers here.

-..

.

"Sweet Bye and Bye," new musiopened Monday at the Forreijf
week's d(;lay, It drew seenrid-sti'ing crix (first liner,s going to
Clairo sho:w) .and received gf^nerally

cal,

after a

thumbs-down .notices, Takings of
help;':
finst
full
week estimated $17..5O0 at the Forrest were nothing
at around $6,o00, but chances not yet to, brag about but showed some local
clearly indicated.
re.sponse.
"Made in Heaven," Miller (1st
'•BIossoiTi' ^ime'^. got $14,000 in its
Despite di- ,iingle. week at the Shubert and;
week,) (C-940: $4.20).
vidod critical opinion, new comedy moved last night t28> to- the Loeust
has indicated good chance; around for secondr local week which may
,1i7.,';00 for first four times.
mark an i mpr o ve ment althoitght sate
"O Mistress Mine,'* Empire f31st is none too healthy.
week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Seem.s to
Third tuner in town last week was
be no, letup in demand for la.=t-sea- "Park Avenue," which moved to, Er.

'

'

.

:

and grosses are around ianger (indie) after two good weeks
at the Shubert Switch was mostly
"Oklahoma:",
St
.Tames
n92d due to authors' desire to make
week) (iVl-l,5G9; $4.80). One of the changes, and' biz -was none too good
musical thoroughbreds that rarely at the big liou.se on west Market

'clicker,
$24,000.
.•ion

varies in attendance, with

gro.'i.*

al-

ways around $30,000.
"Park Avenue," Shubert (M-1,382;
Presented by Max Gordon;
book by George S. Kaufman and
Nunnally Johnson; score by Ajrthur
Schwartz: lyrics by Ira Gershwin;.

$6).

(28-2);

Bame"— Shu-

legitimate

Milwaukee, .Oct, 29.
t.ti,™a«o Road,"' ©n its 15th vi.sit
enjoyed a satisfactory $8,000Wtat*";
'»^e«k at the
Davidson theatre.

heralded In grid Bergman - Maxwell
Andeivson
"Joan
Lorrai.ne"
of

28-9).

"The Havea**—Nat'l, Wash.
Locust, Philly (4-9).
••Ti>pHtsky of Not»e

.

"Harvey," 48th St. (104th week)
Celebrates comple- $19,500.
(C-925; $4.20),
La.st week found three musicals in
of second year on Friday (l)r
still selling plenty of tick
the city (and that's another rnodern
et.'?: .1U9.Q0O.
record), but none of the trio did very"Icetime," Ceriter (19th week) (B
well except at the weekend.
2,994:

SRO $29,500 IN

preemed

,

with

week—^for

tion

,

.

Original Ballet Rassc

rate,

ItLst

,«ason and one Of few o'ct'asions in
recent years— there was only one real
,'!mash. That was the Theatre Guild's
"Fatal
Weakness." George Kelly
comedy with lna Claire, at the Walnut.
This one opened rather d'isap,poiintingIy, ';l»iiit received rave noti(*es (with one exception) and .started to build imxnediatejy following

agencies

—

(28-9).

Boston (28-2);

open

debut, with capacity Fi;i(iay and -Saturday. Week's gross was.: * rofeust

,,

"Mai V Had a Little" Empire. Syr. .simultaneou.':|y, "The Haven," new
drama by Dennis Hoey, gro.ss rated around $9',000'.
Schent'dy
(31-2); mystery
(29-30):
Erie,
starring Melville Cooper, bo,wed intw
"Loco," Biltmore {2d week) (CRoyal Alex., Toronto (4-3).
National last night (28) for, week's
920; $4.20). Theatre parties should
"Oklsihomal"
Eriangesr,
Chi. run.::; Tonight ,(29). ,t!he
nauch-:

.

,

:

—

ican, St. Louis (4-9).

'

.

$26,000,

;

CUftori Webb's sickness
forced cancellation of four performances early P^irt of' week, but show, around $36,000.
Birthday,"
Broadhurst
"Happv
was SRO liitlcr part and snagged
Presented by
$4.80).
estimated :$10,.500, tops for the house. (CD-1.164;
"Song of Norway," Opera House Rj>dger§ and Hanarnerstein; written
Anita lioos; dfew excellent
(3,000; $3.60). Seventh week wound by
gross,e.s out of town; operiS Thursday
.tip ehgagertient with plenty of last-

minute

Mayfair,
"L'p in Central Park"
season got
Mpl.i
26-2);- .Eyceum;
™«er way here last week with six Portland
wys^of "Dear Ruth" at the'
(5-7); Aud., St.,TaittJE «a-9>-'
theatre.
Orpheum.
Play grossed over $10.QOO.
"Voice of the Xiirtle"—
^^^^
Over
play
Show
to
Sprgfld. (28); Lincoln, Decatur (31);
tw^ days
-f"*^
wree
in. Richmond in., years;
Orpheum,
(1-2);
.Mosquei' 'Peoaria
..,i-'?''renf
is
six-day booking of
Dvnprt. (4); Iowa, C. Rapids (5^;
Voice of Turtle."
Coliseum, Sioux Fall's (7).
Lyric,
••Voice o£ the Turtle"
'ROAD' 8G, M'W'KEE
28-2) ; Center, Norfolk
Richmond
-fhe

,

estimated

,

Remember Mam»"^-Studebaker.

bert. Bost. (28-9).

_

week didn't fulfill
weekend dropping Off,

at

anyhow.

"Present LauRhtcr," Plymouth

:

To See Mae for $11,000
New

"I
Chi,

out

pretty good,
200; $3,60).

— Royal

"Hasty Heart"

Closed

-

Mae West came up and a lot of
saw her at tlie Shubert last
weekend (24-26). in /'Come On Up."
:Alded; by favorable
press, which

In the

•'Hamlet"

pr-omise, with

.

fieople

$3.80

(28-9^.

—

New Haven Goes Up

.

Philly

Colonial, Bost (4-9).
"Fallow the Girls"— Shubert, Chi.

(28-2).

and sqiieaked up

;

Weakness"— 'Walnut,

•^iFatal'

(21,-2);

(28-2

Final

.$3..60.),

(28-9).

\yith

street "

;

:

',,':

TOON'mOMG24iG,
'MENAGERIE' 14G,S.F.

fared well out of town; opens Saturday (2).
"Present Laughter," Plymouth (C1.063: $4.80).
Presented by John C.

San Francisco, Oct. 2>>.
"State Of The Union,'' now in its
week: at the Currani .starring
Conrad Nagle. Irene Hervey and
Henry O'Neill did a smooth $24,600
last week.
"Glass Menagerie." starring Pauline Lord, now in its third week at
the Geary last week did only fair
fifth

written by Noel. .:Co'«v,ard;regarded: out ..of 'town;
tajrt night (29)-.
"State of the Union," Hudson (50th
(CD 1,057; $4.80),
GrQs.se8
don't vary for this run hit either,
'$14,000.
and; the weekly count closely ap-

Wilson:

relher, well

opened

'

:

week)

:

:

proaches

.$25,000.

,•

:

.

"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (3d
Tark' 27G, Seattle
week) (0-1,214; $5.40), Audiences:
Buffalo, Oct. 29.
don't get much chance to have dinSeattle, Oct 29.
Agai n.st cau'stic ci-iti'cism, over s^- ner between the two-section drama,
Scaled from $5, "Up in Central
laci'ousne.'i.s frojh local dailie3,"Mary
but pal'k the house every day and
Park" did just fair $27,000 at the
Had a Little" rang up sizablfe gj'o.?s night; $24i,.500.
at the Erianger last week. s"The Voice of the Turtle," Moro.?co l.EiOO-seat Metropolitan last week.
Next
'Xife With Father," witt)
In nine performances it bettered
(l,34lh week) (C-939; $3.60).
Indicjibullish '.$16,000.
tiens are for long stayer to play Edwin M«well and 'Viola Frajne

'Mary' 16G, Buffalo

'

'

i.i

,
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LITERATI
alligator bags, scarves, shirtlists
waists, umbrellas and "something tor
the kids" as most-called 'for items.
Macy's, incidentally, conducts tours,
just as do Radio City and the EmYork will
pire Slate building.
get 6,6'p of the nation's total retail
expenditures in 1946, as against
in 1929, according to the U. S.
8 7'-;.
Census of Business,'

Literati

New

Times, Guild

St

is for the best work submitted
the spirit of Heywood Broun."
Coupled with the award is a $250

HCL

and

Uiuisual interest has attached itHelt to offer of the N, Y. Tunes last
Wiek to give its employees a 20%
fost-ot-living increase, and the reaction tliereto, from the Times Gtii Id
Mid elsewliere. Los Angeles .Newspaper Guild called ofEer "a wide
^en break in the publishers' solid
front against newspapermen's wage
rfttses," and Guildsmen on the tn A.
Herald-Express, on strike since Sept.,
reali, complimented the Times for
king "the fearful pressm-e on work.
pocketbooks. because of skysrs'
rocketing living costs."
N. Y. Newspaper Guild, however,
opposed the Times' 20^i hcl oft'or—
Which was offered/ on ba^is that
present 'Contract expiring Jaii. 1 be
renewed as is for a year. N. Y.
Guild claims the 20% rise doesn't
answer certain requirements, such as
(a) changing the present minimum
.

;

"in

United States Savings Bond; Hunnerup was IWarguerite Gahagan of t+io
Here's how people from more
Detroit- News,/ / "•'„:;, ";
than 50 miles away get to. Manhattan, the Port of New. 'Ybrk AuthorCHATTER
ity states, in a comparison of 1937
Engactor-autlior,
in
Byrd,
Sam
with 1945.land gathering material on his year
84.9%
Rail
76.6%
of Guggenheim Fellowship Award.
10.9
20.7
Aiito
1.7
1.6
Bus
John Crosby, N. Y. Herald Tri.1
.8
Ship
b,u lie radio critic, set for two boft'cs
2.4
Plane
.3
via :Sinion & Schuster,. ;.the first a
novel and then a book oh radio.
Of the train travel. 54% is acDick Hy man, special events, di-. counted for by .Penijsylvania station,
rector, for Look Mag after his dis- 22% by Grand Central. 6';;. by Jercharge from; the Marines, has formed sey Gity aiid 3"'^ by Hobofcen. Holhis oWn flackery with headquarters. land, truiinelhrinps the heaviest auto
George
the
with
i,n
New York.
traffic
(29%),
Robert Downing, stage manager Washington Bridge next and highfor past three years on Mike Todd's ways from' New England third.

wage rates for newcomers; (b) im-

''

.

,

authored an article in the current Theatres Arts Monthly, tagged

Hotels
Hotel space situation for visitors
W<il.l. be slightly bolter in 1947 than
it was during recent years, Farnol
>

staff,

.

;

employees' turnover, 'Toby." which concerns Toby -comea mOnth; (e). im- dians who appear in provincial tent
opines, and transportation situation
piwiiig job. security, which, it c^Us shows west of the Mississippi.
improved.
tremendously
be
will
face of threatened
must
in
the
J'a
Some cooperation is needed from
iaypft's;" and
(d) longer vacations
the government, he points oiit; on
and shorter hours.: The Times" costmaking it easier .'n- visitors from
N. Y.
of-living' proposal, N. Y.. Guild says,
out of the country to get in. For
isn't a wage-improvement proposal.
— Continued from page 1

proving

:

the

W'tiieh a.verages .50

Tourist Biz

Theatres and Sislitseeinj:

NUKt

Eaphaelson's Fiction

Samson Raphaelson,

topflight

Garag-eS'

.

must

.

salesgirl."

.

On

the other hand, Farnol points
oiit, "In the frantic postwar month.s
a great many visitors wc e 'kicked
turned away by hotels
around'
after their reservations had been
confirmed, or were forced to pay
exorbitant prices for theatre tickets
and other luxuries. How these peor
pie
can be resold is anybody's

—

10%

1%
4.5%

;

.

;

but

now

"Hilda

visualizes

Benson" as a book and then a play.
of course, inevitably, that niean,?
HoUj'wood will get her-rand him
again.

MusiC; Hall gets them, i^arnol particular producer who determines
thinks, because,
"Day after' day, to build him, usually nothing much
night after night, a voice over the happens and the option i.s eventually
airwaves saying that this program dropped. Most of, the GIs who got
has come from Radio City has made such pacts Stopped, .over in HollyRockefeller Center the hub of the wood and sold themselves to talent
tourist Universe, with the Music Hall departments while on their return
or the broadcasting studios the first trip to the U. S. from service overport of call."
seas.

Guild's Forlorn Hope
Bob Hope's company was offered
to the Cleveland Newspaper Guild
for its Page One Ball Nov. 19. NBC
(Broadway
made the offer. But the Guild wioutd with Farnol's

have

to switch its date

from the 19th

to the 22nd, when Hope would, be
available, a move impossible to make
at this rooriient.

The irony is that the Giiild originally planned the ball for the 22iid.
but.

changed because

wotild be

more

thought Hope
available on the 19lh.

showmen

houses

tourists.'

all profit

tremendously, they

week, they get the

it

heaviest part of their tourist' trade

on

weekends.

According

Bob

to

Weitman. of the paramount, the
'John Tebliel^s Two Due Boolis
John Tebbel. an editor for Doii- hou.se gets peak trade from the out.bleday Doran. has two new books of-towners during July and August'
due, one via his own firm, and weekcnd.s.)
Crosby Gaige's autobiography, "a.s
Niteries and Macy's
In the nitery field, Billy Rose's
told, to" Tebbcl. which latter is on
Knopf's spring list.
Dianibnd Horseshoe is best known
The McCbrmick D.ynasty (Chi and the fave, according to tourists
Trib publishcrr is .subjept of the inler\'iewed by. F£(rnol. Out-of-town
hot music devoteet'head lot- Elddie
book DD will .publish, also in "47,
Condon's in. the Viijage, he says,
an J the better heeled visitoi's aim
Broun Awards to Cht IVten
'*
:''
Winners of the 1946 Heywood for tlte Copacabana.
Next lo Radio City, Macy's seemed
Broun Memorial Award were three
Staflf members of the Chicago Times. to be the most popular place with
ft was announced last week by the all visitors "que.stioned who had any
American Newspaper Guild. They idea at all of shopping in New York,
are city editor Karin "Walsh and Farnol reports. "Few had any articu-

office
I

called

but

it

tlie

"ins"

;

'

,

'

'rap'\to '-square,"

,

'

'

Dialojf-Wrilers For Wrestlers

,

it

:

to remember this at the trial.
Sitting in the witncs-s cliair, he seemed to have forgotten the dialog.
the champion briushed you away with his hand," prodded his

posed

'

,

,

"When

were frightened, weren't you'.'"
"Whaddayamean?''
;.
"Well, knowing he was the Champion, that gesture made,
so you struck out in self-defense, wasn't that it?"
v
attorney, "you

;,'

:

"Me

afraid of dat cheese champeen?-''

.

-i/^y

:

.you' afraid :?indi
V

,:

'

,

.':'.

.:

,:

Without waiting to have the question refrained, he leaped out of tht
chair, hopped over the rail, grabbed the champion and bounced him On
his head, knocking him out cold for the second time in as many days;
The attorney's cheeks became red. The judge glared.
"Self-defense, indeed!" he sneered. "30' days!"
It was for, this reason I was urged not to deal in hyperbole in issuing
instructions to my bodyguard. Once I did forget and ordered him to throw
a cop out. He began to heave him toward the window.. I screamed, and
reversed the command.
"Keep your hands off me, I'm a state officer," ordered the cop,
"Him a state officer too,'' said' my bodyguard, pointing to nie a,s he proceeded to shoulder tlie cop out of my sanctum.
High Dudgeon But lligli
;My sanctum was nine stories above the;grpund,: Radio men and reporters
were barred by cops. But one news Comineiitator dropped a cable and «
mike from the roof and interviewed:,me rby re'mote control, transci'ib'ed''
.
the results and scored an exclusive.
Stale police had moved in to take over but they didn't quite know how
to handle an inside picket job.
The guy who had got the governor to puil the switch on me appointed,
,

,

'

^

.:

...

;

.

:'

-

.''

:

;

,.::

his daughter, a :very .beautiful nurnber,, in;;my stead. But -beautiful or not,-,
300-pound bouncer barred her and the state patrol from disturbing
beauty naps until a court order vacated me.

my

my

We

,

'

:

my

.

.

Jack McPhaul and James MeGuirci late rea.son.", he says, "except vague
reporters, whose story won a pardoii references to the fact that Macy's
was so big, with a natural inference
tliat .selections would be wider than
at home and that 'prices were okay'." try

ioi- a. man who served 12 years in
^ prison on a murder charge though
actually innocent of the Clime.

of the

world lor BritLsh

—

film.s."

Macy's. wliit'h pitches for the vis- Rank spoke at the club despite the
29 entries were made in the
shaken in a car.
„^ fact he was badly
„
which is UeW amiwally in itors -and tracks tliom down by
the memory of the late columnist keyed ads in out-of-town papers, accident en route,

Some

BOntest

;,,

.

^

.

"

fact,,

tp

,

,

.

when "Smith" was first released i was plaj'ing opposition in real
the, Capra-Stewart, fantasy. Their production ,,outdrew purs, ot
course, but I still reinember the details of ours, and we got;bi6get' noticesi',.
In fact, we were front-iiage stuff for days.
Some Californians may recall that I had 'been secretary of institutions
in a reform administration. One of our instituliona was a refonn school
for boys. About 120 goons were making a career out of clouting 300 juvenile deiinqtients into further crime, in fact,: a cpitple of Idds had died ot
"suicide.", '!: Was siire they had been beaten to death, but the, goons had
been blanketed in under Civil Service the year beforfc'wc were voted into
In

life,

;

,

.

'

caire."

Tele

-

.

Was This Jop McGinty?
Incidentally, this was the best expose of politics I had ever seen, sold
simply as entertainment: "Mr. Smith Goes To Wa.shhigton" was too cles«
to"Mr. Scully Goes To The State Building" to seem revealing or amushig
to me." But "McGinty'' gave me more laughs than Hope lousing up ^'Beau^'

'

,

all

It's probably news to these ','play's-thie-tliing'* 'Parli.sans that :the political'
issues are often not, honesty versus dishonesty, competence verijus iiicbra-^
petence, progress Verstis reaction, but five votes versus a precinct;
I have been the Tanimany leader of Hollywood for 10 years now, and
whenever we. can't get a' good candidate, I run myself. I usually take tim
party primaries, with a landslide, and get shellacked in the riinoll' becaus*
the opposition (the dirty reactionaries!) manage to dig up thoi,e vital live
votes per, precinct I'm talking about.

'

:

say, although: Whil? the IVl.H. get^ a

heavy flow

.

,

disagree

Paramount, Rpxy,
Strand, Capitol and other Broadway
.

'

'

:

It, took iO days to get my couch-order vacated and I had sO loused.: tip
the whole picture that shortly afterwards the beaulifiil number resignedi
divQrced'.'remarried and left for the eastern seaboard.
What did
accbmpli.sh'? Well, we got half a dozen goons fired, forced''
the superintendent 16 resign, and clinked several other guards for practicing hhitahty on minors.
y':'\ -.///l:
i
Reason for lack of servicemen
Tlie rnaiii quarrel was really between me and a p.sychiatrist, who was;,vi'ho make good in show biz, it is genmore crazy than our 27,000 patients. I thought the voters h^id voted for a
erally thought, is that they were
change after 44 years of one party, whereas he thought that playing ball'
overrated when serving with their
own iinils.;.' in lhe :.Army they had a with.air.the termites left behind by the departing political machine was
good politics and, if you wanted to stay in office, good psychiatry.
pushover audience and many local
He assiifed the public that "he expected to give the state 100"{. service."
gags, which tinade things easy. SituTo those who .rerhembered. their "Grapes of Wrath,'' "service" was'th*
ation is entirely different when they
term: Ifteinbeckused for what the bull gave the cpw. And that's, just about
get up against pro competish and
what those patients got in the end before we got rid of this guy.
tougher audience's.
All I tried to do was to break up the bu.siness of exploiting wards at
the state, and if I wasn't big enough to beat a coalition ot phoney liberals
and hard-shelled reactionaries I -certainly put the whole busiiie.ts on the
ill.and-injured list. :
Tlieatre
Putting on the Writs
Continued from page 1
Above all this slapstick, writs by the Writs Brother.?, 300-pound bodyguards and other showman routines, which we used to, awaken public:
and public halls," He said his film
opinion, ;w.e had established a; beachhead and the rest, was up to the people.
group, had been accused of trying
By the time the battle got to the courts the war was over as far as I
to make a Hollywood product in.
was concerned. The court actions were strictly B-productions and at all
Britain but declared, "My producers
are advised we are to put over to Hollywood previews I'm on the A-list.
I remember that while; the- Honorable Court was turning a deaf ear to
the 'ivbrld ih film the British charcoun.sel's learned brief in. defense of tenure of .pfflc'e.^ the .right to '*
acter and way of living, feeling we
'It.'
have something to convey to the hearing and due process of law, I Went off to relax at .a' picture show..
was there I saw "Mr., Smith Goes to Washington."
world in that way."
Mme. Scully kept nudging me all through the picture as the strong arin
Rank f'iirtlier stated, "You must
have a great oraanization to com- of coincidence kept cracking us both over the head. Either I had iniUateo
I had
pete with big American eompan- Jimmy Stewart or Frank Capra had tailed Frank Scully wherever
gone tl^at year and had pirated all my j'outines.
ies, as a few years ago Americans
The only points at which our fabric didn't match were at the beginning
had practically a monopoly of the
aim
world's screens." He added, "In the and the end. I wasn't quite the chump :>Mr. Smith was to begin witli.
he clidI ended with something less coasoling in the form .of a victory than
fight we are up against, we arc tryAnd not wanting lo be ungallant to Miss Jean Arthur, I think I got «
ing to secure screens in every coun-

findings re the Music
Mall getting the only film business

from

Scully

Secret Ballot, S. D:, Oct. 27.
who seem to think I have jtist stepped dut of a cocoon and need
basic training in practical politics urge me to be sure to see plays like
"State of the Union." "Up in Central Park,'^ and. sundry sideshows along
the midway of political economy. I yawn, say, "Sure, sute." and go back
to finding ways and means to pick up five votes per precinct between a
primary, and a runoff.
,

—

.

fiction

By Frank

»

i.

I

'

Expected Wealth

Continued from pase 1
Herb Mayes, sent it along with re- where you can take ofl your shoes
sult Raphaelson must do 9 to 11 of and rest your weary feet, but Mo- GIs are under contract to varioU.s
themi depending strictly on how far tion Picture Academy prize win- studios, but most of them are six.:the series can last. First is due in ners deserve a higher compliment. month pacts, with options, at around
Or do they? And besides, it costs $75 a week. Unless a player under
December issue.
The playwright hasn't done much a lot."
such a contract catches the eye of a

And

1

People

;

.

As for .where, the entertainment
last several months to be a farmer
in Bucks county (Pa.) but meantime dollar is going, Farnol states: "Ex- 'guess,"
has been doing a series of stories cept for the IVIusic Hall, the so-called
around a "Hilda Be'nson" character. Broadway first-run picture houses
He thought them too iconoclastic for get little patronage from the tourthe staid Good Housekeeping but,' ist The answer is 'we' can see it
being an old friend of its editor, at; home.' Oi course, it is a place

'

> > I > »

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

.

entertainment w'ere fine, thf servicemen returning \^ith their families
will tell you. but the thing they
remember with most affection were
little
acts of friendliness on the
part ot a theatre .-ticketseller or

e.5%
3.5%

Miscellaneous

I

I

seems he once had been blackballed by the wreslliag trust and meeting
the champ on the .street propositioned him abotit a match. THe champ
bru.shed him off, whereupon the' challenger promptly bounced the champ's
of its origin in the war .years and
skull on the sidewalk. For this unscheduled performance he w'as clinked.
its generous, Warm-hearted welcome
Prepared for trial, his lawyer souglit to 'discover if the, bru.sh of the
to troops. Committees and organized
champ had not friglvlened the challenger into, self -defense. He -was sup-

10.5%

"

tourist

'.time priorities.
New York's reputation as a "good
town" was not aided by tlie World's
Fair, but, says Farnolj "has much
.

-

9%

C'lulis

I

,

19%
11%

Beverag'cs
Taxis and .Busei

Me-

who

has one of tho.se
deals with the studio where he can
come back at will, has preferred the
writer,

tro

I

'

.

Dept. and Retail Stores
Non-liotel Restaurants
Hotel Restaurants

I

,

.

will be offered
options which may ultimately leiad to publication of the
completed work plus picture sale.

potential

a

a passport, U. S. visa, pay.
an $8 head tax, produce a health
three
photographs,
a
certificate,
financial statement, fingerprints and

'

iridividu'als

*

I

and thus could not bo summarily removed,
oil Father Flanagan of Boys' 'Town to help us: solve the problem
seems I was disturbing a delicate political lUpdeKstahdnig Ijelweea
and the "outs." When told about th;s, I pulled a Wallace sind,
like him, in time got the heave. But before I went I turned in, a lot ot
laughs and really did break Up the goon squad on the top levels.
a registration certificate Under, the
"Mr, Sniith", had not yet been released to tell me whpt to, db. Neither
Alien Registration Act.
had "State, of the Union." So 1 went on a sitdown strike in the slate buildReason for the big 1947 inOux
ing! I sat and slept tliere for 10 days.
Farnol sees as caused by the "state
A 306,-ppund wrestler was, rushed to .rrly support-— by, friends of mine,
of mind" travel has become to GIs
if not of reform.
and the fact that people not in the
"But don't tell him to throw anybody out the window," 1 Was advised.
services had been excluded from
"He's a literal-minded clunk; He'll throw them and you'll have a miu'der
touring for almost flve. years by war','instance,

now have

year's total includes S'^rvicemen in
Mss. Eligible' in Contest
Heavy response to the $150,000 on furlough.
Peak Monthfi
'writing fellowship contest sponsored
October is easily high month for
jointly by Farrar, Straus & Co. and
20fh-Fox. has prohipted the firms to the traveler, onslaught, according to
supplied
by Harris, Kerr,
eji;iend the project to cover unfinLsh- data,
ed mss., with belief that fihahcia.l aid Forster & Co., hotel accountants.
and certainty o£ publication will Hotel room, occupancy, they state,
stimulate, authors to complete their averaged 93% during October, 1945
(TB"? in October, 1937). Low point,
works.'.
More than 500 scripts have been generally, is hit in December, while
.entered in the contest since an- -January is ^only second to October
nouncement of the writing fellow- as a peak. Api-il and No-yember are
ships was made last spring. Judges next highest, then June and.'August.
are currently scanning, submitted March and July are bad.
books, with $13,500 to go to autliors
Convention business, which is only
o£ approved works while a possible a small. part of the tourist field, ac$150,000 total looms for each recipi- cording to Farnolj is certain to exent of a fellowship.
deed $30,000,000 for 1946. The averincompleted manuscripts from age convention visitor in 1940, he
newsmen and mag Writers will be states, spent about $100; in 1946 he
considered when submitted with a spent-about $175. Here's Iffe way his
minimum of three chapters and an dollar is divvied;
outline ol the remaining story. QualHotels
25%
authors then

.ifying

******* ***

,

;

|

prettier girl.

'
'

Otherwise, Mr, Smith and Mr. Scully we're 'bedfellows
it seems that Don Quixote and I are

hou.se of politics, and
clean up tine joint.

in

the

.still

bawdy

My big V

,

'

W«"«l«i<?8t1ay,

October 30, 1946
like.

Broadway

D.
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London liUrary

the

cat organization of University of
Pittsburgh, a wartime casualty "siiice
1941, is being reorganized apd Will
present; its. first show in five years
in December, on the campus.

Jiidewalk

London

Sq:,

agent,

Irving Rapper back to

London

Hollywood

tion.

Bruce Cabot
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Jolson-Gray

Grace Moore
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Halm
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.vacation.
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at
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Lord,
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infec'ted" ear, ;
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las Vega.s on
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Carole Landis hospitalized with
stomach trouble.
Buddy Rogers planed .in from
Claremore, Okla,
V
Dore Schary soaking Up; suhshih.e

cSi

,

,

,

.'

'

'

Palm

at

Springs.

;

;;

,

,

James 'Tinling recovering from
emergency surgery.
Robert Young vacationing on his
Carmel Valley ranch.
Herman Hover to San Franci-sco
-

-

.

on business for; CirO'.s.
.;..:-,
A\ Finestone to St. Joseph, Mo.,
where his father is ill.
Jean Feldman. ;^o -Las Vegas to
divorce Charles Feldihan.
Gene Tierney and Oleg Cassini announced their separation,
Manning, O'Connor absorbed the
Jessie Wadsworth agency.
Steve Crane to Indianapolis where
:

.

.

-

mother

seriously ill.
Jimmy McHugh in town after va*
cationing at Palm Springs.
Van Heflin returned to Metro after
a loanout chore at Warners.
his

is

;

Norma Talmadge vacationing at
the Last Frontier, Las Vegas.
Jerry Fairbanks flew home from
New York in his own plane.
Agnes Moorehead

from Man-

in

hattan to resume film chores.
Col. Orton Hicks in from Mexico
City for Metro studio confabs.
Kay St. Germain called off her divorce suit against Jack Carson.
Maxine Jennings suing Philip
Leverett Saltonstall for divorce.

Allan Lane will be grand marshal

'

Anaheim's Halloween parade,

of

Harry H. Thomas in from New
York for 'PRC .studio conferences.
Robert Taylor flew in from
Wicfhita. Kansas, in his

Hal

Roach,

Jr.,

new

plane.

from

returned

pheasant shooting in South Dakota.
Virginia Mayo recovering from
bruises sustained in a motor crash.

Joan Harrison will plane for England Nov. 7 to visit the home folks.
Gladys George collapsed on the
"Millie's Daughter" set at Columbia;
Mitchell Leisen- back on the job
after a deep sea vacation on his
yacht.

George DeWaide shifted from UniPortland exchange to Los

versal's

Angeles.
Vii'ginia
Bruce hospitalized
penicillin treatments to stave

pneumonia.
Robert Perkins leaving
nila to represent

for

Paramount

in

for
off

Mathe

Philippines.

Ed Brandt checked off the Los
Angeles Times to open public relations offices.

Bob Adler playing

his 100th film

on the 20th-Fox lot in "For-

role

ever Amber,"
Neil Agnew in town for sales hudwith. David O. Selznick and

dles

Daniel O'iShea.
Ralph Peters

inked to manage
Arthur Murray's third dance studio
Los Angeles.
Charles Boyer heading a committee to raise funds for the reconin

struction of Calais.
W. R. Frank returned from
apolis to

resume work on

production,

Minne-

his indie

"Dan Patch."

Lupita Tovar returned from Mexico

City

after
films

contracting

for

two

Mexican
next spring.
Anatole Litvak burned on the
cheek by a blank cartridge accidentally fired by Henry Fonda,
Dickie Moore, recently disciiarHcd
from Sawtelle Veterans Hospitai,
his film career at RKO.
Phil Waxman to New York to .start
production on "Strabge Bedfellows."
He's been casting legiter on.the Coa.st.

resumed

Hamilton
McFadden in from
Washington on business for the
Department's motion picture'
;

Slate

,

diVisibhi-V''.,;.

St Louis

'

.

.

;''';:'

;;-";:.

;,'''

,,..,

June Clayforth hospitalized ;lor
'':':
minor s'urgery.
Joseph I, Brcen recovering from
major surgery.

•

.

'

" ;;;;-:.;

;Spr|-ngs. -

I

j

Spririg.?::forVa:;

divorced

Beriihard
;::..,;.,:

Anne Gwynne sunning

,

;

Palm

........-;'-...-'

Jack
Gillie,'

.

.

to

;siesta,,

,

'

';'

Y:ork:.-

'

:

•

',:

Seoop Conlon returned from Nevv:

-

.

,
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Noel Madison to Cincinnati,
Dorothy Hart laid up with flu.
Fi'ank 'Sittatra buying an airplane.
John Lund to Las Vegas on vaca-

,

o.p,

.

,

;

CIIATTGIl
Incidentally,

Rembrandts now flood Times

having deserted the Village. CosJ. B'. Priestley is on lecture tour
tume jewelry 1« another pop pitch
in Vienna.
on many B'way corners.
Ivan Black, laid up past 10 day.s
Mary Martin confined to her room
with phlebitis, has turned over at the Savoy hotel suffering froni; fUi.
TJoiiywood after
"Sweet Bye and Bye" to p.a. Willard
Coliiiiibia Records out with a 661Washington, D. C.
Hermione Gingold is writing a new
catalog for 1947.
Keefe,
while
Henry Setiber is book, "Gentlemeii, You May Laugh."
nsge record
By Florence S. Lowe
(Mrs. Martin) Beck, to Hot handling "Toplit»ky" for him. Black's
£oiii.'-'e
Benn W. Levy to Germany for
couple of weeks.
attending to "Anna Lucasta" chores
Seymour Stone transferred from
SDring's. Va... for
fortnight to lecture to the American N. y., to join Warner's local
legit, having from his bedside.
auditing
-Glis Van. flnally gone
troops.
staff.
ioined "Toplitzky of Notre Danie."
Charles Cochran poslponing., his
James JVteGuinnis,. Metro producer,
Next Tuesday (5) fourth anriiver-,
death of George M,
trip to Pari.s- till November when he and,' Irau, in town over weekend to
'gary of the
Miami Beach
hopes. lb contact CyHda .Glenn .Whom vi.sit Loew's Carter Barron. ;
,
Wolfgang Korngpld, comhe knew in the days wlien her forte'
Eugene Ormandy, maestrO bt thilit.
Kricli
By Larry .'Sollow^y
was dancing.
Or(;h,, here for a concert past week,
poser, motoring to the Coast after
Yvonne Bouvier added to show at
sojotirn;,'
N
Val Parnell denies that there has stayed at a private home rather, thaii
Park Avenue CUib.
Joe Bernhard on the Coast for two
been trouble with Tessie O'Shea or cross picket lines around any of
Don Richards dickering with Nan' ihat this is reason for her leaving town's 18 striking hotels.
weeks gandcring po.ssibilities for new
Blakstone for his Famous Door,
> S
producing deal.
Ernest Cossart planed in from,
the Palladium .show. He maintains
Carlyle lilackwell, silent .screen it
Anthony. iWortlli replaced Ray
Goast_ Monday (28) to see daughter
was a ca.se of illness.
Kavanaiigh a.s conductor for ''Three star, making the-nifery round-s.
Shepherd acq;uired rights to Valerie open in "The Haven." new
Ready."
Jimmy Hitz takes over as resident F. Firth
To Make
British mystery, thriller, in which she
Delderfield's new play. "Peace
Samuel Gardner heading up newly manager of Cadillac hotel, NovM,
her biggest role to date.
Gomes to Peckham," which was tried plays
formed Staten Island CiVjc'.SyniJoe Candullo'.s Orch set for the
Winners of "Top Talent," WTOPout at Embassy, Swiss Cottage, Show
phony Orciie.stra.
Beachcomber, rumba band to be likely to
CBS local program, will compete in
come to the Aldwych.
.Special Sunday perforniance of added, later.
finals in a broadcast from stage: of
Thornton. Wilder's "Skin of Our Loew's Capitol next Sat. (2) night.
"Born Yesterday" Dec. 8 as benefit
Arthur Schwartz and group faking over Acquacade rborh in Fleet- Teeth'' is one of the plays Laurence Winner, Chosen by audience, will aplor the Treasurers Glub.
Olivier and Vivien Leigh will do pear on "Arthur Godfrey's TalentZiegfeld .Club will hold its llth wood hotel.
annual dinner dance at the Starlight
,Tomm.y: Saliha.s, -head of Arthur when they start their extensive tour Scouts,'' CBS net show,.
Boot', Walrtorf-A.storia. Nov. 16.
Murray, Miami studios threw press to Australia and New, Zealand next
Jerrold Brandt, due in N, Y. this
"Sweet Conclusion" is title of play party Monday 1,28) to intro new: year.
Week.with completed story^treatrrient;
with music slated by Hippogryph, studios.
Loild6n' Coliseum back stage staff of ','Magie ib the Air,": vvhic,h:,he wnll
newly formed production outfit.
Jane Froman, unable to find house, tried lightning strike before a reeeht show to top radio; peoiJile, expected
Abe Laslfogel, William Morris settled
forapartment in Coral Monday matinee, demandibg .more here to confer with NAB prexy Jusagency boss,, dtle .jni from the Coast Gable.s. Songstress opens at Colonial pay, with show held up for half hour. tin Miller. NABS has set up a speInn Dec. 26.
.arbtind Dec. r for indefinite stay.
Management finally gave' in. to de- cial technical advisory, committee for
"
Donald Cook, starring in "Made in
.'Joan Abbott,
former "Scandals" mands.the. pic.
Heaven," iital'ted, prbfes-sibnally as a chirp, opened swank gown shop
VPresident ahd.Mrs. Truman hypoed
Tessie O'iShea, who recently quit
singer in an Eniporia, Kas., picture next doou to husband Benny Gaines' the Palladium show due. to illne.ss, interest in presentation of "Blithe
Blackamoor;
house.
Spirit" by George Washington D's
^
is a last miniute ihcltision lh the Roy al
Elvira Pagan, Brazilian cover girlJeep, with large magnet, picking
Variety Performance at. Palladium Cue and Curtain Club by their presup nails and stray metal from Pim- screen star heads new show at Kitty Nov, 4, She returns to the show ence at opening performance at Listrack in preparation of fall Davis, with Van Kirk' and Freddie
lico
ner Auditorium. In White House
same week.
meeting.
Morgan also on bill.
party were Secy of Treas. and Mrs.
Hughie Green, quite a radio name John
Jewish Theatrical Guild holding
Mocambo set to open Dec. 6 with
Snyder, whose daughter Drucie
memorial services for William Mor- dance floor enlarged for the triple before the war and almost forgotten played one of the show's leads.
the
army
been
in
now
that
he
has
Monday
in
Guild
ris," Sr.,
(.4)
chapel band setup headed by Bnric Madrifor the last six years, goes back on
at 6 p.m.
guera. He'll get $6,500.
Vincent Green, foriner pro boxer,
Bill Jordan's Bar of Music preemed the air for the British Broadcasting
is treasurer of the International., with
for sea.'son Tuesday (22) to find an Corp. shortly.
Willie Metz and Nat Posnick also in AFM picket line outside.
June Clyde having injured her
Dispute
Eugene List in; to; give a concert.
Ifie,. boxoffice.
called off next
day with decish knee will not replace Edna Wood in
June Haver out to the family farm
Lou Walters, the Latin Quarter from. PetriUo awaited.
•'Sweetest and Lowest," the Ambasboiiiface now ii.
Paris, flying to
Lord TarlelOn reopens Nov, 25 sador's revue. Place, will be taken by for a rest.
Peter Lorre in town and talking
London for the Command Perform- with re.ser\'ations from practically Roma Milne, formerly with "Black
about his goat ranch.
ance next Monday (4).
every topper booked in this area Velvet," at London Hippodrome.
Arthur Lee Simpkins made an
Peggy Ann Garner, vacationing in already on books. First to reserve
"But for the grace of God," Fred- honorary deputy sheriff last week.
.JJ.
y., forced to rush back to the for season was Lou Walters.
erick Lonsdale's sueces.sful play at
Stage for Action players putting
Coast over the weekend for retakes
Benny Street debuted his "23"
James' theatre, was used as text, on new one-acter by Arthur Milleri
on 20th-Fox's "Bob, Son of Battle." room in the Grand hotel this week. St.
for sermon by Rev. Clarence May, Nov. 12.
-:
Mike, Todd may sell his 45th and Also, bought the big Sands hotel,
Iij&ivicar of St. Peter's Church.
Katherine Grayson and Johnny
Madison offices (former Vanderlip with most of the sporting fraternity
dentally. Queen Mary went 4e- see Johnstone to head Xmas Show at the
home), now that he's headquartering making reservations for the racing
the play recently.
Oriental.
in Hollywood
season.
producing for UniForty West End theatres, which
J.
McGuiness and wife in for
versal.
Vagabond Room, adjunct to Clover
been advertising their plays on several days. He's head of M-G-M
Two Fabian Theatres men due to Club as an all-night c'rinking spot have
the London tubes and escalatoi-s for story dept.
.get married
in November, Bernie preems.New Year's eve, with quartet
years, have withdrawn their biz.
Joe E. Brown huddling with FredMyer,soiv. booker for N. Y. territory, after whom room is named taking
Reason
is
that London Pas.senger rick Brothers Agency on possible
«na Frank Rosana, St. George theatre over on percentage deal» They're
Transport Board told the theatres it radio sho'W.
current at La Martinique, N. Y.
.manager.
Garlton Smith; film and mu.sic
Jewel Box. beset by tax and wants increase of 150%.
Ned Depinet continues his thoughtBroadcasting Corp. has critic, back in town after four
British
ful idea
of souvenir first edition license .difficultie.s, will reopen, if at completed recording of Mark 'Twain's
months' European tour.
as
straight
eating
place.
stamps Willi the n^iiv 3c item on the all,
a
classic, "A Yankee at the Court of
Mickey Rooney passing through on
100th Anniversary of the Aquisition Would-be biiyers shied off when
confronted
with Government in- King Arthur," with Douglass Mont- way to Boston with Leonard Sues
of Mexico.
gomery in chief role. Will be done and Connie Haines. Pla.ved show at
Alan Baxter, Ruth Gilbert, S. Jay debtedness which they'd have to
in serial form for seven broadcasts, Four-H club confab in Kansas City.
Kaufman, Jane Cowl, .Courtney Burr asaurrie on taking over.
starting around Christmas,
Milton Robertson, N. Y. radio
and Cheryl Crawford taking pari in
While in America, Jack Hylton is scripter, in Chicago doing continuity
Sunday .seminars of the new Abbe
closing a deal for English rights to for pageant to be staged Nov. 18 at
Theatre School.
"Annie Get Your Gun," and which Chi Stadium by the Jewish War VetToni Kelly and Dee Turnell, of the
Frances Day is likely to star. He wilt erans of America.
Copacabana line, tapped by director
try to persuade Benny Goodman to
Continued {rom page 1
Al Green, for roles in his forthcomcome to England and do a series of
ing "Copacabana" film. They'll leave
wliich was contributed jointly by concerts. Latter will Be in conjuncfor theCoa.st in about a week.
tion with Harold Fielding.
IMartin Starr, publicity man and the -show's four iSpOnsors,
Four Eighth Army captains, HecAccording to Jolson, he "only did
radio
commentator,
will discus.^
Continued from page 1
David
'"llollywood Influence on Community the show because, the bam
nie tor Ross, Geoffrey Gomer,
Lambert and Kenneth Cleveland,
Good Will" before Brooklyn Citi- came out."
there; Lauriformer three connected with the pany eventually gets
.MM Committee tomorrow (ThursJolson was ofl'ered a job by Mutual .stage before the war, are running the Volpi, she claims, is in better voice
day),
execs similar to the chatter show Torch theatre, Knightsbridge, small- than ever. He's the Met tenor who
Rlsmont restaurant, in
Capitol
the war
theatre building, reopened after be- conducted by Fannie Hurst on WJZ est theatre in Londonj with seating returned to Italy when
They have broke out.
100.
ing closed two months for altera- (ABC, N. Y.). He nixed the idea, capacity: under
formed themselves into a company
tions.
As head of the Musicians for
Spot; is 27 years old.
Inci- however, by scramming back to the
dentally, the. Cap celebrated its 27th Coast yesterday. tTuesday),, Jolson called Cardinal Theatre Unit, Lim^ French-American Friendship Leaguej
ited.
alim ]a.st Thursday (24).
Miss Moore has already unearthed
and Larry Parks, who plays him
Mark Hanna now a country squire
three singers, two girls and one
film, were slated to do a joint
with purchase of a 22-acre farm in in the
man, and is arranging final auditions
Bedlord Village, N. Y., which makes repeat on the. Gray, show next SunPittsburgh
on her return to France Nov. 2.
him a neighbor of his client Benny day (3v. With :Jolson back on the
Trouble with European talent is
^"O'^fnan Tallulah Bankhead, Lar- Coast, however, and Parks delaying
By Hal Cohen
ry (CBS) Lowmi. A and Gene Tun- his arrival in N. Y. until Sunday
Patsy Brannigan off on a USG tour. that governments are thinking twice
ney.
Stephanie Diamond, radio actress, before permitting any of their out'
afternoon, that idea wa- also snaA. I'rahk Jonies, " vet .showman, fued.
recuping from recent operation.
standing names to depart for other
more recently with NBC, and husJosh White giving a concert at Car- countries on long-term basis, she
band of, F'-ances Rockefeller King.
negie Music Hall'on Friday night (1). says. Instead the governments are
club date booker for Keit'nWeela Gallez, songstre-ss, into the selling their artists a great bill of
Albee, lost the sight of both eyes
Green Acres, replacing Hilde Simpatriotism and, when they travel
recently. They're sojourning at their
mons.
Nyack home.
Howard Addlesberger. manager of to other countries, they are not travContinued firoin page 2:
Col. Dorsey ©wings
Gardens, in Mercy Hospital for: eling on- basis of dollar.s and cents
gets out of the
,
^rmy next week after six years, to New York, or vice versa. Plus checkup.
but to promote deeper understandformer head of public relations in this, I am doing, a piclure called
Thieves broke into Jbhriny Ma- ing between the nations and sharing
New York, for. past year he's been.
''Copacabana" in which; I make love rino's; new; car and stole his prize in progress of world peace. Witne.ss
"..^Parge of publicity and paid a'dtrumpet,.
the Old Vic's triumph in New York
to Carmen Miranda and perhaps
veiiising m the recruiting
Nick Parillo, vet trtimpeter,; opposcampaign. even Andy Ru.sseH. They have quite
and Paris. They go for limited visits
No future plans yet.
ing Gene Urban for presidency of
Wilson, the musician^, union.
arid, return to their home fields. That
:;;'\'"
to
Annual Ball a Cast lined up. Karl
Ziegleld Club special feature biggest front man in Amei'ica; Louis
Arthur Hopkins canie on from N.Y, is what Miss Moore expects to do
consisting of Jean Ten- Sobel, the syndicated midget; and a lb see tour of "M,agnificent Yankee" in the next two years:- commute between America and other ;countries,
shabby character from Variety, who launched at Nixon.
,r,°!T'*'"^ Manville DresselJoe Shuman, Post-Gazette city ed( teeing off with Belgium in NovemV'incent
and Mrs. at times masquerades as an editor,
(M^^f Iiamiin Shaw met Monday The picture opens with a character back from London on Qu(;cn ElizaT ber, then Royal Opera, Rome, and
ijeth'S maiden voyage,
of the prez, Glady.s
sS i*"'
on; :her birthday, Dec. 5, will sing
called Monte Proser makiiig a play
,;*eldman
Braham.
BarOn Elliott and band have reIn the' third reel sumed their staff duties at WCAE "Louise" at Opera Comique, Paris
Blind accordion-beggar
for Gloria: :jea,n.
with sense
01 showmanship
returning to New York end of Janplays ''AprU Show- Gloria's mother enters and^ Monte, utter three-month layoff.
of the Jolson medley having, memorized the Mann Act,
Playhotise: switching to a Thurs-; uary for six weeks. Miss Moore has
"1
f. ? f,
Hall where switdhe.s from 'Gloria to her rhother. day opening so as not to conflict with a South African tour, for concerts
1* i*/*^"^
't1i
Joison Story"
is current: and likeand opera, starting April 14 in JoIn the fifth reel Glenn Billingsley Friday symphony concerts.,
S.^o^s a Hebrew medley at the has. Monle arrested for stealing his i_ Sportscaster Joe Tucker to Sas- hannesburg; until May 15.
'^'•eak fO?"A ,B.ag Is Born"
motJiei- and
Miss Moore has been a big boxdoorman's whiskey: flask— and, in the 'Ratchewan to bring bis
"owds at the Music Box.
father back to Pittsburgh to live,
office draw on her current tour that
Hote, novelist and author sixth reel (if v\'e ever get that far),
Lucille Manners 'coming here in
of "dI-^
on Copywriting," will be Monte has Billingsley arrested for February to guest star with Pitts- includes stops in Liverpool, Dublin,
maiiv i'"*';
harboring Winchell in the 'ladies' burgh Opera (jo. in "Bartered Bride." Sheffield, B 1 » c k p o o 1 Newcastle,
the
next
luncheonmeeLr^''^"..'*
Associated Motion locker. The whole thing closes with
Lou and Billy Starr, hoofers, and Manchester, LeedSi Glasgow and
Pictnr»^*';^
act- Dundee.
Cluh M A'^Xertiser.s in the Town Hall a big girly number in, Which I get Jack McCarthy, sihi?er. studying
^"'^^'•^ Neilson, AMPA Miranda, Monte gets Pro.^er, Andy ing'at Students Theatre under^I bill
Her concert at Albert Hall, Oct.
pre, ,v^y" P'-'^-^'^e with Leon j. Bam- RU!5sell gets his contract cancelled, of rights.
20 was sold out for over a week.
Variety CItib in William Penn Additionally, sh°e has been touring,
CnvV^f "wmber-guest emcee,
Gloria Jean elopes with a picket
and
four
down for nearly
0^ Varieiy. Street—46th
and fith
under liotel,' shutaccount of po:fi'cr strike, gratis, through Europe entertaining
a junior midway, with who has been casing the joint
weeks on
carnv
{"ittreader. $2 cbkume the Impression that it -was the Whit^ has reopened despile hoi el walkout. American servicemen under State
ieweiv
"wry, quick-sltetch
Gi-Ottcho JWorjf,
House.
Cap and G6wn Club, all male mu.<;i- Dept. auspices.;
artist and the

A

*^''wB'"ir('c'(or

;

'

By Sam X. Hani
Jimmy Dorsey and band at Chase
Club until Nov. 8.
'The Male Animal" in its .second
week at the Community
Eugene List pianist,
two

p.a.'s

with

St.

playhou.se,
will make

Louis

Symph

Orch Nov, 1-2.
The Jooss Ballet skedded for a
one-night stand in the Henry W.
Kiel auditorium Nov. 5.
"Sweethearts," first presentati.on
of the 1948-47 season of The Light
Opera Guild of St. Louis drew 3.500
payees to Henry W. Kiel (municipal 1
auditorium.
Sigmund Romberg not only cfnidiicted the St. Louis .symph orch
cuffo but purchased $400 worth of
ducats that were distributed to serv*
ice

men

in

.St.

Louis.

:

Vf Jiieg«lay,

October 30,
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